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FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.
(Engraved by the Moss Engraving Company from photographs by Sergt. George W. Rice, photographer of the Expedition.)
Our house at Conger (west side), March, 1882_ h

U

. hu __n-_h_u_uuu_u_u __.. _u_uuuh

Frontispiece.
Face page.

Godhavn, Greenland, July 19,1881 _uu h
hU_hU
-_u--uu
h_nuu
U h.'
Ritenbenk, Greenland, July 21, 1881 _uu __h __uu_ uU _uu_ hUhh _u
..• u __u
uuu
nu_ .___
Proven, North Greenland, July, 1881_.
•
U - ••
h -n •
.
Danish Eskimo at Proven, North Greenland_u
uu_hun u n _u _u_h_ ..
h
·__ u_h __nn __
Site of Polaris House, occupied in 1872, at Life Boat Cove, July, 1881 uu_' __. u u __ uU nUUh __
Proteus in ice, entrance to Discovery Harbor, August 12, 1881
nuuu
n __ .:
h_U
Musk-cattle killed on Mt. Cartmel, near Conger, August 12, 1881 uuuuunn_nu __u_uunu __ huuoh_
Head of musk-ox killed near Conger
_nnu___ _
•__u
u_n..
un
. __ u _
__u_u __u
..
u
U_Uh_U
Coal mine, Water-course Ravine, with reflected image
View of ice from Cape Murchison, looking towards Thank God Harbor, June, 1882
uu
uu _'uu n__
u-u-u-- _uu_n__
Musk.calves, October, 1882. Captured near Conger, June, 1882. By Sergeant Frederick
n_u __ u _h
UU _h_U_
__uu. __ un
u.__
Floeberg in St. Patrick Bay, June, 1882 u
Pressed-Up Floeherg, Breakwater Point, Lady Franklin Bay, june, 1882 __
Chandler Fiord, looking westward; Ida Bay to extreme left
u __
n_u
uu_h
Paleocrystic ice in Robeson Channel; __
u .
uu __ ~_
Tide-gauge at Cape Baird (from a sketch by Sergeant Gardiner)
Eskimo relics found in vicinity of Fort Conger. PI. 1_
-~
n__
Eskimo relics found at junction of Lake Hazen and Ruggles River, June, 1882. PI. II.
uu____
.. Eskimo relics found at and in vicinity of Basil Norris and Sun Bays. PI. III
U_Uu
Eskimo relics; greater number found south side of Lake Hazen, June, 1882. PI. IV uu_u
u________________
un
Eskimo relics found at Cape Baird. PI. V
Modern Greenland and ancient Eskimo sled. PI. VL
u
..
U_U_uuu
.u
Arctic Highlander from Cape York (from a photograph by Relief Expedition)
uu_u_u_______
Arctic Highlanders from North Star Settlement, Saunders Island (from a photograph by Relief Expedition) ..
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ILLUSTRATIONS GROUPED IN PLATES.
(Engraved by the Moss Engraving Company from sketches by Lieut. James B. Lockwood.)
PL. I.---Cape Britannia
o •
Victoria Inlet, from near Cape Britannia
Beaumont Island, from near Cape Britannia
u-------- .Stephenson Island, from Cape Britannia
..
- --Beaumont Island, from Cape Britannia
PL. II.-Elison Island
.
,.
View looking into Chipp Inlet
--Cape Alexander Ramsay
..:.
..
Murray] Island
.
Shoe

_
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[~fary

Farthest Point beyond [to the east] Shoe [Mary Murray] Island
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188
188
188
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lLLUSTRArIONa.

VIII

I:
FIG. I. Face of glacier above Emma Bay (from tent), April 30, 1883"'.;.------------------FIG. 2. Flank view of same, from southeast comer, May I, 1883
-----FIG. 3. M'I"rdeGlace," Chinese Wall," just west of" Divide,ulooking east (at Lake Harry), May 18,1883
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II:
Fm .• 4. Mer de Glace, Ie Chinese Wall," where first approached,just east of Camp XI, May 10, 1883_-----------FIG. 5. Glacier" Floeberg," head of Greely Fiord (Antoinette Bay), May 13,1883------ .
FIG. 6. Offshoot of the Mer de Glace (the same as Fig. 8), near head of lake between Camps XII and XIII,
12, 1883
.-------------------------
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PLATE 111:

FIG. 7- Glacier nFloeberg/' at glacier at head of Greely Fiord, May 13, 1883
FIG. 8. Glacier entering valley, ~ay 12, 1883
·
'--------------u
FIG. 9. Lake, glacier, and mountains, from west end of lake, Camp XIII, May 1:2, 1883
FIG. 10. Glacier and cliffs, from east end of lake, May 12, 1883 u_u
uu_.:.
---u_-----· ---u

IV:
FIG. II. View to the west from head of fiord, May 13, 1883
FIG. 12. View to the west from "Farthest," May 14, 188)
FIG. 13. Farthest land on South Side, May 15, 1883
u
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PLATE

FIG. 14. Head of fiord from

U

Farthest", May 14, 1883 _h
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ILLUSTRATIONS IN THE TEXT.
(Engraved by the Moss Engraving Company from sketches.)
Page.
Coast of fiord east of Stephenson Istand. (From a sketch by Lieutenant Lockwood)
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\VASHING'!'ON t D. C., jIlJ/(' 30, 1885.
OFFICER OF 'rIfE ARMY:
SIR: I have the honor to make the following report of the proceedings of the Lady
Franklin Bay expedition, which I had the honor to command:
The station 011 the shore of Lady Franklin Hay was established for work of scientific
observations and exploration, under the provisions of the acts of Congress approved May I,
1880, and March 3, I88!. In its scientific work it formed one of the circumpolar international
stations, which grew out of the exertions of Lieut. Charles Weyprecht, Austrian Navy, and
which were finally determined upon by the International Polar Conferences of Hamburg,
Berne, and 81. Petersburg. Eleven nations participated in this great work, and fourteen
stations were occupied, three of which were in the southern hemisphere,
I was assigned to the command of the Lady Franklin Bay expedition by the Honorable
the Secretary of War, March I I, 1881, in accordance with the instructions of the President.
(Appendix No. 1.) The formal order under which was organized the expedition to establish
the station, was General Orders No. 35, War Department, A. G-. 0., April 12, 1881. (Appendix NO.2.) In accordance with that order the steam sealer Proteus, having been inspected
and favorably reported on by Lieut. J. F. Merry, U. S. N., was hired for the transportation of
the party from St. John's, Newfoundland, to Lady Franklin Bay. Second Lieut. Frederick
F. Kislingbury, Eleventh Infantry, and Second Lieut. james B. Lockwood, Twenty-third
Infantry, were detailed for dnty with the expedition, and twenty-one enlisted men, WIIO were
either selected volunteers from the Army, or specially enlisted, were also ordered to report to
me, The surgeon, Octave Pavy, 1\'1. D., who had been contracted with for a similar expedition in 1880, was to join the party in Greenland.
Lieutenant Kislingbury with two enlisted men sailed from New York about]une I, 1881,
to superintend the proper stowing of the cargo, which was to be done in accordance with
special instructions given him by me. Lieutenant Lockwood sailed from Baltimore June 14,
1881, in charge of the greater number of the party, taking with him the steam-launch which
had been kindly furnished the expedition through the courtesy of the Honorable the Secretary
of the Navy.
I sailed with the scientific observers on June 21 from New York, and the entire party
assembled at St. John's, Newfoundland, June 27, except Sergeant Rice, the photographer,
who, having been sent through Canada with the expectation of obtaining additional foot-gear
for the expedition, was delayed until July 2. On July 4 the party took quarters 011 board
the Proteus, which dropped her anchor in the harbor awaiting certain necessary stores.
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The expedition at that time consisted of the officers and men na1~ed in Appendix NO·3,
· t e Roderi
k R Schneider who replaced Corporal Orimm,
except P riva
0 erIc.,
. a deserter. The
d'
general scientific and other instructions for the party are to be found 111 the same appen IX
. (N o. 3)·
.
h S
G
I
d
Ample field supplies and medical stores had been furnished by t e urgeon- enera, an
a stock of regulation clothing and camp equipage through the Quartenna.ster-General.. A
liberal and excellent supply of arms and annnunitioll, both service and. special, w~s provided
through the courtesy of the Chief of Ordnance. The Chief of Engineers furnished such
scientific instruments as he could spare, and these were supplemented to a certain ext.ent by
loans from the Superintendent of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. SUbsl~tence
stores, well packed and of excellent quality, were furnished for sale by the C01n~l?sary
General of Subsistence. These commissary stores were furnished under the snpervisron of
Maj. John P. Hawkins, in accordance with the special instructions of the Commissary-General
of Subsistence, and I have deemed it my duty to submit in Appendix NO·4 a list of the
articles, with comments on their quality and condition.
Less than $6,(X)() of the original appropriation remained after the charter of the vesse!,
with which to supplement the supplies of the expedition with articles indispensable for Arctic
service, which were not within the province of the regular supply departments of the Army.
While the sum was insufficient to provide the articles requisite for complete comfort and satisfaction, yet careful consideration and rigid economy enabled me to purchase everything
absolutely essential to health and success. Boats, total supply of coal, spirits, and lime-juice
formed no inconsiderable part of these indispensable purchases. The expeditionary supplies
were in almost inextricable confusion on my arrival at St. John's, and to have re-stowed
thern would have entailed an expense of money and time which could not be spared. It
was also ascertained beyond a doubt, that the boiler of the navy launch was entirely unsuited
to use in salt water, and it became necessary to replace it at St. John's, at the expeditionary
expense, by a boiler of another pattern.
During our enforced stay at S1. John's, this expedition, like its predecessors, was indebted
for valuable assistance and advice to Mr. Thomas N. Molloy, United States consul.
The last stores came on the morning of July 7, and at noon we passed the narrows of St.
John's, to remain for three years without direct communication from the outside world.
The harbor of, Godhavn, Greenland, was reached 9p. rn. July 16. The voyage was made
in the face of continual adverse winds, with cloudy or foggy weather. Two strong northerly
gales were experienced, during which the ship behaved admirably. No ice was seen south of
Cape Farewell, except a few icebergs off the east coast of Newfoundland to the north of Funk
Island. A thin pack of stream ice was fallen in with off the Greenland coast the evening of
July 12, in 61° 30' N., 53° 30' W., and was passed through in about four hours. A second
pack was met with the next day in 62° 30' N., 53° 15' W., and was passed through in an
hour. Neither stream of ice offered any obstruction to free .passage, or caused the slightest
delay. Both packs consisted of ice-floes varying from one to eight feet above the water.
Thes~ floes originally formed part of the Spitzbergen Ice Stream, a portion of which, after
~eachlng ~ape ~arewell from the east coast of Greenland, is carried by the southerly current
Into. Dav,lS Strait, Along the lower Greenland coast only occasionally icebergs were seen,
but tn DISCO Bay over a hundred were in sight at one 'time.
. The exp~ditiol1 received at Godhavn official and personal courtesies from Herr Kramp
?mIth, .royaltnspector of North Greenland. He delayed for a day his departure on an official
l~spect1ng tour to Proven and Upernivik, in order to ascertain what he could do for the expedItIOn.. He promised all possible aid and assistance from the other Danish officials. I learned
from him that the winter of 1880-' 8I, except a brief period of cold in March had been one
of marked and unusual mildness in Greenland.
'
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The expedition procured at Godhavn twelve dogs and a large quantity of dog-food and
some seal-skins. A quantity of mattak (the skin of the white whale, a valuable anti-scorbutic)
and a few articles of fur-clothing were obtained by barter-the only possible manner, The
wife of Inspector Smith and Mr. Fleischer, the chief trader at Godhavn, were of material
assistance in this matter. The remains of the house purchased in 1880, which was stored at
this point, were taken on board, as also some 3,000 pounds of Hudson Bay pemmican, which
had been placed at my disposal by H. W. Howgate.
One set of time observations were obtained at the only hours during which the sun shone
while the vessel was at Godhavn.
On July 20, Dr, Octave Pavy, having reported, was contracted with as acting assistant
surgeon of the expedition.
The usual courtesies were shown the expedition at Godhavn and other Greenland ports.
The Proteus left Godhavn the morning of the arst and reached Ritenbenk, Greenland,
the same day. At this point nine dogs, dog-food, seal-skins, and other minor articles, which
had been collected for the expedition through the energetic efforts of Dr. Pavy, were purchased. Here also Mr. Henry Clay joined the expedition, in the position of Signal Service
employe.
A fog delaying our departure, Lieutenant Lockwood, with a party, was sent for birds to
Arveprins Island, near by, where he obtained sixty-five guillemot (Aka arra).
The spring of 1881 at Ritenbenk had been the most forward one for years.
The Proteus left Ritenbenk the afternoon of July 22, and, passing through Waigat Strait,
anchored on the 24th at Upernivik, having been delayed by fog nearly ten hours just off the
harbor.
To my disappointment, skin-clothing could not be obtained at Upernivik, except by a
delay of ten days or two weeks. Fortunately, ten suits which had been made by order of
the Danish Government for the use of the observers of the proposed international station
at Upernivik, in 1882-'83, were on hand, and were purchased through the intervention of
Inspector Smith. The two Eskimo who were recommended for service with the expedition
were living at Proven, some fifty miles to the south, and ill consequence it was necessary to
put the steam-launch Lady Greely into the water for the trip. A severe storm prevented
her immediate departure; but before it had entirely abated, Lieutenant Lockwood started
southward on the 24th, taking a circuitous route next the mainland and inside the many
islands, in consequence of the heavy weather. He was accompanied by Mr. Elberg, the chief
trader of Upernivik, in whose district Proven was situated.
On the 24th and 25th, Lieutenant Kislingbury, with a party, was sent in the whale-boat
to the loomery near Sanderson's Hope. They obtained four hundred and twenty guillemot
which were dried for use at Discovery Harbor.
Lieutenant Lockwood returned on the 28th from Proven, bringing back, for service with
the expedition, two Eskimo, Jens Edward and Frederik Thorlip Christiansen. They were
formally contracted with the same day. He reported that the launch behaved admirably,
both as a sea-boat and when under steam. He killed one hundred and twenty-seven guillemot
during his trip. He also succeeded in securing a considerable quantity of skin-clothing, part
of which, though second hand, was very serviceable. Sergeant Rice accompanied the party to
Proven and made several negatives at that point.
Fortunately for the interests of the expedition, Inspector Smith was again met with at
Upernivik, and it was through his marked interest and kindly influence that the service of the
natives and so good a stock of all needed articles were secured. He informed me that the
winter of r880-'8r at Upernivik had been very mild, and the spring a very forward one;
in fourteen years Upernivik had never been so green. Reports from Tasiusak were to the
effect that the ice had broken up very early and had entirely disappeared.
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Ten dogs additional dog-food, sledge-fittings, dog-harness, and seal-skins were bought
from Mr. Elb~rg, at Upemivik. The dogs so pur:hased proved to b~ diseased, and through
contagion from them two-thirds of our .draught animals eventu~lly died,
. .~
At 7 p. t11. July 29, the pilot was discharged about three miles west of UperntvIk: After
running northward a few hours, I decided to take the" Middle Passag:" across Melville Bay,
as there was no ice in sight except a few scattered bergs. Land was. sighted at 4 a. m, of tl~e
3
and at 7 a. m. the engines were stopped, as the dead reckonIn?" placed the.vessel SIX
1st,
miles south of Cape York. Dense fog prevented any land from being seen u~tl1 an. hour
later, when, the fog lifting a few minutes, land .was found to be ~bout five ~Iles dI~ta~t.
Nothing in the shape of a pack was encountered In Baffin Bay, bU: m about 75 N., 64 v\i.,
ice was seen a considerable distance to the westward, but whether It was a close or open pack
was uncertain.
Of all favorable passages across Melville Bay, this is the most remarkable; but thirty-six
hours from Upernivik to Cape York. The Alert ran across in seventy-two hours, the Polaris
in forty hours (from Tasiusak), and the veteran whaler, Capt. William Adams, in 1873, as
early as June 9, crossed in seventy-two hours. Though the Middle Pack is much feared by
the most experienced navigators, yet its terrors have been lunch diminished since the use of
steam. There seems to be but little doubt it can be passed without trouble almost any year
late in July or August. The whalers passing Melville Bay in June necessarily follow the
land ice.
A polar bear (Urslts marilimus) and a seal (Phoca barbata) were killed on small detached
floes in Baffin Bay. The vessel lay-to July 31 on account of foggy weather. Several soundings
and serial temperature observations were made, which, together with others made during the
journey north, form Appendix No. 104.
AUGUST,

1881.

The fog lifted the morning of August I, at which time we were off Petowik Glacier,
southeast of Cape Atholl. Along these shores were small patches of snow, of a dirty reddish
color, which were without doubt the reddish snow of the" Crimson cliffs " of Sir John Ross.
We took a course westward from Wolstenholme Island, and sighted the Cary group at 3· 10
p. m.: A party landed on the southeast island at 6 p. m. to examine the cache made by Sir
OeorgeNares in 1875. With Lieutenant Lockwood, I examined the provisions, and found
them in generally good condition, except a certain portion of the bread, which was eatable,
though somewhat moldy. The whale-boat was in serviceable condition. The cache evidently had not been disturbed since it was landed, six years before. At the same time, Dr.
Pavy obtained from a cairn on the summit of the island a record left by Sir Allen Young in
1875-'76. A copy of the records obtained and left form Appendix NO.5. Sergeant Rice,
with considerable difficulty, obtained a photograph of the cairn, which is at the very summit
of the island, some five hundred feet above the sea.
On the island was found a worn oar and a number of other pieces of drift-wood, among
which was a charred piece of ornamental work (possibly of the figure-head) of a ship which had
been burned. The whaler Xanthus was burned about five miles north of Tasiusak in 1880.
If, as is probable, this was from the Xanthus, it is interesting as showing a southeast surface
current to extend occasionally that far to the north. Such a current from the southeast was
experienced by us all day of July 31 off the coast, near Cape Dudley Digges. 'I'his fragment
was of an old vessel, as the original red and yellow paint had been afterwards overlaid with
a coat of white.
. Cape Alexander was passed about 10 a. tn. of the zd, and at I p. m. we anchored south of
Littleton Island. A careful and exhaustive search was made by me for seven hours, before
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the Arctic mail on Littleton Island, landed by Sir Allen Young, in 1876, for the English expedition, was found. The seven packages of mail were later sent back by the Proteus, to be
returned through the proper channels to the Admiralty in London, During the search a large
number of cairns were found, all of which were empty, except two, which contained records
from the steam-whaler Eric, Capt. J. B. Walker, dated June 20, 1876. The cairn erected
by Sir George Nares was found open and empty, and had probably been plundered by the
Eskimo, as part of the London Standard, of an unknown date in 1875, was found by me in
the snow on the west side of the island.
While I was engaged in searching for the mail, Lieutenant Lockwood with a party landed
over six tons of coal as a depot for fuel for possible future use. It was on low ground about
twenty feet above the sea, on the extreme southwest side of Littleton Island, in sight of Cape
Alexander.
Lieutenant Kislingbury, with Dr. Pavy and a party, visited Life Boat Cove to communicate
with the Etah Eskimo, if any could be found, and to examine the Polaris winter quarters of
1872-'73. The transit instrument was found about twenty feet from the cairn in which it was
originally deposited. Nothing remained of Polaris house, but the ground was covered with
various articles of iron and other metals, which are well shown by the photographs taken by
Sergeant Rice, who also made several other negatives in the neighborhood. Lieutenant
Kislingbury's report forms Appendix No.6.
N one of the Eskimo had been seen in our northward journey, although a close watch had
been kept on the coast from Cape Dudley Digges to Wolstenholme Island, and from Cape Chalon
north. It was evident that none had lived at Life Boat Cove within the year, and probably
not within three or four years.
The wheel of the Proteus needed some repairs and delayed us until I I p. m. of August 2.
The weather on leaving was fair with no ice in sight, and in consequence I did not dare to
spend time for the examination of the two hundred and forty rations at Cape Sabine, but
ordered the captain to make direct for Cape Hawks, which was reached 9 a. m. August 3.
The Proteus lay-to just north of Cape Hawks, while I with Lieutenant Kislingbury exam..
ined the English depot of 1875, and sent Lieutenant Lockwood and Dr. Pavy to Washington
Irving Island. The jolly-boat was found in good condition, and was taken by me, as I was short
of boats. It was named the valorous, from H. 1\1:. ship to which it originally belonged. Two
barrels of pickles, two barrels of stearine, a barrel of preserved potatoes, and two kegs partl y
full of rum were found in excellent condition. There was a large quantity of bread, some of
which had evidently moulded owing to the casks being left in a depression of the rock where
melting snow collected in SUIUIuer. Three cans of potatoes and a keg of piccalilli, and the
part of keg of rum were taken, and the remaining stores were placed in the best possible
condition to resist the weather. Sergeant Rice made several photographs of the surrounding
country during our brief stay.
Lieutenant Lockwood found on Washington Irving Island Sir George Nares' record of
1875- ' 76, which with his own notice forms Appendix NO·7·
Cape Hawks was left at I I a. m., and at 3 p. Ill. Cape Frazer was passed. Washington
Land was sighted at 4 p. m, through the fog, which had just set in. To this time no pack
had been seen, and Kane Basin was evidently freer frorn ice than Baffin Bay. Only a few
rotten floes of very limited extent were at any time visible. The only paleocrystic floe-bergs
seen were four large ones near Cape Frazer.
'I'he eightieth parallel was crossed at 5 p. m., and half an hour later the vessel was abreast
of Cape Collinson; but increasing fogginess deterred me from examining the sledge rati~ns
there, for fear of serious delay in my northward progress. Scoresby Ray was filled with
harbor ice, apparently unbroken that year, and already a fringe of new ice e:,tended outward a mile or more into the sea. The dense fog retarded our progress considerably, and
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about 10 p. m, it was necessary to lay-to until the momi?g of Allgu~t 4· About 10 a. m. we
obtained a sounding some eig-ht miles southwest of Frankhn Island, with no bottom at one hundred and thirty fathoms. Carl Ritter Bay was reached at 2 p. m., and a small depot of about
two hundred and twenty-five rations of bread and meat were cached on the extreme northern
shore of the bay. Cape Lieber was neared, and a heavy pack against the land was passed by
a detour to the eastward.
. , .
At 9 p. m. August 4 the vessel was stoppe~ for th~ first time by the. Ice .In the extreme
southeastern part of Lady Franklin Bay, only eight miles fr~ln our destination. The pack
a very heavy one, extending in a semicircle from Cape. Baird to th~ Greenland coast, near
the mouth of Petermann Fiord. It consisted of paleocrystic floes rangIng from twenty to ~fty
feet in thickness which were cemented together by harbor ice from two to five feet thick.
The Proteus wasmade fast to the southern edge of the pack to await further movements of
the ice.
On the 5th the cliffs of Cape Lieber were thoroughly, examined by L~eut~nant Lockw~od,
Dr. Pavy, and myself and a cairn was erected on the highest peak. N 0 sI~ns of a pre:lous
cairn or any other indications of an earlier visit were noted. From the summit of Cape LIeber
the ice to the northward, in Hall Basin and Robeson Channel, was seen to be heavy and almost
continuous.
During the 6th, 7th, and 8th of August it was found necessary to frequently change the
position of the vessel in order to avoid besetment, but every opportunity was improved to hold
as much ground as possible. Immense fields of ice passed southward during this time.
On the 8th a nip appeared probable, as the fields driven to the south packed together and
formed a wide barrier, which apparently caught between Hans Island and. the Grinnell Land
coast. A strong north wind at the same time was forcing immense quantities of ice southward from Hall Basin. Preparations were made for a nip and the screw and rudder made
ready to be unshipped instantly. The condition of the ice improved, however, at the turn
of the tide, but the vessel was forced slowly southward to within some five miles of Hans
Island, having lost about forty-five miles of latitude.
A southwesterly gale with snow set in on the loth, which continued during the r rth,
starting the whole pack to the northward. When the snow cleared on the morning of the
r rth, open water was visible along the west coast as far northward as the eye could reach.
At 7·30 a. m. we ran to the northward, and by 2.3° p. m. had crossed Lady Franklin Bay
without detention from the ice. Water-course Bay was entirely filled with pack-ice, jammed
against the shore, which extended to the southward, but a narrow lane of water between
Distant Cape and Bellot Island permitted the vessel to enter Discovery Harbor, where she was
moored to the ice inside Dutch Island. Fast harbor-ice about eighteen inches thick covered
Discovery Harbor, as well as the western half of Lady Franklin Bay.
Lieutenant Lockwood was sent to examine Water-course Bay and the coal seam while I
visite)d the. winter quarters of H. M. S. Discouery, The records found by me form Appendix
No.~. LIeutenant Lockwood's report on Water-course Bay forms Appendix NO.9. He
considered the place an excellent one for the station and reported that the bay which was
.
"
e~Id~nt1y a shallow one, was partly clear of ice, and that a vessel could probably approach
w.IUlln s?me two hundred yards of the shore. The situation of the bay was such that, while
discharging, ~ vessel woul~ necessarily be unprotected against the moving pack. In conseque~lce I decided to establish the station at U Discovery n winter quarters. The decision was
~ WIse one, for Dr. Pavy,. from groun~ overlooking Water-course Bay, found it full of packIce ~n the 13tlI, Immediately on landing we succeeded in killing fourteen musk-cattle, which
furnished an excellent and abundant supply of fresh meat for the first winter.
On the rath the Proteus broke her way through nearly two miles of heavy ice and
anchored on the holding ground of H. M. S. Discovery, within one hundred yards of the post-
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office cairn of Captain Stephenson. The party was divided into gangs for unloading the
stores. The general cargo was discharged in sixty hours by 4 a. m. of the 14th, and one hundred and forty tons of coal were landed by the evening of the r Sth, The station was named
Conger in honor of Senator Omar D. Conger, who had taken a deep interest in the expedition.
On Angust 14, Illy surgeon, first through an officer and later personally, expressed to me
his intention of breaking his formal contract and leaving the expedition unless Mr. Henry
Clay, with whom he had quarreled, should be ordered from duty with the party. The situation was trying in the extreme. If on one hand it seemed quite impossible to face without
a regular doctor two years' isolated, Arctic service, it would on the other hand certainly be
destructive to discipline and success if the commanding officer thus yielded to dictation from his
subordinate. Dr.. Pavy was immediately informed that such threat could receive neither
consideration nor concession, but that he must submit to the judgment and decision of his
commander. Dr. Pavy yielded. Mr. Clay, unaware of the question, later requested to be
relieved in order to promote harmony; and I so ordered, having in my mind determined that
such procedure was necessary, on the same grounds as actuated Mr. Clay's request.
The surgeof1 reporting Corporal Starr as unfitted for stay, owing to asthma, he was ordered
to return in the Proteus.
To facilitate the departure of the vessel, and at the earnest request of her captain, she was
formally discharged at 6 p. m., August 18, although our coal was ten tons short, which it was
thought could be obtained from the adjacent mine. The expeditionary force landed at 7 p. m.
and took up temporary quarters in tents.
The Proteus left her anchorage about 5 a. m., August 19, but being stopped by heavy ice,
which late southerly winds had accumulated at the northern entrance of the harbor, returned
to anchorage off Proteus Point. This name was given to a point off the east shore of Discovery
Harbor, nearly midway between our station and Dutch Island. The steam-launch under
Lieutenant Lockwood's command attempted to follow the Proteus when she left her anchorage
on the morning of the 19th, but, owing to the heavy floes, found it not only dangerous but
impossible to do so. The Proteus made several attempts to leave the harbor but was unsuccessful until the evening of the 26th. Private Ryan was sent on board the 22d, under orders
to return to Washington, on account of an epileptic attack.
On August 26, Second Lieut. F. F. Kislingbury, dissatisfied with the expeditionary regulations, requested to be relieved. He was immediately relieved and ordered to report ill person
to the Chief Signal Officer. The Proteus got under way just as Lieutenant Kislingbury was
leaving the station to board her, and he was consequently obliged to return. He was at first
notified that he would be regarded as awaiting orders at the station, but subsequently, at his
own request, the order was so modified as to consider him awaiting transportation in order
to report to the Chief Signal Officer of the Army. He remained at Fort Conger perfonning
no duty, and no further requirements were made of hint than that he should conform to the
police regulations of the station. At no time did he ever request to be returned to duty as an
officer of the expedition, and his assignment to duty on April 9, 1884, at the time of Lieutenant
Lockwood's death, was made 011 my own responsibility, as being required by propriety, if not
by the exigencies of the service. It may here be said that Lieutenant Kislingbury at various
times contributed bv his skill and assiduity as a hunter to onr stock of game, and tl111S to OUf
comfort and health.' The orders and correspondence in his case form Appendices Nos. to, I I,
12, 13, and 14.
.
By almost incessant work the house was covered III so that the cook-room could be
occupied 011 the a rst, and by August 31, although 110t comfortable, the house was habitable.
The general stores having been secured and the house well advanced, attention was turned to
field work. Lieutenant Lockwood started with two men on the zqth to ascertain the best
route for inland travel to and around St. Patrick Bay. He returned on the following day
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having killed a musk-ox during his absence, and also frozen (fortunately onl~ supe~ci.ally)
his foot. St. Patrick Bay was found to be fringed on its southern shores with ~recIpIt~us
cliffs, at the head of and overlooking the bay, of about nine hundr~d feet elevation, which
could be passed only with great difficulty. His report forms Appendix No. 15·
..
Acting Assistant Surgeon O. Pavyand Sergeant Rice,the photographer of the expedItI~n,
having volunteered their services for an overland trip, were sent northward August 29, with
instructions to proceed as far as practicable towards Cape Joseph He~ry, ~nd search for traces
of the feannette. Lack of snow forbidding sledges, a~d heavy running ~ce the u~e. of boats,
they were obliged. to carry food, bedding, etc., 011 their persons. Sufficient prOVISIons were
taken to last as far as the English depot at Lincoln Bay, where they could be renewed.
Sergeants Ralston and Linn accompanied them one day's journey, hauling supplies on a
wheeled conveyance to form depot A at the most convenient place, which proved to be the
top of the precipitous cliffs overlooking St. Patrick Bay.
Visiting Dutch Island the 30th and finding that Robeson Channel was clearing of ice, I
decided to attempt the establishing by boat of a depot to the northward. Stores and a whaleboat were hauled over the ice to Dutch Island, and on the 31st Sergeant Brainard and five
men left with stores for depot B. Instructions did not permit them to proceed farther north
than Cape Beechey. If threatened seriously by ice, the boat was to be secured above tide-water
and the party return on foot to the station. Sergeant Brainard was sent in command of this
party owing to Lieutenant Lockwood's temporary disability from frost-bite.
During the month one' ptarmigan, a hare, and sixteen musk-cattle were killed.
On the 23d a permanent bench-mark was established, in order that any subsequent
expedition could determine any elevation or depression of the land which might meanwhile
occur. The earth was excavated several inches ~ below permanent frost, and a brick pier set
in cement was erected. A bar of iron, half an inch square, projected two inches above the
brick pier, intowhich it was firmly set. Its top is 24.5 feet [7.5 m ] above mean sea-level; it
has a mark (xx) on its south (true) side.
A temporary tide-gauge was erected on the 1Sth, and a permanent one on the 23d, from
which latter date hourly readings were made, Hourly meteorological observations were
discontinued on the Proteus at 12 p. rn. August IS, and commenced on shore an hour later.
These readings gave a mean pressnre(Sth to 31st) of 29.842, and a mean temperature (sth to 3 1st )
of .33'30° [.7° C.]. Extremes of 45.9° [7.7° C.] and 15.6° [-9.1° C.] were noted; the latter
being the lowest ~tlgtlst temperature on record, until exceeded during our retreat in 1883.
By the mornIng of September I the entire harbor was frozen over and the young ice was
43,'" inches thick.
'
The health of the command at the end of the month was excellent.
SEPTEMBER, ISSr.
Sergeant Braina~d returned with his party on the 3d, having walked overland from the
foot of1\I~u~t Beaufort, near Cape Beechey, where depot B had been established. The incidents of his Journey were as follows:

~avin~ Dutch Isla~d the. ~0~00? of August 31, the boat had experienced much difficulty

from yo~ng Ice. Afte: mcurnng Im:nllnent danger from large moving floes, they reached Cape
Bee~he.}, but were obliged by the difficult ~ce-foot to land four miles below the cape, where
hea~ y Ic.e cam~ dOW~l as they were unloading. Drawing up the boat and pitching- the tent,
they ~aIted thlftY~SIX hours for an opportunity of returning by boat. Finding that the ice
remained pa~ked, they ~ecured everything and returned to the station across a very rough
country, p~ssing St. Patnck Bay over the new ice. The detailed report of Sergeant Brainard
together WIth that of Sergeant Jewell, forms Appendices 16 and 17.
. _.
,

MUSK CATTLE KILLED ON MOUNT CARTMEL, NEAR COKGER, AUGUST 12,

(From a photograph.)
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Sergeant Gardiner and Corporal Salor were sent the 6th to examine how far westward
from Cape 1\1 urchison the foot-hills of St. Patrick Bay were practicable for loaded sledges.
They reported the route possible on land, only a mile beyond and northwest of Cape Murchison,
where precipitous cliffs, at the mouth of and overlooking St. Patrick Bay, would necessarily
cause any sledge party to take the ice-foot or main pack. They found all eight-man sledge, a
pickax, a cooking-lamp, and a twelve-foot cedar boat, with paddles. Only slight repairs were
needed to make the boat serviceable. Boat and sledges were evidently abandoned by sledging
party from H. 1\L S. Discovery, in 1876. Sergeant Gardiner's detailed report of this journey
forms Appendix No. 18.
September 7, Sergeant Linn was sent with a small party to remove depot A from the
cliffs overlooking S1. Patrick Bay to a point in the southeast corner of the bay, where a party
traveling north would naturally pass it. It was located a utile northwest of Cape Murchison.
Sergeant Linn found in Water-course Bay a cart left by the English expedition, 1875-'76.
His report forms Appendix No. 19.
September 7, accompanied by three men and taking dog-sledge Autoiucue, I started
westward to ascertain the condition of the ice in Archer Fiord, to examine the depot which
Lieutenant Conybeare, R. N. t was believed to have left in Sun Bay, and to gather such inforIllation as would be valuable in case of a sledge trip inland toward the west coast of Grinnell
Land. The western shore of the large bay forming the extreme southwestern parts of Discovery Harbor was reached that afternoon, and while the party were slaughtering a herd of
musk-oxen, I visited alone Sun· Bay and Stony Cape. The ice in Archer Fiord, of recent
formation, was found in perfect condition for traveling. Searching two hours over rocky
points for the depot, and seriously injuring my knee by a fall aUlong sharp rocks, I was
obliged to abandon the sear~h. Two cans, one each of nun and alcohol, were the only articles
found. Possibly the rations n1ay have been left in bags and been eaten by animals, a wolf's
lair being near. Eleven musk-cattle were killed, the remainder of the herd being spared by
my orders, to guard against their extermination. Twelve eider ducks were killed in the
sonthwest part of Discovery Harbor. A considerable quantity of drift-wood, apparently coniferous, as a rule, was gathered along the shores, some pieces being about three feet in circumference. The detailed description forms Appendix No. 126.
Dr. Pavy appeared at the station at 4 a. In. September 9, and reported that Sergeant Rice,
suffering from an attack of inflammatory rheumatism, had been left that night in the ravine
north of S1. Patrick Bay; about ten miles from the station. Sergeant Brainard was at once
sent to him with needful medicines and provisions, followed by four men with a sled and an
improvised stretcher. Five men being unable to bring him up the high, steep cliffs bordering
S1. Patrick Bay, six others were- added to the party, whose united efforts were required for
nearly an hour and a half to get him up the cliffs. Dnring their absence a northeasterly gale
set in, and the temperature fell to 8° [-13.3° C.]. A number of frost-bites resulted, fortnnately none severe.
Dr. Pavy had reached Cape Union September 3. He traveled from Fort Conger across the
country, around St. Patrick Bay, striking the coast at Cape Beechey. Following thence the
shore as far as Black Cliffs he was compelled by precipitous crags and open water to turn
back, and reached Wrangel Bay by a detour inland. From Wrangel Bay to Cape Union the
coast had been followed. The English depot at Lincoln Bay was carefully examined. The
bread and many of the groceries were found to be spoiled. The preserved beef, rum, and
stearine were good. Several boxes of meat and potatoes were missing, possibly blown into
the channel by some violent storm. The serviceable groceries were packed in one cask. From
Cape Union the Greenland coast was visible, Dr. Pavy said, as far as Cape Britannia. The
Polar Ocean was covered with the ordinary pack; no paleocrystic floes, and but few water
lanes were seen. In Robeson Channel a water lane,about two rnileswide.extended northward
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southward along the Ormnell Land shore as far as the eye could reach. Save a few
. .
t
ti me No traces of the Jcallllctte were
and '"
g-ronnded bergs, 110 paleocrystlc Ice was seen a any 1 •
found,
CU·
H·
br ken
'I'he condition of Sergeant Rice precluded progress beyond ape rnon. . aVI.ng 0 d

through the young ice in Wrangel Bay, he had been troubled with rheuma~lc paln~ the 3 .
th his joints were so swollen that he could not draw 011 his boots wjthout difficulty.
Although sufferingwith acute rhetunatistn, he traveled fifty-five out of se~enty.one hours after
leaving Lincoln Bay. When reached by the party he could n:ove ~o limb except by great
effort. The severity of his sufferings may be estimated from his losing twenty-four pounds
of flesh during his journey. His pluck and endurance, as Dr. Pavy remarked, were wonderful.
He recovered speedily, and on the rqth was again in the field.
Dr. Pavy found at the head of Lincoln Bay several small lumps of coal, but was unable
to locate the vein. A fish about seven inches long was seen in Beechey Lake. A hare was
shot, and nine musk-cattle seen during the trip. Dr. Pavy's orders and detailed report form
Appendices Nos. 20 and 2 I.
On the loth reluctantly realizing that winter had come, advantage was taken of a very
high tide, augmented by a northerly gale, to haul the launch Lady Greely up on the ice-foot,
where, undisturbed, she could securely pass the winter.
September II, Lieutenant Lockwood, with Sergeant Gardiner and Eskimo Christiansen,
started with dog-sledge to explore the "Bellows, n a valley Ieading northwestward from the
southwest part of Discovery Harbor. Lieutenant Lockwood followed the valley for about
twelve tunes beyond the farthest of Lieutenant Archer, R. N. In the last dozen miles the
valley llarrowe(l rapidly, changed its direction to the northward, and apparently terminated in
a narrow gorge a mile or two beyond Lieutenant Lockwood's farthest, throngh which a distant snow-covered mountain was seen.
The latter part of his outward journey was on foot, he being compelled, as was Lieutenant
Archer, to leave his sledge behind, it being nearly worn out by the sharp, flinty stones with
which the bed of the valley was covered. A great deal of lignite coal in .small pieces was
seen between Black Cape and Devil's Back, but it could not be found £11 situ. This coal
was evidently seen by Lieutenant Archer, R. N., who U found the bottom of the valley to
consist of * * * shingle * * * mixed with some hard substance very much like
charcoal. H This coal resembled very much in appearance that of the vein near Water-course
Bay.
About two and a half miles from Black Cape, at an elevation of nearly one hundred and
fifty feet [46m] above the sea, Lieutenant Lockwood found a piece of knotty pine, three feet
long and eight inches in diameter, in the frozen earth. Breaking his hatchet handle in an
attempt to cut it out, he was unable to obtain the stick. Two musk-oxen were seen, but in
accordance with my orders were 110t killed. Lieutenant Lockwood's report forms Appendix
No. 22.
Dr. Pa,,"Y, with two men and two dog-sledges, left September 15, with orders to proceed
down Archer Fiord and. travel overland westward from Mount Neville as far as his provisions
would permit, He returned the following day, reporting that the late storm had broken up
the new ice in Archer Fiord, and that progress beyond Sun Bay was impracticable. The
written report rendered by Dr. Pavy and the orders for his journey form Appendices Nos. 23
and 24.
September 16 I started with two men for three days' inland journey towards the United
Slate~ Mountains, but was myself compelled to return the same day, my knee not having
S~\ffiClently recovered from its injury the week previous. A man replacing me, the party continned onwards, but were driven in by a heavy storm the 18th. Sergeant Brainard verbally
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reported that they had traveled twenty-five miles to the northwest, and had reached a high
"divide," from which they believed water drained westward, although a thick snow-storm
prevented any view.
Dr. Pavy started on the arst with supplies for depot B, and was unable to round Distant
Cape. Later in the day, with Sergeants Brainard and Rice, I got the sledge around the cape
to the entrance of Water-course Bay, where, a runner breaking, the load was left until the next
day, when Sergeant Brainard moved it to the north shore of St. Patrick Bay .
On the 24th Lieutenant Lockwood started with four men to haul supplies to depot B (near
Cape Beechey), In returning he brought from near the head of St. Patrick's Bay a section of
a large coniferous tree, probably pine. It was found just above the tide-water by Privates
Connell and Christiansen, September 9, at which time the largest end was cut off for fire-wood
for the relief party. The section from the center was of nine and a half inches diameter,
When found, the tree was thirty feet in length. Lieutenant Lockwood's detailed report is
appended, No. 25.
Sergeant Rice, on the 25th and 26th, with dog-sledge, added supplies to depot B. His
report forms Appendix No. 26.
Sergeants Brainard and Jewell examined the ice towards Cape Lieber September 26. It
was found to be quite rough and evidently liable as yet to open during the tides or strong winds.
During the month a hare, four wolves, twelve eider-ducks, and eleven musk-cattle were
killed. The wolves were of a pack which, eighteen in number, crossed the harbor-ice near
the station September 17. Two others of the pack were badly wounded.
Stars were first visible midnight of September 9 and 10. Sets of time, latitude, and
azimuth observations were made during the month. From the 17th to the roth, inclusive,
hourly observations of magnetic declination were made, and observations for inclination and
horizontal intensity. In addition to hourly tidal observations, the high and low waters were
observed as to time and height. Hourly meteorological observations were made. (As the
hourly observations mentioned above have been regularly made, they will not be referred to
in detail each month.)
Mean pressure, 29.800 [756.9mm]; temperature, + 10'92° [-11.7° C.]. The mean tern ..
perature (4.7° [2.6° C.] below Nares, Floeberg Beach, 1875) has been surpassed as regards cold
only by 9.74° [-12.4° C.] of Kane, Van Rensselaer Harbor, r853.
Extremes of temperature, +300 [-1.1° C.] and -'11.9° [-24.4° C.]. The minimum
is the lowest on record for September, A minimum of -14.5° [-25.8° C.] was experienced
by field parties the night of the 24th and 25th.
The new ice was fifteen inches thick at the end of the month. Snow fell 011 nine days;
amount melted, 0.23 inch.
The issue of an ounce of lime-juice to each man, which had been made on alternate days,
became daily frot11 September 21. The health of the command continued excellent.

..

OCTOBER, I88!.
The state of the ice permitting sledge travel, Dr. Pavy left, October 2, with Private
Whisler, Eskimo Jens, and two dog-sledges, under orders to proceed to Cape Joseph Henry,
en route for drift-wood or other possible traces of the Jeannette. In addition to his search,
he was to layout northward such depots as would facilitate spring travel along the cost of
Grinnell Land. He returned the 9th. He had been obliged to reach \Vrangel Bay from Cape
Beechey by an inland route, and was stopped by open water and failure of ice-foot, south of
Li ncoIn Bay, at the cliffs of Cape Frederick VlI, Very heavy ice was found from that point
southward to Wrangel Bay. Two small depots (C, in Wrangel Bay, and D, at the foot of Mount
Parry) were established. His orders and report are to be found in Appendices Nos. 27, 28,
and 35.
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Lieutenant Lockwood (3d to 5th) explored the valley north of St. Patrick Bay. ...~bout
a mile and a half wide at the bay, it extends six miles to the northwest (true) and termlnat~s
in a narrow ravine, the bed of the river. His report, with a map of the valley, forms ...A ppendix
No. 29.
.
Lamps became necessary midday of the 8th. ~n t~le 5th, r rth, and 13~h, parties were
sent to the southwest part of Discovery Harbor to bnng In the musk-cattle killed September
7; the eleven furnished twenty-six hundred pou~ds of .dressed nl~at. The report o.f Sergeant
Rice (Appendix No. 30) is of interest in connection with the eqtupme.nt ~f the pa~ttes'.
Lieutenant Lockwood, having ascertained on the qth that the Ice In that direction was
practicable, on the rath and 13th established a small depot of provisions at Ca~ Baird, for
possible emergencies. Hudson Bay sledges were used for the work and pro:red sa~lsfactory.
The sun was last visible from the station October 14, not to be seen agaIn until February,
one hundred and thirty-seven days. Stars were visible at 1100n (local time) October 22.
October 18 a party was sent to mine coal in Water-course ravine, and on the roth, aoth,
zath, 26th, and 28th, parties were engaged in hauling it to depot A '(Cape Murchison), where
a ton and a half was accumulated to serve as fuel for sledge parties. A small quantity was
hauled to the main station.
Lieutenant Lockwood, October 23, proceeded with a party to depot B, near Cape Beechey,
and constructed a substantial snow house. A small stove and four hundred pounds of coal
were hauled from depot A to depot B. He ascended Mount Beaufort October 26, and saw
Robeson Channel open in all directions. The only ice to be seen appeared to be small. No
floe-bergs, save a few grounded ones, could be discerned. He was of the opinion that an Arctic
vessel could have steamed with but little if any trouble from Cape Lieber to Repulse Harbor.
October 9 an anemometer and self-registering thermometer were exposed on Mount
Campbell, BelIot Island, at an elevation of about 2,100 feet [640m]. Magnetical, meteorological, and tidal observations were continued as usual.
Mean pressure, 29.891 [759.2mm]; temperature, -9. 22° [-22.9° C.]. The mean temperature is the lowest recorded for October, except at this station (Stephenson), - 9. 79° [- 23.2°
C.], r875· Extremes of temperature, +9,6° [-12.4° C.] and - 34° [-36.7° C.]. The
maximum is the lowest recorded by over 6° [3.3° C.]. A lower minimum has been recorded
only by Kane, Van Rensselaer Harbor, 1854 -37. 8 ° [-3 8. 8° C.], and at this station,
Stephenson, 1875 (- 39.0°) [ - 39. 40 C.].
.
Sea temperatures were observed and the new ice measured every fifth day. Ice, November
I, twenty-seven inches thick.
A case of aneemia, which yielded readily to treatment, put Private Long off of duty for a
short time; otherwise the health of the command was excellent.
NOVEl\IBER, 1881.
Winter ~ay .be considered as having commenced when the sun left. The beginning of
the long Arc~lc night found the expedition in excellent spirits and full of hope and confidence
as t? .the .spnng work. The autumn work on the Grinnell Land coast was successful beyond
an ttC.lpatlOn. Four depots had been established to the northward; the condition of the stores
at LIncoln Bay ascertained; points previously unknown reached toward the interior' and
practical information gained as to the conditions governing field work in high latitudes.
The on~): drawback was our. inability to cross Robeson Channel in order to transport caches
of provistons, and to ascertain the quantity and condition of the stores at Thank God Harbor.
During September, young ice had prevented any attempt to cross the channel, and at the
end of October, although the weather had been unprecedentedly cold, the straits could 110t be
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considered as safe for sledges. Lieutenant Lockwood, however, proposed that a crossing be
attempted near Cape Beechey, at the narrowest part of the channel. While sensible of the
very hazardous nature of such an attempt, I consented, having full confidence in Lieutenant
Lockwood's prudence, and feeling assured that his goodjudgtuent would cause him to abandon
the effort at the proper time. Leaving the station November 2 with eight men, who had
all volunteered for the duty, he returned the Sth, having made two unsuccessful efforts on
the 4th and 5th. The channel was found covered with heavy ice, some of which was in
motion, and several miles from the shore a channel of open water four or five hundred yards
wide was found. Lieutenant Lockwood's orders and detailed report form Appendices Nos.
3 I and 32.
Dr. Pavy, who had left with two dog-sledges, November 3, to add stores to depot C in
Wrangel Bay, returned to the station the same day as Lieutenant Lockwood, November 8.
Dr. Pavy's orders and reports form Appendices Nos. 33, 34, and 35.
These trips, ending twenty-three days after the snn had left us, terminated the autumn
work at an unprecedentedly late date, the high latitude being considered. The expedition
then settled down to winter quiet.
A tri-weekly school was commenced during the month and kept up through the winter,
with benefit to the men attending. Of the educational qualifications of the expedition it may
be said that every Ulan of the party but one could write, and he acquired the attainment during
the winter. A semi-monthly newspaper, The Arctic 1J£0011, continued for fOUT numbers, exciting interest and affording amusement,
The 24th was appointed as a day of thanksgiving and praise. Selections from the Psalms
were read in the morning. Amusements of various kinds, races, rifle-shooting, etc., filled up
the clay pleasantly and added zest to the excellent dinner which followed .
November 24 the observer commenced taking daily samples of the air, in accordance with
instructions furnished by Prof. Edward Morley. Other observations were continued as usual.
The thickness of the new ice December I, was thirty-one inches.
Means: pressure, 29.760 [755.9mm ] ; temperature, -24.53° [ - 31-4 o C.].
Extremes of
temperature, - 3.0° [ - I9.4° C.] and -46.0° [-43' 3° C.]. The mean temperature is the
lowest on record of any expedition, being 2.15° [1. 2° C.] lower than that of Kane, Van Rensselaer Harbor, 1853. Only one lower maximum is known: Kellett, H. 1\1 S. Resolute, near
Melville Island, 1853 (by 5°) [2.8° C,'], There are two lower minima : Parry, Melville Island,
1819 (-47. 0°) [-43.9° C.], and Kane, Van Rensselaer Harbor, I853 (-47.9°) [ -44·4° C.].
The health of the party remained excellent. No symptoms of scurvy appeared, and 110
other sickness occurred.
all the 30th Sergeant Gardiner broke his left leg while making a tidal observation. No
complication followed in his case; his general health remained good, although the bone united
'slowly.
DECEl\IBER, 1881.
December passed slowly. About the roth, if at any ti~ne, a few ~f the men gave indications of being affected by the continual darkness, but such SIgnS soon disappeared, and cheerful
spirits returned. The Eskimo appeared to be ~he tn~st affecte? On the I~th Jens Edward
disappeared, leaving the station in early morrung, wI.thOl~t mittens and w1th.out b:eakfast.
Sending two parties with lanterns to describe a half-mile CIrcle around the station, hIS tracks
were soon found, leading towards the straits. He was at once pursued, and was overtaken
about ten miles from the station, near Cape Murchison. He returned to the stationwithout
objection, and in time recovered his spirits. No cause for his action in this respect could be
ascertained.
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Sergeant Rice, while assisting in the pursuit, fell on th~ ice-foot .iu the straits and seri~uslJ
injured his shoulder. He was sent back ill charge of Pnvate Wlusler. The latter ha le t
the station ill zeal, without orders, and was too thinly clad. Althoug~ the weather w~s mod...
,1 '
(_ 0) [-33.9° C.] vet over exertion, followed by reaction, so affected 111m that
erate } warm
29)
. , . di .
d
. t nt
he would have perished from cold had it not been for Serge.ant ~l~e ~ JU lClOtIS an perSIS e
efforts. These efforts were the more creditable that Sergeant RIce s nghta:m was useless from
his fall. This exposure affected somewhat Private Whisler'S faculties, and It was several hours
after his return before he was entirely in his right mind.
.
Eskimo Christiansen two days later gave decided signs of following Jens' example, sayIng
that the men intended to kill him. In this connection it should be said that the In.e~ always
treated the Eskimo in the kindest and most considerate manner, carefully avoId1ng any
pleasantries with or allusions to them. This course had been enjoined on them by me ~s the
result of Inspector Smith's advice regarding them, and from my knowledge of the expenences
of previous expeditious. The affair gave me lunch uneasiness until the returning sun and
commencement of spring work engaged their attention and rendered them more cheerful.
Christmas was celebrated as elaborately as our surroundings would permit. The kind
thoughtfulness of friends of the expedition, some personally unknown to any member, had
done 110t a little to contribute to our pleasure, by providing a gift for every member of the
party. I am certain that the heart of more than one man was deeply touched by these
contributions.
The usual observations were regularly made during the month. Means: pressure, 29·7°9
[754. 61l1tn ] j temperature, -32.01° [-35.6° C.]. Maximum temperature, -10° [-23·3°
C.]; minimum, - 52.2° [- 46.8° C.]. Lower means and extremes of temperatures have been
observed but twice in December.
The health of the command remained good. No signs of scurvy were detected. A few
cases of indigestion and anremia, not interfering with duty, were reported.
JANUARY, 1882.
The event of January was a storm of great violence on the 16th. The barometer sank
to 29.020 [737.1mm] (0.86 inch in sixteen hours), while the temperature rose to-9.5° [-23. 1 °
C.] (21.4° [11.9°. C.] in seven hours). The wind attained a registered velocity of northeast
sixty-five miles per hour, when the anemometer spindle broke. Without a doubt a velocity
between eighty and ninety miles per hour was reached. For nearly an hour I was fearful lest
the house be tonI in pieces, and I doubt not it would have been destroyed but for its double
embankment of earth and snow.
Although six of the most active men devoted their energies to the observations, yet one
tidal and three temperature observations were missed. The entire solid covering of ice moved
perceptibly in the harbor, a swell of several inches appeared in the tidal hole (inside a snowhouse), and the tidal rod was bent and displaced.
Pendulum observations were commenced on the 6th and ended on the 29th. Forty-eight
separate swings were obtained, on sixteen days, with corresponding time observations. Sergeant Edward Israel, Signal Service, a graduate of Ann Arbor University, observed the transits
and made the time observations. He is entitled to much credit for attention and devotion to
his work, which, as every Arctic observer must know, was of a trying character. The mean tern...
perature of the sixteen days on which he observed averaged more than 40° below zero [-40 0
C.], and the time observations were made with the temperature of the observatory 560 below
zero [-4(/ C.]. It is, perhaps, superfluous to add that he suffered somewhat from frost-bites.
The detailed. pendulum observations, with records of corresponding time observations,
have been transmitted, for reduction and publication, to the Superintendent of the U. S. Coast
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and Geodetic Survey, at whose initiative and expense the work was done. The instructions
of Assistant Charles Peirce, of that service, were followed as closely as practicable, ami fortunately 110 accident or mishap occurred in the course of the observations. The pendulum
itself was brought back in good condition, so that further comparable observations may be
made with that instrument,
Other observations were made-as usual.
Means: Pressure, 29.717 [7S4-Smm];temperature, -38.27° [-39.0° C.]; maximum, -9.5°
[-23. 1° C.]; minimum, -58.2° [-50.1° C.]. Several expeditions have experienced lower
extremes and means.
Slight symptoms of scurvy appeared in the case of Jens Edward, Eskimo, who had been
in a very despondent 111 ood, but by the beginning' of February he had entirely recovered.
Scurvy symptoms occurred in 110 other case. Marked aurcmia in one case put a man off duty
for a few days. FrOtH the 15th there was a general improvement in the spirits and health of
the whole party.
FEBRUARY, 1882.
The beginning of the month was marked by very cold and unusually clear weather. At
mid-day of the zd the thermometer on the floe could be read without artificial light. The
increasing evidences of the returning sun were closely noted by all, and naturally afforded
universal gratification. The minimum temperature of the winter was observed 011 the 3d; the
standard in instrument shelter (corrected from freezing mercury at - 37.9°) [- 3R.8° C.],
read - 62. 1° [- 52.3° C.]; S11 bstandard on harbor floe (corrected), - 63. 1° [- 52. 8 0 C.]; uncorrected, - 67° [- 55° C.].
On the 16th terminated a period of cold probably unparalleled for its duration and intensity. Pure mercury remained frozen sixteen days and five hours, while the corrected mean
temperature on the floe was - 54.6° [- 48. 1° C.]. Kane's period of greatest cold for sixteen
consecutive days gave a mean of but -43.3° [-41.8° C. J At this station, Stephenson, 1876 ,
the mean for fourteen days was (uncorrected) -49° [-45° C.].
Lieutenant Lockwood, with two men and a dog-sledge, was sent on the roth to examine
the ice from Cape Beechey towards the G-reenland coast, and determine what route should be
followed in crossing Robeson Channel as soon as the sun should reappear. They returned the
22d, having traveled several miles eastward from Cape Beechey and found good ice. Al though
mercury was frozen during their entire absence, and the temperature as low as - 52. 1°
[-46.7° C.], the party experienced but slight frost-bites. Lieutenant Lockwood's orders and
reports form Appendices Nos. 36 and 37.
Washington's birthday was duly celebrated. Out-of-door amusements with a mean ternperature of -44° [-42.2° C.] were not mud] ill favor. Races and target-shooting were participated in, however. Parties were occupied the 23d and 24th in mining coal, and in hauling
it and other supplies to Cape Murchison,
On the 28th the sun, after an absence of one hundred and thirty-seven days, was seen for
a few min utes,
Experiments to determine the velocity of sound were made at temperatures as low as - 55°
[-48.3° C.] and -61° [- 51.7° C.]. More careful experiments were made the second winter,
which, with deductions, form Appendix No. 137.
A hare was shot on the 15th, and later in the month two others.
The greater part of the month was employed in active preparations for spring traveling.
Insufficiently equipped originally for sledging work many articles had to be improvised. The
ingenuity of the party proved equal to all demands made upon it. Privates Bender and
Frederick were entitled to especial credit for special devices and improvernents ; the former
in cooking and the latter in foot and tentage gear. Sergeants Elison and Cross succeeded
admirably- in the construction of sledges after the Greenland and Hudson Hay models.
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t the end of the month was fifty-three and a half inches thick.
ie new Ice a
°[
60 C]
.
Mean pressure, 29.765 [756.ommJ ; temperature, mean, -46.47 -43.
.; maximum,

- 10° [- 23- 3° C. ] j minimum, -62.1° [- 52.3° C.]
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Lower minima have been reported only by the expeditions of Kane, .~an Rens~elaer
Harbor, 1854(-66.4°) [- 54.7° C.], and Nares, Floeberg Beach, 18 76 (- 66.5 )[-54.7 C.].
The mean temperature was unprecedentedly low, not only for February, but for every
The nearest February mean, Nares, Floeberg Beach, 1876, was 8.5° [4.7° C.]
month.
higher.
.
. .
r
The coldest 1110nth previously reported by an Arctic expedition was by McClur:, Mere.)
Bay, January, 1853, mean (unofficial and uncorrected) -43. 87° [-42. 2° C.]. ° AgalnS\ this
may fairly be placed the mean of our floe thermometer, for February, - 52.13 [-46.7 C.]
uncorrected, -48.23° [-44.6° C.] corrected. Our floe thermometer w~s ~roper1y ?:otected
from radiation and was a sub-standard, reading with the standard under similar conditions.
The health of the command was excellent throughout the 1110nth. This subject since the
previous October had naturally engaged the most earnest and especial attention of Dr. Pavy
and myself. Special stress was laid by me on the following points: Thorough and frequent
airing' of beds and bed-clothing to insure perfect dryness; regular bathing; change and variety in diet; and innocent amusements. A course of lectures was commenced in January
and continued throughout the winter. Fresh bread of excellent quality, canned fruit, muskmeat or birds, and canned vegetables were all issued on alternate days. An ounce of limejuice was taken daily by each man. The entire party was medically examined each week.
This subject is treated more fully in the medical report, which forms Appendix No. 103.
l\fARCH, 1882.
The sun having returned, all thoughts and energies were turned towards spring traveling.
Lieutenant Lockwood, with three men and dog-sledge, left March rst for Thank God Harbor,
all the Greenland coast, to ascertain what serviceable provisions could be drawn from that
point for the North Greenland sledge party. A second sledge, under Private Long, accompanied hint as far as depot B, near Cape Beechey, carrying additional supplies to that point.
Lieutenant Lockwood returned on the r rth, having found the traveling generally good,
although in places very bad. His route outward was via Capes Beecheyand Lupton; inward
he traveled overland to Newman Bay and around Cape Sumner. Although the roof and a side
were gone, the observatory building at Thank God Harbor was found yet standing, and the
stores fairly protected from weather and animals. In quantity and variety the articles in no
wa~ agreed with the list in the Polaris narrative. The records of the English expedition and
their store-book were brought to Fort Conger. They form, with Lieutenant Lockwood's
o~~ers and report, Appendices Nos. 38, 39, and 40. The graves of Hall, Hand, and Paul were
:'lslted and were found In good condition. The English twenty-foot ice-boat was apparently
In ~ood order. The whale-boat at Polaris Boat Camp was found, with materials at hand with
which she could be made serviceable.
The e~periellces ~f this sled~ing party had been looked forward to by me with considerable anxiety, The ~ourney, latttude and sun considered, was the earliest extended one on
record, and was made In the worst 1110nth in the year. The party experienced a severe storm,
and f?r ten days the temperature never rose higher than _ 300 [_ 34.4° C.]. They traveled
once I.n -:55.?{) [-48.6° C.] with a light wind, and again in a storm at -400 [-40° C.];
expenencmp 1~ the latter case frequent, but 110t severe, frost-bites. The trip thoroughly tested
f?ot-gear, cookl~g apparatus, sleeping-bags, and sledges which were, to a certain extent, experImental. While several slight defects were discovered, yet the general experience inspired
11
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confidence and reliance during the main spring work which followed later TIle
ti
f
frost-hi
.
exemp 1011
rom severe rest-bites at such extreme temperatures were guarantees of the caution and help"
fulness of the several members of the party.
It is but justice to .Lieutenant Lockwood and his party to notice, in connection with this
remarkably succ~ssfnl Journey, that the distance from Thank God Harbor to Cape Stunner,
was passed ?ver 111 three n~arches. It is no disparagement to Captain Hall, that oyer the sante
roa~ and. d.lstance from 1: hank C:rOd Harbor to Cape Brevoort six marches were necessary
during Ius Journey.
Sending on the zd to Water-course Bay for the meat of two musk-cattle which had been
suspended on a tripod, it was fonnd that drifting snow had enabled wolves and foxes to reach
it. It was our only loss of meat during the winter, and was unimportant, our supply being
ample.
Dr. Pavy, with Sergeant Linn, Jens, and dog-sledge, left, March 5, to establish depot E
on the Greenland coast for Lieutenant Lockwood's spring traveling. His own supplies, except
such as were to be drawn from the English depot at Lincoln Ray, had been cached the
preceding autumn. The journey was made under trying circumstances. They traveled
with the temperature as low as -54° [-47.8° C.), and crossed Robeson Channel during a
northeast gale; temperature, - 38° [- 38'9° C.]. The only frost-bite was that of Eskimo.jens
Edward, who, thinking Sergeant Linn sick, slept outside the bag rather than disturb him,
Although the temperature sank that night to -44.7° [-42.6° C.] he had but one toe frozen,
and that not severely. Dr. Pavy's orders and reports form Appendices Nos. 41 and 4 2•
March I4, Sergeant Brainard, with seven men, started with the boat IJt'scovery (which
had been hauled as far as Water-course Bay on the 7th) and additional sledging supplies,
which were to be cached on the Greenland coast. They returned 011 the aoth, having left the
boat and part of the supplies at depot E, in the Gap. Sergeant Brainard was unable to take
all the supplies across Robeson Channel.or move depot E into Newman Bay, within the time
fixed for his return, owing to his party being weakened by the loss of two men, one of whom,
attacked with rheumatism, was necessarily sent back with a comrade to depot B to await the
return of the party. In addition to stormy weather the party experienced extreme cold, traveling in a temperature of - 50° [-45.6° C.], and having a minimum of -61 0 [ - 51.7° C.].
The successful issue of this journey under such trying conditions of the weather and tempera..
hue, bears strong testitnony to the successful management of field details by Sergeant Brainard,
and also evidences the hardy endurance of the members of the party. Sergeant Brainard's
report forms Appendix No. 44, and his orders No. 43.
On March I9 Dr. Pavy, who had volunteered his services for that special geographical
work, started for Cape Joseph Henry, whence he was to attempt the discovery of land to the
northward, over the Polar Ocean. He was instructed to keep a sharp lookout for drift-wood
in order that no chance for discovering the fate of theJeall1zette should be lost. His party
consisted of Sergeant Rice, Signal Service, the photographer of the expedition, and Jens
Edward, driver of the dog-sledge Lilla.
The Antoinette, under Sergeant Jewell, Signal Service, was sent as a supporting sledge as
far as Lincoln Bay. Sergeant Jewell returned to the station March 30. He had, after leaving
Dr. Pavy at Lincoln Bay, transported two loads of supplies from depot B near Cape Beechey,
to depot E in the Gap, on the Greenland coast. Private Ellis, who had left the station on the
23d to assist in this work, had unfortunately wet his feet from tidal overflow, while en route
'to Cape Beechey, from which somewhat severe, but superficial, frost-bites follo~ed. EIli~,
. however, displayed great endurance in the affair, crossing Robeson Channel twice after hIS
injury, and then returned on foot alone from Cape Beechey to the station. Sergeant Jewell
was entitled to great credit for his energy and endurance. During the time he was in the field
the mean temperature was -35. 2° [-37.3 0 C.]; and, on five days, temperatures ranging from
H. lIis. 393-2
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His field work was done wi thou. t tentage
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Sercreallt Jewell's report forms Appen IX
h

No. 45·
.
d li ht practically cOlnlnenced, Arcturus being the only star
March 19, contlnnons ay Ig
J
visible at midnight.
1 Island
t1 e 31st and hauled up on the
The jolly-boat Valorous was taken to DutC.1 s an 011 1
,
a(racent shore convenient for use when the straits should open.
.
J Four hares were the only gatne added to our larder during the month. A largehquan~lt~
of musk-meat, and over seventy guilletnots from Greenland, were yet on hand at teen 0
the month.
.
d t
On the 7th an anemometer and on the I rth a minimum therruometer were expose a
.
Dutch Island for the purpose of comparison.
The usual observations were uninterrupted dunng the month.
mm
88
mm
Mean pressure 29.73 8 [7SS.3 J. On the 29th the barometer touched 028.9 [7.3~·3 ].
,
] .
0 [
7 C.I., mimmum
Temperature: Mean, -29.94 0 [-34.4° C. ; maximum, -7 -2 1:
.
'
-46.80 [-43.80 C.]. The mean and minimum temperatures were very ht?h for the latitude.
This was the fifth consecutive month during which the thermometer remained constantly below zero [-17.80 C.].
The black-bulb solar thermometer, which was scaled only
zero [-ISO C.], first registered on the loth.
On the roth the ice on Lake Alexander was found to be
fifty-four inches in the harbor a few days later. On April I
inches thick.
APRIL, 1882.

down to five degrees above
. . . .
eighty Inches duck, agal11st
the harbor-ice was fifty-five

The early days of April were fully occupied with the final arrangements for the party
selected to explore the north coast of Greenland. This work had lately been intrusted to
Second Lieut. James B. Lockwood, with general instructions which empowered him to perfect
the necessary field details. Sergeant Brainard and nine men, dragging the H ndson Bay sledges
Beaumont, Hall, Hayes, and Kane, left April 3, followed the next day by Lieutenant Lockwood
and two men with the Antoinette, dragged by eight dogs. In the interest of this journey of
exploration, a large depot of provisions had already been established under my directions near
Cape Beechey, and a second one on the Greenland coast near Cape Sumner.
The force employed consisted of thirteen; main party, Lieutenant Lockwood, Sergeant
Brainard, and Eskimo Christiansen, with dog-sledge Antoinette j supporting parties, four
sergeants, a corporal and five privates, hauling four Hudson Bay sledges.
By the 13th four men had returned to the station j two, Privates Henry and Whisler,
though physically sound, had proved unfit for arduous field work at such low temperatures j
Private Connell had been incapacitated by a superficial frost-bite (the party having had
temperatures as low as -49 0 [-4S 0 C.]) which temporarily lamed him, and Private Biederhick had been attacked by a bladder trouble which caused Lieutenant Lockwood to consider
his return advisable. The latter two men returned reluctantly. Lieutenant Lockwood returned to the station on the rath, and left again the same day. He came for a spare set of
runners to the Antoinette, as the old set showed signs of weakness. His party and rations
were then at Polaris Boat Camp, and he reported that, although delayed by violent storms, yet
the progress of his work was not at all discouraging.
At 8 p. m. of the 3d, Sergeant Rice, Signal Service, the photographer of the expedition,
appeared with Eskimo Jens Edward, bringing with them the iron shoe of one of the runners of
Dr.. Pavy's sledge, which had completely broken down on the morning of the zd at Cape Union.
ThIS sledge had been brought from Greenland, and was hardly made of as choice material as
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sledges of the same pattern which had been constructed at Conger. Sergeant Rice had
immediately offered to return to the station for a runner, and half an hour after the accident was on the way to Conger with Eskimo Jens. They arrived at depot B, south of Cape
Beechey, at 2.30 p. 111. the same day, after journeyings which may be considered as among
the 1110St remarkable in Arctic annals. They had been thirty-six hours without sleep, and in
nineteen hours had traveled at least forty miles, over a rough pack in which much rubble ice
was interspersed. The temperature, which was -420 [-410 C.] at starting, fell during their·
march to -56° [-49° C.], and was -320 [-35.6° C.] on their arrival at Conger. Leaving
Fort Conger April a, Sergeant Rice reached Lincoln Bay the 6th, having with Jens carried the
runner (which weighed twenty-five pounds) from Cape Beechey, to which point it had been
taken on Lieutenant Lockwood's sledge.
Other than this accident, reports from Dr. Pavy were very encouraging. His team was
in good condition, and, except the load on his broken sledge, all his supplies were at Black
Cape. No heavy ice whatever could be seen from that cape, and traveling ahead appeared
good. Previous to the accident he had expected to leave the coast at Cape Joseph Henry by
the r r th of April.
Jupiter was last seen on the zd, and continuous daylight commenced although the sun
sank a few degrees below the horizon until the r rth.
On the 8th the temperature rose to 1. 2° [- 17.1°C.], after having remained continuously
below zero [- 17.8° C.] for one hundred and sixty-five days.
Sergeant Cross and Private Bender were sent on the roth to Sun Bay with additional
supplies for that depot. Their orders further required them to travel as far into the Conybeare Bay as could be done ill half a day's march, in order to ascertain the condition of the
ice, and to report 011 the general outlook of the country to the westward of that bay. This
journey was ordered with the hopes of obtaining information as to whether that route
afforded any chance of a successful journey to the westward. On their return (the 22d) they
informed me that they had gone as far as opposite the west end of Miller Island. Travel
was heavy, and thick weather prevented any view to the westward.
In view of our ignorance concerning the interior of Grinnell Land, I had long been
impressed with the importance of penetrating it, and had not doubted the practicability of such
a journey. Although imbued with the idea that an Arctic commander's place is at his ship or
station, yet in default of an officer, and feeling secure as to the condition of the parties to the
northward, I started on such a trip April 24, to be absent not exceeding twenty days.
The route determined on was from Archer Fiord via Conybeare Bay. Five men' and two
Hudson Bay sledges were taken, two of the men to be a supporting party for but two of the
marches. Only indispensable articles of the lightest possible character were taken, from the
knowledge that even moderate success must depend largely upon light equipment, A single
rubber blanket, a dog-tent, and two double sleeping-bags provided shelter and bedding. Our
cooking-lamp and table furniture weighed but six pounds.
April 29, a puppy team of eight, born at Fort Conger in November, and trained by Private
Schneider, hauled their first load, 355 pounds. They were worked continuously and judiciously
from that time, and, with others born later, contributed by their labors most materially to
our geographical success, Without such recruits, the remnants of our original teams, which,
spared by contagion, were necessarily overworked, would have surely failed us.
A hare, a fox, and a ptarmigan were obtained during the month. Two wolves were seen
near Cape Beechey. A snow-bird was first seen on the 14th. To our surprise, an eagle was'
seen on the 4th, and again on the rr th,
The thickness of the ice remained nearly constant, being 50.5 inches at the beginning,
and 1.5 less at the end of the month.
The usual observations were made throughout the month.
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Mean pressure 3°. 15° [76S. s mm J. The barometer at 2 p. m, April 9. reached 31.000
mm
) , a rise Of'2.012 inches [51.I mm) (from 28.988 [73?·3 ) , March 29) in eleven days87.4 mm
a change possibly unparalleled in Arctic or other observattons.
]
.,
o [
°
C]· maximum 15° [-9 4°C. . mrmmum,
s
S
Temperature: Mean, - ·5
- 22·5
.,
,
.
,
-4 2• 1 ° [-41.2° C.].
.
d d 86 H
Though one of the coldest Aprils on record, it has been three times excee e : I I, ayes,
•Port Foulke, -11.01° [-23.9° C.]; 1855, Kane, Van Rensselaer Harbor, - 14. 0 ° [-25. 6° C.]~
6
7 , Stephenson, this station, - 17.27° [-27.4° C.]; and Nares, Floe-ber.g Beach, -17.9
18 6
[-27.80 C.], respectively. Lower minima, however, were observed o~ly in 1876 at the two
latter stations, -4 2 .5° [-41.4° C. ] and -46.5° [-43. 6° C.], respe~bvely.

[7

MAY, 1882.
Dr. Pavy unexpectedly returned May 3 from his sledge trip to the northward. The following summary covers the itnportant details of his journey:
.
He left March 19 to search for land north of Cape Joseph Henry, and had been partIc~larly instructed to keep a careful lookout for drift-wood, and to bring. to C~nger all s~ch, In
view of possible tidings of the]eallllette, accompanied by Sergeant RIce, SIgnal Servlc~ (the
photographer of the expedition, who had volunteered for the trip). The dog-sledge Allto~nette,
under Sergeant Jewell, Signal Service, was taken as a supporting sledge as far as LIncoln
Bay, which point was reached in four days. Visiting that depot to take it up, it was found
that the provisions cached at Mount Parry the previous autumn had been visited by a bear,
which ate seventy pounds of the pemmican, evidently at a meal, Sergeant Jewell, supporting,
left the party March 23 to return to Fort Conger, with the dog-sledge Lilla and Eskimo J ens
Edward.
On April I, while en route to Black Cape with their last load, a sledge-runner broke at
Cape Union, which involved a delay of five days. Sergeant Rice and Eskimo Jens, making
a remarkable journey (as mentioned in the April proceedings) to Fort Conger, returned on the
6th with a new runner. Starting on the same day, despite bad ice and loss of three days by
stormy weather, all the supplies had been brought up to Cape Joseph Henry, and that point
left by April 20. The ice to the northward appeared to be of the roughest possible character,
and the course of the patty was directed towards Cape Hecla, with the intention of making
a depot there and of traveling thence directly north.
Early the morning of the 22d a violent southeast storm set in. It subsiding, the party
moved towards Cape Hecla, and about 8 a. In. reached a channel of open water. The lane,
as then seen, extended from Crozier Island around Cape Hecla, as far to the northwestward as
could be seen from a high floe. Towards Cape Hecla the lane was a mile in width. A harbor
seal (Pkoca hispida), much to the excitement of the Eskimo, was seen in open water. By
11.35 a. m, the channel had increased to two miles in width, while the floe moving northward opened out the land to the west of Hecla, so that the three capes-the farthest presumably Cape Columbia-were seen.
As it seemed probable that open water did or would extend to Cape Joseph Henry, a retreat
was then decided on. Returning immediately to that cape, Dr. Pavy found that his party
was adrift on a pack in the Polar Ocean. Open water for nearly a mile intervened between
them and.the nearest land. Nothing was possible except to watch and wait. Fortunately, on
the mornmg of the 23d a northwest gale set in, and the pack drifting eastward touched Cape
Joseph Henry about 8 a. In. Abandoning their tent, and all but their most essential articles,
they hastened to the land and started southward. Occasional lanes of water with l110ving
pack were seen until Black Cape was reached; thence southward only solid ice was met with.
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The party were in a state of health during their entire trip of forty-six days.
Temperatures of - 30° [-34°C.], and below, were COrTIITIOn in the first twenty days;
the lowest being -52° [-46'7° C.] March 30, and -56.2° [-49° C.] March 24. On the
former occasion a severe snow-storm followed, during which the temperature in a few hours
rose from -52° [-46.7° C.] to -8.5° [-22.5° C.]. The temperature rose first above zero
[-17.8° C.] the same day as at the station, April 8, 8 p. m. (+ 4.5°) [ - 15_3° C.]. Stormy
weather was frequent, but, as the party traveled when it was in any way possible, only four
days were lost from that cause.
Traveling was excellent from Fort Conger to Cape Beechey ; thence hummocky ice, interspersed with rubble and occasionally covered with snow, was found, which near Wrangel Bay
gave place to large floes and excellent level ice, affording good traveling until at the end of
Lincoln Bay, where the worst kinds .of hummocks were met with. From Lincoln Bay
towards Black Cape there was an ice-foot fairly good as far as Cape Union, but beyond exceedingly rough in many places. FrOID Cape Union to Black Cape no large paleocrystic floes
could anywhere be seen, and at Floe-berg Beach, where H. 1\1. S. Alert wintered, r875-'76,
no heavy ice nearer than one and a half miles in the offing. From Cape Sheridan to View
Point continuous paleocrystic floes afforded, as a rule, fair traveling. Front View Point to
Cape Joseph Henry new level ice was found, which caused Dr. Pavy to travel directly northward instead of crossing Feilden Peninsula and James Ross Bay to Cape Hecla, as recommended
by me, Dr. Pavy's detailed report, supplemented by Sergeant Rice's account of his detached
trip, and by his own instructions, forms Appendices Nos. 46, 47, and 48.
May 5, Private Schneider left with puppy team to haul additional supplies to depot B,
near Cape Beechey ; he returned the next day.
On the 7th I returned from the interior of Grinnell Land, having in twelve days (fifteen
marches] traveled two hundred and forty miles with a loaded sledge, besides seventy miles of
separate journeys, making a daily average of twenty-one and a half miles. The route was via
the southwest part of Discovery Harbor, Sun and Conybeare Bays.
The results may be briefly summarized as follows:
Conybeare Bay does not terminate ten miles inward, as supposed by Lieutenant Archer,
R. N., but proves to be a fiord, which I have called Chandler Fiord. Extending from Stony
Cape to the southwest, Chandler Fiord terminates in- that direction, about thirty miles inland,
by a bay (Ida Bay), about four by six miles ill extent. Near Ida Ray the fiord proper turns
sharply to the north-northwest and continues about twelve miles farther.
At the end of Chandler Fiord was found what at first sight appeared to be a glacier-au
almost vertical wall of ice, fifteen feet high and about a mile wide. It proved to be the ice-dam
of a river, from which fresh water oozed in small quantities. Following the river, its very
tortuous course was in general first north and then west-northwest. It was found to have its
source in a lake (Lake Hazen) of remarkable extent. The junction of Lake Hazen and the
river was in latitude 81° 46.5' N., longitude 70° 30' W. Five miles before reaching Lake
Hazen we were extremely astonished to find the river open. The appearance in April at this
latitude of a clear running stream made a marked impression 011 us, which was 110t diminished
by a bird (neither snow-bunting nor ptarmigan, but of an unknown kind) suddenly flying by.
The open river was about forty yardswide and two feet deep, with ice-walls about ten feet
thick, which, gradually decreasing in thickness, totally disappeared at the edge of the lake,
into which open water extended about a quarter of a mile. It was evident that the stream
flows the entire year, and that at its source it rarely, if ever, freezes. Thin ice, along the
borders of the junction, shows that in extremely cold weather a thin coating of ice forms, which
must very soon be destroyed by the -current, Its rapid current (the average gradient of the
river was about twenty feet per mile) and a water temperature of 32.6° [0.3° C.] account for the
stream remaining open.
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Lake Hazen was estimated to be nearly sixty miles long and six miles wide. Its general
ditree titon IS
. from
e sat -northeast to west-southwest (true). Its southern shores are. bounded
by
1
ranges of low hills, not entirely snow-clad, which extend far to the southward, wit : no prOlninent peak visible. Parallel with the northern shore extends a range of Ino~ntaIns, partly
snow-clad, which were called the Garfield Range. Through the valleys of ~hIS range could
be seen occasional peaks of those mountains-covered with eternal snow~"rhIch -: have caned
the United States Mountains, retaining the nomenclature, although their location has been
radically changed from that originally given theln.·
.
. .
In Lake Hazen several very small fish were seen, and along Its shore ptarmigan ~nd
hare shot. About a dozen musk-cattle were seen, and evidences were found of extensive
herds wintering in the adjacent valleys.
.
.
.
The thickness of the ice on Lake Hazen could not be ascertained, OWIng to the loss of
our ax. The surface of the lake was covered with snow from one to two feet deep.
The sastrugi (i. e., bands of drifted snow) 011 Lake Hazen indicated plainly that the prevailing winds of the past winter had been northeasterly.
.
Following the shore-line about eighteen miles to the southwest, I crossed the north SIde
of the lake and visited a large glacier (Henrietta Nesmith Glacier). This glacier was found
to discharge into a small bay, some four miles deep, and to have a convex-shaped front of
three miles extent. The perpendicular front, which at first l1ad appeared to be of insignificant
size, towered up in an imposing manner on near approach, and proved to vary from about
one hundred and twenty-five to one hundred and seventy-five feet in height. It was lowest
where one of five surface-discharge brooks had worn it down, in the very center. Its extent
inward could not then be determined, as no view reaching more than three or four miles
distance could be obtained, although I ascended the side of an adjacent mountain, which
bears north by east (true).
.
Knowing that our rations could not carry us farther than we had already explored to the
westward, and fearing the entire breaking up of the river, I returned to Fort Conger, caching
our surplus stores at the river, for the use of a future party. The general health of my party
was excellent. I had the misfortune to badly bruise my left foot in rough ice while in the
drag-belt the third day out, and Private Connell twisted his knee in sight of the station when
returning; but neither injury was serious.
The ice traveled over was in many places remarkable. For some eight miles in Chandler
Fiord and twenty on the river it was free from snow and so smooth that the sledge and load
could have been drawn by a child. Not over forty miles of really bad ice were met with
during the journey. The weather was perfect and no temperature below -14 0 [-25. 6 ° C.]
was experienced. Privates Bender, Connell, and Whisler endured most cheerfully the privations and hardships incident to the trip, and my success was due to the great endurance and
energy shown by these men.
On May 19 Sergeant Jewell, Corporal Salor, and Private Frederick (one of Lieutenant
Lockwood's supporting parties) returned. They had accompanied Lieutenant Lockwood as
:ar as Cape ~rrant, from which point he had sent them back, their Hudson Bay sledges being
In SUCh. condition as ~o render them of no further assistance to him. Sergeants Linn, Ralston,
and Elison had remained at Polaris Boat Camp to await Lieutenant Lockwood's return, in
order to assist him in managing the whale-boat should Robeson Channel in the mean time
break ~p. The entire party had been in excellent health during the whole trip.
LIeutenant ~ck~oo~ on April 29 was at Cape Bryant, across the Polar Ocean, about to
start ~or Cape Britannia WIth Sergeant Brainard and' Eskimo Christiansen, with the dog-sledge
Antolllette and twenty-five days' rations.
Thinking it advisable that the party at Polaris Boat Camp should be visited, Dr. Pavy
was s~nt by me to them.on .the loth, taking with him a small supply of special provisions for
occastonal change of their diet, He returned 011 the 16th via Thank God Harbor, from which
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place he brought one hundred and ten pounds of pemmican, a grindstone, and three books
belonging to the English Arctic expedition. The books were abandoned at Fort Conger. No
written report of this trip was made by Dr. Pavy.
May IS, Privates Long and Whisler started down Archer Fiord to examine the English
depot cached there. They returned the 19th, having gone with the Hudson Bay sledge below
Keppel Head, whence Private Long had reached, on snow-shoes, Hillock Depot, where eightyfour rations were found in good order except the bread. This short journey was made at the
request of Private Long, who was desirous of field service, but was debarred from the longer
journeys owing to the advice of the surgeon. Long's report is to be found as Appendix No. 49.
Two men were occupied the arst, 24th to 26th in hauling coal from the mine to the icefoot on Water-course Bay. May 24, a garden was dug and planted, which totally failed, owing
probabl y to alkali or other salts in the earth at the selected spot.
Sergeant Edward Israel, Signal Service, the astronomer of the expedition, and Private
Connell left on the 25th to follow up the Bellows and ascertain whether it afforded a practicable route to Lake Hazen. They returned on the 30th, having reached the end of the valley.
Sergeant Israel determined the position of several points during his absence. About thirtysix musk-oxen were seen and three killed; 110 more being slaughtered for fear the meat would
spoil. Sergeant Israel's report is to be found in Appendix No. 50.
The temperature at 9 a. m. of the 28th rose to 32.5° [0.3° C.], after having been continuously below the freezing-point of water two hundred and seventy-two days.
On the zoth I visited Lake Alexandra. May 31, "Decoration Day," was celebrated by
decorating, as far as our means would permit, the head-stones of the dead of H. 1\1. S. Discovery. The initiative in this matter was taken by the enlisted men of the expedition.
May 31, Sergeant Rice (photographer) was sent with the dog-teams to the Bellows to make
some negatives and bring in the musk-meat, He was accompanied as far as Sun Bay by
Private Biederbick, who was ordered to make half a day's march into Black Rock Vale to
determine its extent and general direction, with reference to further exploration of the interior.
Oame near the station was very scarce; one hare only was obtained. Two ptarmigan
and two hares were shot on the shore of Lake Hazen. A snowy-owl (Nyc!ea scandiacai was
seen on the 8th, and a burgomaster-gull iLarus glauclts) on the rath, Five square-flipper
seals (Phoca barbata), weighing in the aggregate 2,717 pounds, were killed.
The harbor-ice attained on May 3 Tits maximum thickness, 59%' inches, being 20 JIz inches
thicker than observed by H. M. S. Discovery in the same harbor, 1876. On the 31st the ice
in the straits (Robeson Channel, Hall Basin, and Kennedy Channel) appeared as firm and
solid as ever; no water except from tidal cracks was anywhere visible.
The usual observations were uninterrupted during the month,
Mean pressure, 30.133 [76S.4mm]; temperature -+-17.41° [-8.1° C.]; extremes of temperature, +33.8° [LOC.] and +1.3° [-17.1° C.]. No expedition north of Smith's Sound has
before experienced so warm a May, and none other even in that sound has recorded a May
minimum above zero [-17.8° C.]. No temperature below zero [-17.8° C.] was recorded
by either of Lieutenant Lockwood's parties, but 011 a single occasion it was noted by me inland on Lake Hazen.
The health of the command continued excellent.
JUNE, 1882.
On June 1 Lieutenant Lockwood returned from the exploration of North Greenland
and the discovery of Hazen Coast. The general features and results of the trip are here given,
but correct details are to be found in the very interesting and excellent report made by Lieu..
tenant Lockwood, which forms, with his instructions, Appendices Nos. 51, 52, and 53.
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The parties, as before stated, left Fort Conger April 3 and 4· !heir energies were first
devoted to accumulating at Polaris Boat Camp, Newman Bay (which place had been fixed
on as the base of operations), stores cached at various depots. Ve~ low tenlperatures and
a succession of violent ~ales not only delayed this work, but, entailing on the men severe
physical sufferings necessarily impaired their strength and energ1es. The temperature fell
on two days below ~400 [-40° C.]; and as low as -48 . 8° [-44.~0 C.] was recorded. ~our
men suffered to such an extent from this work (one from frost-bite, fortunately s~perfiClal?,
that it was thought their further continuance with the party would not b~ conducive to ultimate success, and they were consequently ordered back to the station.
.
.
On April 16, however, the party started from Boat Camp for Cape Bryantwlth 300 r~t1ons
for the men and about 350 for the dogs. Over 2,000 pounds were dragged-sledge AntOln~tte,
hauled by eight dogs, 743 pounds; Hudson Bay sledges Hall, Hayes, and a~l extempo~lzed
sledge, Nares, dragged by seven men (Sergeants Brainard, Jewell, Ralston, Linn, and Elison;
Corporal Salor and Private Frederick), 1,276pounds. Average weights, 93 p~unds per dog and
182 pounds per man. The route followed (via Gorge Creek and Lost River) left the Gap
Valley of the English to the west, and bronght the party out on the shores of the Polar Ocean
somewhat to the eastward of Repulse Harbor. The journey from Boat Camp to Stanton
Gorge was tedious and trying in the extreme, snow falling the greater part of the time, and
the temperature falling as low as -400 [-40° C.]. Bad traveling made doubling up (i. e.,
advancing only half the load at a time by the whole party) necessary; and a runner of the
Antoinette breaking caused the abandonment of the Nares. Lieutenant Lockwood's perseverance and energy (he traveling often three times over the same road) continually inspired
the men to renewed exertions, and on the 27th the party, with all its supplies, was at Cape
Bryant. The coast line had been closely followed, the party being driven to the floe only
at Black Hom Cliffs. Forty rations cached in 1876 at Stanton Gorge by Lieutenant Beaumont, R. N., were taken to Bryant; they proved barely eatable.
The rough ice encountered had so damaged the sledge Hayes that it was abandoned, and
fearing that Hall would be totally disabled by further advance, Lieutenant Lockwood decided
to send back all of his supporting party and continue onward with the dog-sledge Antoinette.
Lieutenant Lockwood spoke in the highest praise of the extraordinary pluck and energy
displayed by his supporting party, and also of their expressed desire to continue to the northward of Cape Bryant. The trials and sufferings of a party traveling in the field under such
conditions, with temperatures at times below that of freezing mercury, are such that only men
who possess marked mental determination and fine physical powers can ever hope to endure
them.
. On April 29 Sergeant Linn and party started on their return to Polaris Boat Camp, while
LIeutenant Lockwood left for Cape Britannia with Sergeant Brainard and Eskimo T. F.
Christiansen. He took twenty-five days' rations, which, with other weights, made a total of
783~ pounds, or 98 pounds per dog.
Cape Britannia was reached May 4, in six marches during four of which soft snow some.
h k
'
,
tll~es to t e cnees, made. traveling so bad as to necessitate doubling up. The cape proved to
In somewhat lower latitude than had been expected; its position is 82° 44' N., 49° 41.5' W.
LIeutenant Lock:voo~ ascended the headland, elevation about 1,930 feet [588m], which commands an extensive view, He says:
"We were apparently on an island; its most northern limit ended in a bold headland a
half dozen miles distant. Away to the northeast (or a little to the south of it) was a bold
headla~d, some fifteen or twenty miles off, the termination of a promontory or an island
:tretchlng to the north.. Between it and me were the projecting capes of three similar bodies
f l~nd further to the right, all separated by great fiords stretching to the south, and overlapping one another so that little could be seen to the south of them but a confused mass of
snow-covered peaks.
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U Towards the north and west the eye rested on nothing but the ice pack, till Beaumont
Island was reached; after that the mountains near Cape Bryant. Stephenson Island is evidently an island, for the opening of a fiord that separates it from Cape May can be seen, and
on its east is an immense fiord running to the south. The two fiords are (to all appearances)
connected. Noland is visible at the head of the large one. To the east of this the coast
trended off towards the southeast, forming, with the south side of the Britannia coast, an
immense funnel ending in a fiord.. All to the south is an indistinct mass of snow-covered
mountains.
"A cairn was built and a record deposited."
At Cape Britannia were cached five days' provisions for their return, and 'also every other
article which could be spared, as extra sledge-runner, snow shoes,etc. In starting', May 5,
Lieutenant Lockwood was thus enabled to travel without doubling up. Following the coast,
which trended first to the north-northwest, Cape Frederick was rounded in latitude 82° 51' N.
and the course then changed to northeast from headland to headland, across fiords and bays.
Fair weather, which had prevailed since leaving Cape Bryant, gave place to wind and snow on
the 7th and 8th, but the party continued marching, and on the latter day Low Point, temporarily
named Cape Benet, 83° 07' N., about 47° W., was reached. Thenceforward Lieutenant
Lockwood had the gratification of traveling on land situated farther to the north than had
ever before been known.
, The northeast trend continued to Cape Alexander Ramsay (Cape Surprise), beyond which
point it changed to the east as far as Cape Molin, 83° 10' N., 43° W. (nearly). In one march
more beyond this point to the northeast, made under trying circumstances with high wind
and drifting snow, Cape Hoffmeyer (Storm Cape) was passed, and Mary Murray Island (Shoe
Island) reached-the latitude 83° 19' N., longitude 42° 21' W. Here the storm, which had
already continued four days, attained such violence that further travel was impossible, and
they camped there sixty-two hours. They could ill afford such a delay, and, to .counteract
its serious effects on the success of their journey, they decided to eat as rarely as possible, and
permitted intervals of sixteen, twenty-four, and seventeen hours to pass between successive
meals. As the Arctic sledging ration means just enough food to maintain life and vigor, this
resolution on their part shows how strong was their determination for utmost success.
At 12.30 a. m., May 13, the northeast storm, though continuing with snow, had yet abated
to such an extent that travel was possible, and Mary Murray Island was left to the southward. At noon of that day" The Farthest," an island, was reached.
This island, the In05t northerly that man's foot has ever trod, I have named Lockwood
Island. It is in 83° 24' N., 40° 46' W. Of this point Lieutenant Lockwood's report says:
"Presently, the weather clearing, a large, wide inlet, with cliffs and mountains on its farther
side, opened up to view, forming a grand panorama, the most remarkable yet observed. To
the right oblique the line of cliffs ended in' a cape, from which the coast turned abruptly to
the south, and then ran in a curve toward the southeast, forming from the western shore of
the inlet. Directly ahead was a pyramid-shaped island (Brainard Island) of considerable altitude, which seemed to touch the line of cliffs back of it. This line of cliffs ran almost north
and south, ending in a cape to the northeast of our position (Cape Kane), and, on the other
hand, gradually curving back to the southeast and forming the eastern side of the inlet (Weyprecht Inlet). A little to the south of the island referred to is another, apparently of a cone
shape. The land to their rear towered up to an enormous height, and formed a mountain
certainly 110t less than fourthousand feet [I,2I9m], completely dwarfing the islands and cliffs
beneath."
Only sufficient food remained to cover the time required by instructions to be spent at
H The Farthest," to determine accurately its latitude and longitude, and to obtain botanical
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'1 specimens.
.
'Sets of circum-meridian'
subpolar,
and geo106T1ca
. and. time observations
0' T
1 were
'
8
made. These observations, worked up by Gauss's method, gIve latitude 83 23. N., ongltude 40° 46' W.
Vegetation was somewhat scantier than to the southward. Qt~ite a nt~mber of plants
(saxifrages, grasses, and the poppy) were obtained. Numerous geologlcal speCImens :vere procured, principally schistose slate. Traces of hares and foxes, feathers. of a ptarmigan, and
tracks of a lemming were observed, and snow-birds seen. A Iemnung was cau~ht near
83° 19'. Musk-oxen and bears are occasional visitors in this locality, traces having been
seen on the coast just north of the eighty-third parallel.
..
.
~Iay 14, Lieutenant Lockwood ascended the cliffs oversha~owIng hl~ camp-s-elevation
upwards of two thousand feet [616w ]. There the national ensIgn was gIven to the. breeze
in the highest latitude ever reached by man, and on land farther north than any which had
ever before met his vision. For the first time in two hundred and seventy-five years another
nation than England claimed the honors of the farthest north, and the Union Jack gave \vay
to the Stars and Stripes.
.
Lieutenant Lockwood, in describing the prospect from the mountain, says:
" It commanded a very extended view in every direction. The route of our last journey
laid very distinct. Beyond (Mary Murray Island) Shoe Island lay a dark cape (probably Cape
Alexander Ramsay), but I could not exactly identify it. It bore northwest (mag.) by pocket
compass. Between the cape this side and my position lay the broad fiord last crossed (Wild
Fiord), extending in a curve to the southeast, its course shut out by the high mountains south
of me. To the northeast (about) projected another rocky headland (Cape Kane); to the north
and at its foot I could perceive a low shore projecting out and forming another cape (Cape
Washington) some distance beyond, doubtless separated from the first by a fiord (W. B. Hunt
Fiord) as the first was from the promontory on which we stood. The fiord (Conger Fiord)
just to the east extended south until shut out by the mountains south of us, but it presented
every appearance of connecting in that direction with the fiord last crossed. The horizon beyond, on the island side, was concealed by numberless snow-covered mountains, one profile
overlapping another, and all so merged together, on account of their universal covering of
snow, that it was impossible to detect the topography of the region. To the north lay an unbroken expanse of ice, interrupted only by the horizon. Could see no land anywhere between
the :wo extreme capes referred to, although I looked long and carefully, as also did Sergeant
Brainard. Delayed on top twenty minutes, Left a short record in a s111a11 tin box under a
few small stones (there were no large ones). "
The most northerly land seen, Cape Washington, was estimated to be in 83° 33' N., and
the most easterly land in longitude 380.
At the northeast point of Lockwood Island was erected a large cairn, about thirty feet
m
(9 ) above th~ sea-level, in which were deposited a record of the journey and a minimum
thennotn:ter, which registers to -65° [- 54° C.].
Starting May IS, on his return, Lieutenant Lockwood reached Cape Britannia in five
marches ~nd Cap: Bryant in nine. Four of these marches were made in stormy weather.
There being b~t eIght days' rations, no delay was practicable. The return rations were exhausted, at their last camp, before reaching Cape Bryant. At Cape Bryant one day was given
to the tides, but unfortunately no reliable observations were obtained'
"0
f
.
. ne cause 0 want of success seemed to be a tide or current which inclined the rope to
the nght (east), and when the stone was raised and lowered several times in succession it
see.lned.to take a different level on each occasion. The divisions on the rope were made with
stnn~ tied around it. Several crustaceans were brought from the bottom with the stone.
he depth of the sea in tidal crack about half a mile from shore was one hundred and
h
£T
tree
eet [3 1 1U ] . "
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About half a mile inland) and some distance east of Cape Bryant, Lieutenant Beaumont's
cache was found, but no cairn. Quite a number of articles, Enfield rifle, etc., were visible
on the mound, but no tent, pemmican, or spirits of wine, which, possibly left below the
mound, tnay have been covered by snow which lay there several feet deep.
Caching all extra supplies at Cape Bryant, for the use of future parties, Lieutenant Lockwood left May 26, and passing Repulse Harbor on the 28th, discovered and opened Lieutenant
Beaumont's cairn. The weather being very bad and documents long, he took shorthand
copies and redeposited the originals.
Polaris Boat Camp was reached May 29, and Sergeants Linn, Ralston, and Elison found
in good health. The supporting party had reached the camp, May 5, in six marches, Sergeant Jewell, Corporal Salor, and Private Frederick had left May 6 for the horne station.
The party remaining had, during their l11011otono11S stay of twenty-five days, experienced
ahnost constantly violent wind-storms. Two bears had visited the encampment May 17,
while the party were asleep. These animals carne from Newman Bay and went south
along the coast via Cape Sumner,
All extra stores were cached by Lieutenant Lockwood in the whale-boat for future use.
Leaving, May 30, Robeson Channel was crossed in one march ; Cape Beechey, about
thirty miles distant, being reached in thirteen hours' travel. Their course could be determined only by compass, as a violent northeast snow-storm prevailed. Snow-blindness attacked
three of the party, from which they suffered during the two succeeding marches.
The work of this sledge party extends our knowledge of North Greenland eleven degrees
of longitude to the east, and nearly a degree of latitude to the north.
The new coast-Hazen coast-trending to the northeast, is a succession of high, rocky, and
precipitous promontories, probably the north projections of islands ill many cases, with
intervening inlets. Immense fiords extend inland long distances, while the interior of the
country is a confused mass of snow-covered mountains.
A most remarkable feature along the coast was what is termed-s-in default of a better
natne-" The Tidal Crack." This "crack" extended from Cape May to Beaumont Island,
thence to Cape Frederick; and from headland to headland, with gentle curves southward across
the fiords, to Lockwood Island. Whenever the party was driven from a floe to the headland,
it was necessary to cross it, and then a narrow practicable place was readily found, although
the width of it was at times several hundred yards. Lieutenant Lockwood opines, in which
I concur, that the crack results from the almost constant motion of the Polar pack.
At about 82° 40' N., and 51° \V., a sounding was made, Eight hundred and twenty feet
(250m) of line and thongs-everything- that was available-were used, but no bottom was
found. In 83° 20' N., 63° W., Commander A. R. Markham, R. N., in 1876 found bottom at
four hundred and thirty-two feet (130m).
The ice-foot was slight and illy-defined north of Cape Bryant. The fiords and bays were
immense expanses of level snow, their regular surface rarely broken by hummock or floeberg. This to lne seems to indicate that Victoria Inlets are but entrances to a fiord, not to a
strait, and that the interior country is the mainland of Greenland.
The most gratifying feature of this work has been its entire freedom from sickness. One
trifling case of frost-bite and a few slight cases of snow-blindness comprised the list of ailments,
In accomplishing this work, Lieutenant Lockwood displayed remarkable energy, courage,
and perseverance. His success, which I cannot judge as otherwise than as grateful to the
country, was won only by great endurance and much physical suffering 011 the part of himself
and his party. I cannot but especially invite the attention of the War Department to his
work, and commend his memory to the favorable consideration of his superiors. His labors
in extending northward the limits of Greenland, and later in determining the western outlines
and the interior conditions of Grinnell Land, resulted in important additions to our knowledge
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of the : hysical features of that part of the Arctic circle. His wor~ re~ched from Cape 'Yash~
,
P 8 ° W ., to .a."I
d 8 0 W " thus covering above the eIghtIeth
parallel one-eighth
Ingtotl3
. rthur I.."a113
,
of the circle of the globe. He worthily upheld the honor of the American for courage, energy,
' S tragic rate awakened the sympathy of the world, none the less
1.
id riot return f
ited
an d perseverance. If Ill
should his successful work receive recognition. He unfortunately did not return or m~nte d
promotion. Under similar circumstances it would have seemed ~ateful ha~ my d~at an
services been announced to the Anny in General Orders,and such tribute I trust may) et seem
proper to Lieutenant Lockwood's melnory.
.
.
.
Sergeants Linn, Ralston, Jewell, Elison, Corporal Salor, and Pnvate. Biederbick were,
separately and collectively, commended by Lieutenant Lockwood for their ~nergy. and the
spirit of determination, alacrity, and willingness shown by them under al~ difficulties, . Although Linn was troubled with snow-blindness at Cape Bryan.t, and Fred~nck had a sprained
knee.r both were anxious to go farther, I cannot forbear adding that their excellent conduct
in the field was but in thorough keeping with the general characters of all these me~. The
Eskimo F. T. Christiansen showed himself attentive, willing, laborious, and very reliable.
Noone who is without a practical experience of Arctic field service can fully appreciate
the extraordinary energy and determination which these men must have put forth to accornplish so successfully the task put before them. The healthfulness and adaptability of the
different members of the party is shown by their return in perfect health, though, of course,
physically exhausted, despite the fact that the greater part of their marches and encampments
were made without the supervision of an officer.
Of Sergeant Brainard Lieutenant Lockwood says:
"Sergeant Brainard, both when commanding a supporting party and afterwards as one
of the advance party, showed on all occasions such good judgment, energy, cheerfulness, and
willingness to promote the expedition, that I cannot commend him too highly."
.
It is justice to add that Sergeant Brainard was, of necessity, repeatedly assigned by me,
in connection with the work of the expedition, to an officer's command, and that his conduct was uniformly such as to win commendation. Apart from his valuable services in the
field, I believe that he possesses qualities which merit reward, and which would render his
promotion to the grade of second lientenant in the Army most suitable. I most heartily and
eamestly recommend such promotion.
On J nne 2 Sergeant Rice and party returned. Private Biederbick' s trip had been successful
and proved that inland travel was practicable. He went sixteen miles up Black Rock Valley,
th~ general dire~tion of which is west-northwest (true). A lake, five miles long and nearly a
mile WIde, Was discovered, which I, at the time, called Lake Heintzelman. Private Biederbick's
report forms Appendix No. 54.
Additional supplies were sent by dog-sledge, under charge of Private Frederick, to Sun
Bay 011 the 3d. The same day Sergeant Jewell and Corporal Salor were sent to Cape Baird
to exalnit:e the depot established the previous autumn, They returned after twenty hours'
trave~, being unable to find the tent, which must have been blown down-probably during
the VIolent storm of January r6-and later covered with drifting snow.
. . .On the 5.th ~rivate Connell discovered at Proteus Point, near the station, traces of previous
Eskimo habItat:on, Search resulted in a number of relics: toggles for dog-traces, spearheads, etc.. QUite a number?f other remains were found along the shore of Discovery Harbor
and near Dlsc0.very Cape, which proved the possession by these natives of dogs, sledges.Tamps
(stone), wood (In small quantities), the porous bone of the whale walrus and narwhal ivory.
One piece of bone-work was especially neat, ingenious, and delicate. Sergeant Brainard later
found numero~s traces of summer encampments on the shores of the southwest part of Disremair Harbor ~nd.Slln Bay (about sixteen to eighteen miles from Conger). Numerous
emains of hunting Implements, dog and sledge gear, etc" were found. While indications
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were in general of summer encampments, one hut, about five feet square, of flat stones,
seemed a habitation of more than transient character. It had sides about one and one-half
feet [.4s7 mJ high j the roof had fallen in.
Sergeant Linn and Private Bender were sent, the 5th, to explore Black Rock Valley, and
ascertain its practicability as a wagon or sledge route to Lake Hazen. They returned the 9th
and reported that the lake could be reached with wagon, but only with great difficulty. They
had reached a point where water drained inland, and whence what was thought to be the eastern
end of Lake Hazen could be seen. A large glacier, which divided into four streams, could be
seen, and two small lakes were discovered. Sergeant Linn's report is Appendix No. 55.
On the 8th samples of water were obtained from eight different strata of a paleocrystic floeberg, which was about thirty feet (9m ) in thickness and above the ordinary ice. These
samples were necessarily abandoned at Fort Conger.
June 9, Sergeant Gardiner and Private Schneider were sent with the dog-team to Cape
Beechey to secure depot B against summer floods, while Sergeant Rice accompanied them to
depot A, Cape Murchison, for photographic work. They all returned on the r rth and reported
both depots to be in good condition.
June 10, Lieutenant Lockwood with Sergeant Brainard and Eskimo Christiansen-all of
whom were but nine days returned from the Discovery of Hazen coast-left with the dog-sledge
Antoinette on a tentative trip down Archer Fiord. As the snow was melting freely when
they started-s-temperature during the day as high as 38° [3.3° C.]-it was not to be expected
that much distance could be made. Lieutenant Lockwood reached Hillock depot in a march
and a half, whence, as the water on the ice was from ankle to knee deep, he returned, bringing
to Conger the pemmican, bacon, and compressed tea-articles useful for future work. Dnring
the trip three musk-oxen, two geese, and three hares were killed. He reached Conger the
morning of the 15th. He found at Hillock depot only eighty-four rations in cases. There
were no signs of the one hundred and twelve rations in bags, nor of the notice relative to them
left by Lieutenant Archer, R. N.
Near the station two musk-cattle were killed on the rath and seven on the 13th j the latter
on the very summit of the Sugar Loaf, a very precipitous mountain, eighteen hundred feet
[549 m ] high. Among this herd were four musk-calves-s-two bulls and two heifers. They
were captured and brought to the 'station; and in a few days were tame, tractable, and thriving.
These calves were successfully raised, largely from the efforts of Privates Long, Frederick, and
Connell. It was my intention to send them to the United States by the relief vessel of 1882,
but three of them dying late in October I found it necessary to kill the fourth.
The 13th was marked a~ being the first day on which the temperature had not fallen below
freezing (0° C.) since August 17, ten months less four days. Taking advantage of the spring
tides from the 17th to the roth, the launch Lady Greely was moved into a tidal crack. She
had remained safe and undisturbed on the inner ice-foot since September,
On j une 24, leaving Lieutenant Lockwood in charge of the home station, I started 011 a
trip inland into Grinnell Land, taking four men, two of them as a supporting party.
By the rSth all snow had disappeared from the ice in the harbor. From the 28th to the
30th the straits showed large lanes of water, and occasionally fields of ice were in motion.
On the 30th a party-with difficulty, and for the last time during the season-reached Bellot
Island over the ice.
On June I a purple saxifrage (Saxifraga oppositijOlia), June 2 a willow (Saii» arcticas,
June 5 a sorrel (Oxyr£a reniformis), June I I a cochlearia (Cochlearia offidnalis), were found
in flowers. Other plants followed in rapid succession .
.Game was more plentiful than in May. One seal (Phoca barba/a), eight hares, two ptarmigan,' two geese, twenty dovekies, twenty-two ducks (eider, king, and long-tailed), and four..
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teen musk-cattle were killed during the month. Two dead wolves-evidently poisoned the
previous winter-were found. Geese-the first sign of Arctic summer-were seen on the 3d ,
and on the 4th water ravines were running freely.
. '
.
The regular magnetic, meteorological observations, and tidal readings were continued
'through the month.
Means from hourly observations: Barometer 29.930 [760·2mm]; temperature, 33· 12° [0.6°
C.]; maximum temperature, 53° [11.7° C.]; minimum ten:peratur~,. 13. 2° [-10.4° C.]. !he
maximum is the highest ever observed in June by any Arctic expedition north of the seventieth
parallel, while the minimum is the lowest of any known June in or north of Smith's ?ound.
The mean is not noticeable, but is 0.6°[.3° C.] higher than that noted by H. 1\1. S. Discouery
in 1876 at Discovery Harbor, Fort Conger.
The harbor-ice remained stationary at a thickness of fifty-two inches [1. 321m] from the
rst to the a rst, bnt afterwards, with astonishing rapidity, diminished to twenty-nine inches
[.737m ] by Jnly 1.
The health of the command was excellent during the month. Sergeant Rice sprained
his ankle on the 25th, but recovered rapidly.
JULY,· 1882.
At oc:jl oom, Gottingen time, July I, magnetical readings were commenced, conformable
as far as one instrument would permit, to the programlne drawn up by the Hamburg International Polar Conference. The readings made were as follows:
Daily observations each hour for declination, five readings at intervals of a minute being
made as recommended by Weyprecht ; on the rst and 15th of the month five-minute readings
of declination, with twenty-second readings for the selected hour; intensity observations were
necessarily made on the zd and 16th, there being no duplicate instrument.
The Kew dip-circle furnished, being unsuitable for use in that locality, prevented at first
observations of that character, but later it was so arranged that one end of the needle could be
read. To avoid any misapprehension in this matter it seems best to state that a dip-circle was
made especially for work at the Lady Franklin Bay expedition,with transverse instead of upright
standards. The late Superintendent of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, Carlile P.
Patterson, directed that this instrument, which had accidentally been sent to the Coast Survey,
should be sent me, but on opening the instruments at St. John's, Newfoundland, it was found
that some error had been made and an unserviceable instrument forwarded in its place.
Hourly meteorological readings from July I included complete observations except as to
humidity and rainfall, which were noted every fourth hour, six times daily. Hourly tidal
read~ngs were necessarily discontinued after the end of the first year, but the time and heights
of high and low tides were regularly observed the second year.
The ice in the harbor showed signs of breaking up on the rst, at which time it was but
twenty-nine inches [.7 37m ] thick.
Corporal Salor and Private Whisler, supporting party to Lieutenant Greely, returned on
the 3d. The same day Sergeants Elison and Private Long visited Lake Alexandra, where
but little open water was found.
~he 4th of] uly was celebrated as fully as circumstances permitted, by the display of flags,
shooting matches, base-ball, races, etc.
011 the 5th, owing to continued warm and wet weather, the musk-ox meat killed that
summer commenced spoiling, and over fifteen hundred pounds had to be fed to our dogs.
. On the 6th Private Biederbick returned, having been sent back from Very River by
Lieutenant Gree:y. Privates Long and Ellis were sent to depot B for a pair of small oars on
the 7th, but finding on the shore of St. Patrick Bay a pair, which had evidently been abandoned by the English expedition of 1875-'76, returned with those.
.

MUSK CALVES.

OCTOBER, 1882; CAPTURED NEAR CONGER, JUNE, 1882; SERGEANT FREDERICK.

(From a photograph.)
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On the morning of the 9th the ice in the harbor commenced breaking up. Stearn was
got up on the launch Lady Greely, and she was run a short distance in the harbor. On the
roth she was run twice to Dutch Island.
Lieutenant Greely and Sergeant Linn returned in the midst of a snow-storm from the
trip into the interior of Grinnell Land the afternoon of the loth.
The general outlines of my journey were as follows:
Left Fort Conger J nne 26 with four men, an improvised cart being our means of transportation. Traveling on ice to the southwest part of Discovery Harbor, I followed up the
Black Rock Vale, and, striking across the country, made camp NO.3 011 Lake Appleby, in
sight of and about eight miles from Lake Hazen, latitude Sr " 55' N., longitude 68° 06' W.,
magnetic variation (observed) r03° 30'. This, with Lake Rogers and others, forms a chain
which drains a considerable section of the country inland to Lake Hazen. Lake Rogers has
the greatest elevation, about eighteen hundred feet [549m J. This lake although only about
two miles distant from Lake Appleby, is about five hundred feet [r53 m ] above it. In one lake
several fish, over an inch long, were caught, and on its shores a piece of lignite coal was found.
Striking Lake Hazen, the party traveled about fifteen miles westward to the junction of
a river, by which the lake discharges into Hall Basin, via Chandler Fiord and Lady Franklin
Bay. Over the frozen surface of this river Lake Hazen had been reached the previous spring.
At two points on the lake, east of the river, Eskimo relics were found, indicating at least
summer encampments, but at the junction of the river and Lake Hazen, on both sides of the
stream, were found the remains of habitations which evidently in previous ages had been
permanently occupied. A wooden sledge (nearly complete) shod with bone, parts of huntinggear, portions of dog-harness, skinning-knife with iron blade, combs (two ornamented) coinprise the major part of the list of articles found. Narwhal and walrus ivory, porons bones of
the whale, and wood were the principal substances. Bones of the musk-ox, wolf, fox, and
hare in abundance, a piece of reindeer horn, and the bone of a fish were found.
Quite a collection of reindeer horns was made from various points along the shores of
the lake and adjacent valleys. From this place my supporting party (Corporal Salor and
Private Whisler) turned back, leaving me yet Sergeant Linn and Private Biederbick. About
twenty miles farther the wagon, before frequently disabled, broke down completely, The
tent, and everything not indispensable, were abandoned, and we started on ; the men carrying
on an average seventy pounds, and I thirty-one and occasionally seventy pounds.
Two marches bronght us to camp No.8, Very River, 011 July 1. Private Biederbick,
who had overtaxed his strength in his zeal, here showed signs of sickness from overwork, and,
though willing to proceed, I deemed it best for him to return to Fort Conger. It was a
doubtful question whether I should send him back alone a distance of one hundred and
twenty-five miles; but to have decided otherwise would have entailed the entire abandonment
of the journey. On Biederbick's pressing representations that he could make the journey
safely I finally decided to send him, directing him to stop at one of our caches in case he grew
worse. He reached Fort Conger safely July 6. In consequence of Biederbick's return a portion of our provisions was necessarily cached. Onleaving camp No.8, Sergeant Linn carried
sixty-four pounds and I forty-seven ponnds besides my sextant.
Following the southeastern side of Very River, which stream was nowhere fordable, the
eleventh camp was made in latitude Sr? zr" N., longitude 74° 04' W., magnetic variation
(observed) r r4° \V. Just before making this camp snow was met with for the first time.
Starting the next day, July 4, but finding the country covered with from one to three feet of
snow, underlain with water, a few hours convinced me that much farther progress was impracticable. Our boots, too, were nearly 'worn out by the rough traveling. To settle the
question, I decided dropping everything but the glasses and compasses, and to climb a high
mountain about four miles distant We started at 9 a. In. for the mountain, and at I p. m.,
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after most strenuous exe rtiIons, I reached the summit in a thoroughly exhausted condition.
than the
base of
'
. t0 a
lame knee
owing
, had been unable to proceed farther
.
,
Sergean t L Inn,
:Mount Linn, an adjoining mountain of much less prominence. The elevation the. mountain
ascended by me was forty-five hundred feet [1,372m], seven hundred feet [213 ] higher th~n
any other known peak in Grinnell Land. I have named it Mount C. A. Arthur. From Its
summit all Grinnell Land seemed stretched out before me. Fortunately, .a:t~r, four days of
clouds and rain, the weather was clear and the atmosphere in a state of vls~'billty. ~xce?t a
narrow pencil of clouds to the southward, which veiled the immediate land In tha~ ~lrecbon,
while disclosing the summits of certain snow-clad peaks, scarcely a cloud was VISIble. No
mountain beyond Mount Augur, the most westerly of the Garfield range, had before been
seen. To my surprise, a second range (Conger Mountains), partly snow-clad, extended w~st
ward about fifty miles, and appeared thence to gradually trend northward. These mountams
were separated from the Garfield range by a valley of considerable width. Between Conger
Mountains and the United States Mountains (I comprise under the latter name all mountains
entirely snow-clad) there was a valley which apparently widened to the westward. This va.I1ey
appeared to drain into Lake Hazen by the break between the two mountain ranges, some eight
or ten miles west of Lake Hazen. No glacier could be seen in that direction.
North of the Garfield range there was a valley visible north of Mount Augur [1\lount
Biederbick], but it soon closed to the eastward, and the range appeared to crowd closely against
the Snowy range. The United States Mountains covered the northern 110riz011 from about
northeast (true) to northwest, an immense area of mountains, entirely ice-clad, about sixty
miles by twenty. Their northern limit as seen could not average much less than sixty miles,
as beyond Henrietta Nesmith Glacier, which was over forty miles distant, the range could be
seen for twenty niiles at least. These mountains resemble rather snow-clad, gently rounded
hills, there being no distinct range, but merely a confused mass of mountains beyond mountains. They must have been of lower elevation than Mount Arthur. From west-southwest
(true) to southwest a slight depression of the intervening bare hills disclosed a range of mountains, partly snow-clad, which could not possibly have been nearer than seventy-five miles. I
thought it probable they were farther distant, and that they were situated not in Grinnell
Land but on an island or land westward. Lieutenant Lockwood's discoveries in the following year leaves no doubt that the mountains seen were those to the south and westward of
Greely Fiord, possibly including' the high land seen by him on Arthur Land.
From northwest to southwest, within a radius of seventy miles, could be seen nothing but
low hills, entirely free from snow (except within ten or fifteen miles of Mount Arthur), which
were intersected with numerous ravines. Their appearance was identical with that presented
by the parts of country traveled over from Lake Hazen. Due south was a prominent mountain
peak, and southeast a second mountain, probably a peak of the Victoria and Albert Mountains,
and nearly east what I took to be Mount Neville, with a peak just north of it. Intermediate
between Mount Arthur, Lake Hazen, Chandler and Archer Fiords, only low hills, i. e., from
fifteen hundred to twenty-five hundred or three thousand feet, 457 to 76 2 or 9 14 meters (which
were all bare, a patch of snow being exceptional), were visible. The summit of Mount Arthur
was .an ex~anse of level snow, half a mile in diameter. Trying the compass on the snow to
obtain
I found
every mountain disappear from view , and standing I was unable to
..
btai beanngs,. r
o In any satts.lactory readings. All bearings were determined approximately from the sun.
. M.y stay ~n the summit of Mount Arthur did not exceed twenty minutes, as I feared
penslllng-, oWlng to my exhausted condition, the prevalence of a strong, cold north wind, and
the absence of any sensation in my feet.

0:

Rejoining Sergeant Linn, a small cairn was erected at the base of Mount Linn in which
a record was placed. Swollen ice-cold rivers to be forded and no sun to dry our clothing, was
the story of the return. For five days we were without dry clothing, and were obliged to
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get such rest as was possible from a blanket of single thickness, on moist ground, with ice
frequently fonning around us.
In crossing the deep river in Black Rock Vale Sergeant Linn was carried off his feet by
the current and escaped only by swimming. I was soaked to my breast in crossing, and only
saved note-book and chronometer by holding them above Iny head. \Ve nearly perished with
cold after this bath while traveling to the depot on the southwest shore of Discovery Harbor,
three miles or more distant. The temperature was less than two degrees [1. roe.] above the
freezing-point [0° C.], and a high wind blowing, which rendered progress difficult and benumbed us with its cold.
Some difficulty was experienced the next day in crossing Discovery Harbor to Fort
Conger, the ice having partly broken up. At times it was necessary to wade waist deep
through channels and brooks which covered the surface of the floe.
The important result of the journey was the discovery of the main topographical features
of Grinnell Land. The existence of an interior lake ofsuch dimensions 2..S Lake Hazen (which
covers probably three hundred square miles), shows with what rapidity the numerous ravines
. must drain the country, and explains why the entire country is 110t ice-capped. Glaciers were
seen only where the Garfield range pressed closely against the United States Mountains, evidently offshoots of the enormous ice-cap which covers the northern mountains.
The vegetation of Very Valley was remarkable for its amount. At least a hundred muskoxen were seen in it, and on adjacent hills. That valley, for some miles up, was several miles
wide and resembled many which I have seen in our territories. The valleys of the tributary
rivers seemed to closely resemble the main valley. It was a matter of regret that none of them
could be reached, Very River not being then fordable. This river in the lower valley was
half a mile wide, with a moderate current; in the upper valley though rarely over one-eighth of
a mile wide, it ran with great rapidity. Vegetation was also luxuriant on the hills and in
the valleys bordering Lake Hazen, though occasionally barren hills were found. The vegetation at Discovery Harbor, though luxuriant, seemed somewhat scanty after my return,
suffering from comparison with that of the inland country.
N ear camp I, 011 Lake Heintzelman, were found, about thirty feet [9 m ] above the lake, the
trunks of two large coniferous (pine?) trees, partly embedded in the hill-side. One was with
difficulty dug out, and proved to be ten feet [3.048m] long and sixteen inches [.406m] in
diameter; there were yet attached the remains of two large branches. Although partly decomposed, it served fairly as fuel. The second was too deeply covered to pennit its removal.
The portion seen was six feet [r.829m] long and twelve inches [.305m] in diameter. These
trees were more than two hundred feet [6r Tn ] above and nearly seven miles distant from tidewater. The presence of trees and small shells, which to that point were common, shows conclusively that the interior valley had been at no distant day washed by the sea.
The energy and endurance of Private Henry Biederbick, and especially of Sergeant David
Linn, insured the marked success of this inland journey. Sergeant Linn traveled for the last
four marches outward with an injured knee, and when he reached the horne station his ankles
were so injured from rough travel that they were over a month healing. The exceedingly
rough and trying conditions of this overland travel were such as to completely wear out all
our boots, although they were new at starting.·
FrOtH the western part of Lake Hazen to Discovery Harbor, over fifty miles of very rough
country, Sergeant Linn and I carried 011 our backs, in addition to our camp outfits, about fifty
pounds of Eskimo bone implements. These relics, associated with the farthest wanderings in
the past ages of the most northerly people of the world, were necessarily abandoned at Fort
Conger, but photographs of them were saved and are herewith reproduced.
The farthest reached, the summit of 1\101111t Arthur (elevation 4,500 feet) [1,372m], was in
latitude 81° 14' N., longitude 74° \:V., and to reach that point at least 175 miles outward
travel from Fort Conger was necessary.
H. J.\eIis. 393---3
"
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The magnetic variation observed at the farthest camp, about seven mil~s north-northeast
(true) of Mount Chester A. Arthur, was 1140 W. At ~he mouth. of Cob? RIver (a t@mpor~ry
name given to the small river directly south of Hennetta Nesmith GlaCIer) on the south SIde
0
of Lake Hazen, the variation observed was 108 W.
.
On July 20, in accordance with his request, the ren.e,:ed c?ntract of Dr.. Pavy, as actl1;tg
assistant surgeon of the expedition, contained a clause gIVIng him transportation, on final dIScharge, to Saint Louis, Mo. The new contract was for at least one year, an~ :ts terms were
identical with the original contract. The oath of service was formally administered by me
to Dr. Pavy on that day.
. . '
.
.
Thin ice formed on pools near the station early In the morning and late In the evemng of
the r ath. From the 13th to the 15th 0.76 inch [19mm ] rain fell.
.
Sergeants Brainard and Cross reached Bellot Island by boat on the 17th. On the 22d Pnvate Ellis reported seeing a walrus off Distant Cape. If a walrus was seen, it must be considered as a certain indication that the straits below to Kane Sea were unusually free from
ice, a condition which, without much doubt, existed.
Sergeant Brainard and party started on a hunting trip to Cape Beechey on the 23d, and
returned on the 27th. They killed eight musk-cattle, twenty-two geese, and two goslings.
Privates Henry and Whisler, absent at the same time at the entrance of Black Rock Vale for
Eskimo relics cached there, killed a hare and two musk-cattle. Game near the station was
found in fair quantities. One hare, nine ducks, twenty-four geese, and ten musk-cattle were
killed. Not included as ganle, may be mentioned four ermines killed and thirteen young
owls captured. Two foxes were wounded but none secured.
Additional Eskimo remains were found near the station on various dates.
The ice in the straits naturally varied with every tide. From July 16 there had been
but a few days ou which a vessel reachiug the southern entrance of Kennedy Channel could
not have rounded Cape Lieber and entered Discovery Harbor. On the 28th a heavy gale was
experienced. During its continuance (but not at its height as indicated at the station) the
wind on Cairn Hill blew at a velocity of forty-eight miles per hour [2I.5m ] per second.
Magnetical, meteorological, and tidal observations were regularly made.
Means (from hourly observations): Barometer, 29.7 1 4 [754.7m mJ ; temperature, 36.82°
[2·7° C.]; maximum temperature, 53° [11.7° C.]; minimum, 29° [-1.7° C.]. While the mean
temperature is 0.4° [.2° C.] lower than any recorded by any expedition in or north of Smith
Sound, the extremes agree closely with others in that latitude.
The health of the command continued excellent. The garden, I regret to say, proved a
total failure despite all care.
AUGUST,

1882.

. Preparations were made in the first days of the month for the arrival of the expected
relief stea~ner, Property retur~s were brought up to date, and copies made of all observations
taken during the preceding year.
Duri~g the first few days the ice broke up 'rapidly, and on the ath I was able to fend Sergean~ Br~lnard and a party with the whale-boat to the southwest point of Discovery Harbor,
to bnng In the musk-cattle which had been killed there.
By th.e 7th Hall Basin wa~ so free from ice that I decided to visit Cape Cracroft in the
~~:ch, WIth the hopes of see,lng a steamer to the south. That point was-reached without
culty, and from an elevation of over two hundred feet [6Im ] a fine view was had to the
southward. The eastern half of Franklin Island could be plainly seen and no ice was visible
to the ~outhward except very rare floe-bergs of small dimensions. The sky to the southward of
Frankltn Island was carefully examined with glasses, and was free from any sig-ns of an ice
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blink. Kennedy Channel was in effect freer from ice than we had found it in 1881. While
examining the ice to the southward, Sergeant Gardiner discovered fossils to be very abundant
in the rocks and a fine collection was made.
No signs of a vessel appearing, on August 12 I ordered Lieutenant Lockwood to visit the
head of Archer Fiord with the launch, and he left on the following day. His orders required
him 110t to be absent exceeding seventy-two hours, and during that time he was to acquire
such knowledge aswould be valuable in connection with the proposed crossing of Grinnell
Land. He left on the r jth and returned the rrith. His report of the trip forms Appendix
No. 56. During his absence he killed twelve musk-oxen, three hares, and about sixty birds,
which supply of fresh meat contributed materially to our health during the second winter.
Twenty-eight other musk-cattle were seen on the south side of the fiord but the launch being
short of coal Lieutenant Lockwood did not delay for them.
On the 19th, having but faint hopes of a vessel, Lieutenant Lockwood was ordered into
Chandler Fiord to make a survey, and Dr. Pavy at the same time was ordered to examine
Daly Peninsula for an overland route from Cape Baird southward to Cape Defosses or Carl
Ritter Bay. Lieutenant Lockwood left on the 30th, but being unable to cross Archer Fiord
to land Dr. Pavy at Cape Baird, was obliged to return, but left the following day, landing
Dr. Pavy at Cape Baird and proceeding to Chandler Fiord, whence he returned on the 23d.
I-Ie was unable to reach the extreme end of Chandler Fiord owing to the large amount of
heavy ice yet in it. He succeeded, however, in surveying the eastern half of the fiord, and
Sergeant Rice obtained two excellent photographs, showing the fiord to the eastward and to
the westward. Lieutenant Lockwood's report forms Appendix No. 57.
Sergeant Brainard was ordered, with five men, on August 25, to bring the whale-boat from
Cape Beechey, where she had been cached the preceding year. The party returned with the
boat on the 27th, just after Lieutenant Lockwood had left in the steam launch for Cape Baird
to bring back Dr. Pavy and Sergeant Ellison.
Dr. Pavy found that the valley near Cape Baird extends to the ((divide" at a point about
five miles from Cape Defosses, frOID which point another broad wide valley of easy grade descends
to Kennedy Channel. The valley near Baird was filled with a river which I named Pavy River.
The river at fonr points enlarges into lakes of moderate size. From an elevation of seven hundred feet [2I3Dl] at Cape Defosses, 110 ice could be seen in Kennedy Channel, or as far south
as the eye could reach, a distance of about thirty-five miles. The farthest point reached was
our depot in Carl Ritter Bay. No written report of this trip was made by Dr. Pavy, but a
report from Sergeant Ellison forms Appendix No. 59 and Dr. Pavy's orders, No. 58.
On August 28 I gave up all hopes of the ship, and ordered Lieutenant Lockwood to proceed with the launch to the head of Archer Fiord for exploration, and to leave thewhale-boat
with a depot at Cape Lieber, en route. A southerly gale with snow prevented his leaving on
the 29th, and the large amount of ice which filled the straits on the succeeding day decided
me to countermand his orders. On the 3Ist the harbor was filled with pack-ice, and as young
ice ha'd commenced forming slowly, I decided to lay up the launch at Dutch Island.
The party was very successful in obtaining game during August. Thirty-three muskcattle were killed, twelve of which had been obtained by Lieutenant Lockwood in Archer
Fiord, as already stated, and eight killed by Sergeant Long in St. Patrick Valley. Eleven
hares, two fiord seals, thirty-seven ducks, thirty-two ptarmigan, thirteen dovekies, and about
seventy-five smaller edible birds were also obtained.
The mean temperature, 35.3° [I. 8° C.], was unusually high for an Arctic station, and
remarkably so considering the latitude of Fort Conger. An unusually high maximum, 47. 8°
[8.8 0 C.], was recorded on the zrst, and a minimum of 22.8° [- 5. I 0 C.] on the 31St. The
temperature fell permanently below 32° [0° C.] on the morning of the 29th, one day earlier
than the preceding year. Observations were continued during the month with the customary
regularity.
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SEPTEMBER, 1882.
On September I it became necessary, in view of the non-arrival of a r~lief ship, to arrange
for a second winter in accordance with existing supplies. Vegetables, milk, sugar, and flour
had been previously used at pleasure and without Iimit, To insure equitable distribution
through the coming year the following weekly allowance was necessary: Vegetables, forty-two
ounces; milk, nine ounces; sugar, twenty ounces; flour.cornmeal, etc., forty-seven ounces.
Bread, salt meats, molasses, apples, and other fruits in natural juice, butter, pickles, preserves,
jellies, and many other articles remained in sufficient quantities to render their limitation for
the second year unnecessary.
On September I we came near losing our launch owing to its having been anchored in au
insecure position near Dutch Island. I fortunately visited her early that morning, to inspect
Iter condition, and succeeded in obtaining assistance in time to save her; however, some small
stores were spoiled through her partly filling with water.
On the ad I commenced systematic work; arranging my reports and observations in such
a manner that complete records could be easily transported in case a boat journey in 1883
should be necessary. ~his work was continued unremittingly until August 5, 1883, and
thereby the complete scientific observations were reduced to such condition that they were
ultimately brought in safety to the United States.
On the 3d the sun set for the first time, and on the ensuing day preparations were made
fbr winter by replacing the inside windows.
The launch was secured for the winter during the spring tide of the 17th. On this day
Sergeant Israel while skating broke through the ice and came near drowning. He was
rescued with some difficulty, suffering, however, no harm from his immersion.
Lieutenant Lockwood on the 24th was sent, at his own request, up Black Rock Vale with
dog-sledge, to ascertain whether autumn travel was possible inland. He returned on the 27th,
bringing a musk-ox killed by Christiansen some three miles above Lake Heintzelman. That
lake was found covered with clear smooth ice already a foot [.305m ] thick. The trip showed
the general impracticability of sledging to Lake Hazen overland.
During the month one musk-ox, two hares, three seals, and three ptarmigans were killed
and two foxes captured. By the early part of the month all birds had departed, except our
regular habitant, the ptarmigan, and an occasional owl or raven. The station was visited on
September 30 by a bear, which was not seen, however,
The mean temperature 'vas 18.1° [-7_7° C.], with a maximum of 27_4° [-2.6° C.] on
the 5th , and a minimum of 0°.7 [-17.4° C.] on the z tst. The minimum occurred on the
same day on which the temperature fell below zero [-17. 8 ° C.] in 188r. The early part of
the month was unusually warm, the first eight days being three degrees [r. 7° C.] wanner
than for the corresponding period in 1881.
A great deal of open water was seen in and around the harbor and in Robeson Channel
until after the aoth.
OCTOBER, 1882.
On October 2 Sergeant Linn was reduced to the grade of private for disrespectful Iangua~e. Save this indiscretion, Sergeant Linn's conduct was irreproachable during his entire
service, and a year later I reappointed him sergeant.
On the ad a bear was seen, which had several times visited the station, but escaped
although pursued. In connection with his appearance, restrictions were for the first time
placed on the men's movements, and for absences for greater distances than a third of a mile
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verbal authonty was required. No other bear appearing, the limits were increased to two
miles late in January, the sergeant on duty, however, to he notified when g-oillg" further than
three-quarters of a mile.
The temperature was observed below zero [-17.8° C.] on the 4th, for the first tittle that
autumn. Auroras were frequently noted during- the month. The sun left 11S 011 the 16th
and darkness increased so rapidly that Jupiter was visible at local 110011 of the 24th, and four
first-magnitude stars on the 28th.
In view of the evident inclination on the part of many of the men to keep their beds
excessive hours, an order was issued forbidding the use of the beds on week days between 8
a. m. and 3 p. m., except in special cases.
As soon as the ice around Distant Cape would bear, which was the J 2t11 of October,
parties visited Cape Beechey and St. Patrick Valley to bring' in the musk-meat cached at
those points. Unfortunately an entire ox had been eaten at Cape Becchey, probably by bears
and foxes; and fully half of the meat in St. Patrick Bay had been flevourcd by foxes, which
had effected an entrance into the stone huts which had been built to protect it.
The first occultation obtained was observed on the 24th. It was the occultation of ol)iscium.
The immersion took place at gh 27m 29.9\ by chronometer (Bond & Son's) No. 198, which was
fast of local sidereal time 4h 32m 24.7".
On the 26th systematic ohservations were commenced of the temperature of the surface
sea-water, with a view to ascertaining whether the temperature of the flowing tide varied from
that of the ebbing tide.
The health of the party continued excellent, and at the end of October but two 111en were
taking medicine-s-one for a slight attack of indigestion, and the other, iron for his blood.
I inaugurated a series of lectures for the winter, and was assured co-operation from Dr.
Pavy and Sergeant Israel, my astronomer.
On October 22 Dr. Pavy, at his expressed desire, was ordered to proceed as far southward
as practicable along the Grinnell Land coast to look for caches or any signs of a visiting vessel.
He was accompanied by Sergeant Brainard and Eskimo Jens.
The harbor-ice increased a foot [30Smm] in thickness during the 1110nth and was 230
inches [S97mm] thick on November I. The fresh-water ice on Lake Alexandra, however, had
attained a thickness of thirty inches [762mtll] by the 2Sth.
No game was killed during the month, though a ptarmigan and an owl were seen 011 the
r zth. The bear on the ad was the only one seen at Conger, although tracks were noted
occasionally on the shores of Robeson Channel. Three of the musk-calves, kept with great
trouble by us, died during the month, and a fourth one was killed. The cause of their death
was attributed by me to lack of exercise, caused by their being necessarily penned up the
greater part of the time to protect them from the dog-so
A series of observations on the velocity of sound at low temperatures was commenced
during October, and continued during the entire winter. Observations and results form
Appendix No. 137.
On October IS observations of high and low waters were commenced on fixed tide-gauge
No.6, which was located for winter observations.
The mean temperature for the month was -7.8° [-22.1° C.], with a maximum of 14°
0
[ - 1 0 C.] on the rst, and a minimum of - 23.5° [ - 3°.8° C.] 011 the 19th.
The temperature fell permanently below zero (-17.8° C.] on the 15th; sixteen days earlier tlHU1 in the
preceding year. The month was extremely cold, lower means having been noted only on
two other expeditions; one of which was at the same station in 1875.
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NOVE~IBER, 1882.

On the 1St a meteor of a blue color was observed about 10.40 p. m. .~ heavy detonation
was heard upon its disappearance. At I a. m. November 14 a remarkable meteor was. noted,
which must have been visible at least five minutes. A list of meteors observed during the
two years at Fort Conger forms Appendix No. I 38a.
.
On the 5th, Dr. Pavy and his party returned. They had gone as far as Carl RItter B~y,
traveling overland from Cape Baird to Cape Defosses, thence along the coast. Heavy Ice
was found in motion in Kennedy Channel; and south of Carl Ritter Bay water-clouds 'were
visible for some distance, and to the south there was an ice blink. A musk-ox was killed by
Sergeant Brainard on the rst near Cape Defosses. This was the only game procured during
the month except a fox, and harbor-seal of twenty-eight pounds (which was killed in the
tide-hole), although a number of hares were seen. A detailed report of this trip by Sergeant
Brainard forms Appendix No. 60. No written report was made by Dr. Pavy.
Auroras were frequently noted during the month. The most remarkable displays occurred
from the I rth to the rSth, attended between these dates with heavy magnetic disturbances.
On the 24th the light of the full moon was determined at 9 p. m., by a grease-spot photometer, and found equal to the light of an adamantine star-candle at a distance of 49~
inches [I.257m]. At 10 p. m. the thermometers in the inner instrument-shelter were read by
moonlight, and diamond type was read with ease. My astronomer's opinion agreed with my
own, that such clear light had never been noted by either of us in lower latitudes.
November 30 was designated ,by orders (Appendix No. 61) as Thanksgiving day, and
was celebrated as elaborately as our means would permit.
During the magnetic storm of November 17 five-minute readings were continued until
9 p. m. (Washington mean time) November 18. The range of the needle during the 17th
was considerably over nineteen degrees. At 8,35 a. m. (Oottingen mean time) November 17
the needle had moved 20° 28.2' to the westward and stood at 113° 19. 8' W., the largest
recorded magnetic variation within my limited knowledge.
The health of the party at the end of the month was excellent. Besides geese and hares,
a pound and a half of fresh meat was issued on alternate days.
The harbor ice increased a foot [305mm] in thickness during the month.
The mean temperature for November was - 28° [ - 33.3° C.], with a maximum of - 1. 1°
[-I8.4~ C.] on the 15th and a minimum of -46° [-43,3° C.] on the 29th. It was the coldest
November experienced by any Arctic expedition. The mean temperature for the first nine
days was -23·4° [-3°. 8° C.], or rr o [6.1° C.] below that for the same period the previous
year, which was the coldest November on record. Frozen mercury was first noted on the
qth, as against the r4th in 188r. This is probably the earliest date in a winter on which frozen
mercury has been noted.
.
DECEMBER, 1882.
The a~rora was ~oted daily from the rst to the 17th, inclusive, with exception of the
rjth. During these displays the magnet was generally quiet, but a heavy disturbance occurred
on the roth, at which time the weather was overcast. It may here be noted as a general
r:sult of our observ~tions, that ?ur magnetic disturbances were generally co-existent with
displays of aurora which showed prismatic colors and during which marked and sudden changes
of form occurred. .On the other hand the magnet remained quiet during the prevalence of
colorless aurora which was slow-moving as regards change of position or unchanging in shape.
An elect~cal self-registering tidal-gauge was devised by me and put in operation during
th~ month with excellent results, showing the possibility of such an apparatus for use in high
Iatitudes, The records were too bulky for packing and were left at Fort Conger.
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By the early part of the month the outer wall, built as a protection to the house, was
completed. It consisted of an ice-wall about a foot thick [305wm], running to the eaves, and
the space between the ice-wall and house was later filled in with dry snow, so that the entire
thickness of the protecting wall ranged from a base of seven feet [2. 134m] to an apex of two
[6IOmm].
On the 8th we experienced a touch of the Greenland foehn; the barolueter rose a quarter
of an inch [6 mm ] during the day; from 10 a. rn. to 2 p. m. strong southeast to southwest wind
puffs were experienced; the temperature rose thirteen degrees [7.2° C.] in a single hour, and
later in the day fell as much in two hours.
Christmas was celebrated in the usual manner, but was hardly as great a success as that
of the previous year. The health of the party at the end of the month was good.
The mean temperature was -27.8° [-32.2° C.], with a maximum of +5'5° [ - 14'7° C.]
on the 26th and a minimum of -43.9° [-42.2° C.] on the 31St. This month was one of the
rare instances in Arctic observations when the mean temperature of December has been above
that of November.
.
No gam~ was killed during the month, but ermine and hare tracks were seen, and on
two occasions the howling of a wolf was heard.
The sea ice increased eight inches [203mm] in thickness against one foot [305mmJ in November, and was forty-five inches [I. 143m ] thick on the rst of January.
JANUARY, 1883.
Auroras occurred frequently during the month, unaccompanied, as a rule, by marked
magnetic disturbances.
The temperature being very low, on the rst and zd many of the thermometers were tested
in freezing mercury [-37'9° F.]. On January 4 the carelessness of the observer caused
a slight fire in the officers' quarters, which fortunately did no damage, owing to the selfpossession and prompt action of Lieutenant Lockwood.
On the 26th an order was issued for the exact guidance of the observers in meteorological
and magnetical observations, the general substance of which had been the habitual practice
of the observers.
During the early part of the month the launch was slightly injured by the movement of
the ice during a storm, but the damage was such that it was easily repaired.
On the r Sth light snow fell at a remarkably low temperature for precipitation, from
-38° [-38.9° C.] to-39° [-39.4° C.].
During January no game was killed, but hare and ermine tracks were observed.
The health of the party was good during the month. A little over thirteen ounces of fresh
meat was used per man daily. For a few days an extra allowance of fresh meat was given
Private Biederbick for rheumatism, and to Eskimo Jens Edward on account of his small
appetite, which was attributed by the doctor to home-sickness. This was the first special
diet prescribed by the doctor during our service of nearly a year and a half at Fort Conger.
Several hourly magnetic readings were missed through breakages of the suspension-thread
of the magnetometer.
The mean temperature of January was - 35.8° [- 37. 7° C.], with a maximum of - 18°
[-27. 8 ° C.] on the 5th, and a minimum of -5°.6° [-45.9° C.] on the 16th. The barometer touched 29.122 [739.7mm ] on the 25th.
FEBRUARY, 1883.
I decided on the propriety and necessity of commencing the establishment of a depot of
provisions at Cape Baird, for use during retreat in case the relief vessel should not reach Lady
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Franklin Bay, and on the 1St of the month Sergeant Brainar~:vith Es~imo Christians~n and
doe-team commenced the work. The surgeon of the expedition officially and professionally
objected to it, 011 the ground that any work in the field was exceedi~gly dangerous at such an
early period of the year. The work, however, was carried on at various dates throughout the
month, without injury from frost-bite or in any other manner, and the stores thus accumulated
were of primary importance laterin the year.
An observation of the movement of the harbor ice, on the 7th, showed that the floe had.
moved since the middle of October twelve and one-half feet [3.810m] in a straight line to
the south-southwest, which was offshore. During its irregular movement, however, the entire movement must have been about twenty feet [6.og6 m ].
Rut few stars could be seen on the 7th at local noon, and thermometers were read for three
hours without artificial light on the 8th. The upper limb of the sun was, astronomically,
above the horizon on the 25th, but was not seen at the station until the 27th, after an interval of one hundred and thirty-seven days since its last appearance.L Auroras were occasionally
observed during the month,
'
A hare was killed on the 9th, and another seen on the loth.
.
Corporal Salor was discharged for expiration of term of service on the 22d and re-enlisted
on the 23d. His warrant as corporal was continued.
The national holiday of the 22d was celebrated as fully as possible.
The verbal weekly reports of the surgeon during the month showed the health of the
party to be excellent. A special allowance of fresh meat was issued for a short time to Private Long. To the general party nearly a pound of fresh meat was issued per man daily.
The mean temperature for the month was - 38'9° [- 39'4° C.], with a maximum of - 5°
[-20.6° C.] on the arst, and a minimum of -56'5° [-49. 2° C.] on the 27th. The coldest
day was the 28th, with. a mean temperature of -51.2° [-4 6.2° C.], the maximum being
-45· 6c [-43. 1° C.]. The monthly mean is one of the lowest on record.
On the rath unusually marked and sudden changes of the temperature took place, with
light winds from easterly quarters. The'temperature rose 12'3°[6.8° C.] degrees in one
hour, and fell 8.7° [4. 8° C.] in fifteen minutes. Although the temperature rose to - 32.9°
[- 36. 1°C.], the mercury thawed in none of the thermometers, even the most delicate. On
the roth the barometer touched 28,968 [73S.8mm], the lowest recorded at the station. On the
28th excellent sound experiments were made, with the temperature at - 54° [-47. 8° C.].
MARCH, 1883.
As was natural, the first days of spring brought a sense of relief that the second winter

h~~ ended, and the entire party was in strength and health. The knowledge that no expe-

dition had ever before passed a second winter in such a high latitude, added to the forebodings
rbepeatedl y. expressed by the surgeon of the expedition, had caused me great uneasiness, and
een a serious mental trial through the late months,
The February report of that officer, received on the 3d, stated that the health of the men
was good, with no signs of scurvy, and but two men Long and Bender 011 a special diet.
Duri~g the early days of the month the depot at Cape Baird was supplemented by additional
supphes of food as opportunity presented. The weather, however, was trying, as up to the
7th of March the sun had been visible but three hours.
Lieutenant Lockwood was ordered to prepare for the continuation 0 f the exploration of
the North G:eenland coast, in which it was believed he would be able to reach, unless unfortunat~, t?e eIght~-fourth parallel. The trip to be made early in March was with a view to
-,
estabhslung special depots for the final journey.
On March 9 I received from the surgeon of the expedition what appeared to Inc as a
remarkable letter (Appendix No. 62), which practically recommended the abandonment of
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all work of exploration. My own views at the time are shown ill my answer (Appendix No.
63), in which I declared that the abandonment of field work through a fear of possible contingencies seemed to me dishonorable and unmanly. Owing to the death of Dr. Pavy, I have
no desire to add further to my letter of March 10, 1883, than to say that the spring journeys
of that year were fruitful in geographical results of great importance and value, and that such
work was done without accident or injury, and that it in no way interfered with our arrangements for subsequentretreat by boats.
Lieutenant Lockwood, with Sergeants Brainard, Jewell, and Private Long, with two dogteams and drivers, left on the loth of March and returned on the 17th. Lieutenant Lockwood's
orders and report form Appendices Nos. 64 and 65. He succeeded in laying out a practical
sledge route from Cape Beechey to Cape Stunner, and near the latter point a cache of about
thirteen hundred pounds was established. Sergeant Jewell; who remained in the field one day
longer than Lieutenant Lockwood to perform certain work, met with a misfortune at depot B,
which delayed him several hours, and might under other circumstances have proved a very
serious matter, His dogs during the night stole and ate all the harness and whip, whichhad
been secured in an empty tent instead of their own. His report to Lieutenant Lockwood
forms Appendi x No. 66.
This preliminary field work was performed in the most satisfactory manner, and without
any accident apart fr0111 the great discomforts arising- from sledging- in very low temperatures.
Sergeant Elison, who started with Lieutenant Lockwood, was taken sick the first day out, but
feeling better the next morning he continued on until the 13th, when Lieutenant Lockwood
sent him back by a sledge to depot B, near Cape Beechey, whence, as he had recovered strength,
he persuaded Sergeant Jewell to permit him to retnrn to the station 011 foot. The pluck and'
courage shown by Sergeant Elison 011 this occasion was only in keeping with his entire field
service in connection with the expedition.
Lieutenant Lockwood and party left on the 27th for their final journey on the north coast
of Greenland. My letter of instructions forms Appendix No. 67. Sergeants Brainard and
J ewell, Private Ellis, the two Eskimo, and two strong teams, of ten dogs each, accompanied
him, Ellis was detailed on the doctor's recommendation, he insisting on the retention of
Sergeant Linn, who was originally selected for this duty, at the station. Private Schneider
accompanied them with the puppy team to Water-course Bay. The party was thoroughly and
carefully fitted out, and they left more perfectly equipped than in the preceding spring. While
in the field they had fresh musk-meat for half their meat ration and the cooking and sleeping
gear were so arranged that one, two, or three men could travel together or be safely left alone.
The plan contemplated the return of the supporting party with Jewell's sledge on the 23d of
April, and that Lieutenant Lockwood himself should turn back from the north by the rqth of
May, and reach the shore of Grinnell Land by the rst of June. The dogs of Lieutenallt Lockwood's team averaged 70 pounds in weight, and the members of the party in traveling dress
about 175 pounds each. The constant weights of the advance sledge were estimated at 3 I 2
pounds, and the supporting sledge at 280 pounds. . The estimate of the entire weights to be
hauled by the teams when leaving Cape Stunner were based from my observations of the preceding spring that a good dog-team can haul a load amounting to 150 per cent. of its weight.
In consequence, the party were to start from that point with about 2,100 pounds, including
sledges.
On the 28th all meteorological and tidal observations were taken, for the first titne that
year, without artificial light.
From the 17th the puppy-team, driven by Private Schneider, had been employed as far
as possible in hauling coal which had been mined the preceding autumn, and piled on the
shore of Water-course Bay. Nearly five thousand pounds of this coal were hauled to the
station during the 1110nth.
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March was not a fortunate month for game, only three hares and a lemming being
obtained. Two ptarmigan were seen on the 23d, and two wolv~s on the 27th. That t~e
foxes remained in the country during the winter was strongly evidenced by reports, early In
the n10nt11, that the pemmican cached at Wrangel Bay, and also that at Cape Beechey, had
been eaten by them.
.
TIle weekly reports of the surgeon indicated the continued good health of the party.
Only minor ailments developed, and but three of the men, Cross, Bender, and Long, were
named as being unfit for field service.
.
.
On the 28th the surgeon was ordered to furnish, by April 30, a general report, treating In
detail the health of the command to June 30, 1882; and by July 10, with a second report
covering it to June 30, 1883. These reports were required so that the entire subject of health
might be treated fully while the data were fresh in the doctor's mind, and that our experiences
might be on record and so available, in case of any disaster, for the information of future
expeditions. Indeed, one central thought the last year was to insure the rendition to our
countrymen of the fruits of our two years' labors.
The mean temperature for March was -17'9° [-27.7° C.], with a maximum of +9.9°
[-12'3° C.] on the 8th,and a minimum of -49.1° [-45. 1° C.] on the 1St. The monthly
mean temperature was the highest on record in connection with the various expeditions in
Smi th Sound.
On the 8th a storm of unusual violence prevailed. The wind attained a velocity of about
sixty miles per hour (26.8m per second), and the temperature rose to +3'3° [-15.9° C.] at 7
a. m., a change of 11.8° [6.4° C.] in an hour. It was the first time in seventy-one days that
the temperature was observed above zero [- 17.8° C.]. During the height of the storm a
heavy swell of from four to six inches high [101.6 to 152.4mm] was observed in the tide-hole,
thus indicating that the gale must have been an exceedingly violent one on the open straits.
On the 15th the temperature was extraordinarily high for March; being above zero
[-17. 8° C.] for fourteen hours during the day.
The ice increased in thickness only an inch and a half [3 8. 1mm] during the month, being
56~ inches [r.429m] on the rst of April.
On the 22d and 23d remarkable changes of the barometer took place, unaccompanied by
high winds until the end of the 'fluctuations. The barometer rose .054 inch [I.4mm] in
mm]
one hour, .168 [4·3
in four hours, .822 [20.9 mtn] in twenty-six hours, 1.030 [26.2 mm] in
thirty-one hours, and 1. 123 [28,Smm] in forty hours.
Experiments made during the month, over a measured course showed that our Eskimo
dogs with light sledge, could rarely travel more than five miles an hour, and with a loaded
sledge about half that distance.
APRIL, 1883.
On April 5 Sergeant Rice was ordered to prepare for a sledge trip to Thank God Harbor

fo~ the purpose of bringing to the station the twenty-foot [6.096m] ice-boat, left there by
L~eute~ant. Beaumont, R. N., in 1876. His orders form Appendix No. 68. In connection
wlt~ this trip, .S~rgeant Rice examined the ice from Distant Cape eastward into Hall Basin on

April 6, and visited Cape Murchison on his return.
.Sergeant Rice with his party of ten men left, April 10. Lieutenant Kislingbury accompanied the sledge party a few miles into the strait. Dr. Pavy was not assigned to the command
of t1~e par~y on .account of his expressed unwillingness to assume any responsibility in connectlo.n with this work, claiming that his duties with the expedition were strictly those of
a ?ledlcal officer. He accompanied the party as a medical officer in accordance with his own
wish and earnest recomtnendation. The instructions to Dr. Pavy form Appendix No. 69.
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On April 12 I was surprised by the return of Lieutenant Lockwood and his party, all of
whom were in excellent condition. They had been compelled, by open water and the disintegration of the polar pack near Black Horn Cliffs, to return to the station. In an attempt to
round the cliffs Lieutenant Lockwood, Sergeant Brainard, and Eskimo Christiansen carne very
near being set off into the Polar Sea by the movement of the pack. Their trip to Black Horn
Cliffs had been a remarkable one, having been made from the station in six days against
twent~-two to the same point in 1881. The entire sledging outfit was found to be perfect,
and only the unfortunate breaking up of the polar pack prevented the party from attain..
ing a remarkably high latitude. The journey, however, could not be considered fruitless, as
Sergeant Jewell obtained at BlackHorn Cliffs, Repulse IIarbor, and Cape Stunner, sets of
extended tidal observations which must be of marked value for determining the co-tidal
lines of the Polar Ocean and Robeson Channel. The formal report of Lieutenant Lockwood
forms Appendix No. 70, and that of Sergeant Jewell No. 71.
On the rath Sergeant Brainard left with dog-team to assist Sergeant Rice in bringing
in the English ice-boat, being accompanied by Lieutenant Kislingbury, who, desiring to be
of use, volunteered for the trip. Sergeant Rice returned on the 15th, having made a most
successful trip, and brought the icc-boat in perfect condition. His detailed report forms
Appendix No. 72. The medical report of Dr. Pavy forms Appendix No. 73, and is different
from what was expected after his strong verbal representations of the absolute necessity of
a doctor accompanying the men Io watch over their debilitated physical condition. The
result of this journey shows the excellent physical condition of the party. The twelve men
engaged therein were but an average of the party, and a round trip of nearly ninety miles
in six days was made by them, subjected to a mean temperature of -21 0 [-29.4 C.], and
with 110 higher temperature noted than - 130 [ - 25° C.]. The ice-boat was later moved
by Sergeants Gardiner and Cross, Private Schneider, and Eskimo jcns, with dogs, to Cape
Baird, 'where she was secured for possible use during the coming autumn.
Lieutenant Lockwood was extremely anxious that I should permit him to attempt again
the exploration of the North Greenland coast. After a thorough consideration of the subject,
I decided against the advisability. A different course would have been followed if the party
had intended wintering another year at Conger, or there had been any certainty of the arrival
of a vessel. I, however, decided to send him southward into Archer Fiord to attempt the
crossing of Grinnell Land to the western ocean, and issued the orders on the morning of the
24th. Lieutenant Lockwood, accompanied as usual by Sergeant Brainard and Eskimo Christiansen, left at 8 0' clock that evening with two teams of ten dogs each. The second team was
under the charge of Sergeant Elison and driven by Eskimo Jens. Sergeant Elison returned
on the 29th, accompanied by Privates Connell and Henry, who had visited in the mean time
the Bellows and Black Rock Valley for game, of which no traces were seen except rabbit and
wolf tracks. Sergeant Elison had accompanied Lieutenant Lockwood an hour's travel on the
third day, turning back when about fi ve miles from Depot Point.
Nine thousand five hundred pounds of coal were hauled from the mine in Water-course
ravine during April, being within one-third of a ton of the amount consumed at the station.
On the 5th, owing to the limited amount of fuel, the fires were allowed to die down in
the quarters of the officers and men between the hours of 9 p. m. and 6 a. m. The temperature, however, rarely sank below +3° [-1. to C.]. This slight reduction of fuel caused no
inconvenience or sickness, and is only alluded to by me as the surgeon of the expedition verbally protested against it, prophesied resulting sickness, and made it the subject-matter of
official mention in his medical report of May 5.
The ice increased I ~ inches [38. I mm] in thickness during the month, measuring nearly
58 inches [I.47 3 on May 1, at which time the ice on Lake Alexandra (fresh water lake) was
found to be 79.8 inches [2.027 J thick, at a point where a sounding gave 33 feet [IO.OSS-].
trl
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The mean temperature for the month was -14.8° [-26° C.], being nearly as cold as the
preceding month of March, A maximum of 6.6° [- 14. 1° C.] was noted on the 29th , and a
minimum of -37.3° [ - 38.5° C.] on the 3d. It was the coldest April on record except I87?,
011 the same coast.
The severity of the weather is shown by the fact that the temperature did
not rise above zero [ - 17.80° C.] until the 27th, except for a single observation on .the 22d:
The month was all unfortunate one for game, only two hares and four ptarmigan being
killed. A snow-bird was seen 011 the 25th, ten days later than in 1882. Nearly a pound of
fresh meat, however, was available daily per man, and the health of the command continued
good.
MAY, 1883.

On May 6 a party was sent to Cape Beechey under charge of Sergeant Jewell, and a
second to Cape Baird under Sergeant Gardiner (Appendix No. 76), to make a series of simultaneous tidal-readings in connection with the readings made at Fort Conger.
On May 23 Sergeant Jewell again visited Cape Beechey, and a second set of simultaneous
readings were made at Cape Beechey, Distant Cape, Dutch Island, and Conger. These observations were deemed by me of special importance .for determining the co-tidal lines of
Robeson Channel and Hall Basin. Sergeant Jewell also made observations for latitude and
longitude, which, reduced by my astronomer, Sergeant Israel, showed Cape Beechey to be in
latitude 81° 52' 29" N., and longitude OOh 07lU 22.3 8 (in time) east of Fort Conger. Sergeant
Jewell's orders and report form Appendices Nos. 74 and 75·
Sergeant Israel, the- astronomer of the expedition, visited Cape Baird on the 9th, to
determine carefully the latitude and longitude of that point. The latitude, determined from
a set of circum-tneridianobservations, was 81° 32' 27.7" N., with a possible error of plus or
minus 0.9". The cape was OOh oo'" 57.58 east of Fort Conger (in time). This determination
makes the latitude of Cape Lieber about 81° 28' N. Sergeant Israel's orders and report are
Appendices Nos. 77 and 78.
During his trip to Cape Baird Sergeant Gardiner, in accordance with his instructions,
made careful and extended observation of the many floe-bergs grounded at that point, with a
view to determining if their structure was a stratified one.
I had previously examined all floe-bergs easily accessible from the station, and especially
those which had split since grounding. The angles of cleavage were almost invariably perpendicular and extremely regular. In examining the interior of recently split floe-bergs
plainly defined strata were visible in every case. The upper part of the ice was sotnewhat
more opaque and of a whiter color than that below. Many of these paleocrystic floe-bergs
resembled very closely in color and structure the recently fallen ice from the Henrietta Nesmith Glacier, on the north side of Lake Hazen, which was examined by me in May, 1882.
Sergeant Jewell reported seeing a very large floe-berg on the North Greenland coast in April,
1883, which had thirteen very marked and clearly-defined strata. He examined it very
closely, in accordance with my general instructions on that point. Sergeant Gardiner's
observations at Cape Baird showed stratification to be general and it is probably universal.
His instructions and report form Appendices Nos. 76 and 79, and Sergeant Jewell's, bearing on
the same subject, Appendix No. 80. Sergeant Jewell visited Cape Beechey May 21-24, for
tidal and time observations (see Appendices Nos. 81 and 82).
~in:u:taneo~ls tidal readings at Capes Beechey, Baird, Distant Cape, and Conger developed
peculiarities which appeared to render further observations necessary, and on the 28th Sergeants Brainard and Gardiner, with dog-team, were sent to Cape Cracroft to make simultaneous
observations in connection with Distant Cape and Fort Conger. These observations with
preceding tidal readings have been transmitted to the Superintendent of the "United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey for reduction and discussion. During these trips Sergeant Gard-
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iner made, under trying circumstances, a special examination and collection of the fossils at
Cape Cracroft. The collection of fossils was very extensive and complete, but was necessarily
abandoned at Conger, as well as the fossils at Cape Baird. Sergeant Gardiner's report on this
subject forms Appendix No. 84; Sergeant Brainard's general report, Appendix No. 83.
Sergeant Brainard's report is particularly interesting from his account of fossil trees, over
a foot [30SmmJ in diameter, found by him, at an elevation of some eight hundred feet [244 m] on
Judge Daly peninsula, several miles south of Cape Baird. Sergeants Gardiner and Brainard
are entitled to much credit for the success of this trip. The trip was a dangerous one owing
to the advanced season of the year and the decayed condition of the ice. Its execution would
not have been directed but for my unwillingness to allow an apparently vexed scientific question, which could be determined by direct observation, to remain unsettled on the ground that
the performance of such duty entailed danger.
On May 26 Lieutenant Lockwood returned from an exploration westward, after an absence of thirty-one days. The party was in perfect health and excellent spirits. His journey
had been remarkably successful. He explored the valley at the head of Ella Hay, and finding no practical route in that direction proceeded to Beatrix Bay, and from that point succeeded in crossing Grinnell Land, reaching the salt water from the Polar Ocean at the head of
a fiord named by him in the field Greely Fiord. He traveled down the fiord some twenty-five
miles and reached a point in 80° 48' N., 77° W. After waiting three days on less than half
rations for fair weather, he noted on a clear day the apparent termination of Grinnell Land,
on the north side of Greely Fiord, in Cape Brainard. To the southwest, at a distance of some
sixty or seventy miles, a projecting point of high land could be seen, which apparently was
separated by a wide fiord from the southern part of Grinnell Land. It seemed proper to
me to name this point Cape Lockwood, in honor of its discoverer, and to designate the new
land as Arthur Land, in honor of Chester A. Arthur, then President of the United States. In
addition, Lieutenant Lockwood discovered that the southern half of Grinnell Land is covered
by an immense ice-cap, which extends from the head of Ella Bay to the southern shores of
Greely Fiord. A marked peculiarity of this ice-cap was its unbroken and perpendicular front
which ranged from one hundred and twenty-five to .two hundred feet [38 to 6I m ] in height.
Such was its abrupt character that but two places, in a fifty-mile journey along its front, were
observed where it would have been possible to scale it.
During this journey Lieutenant Lockwood and Sergeant Brainard displayed energy,
endurance, loyalty, and pluck, which were hardly second to their record of the previous year
on the shores of the frozen Polar Sea. For nearly a week the entire party lived on less than
half rations in order to render as complete as possible their work of exploration and discovery.
Lieutenant Lockwood's loyalty in connection with this journey impressed me with particular force. He deemed the crossing of Grinnell Land an impossibility, and in starting ant
had entreated me to permit him instead to examine the glacial system of Lake Hazen. His
persistency, energy, and fidelity in attempting the route from Beatrix Ray after failing in HIla
Bay, evidenced most strongly his determination that his commanding officer's idea of the practicability of the crossing of Grinnell Land should not fail through him. This trip, in common
with all our extended journeys, entailed marked privations and serious hardships, to which,
in the interest of their work, Lieutenant Lockwood and Sergeant Brainard voluntarily added
a serious reduction of rations for several days.
Lieutenant Lockwood's full and very interesting report, with his instructions, forms
Appendices Nos. 85 and 86. Sergeant Brainard's share of this work showed the same sterling qualities evinced by him the previous year, and in consequence he was recommended by
me in r882 for a commission in the Army.
.
On May I Dr. Pavy, who was serving as the naturalist of the expedition, was directed to
furnish, by May 3 1 , aa complete a report concerning the natural history of the expedition as
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was possible. A description of all specimens on hand was to be given, and. such ~o.tes made
as would facilitate the speedy rendering of a report on the return of the expedition, or as
would secure similar results if their abandonment should be necessary. This order was
deemed essential to prevent the entire loss of our labors in case of a contemplated retreat by
boats. He was also ordered to furnish, by May 6, six complete sets of botanical specimens, so
arranged that they could be securely transported and duplicates be intrusted to each officer of
the expedition. Instructions on this subject form Appendices Nos. 87 and 88. The collection
of plants was not delivered until May 22. The collection was an exceedingly poor one and
was unsatisfactory in its condition and necessitated a new collection that summer. The
lichens were not furnished until the 25th, and only after repeated applications for them. The
provisions of my letter of May 2, requiring a report by letter regarding certain deficiencies in
the specimens and their arrangement, were never complied with by Dr. Pavy. On J nne I, my
written orders of May 1 having been entirely disregarded, it became necessary for me to order
Lieutenant Lockwood to relieve Dr. Pavy of his duties as naturalist. (See Appendix No. 89')
The small amount of work done by Dr. Pavy in nearly two years, and the unsatisfactory condition of the specimens when transferred to Lieutenant Lockwood, are shown by .A~ ppendix
No, go. In extenuation of my responsibility for such a condition of affairs, I should say that
Dr. Pavy's repeated verbal reports to me led me to believe that the specimens obtained had been
properly preserved and that full and complete notes had been made regarding them. Many of
the gaps in the natural history notes were subsequently filled by extracts drawn almost entirely
from my private journal and that of Sergeant Elison.
During this month we lost nearly three hundred pounds of fresh meat, which had become
tainted in its interior though perfectly good externally. The month was hardly to be called
a good one for game. Eleven ptarmigan, two seals, seven hares, and three musk-cattle were
obtained. A musk-ox was killed by Lieutenant Lockwood during his western trip, and the
two others on the 30th of May by Private Connell, who had been sent with Eskimo Jens and
dog-sledge hunting to Black Rock Vale.
The health of the command during May was good, though probably a number of the men
who disliked the seal meat suffered somewhat by their abstention from that part of our diet.
The thickness of the harbor-ice on June I was 54.4 inches [I.3 82 m] ; a decrease of only
about 2.5 inches [63.5 mm] during May.
The mean temperature for May was 14.80 [-9. 6 ° C.], with a maximum of 3 2.3° [0.2°C.]
on :he 22d) and a minimum of - 13° [-25 0 C.] on the 1St. The severity of the weather
during the month may be imagined from the fact that but for one hour was the temperature
above the melting-point of ice. The snow-storm of May 27 and 28 was noticeable as being
the longest continued snow at the station; it lasted for sixty-two hours.
The 30th of May was considered as a holiday, and in honor of our" Decoration Day,"
and in fortunate default of any graves of our own, the head-boards of the Arctic dead of the
En~lish expedition of 1875- ' 76 were decorated. The initiative in this matter, as in the preceding year, was :aken by Privates Fre~erick and Long. These marks of appreciation and
honor for the foreign dead must be considered of greater value as coming from the rank and
file of the expedition than if they had been suggested by the officers.

JUNE, 1883.

~n June 8 D.r. P~vy, at his 0:vn. request, ,:as sent with the dog-sledge to Cape Baird to
exanune the petrifactions and fossils In that neIghborhood. He returned on the gth having'
been unable to find them. No written. report was made by him of the trip.
'
..
The dog-:ledge under Sergeant LInn was sent to Cape Murchison on the roth to bring
In some supplies needed for the party.
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Private Connell was sent with Eskimo Jens's sledge to the Bellows on a hunting trip on
the 17th. He returned on the zoth with three hundred and eighty-five pounds of meat, He
had found a herd of sixteen cattle at the head of the Bellows, eight of which he killed, very
judiciously sparing the rest, owing to the slig-ht chance of the meat being brought to the station. Privates Schneider and Ellis were sent later, each with a dog-sledg-e, and succeeded in
bringing in over six hundred pounds of meat, These trips were made with great trouble, as the
river in the Bellows Valley was very high and was forded with great difficulty; owing to rapidly
melting snow the stream was rising with such rapidity at the time of the last crossing that it
was useless to attempt another trip. This meat was a great benefit and satisfaction to the
party, and was especially a boon to those who disliked seal-meat.
During the month other game was killed in considerable quantities. A seal, two hares)
twelve brent-geese, forty-two ducks, twenty-one dovekies, fifteen ptarmigan, and many other
smaller birds, were obtained.
The first flower, a purple saxifrage (Saxi/raga oppositiftlia), was found in blossom June
4, three days later than in the pteceding year. The list of flowers found, with their dates of
blossoming and other information, forms Appendix No. 130.
The first brent-geese appeared on the 5th of June and the ducks on the 6th. An authenticated egg of the knot (Trz'llga callutus) was procured 011 the 9th; the first authenticated
specimen ever known. The longer axis of the egg was one and one- ten th inch, and the
shorter about one inch. The ground color was a light pea-green, closely spotted with small
brown specks about the size of the head of an ordinary pin.
Steep ravines, with southern exposure, commenced discharging freely on the 4th, while
those of a lower gradient and other location were yet frozen.
Hunting near the station was followed almost daily, but the only distant trips, besides
that of Private Connell, were made by Private Biederbick, who alone visited the Bellows and
St. Patrick Valley. While hunting near Distant Cape, Private Ellis discovered on the 26th
the remains of an old Eskimo sledge. It was about four feet long [r.21g m ] , of wood, apparently pine, shod with the bone of the whale, and was found about forty feet [12lD ] above
the sea.
Sergeant Brainard visited Cape Baird on the rrith to examine the ice to the southward, and
to obtain game if possible. The only water visible on the rqth from the summit of Cape Lieber
was a narrow lane to the northward of Joe Island and an open space near Distant Cape and
Cape Murchison, Sergeant Brainard brought in a fine and large collection of fossils and pet. rifactions, gathered near Cape Baird on Daly Peninsula.
On June 30 Lieutenant Lockwood submitted, with Appendix No. 91, an inventory of
collections in natural history, classified and arranged. It should here be stated, that, during
his brief service as naturalist of the expedition, Lieutenant Lockwood carefully and systematically brought together in order the large collection of this and the previous summer, numbered and labeled all specimens, arranged and packed them in the best manner (except the
plants, which were in my own charge), and had the cases so arranged that they could have
been loaded in an hour on the relief steamer. The specimens as packed will remain many
years uninjured by weather or animals. Sergeant Elison, by his habits of application and
untiring zeal, added many fine specimens of birds ready for mounting, and Sergeants Brainard
and Gardiner contributed remarkably fine collections of fossils, while I obtained very many
marine specimens and a large number of fossils from the shale at the coal mine. To Sergeant
Elison's interest and skillful handling was also due the excellent condition of the botanical
specimens brought back, most of which were gathered by me, but all of which were beautifully
pressed and dried by him.
The list of birds seen during the two years, and notes thereon, form Appendix No. 131 •
A similar list as to mammalia forms Appendix No. 129.
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The party were in good health at the end of the month. Over a pound and a tenth of
fresh meat daily per Juan had been used. EconOlny in fuel had been practiced during ·~he
month by the discontinuance of fires, except in one room, between 9 p. m. and? .a. m.; so
that six tons of coal remained on hand at the end of the month. The rotten condition of the
sea-ice forbade hauling any more by sledge from the coaltlline..
.
A heavy northeasterly gale occurred on the 24th, during which the WInd rose to a velocity
of forty-two miles per hour [I8.S m per second]. The first rain of the season occurred on the
26th but the first month of Sl111Uner ended with a touch of snow.
The harbor ice decreased 16.5 inches l41S'39mm] in thickness, measuring 3S·9 [998.osmm]
on July 1.
The mean temperature of June was 3 2.4° [0.2° C.], with a maxirnum of 39. 6° [4. 2 ° C.]
on the 17th, and a minimum of 22.7° [ - 5.2° C.] on the ad. June 23 was the first day on
which the temperature did not fall below 32° [0° C.].

JULY, 1883.
On July 1 Sergeant Brainard was sent, with Eskimo Christiansen and dog-sledge, to Cape
Lieber to examine the channel southward. He returned on the 3d, and reported the ice to
be solid both north and south of Cape Baird, except occasional water-lanes and an open space
around Distant Cape and Cape l\I urchison. The new ice surrounding the heavy floes, however, had melted or broken away, and he was confident that the next heavy gale would break
up the main floe in Hall Basin and Kennedy Channel.
Lieutenant Lockwood and Sergeant Brainard were sent into the interior on J111y 1 I for a
trip towards the northwest in order to acquire a knowledge of the physical conditions of the
country, and to ascertain definitely the topography between the northeast end of Lake Hazen
and Lincoln Bay. They returned on the 14th. Privates Biederbick and Henryaccotnpanied
them one day to assist in carrying their packs. Lieutenant Lockwood succeeded in penetrating about thirty miles to the northwest. From his farthest point a very large glacier
could be seen about fifteen or twenty miles distant from them to the northwest. Exceedingly
bad traveling caused them to return, as another day's journey would have added little or
nothing to their information. Lieutenant Lockwood, by permission, delayed making his
report until he could finish a map of the surroundings of Fort Conger in conjunction with
this trip. Owing to his death the map and report were not made. In lieu thereof, Sergeant
Brainard's report, the materials of which have been drawn from his own and Lientenant
Lockwood's journals, forms Appendix No. 92.
On July 9, having been informed by Acting Assistant Surgeon Octave Pavy of his determination not to renew his contract for the year, which he considered as ending on J uly 20,
he was directed to turn over, before leaving the United States service, his property, official
diary, and collections in natural history, to. Lieut. James B. Lockwood. These articles were
to be delivered packed, boxed, and addressed to the Chief Signal Officer. The orders to Dr.
Pavy, and the correspondence had with him in this connection, form Appendices Nos. 93, 94,
and 95. * On July 19 Dr. Pavy not only positively refused to transfer his diary, but, although
his contract did not expire until the succeding day, declared that he was out of the service,
that my orders were not binding upon him, and he refused to obey the formal order of arrest
until a file of men was called to enforce my authority. Formal charges and specifications
were furnished him on the rqth, previous to the expiration of his term of service, and he was
held in service to await the action of the War Department in his case. The charge and
correspondence of these dates form Appendices Nos. 96 to 100, inclusive.
*The directions for Dr. Pavy to turn over his diary was in accordance with the orders of the -W;Depart~ment ~;g;~i;i~g
the expedition, which left me no discretion. These instructions read:
h Each member of the party will be furnished with a diary, in which he will record all such incidents as specially interest
him. This diary will not be open to inspection until delivered to the Chief Signal Officer for his sole use in compiling the fun
record of the expedition."
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Every consideration was shown Dr. Pavy in connection with his arrest; limits of a mile
in any direction from the station being granted him. He broke his arrest, however, 011 the
26th of July, as well as on other occasions, but owing to our isolated condition I did not deem
it advisable to place him ill close arrest. It should be said to the credit of Dr. Pavy's
humanity that he continued to give medical advice to such members of the party as requested
it, although when placed in arrest he positively declared that he would 110t render such service
in the future to anyone of the expedition. I deem it my duty to call attention to the fact that,
contrary to Dr. Pavy's written statement that his diary consisted of letters to his wife, a translation of his notes in the office of the Chief Signal Officer since my return shows this statement
to be erroneous. No domestic or family matters were alluded to, and instead of letters only
disjointed and disconnected data without sequence of dates or subjects were found, which were
devoid of scientific or even medical comment,
On the 28th the launch was tried under steam from Dutch Island westward in the harbor,
and everything was fonnd to be in good working order. Stores and supplies were gradually
carried to Dutch Island during the month for the purpose of facilitating the prospective retreat
by boats.
On July 29 the abandonment of the station was announced in orders (Appendix No. 101)
to take place 011 August 8, or as soon thereafter as practicable.
Sergeant Brainard was directed to make an inventory of the stores on hand which were
to be abandoned, a list of which forms Appendix No. 102. Sergeant Brainard during the two
years' service at Fort Conger has served as orderly-sergeant and as commissary-sergeant of the
expedition. In filling these thankless and difficult positions he had shown as much tact,
equable temper, and good judgment as he had energy and determination in the field.
It was with great reluctance that I decided on the abandontnent alive of our dogs. In
case we were unsuccessful in our boat journey, as had been Hayes, and Kane (in his first trip),
and returned to Conger, these patient, willing laborers would be indispensable to obtain fuel
and meat, Several barrels of pork were unheaded and all the barrels of oil opened, so that a
couple of months' food could be reached with some difficulty.
The ice broke up gradually during the month; the upper part of Kennedy Channel broke
on the 24th. The harbor-ice may be said to have broken up on JuIY.30.
OnJuly 8 Sergeant Cross discovered a coal seam above the old coal mine ill the bed of the
same water-course. It had long- been evident that a seam of such kind l11USt exist, as very
large pieces of coal had been seen at many points a long distance above and at a much greater
elevation than the old mine, The surface of coal exposed was reported to be about twenty
feet [6 m] high and twenty feet [6 llJ ] long.
The 1110nth was not a good one for game. Ouly three hares, two geese, thirteen ducks,
and several small birds were procured. Our last musk-meat was eaten on the 24th, but sufficient bones remained for soup until August 1. The game being scarce, but one meal from
game was had during the last week of the month,
Private Long was discharged for expiration of term of service on the 23d, and re-enlisted
on the 24th.
The party remained in excellent health, with the exception of Steward Biedcrbick, who
was troubled with rheumatism.
On the 30th Lieutenant Kislingbury turned over to me, as a personal contribution for the
expedition, two large tea-cans full of lichens. He had devoted much of his leisure time during the two years in searching for lichens and mosses, and this collection must have been very
complete and valuable. He took a strong interest in making it complete, and showed his goodwill by his tender of it. Unfortunately it was necessary to abandon this with other bulky and
weighty collections.
H. Mis. 393--4
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The month ended in southerly gales, which did lunch to break up the harbor ice in Hall
Basin and Robeson Channel. U nfortullately the ice in Archer Fiord remained fast, and no
possible chance of crossing it appeared. Every prepara~ion, ~ow~ver, had been made for the
abandonluent of the station at the earliest moment. WIth this VIew, five thousand pounds ?f
carefully screened and selected coal had been bagged and cached on Dutch Island, for use In
the launch during the retreat.
The mean pressure was 29.865 [7S8.6mmJ for July, and the mean temperature of the mo~t~
was 37. 2° [2.9° C.], with a very high maximum of 52.4° [11.3° C.] on the rath, and a numIn urn of 28.8° [-1. 8° C.] on the 6th.
The reduced magnetical observations for the first year form Appendix No. 139a. The
other magnetical observations have been transmitted to the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey for reduction and publication. Meteorological 'observations for the two years
form Appendix No. 138.
AUGUST, 1883.
By the 3d the records of the expedition had been packed and arranged for retreat. These
records, weighing about fifty pounds, were packed in three tin boxes, which were soldered up
and thus made water-tight. One box, to be in my charge, contained the originals of reports
and field journals, which had been filed with me in connection with the various work of
exploration, and also my completed journals. A second box contained the original sheets of
magnetical and meteorological observations and other official papers. The third box, which
was to be in Lieutenant Lockwood's especial care, contained letter-press copies of all magnetical and meteorological observations and records of the pendulum transits, the star-sheets,
and the official collection of plants.
Of necessity, all property, papers, and records, not indispensable to the history of the
expedition, were abandoned, as well as all private property. All the standard thermometers
were boxed carefully for transportation, and the pendulum, carefully soldered up in its \vatertight case, was also boxed, in order to render its carriage in an uninjured condition certain.
The condition of the party for the coming retreat was of general health and strength,
despite their arduous labors for two years amid unequaled cold and darkness. Of the seven
hundred and twenty-one days spent at Fort Conger, two hundred and sixty-eight had been
marked by the total absence of the sun. On two hundred and sixty-two days one or more
sledge parties had been absent in the field, on joumeys entailing from two to sixty days' absence,
and some three thousand miles had been traveled by such parties; an unequaled latitude to
the north had been attained; to Greenland over a hundred miles of new coast had been added;
and to the westward Grinnell Land had been crossed, its exterior surveyed, its physical geography determined, and the contours of its northern half fixed with considerable certainty.
This geographical work had been done without disaster, without physical injury to any
one, and for its prosecution no part of the scientific work for which the expedition was formed
had been neglected or abandoned. It seems proper to make these statements in view of the
many assertions that all Arctic work is of necessity unduly dangerous or fatal. The programme of international observations had been carried out as fully as instruments and circUlnstances would permit, and during the two years there had, on an average, been made and
recorded daily full five hundred observations.
A selected party was told off on the rst, with orders to be in readiness for prompt departure
for Cape Baird, as I intended sending to that point at the earliest practicable moment the launch,
loaded with coal, provisions, and all the most important collections and records leaving the
.
'
main party to follow, when everything important had been transferred. The journals of the
men were, as a rule, turned in, sealed, and addressed to the Chief Signal Officer. They were
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packed with forty-eight photographic negatives in a SIll all box, which weighed about seventy
pounds. A supply of medicines, the list of which had been furnished by Dr. Pavy early in
July, was carefully packed and boxed by Steward Biederbick.
A small fiord seal was killed by Lieutenant Kislingbury on the 4th, which gave us fresh
meat for a couple of days.
The ice was watched closely from the rst of the 111011th, but up to the moruing of the 9th
no possible chance of crossing Archer Fiord presented itself. About to o'clock a. 111. the ice in
Archer Fiord, though not navigable, from its movements appeared to presag-e more favorable
conditions, and, in order to avail myself of any possible changes, the station was ordered to
be abandoned at I p. Ill. of that date. The launch left Dutch Island at 2.3° p. Ill. and ran to
Proteus Point, meeting the small boat from the station, which brought our dinner partly cooked.
The eastern entrance being completely blocked with ice, we were compelled to attempt
a western passage, and with great difficulty reached Sun Peninsula, at the western entrance,
about 10 p. In. The passage across the strait appearing possible, we started into Archer Fiord
about midnight, but the ice commencing to move towards the shore the launch was badly
nipped, and was only saved from loss by strenuous exertions. On the morning of the loth, at
the turn of the tide, we were able to run southward into Archer Fiord and pass around the
heavy ice which separated 11S from Cape Baird. A heavy gale prevailing made it impossible
to proceed southward that evening, but everything was put in readiness for instant move, A
cairn was erected at Cape Baird, in which was deposited a record (Appendix No. 104).
On leaving Cape Baird we had fifty-five hundred pounds of coal and about fifty days of
provisions, with small caches at Carl Ritter Bay and Cape Collinson, which were relied 011 to
carry us to Dobbin Bay, where I at least counted on a vessel. Our means of transportation
were the steam-launch, the wh ale-boat Narwhal, the English ice-boat Beaumont, the English
boat Valorous, with a small Whitehall boat for special use. The crews of the three boats
were told off, so that each would know where he belonged in case of an accident to the launch.
We left Cape Baird at II. IS p. m. of August 9, and were delayed between Capes Lieber
and Cracroft nearly eight hours, by a huge paleocrystic floe, which, by estimate, was over
fifteen miles long. Passing southward the morning of August I I, a depot of corn-beef at
Cape Cracroft was taken up by the small .boat, but one hundred and twenty pounds of bread
were left for lack of room, the launch and boat being badly crowded. The weather was exceedingly foggy during the day, so that we moved southward slowly and with great difficulty.
The fog was so dense in the afternoon that for a time we were uncertain of onr position, and
were obliged to run to the shore and follow it southward. Several shoal places were found
which interfered with our progress, and near midnight we stopped, as Lfelt that the distance
made was not commensurate with the coal consumed. The point where we stopped later
proved to be some five miles north of Carl Ritter Bay.
On the morning of the rzth, while the party was preparing breakfast, the. launch was
allowed to touch the shore on a falling tide and was grounded. Careful instructions had been
given to avoid this. Sergeant Cross, who was specially in charge of the launch, was evidently
intoxicated, probably from the fuel alcohol. It was only by the most energetic and laborious
exertions that the launch was finally released, after a loss of two hours' time.
The day's run was a slow and difficult one, owing to the large quantity of ice and the
prevalence of foggy weather, Serious nips were frequently threatened, and at times we. ~ere
obliged to draw the small boats up on the floe. In consequence of the unfavorable conditions
we were obliged to wait some distance above Carl Ritter Bay until the weather cleared, when
we ran south and picked up the cache of bread and meat at Carl Ritter Bay. To avoid a
long detour along the shores of this bay I ran direct from the cache to Cape Von Buch, which
was passed without difficulty,
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The launch was stopped about 2 a. m. of the 13th, in latitude 80° 52', by an apparently
unbroken pack of very large floes. A good harbor was fonnd for the boats, ~nd.we wer~ obliged
to camp until noon, owing to the very unfavorable reports of the. reconno~tenng parties. At
noon the tide loosened up the ice a very little, but progress be~ng possible I started ~outh)
despite the snow and foggy weather, and ran for three hours until forced by r~peated mps to
camp. Lieutenant Kislingbury, during the run, shot a small harbor-seal which was cooked
.
for supper and relished by all.
During this run Sergeant Cross was insubordinate and disrespectful and everything went
wrong with the launch. His services as engineer being thought indispensable, prevented any
further action than cautious and well-considered reprimands.
Our position was then 80° 44' N., about 68° W., some twelve or fifteen miles south of
Carl Ritter Bay. A severe northeasterly gale packed the straits with ice, and the storm being
followed by low temperatures new ice formed to such an extent as to delay us at that point
until the evening of the rSth.
Lieutenant Kislingbury and Eskimo Christiansen went hunting inland, without success,
during our stay. Lieutenant Kislingbury reported the existence at that point of a narrow,
desolate valley, devoid of vegetation, which ran at right angles with the coast for a couple
of miles, and then, turning at right angles, trended to the northeast parallel to the coast for a
distance of seven or eight miles. Two small permanent lakes were passed, and a depression,
indicating a third large lake, was seen. A small stream, probably springing from the inland
ice-cap, fed and connected the lakes and then drained them into Kennedy Channel near our
camp. I have attached Lieutenant Kislingbury's name to the valley. The shore had been
closely followed since leaving Carl Ritter Bay, and at the beginning of the gale the launch was
at the ice-foot. Owing to low temperatures, on the 15th, as a matter of precaution against
being frozen in, I moved the launch and boats with great difficulty a mile or two from the
shore, within some two hundred yards [183m] of the moving pack, to a point, however, where
they would be fully protected from the grounded bergs.
The unmilitary and insubordinate conduct of Sergeant Cross, the engineer of the launch,
culminated at this time. When the launch was beset in the worst kind of ice possible, my
orders to the engineer were so indefinitely carried out as to endanger the safety of the boat.
At the most critical junction I learned that Sergeant Cross was intoxicated, probably from fuelalcohol, a fact which escaped my notice as he was hidden from view by the covering of the
launch. I instantly relieved him from duty, and substituted Private Frederick as engineer in
his place. The critical and trying situation of the party made such conduct as Cross's extremely reprehensible, but the circumstances permitted none of the usual methods of discipline. This misbehavior was in keeping with Sergeant Cross's previous and subsequent
propensity to appropriate rum or alcohol whenever possible.
Private Frederick on assuming charge reported that the boiler was in such condition that
if it had been neglected a few minutes longer it would have become entirely useless, even if
it had not exploded.
. The n.ex.t day the boats were moved as far as possible towards open water. The precaubon of quitting the shore was a wise one, for when the northeasterly gale ceased young ice
had formed to such an extent inshore that it would have been impossible ever to have extricated the launch.
During our stay at that point the temperature was observed above 32° [0° C.] but once,
and sank as low as 23.2° [-4.9° C.], undoubtedly an unparalleled low temperature for the
17th of August.
?n t~e 18tl1 t?~ condition of the party was critical. The low temperatures, heavy snows,
and inactive condition had been exceedingly trying, physically and morally, to the party, who
were sheltered only by the canvas of the boat. On that afternoon, the pressure of the moving
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pack against the fast ice diminishing somewhat, I decided to try and reach the moving ice,
preferring to take the chances of making our way along the moving pack to remaining icebound in that bay. Several hours' labor had no results, as the one hundred and fifty yards [13tl.l]
of ice between the launch and the moving pack consisted of large floes cemented together
by new ice, then two or three inches [50' gDlm or 76.2I1lllJ] thick. Our efforts were renewed a
few hours later, without much hope of success; but ultimately, by extraordinary exertions,
the launch and the boats were at the outer edge of the fast ice before midnight,
We met lunch moving ice, but had a fine run until about 4 a. IU. of the rqth, when,
stopped by a dense, heavy pack, a secure harbor was found between two grounded bergs. At
that point the tides were very heavy, evidently from twelve to fifteen feet [3.7 m to 4.6IU] in the
springs. \Ve were then about eleven tniles northeast of Cape Lawrence, and, an opportunity
offering at the turn of the tide: about three-quarters of an hour's run was made without
much advantage; and to avoid wasting coal, there being much ice, we stopped seven miles
north of Cape Lawrence to await more favorable conditions. About 9 p. m., being Sunday,
the psalms of the day were read, and then Sergeant Brainard and Eskimo Christiansen were
sent along the coast as far as Cape Lawrence in order to examine the pack southward, which
from our position seemed dense and impracticable. They were accompanied by Dr. Pavy, at
his own request.
At the turn of the tide on August 20, some open water showing up, and a heavy southwest wind prevailing, I immediately started south with the boats and took up Sergeant
Brainard with his party three miles north of the cape. As he reported an impenetrable pack
extending from the very point of Cape Lawrence eastward to Cape Jackson, with no water in
sight, I thought it best to make a very secure harbor which Sergeant Brainard had observed
a couple of miles north of the cape. While a meal was being prepared I visited Cape Lawrence, and from an elevation of about two or three hundred feet [6I m or 9Im] saw 111l1Ch water
with broad lanes opening up in the midst of the heavy ice southeast and south, while to the
southwest Rawlings Bay was evidently, though slowly, clearing under the influence of the
southwest wind. The launch started immediately, but, after rounding Cape Lawrence and
running a couple of miles into Rawlings Bay, I was obliged to make the shore, partly ott
account of the strong adverse wind and tide, but more especially owing to the dense fog over
the surface of the bay. I walked up 011 the north side of Rawlings Bay to the point overlooking Radmore Harbor, and from a considerable elevation saw an immense paleocrystic
floe of many miles extent moving out of the bay, leaving clear water behind it, between the
northern shore and Cape Joseph Good. I hastened back to the launch to find her just
grounded, although exact and stringent orders had been given to keep her clear, and two
men had been detailed for that specific purpose. The strength of the entire party was inadequate to clear her, and we were delayed nearly six hours for the next tide. In extenuation
of the failure of the watchmen, it should be noted that the range of this tide was between
thirteen and fourteen feet [3.962mand 4.267m], and that at times the water must have fallen
about an inch [25.4nJ lU ] a minute. In 1876, in this same bay, and under similarcircumstances,
H. M. S. Alert, crowded near shore by a floe, was caught by a similarly falling tide.
At Rawlings Bay ivory gulls and several seals were seen, and traces of the fox and musk-ox,
that of the latter being very old. Vegetation along the northern shore of the hay was very
luxuriant for the latitude, and resembled very closely that in the vicinity of Fort Conger.
Just north ..of Cape Lawrence two small glaciers were seen by Sergeant Brainard, when traveling along the shore, and a skeleton of a young reindeer was found, which Christiansen
thought had been dead about two years. I hazard the opinion that a detailed examination
would show the vicinity of Radmore Harbor to be the most northerly point frequented by
the reindeer of Grinnell Land. The vegetation of the adjacent valleys is sufficiently lux"
uriant for reindeer and musk-oxen, and in 1876 Major Feilden, R. A., discovered near Radmore Harbor a recently picked skeleton of a reindeer.
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The launch was afloat at 8.30 p. m., and the bay was crossed in two hO:1fs. C~ear wa.ter
was found by a long detour inward, which carried us nearly up t? the point b~hInd which
Radmore Harbor is situated. A dense fog and a strong adverse tide drove us Just south of
Cape Joseph Good to an insecure harbor; but our situa:ion was materially improved later, as
opportunity offered, by moving our anchorage a short dl~tance sou:h. At ~he first harbor, we
came near having a bad nip from an immense paleocrystic floe, which, movIng no:-thward, was
set well in toward shore by the heavy tide and pressure of the dense pack which filled the
straits. At the second harbor, despite our exertions and owing to the very heavy tide, the
launch grounded a short time at extreme low water.
The Whitehall boat was here broken up and used for fuel. She had leaked badly, been
a heavy drag, and was only of occasional use. She had been kept by me, contrary to advice,
until we should have crossed Rawlings Bay. For the previous few days it had been necessary
to bail her hourly. She was so easily handled by two .Uten, however, that I had thought
it important to keep her as long as possible. After the breaking up of the boat the kayak
remained, with which either Eskimo would be able to perform services previously attended
to by the use of the boat.
Sergeant Jewell was sent along shore to Cape Wilkes to examine the ice. On his return
he reported open water to the south in Kane Sea, and also on the south side of Richardson
. Bay. Shortly after an opportunity of reaching Cape Wilkes presented itself. "Vater opened
up to the next point of land, and the entire pack, under the influence of the southwest winJ,
moved slowly and steadily offshore. We had, however, gone scarcely half a mile when the
main pack set violently in towards shore and nearly destroyed' the launch and boats. There
was scarcely any wind at the time, and the movement of the ice probably resulted from tidal
currents, which doubtless are very marked in the season of spring tides in that vicinity of the
junction of northern and southern tides. It being low tide the boats caught between the
moving pack and the perpendicular ice-foot, some ten feet [3 Dl ] in height. There were 110
available breaks in the ice-foot where we could seek shelter, and, in consequence, the launch
was jammed and we barely escaped losing her. The other boats were slightly injured, but to
no material extent, as they leaked no more after the nip than before, though they had been
necessarily much strained. One of the boats was pulled out on the moving pack, but the
other two were finally secured along the ice-foot.
During this severe and unexpected nip the entire attention of Lieutenant Lockwood and
myself was necessarily devoted to the launch, the most important boat, leaving the others
to secure their own safety. Sergeants Brainard and Rice and Private Connell, who were in
charge of the respective boats, justified the confidence placed in them by their excellent conduct.
Lieutenant Lockwood was of material assistance to me in connection with the launch.
.
By.watching .closely and taking- chances I managed, despite the heavy pack and great
Jam of Ice,.to get Into the extreme northeast point of Richardson Bay just after noon (August
2~), and WIth only a couple of hours' delay succeeded in crossing the bay, though with great
?lfficulty. Very much to my disinclination I was obliged to make a long detour westward
Into the bay, as the passage through the moving pack to the southerly point of the bay would
have been extremely hazardous if not impossible,
We found in crossing near the head of the bay that young ice had formed to such an
extent as to cement together the small floes, and was thus sufficiently thick to prevent at times
the pr~gress of t?e launch, even when the boats were cast off. The difficul ty of penetrating
young ~ce was eV~dence~ by our experience in passing through three hundred yards [274 m ] at
one point, where It required an hour's efforts and entailed at times the necessity of dropping all
!he boats. It was a useful experience, and in that, as in many other matters only experience
Is?f value. On rea~hing the south side of Richardson Bay it was difficult to determine which
point was Cape Collinson. In order to make certain of the English cache the nearest land
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was made, and the coast was searched to the nearest point to the westward by Lieutenant
Kislingburyand Private Henry, while others examined the first point east. No sign of the
cache was found at either. Private Henry picked up to the northwest a small piece of pine
wood, and found ancient traces of Eskimo.
While we were endeavoring to reach Cape Collinson, the flowing tide brought from the
north such immense quantities of heavy ice that we were driven to harbor in a small bay near
a wasted ice-foot twelve feet [3. 7lU ] high, where we were sheltered by three large grounded floebergs. From that point Sergeants Brainard and Jewell, sent out to search the coast, succeeded
in discovering the English cache, from which all the rum and a barrel of bread was missing,
as well as the tobacco, sugar, and tea.
We were unable on account of heavy and jammed ice to move until the change of the tide,
about 2 a. 111. of August 22. The tide being in the springs rose some fonrteen feet [4.3 1U ] , which
enabled us to get the small boats inside the ice-foot, and thus protect them from heavy ice,
but the launch, of necessity, remained outside. The three grounded floe-bergs which had
been relied on for protection floated at high tide and carne near destroying the launch. As
soon as the falling tide grounded the bergs, and the pressure of the heavy pack was somewhat relieved, we ran eastward to Cape Collinson, and about 5 a. In. took ltp the cache, It
consisted of two hundred and forty rations of meat, stearine, alcohol, salt, pepper, onion-powder, and one hundred and twenty rations of bread.
When rounding Cape Collinson a strong southwest wind was met, which with an adverse
ebbing tide forced the launch to harbor. In making shore the collar of the feed-pipe, which
had several times before been injured, was again broken. This necessitated a delay of two
hours, which stay was improved by cooking a warm breakfast.
During our stay Lieutenant Kislingbury visited a point whence he was able to look into
Joiner Bay, the chances of crossing which he reported to be unfavorable owing to the great
::1111011nt of ice. Snow, fog, and wind in the mean tittle prevailed, but during' a temporary
clearing up I started south and determined to try the channel by the outside passage through
the pack. This dangerous attempt proved successful, though fog set ill during the run.
About I I a. m. we reached an excellent harbor just north of Cape l\fcClintock where the boats
were moored until the weather should clear and the ice conditions improve.
From the summit of the grounded bergs it was noticed that even during the rising tide
the strong southwest wind was setting large quantities of ice out from Scoresby Bay, and as
soon as the wind lulled slightly, I ran into Scoresby Bay a couple of miles and reconnoitered
from an adjacent hill. I discovered that the bay was full of immense floes, but could be crossed
by running inland. A long detour was necessary, but fortunately clear water was found the
entire distance, and I succeeded about 6 p. m, August 22 in reaching a point just south of Cape
Norton Shaw, where an immense quantity of pack slush-ice, with occasional pancakes, made
such a tremendous jam as prevented further progress.
The water opened a little to the south once, but a paleocrystic floe moved in just ahead
of us, and, jamming between some grounded floe-bergs and the shore, cut us off from the
south. I later made about three-quarters of a mile, but poor shelter for the boats obliged me
to give way several hundred yards to await further developments. My astronomer there
got an observation which he thought the meridian, and which made our latitude 790 51',
two miles south of my reckoning. It transpired later, however, that the sun was off the
meridian, and that my reckoning was correct.
About noon the pack commenced moving slowly inshore, and I was obliged to scatter
the boats for shelter. For a time we were jammed against the ice-foot by the pack, with
prospects to the southward very unfavorable on account of the large quantity of densely packed
rubble and small ice, which had no motion during the change of the tide. It seemed possible
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to me then as we were near Cape Frazer, where the tides from the north and south meet, that
this jam was caused by its location with reference to the tides.
My journal at that time shows my uneasiness that no ship had been sighted, and that I
realized our unenviable position if none was found at Cape Hawks, with late season, but little
fuel, and an uncertain supply of food.
Shortly after high water, at the first chance of progress, I started south and made an
hour's run over a tortuous course, and was finally beset in a pack of sludge-ice, with an
occasional small pan-cake, while making shore a half mile distant. During this ebbing tide
we drifted at first northeastward a little as would be natural from a tide flowing from the Polar
Sea j but a short time afterwards the drifting was changed to the south by an immense floeberg which was carried south evidently by an under-current. It was probably the drift of
this floe which packed the sludge-ice ill which we were beset. We reached a small pancake
floe, where the boats were entered, to be drawn up at a moment's notice. The floe-berg, which
at first was nearly a mile north of us, was only some two hundred yards [182. gDlJ distant at
slackwater. On the morning of the 24th we succeeded in reaching the ice-foot, where a very
poor shelter was found, affording protection for only two boats. About 9 a. m, a northeasterly
gale set in, when we succeeded, by extraordinary exertions and with great difficulty, in moving
the launch and one boat five hundred yards [457. 2D1] to the south, where an excellent shelter was obtained, which had been inaccessible at the time of our first reaching the ice-foot.
This movement of the boats was made in a dense pack, which, driven inward by the heavy
wind, ground along the ice-foot, and which came near utterly destroying our boats. Two
boats being in a somewhat sheltered position remained behind owing to the great danger
attending any movement under such conditions. The boats which took the chances and
moved fared better, however, than those left behind, which received some slight injuries that
were easily repaired. The general opinion was that we had escaped easily in not losing some
of the boats. Fog varied by occasional snow set in, wetting everything and making the condition of the party thoroughly uncomfortable.
Sergeant Jewell was sent along the coast to Cape Frazer, and on his return reported
unfavorable conditions to the southward, the ice being heavily packed as far as he could see.
The tides were exceedingly heavy near Cape Frazer and caused me great anxiety during
our enforced stay. which, owing to the unfavorable condition of the weather, was for the rest
of the 24th.
The ice loosened somewhat just after the tum of the tide on the morning of the 25th, and
permitted an hour's run Over a very crooked route, as the heavy pack obliged me to closely
follo~ the ice-foot. Stopped by ice for two hours, I succeeded about 9 a. rn. in making a little
southing, and moored to a flat-top floe-berg which was grounded a mile from the shore. In
this run the collar of the feed-pipe was again broken, and was with great difficulty repaired
the engineer, Private Frederick. The boiler put in at St. John's was unfortunately
insecurely
.
1 fastened in the bottom of the boat
. " and consequentl Jv , acted like a ram against the
engine w len any direct shock came.
Christiansen shot a seal that morning, which was a welcome addition to our supplies.
Our noon observation placed us in 79° 45'. just north of Cape Frazer.
. . A s.tro~g SOt1tlr~vest wind set a number of large floes against our grounded berg and on the.
rising tide it floated It off to the northeast, and compelled us to seek shelter behind some grounded
bergs near shore. I waited for eight hours, under the cover of bergs, patiently watching for a
large lane of open water, which, under the influence of strong southwesterly winds, made slowly
to the ~10rth all that time. At 6 p. m., seeing that the shore ice was crowding in, and, owing
to the increased fogginess, might finally cut us off' from a run, I determined to force our way
th~ough a l1li1.e of tnoving pack to open water, though sensible of the danger of besettnent.
WIth great dIfficulty the launch succeeded in reaching clear water, and ran southward for
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a short titne till a dense fog drove us to shore at Hayes Point, north of several grounded floes.
During" the preparation of snpper I ascertained from personal observations that open water
prevailed a half mile south. 'T'hc fog- breaking very slightly an hour later I ventured out
into the strait, around a number of gnwt1de(l her~s, and reached good water. Tbc foJ.{
remained thick, hut <luring occasional breaks the tops of Cape Louis Napoleon and adjacent
mountains presented themselves, and cnablc d mc to T1111 until 10 p. 111. At that time 111100re«1
to an immense grounded iceberg, fr0111 the summit of which a good view to the 50\1t11\var<1
was had during a break in the fog. T'he ice i11 that quarter consisted of very large.' floes and
11U111£'r011S lanes. It offi'n'c1 a perfect passage for an Arctic vessel, but with HlY small launch,
the prevalence of the fog, and our proximity to Cape Hawks I «1i(1 not think it advisable to
take any chances. This grounded floe was about a mile from land, nud running to tlw shore
I found us cut off from open water, near Cape Napoleon, hy a miserabk- corner of a g-rouu<tl'(l
h(~rg, which laid against the ice-foot.
I set the party to work to try to cut away this harrier,
which was only twelve feet [3.0.sSfU] across and three feet [.9Lfl1] thick, in the hopes that the
rising tide would permit an inside passag-e. In the meantime ~ef),;('ant j cwell and two men
were sent on to Cape Napoleon with orders to look into Dobbin Hay, where I hoped for a
vessel.
At 3 a. ttl. 011 the 26th the wntch-scrgcaut awakened me with the report that the chaugillg"
tide had opened the icc, so that an outside.' route was prncticnhlc to Cape Napoleon. We got
under way as soon as possible and reached Cape Louis Napoleon about 4.15 a. 111., having
picked up Sergeant Jewell and his party en route. He reported that owing to heavy fogCape Hawks had not been seen, and that Dobbin Bay, to the southwest of Cape Napoleon, was
filled with larg-e floes separated by occasional lanes of water.
The dense fog- compelled me to remain at Cape N apoleon 1111til 10 a. 111., when a larRl'
31no1111t of open water, seen during breaks ill the fog, induced me to attempt au outside passajre
to Cape Hawks. 'I'he fog was exceedingly thick and the run was -mnde under difficult and
dangerous circumstances, hut we finally reached the English cache ncar Cape Hawks about
2. J 5 p. m., having- run in from Kane Sea to the northward of Washington Irving Island. The
route from Cape Napoleon had been a very tortuous one owing to the ice, and probably
involved traveling- twice the direct distance,
Serg-eant R icc, with the whale-boat, was dropped as we passed \Vashington Irving Island,
with directions to examine the cairn, hring in any records found, and leave a 110t1e{' of our
movements. He was also specially directed to note and report on the condition of the icc to
the southward. On his return he reported that the cairn hail not been touched since our
visit in IRSr. He left a brief record, which set forth our movements past and contemplated.
He reported the ice to the southward, as far as the eye could reach from the summit of Wastlington Irving Island, to be in such a condition that any well-provided vessel could easily run
through it.
While Sergeant Rice visited Washington Irving- Island T found the English depot with
some difficulty and took it up. A foot or 1110rc of newly fallen snow covered Washington
Irving Island and the land around Cape Hawks, and rendered the discovery of the cache
difficult. The depot consisted of three hundred and forty-two pounds of stearin", one hundred
and sixty-eight pounds of preserved potatoes, about six gallons of TUtl1, and some two hundred
and fifty pounds of bread. Fully nine-tenths of the bread had spoiled since our previous
visit, and owing to the grave uncertainty of the future the entire a11101111t was carefully
examined for such as was serviceable, and a considerable quantity of that taken was S(,
moldy that it was barely eatable. In connection with subsequent events it may, perhaps, be
properly stated that, not exceeding a hundred pounds of bread could possibly have been
selected from the unserviceable amount left, and that all of this was permeated and covered by
a slimy, green mold which rendered the bread unfit for anyone, and eatable only by a starving
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man. To supplement our small amount of coal, then reduced to about four hundred pounds,
all the casks at Cape Hawks were broken up and taken on the launch, to be used for steaming
purposes.
\Ve left Cape Hawks at 4. 25 p. m, and ran southwest nearly an hour, finding the old ice
increasing in amount and in places cemented thickly together with young ice. My judgment
at the time, of the situation, is best shown by a literal quotation from my journal of that date:
"I cannot but feel that we are now in a critical situation, not knowing what can be
depended on. Since 110 vessel reached this point in 1882-'83, (to this time), we must all feel
an uncertainty as to the party for our relief being at Life Boat Cove. The ice to the southward, as far
the eye could reach from the summit of Washington Irving Island, is now in
such a state that any well provided vessel could easily run through it. If no party is at Life
Boat Cove, our situation is exceedingly dangerous. We have, perhaps, sixty days' provisions,
except sugar, and beyond that we must depend upon the resources of the country, which are
of the most precarious character. However, we shall do as we have done, our utmost, and
by some possible chance we may reach Cary Islands." *
We had, unaided, successfully made our way for over two hundred miles of latitude
(involving over 400 miles of travel), despite a remarkably early autumn, and through ice of
such character as must be seen for a just appreciation of the dangers and difficulties connected with its successful navigation. Scarcely fifty miles south of us were the cliffs of C,ape
Sabine, which looked southward to the open North Water, and though unconscious that five
weeks before the Proteus had sunk in the sea before us, our minds were filled with appre~
hensions and forebodings as to the future. The condition of affairs seemed alarming; it was
evident that no relief vessel could be depended upon; the temperature, which had been for
some time below the freezing-point, then stood about 25 0 [-3.9 0 C.], and the appearance of
the young ice foreboded trouble. We had reached a latitude where the sun now set, and
the clear sky indicated a decided fall ill temperature the coming night. The launch was
off Alltnan Bay, the surface of which consisted of water substantially fresh, derived from Jo~n
Evans Glacier. Only four days later in 1876 , with a similar temperature, newly formed l~e
had been found in this bay by Sir George Nares, from one to three inches [25.4m m to 76.2mm] In
thickness. Through this ice the Discovery had forced its way only with difficulty, and its
passage by a small launch would be manifestly impossible. But four hundred pounds of coal
remai ned for steaming purposes.
In consequence of these conditions, it seemed imperative for tue to keep off the coast
and endeavor to reach by a direct course Victoria Head, only about eighteen miles, or four
h?urs' run, distant. Lieutenant Lockwood was consulted before deciding the question, and
his views agreed with mine, that it was the best, indeed the only course to follow. The
responsibility of this decision, however, rests, as did that of all orders in this retreat, entirely
upon tHe, as I lleyer considered the counsel of any of my subordinates as in any manner
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'* It has been suggested that in the spring of 1883, orders or no orders, I sh~~~lhave withdrawn the command, or at least a
~-.

part of it, to Littleton Island to facilitate relief. Strange as it may seem, there are those who do not realize what a disgrace it
would have been for an American officer to abandon scientific work and assigned station which the honor of his GO\°crnment
w~~ pledged to maintain until August 1,1883. Such may yield, however, to cogent facts, which disprove the possibility and
utility of such retreat. Had honor, orders, and sound judgment all permitted sending a party southward what would have
occurred?
Fi~t. Such party (even of three men) would have stripped, for the subsistence of themselves "and dogs, the depots hetwe en
Capes Lieber and Hawks, and exhausted the provisions, which late. gave twenty-five men a chance of life, and eventually saved
seven,
Second. The party could not have reached Littleton Island. This is based on the fact that iIJ the only kmnvn years, 1861
and 187~, the :outhern part of Kennedy Channel was impassable for sledges .
•Third, (7~ant:d-an impossibility-that Littleton Island was reached. As the route is direct from Cape Hawks, any effect
on Lieutenant Garlington was impossible, for that officer did not land at Littleton Island hut passed by to Cape Sabine.
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relieving me from the responsibility which, properly, devolves npon every commanding
officer. In order to avail myself of the best nautical experience of the expedition, Sergeant
Rice, who was in charge of the whale-boat, was called forward to steer and assist in running
the launch. He was a man of excellent judgment, accustomed to boats from his boyhood,
and had experience for over a year in the management of coasting vessels.
After leaving the coast the outside ice opened somewhat and considerable progress was
made to the south and eastward. We were finally stopped by two small floes cemented together by young ice, through which, unfortunately, we could not force our way, and so moored
our boats to await the next tide. It was the opinion of Sergeant Rice and the acute Eskimo
J ens, that if we could have advanced a mile farther to a large floe-berg, we could have gone
southward without difficulty.
The temperature fell that night to 18° [-7.8° C.], and young ice formed between the
floes of sufficient thickness to bear a man in places. The morning of the 22d found us beset,
beyond a doubt, in about longitude 73° 30' \V., and 79° 21.5' N. I stated to the party that at
the worst we could reasonably expect within the next thirty days to drift into Smith Sound,
and in so doing must pass within eight or ten miles of the coast. A tripod, twelve feet [3.658lU ]
high, was erected on the floe 011 which to display a signal, and also for a lookout to the south.
On the 28th a proposition was made to put the party on reduced rations, which I thought
unadvisable until such action was imperative, in view of the depressing effect it would naturally have upon the party.
,
The temperature sank to 12.5° [- 10.8° C.] on the night of the 28th and to 10° [- 12.20 C.]
on the morning of the 30th, the lowest temperatures ever recorded in August. The temperature may be said to have gone permanently below the freezing-point on August 25, for during
the remainder of the month a higher temperature was noted but a few scattered hours.
On the 31st we were in about latitude 79° 19' N., our position indicating a slight movement of the pack to the southward.
An inventory of stores the preceding day showed that we had provisions for fifty days,
except tea and coffee for forty days. The men at that time were generally well, although
suffering much discomfort from their inactive condition and continued cold weather. An
issue of three-eighths of a gill of rum was made that evening, and was continued 011 alternate
days thereafter, when thought necessary.
Lieutenant Lockwood approached me that day (August 31) in regard to our future 1110,-emerits, and was informed by me that September 10 was the latest limit to which I was willing
to wait the action of the spring tides and heavy winds to break up the floes. I moreover
stated ttly intention of abandoning all boats but one, expecting to find a boat at Cape Sabine
and believing that a second boat could not be hauled. Lieutenant Lockwood then concurred in
the unadvisability of waiting longer than September 10, but urged a second boat being taken.
SEPTE~fBER,

1883.

On September I the young ice was broken up by the strong tide during calm weather,
and the movement of the floes, catching the launch, raised her entirely out of the water (fortunately without injury), where she remained for several hours. The ice showed a tendency
that evening to separate, and considerable open water was seen as far as the fog would pennitsome three hundred yards [274m ] -which unfortunately ran east and west. I was advised to
attempt a movement, but considered it insanity to attempt to change the position of four boats
in such a dense fog, with the heaviest tide of the month coming on. The prudence of tny
decision was shown a conple of hours afterwards, at the change of the tide, when the pack
closed suddenly and violently and lifted the launch bodily out of the water three or four
different times. When the morning- came not a pool of water could be seen.
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Two small seals were killed on the zd and 3d, .affording a welcome change of our diet.
On the 3d the meridian observation placed us in i9° 15. 6' N., ne~r Victo::ia Head. The
decreasing latitude lunch encouraged the party. Early that morning the Ice lo.osened up
sufficiently to allow our moving the launch and boats to a larger and mo;e desirable .fl?e,
which was a little over a mile square. The tripod was kept up, from which the condition
of the ice could be seen for about five miles, and an ensign was kept flying to attract the attention of any party or vessel at Cape Sabine.
On September 3 I was obliged to notice and reprimand an injudicious and ill-advised
discussion of Lieutenant Kislingbury and Lance Sergeant Connell on onr situation, and to
forbid a recurrence to such a demoraliaing course.
Deeming it a proper occasion, I concluded to ask the opinion of the officers and the two
most experienced sergeants as to future movements.
Lieutenant Kislingbury first advised the immediate abandonment of the launch and to
attempt to reach over the detached floes Bache Island with two boats and five hundred pounds
of selected baggage, thence to pass around Buchanan Strait, which he believed to be a bay.
-I-Ie thought Cape Sabine could be reached by the time our rations would be exhausted, say,
from fifty to sixty days. Dr. Pavy's opinion concurred with Lieutenant Kislingbury's, except
he advised delaying a day, but he thought Cape Sabine could be reached in a month. Lieutenant Lockwood counseled inaction for the present, believing the drift would assist us, and
that the pack could not be crossed at that time with all our baggage. Sergeants Brainard and
Rice concurred substantially in Lieutenant Lockwood's opinion, with the addition from Rice
that, under Lieutenant Kislingbury's plan, he felt but one boat could be got to Cape Sabine.
I then announced that 1UY plan was to uniformly and persistently follow up with the
boats any opening which would carry us either south or towards land. I stated my belief
that Bache Island could only be reached by extraordinary exertions, and that the crossing of
Buchanan Strait, some twenty miles wide, would be extremely difficult if not impossible. I
further stated that if our drift carried us to the southwest the nearest land could be made by
sledge, after young ice permitted traveling, or if to the southeast, I should attempt to reach
the Greenland coast. Our ration of bread, meat, potatoes, and fuel was considered to be sufficient to last until N ovember IOn the 4th, Private William Whisler, WIlO had been discharged the day before for expiration of term of service, was re-enlisted.
A harbor-seal was killed on the 4th, and another on the 5th . Preparations were commenced on the latter day for the proposed abandonment of the launch on the- loth. A large
paleocrystic floe was visited, but to my great disappointtnent no signs of a ship were visible
from its summit, but only occasional narrow lanes of water, which seemed general to the north
of us.
Late in the afternoon the ice loosened up somewhat, and it appeared possible to reach
Cape Albert. The boats were immediately put in water and the launch taken ill tow until
she could get up steam; for during this time the small amount of fuel had rendered it necessary
to permit the fires to die out. We succeeded only in making a mile to the southwest, and
were driven by the closing pack to take refuge 011 a small paleocrystic floe, about one hundred
and fifty yards [137. I Ssm] square and some fifty feet [I S. 240m] thick.
A heavy northeast gale set ill during the night of the 4th t and drove us rapidly at first to
the south, but later our movement stopped, showing evidently that there was no water of any
extent between us and the south side of Buchanan Strait. During the gale the launch received
ma~y nips from the dense, heavy ice, but fortunately escaped unharmed. On the 5th we were
obliged to commence Inching ice for cooking purpose, there being no floe in reach from which
fresh water could be obtained.
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Our noon observation of the 5th was an ag-reeable surprise to us, being- 79° 0.6'; we were
then equidistant fr0111 Capes Camperdown and Albert, being- three miles fr0111 each. Cape
Albert bore four degrees south of west, showing that the south coast of Hache Island was laid
down wrong or else the magnetic declination had changed materially since 1R75-' 76. Victoria
Head had agreed with our previous observations, but Cape Albert had been out all the time.
It was very encouraging to know that we were only seventeen or eighteen miles from Cape
Sabine, and eleven or twelve from Cocked-Hat Island.
Owing to these discrepancies I ordered special observations for magnetic declination, which
were !llade by Illy astronomer, Sergeant Israel, OIl the 6th. The variation was found to he
105'9° W. This correction made our bearings more in accord with the English chart, although
not entirely agreeing. Cape Camperdown was then due west, and so was in our latitude,
79° 0.6', which is some two miles farther south than is shown by the British tuap. The trend
of the south coast of Bache Island was apparently correct, as we could 110t then sec the Weyprech t Islands.
In the early morning of September 8 the temperature sank to -0.8° [-18.2° C.], the
. lowest I have ever known so early in the season, zero [-17.8° C.] being reached twelve days
earlier than at Conger in 1881, which was unpreccdentedly early.
I visited on that day a large floe-berg, which was half a mile long and a quarter of a mile
wide, with an average elevation of eighty feet [24.38401]. An excellent view to the south
showed only densely packed ice, except a narrow lane, probably about four hundred yards
[3 66m] wide, running south a few hundred yards from Cape Camperdown, 'I'he natives declared the ice to the west, in Buchanan Strait, to be that of the previous year, and that it
had never broken up. With a glass I examined the ice carefully for sledging, and the best
route seemed to coincide with the direction of the nearest land, Cocked-Hat Island.
On September 9, our latitude having been unchanged since the 6th, I called together the
officers and Sergeants Rice and Brainard, and notified them that we would start with sledge
the next day for Cocked-Hat Island. I stated that two boats, all the provisions, all records
and scientific instruments would be taken. The second boat was taken in deference to the
opinion of the officers who thought a movement with a single boat dangerous, I was unsettled as to abandoning some three hundred pounds of stcarine and shot-gun anunuuition, but
finally decided to take them. I informed the party that including sledges we had sixty-five
hundred pounds or more to haul, so from the first we l1111st travel three times over the same
ice. The officers and sergeants advised no further delay. Dr. Pavy recommended abandoning one keg of little-juice, which was done. The best shot-gun, marine-glass, and telescope
property were taken, the remaining ones being abandoned, as was all private and public which
was 110t absolutely indispensable to us.
The pendulum being a heavy and cumbersome instrument, I informed the men that
while the saving of it was much to be desired, from the value of subsequent comparative
observations, yet it could 110t weigh against the chances of any man's life, and that whenever
anyone thought his life endangered by hauling it or anyone insisted on its abandonment I
would do so. To the credit of the party no 111an ever hinted at the abandonment, and most
of them were outspoken for its retention to the last.
Prepared records were left in the launch Lady G~rce/y and the jolly-boat Valorous, setting
forth our condition and our intention of reaching Littleton Island, and possibly Cary Islands,
if practicable, a copy of which record forms Appendix No. 105·
September ro.broke with a northeasterly snow-storm, which delayed our moving until
afternoon. Sergeant Brainard suggested that one man should select the route in advance,
which was carried out, on this as well as on other days, with excellent results. Tlle party started
with three sledges, the first, the twelve-man sledge, dragged by myself and thirteen others;
Lieutenant Kislingbury with five D]e11 dragged the six-man sledge; Sergeant jewell and three
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others the four-mart sledge. During this retreat I performed the same work in the drag-ropes
as any private in the party and the officers all did the same. Bo:h the small sledges br?ke
down the first day, and the fonr-man sledge was abandoned. The SIx-man sledge was repaired
and used subsequently.
.
At starting, the estimated distance of Cocked-Hat Island was eleven mtles.. On the first
day we made good one utile of that distance, which involved l~ine h?urs traveling, or almost
fourteen hours from breaking to completing camp. In campmg, LIeutenant Lockwood and
myself with ten men slept on the floe, sheltered by a tepee made of canvas, Indian fashion;
and under Private Frederick's supervision Lieutenant Kislingbury and six others slept in the
whale-boat'and
Serzeant Brainard with six others. in the ice-boat Valorous. The weaker and
0
ailing of the party, Israel, Biederbick, Connell and Long, were assigned by me to the boats,
which were more comfortable than the tepee.
On the r rth we made about a mile and a half good, leaving us about eight miles and a half
from Cocked-Hat Island. Dr. Pavy and Sergeant Brainard visited a very large floe-berg about
two miles distant and bronght back very discouraging reports. Towards Cocked-Hat Island
new thin ice a quarter of a mile in. extent was seen, and then rubble, fro In young ice, towards
the island, with 110 floes. I called the officers and sergeants together and informed them of
the condition of the ice towards Cocked-Hat Island, and stated that the spring tides would
come in about four days, and asked their opinions as to future movements, particularly as to
our advisability of venturing on the new ice. Lieutenant Kislingbury advised moving to the
berg (which would entail abont two days' work owing to deep snow in that direction) and await
there the spring. tides; Dr. Pavy and Sergeants Brainard and Rice substantially agreed with
Lieutenant Kislingbury's recommendations, though Sergeant Rice thought it possible, perhaps, to move to the westward; Lieutenant Lockwood advised moving ahead but to the east
of the floe-berg, and thence examine practicable routes by parties.
I decided to examine the ice thoroughly in all directions before moving, in order to avoid
exhausting the strength of the party by useless efforts, and so delayed five hours while the ice
was being examined by a party under Dr. Pavy to the southeast, and by Lieutenant Kislingbury to the southwest. This short rest served a good purpose in allowing sleeping-bags and
clothing to be partly dried. This was on the morning of September 12, at which date we
were in latitude 78° 58.9'.
Lieutenant Kislingbury's reports were very discouraging as to the ice to the southwest.
Dr. Pavyand Sergeant Rice reported the route to the southeast practicable and advisable, and
I decided to move in that direction. As we were about moving off with the first load, the
three officers and two sergeants came to me and strongly and unanimously recommended the
abandonment of the whale-boat, fearing it would break down our sledge and compromise our
ultimate safety. I at once concurred in their opinion, being satisfied of the necessity, and
ordered the abandonment of the boat. It had been evident to me as shown by Lientenant
Lockwood's journal of August 31, that a second boat could not be taken bv us with anv hopes
?f successful traveling, and it had been ordered retained by me in abandoning the launch, only
in deference to the unanimous opinion of all the officers and most of the men,
We made good about two miles due south on the r ath. At noon of the 13th we were in
latitude 78° 56. 9' N., with extremely divergent opinions as to.our distance from Cocked-Hat
Islan~; it ?eing variously estimated from four to ten miles by the party; the astronomer and
I believed It to be about eight statute miles. By the map we were six miles of latitude to the
north of the island and nine miles due north of Camp Clay.
. On the 14th our latitude was estimated anywhere from 78° 54' to 78° 56'. But to. our
d~smay, aft~r a hard day's work, a marked movement of the pack towards the northeast was
discovered III the afternoon, caused by a southwest storm, which set us off to the northeast.
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At noon of the 15th we were in 79° 1.8' N., over a mile north of the latitude in which
the launch was abandoned, and at a greater distance from land than we had ever been. The
southwest gale had driven us into the middle of Kane Sea, to a point twelve to fifteen miles
east of Cape Albert. On the evening of the 15th we were seventeen miles northeast of CockedHat Island, on the Littleton Island meridian. On the 16th the gale abated and at noon we
were in 79° 0.7', with our meridian unchanged, having gained a mile due south in the day.
The ice was carefully examined to the southeast by Lieutenant Lockwood and party, and
to the southwest by Sergeant Rice. My intentions then were to reach the Greenland coast,
if any chance presented itself. We were at that time thirty miles from Cairn Point and nineteen from Cape Sabine, and appeared to be drifting to the southeast. To reach Cairn Point ill
our southerly drift but five or six miles casting was necessary, while to reach Sabine fully three
times that amount would be required. An inventory that day showed forty days' remaining
rations, and that evening two sl11a11 harbor-seals, aggregating about three hundred pounds
gross 'veight, were killed.
At noon of the 17th we were in 78° 56', having drifted three miles to the west and four
to the south. This marked change in the drift altered tllY intention of attempting to reach
the Greenland coast, which would have been my route if the drift had been south or even
south-southwest. During our enforced delay the two sledges, badly worn and injured by
rough ice, were repaired.
\Ve started at 1 p. m., and when the darkness came at 10 p. m., had made about three
and a quarter miles to the southwest, Some of the party then estimated land as three or four
miles distant, but it was nearer eight.
On the rSth the cooks were up at 5 a. 111., and the party at 6. We worked steadily until
9 p. 111., with a short delay for tea at 7 p. Ill, The day's work was exceedingly trying; several
lanes of water had to be crossed where three loads were necessary, and consequent separations
of the party entailed. On the moving pack such separations were dangerous, hut absolutely
essential to progress. When darkness Cattle we were about four Illites from shore, with an intervening open pack. The party were so exhausted that no shelter was erected that night.
September 19 was a critical day for the party. A southwest gale commenced shortly
after midnight, and was so violent during the day that pemmican and water was served to the
men in their bags for breakfast and supper, no cooking being possible. The wind was too
violent for a latitude observation at noon, At 5 p. m., our bearings indicated that we were
again in the middle of Kane Sea in 78° 52' (or 53'), from twelve to fourteen miles east of Cape
Sabine, and about seven miles west of Cairn Point, and on the meridian of Cape Alexander.
The land which the night before had been in easy reach, was now between fifteen and twenty
miles distant. A consultation of all the officers and two sergeants was had, at which they
were asked to express their opinions as to future movements, They all believed that there
was a chance of reaching the west coast, if we drifted by Cape Sabine.
I stated my opinion that the proper course would be to abandon two thousand pounds
weight, and take our records, instruments, and twenty days' rations, startacross the open pack
for the Greenland shore, twenty-three or twenty-four miles distant. By such abandonment, I
said, the party could haul everything at a load, transferring by boat in two loads, which would
ensure our making nearly three times the distance as by our past method. I pointed out that
the Greenland coast with the Etah Eskimo was the only quarter where positive relief could be
expected, that Cape Sabine presented nothing certain, and that J considered it almost impossible to make twelve miles westing in nine miles southerly drift. OUf previous experience
had shown that in three days we had made but four miles westing in twelve miles southing,
or one-third of a mile westing to each mile southing, Towards the Greenland coast we' had
to make but two miles easting to reach Littleton Island, thirty-one miles to the south.
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Owing to the unanimous opinion of my officers I decided to delay until the zoth to ascertain the drift, announcing, however, my intention of moving towards the Greenland coast
the next day, unless remarkable changes resulted from our drift in the mean time. During
the next day the dense fog and occasional snow prevented movement in any direction. I
shor.ld certainly have moved towards Greenland, had land been visible in any quarter so
as to show our exact position.
During the aoth and arst four seals were killed, which added tnaterially to our food
s1 1T)ply. Snow fell on the z rst and prevented any movement, On the 22d we were in latitude
7'6° 52.6', 011 the meridian of Cairn Point, our latitude being slightly uncertain on account of
the lowness of the sun. The abandoned whale-boat was seen two miles southwest of us, and
an attempt was made to reach it, but it was unsuccessful owing to the packed slush-ice, which
would not support a man or permit the passage of a boat.
On the night of the 22d and 23d snow prevailed, and a heavy gale, probably from the
east, drove us again very near the Ellesmere Land coast. At noon we were about nine miles
distant from Cape Sabine and the same from Cocked-Hat Island.
On the 24th the ice to the westward was examined and reports were made by Sergeant
Brainard and Private Schneider, showing its impracticability. Later, I sent Lieutenant
Lockwood, with several men with a boat, to visit the adjoining floes to the west and southwest
in the direction of the whale-boat. The floes were found to be of last year's ice, and so rotten
that traveling over them with a load was impossible. This party returned to us with serious
difficulty, owing to rubble and slush-ice, and unfortunately lost in so doing our only shovel.
The cooks were called at day-break, 4.3° a. 111., on the 25th, I being determined to move
in some direction. A severe northeast gale with snow, however, prevented it. The violence
of the gale and the pressure of heavy ice split np our paleocrystic floe. Its original size was
about half a mile square and from thirty to forty feet [9111 to 121l1] thick. vVe were left upon a
piece, the area of which amounted to about three acres. Our situation was then extremelv critical, as the northwest gale was setting us slowly, but certainly, offshore towards the center of
Smith Sound. At 6 p. In. we were crowded against a large paleocrystic floe to the west, from
which huge masses of slush and rubble ice separated us for an eighth of a mile, Christiansen was
sent across to test the ice in the hope that we might reach this floe. He reached it with great
difficulty, but in returning nearly broke through in several places, showing its utter imprac"
ticability for a heavy load. The party doubtless could have reached Cape Sabine at this time
on foot by abandoning all provisions, records, and supplies; and, indeed, shore could have frequently been reached at such expense.
At 8. a. m. of the zoth we were half a mile east of Stalknecht Island, with open water to
that point. Sergeant Rice and Private Schneider, the most experienced sailors, exaluilled the
pool and reported it as utterly impracticable, owing to the heavy sea and the thick slush-ice,
through which a well-manned boat could hardly move, even without a load. Possibly a
portion of the party might have landed at that time, abandoning the rest to its fate. Such all
attempt was strongly recommended by Dr. Pavy.
At 1 p. 111. two large paleocrystic floes pressed us so badly that our own floe was cracked,
and, despite the violent northerly gale and a drifting snow, we were obliged to seek refuge 011
a second floe where shelter was obtained with difficulty. Our old floe eventually broke in
fragmen ts.
From the afternoon of the zfith until the morning of the 28th the most violent northwest.erly g~le .exp:rience~ by u~ during our retreat prevailed, accompanied by drifting snowDuring th.lS .tune It was impossible to cook but once, and a portion of the men for forty hours
were unwilling to leave their sleeping-bags even for food.
.
On the morning of the 28th we discovered that Smith Sound was so densely packed with
lee that we had scarcely moved a mile southward since the preceding day, and that to the west..
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ward of us a second paleocrystic floe was caught fast. The water space to the westward was
closely watched, and the moment the sea had decreased, so that it was passahle with small loads,
the crossing to the floe to the west commenced. We succeeded in reaching that night by
extraordinary efforts a point where land seemed a certainty. During that day and the following one we were obliged to cross several lanes of water, which necessarily entailed repeated
separations of the party, but at 5.20 p. m. the first boat, in charge of Lieutenant Lockwood,
reached shore, followed by the last party under myself two hours later. The land appeared to
be a point itnmediately south of Leffert Glacier, several miles above Wade Point. It received
from me the name of Eskimo Point, owing to the discovery of permanent habitation in past
years of this point by the ·Eskimo.
On the 30th I sent Corporal Salor and Eskimo Christiansen to visit the cape on the south
side of Rosse Bay, which they were unable to reach, owing to a lane of water, half a mile wide,
off the cape. They were once on the moving pack and escaped with difficulty. Anticipating,
however, that Corporal Salor 'would reach the cape, orders were issued to Lieutenant Lockwood to prepare for a trip with the twelve-man sledge to Cape Sabine on October I, but Corporal Salor's report, showing sledge travel to be impracticable, compelled me to countermand
the order. Sergeant Rice then volunteered for an attempt to reach Cape Sabine on foot, taking
Jens and a one-man sleeping-bag, into which the two could crowd. Records were prepared
Brevoort Island, and detailed instructions were given to him for this trip. He
for the cairn
crossed to Rosse Bay over Alfred Newton Glacier, which was discovered to be practicable by
Lieutenant Kislingbury while hunting.
On October 2, a site having been selected just south of Alfred Newton Glacier for building, the party was moved over and the work of winter quarters commenced, it being too late
in the season to delay longer, as the sun would qnit us in about three weeks.
Every effort was made to obtain galne, four of the party being detailed as hunters, but in
the twelve days we were at that point only one seal was obtained.
On the .zd we had rations remaining for thirty-five days, based on an allowance of ten
ounces of bread, sixteen ounces of meat, and two ounces of potatoes daily. After a general
consul tation, I decided to make these rations last fifty days. This measure was decided 011
contrary to the advice of my surgeon, who would not commit himself to the recommendation
of any definite reduction. This course, while perhaps a wise one for a medical officer, on strict
professional grounds, was exceedingly embarrassing to the comtnanding officer.
On October 3 the building of three winter huts commenced. The covering of one house
was to consist of our boat and two lots of canvas. The boat was disposed of by choice and
fell to the lot of Sergeant Brainard's party. Lieutenant Kislingbury's party was allowed to
have first choice of the canvas, so that the remaining lot fell to the party which quartered with
Lieutenant Lockwood and myself. By October 8 the huts were in habitable condition, the
roofs having been covered with moss, and a considerable quantity collected for the beds.
On the 4th, in accordance with the doctor's advice, the ration was increased slightly, t~
four ounces of pemmican, eight ounces of bread, and one and a half ounces of potatoes, which
was continued until the extreme hard work connected with the building of the stone 11Uts was
through with.
The general conduct of the party during the exhausting labor necessary in constructing
stone huts, as well as during our dangerous drift on the ice-pack, was exceedingly creditable.
It was but natural that great physical sufferings from lack of proper shelter, continued excessive work, and insufficient food should react on the mind and cause murmurs and discontent,
which at times broke into indiscreet remarks and reflections. This impropriety was only on
the part of few members, and as detailed in the attached journals of Lieutenant Lockwood
(written in shorthand at the time) and Sergeant Brainard. Fortunately the party as a whole
was never otherwise than subordinate and united. Such subordination and united action had
H. Mis. 393--5
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been our safety in five hundred Iniles travel, which had ended in our party of twenty-five
landing in health and strength, with records and instnunents safe, on the barren coast of Ellesmere Land. This courage, good behavior, and loyalty may seem theoretically a matter of
course in the common interest, which could be subserved only by unity and harmony, but
when death, starvation, and great continued suffering impend, the temptation for the strong
to appropriate all and sacrifice the weak is certainly very great.
The 9th of October was an eventful day to the party; Sergeant Rice returned, bringing
us news. He brought the record of Lieutenant Garlington, dated July 24 (Appendix No. 106),
which informed us of the sinking of the Proteus on July 23, and that Lieutenant Garlington
and her crew had gone to the east coast to communicate with the U. S. S. Yantic or a Swedish steamer. Rice discovered three caches-the English one of two hundred and forty rations,
the Beebe cache of two hundred and forty rations (aggregating four hundred and eighty rations),
and the wreck cache, which, from Lieutenant Garlington's report, contained five hundred
rations of bread, sleeping-bags, tea, and a lot of canned goods. The record further said: 'i Cache
on Littleton Island and boat at Cape Isabella." The words" two hundred and fifty rations"
contained in Lieutenant Garlington's copy as furnished to the Proteus court of inquiry, were
not in the original record.
The modification of Lieutenant Garlington's record is referred to, as the record left had
an important bearing upon my subsequent action. The record informed me ol'the disaster to
the Proteus and of Lieutenant Garlington's positive assurance that "e'l/erythillg 'lvithin the
power oj"mall to rescue" Iny party "would" be done. His declaration that he left for the east
coast to endeavor to open up communication, and pointed out that if the Yantic failed him a
Swedish steamer was possible, were construed as conveying to Ute in the strongest terms his
fixed determination to return to Cape Sabine if either steamer was fallen in with, and that I
could look to him for relief. Two courses, only, were open to me; one to proceed to Cape
Sabine, await possible assistance thus promised, and if it did not come to cross to Littleton
Island by sledge as soon as the channel should close.
Those who are inexperienced in the varying phases of Arctic ice conditions cannot clearly
understand why Smith Sound, crossed in whale-boats during July, should be impassable for
similar boats in October. In July, with its ever present sun, Smith Sound is generally an
open sea free from ice, but in October, 1883, it was filled with floes and ground-up ice, continually driven about by heavy tides and severe storms, while the scant six-hour sun of October
loth disappeared entirely for the winter only sixteen days later.
Our experience of the previous thirty days had shown the impossibility of then crossing
the upper part of Smith Sound, owing not only to the large quantities of heavy ice nloving
southward, but particularly on account of the prevalence of rubble and slush ice, among
which young ice was continually forming, which would neither permit the passage of a boat
nor bear the weight of a man .
. . Our experie~ces had been somewhat similar to those of naval expeditions under like conditions. The drift party of the Polaris had been unable in that channel, and in sight of that
very spot, to make land, but a few miles distant, failing, says the official narrative, "despite the
most persistent efforts." On the east coast of Greenland the crew of the Hansa, in January,
1870, had bee~ unable to reach shore, but two miles distant, although their lives appeared to
depend on their success, *
•
*The following extracts from the report of celebrated and successful Arctic travelers, Sir John Richardson, Dr. [ohn Rae,
and Lieut. Sherard Osborn, R. N., are added, as illustrations of Arctic boat experiences under conditions by no means as desperate as the crossing of Smith Sound in October, 1883.
Richardson, in 1848 , with Rae, was unable to cross Dolphin Strait, and thus comments (page 178, Arctic Searching Voyage):
H It (the young ice) did not exceed an inch in thickness, but
* * * did not crack readily, while * * * it was hard
enough. too ~t the planks .of the boats through, rendering them scarcely seaworthy, though we had strengthened them on the
water-line With sheets of tin beaten out of the pemmican cans. In dragging them over the floes they were much shattered.
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Two months before, to a day, a powerful vessel of the navy had been forced out of the
lower and less dangerous position of this sound, owing to the dangers of its navigation. By
extraordinary exertions and fortunate circumstances we had been able to make land twelve
miles off without sacrificing as did one of these parties their entire scientific collection.
In consequence of this condition of affairs, a movement to Cape Sabine meant a permanent
camp until relief could come by vessel that autumn, or the straits freezing over permit crossing
by sledge. The second course was to turn our faces homeward, and, taking the second boat at
Cape Isabella, push southward to Clarence Head along' the west coast, and from that point
attempt the Cary Islands, where we would be safe, or, the ice conditions precluding that
course, in desperate strait push still southward in the hopes of being able to cross Jones and
Lancaster Sounds and reach Pond Inlet.
Smith Sound from Isabella southward opens like a fan, so that necessarily the ice spreading in early fall leaves large water spaces, which freeze over at a very late date, if at all.
During our stay at Eskimo Point the ice had frequently opened up so that a voyage could
have been made by boat to the southward, and by ship across Smith Sound to the eastern
shore. As far north as Cape Isabella, Smith Sound was navigable for ships most of the time
'until after N overnber 4. In short, the ice was a pack, changing with every wind and tide,
which was fringed with young and slush ice, though in general not of a very heavy character.
The prevailing sentiment of the party plainly favored a movement to Cape Sabine, where
all possible help was pledged, and I decided, on my own responsibility, to move to that point,
reluctantly turning lny back to the southern trip which might have involved the entire
destruction of the party or have secured its ultimate safety. Had I been plainly told that
harmony did not prevail in the Proteus party, that there were no rations for a winter at Littleton Island, and that the Yantic was a fair-weather ship, not equipped for an Arctic winter,
I should certainly have cached my instruments and records and chosen the dangerous journey
to the southward. Going to Cape Sabine necessarily rendered the four boats within our reach
of no benefit to us, but in the southern trip they would have been invaluable. Sergeant Rice
further reported that Cape Sabine was on an island separated from the mainland by a strait,
which I have named Rice Strait.
" At noon" (after only half a day of such experience), continues Richardson, "finding that we could not advance farther
in the present condition of the ice, without pulling the boats to pieces, we encamped."
Then, after consultation with Mr. Rae, Richardson abandoned his boats.
Elsewhere (page I 78) he says: "It was on this cape (Krusenstern) that Mr. Rae spent a month of the following summer
([849), anxiously watching for an opening in the ice, by which he might cross to Douglas Island (ten miles distant) and Wollaston
Land."
From Dr. Rae's report (pp. 3[2,j[3), same volume, we learn that he (Rae) waited twenty days (from July 30 to August 19,
1849) at Cape Krusenstern (68 0 25' N.) for an opportunity of crossing Dolphin Strait to Wollaston Land. On August 19 he had
water to within three miles of Douglas Island," when," says Rae," we came to a stream of ice, so close packed and so rough
that we could neither pass over nor through it." Rae, after twenty-four days waiting, abandoned the attempt as impracticable.
This inability of two great Arctic' travelers, in two successive years, in the month of August even, to cross a strait only half
as wide as the narrowest part of Smith Sound, speaks for itself of the almost insuperable character of boat navigation after new
ice begins to form,
Sir George Nares, R. N., in his testimony on Arctic matters, quoted, in no captious spirit, Rae's experience.
Lieut. (afterwards Admiral) Sherard Osborn, R. N., who commanded an Arctic searching ship (page 3, "Stray Leaves
from an Arctic Journal), says: HOn the 5th (October, 1850), Lieutenant Aldrich returned from his journey. He had not been
. able to go beyond Somerville Island, the sea between it and Lowther Island being covered with brUNe», pacNcd lee, half-frozm
sludg«, and yotlng ice,H
The italics are Osborn's, and evidence his opinion that boat navigation under such conditions (identical with those which
existed in Smith Sound October, 1883) was impossible.
Capt. Sir John Ross, R. N., in 1832 abandoned, as hopeless, the crossing of Prince Regent Inlet on September 24, although
the lives of his party apparently depended on it. This inlet, as difficult of crossing by boat as Smith Sound, is over two hundred
and fifty miles to the south of Cape Sabine.
This note is added, not to appease that worthless criticism which every official must expect from persons unqualified by
experience though always ready to pass judgment on any topic, but to satisfy the intelligent, thinking men, who naturally desire
to learn what success men who are sailors by profession have met with under similar circumstances.
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The whale-boat, abandoned September 12, had with its floe drifted down and caught between Cape Sabine and Brevoort Island, where it was safe and uninjured.
Fast-falling snow on the loth prevented the party moving. Sergeant Rice volunteered
to go with Eskimo Christiansen to Cape Isabella, to ascertain whether the Yantic had left
supplies there for us. Most of the party believed that she must have done so, asserting that
no Navy vessel would have returned to the United States without leaving something for the
party on this coast. The record at Cape Sabine indicated that no other party had visited that
point since Lieutenant Garlington left, and I was necessarily forced to the conclusion that th~
Yantic had never succeeded in reaching Littleton Island, and consequently I was reluctant to
send two of the party on a dangerous and trying journey to verify my impression that one
hundred and forty-four pounds of English meat only were cached at Cape Isabella. However,
I finally decided to send them, and they started October I I, at the same time that Lieutenant
Lockwood and party moved northward with a portion of our load to be hauled across the bay,
over the new route discovered by Sergeant Rice on his return from Cape Sabine. Lieutenant
Lockwood returned that evening, and preparations were made for the abandonment of the
camp at Eskimo Point the next morning.
On the morning of the rath the entire party started with all our supplies hauled on two
sledges, the temperature being -8. S° [- 22. S° C.]. The only things left behind were the
English ice-boat and two paddles, in perfect condition so as to be available for further use
if needful. After seven hours' road work we camped at the point reached by Lieutenant
Lockwood the previous day. Our load was so heavy, and the party so weak, that all were
thoroughly exhausted on reaching camp.
The surgeon and Lieutenant Kislingbury recommended, at that point, the abandonment
of everything which could not be hauled at one load, predicting that the party in their enfeebled condition could not do the work and reach Cape Sabine at that time, and that the load
could be brought up later in the season, and also advised urgently a very large increase in the
rations to forty-two ounces solid food. I refused to abandon either records, instruments, or
any part of our provisions until their ultimate safety was secured, by caching them on the
island where the three provision depots were situated. I, however, slightly increased the
ration, making it twenty-seven and a half ounces of food, of which sixteen were rneat.
On the r jth, in ten hours' work, eight of which were on the road we succeeded in crossing Rosse Bay, although two double trips were necessary. The day then was very short, and
owing to darkness we could travel more than six hours only with difficulty. On the 14th , in
eleven hours' time, we succeeded in moving our entire loads to the north end of Rice Strait,
about five miles from our previous camp, and had the satisfaction of seeing all our supplies
on the island. This day's work entailed more than fifteen miles traveling, and thoroughly
exhausted the party.. We had now (October 14) lost the sun for the winter, owing to the high
land south, though It rose a few days longer above the horizon at noon.
On the morning of October IS, caching about twelve hundred pounds, we started for the
wreck cach~ cove. I. preceded the party with Sergeant Gardiner and lens, to visit the cache
and deten~l11e the point at which it would be best to establish our winter quarters. I reached
the cache In about two hours' travel, and examined its contents as far as it was possible. I
:vas exceedingly disappointed in the contents, there being scarcely a hundred rations of meat,
Instead of five h.undred~ as I hoped, from Lieutenant Garlington's record. The record waS
vague on that point, saYIng: "There were five hundred rations of bread, sleeping-bags, tea,
and a lot of canned goods; no time to classify." The last clause caused 11le to think that
there must be a considerable quantity. The record stated, however, that Lieutenant Garlington had been una~le to reach these articles of food again after caching them.
. . I found the lveptullecache of 1882 undisturbed, and went within a mile of'Cape Sabine, examlntng the coast for a good camp. A careful survey of the entire coast made it evident that no
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better place for a camp existed than the neck of land near the wreck cache. The sledge party
reached camp about 2 p. m., having been delayed over two hours, by the breaking down of
their sledge, which necessitated its repair and reloading.
Sergeant Rice and Christiansen surprised Ute, an hour after camping, by their return.
Rice reported that he had visited Cape Isabella, that no whale-boat and only one hundred and
forty-four pounds of English meat could be found. The spirits of the party were generally
depressed by this announcement, as the greater number of the men had been confident that
some stores must have been landed at Cape Isabella by the Yantic. I, however, had been
determined since landing on the coast to base our future only on provisions actually within
reach, considering that stores or gaBle, which we lllight afterwards obtain, whether by our
own exertions or from others, would be extra guarantees for our ultimate safety.
The rest of October was passed in collecting at our camp the different caches along the
coast, and in hauling in the two whale-boats. The bacon mentioned i11 Lieutenant Garlington's record of August 12, and the barrel of beef stated in his record of July 26 to have been
left at Cape Sabine, were never found by us. It is certain that the barrel of beef could not
have been safely rolled above tide-water. Lieutenant Garlington's order, of which we found
a copy, directed him" if possible to examine them (caches) and replace any damaged articles
of food," and although his record said he had not visited the English cache, yet I hoped against
hope that he had somehow assurances of its good condition and that it would prove to be
entirely serviceable. On bringing it in, the rum and alcohol were found to have entirely leaked
away or evaporated, the groceries spoiled, and the four hundred and fifty pounds of bread and
dog-biscuit all moldy, Seventy-two pounds of the latter, only a mass of green mold, was
entirely unserviceable. Dr. Pavy emphatically declared that these slimy biscuits were not only
valueless as food, but that their use would be absolutely injurious to health, an opinion in
which I fully concurred, and so ordered them thrown away. However, as I subsequently
learned, the ravenous condition of some of the party was already such that, despite my positive order and earnest entreaties, they were all eaten. The canned meat brought in was
good, but the bacon rancid, though all of it was eaten by us later.
A portion of the party were engaged during this period in erecting permanent quarters
on the chosen site, about half a mile from our first CatlIp. I built 011 the only possible placea little neck of land between a fresh-water lake, fed by a glacier of the island, and a cove making up from Buchanan Strait about half-way from Cape Sabine to Cocked-Hat Island.
There were many loose rocks which could be cut out of the ice or pried up, and so were
available for building purposes, while near by were large snow-drifts from which snow blocks
were obtained. The house built by us was twenty-five by eighteen feet [7.6m by S.48SJn]
in the clear, and its ridge was formed by an inverted whale-boat, which rested at its ends 011
the walls. The party could just crowd into it while in their sleeping-bags, each man perforce
touching his neighbor. One could stand erect only in the very center of the hut. The commissary stores were placed in a snow-house abutting against the main hut, and could be reached
only by leaving our quarters. A plan and description of the hut is in Appendix No. 107.
This work of collecting the supplies and building the house was of the most trying character. The party, half-starved and indifferently clad, were subjected almost daily to temperatures at or below zero [- 17.8° C.], from which frequent slight frost-bites resulted. 'The
ration on which this hard work was done and severe exposure undergone consisted of a pound
of meat, eight ounces of bread, and one and one-half ounces of evaporated potatoes. The
detailed conditions of this work are briefly set forth in Lieutenant Lockwood's diary. During
this time Private Long and the Eskimo, detailed as hunters, were in the field, at the north end
of Rice Strait, covered only by canvas.
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At the end of October I decided that our only chance of safety consisted in the adoption
of the smallest living ration. An inventory showed that the following stores would be left
N overnber

I:
Pounds.

Roast beef
English beef', __
Corn beef___________________________
Seal
.
- .-.
Pemmican
Bacon
.
u _ •• u _ u u n

u

- _ •• u n h u _ h

u_ u

Beef extract
Butter

u___

u

L;

.h

I2S!

hU_

72
115

232
50
93

-_--________

Lard_______________________________
So
Soup (forty-eight 2~ pound cans) __
120
Bread (very moldy) - ' u __
1,395
Rice
.•
3
uu_

h U h __

-

-

__

0

Peas (27 cans)
Corn (24 cans)
Carrots (13 cans)
Tomatoes (24 cans) __
Raisins
_uu

~

n

uu

Uh_U

..

u

-

n

-

42/ 0
371-

__ u

__

-

2of.lf

-

u

60

h_

_

.

40

80

Uh_U_

Milk
-_ .----- ..---------------Coffee, extract
Chocolate, extract.
.. _
Chocolate, English (moldy) __

42

Potatoes
.
...
------ ---- -- - - ---Sugar
.___
----------------Tea
.
- --- -- .- -- - - -- -----Tea, English (moldy and wet)
Salt
.
- -- -- - --- --- - -- ---Pepper .
---- --- •. ,
u· ------.Onion powder

76H

n_h -

222ti-

u_u

u_

hU

Cloudberries (46 cans)

212

u

Pounds.

Onion pickles _-_.

-- .---- ---

u

h

u

__

u

n_h

n_'

_

_

86
61

IS
IS

65-tr

71

_ u u __

Ii

.:L
4

11.
l!

u

Blubber (between 200 and 240 pounds) ---Seal skins (2) .
Stearine (fuel) __
Dog-biscuit (all moldy)
u

u u _ u __ -

u

__ - - - -

nun-uu-

h

n

hUn

1 25

15 2

In consequence, I announced to the party that I had decided on the following ration, which
would carry us to the rst of March, 1884, and leave ten days' rations on a more liberal scale for
the crossing to Littleton Island.
The ration per man, each day, consisted of the following:
!deat

Ounces.

4

•

Extract of beef'.. _u
Evaporated potatoes.
Soup
Tomatoes
Peas
Corn
Carrots
Bread
Dog-biscuit

n__

h

u

__ u _

•

0.26
0.4
0.6

0.3
.
.___

Butter
Lard

Ounces.
.________________________ 0·5
•
0.26

Rice
Raisins
Tea

.

0.1

___ 0.16
.._ 0·3

0.2

Extract of coffee__

0.2

Extract of chocolate ._u
Pickled onions
Milk
..
._____ _

u _ n __ •

n.h

_uu

0.1

n_UU

6
.________ _ 0.8

u

•

u_n.

__ h _

__

.___

0·44
0·3
0·4
0.2

Aggregating [4.48 ounces (omitting beverages).

For occasional use as medicine or antiscorbutics the only allowance was: Mulberries,
two-tenths ounce weekly; lime-juice, small quantity weekly; rum, one-half gill weekly; and
one-fourth of a lemon weekly.
I requested that before I ordered this ration to be carried into effect, I might know the
opinions of the various members of the party. Dr. Pavy objected very strongly to the ration
fixed, stating that he would vouch his medical reputation that the party could not possibly
live upon it until March. Most of the party, however, either concurred in my views regarding
the matter, or expressed their willingness to be satisfied with my decision. The opinion of
my medical officer, put in such strong terms, was exceedingly embarrassing ; the more s~ as
he declined to give a medical opinion as to the smallest amount on which the party could eXIs~.
I felt, however, that it was a case in which I must exercise my own judgment, as the responsIbility rested solely upon me; and with this feeling I ordered the ration to be fixed at the figures
given, from November I, except in case of any sledge party, when a slightly increased allowance should -be granted. The soundness of my judgment was best proved by the fact that no
member of the party died of starvation until six weeks after the date fixed for rations to last,
which was the time planned for our crossing Smith Sound, March I, 1883.
N ear the end of October, I reluctantly decided that it would be advisable to send to Cap.e
Isabella for the hundred and forty-four pounds of English meat cached there. This meat, If
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obtained, would add two-thirds of an ounce to our ration, which might mean life. Sergeant
Elison endeavored to construct a Hudson Bay sledge from the whale-boat, but was unsuccessful,
but later, cutting down the six-man sledge to a four-man, J sent Sergeant Rice and three others
on the trip. They were equipped as thoroughly as our means would permit, the rest of the
par~y contributing everything in their possession, in the way of clothing, foot and hand gear,
which was needful to comfort, They left on November 2, the temperature at that time being
nine degrees below zero [-22.8° C.].
The mean temperature for October was 0.96° [-17.2° C.] and of pressure 3°.°41 [763.03mm].
These means are drawn from observations broken and irregular consequent on our situation, but
they are substantially correct.
NOVEMBER, 1883.
On the rst of November the party was necessarily divided into two tnesses-one under
Lieutenant Kislingbury, and the other under the commanding officer. This arrangement con..
tinned during the entire winter, the commanding officer never interfering with the internal
arrangements of the mess of the other party, except on a few special occasions, when authoritative intervention seemed necessary in the interest of the expedition.
Bread and meat were issued daily to each mess, and all other supplies weekly. The
quantity of bread and meat to be eaten daily was determined by the commanding officer, but
the arrangement in which other articles should be served out were left to the individual
messes. Each H Issue day" carne on Wednesday of each week. On Friday a slight increase
in meat was made, and on Sundays the largest meals of the week were served. Sunday was
further marked as a feast day by the issue of one-fourth of a lemon, a half gill of nun, and
about two ounces of mulberries. These arrangements were planned by me with a view to
breaking up the monotony of the situation, and to divert the men's attention from a routine which necessarily lasted for over four months, Beneficial results followed from such a
scheme, and during our months of suffering no two days were exactly alike. The cooking,
for the greater part of the winter, was done on a stove constructed by Private Bender from the
sheet-iron sheathing of the launch.
During the early days of November Lieutenant Kislingbury suffered much from a rupture,
received from a fall while engaged in helping to haul in our supplies by sledge. To make
him more comfortable, Lieutenant Lockwood and Dr. Pavy loaned him the mattress which
had fallen to them by lot. The second mattress, given me by common consent as commandiug officer, had been loaned by me to Sergeant Gardiner who was ill, and later was given to
Sergeant Elison, and so was never used by me.
On the 4th of November regular barometric observations were commenced, being made
from a barometer abandoned by Lieutenant Garlington at Cape Sabine. These observations
were made every four hours from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m., until the instrument was broken, about
three weeks before the final rescue of the party. Gaps in the record necessarily occurred
towards the latter part of the time, owing to the diminishing strength and deaths of the
observers. During the winter months of total darkness the thermometer was rarely read,
except at I I a. rn., as I was unwilling to subject any member of the party to unnecessary
.
exposure even in the scientific interests of the expedition.
Themesses alternated in their order of cooking, the party which cooked first one day
being the last the day following. The cooks of the messes necessarily worked together, and
the most complete harmony between them was essential to economy of fuel. Privates Frederick and Long did the greater part of the cooking. Steward Biederbick and Private Schneider
also served efficiently at times; the former never neglecting while cook his arduous and exhausting services as steward. The greatest credit is due Frederick and Long for the manly, effi-
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dent and thorough manner in which they performed this onerous and thankless task. Their
skill'and efforts not only contributed to the comfort and satisfaction of the party, but also
eked out in a wonderful manner the scanty store of fuel. Private Long did not assume the
duties of cook until after November 8, when he returned from Rice Strait; his equipage and
meat being hauled in by Lieutenant Lockwood and eight others. Long had been in the fie~d
at Rice Strait with Christiansen and J ens for over two weeks, and they had succeeded In
killing four seals, only two of which were secured, which weighed about two hundred and
fifty pounds gross. The service of this hunting party was arduous in the extreme, Covered
only by canvas, and without fire or sufficient rations, they had been subjected to temperat~res
as low as -300 [- 34.4 0 C.]. On leaving Fort Conger Private Long had been under medical
treatment, and was regarded by the surgeon as one of the weakest men, His services then
and afterwards showed a remarkable physique as well as evidencing great patience, endurance, and determination.
On the evening of the return of Lieutenant Lockwood's party with Long's outfit, an
extra allowance of rum was issued to the men who had been in the field. Private Schneider,
charged with the duty of issuing, took a quantity without authority, which visibly affected
him. He quit the hut while his supper was cooking, he being the cook, and, not returning,
was sought for and detected coming out the storehouse. A number of articles had been pre- .
viously taken, and the general sentiment itnplicated Schneider ill the past thefts. Whether
he entered the storehouse in a responsible mental condition or not, his taking the liquor without authority was equally reprehensible. Schneider was severely reprimanded, and imperative orders against any man entering the commissary storeroom were issued.
On November 9 Lieutenant Lockwood discovered, concealed in an old snow hut, a can of
milk, opened but not disturbed. Marks on the can showed that it had been opened by a
knife belonging to Schneider, but which was at that time in Private Henry's possession, having
been loaned him shortly before. The impression prevailed that Henry was the guilty party.
I was awakened at midnight of November 9 and 10 by footsteps, which proved to be
those of Sergeant Rice, who informed me that Sergeant Elison was dying. I gathered from
his statement that three days' traveling had carried his party to the neighborhood of Cape
Isabella, and that, leaving their bags and rations in camp, they visited Isabella and brought to
camp the one hundred and forty-four pounds of English beef. On reaching their bags and
rations it was found that Sergeant Elison was seriously frost-bitten, resulting from his continued eating of snow, in handling which his hands had become wet and frozen. After two
days' efforts to bring both Elison and the meat in, Sergeant Rice perceived that it was impossible to do so, and, inconsequence, the rifle and meat were abandoned in Baird Inlet, while
Rice, Linn, and Frederick succeeded in getting Elison to our old camp at Eskimo Point. To
save his life it became necessary to cut up a part of the English ice-boat for a fire. With
great trouble Elison was thawed out, and as soon as he appeared able to travel they left Eskimo
Point for Camp Clay. It was discovered, however, that Elison's powers of resistance to cold
were gone, and he froze immediately on the slightest exposure. On reaching the ridge between Baird Inlet and Rosse Bay, they were unable to haul Elison over it. A violent storm
prevented them from cooking. Rice and Frederick decided that the only chance of safety was
in Rice returning to Camp Clay for assistance, while Frederick and Linn remained in the
sleeping-bag to thaw out Elison by the heat of their bodies. Rice had come through from
Eskimo Point to Camp Clay in one" march and without food, except a bit of frozen meat eaten
on the way. He was almost entirely exhausted on his arrival. A detailed report of this
remarkable trip, made by Sergeant Frederick since our return, forms Appendix No. 108.
.S ergeant B~ainard and Christiansen started at 4.3 0 the morning of N ovember 10, with
medicines and stimulants for Elison's relief. They were followed at 6.3 0 by Lieutenant Lockwood, Dr. Pavy, Jens, Sergeant Jewell, Privates Ellis and Schneider, with the twelve-man
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sledge. On the evening of the r rth Linn and Frederick arrived, reporting Elison yet alive.
Linn was completely broken down, but Frederick, though greatly exhausted physically, was
in a wonderful condition considering his privations. It may be said here that Sergeant Lin11
never recovered, mentally or physically, from the effects of this trip, and to his sufferings on
this arduous journey I ascribe his early death.
Sergeant Brainard 011 reaching the bag found Frederick, Elison, and Linn frozen in. He
was unable to extricate them from the bag, and fed them in it. On Lieutenant Lockwood's
arrival, a few hours later, the men were frozen" so solidly in the bag that it became necessary
to cut it to pieces with a hatchet in order to release them from their imprisonment.
Lieutenant Lockwood and party arrived with Sergeant Elison about 10 a. 111. of November
12, having made but one camp during their absence.
Their march was a 1110st "extraordinary
one, considering the previous condition of the men, the complete darkness, and the state of
the ice. Lieutenant Lockwood's account will be found in his journal.
This half-starved party of eight men made a round trip of about forty miles, in total darkness and over rough and heavy ice, in forty-four hours, with temperatures ranging from
-19° [-28.3° C.] to-34.5° [-36. gO C.]. Theretnarkableworkdoneby this party appears
the more astonishing, in that this was their third winter within the Arctic circle, that they
had been on short rations for over two months, and had been utterly inactive for the previous
ten days. In the most willing manner, without a murmur, these men ventured their lives 011
the mere possibility of rescuing a comrade whom they expected to find dead.
The return of the party completed all sledge work, and winter routine commenced.
The commissary storehouse had been finished about the 15th, and our stores of food
were under lock and key, which was a great relief to me. While the stores were accessible
to every one, it was not to be wondered at that some few of the men, suffering from terrible
hunger, had been unable to resist the temptation to take a piece of bread or some other food.
On the zoth the meat and bread rations were reduced a fraction of an ounce, which was
done in order to grant an extra allowance to Sergeant Elison. The recommendation of my
surgeon to increase Elison's food very largely could not be complied with in justice to the
rest of the men. I, however, set aside several cans of milk, and nearly all of our sugar, for the
sick man's benefit, and gave him daily ten ounces extra of bread and two ounces of meat;
counting on five pounds of extract of beef in the medical supplies to eke out this extra
allowance. Although this extra allowance, granted by me as commanding officer, gave Elison
twice the food that any other man received yet 11-0 demur or opposition was ever made to
my action. The feeling seemed general that Elison's helpless condition, having been brought
about in our interest, should of right claim certain sacrifices on our part.
Several foxes were shot during November, and others later during the winter. Twentyfour in all were killed at Camp Clay, which gave us about ninety pounds of extra meat during
the five months, and just about counterbalanced the loss in subsistence supplies which resulted
from the unfortunate issue of the expedition to Cape Isabella.
To break the monotony of our winter routine I commenced on November 17 daily
lectures on the physical geography, the history, the resources, etc., of the United States ill
general and the States in detail. The natives of any State generally supplemented IllY own
knowledge. This arrangement occupied about two hours daily, and was continued throughout
the winter, being omitted only 011 days when some other means of diverting the mind were
adopted for a change. Readings were given nearly every evening, which lasted from one to
two hours. Although illy able to spare the small quantity of seal-oil needful for the miserable
light used at such times, yet it is impossible to doubt that in no other way could so much benefit
come from it to the party. Later in the winter Dr. Pavy gave many very interesting lectures
on various subjects, physiology, etc.
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November 29, the last Thursday in the month, was set apart as a day of Thanksgiving and
Praise. It was celebrated by the addition to our scanty ration of certain stores reserved by
me for the day. High spirits and general good feeling .prevailed throughout the day, and
Sergeant Elison, for the first time I think, took a new interest in life.
. N ovember ended with a storm and a temperature of + 3° [- 16.1° C.] ; the first time
above zero [-17.8° C.] in the month. The party at that time were in g-ood health, though
several had suffered much from constipation.
By the last of the month the party had a full realization of what an Arctic winter, of four
sunless months, in a miserable stone hut, with inadequate food and clothing, meant. The
disposition to bear their ills without discontent was particularly noticeable in the party. The
ice had already covered the inside of our roof, frost several inches thick had formed on the
interior of the walls, and our sleeping bags, without exception, were frozen to the ground.
Consequently there was great and continued suffering from cold, which made sleep difficult
and so intensified our miseries. Equitable distribution of the blankets and other coverings
had been made, but several complained bitterly. I deemed it needful for example, to strip
my own sleeping bag, and, later, that of Sergeant Brainard, for the benefit of others.
The mean temperature of the month was - 21.8° [-29. 9° C.], with a maximum of 3°
[-16.1° C.] on the 31st, and a minimum of -43.5° [-41.9° C.] on the 27th.
The mean pressure was 29.803 [756.99mmJ.

+

DECEMBER, 1883.
December passed very much as did N ovember. It was marked, however, by the prevalence of severe gales, which were extremely trying to us, not only physically but morally
owing to the certainty that Smith Sound must necessarily remain open during the prevalence
of such high winds.
T'he water-hole in the lake was kept open with extreme difficulty, and on two occasions
I found it necessary to assist in opening it. In general, the manual labor of obtaining ice,
removing slops, etc., was spared me, owing to mental work and trying responsibility.
Sergeant Elison's condition improved very much, and at one time the doctor believed
that both feet would be saved and a part of his hands. On December 29 we comluel1ced
melting ice, over the blubber lamp, for the dressing of Elison's wounds.
After the arst of December had passed, the spirits of the party seemed to improve, although
they never could be called bad at any time.
Christmas was celebrated in the same manner as "Thanksgiving Day," by the addition
of certain supplies specially reserved by me for that day. The day was marked by a feeling
of kindly fellowship and an exhibition of Christian spirit which was wonderful.
The most unfortunate experience of the month for me was the detection, on December 3,
of Dr. Pavy purloining the extra food of Sergeant Elison. The detection occurred when the
party were asleep and in total darkness, and Dr. Pavy was ignorant that I knew of his action.
That a physician should treat a helpless patient thus would be trying, but to feel that the
surgeon of the expedition should so fail in his duty to the men and his commanding officer
was exceedingly depressing, and gave me great mental anxiety. I communicated my knowledge of this fact only to Lieutenant Lockwood, as my successor in command, and to Sergeant
Brainard, feeling that an open charge would only result in a denial and bitter discussion. The
importance of the doctor's services to us at that titne was manifest to the entire party. Nearly
ever?r ?tle but Iny~elf had been treated medically since reaching Sabine, and the detnand for
medicine and medical treattnent was continually increasing. Whether right or wrong, I felt
the necessity of pursuing conciliatory methods entirely with a man from whose skill and
knowledge was expected such alleviation of the party's miseries as our medicines permitted.
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The mean temperature of the l11011t11 was - 2 1.2° [ - 29.6° C. ], with a maximum of
t 5° [- ISo C.] on the 5th, and a minimum of - 39.5(.1 [- 39. 7° C.] on the 27th.
The mean pressure was 29.903 [759.S3 u 1P ' ].

JANUARY, 1884.
January J was the earliest day on which any marked signs of weakness were evident to me,
Lieutenant Lockwood and Sergeant Cross both showed to me on that day sig-us of failing. (h1
the zd Elison's right foot was cut off, or rather the shreds which held it to the ankle;' were
separated, Sergeant Elison remaining in ignorauce of the loss of his foot for several 1110n1h5.
On the ad three pounds of seal-blubber was used for a much..debated experiment for cooking-the only blubber used for the purpose.
On the 3d Sergeant Brainard reported to me that the roof of the commissary had been cut
and a small bit of bacon taken, and on the 7th the discovery was made that a hole had been
made in a barrel of bread, on the outside, and a pound or more taken. About this time n
-, small piece of bacon was taken from the g-eneral mess-stores of Lieutenant Kislingbury's
party, and I learned that during the night somebody had been in the habit of scraping 011t the
seal oil and eating it. All efforts to discover the man guilty of these practices were fruitless,
but every one, without exception, deplored and condemned them. 'I'his state of feeling evi ..
deuced the general desire for equitable division, but also showed that starvation had such a
hold as to render the resistance to the temptation to take a bit of fooel almost irresistible,
Elison's birthday was celebrated on the rath by an allowance to him of an extra half gill
of rum, which cheered him greatly.
The doctor that day reported the mouths of Cross, Schneider, Linn, and Ellis as indicating a possible touch of scurvy, and, in accordance with the surgeon's recommendations, I
forbade the smoking of tea or other substances than tobacco.
Our first death was on the 18th when Sergeant Cross died; he was buried on the 19t11.
The burial service was read in the house to save long exposure to low temperature, the
mercury being frozen, and later I accompanied the body to the grave. Lieutenant KisJinJ{bury and six others dragged the body, covered by the American flag, to the summit of an
adjoining hill, where the bYfave was prepared. No salute was fired, as it was thought advisable to save the ammunition for hunting. The cause of Cross's death, as announced to the
party, was water around the heart. The fact that this was induced by insufficient food, and
that he had very marked signs of scurvy, was known only to a few.
Lieutenant Lockwood's condition during the month gave me a great deal of anxiety, it
being evident that he was in a very critical state. He was very feeble, quite frequently saw
everything double, and was in an extremely weak condition of mind, which at times bordered
very decidedly on childishness. In accordance with the doctor's instructions he was forbidden
to smoke, on the ground that tobacco injured hint.
On the 15th the water from the lake gave out. A hole cut with ~reat difficulty to the
bottom of the lake gave but a small quantity of sea-water. For some time we had tried to
delude ourselves with the idea that the water obtained from the lake was fresh, but were finally
forced to the conclusion that the lake was largely supplied from the sea, and that we were
drinking sea-water slightly freshened from ice and snow. The necessity of melting ice obliged
me to reduce the quantity of tea one-half. 'I'his deprivation was a f...rreat one for many of the
party and depressed them somewhat. For the benefit of others who suffered, T occasionally
melted ice in a rubber bag by the heat of my body, and urg-ed others to do the same.
Sergeant Brainard's private reports as to how the estimated baJ{~ of bread were running
enabled me on the rqth to increase the bread half an ounce daily. This announcement in a
manner counterbalanced the depressing influence of Cross's death.

.
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On the 22d Brainard discovered that twelve cans of milk had been stolen, undoubtedly in
November, before the lock and key was put on thecommissary. There was an intense feeling
among the party over this news. To counteract the depression caused by the loss of the milk,
I increased the issue of seal-blubber slightly, so that thereafter the weekly ration for each
man was eleven ounces of blubber and fifty..seven of bread. This action had an exceedingly
good effect upon the party, and produced almost incredible joy and pleasure.
011 the 22d Privates Henry and Bender were insubordinate and insolent in their language,
the first instance of such a spirit on the part of the enlisted men.
Gardiner's birthday on the 22d and Biederbick's on the 25th were celebrated by an allowance to each of a half gill of rum.
On the 22d the mattress which Lieutenant Lockwood had nearly three months before
loaned to Lieutenant Kislingbury owing to illness, was returned to Lieutenant Lockwood on
account of his weak condition.
On the 26th I forbade the party eating tea-leaves, as the doctor thought such habit injurious in our condition; but few of the party had persistently indulged in the practice.
Extra rations commenced on January 26th for Sergeant Rice and Eskimo Jens, to strengthen
them for their proposed trip to Littleton Island to ascertain the condition of the ice and obtain
assistance from the party supposed to have wintered there. They were given sixteen ounces
daily of bread, sixteen of meat, and four ounces of seal-blubber. Private Frederick commenced on the 28th to enlarge a single-man sleeping-bag and put it in comfortable condition
so it could be used by Rice and Jens in crossing. The last days in January were occupied by
me in copying our meteorological records and in writing letters to Lieutenant Garlington, the
Chief Signal Officer, and others, to be carried to Littleton Island.
An occasional extraordinary allowance of half an ounce of bread or meat was issued to
the party towards the end of the month, always with marked benefit to each mentally, if not
physically. The month ended with the party in excellent spirits. Lieutenant Lockwood was
very weak, Ellis and Jewell very despondent, and Eskimo J ens complaining.
The mean temperature of the month was - 28.3° [- 33'5°], with a maximum of _6°
[-21.1° C.] on the 31st and a minimum of -42..0° [-41.1° C.] on the rqth and aoth.
The mean pressure was 29.831 [757.7 o ID ID] •
. FEBRUARY, 1884.
On February I, owing to Lieutenant Lockwood's weakness, I decided to issue him daily
an ounce of bread extra and an ounce of meat, and also increased the allowance of the party
generally, by a half ounce of bread daily.
Bender, on the 1St, evinced an insubordinate disposition and refused to obey my orders,
when I interfered to stop an extremely violent and bitter discussion between him and another
of the men. In consequence he was ordered out of the hut with instructions not to return
until he was willing to comply with my orders. An hour's exposure in the cold air of the
outer passage was scarcely sufficient to conquer his unruly spirit.
On February 2 Sergeant Rice and Eskimo Jens left for Littleton Island. They had received for the previous week twenty-six ounces extra of solid food and announced themselves
to be i~ good condition on leaving. They had six days' rations, on the scale of one pound of
petn~lcan, one-fourth pound of blubber, one three-fourths pound of bread, two ounces of nUll,
and SIX ounces of fuel alcohol. A small cooking-lamp had been made by Private Bender,
and the outfit of the two men was remarkably complete, considering our circumstances. The
thermometer was read by twilight at noon for the first time, and the increasing moonlight was

,
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counted on as being of great assistance in the crossing. Sergeant Brainard and Eskimo
Christiansen carried their packs about a mile and returned lunch exhausted. Sergeant Rice
had about forty pounds to carry and Jens about thirty-five.
.The party in general believed that Lieutenant Garlington was at Littleton Island with
ample supplies from the Yantic, and consequently they counted 011 certain help. I, however,
d~stinctly announced my belief that Lieutenant Garlington did 110t land 011 his way north, as
hIS record of departure from Pandora Harbor and his arrival at Payer Harbor could not have
given him time. There was much dispute regarding that point, as Lieutenant Garlington's
record, while assuring- us of a cache at Littleton Island, did not say that he examined it or
whether it was large or small. The same notice assured us of a whale-boat at Cape Isabella,
which, nevertheless, could not be found. After the Isabella affair I was 1110re than ever U11willing to count on anything not immediately under my hand.
On February 3 the allowance of bread was increased about an ounce; and 011 the same
day two ounces extra of lard was issued, it having- been decided that it was 110t possible to
use it all for dressing Sergeant Elison's wounds.
About this time I learned that some of the men had been eating scraps of cocoanutstearine, remaining from making candles. As these bits were generally covered with verdigris,
I forbade, positively, any such thing in the future.
On the ath, by the doctor's advice, I ordered the men to keep their heads outside of the
Sleeping-bags during the day, and especially enjoined the party to obey strictly all instructions
given by the surgeon regarding the methods of eating their food. The doctor assured me of
Sergeant Elison's final recovery and safe transportation to Littleton Island, nuder ordinary
circumstances,
On the 4th and 5th Brainard, who had nearly broken himself down with hard work, was
reported by the doctor to be in a dangerous condition. His kidneys and chest were much
troubled, and exposure to cold or severe work would endanger him.
On February 6 Sergeant Rice and Jens returned about 2 p. m., well, but thoroug-hly exhausted, especially the Eskimo. Sergeant Rice reported that open water extended from ten
miles off of Wade Point, and a mile off of Brevoort Island, as far north into Kane Sea as the
eye could reach. At no time was the Greenland shore visible. There was much moving ice
with dense water-clouds along the edge of the fast ice. He thought he reached a point as far
south as Littleton Island, and about ten miles distant. The two BIen suffered very much, as
might be supposed; the temperature being from - 18° to - 36° [- 27.8° to - 37. 8 ° C.], with
one severe storm. The party, strange as it may seem, did 110t appear much depressed by the
unfavorable report.
The ration was increased slightly on the 7th to counteract the effect of Rice's return; the
increase coming from our scanty stock of lard and blubber. This increase was for mental
influence, however, and a couple of days later I reduced the ration of bread slightly, and in..
formed the party that on that scale we had enongh to last us until the 6th of March, with a
residue of fifteen days for crossing the straits, on a ration of twelve ounces of bread and ten of
pemmican.
On the r rth a number of the men expressed a strong desire for water, as it was over a month
since any of the party had had drinking water. I was able to furnish Lieutenan~ I1c~w~od
a little from ice melted by the heat of my body, and encouraged others to obtain It 111 ltke
way. On the same day the preparation of fo~t a~d hand gear for ~ro~ing the strait .was com..
menced. I being determined to have everything In order for crossing In case of Smith Sound
freezing over by the loth of March. Private. Frederick, though still the cook, ~ook g:neral
charge of the work, assisted by Private Schneider and Jens. One of .the men said he did 110t
believe we would ever reach Littleton Island, the first remark of that kind that was ever heard.

•
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The rum was found short the evening of the rrth; the calculation being based on the
gauger's certificate. I 'was somewhat worried about the matter u.ntil,. on Se.rgeant Isra~Ps
suggestion, I was satisfied that the deficit was caused by the rum being ISSUed In an Enghsh
measure, which is slightly larger than the American. In consequence of the shortage, rum
was issued after that day only medically 011 prescription, instead of regularly on Sundays.
On the 16th Dr. Pavy requested two ounces extra meat on alternate days to Sergeant
Elison, which I ordered with reluctance owing to previous circumstances,
February 17th the sun was above the horizon for the first time in one hundred and fifteen
days. Several, including myself, had not seen it since October 13.
Sergeant Rice visited the summit of the island on the rSth and saw much open water
with many large floes, which to the east appeared to touch and afford a possible passage. The
straits were doubtless wide open, though we tried to delude ourselves with the idea that they
were not. Private Long made his first trip for game on this day, but saw only fox tracks.
The roth Privates Bender and Schneider quarreled in their sleeping-bags and came to
blows-the first struck in the expedition; Bender being the aggressor. I reproved both men,
however, and forbade such a condition of affairs again.
On the zoth Privates Long and Frederick went hunting, but saw nothing except a raven;
our first bird-possibly our neighbor who left us in November.
Sergeant Ralston was troubled at this time with a felon; Sergeant Jewell and Steward
Biederbick had been similarly affected. Sergeant Gardiner's finger, which had been disabled
from a felon nearly all winter, was well.
Sergeant Rice on the z rst visited the summit, and reported that the ice had apparently
formed a bridge some five or eight miles wide from Cape Sabine to the Greenland coast. To
the north some water spaces were seen but to the south nothing but open water. .A. horseshoe curve near Cape Napoleon indicated solid ice near that point. The spirits of the party
were visibly improved by the gratifying report. The English sledge was got out that day and
put in order for crossing.
On the 19th Lieutenant Kislingbury transmitted to me (Appendix No. 10<) a communication recommending the abandonment of my plan of crossing with the entire party, and that
he with the strongest be allowed to cross to 'Littleton Island for game or assistance, leaving
the weak behind. This proposal struck me as an abandonment to their fate of the weakest
of the party. I brought it to the attention of the men and informed them that the party
could not be divided with my consent, and, as long as my authority remained, no one should be
deserted or abandoned until we had thoroughly exhausted all efforts. A careful estimate
of the outfit showed that we would have a ton and a half weight to haul in crossing the
straits, without counting Lieutenant Lockwood who was unable to. travel. Heavy gales continued for several days inunediatelyafter, which tried me very much mentally, as I realized
the utter futility of hoping for the straits to freeze over during such storms.
The barometer rose 1. 50 inch [38.10rnm] in twelve hours on the 26th, and water in large
quantities, indeed a veritable sea, was to be seen to the north of us. Conflicting opinions were
offered as to the prospect towards Greenland; some thinking that a bridge had formed by the
ice catching and others not.
Private Henry's twenty-eighth birthday was celebrated by giving him a half-gill of nun.
On the 2.,9th the small four-man sledge was brought into the house and lashed for crossing.
We were trying very hard to delude ourselves with the idea that we should have an opportuuity
for using the sledge and foot and hand gear, which had been put in order for crossing Smith
Sound to Littleton Island.
The mean temperature of the month was -21.2° [-29. 6° C.], with a maximum of +12°
[-11.1° C.] on the roth, and a minimum of -42° [-41.1° C.] on the rzth,
The mean pressure was 29.712 [754. 67mm ].
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MARCH, 1884.

The 1St day of March brought the date fixed the previous autumn for crossing Smith
Sound. We had lived to that time on a ration declared to be impossible for the sustenance of
life, only to encounter other misfortunes, Smith Sound was open for miles from Brevoort
Island to the eastward and northward, and the party were in such ditninished strength from
five months' fasting, that the boat could not be moved from the roof of the building by our
united efforts. My purpose still held to attempt the crossing by sledges if an ice-bridge only
formed, but my hopes in that direction weakened, and later in the month I publicly abandoned all hope of the Sound freezing over.
Spring opened with twenty-four living, of whom twenty-two were yet in health, though
very materially reduced in physical strength from the small ration. Sergeant Elison's wounds
had healed much, and suppuration was substantially arrested. Lieutenant .Lockwood was
very weak, and, according to the surgeon's report, his mind was yet affected.
Two ounces extra meat were issued to Elison on the rst, and a similar amount 011 occasional dates during the month.
On the ad the last milk was used for Sergeant Elison, and our variety of food was very
materially reduced by the exhaustion of the various articles, which had been arranged so as
to last until March 1.
The 3d I informed the party that we could live on present supplies until the early days of
April, and that up to the roth we would still have sufficient food to effect a crossing.
Steward Biederbick was sick on the 4th, the illness resulting from his extremely arduous
labors in caring for Sergeant Elison and the other sick men during the few weeks previous.
The care of Sergeant Elison's wounds had fallen almost entirely on Steward Biederbeck, who,
throughout the entire experiences of the expedition, was most unremitting in his attention
and devotion to the sick and dying of the party. No work was too arduous or nursing too
exacting to lessen his zeal or attention.
From the 6th our ration consisted of only four ounces of meat and eight of bread. That
day Private Henry complained of chest troubles.
Private Long, though still cook, went hunting on the 7th as far as Brevoort Island, but
saw only two fox and bear tracks. Sergeant Rice saw two ptarmigan that day, but unfortunately was without a gun. Lieutenant Kislingbury, while hunting on the stranded floe,
being about three-quarters of a mile distant, unluckily broke through the ice and wet his feet.
He saw some bear tracks only.
On the 9th Sergeant Rice and Private Frederick volunteered their services to attempt the
recovery of one hundred pounds of English meat, abandoned in order to save Sergeant
Elison's life the previous November in Baird Inlet. I was then unwilling and declined to
allow such a dangerous trip to be undertaken.
Sergeants Brainard and Rice hunted ptarmigan on the loth, but saw none. Brainard
had a fine view of the straits from the summit of the island, and reported immense quantities
of ice to the eastward, which increased the chances of crossing, though my opinion held that
it would more probably be changed by the first heavy tide or high wind.
..
March 9, I judged the chances of crossing to Littleton Island substantially gone, and so
decided to send Private Long and Eskimo Christiansen to Alexandra Harbor in search of
game, which should be found in that quarter, according t~ the observations of Sir ~orge
N ares in 18 75, which showed the undoubted presence of occasional game. Sergeants Brainard,
Long, and Frederick prepared Long's outfit on the loth, ~nd they st~rted on the 11;h, a clear,
calm morning the temperature -19.1° [-28.4° C.]. Rice and Ellis hauled Long s sledge to
Cocked-Hat Island and returned much exhausted by their exertions. Long and Christiansen
were fitted out as'thoroughly as was possible. They were allowed as a field ration eight
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ounces of meat eizht of bread and six of fuel alcohol, and a small quantity of rum and
ammonia for medical purposes.' They were given three ounces extra food for their breakfast
before starting. I was sanguine of some success from this trip, owing to the many signs of
game seen by Nares in 1875, and felt that if the valley was of sufficient size to afford wint~r \
pasturage for musk-ox and reindeer, our party would be saved, as I well knew Long was certain
of securing game if he ever saw any.
.
The variability of spirits and the indomitable courage of the party were evidenced by
Sergeants Israel Jewell and Brainard volunteering to go into Hayes Sound for geographical
,
,
hi
exploration in May, in case Long succeeded in obtaining game, and later the doctor added IS
name. I talked much of sending a party into that Sound in May for the purpose of exploration, more to encourage the men than for any other purpose, and such discourse and planning
appeared to have borne good fruit.
On the rath the sun struck our hut for the first time. It was the first day in five months
that the entire party could have seen it. During the day, Sergeant Brainard hunted as far
as Cape Sabine, but saw only a fox track. Dense water-clouds prevented any extended view
of the straits. Sergeant Rice saw ptarmigan tracks on the r jth, and Lieutenant Kislingbury
followed them up without result.
Private Long returned unexpectedly at 7. IS p. m. of the 13th from Alexandra Harbor,
both he and Christiansen being very much exhausted. They saw no game except a raven,
and no tracks save of a fox. They examined thoroughly the valleys of Alexandra Harbor,
and Long visited the western side of Mount Carey, and, with his field-glasses, looked farther
westward into Hayes Sound than had ever been the good fortune of any previous explorer.
He discovered three new capes on the north side of the Sound, the most westerly of which I
named "Cape Francis Long," in his honor. Apparently the Sound was closed some twenty
miles to the westward by land, on which I have since placed the name of Commodore Schley.
On the south side I have placed the name of Sergeant Israel, as a slight testimony to the
courage, fidelity, and ability of my late astronomer.
Long reported that Bache Island terminated some distance to the southeast of Cape Baker,
and that a high, rocky island, similar in appearauce to-Cocked-Hat Island, was situated just to
the westward of Bache Island. Several small, unimportant, rocky islands were discovered
along the shore between Rice Strait and Alexandra Harbor. Long examined carefully the
whole of Alexandra Harbor, passing over the edge of the Twin Glacier, and was positive that
no game was to be found in that section. From Mount Carey no signs of game could be seen
to the westward, but he thought it possible that in the vicinity of Cape Long or Cape Baker
game might be procured. Their sleeping-bag froze up so badly that they were unable to get
into it, except up to their breast, and Private Long, taken ill with cramps, suffered greatly,
and was only able to travel after being revived by a mixture of ammonia and rum. The
account of his trip, as abridged and entered in my journal from his account at the time, forms
Appendix No. 110.
On March 14 I announced to the party that we could live at our present camp four weeks
longer on substantially the same ration we were then eating, and while such an arrangelnent
would leave nothing for crossing Smith Sound, it would insure our safety if a party at Littleton Island should reach us. The same day Sergeant Brainard succeeded in killing a ptannigan,. the fi:st game obtained since a fox early in February. Sergeant Rice, hunting, crossed
the Island Into Rosse Bay in three hours, and visited the grounded bergs in that bay, hoping
to fi.nd seals, but saw no traces of them. He returned via Payer Harbor much exhausted,
having seen no game but a raven. He reported considerable ice to the northward in Kane
Sea, but there was much open water to the south of Cape Sabine.
On the 15th the doctor reported Gardiner's finger which had troubled him since the 29th
of September, as entirely well, and Ralston's finger better.
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Sergeant Brainard killed three ptarmigan that day; Jens hunting saw no game. Lieu..
tenant Kislingbury visited the grounded berg and saw five dovekies in winter plumage, and
tracks of a bear, followed by a fox.
The 16th, at a temperature of - 35° [- 37.2° C.], Long and Christiansen went with the
kayak to the water pool for dovekies, and succeeded in killing four. They weighed a pound
each, and were yet in winter plumage. A seal of several hundred pounds weight was seen in
the pool, but was unfortunately missed at short range by Christiansen.
Saint Patrick's Day was marked by a reduction of bread to five ounces weekly. Lieu..
tenant Kislingbury, hunting, saw a seal and got no shot, but Jens killed a ptarmigan.
Sergeant Brainard on the 17th found ten ounces of English chocolate, which, covered by
the snow, had been overlooked in the storehouse. The party were very much pleased at this
discovery, but I thought it best to set aside the chocolate as a luxury for Sergeant Elison, very
much to the poor fellow's gratification, and without objection from anyone as far as I could
then infer. I regret to state that later in the month the chocolate was stolen; all circumstances pointed to Private Henry as the offender.
On the rSth the surgeon reported that Christiansen was affected by dropsical effusion,
similar to Sergeant Brainard's late attack, and considered it advisable for the native to refrain
from hunting and exposure. His trip with Private Long nearly broke him down physically,
as did that ofJens with Sergeant Rice.
Private Long hunted 011 the zoth but saw only two dovekies. Private Henry saw three
owls or falcons flying northward, and Sergeant Rice saw a raven while hunting shrimps ; an
occupation just commenced by him. The idea was advanced by me the previous autumn, but
at that time was impracticable ; he succeeded in getting only a couple of ounces the first day.
Our wood was gone on the zoth, leaving only stearine and alcohol for fuel unless we
should touch our whale-boat, which remained to that time intact.
On the zrst Lieutenant Kislingbury was sick, and fainted of pain fr0111 a carbuncle. Jens
was troubled with dropsical effusion, but 011 account of the exigency I was obliged to send him
and Christiansen to hunt on alternate days. On the same day Sergeants Rice, Gardiner, and
Frederick succeeded in devising nets and rakes for catching shrimps and dredging sea-weed,
and over a hundred pounds of shrimps were caught by the end of the month, These shrimps
were what are known as sea-fleas, and were so small that over thirteen hundred were required
to fill a gill measure.
On the 23d, as Lieutenant Lockwood enters in his diary: "Lieutenant Greely announced
this morning that we could run along on the present ration until April 6, and then by cutting
down to three ounces of meat per day, without bread, we could exist to May 1. This is most
encouraging. "
The entire party nearly perished on the 24th from asphyxiation from alcohol fumes resulting from cooking without opening the chimney, which was closed nights. Several of the
party became unconscious; and those that were able went into the open air. The cause of our
trouble was discovered by Sergeant Gardiner. Sergeants Brainard and Israel and Steward
Biederbick were for a time apparently dead. Sergeant Brainard and one or two others were
slightly frozen by exposure to the outer air, and my own hands were frosted .above the second
joints to such an extent that for several days they were utterly useless, and It was nearly two
weeks before I could use them without great suffering. The temperature at that time was
about twenty-five degrees below zero [--: 31.7° C.]:
. .
.
Private Henry improved the confUSIon resulting from the helpl~ss condItt.on of his comrades to steal a piece of bacon from one of the messes.. The eVlde~ce against f.Ienry ,was
positive, and after a thorough investigation every man WIthout exc~ptton voted him g~tlty.
Proposals to use violence were promptly overruled by me, but Private Henry was relieved
11. :Mis. 3H3--6
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from duty and put under surveillance., until the diminished strength of the party rendered it
absolutely necessary to release him and permit him to do his part of the work.
Sergeant Brainard killed a fox on the 25th, but other daily hunting had no results until
the 27th, on which day Private Long killed thirty-eight dovekies; thirty-three of which Jens
secured by means of his kayak. These birds were killed in open water, which was about two
miles distant from our hut. On the 28th Christiansen shot a ptarmigan, and Long killed
fourteen lllore dovekies, to which Sergeant Rice added another ptannigan on the 29th. Although a small seal and some other dovekies were seen during the month, no opportunity of
shooting them presented itself. This early game apparently insured our safety.
From the zoth to the 31st a slight increase of food was given to Long and J ens daily, for
lunch while hunting.
Christiansen was worse at the end of the month, and Lieutenant
Lockwood in a very weak condition. Frederick, for a wonder, was sick on the 31st, and
Biederbick was relieved from cooking on the 26th owing to his suffering from anremia,
Contrary to the doctor's advice he had insisted on doing the cooking for a considerable time,
in addition to his nursing and other trying services as steward in caring for Elison's wounds,
and in administering medicines to Lieutenant Lockwood and others.
The mean temperature of the month was - 16.6° [- 27.0° C.], with a maximum of 3.0°
[- 16.1° C.] on the 31st, and a minimum of - 35.2° [- 37'3° C.] on the 1St.
The mean pressure was 29,823 [757·49 mm ].

+

APRIL, 1884.
Private Long and Jens hunted indefatigably from the 1St to the 5th, during which time
Long killed eleven dovekies and two ptarmigan and saw several seals. Sergeant Rice and
Corporal Salor continued catching shrimps by nets, bringing in from twe1ve to thirty pounds
daily, until the 7th, when Corporal Salor broke down and Sergeant Brainard was obliged to
temporarily take his place.
Christiansen was given daily four ounces extra food from the rst, but the increase proved
of no avail and he died on the 5th of starvation; his body showing, however, a few signs of
scurvy. The industry, loyalty, and fidelity of this Eskimo were undoubted. His death, the
first one from starvation, naturally had a depressing effect. It determined me to send Sergeant Rice and Private Frederick after the English meat in Baird Inlet; a course I had hesitated over, despite their tender of services and their declared certainty of success. They were
fitted out as thoroughly as possible, and, contrary to their wishes, they were given an extra
allowance of food, amounting in all to six ounces of pemmican and six ounces of bread, daily,
while in the field. This slight increase was deprecated by them as they wished to attempt their
work on the regular ration, which was plainly impossible. They left on April 6, the day on
which Sergeant Linn died.
Linn's early death resulted, without much doubt, from the severe mental and physical
shock arising from his privations in November, 1883. He was a faithful, hardworking man,
an excellent and subordinate soldier, whom, in nearly three years' services, I had never but
once found reason to complain of.
I commenced issuing four ounces extra meat to Lieutenant Lockwood on the 6th of April,
which continued until his death, which occurred on the 9th. I have elsewhere in various ways
alluded to the success and importance of Lieutenant Lockwood's geographical work, and as to
the qualities displayed therein. As to his personal qualities they were such as invariably commanded respect, though his quiet, retiring disposition did not tend to make friends quickly.
Slow in fonningan opinion, his judgment was excellent when matured. He was loyal, brave,
true, and his whole character was based on virtues of which gentleness and Christian charity were
'
essential parts.
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Burial services were read over Lieutenant Lockwood, Sergeant Linn, and Eskimo Christiansen, and as much formality and care were exercised in their burial as the weak state of the
party would permit. "In consequence of Lieutenant Lockwood's death I felt constrained to formally order
Lieutenant Kislingbury to duty with the expedition, although he was at the time mentally and
physically disqualified for duty of any character. In assigning Lieutenant Kislingbury to duty
I publicly complimented him for the marked euergyand efficient manner in which he had
labored toward collecting stores and building the house the preceding autumn, whereby he had
injured himself by overwork and straining.
Steward Biederbick had informed me on the 9th of Dr. Pavy taking Elison's bread,
and that four entire cans of extract of beef, entrusted to the surgeon as medical stores, had
been consumed by the doctor. Though Dr. Pavy denied ever having the cans, yet later Steward
Biederbick found three of them empty under the head of the doctor's sleeping-bag. On the
loth I felt obliged to officially inform Lieutenant Kislingbury of Dr. Pavy's improper actions
relative to Serg-eant Elison, so that in case of my death he might know what to expect.
On the r rth Sergeant Brainard, who, owing to Corporal Salor's sickness, had taken upon
himself the duties of shrimping in addition to the issuing of supplies, came itt utterly exhausted,
and reported that a bear was coming up the ice-foot. Private Long and Eskimo J ens went
out and following him nearly two miles, succeeded in killing him within thirty feet of the
open water. Lieutenant Kislingbury started out but was unable to go more than a hundred
yards. The bear was hauled in by the strongest of the party and appeared to promise our
future safety, as it was believed game could be readily obtained after the 1St of May. Private
Long's success in killing this bear (for Long's shot killed him after Jens had simply struck
his leg) showed the same nerve and skill which had made him the acknowledged hunter of the
expedition. To Long's great patience, iron endurance, and reliable marksmanship were due
part of the seals of the previous autumn, the birds of the early spring, and this great addition
to our food, which undoubtedly saved the remnant of the party. As some reward I ordered his
promotion to be sergeant, and transferred him to the Signal Corps, vice Serg-eant Jewell, who
died at that time. It seemed to me then imperative to ultimate safety to insure some definite
reward for such extraordinary services. In this as other similar cases my action could not be
confirmed, as it was decided to be beyond my authority to so transfer, except by application
to the War Department.
Sergeant Jewell died of starvation on the r ath, Burial services were read in the hut as
usual, and he was buried on the hill. Sergeant Jewell proved himself a most efficient and
conscientious observer, and, despite his apparently weak physique, performed for the expedition very effective services in the field. He crossed Robeson Channel on sledge trips more
frequently than had any of his comrades or predecessors.
Private Frederick returned at 2 p. m. of the 13th, reporting Rice's death from exhaustion
the previous Wednesday in Baird Inlet, some six miles from our old camp at Eskimo Point.
The remarkable energy and excellent judgment displayed by Private Frederick in his trying
trip, is modestly but incompletely shown by his report, whic.h forms Appendix N~. III.
Private Frederick distinguished himself during this disastrous Journey, and brought 111 the
entire load hauled out by the two; and, remarkable to say, did his work on the scanty ration of
six ounces of meat and six of bread, not availing himself of additional increase authorized by
me in case of extraodinary circumstances. His extremely valuable services, as one of the
supporting party to the" Farthest North," as engineer at the cr~tical point o~ our retrea~, as
cook during the terrible winter, and as hunter and general worker In the m~re disastrous.spn~g,
all showed the stamp of no ordinary man. As some reward an order was Issued promoting him
to be sergeant and transferring him to the Signal Corps, as of date of Sergeant Rice's death.
These orders were not confirmed by the War Department, as being beyond my power. Private
Frederick's report merits careful reading.
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Sergeant Rice was a young man of decided promise. A skil:ful and enthusiastic photographer, he had also fitted himself for law and had been admitted to the bar: . Cleve:,
cultivated, and amiable, he endeared himself to his comrades at Fort Conger. In addition to hIS
excellent work as photographer, his manly strength and aptitude for field work had also been
exercised in valuable services for the expedition, particularly during our retreat. He was
ever ready to venture his life for his comrades, as shown by his extraordinary trips to Cape
Sabine, to Cape Isabella (twice), and towards Littleton Island. He volunteered for the fatal
journey, conscious of the dangers, but was impelled to do so owing to our desperate straits,
and in hopes of saving his starving comrades.
The bear killed by Long and Jens on April I I added so materially to our supplies, that
I commenced on the rath issuing to each man a pound of meat daily. In addition to this
pound, eight ounces extra 'were given to Sergeant Elison and to the hunters and shrimpersPrivate Long, Eskimo jens, and Sergeant Brainard.
The doctor informed me that my heart was in a very bad condition and death might
result at any time. Lieutenant Kislingbury was then suffering from mental weakness, and,
owing to the condition of affairs, I felt constrained to order the issue of four ounces extra
pemmican and two ounces of bread for that day to myself. This measure had been urged
on me by Sergeants Brainard, Israel, Ralston, Private Frederick, and others, but although
I had freely ordered extra supplies for other urgent cases, I felt a natural delicacy to do so
for myself The few days on which these issues were made should be found noted in Sergeant Brainard's diary. Extra rations of eight ounces of meat daily were issued from the r ath
to Sergeant Israel, owing to his failing.
Sergeant Gardiner was very poorly on the 15th, and the doctor stated he would die next.
Owing to his depressed condition, I gave him half a gill extra of rum.
On the 16th I relieved Ralston as cook in our mess; some of the party asserting that
he did not fairly divide our scanty food. This was the first time in five and a half months of
extreme suffering, that, despite the constantly morbid and distrustful conditions of our minds,
such complaint had been made in our mess. One or two similar COInplaints had been made
in Lieutenant Kislingbury's mess, but after investigation by that officer they were considered
by him and the majority of the party to be not well founded.
In connection with this division of food it may be proper to evidence the general good
behavior of our cooks, and the general spirit of confidence and fair dealing by the rest of the
party, by contrasting our conditions with those experienced by McClure's party in Mercy Bay.
McClure's force of men was for months on reduced rations, which aggregated, however, nearly
three times as much solid food, with infinitely superior shelter, than our own; and yet Dr.
(now Sir) Alexander Armstrong states that in the officers' mess they alternated as carvers, and
to insure fairness each selected his piece of meat, leaving the last to the carver. This same
plan of division, at the solicitation of the cooks, was offered by me to my own and to Liel1te~a~t Kislingbury's mess. 1\11' own mess persistently refused to adopt it, but Lieuten~l1t
Ktsltngbur~'s mess, for a week or so, alternated in distributing portions, but regretted doing
so, and ultImately returned to our method of trusting the cook.
. !he docto:, on ~he rSth, made a detailed report of the party, stating that Lieutenant
Ktsltngbury, Biederbick, Israel, Gardiner, Connell, and Whisler were quite weak. He stated
I was improving very slowly: and in consequence no extra food was issued to lne.
On April 19 Long detected Dr. Pavy drinking part of Schneider's rum. On the 21St
Israel's allowance of eight ounces extra meat which had been issued since the r zth, was
discontinued. The doctor said if it was continued he would be obliged to recommend it
equally for Lieutenant Kislingbury, Biederbick, Gardiner, and Ellis.
In consequence of no game being obtained the meat allowance was reduced from sixteen
to ten ounces, depressing- naturally the spirits of the party. The day following, Dr. Pavy and
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Lieutenant Kislingbury (Appendix No. 112) recommended an increase of meat to one pound,
which would have entirely exhausted our provisions by the 1St of May at the latest. I could
not consent to their recommendation, but finally conceded some change, and ordered an increase
of twelve ounces from the 24th.
On the 22d the great trouble with my heart, doubtless augmented by my mental anxiety
over the arguments about the daily rations, seemed to indicate the near approach of my own
death. In consequence detailed instructions were given to Sergeant Brainard as to the course
to be pursued in case of my sudden death, and he was informed that a letter written some tittle
before would be found on my person, which ordered him to assume command in case of my
death; as Lieutenant Kislingbury was unfit either mentally or physically to do so.
Private Schneider, the cook, refused to prepare supper that evening on the plea of inability,
although reported by the surgeon to be physically able, and, in consequence, I insisted on
replacing him by myself as cook, hoping to overcome his disinclination by personal example.
It having no effect, however, I informed him the following morning that if he did 110t cook
he could not eat; which had the desired effect. The man's mental condition was pitiable,
but necessity demanded he should do the work he was able to.
On April 23, as fuel failed, Privates Bender and Henry commenced tearing out the inside
of the boat, which had a depressing effect upon the party, as its destruction seemed to foretell
the fate of the entire party. It was necessary, however, as the last stearine was used for cooking on that day, and the seven gallons of alcohol remaining would serve a better purpose as
food, and of eking out our meat, bread, and other supplies, of which we had about three
hundred and fifty pounds inc!uding shrimps.
Dr. Pavy that morning requested to be relieved from feeding Sergeant Elison, and Sergeant
Ralston assumed the duties by my orders. Dr. Pavy alleged the effect of smoke upon his eyes
as the reason, but Sergeant Elison later reported that he had detected Dr. Pavyappropriating
his bacon while feeding him the night before, and Elison requested that I should note the fact
in my journal. The opening- of the boat admitted light so that one could see for the first
time in six months what was being done. It is evident that Elison's food had all these months
paid regular toll to Dr. Pavy,
To show the general spirit of unselfishness, it may be stated that Sergeant Ralston spilled
his stew and Private Schneider his tea the same morning, but others contributed from their
meager portions to replace that lost. In previous cases of loss of food or drink by accident,
some of the party invariably contributed or offered their mite to replace it. Four ounces extra
meat each was given to Sergeants Israel and Gardiner.
On the 24th I put in practice Dr. Pavy's recommendation to withhold the eight ounces
meat to Brainard for shrimp hunting, and do the work by detail from the strongest of the
party. Dr. Pavy, Sergeant Brainard, and Private Schneider alternated in the work for three
days, with the result that the doctor got nothing and Schneider about ten pounds or so. As
a result, a pound of meat was saved and from thirty to forty pounds of shrimps lost, and
Private Schneider injured by a bad fall. In consequence I returned to the former plan and
issued eight ounces extra meat to Sergeant Brainard. While shrimping on the 25th Brainard
shot two ptarmigan, which made up his extra allowance of meat for four days.
.
Sergeant Israel's and Gardiner's daily allowance of four ounces extra. meat. co~ttnued
until April 29, except that on the latter day four ounces went to Steward Biederbick Instead
of to Sergeant Gardiner.
In deference to Dr. Pavy's expressed and reiterated medical opinion, I commenced, the
25th to issue half a ~ill of diluted alcohol to the hunters. Fearing the influence of alcohol
on the nerves of a half-starved man, I had opposed issuing it before they went out, believing it
should be taken by the hunters on their return. April 26, the first day's hunting after the issue
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of alcohol, Jens, from behind a screen at his own selected point, fired at an Ugsuk seal and
missed him inside of a distance of forty yards [37 m] .
About that time Dr. Pavy submitted two written reports (Appendices Nos. 113 and 114),
the suggestions of which I could only adopt in part.
.
..
.
On the 27th Private Henry took advantage of my Illness, and of others being In their
sleeping-bags, to prepare the diluted alcohol, and took extra liquor to such an extent as to
intoxicate himself. His condition was first discovered by Lieutenant Kislingbury, who lay
next him. The disgust of everyone at such baseness was excessive, but he was spared again.
On the 29th Jens and Long went hunting, as they had done every suitable day during the
month. At 2.3° p. m. Private Long returned and reported that Jens was drowned about noon,
by the cutting of his kayak by young ice. The kayak and our only reliable rifle, the Anny
Springfield, were lost. Long, at a very great risk, endeavored to reach the body and the kayak
during the time it remained near. The death of Eskimo Jens caused great sorrow, not only
on account of our critical condition, but for the strong affection all had for his great heartedness, unvarying truthfulness, and strict integrity.
On the 30th Lieutenant Kisiingbury was in a very depressed condition and showed such
signs of mental derangement that I wrote out a second letter ordering Sergeant Brainard to
assume command in case anything went wrong with me, having destroyed the first at a time
when Lieutenant Kislingbury's mental condition had temporarily improved.
Sergeant Brainard caught during April (from the 7th) four hundred and sixty pounds of
shrimps and two pounds of sea-weed.
The mean temperature of the month was -0.95° [- 18.3°C.], with a maximum of + 19.8°
[-6.8° C.] on the 16th and a minimum of -24.oc [- 31. 1° C.] 011 the r ath,
The mean pressure was 3°.136 [76S.44mm J.
MAY, 1884.
The first days of May I was dangerously ill from excessive constipation and incipient
inflammation of the bowels, which yielded but gradually to Dr. Pavy's skillful treatment.
On the 3d Private Long made an exhausting trip of fourteen hours to Rice Strait and
killed a seal, which sank after it had drifted within a few yards of him-a sad loss for us.
On the same day Private Whisler was detected taking about a pound of bacon from the
storehouse, the door of which had been forced. Privates Henry, Bender, and Whisler were
outside the hut, having left in the order named. Whisler claimed that the door must have
been forced by Bender or Henry, as he saw it open on passing out, and, looking in, his
terrible hunger overcame his principles. About two pounds of bacon and a half pound of
pemmican, besides what Whisler was detected with, were missing, which, with other circumstances, pointed to the truthfulness of Whisler's confession, which he continually asserted to
his dying moments, Private Whisler moreover expressed his willingness to be killed or meet
any other fate the party might award, but deplored his mental weakness which caused his
sinning. I believed the man's confession and in his deep repentance, which he manifested to
his dying day.
On the 5th Dr. Pavy urged a largely increased issue of shrimps, of which some sixty
pounds over the current issue had been accumulated by Sergeant Brainard's indefatigable
exertions. As we had but a week's meat I refused.
On the same day after this refusal Dr. Pavymade trouble by uttering publicly false
statements on three different points, regarding his medical reports 'made to me daily in French.
An acrid discussion followed, and, to avoid demoralizing influences, I ordered him four times
to stop the discussion, and finally told him that were he not the doctor I should kill him for
his present and past behavior. Private Bender then joined in the matter, and, despite repeated
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orders, would 110t be quiet until I attempted to g-et Private I.,ong's ~t1n to shoot him. It i~
appropriate to state here that this was the only occasion during' our eig-ht mouths at Cape
Sabine that I was obliged to resort to violent threats to insure the execution of my orders.
The only other occasion on which direct orders were not obeved has been referred to in case of
Private Bender, who was put out of the hut for an hour, and Private Schneider, who pleaded
inability to perform his work. When reiterated orders given to a party itt such extremities
are not obeyed, it is evident that unless they are enforced at all hazards all bonds of discipline
are at an end, and threats of force to insure obedience are fully justifiable.
Privates Long and Frederick hunted long and diligently through the month without prac..
tical success, though Frederick saw white whales and many seals, and succeeded on the r 1t11
in killing in a water pool an Ugsnk seal, which unfortunately sank before reaching the edge of
the ice. Long saw many seals, but had no possible chance of killing one. Sergeant Brainard
continued regularly obtaining shrimps and dredging sea-weed,
Sergeant Israel's extra allowance of four ounces of meat stopped 011 the loth. On the
same date my journal notes the entire freedom of the channel from ice, as it had been for a
few days previous; and also ll1Y positive opinion that there could be 110 party at Littleton
Island, or we would ere this have seen them at Cape Sabine by boat.
On the 12t11, after consultation with Sergeant Brainard, I ordered the issue of our last
meat and tallow, which included rations for the 15th of May. After the experience of May
3 it appeared barely possible that one of the worst meu of the party might break into the
storehouse and appropriate the small quantity of remaining food, hoping thus to save himself
at the expense of the others.
The issue of our last regular food leads me to speak of Sergeant Brainard's services in
that connection. Faithfully and fairly for all our service he issued food and all other supplies.
In his equity and even justice all had full faith. Personally he made all issues, kept all
accounts, and reported to me weekly or otherwise as ordered. His safe and careful estimates
of unknown weights of bread and meat were of incalculable benefit in the spring. The scores
of pounds which these estimated supplies overran were sure testimony as to what I firmly
believe, that in all that terrible winter no ounce of unauthorized food passed his iips. In less
loyal and more unscrupulous hands these gains would never have been reported. 'that a
starving man for months could handle daily such amounts of food and not take for himself
speaks vol umes for his moral courage.
On May 12 Dr. Pavy urged that I give him, for his wife's satisfaction, a certificate of general good standing. I declined to do so; but later, after persistent urging, and to insure continued medical attendance for the dying men, I gave him as full a certificate as I could conscientiously, confining it most rigidly to strictly professional duties. Later, on May 21, I
learned from Sergeant Israel that, under stress from Dr. Pavy, he bad copied for him and
signed a certificate of good behavior. I append both the certificates, and my letter on learning of this remarkable action (see Appendices Nos. ITS, 116, 117)· These men were slowly
dying, and looked for medical assistance and relief to the man who penned this certificate.
Lieutenant Kislingbury, on learning Dr. Pavy's request, insisted on a complimentary
certificate in writing, which I refused, saying he had no right to demand such. An acrimonious discussion followed, in which I used improper and ungentlemanly language towards him,
for which I afterwards openly and publicly apologized, both to him and the party. I look
back on that personal episode in the three years' experience as the only one for which I have
an abiding regret. Though my statements were strictly accurate,. I should .h.ave remembered
Lieutenant Kislingbury's weak mental state and enfeebled phY51ca~ .condItI0n. I can o~ly
· plead in extenuation great physical pain, and resultant mental condition from my severe 111.
ness of a few days previous. Lieutenant Kislingbury and I were fully reconciled prior to bit
death.
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On the 13th , during the night, about five ounces of Sergeant Elison's .bacon was taken by
some unknown person and a couple of days previously an ounce of pemmIcan was stolen from
the hunter's lunch. The bacon entrusted to me had been placed for safe-keeping between the
sleeping-bags next to Sergeant Israel's head. I have full faith that. it was not touched.by Israel.
On the 17th the last alcohol, except a small quantity for medical purposes, was Is~ued. I
also ordered Steward Biederbick to issue the lard remaining for medical purposes, which gave
each one about three ounces. Dr. Pavyobjected, however, both to the issue and division.
On the morning of the r Sth I heard a raven, and called Long, who killed him.
The t Sth, one of the very weak men was brutally reviled by one of the party, and on
. the 23d a similar case occurred. All the parties concerned are dead, and this me~tion a! a
lack of kindly feeling is made, as it was the only evidence of it in all our months ot suffering
and privations. It is touched on, not to bring reproach to the guilty men, but to show how
very free the party was from unkindly and inhuman feeling, despite continued and agonizing
suffering, which had been endured for months.
.
May 19, Frederick, going in early morning for ice, discovered a bear near the house. He
and Long immediately started after him, but returned after six hours' chase, entirely exhausted. Their weakened condition was such that the bear easily out-traveled them, and they
were unable to get a shot at him.
Private Ellis died during the bear hunt and was buried on the zoth, services being read
as usual. 'His death was very depressing, as it was the first one from starvation in nearly six
weeks. On the zoth, to give Sergeant Israel a last chance for life, and on the doctor's urgent
recommendation four ounces of raven were issued, our only meat.
On the 21st a purple saxifrage (Saxifraga oPPositifolia) was seen in blossom in a very sheltered place. \Ve commenced that day mixing saxifrage with our shrimps and sea-weed, with
doubtful advantage, as in general that plant was but faintly tinged with green.
On the zoth I was obliged to commence feeding Sergeant Ralston, who slept with me, and
on the 22d he became unconscious in my arms and died early the following morning. He
had proved himself an excellent observer and an efficient man in the field.
The doctor expressed the opinion that we would all die in a few days unless we succeeded
in moving from the hut, where melting snow saturated our clothing and kept us continually
cold and wretched. The strength of the party was consequently devoted, on the 22d, to pitching
the wall-tent, about three hundred yards [274m ] southeast of the winter hut, on a level, gravelly
spot, where we could have the benefit of the ever-present sun's rays. The tent was able to
hold but a portion of the party, and the strongest were directed to sleep for a time in the hut; but
the whole party messed together at the tent. The weakest moved to the tent the afternoon of
the 23d. Private Whisler managed to walk to the tent alone but became unconscious that
evening. Sergeant Israel walked half-way, and was hauled the rest of the distance. I succeeded in reaching the tent with great difficulty, carrying my Afghan sleeping-bag.
The barometer was broken removing it to the hill, a great misfortune, as I had hoped to
continue observations until the last man died. The rapidly diminishing strength of the party
. at that time compelled the discontinuance of certain observations , which had been made regularly till May, but other observations were kept up.
. P~ivate Long saw a skua (robber gull) on the 23d, and Brainard got only ten pounds of
shnmps-less than our daily ration.
Private Whisler died on the 24th, and burial services were read over him. A man of
strong physique, he had always worked hard to advance the objects of the expedition.
On the 24th it was surmised that Schneider was not dividing our shrimp stew fairly, by
giving out much soup and retaining a disproportionate quantity of solid shrimps in his own ·
portion. Observations on the 25th confirming this suspicion, Private Frederick was ordered
to relieve Schneider as cook. That day, to supplement our wretched diet of shrimps, sea-
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weed, and saxifrage, we commenced- stewing the seal-skin thongs, of which we arranged to
have one stew daily.
Sergeant Israel weakened gradually, and on the 26th I was obliged to feed him, On the
27th he died very easily. A young man of some fortune, a graduate of Michigan University,
a promising astronomer, with a bright future before him, his death was particularly sad. He
had been a most valuable man to the expedition in its scientific work, and had earnestly
desired field service despite his slender and weak physique. He endeared himself to the entire
expedition by his kindness, consideration, and unvarying equanimity.
On the 26th and 27th Long killed four dovekies, which fell in the water beyond reach.
On the ~7th, in consequence of their extraordinary services in our behalf, and to encourage
the party, Frederick and Long were assigned to the Signal Service, vice Ralston and Israel
lately died. This action, made subject to confirmation, was not approved by the Secretary of
War, on the ground, I understand, that, even under such extraordinary circumstances, I exceeded my authority. It would seem to me that the danger of a precedent in authorizing
such action would be less dangerous to the service than to put forth the idea that even in
extraordinary circumstances an officer cannot safely step out of the well-beaten path of rontine.
On the 27th Dr. Pavy took all the remaining iron from the medicine chest during my
temporary absence. He was also accused by Steward Biederbick, Sergeant Elison, and others
of previously taking, medicinally, nearly all of our Dover's powders. He had lately failed to
issue iron to the party as promised, and I immediately ordered him to return it to the chest.
On the 28th Private Long saw two dovekies and secured one. I divided it between him
and Sergeant Brainard, who were feeding the party at that time.
A violent gale occurred 'on the zqth and 30th, and we were without food or drink for
twenty-eight hours, and on the 31st another violent gale kept everybody in the bags for
twenty-four hours.
Sergeant Brainard, by systematic and indefatigable exertions, obtained during May no less
than four hundred and seventy-five pounds of shrimps and eighty-one pounds of sea-weed.
The mean temperature for the month was +17.0° [-8.3°C.], with a maximum of
+3 6.0 ° [+2.2°C.] on the arst, and a miriimum of -4.0° [-20.0°C.] on the r rth,
The mean pressure (rst to 23d, inclusive) was 3°.123 [765. I I mm].

JUNE, 1884·
Lieutenant Kislingbury died on the rst, and the usual burial service was read over his remains. He was an earnest, hard-working officer, and had attained an excellent repu tation, partie..
ularly for detached service in the field in connection with Indian scouts. The qualities which .
insured success there, perhaps caused him to chafe under restraint incident to service where
his work and actions were strictly limited. He was a successful hunter, a man of very fine
physique, and never spared himself any personal exertion which would add to the person~l
comfort or pleasure of others. He worked hard and manfully during our retreat and subsequent life at Cape Sabine.
On the 1St Long killed adovekie, which I ordered divided between him and Brainard.
Similar disposition was made of one on the zd, except that the intestines were put ill the shrimp
stew for the general party.
Corporal Salor became slightly delirious on the zd and died on June 3· H: was always
a patient, reliable, and hard-working soldier, and, as a member of the support1~g party to
Lieutenant Lockwood in 1882 he contributed in no small degree to our geographical success.
Dr. Pavy was very weak' on the 3d, and evidently s~ightly deliri~us. He appeared in
better mental condition on the 4 th, and that afternoon, while I was o~tslde the tent, took from
the medicine chest the bottle of ergot and probably drank all of Its contents, some three
ounces. Steward Biederbick examined the chest after Dr. Pavy left it, but did not notice the
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absence of the ergot bottle, as it was a medicine which was not used. The doctor died at 6 p. m,
of the 6th, his death possibly hastened by his taking ergot, probably by mistake.
Dr. Pavy was a man of fine education, polished manners, and great Arctic ambition. To
his credit I have to record the restless energy which marked his physical exertions in behalf
of the party during the last month of his life at Cape Sabine. His medical skill, in my
opinion, was great, and contributed much to the general welfare of the party the last winter.
It must be added that his changeable moods and previous Bohemian life unfitted him for duty
when his actions were subjected to restriction or limitation from others.
On the 4th Long succeeded in obtaining one dovekie out of seven killed. I ordered the
dovekie to be issued to the hunters, who could barely walk. Bender begged, with tears, for his
twelfth, which I finally gave him, though some of the party urged strongly that he should not
have it. There was some feeling over this point after Bender's allowance was given him. I
informed Bender that the hunters must be kept on their feet, and unless they were kept in
such condition as to obtain shrimps and game the party must inevitably perish. I also
informed Sergeant Long that in case he feared trouble over the division of any bird brought
in he had best retain and eat his share of the game, as his strength must be maintained.
Private Bender became weaker on the 5th and died on the 6th. He was an ingenious,
hard-working man, who had done good service in various ways during the two years at Conger,
and in improvising articles at Cape Sabine.
On the 4th Henry was detected taking shrimps, and Schneider and Bender were also
suspected.
June 5th I had a conversation with Private Henry, i11 which he admitted his many
offenses and promised to deal fairly in future. In default of moral feeling I appealed to his
sense, pointing out the certainty that the few remaining could survive only by unity and fair
dealing, and that otherwise everybody would perish; and I cautioned him of his coming to
grief if he did not act properly. I felt doubtful of his sincerity, however, and consequently
gave written orders (Appendix No. 122) to watch him, and, if found stealing, shoot him. On
the 6th Frederick, while cooking, detected Henry taking shrimps from the general mess-pot
when his back was turned, which Frederick reported to me. Not being armed at that time
he could not comply with my orders. Later Henry made two trips to our winter hut, and,
after the second, passed me, and on being questioned admitted that he had in a bundle on his
shoulder some seal-skin thongs, and had elsewhere concealed seal-skin. An order (Appendix
No. 118) was issued, directing his execution. Owing to Henry's strength, which was greater
than that of any other two men, the necessity of caution to prevent g-eneral disaster was
obvious, and arrangements were made accordingly. Shots were heard about 2 o'clock, and
later the order was read to the general party. Every one, without exception, acknowledged
that his fate was merited. Considerable quantities of seal-skin were found in his clothes-bag,
and also a pair of my seal-skin boots, loaned to the hunter and stolen from him a few
nights before, though Long thought they had blown away. On Henry's person was also found
a silver chronograph, which had been packed and left by me at Conger and stolen by him
on leaving the station.
Private Long brought in a dovekie on the 6th, which was divided between the hunters
and the cook, although some remarks were made concerning it.
. On the 6th we commenced eating a great deal of tripe de roche (a large black lichen),
which the doctor had said was injurious; and on the 7th Biederbick, Connell, Frederick, and
I commenced collecting, systematically, reindeer moss, tripe de roche, and saxifrage, while
~ng hunted and Brainard caught shrimps. These lichens proved very palatable and nutritious, and were regularly gathered thereafter. Gardiner, Schneider, and Elison were then
helpless. I could only drag myself fifty yards (4681 ) from the tent to rocks where I could hunt
these lichens. Biederbick and Connell could go farther, though very weak and feeble.
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On the morning of the 7th all the shrimps on hand were eaten for breakfast, the first
time we were without a supply of them, and we commenced that evening orr seal-skin stews,
from boot-soles.
On the 8th a bunch of purple saxifrage was found in full bloom, the first specimen since
May 21. Long was sick on the gth-his thirty-second birthday-and could not hunt. A
spoonful of our last gill of brandy was given him for his birthday.
On the loth a dovekie was brought in, which went to the hunters, although there were
some unpleasant remarks about it. I urged that the end should be met decently.
About that time in Sergeant Gardiner's case inflammation of the bowels set in, owing to
excessive constipation, and on the rzth he died. A, young man of excellent habits and disposition, with ambition and application, he had been a valuable man to the expedition and had
endeared himself to his comrades. His strong will, and intense affectionate desire to return to
his wife and mother, doubtless did much to prolong his life.
On the rzth of June a distress-signal was erected by Sergeant Brainard on the adjacent
cliffs, it being, as my memory then served me, the average date of the whalers reaching North
water. The 13th Steward Biederbick was formally discharged, for expiration of term of service,
and re-enlisted on the rath. The qth he had promised to fulfil his contract to the Government.
On the r jth my seal-skin jumper, reserved for shrimp-bait, was divided between the party
and eaten roasted; and the oil-tanned covering on my sleeping-bag was cut off and divided
between the party on that and the following day.
On the 15th the hunters, who had been eating such lichens as they could gather while
out, owing to comments, decided to put in the general mess all they collected. The same day
Private Schneider piteously begged for opium pills to end his life; but Steward Biederbick ,
concealed them, to avert any possible consequences.
On the r6th Sergeant Brainard found minimum thermometer No. 590, which had been
blown away by the gale of December 2. The day following Sergeant Brainard collected his
last shrimps, his nets being carried away by the ice breaking up. The amount collected in
June had only been forty-four pounds.
On the rSth Schneider, who had gradually become weaker and been helpless for sometime, died. He had done good service at Conger not only as a clerk but also in raising and
breaking the puppies, without which our geographical work would have been limited.
It is not in the province of this report to dwell on the remarkable energy and daring displayed by Captain Schley and Lieutenant Emory in pushing their vessel through the dangers
of Melville Bay, and thus snatching the remnant of the party from death. When found, we
had experienced the violence of a heavy gale for two and a half days, and for one and a half
had been without food or water, save an ounce or so of half-boiled or roasted oil-tanned sealskin, which each man had by him. Our tent had blown down and the heavy canvas pinned
Sergeants Brainard, Long, and myself to the ground. Connell was but half-conscious, and a
day later would have seen the death of several. Steward Biederbick's first action was in
keeping with his previous conduct, showing his thoughtfulness and unselfishness. The two
table-spoonfuls of rum which remained in his charge were poured out immediately. One was
given to Connell, and the last offered me, but, on my refusal, went with its fellow.
.
It seemed then to me impossible that the relief ship should venture on that coast in such
a gale which was yet so violent that although under the lee of and protected by the high cliffs
we we~e transported to the ships with difficulty. It evidenced most strongly ~aptain Schley's
appreciation of the exigency of the situation. From the officers of .the relief s~ttadron w,e
received the most careful and considerate kindnesses, not such as come m the mere line of then
official duty, but such as spring from men's hearts when moved b~ pity a~d compass~ot1. .
.
In mentioning Captain Schley, Lieutenant Emory, and Chief Engineer Melville in t~tS
respect, I must add that none were second in good offices.to those name~. .The watchful s~l11
and unceasing attentions of Doctors Green and Ames Insured the building up of the faint
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spark of vitality which remained in us.
fatal.

Less firmness and attention might easily have proved

Sergeant Elison died July 8, r884, at Godhavn, consequent on secondary amputation,
which was absolutely necessary, though with a faint chance of success. For over seven and a
half months his indomitable will-power and naturally fine physique had kept this man alive,
although he lost both hands and both feet by natural amputation. That during this time he
was fed, nursed, and cared for by starving men, his comrades, speaks for itself as to the
humanity of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition. Sergeant Elison was an honest, faithful
man, who never spared himself pain or trouble when he conld advance the interests of the
expedition. He was equally serviceable in the workshop, in the field, as botanist and natural
history collector, or as carpenter or sledgeman.
As to our return home and subsequent receptions, the public press have heralded those.
The grateful words of thanks from the President, in behalf of himself and the nation, the eloquent message at St. John's from the honorable the Secretary of the Navy, together with public
receptions and invitations which have come to me, are most highly valued, not personally,
but for the recognition, through their chief, of the living and the dead of the Lady Franklin
Bay Expedition, and of that which their hands wrought, their labors accomplished.
I have felt it necessary in the preparation of this report to enter more fully into details
connected with the retreat and our subsequent experiences at Cape Sabine than perhaps seems
called for in a general report. I have touched on many disagreeable points, and ignored none
of importance, solely because if they were neglected it might seem as though the many exaggerated and erroneous statements, put forth in general terms as to the misconduct of certain
members of the expedition, were correct and justified.
The attached journals of Lieutenant Lockwood and Sergeant Brainard speak for themselves (Appendices Nos. 123 and 124).
Lieutenant Lockwood was a man of unvarying truthfulness, good judgment, and Christian
charity. His journal was written in shorthand, in a method but little known, and its complete
translation (from leaving Conger to his death), without omission, is found herewith. Though
Lieutenant Lockwood's mental powers were necessarily affected for several months prior to
his death by his extremely enfeebled physical condition, yet such weakness never revealed
itself in the shape of severe and unkind comments, even in matters disagreeably affecting
himself. The tone of this journal indicates the character of the officer who penned it.
Sergeant Brainard's journal covers the period from our besetment in the pack until our
rescue. Its contents, in a like manner, speak the man. His journal is used because he is
the only one of the survivors who kept a regular diary. Thus the story is told by a dead and
by a living witness.
In regard to the general conduct of the expedition during the year after leaving Conger,
any impartial critic must speak of it in terms of commendation. Courage, patience, and
fortitude characterized all, both living and dead. If, in a few cases, impatient spirits gave
expression to indiscreet and insubordinate utterances, yet such feelings vented themselves in
words, without demoralizing the party or weakening the bonds of discipline which united us
as a whole. To say we were always a command, never a mob, epitomizes the record.
As to cases where men were guilty of appropriation of the food of others to themselves,
I bear in mind, now as then, the great temptation which slowly starving men must necessarily
experience when food is within their reach. The spirit of conciliation and forbearance which
I so long exercised, while such a policy seemed possible without fatal results, was followed by
the execution of Private Henry, which the exigency of the case demanded. I attach herewith,
as appropriate appendices, the orders in the case, as well as the previous report to the honorable
the Secretary of War, and his reply, approving of my course in the matter, (See Appendices
Nos. 118, 122, 119, 120.) It was only after' repeated thefts that this terrible retribution fell
upon Henry. The execution was regarded by me simply in the light of a self~defense for the
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remnant of my party and myself. While deeming the punishment merited, I appreciated fully
the tremendous temptation it was to a man like Henry (who was, as he acknowledged himself,
devoid of moral principles) to take that which was before him, and which would, in a measure
'
satisfy him physically.
As to other matters which have engaged an undue share of public attention, while having no official knowledge of the facts in the case, yet the responsibility of all action in connection with such an expedition rightfully and properly rests upon the counnanding officer.
In assuming the entire responsibility in that connection, I know o( 110 law, either human or
divine, which was broken at Cape Sabine, and so do not feel called on as an officer or man to
dwell longer on such a painful topic.
In Appendix No. 12 I will be found the dates and causes of death of the various members
of the expedition.
I should be unjust to the dead did I not call attention to their arduous labors, heroic
endurance, and unflinching determination which advanced the national ensig-n to an unparalleled latitude, carried out the programme of international scientific observations, increased
perhaps in an unequaled degree in this century our knowledge of the physical characteristics
and configurations of polar lands, and who, more than all, in perhaps the 1110st successful
Arctic boat journey of the age, brought safely, at the price of great bodily suflering and diminished chances of life, through a dense polar pack, their records to a point whence they would
eventually reach the world. They died for that end, and should not be forgotten.
It would be eqnally unjust not to mention the services of the living. The lack of precedent forbade the War Department from confirming appointments and promotions made by
me in the exigencies of 111y position. The necessity of maintaining the dignity of the service
likewise interfered to their detriment when public interest was in a way of rewarding them
wi th moderate fortunes.
Two of these men, Hospital Steward Henry Biederbick and Sergeant J. R. Frederick, have
been discharged from the service, on surgeon's certificate of disability, and, in a maimed condition, are adventuring the gain of their livelihood. The three remaining are now mern bers of
the Signal Service, on application of the Chief Signal Officer. As a reward in some way commensurate with the successful work done by them, and the extraordinary suffering entailed
through 110 fault of their own, I respectfully recommend that their Arctic services may be
considered as rendering all these men eligible for appointment for the retired-list of the Army,
as of the grades of signal-sergeants and hospital-steward.
I am conscious of the many defects in this report, which could have been remedied if
longer time and better health had been mine. It has been rare that Arctic commanders, returning in health, have been able to make a formal report of their experiences in a shorter
time than that occupied in the prosecution of the work itself. The great public interest shown
in the fortunes of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition seems to me a valid reason why no
longer delay should be had in this matter.
Until authority can be obtained from Congress for the publication of this report, with its
complete appendices, I shall, with your permission, occupy my time in per:ecti?g and a.rr~ng
ing the scientific observations, and in deducing such results as may be possible 111 that limited
period. *
.
.
I attach hereto, as convenient for use and reference, a list showing the number of appendices and the title of the subject-lnatter 011 which they dwell.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A ..":J: O. and Assistant,
Commanding Lady !,ra~~~~!!!,!!-__!~~p~dition.
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APPENI)ICES.
ApPENDIX

No. I.-War Department order assigning Lieutenant Greely to command.

Special Orders }
No. 57.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARl\lv, ADJUTANT-GENERAI:S OFFICE,

Washington, Marth

II,

1881.

[Extract.]

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

By direction of the President, First Lieut. A. W. Greely, Fifth Cavalry, acting signal officer, is hereby
assigned to the command of the expeditionary force now organizing under the provisions of the acts of
Congres~ approved May I, 1880, and March 3, 1881, to establish a station north of the eighty-first degree of
north latitude, at or near Lady Franklin Bay, for the purpose of scientific observation, &c., as set forth in
said acts.
.

2.

During his absence on this duty, Lieutenant Greely will retain station at Washington, District of Columbia.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

By command of General Sherman.

R. C. DRUM,
A4iutant. General.

Official:

H.

C. CORBIN,

A ssistant Atijutant- General.

APPENDIX NO.2. -

General Orders}
No. 35.

War Department order organz'z£ng the expedition.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, ADJUTANT~GENERAL'SOFFICE,

Washington, April

12,

1881.

. The following order, received from the War Department, is published for the information of the Army:
In order to carry into execution the act approved May r , 1880, and so much of the act approved March
3, 1881, entitled "An act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1882, and for other purposes," as provides for" observation and exploration in the
Arctic seas, for continuing the work of scientific observation and exploration on or near the shores of Lady
Franklin Bay, and for transportation of men and supplies to said location and return, twenty-five thousand
dollars," it is ordered:
1. First Lieut. A. W. Greely, Fifth United States Cavalry, actingsignal officer, having volunteered for
the expedition, shall take command of the expeditionary force, now organizing under said act, to establish a
station north of the eighty-first degree of north latitude, at or near Lady Franklin Bay, for the purpose of
scientific observation.
•
II. Lieutenant Greely shall have authority to contract for and purchase within the limits of the appropriation the supplies and transportation deemed needful for the expedition; and the appropriation for this
purpose, made by the act approved March 3, 1881, shall be drawn from the Treasury and disbursed, upon
proper vouchers, by the regular disbursing officer of the Signal Service, under the direction of the Chief
Signal Officer.

H. Mis. 39a---:.7
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III. The force to be employed in the expedition shall consist of two other officers, who may volunteer
their services; twenty-one enlisted men, who may volunteer from the Army or be specially enlisted for the
purpose; and one contract surgeon. The latter to be contracted with at such time as he may be ab!e to join
the party.
IV. The commander of the expedition is authorized to hire a steam sealer or whaler to transport the
party from St. John's to Lady Franklin Bay, for a fixed sum per month, under a formal contract that shall
release the United States from any and all responsibility or claim for damages, in case the steamer is injured,
lost, or destroyed. The said contract shall include the services and subsistence of the crew of the vessel,
and shall require that the said crew shall consist of one captain, two mates, one steward, two engineers, two
firemen, and seven seamen-not less than fifteen in all. Such steam sealer or whaler shall not be hired
until it has been inspected
an officer to be detailed by the Secretary of the Navy for that purpose, and
found by him fit for the intended service.
V. The expeditionary force shall be assembled at Washington, District of Columbia, not later than May
15, and at St. John's not later than June 1St 1881.
VI. During their absence on this duty Lieutenant Greely and the other officers of the Army accompanying the expedition will retain station at Washington, District of Columbia. The enlisted men who may
volunteer or be specially enlisted for this duty shall receive the pay and commutation allowances (except commutation for quarters and fuel) that accrue to men detached for duty in Washington, District of Columbia.
VII. The several Bureaus of the War Department will furnish, on requisitions approved by the Secretary
of \VaT, the necessary subsistence, clothing, camp and garrison equipage, transportation to St. John's, Newfoundland, and return, medicines, books, instruments, hospital stores, arms, and ammunition. The subsistence
stores to be furnished as above directed are for sale, not for issue, to the officers and men of the expeditionary
force.
By command of General Sherman.
R. C. DRUM,
Adnaant- General.

by

ApPENDIX

No. 3.-11lstructiollsfrmn the ..s'ig1lal Office regarding the expedition.

Special Orders t
No. 97·
,

'VAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER,
Washington, D. C., June 17, 1881.

T. By direction of the Secretary of War, the following-named officers and enlisted men are assigned to
duty as the expeditionary force to Lady Franklin Bay:
First Lieut. A.
Greely, Fifth Cavalry, acting signal officer and assistant;
Second Lieut. Frederick F. Kislingbury, Eleventh Infantry, acting signal officer;
Second Lieut. James B. Lockwood, Twenty-third Infantry, acting signal officer;
Sergeant Ed ward Israel, Signal Corps, U. S. Army;
Sergeant Winfield S. Jewell, Signal Corps, U. S. Army;
Sergeant George \V. Rice, Signal Corps, U. S. Army;
Sergeant David C. Ralston, Signal Corps, U. S. Army;
Sergeant Hampden S. Gardiner, Signal Corps, U. S. Army;
Sergeant William H. Cross, General Service, U. S. Army;
Sergeant David L. Brainard, Company L, Second Cavalry;
,. Sergeant David Linn, Company C, Second Cavalry;
Corporal Daniel C. Starr, Company F, Second Cavalry;
t Corporal Paul Grimm, Company H, Eleventh Infantry;
Corporal Nicholas Salor, Company H, Second Cavalry;
C~rporal Joseph Elison, Company E, Tenth Infantry;
Private Charles B. Henry, Company E, Fifth Cavalry;
Private Maurice Connell, Company B, Third Cavalry;

,V.

. * ~{e.~n1isted at ~'ort Conger under a name slightly different in spelling, viz, David Lynn, which accounts for the want
uniformity m the spelling of his name in this report.
t Deserted and replaced by Private Roderick R. Schneider, Company A, First Artillery.
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Private Jacob Render, Company F, Ninth Infantry;
Private Francis Long, Company F, Ninth Infantry;
.. Private William Whisler, Company F, Ninth Infantry;
.. Private Henry Bierderbick, Company G, Seventeenth Infantry;
• Private Julius Fredericks, Company L, Second Cavalry;
Private James Ryan, Company H, Second Cavalry;
Private William A. Ellis, Company C, Second Cavalry.
.11. In accordanc: with special instructions from the Secretary of War, Lieutenant Greely will contract
at DISCO, Greenland, with Octave Pavy, M. D., who will thereafter remain on duty as acting assistant surgeon,
U. S. Army, with the expeditionary force.
III. First Lieut. A. \V. Greely, Fifth Cavalry, acting signal officer and assistant to the Chief Signal
Officer, is hereby assigned to the command of the expedition, and is charged with the execution of the
orders and instructions given below. He will forward all reports and observations to the Chief Signal
Officer, who is charged with the control and supervision of the expedition.
W. B. HAZEN,
Brig. and But, Maj. Gm., Cltief SiglUzI Officer, U• ...C)'. A.

Instructions}
No. 72.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

OFFICE or

THE

CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER,

Washington, D. C., 'Yun~ 17, 1881.

The following general instructions will govern in the establishment and management of the expedition,
organized under Special Orders No. 97, War Department, office of the Chief Signal Officer, Washington,
D. C., dated June 17, 1881.
The permanent station will be established at the most suitable point north of the eighty-first parallel
and contiguous to the coal seam discovered near Lady Franklin Bay by the Eaglish expedition of 1875.
After leaving St. John's, Newfoundland, except to obtain Esquimaux hunters, dogs, clothing, &c" at Disco
or Upemivik, only such stops will be made as the condition of the ice necessitates, or as are essential inorder
to determine the exact location and condition of the stores cached on the east coast of Grinnell Land by
the English expedition of 1875. During any enforced delays along that coast it would be well to supplement
the English depots by such small caches from the steamer's stores of provisions as would be valuable to a
party retreating southward by boats from Robeson Channel. At each point, where an old depot is examined
or a new one established, three brief notices will be left of the visit-one to be deposited in the cairn built or
found standing, one to be placed on the north side of it, and one to be buried 20 feet [6 111J north (magnetic)
of the cairn. Notices discovered in cairns will be brought away, replacing them, however, by copies.
The steamer should, on arrival at the permanent station, discharge her cargo with the utmost dispatch,
and be ordered to return to St. John's, Newfoundland, after a careful examination of the seam of coal at that
point has been made by the party to determine whether an ample supply is easily procurable. A report, in
writing, on this subject will be sent by the returning vessel. In case of doubt, an ample supply must be
retained from the steamer's stores.
By the returning steamer will be sent a brief report of proceedings and as full a transcript as possible
of all meteorological and other observations made during the voyage.
After the departure of the vessel, the energies of the party should first be devoted to the erection of the
dwelling-house and observatories, after which a sledge party will be sent, according to the proposal made to
the Navy Department, to the high land near Cape Joseph Henry.
The sledging parties will generally work in the interests of exploration and discovery. The work to be
done by them should be marked by all possible care and fidelity. The outlines of coasts entered on charts
will be such only as have actually been seen by the party. Every favorable opportunity will be improved
by the sledging parties to determine accurately the geographical positions of all their camps, and to obtain
the bearing therefrom of all distant cliffs, mountains, islands, &c.
Careful attention will be given to the collection of specimens of the animal, mineral, and vegetable
kingdoms. Such collections will be made as complete as possible, will be considered the property of the
Government of the United States, and are to be at its disposal.
,. These men reenlisted at Fort Conger under names slightly different in spelling, viz, William Whistler, Henry Biederbick,
Julius Frederick, which accounts tor the want of uniformity in the spelling of their names in this report.
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Special instructions regarding the meteorological, magnetic, tidal, pendulum, and other observations, as
recommended by the Hamburg International Polar Conference, are transmitted herewith.
It is contemplated that the permanent station shall be visited, in 1882 and in 1883, by a steam sealer or
other vessel, by which supplies for and such additions to the present party as are deemed needful will be sent.
In case such vessel is unable to reach Lady Franklin Bay in 1882 she will cache a portion of her supplies
and all of her letters and dispatches at the most northerly point she attains on the east coast of Grinnell Land,
and establish a small depot of supplies at Littleton Island. Notices of the locality of such depots will be
left at one or all of the following places, viz, Cape Hawks, Cape Sabine, and Cape Isabella.
In case no vessel reaches the permanent station in 1882, the vessel sent in 1883 will remain in Smith's
Sound until there is danger of its closing by ice, and, on leaving, will land all her supplies and a party at
Littleton Island, which party will be prepared for a winter's stay, and will be instructed to send sledge parties
up the east side of Grinnell Land to meet this party. If not visited in 1882, Lieutenant Greely will abandon
his station not later than September I, 1883, and will retreat southward by boat, following closely the east
coast of Grinnell Land until the relieving vessel is met or Littleton Island is reached.
A special copy of all reports will be made each day, which will be sent home each year by the returning
vessel.
The full narrative of the several branches will be prepared with accuracy, leaving the least possible
amount of work afterwards, to prepare them for publication.
The greatest caution will be taken at the station against fire, and daily inspections made of every spot
where fire can communicate.
In case of any fatal accident or permanent disability happening to Lieutenant Greely the command will
devolve on the officer next in seniority, who will be governed by these instructions.
\V. B. HAZEN,
Brig. and Bvt. Maj. Gen., Chief Signal Ot/icer, U. S. A.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMMANDING OFFICERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL POLAR STATIONS
OCCUPIED BY THE SIGNAL SERVICE.

I.

GENERAL.

I. Regular meteorological and other observations will be maintained uninterruptedly, both at sea and at
the permanent station, in accordance with instructions issued to Signal Service observers and those contained
in the- accompanying extract from the proceedings of the Hamburg Conference, to which special notes are
appended where needed.
2. The original record of these observations will be kept in the blank books supplied for this purpose,
and a fair copy of the corrected and reduced results will be made upon Signal Service and special forms, as
supplied in bound volumes.
3· At sea a daily record will be kept, by dead-reckoning and astronomical observations, of the latitude
and longitude of the vessel, by which the positions at the times of meteorological observations will be deduced, and on arriving at the permanent station the local time and longitude will be immediately determined, whence the \Vashington and Gottingen times will be found by applying the correction for longitude.
4· All meteorological and tidal observations will be made at exact hours of Washington civil time (the
longitude of 'Washington Observatory is 5h 8m 12.°98 west of Greenwich). The regular magnetic observations will be made at even hours and minutes of Gottingen mean time (Gottingen is 0 11 39 1ll 4 6. 24 A east of
Greenwich, or s" 47ID 58,338 east of Washington; whence 12 noon, Washington time, is simultaneous with
m
Sb 47 58,338 p. m, Gottingen time, or 6b 12 ID 1.67''' a. m, Washington time is simultaneous with 12 noon
at Gottingen).

If hourly meteorological observations of all these phenomena cannot be taken, then if possible, take bihourly observations at the hours I, 3, 5, 7, 9, II a. m. and p. m., or at least six observations at 3, 7, and II
a. m. and p. m, On no account will the meteorological observation at 7 a. m., Washington time, be omitted.
5· Upon arrival at the permanent station the local time and longitude will be determined at once,
without waiting for the erection of permanent shelters, which will be built for the meteorological, magnetic,
and astronomical instruments according to the plans and material as specified.
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The meteorological and astronomical observatories will be located conveniently near to the dwelling of the
observers, but that of the magnetic observatory will be determined by the consideration that these instruments
must be removed from all danger of being affected by the presence of steel or iron, including galvanized and
tinned iron. If needed to keep offintruders, a guard or fence should surround the magnetic observatory.
6. The observation of tides will be made as complete as possible in summer by a gauge on the shore,
and in winter through an opening in the ice, according to the instructions furnished by the Superintendent
of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. The necessity for observing the tides will suggest that the dwellinghouse should be located as near the sea as is safe and convenient.
7. In addition to the ship's log and the official journal of the party, to be kept by the commanding
officer, and the official record of observations, to be kept by the meteorological, magnetic, tidal, and astronomical observers, each member of the party will be furnished with a diary, in which he will record all such
incidents as specially interest him. This diary will not be open to inspection until delivered to the Chief
Signal Officer for his sole use in compiling the full record of the expedition.
8. Accurate representations, either by the photographic process or sketching, will be made of all phenomena of an unusual character, or of whatever is characteristic of the country.
9. Carefully prepared topographical maps will be made of as much of the surrounding country as is
practicable.
II. DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING OBSERVATIONS, INSTRUMENTS, AND TIME, BY THE INTERNATIONAL POLAR CONFERENCE, HAMBURG, OCTOBER I TO

5,

18 79'

[Translated at the office of the Chief Signal Officer, with added notes in italies.]
J.

OBLIGATORY OBSERVATIONS IN THE DOMAIN OF METEOROLOGY.

No. 17. Tempenlture of the Air.-The mercurial thermometers should be graduated to two-tenths
degrees centigrade, and the alcohol thermometers to whole degrees, and both verified at a central meteorological station to within one-tenth degree centigrade.
The th-rmometersfurnis hed are graduated to Fahrenheit / they have been compared 'With the Signal Service
standard, and are prO'l'ided witlz correction canis.
No. 18. The instruments should be placed at an altitude of between 1.5 and 2.0 meters (5 to 6 feet),
and it is recommended that they be exposed in a double shelter of lattice work, according to Wild's method.
The outer shelter to be of wood, the inner of metal. The observations of minimum thermometers can be
made under various conditions,
The shelters furnished consist oj art outer wooden louver work and an inner galvanized iron shelter, both
framed so as to be easily set up. The minimum temperatures at oarious altitudes above grou1Zd will be observed,
and under ~ch uar ious conditions as circumstances suggest.
No. 19. The alcohol thermometers ought to be compared at the station of observation with the standard
mercurial thermometer at the lowest possible temperatures."
No. 20. Sea temperatures should be observed, whenever possible, at the surface and at each 10 meters
(about 33 feet) of depth; as instruments, proper for this observation, the following may be specified: Deep.
sea thermometers, as manufactured or invented by Ekrnarin ; Negretti & Zambra; Miller-Casella ; Jansen.
117hile at sea the temperature of the surface-water 1oil! be obsenled hourly, 1i/ith the S~!i'llal Service water
thermometer, by the ordinary methods, and the temperature at each 33 feet of depth, whenevlr practicable ./ for
greater deptllS, one of the aboue deep-sea instruments will be used.
.
No. 2 I. The point 0° centigrade 32° Fahrenheit], for all the thermometers, should be determmed

r

from time to time.
17u testing oj thermometers 1£11'l/ be made quarterly, according to the usual Signal Sen/ice rules",
No. 22. Pressure ofthe Air.-At each station there must be at least two well-compared mercunal barometers, a reserve barometer and an aneroid.
No. 23. The standard barometer ought to be compared or read once each day.
"
* For

l'
the .lgna
S' 1 ;;IerVI
C'
ice stations, see Section III of these instructions.
notes on special thermometers, prepare d lor

'~
j
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Serera] mercurial and aneroid barometers are furnished, and all regular obsertiations will be made from a
mercurial barometer, selectedfrom among them, which 1vill be compared, once eaclz day, with the standard baramdel'. All barometers will be fully compared with the standard once each month ; such comparative readings will
be entered on the regular Signal Sernice forms for this purpose.
No. 24. Humidity.-The psychrometers (i. e., dry and wet bulb) and hair hygrometer will be used with
Regnault's dew-point apparatus as a check, according to Wild's instructions.
Comparative readings, with these instruments, will be frequently made and carefully presenJed for future
study.
No. 25. The Wind.-The wind-vane and Robinson's anemometer are to be read from within the house
(see the method of construction of the apparatus of the Swedish station at Spitzbergen), at the same time;
the force of the wind will be estimated according to the Beaufort scale and the wind-direction to 16 compass
points, referred to the true meridian.
The points of the compass on the wind-dial will be adjusted to the true meridian as is orderedfor all Signal
Service stations / self-registering instruments, of the Signal Service pattern, for the velocity and direction of the
wind to 8 points will be used. A record of wind-force on the Beaufort scai« (0 to 12), and wind-direction to 16
points will also be kept and will be entered in the special column.
No. 26. To aid in deciding the question whether the Robinson's anemometer, with large or with small
cups, should be used for determining the force of storms in the Polar zone, it is recommended that both
such be subjected to preliminary experiments.
Anemometers of the Signal Sen/ice pattern, ha1/ing small cups and short arms, are the only ones that it is
convenient to furnish. For comparative purposes keep tzno of these in permanent daily use, exposing them in different but good localities. The extra anemometers should be compared with these during 24 hours on the first
Monday of eacl: month, and a full record be kept of such comparisons.
No. 27. The Clouds.-The amount of cloudiness and the direction of the movement of all clouds
should be observed to 16 compass points.
In addition, the kinds of clouds will be noted, and the record kept in the usual Signal Service form.
No. 28. Precipitatioll.-The commencement and duration of rain, snow, hail, &c., and, when possible,
the amount of precipitation is to be observed. As to the amount, however, this is not obligatory in winter.
There 1vill be recorded regularly, and ifpracticable hourly, the amo~nt ofprecipitation, measured ifpossible,
otherwise estimated.
No. 29. The Weather.-Storms, thunder-storms, hail, fog, frost, dew, &c., and the optical phenomena
of the atmosphere ought to be recorded.
2. OBLIGATORY OBSERVATIONS IN THE DOMAIN OF TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM.·

No. 30. Absolute Eeterminations.-For declination and inclination it is necessary to attain an accuracy
of 1.0 minute, for horizontal intensity of 0.001. The proper instruments are, for example, the portable
theodolite of Lamont and the ordinary dip-needles.
No. 31. The absolute observations must be executed in close connection and synchronous with the
readings of the variations instruments, in order to be able to reduce the data given by the latter to an absolute normal value, and to determine the zero point of the scales. The determinations must be made so
frequently that the changes in the absolute value" of the zero point of the scales of the variations apparatus
can be accurately checked thereby.
No. 32. Obserrations of Variations»-« These ought to include the three elements and be made by means
of instruments, with small needles, in contrast to the apparatus of Gauss. In order to obtain an uninterrupted recipr~cal control, two complete sets of variations instruments are desirable, and recommended, in
order to avoid any interruption of the observations, by reason of breakage, derangement, &c.
One set of these instruments is now provided, but a second set may be sent in 1882.
No. 33. The horizontal intensity in one, at least, of these systems should be observed with the unifilar
~pparatus. Because of the magnitude of the perturbations to be observed, the scales of the variations
instruments must have at least a range of 10 degrees, and the arrangements are to be so made that the
greatest possible simultaneity of the readings may be achieved.
. • For cpecial instructions in magnetic work, furnished by the Superintendent of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, see
Section IV of these instructions.
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No. 34· During the entire period of occupancy of the station the variations instruments will be read
hourly. It is desirable that two readings be made; for instance, just before and after the full hour, with an
interval of a few minutes between.
No. 35. Weyprecht presented the following separate note on this point:
"Since it appears to me that in these regions of almost perpetual disturbances, hourly readings, made
at moments not well defined, are insufficient to establish mean values accurately expressing the local perturbations for a given epoch (which data ought to serve as a means of comparison with other localities), and
in consideration of the slight increase of labor which will be caused by taking readings at precise moments,
I cannot agree with the views of the majority of the Conference.
" I state that at least the expedition conducted by myself will take readings hourly of n11 three variations instruments at S8m in 0 11'1'; 59111 i n 0 1 1\(' ; 60 min OIN'; 61 min 0l!1'1'; 6z llli n OKN'; Ciittingen mean time.
" \VEYI'RECHl'."

Observations 'will be taken as specified by TF':vjJrfCht.
No. 36. As term days, the 1St and 15th day of each month will he observed from midnight to midnight,
Gottingen time. The readings will be taken at intervals of 5 minutes, al ways on the full minutes, and the
three elements are to be read with an possible rapidity, one after the other, in the following order: J. Horizontal intensity; 2. Decnnation ; 3. Vertical intensity.
No. 37. For these term days, the plan of magnetic work should comprehend continuous readings; for
instance, readings every 20 seconds, throughout one whole hour, even though only one magnetic element
be observed. It is the opinion of the Conference that the observations should begin so that one of the
hours of observation shall agree with the first hour of the I st of Janunry, and that during the entire period
of magnetic work the hours devoted to this continuous observation should be changed on each successive
semi-monthly term <lay.
No. 38. The accuracy of the magnetic observations should he such as to give the declination to the
nearest minute, and the horizontal and vertical intensity in units of the fourth decimal place.
No. 39. On the term days, observations of auroras are also to he made continuously. Moreover,
auroras are also to be observed from hour to hour throughout the period of magnetic observations, and
especially in reference to their form and momentary position in altitude and true azimuth. The intensity of
the light is to be estimated on a scale of I, 2, 3, 4.
No. 40. Isolated auroral phenomena must be made the subject of thorough observation, in connection
with which the various phases are to be noted simultaneously with readings of the magnetic variations
instruments.

Thou

of the party 1I0f engaged at the magnetic instruments

1£lillobstn'e and recordauroraljJhn10mena.

No. 41. Since the greatest possible simultaneity in the readings is a point of the highest importance,
the determinations of the location and of the time are to be made with instruments having firm foundations
(such as the universal instruments or astronomical theodolite, the vertical circle, zenith telescope, astronomical
transit, &c.L; this, however, does not exclude the use of reflecting instruments of a superior class. By all
means, therefore, must efforts be made to determine the geographical position and especially the longitude
of the station as soon as possible after it has been occupied.
The first approximate longitude of the station, as determined fry chronometers, 'will be checkedas frequ~nf!y

as possible by lunar distances, occultations, &'c., and the ualue adtJ/ded in the dazly 7£lotk of the station will be
rerised as often as necessary, preferably at the end of each quarter. The details of the ma,e,netic obseruations 1oil!
be regulated according10 the instructionspub/islted by the SUjJefintcndellt of the U. S. Coastand Geoddu Suruey,

3.

ELECTIVE OBSERVATIONS.

No. 4 2 • The Conference recommends the following observations and investigations most earnestly to
the consideration of all those to whom is intrusted the preparation of instructions for an expedition or who
t'rernselves are assigned to such work.
No. 43. Mett!orological.-:rhe diminution of temperature with altitude, the temperature of the earth, of
the snow, and of the ice at the different depths should be determined.
The forms of the snow-crystals should be recorded by careful drawings.,- the.amountof hoar-f~ostateumulaled
on some well-exposed otfeat should be measured l;y the use of /he scal:s furmshed by the me(~lCal depat/ment"

Apparatus is ordered to beprovidedjor tlupresen'i7fion of air and of iltr-duslfor future analysts.
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No. 44. Observations of insolation (or solar radiation) are to be made, as well as observations on
spontaneous evaporation, which latter can be made during the winter by weighing cubes of ice, and during
the summer by the evaporometers.
A shallow, circular ves~d of water, whether fluid or frozen, exposed to tM open air and sunshine, should
have its loss of weight determined, daily or oftener, by delicate scales.
No. 45. Magnetical.-From time to time absolute simultaneous readings of all three elements of terrestrial magnetism must be made in order to accurately determine the ratio between the simultaneous changes
of the horizontal and those of vertical intensity.
No. 46. Gahianic Earth Curren/s.-Observations are desired of earth currents in intimate connection with
magnetic observations and the auroral phenomena.
Telegraph. lines of well insulated wire extending a short distance N. and S., and also E. and W:, and
furnished with resistance coils and deflection needles are supplied, and every dfort should be made to carry out
these observations.
No. 47. Hydrographic Investigations.-Observations of the direction and strength of the ocean currents
and the movements oi the ice.
No. 48. Deep sea soundings and observations upon the physical propertiesof the sea water; for instance,
determination of the temperature, specific density, gaseous contents, &c., and these objects should be especially kept in view in the selection of a vessel for the expedition. Observations on tides, when possible,
should be made with the self-registering apparatus.
TVith regard to tidal obseruations, the instructions published by the United States Coast and Geodetic Suroey
are to be followed. Glass-stoppered bottles are provided for preser ving specimens of sea water to be brought back
for examination.
No. 49. Parallax of the Aurora.-Determination should be made of the altitude of the aurora by means
of measurements, made, for example, with the meteorograph, which must be made by small detached parties of
observation, having also, if possible, one party observing simultaneously the variations of magnetic declination.
Particular attention will be paid to ddermitping the apparent position in altitude and azimuth of bright
meteors and shooting stars and of definite portions of the aurora borealis and to drawings of the appurtenances
presented by the phenomena as seen by observers situated as far apart (say one-half to five miles) as possibie: in
these draunngs the auroralphenomena should appear in their proper positions relatively to the horizon, meridian,
fixed stars, &'c., and to that end each member of the party, without exception, will learn the names and config~
urations of the stars shown upon the map of stars furnished you. A supply of these maps is furnished, sufficient
to allow of using them as base charts upon which to enter the observedphenomena in special cases. Attention is
called to the points of inquiry suggested in the Annual Report of the Chief Signal Officer, 1876, pp. 301-335·
No. 5~. Observations of: J, atmospheric electricity; 2, astronomical and tesrestrial refractions; 3, length
of the simple second's pendulum; 4, observations on the formation and growth of floating ice and glaciers.
A ttention is called to the observations on the formation of ice made by Nares and other explorers. The
pendulum observations will be made in accordance with special Coast Suruey instructions.
No. 51. Observations and collections in the realms of zoology, botany, geology, &c.
The instructions gil/en by Pro}....)pencer F. Baird to the naturalist 11..1ill befollowed by him.
No. 52. There will also be made special observations relating to the whole Polar problem, such as the
flight of birds, presence of drift-wood, and from what direction it came, and other matters as may suggest
themselves from time to time and be found practicable.
III. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS RELA1'IVE TO CARE AND USE OF SPECIAL THERMOMETER!).

(See paragraph 19.)

The construction of the minimum standard designed for the Arctic stations, having been intrusted to
the Thermometric Bureau of the Winchester Observatory of Yale College, the astronomer in charge of that
institution furnishes the following special instructions, which will be carefully followed:
"GENERAL REMARKS AND DIRECTIONS CONCERNING THE SIGNAL SERVICE MINIMUM STANDARDS,
NOS. I TO 12 INCLUSIVE, CONSTRUCTED BY THE WINCHESTER OBSERVATORY OF YALE COL·
LEG!:, J. AND H. J. GREEN, MECHANICIANS.
"NEW HAVEN,

hlay 30, 1881.

"Materials.-The alcohol, carbon disulphide, and ethyl oxide used, are as pure as the chemical processes

will admit.

For therrnometrical purposes they may be assumed chemically pure.

There is no more air
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above the liquid columns than is accidentally admitted in the process of sealing the tubes. In this respect
these standards are different from the ordinary spirit thermometers. I t is probable that the great purity of
the alcohol will render it nearly as valuable for temperatures below - 800 F. as the carbon and ether thermometers.
"Directions for carriage.-It is highly desirable that these thermometers should be kept, as nearly as
possible, in the same condition as on leaving the observatory. For this purpose they have been carefully
packed in a vertical position, and care must be taken to see that they are so repacked, with the bulb down.
Owing to the low boiling-points of the ether and carbon disuIphide they are not (probably) accurate at
temperatures above +60 0 F., but they will remain clear and limpid at temperatures below zero, at which the
alcohol thermometers may (but hardly probably) show viscidity. It is desirable, therefore, that preference be
given to these standards over any other standards for extremely low temperatures, and in establishing the
meteorological observatory at which the greatest cold is expected, special attention should be given to the
ether and carbon disulphide thermometers.
"Suggestions in their tlse.-Before mounting these thermometers in their stations, they should be carefully swung or jarred so that no spirit can be detected (with a magnifying glass) adhering to their upper ends.
They should be inclined (with the bulb end nearest the ground) as far as it is safe, and have the index stand
in its place by its own friction against the side of the tube, so that the drainage may be as perfect as possible."
"Alt readings should be recorded in millimeters, and it should be remembered that the accompanying
tabular corrections (see the correction cards) are meant to give only approximate temperatures. A careful
comparison of all the thermometers from I to 12 has been made between 0 and 900 and Nos. I, 5, and 9 have
been kept by the observatory for experiments at temperatures below 0° F.
"These are probably the best thermometers ever sent into the Arctic regions, and special care should be
taken to insure the safe return of the records and, though less important, the instruments."

IV.

SPECIAL

INSTRUCTIONS PREPARED BY THE UNITED STATES COAST AND

GEODETIC SURVEY

FOR

OBSERVATIONS IN TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM AT POINT BARROW AND LADY FRANKLIN BAY.

These instructions 'will be applied, tohen suitable, to. tIle obseruattons ordered in prtceding pages, but they
will alsojurnish a guide to the minimum number of observations to be takol i1l case of accidents occurringto preventfull compliance with ths plan proposed by the International Polar Commission.
As soon as the quarters of the expedition have been fixed upon, a magnetic house will be erected, in
which the regular magnetic observations, as described below, will be made; other observations will be made
when on boat or sledge trips.
Instruments.-For use at the magnetic observatory, there will be provided a magnetometer.for absolute
and differential declination and for horizontal magnetic intensity, to be permanently mounted on a stone
pier. In connection with this instrument a meridian or azimuth mark will be established, a short distance
off the observatory and visible from it through an opening in the wall. The astronomical bearing of this
mark will be carefully determined by means of an ali-azimuth instrument and solar or stellar observations.
In the same house, but on a separate pier, will be mounted a Kew dip circle, and, in the case of Point
Barrow, a third instrument, a bifilar magnetometer, will also be permanently mounted on its pier. At Point
Barrow the magnetometer (or unifilar) and the bifilar instruments will be mounted in the magnetic meridian
and at a distance of not less than 12 feet [3.6111], and the dip circle will be mounted equidistant from these
instruments, forming an equilateral triangle. At Lady Franklin Bay the two instruments will be mounted
in the plane of the magnetic prime vertical, and not less than 12 feet [3. 6m) apart. No iron is to be u,se~l in
tt1
the construction of these buildings, and they should not be nearer than 50 yards [45·7 J to any other ~U11dmg,
or double that distance to any large mass of iron. Special reading-lamps (of copper) must be p~~vlded for
use with the instruments, and they must be tested to make sure that theY,do not affect the posinon of the
magnets. The use of candles stuck into wooden blocks is preferable to usmg lamps.
.
.
When on boat or sledge journeys the party will carry a chronometer, a small, alt-azimuth l~strument,
with circles of about 3 inches diameter (as constructed by Fauth & ~o., of :VashI~gton, or b,Y C~sel1a, of
l .. ondon), provided with a magnetic needle or compass, mounted over Its vertical aXIS, and a ~~~~:~~~~~:_~ _

* This method conforms to that

followed at all signal stations with minimum thermometers, except as to degree of inclina-

tion, wherein these suggestions should be most carefully followed.

\
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Obseroations at the permanent station.-Hourly observations will be made, for declination and diurnal
variation, with the magnetometer, on three consecutive days about the middle of each month. Besides these
observations, extending over seventy-two hours, there will be made at any convenient intermediate time each
day (of the three) one set of deflections, followed immediately by a set of oscillations for the determination
of the horizontal intensity. At Point Barrow the bifilar will be read immediately after the unifilar. There
will also he made at any intermediate time cadi day (of the three) a set of dip observations. In connection
with the declination the mark will be read once each day ~ unless the instrument should accidentally be disturbed), but it suffices to determine the magnetic axis of the declination magnet on one of the three days.
The instrumental constants of the magnetometer will be determined before leaving Washington, and the
observers will use the Coast and Geodetic Survey magnetic blank forms for their records, or, in case no
special forms are provided, they will use small octavo note-books. They will also compute, as soon as the
observations are completed each month, the magnetic mean declination, diurnal range, and turning hours;
also, the horizontal force in absolute measure (English units) and the dip, tabulating the results for each day.:
Extra observations on other than the three days, about the middle of each month, will be made during
all occurrences of auroral displays; but, as they are likely to be very numerous at Point Barrow, observers
there may confine their extra observations to the more conspicuous displays only. On these occasions the
declinometer (and the bifilar at Point Barrow) will be read, say, every ten minutes, or at shorter or-longer
intervals, as the state of the needle may appear to demand, the object being to establish a connection between
the appearances of the aurora and the motion of the magnetic needle.
When landing on a boat journey or during a sledge journey, at suitable stations (not less than ten or
fifteen miles apart), the time, latitude, and azimuth will be determined by the alt-azimuth instrument, and
the declination by the same instrument (the hour and minute of the observation is to be noted, in order that
the diurnal variation may be allowed for). The dip will also be observed, and, in case time is pressing,
reversal of circle, reversal of face of needle, and reversal of polarity may be dispensed with, but the needed
correction to the result, from the single position of the instrument, must be ascertained at the permanent
station. Observations of deflections (with magnetic needle and with weights) will be made with the dip
circle, as arranged for relative and absolute total force, the data for the latter to be supplied at the permanent station.
It is highly desirable, especially in the case of the Lady Franklin Bay party, that all stations within
reach and formerly occupied by other parties for magnetic purposes be revisited, in order to furnish material
from which to deduce the secular change during the interval; besides, all opportunities should be taken
when landing, on the way up, to secure observations for declination dip and intensity the latter best by
"
.'
oscillations of the intensity magnet. The winter quarters of the late English expedition should be connected
magnetically with the present quarters.
All magnetic observations will be made on Gottingen time, as provided for by the Hamburg conference.
All magnetic records will be kept strictly in conformity with Notes on Measurements of Terrestrial Magnetism, United States Coast Survey, Washington, 1877, and other records in connection therewith should
he equally clear and complete, and all computations should be made by the observer in separate booksDuplicates of all records will be made, compared with the original, and the latter returned, annually, ifpracticable, to the Chief Signal Officer, for the Superintendent of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, Washipgton,
D. C. The observers should also provide themselves with copies of the Admiralty Manual of Scientific
Enquiry, the Arctic Manual and Instructions, 1875, and Aurorse, their characters and spectra, by J. R. Capron,
1880; also with Terrestrial and Cosmical Magnetism, by E. Walker, 1866, and any other work they may
require for their information

v.

ADDITIONAL SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS.

The rules prescribed in Instructions for the Expedition toward the North Pole, as published (in pamphlet) by authority of the Hon. George M. Robeson, Secretary of the Navy, and those contained in Suggestions
Relative to Objects of Scientific Investigation in Russian America , both of which are furnished,
.
w111 be followed as closely as circumstances permit.
.
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VI.

MEMORANDUM OF OUTFIT.

LIST OF APPARATUS TO BE FURNISHED TO POINT BARROW AND, WITH SOME EXCEPTIONS

AND ADDITIONS, TO LADY

FRANKLIN BAY.

Geographicaland astronomical apparatus.-One surveyor's compass and tripod; one roo-feet (30.5m] chain or steel tape;
one prismatic compass; one set of pins; one meridian transit, about 2 or 3 inches [51 to 76mm] aperture : three
sextants; three artificial horizons; eight marine chronometers-c-mean time; one marine chronometer-sidereal ~ two
pocket chronometers -mean time. (If practicable these will be rated at various temperatures at the llorological
Bureau of the Observatory of Yale College.)
Magnetic apparatus.-One complete magnetometer-Fauth & Co.-unifilar declinometer-catalogue No. 70, price $400,
extra light needles and mirror for auroral disturbances; one Kew dip circle, larger size.
Pendulum apparatus.-Pendulum apparatus will be carried and used by a special terrporary party from the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Deep-sea s0U11dinK.-(Will be left to the United States Coast Survey.)
1I1t'!eorolo.r:ical a!'!'llrallls.-0ne instrument shelter of open wooden louver work, made in sections, (su planj; one inner
thermometer shelter of open galvanized iron louver work, made in sections (.1'1'1' plan) ~ twelve mercurial thermom
eters, ordinary stem divided; twelve spirit thermometers, ordinary stem divided; sjx mercurial thermometers, max
imum stem divided; six spirit thermometers, minimum stem divided; six special minimum thermometers, from
Vale College; four psychrometers, mercurial, wet bulb; one dew-point apparatus, Regnault's ; six water thermom
eters and three cases, Signal Service pattern, for surface temperatures; two mercurial marine harometcrs ; four
mercurial cistern barometers (Green, Signal Service pattern), large bore, reading to thousandths; three aneroid
barometers (Casella's make); two hair hygrometers; two self-registers, one double and one single, for anemometers
and anemoscopes (Signal Service pattern, Gibbon or Eccard) ; six extra attached thermometers for barometers; six
extra barometer tubes for barometers; four rain-gauges, two copper and two galvanize.] iron; six divided sticks
for measuring rain and snow; ten pounds pure mercury; four anemometers (Robinson's}: four arms aud cups and
four spindles, for Robinson's anemometer, for repairs; two vanes, small; one large vane, complete; one Eccard
contact (interior); 10 battery cells (Eagle) and supplies for same for three years; two thousand yards [1.828 m ]
insulated wire; four telephones and two call bells; one galvanometer for observations of ground currents; one hundred feet [30.5lJl] cable, for the double self-register; four box sounders.
St"gnalapparatus.- Two Grugan's heliographs; four sets signal kits complete; six signal code caruso
Blank books and forms.-Twe1ve diaries for 1881, 1882, and 1883, respectively, one to he kept by each man; two
hundred and fifty books for original record of meteorological observations; tifty blank books for daily journal, for
miscellaneous observations; fifty volumes Form 4, for copy of original record; three hundred star charts, for
auroras, &c.; one hundred forms for comparison of barometers; eight hundred forms for anemometer register.
B()oks.-Instruction~ to Observers, Signal Service, U. S. A.; Annual Reports of the Chief Signal Officer, (rom 1873 to
1880, inclusive; Loomis's Treatise on Meteorology; Buchan's Handy Book of Meteorology ~ Smithsonian Miscel
Ianeous Collections, Vol. I.; Guyot's Meteorological and Physical Tables; Loomis's Practical Astronomy; Church's
Trigonometry; Chauvenet's Practical Astronomy; Bowditch's Navigator; Bowditch's Useful Tables : T.ee's Collection of Tables and Formula; American Nautical Almanac for 1881,1882, and 1883~ Admiralty Manual of
Scientific Inquiry, 4th ed.; Admiralty Manual and Instructions (or Arctic Expedition, 1875; Narcs's• .xc.• Reports
of English Arctic Expedition; Nares's Narrative of Voyage to Polar Sea, London, 1878; Charts, United States
Hydrographic Office, No. 68, and British Admiralty, Nos. 593, 2164, 2435; Hremiker's edition of Vega's Logarithmic Tables; Barlow's Tables; Coast Survey Papers on Time, Latitude, Longitude, Magnetics, and Tidal
Observations; Everett's Translation of Deschanel; Sigshee on Deep Sea Sounding, &c. (U. S. Coast Survey
Report); Markham's Collection of Papers Relating to Arctic Geography, London, 18 77 ; Schott's Reduction of
Observations of Hayes and Sontag, of Dr. Kane, and of McClintock; Manual of Military Telegraphy; Myer's
Manual of Signals; J. R. Capron.Aurorse . their characters and spectra; Pope's Modern Practice of the Electric
Telegraph; Instructions for the Expedition toward the North Pole, from Hon. George M. Robeson, Secretary of
the Navy; stationery, as ordinarily supplied; drawing paper and instruments.

All officers and observers of the expedition are charged to at once familiarize themselves in detail with
these instructions, and in the practice of the duties they prescribe, together with a thorough know.ledge of
the instruments and their use; and commanding officers are specially charged to see that these requirements
are observed.
Official memorandum to accompany instructions No. 72 •
w, B. HAZEN,
•
Brig. and .81)/. Maj. c.«, Chief Signal Officer, o: S. A.

i
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ApPENDIX

No. 4.-List

0/ commissary subsistence stores taken

witlt the Lady Franklin Bay

Expedition.
Remarks.

Articles and quantities.

Packages.
42 barrels _. __
42
3,000
6 boxes
23
23 barrels
_
36 boxes _n
_
120
5 bo xes
_
120
17,899
147 barrels

barrels pork
_._hu._n_n __nu
pounds bacon
..__.
. __..__
barrels salt beef
z-pound cans corned beef _n_
z-pound cans roast beef hU
.n_
pounds hard bread

Fair.
Excellent.
Poor; very lean.
Good.
Excellent; much larger quantity needed.
Excellent; less proportion required, as fresh bread is
preferable.
7 boxes n __u
980 pounds cornmeal (tins},
Very good.
1,264 pounds white beans u _
{Very good; should have been two-thirds white and
5 barrels
1,395 pounds black beans
nu_n_u
one-third black.
5 barrels
576 3-pound cans baked beans __UU_h __U_ Very good; excellent for short field journeys.
24 boxes
2 barrels
nUUUh __
Excellent; much larger quantity needed.
420 pounds split peaS_n
2 barrels
_
h hh __ u_.
Very good.
595 pounds rice __hn
8 boxes _u_u I, 120 pounds hominy (ro-pound cans) _
Excellent.
10 boxes __ n n
522 pounds cheese
h __h __un Very good.
19 boxes __uu I, goo pounds Rio coffee, roasted and ground____ Excellent.
2 packages
_
200 pounds green gunpowder tea uh_nh
' Excellent; but cheaper grades liked better.
48 pounds black Oolong tea _n
n
h. Excellent.
t package, u_.
Good.
56 pounds English breakfast tea
25 half-barrels
3,060 pounds sugar, "A" n
hh_n_h __n
Very good.
6 barrels
269 gallons vinegar __h_n
hu
Do.
17 boxes
510 pounds candles __hh_ n_uu_ Un_n_
Do.
4 boxes
_u __
n_
Do.
240 pounds soapn__
u u
u Good.
7 sacks _hu_ 1,568 pounds salt.
3 boxes __n n
n
h__
Do.
75 pounds pepper, black _u
108 pounds yeast-powder __ ..u_h_ u
9 boxes '_n n
un Excellent.
I box __ n_n_!
5 pounds allspice
un
h_h_h __ Very good.
19 boxes nnn:
_u
Uu __ Excellent.
456 3-pound cans apples
5 boxes
h h
u _
Do.
60 I -gallon cans apples
2 boxes
_
U
Do.
100 pounds evaporated apples nh
4 boxes .
_
9 6 cans asparagus ______________
Excellent; other vegetables more valuable.
3 half-barrels _
n_ Excellent.
242 pounds breakfast bacon _nu
42 boxes
3,024 pounds Top o can butter __hhn_U_h_
Do.
2 packages
_
204 pounds McCobb's chocolate_un_n.
Fair; powdered, cake better.
8 boxes
2JO pounds Baker's chocolate,
_n
h_h. Excellent.
5 pounds cinnamon
h __h_u
Excellent; too much by half.
I box __
24 z-pound cans c1ams__n _n ..
n_Uu_ Excellent; very much larger quantity needed.
5 pounds cloves
• __ .._ _
.
_: Excellent; too much by half.
4 boxes
196 pounds Java coffee, roasted and ground; hi Excellent.
6 boxes
144 cans green corn. _
______
Excellent; larger supply needed.
24 4-ounce bottles lemon extract _..h_ •.
Do.
Do.
Do.
24 4-ounce bottles vanilla extract. __
Do.
30 casks n ._n 6,450 pounds family flour __. - __ .n
u______
Do.
Do.
50 packets Swinburn's gelatine
u h _u _ Excellent.
50 packets Nelson's gelatine. -_nh
h._
Do.
10 pounds ginger _h
h_____u
Do.
4 barrels
__
729 pounds sugar-cured ham
h_Uh_ .._._ Excellent at first but deteriorated.
10 boxes __
u_u __.._u_ Excellent; too many by three-fourths.
100 pounds hops
. __n_
2 boxes
_
Excellent; larger supply needed.
4 8 z-pound cans blackberry jam. u_ ... u
6 boxes __
144 cans currant jelly
.
n .._.._' Fair; better replace by other sweets.
13 boxes
_
Excellent.
780 pounds lard (s-pound tins)
2 boxes __
48 cans lobster (z-pounrl cans] , .._.U h __ '_n
Do.
5 packages
u •_
Do.
500 pounds macaroni __n _.
2 boxes
288 boxes safety matches
U_h.
Not suited for Arctic service.
40 boxes __
1,920 cans milk _...
n
Excellent.
II boxes
198 pounds mustard , .
':'_n
'. __ h__ Excellent; too much by three-fourths.
5 pounds nutmegs
n_ -hUnn___
Do.
13 boxes __Uh I, 72o pounds oatmeal (tins)._____
Do.
I box
12 bottles olive oil (Lucca)_u. _h.
Fair.
40 boxes _. __ ._
9 60 cans onions (2~-lb. cans)
._
Excellent.
4 boxes
9 6 cans oysters (2-lh. cans) -._Uhu
Fair; replace by clams or other shellfish.
&boxes
144 cans peaches (3-1b. cans) _
_
Excellent; much larger supply needed.
5 boxes
Do.
•
250 pounds evaporated peaches .. __ h __ ._h_.
2 boxes __
Do.
4 8 cans pears (2-1h. cans) . _un_______
4 boxes
Do.
96 cans green peas, American .
10 pounds Chili Colorado pepper
._
Do.
8 boxes __ Uh
96 bottles chow-chow pickles (qt. bottles) _._.
Do.
10 kegs
. ____
Excellent; very much superior to cucumber.
100 gallons onion pickles __ .
25 kegs
_
u._
Fair; should have been onion or chow-chow.
250 gallons cucumber pickles ,
2 boxes
Excellent.
4 8 cans pine-apples (2-1h. cans)
u

_

__

o

u h

u

h

u h __

h _ n __

h

i

,

__

h

n h

u_n

_

u

U

U

_u_

u

_u__

U____

h_

u

__

u

n'

U

h

__

u_

_nn_

h

n

u

__

_

u_h_

u u __

_h

h

h

u

_

__

•• _

•

uu

uu

u

__

•

_

__

_

_

h

u

h

u

h.n

'uh_

u

u

hO

_h

_

h_

h

__

u

n__

n

h

U

h

u

_
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List of commissary subsistence stores taken with tile Lady Frank/ill Bay Expedition-Continued.
Packages.

Articles and quantities.

Remarks.

-----------box
I box
1 box
I box
52 boxes

_

I

.u.

.

_u_
_

6 boxes

._

S boxes

u

48
48
120
120
1,248

pipes briarwood, No.2 ..
pipes briarwood, No 3-- ..---- .
pipe-stems, cherry
.__ .
pipe-stems, weichsel ,
•.
•
cans potatoes (2j{ -lb. cans) __. __

n

_

n

__

u

_ u __

h_

_ n __

..

" u _ _ n _ ' __

_

_

n_

n

_

n

_

•

u.u.

u.

_

'

n

u

_

_

u

u

n

_'

•

_

n

10 boxes . __
II boxes .
__
10 boxes
. __
2 boxes
_
10 half-barrels
3 half.barrels==
2 boxes
.._
1 box
_
25 boxes ..

_ ---

Excellent.
_
Do.
Do.
_
Do.
Excellent; for field service an additional supply of evaporated needed.
144 cans preserved damsons , ..__
__
Excellent.
Excellent; much larger supply needed
244 pounds prunes
IS }.( -boxes raisins, L. L __
Do.
50:lz pounds raisins, Sultana
Excellent.
.
Do.
96 cans salmon (2-1h. cans) .__ .
95 bags table salt.__________________
no.
1,008 cans sauce, cranberry
.
Do.
lZ bottles Tobin's Chili sauce
.
Excellent; more needed.
t z bcttles Worcestershire sauce
..
Do.
72 cakes Castile toilet soap ..
..__
Poor.
96 cakes glycerine toilet soap __
Excellent.
Do.
24 cakes lettuce toilet soap __n . ' __ u _
Do.
48 cakes No. 90 toilet soap
48 cakes Guimauve toilet soap
•
Do.
240 Cans oxtail soup
.
Do.
264 cans mock turtle soup
Do.
240 packets vegetable soup
. __.__
Do.
40 pounds corn-starch __ •
.
. __• Excellent j much more needed.
1,063 pounds granulated sugar
Excellent.
Excellent; more needed.
96 gallons S1l'Up
12 gallons maple sirup
Do.
25 pounds tapioca ._n;__n
.
u_
Do.
1,000 pounds plug tobacco
Excellent; could well have replaced 100 pounds by
Durham and other varieties.
300 pounds Durham tobacco
.u_
Excellent.
Do.
25 pounds Lone Jack tobacccc , , __ uu_.
960 cans tomatoes (3-lb.cans)
Excellent ; much more needed.
.
Poor.
140 pounds cracked wheat .
Good.
120 cans Lima beans (z-lb. cans)
.
Poor; standard quality needed.
144 z-Ib. cans beef extract;
Good.
24 4-oz. bottles celery extract ,
Poor; standard quality needed.
24 2·1b. cans mutton extract
Excellent; more needed.
4 8 2-1b.cans crab meat
Fair; many cans poor, but others excellent.
504 cans condensed eggs.
•
Good; finer quality preferred.
280 pounds farina (tins)
Good.
180 pounds figs __
192 Cans gooseberries (2·1b. cans) _ .
u_.
Do.
192~ gallons New Orleans molasses __n_ .
Excellent; men prefer sirup.
Excellent; prefer canned, with light sirup.
96'jars preserved peaches __
u.__ Excellent.
12 bottles Tobasco pepper . __n
Good at first; soon spoiled.
18 JIz'·bbls. pickles, sauerkraut __
Excellent; should prefer three-fourths other fruits.
1,008 cans rhubarb ..
48 J-lb. cans quinces _..
Excellent.
4 8 cans shrimps
1 Excellent; much more needed.
200 pounds salt- water wap
Excellent.
n

package . _
package
.
4 packages __
I barrel
42 boxes
.
1 box _
_.
J box _. __
I box
__..
2 boxes
1
I

_

•

n___

_n n___ n__
u_ ...n__ ___

u

u

.n_u

u

__ u

n_

n_

uu

•

n'

n u U __ u _ .
u

u

•.

__ •

.n

n

••• _.

n

_

n

nn_.

u___ __

u

u

_d

ApPENDIX

u___

. _ u __

•

u__
•

No. 5.-Records left at and taken from Southeast Cary Island, August, I88/.

International Polar Expedition to Lady Franklin Bay, fitted out by the War Department under the supervision of General W. B. Hazen, Chief Signal Officer, United States Army, and commanded by
First Lieut. A. \V. Greely, Fifth Cavalry, Acting Signal Officer and Assistant.
Left, in the steamship Proteus, island off Upernivik, 7 p. m., July 29th , 1881, and at 7 a m. July 3 1St ,
stopped by fog about 6 miles south of land supposed to be Cape York. Middle passage taken and found
to be entirely unobstructed by ice. Landed at southeast island of Cary Group at 5.45 p. m., Aug. I. British
provision depot and boat ef 18 75 found in good condition. Old records taken and new records left at
depot and cairn. All well. This notice deposited August 1St, t881.
[NOTE.-The English records referred to are not printed, having been returned, through the War Department, to the English
Admiralty.]
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No. 6.-Lieutenant Kislingbury's report of trip to Life Boat Cove.
ON STEAMER PROTEUS, OFF LITTLETON ISLAND, August 2, 1881.

SIR: I have the honor respectfully to report, as directed, that in obedience to your verbal directions of
this date, accompanied by Dr. Pavy, Mr. Clay, Photographer Rice, and the two Eskimo, 1 proceeded in
the whaleboat to Life Boat Cove and to place in that vicinity occupied by the crew of the Polaris after the
wreck of the same. The place has been visited by some persons, probably Eskimo, since Captain Nares was
there, as nearly everything mentioned by him as being there at the time has been taken away.
Also visited the cairn built by the people of the Polan's, and, with the exception of some scattered fragments of books, nothing was found. The stones of which the cairn was built were scattered. Some distance
from the cairn, behind some rocks, I found the different parts of a transit instrument with the frame-work
complete but damaged. The glasses and micrometer had been taken and, evidently with care, unscrewed,
I brought everything pertaining to the transit on board, together with many other articles, thinking you
might desire them as relics. Have turned them over to Dr. Pavy, who will keep them together and can give
list if required.
The boxes, carpenter's tools, files, needles, and skin boats, mentioned by Captain Nares, had all been
taken away. Not a piece of wood of which the house had been built was left. A broken cooking-stove,
several pieces of rusty stove-pipe, ship-pulleys, broken parts of instruments, broken compass-frame, broken
tools, broken part of steam-engine, hose-pipe, broken hinges, several iron hooks with broken pulleys attached;
in fact, all sorts of odds and ends were strewn about the place where the house had been built. But everything showed evidence of having been overhauled. No Eskimo were seen, and no signs of any having
recently been in the neighborhood were noticed.
Mr. Rice took negatives of the place and of Life Boat Cove.
I shot one snow-gull, four eider-duck, and one small auk. Saw eleven walrus in the vicinity of Life
Boat Cove, sporting in the water, and had a somewhat exciting time with one, a female. Mr. Clay and
myself put two shots into her, one in the head and one through the neck, and hit her three times afterwards,
when she started towards the boat with her head raised, mouth open, and a determined, wicked look. We
waited until she was within about 20 feet [6 tt1 Jof us, when we put two shots into her head. She went down
immediately, which was the last seen of her. A young one that climbed over her after the poor creature was
wounded, was shot by IVIr. Clay, and sank at once. I am convinced from this experience that it will be
almost impossible to get a walrus after killing it in the water, because they sink soon as dead. With a harpoon, however, lodged in the walrus after he is wounded, the trouble of dispatching and keeping him from
sinking would be lessened. An ax or strong hatchet would also be a useful thing to have at hand. The
best manner of killing and securing them I think would be to catch them on the land or ice, some distance
from the water, and creep up close enough to send a ball with force into his head, and from an examination
of the skull I believe the only place a ball could effect an entrance would be in the eye.
Coming hack we were able to use our sail, but in going we had hard rowing as the wind was brisk and
dead against us.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant~
FRED. F. KISLINGBURY,
Second Lieutenant, Eleventh Infantry, A. S. O.
First Lieut. A.
GREELY,
Fifth Caualry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

,v.

ApPENDIX

No. 7.-Records taken from and ltift at Washington Irving Island, August, 1881.

International Polar Expedition to Lady Franklin Bay, fitted out by the War Department, under the supervision of General 'V. B. Hazen, Chief Signal Officer, United States Army, and commanded by
First Lieut. A. 'V, Greely, Fifth Cavalry, Acting Signal Officer and Assistant.
Left, in steamship Proteus, island off Upernivik 7 p. m., July 29, 1881, and at 7 a. m. July 31, stopped
by fog about 6 miles south of land supposed to be Cape York. Middle passage taken and found to be

I
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entir~l! unobstructed by ice.

Landed at southeast island of Cary Group at 5.45 p. m., August I. British
Old records taken and new records left at depot
and cairn. Reached Littleton Island 11.30 a. m., August ad, Found and brought on board mail tor H. M.
S. Alert and Disanery, left by Sir Allen Young. Left Littleton Island 10·45 p. m., August zd, and reached
Cape Hawkes 8.45 a. m., August 3, 1881, running at full speed from Littleton Island and encountering no

provlsl~n depot and bo~t of 1875 found in good condition.

pack

Of,

indeed, other ice of slightest importance.

[NoTE.-The English records referred to are not printed, having been returned, through the War Department, to the English

Admiralty.]

ApPENDIX

No. S.-Rccords obtained at Discovery Harbor, August

I,

1881.

The original records were forwarded to the British Government, through the War and State Departments, December 5, 1881.
No copies were retained.

ApPENDIX

No. g.-Lieutenant Lockwood's report ott Water-course Bay, August, ,88£.

August 15, 1881.
SIR: Pursuant to your verbal instructions I have the honor to report, that on the r rth instant I pro.
ceeded ashore from the steamship Proteus, and after a walk of some hours over the intervening high land
separating our present position, Discovery Harbor, from Cape Murchison, found with some difficulty the
6
18
coal seam referred to in the report of the British expedition of
75- ' 7 .
The coal is soft and lies apparently in two deposits, which are probably connected and form one scam.
1
The largest is exposed for abo ut a hundred yards [9 I no] alon g the bed of the stream, iIS Iron t vel iica and abou t
20 or 25 feet [6 oq m] high by perhaps 4 [I no] deep, covered on top by a mass of slate. The second scam is
much smaller and probably 100 yards [9 1 no] farther down-stream; the coal lies in thin strata, some of which I
readily pulled down by hand. The banks of the stream at this point, and for a mile <II more above, are 'lui te or
so nearly vertical as to be impassable; the stream also runs in places through natural tunnels of snow.
Below and neal the straits, which are about three quarters of a mile distant, the banks become much lower,
offering places where a sledge or other vehicle could attain the river bed though with more or less dilti<:ulty.
The bed of the stream itself has a very slight grade to the sea, and when frozen and covered with snow, but
FORT CONf,ER, LADY FRANKLIN BAY, GRINNELL LAND,

only then, furnishes an excellent outlet for the coal.
Water-course Bay is a mere indentation of the coast and is wholly exposed to all winds from the north4 7
east to the south. The shore is very shallow, where observed, small floe pieces bein g aground 50 yards r 5· noJ
from the beach. At the time I visited the place the straits were filled with ice moving rapidly north before
a southwest wind; but there was 'Itlite an extent 0 f open water be tween the two capes form ing "the bay"
and exPending out a hundred yards 19 l no ] or more from shore. The coast slopes gradually down to the bay in
a terrace-like formation from the divide a mile to the rear; all points are exposed to the same winds as the
bay. This slope offers a very good route for wagon or sledge; crossing the intervening ridge the short
descent to the creek becomes somewhat steep, but thence to our present location the grade is exceedingly
slight, being up one wide level valley and down another; in short, the route across is quite practicable and
very good indeed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J. B. LOCK.WOOD,
Second Lieutenant, Twenty-third Infantry, A. S. O.

First Lieut. A. W. GREELY,
Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding Expedition.
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No. ux-s-Lieutenant Kisl£ngbury's request to be relieved, with Lieutenant Greely's
statement.
FORT CONGER, LADY FRANKLIN BAY,

August 26,

1881.

SIR: In conversation at breakfast this morning you said, in effect, that if I could not agree to certain

ideas of yours I "had better go." This I take that my services are no longer desirable to you as a member
of this expedition.
After receiving such a suggestion or invitation to go, from my commanding officer, because, possibly, I
expressed myself too freely, the only thing I feel left for me to do is to ask to be relieved from duty as a
member of the expedition and ordered to report to the Chief Signal Officer of the Army. On other occasions
you have seen fit to find fault with me over matters in which I may have been lacking, or which might have
been annoying to you but of no practical importance, and from your final request of this morning, already
stated, it will doubtless be better that I go.
You and I disagreed this morning because I differed from you in the matter of early breakfasting. I
objected to being compelled or required to breakfast so early. You would have me breakfast when the men
do, at 7 a. m. I would not agree that the officers should be required to rise at the same time and breakfast
at the same time with the men. You then said that I "had better go" unless I saw fit to do as you required
in such matters. If I had been accused of anything of a serious nature, warranting you in telling me this
or anything tending to a necessity for a severance of my connection with the expedition, I would act differently in this matter-would, doubtless, resist being relieved; but if such a trivial matter as this morning
causes you to express such a wish as you did-so readi(y-I cannot but feel that the comfort, peace, and
harmony, and even success, of the expedition may be jeopardized if I remain. It is possible that I am
at fault, but, if so, it can be only because I have been too candid.
The sacrifices I make in parting from the expedition will be in every way of a serious nature. Pecuniarily, I place myself in a very embarrassing position. The year's pay and allowances, paid me in advance
by the Government, has been nearly all absorbed in the liquidation of my liabilities, which would have been
settled from month to month had I not come on this expedition, but which were paid by me before I left,
knowing, of course, that there would be no opportunity to negotiate money matters during my absence.
But the many personal sacrifices I make are too numerous to particularize. I have also been put to
no inconsiderate expense in the matter of personal outfit for clothing suitable for this climate, and incidentals occasioned by changing station such a distance, which were not by any means covered by allowances received from the Government. I shall therefore expect the Government to be at least lenient
to me, or thoughtful, considering my pecuniary matters, in some manner that may suggest itself during the
ensuing nine months, until I have reimbursed my advance pay and allowances and can commence again to
draw my regular monthly pay.
It is hardly necessary to say anything further, yet I shall leave the expedition in sorrow. I am become
fond of Arctic life. I see many bright hopes ahead. Physically I feel myself competent to endure the privations, hardships; and depressing influences incidental to life here, and contemplated working hard for the
success of the expedition.
,
But I must be in the way or you could not have told me what you did this morning, and rather than
be the slightest bar to the present or future success of the expedition, I abandon all my bright expectations,
and feel that it would be better that I go before it becomes too late for me to do so.
The Proteus is still within reaching distance. With the assistance of enough men to help me take my
th.ings ?ff to ship : can reach her over the ice. As there is a probability of the vessel being obliged to
wmter III the Arctic, I would ask that enough subsistence and antiscorbutics sufficient to last me until next
season be furnished me.
.
I. would also ask that you furnish me a letter to hand to the Chief Signal Officer of the Army explainmg this matter and the state of my pecuniary affairs.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FRED. F. KISLINGBURY,

Second Lieutenant, Eleventh Infantry, Acting Signal Officer.

First Lieut. A. \V. GREELY,
Fifth Cavalry, Acting Signal Officerand Assistant,
Commanding International Polar Expedition.
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FORT CONGER, LADY FRANKLIN BAY, GRINNELL LAND,

August

26, 1881.

Respectfully forwarded to the Chief Signal Officer of the Army.
Lieutenant Kislingbury has been relieved, in accordance with this request. In connection with my
finding fault with him on previous occasions he doubtless alludes to a reprimand given because for several
days after landing, while the men were working 16 hours daily, Lieutenant Kislingbury rose only at hours
ranging from 10 a. m. to I p. m., and when sent for at I p. m, was in bed. This reproof was received with
bad grace. This morning breakfast was delayed half an hour, and I deemed it necessary to say that the
officers must rise for breakfast when the men did. Lieutenant Kislingbury said that he would not rise, but
would first go without his breakfast. I said that he must conform to the rules and rise whether he ate or
not. He said he would do so, only if it was insisted on. I said that when an officer required orders to be
insisted on, his usefulness as a member of the expedition was destroyed. I declined further argument.
Previous to issuing this order Lieutenant Kislingbury was informed, in the presence of Lieutenant
Lockwood and Dr. Pavy, that he could not base his request on any wish of mine to lose him, but that it
must rest entirely on the question of cheerful subordination to expeditionary regulations, and that his status
was not such he should so state. He so acknowledged, reiterating his unwillingness to conform to post
regulations which he deemed obnoxious. Such an assertion shows his unfitness to remain here longer.
While admitting his peculiar fitness for field work, and regretting his loss on that account, I cannot retain
him.
As regards the reasonableness of the regulation as to breakfast, it should be borne in mind that the
meal is at 7 a. m., Washington mean time (7.50 mean time), and that one man, necessarily unaided, cooks for
four officers and twenty-one men. Lieutenant Kislingbury has been furnished with subsistence stores asked
for. As to his pecuniary matters I have no recommendations.

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth em/aIry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding International Polar Expedition.

ApPENDIX

No. It.-Orders NO.5, relieving Lieutenant K£slingbury, and ordering kim to
report to the ChiifSignal Officer.
(Orders No. s-l
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, August

z6,

1881.

Second Lieut. F. F. Kislingbury, Eleventh Infantry, Acting Signal Officer, is at his own request relieved
from duty as a member of this expedition, and, returning by the steamer Proteus to St. John's, Newfoundland, will report in person without delay to the Chief Signal Officer of the Army at Washington, D. C.

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fzjth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding lite Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

ApPENDIX

No. l2.-0rders No.6, amendtng Orders NO·5·
[Orders No.6.]
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, AUJ[Ust %7, 188r.

. a f 0 rd ers N o. 5 , current series " from these headquarters, being rendered
impracticable'
..
.
Th e execution
by the departure of the steamship Proteus, its provisions are so far modified ~s to direct Second ~leut. F.
F. Kislingbury, Eleventh Infantry, Acting Sii,.nal Officer, to proceed fro~ .thls plac~ to St. J?hn s, Newt:
d b y t h erst
fi visitmg
. . . seams
t
hiip. In the mean time Lieutenant Kislingbury will be considered as on
roun dl an,
waiting orders at this place.

Second Lieut. F. F. KISLINGHURY,

A. \V.

Elevelltll Infantry, Acting Signal OjJicer.

H. Mis. 393-8

GREELY,

First Lieutenant, Fiftlt Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding tlte Expedition.
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ApPENDIX

No. 13.- Lieutenan» Kislingbury's request for modijication

of Orders No.6.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, October 24, 1881.

\

SIR: It has occurred to me for the first time within the past week that my status, "waiting orders," may,
by some possible construction of law, affect my pay.
.
My fears may be groundless, but in order that there may be no doubt III the matter. I would respectfully
ask that the clause following the word" steamship" be stricken from Orders No.6, which I e~close.
The orders would still have the same effect without this clause, because Orders No. 5 relieved me from
duty with the expedition; and if the words" waiting orders" are omit~ed. fro~ th~ or~e~s any question
regarding my pay could not then be raised. In any event I shall feel easier 10 mind If this IS done.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FRED. F. KISLINGBURY,
Second Lieutenant, Eleventh Infantry.
First Lieut. A. ,V. GREELY,
Acting Signal Officerand Assistant, Commanding United States Expedition.

APPENDIX

No. 14. - Orders No.8, modiJYi;tg Orders No.6.
[Orders No.8.]

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, October 24,1881.
The final paragraph of Orders No.6, current series, from this station, reading, " In the mean time
Lieutenant Kislingbury will be considered as on waiting orders at this place," is amended so as to read:
" In the mean time Lieutenant Kislingbury will not be considered as a member of this expeditionary force
but as temporarily at the station waiting transportation."
A. W. GREELY,
First Lieut., Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Expedition.
Second Lieut. F. F. KISLINGBURY,
Eleventh Infantry, Acting Signal Officer.

ApPENDIX

No. IS.-Lieutenant Lockwood's report on exploration

of St.

Patrick Valley.

LADY FRANKLIN B~Y, GRINNELL LAND, August 31, 1881.
SIR: I have the honor to render the following report of my journey to 81. Patrick Bay, made in
obedience to your written instructions of the 29th instant:
,Vith Sergeants Brainard and Cross the party started on foot at 9 a. m. of that date and took its course
along the valley or low land. to the northeast of our present position, lying between the "hogback," as
called on the English map, and the range of high hills or mountains running parallel and to the south of it.
The only grade of any importance, as regards steepness, lies between our station and the gap to the west of
Mount CartmeI. Even this may be obviated by starting hence directly north, instead of northeast through
the gap, though by so doing the route would be sensibly lengthened. By following our trail, however, the
route selected is not difficult, and on attaining the elevation of the gap, which is quite considerable, the
course taken, when covered with snow, as it was at the time of my trip though not very deep, is direct and
quite easy all the way to St. Patrick Bay. The grade is hardly more than perceptible for the greater part
of the distance, except as interrupted by slight undulations in the ground caused by the few water-courses
like "prairie-draws," which take their courses from the mountain ranges on either side. The route will be
much better after a while when the snow has entirely covered up the sharp little hills, a foot or so in height
and very close together, which the frost or some other action of the elements has created. This character
of the ground. however, exists only in places. Pursuing our course between and generally parallel to the
ranges referred to, we came to the bay about 1 o'clock. One hour was occupied en route in skinning and
cutting up a musk-ox which I killed, making the time in crossing three hours.
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Feeling not quite assured of the identity of the bay, on account of various discrepancies in the map, I
proceeded with party in a northerly direction along what forms the eastern slope of the" hogback," very
steep and rocky but affording a good view of the country to the north and east intersected with numerous
deep canons. We proceeded in this direction about a mile, and then turning eastward and climbing down
a very steep descent crossed the wide deep bed of a very insignificant river coming from the northwestinsignificant and yet larger than any hitherto seen in these regions. 'Ve followed up its bed, which is at
least half a mile broad, for perhaps a mile, and then taking advantage of a break in the wall on the further
side, climbed our ascent to the eastward for almost three hours, when we gained an altitude from which
could be seen the straits and the coast beyond. We were opposite, I think, Newman Bay. It was now
6 o'clock in the evening, and feeling well satisfied that the little arm of the straits first met with (though
seemingly entirely too small and otherwise "out") must be St. Patrick Bay, I retraced my course to the
river-bed and followed it down to the bay. 'Ve found it necessary to climb the continuation of the steep,
rugged ascent, already referred to, between the river and the "hogback," which took an hour, and it being
then too late to proceed to the south, as I had originally intended, we returned to the station, which we
reached about 12.30 a. m. The site selected for the depot is a good one, excepting more or less difficulty
which will have to be encountered in reaching the level of the bay; the feet of the whole party being very
cold and wet I left this for more complete examination on some other occasion.
I shot one musk-ox, as already stated, and saw another in the distance, up the river; we saw a good
many tracks of foxes and hare, but these were all the animals and signs of animal life observed.
Better to illustrate the subject, I have the honor to append a small map - or plan showing the route
taken. The country to the west of St. Patrick Bay is a copy of the English map; that from the north is
from my recollection of it, and, of course, only represents it in a very general way.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J.

B. LOCKWOOD,

Second Lieutenant, Twenty-third In/alllry, A. S. O.
Lieut. A. W. GREELY,
Fiftlt Cavalry, Acting SignarOjficer and Assistant,
Commanding United States International Polar Expedition.

ApPENDIX

No. 16.-Sergea1tt Brainard's report on establishing Depot 0, near Cape Beechey.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

&plember 4,

1881.

SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of a boat journey to Cape Beechey for the purpose
of establishing a depot of supplies for the use of northern exploring parties during the coming spring:
In conformity with your instructions of August 30, 1881, the whale-boat wa~ hauled t~ the open water
near Dutch Island and placed in a secure position for the night. The following morning the boat was
launched and loaded with the stores brought from the station by the party, under your charge, the same
morning. Owing to the unsafe condition of the newly formed ice, c~nsiderable difficu!ty was ex.periencep
in transferring the supplies from the ice to the boat. It was accomplished, however, WIthout accldent~ and
the start made at 10.15 a. m. My crew consisted of Sergeants Jewell and Cros~, C~rp?ral Sal?r, and Private
Connell. We rounded Dutch Island in comparatively clear water, but the moving Ice III the distance wamed
us that caution was necessary.
.
Soon after leaving Dutch Island we encountered stream ice, an~ as.we approached. Dl~tant C~pe the
ice became more compact, the lanes less frequent and narrower, nece~sltatIllg :xtreme cautl?n III pushing our
boat through them. The floes were moving about in the eddy at this cape With such velocity that we almost
despaired of effecting a passage. We were prepared at all times to unload the boat and haul her on a floe
if essential to safety.
.
.
ithstandimg our wac
, t hfIU1ness, we narrowly. escaped ..being crushed
On several separate occaSlOns,
notwithstan
.in.
, directions.
.'
H a d no t th e crew retained possessIOn of their presence of
between floes movmg
opposite
mind, keeping constantly on the alert, and using their strength to the best advantage whe~ a new danger
menaced them, our boat must have been crushed to atoms. O ur 81·tuation was deplorable III the extreme.

---------------

*Not reproduced.
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A new danger arose in the shape of young ice which formed quickly between the floes, but was no particular hindrance to their movements. Its dangers to us were twofold-the difficulty experienced in pushing
our boat through the new ice while endeavoring to elude whirling floes which threatened us with destruction,
and the danger of having our boat cut through at the water-line by this razorlike formation of ice. In ma~y
places this ice was found to have attained a thickness of over an inch [2Smm] and our channel was necessarily
made by breaking the way with axes. Underneath this covering debris, or sludge-ice, was found to have
accumulated to the depth of six inches [I 52mm j and through which it was with the greatest difficulty that our
boat could be moved. At 4.30 p. m, we cleared the pack and rounded Distant Cape, keeping well out, in
order to take advantage of the lanes which appeared larger and more numerous as we receded from the
shore. In crossing the entrance to Water-course Bay, at 6 p. m., the ice appeared to have scattered somewhat in the direction of its northern termination. Steering towards shore, we found that not only did this
condition exist, but the new ice was much less troublesome than before.
Between this point and the north shore of S1. Patrick's Bay very little ice of a formidable character was
met with. At 7 p. m., just north of this cape, our further progress was checked by new ice which had
closed all lanes. Not wishing to venture too far into the channel with the heavily laden boat, I tied to the
ice-foot to await the result of a change in the tide. During the time we remained inactive, coffee was made
and a light lunch partaken of. The evident curiosity of a young seal having prompted it to approach quite
near our boat, it was killed by Connell and taken on board. A large fragment of the ice-foot, becoming
detached from underneath, struck the keel of our boat with great force on rising to the surface, and raised
the stern far out of the water. No damage, however, was done, except that a box containing articles of
importance to our equipment was thrown into the water and everything contained in it lost. Appendix A
forms a list of the articles thus lost.
A brisk northerly wind springing up at about 8 o'clock, the floes were once more set in motion, and the
young ice disappeared as if by magic. At9 o'clock we again resumed our course and arrived opposite
Mount Beaufort at 12.30 a. m., September I. Owing to the fringe of floe-bergs which lined the shore in the
form of a huge wall as far northward as the cliffsof Cape Beechey, no landing could be made at this point.
Turning the boat southward we moved slowly down the coast, examining carefully every place at which we
thought a landing could be effected. At I a. m., about I mile south of Mount Beaufort, we found a small
gap in the ice-wall, through which we had very little difficulty in transporting our supplies.
We had barely time to haul the boat to a place of safety after unloading before an ice pack from the
north, driven by a high wind, passed down the channel. The pack was supplemented at intervals during the
day by other detached masses from the Polar basin, all of which appeared to choke the channel not far to the
southward.
I detailed a man for the purpose, and at all times a strict watch was kept of the movements of the ice,
in order that the first favorable opening which occurred might be taken advantage of. I frequently visited
the high ground in the vicinity of the tent, but could discover no lane of water by which we could escape.
A suitable site for the tent was found on the low bench land, about 20 feet [6m ] above high tide and
100 yards [gIro] from the water. The stores were carefully packed inside and securely covered with a
rubber blanket to protect them from dampness and the drifting snow.
Low and dense fogs prevented any accurate bearings being taken during the day with the prismatic
compass.
On the morning of September 2 Sergeant Jewell and Private Connell went to the summit of Mount
Be~ufort with instructions to take bearings of all prominent points and headlands, and to erect a cairn in
~hIch a recor.d would be placed, stating the locality of the cache, and the date of deposit. They were also
instructed to Inspect and report on the condition of the channel to the southward. On returning to camp
they reported the ice firmly massed between Cape Murchison and our position and that the existing circum'
stances extended no possibility of escape by boat.

0:

~n ~iew :he. ~amage alr~ady sustained by the whale-boat in pushing through the new ice, I conside:ed It highly InJ~dICl~US to agam venture into the pack without having a suitable sheathing placed on her
SIdes as a protection from the ice.
At ~ p. m, we beached her at the base of the bench land contiguous to the depot, and deposited all
her g:ar III a place of ~afety. Immediately after this we turned our faces towards Fort Conger, each man
carrymg a bundle on hIS shoulders, consisting of overcoat, shoes, &c., weighing from twenty-five to thirty-five
pounds.
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Not deeming it necessary or advisable to follow the tortuous course of the coast line, we took an overland route towards the head of St. Patrick Bay. Arriving at 7.40 p. m. on the shores of this bay, we
crossed on the new ice to its southern side and ascended the abrupt bluff through a deep ravine with steep
rockyFort
sidesConger
to the was
hillsreached
above. at r. r 5 a. m. on September 3, the party very tired, lame, and foot- sore.
Relative to the feasibility of a sledge route across the head of St. Patrick Bay, I would state for your
information that the bluffs on either side are too high and rugged to admit of their being used as a crossing
place for sledges. However, a lightly laden sledge could possibly be lowered down the abrupt sides with
ropes and hauled up the other in the same manner, but this mode of traveling would not only cause great
labor and loss of time but the probable destruction of the sledge. A list of the property and commissary
stores left at $he depot, being in addition to the regular depot, forms Appendix B.
1 cannot commend too highly the excellent behavior of the men under my charge, who, under trying
circumstances, exhibited nerve, coolness, and a strict observance of discipline which could scarcely have
been expected of those who were unaccustomed to the lurking dangers of the Polar pack.
D. L. BRAINARD,
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Sergeant, Company L, SeC011d CocatrvLieut. A. 'V. GREELY,
.
Fifth Caoatry, U. S. A., Acting Signal OjJicer and Assistant,
Commanding Lady Fra1lklin Bay Expeditioll.

ApPENDIX

A._Artidt's inttlt-ded for the depot, 'ivhicn were accidentally lost from tke boat.
\ 100 rounds of ammunition.
\ I gimlet.
\
I can condense(l milk.
I tablespoon.
2 table forks.

can openers.
minimum thermometer.
2 papers carpet tacks.
ApPEN01X B.-LM of

2
I

I

whale-boat and rudder.

4 oars.
I mast and sail.
I water-bucket (paper).
2 rubber water-bottles.
2 knapsacks.
I axe.

ApPENDIX

'\1

tM

property ana ro.,.,i"ory stom kft at tn, a,pot, onn/( in a""ition to tn, r,/(ular a,pot.
tin cup.
2 bread bags (Navy).
I water-breaker
I coffee-pot.
I tablespoon.
I monkey-wrench.
I signal flag an(l staff.

, I

recruiting flag.
pounds chocolate.
15 pounds bread.
2 ~ pounds sugar.
I ~4 pounds coffee.
~.; pound hutter.
I
can corned beef.
2

•

No. 17,-SergeantJewell's meteorological report in cOn/tection with trip establishiltg
Depot B.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

und~r

September 3,

1881.

SIR: In compliance with your instructions for me to join the boat patty
Sergeant D. L. Brainard
(sent out for the purpose of caching provisions, at or as near Cape Beechey as possIble, and to take and record
meteorological observations, nature and extent of the ice, and any other phySIcal phenomena worthy of note)

conv~y

I have
the honor
make
following
ice,the
formed
duringreport:
the past few days in Discovery Har,,?r, it was necessary to
Owing
to thetonew
the boat and provisions over the ice by means of sledges to the open water, which extended but a short dIStance inside of Dutch Island. We got under way about 10.1 5 a. m., Angust 3 I, following the most favorable

w~s

water-leads
for reaching
Distant
Cape. a nearly direct course for about a mile,
. :'" the ice
.
. small packs,
in
We found
no difficulty
ill making
and with no apparent movemeut. This apathy of the ice did not long contlUue, as an Ulward movement
was discovered about 11 a. m., the pack bearing down upon the boat from the eastward.

,
!
;

..
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Having cleared ourselves from this danger with great difficult~, we took advantage of a lar?e ~ead th~t
opened to the eastward. But this was soon closed by the ice ~ommg from the shore. F rO,m t~iS time until
4.30 p. m., when we rounded Distant Cape, there was a continual movement from all directions, and we
were driven over a mile from the shore by the moving ice.
The currents between Dutch Island and Distant Cape appear to be entirely under local influences, and
apparently governed by no fixed laws, except that at the time of high water, whic~ occurred between 3 and
4 p. m., they were much stronger than at any other time.
The cause of this diversity is probably on account of the prominent headlands in the vicinity, consisting
of Cape Lieber, south; Distant Cape, north, and those projecting from Bellot Island, at the entrance of
Discovery Harbor.
After passing Distant Cape we found an open lead that extended a long distance to the north. 'With
the exception of new ice, that greatly retarded our progress, the lead remained open until 8
m. At this
time the ice began to move again, and it was deemed advisable to make a landing on the ice-foot, where we
remained until 9.20 p. m., at which time we again got under way .
. The ice-foot began to increase rapidly after we passed St. Patrick Bay, extending, in places, at least
one-fourth of a mile from the shore. The currents run fromnortheast and southwest, parallel with the coast.
From the former with the flood, and the latter with the ebb tide.
In order to make any progress toward the north it was necessary to follow the leads that inclined toward the eastern coast, and at I I p. m. we were at least four miles from the shore. In the mean time the
temperature began to fall, and the new ice to form rapidly, and it became a serious matter as to whether we
could reach the shore through it. We, in consequence, made no more northerly, but bent our entire energies
upon reaching the open water near the western shore, opposite Mount Beaufort.
We arrived at this point at I ~.30 a. m., and found it impossible to land on account of the ice-foot. Seeing
that there" was no hope of landing any farther north, and realizing that, as the northwest wind had increased
to brisk (force 5 to 6 [about 2'5m per second]), it would be expedient to land as soon as possible, we accordingly made a landing about one mile south o(Mount Beaufort at I a. m. In less than half an hour after
we had landed everything on shore, and beached our boat, the ice began to come down in heavy packs,
completely filling the channel with moving ice.

p.

•

. The wind diminished during the early morning, but as the day advanced increased to a gale, with occasional snow and dense cumulo-stratus clouds covering the coast line, so that your instructions relating to
the angular measurements of the adjacent points could not be carried out. As the ice showed no sign of
breaking up it was decided on the morning of the ad to leave the boat and return to Fort Conger by land.
At .1 I a. m, I, .accompanied by Private Connell, made the ascension of Mount Beaufort, on the summit of
which ~ountam we :~ected a cairn. I was enabled to measure the following angles, viz: Depot B of Lady
~rankhn Bay Expedit~on, N. 2200 E.; Cape Lieber, N. 19 1 0 E.; and Cape Sumner, N. 88° E. The elevenon, a~ sho~n approximately by an aneroid barometer, was 675 feet [206m ] above the sea.
'" e amved at the cache at 2 •.30 p. m., and at .3 p. m, started on our return, arriving at St. Patrick Bay
0
at 7.3 p. m, Here we found the ice strong enough to allow our crossing on it, and arrived at Fort Conger
a~ ~ a. m.. The route t.aken on OUf return would be an excellent one for sledging were it not for the precipitous cliffs on each Side of St. Patrick Bay. These I consider insurmountable for a sledge and would
recommend the shore-line instead.
'
You will find inclosed here.w~th the l~eteorological observations, which are incomplete owing to the
loss of my thermometers; the mmimum havmg been lost overboard while we were moored to the ice-foot,
and water thermometer broken while taking an observation.

Lieut. A.

,V. GREELY,

W. S. JEWELL,
Sergeant, Signal Corps.

Commanding Lady Franklin .Bay Expedition.
NOTE. The regular meteorological observ ti
.
ti ns
d- N
8)
a IOns are omnted here, as they are incorporated in the detailed field observa 10
elsewhere (A
ppen IX o. 13 .-A. W. GREELY, Lieutt1UJnt.
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of trip to Cape A-fttrckison.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

September 6,

1881.

SIR: I have the honor to make the following report in obedience to instructions, dated Fort Conger,
September 4, ,881, directing me to proceed, accompanied by Corporal N. Salor, to the south shore of St.
Patrick Bay and examine the "cliffs," also the country between that bay and this "post," and report as
to the practicability of a route for loaded sledge and party.
Leaving this post at 7.40 a. m., September 5,1881, accompanied by Corporal Salor, 'I proceeded to the
northward along the valley between the" hogback" and the mountains nearer the coast. After reaching the
"lakes" I took a northeast course and ascended the mountain close to the shore of St. Patrick Bay. The
route to the foot of this mountain would be good traveling for a sledge. But it is impracticahle any farther
on account of the cliffs bordering the bay being very high and steep. Descending the mountain we found
that we were on the south shole of the bay and opposite Cape Beaufort.
U I' to this time, I p. m., a dense fog had obscured everything from view, and at times so dense that
objects ten yards [9m] away could not be seen distinctly. The fog nOW rising allowed us to see objects
around us more clearly, and I examined carefully, with the glass, all the north shore of the bay for threequarters of a mile from the mouth. but failed to find any point that would be accessible for a sledge party
to land after crossing the bay on the ice.
On the south shore, and opposite Cape Beaufort, I found a small boat containing two oars and two
paddles; boat was twelve feet [4m] in length and in fair condition. It was marked with the word "Dis·
covery" on the stern-post. I searched in the immediate neighborhood for records but did not find any.
About half a mile to the southeast of the boat and about ten feet 13'"1 above high water I found a large
sledge about ten or twelve feet [3 or 4'"] in length and three or four feet 19I 4 or 1,2 19,"m1wide; also one
large spirit.lamp, one pickax, and one small smelting ladle; and small piece of lead about one pound in
weight. Everything was in good condition with the exception of being a little weather-stained. Here we
also searched for records but found none. The sledge was marked" H. M. Sledge DiscOl'cry."
Resuming our route around Cape Murchison, we found good traveling on the ice-foot and lower parts
of the shore. We followed the shore of Robeson Channel to Water-course Bay, thence through the valley
from the coal mine to this post, arriving at 5.30 P: m. after an absence of ten hours, and having traveled
aboutI twenty-five
miles. state, as the result of my observations during the trip, that the only practicable
would respectfully.
route for a party and sledge traveling from this post to crOSS St. Patrick Bay, is by way of the valley leading to the coal mine and Water-course Bay, and thence to follow the coast around Cape Murchison, crossing the bay to the outermost point of Cape Beaufort, which is low and much the same in character as Cape
Murchison, and is the only point accessible on the northern shore.
I would respectfully refer you to inclosed map" of the country, and the route by which we traveled.

Vcry respectfully, your obedient servant,

Lieut. A. W.

H. s. GARDINER,
.
&rgeant, Signal Corps, U. S. A.

GREELY,

First Litutena1lt, Fifth Cavalry, U. S. A.,
Commanding International polar Expedition.

ApPENDIX

No. Ig.-Sergemlt Linn's report 011 moving Depot A to Cape Murchison.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

SePtember

10, 1881.

Leaving Fort Con ger at 8 a. rn., September 7, 1881, we arrived at the end of the ravine, A (see inclosed
map),.
at arm
10.25
m. axle was bent going over the rough ground and the wagon worked badly. Took.the
The
ofa.the
II o'clock observation: Barometer, 29. [75 2.59'"'"]; thermometer, 2I (_6.,° C.]; clouds, -i'.r cumulus; wmd,
63
NW., moderate. B, bere we found that spokes in the hub had broken, and we strapped the wheel. Started

-----------------------------* Map not reproduced; see map of Fort Conger and vicinity.
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again and made next stoppage on small lake, near Musk:ox Meat on Tri~ngle, C; ti~e, I 1.45 a. m. Arrived on
beach at Water-course Bay, I p. m., D, odometerregistenng 3,289revolutlOns (6.02 miles), Followed the beach
in hopes to get ice-foot and in doing so discovered wagon, E, near high-water mark. Took off forward
,
1
•
wheels of newly found wagon and put on our load. Looked at odometer of old wagon; 3,409 revotunons
(6.26 miles). Started again but had to abandon wheels, F, on account of steep hill. Time, 2.30 p. m.
Divided load and proceeded to destination, only stopping to take 3 p. m. observation. Result: Barometer,
29.45 [748.02mrnJ;. thermometer, 19'5° [-6'9° C.]; wind, N\V., blowing fresh; foggy. and snowing light.
Found sledge, G, at 4-45 p. m.: dropped our loads and searched for the boat, H, which we found at 5.15
p. m, Turned over boat and discovered several cracks in her bottom; two men can handle her easily.
Followed shore on southern side of St. Patrick Bay up to T, where we climbed cliff; arrived on top of
cliff, 7 p. m, Took observation: Barometer, 28.76 [73I.OOrnm]; thermometer, 21.5 [-5. 8° C.]; thick fog,
but no wind. Kept near edge of mountain in sight of bay and reached tent, K, at 10.25 p. m, Rested
here awhile and took I I o'clock p. m. observation: Barometer, 28,3 6 [720.33mmJ; thermometer, 19 f -7.2° c.J;
dense fog; wind, NW., moderate.
Made cairn, containing a box, Jetter, and 12 hardbreads, and then started to a ravine which we followed
down toward the creek at the head of St. Patrick Bay, L; it brought us within 1,000 yards [9 14 rn] of the head
of bay. Took the ice from there to almost the place where we climbed the cliff, T, before mentioned. The
ice here growing too thin we followed our old track as near as possible. Took 3 o'clock observation:
Barometer,29·8617S8.43111m]; thermometer. eo [-6'7° C.]; wind, N\V.; fog lifted some. Reached sledge
at 5 a. m., September 8, 1881, and erected tent, G. Rested and cooked coffee, and at 9 a. m. started again
with the sledge. Arrived at Water-course Bay at 12 m., having only stopped on our way to take I I o'clock
a. m, observation; result: Barometer, 29.83 [757. 6 7rnm]; thermometer, 16 [-8'9° C .J; wind, N., quite fresh.
Here we stopped long enough to get forward wheels of newly found wagon and abandoned the day before,
F, and brought the same back to its old place, E. We now tried to bring wagon and sledge both to Fort
Conger, but it proved too much for us, and we started with the sledge and the old wagon on top of it. Took
3 o'clock observation on lake, C; result: Barometer, 29.82 [757.4 I mm ] ; thermometer, 19 [-7. 2 0 C . ] ; wind,N.
moderate; clouds, cumulus. We here tried to get water, but without success; after having dug three holes
in different places, and striking dirt every time, we gave it up. At the head of canon, near coal mine, we
saw what we supposed to be water, and on going there found it to be true. We drank some, this being our
first wat~r that we had since we left camp, and then. proceeded on our journey.
Arrived at Fort Conger 6 p. m. Sledge pulled heavily and cut through light. snow all the way.
Respectfully submitted.
DAVID LINN,

Sergeant in chargt.

ApPENDIX

No. 2o.-0rders to Dr. Pavy fOr overland journey to Lincoln Bay.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, August 29, 1881.
Accompanied by Ser~eant G 70rge \V. Rice, you will proceed northward along Robeson Channel
as far as you deem pru?ent, with the v~ew of ascertaining whether any traces of 'Jeannetie are to be found
to the n.orthward. , While a?sent you Will also note the best route for sledge travel during the coming autumn
and sprmg, an? will as~ertam the condition of the depot of 1,000 rations established by Sir George Nar~s,
o~ t~e north Side of Lincoln Bay. You will examine carefully all cairns and will bring back with you such
ongm~l. records as a~e found, leaving in their stead copies thereof, and also such records of the present
eXP7dltlOn as ar~ furmsh:d you, as well as a statement of your Own trip. Copies of such records will b~
retained for m.y information, At ~he most northern point reached, you will, from the highest practicable
ground, examm: most carefully with your telescope all land and routes to the northward that nothing may
escape your notice.
,
SIR:

You will be accompanied during one day's march by Sergeants D. C. Ralston and D. Linn, who will
supplies, which will be left at your first camping place
o.Tllt ekconhvemence of further parties traveling along the coast. In going north to St. Patrick Bay yOU
WI ta e t e route to the westward of Mo
t C
I
. .
diun
artrne , and on your return will, if your party IS III fit coo 1

~ran~ort one c.ommon tent and other equipage and
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a~d t~e

tion,
weather good, endeavor to ascertain whether Wrangel Bay can be reached from Lincoln Bay
by an mtenor route. MeteorologIcal observations will be made when practicable at 7 a.m., 3 p.m., and 11
p.m., Washington mean time. Your experience in travel within the Arctic circle, as well as your long study
of the proposed work, cause me to trust wholly to your judgment and discretion, as to the details of the
journey.

I am, very respectfully' yours,

A. 'V. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fijlll Ca'vabJ
Acting Signal Officer and Assistant, (,ommal1dinJ(.
1
,

Acting Assistant Surgeon O.
[Inclosures, tw

PAVY,

U. S. Army.

reCQrd and list of prov;s;on' carried by supportiug pMty.

Reco,,1 a duplicate of tl,at deposited on

u;
Washington Irving Island (see Appendix No. 7)·J

ApPENDIX

No. 21.-R eport

0/ Dr.

Pavy* on trip to Lincoln Bay.

FORT CONGER, GR\NNELL LAND,

Seplt'11lbrr

14, 1881.

th
StR: 1 have the honor to inclose the report of my overland journey between the dates of the 29
8th September.
August
Theand
29 theAugust,
at 7 p.m., accompanied by Sergeant RIce, we left Fort Conger, Discovery Harbor.
th
Our baggage and provision including two haversacks, two blankets, and a sheller tent, was strapped on our
shoulders. At 8 p. m. we caught up with the party seneI Isicl ahead. Following then a northwest direction
(true), at 1 .3 a. m. we camped on the top of the cliffs that form the south side of St. Patrick Bay. Durin g
0

the march, at rO.3 0 p.m., we met with the party of Lieutenant Lockwood.
At 11.3° av m., Aogust 30, we cooked breakfast. Sending back Sergeants Ralston and Linn with
00 the
empty wagon at I p.m., accompanied by Sergeant Rice, 1 followed until 4 p.m., at the height of 1,5 feet,
[457'"] in a western direction, the high cliffs of St. Patrick Bay. The walk was very
us tiresome; at 4 P: ru, we
saw a - t to the north. From 4 P: m, to 5.30 p. rn. we descended precipetio [sic] cliffs. From 5·3°
of musk-oxen on the snow.
p. m. we followed the valley towards the north, tinding numerous fresh tracks
m
From 7 p. m, to II.3 p. m. we ascended a mountain, over 2,00 0 feet [61O ] high, bearing southwest (true)
0
from Mount Buford [Beaufort].
From its summit the view extended to the south [1 lover the snowy peaks
of the United States range; at our feet to the north over a extensive valley.
To the northeast we could see the summits only of the mountains of Polaris Promentory [sit], the sea in
that direction being covered by fog. Until .. p. m. we descended, when we camped, in the expectation
0

that the
fog would
raise at
[sicl8 in
August
3 , awoke
a. the
m, morning.
The fog was still very thick, but at 11 a. m. it raised [sic]. At 11.3
a. m, starte'\. 1 Descend [sicl very steep. At t p. rn. reached the vaUey leading north, but southwest of Cape
Beechey. Walked until 3 p. m.; saw numerous tlaces of musk-oxen and foxes. Weather beautyful [sicJ.
At 3 p. m. ascended a small hill and halted. Left there the first cache for the returning journey. When
building a small cairn for provisions saw nine musk-oxen. Rice went in petsuit Isic]; tired two shots with.
the revolver without success. From this point ascended several hills and walking over several hills in a
northeast
direction
at the (true).
lake, r 1.3 p. m., when, breaking the ice for water, Rice saw a smaU tish six or eight inches
Arrived
0
[about q8
From the
lake we reached the coast and followed it on the ice-foot to a point south
mmjlong.
of the black cliffs. Finding it impossible to pass, on account of the absence of ice-foot and the almost perpenm
dicular cliffs, we retumed to a point south, where, at 1.30 a. m., September I, we
cam p. September r,
at tt ,3 , broke camp; climbed by a very steep ravine on the plateau of a mountalU, 1
[457 ] ;
followed
0 its ascending grade in a northward direction. Wind blowing a strong gale, wtth ",,(tlUg snow .

struc~

• All the reports of Dr. Pavy, for ohy;ous reasons, have been reproduced literatim.
A. W. G.

t Omission in original.--A. \V. G.

~500 fee~

Bracketed part. are interpoJatiODll.-
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This days walk very disagreeable. Reached Wrangell Bay 12 p. m. Struck camp close to water-course, 200
feet 161i'1 above the level the sea. Many traces of musk-oxen and seal. Septe~ber 2, broke camp at II
~ ather very fine'J followed the west and north shore of the bay
on the Ice-foot. Took the coast
a. m.,, we
,
northward from the ice-foot, which in places is formed by very heavy Ice. Here and there pools of fresh
water prove that this ice has not melted this year, Have se,en verr fe~'pieces t~at I would call p~leochris
tique [paleocrystic]; none at all in the straits. The ice was in monon ~nder the mfluence ~f the tide.
Reached Cape Frederick at 9 p. m. Here the pressure of the Ice upon the coast IS great. ,At the
head of the bay found traces of coal. Here crossed on the ice to the northeast shore; ascended l,ts very
steep grade. Saw a lake about a mile and a half in extend fsic]; mistook it for a bay, but was obliged to
ascend the hill once more, Walked then towards a bold cape, that I take to be Cape Constitution. Then
returning to the southwest, were we had left our sacks, followed the coast, and found, at 10 a. m. August 3,
the depot of 1,000 rations left by Sir George Nares in 1875. August 3, at I p. m., put up tent. \Ve.have
walked 22 hours, on a few bisquits [sic] and a cup of chocolade lsic], Rice complained of his feet paining
him considerable. At our fartherst north I have seen no traces of the J'eanett8 expedition.
From where I write now, 1,000 feet [303m] above the level of the sea, with an horizon as clear as it can be
possible to find, I can follow the line of the Greenland coast to the northeast from Cape Brevoort to Cape
Bryant; then in indentation, and another point that I take to be the land of Cape May, Further north two
other spots of land, seperated [sic] by two lines of horizon and of different shade, can be clearly seen. The
fartherst of these I believe to be Beumont [Beaumont] Island, the other, more to the east, Cape Brittania
[Britannia], or Stevenson [Stephenson 1Island.
To the south, on the Grinnell Land coast, Cape Frederick the Seventh barr Isic] all view of land, On
the Greenland coast I can see as far as Kennedy Channel. To the east the ice is closely packed on the coast.
To the north the sea is, as far as the view extends, as a white sheet, dark only in few places by pools of
water. On the Grinnell Land side, from south of Cape Frederick the Seventh as far north as I can see, there
is a broad channel of open water extending at my feet, about 2 miles from the coast. September 4, at 8 a. m.,
called Rice. He suffers extremely of his swollen feet; can scarcely put on his boots. We descend from the
summit of the hill to the depot of provisions, placed about 75 feet [23m ] above the level of the sea. The
weather is beautifull [sic].
•
Worked all day in opening and dosing barrels. Difficult work for men that are not coopers. Of the
pro.visions, as I have before stated to you, 1,200 pounds of canned meat are still good. All the bread is
.spoiled, the chocolade [sic], stearine, and rum are good; part of the tea, potatoes, and tobacco is spoiled .
. At 6 p. m. broke camp. One mile from camp, Rice, with a revolver, killed a white hare. I added its
w~lght to ~y own. The skin and skeleton is Isic] worth its earring [sic]. We crossed the bay on the ice, 2
miles from Its head, Followed the same route as the day before, and after 16 hours of walk struck 'Yrangel
Bay at 10 a. m., September 5. Rice is exceedingly tired. Broke camp at 6 p. m. and following again our
old track in the f~g, ~n top of the plateau, we reached the most northeasterly lake of Beechey Valley, 3 p. m.,
September 6. RIce IS exhausted; cannot eat. Left knee considerable swollen as well as both wrists. The
pulse beat I 12. He told me that several times he has been affected with accute rheumatism. I admire his
e~durence [sic] and pluck. It would be difficult to find a better man to travel with. At 7 p. m, woke up
RIce. Started, 9 p. m.; he can scarcely walk.
At 9 a. ~., September 7, arrived at our first depot on the journey. Put up tent. Ate roast-beef and
chocolade [SICJ' but Rice having
ti
H,
,
.
. ,
,
'
'
no appe ite,
IS articulation [SiC] seems to be swollen. The situation IS
.. '
c~ItIcal. He wants me to leav~ him there and return to Fort Conger for a relief party, but before I leave
him we must reach the other SIde of St. Patrick Bay. It is impossible of thinking of leaving him here.
At 8 o'clock, S~ptember 8, broke camp; follow slowly the valley to the west of Mount Buford [Beaufort].
Ascend the mountam on top of whi h
h d
d
' d
.
.'
IC we a campe 30th August. Partly lost our way In the fog, an came
d~wn III St. Patnck Bay Valley, following a cliff formed by rock slide, which I think I would be afraid now to
climb. The e~ergy and endurence [sic] of Rice is Isit"] wonderful. At 9 p. m. we arrived in the valley of the
end of St. Patnck Bay. Put up the t t L s: R'
en ,
ett Ice at 10 p. m., and reached Fort Conger at 4 a. m.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
OCTAVE PAVY,

Acting Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Army.
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Lists brought from Lincoln Bay.
(!\o. 5.)

Onio« pO'Wdff" 4 bottles of ~ pound each; }~ ounce

This cask contains:
2 parcels; cakes marked in j.( -pound squares; 5
squares ~ I man for 20 days.
Sugar for chocolate.. 12 parcels; each parcel = I man for 20

Chocolate:

days.
Tea and sugar (mixed): 12 parcels; each parcel =

I

= 1

man for 20 clays.
lIftlkhes: 4 boxes, each box containing ahout 75 matches.

Spare '10ick: 10 feet.
Stearine : 4 parcels, each cake divided into ~ .pound squares.
12 men, 2,1,,( poumls = allowance for I day.
8 men, 1 ~ pounds
allowance for 1 day.
2 men, 1 pound = allowance for 1 day.

man for

=

20 days.
Tobacce : 4 parcels; each parcel contains >(-pound packets;
packet
I man 8 days.
.
Salt: 12 parcels; each parcel = I man for 20 days.
Pepper: 12 parcels; each parcel = I man for 20 days.
Potatoes: 12 parcels; each parcel = I man for 20 days.

I

=

Tin opt'tur.

In the kilderkin will he found 22 ~ pounds of stearine in
I,%-pound packets.
G. S. N. [GEORGE S. NARES), jU(y 28, 1875·

1,000

RATIONS

DEPOT.

22,% pounds in NO.7 cask, 22 ~ pounds in No. I cask;
in packets of I J/z pounds each. or 8 men for I day.
12 men, allowance for 1 day = 2~ pounds.
1,% pounds.
8 men, allowance for 1 day
2 men, allowance for 1 day = 1 pound.

Preserved meat, 1,375 pounds:
375 pounds, in lieu of bacon.
37 cases and 4 tins in No·5 cask.
Biscuit, 875 pounds:
375
pounds in No. 12 cask; not divided.
35
pounds in NO·7 cask. \
K7,% pounds in NO·4 cask.
(A layer of bread-bag
87 ~ pounds inNo. ro cask. between every I 7 )/z pounds ,
87 ~ pounds in No. I I cask. I or I man for 20 days.)

Tobacco, 31;.( pounds:

f

87)/z pounds in No.8 cask.
60
35
20

J

in packets of ~ .pound each.
1 day.

)4 pound = 8 men for
Salts, 7H:

pound 14 ounces in No.5 cask, I pound 14 ounces in
No.6 cask; in packets, I man 20 days; remainder in
No.2 cask.

Pepper, 3-.\:

Preserved potatoes, 125 pounds:

30 pounds in No.6 cask. } In packets of 2 ~ pounds each,
or one man for 20 days.
30 pounds in NO.5 cask.
50 pounds in metal cases; IS pounds in metal case.

Rum, 23~ gallons, in cask:
8 gallons, in lieu of spirits of wine and stearine.
Chocolate, 62)/z pounds:

15 pounds in No.6 cask, 15 pounds in No·5 cask, 32~
pounds in NO.3 cask; divided into ~ pound squares,

5 squares being I man for 20 days.
Sugar for chocolate, 31 ~ pounds:
7)/z pounds in No.6 cask; 7)/z pounds in No·5 cask;

7~ in No. 5 cask,7~ in No.6 cask, I6~ in No. z cask;

I

pounds in NO.3 cask; not divided.
pounds in No. I cask; divided.
pounds in No. 13 cask; not divided.

16~

pounds in No.2 cask.
Tea, IsH pounds; Sugar, 47 pounds; mixed:
2 \
15 pounds in NO.5 cask; 15 pounds in No.6 cask; 3
pounds 5 ounces in No.2 cask.

;}.( po.nd in No.5 cask, 1 pound in No.6 cask; in packets,
I man for 20 days; remainder in NO.2 cask.

Oni01t pvwder, 16 bottles:
4 bottles in No.5 cask, 4 bottles in No.6 cask, 8 1 Jules
in No.2 cask ; each bottle ~ pound, 2,% ounces:=: I
man 20 days.
Curry paste, I jar of 4~ pounds:
I ~ ounces = 1 man for 20 days.
lIla/ckes, 10 boxes:

4 boxes in No.5 cask; 4 boxes in No.6 cask;

No.2 cask.
Spart wi,k, 30 feet :
10 feet in No.5 cask;

10

::I boxes

Stearine, 165 pounds:

60 pounds in No.5 cask,60 pounds in No.6 cask; divided
into }.(-pound squares.

ill

feet in No.6 cask; 10 feet in

No.2 cask.
Tin opener in No. 2 cask.

G. S. N. [GEOR.GE S. NAR.F.s), August 3°·
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ApPENDIX

No. 22.-Report ofLieutenant Locetoood on fourney to tIle Bellows.
FORT CONGER, LADY FRANKLIN BAY, GRINNELL LAND, September 19, 1881.

SIR: I have the honor to render the following report of my expedition to " The Bellows," made in pursuance to your instructions of the 9th instant.
Accompanied by Sergeant Gardiner and the Eskimo Frederick, I left here at 10 o'clock a. m., September I I , with a dog sledge and eight dogs.
Weight of load as follows:
Pounds.

Provisions (four days for three men) _.
Dog food
_
~."..

u

un

. . . _..

._.

• __ n

..

..

n

.

Two sleeping-bags (sheepskin, 34, and dogskin, 16) ..
Shotgun, pistol, and ammunition, &c., spirits wine, hatchet, and rubber blanket
nn

Total

n_

-----

.

__ -

__ u

-

...... -- ---- .--------

.

-------

--

51
31

5°
50
182

The ice of Discovery Harbor afforded a good straight route, the snow being light and the hummocks
few. \Ve reached French Cape at 12.30 and the west side of the harbor at 1.40. Here, however, we were
stopped by a sheet of water extending along the shore for several hundred yards, which seemed to c?ve.r a
sheet of ice a few feet below the surface, doubtless due to the action of the tides. After some reconnOltermg
we got started again at --_I: and turning to the north reached shore, which we traveled along over a. very
poor route till we reached Bleak Cape at 2.50. Near the shore I noticed two pieces of drift-wood which I
placed on a rock till my return.
.
Bleak Cape is a long, low point stretching out into the valley known as "The Bellows," and seems to
be formed from the debris from a very high, rocky, and steep cliff, which rises abruptly and forms with th.e
" Knife edge," on the west side, the termination of the valley and also the two principal landmarks of this
section of country. At Bleak Cape one sees-looking north or rather to the west of it-a wide valley, probably two or three miles wide and quite level, walled in by high and steep cliffs and mountains; its apparent
termination is probably seventeen miles distant and bears north 340 west (true), according to the reading I
took with a prismatic compass.
I started up the east side, following the bed of a small water-course. The traveling was difficult on
account of the number of small stones and the want of snow. Along this water-course, and about ?ne
h.our's travel, or 276 miles from the cape, I found a piece of drift-wood, apparently a knotty species of pine,
firmly frozen in the sand; it was about 8 inches [203mm] in diameter and 3 feet [914mm} long.
After several ineffectual efforts to get it up by means of a knife and hatchet I left it till my return, not
wishing to add to the weight of the sledge. Here one of the dogs became sick and unable to travel and
was left behind. Shortly after this I crossed a low, narrow ridge and found myself in the bed of another
creek, one that runs the whole length of the valley. After following it up some distance we camped, at 6 P:
m., just below a mass of jutting rocks known on the English map as the" Devil's Head."
M~!lda)l, September I2.-\Ve got up at 7 a. m. and started at 9; traveling still difficult. In fact, except
on the lce?f the .bay, we walked during the entire trip, frequently having to help the dogs. At I I o'clock
I stop~ed, intending to leave the sledge and push on without it; but finding some good snow ahead, about the
same tm~e, we contmued on till 12,3°, after a half hour's rest, and there turned to the right and went to the
~reek a little way off. We cut through the ice, about 8 inches [ 2 03mm] thick, and got water, in so doing breakm~ the hatchet handle. After a slight lunch, thinking I could now walk to the end of the valley and back
WIthout the sledge, Sergeant Gardiner and I started at 2.30 p. m. We reached the" apparent end," before
re~erred to, .at 3·45, and took a compass sight back to Bleak Cape, which was quite distinct. Ahead another
pomt shut m t~e valley some distance off; its bearing was north 23/z0 west (true). At 4 we started an~
reached the point referred to at 5. Here the trend of the valley is still more to the west the next" cape
bearing ~orth 573/z° west. Reaching this, the most distant point bore north 300 west, ~hich we reac.hed
about 6 0 clock, and at_6.25 were about a mile distant from a point where the valley assumes the dimenSIons
of a ~arrow gorge or ca~on. The valley becomes rapidly narrower from the point referred to as the "appare~t
end:
At our farthest It was buta few hundred yards wide, though just below it widened out into a p!atn
a

mile or m()J"-,,_a~~ss: __ J\t_oth~r pl:ce~! jUd~-".~~lc>~e fro~ H~o_~ ~le a~ss. Serge~n~_~~
* Omission in original.-A. W. G.
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had difficulty in keeping up with me on account of his knee, and I judged it best to return. Accordingly
we started back and reached camp at 10 p. m. Through the gap at the end of the valley I could see just
one high peak covered with snow from our farthest up the stream.
September 13.-We arose at 7.3° and were off at 9, on our ret urn. \Ve took a "more direct course than
when coming up by following the main creek to a great extent; this creek keeps rather to the west side
of the valley. Between Devil's Head and Bleak Cape I noticed a good deal of what seemed to be a very
soft bituminous coal, a specimen of which I brought back with me. This coal had evidently been washed
down the creek, but from where I could not ascertain. We reached Bleak Cape at 2 p. m. Though the
sledge was badly worn, and the road ahead would make it worse, still I determined to go over to the
canon to the southwest to get some of the musk-ox meat left there by yourself. \Ve were not successful in
finding it, and Sergeant Gardiner being unable to keep up with the sledge, and on other accounts, I left this
part of my orders, and the bringing back of the drift-wood, till another day, and turned towards home,
starting from the shore-ice at 3.45 and reaching the station without event at 8.15 p. m,
The only game seen during the trip was two musk-oxen in the opening near the head of the valley. I
approached them quite dose but did not attempt to kill them. The only tracks noticed were those made by
these animals and some wolf or fox tracks farther up.
In the accompanying itinerary I have used the English map as far as it goes. Having no means of
measuring distances traveled I have allowed a certain rate per hour, based on the time occupied in returning,
in estimating the length of the valley.

Hours

of Tra'l'el,

ere.

Stops,

September II.·-IO a.jn., started; 11 a.m., opposite Musk-ox Bay. 12.30 p.m., passed French Cape. I p.m., stopped 10 minutes
to make sketch. 1.40 p.m., met with water; stopped. 2.10 p.m., fairly started on land again. 2.50 p.m., Bleak
Cape; stopped 10 minutes. 4 p.m., met with drift-wood; dog sick; stopped 10 minutes. 6 p.m., arrived at camp.

8h - I h= 7h •
September 12.-7. 10 a.jn., got up. 9 a.m., started. 1 I a.m., stopped for lunch, &c., 55 minutes. 12·30 p. m., stopped at creek.
3h 30m - SSm = 2 b 35m.
2.25 p.m., started on without sledge. 3 P: m., stopped 8 minutes. 3.45 p.m., reached ~'apparent end" of Bellows; stopped
12 minutes. 5.05 p.m., stopped 5 minutes. 6.10 p.m., stopped 3 minutes. 6.25 p.m., stopped at farthest til16·3 0 p. m.
3 J/z hours, 10 p. 01., reached camp; no stops.
September 13.-7.3° a.m., got up. 9 a.m., started on return. 2 p.m., reached Bleak Cape; stopped 5 minutes. 3 p.m., near
Bellot Harbor; stopped 15 minutes. 3-45 p. m., on ice some little way from land. 8.15 p.m., reached station.
Il h I5 m- 20m=IOh SSm.
Going out, 13h 7m ; coming back, 14h 25m •

Readings of Thermometer and Barometer.
Date.

Sept.

II

Hour of day.

Sept.

-

3.00 p. m.
7.00 p. m.
p.
7.10 a.
1 I. 00 a.
1. 20 p.

12.00

Sept.

Thermometer.

Barometer.

c.

8.8

~lo·3

-

m.
m.

-

m.
m.

8·3
6. 7

5. 6
6.8

- 6. I
--12.8
-15. 6
-15. 8

3.00P' m,
6.25 p. m.
10.30 p. m,
7.30 a.m.,
II. 15 a. m.
3.45 p. rn,

-13. I
--11·7

mm,

746.49
745·73
746.75
748. 52
746. 2 4
745·13
744.7 1
739.38

747.76
75°.5 6
749·79
756. 9 1

* Minimum thermometer during the night, + 1° [ - 17.2 ° C.).
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J•

B • L OCK.WOOD,

Secomi Lieutenant, Ttl,tnly-third Infantry, A. S. O.
Lieut. A. \V. GREE1..Y,
.
.
.
Fifth Cavalry, Acting Signal Officer, and Assistant to the Cluej Signal OjJicer, Commanding,

r
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ApPENDIX

No. 23.-0rders to Dr. Pauy on exploring Archer Fiord.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

September 14,

1881.

SIR: You will leave September 15, weather permitting, for a sledge journey southward through Archer
Fiord to Beatrix Bay, thence overland to the westward as far as practicable. You will take with you Private
\V. Whisler, Eskimo Jens Edward, two dog sledges and sixteen dogs, with six days' rations. The object of
your journey is to determine, if possible, the existence or non-existence of the sea or other water to the westward or southward of Mount Neville. It seems to me quite probable that such water exists at no great
distance. Lieutenant Archer, who, viewing the country from an elevation of 3,800 feet [1158ID], writing on this
point', says that" no single hill or mountain was visible at any great distance to the westward, while mountain
ranges extended northward from bearings 70° N. and southward from 72° S." Sir Edward Belcher found
islands about 300 miles to the south-southwestward of that point. Lieutenant Aldrich, in 8So 33' \V., found
that the coast of Grinnell Land trended south as far as could be seen. These facts, in connection with Sir
J. D. Hooker's discovery that "the vegetation of this meridian of the polar area is entirely Greenlandic,
showing no more relation than does Greenland itself to the floras of the American Polar islands to the westward of it," argue a land, and to the westward especially, of limited extent.
During the journey you will keep as complete a sledge journal as practicable, and will make a detailed
report within a reasonable time after your return. I inclose a chart of the country, traced from Lieutenant
Archer's map, and such notes in connection with his journey as may be useful to you. You will carefully
examine Hillock and Simmonds Bay depots on your westward trip, as on their contents may perhaps depend
the safety of your party. A correct list will be made of all articles found in good condition and of all used
by you. At your farthest a cairn should be erected, in which will be placed a record to be furnished you,
with such additions as you may deem proper. Similar records will be left at the cairn at Record Point, with
a copy of Lieutenant Archer's record, the original being brought back with you.
As far as Beatrix Bay, travel will not be sacrificed to observations, as journeys thus far made show the
correctness of Lieutenant Archer's map. Beyond this point as many observations will be taken as possible
of bearings of prominent points, of courses traveled, &c. Observations will be made when possible at 7, I I,
and 3 a. m, and p. m., Washington mean time, of barometer, thermometer, wind and weather. Near your
farthest you will, if the weather is fair, ascend the most prominent hill in order to examine carefully all
points beyond, the bearings of which should be most carefully determined. All points of prominence
should be given temporary names only.
I am, most respectfully yours,

Acting Assistant Surgeon O.

PAVY,

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant.
U. S. Army.
(Two inclosures.)

ApPENDIX
.

No. 24·-R eport of Dr. Pauy on attempted trips down Archer Fiord.
.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, LADY FRANKLIN BAY,

September 29,

1881.

SIR: Havmg recelve.d orders ~o proc~:~ to the southeast extremity of Archer's Fiord, the 15th of September, a~ 9·35 a. m., I combine by Private \\ illiarn Whisler and the Greenlander Jens Ed ward with two sledges
and SIxteen dogs, J left Fort Conger.
'
The ice being very good and the sn
h d
. -.
.
ow ar, at 11.15 a. m. we passed Musk-ox Bay arnvmg at 1.30 P:
m. at the southwest extremity of Beller H b
h
.
'
h
.
..
ar or, were you had previously left a small depot. After lunc the
~1~lg I} t001k h provision a~d travelled overland for an hour, reaching the ice of Archer Fiord at 3 p. m.
re anc t at we crossed is low not "
b
.
f
If l .]
,. nsmg a ove ban altitude from 30 to 35 feet [9 U1 to II m]. Traces .0h
wo IS SIC were seen. The travelling wo Id h
.
u
ave een good but for the ground being barely covered WIt
snow in many places. As soon as we reached the ice, open water could be seen in the middle of the fiord.
the I ~h~~ f~ll~we~l ~he coast as far as the last point north of Stone Cape; but the ice being to [sic J thin for
weig 0 t e s e ges, at the suggestion of the Eskimo Jens, we halted (3.30 p. m.), and advanced about
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200 yards l,g 3 on] to sound. In places, at the first tocke, the tocke went through. This ice, that could scarcely
66'0
bear the weight of a man, and certalllly not to be sledged, extended about 400 or 500 yards [3
or 457'0],
getting thinner until it ended in open water, extending from the middle of the fiord to the foot 01 Stony Cape.
During the time that we were examining the state of the ice I had sent Private Whisler to the shore to hunt
6
for the provisions left there by the English expedition, 18 75- ' 7 .
Leaving then the two sledges on the edge of the old ice, we proceeded towards Stony Cape, over a
very broken and rough ice-foot, being, in places, obliged to take the side of the hill. From the Cape, at the
elevation of about 400 feet [122"'], I could see open water extending northeast as far as the view could reach.
To the east the water in the fiord was entirely free of ice. On the west coast, where I was standing, the ice
in the bay between Cape Clear and Stony Cape was solid. From the top of Stony Cape I could see that
• from its base to Kepple'S Head the ice described an arc of circle, having about the middle of Miller Island
for centre. It being impossible to pass the cape we returned to tbe sledges, and at one·fourth of a mile
from the unsafe ice I struck camp at 6.15 p. m.; the thennometer adjusted '0° [-6.7° C.J above. After
cooking supper and feeding the dogs their allowance of walrus meat, we retired for the night in our dog.skin
sleeping-bags (9 p m.).
September 16, we awoke at 6 a. m., having passed a very comfortable night. The minimum temper0
ature had been 100 l- 12.2° C. J; and at the time (6 a. m.) was 12° [- U. 1° C·I outside, and 40° [ 4.4 C.J
inside of the tent. After breakfast 1 made two caches among the rocks of the coast, above the ice foot, one
at the place where we had found the depot of the English expedition and another about one-iourth of mile

+

north.At 9 a. m. our sledges were running homeward, reaching at 11 a. m. the place where the previous day
we had taken Iunchi
Following your instructions, I then proceeded with one sledge, overland, to the spot where musk~oxen
had been killed. Loaded four hind quarters, and at 1.40 p. m, reached the ice again, stopping twenty min5 P: m,PAVY,
utes to cook and eat dinner; then resuming our travel, we reached Fort Conger atOCTAVE

Acting Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Army.
First Lieut. A. \V. GREELY,
Fiftlt Cavalry, U. S. A., A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

APPENDIX

No. 2S.- port
Re

ofLieuteIlaItt

Lockwood on sled,t;e journey to Depot B near Cape

BeechesFORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

September 28,

1881.

SIR: I have the honor to render the following report of operations, in pursuance to your instructions of
the 24th instant, setting forth marches, &c., as recorded in my journal, for the sake of greater brevity and
clearness.
September 24.- 9. a. m., left station with English 8·man sledge, drawn by Sergeant Ralston and
At 18
Privates Biederbick. Ellis, Frederick, and myself. Weight of sledge, 126 pounds; weight of load, '01 0
pounds; consisting of four days' rations (5 I Y. pounds); Sergeant Rice's photographic apparatus (4
pounds), &c. At loa. m.l'assed Dutch Cape. At 11.15 reached ice foot about middle of bluff.
At 11.47 reached cache of provisions near Distant Cape, consistin g of four bags hard
can
pemmican one can alcohol one ax ami one
weighing 386 pounds tolal. Stopped eight minutes
and starte:l again, stopping' again 'shortly afterwards about fifteen
to rearrange load, the
along here being very narrow and the way difficult, necessitating the cutting down of some masses of Ice and
carryingthe sledge bodily over others and over masses of rock which obstructed the route.
1,oJ, .
At 1.55 p. m. carried first sledge and then load over a mass of rocks, about one hundred yards [9
in

~

bre~d, on~

ice~chisel,

mi~utes

i~e~foot
~

ater~course Bay.

view of Water-course Bay. Stopped forty-twO minutes for lunch.
At 4 p. m. stopped fifteen minutes by English wagon at W
much easier, though being constantly on and off the

.,'
1he route since lunch was

ice~foot made a good deal of hard work.
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At 5 p. m, reac h e d POI' nt of Rocks. , from which considerable stretch of coast to the north can be seen;
should call it the first cape beyond Water-course Bay.
.
At 5.55 p. m, reached tent at Cape Murchison, depot A, and stopped for the night. I found a sl,eeping-bag here (though with a hole in the foot) and five blankets. Spent a tolerably comfortable. night,
though the lamp was unsatisfactory, catching fire below as soon as the ~etal beca.me .heated, rendering the
f chocolate difficult and also the thawing out of beans and drymg anything 111 the way of clothes
b 01'I'mgr 0
,
. ,
.
di
almost impossible. The weather during the day was fine; the farther SIde of the st:alts quite istmct. I
saw great quantities of ice moving south all along the coast, and got two or t~ree g~l~lpses of o~)en w~ter.
September 25.-At 5.20 a. m., got up; thermometer, - 9.5 0 [ - 23.1° C.]; mmunum during mght,
- 14.5° r- 25.8° C.].
At 7.35 a. m, resumed journey along coast to the northeast. Traveling good. At 8.45 a. m. left saw
near farther side of St. Patrick Bay. Stopped three minutes.
At 9.25 a. m. reached cache of provisions beyond St. Patrick Bay. Exchanged a bag of hard bread
for a sleeping-bag founrl there; stopped eleven minutes.
At 10-45 a. m. stopped fifteen minutes to catch some shrimps in the water about middle of bold range
of hills forming a kind of cape.
At 12.35 p. m, stopped thirteen minutes in a bay south of two promontories, the north one of which
is Cape Beechey,
At I p. m. crossed head of bay; stopped about ten minutes before doing so while I hunted a crossing;
this bay is much encumbered with great numbers of floe-bergs and ridges of snow and ice, making traveling
very difficult and the route anything but direct.
At 2.55 p. m., at depot B, an A tent pitched on a slight rise, about 100 yards [9 1 111 1 from tide-water.
Here we deposited the provisions, ax, &c. The whale-boat is about 30 yards [27 m l from the tent-as far as could
be seen, in good order and condition, turned bottom up. The seal lies underneath, buried in a snow-drift.
The coast traveled along to-day was lined with great numbers of floe-bergs, some of them 30 feet f9 tr1 ] or more
high and as many wide. They had evidently been forced ashore by the immense pressure of the ice-pack
in the straits. The ice and snow along the shore furnished a good route, except as interfered with to some
extent by the rise and fall of the tide. We kept the coast except when crossing St. Patrick Bay, and a
slight indentation, this on the north side of the last cache of provisions and the bay alluded to, which the
men named Sunday Bay. I got a glimpse of open water once during the day-about the neighborhood of
St. Patrick Bay-but the land on the farther side of the straits was hid from view by masses of clouds or .
mist extending upward 10 or IS degrees, and which I took to indicate the presence of op~n water in that
direction. The sun was particularly beautiful, exhibiting almost all the phenomena peculiar to his appea.rance in these regions. As this was equally seen by yourself from the station, I shall not further allude to It.
Spent the night at Depot B; having a good sleeping-bag and six blankets beside a rubber blanket and spare
tent, which we laid on the ground, the party slept more comfortably.
September 26.-At 8.05 a. m, started back to last cache for provisions there, taking only empty sledge.
At 9·57 a. m, stopped to rest eleven minutes. At II. I7 a. m. reached cache. Stopped thirty-one minutes,
and started on return, with load weighing 483 pounds. At 1. 2 5 p. m. rested fifteen minutes.
~t 4·17 p. m. reached depot. Found it pretty hard work even pulling the empty sledge-comparati:ely
speaking, ~t about 5 p. m, Sergeant Rice joined us at the depot, having brought some bags of pemmIcan
from the station. There not being room in the tent he and the Eskimo Jens slept in their sleeping-bags by
the boat.

Sep~ember 27:-Sergeant Rice left on return about 6 a. m.; his dogs disturbed the seal under the whaleboat during the night, but only slightly.
At 7·50 a. m, started back on return to station. At 10.20 a. m. rested fifteen minutes at old cache.
a. m. reached place where saw was left. Rested five minutes' then leaving Private Biederbick to
~ont:nll~ on to depot A, between two and three miles, with the sledge ~nd p;epare some lunch, I started up
St. I atrick Bay With the res.t of the party to get a specimen of the drift-wood at its head, walking very fast.
At I I.53 a. m, passed inner cape on west side of the bay.

At

II

. A~ 12.15 p. m, reached tide water. The tree lies at the present tide level, a short distance to the west of
this pomt and about fifty yards [461l1 ] from foot of hill. I was misled by one of the party who had been to the
place, and taken some distance beyond it, so that it was not till 12.43 p. m. that we reached the tree, The

iililill

jlilil~i I

Iilili
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tree, a section of which I have brought back with me, is about thirty feet [9'"liang, and in appearance does not
vary materially from the specimen now before you. Its smaller end measured 66 Y:l centimeters in circum·
ference. The men there before me hall cut off a portion of the larger end. The section was taken off just
above the marks of the ax. The tree lay half embedded in ice and snow. It was carried, beyond all doubt,
to its present position by the currents and tides. There were no branches.
At 1.3 p. m. started back with the log. At 3.20 P: m. reached the sledge at depot A. Here we rested
8
0
and took
something
to eat.A with sledge and party. At 6.37 P: m. left ice-foot at Distant Cape. At 7.5
At 4 P: m. left depot

,I'

P: m. reached Dutch Island. At 8.34 p. m. reached the station and end of journey. th
I found the passage round Distant Cape much more difficult than on the 24 , our outwanl tracks
being carried away by the water in many places. It was necessary to raise, lower, and carry the sledge in

many places. The day was overcast-snowing slightly at the start.
The articles taken to depot B, besides those enumerated already (which were found at Distant Cape),
are three cans pemmican, one can potatoes, one can alcohol, one box chocolate, one bag pemmican, and

sleeping~bag;
also an ax and ice-chisel.
I sent back to station, by Sergeant Rice, from depot B, two haversacks and one small iron alcohol stove
and left there remains of rations of party, i. e., about 10 pounds hard bread and about 10 pounds of lime-

one

juice pemmican.

We consumed two quarts alcohol out of one of the cans, and about quarter-pound butter,

half- pound coffee, and half. pound chocolate-remains ofrations of Sergeant Brainard's party.
At depot A we used about I Y:l pints alcohol, one can chocolate, one pound hard bread, and opened

one can corned beef but did not use it.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J.

B.

LOCKWOOD,

Second Lielltmallt, Twellty-t!lir,{ Infantry, A. S. 0., ill commalld of Party.
Lieut. A. \V. GREELY,
Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.

ApPENDIX

No. 26. -i-Report of Sergeant Rice on sledge jtm1'ney to Depot B, near Cape Beeckey.

FOR'r CONGER, LADV FRANKLIN BAV, GRINNELL LAND, September 27, 1881.
StR: I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, I left the station at 8 a. m.,
September 26, to convey '145 pounds pemmican and 20 cans extract of beef to depot B, near Cape
Beechey. I was accompanied by the Eskimo' Jens, with team of ten dogs and sledge; Private C. B. Henry
0
assisted as far as Water-course Bay. Reached Cape Murchison at 12.3 p. m., and were compelled to
remain until I. 15 p. m. for tide, which had overflowed ice-foot, to subside and allow us to pass. After
leaving Cape Murchison we traveled without interruption until 5 P: m., when we arrived at our
Found Lieutenant Lockwood and party in camp at the depot, and learned that they had Just amve<!
with the load of provisions that had been cached at St. Patrick Bay by
and party, Jens
and I were compelled to spend the night in sleeping-bags without the tent, owing to Its crowded state.
Depositing the pemmican and extract of beef, we started at 5·3° a. m.,. September 27,.to return.
Reached depot A, Cape Murchison, at 8.3 0 a. m., to breakfast. Resnmed our Journey, and arrived home
GEO. W. RiCE,
at station at I p. m.
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. A.

Sergea~t Brai~ard

Lieut. A. W.

~estina~ion.

GREELY,

Comma1lding International poltzr Expedition.

p.S.-The following articles were, at request of Lieutenant Lockwood, brought back from depot B:
I

boat-stove,

1

monkey-wrench,

H. Mi8.39~9

2

knapsacks.
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Date.
1881.
Sept. 24
Sept.

25

Sept. 26

-20.8
-22.2
-21. I

29. 62
29. 62
29.7 0

a. m.
3 p. J11.
7 a.m.

29. 63
29. 62
29. 62

752.59
752.33 -3
752 . 33 -4

a. m.

29. 68

753. 86

3 p. J11.
7 p.m.

29. 63
29. 60

752.59
751. 83 --3

7 a.

29·55
29.5 0
29.48

75°.5 6
749. 29
748.78

II

1

e.

Inches.

3 p.m.
7 p. m.
7 a. m.
II

Sept. 27

II

m,

a. m.

3 p. m,

ApPENDIX

Remarks.

°

-17. 2
-19·4
-20.0

-19·4
-17. 8

Minimum temperature during
nightof 24th,-14.5 [-25· 8°e.].
Minimum temperature during
nightof 25th,-1 I [-23·9° C.].
Thermometer left at Mount Beaufort.
Lowest temperature during day,
-9 [-22.8°C.]
.
Minimum temperature dunng
night of 26th, -5 [_20.6°C.].

No. 27.-0rders to Dr. Pauy to proceed to CapeJoseph Henry.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

September

29, 1881.

SIR: You will prepare for a sledge journey to Cape Joseph Henry, leaving, weather permitting, at 8 a. m.
September 30. You will be accompanied by Private 'Whisler and J ens Edward, and will take. two sledges
and all the serviceable dogs. Rations for fourteen days will be taken from this place, and such other depot
stores as practicable. Depots A and B, and that of the English expedition at Lincoln Bay, will be drawn on
as you may require. Although your recent trip to Cape Union precludes the hopes of any tidings f~orn ~he
Jeannette, you will make particular search for drift-wood, which possibly would have come in this directIOn
if the vessel had been lost. During your absence you will layout for your spring journeys such depots as
.the state of the ice, and the condition of your party permit. The Alert winter quarters, Depot Point, ~nd
Wrangel Bay are indicated as suitable points, but you are at liberty to use your judgment in the selectIOn.
Inclosed you will find for your information charts showing the coast-line from Cape Beechey to Cape
Joseph Henry, with the tracks of the English expedition along the coast. On these charts will be enter~d
your track and camps daily. This will accompany your sledge report to me. A careful sledge journal will
be kept, showing all details of the trip. The condition of the ice in Robeson Channel and the polar Sea
will be closely observed, and carefully noted. All bearings taken, and astronomical observations made, will
be reported in full. From the Alert winter quarters will be brought any records found, substituting therefor
copies and the inclosed documents, to which will be added such notes as you may deem proper. A copy
.
of any addition will be retained and furnished me.
Meteorological observations will be made, when practicable, at 3, 7, and I I a. m. and p. m., Washington mean time, as well as on all suitable and important occasions. The minimum thermometer at Cape
Beechey (depot B) will be read and reset, both on your outward and return journey.
On your return trip you will bring as much preserved meat southward from Lincoln Bay as may be
practicable, part of which will be left at Wrangel Bay and the remainder at depot B. A list of all articles
taken, with the,ir respective weights, will be furnished me prior to your departure, and a similar list will be
r:n ade of ~ll articles ~rought back to this station, within a reasonable time after your return. Your sledge
Journal Will be submitted to me, and later a detailed report.
I am, very respectfully yours,
A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth em/aIry, Acting Signal Officer and Assistant, Commanding.
Acting Assistant Surgeon O. PAVY, U. S. Army.
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No. 28.-ReiJprt if Dr. Pavy
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trip towards CapeJosepll Henry.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

February

17, 1882.

SIR: According to your orders, the ad of October, at 9 a. m., I left Fort Conger, accompanied by William
Whistler and the Eskimo Jens, with the two dog sledges, A utoinett« and Lilla.
Arriving at Cape Murchison at 11.3° a. m., we crossed St. Patrick Bay. Following the ice-foot we
reached the tent at Mount Beauford [Beaufort] by 4-3° p. rn., pitched our own [tent], cooked supper, fed the
dogs, and at 7 p. m. went into our sleeping-bags.
The 3d of October, rising at 6 a. m., we broke camp, added to our stores the supplement of provisions
necessary for the journey, and started at 9 a. m., traveling on the ice-foot towards Cape Beechey, that
reached at I a. m,
So far the ice formed on the level beach of Shift Rudder Bay, where the hummocks and paleocrystic
floes cannot ground, was excellent. North of Cape Beechey we fell in with an ice-foot, narrow, broken, and
obstructed in many places by heavy pieces of floe-bergs, thrown evidently ashore by the last storms; for since
I had passed here with G. 'V. Rice the state of the foot has partially changed.
For an hour and a half we travelled through the winding paths of piled up masses, and at a very good
rate, considering the condition of the ice. But by 12.30 p. m., the foot coming suddenly to an end, our
progress was stopped at the formidable Black Cliffs, where, in my previous journey, I had been forced by
open water to ascend the cliffs and to travel over table land.
Before me stood steep, precipitous cliffs, dark and ragged. at their summit; at their feet, nearly perpendicular. There lay catatique [chaoticJ masses of ruble [rubble], not in motion at the time, but seperated [SiC]
. by small streaks of water, and resembling, in their pointed forms, to so many enormous stalagmites. This ice
lined the coast as far north as I could see; to the east it formed a band, stretching about two miles in the
straits. Farther still to the east and southeast the pack, or rather floes, small and large, of all shapes, and of
all dimensions, from the rounded bowlder to the tall, paleocrystic floe-berg, were majestically floating to the
south.
To embrace a larger field of observation we climbed from the ice-foot to the top of one of the highest
agglomerated masses lining the coast. The scene was magnificent in its desolation; but we were in the impossibility to advance a step.
I then retraced my course towards Beechey Valley to hunt for the overland route, of which Capt. Sir
George Nares have [sic j foreseen the existence. At 3 P: 111. we entered the dry bed of a stream, half a mile
from the tent. I t5 direction being northwest towards a lake where I had camped in September, I followed its
course, in the belief that if any valley existed the lake was certainly the receptacle for its spring waters.
The bottom of this creek, full of pepples [pebbles] and rocks, scarcely covered by snow, was so bad for
travelling that we reached the lake, a mile and a half distant, at .5 p. m., with only half of our load. At 7 p.
m, we camped. I spent the morning of October 4 in earring provisions at the top of a steep hill overhanging the lake, and about 1,000 feet [305m] high. On the other side, to the north, stretches a valley 8 miles
long by one-half mile wide, turning in the distance to the northeast. The tent remained pitched on the Jake.
The travelling was so hard over ground, bare of snow, that at 6 p. m. only we reached camp again, very tired,
and having only advanced part of our load three miles in the valley.
October 5, the tent and the rest of our baggage was packed on the sledges, and for the last time we
ascended a steep hill. By small advance I reached the extremity of the valley at 5 p. m., being then at an
•
•
altitude of 1,75° feet -r 533ID ] .
The 6th of October, at 7 a. m., with half of our entire load we descended by a very steep ravine III a
lower valley running nearly at the level of the sea, and opening by a narrow gulch into 'Vrangell Bay. There
we saw two ptarmigan (for me the last of the season), of which jens killed one with a revolver. Then .for
four hours we travelled at a rapid gait over a frozen stream, and reached the sea-coast on the northeast side
of Wrangell Bay There the ice was solid, but extended only a short distance from the north and south
capes. After caching our load of provision behind a large erati que [erratic] block we returned to the tent
that had remained pitched in the upper valley, reaching there at 4.30 p.~. .
The night 6th to the 7th of October having been very Sl?rmy,.WIth It?ht but steady fall of snow, I
waited until 9 a. m. before venturing to start. At 3 p. m., the wmd still blowing hard, I passe? around .the
north cape of Wrangell Bay and followed the ice-foot, on which in places we were all three obliged to hitch

we
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to the sledge and pun between enormous blocks of paleocrystic ice, or haul with arms strength over hum
mocks and ruble [rubble] ice. Here Whistler was of excellent assistance. At 5 p. rn, being scarcely able
to pick out any more our way, on account of the dimness of the light thrown by the moon, 1 halted to camp.
The place was certainly not good; ten yards f9 m ] of ice-foot, squeezed to the right by the piled up and overhanging blocks of paleocrystic ice, and to the left by the high cliffs, from the ragged summits of which we
were at every instant threatened by the fall of rocks. Numerous debris around us proved of the unsafety
of the spot.

But here was the hest, even the only camping spot. To raise the tent in the teeth of a northwest wind,
blowing, 1 should think, at the rate of 20 miles an hour [8'9 m per second], was a difficult work. Nevertheless,
at 7 p, m, supper was cooked; then, trusting to fortune, we got into the bags.

r

Like symphonie symphon y] of nature in such a far away place 1 shall never forget; and for a long
time the noise of the howling winds and the grinding of the lIoes, twenty feet 6m] from my head, will remain
impressed upon my memory.

r

I was sleeping, when, at I p. m. [r a. m.], Whistler woke me by rushing out of his bag towards the door
with the announcement that the ice under the tent was moving. Happily the alarm was false, The concert
of nature had confounded his thoughts and misled his judgement, The case was realy a pardonable one.
Nevertheless, we kept awake; at 2 p. m, /2 a. m.] cooked a hasty breakfast and waited until 4 P: m, [4 a.m.],
The light of the moon then shining more brightly, we packed the sledges and proceeded north. But an hours
drive through heavy paleocrystic ice brought us again to a stop. It was a repetition of the scene of the
Black Cliffs, but on a larger seal e.
About half of a mile north of Mount Parry the narrow foot formed by the heavy ice, piled up by
tremendous
pressOre to
against
once more powerless
act. steep cliffs, had been broken and washed away. We stood there looking, but
The wind still blowing had nevertheless abated. I n the straits all the ice was in motion, not as a pack,
but in broken floes, small and large, covered or bordered by gigantic floe-bergs. When two of such pieces
in contact it seemed as if a fight of titants [Titans], rendered more terrible by prolonged crashing and
roarmg sounds, and that from every direction of the strait.

cam~

Pushing further was out of the question until a new piled-up ice-foot would be formed, and that by
pressure, against the steep cliffs that were now grinded by floating floe-bergs. It must have been a similar
scene t~at Commander M~rkham witnessed in his fall journey of 75.

d~Ided

18

With reluctance I
to returo home, convinced now that it must be very rarily possible to reach
the
Alerfwlllter
quarters
III the autumn hy travelling with sledges and along the coast.
Nearly at the, foot
h d
' ,
I
of Mount Parr I
Y cac e my ProVISIons. Then, at the great satisfaction of J ens, who seemed anxious y
watchmg
repeated assault of the floe-bergs against a narrow strip of ice-foot that we had to cross, I gave
the
order the
of retreat.
\Vith OUf nearly empty sledge
h t
d
,
.hd ' _
mg
winds
At
• snow and cuttmg
"
we as ene towards \Vrangell Bay , reaching there at 9 a. m., WIt nv
9 p. m. we once more slept on the lake of Beechey Valley.
Th
•
'
d
e
8th
of
October
camp
was
Bay and
amve at 12 m. at Cape :Murchisonbroke
At at 7 a. m.; at 9 a. m. ,we passed the tent in Shift Rudder
' t
to reac h Cape Joseph Henry,
,
.
4 p. rn, we entered DIscovery Harbor unsuccessful 10 our attemp
f
t th if r:
,
•
C
This
journey
has
taught
me
the
H
cto
er,
It
must
be
by
t
11'
I
'
.
enry In
'0 b '
ac
at 1 tor sprmg journeys provisions are to be carried at ape
N
, .
ares a d VIse
,raved mg overhand In valleys similar to the two lately discovered. .Captain
ised to 1ook for this
' inl
L mco n WIt
' 1 ' h \Vrangen Bay,"
an route t at, says he." "must exist and would put in comrnurucatrcn

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant
(Address omitted.]

,
OCTAVE PAVY,

Adin~ Assistant Surgeon,

o: S. A.
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FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

February 20,

1882.

SLEDGE JOURNAL TO WRANGELL BAY.

October 2, 188L-Left Fort Conger, accompanied by Whisler and Jens, with the two dog sledges.
Arrived at Cape Murchison at 11.30 a. m, Reached Mt. Beauford (Beaufort] by 4.30. Went into sleepingbags at 7. p. m,
.
October 3, 1881.-Rising at 6 a. m, we started at 1 a. Ilj.; we reached Cape Beechey at I a. rn, North
of Cape Beechey fell in with broken ice-foot, obstructed by heavy pieces of floe-bergs. The foot has partially changed. We travelled for an hour and a half; at 12.30 P: m, our progress is stopped at the Black
Cliffs. Cahotique [chaotIc] masses of ruble [rubble] and ice, &c. We climbed from the ice-foot to the top
of agglomerated ice. Magnificent scene. Impossibility to advance. Retraced towards Beechey Valley.
Reached lake at 5 p. m., with half of the load.
.
October 4, 1881.-Spent in caching provisions in a valley, 8 miles long by ~ mile wide. Tent remains
pitched on the lake. Travelling hard. Advanced part of the load 3 miles in the valley.
Odober 5, 188I.-Packed tent and baggage, and by small advances I reached the extremity of the

•

valley at 5 P: m., altitude 1,750 feet [S33m J.
October 6, 1881.-Started at 7 a. m. Reached Wrangell Bay at 12 m, Ice solid, but extends but
short distance from the capes; we returned to the tent that had remained pitched in the upper valley, reach ..
ing there at 4.30 p. m.
October 7, 188I.-Night very stormy, with light but steady fall of snow. Started at 9 a. rn.; at 3 p. m,
(wind blowing hard) I passed the west cape of Wrangell Bay. Followed the ice-foot. We were all three
obliged to pull the sledge in places. Enorma [ous] blocks of paleocrystic ice. At 5 p. m, we halted to
camp in a bad place; wind, 20 miles an hour [8'9 m per second]. At 7 cooked supper. October 7 cooked
breakfast at 2 p. m. [a.m.], Packed at 4 p. m. [a. m.]. Brought to a stop at 5 P: m, [a. m.], Repetition of
the Black Cliffs. All the ice in motion. I repeat reaching Wrangell Bay at 9 a. m., and the lake of Beechey
Valley at 9 p. m.
October 8, I881.-Broke camp at 7 a. m., arrived at

I2

m, at Cape Murchison, and at 4 p. m, entered

Discovery Harbor.
Respectfully submitted.

OCTAVE PAVY,

Acting Assistant Surgro«, [1. S. A.
First Lieut. A. W. GREELY,
Fifth Caoalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.

ApPENDIX

No. 29.- L £eutellaI1i Locetoood's report

01t

St. Patrick [lalley.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

October 6,

1881.

SIR: I have the honor to make the following report of a short excursion to the valley to the north of

St. Patrick Bay in the immediate vicinity of this station.
I left here in the forenoon of the 3d-instant, at 10_4 0 a. m ,with the iron sledge drawn by the party,
consisting of Sergeant Linn, Corporal Salor, Private Henry, and myself. \Ve took the overland route and
found it very difficult for the lack of snow, especially the ascent from here to the "gap," which occupied
over an hour. The steep and rocky bluffs bordering St. Patrick Bay were reached at 3·3° p. rn, The
work of descent was very arduous and occupied two hours when, on reaching the level of the bay, the tent
was pitched and I went into camp.
. .
I broke camp and got off in the morning at 8 o'clock and reached the dry bed of th~ stream In the
valley referred to half an hour afterwards, but found on reaching it s~ many stones ~nd so little snow that
I gave up the idea of dragging the sledge up the valley, more especially as the. unironed sledge-runners
were already very badly worn. So I started with the party up t~e valley l.eavmg the sle~ge and load
behind. The valley, properly speaking, is, I should judge, from a mile to a mile and a half WIde, measured
between the steep precipitous bluffs or mountains hemming it in. It has two levels, so to speak, that of the
0m
stream above mentioned and that of level mesa lands, from fifty [I SID] to a hundred feet [3 ] high, above the
general level. These seem to be washings from the valley's lofty sides, and project out first on one side, then
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from the other, like the mud flats of a river. I continued on with the party for three hours; that is, till 11'30
a. m., and there found myself, at the northern extremity of the lower level referred to, probably 6 miles from
the bay. Ascending a rocky ridge, about midway between the sides of the valley, I took a compass reading
to St. Patrick Bay, which gave the trend of the valley thence to this point 1390 from south, or not quite
northwest. This agreed within 9° of a reading up the valley as far as could be seen; that is, to this locality,
taken at 9 a. m. A sight up-stream gave the continuation of the valley as north, within 2 degrees. I could
see no ralley to the north from my elevation-nothing but a narrow ravine inclosing the stream-bed, and
the whole party suffering very much from a cold north wind, I retraced my course southward, down-stream.
In following the dry bed we passed through a narrow gorge about 30 feet [gID] wide by 50 to 100 [15 m to
3 0 m ] high, its sides vertical in many places. It illustrates glacier action at some past period, the rocky sides
being deeply worn and furrowed. A narrow stream from the west comes in just' above this place. Much
fatigued by our walk over rocks covered with snow, we reached the sledge at 2 p. m., and continuing with it
down the bay reached depot A at 5.15 p. m,
The following day we got off at 9 a. m., leaving spare provisions, &c. at the depot, and on reaching the
English wagon dragged it to the south side of Water-course Bay, leaving it on the shore convenient to the
ordinary route to the coal mine. The party reached the station at 2.0S.'p. me'"
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J.
First Lieut. A. \V.

B.

LOCKWOOD,

Second Lieutenant, Pzventy-third Infantry, Acting SignaIOfficn'.
GREELY,

Fz.'fth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant to Chief Signal Officer, Commanding.

ApPENDIX

No. 30.-Sergeallt Rice's report on camp equipage.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, October 8, 1881.
SIR: I herewith respectfully submit transcript of readings of thermometer, Beck's Minimum, at the
"Bellows," made October S, 6, and 7.

We arriv:d at Bellows 3.4 0 p. m., Wednesday, October 5; thermometer was set. At 7 p. m. it registered
-18 [-27. 8 C.]. Thursday, October 6, at 7 a. rn., -24 [-3 1 • 10 C.]; at 4 p. m., -18 [-27. 8° C.]; at
4.20.~ ~., -20 [-28'9~ C.]; at 7.P· m., -:-25 [-31'7° C.]. Friday, October 7, at 7 a. m., -25 [-31,70 C.].
high northerly wmd prevailed dunng the whole time, which, in conjunction with the low temperature,
affected us very unp~easantly when exposed to it. The faces of Sergeant Brainard and myself were partly
frozen, Sergeant Bramard's several times.
The buffalo sleeping-bag was hardl'
t':.. I
. disappointed
.
. .III our expectations
.
f fi ndiill g
tna. Bemg
0
Ygiven a .tair
rubber blankets at the" B 11
"
d .h
"
.
e ows, we were compelled to place the sleeping-bag on the bare graun ,Wit
nothmg mter~enmg between it and the snow. \Ve were, therefore affected by the cold from the ground.
Under other Circumstances we thO k th b
ld'
.
. '.
.
b
db'
'
m
e ag wou give satisfaction m every respect. It might, perhaps, e
.
Improve y covenng the outside with canvas or sealskin dressed.
The new Hudson Bay sledge
di
.
. r. '
·
,use m transportmg the musk-ox meat to the ice gave perfect satlSlactlo n.
I t b ecame considerably
worn by bei
d
db'
,
f
th
I d
h
ng ragge over are ground and rucks but we do not know 0 any
'
o er s e ge t at would have suffered less under the same circumstances.
Very respectfully,

W. RICE,
Sergeant, Signal Cops, U. S. A.
GEO.

Lieut. A. \V.

,

GREELY

Commanding Polar Expedition

-

ApPENDIX
SIR'

Y

.

No. 31 -Lt'eutenant Lo k
d'
l
.
c woo s orders to attempt crossing of Robeson Channe.
ill

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

November

I,

1881.

proceed, weather permittin
\V d
B hey
and attempt crossing Robe
Ch
1 g, on e nesday, November 2, to depot B, near Cape . eee 'Ii
son
anne at an early day. Seven men, hauling the eight-man sledge, WI
•

OU WI

,."., _.~_.

•
__ .._.i
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constitute your main party, while Sergeant Rice, with Jens Edward and a dog sledge, will accompany you
to Cape Beechey, and will be at your disposal until you can spare them, when they will report to Dr. Pavy
at that place. Ten days' rations will be taken (except certain articles largely in excess at depot -B). from
this point; and on leaving the coast twenty full days' supplies will be carried. The food to be used will be
left to your discretion, except that enough lime-juice must be taken, either frozen or in pemmican, to allow
an ounce daily to each man. However, the ration to be consumed after leaving this coast will not exceed
the following, or its equivalent: 14 ounces pemmican; 2 ounces bacon, 12 ounces bread, 2 ounces milk, 2
ounces cranberry preserves, 3 ounces potatoes, z ounces butter, 2 ounces sugar, I ounce chocolate, X( ounce
tea,
ounce pepper, 3i ounce salt. If stores are found at Thank God Harbor this amount can be increased
from such stores at your discretion.
In crossing you will take, if open water is visible, the whale-boat now cached at depot B. The boat
on your return must be brought to this coast and safely cached.
On reaching the Greenland coast your permanent camp will be made at the most convenient spot. A
party will be sent by you to examine the boat, tent, and stores about 1.% miles east of Cape Sumner, while
you, with a second party, will visit the observatory at Thank God Harbor.
A list of the stores left by the Polaris in 187 I is herewith inclosed. You will please verify its correctness,
add to it any other articles found, and note their condition as well as that of the whale-boat left by the
English expedition of 1875-'76. In case time permits, the condition of the shore ice around Cape Sumner
and towards Gap Valley should be noted, but for this special purpose no favorable opportunity of recrossing
the straits should be lost.
A set of signal equipments will be taken, and from November 5 a party will daily attempt to communicate with you from Distant Cape, between 2 and 3 p. m., during which hours you are to keep, if possible, a
watch on that poin t.
As you fully understand, a journey across Robeson Channel is at all times full of dangers, which are
greatly increased at this period of the year, when the sun has long been absent and new ice daily forming.
Although this is a later date than any party has ever traveled, even by land, in such high latitudes, I feel
confident that your sound judgment and prompt action will bring about all possible success, while knowing
that no reasonable chance of crossing will be lost. I count, too, on your discretion, which will constrain you
to take no unusual or unnecessary risks, but rather to return here. I am quite aware of the possibility of such
return without success, and should not be surprised at such result.
If you succeed in crossing you will on your return leave all articles of food and equipments, not deemed
by you indispensable, properly cached on the Greenland shore for your spring work.
Meteorological observations will be taken, when practicable, at 3, 7, and I I a. m. and p. m., Washington
mean time. The maximum and minimum thermometers, properly set, will be left by you on the Greenlan·l
shore. I inclose an approximate list of the times of high and low water and ranges thereof, from the ad to
the 15th, inclusive.
Wishing you and your party good health and success, I trust your speedy return will allay any uneasiness on my part.
A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, .Fifth Cat/aIry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding EXjJedition.

+6

Second Lieut. JAMES B. LOCKWOOD,
Twel1ty.third Infantry, A. S. O.
(Two inclosures.)

ApPENDIX

No. 32 .- Lz'eutenant Lockwood's report on attempted crossing
•

FORT

CONGER, GRINNELL

0/ Robeson Channel.

LAND, November

10,

188i.

:01-

SIR: In pursuance of your letter of instructions of the rst instant, I have the ~onor to ~ender the
lowing report relative to an attempt to cross Robeson Channel, or rather a reconnaIssance With that object

in view.
.
.
The party consisted of Sergeants Brainard and Linn, Corp?ral Salor, a.id Priv:.:es ~onnell, Blerderb!ck,
Fredericks, and Ellis. The English sledge used was loaded with ~bout fifte~n days ratl~ns, ten~s, sleepI~g
bags, and the usual equipment and a variety of miscellaneous articles required to provide against contm-

r
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. ,m ge ttimg a cross , or to make the snow-house at depot B more
habitable-an itemized list of all of
gencles
.
which, with weights, I have already furnished you. The total weight (sledge and load) was 1,050 pounds,
.
a trifle more or less, per ha ps, 13 1 J( pounds per man.
November I.-At I o'clock p. m., the party left the station and pulled the loaded sledge to a point very
near Distant Cape, where, leaving it, at 3.15 p. m., we started back and reached here at 4.30 p. m., where we
passed the night.
.
November 2.-We got off at 8-45 a. m., and, picking up the sledge where left, proceed:d rapidly on the
way; everything satisfactory except the light, the gloom being greater on account of the thick overcast state
of the sky.
.
.
At 2 p. m. we reached Cape Murchison, or rather depot A, near by. This place I consider ten miles
from here or half-way to the snow-house.
.
Sergeant Rice, with the Eskimo Jens and the dog team, overtook me a half hour before: and here we all
made a halt of ten minutes, drinking some chocolate, brought along for the purpose, and filling up two bags
of coal. This coal, about 440 pounds, I put on the sledge, but the additional weight being very bur~en
some I threw it off again in a few minutes. The hauling across St. Patrick Bay was tedious and labOrIOUS
as usual on account of the snow which, by concealing the trail, made it necessary to "break out" a new
one or rather follow the one made by Sergeant Rice who preceded us. We were two hours, less ten minutes,
in crossing. At 6.30 p. m. we reached a point on the south side of Shift Rudder Bay, about three miles
from our destination, and, the men seeming much fatigued, I took the Hudson Bay sledge and about zoo
pounds (what was needed for the night) and continued thus to depot B, very much to the disappointment
of most of the men who were ambitious to pull through with the entire load. But the indentation of the
coast here is very similar to St. Patrick Bay, as regards hauling, and I judged it more prudent to send back
for the rest of the load in the morning. We reached the snow-house at 8 p. m., and found that Sergeant
Rice had preceded us by about one-half or three-fourths of an hour.
Private Ellis complained of his foot hurting him a good deal and of his being "played out" thereby.
He tells me he injured his foot by a fall some years ago.
N()1Jember 3.-At 10.40 a. m. I left with j ens and the dog team (seven dogs), and at I p. m. reached the
coal thrown off yesterday-about 100 yards [9Irn] from the tent. While Jens loaded the two bags and started
on return, I walked along the ice-foot, up the bay, about a mile, to examine the small boat left by the English.
I overtook Jens crossing the bay. Finding the load very heavy for the dogs, and having decided it impracticable to take two bags of coal across the straits, I left one of the two at the old cache on the north side
of St. Patrick Bay, and continuing on to the snow-house reached it at 4 p. m. While I was absent, Sergeant Brainard and the party had brought up the 'English sledge and load left yesterday and placed the
whale-boat thereon, and I made some other preparations for the next day.
N(7)embet 4.-About noon, having everything in readiness, the whole party, except Ellis, whose foot
disabled him, left the snow-house, with whale-boat, equipped and rationed for upwards of twenty days, and
h headed" towards Polaris Promontory.
I could distinguish nothing in the gloomy twilight but a long
stretch of hummocky ice, and so left the small stove and coal and other things behind that I had intended
taking along had there been more water. The boat being 28 feet [8'5 1l1] long and the sledge I I [30401 ] , the
bow and stern projected far beyond the ends of the latter and made a very unwieldy load as well as a very
heavy one. OUT progress on the smooth, level floe next the shore was correspondingly slow and unsatisfactory. Every little unevenness in the ice brought us to a halt. A small piece of "rubble ice," about 2 feet
m]
[0.6 hi?h, ove~ which. we did not succeed in pulling our load by united and repeated exertions, convinced
me that It was impracticable to go farther, except by making a broad, level road all the way across as we
went. An undertaking of this nature, in the daily increasing darkness and cold, was not to be thought of
without urgent necessity. Accordingly we returned to the snow-house after an absence of two or three hours.
Sh~rtly afterwards ~ergea~t Rice, with the dog-team, returned from Cape Murchison with the small boat
which I had sent him for in the morni~g. About 6 o'clock Dr. Pavy, accompanied by Lieutenant Kislin~
bury, ca.me along. There were tW~lve In the snow-house at supper and eight slept inside. This structure IS
now quite com:ortable. I oc~upled some time after returning from the ice in adding to the height of the
roof and the thickness of the SIdes, and making some other improvements-putting slats under the canvas
roof, &c.. The sides are nearly vertical and about 6~ feet [zm] high; the diameter of the floor is about I2
feet [3.6111].
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November s.-The forenoon .was occupied in preparing for another attempt in the small r e-foot [3.6m]
boat brought up. Oakum and white-lead were stuffed in all visible cracks and openings. Doubtless we passed
over others concealed by ice and frost. My plan was to have the whole party-excepting Ellis, sick-draw
the loaded boat on the sledge to open water, if such there was, or at least as far as those to be left behind
could prudently go, and, having found the craft seaworthy, to make an attempt with three of the men.
Everything was prepared accordingly, baggage and rations being cut down to the lowest limit; the latter
weighed I 14 pounds. We started a few minutes after noon and made satisfactory progress (seven men dragging) till we reached the hummocky ice. The sky was overcast and everything indistinct and gloomy.
Floundering through the snow and over the ice-cakes we got many falls. Soon we heard very distinctly the
grinding of moving ice like a distant roar or the monotonous drone of a fly-wheel. Some of the men said
they could see distant floe-bergs moving. In the distance, towards Polaris Promontory, perhaps two miles
off, we all saw a dark, indistinct line, which evidently was open water. I left the rest straining at the load,
and proceeding ahead over some very rough places, crossed some wet" sludge-ice," about fifteen or twenty
yards [14 m or 18 m ] wide, and found myself on a comparatively level floe. I had not proceeded more than
a few minutes on this towards the dark line referred to when I became aware that the ice I was on was in
motion. I imagined the" sludge-ice" crossed over to be water, and, thinking my retreat cut off, made all
haste back, but found the "sludge-ice" still intact and the moving floe pressed close against its edge. It
seemed to be the boundary line of the fast shore-ice. I found on further examination that water appeared in
this "sludge," somewhat of the consistency of melted snow, and I could readily thrust my boat-hook down
into the water beneath almost anywhere. I brought the party and their load to this place. The capacity
of the boat and the equipment admitted of but four men. It would have been a laborious task for the seven
to get her over this place. It was evidently dangerous for a man alone to walk over this sludge, and I did
not know that the boat was seaworthy, but the chief consideration which made me forego any further attempt
to proceed was the increasing gloom which made near objects indistinct in the extreme. The men seemed
heartily glad when I told them we should give it up.
At 2 o'clock I displayed the two signal torches from the top of an adjacent floe-berg, IS or 20 feet
[4.5 or 6rn ] high; they continued burning for thirty-five minutes. I could see no lights at Distant Cape, and
doubted ours being seen. The snow-clouds obscured everything. In returning, the darkness offered a greater
obstacle than ever, though we followed our outward trail. Ellis had built a fire on shore, by my order, which
was quite an aid when any difficulty in following the trail occurred.
November 6.-Accompanied by Sergeant Brainard, I walked out to the moving floe of the previous day; it
occupied just twenty-five minutes, walking briskly.. Instead of the floe we found open water stretching from
the direction of Cape Beechey obliquely down the straits, varying in width from 50 to perhaps 4 0 0 yards
[46 to 366m], these distances constantly changing according to the contour of the moving pack on the farther
side. The" sludge" still adhered to the fast ice, though there was not so much of it. To-day, as well as
. yesterday, the ice was moving north when we observed it. The few hours of light were occupied in this
walk and by the party generally in extending the tunnel of the snow-house and moving the tent and stores
alongside. I also constructed a snow pedestal on the little bluff adjoining, near the former position of the
tent, and fitted the telescope on top ,thus
makinz observation with it up and
down and across the straits
I : )
"
more satisfactorily.
In the evening I made arrangements to travel north next morning, along the ice-foot, with.a view t,o
gaining something by inspecting the straits and the land in this direction. Ellis was to be left behind, as his
foot still pained him. All this in the event of the weather proving favorable.
.1Vo'lJember 7.-The wind blowing and the air filled with snow-clouds, I decided to return to the statio~l.
Ellis determined to do his share, notwithstanding his painful foot, and stuck manfully to the drag-rope till
we reached home.
At 10.35 a. m. we got off, dragging the small boat on the English sledge, and, leavin~ behind rati,ons
and other things, I thought better to keep at the depot. Our day's work was a hard one. fhe south wmd,
aided by a high tide, had flooded the ice-foot to the very edge of the steep, rocky slope tha~ marks the coast
line. The new ice-foot had not yet frozen hard enough to bear, and we ~onstant1y ~roke in, often at every
step and sometimes to the knee. It was but seldom possible to avoid this by travehng on the sloye to our
right, on account of the alternate deep snow-drifts and exposed rocks. I cautioned the men against frost.
bite, and we kept on, our progress slow, though our load could not have much exceeded 65 0 pounds. At 3

t
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p. m. we reached the north side of St. Patrick Bay and lighted the signal-torch to find a way off the ice-foot.
It was not of much use afterwards except when in among the hummocks, for our old trail was obliterated
and the driving snow made very indistinct even the nearest of the high bluffs along here. It was impossible
to see across the bay till probably half-way over. Some of the men complaining of their wet feet, I halted,
and most of them changed their foot gear. At 4.50 p. m. we reached depot A. I pitched the tent
adjoining the one there, and, with the little stove brought along, we soon had a good fire from the su?ply
of coal here. Private Bierderbick had changed his socks early in the journey and afterwards I believe, and
had kept on land, generally where the ice-foot was weak, and yet on arrival at camp his big toe was found
severely frozen, giving him a good deal of pain; everything was done that suggested itself, and he was put
in a sleeping-bag. Sergeants Brainard and Linn and Private Connell, and perhaps some of the rest,suffered
from frost-bitten toes, but none seriously.
N01)ember 8.-\Ve had breakfast at 5 a. m. and were off at 6.30' It was found necessary to carry
Bierderbick in the boat. Here, wrapped in a sleeping-bag, he remained till we reached the station. The
ice-foot was extremely good, and we gut along very well, except when we left it, on two occasions, at Watercourse Bay, and floundered around in the hummocky ice, unable to see our way. We also encountered a
like difficulty in the long stretch of snow between Distant Cape and Dutch Island. The bare rock, which
marks the eastern extremity of the vertical cliffs forming this cape and over which the sledge route lies, we
reached at 8,55 a. m. At 9.50 we were on the ice opposite the cape and at II.50 at Dutch Island. Here
we were happily joined by Private Whisler, by whose ready help we got to the station and ended the journey at 12.30 p. m.
I regret to say that I recorded but few meteorological observations. Being out so much, and finding
much difficulty in getting accurate readings, principally on account of the darkness, I gave it up. At 9. 1 5
~. m., of the ad instant, the thermometer stood at - 12 f- 24-4 0 C.]. The lowest registered since my visit
0
I~ October was - 28 [- 33'3 C.J. During my stay at depot B the thermometer ranged, without an exception that I recall, from - II to - 20 [ - 23.9 0 C. to - 28'9° C.].
The sledge rou~e b~tween ~ere and depot B is very good. The high. tide referred to has improved it
very much~ thoU~h It ruined it at the time. High, rocky, precipitous bluffs follow the general contour of
the coast Im.e or Ice-foot with but few exceptions. These exceptions are changes from bluff or cliff to the
gradual slopm~ mountain sides. The latter topography exists only at Water-course Bay and in the neighborhood of ?lllft Rudder ~ay. Sledge parties always cross these bays and S1. Patrick Bay through the
hummocks, in order to aVOId long detours. The floe ice is also taken between here and Distant Cape. It
may be. said that sledging or ~ranspor~ation of any kind is impracticable along this route at any time, except
on the Ice-foot or the surface Ice outside. The debris from the cliffs forms an inclined plane, extending from
above to the edge of the sea. Though the slope of this plane is occasionally such as to allow traveling
thereon, the alternate surfaces of bare, uneven rocks and snow-drifts make this traveling laborious in the
extreme, even where it is possible at all
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J.

First Lieut • A •

1'Ir

tv.

G REEL\'",

B. LOCKWOOD,
. Second Lieutenant" Twenty-third Infantry, A. S. O.

Fifth Caualry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.

ApPENDIX

No" 33 -Dr. Rt'lvy ' S oraers
,.J
fior Jour1tey
.
to Wrangel Bay.

. y
.
SI R. ou will proceed on Novem b

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

November 3, 188r.
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! iii

eqtoip~ents

at depot
any articles of !our
which, not indispensable for your return, may be useful the
commg sprmg.
?bServatlOns will be taken, when practicable, at 3, 7, and 11 a. m, and p. m.,
Washmgton mean time. 'The m.mmum thermometer at depot B must be read and reset, both in going and
returning. While at depot B no alcohol will be used, but all cooking must be done with coal. A list, with
the weights of all articles taken, will be furnished before starting. A copy of your sledge journal will be

M~teorolo~lcal

transmitted to me within a week after your return.
I am, very respectfully yours,

A. W.

GREELY,

First Lieutenant, Fifth Canalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.

Acting Assistant Surgeon O.

ApPENDIX

PAVY,

U. S. Army.

No. 34.-D r . Pavy's report 01tjourney to Wrange! Bay.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

~·30

February 17th,

1881

2

1 ].

SIR: According to your orders, Friday, Nov. 4th, at
a. m. I left Fort Conger, accompanied by
Lieut. Kislingbury and driving myself the dog sledge Lilla. Without any difficulty we turned Distant Cape,
and following the ice-foat, reached Cape Murchison at 11.3° a. rn. Since my last journey, the general
appearance of the floes in Water course Bay is not changed. On the north side of St. Patrick's Bay, after
having passed over excellent travelling ice, we fell in here and there with hummocks; but alltogether t}te
road could be considered as very good. At 6 P: m. the snow-house (in Shift Rudder Bay, at the foot of Mt .
Beauford [Beautort]) was reached, and we found assembled the party of Lieut. Lockwood, who had returned
the previous day from an unsuccessful attempt to cross the straits. During the night that I passed very
comlortably under the tent the wind blew hard, and the grinding of the ice could be heard in the distance.
This confirmed my belief that Robeson Channel closes, but very late in the fall or at the best in the

•

beginning
of winter.
sth November, I started at 9.3 0 .a. m., leaving Lieut. Lockwood's party busy at work preparing
Saturday,
a boat that they expected to use in a second attempt to cross the straits.
Following your instructions, I took with me G. W. Rice and the Eskimo Jens to drive the dog sledge
Antoinette. When travelling in the bed 01 the water course that empties from the lakes of Beechey Valley,
the little fox-dog Gypsy, of the sledge Antoinette, began showing symptoms of maternity. Being then but
a mile and a hall from the snow-house, I tried to drive her back, but without success. Neither coaxing or
Whipping being of any effect, I was obliged to let her run with the team, but unhitched.
Now the steep hill, north of the lake, that gave me so much trouble to climb in October, was ascended
without
Theunloading.
snow being comparatively hard we succeeded by double manning each sled. But before reaching
the bottom of the valley on the other side, men and beast had gone through hard pulling over places where
the ground was swept bare of its snow. Nevertheless travelling was better than in October.
From two p. m., hour at which we entered the valley, to seven fifteen p, m., when we pitched the tent
(about half-way between Wrangell Bay and Mt. Beauford [Beaufort]), the weather became cloudy and cold.
At nine P: m. the supper was eaten and everyone had turned in his bag.
November 6th, at 8 a. m. we woke up with the news that Gypsy had increased our canine stock with
three heads. Rice having implored mercy for the innocents, we dug a hole in a bank of hard snow and
left the
supplied
with pemmican.
9.3 a.well
m. we
were travelling;
and at
At family

..

12

rn., after passing one of my encampments of last month, we

0

entered the lower valley in a vertiginouS descent down a steep ravine.
....
At 4 P: m, we reached Wrangell Bay and encamped, in a snow-storm, the wmd drIfung m our face.
Monday 7 November, the gale that was blowing all night had scarcely abated, and the moon was yet
th
by.the bag until 12.3 P: m.; when, hitching up one team, I started
. WIth
. Jens carry
too cloudy
to travel in
We remained
0
the provisions across the bay, to the northeast side, where I had before :,tarted a depot. F.rom this spot
close to the northeast entrance of the bay, I could see, at a very short dIstance ahead, the line of demarkation between the ice and the open water, extending as far as the misty weather could allow the view to

t~

reach.

f
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The sea, at the time, must have been washing the feet of the two foremost capes.
I may therefore venture to say, that, where I had found last October a solid sheet of ice, the waves
were now rolling. I think, moreover, that if my purpose in this trip had been to reach Lincoln Bay, it would
have been frustrated once more.
This storm, the winds of the past month, or the floating massing of ice, that have been tossed through
and fro in the channel, must have undoubtedly broke the ice-foot in many places between Wrangell Bay and
Lincoln Bay.
The provisions, well secured behind a large erratique [erratic] block, I at once returned to the tent,
having been absent for about an hour. At 1.30 p. m. we began our homeward journey, reaching the snowhouse of Shift Rudder Bay at 10 p. m.
On the way, we stopped at our camping place in the upper valley, to take the dogs on the sledge.
November 8th, by a dark and disagreeable day, at 12 m, we left the snow-house and sighted Fort
Conger at 5.50 P: m., having accomplished the object of the journey.
I have but to express my satiesfaction [sic] for the manner in which G. W. Rice has done his duty.
I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,
OCTAVE PAVY,

Ad. Assist. Surgeon, U. S. A.
This report was received by me, February 17, ]882, after five formal requests for it and as many as a
dozen personal ones.
It comes in an incomplete and discreditable shape. Dr. Pavy has been informed by me that his reports
could be made in French if he so wished. I have not deemed it proper to correct the errors of English
therein.
. .Being defective otherwise, I have (February 21) written officially for a supplementary report.
this indorsement necessary to show that I have in no way countenanced such gross neglect.

A. W.

I deem

GREELY,

First Lieut., stll Cau., A. S. O. and Asst., Comdg. Expdn.
Feby. 21, 1882, Fort Conger, Grinnell Land.

rst Lieut. A~ W. GREELY,
A. S. O. and Asst., Commanding ..

FORT CONGER, GR.

LAND, Feby.

20,

'82.

SLEDGE JOURNEY TO WRANGELL BAY.

Novemb~r

4th , '81.-Left Ft. Conger at 7.30 a. m., accompanied by Lieut. Kislingbury.
Cape MurchIson at 11.30 a. m. At 6 p. m, reached the snow-house,

Reached

. Nov~mber 5~h, '81.-During the night the wind blew hard; the grinding of the ice could be heard. Took
with me Sergt. Rice and Jens-Gyp
f'
.
.
'II rth of

hI'
sy symptoms 0 maternity-ascended without unloading the hi no
PItched tent about half way between Wrangell Bay and Mt Beauford [Beaufort] ' weather cloudy
and cold.
"
..
t e ake,

November 6th '81.-At 8 a m n
f G
.
.
e
entered the lower vallev, At • • ews 0
ypsy; dug a hole In a bank for the innocents ; at 12m. w
y
4 p. m. reached Wrangell Bay and encamped' snow storm.
Not'ember 7th '81 -Gale ab t d R '
,
s
t
di
".
a e.
emained In bags until 12.3 0 p. m, Left depot. Open wa er
exten mg as far as the VIew could reach At
hi the
snow-house of Shift R dd B
' .
1.3 0 p. m, we began our homeward journey, reac mg
• 1
U
er ay at 10 p. m,
MYl'ember 8th, 'SL-Left snow-house t
d .
Respectfully submitted.
a 12 m. an SIghted Fort Conger at 5.50 p. m.
OCTAVE PAVY,

.•

Actg, Asst. Surg., U. S. A.

l~/i 6y Dr. Pavy at MI. Pa '-t olb
.
Provisionslift at Wrangd BaY,*-Iooii;
5 , ' pemmIcan; SOlb. bread.
~ _ . pemmican- 50 lb, bread; 7 cans milk; 3eans butter; 4 eans extract beef. _
* As per list handed me b D P
.
..~-_.~. __._~---y r, avy a few days after his return from Mount Parry.-A. W. GREELY, Lt.
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and JJ.

FORT CONGER, GRINNFLL LAND, February 28th, 188z.
SIR: I have the honor to submit to you the supplementary information bearing on my journey of the
3d of October and ath of November.
JOURNEY OF THE

,.

3D OF OCTORER.

In this journey I have established two depots. The farthest one north (yet unnamed) is nearly at the
foot of M t. Parry.
The coast being in this neighborhood of very uniform appearance, I could only, to my previous indication, add that the provisions were cached behind a very prominent erratique [erratic] block that can certainly
not escape the observation of any party travelling along the shore.
This depot contains bread, 100 [So] lbs.; pemmican, over 100 [I SO Jibs.; snowshoes, I pair.
At Wrangell Bay, the other depot (depot C) is again established behind a large block of stone on the
northeast side towards the entrance of the bay.
I can again add that no travelling party can mistake the location. The bay is comparatively small, and
the rock that marks the spot is the largest, and really the only prominent one. The depot consists of pemmican, 120 [100 Jibs.; [bread, 50 lbs., A. W. G.]; butter,3 cans; milk, 7 cans; extract of beef, 4 cans; snowshoes, 2 pair.
The list of provisions that 'were to be taken from depot B was made before leaving Fort Conger, and is
in your possession.
On my return at Shift Rudder Bay I left at depot B three quarters of a gallon of spirit of wine, ten to
twelve pounds of lime-juice pemmican, and a 15 lbs, can of English potatoes, from which a very small
quantity had been taken.
At depot B the minimum self registring thermometer, set by the previous party (registered minimum)
read minus IS° [_26.1° C.] the 3rd of October.
I will add that during this journey at ne time and at no place I have seen Robeson's Channel in any
favorable state of navigation.

Meteorological observations, October.

Date.

Hour of
day.

Temperature.

Wind.

------C.

Fahr .

3
4
4

S
S

6
6

7
7

J

7p. m.
7 a. m.
7 p. m.
7 a. m.
6p.m.
8 a. m,
7 p. m.
6a. m.

Sp. m,

_10 0

-12·4

-23. 8
-26.J
-24·7

-11.0

1-23.9

-10.8
-15

-13. 5
-10.2

-

+

NE.
NE.
Calm.
Calm.

-23. 3°

-25· 0
i -23.4
3· 5 . -19·7
I. 9 -16·7
!

j

N.

NE. blowing.
NE. blowing.
NE. blowing.
NE. blowing.

Magnetical bearings correspond with the stations marked on the.map."
. .
At station A, Breads 289°;' at station B, station A reads 108° ,statlOn C reads 295°; at stanon C, station
Breads 1I7°, station Dreads 343 0 ; at station D, station e reads 162°.
JOURNEY OF NOVEMBER

4T H •

List of articles left at depot C: Pemmican, roo lbs.: bread, 60 lbs.; butter: 8 ca~s; milk, 8 cans.
The 7th of November the minimum thermometer read at the snowhouse, III Shift Rudder Bay, [-37.2° C.). fAt that time so reading.-A. W. G.]

.-._----------------------_.

,

*Map omitted ~ being unimportant, being traced coPy of English map furnished by me to Dr. Pavy.-A. W .G.,

Lt.

0

35
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In this trip at no time the straits were navigatable.
Having not aquire ye eno

.

. d

t

.
' .

ugh practical experience to write about the contested questIon of the forma-

tion of paleocrysric ice, I thought judicious, for the present, to dismIss the subject from my report.
Ocrxvz PAW,

I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,

Act. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. A.

List ofprlJ'Z)isions at depot .8, Noz'. 7th, 1881.

r OOx potatoes.

I

[ box baked beans.
18 cans baked beans.
[ box corned beef.
36 Cans corned beef.
I sack for Greenland coast.

*

t box alcohol (used from).
I box (can-coffee).
1 box alcohol.
I brl, pilot bread.

7 barrel bread [said to be one barrel.-A. W. G.].

*I

5 bags bread.

bag, contents as follows: Coffee, 7 100.; chocolate, 7 lbs.;
salt, 6 lbs.: pepper, I can; wicking, 3 lbs.j corned beef,
10 can; roast beef, 4 cans; condensedmilk;tl6 can; baked
beans, 16 can; potatoes, 12 can; cranberry, 10 can: butter,5 can; soup, 5 can; sausage, 3 can; sugar, 48 lbs.; tea,
2 lbs.; con. eggs, 3 cans; damsons, 3 cans.
Box containing tea, J:( full.
4 boxes cartridges, cal. 45.
2

I

can coffee.

:2 cans potatoes.

box alcohol.
box onions.
I sack plain pemmican.
4 cans lime-juice pemmican.
I

I

bag smaIl, loose pemmican, estimated 15 Ibs,
barrel sugar, partly full.
12 cans butter.
I coil rope.
I piece leather.
I sack h trd bread.
I

I

boxes pepper (9)? paper package [leather._A. W. G.]
bag containing extract beefand chocolate (packages chocolate,
broken for Lt. Lockwood.)

ApPllNDIX

6.
No. 3 -Lieutenant Lockwood's orders for preliminary journey to Cape Beechey.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL

LAND, February 18, 1882.

Co,

SIR: You will proceed at 8 a. m., February 19 (unless the temperature sinks below _ 50' [-45. '
or
6
the weather is threatening), to depot B, near Cape Beechey, to ascertain if the condition of the ice in Robeson
Channel will permit of a speedy and satisfactory crossing to the Greenland coast. You will take the ?og
sledge AnM!ulte, with its team, and will be accompanied by Sergeant Brainard and the Eskimo Fred.erIck.
Food for the dogs for five days will be carried, and such extra supplies for the depot as can be taken wltho.ut
cretion.
seriously impeding your progress. Any portion of supplies so taken can be cached en rou!c at your dISIn case of fresh wind being experienced this side of depot A, you will return at once to the station, as
such exposure, with the present low temperature -430 -4 1 . " C.), with the sun yet absent, is deemed too
dangerous to
except in au emergency. The details of the trip, otherwise than as above
mentioned,
arebeleftencountered
to your discretion.

r

as you
A find
briefnecessary.
sledge journal will be kept, and a COpy thereof submitted on your return, with such other reports
.

The minimum thennometer at depot B is to he read on your arrival, and both the actual and

r~gis.

teredwill
temperature
The the
thennometers
will be read at even hours at such times as are convenient,
and
be set on noted.
your leaving
station.

:0

. Care will be taken
avoid Over exertion, antl to remedy any frost.bites in their incipiency.
gear must be changed mghtly, especially if circumstances oblige you to camp at depot A.

Second Lieut. JAMES B. LOCKWOOD,

The foot.

A. W. GREELY,
Fint Lieutenant, Ftfth Caval,:!, A. S. O. afld Assistant,•.

Twenty-third In./ant1y', A. S. O.

Commanding Expedztzon.

-~-----~._-------------=-t [15 Loc~~ood
i. e.,
J
W. G.]
• [Ll.In ongmal mell1orandull1._A.
states that the Contenls
of the 'hove sacks comprise the satne articles,

are duplicates .-A. W. G.

"
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No. 37.-Lieutenant Lockwood's report on journey ordered ill Appendix No. )6.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

February

24, 1882.

SIR: 1 have the honor, in compliance with your letter of instructious of February 18, to render the
following transcript of journal during my recent trip to depot B, made for the purpose of inspecting the ice
of the straits in that vicinity, with a.view of finding a satisfactory crossing to Greenland. The party consisted
of Sergeant D. L. Brainard, the Eskimo Frederick, and myself, a dog sledge and eight dogs, rations, dog
food, &c., for five days, as per memoranda already submitted. No tent or sleeping.bags were taken, as each
nightFebruary
was to be19.spent at depot
B.
left station
at 8,30 a. m, Reached depot A, near Cape Murchison, at IT·3° a. m.,
Party
and depot B, near Cape Beechey, at '-40 p. m. Weather during the day clear and cold, very little wind, or
none at all. The ice-foot from station to depot B, and the traveling generally is excellent. The snow this
side of Distant Cape, at Water-course, St. Patrick, and Shift Rudder Bays, where the route is on the ice-floe
instead of the ice-foot, is packed hard and has few inequalities. The low temperature just now causes a
good deal of friction, making the sledge drag with difficulty; it was quite noticeable to-day. The tent at
depot A is down; otherwise everything there seems ill statu quo. The snow at depot B has formed a drift,
reaching from the top of the little bluff just north of the snow house to some distance to the south of itm
perhaps fifteen or twenty yards [14 or 18"']; consequently the snow house and boat were completely
concealed; the tent the same, excepting the ridge and a foot below it. There is at least • feet [.6 ] of snow
on the roof of the snow house. In digging for the entrance of the tunnel through this snow, packed like slate,
the thermometer was unfortunately broken before it was discovered. Some snow found inside of the snow
o
house, having drifted through the small orifice adjoining the stovepipe. N tracks of wild animals noticed,
and none
evidently
had all
visited
February
.o.-We
slept the
lateplace.
this morning.

I myself passed a cold night, owing partly to the bedding and partly to the hole in the roof adjoining the stovepipe. This last has been remedied now. Breakfast
at I I, after which Frederick was sent back with sledge.(o vicinity of St. P'atrick Bay after bag of coal left
there since last fall. At I "3 Sergeant Brainard and 1 started out on the ice of the straits and walked in a
0
general direction towards Polaris Promontory till ..'0, when we retraced our steps and. reached. the snow
house a little after 4. The ice hummocks and rubble-ice, covered with snow, extends from the shore some
distance through; beyond it level floes exist as far as can be seen. I did not feel satisfied with it as a route
for sledge.
Febnlary H._Breakfast at 8 o'clock. At 9'Jo Sergeant Brainard and I started again on the straits,
taking a direction from the snow house more to the north. We encountered the level fioe-ice sooner, but
from appearances a better crossing seemed to be offered. from Cape Beechey; so, on my return, taking Frederick and his team, we proceeded to that place, reaching it in an hour and. ten minutes, i. e., at 12.10. We
got a good view from the sloping side of the cape, and then started out on the straits. After traversing a
distance hardly more than '00 yards [about 180m ] in a straight line the level fioe-ice was encountered.
On its hard covering of snow we traveled along quite rapidly till we were an hour's ride from the land
(directly across). From the top of a hummock a good view ahead showed the same character of ice as far
as could be seen, and assured me that the best crossing of the straits is from Cape Beechey. On our return
0

we found it very cold. \Ve reached the snow house again at 3.3 p. rn,
February 'J.-Left the snow house at 10 a. m., and reached the station, without event, at '·45·

J" B. LOCKWOOD,

Very respectfullY1 your obedient servant,

Setond Lieutenant, Twenty·third Infantry, A. S. O.
First Lieut. A. W.

GREELY,

Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commandillg.

r
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ApPENDIX

No. 38.-L£eutelzant Lockwood's orders for journey to Thank God Harbor.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

February

28,

1882.

SIR: Weather permitting, you will leave this station at 8 a. m., March I, for a trip to the Greenland
coast. You will take the dog-sledge Antoinette and will be accompanied by Sergeants Brainard and Jewell,
and the Eskimo, Frederick T. Christiansen. Private Long, with dog-sledge Lilla and Eskimo Jens Edwards,
will leave at the same time with supplies for depot B, near Cape Beechey, and will be under your orders
until directed by you to return. Ten days' allowance of provisions, fuel, and dog food for your party will be
taken from here, which will be supplemented by such addition from depot B as can be carried without
materially impeding you r progress across Robeson Channel.
Your first duty on the Greenland coast will be to visit the observatory at Thank God Harbor, in order
to ascertain exactly what supplies are available for sledge parties. A list of articles left by the Polaris
expedition has already been furnished you. It is important that the boat camp, in ravine about one mile east
of Cape Sumner, be visited, and the condition of the whale-boat be noted.
While it is very desirable that the condition of the ice from the boat camp across Newman Bay to Gap
Valley should be examined, and that you should return to Cape Beechey and di.cct from Cape Brevoort, it
is left to your judgment to abandon this part of the trip should adverse circumstances arise, or should you
think time could be gained for your spring work by so doing.
Points should be selected with reference to the establishment of depots during the coming month.
On your return you will leave on the Greenland coast all supplies not indispensable to your comfortable and safe return to Cape Beechey.
As Sergeant Jewell will probably be charged with the support of your party during the spring, you
should communicate to him freely your views as to the best route and methods to be followed in such work.
Meteorological observations will be made on even hours Washington mean time when practicable.
,
In all cases the minimum temperature must be n o t e d . '

A brief sledge journal must be kept, which must show the hours of travel and rest the hour of winding
'
the chronometer, daily comparisons of watches, and any matter of importance.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,
A. \V. GREELY,

Second Lieut. J. B. LOCKWOOD,

First Lieutenant Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Expedition.

Twen'!-third Infantry, Acting Signal OJlicer.

ApPENDIX

No. 39·-L £eutenant Lockwood's report on journey ordered -in Appe1zd-ix No. )8.

.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND March 13, 1882.
' d
SIR: I have the honor to render th r 11 .
e 10 owmg report on my late trip to the Greenland coast, rna e
pursuant to your letter of instructions of the 28th of F b
'
e ruary.
Th e party consisted
of myself S
B
ht d
) d 1
. ' ergeants ramard and Jewell the Eskimo Frederick and his dog team
eig
ogs an sedge. Pnvate Lon
ith h E ki
,
C
B h
g, WI t e s uno J ens and his dog team accompanied me as far as
ape eec ey. A tent, one a-man sleeping b
davs'
'
d fif .
'
..
- ag, ten ays rations, &c., all weighing three hundred an
t}
Pounds, constitutes] teh
h
eqUipment a list of whi h . h
For the sake f
.
'r
IC ,wit welg ts, I have already furnished you.
tt
h
.
I d
o convemence embrace
pre y rnuc everything under the several dates of my s e ge
journal.
0

0

(

0

March I.-At 8.10 a. m left the t ti
.h
with the other sledge got off ~t 8 o'clo~ka Ion WIt Long,. J ens, and the latter's team. The rest of the party
At 10.3 0 a. m, reached de ot A
Caught up WIth :hem near Distant Cape.
fifty or two hundred pounds
Pd
th ere I put on J ens s sledge a bag of coal, about one hundred and
,an on t e other the'"
I
"f
d
J t
d h b
SIgna can 0 alcohol, about seventy-five poun s.
us
north of St Patrick Bay I r
.
roun t e ag of pem'
d I d
of the two sledges.
mrcan an a box of alcohol and added them to the oa 5

H
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At 1.3 p. m. reached snow house, depot B. Frederick's sledge got in about one-quarter hour before
0
Jens's.Marek
H ere
I stopped
forLong
the night.
2.-At
6 a. m.
got up and cooked breakfa.st. At 8.13 a. m, party got off. Yesterday'.
load was diminished by the bags of coal and pemmican picked up en route. They were left at the snow
house. Packed 011 Jens's one of the bags of rations made up for Greenland, the contents of which you have.
At 9.3 a. m, arrived at Cape Beechey. Assured myself of the identity of Promontory Point as the
0

point as laid down on the map as being the nearest. It bears S. 60 E. (true).
At 10.15 a. m. both sledges were through the rough ice (extending something less than one-quarter mile
from shore), and, everything being transferred to Frederick's sledge, Long and Jens with sledge started back
while the rest of the party proceeded. The load on one sledge must now have been about seven hundred
At 11.28 a. m. reached a hummock of the ancient ice-fioe (the farthest of my trip with Sergeant
Vounds.
Brainard in February), between four and fi ve miles from the shore. Being fearful of the sledge breaking down,
and knowing little of the route ahead, I here left the bag of provis\Ons, placing it conspicuously on the top
01 the hummock. It is on or quite near a line from Beechey to Promontory Point,by which I designate the
bold headland first below the gap on the opposite coast. Delayed here ten minutes. This delay, with
fifteen minutes added, includes all the stops made in crossing. The character of the ice to this point is very
good indeed, the route being over a paleocrystic floe which is quite level. The same may be said, with
some few exceptions, of the route for the next two hours, when it changes to an undulating surface with
deeper snow underlying a weak crust. However, the route is quite practicable and, on the whole, good.
P: m reached rubble ice but got through and along quite readily; at 3·55 reached Greenland
At 3.
05
shore at Promontory Point and pitched tent on an ice-foot extending along shore a few hundred yards.
March 3.6'3 a. m. got up and cooked breakfast; Sergeants Brainard, Jewell, and I do the
0
At
cooking
in turn.
At 8.45
a. m, started sonth. Inspection yesterday afternoon and this morning before starting convinced me that no ice-foot exists along this coast. Later in the day I left the sle(lge on several occasions
for the same purpose but always with the same result. A snow slope exists here and there, but is often
interrupted by the floe- bergs, &c. We availed ourselves 01 level floes to a great extent, which sometimes
approach close to the shore, and made fair progress thongh not without the occasional use of the ax. The
traveling was fonnd easier by keeping well out from the coast. passed hy three points, each of which we
took for Cape Lupton as we approached it. On passing the last a wide plain came in view, extending
back from the coast a long way. We discovered a black object in the distance, and at 2•., p. m. reached
the observatory and the wintering place of the Polaris. passed the night in a hole dug in a snow-bank on
the beach, which made a warm, comfortable sleeping place.
March 4.-The forenoon was occupied in taking an inventory of everything found. The list will he
found appended. Hall's grave is in good condition, the original wooden headboard and the British headboard being in position, and everything apparently as when left. From a cairn near by I took a record
left by the English. The grave of Hand, of the English expedition, was seen, and is in good condition. The
range of hills which sweep in a circle from Cape Lnpton to Lookout Mountain, and the range of mountains
to the south which extend from the strait to Newman Bay, were easily identified. The plain is quite level
but covered by such a thin layer of snow in most places that the rocky, stony surface of the ground is much
exposed. Everything considered I thonght it would be best to proceed from here to the mouth of Newman
Bay via
the plain
and
the south
head down
of the the
bay.coast with Frederick and team and empty sledge, in order to find
went
At 12.25
p. m,
the best place to strike in to the eastward. The want of snow threatened to prove a serious difficulty, I
had in mind also Lieutenant Beaumont's route across. After proceeding an hour and a half I foond a small
ravine which promised to fnrnish a route, for some distance at least, off the coast.
At 2.5 P: m, got back to observatory. At 6 p. m, went to bed.
Marcil0 5.- 6. (5 a. rn. called cook. At 10.10 a. m, got off. Left the telescope behind in the snowAt I followed my tracks of yesterday, and at 11.30 got away fr?m the beach
took an
house constructed.
easterly course. Had little difficulty on account of the want of snow, to my surpnse ; though thm It
packed hard on the ground, and with a little care we avoided the bare ground. I soon found
ravine
which enters the straits lower down. This became deeper and the country more broken until we emerged

an~

se~ed

~nother

H. Mis. 393- 10

r
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on what is probably the water shed, an extensive plain stretching to the east as far as could b~ ~een. We
found this little broken by any deep water-courses, though the absenc~ of snow was ~urp~Ismg. The
thermometer registered - 55.5 [-48.60 C.] and there was quite a perceptible breeze bl~wlhg in our fac~s.
At 3.55 p. m. reached some deep snow in a shallow ravine west of an apparently Isol~ted mountain,
towards which we had been traveling for one or two hours. Here we dug a hole through III 3% or 4 feet
[10m or I.2 m ] . The ground was uncovered, the tent and poles were placed over it and snow over them, and
here we passed a warm night, though very much cramped for room.
March 6.-At 4.45 a. m, called cook; at 9 a. m. got off, after digging out of our lodgings through the
snow. A heavy snow-storm had prevailed during the night. It was still snowing, and the nearest landmarks were so obscure that traveling was by no means easy. The character of the country remained pretty
much the same, the water-courses, like prairie drains, running to the east.
At 11.15 a. m, reached what I took tobe Newman Bay, a perfectly level expanse, covered with snow,
extending to the east, with nothing to break the surface but a group of rocks, which I thought might be an
island. But the driving snow did not allow us to see very far. The isolated mountain of yesterday seemed
to be the west extreme of a range of hills, the eastern end of which was to the north of us, and which I
thought must mark the west shore of the bay. This point I made for, but soon discovered it was earth under
my feet instead of ice, and on reaching it found mountains to the northeast of us and the undulations of
land to the east.
Took from here a northeast direction.
At 1.05 p. m. strong wind and snow, making frost-bites frequent and traveling in its teeth very severe
work. I determined to burrow into a good snow-bank near by. It took two hours and ten minutes to build
our abode.
March 7·-The temperature being very low, and much wind, we remained in snow-burrow all day.
March 8.-Weather still very bad, but started out at 8 a. rn.,notwithstanding, to make an attempt. Frostbites became so frequent that I returned in the course of an hour. Observation of temperature of snow
house, opening (door) uncovered, 110 lamp, outside, -33° [- 36. 1 0 C.]; on floor, 6 feet [I .8 lO ] from door,
0
+3 [-:-16.1° C.]; 2~ feet [·7 6m] above floor, +3 10 [-0.6° C.]; roof, between five and six feet [1.5 and
m
1.8 ] hIgh, temperature, when lamp was burning, 36° [ 2.2 0 C. J only. Just previous to this, however,
a hole was cut ~n the roof and a piece of canvas placed over it to serve as a window, candles having been
forgotten, a~d none brought on trip. The temperature, doubtless, afterwards got much higher than this.
These expenments were performed just after return of the party.

+

+

. March 9.-~t 3·3? a. rn, cook arose; at
sl~ght. surface dra.m,.whlch grad~ally ?ecame a

5. 15 a. m, breakfast; at 6.45 a. m, got off, and followed a
wide and deep ravine, leading us in a generally northeast
direction (very winding]. In this ravine, not far from the bay, four ptarmigan were seen. Here also I shot
a hare.
20

At 9. a. m•.on shore of Newman Bay; Reynold's Island not to be distinguished. I think we must
have been some distance up the west coast. The whole bay is smooth and level. The snow on its surface
hard. \Ve traveled. along very satisfactorily, though all had to walk. Yet the load consisted of little else
than t:nt and sleepmg-bag. . The low temperature seemed to cause great friction. On little patches of ice
m.et WIth, the. sled~e moved along very smoothly indeed. We walked almost continuously during the entire
tnp, There IS no Ice-foot along this coast.
At 3 p. m. reached Boa~ Camp. Found readily the whale-boat and the canvas boat. The former has
h r .
. .
one-half dozen oars by her SIde Did not t
..
urn er over lor want of time and not regardmg It as necessary.
!hese boats are substantially as described in the English reports. The hole in the bottom of the whale-boat
IS hardly larger than one's hand; otherwise the boat seemed in good order and condition.
Examined the
bottom carefully.
from ~~

4~ 5atp. In. reached. a point at or quite near Cape Sumner, when we pitched the tent. The route
The route could be made
· ebl °r C1am P here lies on a snow slope behind a row of heavy floe-bergs
prac t rca e lor oa d ed sledges only with s
1h
'
.
.

, e v e r a ours work. I exercised my discretion and did not go
h
..
to G ap V a11 ey or Cape Brevoort I think th d
insid h
~.
e epot s ould be either at the former or at the Boat Camp
and b o th are mSI
e t e rough Ice which
ds i
. id f
thiIS l'me thee iIce IS
. smooth and level Th crow S into the mouth of the bay from the straits. All IDSI .ed 0d
from the straits into the ba about' mi ere seems to be a good route over some level floes which exten e
Y.
idway between the two capes. Between the Boat Camp and Cape
S umner, exten dimg some hundred
yards fro th h
.
. m e 5 ore, the Ice is of the roughest description.
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March lo.-Last night was cold and uncomfortable in the extreme. The sleeping-bag was unrolled
with difficulty, and with as much labor we wedged our way in between the frozen folds.
At 3 a. m, cook arose. I deposited the tent and poles, sleeping-bag, one spade, one shovel, one snow
knife, and a piece of cooked musk meat (about ten pounds) on the side of a small ravine or break in the
cliffs, about 100 yards [9Im] west of Cape Sumner, or at least west of my camping place, and in a conspicuous position.
At 6.55 a. m. left camp and took a direct route for Cape Beechey. For some hours we traveled over
level floes; then we encountered the undulating surface of paleocrystic floes, and afterwards made slow and
laborious progress through rubble ice; then for an hour or two we traveled over a perfectly smooth, level
floe. It coming on to blow and snow, so as to shut out even the nearest land, I inclined more to tho right,
and, after about an hour through bad rubble ice, at 3. IS a. m., reached the Grinnell Land shore, about a mile
above Cape Beechey, traveling principally over a snow slope.
At 3.45 a. m. passed our outward tracks at old crossing,
At 5.20 a. m, reached snow house (depot B). The level floes which I speak of as encountering in the
morning, seemed to extend south in a course nearly parallel to the coast, and probably as lowas the Gap.
I think that the best route to Cape Sumner lies in my original tracks across the straits till, perhaps, two hours
from Promontory Point and the Gap, and then in taking advantage of the level floes which I have mentioned as extending south from Cape Sumner. My trail from Cape Sumner to Cape Beechey is not practicable for loaded sledges without much work with the ax.
March II.-At 8.30 a. m. called cook; at II.IO a. m, got off; at 2.05 p. m. passed depot A; at S.lS
p. m, arrived at station.
Appended will be found the meteorological report of Sergeant Jewell, as also the list of stores at Thank
God Harbor.
Very respectfully,

J. B.

LOCKWOOD,

Second Lieutenant, Twenty-third Infantry, A. S. O.
First Lieut. A. \V. GREELY,
Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Iuternational Polar Expedition.

List of stores at Thank God Harbor and their condition.

J4 barrel wheat, apparently good.
Enfield rifles (1862), apparently good.
~ canister gunpowder, small grain, in roo-pound canister,
serviceable.
900 rounds Springfield cartridges, metal, cal. 50, apparently
good.
1,000 cartridges, center primed, Navy pistol, cal. 50, apparently
good.
1,000 cartridges, center pr.med, Navy pistol, cal. 50, apparently
good.
J ,000 cartridges, center primed, Navy pistol, cal. 50,apparently
good.
8 brass hinges, 4 brass rowlocks, 6 brass castings, 8 brass
castings, 2 brass hooks, good.
I steel fox-trap, good.
I pickax, without handle, good.
2 saws, carpenter's, good.
3 hatchets, good.
I shovel, good.
2 shovels, bad.
1 box farina (about 30 or 40 pounds), Polaris, apparently
good.
2

,

r

I barrel cornmeal (of yellow color), good. (?)
6 cans pemmican (4s-pound cans) for me" to eat, good.
1 hammer, machinist's,good.
I mattress (single), much worn.
IS-man tent. (?)
~ barrel lime juice, good.
~ barrel pork (mess), bad.
2 water-breakers (boats), good.
I grindstone (between r z and 20 inches diameter), good.
I bag tea (in barrel), spoiled.
3 shovels, bad.
2 dozen lead in straps, good.
I I z-man sledge, good.
I s-man sledge, good.
10 barrels hard bread. (?)
I small box minie-ball cartridges and caps, apparently good.
3 coverlets, felt, good.
I waterproof 1100r cloth (for s·man tent), serviceable.
3 2s-pound bags NO.2 shot, good.
I 2s-pound bag No.2 buckshot, good.
2 volumes " Punch," bound, good.
I book ( - - ) , good;
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List of stores at Thank God Harbor and their condition-Continued.
book (Eulalie) good.
book (Foul Play), good.
1 book (Albert Nyanza] by Baker, good.
About 3 dozen panes glass, about 8 x 10, 8 X 12, &c., good.
2 snow knives, good.
1 tent brush, good.
1 box shotgun cartridges (center primed), apparently good.
1 zo-foot ice-boat (complete), apparently J as well as could be
ascertained without turning her over (she lays bottom
up excellent.

1

1

stove (cog-wheels and spindle), apparently good.
coil insulated wire on large iron cylinder. 1 can rum
(English can about size of signal can and has about 3
inches in bottom), excellent.
1 sledge trough, serviceable.
I I crowbars (iron), good.
3 blue scarps, good.
2 cooking-lamps, good.
I

I

f,

It should be added that as thorough an inspection as desirable of everything was not obtained, a cold
wind with snow making such work very severe. '
The observatory has three sides standing; the floor is also all right; the roof is gone. There are
several planks and other debris scattered around, which probably once formed part of the observatory.
Enough of these remain, I think, to complete the building once more. All stuff in the observatory was
moved out and afterwards replaced and covered as well as practicable. Covered the barrels of hard
bread with old canvas; their heads are all out.

Meteorological report of sledgeparty to Cape Sumner.

Date.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

1
2
2
3

3
7

p.m.
a.m.

II

a.jn,

7

13 p. m.
a.m,

Mar. 3
Mar·4

7
7

p.m.
a.m.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

2

5
5
5

5
6

7
Mar. 7
Mar. 7
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Barometer
No.-.

Time.

8
8
8
9
9
9

1.

7

a. m.
a. m.
p.m.
4
p. m.
6
p. m.
8
a.rn.
II
a.jn.
5 p. m.
8
a. m.
12
m.
4
p. rn,
6
a.m,
II
a. m.
4· 15 p, m,
II
2

Thermometer
No. 1.

In.
29. 65
29.3 6
29. 04
28,96
29. 0 3

mm,

Faler.

753. 10
745·73
737·60
735·57
737·35

-18.0
-36. 0
-35·0
-37·0
-3 6.0

29·54

75°.30

-25·0

29. 6 5 753·10 -37·0

! __

h

__

29· 68
29·50
29· 4 2
29· 50
29·57
29.5 2
29· 50
29· 42
29· 28
29· 29
29.4 1
,29· 69
----

~-

__

u

__

753. 86.
749.29 i
747. 25
749. 29
751.06
749.79
749. 29
747. 25
743·70
743·95
747.00
754·II
u

C.
-27·8
-37·8
-37·2
-38 . 3
--37·8

SE.
NE.
NE.
NE.
NE.

-31.7
-38.3

NE.
NE.

-50.5 -45.8
-55.5 -48.6
-52.0 -46.7
-51. 0 -46.1
-36.5 -38 1
-49·5 1-45:3
-44.0
42 . 2
-42.0 \ -4 1. I
-35.0. -37.2
-30.0 / -34.4
- 33.5 -3 6.4
-34.0 i -36 .7
-39.0' -39.4
-40.0 \ -40.0
j

1I

Minimum
thermometer.

NE.

s.

NE.
NE.
NE.
NE.
NE.
NE.
NE.

~E.

E.
N E.
NE.

i Fahr.

Brisk.. Lt. snow'. _..

Remarks.

C.

.

_ At depot B.
Do.
On the straits.
Do.
-42. 8 On Greenland coast,
north of C. Lupton.
I
Brisk
_
Thank God Harbor.
Fresh.. Fair
-37 -38. 6 Thank God I-Ialbor.
Earlyofthe morning
of the 4th a heavy
gale prevailed at
Thank God Harbor,
and also during the
i
night of the 5th .
L~ghLj Fair
-51 , -46. I
East of Hall's Rest.
LlghLi Fair
,__..
~ __ ~
_
Do.
LighLr Fair ~ _J
_
Do.
LighL! Cloudy -' .
'
_
Do.
Fresh.! Cloudy j -52\' -4 6 . 7
Do.
,Fr:sh_1 Cloudy _\ -52 -46.7
Do.
Do.
Bnsk_1 Cloudy _i~nn_I-------Brisk_I Cloudy -1-h-- ",
Do.
Br~sk_, Cloudy _I -43 -41.7
Do.
Bnsk_1 Lt. snOw! __
Do.
I
Brisk.! Foggy --i~n
1
_
Do.
Light.' Cloudy J -35 -37.2
LighL Cloudy _i
,
Newman Bay.

--3 8 . 9

LighL Clearing, -38
Light- Fair
:-.,
Light.' Fair __J
LighL. Cloudy _i -45

n

n_

I

h

_

h

h_

__

_

Uh

i

U_

,

I

I
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No. 40.-English records obtained at Thank God Harbor.

H. M. S. Diu(J'l)ery at Bellot Harbour.
March, [816.]

Lat. 81 0 44' north, long. 65° 3' west.

3t

This paper is deposited by a sledge party, under Lieut. R. Archer of the Dis(()1)'1'Y, who came over to
'I'he things seem to be good and serviceable. The: following
things were-found here:
se~ the state of the provisions in depot here.

pounds pemmican (two-thirds sweet).
pounds preserved meat.
24 barrels of bread.
3 casks of pork.
2 casks of hams.
2 bags of bread.

1,125

2 Cases farina,

I, 152

casks of lime juice.
cask of molasses.
An observatory rather dilapidated, Borne few artlcles of clothing, two stoves, and a few other
sundries.
2

I

We crossed straight over from Bellot Harbour to Cape Lupton and found the ice better in the middle
but difficult travelling at the sides.
ROBERT H. ARCHER, Lieut.
Start, on our return to the ship, to-day, Ap. ad,
rations of stearine,

We leave in the observatory 10 rations of bread and 45

R. H. A.
PRINTED RECORD.
[H. M. S. Discovery, winter quarters, Bellot Harbor.

Lat. 81 44 N., long. 65 3 14 W.]

On the 15th July, 1875, H. M. S. Alert and Discouery left Disco for Rittenbenk, arriving there on the
16th. Left on the 17th for Proven, passing through the Waigatt Channel. Anchored at Proven on the
19th. Embarked Hans Christian; left on the 21St, steaming inside the islands of Upernivik on the 22d,
left again the same evening by the northern entrance, experienced dense fogs until discharging the native
pilot off Kingatok on the 2Jd. Then shaped course to the northward of Brown Island, which was abeam
at 4.30 p. m.; weather fine, clear, and calm. At 3.10 a. m, of the 24th ran into the middle pack ice of
Melville Bay, lat. 73 0 30' N., long. 60 0 W., approx., patent log showing 63 miles from Brown Island. Ice
from 2 to 6 feet [.6 to 1.8m J thick, but much decayed. Steamed through the bay in 36 hours without difficulty, A fer! proceeding to the Carey Islands and Disaniery to Cape York; the two ships joined off the Carey
group at midnight of the 26th. By 6 a. m, of the 27th, both vessels were on their way to Port Foulke,
passing between Hakluyt and Northumberland Islands. Anchored in Hartstene Bay on the 28th. Captain Nares visited Littleton Island. Left Hartstene Bay on the 29th for Cape Isabella, Alert erecting a
cairn south of that cape, and Disc07.Je1Y proceeding to Cape Sabine, where we were detained till the 4th of
August (Smith Sound being completely blocked up with ice); rounded Cape Sabine and proceeded up
Hayes Sound, intending if possible to pass to the westward of Henry Island; finding no passage we retraced
our steps on the 6th, and secured to the ice in Franklin Pierce Bay on the Sth, Left again on the 9th, and
made fast to floe under Cape Prescott till the r rth, Cut into dock in Dobbin Bay on the 13th.
Rounded Cape Napoleon on the 15th, and experienced great difficulty in getting to Cape McClintock,
which was not reached till the zoth, lat. 800 3' N., long. 70° 31' \V. On the 21St observed open water in
midchanneI; we took advantage of it until reaching Joe Island, when a barrier of ice extending from Cape
Moreton to Grinnell Land stopped further progress. Anchored in Bessell's Bay on the 23d. Left again
on the 24 t h, unable to get to the northward of Newman Bay. 'Ve closed the SF:. comer of Grant's Land,
entering a large and deep bay on the north side of Lady Franklin's Strait named Bellot Harbour, the winter
quarters of H. M. S. Discovery', The Alert left on the 26th, having embarked Lieut. Rawson, with 1 men
and sledge complete, from this ship. The Discovery was frozen in on the 5th of September; no autumn
sledging to the northward in Robeson Channel, or Lady Franklin's Strait to the westward, in consequence
of water along the shore, as well as the sludgy state of the ice, which rendered it impracticable for either
boat or sledge to make any progress.
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We lostthe sun on the 16th Oct., 1875, until the 29th Feb., 18 7 6, making 135 days absent.
The winter was" passed pleasantly and cheerfully, with very little sickness. The country abounds in
musk-oxen, hares, ptarmigan, snow-bunting and lemmings, with two sorts of seals in the bay, so tha: ,we
have had a liberal supply of fresh meat. The weather has been very cold but fine and calm. Our posinon
is so well sheltered that we have only experienced two heavy gales. We have heard nothing of the Alert
since August, 1875. Expect news before the 1St of April (1876). Intend visiting Hall's Rest when practicable.
All well up to this date.
[H, F. STEPHENSON], Captain.

25 th March, 1876, received news. Alert wintered in lat. 82 27 N., long. 61 22 'V. All well. Parties
from Alert exploring north coast of Grinnell Land, and due north over Polar pack. Parties from Discouery
exploring North Greenland and Peterman Fiord. Lady Franklin Straits is a deep sound bearing S. 'V., 60
miles, terminating in two small bays. All well to this date.

H. F.

Captain.

STEPHENSON,

10 MAY, 1875,
Lieut. Fulford and Sub-Lieut. Conybeare, with 18 men and 2 ice-boats, arrived here at 2 a. m. of the
rath May, 1876, having left H. M. S. Discovery at 8 p. m. of the 7th inst.
Capt. Stephenson, Mr. Hart (naturalist), Henry Petty, and Hans Christian (Esquimaux), with dogsledge, arrived at 2 a. m. of the r ath May, having left Discovery at 8 P: m. of the loth inst,
Dr. Coppinger, with Geo. Emmerson and 8 men in two sledges arrived here from" Refuge Harbour"
at 7.30 p. m, of the 15th May, 1876. Dr. Coppinger parted company with Lieuts. Beaumont and Rawson
on the 5th May, at Cape Stanton, their party being all well. Geo. W. Emmerson left H. M. S. Alert at
Floe-berg Beach on the ad inst., in lat. 82° 27', long. 61 0 22' W.
Capt. Stephenson, Sub-Lt. Conybeare, Mr. Hart, and party of 27 men, left this harbor at 8.10 a. m., of
the 11th May, 1876, for H. M. S. Discouery, Discovery Bay. All well.
Lieut. Fulford, accompanied by Dr. Coppinger, 2 men, and dog-sledge, leave at 10 a. m., this day, the
17 th May, for Newman Bay, with depot for Lieut. Beaumont.

R. B.

FULFORD,

Lieut., R. N.

June 3rd -Lieut. Rawson arrived, with party of 4 men, having left Lieut. Beaumont about 4 0 miles along
the coast, N. E. from Repulse Harbor. Lieut. Rawson was sent back from the advance party with J. J.
Hand, A. B., suffering from scurvy, who died the night of his arrival here.
June 7/h .- Lieut Fulford, Dr. Coppinger, and party returned from Peterman Fiord; they advanced to a
distance of 30 miles, but were eventually stopped by glacier ice.
Jun~ 22d.-Lieut. Rawson and Dr. Coppinger, with dog-sledge, proceeded in search of Lieut. Beaumont
and party (due at Hall's Rest, Polaris Bay, June 15th ); Lieut. Rawson met the party in Newman Bay June
25 th , the whole of them being sick with scurvy, 4 having to be carried on the sledge.
J~nt 29Ih.- Dr. Coppinger, with Wm. Jenkins, Car Ute, and Chas. W. Paul, A. B., on dog-sledge, arrived
,
at Hall s Rest at ~2'30 a. m.; Chas, ,"V. Paul, A. B., died that afternoon at S.15 p. m.
JUly ISf.-LIeuts. Beaumont and Rawson, with remainder of party (two carried) arrived safely at Hall s
Rest, Polaris Bay.
'

z:

H ar or.

12th.-Lieut. Fulford, with dog·sledge, proceeded to H. M. S. Discovery, Discovery Bay (Bello t

JUly 19fh .- Ca ptain Stephenson, with party of 6, arrived from the ship.
yu~ 29fh.-1ntend leaving, with Lieut. Rawson and 7 men, for Discovery to-day,
well. LIeutenant Beaumont, with remainder of party, hope to follow in a week.

H. F.

All invalids doing

STEPHENSON,

Captain.

AU!.f. 7th:-Star~ to.day for Discovery Bay, accompanied by Dr. Coppinger and remainder of party (7);
have waited Since Friday (4th) on a
t f h
..
d wn
. during
'.
ccoun 0 t e very bad weather. Great quantity of Ice has gone 0
the strait
this last gale.

L. A.

BEAUMONT,

R.

s; Lt.
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Lat. 81 44 N., Long. 65 3 14 W.]

H. F.

STEPHENSON,

Caplail1.

Duplicate of printed record on page 149:

Much 28, 1876.
Received news of Alert on 25th March, '76. She wintered in the pack off the west coast of Robeson
Channel, lat. 82° 27' N., long. 61° 18' IS" W., close to the shore. "All well." Three sledges will foUow
the north coast of Grant's Land, now trending to the N. W., and this party endeavours to proceed to the
northward over the ice. Parties from the Discovery will explore the north coast of Greenland and Lady
Franklin's Straits.

H. F. S.
[Arctic Expedition, H. M. S. Alert, Floe-berg Beach, 82° 27' N., 610

22'

W.,30th April, 1876 .]

MEMORANDUM.

The supplies of stores and provisions left in depot at Polaris Bay by the late American Arctic Expedition may be used if requisite by any travelling party arriving there from the Alert or Discovery. The
commander of each party is held responsible that no waste or damage of either the provisions or fuel occurs
during his stay. He is to separate from the stores such supplies as may be required to place his crew on
the regulated scale of rations, and secure the remainder in the best manner possible. A book will be
left at the store in which the commanding officer is to note the date of his arrival at and departure from
the depot and the quantity of supplies he has used. He should also note any information in his possession,
relating to the stores or the neighborhood, which might prove of value to future visitors. A copy of eacn
entry in the store book is to be given to his commander on the return of the party to their ship.
G. S. NARES, Capt. R. N., Comdg, Arctic Expdn.
To Captain Stephenson, H. M. S. Disc07.Je1Y, and all in command of sledge parties arriving at the
Polaris Bay depot.
Provisions in depot, r zth May, 1876: Preserved meat (?),. 926; American, 1,035; biscuits (all good)
1,990; tea, 356; hams, 570; stearine, 182; cask Indian meal, I; cask wheat, J; cask of pork, J ; cask of
molasses, %; casks of Iime-juice, 2; cask of pickles, I.

R. B.

Lt.

FULFORD,

Depot left in boats, for Lt. Beaumont, consisting of 7 days for '7 men, or II9 rations, with the exception of pemmican, biscuit, tea, and bacon.

R. B.

POLARIS BAY, 11

Lt.

FULFORD,

May, '76,

2

a. m.

Lieut. R. B. Fulford and Sub-Lieut. Conybeare, with 18 men and 2 ice-boats, arrived from H. M. S•
.Discovery, Discovery Bay, lat· 810 44' N., long. 650 03' (?) W. Capt. Stephenson arrived same time
with dog-sledge and 3 men. Issued, by his order, the following provisions to the party: Preserved (?) meat.
19; biscuits, 108 (?); tea, 2; stearine, 28; hams (?), 48; molasses (?), 4; pemmican (?), 85·
R. B. FULFORD, Lieut.

15th May, 7.30 p. m.-Dr. Coppinger, Geo. Emmerson, and C. Ben arrived from Repulse Harbour.
Issued, by Capt. Stephenson's order, depot for (?) Lieut. Beaufort: Biscuit, 4 2 ; tea, - ; ham (in lieu
bacon) 12; pemmican, 48; stearine, 9.
Additional provisions, issued by Capt. Stephenson's order: Preserved meat, 25; biscuit, 16; tea, - ; pemmican, 12; ham (in lieu bacon), 6.
CRAWFORD CONVBEARE, Sub-Lieut.
Issued by order of Capt. Stephenson to Lieut. Fulford laying out depot 15th May, '7 6: Pemmican,
biscuit, 17:% ; stearine - ; preserved (?) meat (?), 6.

R B.

FULFORD,

20;

Lt.

--------_._--~._--

* Only letter-press copies of thes;~cor&b~~ht back, which, having been wet, are in places illegible,
it

f
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Provisions, depot, -th May, '76: Preserved meat, 367; pemmican, 955;. biscuit, 1,925 (?); t.ea, ~o. 10%;
ham, 258; stearine, 160 (?); cask wheat, I; cask molasses (?), I; cask Indian meal, I; kegs lime-juice, 2;
pickles, I.

17 th May, 1876.-Issued by order of Capt. Stephenson: Preserved meat, 28; ham (in lieu bacon), 12;
tea, 23 oz ; stearine, 84.
eRAWFORD CONYBEARE,

Suo-Lt.

Lt. Fulford, Sub-Lt. Conybeare, with 18 men and 2 ice-boats (20 ft. and IS ft.), arrived here 2 a. m, of
the rath May, 1876, from H. M. S. Discovery, having left the ship 8 p. m., 7th inst, Captain Stephenson,
Mr. Hart (naturalist), Henry Petty, and Hans Christian (Esk.}, with dog-sledge, arrived at 2 a. m. on the
r ath May, ]876, having left Discovery 8 p. m., loth.

Dr. Coppinger, with Geo, Emmerson with 8 men and 2 dog-sledges, arrived from Repulse Harbour
at 1.3 0 p. m. on the 15 th May, 1876, the former having left Lts, Beaumont and Rawson at Cape Stanton on
the 5th of May. All well. The latter from H. M. S. Alert at lip. m., on the ad inst., Floeberg Beach,
lat. 82° 27' N., long. 610 22'

'V.

May 17 th , 1876.-Capt. Stephenson, Mr. Hart (naturalist) Sub-Lt, Conybeare, and 27 men left at 8
a. m. this day for H. M. S. Disc07!ery, Discovery Bay. All well. Placed, by captain's orders, record 20 ft.
magnetic N. of Hall's grave.
Lt. Fulford, accompanied by Dr. Coppinger,
man Bay with depot for Lt. Beaumont.

2

men, and dog-sledge, leave at 10 a. m, this day for N ew-

May 21St, I876.-At 2 a. m, I returned with Dr. Coppinger and 2 men with dog-sledge from Newman
Bay, having laid depot of 4 8 rations on the south side of that bay, about 40 yards from the ice-foot and
marked by a flag. This on the west side of a small gully. Dr. Coppinger and his sledge came up.
May 221td, 1876.-Took from depot: Pemmican,
served meat, 6 lbs.j molasses, I; lime-juice, 2.
I intend leaving at 9 p. m., the

22d

220

Ibs.; stearine,

15

(?) lbs.; hams, 3 2 lbs.: pre.

of May, 1876, with 16 days' provisions, to explore Petermann's Fiord.
REGINALD

B.

FULFORD,

Lt. R. N., H. M. Sledge Faith .

J:un~

znd, r8?6, 9 a. m.-I arrived here with O'Regan and Rayner walking having come in to fetch
.
provisrons only being
d H d
dB·
'
.
H d
' .
• . • an
an an
ryant about 2 miles to the south. Have carried an
tak sledge (wl.th scurvy) since May 19· Bryant has not been able to pull from on May 10. All well. Have
lbs
a en pemmican, 4. ..j .preserved meat and vegetables, 4 lbs.j biscuit, 4 Ibs.; rum, 2 gills; ham (I).
About one-half lb. hme-JuIce, frozen.
Am gain g back at once to sledg

hi h I h
.
d
e, w IC
ope to brmg up to-morrow but snow is very heavy, an my
men are ( ) at (?) her (?) done (?), so I may not be here till the 4th. I lef~ Repulse Harbor May aoth.

?

.

'VYATT RAWSON,

'lU"" 5 (I),

Lieut. R. N., H. M. S/~dge.

,87-, 4 p. "'.-Arrived here with sledge IJiscov"y Ham'l (I), Bryant, and Regan.
WYATT RAWSON.

li

!.u"'"

Ime-Julce, -

[87--Took from depot: Biscuit, 29 lbs, (?); stearine, 9 lbs.j teas (I), ,j.6 lbs; _ , ,6 lbs,
lbs. , preserved meat, 14 tins, or 3 2 (?) lbs,
WYATT RAWSON,

Lt.
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'flt~ 7, 6'3 0 a. m.-Lieut..R. B. Fulford, accompanied by Dr. Coppinger, L., and 8 dogs, arrived with
H. M. sledge Fazth from explonng Peterman Fiord.

WYATT RAWSON.

'fit/ie r4, r876.-Provisions drawn: Preserved meat, 84 lbs.; ham, z ; biscuit, 14 lbs.: stearine, II lbs.:
molasses,

12

'funt

\VYATT RAWSON.

lbs.

21,

6
1876.-Provisions drawn up to this date from depot: Preserved meat, 7 lbs.: biscuits, 56

lbs.; stearine, 6 ~; harris,

2;

molasses, 4 gallons; tea (?),

2

(?) lbs.

WYATT RAWSON.

'fltnt ••nd, 7 .intend leaving, in company with Dr. Coppinger, for Newman Bay, to meet Lieut.
18 6 1
Beaumont and party, who are only provisioned for the '7 th of June. I am rakmg Hans and 8 dogs and
16 days' provisions.

Have drawn from depot: Pemmican (sweet), 180 lbs.; pemmican (plain), 45 Ibs.; biscuit, 4' lbs.;
stearine, '0 lbs, ; molasses, ,6 lbs. ; tea, 3}.( lbs, ; lime-juice,
pt. (?); rum (for medicinal
\VYATT use),
RAWSON.galls.

4~

3~

66
Provisions remaining in depot 3rd July, ,876: Preserved meat, 5'9 lbs.; pemmican, 4 Ibs ; stearine
82 lbs. 4 oz.; tea, .0 Ibs. t o oz.; lime.juice,,}.( carbs (?); molasses, (nearly)
cask (?).

~

'lltnt .8, at '1.45 p. rn.: Dr. Coppinger arrived with an B-man sledge and dogs, accompanied by Hans,
carrying two of Lieut. Beaumont's sledge crew, with scurvy, C. Paul, A. B.,REGINALD
L. Jenkins,
mate.
B. carpenter
Fl1U'ORD, Lt.

sst 'fltl)', 7 a. m.-Arrived at Hall's Rest. Lieut. Beaumont, Alexander Grey and 9 3 arrived, Lieut. Rawson, accompanied by Hans. They brought in the S-man sledge drawn by the
0,
dog ,on which were _
Peter Craig.
E xpendeu besides (?) used (?) 3 J uly and r z : Preserved meat, • Ibs ; stearine, • lbs.; biscuit, 100 lbs.;
0
lb. I oz. i. pemmican, 93 lbs.; lime-juice,
Between z r June and 3 July, 76 : Preserved meat (?), 98 Jbs.; American meat (?), 4 lbs.; stearine,
18
8 Jbs.; biscuit, 53 Ibs.; tea, I lb. I oz.; ham, I lb.; Jime-juice, 3 galls.; molasses
(?),FULFORD, Lt.
R. 13.

tea,

I

~

Expended between July

l2

~

and July I'}-',,from depot (?): Preserved meat, ,.0 lbs. (4

Ibs

. bad); biscuit,

70 lbs.;
tea, 2 Ib5.;
(2),24 lbs,meat, 3 lbs.: pemmican,37[ Ibs.; biscuit, 165 Ibs.; tea, 11 lbs.; ham,
I n depot,
J uIY ham
.0: Preserved
16

,

9 (108 lbs.}; preserved meat and vegetables, 4 lbs.; molasses,4 doz. (?) casks (?).
Provisions drawn, up to July 27. 187 6 (?): Pemmican, 30 (?) lbs.: preserved meal, ,c6 lbs.; biscuit
8
1061bs.; stearine, 20 lbs.j tea, 4 lbs.; ham, 4 (hams), 4 1b5.
Provisions, in depot, JulY 28: Pemmican, 34 0 Ibs.; preserved meal,' 18 lbs.: bisc uit, [,545 lbs.: tea.

~,

13 Ib5.; hams.j; (60 lbs.}; molasses, very little.

14~

L. A.

BEAUMONT,

Lt.

~

Stowed in the house, August 4, 1 76 :
casks (?) of bread. American;
cask (?) of meat, Arner8
ican ; 14 cask (?) of meal, Indian corn (?), American; [ case and 6 packets (?) (I lb-) farina, American (?).
(56 Ibs.); 9 tins preserved meat, 68 Ibs; 6 cans (?) pemmican (35 lbs, (?). American, + 10 lbs.), .8 (?):
10 lbs. tea; • 6-men tents, with gage (?); • _
(?) cooking·stoves, complet:, but (?): 2
I
stearine and' spirit (?) ; 3 pemmican-cboppers; 6 water-bottles (?) (out of repair}: I saw; 5 (?) snow·kmves ;

lam~s.

i
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2 shovels; - - - and I spoon; I ladle; I pickax (no (?) handle); I hammer (American); I p~ir of shoes
(?) and I old (?) boot (?), (American) (?); I case of pistol ammu~ition (?), American; I Sharps rifle ; I mag.
azine; - bags of shot (American); 7 oilskin coats; I 8-man triangle ; I 8-man bottom (?).
Provisions from Discouery : I
galls. rum (in 3-gall. tins (?) ); SIbs. of sugar; 12 lbs. of steanne ; 3
boxes matches (right-hand corner window).
Tent furniture: 2 Lower robes (s-man); I coverlet (s-man); I waterproof (s-man); I canvas floor-cloth.
Miscellaneous articles: 2 Punches (vols.); 3 books, Foul Play, Eulales (?), Albert Nyanza; I box
English ammunition, 45 Snider and 24 gun; I box - - - soap, with - - - , &c.; 2 8-man-tent guys; 2
8-man-tent spreaders; I box glass flasks (American) ; empty spirit can; 2 (?) galls; 2 (?) galls; I No. 9 flag;
I old drawing-block, few leaves; I g. (?) trap, good working order; I extrang (?) old pair Aa, (?) boots;
2 Snider rifles.
Outside house, west side: I cask lime-juice (American); I barrel of pork; 2 provisions breakers
(American) ; 3 cork cushions; old iron, assorted; 3 rolls bar lead; I roll insulator wire; 4 dredges; crowbars
ad libitum.
South side: r z-man sledge (with boat bottom); s-man sledge (trough and bottom); 4 8-man (?) cushion
bottoms; 2 r z-foot oars (r g-foot ice-boat); 2 paddles; 2 sail, (r a-man and 8-man, new); 58-man bottom;
2 hatchets.
North side: 1 ao-foot ice-boat, complete.
L. A. BEAUMONT, Lt., R. N.

*

[H~r Majesty's sledges Stephenson and Alert,

12

May, '76, at Boat Camp, south shore, Newman Bay.]

The above-named sledges, with party numbering ten, arrived here at 10 a. m., Wednesday, the loth May,
1876, having crossed the Brevoort Peninsula from Repulse Bay via the Gap Valley, having visited and
removed record from Hall's cairn .

Newman Bay on the way. Bound for Polaris (?) Bay via Newman (?) Bay and the south overland
route. Been (?) snow (?) bound up to the present time. We have examined the boats and tents left here
by the U. S. North Polar Expedition, and are about transporting with us to Polaris Bay such instruments
and documents as we can carry. We can find only 7 lbs. oatmeal, I in the tent by the mouth of the ravine,
20 !bs. of bis~uit in the lockers of the whale-boat which lies on the shingle.
We find that the whaler can
easily be. repaIre~ so as to be a good, serviceable boat, and we leave attached to the cylinder a box of copp~r
tacks, WIth the aid of which and a piece of canvas or oilcloth or hide (all available), the damaged part l~
the bluff of her starboard bow can be made good. 'Ve cannot discover more than one seat. From this
cairn the tent bears S. by ,V. about 400 yards [366m], the whale-boat SW. by S. about 100 yards [gIm], the
canvas boat S'V. by \V. 20 yards [18m ]. We find the 6 oars of the canvas boat. We removed the oars and
placed them on the S\V. larboard side of the whale-boat, not being able to find any oars belonging to
e hope to start to-day for Polaris Bay. H. M. S. Alert has been wintering at Floe-berg
whale-boat.
Beach, lat. 82: 27' N., and H. M. S. Discovery at Bellott Harbor, in lat. 81° 43'.

"T

R. W. COPPINGER, M. D., Surlreon .

f~I Mch.~ 1876.. H.

M. S. Discovery at Bellot Harbor. Lat. 81° 44' north, long. 65° 03' 'V.]
I'his paper IS deposited by a sledge party under Lieut. R. Archer of the Discouery who came over to
Th hi
'
.
see the state of the provisions in dep t I
' .
0
iere.
e t mgs seem to be good and serviceable,
The followmg things were found here: 1, 12 5 lbs. pemmican (71 sweet); 1,15 2 lbs. preserved meat;
24 bbls. bread' 3 casks pork' ? casks h
b
b
.
.
.' .
cask
, - . ams ; 2 ags read'" 2 cases farina : 2 casks Iime-juice : I
'
molasses.
r

~n observatory rather. dilapidated. Some few articles of clothing. Two stoves and a few other
su.ndddnes. W,e crossed st~aIght over from Bellon Harbor to Cape Lupton and found the ice better in the
nu le but difficult travellmgat the sides.
ROBT.

H.

Start on our return to the shi t d
A'
.
P 0- ay, pnl and •. We leave in the observatory
rations of steanne.
an d ae
45 rari

JUly, I876.-[Letter-press copy illegible.]

10

ARCHER,

Lt.

.
f b ad
ratIOns 0
re

R. H. A.

,

''I!

,,,,,,,

'I'

III" I'!"'" II II 1.","111;
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March, I876.-[Letter-prcss copy illegible.]
Lieut. Fulford and Sub-Lieut- Conybeare, with 18 men and two ice-boats, arrived here at 2 a. m. of the
r ath May,
7 , having left H. M. S. Discovery at 8 1'. m. of the 7th inst. Captain Stephenson, Mr. Hart
18 6
(naturalist), Henry Betty, and Hans Christian, Esquimaux, with dog-sledge, arrived at • a. ru. of the I zth of
May, having left Discovery at 8 P: m. of the loth inst,

Dr. Coppinger, with Geo. Emmerson and 8 men, in two sledges, arrived here from Refuge Harbor
at 7.3 P: m, of the 15th of May, 1876. Dr. Coppinger parted company with Lieuts. Beaumont and Rawson
on the0 5 May at Cape Stanton, their party being all well. Geo. W. Emmerson left H. M. S. Alert at Floe0

berg Beach on the 2nd inst., in lat. 80° 27' N., long. 61 22'

'V.

Captain Stephenson, Sub-Lieut. Conybeare, Mr. Hart, and party of 27 men left this harbor at 8. [0 a. m,
of the 17th May, 18 76 , for H. M. S. Discovery, Discovery Bay. All well.
Lieut. Fulford, accompanied by Dr. Coppinger, 2 men, and dog-sledge, leave at 10 a. m. this day, the
17th May, for Newman Bay, with depot for Lieut. Beaumont.

R. B.

FUl..FORn,

Lieut" R. i.Y.

June 3d.-Lieut. Rawson arrived, with party of 4 men, having left Lieut. Beaumont about forty miles
alon.g the coast, NE. from Repulse Harbor. Lieut. Rawson was sent back from the advance party with
J. J. Hand, A. B., suffering from scurvy, who died the night of his arrival here.
June 7, '7 Lieut. Fulford, Dr. Coppinger, and party returned from Peterman Fiord; they advanced
6,
to a distance of 30 miles, but were eventually stopped by glacial ice.
June 22.-Lieut. Rawson and Dr. Coppinger, with dog-sledge, proceeded in search of Lieut. Beaumont and party (due at Hall's Rest, Polaris Bay, June 15th). Lieut. Rawson met the party in Newman Bay
Juue 25 the whole ofthem being sick with scurvy, 4 having to be carried on the sledge.
th, 29 .June
Coppinger, with Wm, Jenkins, Car Ute, and Chas, W. Paul, A. B., on dog-sledge,
th Dr.
n
arrived at Hall's Rest at 12.30 a. m. Charles 'V. Paul, A. It, died that aftenlOo at 6. I S p. m.
JUly ISt.-Lieuts. Beaumont and Rawson, with remainder of party (two carried), arrived safely at
Hall'sJ"ly
Rest,I2th.-Lieut.
Polaris Bay.Fulford, with dog-sledge, proceeded to H. M. S. DisCO'I}try, Discovery Bay (Bellot
Harbour).
JUly 19
Stephenson, with party of 6, arrived from the ship.
th.- Captainleaving with Lieut. Rawson and 7 men for Discotery to-day.
J"ly 29th.-Intend
well.

Lieut. Beaumont, with remainder of party, hope to follow in a week.

AU invalids doing

H. F.

STEPHENSON.

Aug. 7th.-Start to-day for Discovery Bay, accompanied by Dr. Coppinger and remainder of party
(7); have waited since Friday (4 th ) on account of the ice and bad weather. Great quantity of ice has
gone down the strait during the last gale.
MARCH

28111,

1876.-[1...etter~press copy illegible-]

L. A.

BEAUMONT,

H. F.

R. 1\:'.,£.1.

STEPHENSO:(.

March 28th, t876.-Received news of Alert on 25th March, r87 6• She wintered in the pack off west
coast of Robeson Channel, lat. 8.' 27' N., long. 6t 0 18' r 5" W., close to the shore. All well. Three sledges
will follow the north coast of Grant's Land, now trending to the NW., and this party endeavours to proceed
to the northward over the ice. Parties frum the Discovery will explore the north coast of Greenland and
Lady Franklin's Straits.

f

H. F. S.

II

ill.ln'I'
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No. 4I.-Dr. Pavy's orders to carry provisions to the Greenland coast.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, March 4, 1882.

SIR: You will leave this station March 5, at 8 a. rn., or as soon thereafter as the weather will permit, to
layout a depot (E) on the Greenland coast.
Sergeant David Linn will accompany you, and you will use for this purpose the dog-sledge Lilla, with
Eskimo Jens Edward for driver. The details for the trip will be arranged by you, but a list of all dead
weights must be furnished prior to your starting.
There will be taken, from this station, one case cranberry sauce, one case milk, two sacks hard bread
(126 pounds), one box containing butter, pepper, roast and corned beef, and, if your dead weights allow,
a sack of pemmican. At depot B the sack of pemmican will be left and as much bread taken in its place
as you judge can be carried.
The depot will be established on the Greenland coast as far north towards Cape Sumner as can be
reached in one day's march from depot B. The depot will be left on land at such place as can be seen
readily by a party traveling along the coast, and a red flag will be planted on a prominent point near it.
In returning, you will leave at depot E all dog-food and rations which shall not be indispensable to your
safe and comfortable return to depot B.
The dogs may be fed, going and coming, from depot B. Hard bread, baked beans, and tea can be used
therefrom, but no other articles except in case of necessity.
I inclose a map. which will be returned, with your route from Cape Beechey and the locality noted
thereon.
The sledge journal, with a brief report covering all essential points, will be transmitted to me within
forty-eight hours after your return.
.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,

A. 'V.

GREELY,

First Lietaenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Com mandmg Expedition.
Acting Assistant Surgeon O. PAVY, U. S. A.

ApPENDIX

No. 42.-Dr. Pavy's report onjourney ordered in Appendix No. II.

FORT CONGER, GRIXNELL LAND, March t tth, 1882.
SIR: In accordance with your orders, the 5th of March, at 7-45 a. m., I left Fort Conger. Sergt. D. Linn
and the Greeniander, Jens Edward, accompanied me; the last named dri ving the dog-sledge Lilla.
At 11'45 a.~. we reached Cape Murchison. (Temperature at the time, -49.40 -45. 2 ° C.l, the minimum ~arked, SInce the last setting, -52.2° [-4 6 .8° C.], and at 12.30 before leaving the Cape, -540

r

[-47. 8 C.])

At 04.45 p. ~. we were at the snow-house of Shift Rudder Bay. Temperature at 7-35 p. m., -35 0
[ - 37. 2 c.]. Wind SSE.; stormy, with snow.
The next day the 6th of Mar h b .
Id'·
. d
. h
' .
c , emg stormy, id not deem It prudent to travel and therefore, remame
11l t e house.
During a part of th ti
t
' . '
of 260
0
..
e ime, 0 save coal, I used my Eskimo lamps, and obtained a temperature
r- 3·3 C.], :V hen the glass outside marked - 34° ( _ 36.7° C.]. At 3. 2 0 p. m. my chronometer had

.+

stopped. I then set It by the watch of Sergt. Linn.
Temperature of the 6th of Ma h: M' .
.
.
8 60
_
° C . w'
..
.
rcn:
unmum during the night, -3 60 [-37. 8° C.]. At 7 a. m., -2 .
(
r md NoNE., bl?wmg a gale. At 12 m., -340 [-3 6 C.]; wind NNE., blowing a gale. At 7
p• . , -3 ·3 ,-37'9 C.]; wind NNE., blowing a gale.
The 7th of March I woke up at
A
. r
ft
Cape Beechey F
th h
4 a. rn.
t 7 a. m. we started, and at 10 a. m. we left the Ice-loot 0
posed of bould'
Thorn e k ore, to about U of a mile in the straits, the ice is of a very heavy kind, comers, ummoc s or rubble debris
d'
r. 11 tl ice
of this locality h
h
d'
superpose or raised on their edges. Since last ra
ie
as c angeo, At 10 ~5 a m
I
ive
floe ot paleocrystic ice over which the . . we were c ear of these difficulties, having reached an extenS I
travel was excellent. When about 2 miles from the shore left track
of the sledge Antoillftle and t k
lent) we stopped for the ur ~~ o~n e~terl~ course towards Cape Sumner. At 12 m. (travelling still exc~lp po
melting Ice, but. to my great annoyance, I discovered that the gallon nn

n~3.7 6]'

.t
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can containing alcohnl had leaked, and that the reserved one had slipped from between the lashings of the
sled at some point of the journey, tha t we were in the impossibility to precise. Jens walked back for about a
mile, but was unsuccessful in finding the lost spirit of wine.
Shortly after 1 p. m, we resumed our march, travelling over sm.llpakocrystic floes and hummocky ice
of this year's formation. Until 3 P: rn. the travelling may be said to have been fair. After 3 P: m., when
about 6 miles from the Greenland coast, the floes became smaller and the hummocks heavier; in a word, the
travelling more difficult. Two hours more of working and hard pushing behind the sledge brought us to
about 2 miles from the coast, where we raised the tent and camped at S p. rn, I was then just in view of a
large gap in the cliffs at the point marked on my map.
This locality will easily be found, being distinctly visible even from Cape Beechey. During the day
at no time I could see (on the Grinuell Land COa-5t) further north than half way between Wrangell Bay and
Lincoln, and that at times only through a misty atmosphere. To the south we could see the coast as far as
CapeOn
Lieber.
the Gteenla",l side the view could only embrace Polaris promeutory [sic], with Cape Sumner to the
0

north.
Temperature of the day: Minimum durin g the night, -40.7 [- 4 0'{ C.]. 7 a. m., - 3S·3 [- 37·4 C.I ;
wind, N E. 12 m., _ 28.00 [-33.3' C.); wind, N E. 5 p. m., - 38. 5 [- 39' 2° C. ]; wind, N E. Wind blowing aMarch
gale aU
day.
8Ih.-In
wakening up in the morning I fonnd that my chronometer and the watch of Sergt. Linn
had stopped. The weather was thick, with a sharp hreeze, Assuming the time to be six o'clock I cooked
breakfast, and at 8 a. m., leaving the tent pitched, we started with a load of provisions to be deposited on
6
the Greenland shore.
At 9 a. m. the strength of the wind had increased to fifteen to twenty miles per hour 1 .7 to 8-9"' per
second]. We were in a storm of drifting snow from the ENE.
At I2 m., after having travelled over very heavy ice, we reached the coast at the gap above mentioned,
deposited the provision, except the sack of pemmican (with the addition of 2 cans of beef, 2 cans of beans,
and 2 of milk from my own stores), behind a large era tic [sic] block about midways between the sides of the
gap. This block, elevated about thirty or forty feet [9 or 12"'1 above the ice foot, is of a bright yellow color,
forming a striking contrast with the slaty, devonic limestone of the neighborhood.
Over the depot I planted the signal flag, and with the empty sledge returned to the locality where the
tent had
pitched.
The remained
weather was
so thick that when on the coast we could scarcely see further than ahout a quarter
of a The
mile. storm at 3 P: m. had abated some.

We then packed our sledge, and, following the tracks made

the preceding day, we arrived at 7 p. m. at about three miles from Cape Beechey.
My intention was to reach the snow-house that evening, but Sergt. Linn being too tired to proceed
further,
I camped. of the day: Minimum during the night. -4 2 •0 r- 4 1•10 C. J. 7 a. m., - 33·4 1- 3 6.3° C. ] ;
Temperature
8
wind NE. 2 p. m., -28.2 [-33.4' C.]; wind NE. 7 p. m., -37. 0 1- 3 .3' C.]; wind NE.
March 9
The grey dawn was just breaking, and I had slept very comfortably all night, when a
Ih.-against my back woke me up. At first I thought that one of the dogs had crawled in the
sensation of heat
tent; but I soon found out that the heat proceeded from the body of our driver jens, who, by kindness,
thinking that Sergeant Linn was sick, had preferred to sleep out of the bag without any covering than 1.7
to
The
good
man
escaped
with
only
one
toe
frost-bitten,
and
that
hy
a
temperature
-4
discomfort him.

f

(-40Not
gO C.].
being able to cook breakfast we started at 6 a. rn., and at seven reached the ice-foot of Cape
Beechey.

At 9 a. m. we entered the snow-house after feeding the dogs and cooking breakfast; at

J2

0

m,

we resumed our homeward journey, reaching Fort Conger at 6.4 p. m,
0
Temperature: M inirnum during the night, -41.7 [-4°,9° C. J. At 12m., - 3 I .0 [ - 3 5. e C.]. i\ t0Cape
M urchison the minimum had been _ 35. 0 [ - 37.2. C.]. At the time we passed, 3·3° I" m., - 3 r.o 1-35. ' C.).
The assistance rendered by Sergt. Linn during this journey has been of great help to the accomplishment of the undertaking. The services of Jens are invaluable.
I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,

OCTAVE PAVY,

Act. Asst. Surgeol1, U. S. A.

f
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Journal of a sledge journey to carry pnn'isimlS to the Greenland coast.
March sth.-Left Ft. Conger 7-45 a. m. Reached Cape 'Murchison at 1 I.45 a. m., and the snow-house
at Shift Rudder Bay 4.45 p. m,
March 6.-Wind 'blowing. Remain all day in the house. Chronometer stopped. When burning
0
0
0
Eskimo lamps temperature raised to +26 [-3,3 C.J; glass outside -34 [-3 6.7° C.].
,Alardt 7.-\Voke up 4 a. m, Started at 7 a. m. At JO a. m. left ice-foot off Cape Beechey. Ice
changed since the fall. At 10.35 clear of the difficulty and travelling on a good paleocrystic floc. At
12m. stopped; found one can of alcohol leaking and the reserved one lost. At 3 p. m., at about 6
miles from the Greenland shore, floes bad. Raise the tent at 5 p. m., about two miles from the coast.
To-day wind blowing hard.
Afarcll 8.-Chronometer and watch stopped. Weather thick; wind blowing. At 6 a. m. cooked
breakfast. At 8 a. m. left the tent pitched and started with provisions. lee exceedingly rough; very
heavy storm all day. After 9 a. m. storm very heavy, 15 to 20 miles per hour [6'7 to 8'9 1n per second], from
E. N. E. At 12m. reached the coast and left depot; returned to the tent at 2.30 p. m. At 3 p. m. were
travelling homeward. At 7 p. m., about three miles from Cape Beechey, camped on the ice.
March 9Ih.- Jens has slept out of the bag. At six a. m. we started without cooking breakfast. At
7 reached the ice-foot at Cape Beechey. At 9 arrived at snow-house, fed dogs, and cooked breakfast.
Started at 12m. Arrived at Fort Conger at 6.40 p. m.
OCTAVE PAVY,

Act. Asst. Surgeon, [J. S. A.

ApPENDIX

,
III

No. 43.-SergeaJlt Brainard' s orders to move boat to Greenland coast.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, Marcl: 13, 1882,
~ERGEANT: Weather permitting, you will leave this station at 7 a. m., March 14, to establish depot E

~ewm~n Bay. Sergeants Linn, Ralston, and Elison, Privates Biederbick, Connell, Schneider, and

Whisler WIll for~ your party.

The English eight-man sledge, with the boat Discovery and its contents, will
be hauled from. its present location near Distant Cape, together with such stores for depot E from this station
,
as may be furnished you.

At depot ~ two sacks of pemmican will be left, and in its place will be taken the bag of supplies cached
about three miles east of Cape Beechey• You will travel directly east across Robeson Channel until near the
t· th
. I"
.
E'
Greenland
.coas , r en, me l?mg to t,he northeast, you will deposit the boat in the" gap" where depot ,IS
now established, I'he supphes, formmg old depot E, will be taken and will be deposited with all others III
h~nd at a place to be selected by you in Newman Bay. I n case you enter Newman Bay near the center it
will be best to proceed to the land near Gap Valley
At the point where the depot' 't bI' 1 d '
"
bank
IS es a IS1e a snow house will be built or excavated from a snow,
.
and a flag left flymg over near th d
.
'
B ad
ff
e epot, SIX days' rations will be taken on leaving depot B.
reau,
co ee, butter, b~ans, and corned beef can be used from depot B.
Meteorological observation
1 'I
v
.
s, as usua , WI 1 be made by Sergeant Ralston.
.
IOU are cautioned particul I '
"
s:
tly
,'
ar Y against travelIng III stormy or windy weather. You must trequen
question your party as to their
d' ,
.
,
k f m
can ition, and avoid overwork. A four-man sleeping-bag WIll be ta en ro
h ere, one two- man bag fr
d
.
l '
res
ti
am epot A, and also one from depot B, these bags must be returned to t ieir
pee lye stations, A careful sl d '
.1'
,
. . ' t d to
me' ,"
e ge rourna WIll be kept which with a detailed report must be submIt e
, III \'\ ntlllg, two days after yo
."
' h
ter
of the ice pas d
' h · ur return... The time of all halts and starts will be noted as well as the c arac
h
'
I Th men
se over in t e mterval All
will serve in turn as
k
I b '.
watc es Will be compared daily, and the result notce .
c
11
articles of food whi ,ChaO s, anr ut SIxteen ounces (one pint) of alcohol will be allowed for each meal. Ar.
ic you can spare o n '
'11 be lett
carefully cached t C
B
your return will IJe left at depot E and the walJ-tent WI
a
ape eechey I t t ·
'
d Y 1 must
bear in mind that
.
.
.
rus your speedy and safe return may he soon note,
01
you start III a temlJe t
f L
II I dearly
season of the year.
ra ure 0 auour -40° [ -4 0 0 Cv], and at an almost unpara e e
r

L

Sergeant D • L. BRAINARD

~,
A. ,V. GREELY,
First Lieut., .Fifth Gwalry,
Actin»
Sienai
Olh
ami ASSIStant,
~
0
:W cer

,
U. S. Army.

.'
Commanding ]tt':,xpedtlton,
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List of stores for depot E.

bag Lt. Lockwood rations (to he obtained 3 miles east of

I

6 cans extract of beef (to be obtained at depot B).
I can of desiccated potatoes (to be obtained at depot B.).
5 pairs large snow-shoes (three to be obtained at depot B).
2 4S- . cans lime-juice, remmican (one to be obtained at depot
lb

B).
6 cans extract of mutton.
24 cans milk.
10 3-lb. cans butter,
50 lbs, bacon.

ApPENDIX

Cape Beechey).
24 cranberry sauce.

I

4 }.( -boxes black pepper.
\
12 -z-pound cans corned beef. ~ To be obtained at depot E, in gap
2 bags bread (1261bs).
\ 4 miles SW. of Cape Sumner.
4 2-pound cans roast beef.

J pf>und cans of butter. J
oars for boat (to be obtained at Cape Beechey).

12

2

No. 44.-Sergeant Brainard's report on trip ordt'red ilt Appc1ldix

1VO.

43·

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, .."1tfarch 21, 1882.

SIR: I have the honor to submit to you the following report of a sledge journey, verformcd under my
direction, for the purpose of placing the boat Discovery, together with a few supplies, on the Greenland coast

in the vicinity of Newman Bay.
In compliance with your instructions, dated March 13, 1882, I left the station at 6·~5 a. m, the following day, accompanied by Sergeants Linn, Ralston, and Elison, Privates Biedelbick, Connell, Schneider,
and Whisler.
We reached the large English sledge containing the Discovery at Distant Cape, where it had previously
been placed, at 8.07 a. m., and loading the supplies brought us by Sergeant Rice with the dog-team, were
again on our course at 8. J 5 a. m,
Although our load scarcely exceeded one hundred and twenty-five pounds to each man, yet so great
was the friction of the broad runners on the crisp snow, that it was advanced only with the greatest difficulty,
with frequent and repeated halts for rest. Our progress became so slow and unsatisfactory that I decided
to cache the two sacks of pemmican at a point on the coast about one-half mile north of Water-course Bay.
The sacks were carefully covered with snow and a small cairn left to indicate the spot. We reach cd depot
A at Cape Murchison at 11.15 a. m., and halted for a few moments to secure the sleeping-bag and to par·
take of a light lunch. Soon after crossing St. Patrick Bay some of the men began to show signs of the
excessive strain to which tney were being subjected, and to which they were unaccustomed, but to stop was
impossible, as we had sleeping accommodations for only six men; the other bag for the party being at Cape
Beechey.
The snow-house (depot B) was reached at 6.05 P: m, The party was nearly exhausted from the
severe toil of the day, and all complained of lameness in their lower limbs. The snow was quite deep and
just strong enough to break under our weight when we thought it was going to sustain us. On the whole,
however, I considered the traveling fair. Minimum temperature, - 53·5 [-47'5' C.j.
The following morning (March IS) found us again in the traces by 7 o'clock. We continued up the
coast to Cape Beechey, where we entered on the floe at 12.30 p. m. In the belt of rubble-ice near the shore
we were detained for a few minutes in relashing our boat to the sle<lge from which it had become

t

loosened.
The traveling was wretched, the cold intense, and our load dragged hea,·ily. The men became so
tired that whenever a halt was called they would at once quit the drag- ropes and prostrate themselves on
the snow, notwithstanding the low temperature. Halted at 4. 15 P: m., and pitcht'<1 our tent under the lee
of a large floe-berg, which extended promises of protection from the winds which were liable to spring up
during
the night.
Schneider
complained bitterly of soreness in his joints, together with rheumatic pains, which caused me
no little anxiety during the night. Minimum temperature, -61.0 [-5 1.7'C.J. The next mormng (March (6)
his condition was greatly aggravated. He could scarcely walk, and his. gums were badly inflamed and
swollen. Fearing that these we:e scorbutiC symptoms, I directed Biederbick to accompany. him. hack tv
the snow house at depot B, and to there await our return from the Greenland coast, meanwhile using such
stores as were, in his judgment, necessary to improve Schneider's condition.
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As only six members remained to the party it was nece~sary to relieve ourselves. of a portion of our
weight. So cacheing 90 pounds of pemmican, 48 pounds of milk, and 14 pounds of des~ccated potatoes, we
were again on the road by 9 o'clock. The sufferings of th~ m~,n fro~ ~he effects of thirst b~came so great
that I ordered a halt at 12.30 p. m., for the purpose of meltmg Ice. 1 hIS consumed forty minutes, but the
party felt so greatly refreshed, and worked so cheerfully and vigorously, that I believe the halt was ec?nomy
rather than waste of time. Snow began falling at 2. IS p. m., and the Greenland coast was obscured in consequence. From this time we shaped our course by the compass attached to the small aneroid baromet:r.
The storm increasing in density and force I decided to camp at 3.40 p. m. 'Ve had traveled over new.lce
the greater part of the day, but had also encountered a few paleocrystic floes. The latter were a great unprovement over the former 111 point of traveling. The snow at all times was deep and soft, and o.ur utm?st
strength was required to move the sledge forward. Frequently a tangle of rubble was met WIth, which
would be so rough and uneven that a road or' canal had to be cut before the sledge could pass. Minimum
temperature, -44° [-4 2 • 2° C.].
On the morning of the 17th March the snow had ceased falling and the abrupt cliffs of Polaris Promontory were again visible, and apparently not more than five miles away. I was in a dilemma. Your verbal
instructions, limiting my time on the floe to five days, were explicit and imperative. If I went to Newman
Bay, in accordance with your written instructions, I know, from former experiences in sledging, that four days
more at least would be required to complete the journey. If I left my tent pitched where we were then in
camp and made the journey to the Gap, depositing the provisions and boat, and returning to the tent the
same night, 1 could probably reach depot B with my party within the time specified. After a careful consideration, I decided to adopt the latter course, and adhere strictly to your instructions. Leaving the tent
standing, with all our haggage inside, \\ e started at 7 a. m. The party, although lame and sore from the
effects of their severe labors, were 11l excellent spirits. It being St. Patrick Day, the only Irishman in
Grinnell Land (Connell), assisted by two or three others, warbled joyously the Irish melodies which are
popular and appropriate on such occasions.
During the night some of the men thought an animal could be heard walking stealthily about the tent
outside, and in the morning it was unanimously agreed upon that our only weapon, the revolver, then on
the sledge, should in the future be kept in the tent as a protection against wild beasts. A careful examination of this weapon, however, revealed the fact that it had not been loaded for weeks, and that the ammunition intended for its use had been left snugly stowed away in the snow house at Cape Beechey.
\Ve plodded slowly along through the deep snow, finally reaching the Gap at 11.20 a. m., where the
supplies comprising depot E were readily found. We placed the boat above the ice-foot and piled boxes
about it in such a manner as to secure it from harm. On making an examination of the condition of the
boat before leaving, it was. found that the strain to which she had been subjected had made several large
cracks along her keel. These are unimportant, however, and may be repaired easily.
We began an excavation in a snow-bank, but fearing that our tracks would be obliterated by the
northeast wind, which had risen suddenly, we immediately started back, reaching the tent at about 3 p. m.
Several received frost-bites about the face during the homeward march.
1n a short time the wind rose to
a velocity estimated at twenty-two miles per hour 1.9.8m per second], and the air was so densely filled with
drifting snow that it was impossible to distinguish objects more than one hundred yards r9 1 Ill] distant. Minimum temperature, -43 0 [-41,7° C.l .

.Jfarrll ,8.-The men suffered greatly during the night from the intense cold. Sleep was out of the
question, and the cook was only too glad for an excuse to get up at 4 o'clock. The trials of this functionary
can only be appreciated by those who had performed the same duties under similar circumstances. Without
patience and fortitude none can hope to succeed in cooking a breakfast when the temperature is below
minus forty. 'Ve were ready to start at 6 o'clock, but were delayed by a brisk wind until nearly 8. No
event worthy of note occurred during the march. 'Ve camped at I P: m., four miles from Cape .Beechey.
The bag of provisions which Lieutenant Lockwood and party had left near this place, was hauled to
the tent, which I decided to leave standing, rather than cache at Cape Beechey, The stores which we had
abandoned on our outward trip were also hauled and deposited there. Towards evening the wind died
awaYr and the sun sh,one brightly. 'Minimum temperature, -43. 2° [-4(.8° C.].
I'he next mornmg (March 19) the cook got up soon after I o'clock, to avoid the tortures which our
wr:tched s.lee~~ng-bags inflicted. The large buffalo bag was frozen so hard that it resembled sheet-iron in
pomt of pliability. Not a man of the four who occupied it slept for a moment during the long dreary night.
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They were not able to get into it at once, but were, from necessity, compelled to thaw their way in gradually
by first inserting their feet. A northeast wind, which had prevailed during the night, delayed our start until
5 a. m. We left the tent pitched in the shelter of a large floe-berg and placed the provisions inside.
It
m
was then carefully closed, and a small, red flag planted on the summit of a floe-berg, about 15 feet [4-5 1above
the main floe, which serves well to mark the spot. It is due east from Cape Beechey, and distant about four
miles. Cape Beechey was reached at 7 o'clock and the snow house at 10 a. m. We were greatly rejoiced
to find that Schneider had greatly improved in health under the skillful treatment of Biederbick. The latter
informed me that he had experienced considerable difficulty in getting him to the shelter of the hut, and
that his care of the sick man until our arrival had been unremitting.
The remainder of the day was spent in dearing away the snow which had formed in great drifts about
the hut, and under which lay many of the tools left here last autumn. All the instruments thus covered,
with the exception of one shovel, were found. The Hudson Bay sledge, which we left here last autumn, could
0
not be
Dr.found.
Pavy, Sergeants Rice and Jewell, and the two Eskimo drivers arrived from Fort Conger at 3.3

p. m., en route to Cape Joseph Henry.
We left depot B at 3.45 a. m., March 28, and reached depot A at 9 o'clock, where we halted for a
short time for lunch. Schneider had walked along ahead of the sledge during the morning, but at his
earnest appeal I allowed him to take his place in the drag-ropes, with the understanding that I was to be
informed if the old symptoms returned.
Arrived at Fort Conger at 3.3 0 P: m. The party, as might be expected, were very tired, but all returned
in good health. A few superficial frost-bites of the fingers and about the face are the only accidents which
I can record. Considering the unprecedented low temperatures in which we traveled, from the first to the
last day, it is certainly marvelous that more serious cases of freezing did not occur.
Sergeant D. C. Ralston was indefatigable in his efforts to secure meteorological data. His report of
the same will be found appended.
One of our two watches stopped some time during the first night, and, in consequence, no comparisons
were made. I found the allowance of four ounces of alcohol to each man per day, for cooking purposes,
to be insufficient during extremely cold weather. At all times one-third more was required; once double
the allowance
was used.
I cannot speak
too highly of the admirable behavior of the party under my charge during our absence
from Fort Conger. The courage, zeal, and fidelity which they displayed in the performance of their duties
is highly
commendable.
that the course which I adopted-although not in strict accord with your instructions-will
Trusting
meet with your full approval,
I am, very respectfully, yOU! obedient servant,

D. L.

Lieut. A. W. GREELY,
Fifth Cavalry, U. S. A., Acting Signal OjJiartUld Assistant,
C011l11laftding Lady Franklin Bay Expel/ilion.

H. Mis. 393-11

r

BRAINARD,

S~rgeant, Gaural Seruice, U. S. A.
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Report oiobscrratians made Oil sledgejourlley to the Greenland coast under charge
leaving this station March

I

Dale.

Time.

Barometer.

14, 1882,

Observed temperature.

and returning hEarth

(1 Sergeant D. L.

20, 1882.

! Weather, direction

Minimum ternperature.

Brainard,

Remarks.

of wind, &c.

- - - - - - - - - - - i - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - ----:----- - - - - - -

!
I

: Mar. 14

11.15 a.m.

bu!us.
'__!

I

1.00 p. m.
3· oop.m.
7.00 p. m.
7.00 a.m.

29. 62
29. 63
29. 63
29·95

mm.
_

Fahr.
-44·

C.

* Min. ther. No. 560

-45·4

44. 0
752.33
752.59 -46 . 0
752 • S9 -53·5
760. 72 -5 0 . 0

exposed at Cape
Murchison. Par tially exposed to sun.

-------- --------

Calm and
Calm and
Calm and
-47·S
-45. 6 - 61. 0* - 5 I. 1* Calm and

dear ___
fair __
fair ___. Min. ther. set at 7 P: m.
Mar. 15
fair _
* Index point in bulb
and below scale
reading, viz, - 60
[ - 51.1 0 C.J. Estimated one degree
below [-51.7° C.].
9.00 a. m. 29.7 2 754. 87 -39. 0
39·4 1---- ---' -------- Calm and fair . ___
11.00 a. m. 29·69 754· II -40.5
40.3 -------- -------- Calm and fair ___..
3· oop.m. 29.7 2 754. 87 -41.0 -40. 6 ..._------ -------- NE., light, clear; ,
5· oop.m. 29.7 0 754·37 -43·5 -41.9
-----...------ .... ------ Min. ther. set 4.45 p.m.,
Mar. 16
8.00 a. m. 3°. 02 762.49 -39. 0 -39·4 -44. 0 -- 4 2. 2 NE., brisk, cloudy
11.00 a. m. 29·95 760.72 -35. 0 -37. 2
NE., brisk, cloudy.
I. 00 p. m,
29.96 760.97
35·5 -37·5 -------_: .. ------- NE., light and fair.
3.00 p.m. 29.98 761.48
!
33·5 -36.4 -------- ------- SE., light snow __ Lt. snow began 2.15
p.m.
4.00 p.m. 3°. 02 762·49 -33. 0 -36. 1 ....
-- ,---_. Calm, light snow _ Lt. snow ended 4.30
p.m.
Mar. 17
7· oo a.m. 30.3 1 769·86
35. 0 -37.2-43.0 -41.7 Calm and fair , , __
NE., fresh and
9· oo a. m. 30.27 768.84 -33.0 -36.1
cloudy.
3.00 p.m. 30. 27 768.84 -35.5 -37·5 --_u
.- __ u __ NE.,brisk,cloudy. Min.ther.set3p.m.
5· 00 p. m. 3°.38 711. 64 __
NE., brisk,*cloudy * Estimated 22 miles
per hour [9.8m per
second.]
Air filled with drifting snow, and impossible to distinguish objects 100 yards [9 I m] distant.
Mar. 18
8.00 a. m. 30. 35 770.88
41.
40. 6
43. 2 - 41. 8 N E., fresh __- __[
34.5 -36,9
!____
NE.,fresh_
!
12.00 noon 30.23 767.83
2.00 p.m.
30 . 22 76 7. 57 -31.2 -35.1 .
..
NE.,lightandfair_Min.ther.setat2.30
, p.m.
Mar. 19
5· oo a. m. 30.25 768.34 -28.5 -33.6 -36.0 -37.8 SE., light and
cloudy.
6.00 a.m.
76 7. 57
33· 3
28.
SE., light, cloudy,
7.00 a. m.
767. 83 -27·0 -32.8
SE., fresh, light Lt. snow began 6.30 a.
m.; snow ended 9. 20
snow.
a. m., wind subsiding
same time.
10.00 a. m.
. - 26. 8 - 32.7 __..
Calm and fair • _
11.38 a.m.
8.
6
49.4*-.
- 37· 5* - 3 * - 57· 0*
* Min. ther, No. 560 at
Cape Murchison, as
read by Sergeant
Jewell.
1.00 p. m. 30. 45* 773· 42 * - 33.
- 36. 1 '- __
N., fresh and fair , *lnside ice-house.
Outside of ice-house,
I
after 5 mins. ex~s
1
I
ure to open air,
30.33 [77 0.37mm J.
!
At I p. m, temp. of
ice-house, farther
side from stove,
party of 8 men in- i
side and coal fire
hurning,
39·3
[+ 4.10 C.].
7·00 p. m. 3°·43
N., light and
Min. ther, set 7 p. m,
Mar. 20
3.00 a.m. 3°.3 8
-39·3
Mar. 20
9.05 a.rn.
-4 2 • 1
Min. ther. No. 560 at
Cape Murchison.
- 42 • 2
-43·3

-------- -------------_ .
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In:stnllmients used during trip: Aneroid barometer No.6, minimum thermometer NO.1.

F

D. C.

ORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

March 21,

1882.

RALSTON,

Sgt., Signal Corps, U.

S. A.
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THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
ApPENDIX

No. 4S.-Sergeant Jewell's report on trip to Lincoln Bay, while supporting Dr.
Pavy.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

Marek 3°,1882.

SIR: I have the honor to make the following report of my sledge journey to Lincoln Bay, made in
compliance with your orders of March '5, to support Dr. Pavy and party on their expedition of discovery,
to theThe
north
of Cape
Joseph
party,
consisting
of Henry.
Dr. Octave Pavy, Sergeant George W. Rice, Signal Corps, U. S. A., Jens
Edward, driver of dog.sledg Lilla, and Sergeant W. S. Jewell, Signal Corps, U. S. A., with Frederick Chrise
tiansen, driver of dog.sledge Anloinette,left Fort Conger, March '9, at 9·4° a. m., arriving at Cape Murchison
at 12.3 p. m. Upon our arrival in the straits the wind increased to a fresh breeze from the NE.
8 temperature at depot A was _ 30.5 [-34-.7° C.], which made the traveling particularly disagree.
The
able, although the fog, which had all the morning been hanging over the channel, began to clear away, and
when we reached depot B the Greenland coast was plainly visible. We here found the party under Sergeant
Brainard, who had been sent across the strait on the '4-th instant with a boat and supplies to be used in connection with the Greenland exploring party under Lieutenant Lockwood. The accommodations at this
place being too limited for so large a party, Sergeant Rice and myself built a ;now house of sufficient size to
accommodate our whole party, in which we spent a very comfortable night. I awoke at , a. m, and found
the temperature to be one degree below zero [-,8,3° C.]. The minimum temperature for the night (open.
0th),
0 6 C.].
being _410
air exposure)
our (-4
loads• °from
the supplies at this depot we started at '0 a. m. (2
linding the
After completing
traveling good until we reached Cape Beechey at 11.45 a. m., where huge masses of ice had been thrown
across the ice-foot, completely blocking our passage. Here our trouble began, for, owing to the unusually
high tides prevailing, it was with considerable trouble that we succeeded in getting on the linn ice. This
was of that character known as " rubble-ice," with an intermixture of lIoe-bergs, and so rough that an ax had,.
to be in constant use making roads, in order to make any progress at all, and even then requiring the united
strength of the whole party to get the heavily loaded sledges over some of the rough places.
This tiresome monotony was only relieved once, when, about three miles from Cape Beechey, we found
an ice-foot which we were able to use for about a mile, after which we were again obliged to take to the
ice. When first crossing the ice-foot the exclamation of .. Nanook," from Jens, the Eskimo, drew our
attention to the tracks of a polar bear. They were very plain, and showed him traveling to the south. At
7 p. m. we crossed to the ice-foot, found a snow-bank, made a dug-out, and retired for the night. Distance
made good during day, '0 miles. Minimum temperature, from 7 p. m, (20th) to 9 a:m. (21st), was _22°

(-30.0°
We C.].
started from the snow house at 11.'5 a. m., and found no improvement in the traveling, being a
fur the
continual fight with the ice until we reached Wrangel Bay, at 5 p. rn. where we were obliged to bait
0
purpose of relashing the sledge Lilla, which had become weakened by the rough ice. At 5.3 p. m. we
began crossing the bay, getting about half-way, where we camped at 7 p. rn. The tent being too small to
accommodate the whole party, I found a snow-bank in which I made a dug-out just large enough for Rice
and myself
Durin gtothecrawl
day into.
I observed several fine specimens of paleocrystic lIoe·bergs; on some of them the strata
were very plain and well defined, apparently from eighteen to twenty.fuur inches [4-57 to
in thickness,
and in numbers varying from five to twelve, according to the size of the berg. The difference in the formation of the strata was well marked, some being purely crystal, and others of a whitish or milk coior, indicating
the presence of snow in its construction. Distance made good, six miles. Minimum thermometer, from

6,o'~1

t

1

7.30 At
p. m.
(z rst)
7 a.began
m, (22d),24°march,
[- 3 1 • and
(\ C.].
the day's
found a great improvement in the ice; for as soon as we
9.30
a. m,to we
got clear ofWrangel Bay we reached a floe of new ice which extended above Mount Parry. At this point a
cache was made last year by Dr. Pavy, consisting of hard bread and pemmican. As we crossed the icefoot we again discovered the tracks of a bear, the farthest north that evidences of a living one have ever
been seen. U pan investigating the cache we found that he also had discovered it as there was but a 'Small
amount of the pemmican left, while the bread bags were torn in shreds. But we were able to save most of
the bread as he did not appear to relish this article as a dieL As the snow then covering the cache was

t
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undisturbed, it appears that the visit must have been made some time ago. After leaving the new ice we
found some large floes on which the traveling was good. These extended to Lincoln Bay, and good time
was made until within about two miles of our destination where some rubble-ice was encountered, which,
however, caused but little delay. 'Ve reached the end of our journey at 5.20 p. m., and selecting a suitable
bank built a snow house. Number of miles traveled, 12. Minimum temperature from 5.20 P: m. (22d) to
8 a. m. (zJd), -40 [-40.0° C.].
After visiting the English depot at this place and receiving from Dr. Pavy 164 pounds of canned beet
4 pounds tobacco, 5 bottles onion powder, and I can curry paste, I left the party at IZ.30 p. m., accompanied only by Christiansen with the sledge Antoinette. We made good progress, arriving at Wrangel Bay
at 4.30 p. m., and at the same house occupied by us on the night of the aoth, at 8,30 p. m. Distance traveled, 18 miles. Minimum thermometer from 8,3° p. m. (23d) to 7 a. m. (Z4th)-SJo [-47.2° C.].
Started at 7.3° a. m. for depot B. \Ve left the ice at II a. m. about one mile north of Cape Beechey
and reached our destination [depot B] at I p. m., where your order of March 21, assigning me to duty under
Lieutenant Lockwood, was received from Corporal Salor. Meteorological observations were taken and recorded, the report of which you will find on accompanying form.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
w. S. JEWELL,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. A.
Lieut. A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,

Commanding ExpeditioN•

..Vdeorological report 0/ sledge trip,/rom March 19 10 March 30, 1882.
Wind.
Date,
1882.

Mar. 20

Direction.
- - - - InchesT-=:-- ~ahr.1 ~,
7 a. m, 30.20 767.07 -31 --35.
E.

•

!

°

10 a. m, 30.04 763. 00 -27' -32. 8 E.
5 p. m, 29. 87 758.68 -20 -28.9 SE.

Minimum thermometer.
Locality.

Force.

Reading.

Light.

I,

Light.
Brisk.

i

Time.

Fahr.
-4 1

7 p. m, to
7a .m.

-u_U_h__

.

Lt. snow.

Depot B.

Lt. snow.
Cloudy.

Do.
Between Cape
Beecheyand
Wrangel Bay.
Do.

i

21

22

9a.m. 29· 71 .754.62
!
II a.m. 29. 67 753. 60
7p·m. 29·51 749·54
7 a. rn. 29·33 744·97

I

Light.

-22 -30 . 0

-10 --23·3 SE.
-20 -28·9 SE.
-20 -28·9 E.

Fresh.
Light.
Light.

"'---_ ... -------

p. m. 29. 22 742.17 -36 -37.8 Calm.
I,
I
7 p. m•• 29· IS 740.40 -35 -37·2 E.
8 a. m. 29. 2 1 741. 92 -23 -30 . 6, E.
I

23

I

-10 -23·3 SE.

I

I

1

-24 -31. I

-- ... _-- --

i

8p.m. 29.3 2 744· 71. -37 -38. 3 Calm.

-------;

7 p.m. to
9 a. m.

Cloudy.

----- . _-_.

Do.
\Vrangel Bay.
Do.

-- __---

3 miles south of
Cape Frederick.
Lincoln Bay.
Do.

Cloudy.
Fair.
7 p .m, to . Fair.
7 a. m. I
Fair.
---- ..

Gentle. --- .... _- ----_ ... - - ..
............ - Fair.
Light. -40 -40.0 7 p.m. to Fair.
8 a. m.
..... _-- .. -Cloudy.
Clear.

Between Cape
Beecheyand
Wrangel Bay.
Do.

Clear.
Fair.

Depot B.
Do.

I

7a.m. 29·43 .747· 51 , -45 --42.8 Calm.
I
!
I
7p·m. 29·S8 751.32 ! -49 -45·0 SE.
Sa.m. 29. 65 .753. 10 -48 --44·4 Calm.

I

7a.m. 29.61,752.08 -46 -43· 3! Calm.
26

II a.m,
II a.m,

I

i

29·56' 750. 81 -4° -40.0 S.
29·60 751.83 -36 -37·8 Calm.

rr p.m , 29. 61 752.08 -3 2
-35. 6 SW.

Fresh.
--

h.

-53 ,-47· 2" 8 p.m, to
I 7 a. m.
-, I,
-51 . -46. I 7 p. m. to
5 a. m.

I

. ~~-~--- ------1-----.-,Ig t.
- - - - __ u

Light.

h.\

- __
-51 1-46. I
. _n_'1

I

----I FO~~:it~~

.Uhu .
·_un

Clear.
p.m, to' Clear.
II a.rn.
--- ---- _n_.. Cloudy.
II
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Meteorological report of sledge trip,fr0m March '9 to March 30, ,88.-Continued•

. ..
~

Wind.
Date,

Time.

1882.

thermometer.
State
of weather.

Barometer,
aneroid ,No. 10.

I

Mar. 27

II

Fair.

Inches. mm: Ir'ahr.
c.
a.jn. 29.57 751.06 -29 -33·9

Locality.

Depot B.

Do.
Do.

Fair.
Fair.
Clear.

3p.m. 29.5 6 750 • 8 1
7 p.m. 29·57 751. 06
5 a.m , 29· 56 750 • 8 1

Clear.
Clear.

29.47 748. 52
7p.m. 29·44 747· 76

II a im .

Do.
Cape Beechey.
:Floe five miles \
from Cape
Beechey.

Do.

Cloudy.

7 a.m, 29· 21 741. 9 2

Fair.
Fair.

3 p. m . 29. 0 1 736. 84
7 p.m. 28.9 1 734· 3°

Cloudy.
I

\

Depot E.
Floe five miles
from Cape
Beechey.
\
Depot B.

p.m. 29.3 8 746. 24

w. S. JEWELL,
Sergeant, S. C., U. S. A.
ApPENDIX

No. 4
Pavy's (ffdersfor journey northward over Polar Ocean.
6.-D r.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL

LAND, Mardi

14,

1882.

SIR: Having tendered your services in the field to command a party for the purpose of discovering
whether.land exists to the northward of Cape Joseph Henry, I have the honor to advise you that yOU are
assigned to that duty, provided that the prospective health of the command will, in your opinion, pennit of
such absence, and to direct that yOU leave this station for your trip (weather pennitting) on March ,8, ,88••
Sergeant George W. Rice, Signal Service, and Jens Edward are assigned to duty with you, and the dogsledge Lilla, with team of nine Eskimo dogs, will be taken.
Sergeant W. S. Jewell, Signal Service, and Frederik T. Christiansen, with the sledge Antoineltt and
its team of seven dogs, will be at your disposal from this point to the English depot at Lincoln Bay, beyond
whichOnpoint
they must
not beSergeant
allowed Jtoewell
proceed.
reaching
that place,
will be furnished with '00 pounds preserved
meat, six cans
e
onion powder, a few pounds of tobacco, and will be directed to return with dog·sledg Antoinetle to depot B.
The details of your journey, and the route to be followed northward from Lincoln Bay, are left to your
own judgment and management. I deem it, however, important to invite your special attention to the route
6,
and across J ames Ross Bay to Cape Hecla.
over Fielden
While travel overland is usually objectionable, the experience of the English expedition of ,875-'7 as
well as that of our own, indicates that traveling is thus facilitated when the party can avoid any consider.
able distance of the polar pack. Such route would probably give you the not inconsiderable advantage of
leaving the coast at Hecla iu less time than Cape Joseph Henry could be reached through the rough ice-

~eninsula

,

pack Should
on its eastward
side.
you follow
this route the cairn on Cro.ier Island will be visited, the record there found taken
by you, and copy thereof be left, together with one of the record blanks furnished you. Similar action will
be taken regarding the records in cairn at the Aftrl's winter.quarters.
You are to bear in mind that in no instance must your party be separated, that the exact location of
depots must be made known to each member of the party, that no advance must be made beyond such
time as on full allowance one-half of your provisions have been consumed, and that in case of any consider-
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able movement of the ice, or on the appearance of any lanes of open water, you must at once seek the
mainland. You are quite as well aware as myself of the hazardous nature of a journey without boats into
the central expanse of a frozen ocean.
In case land is seen to the northward your efforts will be devoted to reaching its shores, and in following that coast which trends most to the northward. In case no land is reached, one day must be devoted
at your most northerly point to determining, with the greatest care, your position, and in obtaining detailed
information as to the depth of the sea, the temperature of the water, the tidal currents, the thickness of the
new ice, and any other available data.
'Whenever you are obliged to rest your team a day, similar observations should be made. In case new
land is reached you will erect a cairn at a prominent place and deposit therein the expeditionary record
furnished you, with such additions briefly detailing your discoveries.
A copy of your sledge journal, which must be as full as possible, will be submitted within two 'weeks
after your return and a full report within one month.
Data regarding the depot at View Point, and the sketch of the coast to Cape Joseph Henry, are already
in your possession.
.
A careful lookout will be kept for drift-wood, and if any fragment that could possibly have belonged to
a ship be noted, it must be brought to the station unless of great size, when the piece best calculated for
identification will be secured. It is possible that thus some tidings of the J'emmdle may he obtained.
In accordance with your wishes no special anxiety will be felt for the safety of your party until June I.
Trusting that your earnest enthusiasm for polar exploration, united to your practical experience, covering two winters of dog-sledging, will insure your party all possible success, and wishing, beyond all, your
safe returnI am, respectfully yours,
A. \v. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Expedition.
Acting Assistant Surgeon O. PAVY, U. S. Army.

ApPENDIX

No. 47.-Dr. Pavy's report onjourney ordered -in Appendix No. 4 6.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, -

,:It- 1882.

To the Commanding' OjJicer, L. F. B. Expedition:
SIR: In compliance with your orders, I have the honor to submit to you the report of my sledge journey,
from the 19th of March to the ad of May.
The 19th of March, accompanied by G. \V. Rice and the Eskimo, Jens Edwards, I left Fort Conger.
My team consisted of nine excellent dogs, and the constant weight on the sledge amounted to t lbs.
To the provisions that I carried were to be added the rations cached last fall at Wrangel Bay, and part of the
depot left by Capt. Nares at Lincoln Bay. Moreover, you had, as an auxilliary [sic] sledge, put at my disposal
the Antoinett« to support me as far as Lincoln Bay. This was accompanied by Sergt. Jewell (the Eskimo
Frederick Christiansen acting as dog driver), and pulled by eight dogs.
At 3.4 0 p. m. we entered the snowhouse in Shift Rudder Bay, temp. -340 [-3 6.7° C.], where was
assembled the party under command of Sergt, Brainard. The very temperature to which the men had been
exposed in the straits had somewhat chilled their enthusiasm and slightly frost.bitten fingers and noses.
The house being already crowded, a deep hole, large enough for our party, was soon dug in a snow?a~k; the. bags were spread out, and at 10 p. m. all of us had turned in. During the night the thermometer
0
inside reg:stered _1. [-I~.Oo ~.], while outside the alcohol was falling to -39. 0 [-39,4° C]. Distance
travelled In the day III straight line, 16 miles. Hours travelled, from 9.4 0 a. m. to 3-40 p. m,
March 20.-Temp. min.-39.o [-3904° C.]; obs. t.
We started at 10 a. m., the weather not being very cold, but rather gloomy and disagreeable. At 12 m,
we passed Cape Beechey, and followed the coast for about two or three miles; but the kefoot becoming
;-6riginal unda;d:--'R'~~~i~';~iJuiY;3, 1882.-A. W. G.~·Li~~t.
t Omission in original.-A. W. G.
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much encumbered with large paleoerystic bergs, we were compelled to take to the ice, notwithstanding its
bad and hummocky character. At the place where we had left the shore, we had found encrusted in the
snow the footprints of a fully grown bear, evidently on his perigrination towards the south. These tracks

were The
not of
very recent
travelhng
was origin.
exceedingly tiresome and the headway made very small. At no time could we find
a quarter of a mile of good ice. It consisted of an aglommeration [sit] of small hummocks, amalgamated
with rubble ice, and separated by holes, covered in many places with so£(snow.
Despairing of making Wrangel Bay that night (being half·way between Cape Beechey and the bay),
at 6.3 P: m. we stopped, 'and again Rice and Jewell dug a house in a snowdrift of the icefoot- With Jens
0

and Frederick l Christiansen] I fed the dogs and afterwards cooked supper.
Distance travelled, 9 J.( miles.
from The
10 a. m. to 6 P: tn.
Hours
travelled,
The • ISf
of Marck.weather was comparatively mild and the travelling, although bad, was, nevertheless, better. For several hours we toiled over large floes and less rubble and hummocky ice, and at
7.3 p. m. went into camp on the ice, at the entrance to Wrangel Bay, having marched since .. m, With
0 and Frederick [Christiansen] I slept in the tent.
Jens
Rice and Jewell burrowed a hole in a sllowdrift, under
the lee of a berg, where 1 am satisfied they passed a wretched night, half exposed to the cold wind and
without a door to their igloo.
Distance travelled, 5}.( miles.
Hours travelled,
from 12m.
Marek
und. Temp-,
min., to_ 7.3°
'4.0 p.[ -m,3 r.

,0 C.];

obs., 9.3 0 a. m., -

'0.0 [ -

.84 C.}; obs., 1

p. m.,

_ 3 0 [ _ 37. 8° C.]; obs., 5 p. m., - 3°. 0 [ - 34·4° C.].
6.We started at 9.3 a. m., proceeding towards the small depot at the foot of Mount Parry, and without
disturbing the cache 0 made in the fall at Wrangel Bay. With the loads already on the sledges it was
not possible to carry at once the provisions of both caches. After an hour's march, when out of the bay,
we travelled over excellent level ice. It consisted of a band extending from the shore to two miles out
in the strait, and to the north about four or five miles. On the coast the foot was the same as I had
found it in the fall. More to the east the straits were hummocky; this band of younl: ice proved,
evidently, that the tloes must have been in motion until late in the season, cementing together by calm
At the foot of Mt. Parry, when crossing from the ice to take up the depot, to my astonishment we
weather.
again found the tracks of our bear. The cache had been plundered, a sack of tread torn
open and
0
untouched, but the pemmican two-thirds eaten up. The snowy bruin had made a lunch of 7 Ibs I
We loaded on the Anfoiltetfc the bread, and about 30 Ibs, of pemmican left, and resumed our course.
The absence of icefoot north of the point where I had been stopped during the fall, and the accumuel
lation of gigantic tloebergs in other places, satisfy my mind, that this coast could not have been travelled
at all. 1 am rather inclined to think with Capt. Nares, that, unless an internal road exists between Wrang
and Lincoln Bay, no autumnal travelling in this neighborhood can generally be successfully undertaken by
In the uncertainty in which 1 now stood about the state of our cache at Wrangell Bay, and unwilling
sledges.
to detain J ewell longer than we had expected, 1 decided for the present not to return to the bay, but to

,

At one
P: m., for the first time, we drove over paleocrystic tloes; these afforded good travelling and were
proceed
north.
identically of the same nature as those over which I had passed early in the spring. Undulating surfaces
that can be compared to rolling prairies, they are if at all large and not fortified at their edges by walls of
rubble and bastions of bergs incomparably superior for sledging to the ordinarily humn\ocky ice fonned by
the disintegration of the pack in the contlict of autumnal storms. At 3 P: m. we were again stumbling over
the worst kind of hummocks and had to wind our way towards the north shore of Lincoln Bay, where we
landed about a mile north of the British cache at 5 p. m, Again the tent was at once pitched; our builders,
Rice and Jewell, dug in a snowbank for a house; the Eskimos fed the dogs, and I prepared supper; after
which we all moved under our dome of snow.

Distance made,

8~ miles.

0

Hours
from min-, a.
m. tonight,
5 p. rn.
Marck travelled,
23 .- Temp.,
during
_ 4°.0 (- 4°.0° C.]. Obs., 1Z m., - '3 [- 3
rd
- 39.5 [- 39·7° C.).
9.30

4

C.]; 7 p. m.
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The 23rd, ill the morning, we overhauled the provisions of the English depot that we f~und ~o b~ in the
same state as we had left them last September. In the afternoon Jewell departed, carrymg With him 150
[ 164, j ewell.] pounds of preserved meat. We passed the remainder of the day bus~ly arranging our stores,
and making more comfortable the house that was to become our headquarters, until the last load could be
transported around Black Cape.
.
March 24/h.-Temp., min., during night, - 56.2 [-49.0° C.]; obs., 6 a. m., - 45.0 [-42.8° C.]; 8 a. m.,
-43.0 [-41.t C.]; I I a. m., - 39.0 [- 39040 C.]; 6 p, m., -36,5 [- 38.1° C.].
On the 24th we advanced as far as Cape Union, where we were compelled to go into camp by a southeast breeze blowing since noon, but at the time (5 p. m.) increasing to a velocity of about IS miles per hour
[about 7m per second]. The tent was pitch ed on the ice under the lee of a berg, and, about 100 yards 9 I J
from the foot, in this place, a perfect chaos of hummocks, bergs, and rubble. From Cape Union northward
the coast stretches for a long distance as a wall of high and black cliffs, inclining to the sea at a very sharp
angle, really in places too perpendicular for dogs to travel, and in others impassable for men sledges.
Here again I do not think the coast to be generally a practicable route for fall travelling. Three times
in the day wehad to leave the foot; and once we were compelled to unhitch the dogs, and with main strength
to lower the sledge over a perpendicular wall of the foot.
Fortunately between these places the ice, when it could be travelled on at all, was level, but not absolutely good, as the very thin crust of snow, mixed with hardened, salty effloresences, over which a fierce wind
must have raved in the early part of the winter, rendered the traction exceedingly laborious.
Between the northern end of Lincoln Bay and Cape Union, at the entrance of several deep ravines, can
be seen large circular and oblong hills formed by glacial drifts, that at a certain period of the earth's history
must have been the moraines of small glaciers.
Distance travelled, I I miles,
Hours travelled, from 8 a. m to 5.30 p. m,
March 25th.-Temp., min., during night, -38.0 [-38'9° C.]. Observed.j; p.m., - 27,0 [-32.8° C.];
12 a. m., -32.0 r-35.6° C.].
The storm has blown all night and was increasing so much at our usual starting hour that I delayed
our depa~ure until 3 p, m. Now the band of young ice, free from hummocks, that had at times offered us
comparatively good travelling, and which did not extend in width more than a quarter or half a mile from
the coast, ende~ a couple of hundred yards above our camp. Then again a chaos of rubble and large hummoc~ hu.gthe ?Igh and perpendicular wall of the foot (in places over 15 yards [about 14m ]) , burinating with
the t!de ItS. polished surface in thousand grooves, that under the rays of the sun glistened like engravings on
Persian shields,

r

In

The foot was of a terribly broken up and for a long distance double as if last season, or for many sumoldest ice had not been disagregated. Over the slippery and uneven surface, about 100 yards
1
[9 ] Wide, we had to carry to the snow slope of the cliffs our load-article by article-dragging the heaviest
that could not be shouldered. The sledge and the dogs were taken across the last and separately.
Then for four hours came a difficult and tiresome walk. To the mind I will say the most perplexing
and arduous struggle • 'Vho ever, once, h
' solidity
. , of a thin
. pIan k ,",'I11
as cast '
hIS chances of success on the
understand the anxiety of an A f t
II
h
. .
' n
" r c IC rave er w en the least false step or a too precipitous descent can, 10 a
.
instant, reduce his highest expe t f
"
.
c a Ions to a most regretted failure. Happily our sledge upset but once.
It IS ~seless to state that Rice, as he has always done showed himself in every way the man for such
emergen~les. As to Jens, his services cannot be too much' pn.. ised,
I WIll further say that to m b li f. h E ki
"
.
Th ir
'.
" y e ie ,t e S imos are indispensable for extended sledge Journeys.
et
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.
.
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h h
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h
.
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h f
n e usetu ness of dogs and their drivers.
1 es nort 0 Our camp the
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\Ve
were at last for th
roa ecame better, being still in places rough and dangerous.
,
e present, out of the labyrinth of bergs and hummocks. At 8.20 p. m, we reached Black

me~, t~e
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Cape, where, instead of building a snowhouse and pro ceedin g a day or two forward, as it had been
0 planned in
the morning, we made a cache and returned to our tent on the ice, where we arrived at I 1.3 P: m, with a
gale blowing in our faces. Between Cape Union Peak and Black Cape the coast, still falling at steep angle,
cut in mauy place hy deep ravines, some of which must lead to interior valleys.
is formed .of black slate
The Ice, as far as the view could reach, presented the aspect of a frozen-up sea of hummocks, with very
few patches of young ice. To our astonishment, since we had turned Cape Union we could not detect in

an~

Robeson Channel a paleocrystic floe of any considerable dimension.
From Black Cape, by a beautiful and cloudless evening, on an horizon tinted with the tencler colors of
the soft, Arctic light, we saw, far in the north, what appeared to us as the faint but extensive outline of the
coast. Had we been, as the members of the" Polaris" expedition, the first to cast eyes over this apparition,
we would have certainly pronounced illand. The 100 beautiful illusion was but a bank of fog-one of
the thousand fancies and alluring deceits of mirage. Distance travelled, 8 miles. Hours travelled, from
3 p. March
m, to 11.30
P: m, during night, _ 37.5 [-38.6' C.].
26ih.-Min.,

0

Observed, 10.30 a. m., -33. [-3

6.1'

C.]; 5 p.

6 '9°
rn., - The
34. 526th
[ - 3of
C.]. leaving again our tent pitched, we returned to Lincoln Bay and slept•. The wind0
March,

on the 24 was blowing from the southeast, with but little intermission, temp. being as6•low
2 as -0°39.
th During the night of the 23rd to 24th, the thermometel had registered -5
[-39.40 C.].
[-49. C.]
0•6'
Distance travelled, I I miles. Hours travelled, from 10·3° a. rn. to 4·3° p. rn,
0
March 27 .- Temp., min., dur'g night, -44.0 (-42.2° Co]. Observed, 10 a. m., -23. [-3
C·I;
2°
ih
3 p. m., -20.0 (_ 28-9' Co]; 4 P: m., -21.5 (-29f C.]; 6 P: m., -II·S (-24. C.].
We started for the tent by fair and calm morning, the thermometer gradually rising, 10 a. m., _23°
[_ 3°. ° C.]. The barometer showed an extraordinary fall.
6 sledge being heavily loaded our progress was slow and tedious, without any more charms of
The
novelty. At noon a fresh breeze sprung from the northeast, and when we entered the tent its velocity
m

had reached about 30 miles per hour (about 13 per second].
Temp. at 6 p. m., _ rr.5 (_ 24. 2° q. Distance travelled,

oa.
Il

miles.

Hours travelled, from l

m. to

0

3.30 March
p. m. 28ih.-Temp., min., during night, -25.0 (- 3 1.7° C.]. Observed, 6 a. m., - 15. r_26.1°
8' C.];
7 a. m., -20.0 [-28.9' C.]; I I a. m, in sun, - 5.0 [-20.6, C.]; I I a. m., in shade, _18.0 (-27. C.]; 8

.,°

,.

1
p. m.,During
-25.0 the
[-3night,
C.].
the wind having abated in the morning of the 28th, we took a second load of provisions to Black Cape and returned to the tent. Our mythical northern line had disappeared.
6•1
0
Distance travelled,8 miles. Hours travelled, from 8.3 0 a. m, to 8 p. m.
.'lIarch 29 -Temp., min., during night, -43.0 (-4 1.7' Co]. Observed, ro a. m., - 33. [- 3
C.];
ih
8. t o C.].
3p.m., -29.0 [-33'9° C.]; 7 p.m., -3 6 ,5 [-3
We proceeded again to Lincoln Bay, with empty sledge, and, in places, riding in turn. The wind had
ceased blowing and the atmosphere was remarkably clear. For the first time the influence of the sun upon
8'
the snow, glazing its surface, while the temperature stood as low as -36•0 [-37. C.], was observed. When
on the march the weather seemed too warm to wear sealskin jumpers; we discarded them and travelled in
gnernseys. From the foot of Cape Union I could, for the second and last time, see to the northeast the coast
of Cape Brittania [Britannial, Beaumont Island, and some of the adjoining land. To the south the faint
ontline of Cape Constitution evoked reminences (reminiscenses] of "The good Christian knight, Elijah Kent
Kane," and set my mind pondering over the now old and nearly forgotten fable of an Op'" po"'r SM. I
was standing on the extreme point reached by the poetical vision of Hayes, at the threshold. of a once great
mystery, that in younger days had so profoundly moved my imagination. Instead of a promIsed sea I conld

view nothing but the stem and cold reality of a impenetrable ice pack.
Distance travelled, I I miles. Hours travelled, from-March 3
Temp., min., during night, 52.0 [-46. 7' C.]. Observed, 12m., - 15-° (-26. I ' C.] j
0ih.6
3 p, m., -8.5 [-22.5° C.]; 7 P: m., -10·5 r-z3· ° C.l·
..
I decided that the day would·be one of rest for the dogs, with an extra allowance, of food. ?nr decision
vestibule of our
proved wise as the day turned out stormy. The snow drifted with such abundance in
igloo that Jens and Rice were several times obliged to use the shovel. The double ration had been a God-

~

~he

-*o;i~~ion in original.
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send to our poor animals, curled up and covered with snow.. I \~ould will.iugly add the word chilly, if after
our experience of last winter it was not still doubt~ul in my. mind If an .Esklmo dog really ev~r suffers of cold.
The temperature from -52° [-46.7° C.] during the mght had raised to -8.5 [- 22.5 C.]. ~Ve o~er
hauled our baggage, and Jens dried and mended our boots and gloves. ~t 6 p. m, the st~rm was still ra~mg
with fury over our snow-bank, where inside, cosily muffled up in my sleepmg-bag a~ the light of an Eskimo
lamp, I wandered with an interesting traveller through the deserted halls of the ruined palaces ?f the onc~
imperial Delhi, under the warm and blessed sun of old India. Rice read, lying on the to~ of hIS b~g, until
midnight. jens, or the little man as he is generally designated with us, is perhaps dreaming of a rich land
of seals and blubber.
March 3ut.-Temp., min., during night, -15.0 [-26.1° C.]. Observed, 6 a. m., -12.5 [-24.7° C];
8 a. m., -14.0 [-25.6° C.]; I p. m., -17.0 [-27.2° C.]; 4 p. m., -27.0 [-32.8° C.l.
In the morning the Eskimo was obliged to dig his way out of the house; the weather was clear, the
atmosphere calm, and the temperature mild. At 8,3° a. m, we started, reached the tent at 1 p. m., and at
3.30 p. m, were back at Lincoln Bay.
Distance travelled, 123/z miles. Hours travelled, from 5.30 p. m, [8'30 a. m.] to 12 a. m. [3.30 p. m.].
April ut.-Temp., min., during night, -35 [-37.2° C.]. Observed, 12 m., -3°.0 [-34.4° C.]; 4 P:
m., -38.8 [-39.3° C.].
I decided now to begin night travelling, on account of the snow being in places so soft during the day
as to render the pulling of the sledge very laborious. The work had lately been so trying on the dogs, that
last night, notwithstanding another extra ration of food, some of our brutes had entirely devoured their
harness. Since this date the lashings of the sledge were at night carefully covered with snow, the traces
taken in the tent, and the dogs unharnessed so the noses of the worst delinquents firmly secured with a thong
of sealskin. At 5·30 p. m., after a last visit to the English cache, we started. The weather was calm, clear,
and cold - 38•8 [- 39.3° C.]. The snow had hardened and, notwithstanding a very heavy load, our dogs
were walking at a brisk pace.
Everything seemed to be complying with the best of our wishes, when at a quarter of a mile south of
Cape Union, at a place where to double the cape we had been obliged to leave the foot, and where we
passed so many times without considering any extra care to be necessary, the right runner of the sledge
certainly not try to describe
broke longitudinally through the line of holes bored for the lashings. 1
my feelings, but will briefly state that Rice on the spot offered gallantly to start for home after a new runner.
I at first obj:cted, but it being impossible to mend the sledge we afterwards agreed that he would take Jens
and make hIS way to Ft. Conger the same night.

will

ApriI2nd.-T~mp.,.min.,duro night, -56.0 [-48'9° C.]. Observed, I a. m., -4 2 •0 [-41.10 C.].
. The sledge being lightened of nearly all the provisions, and the broken runner temporarily fastened
WIth a rope, we returned to the snow-house. At 1 p, m., after eating, but without taking any rests, my brave
traveller started. The thermometer registered • __, and fell during the night to _ 56•0 [ -48'9° C.]. They
were to b: absent four or five days. Left alone and without a watch (my chronometer, affected by cold, had
stopped since the 2JSt of March), it needed the greatest vigilance on my part to keep record of time. In
the emer?ency the b?ld Cape of. Fre~erick VII became a rough sort of sun-dial.
n I3rd.-I
Ap
climbed the high hills and mountains that overlook the surrounding country and marched
for 20 hours. My object was to see if an inland route could not be found allowing a party to travel in the
fall from:Vrangel Bay to ~he Aler~winter quarters. At the highest point reached, that 1 estimate to be 2,000
feet [610 ),.1 had a ma~ll1ficent VIew especially overland. From the end of Lincoln Bay several valleys could
be seen, ,,:hl:h, succeedmg to e~ch other, appeared to lead towards Wrangel Bay. In another direction (N.E.)
I could dlstmctly see a succession of sloping hills, cut with ravines and valleys by which I think it is possIble
f h
.
'
to reach the coast at the entranc f
Th
.
e 0 some 0 t e numerous opemngs near Floeberg Beach.
b hi e weather was magmficent, and for the first time this year I could see the sun disappear but a moment
k ind the long and snowclad line of the United States Range. Between these and a lower chain of hills,
c ~ser to t~e coast, the distribution of light and shade showed plainly that a large and extensive valley must
exist, runnmg from NE. to SW.
my retuhm clouds had gathered in the east and south and masked to the view the Greenland coast.
I h a dro
d
ki
d ·[ting
roreseen t e approach of the st rm
thi k
.
.
0 , an rna mg haste 1 reached my burrow just as the snow was n
~.:~.to hIde any object 100 feet ~3.~~J :~~ad.
_
*Omission h;;igi~;i:~A:-W~a:----------
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April 6th.-Temperature observed 9.30 p. m., - 30.0° [- 34-.4° C.]. I n the morning of the 6th Jens and
Rice returned, carrying a new sledge-rnnner. They had a remarkable but tiresome march of * - hours
8'9°],
going and of *_ hours returning, by a temperature of, at one time, -5 6.0 [-4
making at least'geographical
miles.
Among the
thousand and one. items of news brought from home was a letter, in which you instructed me
to look for a depot of 9" lbs. of pemmican left by Commander Markham near View Point, and to supplymy
party with the amount that I would judge necessary.
'This unexpected help decided me to leave behind the cache of Wrangel Bay that, on his return, Rice
had visited and found in good order. At 9 P: m., my two travellers having rested all day, we left Lincoln Bay
and made the tent at 4.30 a. rn, Distance travelled, 1 I miles.
ApriI7th.-Temp., min., during day, -26.5 [-3 2 .5° C.].

Obs., 5 a. rn., -26.0 [_3

2 2
• ° C.];

8 p. m.,

_ 26.0
[-32.20
C.].
(We
now generally

travel during the night.] To guard the sledge against any accident we divided our
heavy cargo into three small loads, and with two crossed over the roughest part of the ice-foot to Cape
Union, but the strength of the wind, at times 25 to 30 miles per hour [11 to 13'" per second], compelled us
to return into camp 'at 3 a. m.
0
Distance travelled, 8 miles. Hours travelled, from-- 0
April 8th.-Min., duro rest, _ 13.0 [_ 25.0° C.]. Obs., 12.3 a. m., -12.0 [ - 24·4° C.]; 4 a. m., - 14.
1
[-25. ° C.]; 7 p. m., -4. 0 [-20. 0° C.]; 8 p. m. +4.8 [ _'5. ° C.].
It6 was only at 7 p. m., of the 8th, that (the wind having abated some) we could start. The part of the
load that was intended for a third trip, the preceding evening was transported at Cape Union Peak. We
returned again at '0 p. rn., took the tent, sleeping gear, etc., and started for the last time from Cape Union.
The fact that we had, in places, to carryall the articles, to unhitch the dogs and drag the sledge, will shOW
what must have been our labor and the difficulties that encumbered the road. The previous day the sledge
had upset but once. At Cape Union Peak, having passed the worst part of the ice-foot, we increased our
weights considerably, leaving behind about 4 00 lbs. of English beef, reserved for dog food.
The
wind, that
0
6
since the morning of the 7 had not ceased, was then blowing such a gale, perhaps 3 to 4 miles [16 to
th
,8'. per second] that in places, over good ice glased [sit] by the sun, it pushed the sledge faster than the dogs
could run, and, at times, threatened to break it against the hummocks of the road. Two of us only could
keep behind and steer; the other followed, being often compelled to stop and sit down to save himself from
th,
falls or slides. We alternated with Rice, and reached Black Cape April 9 at 3 a. m., having managed to
escape with only half a dozen falls.
Distance travelled, 5 miles. Hours travelled, from 8 P: m, to 3 a. m.
2 C.].
ApriI9tlt.-Temp.,7
a. m., zero
+6.5[ _[_14.
The
temperature was about
'7. 8° °C.],
but the strength of the wind made us fully appreciate the
advantage of a colder weather with a calmer atmosphere. It was with difficulty that we could pitch the tent.
As I was cooking supper-or breakfast-(we now could never agree on the order of our meals), Rice commenced digging for a house. The wind blew all night with fury, shaking so much our tent that we scarcely
slept. Up early, I prepared breakfast in haste. Rice and Jens finished the house, and when in the very act
of moving in our new quarters a last gust of the gale blew the tent partly down, scattered many of our
'goods, and, as an immense arrow, lifted the sledge and buried the front part of its runners in a snowbank
fully 5 yards [457'"] distant. It was then 3 a. m. of April roth.
00
80
April
a. m.,o.o
[_11.
C.].a strong gale. As we could but with difficulty pass around
wind still
blowing
At 5 a.lotlt.-Temp.
m. we started,5 the
Black Cape, for the accumulated pieces of berg, we took to the ice, notwithstanding its hummockyappearance. At 8 a. m. we were again on the foot, and at ro a. m. at Cape Rawson, were [where] we found
ourselves detained for *_ hours by the violence of the storm, blowing now at least at the rate of 45 miles
* an hour [20 per second]. -It was not only dangerouS, but nearly impossible, to proceed further. J1Ist at
the Cape, 4m feet [12 ] above the sea level, and badly sheltered behind blocks of paleocrystic bergs, we
m
entered the 0sleeping.bags, and, drawing the flaps over our heads, stood very comfortably the assaults and
drifts of a most terrific gale. Velocity of the wiod, 45 to 50 miles [20 to 22· per second].
0°
a. m.
Distance made, s3i' miles. Hours travelled, from 5 a. m. to 10
April I1th.-Temp. 3 a. m., +'0.0 [_12.2· C.]; r p. m., +12. 0 [ - Il.,oC.]; 2 P: m., +'7. [-8.3 C.].
_---_.__ _ _._--_._------_...._----_._----_ ..

----------------:----_
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At 3 a. m., having been with Jens to look at the state of the ice, and finding it really worse than the foot,
we carried our load, piece by piece, lor a distance of over 1,000 yards [914mj- After taking a cold lunch
(made out of some English pemmican, found the preceding day at the cape), we started. The sky was
cloudy, the drifting still heavy, and the wind blowing with a velocity of 30 to 35 miles [13 to 16 m per second].
From Cape Rawson the coast slopes more gently to seawards, and from Floeberg Beach to Cape Sheridan,
and perhaps to Harley's Spit, can always be travelled by the bays in the fall. At six P: m., we turned around
a small point of the coast and descended from a snowy slope on the shore of Floeberg Beach. The storm
had ceased since an hour, leaving in its stead the weather uncomfortably warm. A heavylead-colored sky,
contrasting fearfully with the whiteness of the freshly drifted snow, lent to the surrounding landscape a
gloomy appearance. From a distance we could see a large cairn on the top of the Alert's lookout, and
lower, on the brow of a smaller hill, some dark object that at first we took for a cache, but was soon found
to be the tomb of Petersen, Beneath the large stone that covers the remains of the Danish interpreter a
hare had taken lip his residence, strangely associating the fact of his presence with the words of the epitaph
engraved on a copper plate at the head of the tomb: "He shall wash me and I shall be as white as snow."
From this hill our hopes of finding a sea free from paleocrystic floes, had vanished. About a mile and a
half from the coast, against which was pressed the thickest agglomeration of hummocks that we had yet
seen, and as far as the view could extend (by somewhat thick weather), perhaps ten or. twelve miles, the ice
was nearly of the same character as the pack described by the officers of the Alert. Few days later we were
unfortunately destined to make a closer acquaintance with these unmerciful floes. The comparatively
narrow band of heavy and tightly pressed hummocks, of which I have just spoken, bordered the shore from
Cape Rawson to Cape Sheridan.
Certainly, in this neighborhood the floes had been broken up and the coast perhaps navigable at
some time in the summer or fall, but at what risk, and with how much danger, it is difficult to say. A ship
tossed by a northeast storm on thi 1 exposed shore, without a harbor, and pressed between such piles of ice,
will run great risks,
, Captain Nares, somewhere, speaks of a line of grounded bergs that served as a harbor and shielded
their ship from the pressure of the pack and perhaps from total-destruction. This spring no floe-bergs could
~e seen around the place where the Alert must have dropped her anchor in 1875. No signs of paleocrystic
IC~ [were observed] closer than about a mile and a half from the coast. After taking a good survey of the
11elghborhood we resumed our march. The weather seemed so warm that when travelling, even in shirt
sleeves, our foreheads were wet with perspiration. Along the coast we found many indices of the British
stay-:-here an, en:pty barrel, there a piece of wood stuck in the ground, and, near Cape Sheridan, the hoops
forming the binding of a flower corbeille showed the spot where their garden had grown. \Ve were struck
by the abundance of snow that covered the surrounding country.
At Cape Sheridan three barrels superposed, and a small boat-mast to which was still attached a halyard,
marked the place of the highest flagstaff from which had ever floated a Union Jack. Here we left the shore
and tr~velled towards Harley's Spit over apparently continuous paleocrystic ice.
Ihst~nce travelled, 10~ miles. Hours travelled, from 3 a. m, to I p. m.
Izth.-Temp., min., during rest, -2.0 [ _ 18'9° C.]; I a. rn.
3.5 [-15. 8° C.]; 6. a. m., 0.0
[- 17.8 C.]; 9 a. m.,
4.0 l-IS.6° C.].
.

AP:".

+

+

The r eth of A?ril,the weather having beenJ:lear in the morning we had a good but distant, view of
Cape Henry, Rawlins Bay, Marco 1)010 Hay, and Depot Point. At 2 '45 a 111 leaving the tent pitched, we
started for Black Cape after an t I l l f
..
.
..,
d th
h
<
0 ier oac 0 prOVISIOns.
The Alert quarters were passed at 6 a. m. an
e
snow ouse of Black Cape reached at 9 a. m.
During OUf absence the sto m th t e l 'e
bl
·
'
r
a at ape Rawson had drove [driven] us to our bags, must iav
rage d ]iere, oc k admg the entrance of tl • h
.
. .
ds
[ nI] r
b h' d
<
re ouse and scattering our effects and prOVISIOns nearly 500 yar
4 57 }Oll~ fie in the ~ock where they had been cached. The icefoot was covered with large and small.
t
stones
ra mg rom the cliffs At the
1
f I te
F
CU'
• . . very same p ace where our tent stood laid several heavy blocks 0 sa. •
rom . apc rnon to Floeberg Beach
ti
1'
.
1 r. 11 of
. '1,
par res trave hng by windy days are continually exposed to t re ia
proJect. es from these ragrved and d '
I[
ild
all
1
. /:)'
esmgragate( disintegrated] tops. The weather was now really so 1111
)( so peasant that RIce and Jens sle t
td
'
.
J
ApI
IJ
P ou oars 111 their bag; I still remained faithful to the snow rouse .
. 13f. l .- T emp ., I I a. m.,
6'5 r- 14.2° C.].
had Apt
p·1m.,
r ath, [13 th] we leit Black Cape for Harley's Spit with a lighter load than the one we

I?

A~ril

reVlOUS yearned.

+

"Then at Floeberg Beach, we ascended the Alert's lookout to take copy of the
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~ritish record and to dep?,it our

m

own. This cairn, a solid mass of piled up stones, ten feetl3 j high by
eIght [2.4'"J wIde-that will stand the storm of many winters-is of an imposing aspect.
About five feet [1.5'''J from the ground a large, iron cylinder, sealed probably by the engineers of the
ship, and in which are secured the documents of the British expedition, is so firmly held by all enormous
weight of stones that it would be necessary to tear down half of the monument to get at its contents. Being
wanting in tools to cut through thick iron, and scared at its probable weight, we contented ourselves with
leaving our record in an air-tight rubber match-box well secured by heavy rocks on the side of the English
document.
Distance travelled, 16 miles. Hours travelled, from 245 a. m.to 9 a. m." - ,
ApriI14tk.-Temp., 3 a. m., 0.0 [_ '1. So C.J; 2 r- m.,-5' 0 [-20.6° C.J; 3 p. m.,-IO.O [-'3'3° C.J;

7 p. m.,-13·5
C·l· had been lately so much interverted by ball weather, few long marches, and some
Our hours[-25.3°
of tlavelling
oversleeping, that the 13 of April we were again traveUing during the day. The weather was beautiful,
th
the temperature high, and not a breath of wind was stirring. From Cape Sheridian to View Point, the ice
oa.
was a real paleocrystic pack, extending as far as the view could reach. Until l
m. the travelling was fair,
but afterwards it became so tiresome, through deep and recently fallen snow, already softened by the sun,
05
that at I P: m, we stopped, and, withuut pitching the tent, waited until 9. p. m. to start again, At " a. m.
the hauling of the sledge being still too hard on the dogs and the progress made very small, we unloaded
half of our cargo, and then, making better time, at 3 a. m., April 15th, we camped on the ice at View Point,
half a mile from the coast, where Lt. Aldrich, on his return journey, with a scurvy·stricken party, in June,
7 , had abandoned a depot of provisions.
18 6
Distance travelled, 16 m,
0
Aprillstlt.-T emp., 1 a. m.,+IO,O (_12.2

C.l.

From Harley's Spit we had travelled nearly in a straight line to View Point. Rice and Jens returned
lor the complement of our stores. I marche'! to the foot of Conical H ill ami hunted over the whole neighborhood for the cache of pemmican left by Commander Markham. It was in vain! The depot must have
been removed, as it could not possibly have escaped my careful search. The cache of Lt. Aldrich consisted
of '1 lhs. bacon and pemmican. In the uncertainty in which I had stood concerning the state of these
provisions, I was now, even without the help of Commander Markham, more fully supplied than I had

~

expected to be when leaving Ft. Conger.
Distance made, 16 miles. Hours travelled, fromt-·
April 16tk.-Ternp., 6 a. m., 0.0 [ - '1. so C.J; in the tent,

+ 29.0 [ -

1·7· C.J.
I sent Rice and Jens to Harley's Spit to bring a load of alcohol and preserved meat that we had been
unable to transport on the 14 and that I expected to leave behind hart I found the cache of Commander
th,
Markham. During the absence of the sledge I explored again the neighborhood, returned to Conical Hill
where I observed numerous traces of muskoxen and on the sDOW abundant fresh tracks of lemmings, ptarmigan,
hares,
and hill
foxes.
From
a high
of Feilden Peninsula I could see into James Ross Bay. The ice there did not appear
to be very rough, but from where I stood the view was faint. The bareness of the ground in many places,

overland, and the softness and depth of the snow in others, decided me to travel around Cape Henry. In
the country over which I passed near View point, I had found numerous signs of animal life and also proof
of more abundant vegetation than at any other place north of Discovery Harbor. Except the foot.pril;ts
of our bear at Wrangel Bay and few tracks of foxes, hares, and lemming, we had seen since March no

,

indices of animal life. Rice travelled 3 2 miles.
April qtk.-'I'emp., 12 rn., 8'5 [-13. 1° C.]; 7 p. rn.,

+

+ 1.0 [-17.

2°

C.].
Starting the same day, at 7. p. m., we carried our provisions in two loads to about the northern ex05
tremity of Conical Hill, from where, traveling over a good and continuous sheet of level new ice, we rea"hed
to about a mile south of Cape Joseph Henry. The ice of this floe was paleocrystic, but
us of a yet unknown nature, differing in character from what we had travened over between Harley's SpIt anti the south
side of Conical Hill. Between the two last-named places the pack was composed of tloes, c.rcular and nearly

t~

level but not of great dimension, the largest being perhaps a mile and a half in extent.
At the edges of these was a fringe of bergs and hummocks. Between them were ditches or crevices,
from five to twenty [about
.
4 to .S-J or even fifty yards [46-J
. .._-_..._
wide,
- " "and
" . ' 'which
'. . .
must
' -have
- ,beer.
.
. some
_time
A.,at

*Perha~b.,kmgsunder Aprit

121 b;

see that dale.-A. W. G.

tomission in originaJ.-

W. G.
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filled by young ice. These hollows, originally from three to seven feet [.9 m to 2ml deep, were now shallow and,
in places, nearly filled by a mixture of fresh-water ice and .froze~ snow. I~he breastwork of hu.m~ocks that
once must have made their access difficult, had lost of Its height, and hke the edge of the Ice Itself was
considerably smoothed. Under the powerful influence of the sun of several summers the union of the pack
presented a more even and a better route for travelling. In every place where the recently fallen snow had
blown off the ice was fresh and good for cooking.
From Cape Sheridan to View Point there is a complete absence of last year's ice, and also of tide
marks. In presence of these facts I think it logic to conclude that these floes have been leveled by the thaw
and rain of at least a summer.
The sea was then closed to navigation last fall or perhaps for several years. The fields of young ice, on
which we camped at about ten or fifteen feet [3 or Sffi] from the tidal line of the foot, extended in width
to about two miles from the coast. At a very short distance north it united with the paleocrystic pack
and as a very narrow strip ran along the coast to the west.
The young ice, inchased [sit] to the northeast and south by century floes, proove [sit] again, that, during
fall, the and under the same atmospheric influences than the coast below, perhaps at the same time the
sea must have been open.
Time travelled, 9.40 p. m. to 7.40 a. m, Distance travelled, 8 miles.
April 18th and 19th.-Temp., i Sth, 10 a. m., - 5.5 [-20.80 C.]; I I p. m., -10.0 [-23.3° C.J. April
19th , all day occillating between -10 and-c-r z [-23'3 C. and -24.4° C.J.
We passed the rSth and 19th in our tent, being unable to travel on account of a storm. The 19th
one of our dogs died. To the last cheerful and warm days had succeeded a cold and stormy weather. Again
c~ndensation of moisture was deposited on the walls of the tent, and when the dogs, to shelter themselves,
laid against the canvas, we were deluged by cold showers of snow.
Aprilzoth.-The zoth the wind was still blowing with force, but leaving the tent at 3 a. m. we ad.
vanced a load of provisions about four miles from our camp and two miles on the pack north of the cape.
We returned to the tent at I J .30 a. m.
Time travelled, 3 a. m, to I I a. m. Distance travelled, 8 miles.
April 2 I st.-The day of April z rst opened bright and with a clear sky. The wind was blowing from
the south only at a velocity of.3. or 4 miles per hour [(.3 or 1.8mper second]. We started at 1.15 a. m.; on
the way took our load of provision and stopped at 7.30 a. m., camping on the pack four miles from the coast
and about five. from Cape Henry. As I prepared supper Rice and J ens started for a part of our load that
had been again left behind. At I I a. m. they returned having been caught in a violent storm from the
SE. The previous day when north of Cape Henry, at the spot where we deposited part of our load, and
.
. look at the pack.
from the top of some high floebergs, we h a d an exce 11 ent but discouraging
West of the line of young ice, that bordered the mass Cape Henry, the Polar Sea was of such rough
appearance .that no sledge ,even
li I1 tlY Ioa d ed ,cou1d have made any progress over Its
•.
1g
discorde d sur face.
fh '
.
"1
Itwas nothing but an ine tri bl
x nca e maze 0 uge bergs and of enormous hummocks piled up m a SImI ar
manner as when travelled over b C
d M
.
' .
y omman er ! arkham, who I am glad to say has certamly not exaggBe~~tehd hiS hardshIps or cloaked his description with romantic ~olors. If such w;s the ice over which the
ntis dragged heavy loads and
b
b
.
,
.
d 'I
cum ersome oats, instead of being astonished at the small distance at Y
trave IIed , I, on the contrary syrnpathi
.h h
.
.
I d
'1 hei
, I z e WIt t em III their SUfferings admire their perseverance, and app au
h
'
cart! y t err pluck and gallantry.
Directly north of Cape Henry and t
"
.
h
fusi
f h .
,
a a certain distance from us perhaps three or four miles, t e con•US10n 0 tde Iced wdas the same; discouraging in its compactness.
To'the northeast this line of thkk.ribbed
Ice 1owere ,an
ue north of Ca e II 1
1
the
t f Anril
h
.
P
ec a seemed to be of a less ponderous character. It was there t iat
21 s 0
pn we ad decided to take
h
Id
dd th d
' .
a nort ward course; stumbling over a less dense pack we cou
. f
a
e a vantage of establIshmg a de t f
the high cliffs of Hecla.
po or our return, and of getting a good view from the suml1ut 0
The ice over which we travelled .
h
b d
as the floes in the ffi
smce. we ad left the young floe at Cape Henry, for not being so a
I f '
.
d f
hat
o ng, was nevertheless III rna
we had found between H I ' S .
.
ny paces 0 a very difficult access. It differe rom w
at sharp angles, and that a;h; ~oli~~v:nd Conical J~Iin, in the fact that here the edges of the floes w~re cut
In] h ,some of which measured a depth of seven feet [2 m ] and a width of
from 50 to 100 yards [ 6 t
1
4 09 , ad not yet been partly filled with the melted snow of previous seasons.
<

•
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Some were fortified with fringes of high hummocks, between or over which we passed with difficulty. Others.
like immense pieces of flat and broken crystal, offered a perpendicular ascent and descent from and in deep
snow.Smaller and treacherously concealed cracks, in which dogs often disappeared and men ,sank to the waist,

,0

wereTime
numerous.
travelled, from r a. rn, to 7.30 a. rn. Distance travelled,
miles.
April22d, '82.-The 22d of April we were up at 3 a. m., the night having been exceedingly stormy.
Wind from SE., about 40 miles per hour [about ,8 m per second]. At 5 a. m., the tent remaining pitched,
we started for" Cape Hecla." To the stormy atmosphere of the night had succeeded a calm and warm day,
streaming with light, but without shadows, and enveloping everything in a tiresome uniformity. The pack,
covered in places with deep snow and rough ice, appeared to us as an even float over which the tops of
the highest bergs alone would project. A few yards ahead of our sledge we could scarcely detect the unevenness of the ice, and occasionally, at our feet, we were obliged to look or to feel if to raise or to lower
the step. Our sense of vision was disagreeably confused. The horizon appeared clear, and everything
showed distinctly except in our immediate neighborhood. To the left the high mountains of James Ross
Bay detached vividly their ice-clad peaks from the cloudless background of a pale blue sky, as to the west
Crozier Island its summit, bald of snow, over the fringes of bergs and hummocks that bordered our horizon.
We were advancing since two hours, and the deceptions of the nearing had ceased. Some hlack sputs
in the unfractuosity of the cliffs of Cape Hecla were showing with enough distinctness to already attract
our attention, when suddenly J ens exclaimed, " Water" ! After a careful search over the horizon, failing to
perceive anything, and thinking that perhaps he meant a tidal crack, we proceeded; but half an hour's march
told the tale. The unmistakable signs of water had struck the keen vision of the Eskimo.
We stopped the sledge in the center of the paleocrystique [paleocrystic] float on which we stood and at
once advancing about a quarter of a mile we climbed to the top of a high marginal wall of rubble and bergs.
At our feet a band of hummocky ice, of a more recent formation, extended for two or three hundred yards
[ 3 or 274 ] ; then to the coast, Cape Hecla, a channel was open a mile wide, in which floated to the SE.,
m
18 at a velocity
and
of about two miles per hour l.9m per second], small and rare pieces of ice. For three or
four miles, as far as the perspective allowed, the eye could follow them. Here, on account of the convexity
of the floes, the line of water seemed to close at the entrance of James Ross's Bay against a margin of ice
and about by the meridian of Crosier Island. To the west this opening,
increasing in width. passed Cape
m
Hecla, extending as far as we could see from hummocks thirty feet [9 j high. From the side of the pack
where we stood, following the edges of our floes and several larger ones above, it took a more northerly
direction. Here again, as to the SE., a convex cu,,'e of the pack, the deception of perspective, and in the
offing high fringes of hummocks closed to the view its northern extension. When at first ascending to our
place of observation, the heart of Jens was tenderly move,l by the appearance of a fiord seal. Smacking
his lips and winking, our Eskimo, in an extraordinary quick oration, interrupted by sighs and mixed with
expressions of the deepest epicurian love, paternally addresse,l the amphibious animal. Thinking that
perhaps with a change of tide the pack would move towards the coast, we decided to return to our camp
'
and bring
rest ofit our
baggage.
Whenthe
starting
certainly
appeared to us that the ice had pivoted more to the north, taking
Feilden
Peninsula as base of evolution. The compass having been left in the tent we drove in the snow an extra
cross-piece of the sledge and took sight at Cape Hecla. When we returned, at 11·35 a. m., the pack still
moving in the same direction had considerably shifted to the nortb, opening to our view new lines of coast
and three capes, of which I took the farthest to be Cape Columbia. The channel had now widened at least
one mile between us and Cape Hecla. An opening, large enough for a dozen ships to steam, extended in
the direction of the farthest promontory from wbicb raised dense clouds, indicating,
the
of more extensive water. Far to the north, behind the convex band of our floats, and still at a greater dIStance to the E. and NE. of Cape Henry, the experienced eye of j ens detected again in the sky faint but
unmistakable signs of water. Still the current or tide was setting to the SE. As the chanllel of water
seemed there not to extend at the most farther than tbe coast of FeUden Peninsula, we supposed that the
pack must still bear on Cape Joseph Henry. But this conclusion was drawn, witb the protest of Jens, who
affirmed seeing water along the coast of James Ross's Bay and Feilden Peninsula. To proceed north was

per~aps,

now out of the question.

presen~e
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Dark water-clouds, thick to the west and to the north and northeast, distinctly seen by our Eskimo,
showed that water, of an extent that certainly it had been difficult to determine, must be open on the pass
laid before us. The whole pack, or at least extensive floats, disaggregated, probably, by the numerous and
violent storms of April, and perhaps set in motion during the gale of the previous night, had broken from
the margin of young ice that must have bounded the coast from Conical Hill to an unknown distance. As
it was impossible to successfully perform the task for which we had perseverently labored, we decided at once
to reach Cape Henry.
Dividing in haste our load, and taking of our effects what was indispensable, with enough provisions to
sustain ourselves and the dogs for several days, we at once started over the road previously followed. In
the evening, at 4.30 p. m., we arrived opposite Cape Henry, where we found a large channel of water extending from the edge of the pack to the ice-foot of the cape, about ~ to a mile in extent. Once more the correctness of Jens' observation had not been at fault.
As our retreat was now entirely cut off-and as for the present, out of a hundred means of escape no
good one could be planned-we decided to remain here, six or seven hundred yards [549 or 640m] from the
water, on a large and heavy paleocrystique [paleocrystic] floe, surrounded and protected by thick armor ot
compact ice. As we would soon have to keep a continued watch, Rice turned in his bag to rest, and I
started with Jens and the team after the load left near Cape Hecla.
At 8 p. m. we were once more at our place of observation, where again we saw the seal. The waterclouds had expanded into black vapors, and the channel from the edge of the float to the cape [Hecla] was
at least three miles wide. To the N, and NE. the clouds first detected by Jens were now very distinct. Still
the current or tide was floating pieces of ice towards Cape Henry, The sledge once packed, I waved the
" Stars and Stripes" and started east, being at a latitude of 82° 56' N,
My design was now, if possible, to transport my provisions on the ice-foot of Cape Henry, and to follow
the coast as far as fifteen days of full rations would allow us, preserving 10 days for the return.
April 23d, '82.-1 reached the camping-floe at 3 a. m., April 23d , having experienced a heavy northeast
s~ow-storm, blown, evidently, from the open water. During our march the floe had shifted to the east.
~Ired and sleepy, and for the present condemned to inaction, we entered our bags, leaving Rice on observation at the top of a berg nearly 30 feet [9m] high. At 7 p. m., having slept only few hours, the watch called
me. The pack was shifting to the east, opening now to the view the south coast of Feilden Peninsula as far
~s Con.ical Hill. !o seaward, for about 3 or 4 miles south and 6 or 7 east, floats were broken and in motion.
fhe. wind had again changed its direction and was blowing from the SE. To the west deep and prolonged
roanng proved that the pack must be now grinding against the coast.
. Without discussing on what could have happened if we had stayed on the float, I will say that we
decld~d to lo~d at once with our most indispensable effects, and with food enough to reach Harley's Pit [Spit].
Leaving behind ~n .our provisions, and the tent still pitched, we drove to the foot of Cape Henry. The
pack .was here gn~dmg against the perpendiculer wall of a high ice-foot about 4 0 feet [12 m ] , and in places
~~~ssmg up larg~ ~leces of rU?ble from the fringes of the paleocrystique [paleocrystic Jfloes. Large blocks of
1,C, of great sol.ldlty~ and whl:h had been wedged between the foot and the pack, were split under such
pressu~e an.d raised III succession to fall again over the tidal line.
I
.
th
Rice 10 whoseJ'udgm t d d "
.
'.
..
en an
eClSIOn would Implicitly trust advised to cross here but, knowmg e
peevish diSpOSItIOn of the Eski
d
d h. . '
~
d r.
.
imo ogs, an t err obstinacy when crossing over loose Ice, I hunte lor a
1ietter pace.
1
Being unable to fi d
h d
.
. .
.
11 any we returned to the cape, and after clearing the traces we pus e
the dogs where Rice -had first sugg t i t . .
.
d
es e( 0 pass. As by magic at the very instant in which we advance
'
.
.
h . d
the pack stopped. It had reach d tl
"
e
ie moment when the contrary Impulse lately gtven by the sout WID
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. .
.
.
..
I
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'
,WI
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h d
. .
I d the
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.
.
'
' .
11 d
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.
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up our articles and afterwards the sledge.
f
Once out of the lion's jaws we f It th .
.
.
'
et
at It would be unwise to return on the pack. The deep groans 0.
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. I
in motion d
1
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see to the east and south, through an atmosphere overcast with water-clouds, was broken up and still drifting south. To us it was prohable that Robeson Channel was open, and the greatest haste was necessary.
If the ice had broken between Cape Henry and Cape Sheridan, we would have been obliged to fol1ow
the indentation of the coast around numerouS bays, depending for our subsistence on three or four day's
rations. After melting ice and eating a handful of pemmican we started, fol1owed by the grinding noise of
the pack, similar to the spasmodic breathing of gigantic tugboats.

At the foot of Conical Hill, where we had previously taken to the young ice, the paleocrystic pack, that
I thought had withstood the decay of last summer, was still firmly fastened to the shore.
April.4!h, '8,.-At m., April '4th, '8., we camped at View Point. From this day we were obliged

I'

to sleep in our bags without the shelter of a tent. Distance madc. g miles.
April'5,'82.-At 8 a. m., April '5, '82, we deposited a record in the old English cairn, and travelled
all day in the worst and the thickest snow-storm that I have ever encountered.
We reached Harley's Pit [Spit] at 6 P: m. Distance travelled, 16 miles.
April 26, '8'.-9 a. m. , _ 3.0 [_ 19.4' C.]; 9 p. m., _10.0 [-'3'3° C.]. At 9 a. m., April .6, we were
again on the road and fol1owing our outward tracks which, in many places, could yet be found; at 7 P: m.
we reached the snow house of Black Cape. From Cape Sheridan, south of the paleocrystic pack, the ice
was broken, in motion, and in places separated by large lanes of water. To the north and northeast the sky
th
The 27 of April the wind blew
10 opened between the solid ice of Robeson Channel and the loose floes above, a space of
from the south and
about a mile wide, and of which the transversal end disappeared two or three miles from the coast in brown
vapors of open water. This day we travelled over solid ice to Linculn Bay. Distance travelled, I; miles.
0
TimeAp,il
travelled,
from
8,30 P: m.7 to
a. -5.
m. [_20.6° C.]; 7 p. m., -6·5 [-21.4° C.] 29th, 3 a· m., -7.
28 and
29.a. 5m.,
0
28th,
(-21.7°
p. m.,
l-23·3°
C.]. for an inlan,l route between Lincoln and Wrangel1 Bay, but
The C.];
28th 9and
29 -10.0
of April
we searched
0
th
being led to [sit} far to the west and north we returned to the coa-st, having travelled about 3 miles.
April 30, '8•. -At 4 a. m., April 30, we camped at Wrangel1 Bay. Hours travelled, from 9 a. m. to 4

was dark.
Distance
miles. C.]; 8 p. m., -4.0 }_.o.oo C.].
April 27.[-20.8°
a. travelled,
m., -5.5 16

p. m. Distance travelled, 876 miles.
0
May I, '82.-9 a. m, + 1.0 [-17.2° C.]; 9 p. m., +13. [_10.6° C.].

The first of May, at 6 a. m., we were once more at the fastly decaying snow house at Shift Rudder Bay.

Distance
14 j:( miles.
May travelled,
zd, '8 •.-The
zd of May we entered Ft. Conger, having been unsuccessful in the main object of

our journey, but having determined the important fact that last fall open water could have been found as
far as Cape Sheridan, and from Conical Hill, perhaps, to Cape Columbia. Moreover, our experience confirm,
to a certain extent, that of the Polaris, and prove that even in so high a latitude the pack may be in motion
at any early period of the year, perhaps at any time. I am firmly convinced that, but for the misfortune of
finding open water, we could have, without yet distancing much Commander Markham, reached, perhaps,
the latitude of 84' N. Although I had been stopped by water, where I expected to travel over ice, I,
anthe
nevertheless, disbelieve the existence of an open polar sea. "A myth to the ignorant and a wonder to
wise." Notwithstanding a careful lookout kept by our party, no signs of the presence of the 7t
could be found. We returned in excel1ent health. Daily rations of lime.juice had been issued during the
outward march. Rice has showed himself to be of the greatest assistance. His natural intelligence, accom·
panied with his education, his sound judgment, and his great perseverance, recommend him as the best of

,tt,

companions and as a man fit in any way to command a party.

I add here the list of Government stores taken from caches, and those left on the polar pack north of

CapeStores
Joseph
Henry:
taken
from Wrangell Bay: 14

1bs

. of pemmican;

I

can of .
butter; I can'
of milk;

I

can of extract

Stores from Mt. Parry: 3 Ibs. of dog pemmican (70 lbs. were eaten by a bear); about 75 Ibs. of bread;
of beef.
0

----- -------------_ _ _

_-----

_--_.. .. ..._--""--_......__.._-_._._ ..
4
Provisions
left
on
the
float:
• This list of
was no,";;V;;i;;the original, in which half a page was left blank evidently for the purpose of enter-

4 cans of butter.

provisi~ns

ing them. A. \V.
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Respectfully submitted to 1St Lieut. A. W. Greely, 5th Cavalry, A. S. O. and Asst., commanding the
Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

OCTAVE PAVY,

Actsng Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Army.
This report, incomplete in many respects, has been received only at this late day (July 23) after repeated
orders and requests for its prompt rendition.

FORT CONGER,

APPENDIX

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding Expedition.
GRINNELL LAND, yuly 23, 1882.

No. 48.-Sergeant Rice's report OIl detached trip from Lincoln Bay to Fort Conger

and return.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

JUly

24, 1882.

In accordance with your wish, I hereby submit a short statement of the main features of my
uneventful tramp to the home station (~o procure sledge-runner) while a member of your northern sledge
party III March and April of this year.
.
As you will remember, we left Lincoln Bay for the North at 6.30 p. m., April I; and the false start resultmg
in our misfortune at Cape Union, and return to the snow house, occupied five and a half hours. Another
hour was passed in waiting for the pannikin of tea for you and us, and in making our preparations, after
which, at I a. m., April 2, I started, accompanied by Jens. We took with us the shoe of the broken runner,
as you thought it would expedite the work on a new one at Fort Conger.
Our outfit was extremely simple, consisting of a small spirit lamp, a little spirits, and sufficient preserv~d
meat and chocolate for a lunch. We also carried large knives with which to dig for ourselves a burrow III
the hard snow should we be overtaken by storm or accident before reaching our first possible resting place,
the snow hut at Shift Rudder Bay. The thermometer stood -4 2 0 r-:4 [. 1° C.] when we started; the sun was
just appearing above the icy horizon to the north, pouring a flood of light down the straits, coruscating and
glistening on the hummocks and ice-points in our rough path in a manner that caused us to lose sight of the
beauty of the scene in the discomfort of the effect upon our eyes. It was difficult to wear our goggles as the
condensing moisture obscured them and rendered our steps uncertain.
Thinking we could effect a shorter route by foot over the bay than that necessarily taken by the loaded
sledges, we struck directly across for the bold point of Cape Frederick VII. \Ve soon found ourselves completely beset by hummocks and snow-drifts; and were glad to find the original path indicated by the marks
of the sledges. We traveled rapidly, checking our pace only when we alternated in carrying the shoe; and
examined our faces, which sometimes required the application of a warm hand to efface the white seal s~t
upon us by the slight breeze that was storming. Considerable elation was felt when our tenting place In
\~rangcn. Bay, repn:senting one day's march while outward bound, was passed. We experienced much
difficulty III progressing through the great confusion of hummocks and rubble ice at the entrance of the bay.
\Ve s~on after fell i.n with our bear tracks; and, inadvertently following them for a short distance, found the
travehng so much Improved that we unhesitatingly followed them through the intricacies along the ice.f~ot,
and had n? cause to regret our choice. Bruin's admirable ice pilotage partly condoned his offense in eatmg
our pemmican.
SIR:

We began to we.ary about the time Cape Beechey was doubled; and the remaining four miles around
the l~ng cu~ve of Shift Rudder Bay was not made with ease. My companion, who before had always are·
ass~~mg sm~le and shake of th~ head to my "Tired, jens ?" now began to reply less confidently, and soon
~nsw ered With ~ strong a~rmatlve; though he still cheerfully reminded me that it was his turn to carry the
Iron. The walking from Cape Beechey to depot B was very tiresome though smooth as the frosty, sandy snow,
res~ing on the ice, furnished a very unstable foothold, our polished moccasins slip~ing back half the stride
which was already short enough.
.
Despite our strong desire to move on, progress without occasional rests was not easy to make, and a
hoe of small
decayed hummocks Skitrt'mg our course furnished
' .
• I
us With.
resting places. As soon as we would
touch the ICY seat I would find myself dozing, and would discover Jens with his head nodding to his breast,
or stretched at full length on the snow fast asleep. When near depot B Jens wished to stop and rest awhile,
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but I induced him to proceed to within a few hundred yards of my destination. I then left him and went
on to the hut, intending to look to him so soon as a fire was started. He joined me in about fifteen minutes.
Doubtless J ens's exhaustion was due to the greater exertions he made and worry he had undergone in
getting the dogs, with broken sledge, back to Lincoln Bay, for I am sure that his powers of endurance are

•

my own.
greater
Wethan
reached
the snow house at 2.30 P: rn., altogether nineteen hours, and covering at least forty miles.
It is difficult to state exactly the distance traveled, as our path through the rough ice was very tortuous, and
a long detour had to be made in getting out of Lincoln Bay. We turned in the sleeping-bag, after a hasty
meal of baked beans, which we gave hardly time to thaw. I intended resuming the march in a few hoursas soon as we had been rested-but did not succeed in waking until 8 o'clock the next morning, April 3·
We had trusted our foot-gear to the influence of the stove, but after rising were compelled to return to the
warm bag and nurse it (our foot-gear) into flexibility• We started for the home station at [1 a. m., and arrived
[here eight hours later. We attempted several short cuts, but, with the exception of the one across Brenta
Bay, fared WOlSe than if we had followed the old track. The weather was very pleasant, compelling us to
doff our temiaks [hooded seal-skin jackets] and suspend them to our belts.
Our sudden and unexpected reappearance at Fort Conger caused considerable excitement and appre.
hension for the safety of our party. On reporting to the commander, he at once ordered the ca.rpenter to
begin making a new runner, and he worked on it until midnight. We learned that the large Greenland
party had just departed, and had missed meeting us by proceeding around Distant Cape while we were
cutting
landApril
from 4,
Water-course
Bay.good meal, surrounded by the comparatively luxurious appoint·
On acrosS
Tuesday,
after another
ments of Fort Conger, Jens and I started back to join you again. The sledge-runner was completed, and
Lieutenant Greely made the arrangement so advantageous to us that he would follow us to depot B with
Lieutenant Lockwood, who was to start in a few hours with Jewell, Frederick, and dog-sledge, to join the
main party. We reached depot B at I1.3 0 p. m., finding the Greenland party just arrived from depot A.

r

Lieutenant Lockwood, with dog-sledge, came in at 3 a. m., next morning.
Wednesday, Aprils, at 3.3 P: m., we bid" good-by" to the GreenlandelS, who had entertained us so
0
kindly, and moved on northward. We carried the runner by supporting part of its weight, only allowing
one end to drag. We assumed the burden alternately and made very good time. The temperature when
starting was only _ 22 [ _ 3 • ' C. ], but the cold increased perceptibly, although we had no means of measuring .
0 0
its intensity. We entered Wrangell Bay at midnight, and, keeping inside the line of our hummocks at its
entrance, visited the cache on the north side, finding everything in good condition-nothing disturbed by
the bear. After stopping long enough to melt a little ice we continued on around Mount Parry.
The morning of Thursday, April 6, was bright and clear, and we entered Lincoln Bay in a dazzling
blaze of light. On nearing the snow house, Jens was received by more than three cheers from his dogs, and
a few moments later I was giving you the latest news from Fort Conger. It was 6 a. m, We had traveled
the distauce from depot B, including the stops at Wrangell Bay, in about fifteen hours.
Gtw. W. RICE,
Yours, respectfully,
Sergeant, ~tgnal Service~ U. S. Army.

Dr.

OCTAVE PAVY,

Acting Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A.

APPENDIX No.

49.-Private LJmg's report on trip into Archer Fiord.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL

I.

I
1

1

\

r

LAND, May

20,

I88z.

SIR: In compliance with your order of May '4, directing me, with Private Wllliam Whisler, to proceed
to Depot Point, in Archer Fiord, and examine the provisions at that point, I have the honor to make the

following
report:
We left
Fort Conger at 12.05 a. rn., May '5, with Hudson Bay sledge Polly, arriving at tent in Basil
Norris Bay at 9.3 a. m. At this point I left Private Whisler at 7 P: rn., and proceeded ahead on snow-shoes,
0

directing him to follow with the sledge and await my return at Keppel Head.
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I arrived at the latter point at 2 a. m., 16th. From here pro:eeded to Depot Point, w~ere I arrived at
l"
d the depot in good condition, except a portion of the hard bread, which had become
11.30 p. m., an d roun
mouldy from exposure.
The depot contained the following provisions:

I

Pemmican ~
Bacon _
Hard bread _
Chocolate
Sugar
u

.

••

.

841bs ..
21 lbs
73 llls

_

_

nu

Potatoes. _.
1'ea __ .".
Salt __ n_.
Pepper
Onion powder
Rum
.
of wine

_

Condition.

Amount.

Articles.

._.

u

u

_

n

__

_

_

~

.u.

u_
lbs __

.

Do.

__

Moldy.
Good.

n_n.

lO~

n

_

-

•

n

_

~

Good.

.. _-

u

57-(100

n

..

~

-

IO.Vz lbs, - n_. __.-.21'S Ibs - _- __---10,Vz oz
---4.Vz oz _ 10.Vz oz __ - _
I gall. and 10 gills __
2 galls. (?)_ .
2 lbs. 5 oz .
_

n_

n_ .-----

u

u _ ....

•

_

n

__

,

_

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

u.

Do.

A considerable quantity of stearine was found, which had melted and
run over the hard bread.

I left at 12.45 a. m., 17th, meeting Private Whisler at Hare Point. He had left the sledge at Keppel
Head.' \Ve arrived at the latter point on our return at I p. m., and made camp. I had been on the march
for thirty hours with no refreshment except at Depot Point. We left Keppel Head at 9 P: m., reaching the
tent at 7 a. m., t Sth, We broke camp at 8 p. m., and arrived at Fort Conger at 2.15 a. m,
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FRANCIS LONG,

Lieut. A. W. GREELY,
Private, Con-patry F; Ninth Infantry.
First Lieut., Fifth Ca'valry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Expedition,
APPENDIX.

I was unable to find the depot of 192 rations-as given on the map of the English exp~dition-at Hillock's Depot. I made a thorough search, but concluded that the cache was covered with snow, which was
very deep at this point.
NOTE.-Depot visited by Private Loug proved to be Hillock's Depot. The 112 rations left in bags
co~ld not be found, nor notice left by Lieutenant Archer, R. N., regarding them. As Depot Point had 84
rat~ons, the error was natural to Private Long, who found (as did Lieutenant Lockwood subsequently) 84
rations, and 84 only, at Hillock's Depot.-A. W. G.

.Depotfor t.z-man sledge for 7 days = 84 rations,
Pemmican (one 56; one 28 lb. tin)

B~co~ (one 20 l~. tin;
BISCUit

(50 lbs. In

-----h

_ _
nn

lb. bacon in potato tin) -n_
India-rubber case; 23 lbs, 8 oz. in
I

_

8 lbs.

~~~~~~~==~~.~~==~~~===~=====~2~ Ibs.
tato can)

lbs.

0

oz.

0

oz.
oz.

8

Chocolate
po
----73
S
------------------------.- --._. _.---- ------ ------------ ------- ------ 5 lbs. 4
.. ugar - .---- --------______________
z lbs 10
_Uu_

oz.

oz.

~ ~\~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:~ ~ ~: - - ~:~ : -:- :-: :-:-~: :~:~:-~ ~-I\19 ~1~ ~~
Meth -l;t~-;-iri~SteaJne
P
__

_nn
n

Tobacco

u_ ---- ---_u

__ - - - - __ n

-

---- -

-_n

n

u

n_ u

•

u

I
I

gall.
gall.

10 g~lls.
10 gIlls.

:~~~:~==~=:_=~~~~:~~.~~~==:~.=~=~::====~:_~:~=~==~~===~~~~~==:~===~===I~ ~:: :~ ~::
. ROBERT

W.

ARCHER.
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No. So.-Sergeant Israel's report on triP into the BelloWs.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

7""l 16, 1882.

SIR: I have the honor to make the following report on my trip to the BellowsValley. I left the station
on May 25, at 11.25 p. m., with private Connell. We took with us the light Hudson Bay sledge PoOy, five
days' provision, spirit lamp, snow-shoes, pocket sextant, artificial horizon, prismatic compass, an aneroid
barometer, maximum and minimum thermometers (Beck's), a riBe and ammunition: We reached Musk-ox
Bay at r a. m. of the 26th. From this point we kept the ice-foot as far as French Cape, fioding pretty fair
traveling; reached the tent at head of Basil Norris Bay at 6.20 a. m. At 7 a. m. the ex
0 I' osed thermometer
read + 7.5 [_ 13. C.]; aneroid barometer, 30.23 [767.83'"'"]; attacbed tbermometer, 3 [- r." C.]. Wind,
6°
calm. Clouds, upper, cirro-stratus, fo, moving from the north slowly.
During our march we saw numerous wolf, fox, hare, lemming, and musk-ox tracks; also saw several
musk-oxen on Sun Peninsula moving eastward. Breakfasted at 7·' 0, and then retired
0 and slept nntil6 p. m,7
The meteorological instruments read as follows: Thermometer, exposed, + 14. [ -, 0.0· c.J; min., +
[_13.9°° C.]; max., +.0 [_6.7° C.J; bar., 30.,6 [766.o5M"']; att. ther., 3' [-0.6· C.J. Wind, NW., light.
Clouds;
-(0'atcalm;
nom.,
lower.
Weather
clear.
Leftcirrus,
the tent
7. p.
ami after
an bour
and a quarter's hard pulling, over partially bare ground,

25 As seen from this point the Bellows was entirely bare of snow for a distance of
we reached Bleak Head.
about six miles. I therefore tbougbt it best to leave the sledge at this point to devote the night to an
exploration of the Black Rock Vale, and after a rest to go up tbe BellOWS as far as possible without sledge.
At 8.45, bar., 3°.,6 17 66.05mm]; att., 39 [+ 3'3° C.]. Compass bearing of entrance of vale, '°3° 3°'· To
reduce compass bearing to true bearin g E. of N., add 77 o 50', the magnetic variation being '°2° '0'.
After half an hour's walk we came to a creek bed filie,I with snow; this induced me to change my0°purpose and go back for the sledge, which we reachetl at 9.40 P: rn, Temperature of air, +'3'° [- 5. C.],
th,
After about an hour's hard pull over bare ground we reached·the creek bed and followed this up the Bellows.

,~

The snow soon got so deep that we put on our snow-shoes at' 1.20. Made camp at 12.20 a. rn., ofthe 27
on the east side of the valley about
miles below Devi!'s Head. At this camp we found a considerable
quantity of coal and some pieces of wood a\!long the sand; also numerous pieces of substances resembling
resin. The valley in the vicinity had been recently crossed by a herd of musk·cattle, there
6 being numerous
tracks crossing the valley diagonally NE. to SW. Bar., 30.05 [763. 26 mmJ; att. ther., 3 [+ •. 2° C.J; expo
us,
ther., 34 1+ 1.10 C.]. Wind N., light. Clouds, upper, cirro-cumul .(0, calm, no lower. After supper
Connell found the skull of a musk-OX, of apparently great age. Retired
at 1·3° a. m. At II·3° a. m., bar.,0
0
30.05 [763.26mmj; att. ther., 40 [+4.40 C. J; expo ther., 35.0 [+ '.7 C.]; rnin., 3°·0 [- r. ,0 C. J; max., 45.
8
1+ 7. C.]. Wind S., moderate. U vper clouds hidden; lower, stratus, '0, calm. 6
• Left
att, ther., 3
2° Camp II at 12.20 P: rn. At Devi!'s Head, r , r 5 p. m., bar. read 3°·00 [7 1.99
what seemed
[ + 3.30 C.]; exp., 34.5 [+' .40 C.j. Made camp at 3.5° p. m., about four or five miles below 6[
60.,.mml;
to be the end of tbe valley, or a sharp turn in it. At 5 P: 10., bar., 29·95\7
att.ther., 3 +2••o C.];
exp., 3
[+0. S0 C.]. Wind S., strong. Upper clouds hidden; lower, stratus, '0, calm.
We
2.9made out camp in a ravine on the west side of valley, about three-eighths of a mile above a point
2
01 low land extending over half-way across the valley from the west.
May 28.-Got up at 12.00 midnight. At' 2.02 a. ru., bar., '9'9 6 {760.97 mm]; att. tber., 3 [0.0° c.j; exp.,
29.5 [_ 1.40 C ] ; min., '9. [ _ 1f C.}; max., 42 [ + 5.6" C·I· Wind S , light. Upper clouds hidden ; lower.
0 to climb a mountain on the west side of valley, but after ascending about 100
stratus, 10, NE. ('). Started
we saw a herd of fourteen musk-oxen asleep just above our camp. We then returned, and Connell
feet [3
shot two
0mJ cows and a yearling. After driving off the rest of the herd we skinned these. Had breakfast at

~"];

r

The sun having in the mean time broken through the clouds I took six sights for longitude and six for
3 a.m.
magnetic variation. Deduced longitude west of Fort Conger 6'" 10.4' (in time]; <p 8,· 47,7', Magnetic

arriv~

tu~

0
While102
taking
variation,
10' these
'V. observations Connell saw a wolf or fox on the mountain to our west, Placing our

0
instruments on the sledge, we started for the end of the valley at 4.5 a. m. and
at .the
at 6.50'
The valley here turns to the north and narrows rapidly, the mountain on the west beIng high, wh.le on the
east the land slopes up very gradually. At 6.55, bar. 29.85[758.18'"'"J; att. ther., 37 [+2.8° C.]; exp., 3"S
l-0.3 C.]. I sent Connell up the mountain on the west while I proceeded up the valley tor about three
0

r
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miles. The valley at this point is about 30 rods [about 150m] wide and splits into two narrow ravines, one
extending up a mountain side for about a mile, and the other terminating in the same manner after extending to the north about three miles. As there is no turn in either of these passes, there can be no doubt that
the valley ends here instead of communicating with another running in from the east, as I first thought. I
returned to the sledge at 8,5°, and Connell arrived about ten minutes later. He reported that the land was
a high plateau as far as 11e could see; his view was partially obscured by low clouds. He identified several
peaks, the bearings of which he took. At 9.05, aneroid, 29.86 [758'43 mm]; att, ther., 42 [+ 5.60 C.]; expo
ther., 33.1 [+0.6 0 C.]. The barometer at top of mountain read 28'3° [7 20.84 mm]. Took a set of circummeridian altitudes, twelve sights. Deduced latitude 81° 53.9'. Longitude, by dead-reckoning from Camp
III, 7m 44.4 8 [in time] \V. of Fort Conger.
Compass bearings: Center of valley, N. 295° 00' SE. 7°30°'. Camp III, 75° 55'.
Arrived at Camp III at 2.IS p. m,
hIllY 29·-Breakfast at 3 a. m. At 3.30 a. m., bar., 29.78 [7S6.40mm]; att. ther., 36 0 l +2.2° C.]; exp.
ther., 31.9° [_0.1° C.]. Two sun dogs 22° from sun. Left Camp III at 4.15 a. m,
Compass bearings: From Camp III, place where observation was taken, 265° 45'; point of lowland,
distant ~ of mile, 69° 30'; from point of lowland cairn erected near the meat (256° 00'); Camp III, 256°
00'; along center of valley SE., 80° [S'; along center of valley NW., 257° 3 0'; point at the turn of Bellows
on east side, 262° 30'.
Stopped at 5. 20 a. m., about three miles above Devil's Head, to take measurements of width of valley
and height of cliffs. Width, 4,280 ft. [I ,3041U]; height of cliffs, west, 1,999 ft. [609 m ] ; east (1,3 25 ft. [404m] )
[?]. Arrived at Devil's Head at 7 a. m, Aneroid, 2994 [760.46mm] ; att, ther., 34° [+ 1.1° C.J. Arrived
at Camp II at 8'35 a. m, At 8'50 a. m., bar., 29.9 1 [759.7 omIllJ; att, ther.,46o [7. 8° C.l exp., 40 •80
[+4.9° C.]. Upper clouds, cir, strat., -/'"0' calm, no lower.
Compass bearings: From Devil's Head, center of valley, 2590; north entrance of Black Rock Vale,
92° 5'· From Camp II, Devil's Head, 2870 5'; south entrance of Black Rock Vale, 97° 5'.
Took set of circum-meridian sights for latitude of Camp II. Sun obscured after 5th sight. Approximate latitude, 81° 45'·6. Left Camp II at 11.36 a. m.; came to low ground about one mile and a half NE. of
Bleak Head. \Ve found it impossible to pun the sledge, and had to carry the greater part of our load on our
backs, and come back for the sledge. We finally found some snow when within a mile of the tent, which
we reached at 4 p. m. At 4-3° p. m, bar., 29.95 l760.72mml; att, ther.,4 2 [+ 5.60 C.]; expo ther., 360
r+2.2° C.].
. May 3 0.-Got up at 6 a. m., but turned in again as it was stormy; it had snowed all night. Got up

again ~t 9 a. m, A~ the weather was not improving I determined to delay no longer, although it had been
my desire to determine the position of the tent. Before leaving took an inventory of the provision, &c., at the
mm];
att. ther., 44 [+6.7° C.]; exp.,27 [-2.8 0 C.] Wind, E., strong.
tent. At 9,50, ?ar., 3 0 • 10 [764.53
Upper clouds hidden, lower, nimbus, 10, calm. Snow.
Left tent at I~.I 5 a. m. Arrived at Fort Conger at 5. 15 p. m,
I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
EDWARD ISRAEL,

Lieut. A. W.

GREELY

,

Sergeant, Signal Corps,

u. S. A.

First LieutelUlI1!, Fifth Cm1alry ' A • S . 0 • and A sststan
. J t,
Commanding Lady Prank/in Bay Expedition.
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No. SI.-Lieutenant Lockwood's orders to explore north coast

of Greenland.

SIR' You are h b h '
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAN~, March 21, 1882.
and geo'
h' 1 erke y c ~rged WIth the full control and arrangement of the most Important sledging
grap lea wor of this expedition th
I
.
In assigning
t hi d
' e exp oration of the northeastern coast of Greenland.
you 0 t IS uty I am not una
f h d"
..
.
hich
you are necessaril rlaced from
.
..
ware 0 t e ifficult, If not embarrassing, positron m W
autumn from theYIJ 't d'
b our mablhty to layout suitable depots to the northeast during the p~st
,
rrm e num er of your su
.
.
id t ait
covered with the ro h
. b
pportmg parties, and from your working with a WI e s r ,
ug est Ice etween your b
f
.
,
ase 0 supplies and field of operations.
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The enterprise, energy, and discretion displayerl during your attempt in N ol'ember last to cross Robeson
Channel in furtherance of this work, united to your endurance nnd experience (shown by nearly 200 miles
field work this season, with temperature lower than ninety degrees below the freezing point {-SO' Ln, give
me strong assurances that lack of success will be through no fault of yours.
There will be at your disposal for this work: Sergeants Brainard, Linn, Ralston, Jewell, Elison,
and Corporal Salo Privates Biederbick, Connell, Frederick, Whisler, and one other to be selecte,l. pngr; its team of eight dogs, and its driver, Frederick T. Christensen, are place,l at your
sledge Antoindte, with
disposal, with such Hndson Bay sledges as yoU wish. These men dragging the supporting sledges will be
used in such manner, and for such length of time, as yoU deem best. The details for the trip will be
arranged by you. Memoranda showing the location of all supplies to the northward of depot A, and the
sledging
be atwork
oncewill
furnished
you. the coast of Greenland near Cape Britannia. Should yOU
The ration,
object will
of your
be to explore
be fortunate enough to pass beyond that point yOll will proceed in such direction as yoU think will best
carry out the object of this expedition-the extension of knowledge regarding lands in the polar circle.
At your farthest, whether by land or sea, at least one day will be spent in determining accurately your
position, in ascertaining the thickness of the ice, the depth and temperature of the water, and such other
observations as are practicable. It is particularly to be desired that the period ami character of the tides
be noted, if any way possible. From the farthest land, specimens of the various rocks, vegetation, &c..
sholild be obtained. During any day spent in rest similar observations and collections should be made. A
carelul watch should be kept for drift-Wood, and if any fragments be seen that could have pos.sibly formed
nd ttcalcu·
part of a ship, they are to be brought to this slation, unless of too great size, when such piece as is best
mO?'
lated for identification will be selected. It is possible that in such manner some clue to the 'j'ttzn

While it is desirable that Lieutenant Beaumont's cairns be visited, you are to make no considerable
be obtained.
detour for such purpose. Map and data showing his route and work are already in your pos.ses.sion. In
case such cairns are visited the usual instructIOns will be followed.
In establisbing your farthest cairn you should add to the customary record as full and concise an
account of your journey and, if I' os-sible, a skeleton map of your route and discoveries, if any. Depots
should be carefully noted and secured; each member of the party should be shown the exact location, and
attention
to neighboring
Yourinvited
attention
is invited tolandmarks.
the danger of pursuing your journey beyoml such point as your provisions
are half consumed, and to remaining or venturing to any distance from the main land after lanes of water

any returning party must be in writing, to avoid any possible error, and their tenor and
have Instructions
once shown to
themselves.
importance should be fully understood by the non_commissioned officer to whon\ given.
The date of your departure from this station should not be later than April 4·
Wishing yoU the fullest success, and, above all, desiring the safe return of your party,

A. W. GREET,V,

I am, sir, respectfully yours,

Fir,t Lietlknan/, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. Commanding
and Assistant,Expedition.

Second Lieut.

APPENDIX

1.

B.

LOCKWOOD,

T1venly-third Infantry, A. S. O.

No. 52.-Suppkmentary instructions for exploration of north coast of Greenland.
•
FORT CONGER, GR1NNELL LAND, Marth 22, .882.

bein~

SIR: I have the honor to herewith transmit, for your information, Iist of stores cached north of depot A,
all of which are at your disposal for the trip toward Cape Britannia. You can rely on depot B
replenished during your absence. I also inclose memorandum fixing sledge ration. The proportion of pemmican
and mixed meats may be
by yOU until such time as the first supporting party leaves yOU, after
which it is deemed necessary, in the intere,t of the men's health, that it should
be carefuUy
adhered to:
2
0
r 8 ounces pemmican (every other day); .8 ounces bacon, (once in • days); 2 ounces raw beef (nne
dayin six); .8 ounces corned beef(one day in twelve); 2' ounces preserved meat (one day in ten); 18

~hanged
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ounces sausage
(one day in twenty); 12 ounces hard bread, 2 ounces chocolate (one day in three); y,
2
Ounce tea ( days in three); 2 ounces sugar, 1 ounce cranberries, 4 ounces dried beans, 1 ounce desiccated
potatoes, 1 ounce lime-juice (on days when lime-juice pemmican is not eaten); J( ounce salt; Y, ounce
pepper;
l1l ounce onion powder; sand 4 ounces (s ounces to include April 3 0 ; after that date, 4 ounces)
fuel alcohol.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. 0, and Asssilanl,

Second Lieut. ]. B. LOCKWOOD,
Twenty-third .Infantry, A. S. 00

Commanding Expedition,

REPORTS ON EXPLORATION OF NORTH COAST OF GREENLAND.

ApPENDIX

No. 53·

Lieutenant LockuJOod's letter

0/ transm£ttal.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

JUly 3 1 ,

1882.

SIR: I have the honor to submit sledge journal of my late expedition on the north coast of Greenland
and a chart of same, showing route, &c. To this I have added an abstract, and appended various data
us•
necessary
to makecontains
the record
more
complete.
The journal
many
details,
which make it voluminous, and which are, perhaps, supertluo
1
inserted them mainly because they exist in the original. I regret that, notwithstanding its size, the journal,
and the map also, are incomplete in many respects. This must be ascribed mainly to the loss of my compass, The
the continuous
badand,
weather,
men did well,
on the&c.
straits particularlY,endured many severe trials. It is easier to state than

to appreciate what it is to drag a Hudson Bay sledge, with the bottom all splintered and broken, as ours
soon became; the friction is enormous. Sergeant Brainard, both when commanding the supporting party,
and afterwards while serving as one of the advance party, showed on all occasions such good judgment,
energy, willingness, and cheerfulness to promote the object of the expedition that I cannot mention him too
highly. Of Sergeants Linn, Ralston, Jewell, and Elison, Corporal Salor, and private Frederick, who composed the supporting party, after leaving the Boat Camp, it is difficult to speak individually. 1 believe
that each one did his best, and certainly they all showed a spirit of determination and alacrity, under
difficulties, which, despite the breaking down of the sledges, got a large amount of rations to Cape Bryant,
and would have enabled the dog.sledge to start from a more distant base had their desire to go farther been
the only requisite, though at this time Sergeant Linn was sufferingfrom snow-blindnessand private Frederick
from a sprained knee. Sergeant Jewell, whenever he camped with me, voluntarily took on himself the whole
labor of cooking, and also assisted Christiansen and myself in pitching the tent, &c., which, after a long
march at the drag-rope, must have been very severe. Sergeants I,inn, Ralston, and Elison elected to
remain at the Boat Camp, and there endured twenty·five days, awaiting my return, which, in such a place,
was worse, in many respects, than actual traveling. Of privates Connell, Henry, Biederbick' and Whisler, I
can only say that they did very well as far as they went, and were unfortunate in being able to go no farther.
Private Connell showed great determination in going on after he had become actually disabled.
Frederick Christiansen, 'the Eskimo, 1 mention last, out he should be among the first. He did hi.
work well, and performed everything required of him with alacrity and the stoicism of a philosopher. He

r
II

proved himself very reliable.
J. It LOCKWOOD,
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
SriOnd Lirulrnant, T",mly·II,ird Infanlry, A. S. O.

I'

Lieut. A. \V. GREELY,
,
Fi/II. Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assi'lalll, Commanding.
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Lieutenant Lockwood's abstract of sled..f?e journey 011 the north coast
general remarks Oil the same.

of Greenland,

with

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND.

The expedition consisted of thirteen men, including myself and the driver of the dog-sledge (Frederick,
Eskimo), with one dog-sledge and four Hudson Bay sledges. It was originally contemplated that two of
the small sledges and five of the men, with myself, should constitute an advance or main party, the others
forming two supporting parties, but, owing to circumstances, this arrangement was never carried out. The
route selected was via Cape Beechey and a point near the Gap opposite to Cape Sumner and thence along
shore, about 176 miles, to the Polaris Boat Camp, which was to be made a depot or base of supplies, and all
rations collected there before proceeding farther. Nearly all the necessary rations had previously been
accumulated at the two depots this side of Cape Beechey, at the Gap opposite, and on the ice of the straits
intermediate. Beyond the Boat Camp the expedition was to cross Newman Bay and the Brevoort
Peninsula, and, arriving at the northern coast, follow it along to Cape Bryant, whence the route to Cape
Britannia and beyond, was left to circumstances.
Sergeant Brainard, with nine of the party and the four small sledges, left the station on the evening of
April 3. I followed on the evening following with the dog-team and Sergeant Jewell. As a general rule,
we traveled by night and rested during the day. In crossing the straits [Robeson Channel] two of the men
broke down and had to be sent back. \Ve encountered a severe storm but were not much delayed thereby,
Sergeant Brainard and party reaching the Boat Camp, 50 miles from the station, on the loth, and I, with the
dog-sledge, on the 8th. The time from now to the 16th was occupied in accumulating here the rations at the
Gap and on the straits [Robeson Channel J. Shortly after arriving two more of the men broke down and had
to be sent back. We were prevented from doing anything for a day or two by a continuation of the storm
referred to. After this a runner of the dog-sledge being broken and the other sledges almost worn out, I
returned with dog-team to the station for new runners, &c., leaving on the r jth and getting back on the 15th.
On the evening of the rfith we left the Polaris Boat Camp with the following organization and equipment.
1. One dog-sledge, Antoinette, and team of eight dogs, Christiansen and myself. "Constant weights,"
253 pounds (including weight of sledge), with load of five sacks of dog pemmican; total, 753 pounds.
II. One large sledge called the Nares (improvised at Boat Camp from old sledge-runners repaired
and pieces of plank), drawn by Sergeants Brainard, Ralston, and Corporal Salor; estimated amount dragged
by each, 2 I 7 pounds.
III. One Hudson Bay sledge, Hall, drawn by Sergeant Jewell and Private Frederick;
dragged by each.
ISO

150

pounds

IV. One Hudson Bay sledge, Hayes, drawn by Sergeants Linn and Elison; amount hauled by each,
pounds.

The other two Hudson Bay sledges, the Beaumont and Kane, were abandoned as unserviceable. The
dog-sledge was now to be the advance sledge and the others to act in its support. The rations taken (all,
at the start, on the man-sledges) were estimated at 300, and weighed about 900 pounds.
. 1.'he route taken across the Brevoort Peninsula was up a narrow ravine, leading us in a northeast
dlr~ctlon, then north across a " divide" or plateau, and thence through another ravine running northwest,
which brought us o~t at Repulse Harbor, a little east of which, on the coast, we all camped together, April
22". Previous to this I ~enerally camped independent of the supporting party, which was under Sergeant
Brainard, Afterwards~ till Cape Bryant was reached, we camped together. From Repulse Harbor to this cape
we followed the coast hne, only leaving it to travel on the floe for a few miles opposite the Black Horn Cliffs.
F.r~m the Boat Camp to Stanton Gorge the supporting party found it necessary to "double up" (i. e.,
divide the sledge loads and draw forward half at a time), the entire distance. I found it necessary all the
way to Cape Bryant, sometim.es going five times over the same road. Near Repulse Harbor a runner of
the dog-sledge ?roke, and havmg to take one of the two belonging to the Nares, it was necessary to abandon
t~at sledge, which was done after getting along with a patched runner as far as Drift Point. At Stanton
Gorge I fou~d the forty rations of Lieutenant Beaumont, and took them on as far as Cape "Bryant which we
f:ach:d Apnl ~7· It is..about 75 miles from the Boat Camp by the route traveled; the dog-sledge made
eight mtermedlate camps, and the supporting party ten.
At Cape Bryant a careful inspection of the two remaining man-sledges satisfied me that they could
proceed no farther. However one
d d ffici
.
b t
,.'
was men e su ciently to return. Having left in cache, en Youtt, u
four days rations, a considerable quantity still remained surplus. Of these I took twenty-five days, or
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seventy-five rations, for my further advance, and left most of the rema.inder in a cairn near by- The equipment of the dog-sledge now consisted of, rations, 230 pounds; dog-food, 3°0 pounds; "constant weights,"
8
17 pounds, which, with weight of sledge, 80 pounds, made 786 pounds, 01 9 3i pounds per dog.
6 On the afternoon of April 29 Sergeant Linn, with the supporting party, started on return, and shortly
afterwards, with Sergeants Brainard, Frederick, and the dog-team, I started forward. The first journey I
traveled towards Cape May, but after that proceeded as direct as possible for Cape Britannia, over the ice
of the Polar Sea. Cape Britannia was reached May 5, after six journeys, the last a very short one. The first
day's (or rather night's) journey was towards Cape May, but after that I proceeded as direct as possible towaNls
Cape Britannia, passing the former cape about five miles from shore. It was only the first day or night that
. we got along withont "doubling up," excepting a very few miles. En route when opposite and when on a
line with Beanmont Island and Cape May, we crossed a remarkable tide-crack (?) and let down the deep-sea
lead 840 feet [25
without finding bottom. In drawing it up the line parted and the lead, &c., was lost.
6"']of the mountain, 2,050 feet [
From the top
625"'], which forms Cape Britannia, I got a good view all
around. Towards the northeast lay a succession of headlands and inlets as far as I could see-some IS or
this was the character of the coast beyond as far as I got. The tide-crack extended from
20 miles-Beaumont and
Island from One cape to another the whole distance. I estimate Cape Britannia as 60 miles
from Cape Bryant. We left Britannia after only the usual delay in camp and proceeded, without any more
doubling up, in a general northeast direction till May 13, when, the rations being exhausted, I reached my
farthest at the sixth camp 95 miles beyonJ Cape Britannia. En route we remained sixty-two hours at
Shoe [~lary Murray 1Island, detained by a storm.
From the top of the height [Lockwood Island], just back of the headland [Cape Christiansen] (the
farthest reached), I could see to the northeast two more projecting points [Capes Kan e ami WashinglOn],with
intervening fiords [Con ger I nlet and Hunt Fiord1' the farthest [Cape Washington] perhaps ISmiles distant.
No land could be seen to the north-nothing but the vast expanse of the Polar Sea. To the south and cast
lay a maze of snow~covered mountain peaks.
After a delay till the 15 [May, 1882] in taking observations, collecting specimens of rocks and
th
vegetation, &c., we started back. Cape Britannia was reached (May 20) in five marches and Cape Bryant
(May 24) in four more, without particular event. At the latter place I attempted to get some observation.
on the tide, but without success. On reachiug Repulse Harbor I continued along the coast till I reached
the Gap Valley of the English by which I crossed the Brevoort Peninsula and reached the Polaris Boat
Camp on the 29 instant, the fonrth camp from Cape Bryant on return. H ere Sergeants Linn, Ralston and
th
Elison were awaiting
my return, having arrived on the 5th May. The others, by my direction, had returned
to Fort Conger after a day's rest. The party which remained had (while asleep) been visited by two bears
and experienced several stonns, but otherwise the time had been uneventful. We started the same day for
the station, which we readied (June I) in three marches.
The weather after leaving the station was often stormy and bad until about the middle of the month;
during this time the coldest was experienced (April 6) - 48.8 [- 44-9" C.]. After leaving the Polaris Boat
Camp it was alternately good and bad until Cape Stanton was reached, after which until beyond Cape
Britannia we had fine weather. But then it commenced to blow and snow, and SO continued, with few
exceptions, until Britannia was reached on retum- Thence to Bryant it was mild and foggy, and thence to
Boat Camp generally calm and clear. In crossing the straits [Robeson Channel] again it was very bad.
Barometer.

Thermometer.

Mean height.

Number
of obser- Mean temperature.
vations.

1882.

lnr/us.

Faltr.

32

Fort Conger to Boat Camp, April 3 to 16 ------ .--- .--- .--- .Boat Camp to Cape Bryant, April 16 to 29.
·_·
Cape Bryant to Cape Britannia. April 29 to May 5 ---- .---- ..- ...
Cape Britannia to "Farthest, May 5 to 15---- .--- --- .--- __
H

.---. -

u

39
18

32

-15.77

__ 7.36
9.9 1
+12.34

+.

C.

-26.6
-·21. 9
--"12,3

-10·9

25

29· 74
\ 29· 09

19
23

29·43
29·39

21

;

,It,,,.

755· 38
738 . 87
747.5 1
746 . 49

H

These means are given for what they are worth. The observations were taken every day but at very
irregular hours, most of them when in camp. No observations were taken on return, the thermometer being
left in cairn at Farthest and the barometer having been broken.
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The coast line near the Boat Camp, both on the straits and the shores of Newman Bay, consists of a
series of high, precipitous cliffs. Between Cape Sumner and Boat Camp was a steep snow-slope which I found
necessary to follow on account of the very rough ice outside.. On the nor:h side of t~e b~y the shore slopes
at a varying angle to the plateau or water-shed above, the highest elevation ?f which IS much nearer the
bay than it is to the coast to the north, thus making the streams on the north SIde much longer than those
on the south. On the seacoast a line of cliffs extends from Gap Valley to Repulse Harbor, but beyond
they lie well back from the coast or rather merge into a range of hills, leaving a low, sloping shore which
extends to the snow-slopes near Drift Point and the Black Horn Cliffs beyond. From the last-named cliffs
the coast line extends along the base of a series of hills and mountains which at Frankfield Bay again run
off inland and leave, thence to Cape Bryant, another low, shelving shore. Beyond Cape Bryant to Cape
Britannia and beyond, as far as I traveled, the coast line, if such it may be termed, presents a great similarity
of appearance, a series of high, rocky, and precipitous promontories, probably the north projections of
islands in many cases with intervening inlets. It was not till near my farthest that I met any shore lying in
the general direction of the line of travel, our route almost invariably being from one point to another across
the openings of these inlets. It was very seldom that I could say whether these inlets were bays or channels connecting with larger bodies of water to the south. There was no visible land at the heads of several
of them. They were very much like immense canals, and gave the whole coast the appearance of the
Greenland coast between Upernivik and Proven, and Disco. From the top of Cape Britannia I saw one
. that extended off towards the east and seemed to make islands of all the projecting promontories to its
north.
There was every appearance of a fiord on the south side of Britannia, thus making that land an island;
this was noticeable from either side of Britannia. "Stephenson Island," also, is undoubtedly an island, and
the fiords on each side of my farthest [Lockwood Island J seemed to connect a few miles to the south, thus
making that land an island also. Owing to continual bad weather my view of the interior was mainly confined to what I saw from the two elevations ascended; and, owing to their comparative lowness, the maze
of mountain peaks with their universal covering of snow merging and overlapping one another made it very
difficult to distinguish the topography at all. The interior land seemed very high, and on this account the
farthest that I could see could not have been very many miles removed. I could see [from Britannia and
Lockwood Island] no glaciers that I recognized as such, though from the floe while traveling I saw a very
large one, and one or two quite small. From my farthest I saw mountains to the east, perhaps twenty or
thirty miles distant, and a high, mountainous country doubtless exists all along this coast for some distance
to the south, the shore lines of the fiords invariably being at the base of steep cliffs and mountains. No
land was ever seen to the north. There was a very noticeable abundance of snow everywhere.
The most singular phenomenon along this coast was the tide-crack, extending from headland to headland as far as I got. I could only understand it on the supposition that the outside polar pack had constantly more or less motion. At North Cape [Cape Frederick] and beyond we heard a low, grinding sound,
as of moving ice, which tended to confirm that impression. This" crack "-that is, the space between the
SOlid floes on each side-was sometimes upwards of a hundred yards [9 1m] wide, the intervening space being
composed of young ice and lanes and pools of water. It generally inclined in a curve to the south between the
different promontories, and its whole course was marked by a wall of hummocky ice, pressed up in the utmost
confusion, sometimes on one side, sometimes on both. At the several capes this pressure was especially
noticeable, and along short extents of coast line which lay parallel to the general direction of the crack.
As with one exception we traveled inside of the crack, little was seen of the main polar pack beyond,
except at long intervals. It seemed a vast expanse of floes, crossed at many angles with many ridges of hummocks, with masses of rubble-ice here and there. When we crossed the crack we traveled on ice but lately
formed apparently, and made good progress, except when masses of rubble-ice were encountered; but outside,
whenever noticed, the main pack looked very rough. Traveling over it would no doubt be slow and difficult.
To the south of the crack, from shore to shore and up the fiords, as far as could be seen, the ice
w~s covered with a smooth, level exnanse of snow, seldom broken by even a solitary hummock. In the
neighborhood of the tide-crack, however, the surface was often more or less undulating, but still presented
the appearance of great age, excepting across some of the inlets beyond Distant Cape, where we traveled over more or less blue-top floes. At North Cape [Frederick], extending out some distance from
shore, was a good deal of smooth, level ice, with very little or no snow on it-last year's ice. This was
also met with just beyond Hummock Cape and near the coast west of Shoe [Mary Murray] Island. My

Plate I.
The Lady Franklin Bay Expedition, Vol. 1.

CAPE BRITANNIA.

VICTORIA INLET I'ROM NEAR CAPl<: BRITANI"lA.

(Nares Land to left and Stephenson Island to right.]

BEAUMONT ISLAND FROM NEAR CAPE BRITA:-lNIA.

STEPHENSON ISLAND FROM CAPE BRlTANr>:IA.

BEAUMONT ISLAND FROM CAPE BRITANNIA.

Plate 11.
The Lady Franklin Ray Expedition, Vol. 1.
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course when not on the ice of the inlets was on the steep snow-slopes and ice-foot round the capes. These

" ice-foots" were almost always covered with snow, more or less deep. Between Dome Cape [Cape Wijkande and Shoe [Mary Murray] Island, however, were often many hundred yards of clear ice between the
r]
foot of the cliffs and the wall of hummocky ice lining the coast. The reason of this difference was not apparent. The ice-foot of the Grinnell shore below Cape Beechey, which remained clear late in the fall, and
was so found early in the spring, had considerable snow on it in April. The snow on these fiords was quite
frequently soft and deep, on some particularly so. It was of this character from Cape Bryant nearly to
Britannia, and generally so beyond as far as Distant Cape. Afterwards, till I had nearly reached my
farthest, it was moderately firm, but in the fiord beyond Hummock Cape it was extremely soft and deep.
It was thus on almost all the snow-slopes.

My tidal observations at Cape Bryant were not successful, but a deflection of the line to the east, very
frequently noticed during the twelve hours of my observations, seemed to indicate a current (perhaps a tide)
in that direction. No such deflection was noticed at the crack south of Beaumont Island, but this crack
was bardly more than two Wet [.6"'] wide at this particular point. On the shores of Cape Britannia Island,
and the whole distance beyond, the appearance of the ice seemed to indicate a very small vertical motion
(rise and fall) of the tide. The chasm between the fast ice on shore and the floating ice adjoining and the
debris formed by the two edges working against each other, so noticeable in the straits [Robeson Channel],
was generally entirely wanting. Sometimes we passed from the floe to the ice-foot or snow.slope wilhout
any change whatever of the surface; sometimes a few small cracks were seen, as though the ice worked on
a hinge, as it were. A bear track at Black Cape, and a great many fox, hare, and lemming tracks were
noticed. Traces of musk-ox were found at Cape Britannia, and a ptarmigan shot. Beyond this the only
birds or animals seen or obtained were a hare and some ptarmigan at Rabbit Point [Cape Benet], a lemming
at Shoe [Mary Murray] Island, and another just beyond, and some snow.birds at the l"arthest [Lockwood
Island].
The only drift-wood found was near Repulse Harbor.

But little vegetation was seen, on account ot
the snow, Src. The rocks were quite the same in general appearance and formation as what is observed in
the neighborhood of the station. The cliff forming the farthest headland [Cape Christiansen] reached consisted of a very friable slate, of several colors or shades, and also what I took for "indurated clay," a very
pretty rock, of various shades of brown, red, and yellow. Specimens of the rocks and vegetation from here

tLockwood

Island] and elsewhere have been submitted.

The health of the party remained good.

A few cases of frost-bite and snow·blindness (not serious)

were the only exceptions after leaving the Boat Camp.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J.

B. LOCKWOOD,

Second Lieutenant, Twenty-third In/an"y, A. S. O.

Lieutenant Lockwood's Journal if Sledge Expedition on north coast of Greenland (Apr
June I, I882).
FIRST MARCH, STATION TO SNOW HOUSE, DEPOT

il3
to

B.

8.45 P: m. left Fort Conger with Sergeant Jewell, Christiansen (Eskimo), dog-sledge
At 10.13 p. m. reached depot
A; took on two 'sacks of dog pemmican; three other sacks added to load at a cache about one-halfmile west
Took also from depot eight cans corned beef and one of beans, making quite a heavy load, which I found it
April 4.-

At

Antoinette, and eight dogs, equipped, and load weighing about 50 0 pounds.

necessary to transfer by hand over a crack on reaching St. Patrick Bay.
April 5.- 2.4 a. m, reached snow house (depot B), where I found Sergeant Brainard and the main

0
At
party, also Sergeant Rice and Jens (the Eskimo), on their way to rejoin Doctor Pavy. Just before reaching
there, I saw on the south side of the first bay or indentation of the coast to the south, seated on a floe-berg,
what I took for an eagle or owl-a large, white bird; it flew away to the south before we could get within
range. At depot B all were asleep. They filled up the snow house and snow-bUlTOw; so Sergeant Jewell
and I slept in the store tent and Christiansen in the tunnel or entrance to snow-house.
Time en route,s hours 55 minutes; time actually traveling forward the first time, all delays deducted,

.s hours 30

minutes; distance traveled, 18 miles; distance made good, 18 miles.
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SECOND MARCH, SNOW-HOUSE TO TENT ON STRAITS [ROBESON CHANNEL].

Some hours before starting were occupied in cooking breakfast on the little stove for the whole party
and in getting ready rations, &c. (enumerated elsewhere), which were added to load from this place-the
loads of the several sledges being rearranged before starting. At 8.so p. m, Sergeant Jewell, Christiansen, and
I got off. Sergeant Brainard, with the Hudson Bay sledges, left about ten minutes earlier. The dog-sledge,
Antoinette, very heavily loaded; weight dragged, about 800 pounds. Each man with the Hudson Bay sledges
dragged about J 16 pounds. The ice-foot had more or less snow on it, and hence the traveling along here not
so good as heretofore. I overtook the other sledges soon after starting and passed ahead. At 10.52 p. m,
reached Cape Beechey; the other sledges some distance back. Here it was necessary to double up
(take in two loads) through the rubble-ice extending out about one-quarter mile from shore. After this we
traveled over old floe-ice, i, e., ice with an undulating surface covered with deep snow.
ApriI6.-At 2.25 a. m, arrived at tent on Robeson Channel (about 4~ miles from shore). Delayed a
few minutes and then went back part of the way to shore and assisted the last of the Hudson Bay sledges to
the tent, having decided to camp there. This occupied a little more than an hour; it was rendered necessary
by Whisler's breaking down and Connell and Bierderbick being unable to drag the sledge without help. It
was very cold on reaching camp, the thermometer registering 45 0 below zero [ -42.80 C.]. Sergeant Jewell,
Christiansen, and I took possession of the wall-tent already pitched here. The others pitched their own tents
two in number.
Time til route (dog-sledge), 6 hours and 45 minutes; actual time traveling forward, less delays, 5
hours: distance traveled, 13 miles; distance made good, 9~ miles.
THIRD MARCH, TENT ON STRAITS TO FLOE SOUTHWEST OF THE GAP.

While Sergeant Jewell was trying to cook breakfast on our little a-man lamp I went to the tents of the
others. I found that Private Connell had his foot badly frost-bitten on the last march and that Private
Henry was suffering from rheumatism; the latter thought he would have to be hauled back if he went any
farther, so I directed him to return to the station, and he left shortly before the others proceeded forward.
Private Connell thought he was able to go on-was willing and anxious to try, at any rate.
At 10. lOp. m, started with dog-sledge, about I ~ hours after the others; this was occasioned by the
lamp being unable to bring the water to a boil. It was very cold at this camp, the minimum reaching -47.50
0
[ - 44· 2 C. J. About 1 ~ miles from camp I overtook Private Frederick dragging a sledge alone, and a
little farther on, the others, who had halted for a rest. Connell had fallen out of the drag-rope, he being
hardly able to get along at all. He reluctantly agreed to going back. I detached Sergeant Jewell from
service with the dog-sledge, and from here on he worked with the others. Leaving the main party to proceed
I left my load and took Private Connell 'to Cape Beechey, going along myself as far as the tent on the
straits, where I awaited the return of the sledge. Connell thought he could get by himself from Cape
Bce~hey. On the dog-sledge rejoining me I proceeded after the others, and picking up the load where left,
contmued on. Progress with such a load, however, involved so many delays and so much work, on account,
of the heavy snow, that some time after this I threw off about half.
Ap,.i/7.- At S·~o a. m. arrived at a spot just southwest of the Gap, where I found the main par~y
already 10 camp. Pitched tent, &c., while Christiansen went back for the rest of the load. He returned III
the course of an hour. We got supper in the 6-man tent.
Advanced 8 miles; corresponding time, about 5 hours; total traveled, 24 miles; corresponding time, 8
hours and 3 0 minutes. See note to tabulated statement appended.
FOURTH MARCH, FLOE SOUTHWEST OF GAP TO

[Polan's]

Bo'AT CAMP, NEARLY.

A~ 8,45 p, m.Ieft camp with dog-sledge and half-load, the main party preparing to move. Traveled for
some time ~ver le~e1 floes crossed br ranges of hummocky ice-taking a direction for Cape Sumner, bu.tafter
some hours traveling, a storm of wind and snow, which had set in some time before, made everythmg so
obscure that I suddenly found the sledge "stalled" in' a mass ot rubble-ice and deep snow. It blew a gale
fro~ the south.west. After several ineffectual efforts things looked so discouraging that I began to think of
takmg. refuge III a. snow-burrow-unable to pick out a route on account of the driving snow. Howev~r,
some time after this I succeeded in finding a floe and getting the sledge to it, with Christiansen's willing ald.
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April 8.-At 2.10 a. m. arrived at Cape Sumner, and, getting through the rough ice near shore, gained
the snow-slope between the foot of the cliffs and the line of immense bergs and hummocks which line the
coast. Here, instead of the protection I had anticipated from the bluffs, we encountered a series of blasts
and whirlwinds of snow, disagreeable in the extreme, and making it difficult to keep the sledge from sliding
sideways into the pits, formed by the snow, adjoining every mass of ice.

At 3.5 a. m, reached an immense snow-drift, about one-half mile from Boat Camp, which extends at a
steep angle0from the top to the bottom of the cliff; it was not an easy place to pass. Christiansen and I left
sledge and went ahead to reconnoiter. We could hardly keep our feet. We returned, and I thought it best to
camp here; so in the course of two hours we had dug a small hole in the snow-bank and crawled inside,
and, having got everything necessary in, stopped up the entrance. 8.10 a. m.,supper finished. Quite dark in
here, having no candles. We had no light except from some cracks which closed and opened continuously,
through some unknown agency, occasionally new cracks forming. This movement was accompanied by a
noise which was rather alarming until I found that our abode did not decrease in size thereby.
Advanced 12~ miles; time, less delays, 6 hours ; traveled, 12 ~ miles; time, including delays, 7
hours and 5 minutes.

ARRIVED AT

[Polaris)

BOAT CAMP.

ApriI9.-How long, exactly, we remained at this place I don't know; I was glad to leave even before
the stonn had ceased. The entrance had become entirely snowed up. Cutting our way out, we found it
still snowing and blowing, but not so hard. The dogs were almost conceak-d from view by the snow which
had drifted
on Ithem.
At about
P: m. arrived at Boat Camp, and, it seeming impossible for a tent long to stand, we set to
work and dug another snow-burrow at the conjundion of the coast-line of cliffs and the ravine. It was
impracticable
doleft
anything
more. to proceed down the straits
At 8.10 p.tom.
snow-burrow

I Robeson Channell for remainder of load,
and also to see what had become of the main party, for whom I began to feel some uneasiness. A cold
wind At
was11.10
blowing
P: m.from
met the
the southwest.
main party

(II route to Hoat Camp; all well.
They had encounrered so much
difficulty in their march, shortly after my departure, that they had taken refuge behind a large floc-berg on

the straits.
April 1O.-At 12.10 a. rn. reached remainder of load (400 pounds pemmican, dog-food), and started
back ; at 9. a. m. arrived again at Boat Camp, where I found the main party at supper. Their two tents

10 at the foot of the snow-drift, but the violent gusts of wind threalen«1 every few minutes to
were pitched
blow them down. The wind here blows in sudden gusts, first from one direction, then from anolher, sweeping the stony ground completely bare, except at the snow-drift at the foot of the cliffs.
Traveled
26 miles
April 1I.-At
1.10; time,
a. m, 13
gothours.
up, to find ourselves snowed in and the air SO close that a match was
lighted with di fficu lty. After getting something to eat we cut a hole through the top or roof of our abode, an, I

got out; found the two tents had disappeared, and their inmates buried in two small snow-burrows. Spcnt
the greater pall of the forenoon in closing up the top of my abode, enlarging it, and constructing a tunnel.
At 1 p. m. went to bed again, the weather preventing us from doing anything else.
At 9 P: m. got up. Found that the main party had had an extremely uncomfortable rest, and were all
suffering from bad air, &c., owing to the drifting snow. Private llierderbiek was suffering from continence
of urine, and Whisler from a pain in the lungs attended with the spitting of blood. 1 thought it best to
send them back, and they started about midnight direct for Cape Beechey.

[Polaris]
At

BOAT CAMP TO GAP,

ETC., AND BACK.

.55 P: m. Sergeant Brainard, and those remaining, started, with three Hudson Bay sledges, for the
1
Gap, to help bring up rations at that place.
.
April ...-At 2 a. m, I left with Christiansen and dog-team for same place and purpose. The traveling
between Cape Sumner and the Gap, about 7 miles below, is the best met with on the straits. A smooth,level
floe of dear icc extends all along except at a place about 1 miles below the cape, where it is mtCTIupted
by several hundred yards of rough rubble-ice, difficult to get through. This route was not fully discovered
1
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till this occasion. I overtook the main party about two miles from the Gap at 4.10 a. m., about; their sledges
had become much split and worn in the rough ice of the straits, and they found it fatiguing even pulling
them empty. I put their sledges on the dog-sledge and went on in advance.
At 4.-45 a. m, reached the Gap. Found the little English boat on the ice-foot and very badly broken
up, as reported. Took the boat to land and hung her on the bowlder which marks the place where the
provisions were left. A good meal was then cooked for everyone in the snow-burrow adjoining, the lamps
having been brought along for this purpose. In the mean time I sent Sergeant Jewell with dog-team,
accompanied by Christiansen, of course, out on the straits [Robeson Channel] to get a few articles that had
been left by the former about a mile from shore. At 7.45 a. m., leaving the rest to take to Boat Camp all they
could haul, enumerated elsewhere, I started with dog-team for cache made by Sergeant Jewell (about 325
pounds) in March, 1882, five miles or more from shore, towards Cape Beechey.
At 9.32 a. m. reached cache. At T 2 noon got back again to the Gap, and was delayed thirty minutes in
adding to -load everything that had been left. Found it an enormous load, and after proceeding, on return
to Boat Camp, about a mile, I dropped off the Greenland bag and a large box of canned meats, &c.
At 6.10 p. m. reached Boat Camp; dogs very much exhausted. Found that the others had got back
about 1 ~ hours before me.
At 10.10 P: m. went to bed. The lamp is very small, and being without the funnel arrangement the
meat and tea have to be cooked separately; hence, the long time occupied on this occasion, as well as before
and afterwards, until I used one of the larger lamps.
Traveled 25 miles; time, 16 hours and 10 minutes.
Apn'l 13.-At 8,30 a. m., about, was up and out. Jewell slept in the snow-burrow with Christiansen and
myself last night and ate with us, turning over again to Christiansen his single dog-skin bag, and occupying
the two-man buffalo-bag with me. This he continued to do thereafter, whenever we camped together, till Cape
Bryant was reached.
I found that the Hudson Bay sledges were very much worn and split; one almost
entirely useless and another almost as bad. One runner of the dog -sledge became split across the horn
some days previous, and, though lately mended by Sergeant Elison, as well as possible, I regarded it best,
everything considered, to return to station for a new runner, &c. The forenoon was occupied in mending
sledges, digging out whale-boat- (which was embanked in snow) and placing her on her keel, properly secured
with stones. I left directions to have all extra rations placed therein and the articles left on the ice near
the boat to be brought up. Everything being prepared Sergeant Brainard was also directed to leave with
party, on the rtith, for Gap Valley, if I were not back on the r gth,
BOAT CAMP TO FORT CONGER

At 12.25 p. m, (13th) started for station with Christiansen and dog-team; sledge empty, excepting an ax

an~ spade on it. We were half an hour in reaching Cape Sumner, whence I followed first-made tracks,

which took me well out from shore. At 4.5° p. rn, reached cross-roads one fork runnin g to Gap, the other
' turns in riding. The dogs kept up
to Cape Sumner. From here to station and back Christiansen and I took
a trot all the way. At 5.45 p. m, reached tent on straits. At 6.35 p. m. reached Cape Beechey, At 7'~o
p. m, reached snow house (depot B). Cooked something to eat here and gave the dogs a rest; was afraid
of overworking them. At 11.55 p. m. left snow house for station.
. APrill.4.-At 2.03 a.
reachedd~pot A. At 4. 15 a. m. reached Fort Conger. Weather bea~tiful
dunng the Journey; some wmd on straits, as usual. At station I got new slats for sledge and a pair of
runners off another sledge, retaining the old ones, however. The dogs were well fed on walrus meat.
Traveled 48 miles.

m:

RETURN FROM FORT CONGER TO BOAT CAMP.

At 9·55 p. m. left station; at Dutch Island in twenty minutes, following the ice-foot newly formed
close along shore.
AprilIS.:-At 12.12 a. m. reached depot A; thermometer there, t I16 [-13. 2 ° Fahr.; -25. 1 ° C.]. At
ID. arrived at depot B. Cooked a meal for ourselves and fed the dogs with meat brought from the
~.atl?n. Made an attempt to discover location of the Hudson Bay sledge buried in the drift here, both by
Iggmg from the tunnel laterally and also from the surface of the snow, but without success. We were too

2'3~ a.

* This was a
abandoned and cached by H. C. Chester, of the Polaris in July 1 872•
to the camp.-A. W. G.
J
,
t Yale thermometer, arbitrary scale.

This boat gave
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tired to attempt much. Christiansen got a short nap;' I remained up. At 8.45 a. m., having given the dogs
a good rest, we left depot, taking a few articles of food. Having already several articles on the sledge we
now bad a little load, a very small one. At 1.55 p m. reached smooth floe just below the Gap, and in
half an hour got through a mass of rubble-ice with the usual amount of work and annoyance and were
opposite Gap. At 5.30 P: m. arrived at Boat Camp. Weather during the day very fine indeed.
Tr~veled 48 miles.

During the remainder of this day (the 15th), and that following, two of the Hudson Bay sledges were
made serviceable by means of tin which I had brought over for the purpose, and other means at hand.
The sledges were so worn and broken that frequent relashings of their loads had become necessary, and the
friction was great even on smooth, hard snow. It was thought best to abandon two of the Hudson Bay
sledges (they seeming almost beyond repair), and to substitute a sledge made from the old dog-sledge runners, with cross-slats contributed partly from the dog-sledge but mostly improvised from old pieces of plank.
The various accidents to men and sledges had rendered a new organization necessary from that originally contemplated, so that we left the Boat Camp (the depot of supplies), with sledges and equipment as
follows:
I. One dng-sledge, Antoinette bauled by team of eigbt dogs, accompanied by Christiansen (Eskimo) and

myself, wi'b load
pounds.

and weights as follows:

u------ n- ..--

pounds.

8o~

One dog.sledge, Antoinetteud--u-One A tent, 20 lbs.; poles, 12 Ibs.; and pins,
u-

_

Three clothing·bags, about
24One "catch.all" (stove, and cook's bag)_-.,_---7)4
One shelter tent and poles, 10 lbs.j one two-man

•

I~

II~

Ismp,
lbs ---------- ----- -------------2lbs __---------------------------------- 34
One two-man sleeping-bag (buffalo)
------ 82X
Seal thong, rope dog-shoes, &c ... __ -10
Five sacks dog pemmican
..--------- 500
One single sleeping bag (dog.skin) __ -- ..
14
One rubber blanket
• __.
6,%
Total
.
.
..------------ 742 ).(
One" funnel" lamp (complete)
u--- ------ - 5~
One ax, 6U' Ibs.; shovel,S lbs.; snow·knife, 1 ~
lbs
,
---------------- 13X
One pistol, 3}S Ibs.j sextant, &c., 6}( lbs.: telescope and compass, 4~ lbs
------- 14
In addition to this there was generally on the dog-sledge'two or three days' rations.
II. One large sledge, Nares, drawn by Sergean's Brainard and Ralston and Corporal Salor ; ..timated IlIIlOIln' drawn by

._e.-------

---u----u--------

each man,
217 pounds
starting).
Ill. One
Hndson(onBay
sledge, Hall, drawn by Sergeant Jewell and Private Frederick: estimated amoant dragged by each,
150

pounds.
IV. One Hudson Bay sledge, Hay", dragged by Sergeants Linn and Elison: estimated amount dragged by eacb man

150

pounds.

. The loads of the sledges

d~awn

by the men comprised the following" constant" weights and rations:
Pounds.

One six-man tent, 27 lbs.; poles, 15 lbs.; pins, 3
Ibs __
45

One shotgun, one pistol
Five pair snow-sboes __

u

u_.

d

u

u

67

Two three-man sleeping-bags (buffalo)--------One rubber blanket ; , __ _

roJ(

n"

One funnel lamp (complete) _----------------One ax, one spade, one snow-knife------- .-----

Pounds.

-u-------------u-

u___

---' ----

6~

Total

-------------------'-------

Ahout JOo rations.

1 69
20

Pemmican [lime-juice] ----- .. -------------Bacon
..
..__ .--- __..-e -----Beef:
corned
--- -- - - ..-- - ---- ---- -.--- - -,.,---- ..--- -------- -------English
musk-ox (raw) - --. _. -- -------- -------Sausage
- .._- ..- -- .--- -- --- - --- .-------Bread
..------ .--'" ---- ------ .--Chocolate
------ ------- ----- ..--- -----Tea
. -----_.---.-------------- -----Onion powder ------------ ---------- ..----Cranberry sauce
n

Sugar..

----

e'

-- ---- --,-------- --------------

B. Mis. 393-- 13

Beans:
Boston baked
drted, roasted, and ground
-. __r.Potatoes
•
..__----------_.-- -----nLime.juice (frozen in small cakes) u
u_
Alcohol (in I1.pound square tins)
----- · - - - •• - -

225
12

6

2:(
19
38

45
35
14

9
94

---

68~

28

225~

Pounds.
u

28
88

r7 J>

Six clothing-bags, about ---- -------------- ---- 3°
Store-bag, cook's bag, and medicine, about -- ---- '5

13

poundS.

II

Total----- ~---- .--- -_.-- ---------- ..Weight of large sledge, about 70 pounds; two
Hudson Bay sledges, 80
--- .• --------Aggregate (amount drawn by seven men) Average drawn by each __•.
u

u

--

.. - - - - - -
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All tins were removed from the several articles of food (excepting the cranberry sauce), and they were
sewed up in light bags. The dogs got at the meat packed on the Hudson Bay sledges at the Boat Camp and
ate up about thirty pounds of bacon and corned beef. For this reason and others I didn't adhere strictly
to the proportion of the several kinds of meat, as originally contemplated. N or while at the Boat Camp
did we strictly adhere to the sledge ration. For want of time, &c., I didn't compare amount of stores
actually accumulated here with the estimated inventories; there was one can of lime-juice pemmican missing if nothing else.
FIFTH MARCH FORWARD,·

[Polaris}

BOAT CAMP TO ROCKY GORGE CREEK.

ApriI16.-At 10.24 p. m. left Boat Camp with whole party and took a course for what I supposed to
he Gap Valley, a ravine across Newman Bay, almost directly east and on the north side of the extension of
the bay to the south. It is also at the end of a line of cliffs, and is the only water-course, excepting some
insignificant gullies, hardly noticeable on that side of the bay. For some distance from shore we traveled
over a smooth surface of ice mostly. This was succeeded by snow, very hard and level, and uninterrupted
by the smallest eminence until perhaps half-way across, when the surface became somewhat soft. Notwithstanding the very heavy load the dogs made good time, and soon left the other sledges far to the rear. We
stopped twice to relash sledge-runner, involving about forty minutes' delay.
April 17.-At 3.10 a. m, arrived at ravine, at upper end of Little Delta, some one-half mile inside of
ice-foot. Leaving the sledge and Christiansen here, I walked up the bed of the stream about a mile and found
the grade easy and the traveling good, except in two or three places where the stones were exposed; mounted
a side hill some hundred feet, and saw that the narrow valley debouched from a rocky gorge a little farther up.
At 4.3 0 a. m, returned, and, detaching the dogs, sent Christiansen back with them to bring up Nares,
following after myself. Sergeant Brainard had found it necessary to concentrate the whole party on two
sledges at a time. The dogs continued on the track and were divided between Hall and Hayes, which were
a long way behind. I assisted in bringing in Nares. At 6,30 a. m. the whole party together in camp where
dog-sledge stopped. The dragging over the last half of the route was not found easy. Weather very fine.
Advanced 10 miles in 4 hours; traveled 14 miles in 8 hours 4 minutes.
SIXTH MARCH, FROM MOUTH TO HEAD OF ROCKY GORGE C~EEK.

At 10.35 p. m, main party started, leaving behind Nares and concentrating on the other two sledges.
At 10·50 r- m, left with the dog-sledge; dropped one-half of the load after proceeding a few hundred yards.
We soon passed the others, and a little beyond my farthest of yesterday came to the narrow gorge referred to.
Its.vertical sides were but a few feet apart; underfoot the stones were exposed. Passing this the stream-bed
widened and ran between sloping hills, but we encountered at the same time deep, soft snow. This· was
the general character of the traveling-ravines with soft snow, varied by gorges, at intervals, with exposed
stones and fragments of rocks. The stream is very tortuous, but the grade very slight its entire length,
except when interrupted here and there by low banks of drifted snow. Its general course, as near as I could
judge, is southwest.
April 18.-At 2.20 a. m. reached a sudden widening of the ravine, when, from the low elevation of the
adjoining hills, I was satisfied we were near its head; the traveling for the last two hours or more through
deep, soft snow. At 2.45 a. m. sent Christiansen back after rest of the load, and continued ahead by myself
to reconnoiter. After half an hour's walk I ascended a hill to my left, but saw nothing of note except Newman Bay, &c. In another hour I was back again, and, after some delay, continued on down-stream, hoping
to meet the main party, but only met the dog-team slowly returning. (Camped.) At 7 a. m, reached open
place again, and 8,3 0 lighted lamp for supper; 10 a. m. supper finished.
Advanced 6 miles; time, forward, less delays, 3 hours and 30 minutes. Traveled 17 miles; time, en
route, 8 hours, 10 minutes.
SEVENTH MARCH, GORGE CREEK TO LOWER PART OF LOST RIVER.

At 504 0 p. m, got up; at 6,55 p. m. lighted lamp; at 7 p. m, breakfast of sausage, bread, and tea. No
beans, potatoes, or sugar; used a little more than the allowance of meat, on this account. At 10.12 p. m.
started with half-load, the traveling somewhat better. In an hour we came to a fork of the ravine coming

--------

-----* The journeys back and f~rth on the ~traits [Robeson Channel], after c;ossi~~ thefi;;;-;ime, :r~~~-";~nted ~- J. B. L.
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in from the north, the first branch of the main stream which seemed to offer a practicable route to tne north.
One or two had been passed, but they were so narrow and steep, mere gullies, as to forbid the assumption
that they formed part of Lieutenant Beaumont's route. It was the route of this officer, as laid down on
his map, that I was endeavoring to follow. However, I continued on, but when a few hundred yards, seeing
the stream bearing decidedly to the east, I left the sledge, and, ascending a low slope to the left, soon found
myself on a "divide," very similar to the divides on the Western prairies. To the north the "breaks" of
water-courses, running in that direction, could be seen. On the slope alluded to I saw what Christiansen
gives the Eskimo names for eagle [Nektoralik and Tertersoak]; was unable to get a shot.
Apri! 19.- 12.12 a. m, back again at the prominent ravine referred to above. Built a cairn as a
At
guide for the others and then followed it up with the sledge. After proceeding forty minutes the ravine dwindled down to the proportions of a shallow " prairie draw," one miniature valley running north, another-the
main one-bearing off to the east. Dropped my load here and went back to last camp for what was left.
3.3 a. m, back again with entire load thus far. Left half of load and, proceeding north, soon found myself
on 0level plain, its broad expanse stretching out for miles all arouud. The weather was overcast, threatening
snow, but I could see the "breaks" to the north and, an hour's travelin g, reached them-the snow affording
very good traveling-and found myself in a water-course, quite broad and offering a very good route; the
snow was generally hard and few stones exposed. The general course of the stream seems northwest; it is
very About
picturesque.
7. a. m, I came to what looks like a gateway, opening into the street, a caftan running east
0
15
and west and so level that it was with many doubts I concluded to thi·fift was down-stream- At 7.3 a. rn.,
seeing no signs of the expected sea, I pitched tent, and, leaving every'thing in it, after forty minutes' delay
started back for rest of load. 10. [5 arrived on plain, and at 1 I a. m. loaded up and en route back to tent.
n
At 2.45 P: m. reached tent, very tired. At 6 p. m, supper finished and CI"istianse and I in sleeping-bag.
Felt a good deal of uneasiness at not finding the sea (or some signs of it) which I expected to reach long
before this. Felt no assurance that I was going doton stream and not "p. Could only convey my ideas to
Christiansen by signs, and he was equally willing to agree to either proposition.
Proceeded 10 miles; time,S hours, IS minutes. Traveled 3 0 miles; time, 16 hours, 33 minutes.

April 2 0 . - To Repulse Harbor and back with empty sledge.
0
At 6.3 a. m. got up and proceeded to prepare breakfast; morning fine. At 10.3 a. m, started down0
stream with empty sledge, resolved to find out something definite. After proceeding half a mile the caftan
changed into a wide valley bordered by sloping hills which, at a little distance back, assumed the proportions of mountains. Passing the point of a hill, which hid the view ahead like a cape, the valley was seen
to continue on in a direction a little north of west until closed up entirely, apparently, by a low range of
hills. At 1r-45 a. m. we reached this place and found a narrow gap. I here delayed thirty minutes and ascended a hill, but could see little but another valley-like expanse ahead, which seemed to turn to the north.
In half an hour more we were opposite this opening to the north, and saw the floe-bergs lining the longlooked-for coast. On our right and left were low, sloping points about half a mile distant from each other;
behind us was a semi-circle of hills and mountains, a good way off, and before us a level delta of bare stones.
A few feet more in the elevation of the Polar Basin would make a bay of this place; it was doubtless the
bed of one sometime in the past. 1. r 5 p. m. reached the sea after a walk of about a mile over the" delta"
referred to, having left the sledge back. About one-half mile from the coast 1 found an old piece of driftwood about 6 feet [1.8m] long, 6 inches [ 152mm] wide, and 4 inches [ [02'""'] thick, pine or fir, apparently split
from the body or branch of a tree. It was partially buried. A sample preserved. While on the coast I
perceived, several miles to the west and quite near the coast, a dark spot that looked like a cairn, but having
been often deceived in cairn-like rocks, and not wishing to delay, I didn't visit it. At 2 p. m. started back
with sledge, and in r li hours of rapid traveling reached camp. Fox tracks noticed ell route. 6·35 p, m.,
after a lunch, Christiansen and I started up-stream.
At 6.35 p. m., after a lunch, Christiansen and I started up-stream again with empty sledge to nnd main
party and help them along. At 8.15 p. m. arrived near head of stream and found main party in camp just
about to eat breakfast, in which we joined them, and also replenished our own store of rations which had
run out entirely. At 10-4 P: rn. started down-stream again with a load from the man-sledges.
0
April2I.-At 12.4 a. m. reached camp and went to bed. Weather cold but clear and bright. At
0
0
Sergeant Brainard's camp it was - 39.0° [ - 39-4 C.].
Traveled about z5 miles; time en route, 14 hours, 10 minutes.

•
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EIGHTH MARCH FORWARD, LOST RIVER TO SEACOAST.

At 6,55 P: m. started from camp, taking half of the impedimenta now on hand, which made a very heavy
load. At 8'34 P: m. we reached the camp of main party, who had passed my camp and continued on down,
till just above the Gap. The upper part of this wide valley had some soft snow and the lower part a good
many bare places where the stones were exposed, so the traveling was bad. When I reached here a strong
wind down the valley had become a very disagreeable snow-storm. After relashing sledge Christiansen went
back after rest of load; I turned over to the main party that part of theirs which I had brought thus far.
I found the men all asleep. All were well, though a good deal worn by the hard work. At 11.35 P: m. left
with the main party to assist them till the Antoinette (the dog-sledge) overtook me. \Ve left one of the
small sledges back and advanced Nares some distance below the gap or gorge. In passing this place on
return for other sledge I met Christiansen and joined him again.
April 22.-The storm made traveling exceedingly uncomfortable, especially on return for second half of
load. One could hardly open his eyes or see anything when they were open. In course of time, however,
we got the first half-load to the east side of the entrance to the valley and reached it again with the other half
at 4 a.
\Ve were now near the coast, and the traveling seeming very good, I put on everything and started
ahead. \Ve followed the tracks of the main party, who, in the mean time, had passed by me, and, with the
storm at our backs, were getting along very well, when, all of a sudden, the sledge-runner broke down. It
had cracked from end to end. We were able, however, to get along with a few articles, having now a clear
ice-foot. At 6'30 a. m. reached a floe-berg ahead, in the lee of which the main party were endeavoring to
pitch their tent, by means of guy-ropes, a heavy banking of snow, &c. Despairing of making the A tent
stand, Christiansen and I pitched the little shelter tent and then got supper with the men. At 11.3° a. m. in
sleeping-bag with Christiansen, the little tent made smaller yet by the snow piled all around it, almost to the
top. While at supper some of the dogs thought it a good place to rest, and we returned to find the bag
covered with snow. Remained in the sleeping-bag the remainder of the day, missing supper prepared in the
large tent. The storm continued to rage till early in the morning of the 23d, when the wind ceased.
Proceeded 10 miles; time, about 6 hours. Traveled about 25 miles; time, I I hours and 35 minutes.

m.

NINTH MARCH, ALONG COAST TO· SNOW-SLOPES.

April 23.-At 2.30 a. rn. got up and crawled out. Woke those in the large tent. The dogs ate up
all the bacon left, about 20 pounds, and about half as much English beef during our sleep; it was packed
on the Nares and out of their reach, it was thought. I then sent Christiansen back for what was left behind
yesterday. During his absence we built a cairn and left in it two days' rations for the entire party and one
day's dog-food (a list appended).
. At 7. 15 a. m., Christiansen having returned, I started with the dog-sledge. The main party left at 7
o'clock. The broken runner had been patched up before starting, but I felt sure it had ~een its last day.
However, we got along for an hour when it gave way again. Leaving almost everything I proceeded ahead.
~nd overtook ~he Nares, Hall, and Hayes. I exchanged runners with the first-named sledge (its load was
~lghter .than mme) ~nd left. it to the ingenuity of Sergeant Elison to again patch up the broken runner,
If possible. All this occupied some time and then the men started ahead while Christiansen started baek for
load and I awaited his ret~rn. .On his return, everything was put on the dog-sledge and we proceeded en
route. At and beyond Drift Point the snow-slopes and soft snow were met with and it became necessary
to "double up"
.
d
b h
' b ught
. ' t. e., a vance y alf-loads, Some distance beyond the Point I overtook the men, TO
to a s~and.stlll by the mended runner giving way completely, beyond all redemption. I considered several
expedients, and finally, as the only alternative, lashed the two Hudson Bay sledges together and packed on
them the load of the Nares in a dditi
h .
. .
.
hi I . I added
I IOn to t err own, the seven men combining on this one ve IC e.
to the dog-sledge the old runner thus made.
.
At 2·45 p. m, re~ched a place where it was impracticable to go farther except on the floe. As this
involved some work III the rubble-ice adjoining, I sent Christiansen back for rest of load, while I went back
~ahelp th~ men. They only got along with great effort; the two sledges, lashed together and so loa~ed,
~ged like a harrow. \Ve reached the place just referred to and went into camp, about the same tl.me
cuttmg a route through the bbl .
b
...
k H n Chffs,
'.
ru e-ice near y. Our position was about a mile west of Blae
or
The tra~ehng this march was as already described, except that between Camp and Drift Point the route lay
over an Ice-foot covered lightly with hard snow.
Advanced 5 miles; time, about 4 hours.

Traveled I 5 miles; time, 8 hours, 30 minutes.
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TENTH MARCH, SNOW-SLOPES TO BLACK HORN CLIFFS.

April 24._Breakfast, 6 a. m. At 8 a. m. all started, each sledge leaving behind half its load-the
two Hudson Bay sledges separated from each other. Ehortly after starting we encountered rubble-ice which
required more or less TOad-making for half a mile. Opposite Black Horn Cliffs, and extending a short distance this side, was a clear, smooth floe of ice (formed last year I suppose), over which, with a heavy wind
on our backs, we made rapid progress. When opposite the farther end of the cliffs, and some distance from
shore, further advance was stopped by a considerable mass of rubble-ice. Unloading in the lee of a hummock I sent men and sledges back for what remained at last camp, and went forward nlone to find a route
to the shore and also examine a ravine some distance ahead which I thought might be Stanton Gorge. I
fouud a.route, somewhat circuitous, to the shore without much difficulty, and continued on over a smooth,
level floe (last year's), which extended half way to Gorge. The other half of the distance a good route was
which here commenced
found on a hard, gently sloping snow-slope inside the line of bergs and
to fringe the shore. I saw two ptarmigan in winter plumage along here. I found no cairn or provisions,
though I went half a mile beyond the Gorge. The violent wind made my return slow and very uncomfort·
able. At 3.3 P: m., got back to the hummock, and found Sergeant Brainard, Christianseu, and dog-sledge.
0
The others had
not yet returned. At 6 p. m. got everything to shore, the two Hudson Bay sledges coming
up with our last load. The men had encounterell a good deal of difficulty in walking back against the
head-wind, though I sent their sledges back on the dog-sledge. Pitched tents close to cliff and got to bed

hummo~ks

aboutAdvanced
9 or 10 p.6 m.
miles; time, about 5 hours.

Traveled

18

miles; time, about

10

hours.

ELEVENTH MARCH, BLACK HORN CLIHS TO REST GORGE.

At 4.4 a. m. Sergeant J ewell got uP to cook breakfast. Christiansen (Eskimo) complained of bein g
0 no breakfast; he certainly 100ke,1 so.
sick, and ate
I understood by his signs, in a vague way, that something
was the matter with his stomach. I delayed somewhat on his account, but then concluded to move on to
the gorge and there go into camp, delay twenty-four hours, and then send him back if still sick. At 9 a. rn.
started off; snowing. Christiansen managed to handle the whip, but had to ride on the sledge whenever it
was possible. We had some trouble in getting through some rough ice before reaching the snow-slope, but
reached the Gorge in about an hour, about 2Yz miles. Pitched my tent and put Christiansen in sleeping-bag;
a drink of whisky was the only medicine I gave him. Taking Sergeant Brainard I returned with dog-sledge
to our last camp and brought up the pemmican and after that another load, which, with what the Hudson
Ray sledges brought up, left nothing more. The two sledges, Hayes and Hall, were nOW almost worn out
and very hard to drag. Shortly after starting this morning the sun came out bright and warm and so continued; we took advantage of it to dry our clothes, &c. In the afternoon 1 sent Sergeants Ralston and
J ewell ahead to try and find the l<:nglish cache at Stanton Gorge. They were fortunate enough to find
it; the cairn stands on a hill of some elevation some distance back; and doesn't" show up" from the western
approach.
Advanced 2Yz miles; time,

I

hour.

Traveled 7 Yz miles; time, 3 hours.

TWEI,FTH MARCH, R'EST GORGE TO FRANKFIEU) BAY.

,

April 26.-At 2.3 a. rn, woke Jewell. Before starting we built a cairn here and left one day's rations
0
for the dogs, also everything in the way of clothing, foot-gear, &c., that could be
for entire party and one
spared. This was cache NO.2. Christiansen expressed himself as well and able to travel, though he didn't
eat much. At 6.45 a. m, entire party left camp. At 8 a. m. I reached Stanton Gorge with dog-sledge in
m
advance of the others. Sent Christiansen hack for rest of load, and the others soon coming along 0Sergeant
Ralston showed me the cache upon a hill or shoulder of the mountains, about a hundred feet \3 Jhigh.
This cache consisted of 4 rations, 56 pounds sweet pemmican, 10 pounds bacon, and a metal box contain0
ing the hard bread, potatoes, &c., also a can of rum which Sergeant Ralston had brought down to Rest
Gorge the previous day. I built up the cairn again and left a record of my movements to date, and took
the rations to the ice-foot convenient to the dog-sledge on its return, for I thought it desirable to take them
on to Cape Bryant. I then sent the main party on. At 10.40 a.m., Christiansen coming up, we continued
on with all the dogs could haul, reached Cape Stanton, crossed Hand Bay, and at 2. [5 P: m. overtook the.
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other sledges. I told the sergeant to continue on a certain distance, and, then camping, to return here for
my load, which I there took off, and went back to Stanton Gorge for what was left there, taking Sergeant
Ralston along in place of Christiansen who complained of his head. At 8. I 5 P: m, got back to camp of
main party, which was near Frankfield Bay opposite Mount Lowe. A beautiful day, calm and bright. The
route from last camp led us as far as Cape Stanton, inside a line of floe-bergs, on a snow-slope quite steep
in places but generally hard on the surface, and offering fair traveling. As an exception., however, it should
be stated that there is an ice-foot for some little distance at Stanton Gorge. The traveling over Hand Bay
was also quite good.
Advanced 9 miles j time, 5~ hours. Traveled 27 miles; time, 13 hours, 30 minutes
THIRTEENTH MARCH, MOUNT LOWE TO CAPE BRYANT.

Apn'l 27.-At 7 a. m., about, breakfast. Before starting I left one dais rations for entire party in
cache. At 8.25 a. m, started with dog-sledge, leaving half-load behind. Main party started at same time.
Traveling rather heavy (over snow-covered ice-foot). At 9.25 a. m, reached east shore of Frankfield Bay.
On the bay the snow was generally hard and good. From here the only route, or at least the best route,
forward was over the foot of a hill, the ascent rather steep and the slope quite so the snow on it had packed
hard and smooth. Continued forward till 9.45 a. m., when reaching the ice-foot, Christiansen and I threw
offload and started back for remainder met the men a few minutes after reaching the bay, and at 10.45 were
at last camp, getting back again to first half of load at noon. At 1.4 2 p. m. I reached farther side of an
indentation of the coast, which really deserves to be named. Here I sent Christiansen back again for first half
of load, and the men coming along one-fourth hour afterwards, I joined them and helped to pull; continued
with them about two hours, and then went back to where load was thrown off to await Christiansen's arrival,
in order to haul tent, &c., brought on, for I knew that when we reached Cape Bryant it would be too late
to go back without rest. I had told Sergeant Brainard to keep on till he reached the cape. I walked back
in just about one-third the time occupied in moving the sledges forward. I waited an hour before the dog.
sledge arrived. At 5.4 0 p. m, started en route again. Some hours after this I saw four ptarmigan and killed
three with the shotgun. Christiansen had some time before when by himself killed two with the pistol.
(This pistol had a wooden stock, similar to a gun's, fixed to it, and we habitually carried it on the sledge.)
At 8.Jo P: m. reached Cape Bryant. The others had not been in long. Sergeants Brainard and Ralston had been suffering from snow-blindness, and Private Frederick from a hurt knee. At 10.JO supper,
and an hour afterwards in sleeping-bag.
.
.
The traveling since leaving Frankfie1d Bay has been along a low fore shore, excepting two or three
indentations of the coast, where we crossed old floes. Along the shore we traveled over a snow-covered
ice-foot, or what is generally called an ice-foot, sometimes good and sometimes bad; never 'lxry bad. Over
the' floes referred to, it was generally quite fair. Weather very fine,
Advanced 15. miles; time,6 hours, 2 minutes. Traveled about 3 6 miles; time, 12 hours, 5 minutes.
AT CAPE BRYANT.

At 10.40 a. m, got up. After breakfast Sergeant Jewell and I ascended the hill or ridge just to the
s~u~h and got a good view of the country. Cape Britannia was dimly visible; later in the day it was quite
distinct :ven from near by the tents. The view is so well represented in Lieutenant Beaumont's journal
that I w111 not atte~lpt to describe it. Sergeants Brainard, Ralston, and Elison went along the coast to t~e
south to loo~ for ~leutenant Beaumont's cache or cairn, but were unsuccessful. They ascended a high cliff
some five miles distant, and got a good view of the floes, and reported that the route ahead looked very
good. I made no further efforts to find the cache, principally for want of time. I had kept a good lo~k
out en route here, and felt prett~ sure t~lat no cairn could be found readily. After my return from the hill
the .re~t of the day was spent in makmg preparations, &c., for further advance. Late in the day I sent
Chnstlan~en back for what was left behind yesterday

Aprtl 29·-Personally ins~ected the two Hudson Bay sledges, and was confirmed in the declaration of
all the men that they were entirely unserviceable for further use. One I cut up and made slats of for the
do~~sledge, the other was repaired s~fficiently to carry the constant weights of Sergeant Linn's party on
their return to B?at ~a~p. After this I built a cairn on the slope of a hill, perhaps a quarter mile from the
shore, and depos1ted inside the forty English rations, all our own that were surplus, the gun, &c., and every~
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thing I thought we could do without. I also left a record. Sergeant Brainard suffered severely from snow'
blindness during the <lay, and had to remain in the tent. During my stay at Cape Bryant a strict adherence
to the ration was not observed. I gave Sergeant Linn a dozen pounds of the English beef and some sugar,
tea, &c., fearing the rations left in cache (four days) might not be sufficient. Moreover, the meat left in
cache consisted entirely of hme.juice pemmican (very much disliked by all). The dog-sledge being now
the only means of a,lvance, I selected Sergeant Brainard to accompany Christiansen and myself, and made
up a hst of seventy.five rations, sufficient for twenty·five days' absence from Cape Bryant, viz:
Pounds.
0

Pemmican (lime-juice). 35 rations
-Musk-meat (frozen in tins), 25 ratiQns __-- ..
Canned meats (sausage and English beef), 15 rations _---

n _ - n __ - - _

u n - ---- -- n

-

-

__

d- -

-

-.- -

-

4
34

."--

-------n---------------------n--n--------

n

17

---------

Beans, Boston, baked _------------------------------- ..-------- -------------------.-Potatoes, evaporated
-_-- - - - - - - - - -- - - -' -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- Cranberry sauce (3 cans) .', .. '.""
Tea, 30 rations. __
Chocolate, 25 rations___•
- - -- - --- --- -- --- - - ..-- - ----- - - , ' u ' _, •••• , '

u

Suga' .

__

" ..

--' --.

--.- --

.

Lime.juke (r,o,.,' in cakes) __
,
Hard bread _ • __.. -Milk
__• __
. __• __
Alcohol
-

- ' . . . . -- --

•

,"

-- , . , . , "

.-- .--

--

----- .. -. -._
__
__'.' .,"__'
".--. -u

--

Total __• __

•• •

"

•• -

u

--'

--

--

,

3
'0

_u --

--.-- .. ,"
,
- - - - .. - ----

'J1

-u

60
,'''
29

.. -.

- -" - -- -- ---.• --. --.....
------ ..~ _.. ---.-~-------

---

S
4>"

••• ,

- - - - -- . . - - - - . --

-- . . - - " -

19

--"7 J1

-...

The constant weights, &c., consisted of I A tent, poles and pins, • sleeping·bags (I buffalo and I dog'
skin), I cooking lamp, [ rubber blanket, [ ax, I spade, I hatchet, I pistol, I sextant, I sledge-runner (extra),
r shelter tent, I small cooking lamp (extra), • pair snow-shoes, I catch-all bag, containing ammunition,.cups,
plates, spoons, sounding line and lead, brush, record c.ses, tin funnel, Ineasure·cup, chopl,ing-boald, &c.;
l'uundr..

3 clothes bags (individual weights given elsewhere):
)

Total constant weights -- --- - -- - --. ---- ------------ -- ---- ---- -. -- ------ ---- - - ---Dog-pemmican (3 sacks), 300 pounds; weight of sledge Antoinett!, 80 pounds --------.--- .
Total amount drawn by 8 dogs __ • __. "...

---

........ -- ••" " " -. --.-- -- -- .. - - .•

FOURTEENTH MARCH, LEFT CAPE BRVANT, OPPOStTE TO

ST. GEORGE'S

176
380

83

7

J1

FlORI'.

Sergeant Linn and party left on return to Boat Camp, I gave him written orders
At 4. [8 P: m, ('9
th) send three of his party to Fort Conger to report my progress while he awaited
to return there, and thence
further instructions. At 4.47 P: m. I left with dog·sledge, Sergeant Brainartl and Christiansen (Eskimo)
taking a course towards Cape May. The weather continued delightful. Found the floes quite hard and
level, interrupted only by occasional low, detached hummocks over wbich the drifted snow made our pro·
gress very satisfactory. When nearly opposite Dragon Point, however, the snow crust seemed to weaken
and the sledge frequently sank to the slats, requiring our united exertions to move it.
ApriI30.-At I a. m. camped opposite Dragon Point, the dogs being much exhausted by such a heavy
usual. At 4 a. rn. finished
load. The clearest day I have yet seen; no wind. Temperature lower than 8m
supper. At 4. a. m. thermometer, _ I ' [ - 18.3° C.); barometer, '9·35 \74 5·4 '"j. H alt. during march
20 about thirty minutes in all, Lieutenant Beaumont's sketches and descriptions of this
for relashing, &c.,
section very good, as well as I could judge by the eye. At 4-50 a. m, went to bed.
Advanced 16 miles in 8 hours an d 13 minutes, Traveled 16mi les in 8 hour. and I 3 minutes,
FIFTEENTH MARCH, OPPOSITE BEAUMONT FIORD.

At 1.05 p. m, thermometer, _6° [_21. , ° C.}; minimum, since last read, -'4' [-'5.6° C.]; barom
0
eter, 29.4
Weather very fine; 10.05 a. m., lamp lighted; 2 p. m. breakfast. At 3.4 p. m,
22
0
thermometer,
_ 0.50 [-r8.• o C.}; barometer, '9. 4° \H6.75'""']· At 5. p. m. started with full load.
From 6.07 to 6.25 P: m, stopped to double up, i. e., left half of load. From 7·45 to 7·55 p. m. stopped
to rest; it requires our united exertions to get along. At 8.5 6 P: m. level floe; stopped by hummock; sent
Brainard and Christiansen back for rest of load while I proceeded to take a number of compass sights;

[746'75m",~.

•

,
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results' very unsatisfactory, there being differences of 10° in the same bearing. Judging that when sledge
returned it would be time to camp I pitched tent and made preparations for supper; I ( p. m., thermometer,
0
24°; [-4.4° C.]; barometer, 29.38 I74 6. 24 mm] ; thermometer in tent, 26° [ - 3'3 C.]~
May I.-At I a. m..thermometer, 21° [-6.1° C.]; barometer, 29.47 [748.s2mml; sky somewhat cloudy.
at r.05 a. m. dog-team returned; at 3/10 a. m. supper; thermometer, IS° [-9'4° C.J; barometer, 29.47
[748.S2mmJ. Weather pleasant during past twenty-four hours; overcast but only moderately so. The drag.
ging very heavy and fatiguing; snow sometimes knee deep, the sledge coming to a stand-still repeatedly. On
these occasions the dogs complacently sit on their haunches and observe the operation of pulling it out,
which falls to us. After dropping half the load the traveling seemed to improve, due, possibly, to a slight
change of direction, which brought us on a line with Cape Britannia. Sergeant Brainard is almost or
quite over his snow-blindness. We found the lime-juice pemmican very unsatisfactory and eat it only with
great reluctance. Cape Britannia very distinct ; due, probably, to the remarkable refraction of the atmosphere. Beaumont Island presented the appearance of an island on top of another, the first inverted. At
4.15 a. m, turned in.
Advanced 6 miles in 3 hours and 34 minutes. Traveled 18 miles in 7 hours and 43 minutes.
SIXTEENTH MARCH, ARRIVED OPPOSITE CAPE MAY.

At 1.30 p. m, cook (myself) arose. English beef for breakfast; 2-45 breakfast ready; the cooking
occupied I hour and 10 minutes. Used more by half than the ration of alcohol. At 3. 20 thermometer,
29'5° (-1.4° C.]; barometer, 29.46 [748.27mm]. Slight breeze from SW.; sky clear; at 4.25P' mstarted from camp with everything; 4.43 to 5.04 p. ru. stopped to double up after repeated" stalls"; 6. I 8 to
6'3 0 stopped to rest. Sent Brainard back to await return of sledge. At 7. 11 to 7. 27 stopped at an old floeberg and, taking off load, sent sledge back for remainder. Character of the ice better, so that I determined
to try hauling everything at once. The floes in sight very large, broken at long intervals with ranges of low
hummocks, isolated mounds scattered here and there, all covered with snow. The floes in places are slightly
undulating; at 7.4 8 p. m., thermometer, - 1°[- 18'3° C.]; barometer, 29.375 (74 6. 1 JItHTI]. In sun ten minutes
later, thermometer, 7.5 [- 13. 6 C.]. Light wind from N E.; weather clear. At 9.4 0 p. m. thermometer,
_1° [-18'3° C.]; barometer, 29.32 [744.7 I mm ] . Very slight breeze; a little overcast; at 10 p.m. sledge
returned with rest of load; I7G hours in coming, and twenty-two minutes afterwards we started with everything. Proceeded thus till 11.23, when it was necessary to throw off half the load. Left Brainard behind
with it.

. Ma)' 2.-At I a. m. reached an immense unbroken floe opposite Cape May. At 2.5 1 a. m. reac~ed
line of low, hummocky ice extending across my route, and at 3. 13 Christiansen, having assisted me in pitchmg
the tent, started back, I during his absence preparing supper. At 6.35 a. m. dog-sledge reached camp with
secon~ half of load. At 9 a. m. thermometer in tent, 25° [ - 3'9° C.]; barometer, 29.4 0 [74 6.7 5Dl m ] . ~he
travelmg much better than yesterday; weather fine, bright and calm. We are hardly more than five miles
from Cape May. The large floe last referred to extended north as far as I could see. Supper consisted
of tea, lime-juice pemmican, hard bread and a stew (?) of beans and cracker dust; the allowance of alcohol
only sufficed to melt .the .ice and warm the water; the stew was cold. At 9. 15 a. m, turned in.
Advanced 12 miles III 6 hours and 45 minutes. Traveled 30 miles in 14 hours and 10 minutes.
SEVENTEENTH MARCH, ON FLOE WEST OF STEPHENSON ISLAND.

At 3 p. m. Brainard got up to cook breakfast. At 4 p. m. breakfast. The alcohol not sufficient; tea
only :arm and. s:t:w co:d; the tea gave each I3Iz pints, thermometer, -4.4 [_20.2° C.]; in sun, 22°
6
[-5. CJ ',Mll1Imum since la~t read, 9° [-12.8° C.J. Barometer, 29.35 [74S.48mmJ. 'Veathercal~ and
clear. Dldn. t sle~p much; Bramard had the same experience.' The Eskimo invariably snores two 111lllutes
~ter composmg himself for rest. At 5'35 p. m. thermometer, 8,5 0 [ _ 13. 1° C.]; barometer, 29.3 2 [744.711DII:].
az~ and calm. To?k a number of compass bearings of prominent points, very carefully, and was dis~PPolllted to find the instrument no better than before. I had spent some time yesterday in trying to mend
It. There seems to be a want of magnetism. At 6,5 2 p. m, started with full load. From 8.09 to 8.20 p. 111.
stopp~d to rest-:-20 standing hauls since starting. From 8'57 to 9. 10 p. m, stopped to double up. Dogs
very tired. Brainard remained behind with half-load. From 10.16 to 10.3 8 stopped to rest. Attempted a
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sketch of Stephenson Island-an island to al\ appearance from here. Saw wolf and fox tracks going north
some distance back. Noticed a line of hummocky ice extending from Beaumont Island in the direction of
Cape May. Donbled up just in time, the traveling since, up to this spot, being soft and deep, sometimes
uearly up to the knees. At 10.45 p. m. came to a crack in the ice which seemed to follow the line of hummocky ice referred to. This crack when first met was the length of a tent pole in width, and full of free water
and sludge about 2 feet [610 ......], as I remember, below the level of the edge of the ice. Following it south
a few hundred feet we found two or three cracks to cross, but only 2 feet [610"""], or a little more, wide, so
there was no difficulty in crossing. This place was at the intersection (approx.) of a line from Cape Britannia
to Cape Bryant with another between Cape May and Beaumont Island. At I LOS, this being a good oppor.
tunity to get the depth, I sent Christiansen back for Sergeant Brainard and the load, the lead and line not

;

beingMay
with3.me.
1, 7 a. m. dog-team back again.
The dogs always travel much faster going back or
0
forward over aAt
trail. Selecting a good spot I gave Sergeant Brainard the line; it ran out its full length without touching bottom. I then attached, in succession, four coils of seal thong, a long piece of rope, and,
finally, Christiansen's whip-all with the same result, no bottom. Having nothing now left hut the traces of
the dogs we began drawing the line back, while considering if these should be risked. I had attempted to
measure it exactly by arm-lengths as it went down, but found this inconvenient, and decided to wait till we
got it all out. We drew out the whip and part of the rope, when the latter suddcnly parted, and, of course,
the rest was lost. The rope was about one-half inch [13"""] in diameter, and would hardly be thought the
first part of the line to give way. The approximate length of line below surface is as follows: Rope,
2 including whip, '4 feet [45"']; 4 coils thong, 240 feet [73"']; 4 pieces twine-each 108 feet [33"'1 = 43 feet
r13 '" ] ; . total, 8208 feet [250'"]. Weigh t of lead, 6 pounds. Thus, besides th e loss of the line, all further
2
attempts
were ell
prevented.
At 2ata. sounding
m. proceeded
route with half-load. In the course of one-quarter hour crossed a narrow line
or belt of low hummocks seemingly parallel to that by the ice crack. After this was an immense level floe
which extended to the right and left and ahead as far as I could see; it was diffIcult to see the smallest
break or unevenness in its great expanse. At 3 a. m. met a little mound of snow-ice which, as it saved the
melting of snow for water, I camped alongside of, and twenty minutes afterwards Christiansen started hack to
25
Sergeant Brainard and rest of load. At 4-46 a. m, dog-sledge returned. At 7.
a. m. thermometer (in
1
tent), 36,50 [2.5° C.]; outside, 26.50 [- 3. 1 0 C. J. Barometer, 29·43 [747.5 mrn ]. Very clear, with slight breeze

from Advanced
south.
8 miles in 4 hours and 7 minutes; traveled 20 miles in 9 hours and 54 minutes.
EIGHTEENTH MARCH, ON FLOE SOUTHWEST OF CAPE BRITANNIA.

At 4. 5 P: m. the usual trouble with the alcohol; used a little extra. Have changed the order of lime1
juice pemmican
ami meat, and will have the latter after getting into camp (supper), the former at breakfast
hereafter.
Island,
Bearings from this camp: Beaumont Island, SSE.; Cape Britannia, SE. by S.; Stephenson
2'
SW. by S.; Cape May, NW. by W. (an magnetic). At 5.30 p.m. thermometer, [9" [-7. C.]; harometer,
29.47 [74
mm J; moderate wind from west.
At 6. lOP· rn. started with fun load.
2 to 7.4 p. m. stopped to rest; snow very soft. :From 8.28 to 8·35 p. m. stopped again at a
From8.57.3
2
0 hummocky
line of very low
ice, which sweeps in a curve to the northwest on one hand, and on the other to
the southwest, toward Cape May. The /IDe we now saw before us was an unbroken expanse of level snow,
and seemed to continue thus and occupy the whole space betwecn Beaumont and Stephenson Islands and
Cape Britannia, reminding me very much of the plains of the West. Crust quite hard and firm, enahling
us to carry everything at once. At 9.35 P: m, intersection of route with a line hetween Beaumont and
Stephenson Islands. From to.07 to 10.28 P: m. stopped to rest; snow soft. From I [,05 to I [.20 stopped
to throw off half-load. Sergeant Brainard remained behind.
May 4.- 2.55 a. m. hop",I to reach Cape Britannia this march, but it coming on to snow, and the
Attired, J stopped and pitched tent. At 3.09 a. m. Christiansen started back with empty sledge.
dogs being very
At 4.3 a. m. thermometer, 8.5 0 \_13'[° C.]; harometer, 29.57 [75 r.<6 ......]; overcast with light snow.
0
2.33.0",].
62
At 7 a. m, thermometer, 27° [- 2.8" C.]; barometer. 29. [75
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At 7. 1 0 lighted lamp, seeing sledge approaching. At 8 a. m. sledge arrived. Alcohol i~sufficient again,
and again encroached on the small surplus brought along to make up for leakage or accidents, At 9·55
a. m. turned in.
Advanced 14 miles in 7 hours and 51 minutes; traveled 30 miles in 13 hours and 50 minutes.
NINETEENTH MARCH, REACHED CAPE BRITANNIA.

At 3 p. m. called Brainard to cook. At 4.45 p. m. breakfast; temperature in tent, 40° [4·4° C.]. At
5.45 P: rn, thermometer (column separated); barorneterac.ari [74 8. z7 m m ] ; very calm and perfectly clear.
The dogs, during our sleep, got at the pemmican, which was buried as usual under the sledge, and ate two
and one-half days' allowance. At 6.20 p. m. started with everything. The traveling very good over hard
snow and near shore over small, undulating surface of ice.
At 7.53 P: m. reached Cape Britannia. The line of demarcation between the floe and the shore ice
was very slight, and only indicated by one or more indistinct cracks. After pitching the tent on the ice-foot
we proceeded to build a cairn 20 or 30 yards {I$ill or 27m ] above, on the side of a little ravine, just below the
cliff. The cairn is about 7 feet [2'"] high. In it I deposited a record of my journey to date, also five days'
rations, three days' dog-food, the extra sledge-runner, shelter tent, little lamp, and the two pairs of snow-shoe~.
The last three articles were brought along in case the snow east of Cape Bryant was too deep to allow the
dog-sledge to travel at all, &c. After ascending the cape I judged we could get along without them. After
this I took an observation for latitude. This and subsequent observations for latitude are to be found
annexed. Christiansen came in with a ptarmigan; it had commenced to change its plumage; some of the
feathers were black.

Coast of fiord east of Stephenson Yd.

May 5.-[ a. m., thermometer, ZO ( - 16'7° C.]; barometer, 29.52 [749.79 m m ] ; calm.
Sergeant Brainard and I started for the top of the cape, or mountain it might properly be called. We
followed the water-course referred to; the ascent was quite steep, with several intermediate crests or ridges,
each seeming from below to be the top. At 2.35 a. m. reached the summit. At 2.43 a. m. thermometer,
14.5 f-9'7° C.]; barometer, 29.32 [744.7 1 mill]. Windy. \Ve were apparently on an island; its most northern limit ended in a bold headland a half-dozen miles distant. Away to the northeast, or a little south of
it, was a bold headland, some IS or 20 miles off, the termination of a promontory or island stretching to.the
north. Between it and me were the projecting capes of three similar bodies of land farther to the right, all
separated by great fiords stretching to the south and overlapping one another so that -little could be seen to
the south of them but a confused mass of snow-covered peaks. Glancing round towards the north and
west the eye rested on nothing but the ice-pack till Beaumont Island was reached. After that the mountains near Cape Bryant. Stephenson Island is evidently an island; for the opening of a fiord that separates it
from Cape May can be seen, and on its east is an immense fiord running to the south. The two fiords are
(to all appearances) connected. Noland visible at the head of the large one. To the east of this the coast
trends off towards the southeast, forming, with the south side of the Britannia coast an immense funnel ending
in a fiord. All to the south is an indistinct mass of snow-covered mountains. ' We built a cairn on the
summit and deposited a record; cairn about 6~ feet [2 m ] high. Height of cape, as indicated by barometer,
m
1,950 feet [594 ] . Got back to camp at 4.50 a. rn. At 5 a. m. thermometer, 12° [ _ I1.l o C.]; barometer;
29.4 8 [744. I 8 mm] . ~aw. several hare tracks ?n side of the mountain. At 5.5 0 a. m. turned in.
.
Advanced 4 miles in I hour, and 30 minutes. Traveled 4 miles in I hour, and 3 0 minutes.
TWENTY-NINTH MARCH, FROM CAPE BRITANNIA TOWARDS BLACK CAPE.

Bearing of bluff farthest ahead by little compass, E. (mag.).
.
At 7·05 p. m., breakfast finished and everything ready, we started, traveling at first over ice-foot of clear
Ice, afterw~rds on level floe near :hore, the undulating " blue-top " ice of which was exposed in many places.
The traveling excellent; everything at one load. Saw some fox and hare tracks. At 9. 08 p. m. reached the
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cape farthest to the north [Cape Frederick], and came in sight of the distant headland seen from summit,
Stopped to relash runners. We traveled at a trot almost all the way here, at least
miles an hour.
During the delay of the sledge I went out on the floe to the north to take hearing of the headland just
referred to, but ten (10) 0bservations with the prism at ic com pass d iffered so wide!Ythat I liecid ed to depend
altogether on my pocket compass. The hearing by this was SE. (mag.). While out here I saw the tidecrack, evidently a continuation of the one orossed west of Ca pe Britannia. My attention was first attracted
to it on stopping the sledge, when we all heard a low, droning sound as of moving ice. No ice in motion
was seen, however. At lOp. m. sledge mended, and we started again. In rounding the cape we had excel.
lent traveling on last year's ice; it continued some distance beyond and reached to the north several hundred
yards from shore. From North Cape [Cape Frederick] the tide·crack continued towards Black Ca pe, curving to the right ell route, It was plainly marked by a line of heaped.up, hummocky ice, and by being the
line separating the smooth and generally level floes inside from the rough pack without. 1 took a course a
little to the right of Black Cape, towards Ridge [Elison] Island, and soon found myself on an old floe with
a gently undulating surface. The crust at first was quite hard hut afterwards became soft, and progress slow.
All inside the ice.crack seems one unbroken floe of smooth, level snow assuming an undulating surface in
most places near the ice-crack, caused by ranges of hummocky ice covered with snow·drift.

3}~

Coast ahead from camp beyond Britannia.

6"
At 12.50 thermometer. 7· 5" [-13. C.];
barometer, 29.37 [74S.98mm]; calm and clear. Heard the noise as of moving ice again. Christiansen went
out to tide-crack, where there was a large pool of open water, to look for seal; he saw none. " Ritenbenk"
ate np the ptarmigan shot at Cape Britannia. Cape Britannia is evidently on an island. What appeared
to be a point indicating a channel on its south side was quite plain. The fiord at whose mouth we camped
ran to the southeast or south an immense distance; no land visible at its head. In this direction, but
hardly more than ro miles off, a fiord ran-o r seemed to-in a direction generally parallel to our course and
to make islands of the land on the right of our course. At 2 a. m. supper, and after an observation all

May 6.-At r 0.12 a. m. camped among the hummocks.

turned in at 3.20 a. m.
Advanced 11 miles in 4 hours, 13 minutes.

Traveled 5 hours,S minutes.

TWENTY-FIRST MARCH, -:-- TO RABBIT l'OINT [CAPI;:' BEN}.:"']

r

At 9.45 a. m, got up and went out to take observation. At r r .30 breakfast; morning very8m,"
bright and
0
clear; some wind. At r , 20 P: m. thermometer, 22.5" [- 5_3 C.] ; barometer, 29·37 \74S·9
[. Light
wind from south. At 1.4 p. m, started with everything. At 2.r 8 P: m, saw some pools of open water at
0
tide-crack, which we now found ourselves quite near. Stopped ten minutes. The crack is here over8 S°
wide and covered with new ice, except where broken by these pools or lanes. From .,.3 to
yards [4
6m] opposite north end of Ridge [Elison] Island. Its west side extends N W. and SE. From 4· 54
3.4 stopped
to 5.09 P: m, stopped to make hasty sketch. At 6.10 P: m., opposite Snow [Markham] Island;
a narrow
24
'
fiord seems to separate this island (?) from the land to the east of it. From 7,15 to 7. P: rn, reached
sl.'0re under Blue Cape. Saw fox tracks. Bearing?f coast to the south WSW. (mag.), and of Hlack Cape
ENE. (rnag.), Continned on towards latter, and Instead 0f ha vIII g a short dIStance, and that alon g coast
another bay or fiord was found to intervene. Blue Cape is evi,iently part of an island. From 8,35 to 9·°3
p. m, reached Black Cape and stopped. A great many tracks of foxes, hares, and lemmings along here.
We aim discovered some old marks on the ice-foot. which Christiansen said were" narsook " (bear). Ice
very much piled up, indicating great pressure. Ahead. and slightly to the north of a line joining
Cape
[Cape Frederick] and Black Cape, stands out another dark headland (DL,tant Cape).
but
more to the right, are several channels or fiords. Towards the first of these we traveled on an ice-foot- first
through deep, soft snow for some distance, but afterwatds on almost clear ice. Following the slight indentation of the coast we passed a dark, rocky bluff, and at 10 P: m. reached the first opening, which, to all

No~th
Inter~ed'"te,
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appearances, is a Lay about as deep as wide. At 11.20 p', m. reach:d east si(~e of bay, resting five minutes
en route, traveling fair, and at 11.33 p. m, reached Rabbit Cape [Cape Benet], where we camped. Had
intended camping at Distant Cape, but it still looked as distant as ever, or rather as near, but no nearer, and
was separated from us by a wide fiord. Shortly after getting to camp Christiansen wounded a hare, but it
required a vigorouschase of all hands to catch him; there was no more ammunition at hand. '
Alay 7.-At 2.10 a. m, supper finished; 2.55 a, m, thermometer, 22,5 0 [ - 5'3 0 C.]; barometer, 29.30
[744.211110']; clear and fair; slight wind from the west. At 3 a, m, turned in.
Advanced I7 miles in 8 hours, 43 minutes. Traveled 9 hours, 53 minutes.
TWENTY-SECOND MARCH, RABBIT POINT {CAPE

BENET]

TO

Low

POINT.

At 6 p, m, cook arose, Sergeant Brainard, who did all the cooking after leaving Cape Britannia; Christiansen and I helping in chopping ice, &c.; 7 p. m., breakfast. I had intended getting up at 9 for meridian
observation, but it commenced snowing during our sleep. Determined there to remain in camp and institute
a habit of starting just before midnight (Washington time) in order that the observations would not interfere with sleep. At 9 p. m. thermometer, 16° [-8'9° C.]; barometer, 29.28 [743.7 o m m [ ; minimum since
last observation of thermometer, 10° [-U.2°C.]; snowing; no wind; 10.45 p. m., thermometer, -15.5°;
[ -9. 2 ° C.]; barometer, 29.z8 [743.7omm]; calm; still snowing. Built a cairn near shore; left in it three days'
rations and dog-food (scarce one day's alcohol). Saw two ptarmigan, and hit one of them but it escaped.
At 11.15 p. m, broke camp. In a few minutes we found ourselves beyond the hummocky ice which seems
heaped up against all these capes, and on the level surface of another bay or channel [Mascart Inlet], which
of the two could not be determined on account of the falling snow.
Aftl)' 8.-At 12.15 to I2.zS a. m. stopped alongside of a solitary hummock to rest; snow soft and deep
and traveling laborious. This hummock or berg looks as though it had been there for ages. Between 1.30
and 1.45 a. m. reached farther shore some ways up the fiord. Snow deeper than before, and near shore, under
the ice, were cracks in which I would every now and then plunge, thigh deep; the worst traveling experienced
since leaving the Brevoort Peninsula. I walked ahead of the sledge to encourage the dogs. We were disappointed in finditlg a route inside the hummocky ice near shore and had to keep on the outside for some
distance, when, getting over this barrier with a little more than the usual amount of pulling and pushing, a
practicable route was found inside, though the snow was deep and there were several bad places, steep
gra<?es,
\Ve rounded .the cliffs ~t 3.10 a. m., and saw Distant Cape still ahead and another inlet ~nter~
verung, I he snow on this was quite good. I presume this to be a bay, though, like all these bodies 0
water, there were so ~lany overlapping points at its southern extremity that I couldn't be sure. A~ 3.52
a: m, reached farther SIde and traveled along a good ice-foot quite rapidly, and at 4,06 a. m. reached DIstant
C.ape,,~ grand headland of dark-looking rocks forming a huge cliff. Far in advance, in the same genera~
directIon:
loomed up another headland, for which we started at 4.33 a. m. At 4-25 thermometer, I7'~
0
[_8.1 C.]; barometer, 29'3.2 [744.71",mJ. Snowing lightly; sun dimly visible through clouds. Immediately before us ,was another mlet, and at the extremity of its eastern coast a dark cliff (apparently a promontory), Learmg S. (mag.), Just to its left was a low point of land, very obscure on account of the snow:
5·4 ~-56 a,.' ,m".reach~d farther shore near the clift referred to. Snow so thick as to blot out the land left
behind, I he inlet Just crossed seemed a bay, as well as I could judge from what I saw of its shores. The
surface was hard, much of it what we call "blue-top" floe, and afforded good traveling. "Ask-him," one
of the dogs, seemed quite lame•

&::

. "At ,6'17 a. m, reached a low, shelving point of land (Low Point). The traveling from the cliffr.; here,
\\h1C,h.\\ e thought would be good, proved just the reverse; deep snow all the way, interrupted only by stones
on which the, sledge-runners grated; everything obscured or hid by the snow. Could see no land beyon~
the fiord which we had now
. 1 1
.J b ' .
'
I fter thIS
' . ,
reac lee, ann, emg very tired, made an early camp. Short y a
Brainard suddenly exclaimed that he. saw an island. I went up on the hill near by and saw to the northeast, apparently. off ~he ~arther side of the fiord, a detached cliff .(seemingly detached). My little pocket
0
cgompass gave Its direction S. 60 E. (mag.), estimating the degrees. Distant Cape NNVI. (mag.). Alt
'I d we ate ha f
,3° a. m, thermometer 28° r :2 0 C ] B
,-.2 . arometer, 29-42 [747. 2 Sm m ] . Supper just finis ie - ..
bbi
h
t e ra It In a stao: suppo d t b
k 1
bl however.
..
se 0 e coo eo, but quite cold and raw. It was very palata e,
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Brainard and I very tired after this march; we both remarked a frequent feeling of lassitude and weakness 01
late, due probably to the warm weather. At r L30 a. m, turned in, after taking an observation for latitude.
Ativanced

12

miles in 6 hours,

I

minute.

Traveled 7 hours,

TWENTY-THIRD MARCH,

Low

POINT TO

2

minutes.
)loCKET BAY.

22
At 6.20 p. m. cook arose (Sergeant Brainard). At 6 p. m, lhermometer, 10" 1_. . " C.]. Barometer,
29.4 [74
]. Weather overcast, with wind from the west and slight snow. Sun dim Iy visillle.
0At 7.6.75"'00
P: m, breakfast of dog pemmican, after which 1 took an ollServation, or rather allemptc't1 to.
25m. clouely, with wind from the west and drifting snow. At ...20 p. m. left camp.
At rO.5 p.
0
ld<ly 9.-;The traveling over the inlet [Jewell Inlet] was quite gooel, there being much hard snow and
blue-top ice. Delayed eight minutes about the middle of the bay to catch a lemming that was 15
running
along on the surface of the snow. At 1.53 a. ru. reached farther side of bay-if hay it is-anel at 2. a. m,
reached Cape Surprise [Ramsey]; a little beyond we stopped twenty-four minutes for lunch of lime·juice
pemmican. The land trended more and more to the south again, ami on further side w;cs anolher point
(Cape WijkanderJ bearing SF:. by S. (mag.), appearing from present position like a dome-capped island.
Intermediate was another hay or channel, which of the two I could not determine on account of the snow.
The traveling and its surface was fair. At 4. r5 a. m. reached farther side under a line of high, grand cliffs,
Was delighted to find an ice-foot of smooth ice, clear of snow, on which the dogs drew the sle.lge at a trot.
At 4.5 a. m, stopped to take observation, but after spending some time in fruitless endeavor, on account of the0 heavy wind and drifting snow, J gave it up in elisgust. The coast we were following seemed I!"
trend so much to the south tllat I feared we were going up some fiord, ami so resolved to camp and await
the clcarin g up of the weather-in the mean time getting a meridian observation if possible. Walked aheai I,
opposite a break in the cliffs which lets in a little bay, to find a place where the lent would stand.
At 6 a. m, the sledge came up and we camped. At 8.30 a. m, supper flllished. We traveled all day.
orm
(or night rather) in the midst of a high, west wind and driving snow-sl
extremely disagreeable. At 9
a. m, thermometer, r20 [-Il.l° C.]. Barometer, 29.46 [748.27"''''J· High wind, with snow. Sun invisible
altogether.
Advanced 17 miles in 5% hours; traveled 6 hours, 4° minutes.
TWENTV->'OURTH MARCH, POCKET BAY TO SHOl'; [MARY MURRAY] !sJ.AIW.

At 8'5 P: m. attempted an observation, hut the sun looked like a grease spot, and J succeeded poorly.
Some time 0was thus occupied, and afterwards in breakfasl, straining mere ury, &c. Morn ing cloud y; the
wind greatly subsided. "Ritenbenk" stole rabhit out of lent while we were asleep (the remaining half], but
I woke up just in time to get out doors and save enough for a meal. He was lying down, eating it very deliberate1y,
other dogs
on.camp, and, reaching farther side of Little Bay, followed along under the
Maythero.-At
LOSlooking
a. m, left
cliffs on a very good ice-foot; from 1. 55 to 2.20 a. rn, stopped and built a small cairn on a low, flat piece
of ground between ice-foot and a line of hills some distance hack. Traveling very good, hut werther bad.

,

The coast-line was pretty straight, but had a general trend to the right (south).
From 3.
to 4.
stopped and took observation, the sun being dimly visihle. Ahead, some miles
r
8
25
along the coast, was another cape [Mohn], sloping back to a mounuin [Mt. H. S. G:lrdinerJ. To the
left oblique, dimly visible, was a cliff bearing southeast (mag.). Nothing could be seen between the two.
and, shortly after starting, the cliff ahead disappeared and I had to resort to the compass-no unusual thing
in crossing these fiords, but annoying as one is never certain of his course. However, the traveling was
good, and at 7. r 5 a. m. we reached the cliff [Cape Hoffmeyer] which formed the entrance to the fiord [De
Long Fiord], bay, or channel we had jnst crossed. From 7. 20 to 8.06 a. m. stopped for a lunch of pemmi.
can; built a cairn under the grand line of cliff" and proceeded along over a very fine ice-fool, everything
very much obscured hy the driving snow. From 8.47 to 8.55 a. m. suddenly saw a small [Mary Murrayl
island to the left oblique, bearing sE.lmag.). Ahead the line of cliffs seemed to end or turn at a cape
ween
[Cape Neumayer] bearing S. (mag-). There was no ridge of ice bel
the ice foot and the floe, and
leaving the latter we traveled half-way across very fast, over blue-top ice, with a strong wind from the we-st.
From 9.
to 9.45 a. m, saw the sun very indistinctly through the c10llds and stopped for ohservation,
15
getting down
in lee of the sledge. proceeding again, we traveled over hard snow. The island had disappeared from sight, but presently reappeared, and at ro.r5 a. m. we re:lched its northwest end. The
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island [Mary Murray] is a narrow, rocky ridge, projecting a few. hundr~d feet above the level of the ice, its
top inaccessible but in a few places. Followed down farther side of Island, but could sec no land in any
direction, that we had left having also disappeared. At 10.30 a. m. reach~d southeast end of [Mary Murray]
island, which lay like a ship at anchor with respect to the wind. Here we were much protected from the
wind, and there being no chance of proceeding farther we pitched tent and camped. At 10'38 a. m.Jamp
lighted for supper; at J Z, noon, supper. Determined to lie over here till the storm moderated, finding it
very severe to travel in, and to eat at as long intervals as possible in order to save rations. At 3.07 p. m,
went to bed.
Advanced 22 miles in 6 hours, 41 minutes; traveled 9 hours, 25 minutes.
AT SHOE [MARY MURRAY] ISLAND.

Afa)' It.-At 3.15 a. m, got up. Thermometerv o" [-12.8° C.]; barometet. ec.aa [747.25mm] (both
in tent). Weather still stormy, and nothing can be seen nor anything done. At 4.10 a. m, breakfast. Thermometer, 10° [-12.21) C.) ; barometer out of order. The wind, in gusts, first on on; side and then the other,
threatened to blow down the tent. At 9.20 a. m, thermometer, 6° [- 14.4° C.] (in tent).
1'/(0' 12.-At 2-45 a. m. still blowing and snowing without. Brainard and myself, as well as Christiansen,
suffered a great deal from cold feet, something unknown since early in April, and quite unaccountable. It
interfered a great deal with our sleep, and nothing we could do seemed to help matters much in this respect.
At 3·55 a. m. breakfast or supper; thirty-five minutes in cooking. At 5 a. m. Christiansen and I went out to
feed dogs. I saw one of them swallowing a lemming as I went out; saw land to the east and northeast,
and a very high mountain in the former direction; a bold cliff l Cape Christiansen] to the north of it, terminating the land in that direction, bears SEa by S. (mag.), Some time occupied in taking an observation for
latitude, the sun being dimly visible, and afterwards in filtering mercury. At 1.3 0 p. m. took observation
for time! the weather clearing up. Got good view of the coast to the northeast. A little to the left of the
!irst cape ,~'as another [Cape Kane], and then beyond that a third [Cape Washington], a long way off; seemmgly, connnuous land to the south of Shoe [Mary Murray J Island. At 2.3 0 p. m. turned in; at 8.45 p. m, got
up•. In~endcd getting up at 6 and starting on, but we overslept ourselves. It was just as well, for the SU~
ugain disappeared, and the storm seemed to have returned as bad as ever. At 9 p. m, thermometer, 9
r- 12.8" Col; barometer, 29·39 {746.49111m]. Lamp lighted for "skoffin ;"* cooking occupied twenty minutes.
T\n:NTY-.'IFTH MARCH,

lS/a)' 13·-At 12.3 0 a.

SnOE

[MARY MURRAY] ISLAND TO FARTHEST (LOCKWOOD ISLAND].

ru., thermometer, 11° (-11.7° C.];

barometer, 29.3 0 [744.2Imm]; northwest wind
and ~now, b~lt the cape ahead [Cape Neumayer] could be seen, and anything preferable to cold feet end~red
for slxty:two h.onrs. At 1·45 a. m. started from camp after building a small cairn near by. The cape dlsap·
~)enred from view shortly after starting, but the traveling was very good near shore over blue-top ~oe, and
at 3·45 a. m. the cape was reached. Here, and along the line of cliffs beyond which it terminates, Immense
mas~es of bergs and hummocks were pressed so close to the foot of the cliffs that it was necessary to get
outside on the floe. A tortuous way was found to the top of this ice-wall and the sledge then lowered by
means of the traces some 15 feet [about 5Th J or more. For some distance then we worked our way slowly
through a mass of rubble-ice, with the constant use of the ax and crossed two or three small lanes of water, and
then tra veled for a ~.. I I I
' 1 '
d
•
., ... < ew rune rec yare s on a clear floe of last year's ice when at 5.30 to 6. I 5 we were stoppe
1)y another lead or lane of water Tl
b '.
"
.
sent
Ch ',' ,
.
ie sun emg discernible I took an observation and at same time
. risttansen to find a crossing O· b' t.'
"
•
rapid
.
'. .
. , ne emg found we continued over a floe of last year's Ice at quite a
entl on a line generally parallel to the cliffs on our right which ran I judged a little south of east. Pres'
,
,
. ' f: rther
ent y, the weather clearing a hrge ,'d 'I ['"
.'·1·
.
.
' • , "I e m et eyprecht I nletJ with the cliffs and mountams on Its a
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. ht blique
tl • I'
[ cli
'.
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hi h h
'
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cone shape. The land to their rear towered up to an enormous height and formed a mountain certainly not
less than 4,000 feet {I ,2 19'" J. ('omplete)y d warfmg the island and dills beneath, The ti,le·wICk, which we
were now on the outside of, ran in a great curve between the IIV" ,'apes, f",ming the e.I,emity of the inlet.
It was marked hy a wall of iee.hummocks, Inside was a level surface of snow ,'ow,inj\ a floe which extended from shore to shore, and outside alternate masses of ,ubble,i,e '1"'\ smooth flo,'S of lasl y"a,'s ice,
or what I judged to be such, Taking a course for J'yramid Island [Brainard Islaud1 we crossed the ti,le·
crac.k without trouble, and, the snow inside being generally hard. made good time. From X.15 to x·37 H'ached
the island .",1 stopped 10 rest. What was taken for an island south of it appeaH·d to be only a pen.li.r
formation of the land of the main coast. Followed along the shore of the island Illrain:",1 1slnrul J to the
north and came 10 a wide slretch of snow scpamling it from the shore, The snow had 1\OW got very sofl.
Ohli'llled to the right towards the main coast [Lock wood Nand 1, hopin g to find belll'r tra veling, bot were
disappointed in this. From 9,49 to 9.55 stopped 10 rest '1'1", traveling afu-r leaving the island I IIr.in,,,,1
Island] very lahorious through deep snow at every step Sun like a grt"1Se spot in the sky; h10wing,
0
o
and d rifting'-impossi ble to take any 0 bserv ation for la I itude. From I o. I 0 t '''.4 a, m, aIt elllpt el I an ohservation; very severe work and doubtful of any value, Aller this the snow got worse, till we foun,l ourselve
sinking In the thigh at every step, the dogs to the helly. and the sledge "bove the slats. It was ouly for a
short distance th us, ami the snow light ami loose, or it would ha VI' been illll'0ssihie to get aloug "t all. At
11.3 a. m. readl«1 the en'I of the coast [inc p.o,kwoo,1 IsI:ulll!-lhe Ira veliug very had-au,\ cont illlit')
0
on, turnin
g gradual! y to the east till the cape, strictl y sp"a king, w.s reache,1 at I I ,4 X a. III.
hom 1",,1' the
coast trended tothe south a ga in an d :1Il other fi on I [Con ger I nIet ] aII I""",-,1. Al 2 1" 111, "II I' III 1'1 e,) 0 h,,"v ation, hut gave it up-sun 100 obscure and weather too had. At .1-4°1" m. Stlll'er; forty minutes o,:<cupied
in cooking it, Ile"r;ng ,,[farthest point ahead [Cap« Kane] SI-:. hy E. (lII"g.). At 5 1" m, turned in.
Advanced .6 miles in 8 hours, 15 minutes; traveled - - miles in 10 hoUrs. 3 minulett.

snowin~.

AT FARTHEST [LOCKWOOD ISLAND].

Mtry 14.- 7 a. rn., as I awoke, ] saw the small I,iece of I,emmi<:an (<1og.foo<11 remammg slowly
At tent. On further invesligation l found that" Ritenhenk " had hurrnwe,1 a hole under the
moving out of the
canvas, and had inserted his head far enough in to lay holol of a enrol'" of the sack. lie gol inside the tent
at the last cam1', but was as u
I th en as now. At 8 a, m.• h rellkfast: t he wok illg 01 :<;upied forty
minutes; tea only warm and stew cold. Still blowing and snowing; no sun v;,ihk. Last night it seemed
no if the tent would he blown down. The rations heillg almost exhauste,l, I .kd,led to make this cape
[Cape Christiansen J my farthest and devote the little time we (;{)III,I .tay to det<:rlllinillg a' curately my posi
tion, if the weather would allow it. It seeme,1 very .louhtful. At r o a. m. the sun hecallle visible hut had
passed the meridian. I feawl the high cliffs here would oh.,trud the ol",ervat;"us, anti s" move.ltent, &e.,
aboutone.half mile to the west where they were )0 wer alid the last fiord IWeypre<:ht In 1et lope ned a view
to the south. En route we stopped anti built a large, con'pi"uous cairn, .hout 6 led' ,,,,, hiV;h and
0
same in width at base, on the lower of two shelves or ben<:hes, It is about 3 fed 19"'1 nbove the level
of ice-foot anti about the same number of pr<i' distant from it, and just this side of a pictun'''I"e m"" of
rocks which cn''''1lS the cliffs. In the cairn I afterwanls dep",ite,1 a
of my journey til rlate, and "I""
the themlOmeter (m;nim"m.regi,terin g). I regret that the instrument only re",t. to -('5,<" 1- 53·?" C.I·
lt was set at
I 4. " ( _ J 0.0" C. J.
After cepitehing tent Sergean t Brainard and I ret urned t" ca irn and
0
collected in that vicinity specimens of the rock.. and vegetati"n of the muntry, the sergl,anl making alm""t
ht
all the collections. The weather ba,l now cleared up heautifully, the sun hr;14 and ,It-o,r, and the "tmO!)'
phere calm and mild. Most of the time from now till midnight was tak<1\ Ill' wilh ol"",rvatio"., &e.

nsu,~:essf"

r<~.:ord

+

* Omission in

original.-A. W. G.
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May J 5.-At 12.05 a. m. supper, thirty-five minutes cooking; that is, before the alcohol was exhausted.
Stew only warmed; chocolate, ditto; two pint cups per man. In order to be awake and get observations
at proper times Brainard and I took turns in sleeping; 8.30 to 10.3 0 a. m. occupied in taking circum-meridian observations for latitude.
.
At 11.45 a. m. breakfast. At 2.45 p. m. started with Sergeant Brainard to ascend the cliffs (opposite
the tent comparatively low and sloping). We ascended without difficulty to a small fringe of rocks which
seemed from below to form the top, but found it only a kind of terrace of the main elevation which lay before us. The ascent, at first very gradual, became steeper as we went up, but we had no difficulty, as for
some distance below the summit the surface is covered with small stones as uniform in size and position, &c.,
as those of a macadamized road. Reached the top at 3.45 p. m. and unfurled the American flag (Mrs.
Greely's) to the breeze in latitude 83° 24' N. (according to last observation).
The summit is a small plateau, narrow but extending back to the south to broken, snow-covered heights.
The barometer being out of order was not brought along, so I didn't get the altitude. It commanded a .
very extended view in every direction. The route of our last journey lay very distinct. Beyond Shoe
[Mary Murray] Island lay a dark cape [probably Cape Ramsay 1, but I could not exactly identify it. It
bore NW. (mag.], by pocket compass. Between the cape this side and my position lay the broad fiord
[Weyprecht Inlet] last crossed, extending in a curve to the southeast, its source shut out by the high mount-

Next point beyond Farthest,

ains south of me. To the northeast (about) projected another rocky headland [Cape Kane] to the north,
and at its foot I could perceive another low shore projecting out and forming another cape [Cape 'Vashington J some distance beyond, doubtless separated from the first by a fiord [Hunt Fiord] as the first was
from the promontory on which we stood; the fiord [Conger Inlet] just to the east extending south till shut
out by the mountains south of us, but it presented every appearance of connecting in that direction with the
fiord [\Veyprecht Inlet] last crossed. The horizon beyond, on the land side, was concealed by numberless
sn~w-covered mountains, one profile overlapping another, and all so merged together on account of their
universal covering of snow that it was impossible to detect the topography of the region. To the north lay
an unbroken expanse of ice, interrupted only by the horizon. Could see no land anywhere between the two
extr:me capes [Washington and Ramsay] referred to, though I looked long and carefully as also did Sergeant
Brainard, Delayed on top twenty minutes. Left a short record in a small tin box under a few small stones
(there were no larger ones), and then returned to tent, getting back at 4.50 p. m.

RETlJRN TO FORT CONGER.
FIRST MARCH, FARTHEST [LOCKWOOD ISLAND] TO CAPE BEYOND SHOE [MARY ?vfURRAV] ISLAND.

At 3.50 p. m. (15th) start~d on return. Found traveling better, partly on account of the late storm
a~d partly on accoun.t of takmg a direct co~rse to Pyramid Island [Brainard Island the load also consisted of hardly anything but the constant weights: still we encountered a good deal of soft snow. At 9.40
to 10.15 p. D1. reached Rubble Cape, and hauled sledge up by hand after unloading. Shortly after starting
the weather became overcast, another storm threatening.
iJf~y I~.-At 12.19 a. m, reached Shoe [Mary Murray] Island' stopped about ten minutes to leave
~cord m calm. At 1.40 a. m, reached first cap~ west of island and w~at into camp; 4 a. m., supper finish~d~
y eyes began to trouble me a good deal, evidently strained in sextant observations when the sun was
obscured. The two inlets [Weyprecht Inlet and Wild Fiord] passed to-day seemed of immense extent and
have many lateral b~anches. The last [Wild Fiord] particularly runs a long way into the interior; I could
not see the head of It.' due
.
d.
. ' perha ps, t 0 th estate 0 f the atmosphere. A long way up .IS an islan

J;

Advanced

20

miles in 7 hours, 25 minutes; traveled 8 hours, 10 minutes.
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SECOND MARCH, CAPE WEST OF -SHOE (MARV MURRAY] ISLAND TO CAPE [RALSTON] WEsT ,W DOME
l'VIJKANDER J CAPE.

0
At 3 P: m. breakfast. Tea only warm and stew cold. At 4.50 p. m. started from camp; at 5.4 p. m.
reached inlet [Cape IIoffmeyer, De Lon g Fiord] and took compass course. BeingUllable to see allythillg
we got up the fiord too far. At 9 p. m, reached shore [Cape Mohn] on west side; 10 p. rn. reached little
cairn and deposited record. I also deposited a record in cairn [near Cape Hoffmeyer] met about half all
hour after leaving camp. At 1r p. m, reached pocket Bay, and at 12 m. reached Dome Cape (Wijkander].
The fiord [Gardiner Bay] here appeared closed in like a bay, but I could not be certain on account of the

1

weather.
May '7.-

1.30 p. rn. reached cape [Cape Ralston J on farther side of bay or channel [Gardiner Bay
o
At
last crossed and wentinto camp. At 4 a. m. finished "skoffin"; the chocolate so coId as t be uudrinkable;
the stew with lumps of ice in it. This march posifi1lely has been the most uneomfortal>1e to me since leaving
the Brevoort Peninsula. Wind and snow directly in our face; eye, painful ami, strange to say, C<# hands
(the latter I have been very free from while ott tile go). The dogs ate up my seal-skin mits some time ago;
3 or 400 below zero (_ 3404 or _ 40.0 C.], ",iffuml wind, is preferable to this weather.
00
0
Advanced 27 miles in 8 hours, 25 minutes; traveled 8 hours, 4 minutes.
0

THIRD MARCH, CAPE [RALSTO't'] TO RABBIT CAI'E [CAI)E BENET].

At 5. P: m.Jeft camp. From 5.50 to 6 P: m. reached first fiord to the west and, being able to see
15 made directly for it. From 8.04 to 8.20 P: m. arrived about OIJposite Low I'oint ami stopped
Distant Cape,
to observe what looked like a glacier [Buys-Ballot Glacier] some distance inland to the east of it. This
glacier hall all the appearance of a mound-shaped hill covered with snow, with a continuous wall of green icc
all along the side towards the sea. The wall must have been of considerable height, though at my stand.
point it looked quite low; all around were snow-covered nlOuntail1s except on the north side, where a
uniform and rather low sloping surface came down to the coast. Distance of the wall from the coast, 4 or
5 miles,
or much
perhaps.
At 940
p. m.more
reached
coast near Distant Cape, and in one quarter of an hour had rounded cape nnd

reached small Lay on farther side. At 10.35 to 1044 P: m. opposite side reached; rested. At .. ·35 p. m,
left the ice-foot on west side of this cape [Cape Payer]. Rested ten minutes in crossing this large fiord
[Mascart
lIfay Inlet].
IS.-At z a. m. reached farther coast and cairn at Rabbit Cape [Cape Bel1tt] and went into camp.

The weather to-day variable, thick, with west wind in the morning; afterwards it improved. Travelil1g
quite good, on the whole, especially when compare,1witlt the ontward journey. The late storms have made
tlte snow much Letter, but still it is very laborious across tlte large fiord [Mascart Inlet] just to the cast.
The three inlets crossed seemed rather bays than chal1ne1s--impossible to say positively. The rations left
here found untouched- Two ptarmigan seen, but Christiansen was unsuccessfnlin getting either. Fox and
hare tracks numerous. At 6.30 a. m, retired to rest.
Advanced 19 miles in 8 hours, 10 minutes. Traveled 8 hours, 45 minutes.
FOuRTH MARCH, RAllBiT CAPE (CAPE BENET] TO FLOE EAST OF NORTH CAPE [CAPE FREDERICK].

At 2.5 P: m. woke up and called Brainard. At 4 P: m, breakfast; very windy last night. At 6.12
0
P: m. left camp.
At 7.3 P: m. reached opposite side of bay [Linn Bay]. At from 8.z5 to 8·45 P: m
0
reached Black Cape; stopped to rest; built a small cairn. At 9.53 P: m. reached Blue Cape; stopped about

,

fifteen
minutes
from I. 3 to 1.20 a. rn. stopped opposite Diamond Island [Cape Salor, Elison Islan.ll·
May
r9.-for lunch.

At trudgingr through this soft snow, occasioned frequent stopS for rest. At 2.Z0 a. m, went
A warm sun, and
into camp on floe opposite floe on east side of Cape Britannia Land. Weather beantiful. The traveling
g),
better than it was outward bound, the wind having hardened the snow crust, but still quite laborious. The
dogs still continued to look well, though pulled down in flesh more or less, excepting Ritenbenk (the kin.
who for some days had been nnder the weather-going along with his head and tail down, and not pullmg
at all. The mountains in sight all covered with snow; the fiord [Nordenskiiild Inlet] opposite could be
seen to run a long distance inland, straight as a canal; no land visible at its head.
Advanced 17 miles in 7 hours, 25 minutes. Traveled 8 hours, 8 minutes.

H. Mis. 393-14:
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FU'TH MARCH, - - - TO CAPE BRITANNIA.

At 6 p, m, left camp. From 9 to 9. 1 0 p. m. stopped not far from ~orth Cape [Cape Frederick].
General trend of the eastern coast is SW. by S. (mag.). Weather clear. Ritenbenk seems lame as well
as sick. From 9.27 to ]0.05 p. m, stopped; circum-meridian observations.
May 20.-At from 1.27 to 1.46 a. m. reached cairn at Cape Britannia; found cache untouched. Put.
ting the rations on the sledge, and snow-shoes, and leaving the extra sledge-runner and small lamp at the
cairn, we continued on, on the floe. At 2 a. m. went into camp a few hundred yards from shore. The sun
bright and clear, but a south wind blowing quite strong. At 6 a. m. turned in, after taking an observation.
Advanced 12 miles in 6 hours (about). Traveled 8 hours.
SIXTH MARCH, BETWEEN CAPE BRITANNIA AND CAPE BRYANT.

At 5 p. m. got up.

\Ve all seemed to sleep very heavily nowadays. After breakfast I went ashore
with Sergeant Brainard and collected specimens of the rocks and vegetation. Traces of musk-oxen (droppings) found, but quite old. Saw some snow-birds. At 9.50 p. m. started on march.
May H.-At 5 a. m. sun very bright and warm; calm. A singular phenomenon existed several hours
this morning; a dense fog obscured the horizon so that no land could be seen, yet not extending high enough
to dim the sun. Difficult to keep a straight course and avoid bad ice under such circumstances. At 6.07
a. m. camped on level floe. One hour's delay in all on march. At 9 a. m, supper finished. Everything
singularly bright and clear, the sun having disappeared. Shortly after starting this morning I put on the
snow-shoes. Regrets at leaving them behind haunted me every day while beyond Britannia. It was my first
attempt, but, notwithstanding, the relief experienced was wonderful. Sergeant Brainard soon followed my
example, and we wore them continuously thereafter till Cape Bryant was reached, and ,most of the time
afterwards. There was now no difficulty at all in one of us keeping ahead of the dogs to encourage them
and pick out a route. The snow was not very soft or deep, but still sufficiently so to be very fatiguing when
prolonged through several hours. The dogs seemed to stand it well, and.drew the sledge seemingly without
much effort, but the sledge was now very light.
Advanced 16 miles in 7;{ hours (about). Traveled 8 hours, 17 minutes.
SEVENTH MARCH, BETWEEN CAPE BRITANNIA AND CAPE BRYANT.

At 8.2 I p. m.left camp. From 9.31 to 9.4 1 p. m. stopped at a low ridge of hummocks. Beautiful day;
clear and calm. Sun very warm, and traveling hard on the dogs. Sergeant Brainard and I experienced DO
tr;u~le.on account of having the snow-shoes; 9.55 to 8 p. m., reached tidal crack; wanted to get thickness
o t ~ce but the crack was frozen up at this place; 1 I to 11.10 p. m., stopped to rest.
22.-At. from 12.04 to 12.25 a. m, stopped for lunch of pemmican and hard bread; 2.U to %.24
a. m,stopped to View a remarkable parhelia, somewhat as follows:

9.5

a,

-C2_/~
At 4. 1 5 a. m camped We th
r 1 1
supper.
.'
a er a Itt e C oudy and slightly overcast threatening snow; 6 a. rn.,
yeyes somewhat painful; Ritenbenk II . l '
'
Christiansen

M

says "White ko
6d '
ony, 1
ays."
,
Advanced 16 miles in 7 hou

a

(b

)

rs a out.

rig 1t again,

Two of the bitches are with pups;

Traveled 7 hours, 54 minutes.

.
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EIGHTH MARCH, BETWEEN CAPE BRITANNIA AND CAl'!': BRYANT.

At 8 P: m. overcast and snowing; no land visible; air cooler than yesterday. At 8.40 p. m. broke
camp and started. From 10. 17 to 10.3 0 rested. F ox tracks from the northwest seen half an hour previous;
fox tracks also here, going north. Land entirely ohscnred. From II. 57 to I 2.26 stopped for lunch. Two
more fox tracks going south seen about an hour hefore stopping. About I o'clock the fog lifted, so that
Dragon Point could be seen indistinctly.
MIry 23.-:
1.3 to 1.4 a. m, rested; still snowing but not so foggy.
Compass course to-day has
2
2
From
been NW. (mag.). From 2.47 to 3 a. rn. rested. Sergeant Braiflanl or I always ahead of the sledge.
In this way the dogs travel much better and there is less difficulty in taking the right direction. At
4.4 a. m. camped somewhere about opposite Saint George's Fiord. About one day's more rations is all that
0
is left;
several items exhausted some days since. The wind started up after gelling into camp. Traveling
to-day very heavy. The snow seemed to fall en masse as the sledge passed over or rather through it, a
section immediately round the sledge falling all together and taking a lower level; this was acc.ompanied
by a crackin g sound. This phenomenon was noticeable every day. At 8.15 a. m. turned in.
Advanced 16 miles in (about) 7 hours.

Traveled 8 hours.

NINTH MARCH, -

At 4.45 P: m, got up.

TO CAPE BRYANT.

Weather calm, hut snowing and everything obscure.

0

At 8,4 p. m. started from

camp.May 24.12.08 a. m, reached shore about three-quarters of a mile southeast of Cape Bryant;
At
continued along the coast and pitched tent near old camp- The rations in the cairn near by were found
untouched. Some time was occupied in visitIng this cairn, in trying to find a tide-crack along shore (in
wbich we were unsnccessful), &c. My left eye being quite painful I remained in tent ami at 6. t 5 a. rn,
sent Sergeant Brainard and Christiansen out to look for Beaumont's cache, and also to find a tide-crack
where we could make tidal observations. At TI a. m, Sergeant Brainard returned; he had been along the
coast to the west, some
miles, but was unsuccessful in finding the cache. Coming back he found
a tide-crack opposite the tent but some distance from shore. At 2.20 p. m., after a hearty meal, we all

2~

turned in.
Advanced

12

miles in (about) 3~ hours.

Traveled 3 hours, 52 minutes.

AT CAPE BRYANT (RETURN).

At
p. m,12.20
(24th)
up.
May1 1.20
25.a. got
m. breakfast
(a fine one), musk-meat, bacon, potatoes, an" tea, which I got from
At
the cache. An hour afterwards I went with Sergeant Brainard to the tide-crack about
half a 1m
mile from
10
shore, and, selecting a place, Jet down a rope with a stone attached. The depth was 3 feet [3 j. This
was the only arrangement that suggested itself of getting a record of the tide. The weather was overcast,
with snow, and the crack concealed from the shore by several intermediate ranges of hummocks, so that
each observation occupied twenty-five minutcs out of the hour. We commenced at 2 a. m., and continued
the observations till noon (each taking alternate tours of four hours), when I became convinced that our
record was worthless, and so stopped the work. One cause of want of success seemed to be a tide or
current which inclined the rope to the right (east), and when the stone was raised and lowered several times
in succession it seemed to take a different level On each occasion. The divisions on the TOpe were made
with string tied around it. Several cruslaceanS were brought up from the bottom with the stone.
The dogs during our operations visited the cairn on the hill and ate a few pounds of hard1.>reac1, the
only thing they could get at. Supper at noon. At 3.40 p. m. returned from cairn with Sergeant Brainard.
We rebuilt th e cairn, secured the rations to be left in ,it, &c. (a list al'pended). Weare both made miserable
again with our eyes. They were made worse, of conrse, by the tidal o1.>scrvations, as it was necessary to
have them uncovered in walking back and forth.

After this we alltumed in to sleep.

TENTH MARCH, CAl'E BRYANT TO HAND BAY.

At

10

p. m. arose, and in about an hour had breakfast.

a little lower.

Beautiful morning; calm and clear; temperature
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.Jfay 26.-At 12.49 a. m. left camp; at 2.35 a. m. stopped. Sergeant Brainard, who was walking on
snow-shoes along the slope some distance to the left, called out that he had found Beaumont's cache. The
sledge was opposite a water-course, which forms a delta, reaching to the ravine, perhaps a mile inland. On
a small, bare hillock, or mound, about 150 yards [137 m ] from the coast, we found an old Enfield rifle, a pole
shod with iron, cross-piece of a sledge, three or four articles of underwear, the wooden sole of a shoe, some
cartridges and the loose balls of others, a thimble, sewing-thread, &c. The tent, spirits of wine, pemmican,
coverlet, &c., which we expected, were not to be found. Around the foot of the little bluff (or mound) lay
several feet of snow, which may, however, have concealed these articles. No cairn, or trace of one, could
be found. Abundant fox and hare droppings were about. Some distance farther on I shot a ptarmigan on
the top of a very large floe-berg. It was only by climbing a snow-drift that Christiansen got the bird down.
This floe-berg was quite a remarkable one, by its size and the regularity of its shape. Its height, above the
sea, was about 30 feet [9U1] by about 50 feet [ISm] long and broad; its form was square; an undulating surface
on top covered with snow. Salt icicles hung from the south side. The ice composing it was very homogeneous,
apparently. How such a mass could be pressed up till it touched the ice-foot is a mystery. At 8.50 a. m,
reached cache NO.3; took the rations from it and continued on. At 10-42 a. m, camped on the east shore
of Hand Bay; at 12 m. supper. Brainard and I have worn snow-shoes an day. Traveling generally heavy,
and far inferior to what it was on the outward journey, especially on Frankfield Bay and the indentations of
the coast to the east of it. The influence of the sun on the snow and floe-bergs quite perceptible. Sergeant
Brainard suffered a good deal with his eyes to-day, and had to keep them bandaged. My own eyes very
sensitive to the light. The buffalo sleeping-bag is almost..too warm such weather as this. A great many
fox tracks seen during the day. Turned in at 2 p. m.
Advanced 12 miles in 7~ hours. Traveled 9 hours, 53 minutes.
ELEVENTH MARCH, HAND BAY TO DRIFT POINT.

At 8'55 p. m. Sergeant Brainard rose to cook breakfast, which we ate fifty minutes afterwards. Weather
more pleasant, being cooler and somewhat overcast. Ripped open the upper end of seam of sleeping-bag
during the night and found it much more comfortable. At 11.22 p. rn. broke camp and started.
frfa.,V 27·-A t 12.4 2 a. m. reached west side of Hand Bay.
From 12.47 to 1.15 a. m. stopped at Cape
Stanton; traveling across Hand Bay quite good; the Grinnell Land shore very distinct. Cape Joseph
~enr~ visible, or what I took for that cape. The ice to the north of us seemed very rough; rubble-ice in all
dl~ectlOns. At 2 a. rn. reached Stanton Gorge; a good many fox tracks between here and Cape Stanton.
LIeutenant Beaumont's cairn very conspicuous from approach on east side. At 3. 0 to 3.37 a. m, reached
cache No.2 and stopped to put the rations on sledge. The traveling from Cape Stanton here along a
snow slope; the constant effort to avoid slipping down hill makes it very fatiguing. Saw a great many fox
trac~s. At 4.3 0 a. m, reached Black Horn Cliffs. Found tracks covered up. Considered whether to make
a .wlde detour ~round the rubble-ice made in April, or to follow cliffs. Decided on the latter. Got al~n~
Without much (hfficulty for some distance, but then encountered the mass of rubble-ice and hummocks antiCIpated, and had to use the ax constantly. At 6 a. m, reached west end of Black Horn Cliffs, traveling over
the intermediate floe of last year's ice quite rapidly. At 1.0 5 to 1.15 a. m. reached end of this level floe,
about half a mile farther, and stopped to rest. Here the old tracks ran close to shore and I was able to
follow them throug? the rubb~e-ice without difficulty, but, in a few hundred yards, lost them again. ~he
sledge-runners requmng relashing I proceeded ahead with the ax and selected a route for the sledge, makIng
~ roa~ ~ I went. Found the place where we had taken to the floe on the outward journey, but could ~ardly
identify It, the whole character of the floe-bergs having changed; found the snow-slopes practically Impassable. So followed along on the floe, making a road where necessary till at the end of the snow~slope, I
found
~
reached.
this place at 8 .0 5 a• rn.
.. a good landing • Returni
mng, an d meeung
sledge en route we"
Stopped to fix traces. The changed appearance of the ice, especially the floe-bergs, a subject of daily
remark. Well known floe-bergs were so much dwindled down in size as to be almost unrecognizable•. At
0
fr?m 8'5 to 9. 0 2 a. m. reached the remains of the broken sledge (the Nares)
Pulled it up the hill a little
distance, away fron~ the shore. At 9.20 a. m. reached Drift Point and camped'. At 11.20 a. m, supper. At
12.40 p. m. turned in,
"
Advanced 22 1/ mil s i (b ) IL h
/4.
e in a out 7}z ours. Traveled 9 hours, 58 minutes.
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TWELFTH MARCH, DRIFT POINT TO GAP VALLEY.

At 8.20 p. m, Sergeant Brainard got up to cook breakfast. Bad weather again; strong west wind with
snow. At 11.54 p. m. broke camp and started, after delaying some time for the wind to moderate.
May 28.-At from 12.50 to 1.04 a. m. reached cache No. I, the site of our first camp on this coast;
the place hardly recognizable; the large piece of hummocky ice, behind which the tents were pitched,
hardly half its former size. Found the ice-foot clear of snow most of the way from Drift Point. At 2.15
a. m. reached place on coast directly opposite the flats of Lost River. Having decided to return via the
true Gap Valley, if I could find it, we kept on without stopping. The dark object, noticed to the west from
here in April, soon recognized as a cairn, end soon afterwards espied a small indentation of the coast, which
I knew must be Repulse Harbor. At 2.30 a. m, reached east shore of the harbor, near mouth, and striking
directly across found good traveling over undulating ice and hard snow; reach opposite shore at 2.54 a. m.
At from 2.57 to 4.45 a. m, stopped near cairn. Found quite a number of documents at cairn. A chilly
wind blowing I took shorthand copies and left the originals in cairn (a copy of these appended). Continuing down the coast over an ice-foot covered with good, hard snow, we reached, in fifty minutes, a narrow
gorge, and stopped twenty minutes to make sure it was not Gap Valley. At 7 a. m. reached a wide, straight
valley, running almost due south and ending in a ravine, plainly seen about z~ miles distant. Felt confident
that this must be Gap Valley. After getting a little way in, the traveling was fOUlHI anything but good, the
sledge frequently grating on stones, even where the snow was comparatively deep. At 9.09 a. m. reached the
ravine running south after delays aggregating twenty-five minutes, on, account of drag-rope breaking, &c.
Here we entered a narrow, winding canon. At 11.13 a. m, camped in the ravine near its head after several
more delays. My eyes hurt me a good deal. Hardly enough rations left for two meals. The dogs
having been on short allowance some time were very ravenous, and even tore open the bag of geological
specimens to see if the stones were good to eat; 3 a. m, turned in.
Advanced 17 miles in 8 hours, 18 minutes. Traveled J I hours, 19 minutes.
THIRTEENTH MARCH, GAP VALLEY TO [l})l<u'isl BOAT CAMP.

At II.I 5 p. m, Brainard arose to cook breakfast. \Veather overcast, with wind from south.
May 29.- At ] .55 a. m.Ieft tent standing, and, with Sergeant Brainard, started out to reconnoiter before
advancing the sledge. \Ve soon came to a plain (the divide), and, following the shallow surface drain, saw
first the high cliffs of Polaris Promontory and then Newman Bay and the neighboring landmarks. Continued on till.we reached a depression running south, which, we could see, changed into a gorge, or ravine, a
short distance ahead and evidently very soon found its wayto the bay. Leaving Sergeant Brainard I
returned, and getting in sight of Christiansen who had packed up everything in the mean time, 1 waved to
him, and at 3. 1 1 a. m, he started with the sledge. In thirty-five minutes reached the south side of divide, and
shortly afterwards made a steep descent on the side of an immense snow-drift. Shortly after this the ravine
narrowed to a gorge, and we encountered several delays in getting over stones and down steep snow-drifts.
At the last of these was a wonderful snow-cave, its floor formed by the bed of the gorge. It was upwards
of 100 feet [3 0 m] long, about 10 feet [3 m ] wide, and high enough to walk through upright. Its inside resembled, somewhat, the inside of an immense smoke-stack, the joints being represented by a ribbed appearance
of snow. Stopped here about twenty-five minutes in examining this place and lowering sledge down the
slope by traces. In seven minutes more we reached Newman Bay (5 a. m.], I built a cairn on the edge
of the gorge, about 150 yards [137m ] back from the ice-foot, and started on again at 6.03 a. m. The
traveling across the bay was -excellent; a light coat of snow, hard and smooth. The gully just left is the
fourth from Cape Brevoort; from which, to Gorge Creek, is about two-thirds the distance. Gorge Creek
is the sixth water-course from the cape.
At 8.03 a. m, reached ice-foot near Boat Camp (delaying about ten minutes in crossing Newman Bay),
and five minutes afterwards were at the Boat Camp itself, where we saw the 6~man tent pitched near the
whale-boat, and inside Sergeants Linn, Ralston, and Elison asleep. While we were pitchjn~ ~ur tent t~cy
woke up and came out. Sergeant Linn and party arrived here, without event, Mar 5, their mtcrme(~late
camps being: (I) Between Frankfield and Hand Bays; (2) cache No.2 (near Stanton (forge); (3) Lost River,
near seacoast; (4) on Divide; (5) mouth of Gorge Creek; (6) Boat Camp. Sergeant Jewell, C?rporal Salor,
and Private Frederick left on the 7th for Fort Conger. On the r rth Dr. Pavy came over WIth dog-team,
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bringing some rations, and returning the day following. On the 17th they wake up to find that two bears
had paid them a visit during their sleep. The animals came from Newman Bay, and after meandering
about the camp and going close to the whale-boat, they departed down the straits via Cape Sumner; their
tracks were followed thus far. As the party had only a pistol, the near approach of these bears created a
little sensation. With these exceptions, their monotonous stay of twenty-five days at the Boat Camp had
been only broken by the sight of some ptarmigan, a fox, and constant gales of wind, which made it difficult
to secure their tent. The general health of the party was good. After we had all eaten a good breakfast
together J directed Sergeant Linn to make a careful inventory of everything to be left in cache, ancI then
Sergeant Brainard, Christiansen, and I turned in at I p. m. Before long, however, the wind, which ever
blows here, gave us a specimen of what the other party had experienced, by partially blowing the tent down,
and all hands were occupied a half-hour or more in securing it with pins, stones, rJpes, &c.
Advanced 10 miles in 4 hours, about. Traveled, 5 hours, 24 minutes.
FOURTEENTH MARCH, rpOLARIS J BOAT CAMP TO CAPE BEECHEY.

Got up to find it snowing-and of course blowing-and everything very obscure. I had decided to
take everything-except what was to be left in cache-on dog-sledge, and while this bulky and very heavy
load was bei-ig packed, &c., we built a large cairn near by. In it I deposited a record. At 11.25 left
camp with whole party (6). (Inventory of everything left, appended.)
AftlJ 30 .- At 12.10 a. m. reached ice-foot at Cape Sumner. Having so many to help we got the heavy
loarl along the snow-slopes with only a few short delays. Met with a great many little pools of water in
the rubble-ice below, and had several short delays; otherwise the general character of traveling was the same.
I took the route along shore to the Gap, which we got opposite at 3.30 a. m. At 5.3 0 a. m. stopped halfhour for lunch, the traveling anything but pleasant, as only the Polaris Promontory could he seen, and this
not distinctly ; wind and snow from the northeast. Took a compass course for Beechey, but inclined too
much to the right and got in a mass of rubble-ice, which gave us a great deal of trouble and vexation of
spirit. However, after a while the west coast loomed up, and by inclining to the south we got out of the
rubble-ice, and at 10.35 a. m. reached the tent on the straits, 43/z miles from shore. Sergeant Linn and party
h:1(1 had no sleep since my arrival at the Boat Camp; this, and their long inaction there, made this march very
fatiguing. Wishing to reach shore, I suggested to Ralston and Elison to remain orer at the tent and come
in after taking a good rest, but they would not hear of it. After three-fourths hour delay we continued on
and reached Cape Beechey at 1.20 p. m, The day's march was a hard one, and could not have been much
short of 30 miles. At 3.40 p. m, all turned in, in the 6-man tent.
Advanced 25 miles in 12,% hours, about. Tra"eled 13 hours, 55 minutes.
FIFTEENTH MARCH, CAPE BEECHEY TO DEPOT

A

[CAPE MURCHISON}.

illay 31.-At 2.30 a. m. called cook (Sergeant Elison), who cooked some tea, which, with crackers, was
all we had. At 4 a. m. breakfast. Beautiful morning; clear and calm. Sergeant Ralston much used up
with stiff joints; his eyes, also, quite painful. Elison also under the weather. Shortly after breakfast I sent
Sergeant Brainard with Christiansen and team out on the straits to bring in the tent, and some time afterwards Ralston and Elison started for the snow house to await my arrival there. Sergeant Elison took the
lamps along in order to cook breakfast for us. Dog-sledge returned at 8.14. On its return I deposited in
cache, about I So yards [137"'J below, the wall tent brought in, a rubber blanket, and box of medicine. At
9. 13 a. m.left with sledge and load, and reached snow house [Depot BJ in two hours. Here I found Privates
Ellis and Whisler, who had come out to look for us, &c. I delayed here 2 hours and So minutes, during which
we had a substantial meal, fed the dogs, &c. At 2.25 p. m. left snow house with some articles put on here in
addition to my load. Ralston, accompanied by Ellis, proceeded on leisurely some time before my departure.
I overtook them on St. Patrick Bay, going along very slowly. Ralston's snow-blindness was so bad that he
had not opened his eyes since leaving Sunday Bay. Sergeant Linn's eyes were almost as had; he held on
to the upstander of the sledge constantly. At 6.40 p. m, reached depot A, and we all put up in the wall
tent here. \Vc all found ourselves suffering more or less with snow-blindness (excepting Frederick, Ellis,
and Christiansen, the Eskimo), and all the opium was speedily used up on bandages. At 9.3 0 p. m, went
to bed.
Advanced 14 miles in 6 hours and 15 minutes.

Traveled 9 hours and 27 minutes.
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SIXTEENTH MARCH, DEPOT

A

[CAPE MURCHISONJ TO FORT CONGER.

:runt i.-At 6 a. m. cook arose. Private Whisler came along during our sleep, about 2 a. m., but,
there being no place for him to sleep, he continued on to the station. Breakfast at 7 a. m. At 8.10 Sergeants
and
left for station, led by Sergeant Elison and Ellis. At 9·45 a. m, I left with ·Sergeant
Bramard, Chnstiansen, and dog-sledge. Reached Water-course Bay in about an hour, and there met Lieutenant Greely, whom Whisler's arrival in advance had informed of our near approach. After about ten
minutes' delay we all continued on together. On reaching the bare rock near Distant Cape, it being necessary to relash the sledge, Lieutenant Greely and I continued on and reached the station about 2 p. m,

Ral~ton

~i~n

The sledge arrived about an hour later.
Advanced 9 miles in (about) 4 hours.

Traveled about 5 hours.

Sergeant Brainard's letter of transmittal.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL l,AND,
SIR:

yuly 4,

18826

In compliance with your request, I have the honor to herewith transmit an abstract of my sledge

journal, from April 3 to April 29, 1882, inclusive.
l
These notes are a record of the daily experiences of the supporting sledge party, which I commanded
until it turned back at Cape Bryant, where I joined your sledge.
I have endeavored to herein record such events as may be of special interest to you. and which will
best describe the character of our labors.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

D. L.

BRAINARD,

Ser-glatd.
Lieut.

J.

B.

LOCKWOOD,

U. S. Army, A. S. 0;

--

Sergeant Brainard' s abstract of sledge journal.
Aj
1882.-1n accordance with instructions from Lieutenant Lockwood, I left Fort Conger at 6.20
ril3,
p. m., with sledging party of ten men, assigned as follows to the Hudson Bay sledges: Hayes, Sergeanls
Brainard, Ralston, and Private Whisler; Katie, Sergeants Linn and Elison; Beaumont, Corporal Salor and
Privates Biederbick and Connell; Hall, Privates Henry and Frederick.
The amount hauled by each man, including the weight of the sledges, was about 7S pounds. The
unfortunate members of the party, wbo, from physical defects or otherwise, were debarred from participating
in these expeditions, showed their encouragement and appreciation of this work by giving us three hearty
cheers (with a .. tiger"), and by firing a salute as we moved away from the station. The commanding officer
and Lieutenant Lockwood accompanied us as far as Dutch Island. We found the traveling excellent, and
by 10.55 p. m. we had reached Cape Murchison (depot A), having made but two halts since leaving the
station. The men not feeling at all hungry, turned into their respective bags without preparing supper.

r

Temperature, - 32.0° [ - 35. 6° C.].
.
AjriI4.-The cook (Connell) was called at 12.45 P: m., and soon after 2 o'clock we partook of a
substantial meal of stewed corned-beef, hard bread, and tea. The party appears to be in excellent spirits,
although several complain of their inability to sleep last night, owing to the too thorough ventilation of their
sleeping-bags. The sudden change from our well-heated quarters at Fort Conger to a.minimum temperature
of _410 [-40.60 C.] in tents and sleeping-bags will probably accounl for the ahsence of sleep last night.
We increased our loads to 9 pounds each and resumed our march towards Cape Beechey at 3 P: m. The
0
traveling across St. Patrick Bay was excellent. The late storm has blown off all the snow, leaving a thick,
smooth crust, over which the sledges glided easily•. On reaching the north side of the bay we encountered
a fresh northeast wind, accompanied by light snow. When about two miles north of this bay the traveling
became very heavy, in consequence of deep snow. At Brenta Bay, however, it was somewhat better. We
reached depot B at 8-45 p. m., the party feeling very much fatigued after their tramp through the deep snow.
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Supper was eaten at 10 o'clock, and we began immediately afterwards to p~epa~e the pro~isions i? the depot
for transportation across Robeson Channel to the Greenland coast. Wind increased III velocity at 10'30
p. m, Rice and Jens arrived from the station at 11.3°, with a sledge-runner to replace the one broken on
their sledge near Cape Union several days ago. Temperature, -29. 0° (-33'9° C.].
ApriI5.-Having completed as much of our work as could be accomplished at once, we retired to OUt
sleeping-bags at 12.30 a. m, Four of the party occupied the small snow house recently constructed, and
eight the large one built last autumn. Lieutenant Lockwood, Sergeant Jewell, and the driver, Christiansen,
'arrived with a loaded dog-sledge at 3 o'clock, having left the station at 9 last evening. At 2.30 P: m. dinner
was served to all. Rice and Jens left soon after for Cape Union, taking with them the large sledge-runner.
The wind has been increasing in velocity, and I am afraid their trip may result disastrously. The tin cases
were removed from preserved meats, which are now solidly frozen, and other preparations made for the
start. Both parties left the depot at the same time (8.25 p. m.), and journeyed up the coast together towards
Cape Beechey, The loads were increased to about 130 pounds per man. Traveling fair.
ApriI6.-Arrived at Cape Beechey and crossed the ice-foot to the floe at 12.05 a. m, The time occupied in traveling over the same route during my former trip to this place, with the English 8-man sledge
and hauling 100 pounds each, 'vas four and one-half hours. The conditions of traveling appear to be about
the same as they were at that time, but our loads are thirty pounds heavier than before; hence, this would
seem to indicate that the Hudson Bay sledges are to be preferred for this work. Whisler complained of
feeling ill soon after leaving the Cape, but insisted on retaining his place in the drag-ropes, although his
presence was obviously detrimental to the others. He grew rapidly worse, and, as we moved but slowly, I
sent him forward to the wall tent which I had left pitched on the floe last month, and at which Lieutenant
Lockwood now was. A light wind from the northeast, together with the temperature of -49.0° [-45.0° C.j,
rendered the traveling anything but agreeable to any of us. Camped, at 3. IS a. m., at the wall tent. Supper served at 5.30. The regulated scale of rations for parties in the field took effect this morning, and with
rather disagreeable results, which, however, were not wholly unexpected. The allowance of alcohol was
not nearly sufficient to bring the chocolate to the boiling point, and our stew of corned-beef and hard-bread
crumbs was just barely warm. The regulation pint of fluid was not at all satisfactory, neither is it sufficient
for the tired, hungry, and chilly men who have been laboring and perspiring incessantly for hours in this
temperature.

p. jlf.-Aroused the cook (Ralston) at 5 p. m., and breakfast was served to us at 7 o'clock. The
cook's duti~s were made very irksome and painful this morning owing to the low temperature and his, tender
fi~lgers, w~lch w~re repeatedly frosted. Henry is complaining of rheumatic pains, and asserts that one of
hIS knees IS spramed and that he cannot proceed farther. Lieutenant Lockwood ordered him to return to
th: station, and he ~ccordingly turned back at 8 o'clock. Started with the sledges at 8.25 P: m, Traveling
fair, Connell, havmg unfortunately frozen one of his great toes in the sleeping-bag last night, was urged by
s~m~ to go. back at once, but, with characteristic pluck, he took his usual place in the drag-ropes, although
hmpmg painfully, He hobbled along for some time on his blistered feet in this manner, but was at last
compelled, to fall out and turn back to Fort Conger, Lieutenant Lockwood taking him with the dog.sledge
~s far as ~ape Beechey. Fresh wind from the northwest, but as it was not directly in our faces we were
mc~nv~m:nced very little. t~erel~y. \Ve left the main road at 11. 2 5 p. m. and shaped our course directly
.
towards ~ape Sumner. Whisler IS now quite well again.

,
Api'll 7.-After chang~ng our course we encountered a broad, rolling floe, with very little snow to obstruct the .sledges, and, taking advantage of the opportunity here offered pushed forward at a rattling pace
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and- water (without meat), soon after, many threats were made against the faithful brutes who had unwittingly deprived us of a breakfast. Temperature, - 2] .0° [ - 32.8° C.}; brisk wind from the southwest. Started
at 9.55 p. m. The tra veling is growing worse, instead of better as we had expected.
April 8.-The storm increased in violence to such an extent that I deemed it imprudent to travel
l~nger; s,o, cal.ling a halt, we ca~ped at 12.30 a. m, I selected a position close beside a huge floe-berg, with
high vertical SIdes, as a very desirable place to locate our tents. The full force of the storm cannot reach
us here. Through some misunderstanding on their part, Biederbick and Salor had been separated from us
during the progress of the storm, and I now began to feel alarmed regarding their safety. Taking one of
the revolvers, to be used as a means of signaling, I started out in search of them, first instructing those in
camp to reply to any shots that they might hear, in order that I could find my way back to the tents should
I get bewildered or should my tracks become covered by the blinding drift. Choosing a direction which I
thought would lead me across their trail, I followed it by compass for about a mile, when I found their tracks.
These I followed eagerly for some time, occasionally losing them where they were either blown out of existence or covered by the drifting snow. At last I found them, but their condition was even more pitiable than
I had anticipated. They had burrowed in a snow-bank, with the aid of a small sheath-knife, and had nothing but a rubber blanket to protect themselves from the chilling winds. I guided them back to camp,
taking with us their sledge. \Ve are greatly concerned about Lieutenant Lockwood, who parted company
with us this morning, but there may be no occasion for serious apprehension, as he carried tent and sleepingbag in his equipment. Supper at 3.45 a. m. At this time the wind is increasing in velocity, and the air is
so filled with drifting snow as to prevent us from seeing the other tent, which is only a few yards away. We
retired to our sleeping-bags at 4. 15 a. rn, Everyone is feeling wretched from the effects of the severe toil
of the day. At 8,45 p. rn, another meal was served to us. As usual, the tea did not boil, and the last drop
of fuel was consumed before the stew had fairly thrown off its chill. The storm had increased to a gale
during the day and yet rages with undiminished fury, threatening each moment to tear down our tents and
carry them bodily away. There is, evidently, no chance for a move to-day. The temperature is rising.
Aptil 9.- There is no indication at present (I a. m.) of a subsidence of the storm. Despite the protection
afforded us by the friendly floe-bergs, we were at all times expecting the tent to be torn from its fastenings, but
to our surprise it has bravely stood the great strain to which it has been subjected. It has, I think, become
materially strengthened in consequence of the huge drifts which have formed all about us. Although these
drifts afford greater security to the tent, they are, nevertheless, very inconvenient to us, as they press in the
sides of the tent in such a manner as to render our position both cramped and awkward. The full force of
the storm cannot be felt here in our sheltered position, but, notwithstanding this, the observer estimates the
full velocity at 60 miles per hour [26.g ID per secondJ. The barometer is slowly rising, and we are hopeful
of good results.
The barometer is now (at 8 p. m.) stationary, and the temperature has risen to +2.0'J [-16.t} C.].
Supper was served at 8.05 o'clock. The wind had now abated somewhat, and our spirits rose at the thought
of speedily leaving this miserable place, which has failed to furnish us with one moment of comfort since our
arrival. \Ve have been in our damp bags for about forty-five hours, and during that time we have been surrounded by discomforts that are' indescribable, and can be appreciated only when one has passed through a
similar experience. At 9 p. m. we again started with our sledges; a brisk wind blowing against our backs
was of material assistance in driving along the sledges, although occasionally upsetting them. \Ve met Lieutenant Lockwood 110t more than two miles away from camp, with Christiansen and his team. On comparing notes we learned that he had reached Cape Sumner about the time the storm began, on the evening
of the 7th, and that he had hastily built a snow house for himself and Christiansen, under the face of the
cliffs overlooking Newman Bay, and had remained there until this morning. He went back ~o bring up the
load which he abandoned on the floe at our second camp southwest from here. The sun dipped nearly to
the horizon at midnight; then, rising again slowly, began its circuit about in the heavens. This is the first
time this year that the sun has been above the horizon at midnight in this latitude.
Apnl Io.-'Ve reached Cape Sumner at 4.30 a. m., and the boat camp of the Polaris .expedition, on the
southern shore of Newman Bay, at 7 o'clock. The snow-slopes between the c.ape and this camp w~re very
abrupt and difficult to pass over. The party was nearly exhausted on entenng c~mp, but were 1? good
spirits. The sledges were in rather a dilapidated condition in conseque?ce of the~r encounters WIth the
small pieces of rubble-ice. Beaumont, especially, is badly broken; its bow IS crushed m such a manner as to
render it entirely useless for all further work in rough ice. It could, however, be used for a few days on
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smooth ice, or in deep snow. Our camp is in a windy place, near the mouth of a large ravine, down which
the wind rushes in gusts and whirls with such velocity as to occasionally upset the tent. In the melee of
the elements the ridge-pole of our tent was broken and everything thrown into confusion. I discovered
the tent left by the Polaris party, at the entrance to a small ravine not far from our camp. Their boat is
lying bottom up in our immediate vicinity. The tent was blown down and contained nothing but a few
.
rounds of rifle ammunition, old clothes, tin ware, boots, &c.
Breakfast was served to us at 10 a. m., and immediately afterward we crawled into our comfortless
sleeping-bags for a few hours'rest, feeling in our minds that the tent was perfectly secure. Our slumbers
were rudely disturbed at 5 p. m, by one of the violent whirlwinds, which again broke the ridge-pole of our
tent and brought the canvas down on the sleeping forms inside. We endeavored to repair the damage, but
in vain; the fury of the storm would not again permit us to erect the tent. The alternative left us was to
build a snow house in the huge snow -slopes near by. This was completed at I I . IS p. m. The work of
excavating the snow-bank was not accomplished without great hardships and disagreeable results. The
storm raged worse than at any previous time, the flying snow completely blinding those who were working
on the outside entrance and forcing them to abandon their work at intervals. An attempt had been made
to cook supper in the wreck of our tent, but in the confusion the lamp was overturned and our ration of
alcohol lost. As no allowance is made for wasted fuel we consoled ourselves for the loss of a warm meal
by partaking of a lunch of frozen meat and hard bread.
April I I.-Great difficulty was experienced in transferring our effects from the tent to the snow house.
Sleeping-bags, rubber blankets, cooking apparatus, and other camp paraphernalia were wrenched away from
the strongest men and carried rapidly along the ground by the wind towards the ice-foot, being pursued by
a crowd of anxious men who realized that their comfort and perhaps their safety depended upon the retention of these articles. A few articles of tin-ware of minor importance were the only things lost; the others
were rescued at the ice-foot three hundred yards r274 ml from the tent. An ordinary A tent, used by Sergeant
Linn and his three companions, was tom from its fastenings and carried away bodily by the wind. Several of
the large iron pins were drawn from the frozen earth, and great seams were opened in the lower edge of the
c~nvas. The occupants were slumbering peacefully in their bags when the shock came, and, standing at a
distance, we saw the tent when it began its pilgrimage across the country. Before the confusion had subsided
their heads began popping up from the depths of their sleeping-bags, and the look of consternation depicted
on .their faces, while their eyes were turned longingly in the direction of the rapidly retreating tent, was most
ludicrous, It now became their turn to dig a snow house from the bank near the cliffs.
Breakfast was served in our new quarters at 3 a. m. The tea was weak and the stew of lime·juice
pemmican w~s cold and u.npalatable; consequently it was rejected by all except one (\Vhisler). Thi~ is
rather consol~ng to us, havmg fasted for nearly twenty hours, during which time we have been perfornung
severe labor ~n keen, brac~ng, outside air, and are very hungry.
In sleeping-hags again at 3.30 a, m.; the wind still high.
. . At .7 1)· m, Whisler ~s c~mplaining with soreness and severe pains in his chest and is also spitting bloo~.
BIed:r,hlc~ ha~ done all, m his power to alleviate his sufferings with our slender stock of medicines, but hIS
condition IS still precarious. He fainted as soon as he came in contact with the cold outside air, but he
rc:cove:ed in a few minutes and crawled back into the hut. Biederbick is also in a critical state. I found
h,nn. lying on the d~g-sledge near, the entrance to the hut, vomiting and apparently in great pain. A!l ~ere
Similarly a~ected With the e~ceptlon of fainting. These conditions are probably due to improper ventI1atl?n,
and .the ab~ence of oxyg.en l~ t~e snow house. The cooking-lamp refused to burn, and the matches died
out irnrnediatelv after being ignited, although free from dampness. The sleeping-bags were so damp and
cold that no~e of us could obtain the sleep or rest which we so greatly desired. The wind appears to be
gradually dying away.
A'j.· 'I
.
n 12.-Lteutenant Lockwood directed Biederbick and Whisler to return to Fort Conger for medical
trealtment.. The form:T begged hard to be allowed to accompany us, but the necessity of his immediate return
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t?e cor~ers wi~h rocks. and gravel, in addition to the strong lariats which form a network over the top and
sides. fhe wmd having fallen somewhat a good night's rest was promised us, without fear of having the
tent knocked ~own over our ?eads. Sup~er was served at 8'3°, and at 10 p. m, we turned into our sleepingbags, twe~ty-elght hours having elapsed SInce we left them last night to prepare for the trip to the Gap.
Aprzl 13.-1 called the cook at 5 a. m., and breakfast was announced at 7. It was a great relief to us
to get up this morning, as none had been able to sleep owing to the frozen state of our sleeping-bags. So
far as comfort was concerned we might just as well have been incased in iron bags as in those we occupied.
The allowance of alcohol was not satisfactory at all for the morning's meal. The stew was cold, and an
occasional lump of ice was brought up from the bottom of the dish to remind us that we could not expect
the comforts of a civilized life in these regions. Lieutenant Lockwood left with the dog-team at 12.45 p. m, for
Fort Conger, for the purpose of exchanging the unserviceable sledge-runners now in usc on the dog-sledge
for another and stronger pair. I left for Cape Sumner with the party, hauling Hudson Ray sledges, at 12.45
p. m., to transport the provisions cached at that point to our camp at this place. Each sledge hauled two
loads, the last being completed at 4 o'clock. We exposed our sleeping-bags and damp clothing to the sun
and wind to-day, in order that their' excessive moisture might, in a measure, be evaporated. The cook called
us to supper at 7.30 P: m., and at 10 o'clock we retired to our bags.
April 14.-The wind again rose during the night, and, as before, our slumbers were abruptly disturbed
by the ridge-pole of the tent breaking and falling upon us. We made temporary repairs, but did not attempt
to sleep again for fear of a similar accident. Breakfast was served at 7'30 a. rn., and was greatly enjoyed
.
'
owmg to the satisfactory result produced by the rations of fuel. 1 left camp with the party at 9 a. m. for
the Gap, taking two Hudson Bay sledges, with which to haul up the remainder of the supplies left by us at
that place. Elison was instructed to remain in camp to expose and dry the sleeping-bags, and to look after
matters generally during our absence. Soon after rounding Cape Sumner a southwest gale was encountered,
which was so strong as to almost render our advance impossible. We were frequently forced backward, and
dozens of times we were brought. to a dead halt. We soon discovered that the only manner in which we
could travel at all was to bend the body forward until it was nearly horizontal and then push forward with
all our strength and energy. Huge rocks, started from the precipitous cliffs by the wind and slight thaws,
came crashing down on the ice-foot in our immediate vicinity, greatly endangering our lives and warning us
that traveling in close proximity to the shore was altogether too dangerous to be persisted in.
At 12.3° p. m, we reached the cache, and started on our return at J o'clock. Our greatest difficulty
now was to, avoid the sledges, which were frequently driven on our heads by the wind when passing over
the surface of a smooth floe. While passing one of the numerous ravines in Polaris Promontory we discovered a beautiful snow cascade, which we at first mistook for a small volume of water. It was formed by
the wind, which, rushing down a narrow, rocky cut in the face of the abrupt cliffs, carried with it a small
VOlume of snow, which, leaping from rock to rock in its descent, reminded me of the beautiful silver cascades
which I have seen in the National Park of the Yellowstone. Reached camp at 5. 15 p. m, Elison reports
that high winds have prevailed all day in camp, and that his patience as well as his powers ot endurance
were sorely tried in endeavoring to prevent the tents and sleeping-bags from blowing away. The bags were
torn from the rocks which had been placed on their corners and sides to hold them down, and were rolled
away to the ice-foot, where they were finally rescued by this indefatigable individual. Supper was eaten at
7'30, and within the next half-hour all were quietly slumbering in their bags.
April J 5.- \Ve were called to breakfast at 9.30 a. m, As there are no provisions to he hauled from
the Gap we remained in camp all day, preparing rations for our trip to the northward. Among other
things done to-day, the tin cases were removed from the preserved meats, alcohol cans were filled, and the
hard bread put in small bags, each bag representing a certain number of rations for the entire party... At
7. I 5 p. m., and only a few minutes after we had finished supper, Lieutenant L.ockwood retur?ed (rom. Fort
Conger with the entire pair of runners. He also brought a few articles of wearm~ apparel which our fn~nds
were thoughtful enough to send. A very high southerly wind has been blowing all day. We received
several letters from our friends at Fort Conger, per the Arctic mail. Retired at 9. 2 0 p. m.
April 16.-The cook was called at 6.30 CL m., and breakfast was finished at 8.15· High winds prevailed all night; occasionally a whirlwind was introduced, by way of variety, which caused great. apprehension
regarding the safety of our tent. Immediately after breakfast I turned out al~ hands to repa!r t~e ~:ledges.
Beaumont was found to be hopelessly broken; Kane was also rejected as unserviceable, flall.ls stll.l m good
condition, and, with a few repairs, Hayes will yet do excellent service. The extra runners which Lieutenant
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Lockwood brought from Fort Conger, were fitted with cross ties or slats and named the Nares. At 3'3~
p. m. dinner was served to us by the indefatigable co~k: and immediately aften~ards the wo~k of packing
the sledges began. All tents, sleeping-bags, and provisions not absolutely required for the Journey were
packed carefully away in the Palaris whale-boat for our return.
A light lunch was served at 9. I 5 P: m.; the tents were then taken down and placed on the sledges, and
at 12.24 we started. We shaped our course diagonally across Newman Bay towards the small opening in
the hills which we have decided is Gap Valley, the sledges in the following order: Lieutenant Lockwood,
with Christiansen and dog-sledge A ntoinette..· Sergeants Brainard and Ralston and Corporal Salor, sledge
Nares, with about 220 pounds each; Sergeant Jewell and Private Frederick, sledge Hall, 150 pounds
each; Sergeants Linn and Elison, sledge Hayes, with 150 pounds each. The traveling is excellent.
April 17.-The temperature fell to - 9 [-22.8° C.l at midnight. At 3 a. m. Nares dragged so heavily
over the small drifts that it became necessary to employ Linn and Elison in the drag-ropes in order to
advance it at all. This left only Jewell and Frederick to advance alternately the other two sledges until we
should return to their relief. Lieutenant Lockwood, having preceded us to the entrance of the valley with
the dog-team, now returned with it to our assistance. At 6,30 a. m. we reached the entrance to the valley,
and at once prepared to make ourselves comfortable for the night. Retired at 9.3 0 , having been out of
the bags for twenty-six hours. The cook was awakened at 6'3 0 p. m, Breakfasted on lime-juice pemmican,
hard bread, and tea. We had an excellent night's rest, probably the most refreshing and satisfactory that
we have experienced since leaving Fort Conger. Calm, light snow falling, and the temperature, -3.
[-19.4° C.].
Left camp with Nares at 10.15, having five men in the drag-ropes, Hall followed closely with two
men. Hayes was left standing in camp to be returned for later. The traveling was heavy, and great
quantities of gravel were occasionally met with, which would require standing pulls. At one point the
valley became quite narrow and the cliffs on either side very high and nearly vertical. From this place we
returned for Hayes, meeting the two men with Hall, struggling along slowly and laboriously through the
dirt~ and sandlike snow. This method of alternately advancing the sledges was continued all day with
particularly favorable results. Snow ceased falling at 11.3 0 p, m,
April lB.-At 3.30 a. m. we met Christiansen, who was returning by the direction of Lieutenant
Lo~kwood to our old camp for the remainder of his load. He brought a note to me from the lieutenant
Wh.I~h stated that ~~ had advanced for four hours, that the traveling was very heavy, and that he was of the
?pmlo~ that the divide was not far away. I called a halt at 6'3° a. m. and made camp under the sh~lter
m~ point of a ledge of rocks, where we were, in a measure, protected from the direct force of the wmds.
HIgh, northeast, wind ~hich drifts heavily. Everyone is very tired. The highly arduous duties of cook
fell to my,lot this mormng, and I at once distinguished myself by burning the stew. The cook is the only
?ne. who IS compelled to remain out in the cold; the others repair to their sleeping-bags as soon as the tent
]S pitched and banked, thus preventing any unnecessary exposure.
When the meal is ready, the men are
a~ouse~l by. the cook w.ho hands ,each one his cup of tea or chocolate and his plate of hash. They always
Sit upnght III the sleeping-bag WIth the lower extremities covered-while partaking of their meals.
Temperature remams about stationary at -10.0 0 [-23.3 0 C.].
P. M-Left camp at 10,35, first ad~ancing Nares, with the entire party in the drag~ropes. T~e other
sledges .were then advanced for a considerable distance when we again returned for Nares, whIch was
advanced alternately with the smaller sledges, as yesterday. The traveling is much worse than at the point
of entrance to the valley; the snow is much deeper in places and great patches of bare ground are often
encountered over which our sledges
t b hId
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river.bed. Light, southeast wind, and temperature of _13. 0 ° r- 25. 0 0 C. j at the time. Snow ceased falling
at 8 o'clock. Linn, who officiated as cook this morning, served us with a meal of raw pemmican, hard

bread, and tea. Owing to the presence of the sharp, acrid, and unpalatable limes in the pemmican we find
it utterly impossible to make use of it in any manner except in its raw state. When prepared in the form
of a stew the v~le nature ~f the limes contained in this pemmican is so pronounced that it is rejected by all.
Several complain that their mouths have been made sore by eating this incongruous compound.
Po ~_Breakfast was finished at 8'3 0 o'clock. Snow had fallen during the time that we were sleeping,
60
and continued to fall moderately all day. Calm; temperature, -14. 0 ° [- 25. C.]; minimum recorded,
_ I 5. ' [_ 26.1' C.].
Several complain that they were unable to sleep last night owing to the damp
0
and frozen state of the sleeping-bags. Before entering, it required the united strength of three men to
unroll them, and then we could only' get to their lower extremity by thawing them with the warmth from
our bodies.

Started at 9'3 p. m. and moved the sledges forward alternately as hefore. The snow was very deep,
0
and the sledges dragged their slats on the drifts almost continuously. We have occasionally found the valley
so narrow that the tops of the cliffs nearly meet over our heads while passing hetween them. At a point
where the canon diverged we found a small cairn erected by Lieutenant Lockwood to indicate to us the
directioh which he had taken. We are evidentJy quite near the divide now, as our barometer denotes that
our altitude is considerable.
April 20.-There is evidently some mistake about the length of Gap Valley being only ten miles, as

we have already traveled more than that distance now, and have only just reached the divide or watershed at this hour (2 a. m.). Passing over the summit we traveled down a gently rolling slope for two miles
and entered the ravine or valley leading to the coast. The traveling is superior to any that we have had
since entering the valley. Made camp at 5.30 • Jewell should have been cook, but as he appeared very
much exhausted, and complained of sore feet, I relieved him from the unpleasant task and detailed Elison
instead. Temperature at 6 a. m., _ 19.5° [_28.6 C.]. Ceased snowing at 8 o'clock.
P• .<If.-Called the cook at 6.3 0, and breakfast was eaten at 8 o'clock. About this time Lieutenant
Lockwood arrived from his camp, which is about five miles from this point and seven from the coast. We
have yet twelve miles to travel before we can leave this execrabJe valley behind us. Lieutenant Lockwood
left us at 10.30, taking a large load with the dog-team from one of our sledges, which will enable us to
proceed without the necessity of doubling. Temperature at I ' 0' clock, - 39' 5' [- 39' 7' C. J. Minimum
recorded, -4°. ' [-4 • ' C.]. Started at 11.15 P: m., and moved the three sledges forward at one time
0

0

without doubling.

0 0

It is generally conceded that this is not Gap Valley.

ApriI2J,-We traveled quite rapidly and succeeded in reaching Lieutenant Lockwood's camp at 4·45
a. m., where we remained for a few minutes only, then again proceeded on our way. The valley, which heretofore had been a very narrow, rocky, and tortuous one, now expanded into a broad and undulating plain,
about five miles in length by three in width, and shut in on all sides by high, rugged mountains. On first
entering this valley the traveling was good, the slight drifts running at right angles to our course facilitated
rather than retarded our movements, but the last half of the distance was accomplished only with the severest
labor, on account of the gravel beds from which the snow had been swept clean. Frequently we.were
compelled to resort to standing pulls, and occasionally all the men were required on the large sledge.
Wind from the northeast has been blowing for some time with a velocity of eighteen to twenty miles per
hour [8.0 to 8.9 m per second.]. At 8.30 a. m. we made camp at the lower extremity of the valley, having
traveled 973 hours. The cook, Salor, served supper at "'45 a. m. The temperatnre at that time was
_ 6.0' [ _ 2 I. I' C.], a change of 34' [,84 C.] in twelve hours. E verybody is very tired this morning, and
hungry as well. (The latter condition is chronic-)
P. M.-Lieutenant Lockwood reached our camp this evening while we were partaking of breakfast,
about 8.45 o'clock. He remained with us, sending Christiansen back for the remainder of his load. We
will again take the load advanced by J,ockwood this morning, it being the same that he relieved us of
yesterday. The high northeast wind continues. Temperature, - 7.0 ' [ - 2 J, 7' C.]. Left camp at 11.1 5 with
Nares and one of the small sledges, Lieutenant Lockwood assisting in the drag-ropes for a short distance.
The creek bed becoming impassable made it necessary for us to drag our sledges over the execrahle SIlOWslopes. Mter a great deal of hard work this was accomplished, and all the sledges were then advanced
together. By this time the wind had increased in velocity to a moderate gale, and the flying snow, driving
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directly in our faces with terrific force, rendered progress almost impossible. We struggled along slowly,
however, for a short distance when an abrupt turn in the valley brought our backs to the wind, and then
we flew along on the smooth surface with almost incredible speed.
April 22.-The gale had assumed such proportions as to raise serious apprehensions for our safety; the
cloud of flying snow would not permit us to see the valley for more than fifty yards [46111] in advance, and we
kept our course only by feeling our way along the margin of the ice in the creek bed. At 3.45 a. m, we
were highly gratified by reaching the ice-foot on the coast in the vicinity of Repulse Harbor. The snow
being very deep and soft along the ice-foot it became necessary to double up again with the sledges.
As the storm showed no signs of abating, and as the men were well nigh exhausted, I decided to camp at
G.3 0 a. m, all the lee side of a large floe-berg, which I considered important in protecting us from the blinding drift. At 7.3° the lieutenant arrived with his sledge badly broken and camped in our immediate
vicinity. For more than two hours we struggled with the tent before we could get it fastened down to our
satisfaction; it was covered with an intricate network of lariats and lashing-lines to prevent it from ballooning and blowing away. Several frost-bites occurred while this work was being done. Supper was
served at 10.15 a. m. and immediately afterward we crawled into our sleeping-bags with our wet clothing
clinging about our shivering forms. The heat emanating from our bodies is always utilized at night in
drying our damp garments. The tent is being badly shaken and threatens to take flight in the increasing
storm,
Po .kI.-The cook announced breakfast at 10. I S. The storm continues with unabated violence, and
precludes any thoughts of a move from here to-day. The snow forming in drifts against the sides of the
tent has caused them to nearly meet, thus preventing us from extending our limbs to their full length. The
velocity of the storm is estimated at forty miles per hour [I 7'9 1U per second]. Temperature, +8.0°
[ - 13,30 C.].
April 23.-At 4 a. rn, the storm had abated sufficiently to enable us to make preparations to resume
our journey. The lull in the storm was almost immediately followed by a-heavy fall of snow, which, however, ceased at 6 a. m, A small cairn was constructed on the hillside above our camp, in which was cached
a few rations for our return to the Boat Camp. We started at 6.45 with the sledges in the usual 'order.
Lieutenant Lockwood overtook us in a short time and desired to exchange his broken sledge-runners for
those on Nares, Under the shelter of the high ice-wall the change was soon effected, and we again resumed
our journey,
After passing Drift Point we encountered the much dreaded snow-slopes so vividly described by Beaumont. He had certainly made no exaggeration in his account of the difficulty experienced in surmounting
them. Once we tried sledging on the floe, but on account of the rugged character of the ice we were forced
to resume our original course over the slopes. The preponderance of the load naturally falling on the lower
runner of the sledge (which unfortunately was the defective one obtained from Lieutenant Lockwood this
morning), it was in a short time a total wreck. It was immediately abandoned, and the load placed all the
two Hudson Bay sledges lashed together for the purpose. The great resistance offered by the broad surfaces of these sledges would not permit of their being hauled by the entire force (seven men), so we advanced
the loads singly and made double trips. Made camp on the floe at the west end of Black Horn Cliffs at
2.45 p. m, While the cooks were preparing supper the remainder of the party cut a road through the fringe
of shore hummocks for to-marrow's start. OUf supper comprised musk-ox meat (raw and frozen), a stew
of beans, and hard bread and chocolate. Temperature, + 14.0° [ - 10.0 0 C.]. Fresh southeast wind. Jewell,
who has occupied a place in. my tent since leaving Newman Bay, returned to Lieutenant Lockwood's tent
this evening.
April 24.-1 called the cook at 4 a. m. A strong wind has been sweeping down over the snow-slopes
to our unprotected tent all night. Its velocity was estimated at eighteen to twenty-two miles per hour [8.0 to
9.8m per second]. Starting at 7.5° a. m. we advanced with only about half of our effects; the remainder was
to be brought up later. On the whole, the traveling is better than we had expected; still, the ice at this place
is far from what we wish it to be. Several large paleocrystic floes are of the greatest importance in expediting
our progress with these heavy loads. The spaces intervening between them is filled with rubble, which frequently upsets the sledges, producing a burst of righteous indignation from the unfortunate one whose turn
it is to go back and place it right side up again. We halted at I 1.3° a. m. on the floe, about half a mile
from the line of cliffs, and, depositing our loads, returned for the remainder. Lieutenant Lockwood assigned
me to the dog-team during the afternoon while he went up the coast to search for Beaumont's cache at
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0
Stanton Gorge. We afterwards transferred everything to a point nearer the shore, where we camped at 6.3
p. m. High wind has been blowing all day. The temperature has been sufficiently high to melt the snow
on the dark surface of the floe, but before retiring this evening the temperature had fallen again; the thermometer indicated + I f .0° l- If. 7' C.]. Supper at 8.3 0. In sleeping-bags at 9 o'clock. Snow falling at

ili~tim~
April 25.-

.

cook arose at 4 a. m. and breakfast was announced at 6 o'clock. We started at 8.
T he
Christiansen, complaining of illness, was carried on the sledge. I assisted Lieutenant Lockwood with the
team while Linn brought up the Hudson Bay sledges with the remainder of the party. The illness of
Christiansen, our faithful driver, rendered it imperative for us to camp soon after leaving the floe. This we
did at the entrance to a large ravine, southwest, about two miles from Stanton Gorge. One of our tents was
erected at once and the sick man tenderly cared for. The best sleeping-bag was given him ami a liberal
quantity of hot brandy prescribed. We soon heard the sound of deep and prolonged snoring issuing from the
tent, and concluded that our remedy was efficacious and that his condition must be improving. Two more
trips with the dogs were made to our old camp. the last load being brought in at 2·45 P: m, Ralston and
Jewell were directed by Lieutenant Lockwood to proceed np the coast in search of Lieutenant Beaumont's •
cache. They returned at 5.30 p. m. in high spirits, bringing with them a can of rum which was found in
the cache with other articles. The depot is in good condition, and, as far as they traveled "long the coast,
the condition of the road is above the average. Tracks of hare, foxes, lemming, and ptarmigan arc reported
by them as being numerous along the ice-foot. 1 took an inventory of our provisions this evening. The
result affords universal satisfaction. Calm, clear weather. Temperature at 7 p.m., _11.0· [-23·9· C.].
April 26.-1 called the cook at 2 a. m., and breakfast was eaten at 4·35· We constructed a large cairn,
in which were placed provisions for our return, together with all articles of clothing and cquipmcnt not absolute!y esssential to the completion of our journey. Temperature at 6 a.jn., - 2.0' [- 18·9° C. J: m:nimum
recorded, _ r4.00! -25. . j. Christiansen says that he has entirely recovered from his illness, and that he
0
6
considers hot brandy the tirst of all remedies. Everything being in readiness we started 6.4 a. 01., reaching
Stanton Gorge at 8.20, where we were detained for some time in securing the cache and rebuilding the cairn,
in which Lockwood placed a record of our journey.
At I I a. m. we rounded Cape Stanton and entered Hand Bay. We found the traveling to be excellent
on this bay, and at r.20 p. m. we had reached the icc-foot on the northern side. Lieutenant LockWood overtook us at 2 o'clock, and leaving his load turned back with the dog-team to bring up the remainder left at
Stanton Gorge. Christiansen, still feeling weak from the effects of yesterday's illness, went with my party
to camp, while Ralston took his place as driver of the dog-team. On arriving at the point of land which
embraces Franktield Bay on the west went into camp (3.45 P: m.). After pitching the tent we returned
to -bring up the load left by Lock wood near Hand Bay. I left the cook in camp to prepare supper during
our absence. At 6.45 we returned with the loads, having been in the drag-ropes for twelve hours, and in
that time we have performed the hardest work that we have ever yet been called upon to do.
Supper at 7.3
The ration of alcohol for fuel did not suffice to prepare our meal properly. The 8choc0- to the boiling point, and the stew, when eaten, was apparently down to zero [ - '1. • C.).
olate was not brought
Lieutenant Lockwood and Ralston arrived at 8.15. A quarter of an hour later and we had retired to our
bags. Temperature, _15.0° [-26.1° C.].
April 27.- called the cook at 4. 20 a.m., and at 6.30 we had finished breakfast. Fresh,0.westerly
wind;
8•
2
1
C. J. Very
clear weather, and temperature at 8.3 0, _ '1. 0• [ - 27.2· C.]; minimum recorded, - 3·5° [-3
few of the party can boast of having slept last night, and this morning, when called for breakfast, they appeared as weary and heavy-eyed as yesterday evening after the long march. The sudden change in the
weather has frozen our sleeping-bags as stiff as boards, and a thick coating of frost having fanned inside during
the day they were about as warm and comfortable when they were unrolled at night as a refrigerator would
have been. A cache of provisions was made on Breakwater Point sufficient to enable us to return to Repulse Harbor, after which we resumed our course up the coast. A tramp of half an hour brought us to
Frankfield Bay at 9 o'clock, and after a steady march of one hour's duration we reached the
shore.
At this point we ascended a succession of snow-slopes, whicli were not crossed without great difficulty and
frequent overturnings of the sledges. We passed many small bays and indentations, which Lieutenant Beaumont evidently did not consider of sufficient importance to honor with names. The maps of the English,
however, arc models of accuracy and beauty, every important point, mountain, and indentation being fault-

op~osite

lessly delineated.
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At 7.40 p. m. we reached Cape Bryant and went into camp at once. We had been traveling for eleven
hours and ten minutes, and were very tired from the effects of the severe strain. The traveling was fair.
Lieutenant Lockwood arrived at 8,30 with the dog-team and a portion of his load. The remainder was left
back near Frankfield Bay, where he will send for it later. Temperature at the hour of entering camp was
- 15.00 r- 26.1 C.]. A fresh southwest wind was blowing at the time, and the fingers of Frederick were
badly frost-bitten in endeavoring to lash the broken ridge-pole of our tent.
Lieutenant Lockwood shot five ptarmigan this evening just before entering camp. The sledge Hayes
has borne up bravely under trying circumstances, but it is now a hopeless wreck; the runners are entirely
worn off and its bottom has been repeatedly punctured by short pieces of ice.
Supper at 10.45. As usual in these low temperatures, our ration of fuel was consumed when the meal
was not more than half cooked, and we were forced to console ourselves for the hard work just completed
by a meal of frozen food. Crawled into our sleeping-bags at 11.15.
April 28.-1 called the cook at 9 a. rn., and breakfast was announced two hours later. The frozen state
of the bags and the low temperature again prevented us from obtaining much sleep. This is a very pleasant morning; clear and calm weather, and an apparently high temperature. On investigating, however, it
was found to be - 14.00 r- 25.60 C.]; minimum recorded, - 16.0 1- 26.7° C.].
I left camp with Ralston and Elison and proceeded along the coast of Saint George Fiord to the southward in search of Beaumont's cache, which was made in this vicinity. After a long and unsuccessful search
we ascended the promontory (Cape Fulford) projecting into the fiord about six miles from Cape Bryant, and,
erecting a cairn on its summit, deposited in it a record, in which was stated the date and object of our visit.
From our lofty position on this promontory an excellent view of Cape May, Dragon Point, and Mounts
Hooker, Coppinger, and Farragut, as well as the fringe of stately, snow-capped mountains along the western
shore of this fiord, was obtained. They all stood out boldly, and did not appear to be as far away as they
are represented to be on the map. Cape Britannia and Stephenson and Beaumont Islands could not be seen
distinctly owing to the hazy atmosphere, but dark, shapeless masses, barely discernible, indicated to us rhe
position of the land which we so much desire to attain. We returned to camp at 6.3 0 , having been unsuccessful in our search for the depot, but having seen several ptarmigan and tracks of foxes, hares, and lemming.
\Ve are greatly encouraged by the appearance of the ice in the fiord looking towards Cape May, and
shall look for good results in our sledging in that direction. Ralston, Linn, and myself are suffering greatly
from the effects of snow-blindness, notwithstanding the fact of our having worn the goggles at all times.
April 29.-The" cook was called at 7 a. m., and at 9 the breakfast was passed to the men sitting in their
bags. It is a beautiful morning, but the painful condition of my eyes renders me incapable of enjoying it.
Temperature, - 14.0" [-25.6Q C.]; minimum recorded, -23.0° [-30.6° C.].
Ralston's eyes are improving slowly; Linn's are no better than they were yesterday. Sleep was banished last night on account of the torture which this snow-blindness h"as inflicted on our eyes.
We built a large cairn, in which all provisions and articles of our equipment, not absolutely necessary for
traveling, were stored for future use. I have been detached from the supporting party, and will accompany
Lieutenant Lockwood on his journey to the northeast. Sergeant Linn will conduct the supporting party
back to the Boat Camp, where he will remain with two men, sending the other three to Fort Conger. They
cannot accompany us farther owing to the dilapidated state of the sledges. Linn started back with the
party at 4. 18 p. m., using the sledge "Hal! to transport their provisions and effects. Half an hour later
Lockwood, Christiansen, and myself started with the dog-team and twenty-five days' provisions, shaping
our course in a northeasterly direction across Saint George Fiord.
OUf load weighs about 700 pounds, or nearly 90 pounds each to our dogs.
Respectfully submitted.
0

0

D. L.

BRAINARD,

Sergeant.
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Record left by Lieut. L. A. Beaumont, R. N., at Stallion Gorge.
STANTON GORGE DEPOT,

18 76 .

June 3,

This depot was left by the Greenland party for their use on the return journey, on May sth the day

on which Dr. Coppinger left to return to the Alert.
'
It was visited by Lieutenant Rawson on May 15th, on his return with James Hand, who was suffering
from scurvy, and had to be detached from the advanced party.
.•
Lieutenant Rawson took 4 0 out of the 120 rations, or 8 days forhis 5 men, which was sufficientto enable
him to reach the Repulse Harbor Depot.
This depot was lastly visited by Lieutenant Beaumont, in command of the Greenland exploring party

on his return journey on the above date.
'
Lieutenant Rawson left Lieutenant Beaumont on the r rth May, for the reason stated above.
Lieutenant Beaumont reached his farthest on May 21, and after waiting two (2) days for fine weather
started on his return journey, chiefly in consequence of the appearance of scurvy amongst the remaining 6
of his crew.
Since that the weather has been very unfavorable, and a great deal of snow has fallen, making the
traveling very heavy. Three of the crew have become worse, and, though just able to walk slowly, are
helpless; their names are William Jenkins, Peter Craig, and Charles Paul. Two more show symptoms of it.
Wilson Dobing (considerable), and Frank Jones (slight). Lieutenant Beaumont and Alex. Gray (captain
of sledge), are well. The party takes 40 rations, as their quicker return and the sickness of the men has
enabled them to economise provisions.
Forty rations are thus left at this depot, and these are complete in every respect.
The party starts to-morrow for Repulse Harbor across the floe.
L. A. BEAUMONT,

Lieutenant, R. N., H. M. S. Discovery.

6
Records left at Repulse Bay by British Arctic Expedition, I87S-' 7 .
H. M. SLEDGE ALERT, AT REPULSE BAY, May 7, 1876.
The above-mentioned a-man sledge arrivedhere at 4.40 a. m. of the 7th May, having parted company
with Lieutenant Beaumont 19~ miles to the northeast on the coast, and 2~ miles on this side Cape Stanton
on the 5 May. All well, but experiencing slow and very laborious traveling.
th
I meet here H. M. Sledges Stephenson and ClemenJs Mar/duJtJl· I start to-morrow for Polaris Bay with
the Stephenson and A lert. The adjoining depot contains 9 2 rations.
The letter to Lieutenant Beaumont, herewith contained, gives full information regarding depot, and
can be read by any person visiting cairn before his arrival.

R. W.

COPPINGER,

M.

D.,

Surgeon.

H. M.

SLEDGE DISCOVERY,

Saturday, May

20,

18

76.

DEPOT-CROSSING BAY.

Above-mentioned sledge arrived here, May '9th , having left Lientenant Beaumont on the loth, about
4 miles along the coast. I was sent back with J. H and, one of Lieutenant Beaumont's sledge cre,:", who
0 got scurvy; we have had to carry him the last day. Lieutenant Beanmont all well: and gomg on
has
with six men. From the top of a peak the day before I left him, three large fiords were dIscovered, and a
leg, ?ut I hope he
large island. I start for Polaris Bay to.day. Bryan, one of my party. has got a
will soon be all right. I take 20 rations from this depot, including a few loose ones, which
10 the wooden
box with the provisions I have got. I shall be provisioned up to 30th May. I also take pick-ax and boat-

b~d

swain's bag, which both belong to my sledge.

ar~

WVATT' R AWSON,

Lieutenant, H. M. Skip Discovery, Depot-crolsing Bay, North Greenland.

May 20.-We passed Cape Chase.

No big hummocks were seen near Cape Chase.

read my letter to Lieutenant Beaumont.
(To Lieutenant Beaumont:) I am taking on your cooking·stove as far as I can.

J:I. Mis. 393-15

Any person can
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REPULSE HARBOR DEPOT, J 1.30

a, m., June

10, 18 76.

Lieutenant Beaumont, in command-of sledge Sir Edtoard Parry and 6 men, arrived here on the above
date.

I

'The party, after leaving Lieutenant Rawson on the r r th ultimo, reached its farthest point on the 19th
May, in latitude 82° IS' N. and longitude 49°, approximately, having experienced very heavy traveling for
the three previous days-across snow, soft underneath and from 3 feet ['9 m ] to 4 feet 9 inches [14 m] deep.
This not only checked their further advance, but brought out the scurvy in two of the crew, who, in consequence of the want of proper remedies, became steadily worse from that date. They first suffered in the
thighs and at the back of the knee, but after being much discolored and very much swelled, the pain has
mostly settled in the joints.
The party waited for two days at the last camp in hopes of being able to ascend Mount Farragut, but
it remaining thick, and snowing the whole time, the state of the provisions as well as the increased sickness
of the crew necessitated their return.
According to orders a cairn was built at the north end of Reef Island, a small island northwest of the
last camp, and thus the farthest land attained, and a record left in it containing a brief account of the
expedition and the work undertaken by it this year, but considering how unlikely a place it was ever to be
revisited, the skeleton chart supplied for the purpose was not left in that cairn, but was reserved for another
cairn in a more prominent and accessible position. That the ascent of some high peak on the land that
terminates in Mounts Hart, Parr, and May, was not accomplished is much to be regretted, since it leaves
undecided whether Nares Land and Stephenson Land are islands separate, or together form part of the
mainland. This was deemed an important question, but untoward circumstances prevented its solution.
One clear day enabled Lieutenant Beaumont, from the top of Mount Windham Hornby (3,9° 0 feet [1,189m]
high) to see much, but left the case of the islands still in doubt , as the same land obstructed the view.
An effort was made to reach Mount Parr, as originally intended, by a forced march by the sound
part of the crew, but it had to be abandoned in consequence of strong westerly winds, the continuous fall
of snow threatening heavier traveling, and the increased necessity for a speedy return. Just below Mount
Windham Hornby, on the shoulder of Dragon Point, which forms the eastern corner of St. George Fiord,
~ cairn was built, open from Cape Archer through north to Cape Cleveland. In this cairn was put a record
ll1 most respects similar to the one at Reef Island, and the skeleton chart, filled up as well as time would
permit, was put with it.

From the 2$th ultimo the two sick men have not been able to assist in pulling the sledge, but have

~'alked along, holding by the drag-ropes. On the 28th Charles Paul who had shown symptoms of approachmg scurvy, was quite disabled, and from that time like the other two has not been able to assist in anything.
"
.

On the 3~th we deposited as much gear as we could at Old River Point, the chief weight being fifty-SIX
pounds pemmican, two gallons spirits wine, two knapsacks, lower robe, rifle, &c., estimated at one hundred
and seventy pounds. The weather, with very few exceptions, has remained most unfavorable; a considerable
amou~lt of snow has fallen, and so wet that it has rotted the harder and older snow underneath, and made
travehng much more laborious.
Th
1 ,
.
.
.e part?> : HIS reduced to four workmg hands, reached the Stanton Gorge Depot on the 3d June, .bY
which time \\' illiarn
Jenki ns an d Ch ar Ies l
.
Jaul were '
only Just able to crawl along slowly, the sIed ge 11avmg
to stop and walt for them T k r '
.
.
P I .ho was
•
00 torty rations to complete With and started same evemng,
au, W
unable to stand , having
to
b
t
he
sled
,
.
'
. take the
'
e pu on t e s e ge. \\ ith the extra load the fOUT men were una ble to
sledge along ~~e snow-slopes. \Ve now, therefore, took to the ice and followed the line of floes along the
Bllack ~orn Cliffs, even~ual1y coming into the outward-bound tracks and reaching the shore at the same
p ace where we had lef~ I~ on the rst May. The next day, June 7, Jenkins failed completely, and had to be
putdon.the sledge. ThIS lllcreased weight, as well as the difficulty of passing the Snow and Drift Point slopes,
h .
..
tl second
ma e It necessary to make two i
t bri
.
wo Journeys eac time, the first to carry the weights and prOVISions, ie :
g
o dTlnb Ul) the tent and the sick. Snow Point was thus passed but the second trip around Drift point was
rna e y t h e floe h . f '1 d
'
'fl.
,avl.ng at e to get the sledge Over the point the first time.
.
re wet snow which has b
f 11'
. and for
th 1.·
.
een a mg ever so long is making the traveling heavier and heaVIer,
east two days Craig ha
t b
bl
.
I 'IOn
t.
s no een a e to keep up with the sledge although going quite s ow y.
wo occasions the four men h
b
b
'
d had to
unload to tri
h
ave not een a le to move the sledge through the deep, wet snow an
ex ncate er,

!
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The party reached this depot after a long, but necessarily slow, march of twelve hours. Out of seven
men forming the. whole party, two, William Jenkins and Charles Paul, are absolutely helpless, having to be
dressed and earned to and from the sledge. Another, Peter Craig, is just able to walk very slowly. Wilson
Dobing is gradually approaching the stage when he will no longer be able to pull, and Frank Jones, though
he has unmistakable signs of the same disease, has not become worse until the last few days. Severe work
made the stiffness a little more felt; the two last, together with Alex. Gray and Lieutenant Beaumont (who
as yet is well in health), are the four working hands upon whom the burden of the work falls entirely. Both
Dobing and Jones are working with great spirit and determination; Craig has shown much courage in
holding out so long, and all have done their best.
The party proceeds to-morrow, the r rth June, across the straits, to H. M. Ship Akrl, in preference to
overland to Polaris Bay, for the following reasons:
(I) Because the distance from Repulse Harbor to Black Cape, about twenty-three miles, is less this
way and known, while to Polaris Bay is greater, and that way unknown. At Black Cape assistance can be
obtained from the Alert.
(2) Because with three sick, and only four to pull, land traveling has become more difficult than OIl the
ice, while the probability of one more having to be carried and one less to pull will make the gentlest slopes
in this snow impassable to the already overworked three.
(3) Even arrived at Polaris Bay without any change for the worse in our condition, the addition to the
party would consist of two more sick, James Hand and George Bryant, and four sound ones, Lieutenant
Rawson, Dr. Coppinger, and two men; for Captain Stephenson, in his letter to me, says that Dr. Coppinger
will be left at Polaris Bay with Hands and the dogs. Only thus there will be, at most, 8 men to manage
two sledges and a 20-foot [6"'] ice-boat, and take care of five sick and helpless men at the very time when
the ice is breaking up.
(4) Having seen no signs of any movement in the ice, as yet, and taking the collapsible boat to use as
a last resource, there is reason to hope that the crossing may be effected without mishap, and thereby the
safety and welfare of the party insured, and assistance to the few now at polaris Bay more shortly rendered

t

than could be the case by the addition of so reduced and weakened a crew.

I

I, LeWIS A. Beaumont, who wrote the preceding record, having weighed over very carefully the whole
matter, and firmly believe that, to the best of my belief and knowledge, I have taken the right course, and
hopefully trust, with God's help, to carry it out.
It is my intention, immediately on reaching the Alert, to procure assistance for those at Polaris Bay
(believing that they are too few to manage the 2o-foot [6"'] ice-boat) either from that ship or the Discovery.
If any of them reach this depot in search of us they will please take a copy of this record and statement fOI the purpose of eventually taking it to Captain Stephenson, and they will be able to judge from
the condition of this depot what is the best course to pursue with regard to their own return and the chance
of assistance reaching them through our means.

L. A.

BEAUMONT,

I:I. M. Ship Discovery.
JUNE 12, 18 76.

,

I am sorry to state, for a great many reasons, that we are obliged to abandon our intention of going
across the straits to the Alert. We have been out on the ice, and, 'after having successfully passed the
shore hummocks and the first floe, we came to open water and last year's ice decaying fast. Though we
could have got round it I didn't feel justified in running so great a risk as it would be to arrive on the
other side eight days later with three helpless men and more open water; so, having no choice left, we arc
starting for Polaris Bay immediately.

L. A. l~EAUMONT, Lieut.
REPULSE HARHOll DEPOT,

June

13,

187 6•

Three of us have returned from the camp, half a mile south, to fetch the remainder of the provisions.
Dobing has failed altogether this morning. Jones is much worse and cannot last more than two or three
days. Craig is nearly helpless; therefore, we cannot hope to reach Polaris Bay without assistance. Two
men cannot do it; so we will go as far as we can and live 'as long as we can. God L.help
A. us.
BEAUMONT.
'"
r
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[Extract from Captain Stephenson's letter to Lieutenant Beaumont.]

You will find a book at Polaris Bay with a memorandum from Captain Nares, in which he desires all
officers will carefully enter any provisions removed or used from the American depot, which is equal to 1,000
rations. He wishes 30 pounds tea and 250 pounds ham to be left, which is equal to 1,000 rations, and the
remainder of those two articles conveyed to the Discovery, so that should you find anything more of those
two items, and can bring them over, to please do so.
L. A. BEAUMONT, Lieut.
On reading Captain Stephenson's letter I find that three menwill be left with Dr. Coppinger, and not
Hans only, as I first supposed, but this will not alter my plan, for the other good reasons.
L. A. B,
Observations taken on North Grtenland sledgejourney.
Date,

I..ocality.

Time.

1882,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Camp I, Cape
Murchison.

Apr.

~

_

~

Barometer.
_

_

__

Camp II, depot B_ Apr.

3p·m.

4 8.45 P: m.

2).65 753. to -32. ° -35.6

. _ U __

c

I
nuU

c.

Faltr.
h

Min. ther. set at 10.55
p.m.

_

I

j

Remarks.

_

c ~

\
{"dUS.! ms«, ~ Faltr.
c. i
3 12 m'd'gt 29· S3 •757. 67 --3 2. ° -35.6'

Apr. 4

Minimum temperature.

Weather.

Temperature.

-4 1 . 0 -40 . 6

hU

_uu __ -29. 0 -33.9 Lt.snow.

Uu_ Min. ther. set at 8

~

p.m.
Apr. 4 12 m'd'gt 29.62 752.33 -28.5' -33.6 Lt. snow.
Apr. 5 3 p. m. 29· 78 756.40 -22. ° -30. ° NW.fair., -29.S -34.2
On the march , , __ Apr. 5 12 m'd'gt 29. 62 752.33 -27. ° -32.8

U U __ n _

-------u-l

I

I

1
I
-46.0 -43.3

n,

1

uuu_

1

n.'

-_

I

I

Camp III, on the I Apr. 6 4· 20 a. m. -----Min. ther . set at 6
strait.
i
II
a.m.
Apr. 6 6 a. m. 29.62 752.33 -40. ° -40. ° Calm and f
u __
i
)
:
fair.
i i i
Apr. 6 8 p. m. 29· 55 75°.5 6 ' -33· ° -36. I E.lt. fair. :, -48. 0 . -44.4
; On the march ____ Apr. 6 12 m'd'gt 29.62 752.33 -29. 0 -33.9 SE. brisk, i __
!
I
cloudy. I
I
I
\ Camp IV, on the Apr, 7 3.30 a. m.
--zo.8 --29.3 SW. brisk.l _uu_Jun i Min. ther. set at 4
I
strait.
I
I"
a.m.
Apr. 7 7 a.lIl. 29· 67 i 753.60 ' -25.5 -31.9 SE. fresh, ' _ n
[un_n
I
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I
i
Apr. 7 8 p. m. 29·80 756.91 '. -19. 5 -28.6
28
1
n

u

u

'I'

u

__

u

u

i

On the march; , __ Apr.
\

Camp V, on the; Apr.
strait.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
On the march _u. Apr.
Camp V~, Polari~ Apr.
Boat Camp.
i
Apr.

I

i

I
!

i,

c

u_u

I

;

I

I

i

I

8
9
9
9

9p·m.
1 a. m,
ga.m.
8 p.m.
9 12 m'd'gl
I I 12 m'd'gt
12

3°.47
30.55
30. 80
3°.7 8
30. 62

773.92
775· 96
782. 31
781.80
777· 73

Apr. 14

8a.m.

Apr. 15

8a.m.

Apr. 16
: Apr. 16

It. snow.
10.° -12.2 SW. gale.
. --SW. gale.
S\V. gale.
2. ° --16.7 SW. brisk.
+ 9· 5 - 12. 5 SW. fresh.

+

u

_

+
+

3·5 -15. 8
6.

° -21. I

3·

°

.° \- 33 .3

'u

_
1

• __ 1

1

• __ :

1

--- -- --_. --.'.-._- ,._--- -.. -

i

6 a. m.

h n ._ _

Apr. 13 8.30 a. m,

On the march,
Newman Bay.

----------1-

7' 12 m'd'gt 29.82757.41-17.8-27.7 SE. fresh,

-

-

+10.3
i

Calm and
clear.
-19· 4 Fair.

-12.1

n_1 +

--,--.-----i Min. ther. set at 8.30
a.m.
7.0 -21.7 Min. ther. set at 8
a.m.
I
7.2 -13.8 Min. ther , set at 8
a.m.

9 a. rn. 28.88' 733· 54 +12.3 -10·9 NE.brisk.;+ 3.8[-15.7
Mean thermometer
_.u_
8 I'· m. 1 28. 83 732. 27! t- 3. -16. I E.lt. and
-15,8 [-26.6 c.j,
fair.
'Number of obs., 3 2 •
Apr. 16 .. m'd'gt 1'8. 76 73°.49
-22. 8 E. It. and
Mean bar. 29·74
clear.
f755.38mmJ. Num6er of obs., 21.

°

uu_u
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Observations falun on North Greenland sledge journey-Continued.

_ _---~----r----,------:-------;-----,------~--------Locality.

\ Date,

Time.

[882.

1_ _- - - - -11 -

I

9 a.

Camp VII, Bre- \ Apr. 17
voort Peninsula. I
1\ Apr. 17
On the march , , __ Apr. 17

f

On the march

1

Apr. [S

I

P: m. 28.15" 13°.24 I

!

m'd'gt 28.7°\128.91 -

1

I,

u

__

-------

u __ Min.
ther, set at 7
a.jn.

9 p. m. 28.73,129.73
2 a. m,
6 a. m.

u

__ - -

1

p. m,

[I

II

p. m.

u

__

.u

I

I

:::'. ~:.-J:::.J::.
:
\
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:
'
.
:
~~~:~:~:: ~ .~:~ ~ M~·m~ber.
i
·.··._·_'1------- __

I

Camp XII, coast . Apr. 22
near Repulse!\
Harbor.
, Apr. 23
Camp XIII, snow ! Apr. 23
slopes.
I
I Apr. 24

Camp XVI, north
side Hand Bay.
Sou t h s i d e
Frankfield Bay.
Camp XVII, Cape
Bryant.

° -25· 6 Calm, It. -15· ° -26. I
snow.
28. 45: 722.62 -14. ° -25· 6 Calm, It. - .----- ._u
_
I
snow.
Min. ther. set at 6
28.60',7 26.43 -[9.5 -28.6 Calm, It. 1
j
snow.
I
a. m,
28.60',726.43 -38.0, -38. 9 Calm and \" -40. 0, -4°· °
i
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29.
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_ 5. 0 -20.6 SE., brisk, \. __
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I
I
i
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I
!_
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i
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voort Peninsula.'
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Horn Cliffs.
I
Apr.2S
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Apr. 26
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3· 0 -19· 4: Calm, It. - 3· ° -19· 4
snow.
9· 5 -23· I , Calm and l, -- - --- ------l
\ fair.
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.- ------- Min.
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I
i
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7 a.m. 2S.62 1726.93 -[3.0 -25. 0 __ u------ -----.-

9 a. m.

I·

. :..

.•
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8 a. m,
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6 p. m.

2

•

1
.
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I

Apr. 26
Apr. 27
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Apr. 28
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1
I
\
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--~----
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clear.
P: m.
Calm and -22. 0 __30. ° \ Mean ther., -7·4
2
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8 a. m. 29. 53 750 . 05 -II.S -24.
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\
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I

r

~---

1

Camp IX, Bre- 1Apr. 19
voort Peninsula.1
! Apr. 19
I
I
I On the march, i Apr. 20
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Camp X, Bre-: Apr. 20
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r

I

7 a. m. 28.74' 129.98 -
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.

I'

i', -
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m. ;rkSS'!\73~~7S!I ':~~~·oll-ii.
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voort Peninsula. I
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I
I

I-I

9 p. m. 2S·93 734. SI
12

I temperature.
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I

Barorneter. \ Temperature., Weather.,
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Tabulated statement of distance traveled and time consumed.
Time (hours).

Distance (geographical miles).
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Q,J

(J

~

;;

l-<

!

0_
~

t: ~
0(1.\

";;$

0::

E-o

h.
54
14
4

Q)
(J

m, ilIiles.
15 2.23
58 20 I. 92
51 05 1.74

h.
82
I

55 25

I.

48

10

2.39

87

~95

IS

2.07

======= :=:::===

==:=:.::::;::1==:==:=== --~ -.. . . . . ~_._~I

Farthest to Cape Britannia
_
Cape Britannia to Cape Bryant_
Cape Bryant to Boat Camp
Boat Camp to Fort Conger _
Total (back)

n

37 20

95
60
61)4
48

95
60
61)4
48

4 1 45
28 00
3 6 35
28 20

24 45
27 30
22 45

---- ----

264)4

264)4

45! 2·54

28

00

2.42

36 35
28

20

2.23
2. II

134

40

2.3 2

----

20

112

41

134 40

====:= - - - - -

Aggregate (out and back)
Aggregate in statute miles

_
_

54 1
62 3%

245 45

357

55

The word "advanced," both here and in the journal, refers to the simple distance from camp to camp and the actual time
occupied in making that distance, all stops deducted.
The word" traveled." includes total number of miles traveled, the number of miles advanced added to those traveled in
going back and forth in "doubling up." The time corresponding refers to the whole time from leaving one camp to arriving at
the next, all stops included.
The 4' additional miles" refers to incidental journeys not numbered as marches.
The rate per hour is the rate of U advance," computed from the time and distance advanced.
The whole statement is confined to the dog-sledge.

List of clothing on person and ill bag on leauing' Fort COllger.
------_.-

II

Articles.

.-0... I
(\!

,.:

~

'(;

...
j::q
I--

0

";
00

I

Cloth caps , .....
1
Seal-skin trousers*
h
-: 1
Woolen trousers (Government)
iu __
Canvas frocks
------u--i I
Flannel or woolen shirts u_n
.,' 3
3
Drawers u_n_uu
uupairs_J 2
2
Guernseys __•
1
I
1
Seal-skin temiaks I
I
Seal-skin mittens
..I__ n
I
Woole"; mit~ens
1 2
2
Dog-skin mittens
nun
I
Seal-skin boots h
.1 2
I
Canvas shoes _hu
u_n __1 1
1
Buck-skin moccasins
pairs._1 I
2
Woolen socks
u_npairs__ 4
5
Blanket wrappers n.___
2
I
Dog-skin and deer-skin ••,,'......,, __.__
Deer-skin stockings
Coats (woolen) --.-----.-----.-------i-.--_
Blanket vests -- ..------------------i--,--I-_ n __ u

--_ ..

__

3

2

I

2

u

n

h

d

I

Q)

0

]

.s

1-0

~

I
1

_ U U __

~
Co)
'1:

;...,

~

r-:

Q,i

~

~

:.a

:::
0

U

III

~

.;:
,.c

1-0
Q,)

"0

Q,J

~

I

-----~

,I
I

1
I

I

3
I

1

'

.

'

n

n

exchanged afterwards for
This list was subsequently changed somewhat. The clothing bag of each man was limited to 8 pounds in weight on
leaving Fort Conger. On leaving Boat Camp everything possible was left there. Many of the above articles were made by the
men themselves out of blankets.
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Report ofproceedi1tgs by Sergeant Jewell ulkile detached.
FORT CONGER, GRINNEI"L LAND,

Marcil

30, 1882.

SIR: In compliance with your orders of March 2 I, received at depot B upon my return to that point

r

r

from Lincoln Bay, I have the honor to submit the following report.
At 7 a. m. March 25, accompanied hy Private Ellis, who by your order joined me yesterday, and
Frederick Christiansen, left depot B at 9 a. m. with the load of provisions, composed of the following, viz.,
I bag pemmican, 2 cans alcohol, 3 boxes English beef, 2 bags bread, and 2 cans of lime-juice pemmican.
In
addition we carried two sleeping-bags, with cooking utensils, &c. Finding that this load was too great fur
the dogs, upon my arrival at Cape Beechey, at I I a. m., I lightened it by caching one can alcohol and one
box English beef, We here left the ice-foot, and after crossing the rubble·ice near the shore reached a large
floe that continued to within about 3 miles of the Greenland .shore. In consequence of the dogs becoming
very tired I left the other can of alcohol at this place, and after several hours' hard work reached depot E
at I I p. m. We then built a snow house and retired for the night. Minimum temperature, from I I P: m.
25th to I I a. m. 26th, 51° below zero [ _4 6•1° C.].
Marck 26.-1 learned a lesson last night, or rather this morning, that hereafter in using a snow house
I shall heed. I noticed when I retired that .the candle burned very dimly, but thinking nothing of it went
to sleep. This morning I felt as usual and ate quite t: hearty breakfast. But upon going into the fresh air,
I was taken with a dizziness in the head and sickness at the stomach, so severe that at one time I could see
nothing at all. The other men were equally as bad off as myself, and for some time it looked very serious,
as the temperature was 3 below zero [ - 37. 8" C.). But after half an hour's brisk exercise it gradually ware
6"
away. The cause of this was doubtless foul air caused by insufficient ventilation.
This morning I examined the depot already established and found everything in confusion, the result
prohably of a severe gale, as the boat was found on the ice-foot completely wrecked, and snow-shoe. and
other articles scattered all over the ice, some being at least a quarter of a mile from the depot. Ellis, who
had frozen his foot coming from Fort Conger to depot B, became worse and I left for the latter place, at
which point I arrived at 7.35 p. m, We found the traveling quite severe owing to a brisk wind.
I gave the dogs a rest on the z7 as well as delaying operations, in order to ascertain as to whether
th
Ellis The
would
be morning
able to continue
his work.
next
(28th) Ellis's
foot being much worse, I concluded to take him to Fort Conger, for
which place I started at 7. a. m., but after walking a short distance he, with a fortitude that does credit to
20
him, insisted upon going alone, so that I could return and continue my work. In consequence I returned
and at 8.45 a. m. started for depot E with I can alcohol, I bag pemmican, 2 bags bread, and 2 boxes Iimejuice pemmican. We reached Cape Beechey at '0040 a. m., and taking on the alcohol and box of English
beef left there, started across at I I a. m. We arrived at the tent at I p. m., and within about 3 miles of the
Greenland shore at 4 p. m, I here left my load and returned to the tent, arriving at 5-4° p. Ill.
I left the tent at 8 a. m, (29
with the provisions previously left there, consisting of I large bag of
th)
canned goods, 2 boxes pemmican, and I box potatoes, and on my way over also added 2 cans alcohol left
on the ice, reaching the depot at 3 p. rn. Started back for the tent at 3,3°, and reached that point at 7
p. m. Upon examining my barometer I found it very low, 28.9' 1734.3o"''''J. The temperature at the time
being 510 below zero [ _4
C.J, the conditions were all favorahle for a severe storm, and not wishing to be
6•1"
caught on the straits, we prepared and ate our supper, fed the dogs, and at about 9 P: m. left for depot B,

~hat,

a. m. for Fort Conger as I knew
at which
p. m. we
of arrived
the 3 atI 1started
owing to the. storm on. the .channeI, it
At I point
0th
would be two or three days before I could cross again. I met WIth a very high wind, espectally III crossmg

r

0

St. Patrick Bay, and around Cape Murchison, arriving at 6.4 p. m.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

Lieut.

J. B. LOCKWOOD,

Commanding North Greenland Sledge Party.

\v. S. JEWELL,
Sergeant, Signal

Gorps,

U. S. A.

Tnb) LADY It'RANKLIN BAY EXPEDIT10N".
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Memoranda

if stores cachedat

Cape Bryant and Polan's Boat Camp.

MEMORANDUM OF RATIONS Arm STORES I.EFT IN CACHE AT CAPE BRYANT MAY 24 AND 25, 1882.

Pounds.

Pounds.

Pemmican (English), eatable, but not good.
. 53
Pemmican (Iime-juice}. _u. _..
.
.---- 45
7
Bacon (English), a little musty
..__u________

Chocolate, about __.
Tea
.

Hard bread (EngHsh),stale and musty (40rations)_ 30
Hard bread (United States), about _.
17
Alcohol, 2 bags 102 oz., and 1 can IC)O oz .______ 18J(
Dried beans, 2 baga.;
..
18)1

snow-knife.
J haversack with medicines.
15 rounds breech-loading shotgun ( 12 gauge) ammunition.
40 English rations of stearine.

Tea (English)

u____

M

Milk _: __...
._ 0_.
lfard bread
Tea
•
Dried beans ----Salt ·-------..-----Eng. potatoes, I box

.
••
~_ ••

.
.
h _ ••

.

•

•
h

..

..
-

u

Snow-shoe (odd one)
Canvas shoes
Wicking
Splints (medical)
"Repair-box" for boat ,
u

__ ._ _

u

•

h

•

ou

••

...

-- __. pairs __
.
_
--

._ ..
__

pounds __ 12
.do__ 2~
.do __ 40
quarts __ 5
gallons-- 16
.. _- ---- 4
u_

u

.. do__ 18
pounds __ 70
do__
I~
..
dc.; 90
.. do__
8
do__ 14

- _- •.. -

Polaris BOAT CAMP MAY 30, 1882.

.0_.
Chocolate
Pemmican [lime-juice}
Lime-juice
Alcohol
Snow-knives
Rubber blanket __
Blanket wrappers
Spade
.
.

u

1.%3

..

.• _-

Sugar_ .

..._•. cans_.. 10
do__
3
do.;
6
.do__ 6
do__
3
3
-do
0.
.do;,
2
• do__
7
do__
1

4

u_ -----

1

MEMORANDUM OF RATIONS AND STORES LEFT IN WHALE-BOAT AT

Butter, 3·lb. cans •
Comed beef, 2-lb. canl .
•
. _.Extract ofbeef.
Extract ofmutton
•
.
Condensedeggs __•
.
Cranberry sauce
Potatoes
Baked beans .•
..
Soup .

- __- - - - -_
- .•

_

_
pairs , ,
balls__

.. _

..

4
10

_

4

__

1

•

..__.._.

4

Several pieces of tin.

copy of records left in cairns at Lockwood Island and elsewhere.
RECORDS LEFT IN CAIRNS AT FARTHEST, WORDED AS FOLLOWS:

. t. I left Fort Conger, Discovery Harbor, April 3, 1882, with party of twelve men and equipment cons~t
109 of one dog-sledge and teams and fOUT Hudson Bay sledges. Four of the party broke down in crossmg
the straits and were sent back. Two of the sledges also became useless and another, a large sledge, was
s.ubstituted for them. Thus equipped the party left the base of supplies (which we had in mean time estabhshed at. the" Boat Camp," Newman Bay) April 16 and reached Cape Bryant April 27. Near the Black
Hom Cliffs the large sledge referred to broke a runner and at Cape Bryant the two remaining Hudson
Bay .sledges wer~ unable to go further, being worn out: Here the rest of the party turned back while.t
continued on with the dog-team, Sergeant D. L. Brainard, general service, U. S. Army, and Freden
Christiansen (Eskimo).
Cape Bri~annia was reached May 4 and this cape May 13 [1882].
row the J 5th mst, All well at this date.

Here I turn back, starting to-mor-

J. B.

LOCKWOOD,

Second Lieutenant, Twenty-third Infantry, U.

s. Anny•

. . II. Sh?e [Mary Murray] Island and several intermediate points between that and Cape Britannia, each

gtvmg a brief summary.

III. Cape Britannia, brief summary.
IV. Cape Bryant, brief summary.
V. Polaris Boat Camp, brief summary.
VI. Repulse Hal bor, brief summary.

I
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ApPENDIX

No. 54--R rport

0/Priuate Bicderbick' s journey into Black Rock

Vale.

FORT CONGER, GRINNEl.L LAND, JUlll 2, 1882.

SIR: In compliance with your instructions, for me to proceed to Black Rock Vale and take metl~)ro'
logical observations and magnetic bearings of prominent points, I have the honor to submit the following
report.
in the
I left Fort Conger May 3 at 12.30 a.m., accompanying Sergeant Rice's party to the
6 tent1•13."];
1,
\77
Bellows, at which point we arrived at 2.15 a. m, Barometer reading at 5·15 av m., 3°.3
2'
attached thermometer, 30' [ _1.1' C.); 7 a. 01 .. barometer, 3°.38 \771. 64""]; alt. ther., 3 l 0.0" C.); at 4
p.m., barometer, 30.34 [77 o.62"m); alt. ther., 27.5' [-2.5" C.]. I left the tent at 4·4° P: m., arriving at
Knife Edge at 6.5°. Barometer at 7 p.m., 3°.31 [769.86 '0" ]; alt. ther., 27'91- 2·3" c.\.
20, Magnetic bearing
to point A, on accompanying chart, 201; to Bleak Cape, 356• I left this station at 7. proceeding up the
80061"'"
yords
valley until 8.05, when I came to a lake, from 3 to 3Yz miles in \ength, and varying from 200 to 69.
1
;
(
to 73 "1 in width. Picked up some shells. Reading of barometer at 8.05 p. m.,
3°·3°
[7
69.61'''''');
2 28' [-2.2' C.]. I arrived at point A at 9.35 p. m. Barometer, 3°·3° [7
183
thermometer,
thermOln
0
eter,3 (-0.6' C]. Magnetic bearing forward to point B, 255' Arrived at end of 65'
lake at 10.4 P: m,
r'
Continuing
up the valley, I arrived at point B at I a. m. June 1. Barometer, 3°" 3 17 29,,,'0 I; thermometer, 29_9" [-I .•o C.]. Bearing to point C 229, and to point D 21 5- From here 1 began the ascent of a
high hill on the west side of the valley, but owing to fatigue gave np the altempt, and started
0" on my return
68
2"
C.!.
to the tent at 2 a. m. Barometer reading at 4 a.m., 3°-25 [7 .34"''' 1; att, ther., 23' [-5. 8"
I arrived at the tent at 10.I 5 a.rn. Barometer upon arrival, 3°'3 0" [769-6 I "'"I ; att. ther., 29. [- 1. C. J.
At 2 a. m. J nne " barometer 30.15 [765.80 ""'); thermometer, .8' [- 2.2' C. J. Left tent at 2.15 a. Ill. and
arrived at "Fort Conger at 6.15 a. m.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

HENRV BIEDERBJCK,

Priuat«, CompallY G, .·.·jnJenleentll Illfantry.
Lieut. A: W. GREELY,
First Lieut., Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
uJ111manding Expedition.
NOTE.-A piece of coal was fonnd above the lake [Heintze1manj.-A. W. G.
Original map of Private Biederbick not reproduced, but its features have been incorporated in general
map of Grinnell Land.-A. 'V. G.
AppENDIX

No. 55. _Sergeant Linn's report ofjourney into Black Rock Vale.
FORT CONGER, GRJNNEI..r, LAND,

J Ulle 13, 1882.

SIR: Purnuant to your instructions, dated June 5, 1882, I, accompanied by Private Bender and hy F, T.
Christiansen, with his dog-team, left this station on the 5th, at I J ,30 a. Kl., for Lake Hazen. Arrived at tent
at 3.40 a. m, on June 6, cooked supper, and slept until I I a. m., when, after cooking breakfast, we left the
•tent at I 1" m., taking the dog-team farther up, for about a mile, and then sending it back to the station.
Arrived at mouth of Black Rock Vale at 2.45 P: m- Bender taking bearings, and then proceeded up the
vale. Traveling, on account of water from the side hills mixing with the soft snow, was made almost
impossible with the extemporized wagon. Arrived at head of lake (Biederbick's discovery) at 6 p. m., which
I judge to be about 3 miles long and I ,000 yards [914'"I wide. Camped at 7· J ° P: rn., cooked supper, an,l
slept until 8-4 a. m, June 7, when we started again, following the valley, and taking five days' rations,
0 with tent and wagon at camp. We passed a gap on our left which runs SW. (true), and at
leaving the rest
2.'7 stopped and saw two peaks. Ascended the hill and found that the p6al<.' seen were undoubtedly of
the United States Range. Camped at 3.30 p. rn.; ate supper; slept until 10·°5 p. m. Left the vaHey at
00
10.55 p. 01., climbed hill to summit, and saw a small lake, I mile long and 3 yards ('74"\ wide. Crossed
the lake, ascended another hill, and at 12.05 a. m. we saw the United States Range and four glaciern, and
the northeast end of Lake Hazen. Camped at

12·3°

a. rn.
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Jmu 8.-Arose at I I a. m. and got breakfast. Bender taking the necessary bearings, started at 11'30
a. m. on our return to station. Saw in the valley five musk-oxen and five geese. Camped at 9.15 p. m.
at lake [Heintzelman).
. .
At 4.15 a. m, June 9 arose, cached remainder of rations, and started at 4.55 a. m., brmgmg wagon ~nd
sleeping-bag to the tent. Arrived there at 9.15 a. m., cooked tea, and at 10.15 a. m. started for the station,
where we arrived at 5.15 p. m,
The following bearings, with prismatic compass, were taken by Private Bender:
Date.

I observation.
Hour of ! Observa- IBearing.l
I tion, i
I

~-----c---

I

1882.
June 6.

'I

2·45
: 4· 35
June 7.
8.4 1
I I1·34
i

I

12 , 3 1
1

2.17
3·30

I 10·55

June 8.'

r

1.20

II Degrees. Inches.

p im.] ~irsL_ •. ·1
P: m-l Second; __
a. m.: Third
1
a . m J Fourth.hl
p.
~.ifth p.
Sixth
p. m.' Seventh -p. m.] Eighth
a. m.. Ninth
f

il _I.
ill.

_

Barometer.

----II
u_'.!
:

111m.

29.7 8
200
29. 6 1
210
29· 64 I
270
29.5 2 :
259 '. 29.5 2 :
265 I 29.281
227 Ii 2 9 ' 35
243
29· 78
220 1 29.7 8
I

205

i

1
t

756.40
752 . 0 8
752 . 84
749·79
749·79
743·7°

745 ' 48
756 .40
756.40

Bearings for mountains and glaciers: First, for mountain
SW., 181; second, mountain in center, 230; third. mountain on
NE. end, 205. First glacier, SW., 230; second, center, 265 ; third,
NW., 205.

I am, very respectfully,
DAVID LINN,
Sereeant, General Service, U. S. A.
,~

To the

COMMANDING OFFICER, LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.

ApPENDIX

No. s6.-Lieulenant Lockwood's report 0/ launch trip up Archer Fiord.

October 6, 1882.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of a trip in thesteam-launch Lady Greely, made
.
August 13 to 16, pursuant to your letter of instructions of August 12, 1882.
August 13·-The party consisting of myself, Sergeants Brainard, Ralston, Cross, and Linn, and. Pnvate
Frederick left the station in the launch at 8'3 0 o'clock in the morning, taking in tow the EnglIsh boat
Valorous, with Sergeant Rice and a party for Musk-ox Bay. We reached this bay without event or delay
and took the party about half-way to its head when, dropping the boat, the launch proceeded towards
Archer Fiord via the western entrance. The ice was in small detached pieces, much scattered and we
.
' the
.Ice was much the same and
'
. course was taken for K eppel
made a straight
course. Outside
a straight
Head; however, when off Miller Island several large floes were encountered which made necessary a detour
h '
.
.
the Island. Above Keppel's Head the fiord was found, almost entirely
clear 0 f'Ice, a nd
to t e right
towards
in the upper part it was rare to meet with even a small piece Seeing no ice in front I inclined to the left
d
· two and a half hours we were
• quite near it, not far from opposIte
, H'llock
towar s the sout hem shore, and III
I
Depot. I took this side on account of game. The north shore is at the foot of a continuous line of st~ep
cliffs, while that along which we now continued up the fiord is a grassy slope rising gradually to the hills ..
' and
h
some m~'Ies b ack from the water. In places, however, these hills approach the shore,
here and t ere the
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

mountain streams have formed great gaps and declivities. We soon saw a herd of half dozen musk-oxen,
but though we approached the shore very cautiously and used a good deal of strategy after landing, they
made. off before any of us got within ran ge. A few miles farther on we got two musk-oxen and twenty ptar.
. h0 ut
migan,
an d Soon afterwards seven more musk-oxen; these last allowed themselves to be shot down WIt
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resistance. They were a mile from the coast and thus involved a great deal of lih'" and delay. The meat
was left till our return. A good many seal were seen-the entire length of the fiord-but we were unsuccessful
in getting
any.
August
q ..-Reached
Bulley's Lump at 5 a. m., after several hours of very squally wind and rough

water; the launch shipped several seas. The steep cliffs we now steamed along, within a few yards of,
strange to say, hardly seemed to screen off any wind; it seemed to come down vertically, and in one place
where we shot a number of geese on and close to shore, several were blown out of sight before they could be
got; yet the wind was from the south all the time. Ella Bay is walled in on both sides by steep and high
cliffs, which, extending inland, form a valley at its head two or three miles wide and quite.le\·e\; this valley
obliques to the right a few miles from the bay, and the view above that is thus cut off. We reached the
head of the bay at 9.3 a. m., and thinking the water deep enough I ran the launch ashore at the mouth of
0
a considerable stream which runs down through the valley. Just before this two musk-oxen were seen, and
I sent off two hunters after them. By noon we were all asleep on the shore. During our sleep it rained.
np at I a. m. to find it still overcast, with the launch high and dry, and the tide
AUK/1St I5.ebbing out. ant Got
from shore a large shoal extended, which at low tide was bare for one-quarter of a mile out.
Feeling stiff, and also uneasy about the launch, I went inland but a short distance; starting out alone after
getting something to eat and going as far as a rocky height on the north side of the valley. I was disappointed, however, in seeking the prolongation of the valley from this l,oint. I saw a lake of some extent
some distance off and a few miles from it the glacier (quite a large one) which is evidently the same laid down
on the English map. I got back in two hours. The two musk-oxen referred to, were got, and this morning
auother ; also three hares and some birds. A large bon e of some mammal" was also found. The sun was invisible at noon and before and after, so that no observations were possible. At II a. m. the launch wa.' got
afloat <it being high tide), and being limited to three days' absence from the station, steam was got up and
I prepared to return. We started at 1.20 P: m., and proceeded some miles to the mouth of a water-course on
the south shore of the bay where 1 had observed a large piece of drift-wood; this was put on board. Here
and at the head of the bay traces of Eskimo were observed. I stopped at Record Point and left a short notice
of the trip and took Lieutenant Archer's record. A small glacier was noticed in Beatrix Bay, a little way
off. I next touched at Depot Point, but failed to find the English cache of rations though we found the
place where there apparently had been a cache (i. e., a cavity in the rocks in which was a gunny sack, and
outside some fragments of tobacco); we found nothing more though we examined the locality from the
launch pretty well, running close along shore to do so. The" Point" is a mass of bowlders lying thick and
in great confusion on the surface of a steep slope. I stopped but one-quarter hour as there was a doubt of
our having enough coal to steam back with. On this account also I proceeded direct to the musk-OX meal
on the south shore and thence straight for Bellot Island.
August I6.-0ff Miller Island the ice was found crowded pretty close, and some delay was experienced

in getting through. Conybeare Bay seemed full. After this we proceeded without difficulty via the west- .
08
ern entrance and the north side of Bellot Island, and reachell the station at 5. a. m., the coal just sufficing.
Game brought back.-I2 musk-oxen. 24 geese, 20 ptarmigan, 3 hares, 36 turnstone, 6 knots, and 3 terns.
Memoranda from journal.-August 13, 8.30 a. m. left station; 9. 15 a. m. off east cape of Musk-ox Bay;
9.3 dropped boat in tow; 10.3 on line with SE. end Sun Peninsula and Keppel's Head;
I. 53 P: rn, op1
0
0
posite
Keppel's Head; 4. to 5.3 and 6.3 0 to 9.00 P: m., stopped for musk-oxen; 9. 5 to I a. m., August
8
20

5.05 a. m. reached Bulley's Lump.
Going out twenty-fivehours; less stops, about seventeen hours.

14, stopped for musk-oxen;

Coming back fifteen and three-quarters

hours; less stops, fifteen hours.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J.

B.

LOCKWOOJ'),

Second Lieutenant, Twenty-third Infantry, A. S. O.

First Lieut. A. 'V. GREELY,
Fifth Ca1.lalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.

.. .••..... •..•. ,

* This was evidenIly the hone of. VIhale;

r

it was brought
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n._ ••.
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'0 Fort Conger by Lie"'eoant Lo<k wood· -A. W. G.
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ApPENDIX

No. 57.-Lieutenant Lockwood's report

0/ launch. trip ztjJ

Chandler Fiord.

October 7,1882.
SIR: I have the honor to make the following report on my trip in the steam-launch Lady Greely to Ida
Bay, pursuant to your orders of August 19, 1882:
The party, consisting of myself, Dr. Pavy, Sergeants Israel, Rice, Cross, Linn, and Elison, and Privates Frederick and Schneider, left the station at 8 a. m. August 19 and reached the western entrance with
little or no delay, and then made an attempt to cross Lady Franklin Bay in order to leave Dr. Pavy
and Sergeant Elison on the south shore, as contemplated and arranged, but after many delays in working
through the ice we were brought to a standstill not far from shore. Seeing no prospect of proceeding I
steered for Bellot Island, and getting a good view saw so much ice in the sound [Archer FIord] as induced
me to return, \Ve were not able to reach the station, the ice having shifted its position in the east end of the
.harhor, but landed at Proteus Point. Some hours afterwards the launch was enabled to reach the station.
We brought back six geese and a duck, shot near Bellot Island.
August 2 I.-Started again in the launch at 4 o'clock p. m, with the same party. The western entrance
was reached in an hour (the usual time), but I had to make a considerable detour towards the west before
an opening in the ice enabled the launch to be steered direct for Red Bluff (a bluff on the opposite shore
about 5 miles from Cape Baird). When well out in the fiord we found open water, perfectly free from ice,
but on nearing the southern shore we again met the floes. However, we were not stopped, though delayed
by the detours necessary, but more especially by a strong head wind, and heavy sea which frequently came
aboard. This existed for two or three miles-between the ice last referred to and the shore. Red Bluff
was reached at 8,30 p. m, After landing the Doctor and Sergeant Elison, I steered direct for Miller Island.
\Ve encountered no ice at all in the fiord, but the strong south wind raised a considerable sea; the island
was reached at 11,;:'0 p. m.
A tigus! 22.-We continued along the south side of Chandler Fiord. About opposite the west end of
the island a musk-ox was seen, but Sergeant Israel, Frederick, and Schneider, who went ashore after him,
were unsuccessful in getting within range. \Ve now encountered more or less ice, but made good progr~s,
the pieces being small and widely separated. After discussing the objects of the expedition with Sergeants
Israel and Rice, I decided to land at the mouth of a conspicuous valley off to the right oblique (on the
north shore). Here a good (in fact the only) base for triangulation offered itself, and a good place to get a
set of observations for latitude and longitude, &c. After a rest here I intended going on up the fiord. No
satisfactory standpoint for a photograph yet offered itself. We landed accordingly at 1.30 a. m.; several
hours were occupied in killing and bringing down a musk-ox several miles up the valley. This morning the
measurement of the base line, the several series of observations, and sleep occupied the time till 3.30 p. m.,
when the launch again started, steering for Ida Bay. We had more and more trouble with the ice, and soon
were obliged to work our way very slowly close to the north shore-brought to a stop every few minutes.
In this way we reached very near the north arm of the fiord when progress became so difficult that I thought
it unadvisable to attempt to go farther-indeed it was hardly possible. To the south and west extended an
immense floe of old ice with an unbroken surface. Sergeant Rice and others thought it had formed here.
\Ve had been working our way between the edge of it and the shore. Sergeant Rice took a picture of the
view towards Miller Island. After this still seeing no prospect of advancing I turned back. We get out of
this cui tie sac with difficulty and then proceeded to the mouth of a ravine on the south shore, about opposite the base line established on the north shore. Here I found extensive traces of Eskimo-perhaps two
dozen" meat caches" and several old bone implements. Here a number of angles were taken with the
transit and we then proceeded to the west end of Miller Island to 'complete the survey. The ice was found
pretty much as before till we got here; but here a large floe or series of floes stretched from the island a
long way towards the northern shore. We were able, however, to start pretty direct for Stony Cape by
hugging the north shore of the island-delayed at only one or two places. But we encountered considerable delay some distance further on"
August 23--1 desired to take observations and a picture at Stony Cape, but the sun was invisible and
the weather by no means favorable for either, so I ran up to the head of Sun Bay to take a rest and await
better weather. We cast anchor at 12.20 a. m, and slept on shore. I walked over to the Bellows, but saw
nothing. It rained during our sleep, and when we got up, about noon, the weather was still bad. At 2.25
p. m. started for the station. Fifty minutes were occupied in reaching Cape Clear, after much turning and
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

CHANDLER FIORD, LOOKING WESTWARD; IDA BAY TO EXTREME LEFT.
(From a photograph.)
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twisting among the floes. Here we got in heavy ice which, moving in opposite directions quite rapidly, threatened to crush the small boat towed behi~d, and farther along the coast the large, rapidly moving floes
threatened the launch herself. However, In two and one-half hours, by keeping close to shore, and after
many stops, we reached the western entrance, and after more of the same kind of navigation (though without risk) we reached the station at 7.30 p. m,
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J. B. LOCKWOOD,
Second Lieutenant, T'l£Ienty.tJlird Infantry, A. S. O.

First Lieut. A. "V.

GREELY,

Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. ami Assistant, Commandi1lg.

ApPENDIX

No. S8.-Dr. Pavy's orders to proceed to Carl Ritter Bay.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

August 19,

1882.

SIR: You are hereby ordered with Sergeant' Elison to examine Judge Daly Promontory for an overland
route from Cape Baird to Cape Defosses or Carl Ritter Bay.
Such provisions and equipment as you may designate will be furnished. Ueutenant Lockwood has
instructions to land you from the launch Lady Greely. In case of any delay provisions in depot at Cape
Baird will be available as per inclosed memorandum.
I am, respectfully, yours,

A. W.

GREELY,

First Lieutenan!, Fiftlt Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commallding.
Acting Assistant Surgeon O.

ApPENDIX

PAVY,

U. S. Army.

No. 59.-Sergcallt Elison's report if trip to Carl Rittcr Bay.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

N(J1Jember

2, "1882.

SIR' In accordance with instrnctions received from you, I herewith respectfully submit the following
report
taken from
my diary:
Octave Pavyand myself left station on steam-launch under command of
August
21, 1882.-Docto
r
Lieutenant Lockwood 3.55 P: rn., to be landed on south side of Lady Franklin Bay; landed about 5 miles
west of Cape Baird at 8.35 P: m, This is our starting point for an overland trip to Carl Ritter Bay; made a
cache at this point of our extra clothing and provisions. At 9. 10 p. m., with about '5 pounds strapped to
our backs each, our march commenced. We ascended a steep, rough ravine to the summit of the first hills,
elevation about 600 feet [183m]. From here we took a westward course for about three-quarters of a mile,
then nearly due south for about 3 miles. Here we found a valley leading southwest; so far we bad to
travel up and down hills. At this point, about 4 miles from the starting point, we saw 5 musk-oxen; 3 took
to flight on our approach. A cow and calf stood facing us. I killed the cow and calf, dressed the calf and
took the entrails out of the cow; it took us about one hour. At 12·30 a. m., August 22, we started again
traveling through the valley in a southwest direction; traveling good. The valley is nearly level and from
50 to 400 yards [4 to 366m] wide. A small river [Pavy river] is running through this valley about 10
m
inches [254mm] deep6 on an average, and from 5 to 10 yards [4.5 to 9 ] wide. Went in camp 3 a. m. August
22, distance traveled about I r miles, weather clear and pleasant. During our march we noticed a large
break in coast range, apparently leading to Cape Cracroft.
August 22.-Got up at 9 a. m., took breakfast, consisting of corned-beef, and hardbread with good
cold water. At 9.30 a. m, we started again, traveling in about the same direction. Mountain range along
the coast is high; some mountains attain the height of about 2,000 feet [61om]; we also noticed very high

* Corporal in original, as Elison's promotion 10 sergeant was not then officiallyknown.-A. W. G.
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land to westward of valley; mountain tops covered with snow. At 10.30 a. m, we struck a small lake about
500 yards [457m] long by about 200 yards [183m] wide; the lake is oval in shape, water clear, free of ice and
apparently deep, banks steep; had to travel over the hills to get around it. At 11.45 a. m. we got to another
lake of about the same dimensions as the former, banks also steep. At 12.45 p. m, we got to another lake,
which is the largest of the three. It is about one-half mile [805m] long and 300 yards [274m l wide; it
narrows somewhat toward each end. This lake had a belt of ice in its center about 25 yards [23m ] wide,
extending nearly its whole length; water very clear, banks steep. About 4 miles northwest of Cape Defosses
we got to the divide of the valley. From here out the valley turns to east by south, and the decline is quite
rapid, but could be traveled by sledges during winter and early spring. We traveled on the east side of the
last lake, struck a wide valley about 2 miles west by north of Cape Defosses, Judging from the amount of
water flowing in three branches, there must be a mountain stream from the northwest to furnish this supply
of water. Went in camp at 3.30 p. m, August 22, about 2 miles inland from Cape Defosses.
AUKltst 23.-Got up at 1.30 a. m. Left camp at 2 a. 111.; the opening at Cape Defosses is about I mile
wide. From here out we traveled along the coast; traveling fair, but tiresome; there is loose gravel along
the beach. 'Vent in camp 10.loa m., distance traveled about IS miles; it snowed several times during the
day. Got up at 6.45 p. m. Left camp 7 p. m., traveling about the same, went in camp 1.30 a. m, August
24 got up at 7 a. m., took a drink of water and started, leaving our traps behind. Arrived at Carl Ritter
Bay 8. I 5 a. m, August 24; found cache undisturbed and in good condition. Doctor Pavy deposited a
record. It was cloudy when we arrived here, and we only could see about 5 miles to the south; the channel
is free of ice from Cape Lieber to here, and as far south as we could see. On our way here along the coast
we could see numerous flocks of dovekies, perched on grounded floebergs near shore; I counted 22 on one
berg. Saw musk-ox tracks at Carl Ritter Bay. Vegetation is very scarce around here. The coast has
numerous bends and sharp projecting points, which could not be passed at high tide. At Cape Back we
had difficulty in crossing at low tide. Made camp 3.50 p. 111., having made a good day's march. Got up
at 3.30 p. m., started at 9, arrived at Cape Defosses 3. 15 a. m.
Alltrusl 2s·-\Vent in camp 3045 a. m. Got up 9.15 a. m. Started 9.30 a. m., traveling in the valley.
In going around the last lake on our way back, we went down a ravine, trying to get in the valley, but we
got to a cascade or small waterfall, which late in the season freezes and then forms a glacier on a small
scale. 'Ve rolled our knapsacks down; I then attempted to slide down myself. I made holes in the ice
with a large knife. I went down about 3 feet [°'9 111 ] when all at once, while I was digging a hole, I slipped
and went down about 30 feet [9fl1 ] quicker than I can describe it. Doctor Pavy concluded it would be
safer to go around the cliffs. I got off with a slight bruise. 'Vent in camp 4.45 p. m.
August 2S.-Got up 9.15 p. m, Started 9.30 j saw 2 musk-oxen about 400 yards [366m] off about I a. m.
August 26. Arrived at our cache of meat 1.30 a. m., where we made a fine meal of musk-ox veal. 'We
carried 2 empty beef-cans and some willows for about 15 miles, but we were amply repaid for our labor, as
this is our first warm meal since we left station. The sly Arctic fox visited our meat while we were gone
and nothing would do him but tenderloin. \Ve took about 25 pounds of the meat with us, the rest we
covered with rocks. Arrived at our starting point 4.30 a. m, August 26; made some tea and took a lunch.
'Ve rested a few hours and at 7.30 a. m. started again for the tent near Cape Baird, at which place we
arrived 9.30 a. m, August 26. Found tent blown down, we pitched it and are quite comfortable now. I
got up at 5 p. m, and started toward Cape Lieber across the hills. I found a wide valley here about 1
mile 11:)rth of Lieber, leading to westward. Judging from the way we traveled, I came to the conclusion
that this must be a part of the valley we traveled through. I estimate the distance to where we struck the
valley from 5 to 6 miles; I must state here, that at the point where we first struck the valley on our way to
Carl Ritter Bay the valley turns to east by north. Steam-launch arrived 11.30 p. m, August 26, arrived at
Fort Conger 5.40 a. m, August 27.
Respectfully submitted.
JOSEPH ELISON,

First Lieut. A.

,V. GREELY,

Sergeant, Company E, Tellth Infantry, U. S. A.

Fifth Ca'l'alry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding Expedilfoll.
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No. 60. -Sergeant Brainard's report of trip to Carl RitlerRaYe
OFFICE CHIEF SIGNAl, OFFICER,

Jl~lSltillgtuI1, lJ. c., JlltJe 25, 188S'
SIR: In accordance with your verbal instructions of this date, I have the honor to submit the following
report of a sledge journey from Fort Conger to Carl Ritter Bay, during the autumn of 1882, by Dr. Pavy,
j ens Edward (Eskimo), and myself. This trip was undertaken for the purpose of ascertaining the condition
of the ice in Kennedy Channel; to investigate, if possible, the causes of the non-arrival of a relief vessel, and
for general observation:
We left Fort Conger at 7-30 a. m., October 27, 1882 (eleven days after the departure of the sun), with
provisions and equipment for ten days, hauled on one of the heavy sledges by eleven dogs. Temperature,
-14.0° [-25.6° C.]. After passing Breakwater Point we shaped our course for Cape Baird, long detours
being frequently necessary to avoid obstructions in the form of heavy masses of paleocrystic icc, which were
found to have attained great elevations from the effects of pressure to which the exposed position of the bay
subjected it. Our progress was very slow and difficult. In passing over an unusually rough place the rear
cross-tie of our sledge was broken, and we were detained in consequence for some time. J ens finally repaired
it in a most skillful manner, and we resumed our course. To our great embarrassment we discovered late in
the afternoon that our watch had stopped at 2.40. Judging it to be about three hours later, the time-piece
was set accordingly.
Reached the depot tent near Cape Baird at 7,30, and after a hearty meal proceeded on our journey.
In following the ice-foot around the cape we experienced great difficulty in advancing our sledge, owing to
the huge blocks of ice which had been crushed against this point by pressure from the northern pack. The
gloom and darkness of an Arctic night added to our embarrassment in the selection of a route through the
rough places. Assuming that the route by Cape Lieber was impracticable owing to open water, we decided
to take advantage of the valley explored by Dr. Pavy and Sergeant Elison in August, 1882, which extends
diagonally through Judge Daly Peninsula from Cape Baird to Cape Defosses, Moving for a short distance
up this valley, we camped at I ! . I 5 p. m., very much fatigued from the effects of the severe toil of the day.
October 28.-Clear and calm weather, temperature, - J 7.0° [ - 27. 2 ° C. J. \Ve passed a very comfortable
night so far as the cold weather was concerned, but the dog-skin sleeping-bag furnished me by the doctor
was decidedly too short, and the cramped position in which I was compelled to lie was anything but pleasant
to me. Starting at 7.30 a. m., we at once entered a narrow, tortuous, and rocky gorge with almost vertical
walls and a rough, stony bed which was far from agreeable to travel over. The valley soon widened somewhat, and its sides, no longer precipitous, sloped gradually away, ending in low hills. About twelve miles
from its entrance at Cape Baird the valley suddenly openedt spreading out in a broad plain at least five miles
wide. Reaching the first lake, we found the traveling on its surface to be the best that we had experienced
on the trip. The incessant trotting of the dogs, the bright moonlight, and the exhilarating air tended to
elevate our spirits and render the journey a pleasant and exceedingly interesting one. At 4· 15 p. m, we
camped on Lake No. I, near Elison's Slide (so named from his having fallen from a small glacier in the
vicinity), and obtained an excellent supply of fresh water by cutting through 33 inches [83 8 nl 1ll J of ice.
During the day we had met with many fresh tracks of hares and foxes, and one of the former was seen and
pursued but not captured. 'Vhen it was observed by the team they at once gave chase under full cry, and
carried us along the rugged course of the valley at an alarming rate of speed. The doctor, who was holding
on to the upstanders, made desperate and gigantic strides to maintain pace with the unruly team, but finding
his efforts unavailing, he loosened his hold at an unfortunate moment and was plunged into an adjacent
snow-drift.
On the 29 th the weather was calm and cloudy; temperature, -14.0° [-25. 6° C.]. Starting at 6'3 0
a. rn, we all rode after the racing dogs over a surface of unparalleled smoothness to the end of the lake.
Owing to the dim and uncertain light we made a mistake by taking a branch valley leading to the westward, and two hours of the best light were unavoidably lost. Having retraced our steps to the proper valley,
we passed two small and two large lakes, and reached the divide at 10.30 3. m, A quick drive of four miles
brought us to the coast just south of Cape Defosses, The narrow ravine which we entered soon after leaving
the divide opened out into a vaHey of considerable extent, but again narrowed to a rocky gorge until it
was scarcely wide enough to admit the passage of the sledge. Reaching the icc-foot at 12 m., we passed
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through a chaotic mass of hummocks and rubble ice, emerging on a smooth floe of newly-formed ice which
Jens said was not more than two or three days old. But being over 4 inches [I.oOmm] in thickness, we felt
perfectly secure, and, jumping on the sledge, the dogs bounded away over the mirror-like surface of the floe
at the rate of six. miles an hour. Our course led us across the wide indentation of which Cape Defosses is
the northern, and Cape Back the southern, termination.
The exhilarating and exciting ride in which we had been indulging for some time was suddenly brought
to a close by the runners of the sledge breaking through the floe. After much difficulty the sledge was
extricated, but not until several articles, including sleeping-bags, were thoroughly saturated with water. The
doctor's feet were also wet, but Jens and myself escaped by having our trousers tied tightly down over our
boots. The ice was very thin and not capable of sustaining great weight. It moved with a wave or undulating-like motion under our tread in passing over its surface. \Ve were a mile from shore and in an
extremely hazardous situation. A wrong step, a careless movement, and we would have been plunged into
the dark, forbidding waters beneath us. Working carefully towards shore, we soon encountered a belt of
rubble ice, in which we found a small paleocrystic floe, on which our tent was pitched. Dark clouds were
overhanging the channel [Kennedy Channel], indicating to us that it was entirely open. The clouds were
of the greatest density and intensity of color in the direction of Cape Lieber. South of Cape Back, however, the condition of the sky denoted that ice had accumulated there in great quantities.
The weather on the 30th was clear and calm, the temperature only _2.0
18'9° C.]. This rise of twelve
degrees in the temperature since the night before we attributed to our close proximity to the open water.
Starting at 5. I 5 a. m., we at once left our friendly floe and again ventured on the new ice, which Jens pro·
nounced perfectly safe after the addition of another night's frost. The Greenland coast was visible and
well defined throughout the day, or while the light remained good. Not far from our camp the new ice
terminated in a large pool of water, which compelled us to take to the ice-foot. Good traveling was afforded
here, but in many places the passages were so narrow that we were forced to clamber along the steep slopes
above. Near Cape Back the channel was open to the Greenland coast and filled with a restless and resistthe winds and tide. At about noon we were surless pack, which moved about subject to the caprice
prised to observe a musk-ox quietly grazing on the gentle slope above us. Taking one of the dogs (which
I was compelled to drag after me), I started in pursuit, but the ox disappearing up a narrow ravine leading
to the interior, I concluded to abandon the chase. While returning to the sledge I found circles of stones,
about 10 feet [3 in diameter, on a low tableland overlooking the channel, which had once secured the
summer tents of a wandering tribe of Eskimo. I found no bones which bore evidence of having been
worked among the numerous specimens strewed about in the vicinity of these circles. Just north of Cape
Back we saw two cubical-shaped blocks of ice which closely resembled, and without doubt were, icebergs.
They were of the greatest interest to us because of their being farther north than any that we had observed.
\Ve regretted that time did not permit us to investigate more fully the structure and origin of these remarkable blocks of ice. The sky clouded early, ann the darkness forced us to camp at LIS p. m., on a narrow
ice-foot within a few feet of the water. We had seen numerous tracks of foxes and hares during the day.
On the morning of the 31st the weather was cloudy and threatening. Light westerly wind prevailed,
and the minimum temperature was -4.0° [-20.0° C.]. Light snow fell during the early morning, but ceased
before we were ready to start on our march. Above our camp the cliffs rose in beautiful castellated towers
to a height of over 3,000 feet f914m], and at their base was the accumulation of debris which had been
falling from their sides for ages. Starting at 5.35 a. m., we found very good traveling for the first two
hours. At that time we were halted by a formidable wall of ice, which had been heaped along the shore
through the agency of the pack. As it would require hours of constant and patient toil to effect a passage
here for the sledge, we resolved to leave it here in charge of the faithful native and proceed on foot to Carl
Ritter Bay. After walking along the ice-foot for about three miles, we reached the depot and found it in
excellent order. We had been trying to delude ourselves in the belief that we would find traces of the relief
vessel here, and had pictured to ourselves the surprise and delight of our comrades at Fort Conger when we
returned to them with mail fresh from their homes, but nothing to indicate that others had visited this spot
was found. The bay was frozen solid from cape to cape, but outside the pack was moving up and down
the channel under the influence of the tide. To the southward a strong ice-blink was visible. Depositing
~ record, we returned to the sledge and traveled homeward until I. 15 p.rn., when we camped on the narrow
ice-foot, not far from our previous camping place.
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We rose on the morning of November I lame, tired, and unrefreshed. The creaking and doleful sounds
occasioned by the grinding pack, which was but a few feet away, did not tend to produce sleep. \Veather
was'cloudy and the temperature -3.0° [-19-4° C.]. Started at 5.3 0 av rn., facing a strong northeast wind,
which produced disagreeable results. At 10 a. m., while passing the place where we saw the musk-ox on
our outward trip, we were greatly surprised to find another standing in exactly the same place. He was
speedily shot, and a few choice pieces, together with the liver, were taken away. I think the presence or
this animal in that high latitude, and at that season of the year, dissipates completely the theory of the
migration of animals to a lower and more congenial latitude during the winter months. At 2 p. m, we
camped at the entrance to the valley near Cape Defosses, For a long time we had been traveling in almost
total darkness, and in pitching the tent we were compelled to grope about the sledge at random for the
articles which were desired. Our dogs had grown very weak under the diet of dried fish while performing the
hard work which the wretched traveling had imposed on them. These fish, it appeared, were not adapted

r
I

for these animals while they were undergoing prolonged exertion.
During November 2 the weather was cloudy, and the wind continued to blow from the northeast as
it had done the day before; temperature, -7.0° [-21.7° C.J. We started at 5. 10 a. m., and reached the
m
divide at 10 o'clock. By barometrical measurement the altitude was found to be about 45° feet r137 ] .
At our old camp on the lake we halted to refresh ourselves with a drink of water and a light lunch. Snow
began falling at noon. Our dogs became very weak, and unwilling to advance. We literally pushed the
sledge through the snow without material assistance from them. One of their number (Baby) became exhausted and had to be carried on the sledge. Our discomfort was augmented by the snow-storm, which
produced darkness prematurely, and forced us to travel at random. After struggling along through the storm
and darkness until 2 p. m., we acknowledged that we were lost, and went into camp to await better weather.
Although cloudy on the morning of N ovem ber 3, the weather was greatly improved over the day
before. Light snow fell at intervals, and the temperature stood at - 8.0° [- 22.2° C.]. Baby was found
10
dead and stiffly frozen lying near the tent. She was taken with us for future use. Starting at 7. a.jn., we
were fortunate enough to "find ourselves" by running across the outward track, which we continued to follow
so long as daylight permitted. The dogs were so weak that we had intended to travel only to the two muskoxen killed by the doctor and Elison during the previous August, and endeavor to restore their strength by
giving them a good meal. But, on reaching the place, it was found that foxes had stripped every particle
of flesh from the bones of these animals, so nothing remained for us to do except to continue the march.
In order to save the dogs as much as possible, we went ahead of them by turns and selected the best route
possible. Camped at I p. m. near the northern entrance to the valley. The amount of snow which had
fallen during our absence was considerable, and the traveling rendered very heavy in consequence. Four
of the dogs were practically useless, and it was with the greatest difficulty that the remainder drew the
sledge to camp. Baby was cut into sections with an axe, and the pieces thrown to the now half-starved
brutes. The flesh was greedily devoured by her comrades, apparently without the slightest pang of regret
for the late departed.
Clear weather during November 4, temperature, _17. 0 ° l-27· 2 o C.]. A brisk northeast wind added
much to our discomfort by frequently frosting our faces. Left camp at 4·35 a. m•. The dogs appeared but
slightly better after the feast which the death of poor Baby had furnished them with. No remains of that unfortunate animal were found except a fragment of the lower jaw, with a tooth protruding. We reached the

depot tent near Cape Baird at 9 a. m.

In view of the wretched condition of the dogs, we decided to

remain here until the following day, to allow them to recuperate their lost strength.

Clear weather, and

light westerly winds during November 5; temperature, - 34.0 ' [ - 36.7° C.). Started from Cape ~aird ~t
6 a.m., the dogs apparently in good condition. We shaped our co u....e ~lagon~lly across Lady. Frank.lm
Bay to the western entrance of Discovery Harbor, in order to aVOId, If possible, the rough Ice which
we encountered on our outward trip near the eastern entrance. We found the ice equally as rough,. if
not worse, than on the outward joumey. Tracks of a large wolf we~e seen near the so~theastern point
of Bellot Island. 'Vhile passing through the western entrance o~ Discovery harbor the hght ?ecame so

nncertain that progress through the broken pack was attended

wlth.t~e grea.test danger

.and. dtflicult~, as

the numerous bruises on our limbs could testify. Under certain conditIOns dunng the Arctic night the hght
is such that all outlines and shadows of the hummock ice are lost, and the roughest. ice-field presents the
appearance of a perfectly level floe.

H. Mis. 393-16
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We reached Fort Conger at 5.30 p. m., having traveled eleven and one-half hours without halting for
an instant. We were in excellent condition, and could record no accident to ourselves of a more serious
nature than a frosted nose and slightly blistered ears.
I am, very respectfully, youe obedient servant,
D. L. BRAINARD,
Sergt., Signal Corps, U. S. A.
First Lieut. A. 'V. GREELY,
Fifth Cao., A. S. O. and Asst., Comdg, L. F.Bay Expedition.

APPENDIX

No. 6I.-Orders establ£shing day 0/ Thanksgiving.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, N01!ember 27,1882.

(Orders NO.7.)

Thursday, November 30, 1882, being without doubt the appointed day of National Thanksgiving, is
hereby designated as a day 91 thanksgiving and praise.
Exemption from death and disease, success in scientific and geographical work, together with the
present possession of health and cheerfulness, may well be mentioned as special mercies for which this command has reason to be devoutly thankful.
A. W. GREELY,
First Lieut., Fifth Cav., A. S. O. and Asst., Commanding the Expedition.

ApPENDIX

No. 62.-Dr. Pavy's letter 0/ March 8, I88].

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, March 8, 1883'
SIR: I have the honor to respectfully submit to you a few considerations that I value of high importance as concerning the future health of, at least, a part of the command, and therefore aliable [liable1to
influence the chances of success in a retreat that you consider inevitable.
As exposure and labor, at an early period of the season of 1883 may result in grave impairment of the
health; as also, in case of accident of a serious nature, the patients would probably not have recuperated in
August, becoming then an encumbrance, threatening to compromise the safety of all, by rendering the departure impracticable, (as in the case of Dr. Kane) I should earnestly recommend that no work entailing exposure of more than a night or two in the field should be undertaken during the month of March.
My personal experience, and the risks run last year by our early parties, with the examples of Dr. Kane
and Sir George Nares, satiesfy [satisfy] my mind as to the dangers to be apprehended from sledging during
the month of March.
As medical adviser of the expedition, I consider it my duty to state, that although the health of the
command has been better this winter than the previous, it will nevertheless not be submitted with impunity
to as much hardship as in 1882. If temporarily, it withstood, it would certainly be at the expense of vital
energies that I think of the highest importance, perhaps of necessity to husband, in view of the future work
of the fall, in which we will have to contend with contingencies that defeated the efforts of Sir John Ross
and the detached party of Dr. Kane's expedition. I will also, respectfully call your attention while it is still time to the important question of coal; as it
would be probably injurious to the general health of the command, even perhaps dangerous, in case of
sickness, that we should be left without fuel during the three months previous to our departure.
As to the very important question of foot-gear, I should earnestly recommend (considering the insecure
state of the mocasins [sic] and Labrador Esquimaux boots) that each man employed in any work entailing
exposure for several consecutive days should be provided with an extra pair of boots or moccasins, the only.
appropriate foot-gear at our disposal.
I have the honor to be very respectfully your obt, servant,
Act. Ass. Surgeon 0CTAVE PA VV.
To the COMMANDING OFFICER•

•
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No. 63.-Lieutenallt Greely's answer to Dr. Pavy's letter 0/ Marek 8, 188J.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

SIR:

Afarek 9, 1883'

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt this day of a communication from you regarding

the future operations of this command.
The letter was undoubtedly called forth by the prospective departure, on March 10, of a party of six,
with dog-sledges, to establish depots on which depends the success of our geographical work in North
Gre~ml

.

You recommend therein that the energies of this party be devoted to ensuring such conditions as would
facilitate a retreat by boats-a possible contingency, but not inevitable "as you state it.
The grounds upon which you make this remarkable recommendation are but in part medical, and depend
largely on future contingencies, i. e., "the fortunes of war," which may disable some member of the party and

. ., . . .

so encumber our possible retreat.
You admit that the health of the party has been better this winter than in

1881-'82,

•

•

•

..

This expedition was planned and fitted out solely for the purpose of increasing our knowledge of the
Arctic regions. While I have the honor to command it, and as long as I am fit for duty, I shall continue to
pursue the object in view.
In assuming charge of this work I considered it important and dangerous. As an American soldier I
have yet to learn that any prosp~ctive dangers or accident should deter a man from pursuing to his utmost
any end which is in the line of one's duty, and instead prepare for a prospective retreat.
To practically abandon it and think only of personal safety, especially at a time when there seem pos·
sible discoveries which would be valued by the world and creditable to my country, would be difficult for
me even under the most adverse circumstances, but now, under favorable circumstances, would appear dis..
honorable and unmanly. Could I for a moment listen to such a recommendation, your mention of Kane's
name evokes to my memory such an example of perseverance under trying and adverse circumstances B.ij
would render such action impossible.
Your recommendations will not be followed in this respect.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, .Fiflll Ca'valry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.

Acting Assistant Surgeon O. PAVY, U. S. Army,
[. • • • • • • • A line and a half which cannot be made out from the letter-press copy.]

AppeNDIX

No. 64. -Lieutenant Lockwood's oYden.loYfreliminary jouYney noYtkwaYd, I88;.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

Marck 8,

1

88

3'

SIR: I have the honor to direct that you continue this spring in North Greenland the work of exploration which was pushed by you in 1882 to Hazen Coast with so much energy and success. In connection
with the work there will be under your full control three selected men, the two Eskimo with sledges, and

r

.. the best twenty dogs.
As has been previously understood the work looks to a preliminary trip t~ Greenla~d via .Lin~oln ~ay
n,
the first favorable weather, and subsequently an extended journey of fifty to SIxty days durat.lO 10
the second sledge win accompany you as far as it can be useful. About 4 0 0 pounds of .supplte.
Polaris
Boat Camp, and 'So pounds at Cape Bryant, cached by you in ,882, will be used during the tnp". Dogfood and other supplies are largely cached at depot A, B, and C, and at ljncoln Bay; the quantity and

~t

WhlC~

kind at each point you are familiar with.
.
Your recommendations regarding the sledge ration are in general approved, and when once 10 the field
it will consist of butter, two ounces; bread, ten ounces; sugar, two ounces; tea, one-half ounce, or choco'late, two ounces; milk, one-half ounce; salt, one-third ounce; pepper, one-twentieth ounce; alcohol, six

I,"'.~; 1~",'.l" ,. l ·~"j ,
;,!l:,!
.•
.•

·

I

1:\
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ounces; lime-juice, one ounce; meat, two ounces: one-half the meat will be fresh, and the remainder
divided between sausage, pemmican, bacon, and English beet The arrangement and carrying out of the
necessary details are left to your judgment and discretion,
I am, respectfully yOUfS,

A. W.

GREELY,

First Lieutenant, Fifth Caoalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.
Second Lieut. JAMES B. LOCKWOOD,
Twenty-third Infantry, Acting Signal Officer.

ApPENDIX

*

No. 6s.-Lieutenallt Lockwood's report on journey ordered in Appendix No. 6/.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, March ro, 1883'
SIR: I have the honor to render the following report of a preliminary sledge trip to the Greenland coast,
pursuant to your letter ef instructions of the 8th inst,
The outfit consisted of two sledges-Anfdmette and Adola-and teams of ten dogs each; myself, Sergeant Brainard, and Frederik Thorlip Christiansen (Eskimo) with one, and Sergeants Jewell and Elison, and
Jens Edwards (Eskimo) with the other. Rations and dog-food on a liberal basis, for ten days, and also extra
dog-food, &c., for use of the contemplated exploring expedition.
The party left Fort Conger March 10 at 8.40 a. m., and proceeded north along the coast. Depot A
(Cape Murchison) was reached about 12 m, Here additional dog-food, &c., was taken on, making the
draught weight of each team about 930 pounds. The sheep-skin sleeping-bag and rubber blanket were also
taken from here. Continuing on I reached depot B (5 miles south of Cape Beechey) at 4.°5 p. m. Sergeant Jewell with the second sledge came in half an hour later. The traveling thus far was never better.
We camped here for the night, occupying the depot tent and one of the two tents brought along. The two
sacks of pemmican left here last fall were not to be found. Traces of foxes were found in the tent and
around, and these animals had doubtless eaten the pemmican. Sergeant Elison got sick on the road up,
complaining of pain in the legs, fever, &c. Could do nothing for him but make him as comfortable as possible in the depot tent where we had a little stove and fire. Weather fine; thermometer very low.
.Jrarch 1 I.-Sergeant Elison said he was all right and could go on. Wooley, one of the dogs, was
quite lame and weak, and I left him behind tied to a stake in a hole dug in the snow-leaving him some
hard bread for food. We started at 10.30 a. m., and reached Cape Beechey without event. Here but one
sleeping-bag could be found, of the two 3-man bags left by me last spring. The rubber blanket, two tents
and poles were found. 1 sent Sergeant Jewell and his sledge back for the two sheep-skin bags left at depot
B and continued on. From an elevation of a hundred feet [3oIn] or more, so much rubble-ice was seen in the
straits on a direct line with my objective point, Cape Brevoort, that 1 decided to continue along the coast
via Wrangel Bay, and possibly Lincoln Bay, with the double object of obtaining the pemmican and meat
expected at those places, and of finding a better route across the strait. In the first object 1 was p;trtially
disappointed, and in the latter entirely. There was no ice-foot above Beechey, and the straits parallel with
the coast presented little else than heavy rubble-ice. \Ve made slow progress and had to work continuously
with the ax. At 4.35 p. m, we were half way between Beecheyand Wrangel Bay. Wishing Sergeant
Jewell to catch up 1 pitched the tent and sent Sergeant Brainard back with team for half the load which had
been left behind a mile or more. He returned with it at 6 o'clock, and with our help Sergeant Jewell got
up with his team and load at 6'30 p. m. Weather clear but cold.
March 12.-1 got up at 7 o'clock and cooked breakfast, and we got off by 9.45 a. m; the traveling
very bad; floes few and small. We encountered rubble-ice in great quantities all day. Got into shore and
followed along the foot of the high cliffs some distance, but most of the route was some distance out in the
straits. Reached the south cape of Wrangel Bay at 2.30 p. m. The rubble-ice in the bay and to the north
looked so rough that I determined to proceed hence direct to Cape Brevoort and visit the caches at
Wrangel and Lincoln Bay on my return, when the loads on the sledges would be inconsiderable. I changed
my course accordingly and pursued a laborious way with the constant use of the ax till 5. I OP. m., when the
men being very tired, we camped on the edge of a mass of rubble-ice.
.

,
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Marc" 13.-Sergeant Brainard arose to cook breakfast at 5.30 a. m. Shortly afterwards Sergeant Elison
was reported sick; he had something the matter with his stomach, and had no appetite; felt too unwell to go
farther, but thought he could walk back to depot B by himself. He was evidently too sick for the latter and
I sent him back on the second sledge, giving him a drink of hot rum before starting. Leaving the two
tents standing, I went forward at 8.20 with the first sledge, Sergeant Brainard and Christiansen taking a load
of 600 pounds. After proceeding through the rough ice about I J' miles, we came to a level floe of new ice,
which was succeeded by an immense floe of ancient ice, gently undulating like a prairie, and affording excellent
traveling. A severe wind from the north acted as an offset to this, however, and frost·bites were frequent.
At 2 p. rn, we were more than half-way across the straits, and leaving the load we returned to camp, reaching

it at 4. 30 p. m, Sergeant Jewell returned about an hour later.

MardI 14.- 8.45 a. m, the two sledges started forward with everything. On reaching the large floe
At
referred to, I transferred both loads to Christiansen's sledge and detached Sergeant J ewell and team to visit
Lincoln Bay, the traveling thence from this place seeming good, and on his return to visit Wrangel Ray;
directing him to leave what he found in cache at the south cape of the latter. About three quarters of
an hour after passing the rations brought forward yesterday, we came to rough ice again. Towards Cape
Brevoort the prospect looked very discouraging, but better farther to the south. Everything considered, I
thought it best to oblique to the right towards Newman Bay. We struggled through some very rough ice
till 5.3 p. m, and then camped. A noticeable feature in the rough ice on both sides the straits was the
0 running north and south, created and packed hard by the late storms. Thus our course was a
snow-drifts
series of zigzags, and the difficulty was in getting from one ridge to another.
the night it blew violently from the south, but the tent being wellsecured withstood
Marck 15.-

During
the storm. At 8.45 a. m, I sent Sergeant Brainard with sledge and driver back for pemmican, &c., remaining behind, alld some time later started myself to find a route into the smooth ice of Newman llay. Intervening, some good floes existed, but between them was rubble-ice, at the worst possible description, entirely
impracticable. It evinced, to my mind, strong currents and heavy pressure. In about one and a fourth hours
I reached the Boat Camp and satisfied myself that the cache in the whale-boat remained intact. I then
proceeded along the foot of the cliffs to Cape Sumner; along the land-foot and snow-slopes there was a sledge
route, but not very good. Between Cape Sumner and the tent I found a good route. Reached the latter at
0
.r, 20 p. m. and found Sergeant Brainard just returned. The time till 5.3 p. m. was occupied in transporting
everything to the land-foot, half a mile east of Cape Sumner. The tent was then pitched on the ice opposite
miles away, and made a
the latter, and then Sergeant Brainard and I walked to the Boat Camp, about I
further inspection. Returned at 8 o'clock, and at 10.30 went to bed. The cache left near Cape Sumner
consists of 175 pounds rations, 804 pounds dog-food, akohol, rifle, shotgun, field glasses, medicines, &c.
Marck 16.-1 inspected the route direct to Cape Beechey from an eminence at Cape Sumner, and
determined to return direct, having only constant weights on the sledge (about 100 pounds). We got off
at 7.45 a. m., traveled over smooth, slightly rolling floe-ice for about 7 miles, crossing but two belts of
rubble-ice. After this a succession of the two was met with till near Cape Beechey, but the floes largely
predqminated, and the journey from shore to shore occupied just seven hours. Off the coast near Cape
Beechey,' and above and below much rubble.ice exists. We reached depot B at 4 p. m. Here I found
Sergeant Jewell and team. Sergeant Elison had left for the station with the lame dog Wooley.
Marck q.-We suffered a good deal from cold at night during the trip, though the temperature was
high, except for the first day or two. We suffered especially so last night. Lamp Iighted at 3' I 5 a. rn., and
at 7 a. m, we were off. At depot A Wooley was found and brought in on the sledge. Privates Schneider
and Whisler, with pup-team, were met ncar by. FOlt Conger was reached at I p. m. One sleeping·bag

~

r
I

{s-man) and a rubber blanket were left at depot B.
The report of Sergeant Jewell is appended.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J. B. l . OCKWOOD,
Second Lieu/ellan!, 11tJtnly-third In/an")', A. S. O.

First Lieut. A. 'V. GREELY,
Fij!11 Cauairy, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.
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No. 66.-Sergeant Jewell'S report to Lieutenant Lockwood relative to journey
ordered t'n Appendix No.6/-.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, March 19, 1883.
SIR: In compliance with your verbal instructions, for me to visit the English cache at Lincoln Bay
and to procure the meat left there, I have the honor to state that upon being detached with my dog-team
(Jens Edwards, driver) from your party, at 11.15 a. m. of the rath instant, I shaped my course as nearly as
the nature of the ice would permit for Lincoln Bay, the point of starting being about 10 miles to the
southeast of Cape Frederick VII.
The ice for the first few miles consisted of large paleocrystic floes, fringed with heavy hummocky ice
forced up by pressure. As I approached the Grinnell Land shore these floes became smaller and I was
obliged to make a detour to the south of my direct course. When within about a mile of the shore, I
noticed one floe that was aground, as shown by the tidal action around it, this indicating much shallower
water than is usually attributed to Robeson Channel, or a much greater thickness to this ice. N at having
the facilities for sounding, I was compelled to forego the elucidation of this very interesting question. By
hard work I reached the cache at 4.15 p. m., having had much trouble to get inside of the heavy ice.
During the night I experienced a heavy gale (southerly), with a brisk wind continuing until morning
(Isth). After breakfast I visited the cache of Dr. Pavy, where I found two boxes of beef; returning with
these, I broke camp at 10.15 a. m., and, thinking that I could improve on my route of the day before,
made more directly for Cape Frederick VII, but soon became badly entangled in very heavy ice that had
been piled up against the cape, which I finally reached at 12m., and then shaped my course along the
coast. But instead of the smooth new ice I found along this coast a year ago, everything indicated an
immense ice irruption, it being piled up to a great height along the coast to Wrangel Bay. At places I
tried to use the ice-foot, but owing to floe-bergs that had been thrown across it, I found it unreliable, and
considered it to my advantage to travel through the rubble-ice, using the large floes when possible.
1 arrived at the cache in Wrangel Bay at 5.45 p. m, but could find no traces of the pemmican left
there in the autumn of 1881. I found one shovel, some canned goods, and the frame of a pair of snowshoes, the net-work of the latter having been eaten out by foxes or some other animals. I broke camp at
8.15 a. m, (16th) and found comparatively easy traveling through the bay. This being noticeable in comparison with the character of the ice in Lincoln Bay, the pressure in the latter filling the bay, while in the
former the line of heavy ice was very well marked, extending from one point of the bay to the other.
Caching the meat near the southern point of the bay, in accordance with your instructions, I followed our
former road to depot B, where I arrived at 2.15 p. m., and was joined by yourself at 4 p. m,
In accordance with additional instructions I left depot B at 8. I 5 a. m. the next morning (17th) for the
meat cached at Wrangel Bay, reaching that point at 11.30 a. m.; and, returning again, cached it at the cairn
near Cape Beechey, arriving at depot B at 3.20 p. ·m. Before retiring I placed all the dogs' harnesses and
lashings inside of one of the empty tents, but tbe next morning I found to my consternation that the dogs
had got at them, and nothing remained but a few pieces of ivory and the whip-stock; these being spared
by them on account of their indigestible qualities. I, however, found a piece of leather in stock at depot B,
and having a small coil of lashings left, the dexterous fingers of Jens soon fitted us out with eight complete
harnesses. I left the depot at 1.30 p. m., arriving at Fort Conger at 6.10 p. m.
'
The only animal life seen during the trip was an ermine, about one mile south of Brenta Bay.
Inclosed herewith you will find a report of meteorological observations.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. S. JEWELL,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. Armv.
Second Lieut. J. B. LOCKWOOD,
Commanding North Greenlamd Sledge Party.

,

"

PALEOCRYSTIC ICE IN ROBESON CHANNEL.

(From a photograph.)
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AppENDIX

No. 67._ Orders to Lieutenant Lockwood, for exploratiotl of Greenlatld, 188].
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

March

23,

188

3.

SIR: I have the honor to furnish you with the following inslructions for guidance in your contemplated
sledgeExcept
journey
in North
Greenland:
from
unfavorable
and unforeseen delays in your return, you will be at Polaris Boat Camp
INewman Bay, Greenland], not later than May 31st. Should any of the following circumstances arise, you

will return
immediately
to thisyou
station:
If at any
time yoU think
cannot go beyond Lockwood Island, your farthest of 18St;
If the polar pack shows signs of disintegration;
If you are personally incapacitated for rapid travel;
If any member of your party is badly injured or shows signs of serious illness.
In case 01 any temporary disability in the party of the supporting sledge, the disabled man will be left
in a snow-house with sufficient bedding, food, and fuel to insure comfort and safety; a second man should

be left
witharehim
only in case to
of watch
illness.carefully the condition of tbe ice in the many fiords yoU will necesYou
recommended
sarily cross, and to select only such spots for caches as will certainly be secure and accessible.
Regarding observations, collections, &c., you are referred to the instructions of last season.
Full record and maps will be left in cairn at your farthest, Cape Bryant, and Polaris Boat Camp.
A careful watch will be kept from this point on the condition of the ice in Robeson Channel, and a
sledge "ill be sent to polaris Boat Camp late in May. The small boat will be hauled to Cape Murchison
[during your absence], so as to be readily available in case of an emergency, and such other precautions
will be taken as you may suggest before YOUr departure, or in letter by return of your supporting sledge.
The dangers attendant on your trip are obvious and serious. 1 sball not feel free from anxiety until
your return. While reposing great confidence in your judgment and discretion, I cannot refrain from
cautioning yoU against more risks than can be possibly avoided. You are the only line and executive
officer on duty with this expedition, and to you the party look in case of accident or disability in my own

Wishing you a safe return, and feeling certain of great success, if favorable circumstances are commen·
person.
surate with your energy and perseverance,
I am, respectfully yours,
First u-«, Fift"
Second Lieut.

JAMES B. LOCKWOOD,
Twenty.third Illjalltf)!, A. S.

o.

A. W. GREELY,
cs«, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding.
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No. 68. -Sergeant Rice's orders for jOJ.lrney to Thank God Harbor.

FORT CONGER, GRINELL LAND, AptilS, 1883.
SERGEANT: You are hereby directed to leave this station about April 10, with ten enlisted men and a
dog-sledge, for the purpose of bringing to this point the ao-foot [6ID ] English ice-boat now at Thank God
Harbor.
In connection with this work you will examine with dog-sledge, April 6, the state of the ice off the coast
between Distant Cape and Cape Murchison, in order to select the best route toward the Greenland shore.
It is expected that the dog-sledge will move your constant weights, and the energies of your party will
be devoted on the outward journey to making suitable roads for the heavy load of the returning sledge.
The boat will be hauled on the r e-man English sledge to be found with it; lashings for boat and sledge
will be taken from this side. In addition to the boat the three tins of pemmican will be brought to this
point.
Provisions for ten days will be furnished for your party.
Dr. o. Pavy will accompany the party to look after the health of the men, and his instructions touching
that particular province will be carefully and promptly followed.
You will understand, however, that you are fully charged with the command of the enlisted force, and
that you are responsible for the practical details and successful issue of the journey.
•
You understand how very important it may be to the interests of this expedition that the boat be safely
and successfully transferred to this coast.
A detailed report, with copy of your sledge journal, will be transmitted me within five days of your
return.
I am, respectfully yours,

A.

w,

GREELY,

First Lieutenant, Fifth Caualry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding Expedition.
Sergt. GEORGE W. RICE,
Signa! Seruicr, U. S. Army.
(Copy respectfully furnished for A. A. Surgeon O. Pavy, U. S. Army.)

ApPENDIX

No. 6g.-Dr. Pavy's ordersfor journey, as surgeon, to Thank God Harbor.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, April 5, 1883,
SIR: 1 have the honor to advise you that the sledge party to Thank God Harbor, which you are to
accompany, will leave this station about April loth, ,883.
The enlisted force will be under the direct command of Sergt. Geo. 'V. Rice, Signal Service, who has
been ordered to carry out any instructions touching the health of any of the party you may communicate
to him. A copy of his orders is herewith enclosed.
It appears proper to here note that your anomalous position [results from your] particular report. You
explicitly stated to me that your services would be of use during this trip ron] medical rgrounds, and]
that you were tmfamilitlr'l(,ith the 'liJork to be carried out, and that you would llflu,;/lingly assume bulk medical
and executin« ruponsibi/ily.

A full written report will be made within three days after your return.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cao., A. S. O. anti Asst., Commanding.
Actg. Asst. Surgeon O.

PAVY,

U. S. Army.

(One enclosure.]
(The partial illegibility of the letter-press copy renders occasional words doubtful; such words are
bracketed.-A. W. G.)
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No. 7o.-Lietttena1tt Lockwood's report on trip to Norllt Greeftlaltd.
FORT CONGER,

G~INNELL

LAND,

April

14,

188

3.

SIR: I have the honor to render the following report on the operations of the sledge expedition on the

north coast of Greenlan<1 March '7 to April r a, directed by you with the view of continuing the work of
.
exploration in that quarter.
The equipment consisted of two dog-sledges, ten dogs each. With the advance sledge A nMind/f,
were myself, Sergt. D. L. Brainard, and Frederik Christiansen (Eskimo). With the supporting sledge Adola,
Sergt. W. s. J ewell, Pvt. William A. Ellis, and Jens Ed wards (Eskimo). The details of the rations and
equipment are appended.
March '7 (Forl Cancer 10 Cape Buchq).-At 8.30 a. m, the two sledges (carrying 600 pounds) left

the station, accompanied by Lieutenant Greely and pup-team as for as Water·course Bay. Two wolveswere
seen near Distant Cape making their way south. Traveling excellent. Depot A reached in • Y.I hours. A
ptarmigan seen some time before reaching there and several fox tracks near the tent. A fox had entered
the tent since my last visit. Took the two seals from the tent and continued on over an excel:ent road,
generally speaking, reaching depot A at 1.40 p. m. Here we were delayed forty minutes in adding to the
sledge loads the two tents left standing since last trip, sixty pounds of hard bread, some chocolate, &c.
Numerous fox tracks around.

We reached Cape at 3.55 p. m, and went into camp.

\Veather overcast

with light south wind threatening snow. Pretty much all of us stiff from the last trip, and we found the
Beechey march not an easy one. Supper finished by 5.3 0 P: m.
(Hours en route, - - ; distance, - _ . )
Marek .8 (Cape Buckey nearly 10 Cape Sumncr).-Sergeant Brainard, cook, arose at 5 a. m,

Break.
fast over at 6.10. Found it snowing fast and the Greenland shore invisible. Took on the English meat,
seventy-two pounds, left here ten days since and broke camp at 7.30 a. m. Proceeding along the landfoot a short distance, we crossed the ice wall bordering the shore, and after chopping more or less through
upwards of one-half mile of rubble.ice, gaine<1 a level /loe and took a direct course for Cape Sumner, inclining
somewhat to the right as we proceeded. The route layover old·/loe ice mostly of great extent, separated
by patches of rubble-ice of a few hundred feet or yards in width generally. The loads being light the dogs
got through the last quite readily after a route for them had been selected, and on the old floes kept up a
trot most of the time. At 4.0 5 p. m, we were about three miles from Cape Sumner, and all being quite
tired I determined to camp. Private Ellis complained of a pain in his side, and he and Sergeant Jewell,
who suffered from a pain in his hip, rode on the sledge over parts of the route. Supper over at 6.15 P: m.
(Hours en route, 1 < _ ; distance, - - . )
March '9 (from '!ff Cape S"nmcr ill/a Nt101llan Bay).-At 5"3 a. m. I got up to cook breakfast. A good
deal of wiud during the night, which still continued to some extent. At 6.'0 breakfast ready. Weather
overcast. At 8.'1 started off, after a delay of about half an hour, on account of several of the dogs being
led off by two of the bitches in heat. The last four dogs were caught one half hour after starting. At
a. m. reached Cape Sumner, after some toilsome work in rubble·ice, in cousequence of inclining in toward.
shore too soon. The supporting sledge overturned twice. A route was found parallel with the shore, hut
some distance out, and the Boat Camp reached in forty-five minutes, after some chopping with the ax.
After ten minutes' delay at the boat we continued on, and at "·55 a. m. stopped on Newman Hay, some
miles onward, towards the Gap Valley overland route, the one selected. pitching the tents and unloading,
I started back to the Boat Camp, leaving Ellis behind to prepare supper for the party. At the boat I left
Sergeant Brainard to prepare the ration. to be taken from her, and continued on along shore to the cache
made 15 March near Cape Sumner. Found the snow slopes much worsesince my last visit. Fox tracks
were seenth uear by, but fortunately the cache remaine<1 untouched, having been pretty well concealed hy us
with ice and snow. We continued on to Cape Sumner with the contents of the cache ami returned to the
Boat Camp via the floe. Here, taking on the rations prepared, we all returned to the tents at 4·4' p. m.
The ice of the bay up to this point consist. mostly of old /loes (many with blue tops), .eparated by narrow
belts and ridges of hummocks and rubble.ice. The last, as usual, is abundant ncar shore. On the floes
themselves was little snow and the traveling was excellent. Some time after supper was spent in taking
meats out of cans, &0., and issuing to the supporting sledge sixty rations, which would enable them to be

'0

* Omissi~rigi~a1.-A. W. G.
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absent 20 days from the Boat Camp and allow the advance sledges 4 8 days' absence, with 144 rations
remaining. The small seal, weighing .twenty-eight pounds, was fed to the two teams, but strange to say the
clogs did not take to the meat very naturally.
.
Alardl 30 (from camp near Boat Camp to Breuoort Penitlsula).-At 5'07 a. m, Sergean~ Bramard.got
up to cook breakfast; ready in an hour. Morning clear overhead, but c~oudy arou~d the horizon, A light
snow falling; Jewell and Ellis feeling stiff At 8 a. m, started en route with everything, about 1,100 pounds
to each team. \Ve got through two or three patches of rubble-ice with little difficulty, and then came to
the smooth, new ice of the bay, covered with only a little snow. At 9.50 reached mouth of gorge, and each
sledge, throwing off half its load, prepared for the toilsome journey through this narrow canon. This gorge
has steep snow-drifts, from twenty to fifty feet [6 to 15 m ] high, up three of which roads were made with ax
and shovel, and the whole force concentrated on one sledge at a time, pulling and pushing inch by inch.
A road-bed was cut around the flank of the fourth, it being nothing but a deep pit, probably 20 feet [6 m ]
deep. The height of the others was about the same, except the one at the end of the gorge, which was
two or three times that, but the incline not so steep. The roof of an ice grotto was cut through. A large
grotto, occupying the whole bed of jhe stream, was found beyond it. At 2.25 p. m, the tents were pitched
on the divide, alit of the gorge, and the empty sledges started back with everyone, except Sergeant Jewell,
to bring up the remainder of the loads. The mouth of the gorge was reached in just twenty-five minutes,
and at 4.4 0 p. m. we were at the tents once more. The locality not looking in all respects familiar, I walked
to an elevated ridge, some three miles to the north, after supper. From here I could see the north shore
and set at rest all doubts. The barometer gave me an elevation of 500 feet [r 52 m] above camp; the latter
is about the same above the sea-level. Got to bed at 9 p. m,
Marth 3 1 (1m", diuide to mouth of Gap Vallt'y).-Called Sergeant Jewell at 4. 2 0 a. m., and got up
myself an hour later to cook breakfast. I directed Sergeant Jewell to leave his tent standing and send
Jens with empty sledge back to last camp for a can of lime-juice pemmican he had accidentally left behind.
Morning fine, clear, and calm. At 7.35 a. m. advance sledge started down the valley, carrying its entire
load. Traveling very good on hard snow. After proceeding 1
hours we were obliged to double up
through the narrow gorge into which the valley had here diminished. Soon after we entered the head of
the wide Gap Valley, proper, and were able to haul everything at once to the sea-coast. Reaching the latter
at I O'(:!ock we ~lI:ned east and proceeded one-fourth of a mile, when we were stopped by the close approach
of th~ ice wallltn~ng the sea-coast, to the foot of the cliff forming the east cape of Gap Valley. Here,for
the eighth of a mile, a great deal of labor was expended in cutting through. By 3 p. m. we had got the
sled~e and half-l~ad through this place, and Christiansen and I continued on with it upwards of two miles,
fin~mg the travelmg very good. Got back at 4 o'clock, and stopped for the night. The supporting sledge
u.rnved half. an hour I~ter. Sergeant Jewell and Ellis suffering a good deal from pains in the groin and
side, resp~ctlvel~. Noticed a good deal of new ice along shore.

%

I (Gap T~lllf)' 10 Black Horn Cliffs).-At 5.2 0 a. m, Sergeant Brainard got up to cook breakBoth sledges ~ff b.y 8.08. As the advance sledge had half its load already through the cutting, we
part~d company .agam WIth the supporting sledge. Reaching the half-load advanced the day before, we
continued on WIth everything h t w
dId"·'
.
b
b
.
. ' u "ere e aye filty minutes, Just before reachmg Repulse Har or, Y
havI~g t~ relash the sle~ge. Just north of the English cairn at the latter place we found the location of
the English depot of rattons, and in it a sextant, flag, cooking lamp old articles' of clothing &c. After a
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Apn"12 (at Black Horn Cliffs).-Arose at 4.50 a. m. and lighted lamp. Breakfast in an hour. We had
but little sleep on account of the cold. A little before 7 o'clock I started with Sergeant Brainard and Christiansen, without sledge, to find some way of getting on the outside floe or of following along the foot of the
cliffs. First we examined the young ice bordering shore and found that a stone would go through almost
anywhere and that the space of open water along shore was continuous. We then followed along a steep
incline covered with stones, and finally were obliged to climb along the top of the ice wall. We got about
a mile from camp, when we encountered a very steep drift sloping from a break in the cliffs overhead to the
water at the foot. Beyond this the route seemed even worse. \Ve here made an attempt to ascend the
cliffs, but after gaining a considerable elevation by cutting steps in the snow I gave it up, principally on
account of the certainty of falling into the water should one of us slip. A route along the foot of these cliffs,
if possible at all, was certainly impracticable under the circumstances, and in any event would ha ve involved
many days' hard work and great risks. Sergeant Brainard pronounced it entirely impracticable. It was
impossible to get round the cliffs as done last year. To follow along their base seemed almost equally so.
After returning to camp and drinking some tea, I started out again with Sergeant Brainard to discover, if
possible, an overland route. During my absence Sergeaut Jewell was directed to make tidal observation'
by means of the rod brought along for the purpose. The gorge at whose mouth we were encamped pre·
sented the only inlet into the interior. This we followed up, meeting a high steep snow-drift and a variety
of smaller drifts, rocks, &c., for inree-quartere of an hour, when we came to a branch stream, a deep, narrow
ravine from the southeast. :Following up this three-quarters of an hour we came to what seemed its end,
at a glacier.like formation of ice, over 100 feet [3°"1 high, covered with snow, and very steep. The green
edges of the ice cropped out in several places. The only mean' of ascending it would be by cutting steps
for the purpose. We climbed up the rocky side to the north and found ourselves on a stony plateau.
Proceeding about I y. miles east we gained an elevated ridge 1,3° 0 feet [396"] high by barometer. The
main stream-bed we had ascended continued south till lost in a chain of mountains running east and west
probably a half dozen miles from the sea. The branch we had ascended apparently ended in the little
glacier referred to. To the east of the last was an undulating plain sloping gently north and south, and
forming a surface drain which gradually narrowed to a gorge, and after continuing east some, miles then
turned north, and apparently met the sea at "Rest Gorge" east of the cliffs, and where I camped April '5,
188,. A huge formation of ice or snow could be seen at the bend of this stream, to the north. From the
hill the appearance of the ice was much the same as observed from shore, only more extensivc-a series of
floes separated by what seemed new ice and fringed with" pushed·up" rubbkice. One clearly defined
lead ran northwest towards Cape Joseph Henry. Misty clouds all along the northern horizon. Reached
camp by a direct course and found everyone walking vigorously up and down to keep warm. Air clear
and calm but very cold. Supper at 6; turned in at 7 P: m. Sergeant Jewell continued hi, tidal observations till midnight and declined assistance-an extremely severe ordeal under the circumstances.
April 3 (at Black Horn Cfijfs).-At 5. 1 0 a. m. called Sergeant Brainard, cook. Breakfast at 6 a. m,
Morning overcast, light wind. At 1.50 a. m. started up the gorge with Sergeant Brainard, Christiansen, and
Ellis. On reaching branch ravine, the only one this stream seemed to posses" I sent Sergeant Brainard
forward with Christiansen to examine the glacier more closely, and to examine the country beyond, could any
way be found of surmounting the glacier in any reasonable time. With Private Ellis I continued south,
hoping to find some other opening towards the east. My course led me directly south till, not far from the
mountains, I gained an elevation on the west side which commanded the ravine as far south as the mountains. Not an inlet of any kind presented itself from the east. The stream broke through the mountains
from a southwest direction, and its bed was full of many large snow drifts. En route back I met Sergeant
Brainard who reported that he had ascended the glacier by cutting one hundred and fifty·two step' in the ice,
6"]
that beyond it the branch ravine still continued, but a wall of ice some" feet [3.
high would have to be
surmounted, and that on getting out on the divide he found a stone covered plain some quarter of a mile
across. He regarded advance in that direction so impracticable that he went no farther. He thought it
would take two weeks at least to get everything round to Rest Gorge (if it were possible at all); Christiansen
fixed on ten days, In this ravine several ptarmigan and fox tracks were seen. The bed of the stream seemed
to be a mass of ice, as shown by a grotto we met and seeing ice in other places. Returning to camp, all
difficulties of advancing seemed to be set at rest by finding the young ice getting thicker rapidly and promising to bear in the morning. I went out a hundred yards [9'''] from shore and it easily bore my weight,
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though bending in places and readily giving way to a single blo~ of the ax. Later in the day Christi~nsen
pronounced it all right, and an approach was cut through the Ice wall below cau:p for the sledges In the
morning. Weather very cold; difficult to keep warm. Supper at 6,30 p. m. and In bags by 8. Sergeant
Jewell up for several hours later, making tidal observations.
.
Apn'l 4.-At 6.50 a. m, I lighted lamp for breakfast. At 9.45 a. m. I took all five sacks pemmican on
advance sledge, leaving the supporting party packing up. Feeling uncertain as to thickness of the ice, the
tent, &c., was left behind. The crack near shore was slightly wider, but by throwing in masses of ice the
sledge and load went readily over to the new ice. We got several hundred yards out from shore, and
towards the east, when Christiansen saying the ice was "all right," I directed Sergeant Brainard to proceed
ahead with the ax; while the pemmican having been thrown off, the empty sledge returned to camp for the
rest of the load. When almost ashore two or three of the dogs went in the water, and I suddenly perceived
that the icc was moving off shore. Leaving Christiansen to find a route ashore, I started after Sergeant Brainani, but was speedily overtaken by the dog-team, which went at once on a gallop after Sergeant Brainard.
About 100 yards [9 1 111 J from our crossing a small cake of ice was jammed by the moving ice close against a
little promontory of rubble, the only place where there was not several yards of open water already. Here
[ climbed out and up, and brought the dog-team when it arrived a few minutes later. The ice moved up
the coast (east) as well as out, and holding the little cake in position, the sledge, dogs, one by one, and
pemmican were saved. The last sack of the latter went in the water, but was afterwards fished out as it
tloated, Soon there was a belt of open water 100 yards [9 1 111 ] and more in places along shore, and in two
hours the ice had moved 200 yards [l82 111j to the east. A hummock which I had sighted April I, a mile or
more distant, had changed its angle considerably to the east. A seal made his appearance in the open
water. Seeing little chance of getting overland, the loaded sledges were turned westward, and at 12.30 we
started back, but at Drift Point met so severe a wind from the south, with drifting snow, that the tents were
again pitched just beyond. Several slight frost-bites occurred.
April 5.-In tents storm-bound all day.

"4/>,,iI6 (from nrar n,ijt Point to Gap Jl{lllt:.v).-During the storms I determined to attempt the overland route, discouraging as it seemed, taking the sledge to pieces and carrying it and the load up the glacier
and over the stony ground and other obstacles beyond by hand. The storm continued during the forenoon,
hut then, dyin~ away we packed up, after forty-six hours in the sleeping-bags, and took up the march t.? the
~:tst agarn, Shortly after this, seeing a wide lead of open water to the west, I halted to survey the scene,
I h~ pack was sep(~rated f~om the shore up and down, as far as the eye could reach, by the belt of open water.
p~rle('~tly dear, of ICC, which, from 200 yards [182 m ] to half-mile [80 4 m ] wide, extended to the west in the
direction of Lincoln Bay, and expanded into a wide sea from three to five miles wide. The ice to the south
seemed to l~l~kc a straight boundary on that side, but on the north to curve round in a great circle as it
near:d the Grinnell shore and then to stretch northward. I looked at it attentively through the field glasses,
and It had every appc~rance of extending all the way across the straits. The main 1pack was moving rapidly
to the east, as was plainly apparent on aligning any part of it with an object on shore. To the north several
large leads of water w~re seen in the distance and smaller leads nearer to us. Dark, misty clouds hung
about the northern horizon Under the I
f
1
"
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of any movement in the ice wall itself. This was a hardly necessary precaution. At 8.25 a. m, I sent
Sergeant Brainard and Ellis with the two sledges to advance the heaviest halves of our loads as far as possible. The sergeant reached Newman Bay in four hours and returned in two (i. c. at 2.25 p. m.). A cold
wind with drifting snow sprang up in the evening making Sergeant J ewell's observations most trying, especially
as he could hardly walk on account of the pain in his groin.
April g (llortn aId of Gap Valley to Cape Stl1ll1lcr).-Got up at 6 a. m. and called other tent at 7 o'clock,
An ice hummock sighted yesterday some distance from shore has since moved to the right several degrees.
A large, dark mass of vapor observed up the coast to the east, looming up like a huge cliff. At 9·43 a. m, got
off. Found it necessary to carry EUis on sledge part of the way. Sergeant Jewell very lame. Reached top
of divide in 2~ hours, and Newman Bay at 1.10 p. m, Here the loads advanced the day before were
taken on. At 5.3 p. m, went into camp off Cape Sumner. Some time spent before and after supper in
0

cutting away the ice for tide rod. Got to bed at IIp. m,
April 9 (in camp at Capc Sumncr).-Some more cutting early this morning finished the tide hole, after
which, leaving Sergeant Jewell in camp, the rest of us proceeded to the boat camp and took from the boat
pretty much everything except the sails, oars, &c., and turning the boat bottom up before leaving deposited
a record in the cairn. Sergeant Jewell saw a white owl fly overhead towards the east. 'The tidal observations continued during the day.
April 10 (Capc SImmer to camp on straits).-A t 5.50 a. m. got u I' an d lighted lam p. Did not call the
th
other tent till after 6 o'clock, Sergeant Jewell having been up till after midnight of the 9 taking observations. At 9.35 a. m. got off; Sergeant Brainard ahead with the ax; both sledges very heavily loaded. On
this account we worked through the rubble-ice, only with great labor. We were fortunate in being able to
follow trail made coming out. Encountered a very cold south wind. Camped at 3·35 p. m.
April I r (,.amp on straits to depot Bl.-Got little sleep, and Sergeant Brainard arose and lighted lamp
at 3.5 a. m. Off at 7.
following old roads. The dogs did very well to-day in the rubble-ice, and we
20,
0 as yesterday, without
traveled,
"doubling up." At 12.20 p. m. advance sledge was inside the ice waU just
above Cape Beechey. Snow on this coast much increased in depth am! quite soft. Beautiful circle around
the sun and mock-suns observed. At 2.50 p. m. reached depot B, and pitched tents. Sergeant Jewell and
Ellis
almostr2worn
out.
. April
(depot
B to Fort Cotlger).-At 5 a.m. I got up to cook breakfast, which was ready in an hour;
off at 8 a. 10.; at r r .4 a. m. reached depot A and stopped twenty -fi ve minutes; numerous fox and hare
0
2
tracks about; traveling by no means good-in soft snow; reached Fort Conger at 3.4 p. m.
I would respectfully state in conclusion, that the conduct of those under my orders was all that I could
wish. Sergeant Jewell and Private Ellis, though suffering daily from strains incurred during former trips or
during this trip, bore up manfully. Sergeant Jewell's zeal in tidal observations inlow temperatures and cold
winds call for my hearty commendation. Sergeant Brainard showed himself as energetic, zealous, and intelligent as ever, and was my main stay. The two Eskimo I would also call to your favorable notice; Christiansen in particular showed himself willing, capable, and energetic.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J. B. LOCKWOOD,
Second Lieuttl1ant, TUtel1ty-tllird Infantry, A. S. O.

First Lieut. A. W. GREELY,
Fiftlt Cavalry, A. S. O. and Asst., Commanding.
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APPENDIX.

Distance traveled.
ape eec ey
B h
C
Cape Beec hey to Bloa t Camp
FortCongerto

Geographical miles.

_
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-------------
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u_nn.

un

Boat Camp to nor th SI(ide ·Newman Bay __
North side Newman Bay to Repulse Harbor
n
Repulse Harbor to Black Horn Cliffs_nnnn
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nn __
n __u._u ------------u
n __ n
n_.
nn
nnn
n

u

..

7

15

u

On return

u

_ _- . :

79
-.!.:!.

.

Total (doubling up and foot journeys not included)

n_n_u_n __

n

__

u

n

15 8

u

Constant weights, aduance sledge.
Pounds.

A tent, poles and pins, 36 pounds; rubber blanket, 93( pounds; lamp,S pounds __________ S0}.(
Buffalosleeping-bag (two-man), 23~ pounds; dog. skin sleeping-bag (one-man), 12}1s pounds; 3S}S
Ax, 6:;( pounds; spade, 5JIz pounds; sextant, 3 pounds; artificial horizon and mercury, 6}/z
pounds -- -

-

h.

-

21}(

--

Telescope, 33( pounds; field glasses, 3 pounds; compass, 1 pound __un
nu
Rifle, 11 pounds; ammunition, 4 pounds; two pairs snow-shoes, 6 pounds; tide rod, 4 J(
pounds - ---- - ----- - -- -- --- ----- Extra lashings, 4.Vz pounds; medicine, 5 pounds __n--u-n--n_Un
n_nn __
Three clothing-bags, 36 pounds; cook's bag, 16J;( pounds; store-bag, 18J( pounds

h___

n

Weight of sledge

-- --- --- ----- -

__

h_

7)(.

25)(.
9]4

70 J4.

.

- - - 220lk

. __ 109

-

Constant weights, supporting sledge.
Pounds.
A tent, poles and pins, 36 pounds; buffalo sleeping.bag (three-man), 38Ji pounds_
u n._ 74J4.
Rubber blanket, 6)1z pounds; one lamp, 6 ~ pounds; one small lamp, 1)( pounds __n
14}.(
Ax, spade, snow-shoes (one pair), 13)( pounds; shot-gun and ammunition, 12 pounds __
25)4'
Extra lashings, 4.Y2 pounds; three clothing.bags, 36 pounds; cook's bag, II J( pounds _
51 ~
_

h

h_
n

(Medicine,5 pounds); sledgen--h------n-n_n

_

165~

nnuh

nh __nh_h_n_n_ 109

Many of these weights would have been reduced by leaving en cache as we proceeded.
Two seal-skin temiaks not included in above.

Dog-f()()d.
Salt pork (taken from station) __
----n- __nu Two seals (taken from depot A)__ n __
----U--U_un __ -_Un __
Dried meat, seal, and musk·ox, from cache near Cape Sumner hn __n
Pemmican, five sacks, from cache near Cape Sumner __ h
n
I.ime-juice pemmican, from whaleboat at Boat Camp
n_ ---

h
n

h

h

__

h

n __ nnn Pounds.
h

85
78

h

h

h

h

_

Pemmican, English, and lime-juice, to have been

225

_

n

579J'
4°

take-~f;o~·C~~-B;;;~t-~~~~~~~~~~~~=~=~==

100

I, 107~

Consumed all except that at Cape Bryant and the five sacks brought back to station.
pounds.

Amount consumed, 203

Taken out of whale-boat at Boat Camp, March 29.
Corned beef, one can
Beans, one can
..
..
-- ...... ------- ..----Potatoes (English)
. :--- --- - - - - - --- -- -- -- Sugar (all)
•
__ --- ------._- --. --- --- •
Alcohol _
- ---- ----- ---- - --- ---h-Butter, ei~h~-~~;-----hBread, one bag ---------- -------------------- •

._-- ._-----------

h

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - __

•
•

_
_

_

Total

2

2J{
14

_
14
_
63
_

h

24

----------------------------------------_ .. _-------------_._----------Six balls wicking, and one English snOW-knife.

Pounds.

._____

__

60

_ 179J(
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One ratio" £quals--

Ounces.

u-_--.-.------ n-----------------

Muc;k-ox meat, sausage, English beef, corned beef, bacon
22
Butter
--------------------------------------------- - ..--- ---- ---- --------------- 2
liard bread
.
-------------------- 10
Potatoes, beans
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 4
Tea (or chocolate, two ounces)

--------------------------n------------------------ o~

~;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~::~~:::~::~:::::::~::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~

Sugar _--_--------------------------------------------------------------------------Milk

1\lcohol

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 6

Total ration __-

ApPENDIX

2

-

-

~

•

- - ---- ---- -- -- -- ---- -- - ..---- -- -- - - --

47i!

No. 71. -Sergeant Jewell's report on. tidal and meteorological observations made
trip to North. Greenland.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

OIt

April IS, 1883.

SIR: I have the honor, herewith, to transmit report of tidal observations taken by me at the followingnamed points on the Greenland coast, viz: Near the southwest extremity of the Rlack Horn Cliffs, April I
and 3; about 5 miles southwest of Repulse Harbor (at the northern entrance of Gap Valley), April 7, and
at Cape Sumner, April 9 and 10, and meteorological observations made during the journey.
The series taken at the first-mentioned station, on the 2d, although showing the flow, are not definite
as to the high and low tide, but, as the range disagrees with that afterwards observed, I am led to the conclusion that there was a movement in the gauge that influenced the readings. Upon taking the 8 p. m.
observation of that date I found the gauge had been forced up by a piece of ice from below. I then
enlarged the tide hole, cleared it from ice, and froze the support to the gauge solidly into the permanent ice
wall.

The readings thereafter were perfectly satisfactory.
The readings at Gap Valley were without a flaw, the gauge being frozen into the icc wall as at first
station, and its position was earefully verified at short intervals by means of two points bearing on it, and no.
movement detected.
The exposure at Cape Sumner was as good as could possibly be obtained, the gauge being at the
extreme point of the cape, secured as at the former stations, and its position verified as explained above.
The readings were carefully made and the results all that could be desired. I would state that the greatest
care was taken with these observations, especially for at least an hour before the turn of the tide, at which
times the gauge was under constant surveillance, and all changes noted.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
w, S. JEWELL,
S~rg~anf, S(i[nal Corps, U. S. A
Lieut.

f

J. B.

LOCKWOOD,

Commanding North. Gre~nland Sledge Party,
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Tidalobservations, southwest extremity
[Date, April

2,

ofBlack Horn ClijJs.

1883.]

Washington mean
Ii Washington mean I
I,'" \Vashin~ton
mean
time..
time..
Ii
time.
---[Gauge.]
jGauge'j
Gauge.,
'--j----:Gauge.
Observed. Corrected.
I Observed. Corrected.'
! Observed. Corrected.
:Observed. Corrected.
Washington mean
time.

I

jl

I

:

Inches.
': 28·7

A. M.

A. M.

11.55

11.55

M.

M.

12.00
I'. M.
12.02
12.06
12.10

12.00
12.02
12.06
12.10

28·5
28,3
28.0

12·45

12·45

27·7

28.6

I'. M.

P.M.

1.00
1.3°
2.00
2.30
3. 00

P.M.

1.00

1.3°
2.00
2.30
3. 00

3.3 0
4. 00

3.30

4. 15

4· 15

4·00

I

Inches.

P. M.

27·5
27·2
27. I
27·1
27·3
27·0
26.8
27·0

4.3 0
4·45

Inches.

P. M.
4.30

4·45
5.00

5.30

27. 1
27·2
27. 2
27. 2

6.00

5.3 0
6.00

27·3

6·3°

6.30

5.00
5. 1 5

5. 15

27.81
28.1 I
28·4 ,

f

7. 00

7·00

P.M.

P. M.

7.3 0
8.00

7.3 0
8.00

8.26

8.26
.8·45
9. 00
9· 15
9.30

8.45
9. 00
9· 15
9.30

Inclus.
28·3

27·8
26.8
25. 8
25. 6
25. 0

24·4

I

[Date, April 3, 1883.]
A. M.

A. M.

7. 10

7·10
7·20

7. 20
7. 25

7. 25

7·3~

7.38

7·47

7·47
7·53

7·53

8.00

8.00

8.05

8.05

8.10

8.10

8.17

8.17

8.22
8.27
8·35

8.22

8.27

8,39
8.4 2

•

8·47

8·51
8·54

I

9. 07

8,35
8,39
8·42
8·47
8.5 1
8·54
9·°7

31.8
32 . 0
32.5
32.7
32.9
33. 0

A. ?of.
9. 25

A. M.

9. 2 5

32.2

9·45

10.00
10.15

9·45
10.00
10.15

10·3°
10·45

10·3°
10·45

31.8
31.3
3°·5
3°·2
29·7
29·5
29. 0
28·5

33·1

11.00

33·1

II. 15

3.'!. I

11.30

33·2
33·3
33·3
33·4
33·3
33·2

11.45

33. 2
33·2
33·1
I 32.8

12·45

M.

11.00
I I. 15

11·3°
11·45
M.

12.00
P.M.

12.00

12.15

12.15

12.30

12.30
12·45

1.00
I. 15

P.M.

1.00
I. 15

P.M.

28.0

27·3

26·7
26·4
25. 6
24·9
24·5

P. M.

1.3°

1.45

2.00

2.10

2.25

3· IS
3. 20

23. 0

2.13
2.17

2.20

3·10

3. 27

2.00

2.17

2·57
3·°5

P. l\f.

23·9
23·5
23. 2

1.45

2.10
2.13

2·3°
2·35
2.4 1
2·45
2·51

Inches.

1.3°

I

23. 0
I 22.8
2.20 I 22.8
2.25 I 22·7
2.3 0
22.6
2·35 i 22.6
2·41
22·7
22.8
2·45
22.8
2·51
22.8
2·57
22·7
3·°5
3. 10
22·7
3. 1 5

3. 20

P.1\1.
3. 27

Inches.

22·9
22·9
23. 0
23·3
24. 0
24.6

3·37
4. 00
4·22
4.40
5. 00
5.30
6.5 0
7,3°
7·45

4·22
4.40
5. 00
5.3 0
6.5 0
7.3 0
7·45

8.00

8.00

31.3
31.8

8.08
8. IS

8.08

32 . 0

8. IS

8.21

8.21
8.27
8.3 2
8·39
8.45

32 . 0
32 . 1
32 . 2

8.27
8,3 2

22.8

8·39

; 22.8

8·45

3·37
4. 00

25·5

29·3
3°·9

32.3

32 . 2
31.8

I

R E~IARKS.- The gauge consisted of the three joints of a signal. staff, graduated in inches. This was lashed securely to a
hard-wood slat of the dog.sledge. An excavation was then made in the permanent ice wall, in which the opposite end of the
and
by weighting with ice, the end of the rod passing into the water through the tidal crack, which
slat was
80mm
]
about 15 Inches [3
There was no known disturbance in the position of the ga.uge until 8 p. m. of the ad, whe.n It
to have been
by a piece of ice from below lifting it slightly. The end of the slat was then
solidly
the Ice wall, an.d no other disturbance took place during the series,' At the place of observation there were no-coast mdentations or other localmfluences liable to affect the free flow of the tide.

i~serted,

~as fou~d
I~to

secur~d
~lde.
dlsturb~d

w~s

froze~
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Tidalobsefvatiolls, NOftlt Greenland coast, about five miles soutlnacst
Gap Valfty).

0/ Repulse Harbor (/lorthcr"

entrance 10

[Date, April 7, 1883.]

W~~hin~ton

Weshington mean
time.

Washington mean \
\.1,..
mean i
time.
i
time.
I
1
:
\
.-:'c auge.l\~-----i-n~~--

I
II'

Observed. Reduced.
A. M.

6.45

~:~~

7.45
'8.00
8.15
8.30
8.45
9. 00
9. 15
9 . 30
9.45
10.00
10.15
10.25
10.30
10.35
10.40
10.45
10.50
10 . 55

11.00

6.46
i

~:~~

Inc,,,.;:i

\

A. M.

A ••-,,---..•----.

145. 8 il 11.04

1i:;

\

7.46 155. 0
8.01! 57.9
8.16
61.0
8.3 1
64.0
8.46 I 67. 0
9.01 i 69. 8
9.16 i 72.8
9· 3 I . 75· 2
9.46 I 78.7
1O.01! 80.0
10.16
81. 6
10.26 182.1
Id.31' 82.3
10.36
82.8
10.41
83.0
10.46
83. 2
10.5 1
83. 2
10. 56
83 . I
11.01
83. 0
I

!i

I

'I

~~:;~

P.M.

4. 00

11.05

~~:;~6

4. [6

4·45
4·5°

4.46
4.5 1

M.

P. M.

12.00

12.01

78.7

12.16
12.3 1

12.46

7~·7
74·4
71.8

4·55
5.00

1.01
I. 16

65·7

11.4

P. M.

12.15
12.30
12·45
I. 00
I. 15
1.30
1.45
2.00
2.15
2·3°
2.45
3. 00
3. 15
3 . 3°
3·45

I

1.3 1
1.46
2.01

2.16
2.3 1
2.46

3. 0 1
3. 16
3.3 1

3.46

68.8

62.6

60.0
57. 1
54. 8
51.6

48.9

45·5
43·7
41.2

38.9

P.M.
4· 0 [

4· [5
4. 2 2

4.30
4·35
4.40

11·45

···_·-iGauge.

_ - _ · · · · ..

Observed. Reduced.!

Observed.. Reduced.

I i '

\I'~~:'
i
i

\ 1I.:

u

I

5. 05
5· [Q
5. 15

4. 23
4.3 1
4.3 6
4.4 1

4.5 6

5. 0 1
5. 06
5. II
5. [6

1\ M.

6.00
6·3°
7. 00
7.30
8.00
8.30
9. 00
9.30
[0.00
10.30
r r.oo
11·°5
11.10

5. 2 1
5. 26

11.15
II. 20
1l.26
11.3 1

5·45

5.36
5.4 1
5.46

5·55

5.5 6

5. 20

5. 25
5·3°

5·35
5.40

5.50

5.3 1

5.5 1

11·35
11.40
11·45
11.5 0

-I'
Illlclus.
6.01 I 30.9
6.31
32.8
7.01 i 35· E
7.3 1 ! 39. 0
8.01 1 45. 2
8.3 1 I 5°·9
9. 01 i 57. 8
9.31 : 63. 8
10.01 I 70.0
10.3 1 ! 74·5
11.01
78.7
II .06
79. 0
11.11
79. 2
11.16
79·5
11.21
79. 8
11.27
79. 8
11.3 2
79·9
79·7
11.36
11.4 1
19·7
11.4 6
79. 6
11.5 1
79·3

1'. M.

I.

REMARKs.-The gauge consisted of the three joints of a signal staff graduated in inches. This was exposed on shore ice
suspended on a strong hard-wood slat (from dog-sledge) to which it was securely lashed. This slat was frozen solidly into the
permanent ice walls. The position of the gauge was verified by the observer constantly by means of two fixed points bearing
on the gauge. Position of the gauge on straight line of coast free from all indentations. At 5. 25 P: m. a light swell was noticed
in tide hole which continued during the rest of the observations J caused by a strong southwest wind acting on a body of open
water lying between Repulse Harbor and Lincoln Bay.
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Tidalobservatiolls, extreme joint of Cape Sumner, North Greelllalld {oast-Continued.
[Date, April

Washington mean

Washington mean
time.

Washington mean
time.

1883.]

10,

Washington mean
time.

time.
Gauge'

Gauge.

Reduced.

Reduced.

Reduced.

Observed. Reduced.
!

A. M.

12.0S
12.10
12.13
12.15
12.19

A. xr.
nbOI·s m
IZ 06. S

12 11.5
12 14· 5
12 16.5
J2 20.5

Inch/s.
100.2
100·9
101. I
101·5
)01. 7
102.0

Inches.
102. I
102·3
102·5
102·7
102·9
1°3. 2

A.M.

12 11 23·S m
I2

12
12
12
12

26.5
29.5
32.5
34.5
38.5

A.M.

IZ·4°
IZ·43
12·44
12·49
12·53

Inches.

A.M.
IZh 4 1·5 m
1

12
12
12
12

103 . 3
103 . 3
103 .4

!

44.5
45.5
50.5
54.5

103 . 5
103 . 5

A.1\[.

A.M.

12·S6
12·59
1.01
1.°4
I. 13

h

12 57 ·5
I
I

Inches.
m

103 .5

00.5 I 103 .4

02.5
05.5
1 14·5

I

103. 2
103 . 1
102·7

!

_.- -,._-_.,-+,-.-

RJo:MA RKS.-The gauge consisted of the three joints of a signal staff graduated in inches. This was exposed on shore ice,
suspended on a strong, hard-wood slat (from dog-sledge), to which it was securely lashed. It was exposed at extreme point of
Cape Sumner. The position of the gauge was verified by the observer constantly by means of two fixed points bearing on the
gauge. No change in its position could be detected during the series of observations. Tide-hole entirely free from ice or anything that could interfere with its position.

MtleOf'ologica! observations during the fourney to North GreeN/and coast.
---~---_._----------------

Date.
1883.

Barometer
No. I I.

Time.

--~_._-~--

-

~--

Thermometer No.1, ivory
scale.

Wind.

I

Direction. Velocity.

Weather,

i
i

i

Observed.

Iltches.) mm.--!Filhr.!
c.
4.00 p.jn,
29·90! 759·45: -II: -23,9
7.00 a. m. 29·9 2 ! 759·95! -- 91-22.8
5·00 p. m. 29.9 6, 760. 97: - 7! -21.7

Minimum.

Locality.

IFahr.l

C.
---- ~1----
SW. I Light __I Fair
Cape Beechey.
-12. -·:24 4 Calm.
Lt. snow _
Do.
_u..
.
Calm. _u . ,
\ Lt. snow _ Robeson
Channel, near
I
Cape Sumner.
0a.m.
1
0
29
7·3
29.9 759.7
7 -21.7
10 --23.3 S.
*Brisku l Cloudy___
Do.
JO 7· 00 p. m, 29.9 1 759· 70 - 7 -21. 7 u___
SW.
Freshul Threat'ingl Newman Bay.
7·ooa.m. 29·99 761.73
8 -22.2-12 -24.4 SW.
Light u Lt. enow .
Do.
].oop.m. 29nt\73
29. 22 742. 17 -12 -24·4
C.am.
1 : -__. __ ! F alr---_.
0 nUVle,
Iivid inGa p Valley.
31
7°oam
887
•
••
• -7
•
-'-z8 -33·3
Calm
: Cl
I
n
5·00 p.m. 29· 71 754·62 -22 -30. 0
SW.· -ijght-- - Fa~:r ---- NorthO~nd of Gap Yalley.
Apr. 1 7·00 a .m , 29.5 0 749· z9 -30 -34.4 --34 -3 6.7 N
! I' ht --I CI -----1 J)
I
7.00 p.m , 29.61 752.08 --40 -40 0
. . . I g u!
:ar
I
o.
Cliff
2
].ooll.m. 29. 61 752.08 -37 _ 8:
Calm. ---.
u t~a~r
, Near Black Horn IS.
1.001) m 29 68 75386 -28
3 3 ----SW.
Llght-_ Falr_
Do.
'"
.
..
-33 3
NE
J' h r '
2.oop.m. 29.65753.10 -33 -6'1
.
.~gL-1 'aIr
Do.
3
3.00 p.m. 29.7 1 754.62 _-3 6 __ :8 -45 -42. 8 N~.
L~ght
~a~r
Do.
4·00 p.jn 29 72 754 81
37
---~- --_u __ NE.
LlghL _I Fall
Do.
.
-42
Cam.
I
.
0 o.
5·oop.m." 29.72 754.87
--4 2 -41.
_
1.11 ---·-nu
!.------_,I F<a~r
6.00 p.m. 29.71 754 62 -40
4
Calm. 1-_ -' Fair
Do.
. F'a!r
7· oo p. m. 29.60 751 : 83 -3 8 =4~.0 -----,------- Calm. -_:
.
Do.
9· 00 p. m. 29.61 752.08 -42 _3 ·9,--- __ ------- NE. !l LtghC_ Fair
Do.
J 8.00 a. m, z9.68 753 86
41. I ---- - ----Calm.
Fair
Do.
o.oo a.m. 29.6g 754'11 =~~ -30 .0 -52 -46 . 7 NE. LighL_ CloudYh_'
Do.
10.00 a.m , 29. S8 751 2 _I =~~.o --_n -------, 1'!~.
L~ghL-1 Cloudy '
Do.
(Loon.m. 29.62 752.33
9 __28: 3 ----- ------- N~.
L~ghL-1 Cloudy 1 Do.
12.00 m.
29. 6 1 752.08 -22 _
~
-h_ --- N~.
Light , Cloudy
1
Do.
I. 00 p.m. 29. 63 752.591- -2
_ 31 ,
NE.
LighL. 1 Cloudy
Do.
2.oop.tn. 29.61 752.08 -'-3b'-~ .1
NE.
Light __\ Cloudy__J
Do.
4
3· oo p .m . 29.60 75 1 .83 1 - 34 _
.--.. n _ ' I' NE.
L~ght._ ~a!r_____1
Do.
S·oop.m. 29·41 747.001--351_3 ~ ----- ·- __
NE. f LIght
Fair
'
Do.
7· oop.m. 29.57 75I.06!-381_3~. ! ---- -------1 NE.
Light
Fair
Do.
4 IO.ooa.m',z9.5 1 749.54 -10 _~ :9,-=:,..
-I Cal:". -_-;
CIOUO Y !
Do.
S 12.oom. 130.051763.26( Itl
33, 43 -41.7, S'\\. ,LIght __ , Cloudy___
Do.

Mar. 21

28

u

...

h_

u

n

_

n

_ n __

II
I

:3

° -----

t

h

-h___

- - - - - __

,

n_

•..

:

I

I

I

r

'
_u_ _
I

-------

n

,

n

:

h

i---·- ---1-------1 SE.

I Gale

r --

_ n __

m_

'

Abo~uts:;~~~~~~Re-

I--~-.,---,

-

h' High. wsnds during the night . t W at
Il
-- - - - - - - - - - - - 1
w de
er c our s O h
SF a e
the 6thPassmg over the snow-slopes; went into cam ve~llo~ em sky: t At I p. m. of the 4th overtaken hy a severe. -': g of
.
p," ere we remamed for over forty hours. Gale abated early mormng
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Meteorological observations during llu journey to North Greenland coast-Continued.
\ Therm::er ;;: I. ivory
Barometer

Date,
188 3.

Time.

No.

I I.

I
I'

OI~erved. I Minim::- Tj:'~J:~I~~~.

Apr. 5

7

8
9

10
II

12

c.

!

I

I

I "

7· 00 p. m·130. 02 ",1762' 49
10.00 a.m. 3°.131765.29
7
8.00 p. m.129.79 i 756. 65 -24
7.ooa.m.!29.69!754.II -10
10.00 a. m . 29.71 754.62 - 6
12.00 tn .
29.76 755.89 -12
1.00 p. m. 29.79 756.65 -13
2.oop.m. 29.80 756.91 -14
3. 00 p. m, 29.80 756.91 -15
6.00 p. m. 29.81 757.16 -16
7. 00 p.m. 29.79756.65 -14
8.00 p.m. 29.91,759.70 -14
9. 00 p. rn , 29.92 759.95 -14
10.00 p.m. 29· 99 76 1. 73 -12
8.00 p.m. 29.82 757.41 -29
9.ooa.m. 29.68 753.86 -12
II.00a.m. 29.65 753.10 -13
1.00 p.m. 29.63 752.59 - 9
2.oop.m. 29.62 752.33 --10
3. oop.m. 29.62 752.33 -13
4. oop.m. 29.61 752.08 -16
5. oop.m. 29.60 751.83 -18
7. oop.m. 29.59751.57 --16
8.00 p.m. 29.61 752.08, -14
9. 00 p.m. 29.62 752.33 -18
IO.oop.m. 29.64 752.84 -24
11.00 p.m. 29.62 752.33 -32
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* Strong SW. wind blowing while crossing Robeson Channel.

W. S. JEWELL,
Observer.

ApPENDIX

No. 72.-Sergeant Rice's report on trip to Thank God Harbor.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

April 20, 1883.

SIR: I have the honor to report that in accordance with your instructions of April 5, I examined on
the following day, with dog-sledge, the ice on this side of Hall's Basin, with the view of selecting the best
route towards Thank God Harbor, and decided on Distant Cape as the best starting point.
On April 10, at 8.25 a. m., I left station for Thank God Harhor with a party of 10 men, and accompanied by Dr. Pavy, We were supported by a dog-team driven by Private Schneider. \Ve reached Distant
Cape at 10.20 a. m., and picked up tent and turned off into Robeson Channel at 11.10 a. m, A field of
new ice carried us some distance; a fringe of hummocks, with soft snow, then intervened; after which a
paleocrystic floe furnished good traveling to about three miles from shore. The traveling then became
very rough and it was found expedient to put six men on the small sledge and reapportion the loads
between the sledges. The remainder of the party were engaged in road-making. More time was occupied
in improving the road than was necessary to insure the passage of the dog and man sledges outward
bound, as we expected to profit by it when returning with the heavy boat. Many detours were made to
connect the small floes and avoid the rubble-ice and snow-drifts, and also in picking a route through the
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hummocks. The snow between the floes and among the rubble-ice, was soft a?d deep. \Ve encamped
on a paleocrystic floe at 5. 15 p. m. I estimated that we were ~hen 6 miles from DIstant Cape, 12 from home
station, and had traveled at least 14 miles to make good the distance. Weather fine; temperature at 6 p. m.,
-J8° [-27.80 C.]; at 6.30 p. m., -25° [-31.7° C.]; and at 7.30 p.m., -32° [-35.60 C.].
On Wednesday, April II, we broke camp at 5.30 a. m. The cooks had been called at 3 a. m., at which
time the temperature was _28° [-33.3° C.]. I cached a portion of our provisions, to be used returning,
and marked the place with a small flag. After picking a way through some rough ice and soft snow a short
distance from camp, a large undulating floe opened up, over which we made good time, as the traveling was
excellent. The floe was the most part bare, and where the snow lay it was packed sufficiently hard to
support the sledges. The snow appeared to decrease in quantity as we left the shore of Grinnell Land.
Other floes of like character presented themselves from time to time, and our progress was altogether satisfactory, although the route was not always direct, as detours were still necessary to secure the best floes and
avoid the hummocks between them. About 12 m. a heavy haze or fog settled down upon the Greenland shore
and completely hid the coast. By noting a line of hummocks before the land was entirely shut from
view, we were enabled to continue traveling in a direction nearly correct. A wind was blowing all day,
lightly at first, from the SW., veering afterwards to NE., and increasing at 1 p. m, to about 18 miles per
hour l8 m per second J, with drift. The faces of most of the party now suffered frost-bites, and several were
quite tired, and affected by the weather. We could no longer see our course nor pick out a route; and
at 2 p. m. were forced into camp under the lee of a line of hummocks. I considered 12 miles to have
been made good this date, although the shore could not be seen to assist us in judging. We traveled at
least 11 or 18 miles. Temperature at 4 P: m, -S° r-20.6 0 C.].
After camping the storm increased, and at times the tents were so violently shaken by the wind that I
feared for their security. They were enveloped in a blinding drift. It was 11.45 p, m, before the weather
had sufficiently moderated to admit of a move being made. The cooks were then called; wind still blowing 6 or 8 miles an hour [about 3 or 4 m per second j.
~,t I a. m. April 12, the temperature was -100 [-23.3° C.]. I cached the small sledge and all our
provisions, except oue day's rations, and at 2 a. m. we moved on towards Thank God Harbor, still ap·
patently 6 or 7 miles distant. Light wind still blowing. The floes continued to favor us but appeared
he~vier, and rather more broken up. The:: snow banks were also more plentiful. As before,' we were com!;~Jed to make some concessions to distance in selecting the best traveling, and kept up our road ma~in~.
e best fl?es led us towards Cape Lupton where the ice appeared smoother. At 7 a. m., when wlthm
I y; or 2 nllles.of the observatory, we halted and unloaded from the dog-sledge everything but the lashing
a?d t~olsreqtnredfor the fitting up the boat and sledge. Four men were left behind to pitch the tents, with
directions
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Friday, April 13, was dull and cloudy with light breeze from the northwest, and snow and frost flying
in small particles. \Ve pulled out of camp at 3 a. m., the cooks having been called at 12·45 a. m. Temperature at I a. m., _ [3.5° [ - • 5.3° C.]. At 11.05 a. m. we reached the cache last deposited and went into
camp. Several of the party suffered frost-bites. We found that the boat rode well, but pulled heavily,
. especially over the snow-drifts and hummocks, as her bows had to be elevated to a great height before the
center of gravity was attained and she could be made to descend again. At times it required at least three
...
of us out of the drag-ropes to ease her down or guide her between hummocks.
Temperature at [2 m., -9.50 [_23.[° C.]; weather growing worse, cloudy and snowy, with raw wind.
m
At 2 P. rn, wind had increased to at least 28 or 30 miles per hour rabout 12 per second] from the
north, accompanied with heavy drift. The weather was carefully watched with the object of breaking camp,
but not until 6.20 o'clock of the next morning was it sufficiently improved to warrant calling the cooks,
although life in tbe sleeping-bags for so long a time-already nineteen hours-e-wes exceedingly tiresome,

,

6
and traveling preferable.
Saturday, April [4, at 9 a. m. we were again on the march. Temperature at 8 a. rn., -14° [-25- C.];
wind still blowing 8 or [0 miles an hour [about 3 or 4'" per second], with snow.drifts. After gelling through
the first rough ice, we, at [ 0 a. m., matte sail on the boat and found it a great bell" With exception of
about half an hour, when the sail was taken in to cross a line of hummo<:ks, we utilized it all (lay. Our
course gave us only a side wind; a fairer breeze would have enabled us to di,pense with the drag·ropes. It
is a fair estimate to state that the sail <lid the work of at least five men all day. We carried in the hoot all
her gear, oars, &c" also cooking-utensi 5, tent-poles, one tent, one sleeping-bag. and a few small articles
and the small sledge. Everything else was carried by the dog.sledge, which was heavily
Private
Biederbick had his foot frozen on the march, but it was stripped and circulation soon restored.
At [2.3 p. m. we were met by Sergeant Brainard, with dog-learn and small party. We le"rnl~lthat,
0
the North Greenland party having returned, you had dispatched him to meet us and assist in moving some
of our constant weights and equipment. We placed on his sledge everything carried in the boat, and added
part of the load of our dog-sledge. With the advantage of this assistance, in addition to the sail, I decided
to make the first camp of our outward journey, so a, to leave l.ut one day's travel before us. We camped
near first cache at 5 p. m, The dog-sledges had preceded us, and tents were already pitched. Party con-

10ad<.~I.

siderably exhausted, as we had traveled fast.
8Q
0
Temperature at 6 p. m. -16.5° [-26'9 C.]; at 7 p. m., _18 [-27· C.].
Sunday, April [5, at 7.45 a. rn, we had breakfasted, packed up, and were again ready to start. The
two dog-teams moved on ahead, hauling all our constant weightg, provisions, and equipment, leaving us
only the empty boat. They soon distanced us. The traveling was very rough, and it took us five hours to
reach Distant Cape. At this place we were met by Sergeant Brainard, with fourteen dogs and native driver.
By preconcerted arrangements he had returned, with your permission, after having conveyed his load to the
station. The road in from Distant Cape being smooth, the dogs were attache'lto the boat-sledge- and we
were soon at Dutch Island, where the boat was left. Party reached Fort Conger at 3 P: rn.
I estimate that the distance traveled each way by us between Distant Cape and Thank God Harbor
was 3 miles, to which may he added, both going and returning, the 6 miles between Distant Cape and
6
homeI station.
desire to acknowledge the assistance of Dr. Pavy, who performed arduous work each day with the
Q

dog-sledge, ami was untiring in his solicituf1e for the com")lt of the men when in camp. I wish also to
state that the conduct of each member of the party was exemplary, and the exertions of all very praiseworthy.
Very respectfully,

GEO. \V. RlCF.,

..."ergeal1t, Signal Corps, U. S. A.
Lieut. A. W. GREELY,

. Fijtlt Cavalry, Acting Signal Officer and Assis/ant,
Commallding Lad)' Franklin Bay EXjedili(Jn.

Accompanying this please find transcript of sledge journal kept during trip.-G. W. R.
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SLEDGE

TH}} IJADY FRANKLIN BAYJ1JXPEDITION.
JOURNAL OF TRIP WITH PARTY FOR BOAT TO THANK GOD HARBOR, APRIL 10 TO IS, INCLUSIVE, 1883.

Tuesday, Aprit [0, 1883.-Left Fort Conger at 8.25 a. m". Missed poles or si~-man tent when near
half-way between Dutch Island and Distant Cape. Sent Schneider back for them WIth dog-team, transferring dogs from large to small sledge, which we unloaded. Put. full force of men on large loaded sledge and
proceeded. Reached Distant Cape at 10.20 a. m, Pick:d up cached tent at 11.10 a. m. ~ew ice for
some distance into the straits, then a fringe of hummocks WIth soft snow between. A paleocrystic floe then
took us some distance from shore (3 miles). Dog-sledge overtook us at 12.15 p. m, Traveling now rough.
Apportioned the loads between man and dog sledges. Six men pulling the small sledge, the rest of party
road-making with axe and shovels. Compelled to take serpentine route to pick the best way. Snow between floes and rubble-ice very deep and troublesome.
Went into camp at 5. 15 p. m. on paleocrystic floe. Weare about 6 miles from Distant Cape, 12 from
home, and have traveled at least 14 miles to make it good. Traveling looks more promising for to-morrow.
Weather fine. Temperature at 6 p. m., _18° [-27.80 C.]; at 6'30 p. m., -25 0 [-31'7°C.]; at 7.10 p. m.,
- 32° [-35.60 C.l, estimated [being below scale 1, but marked on thermometer case for verification.
W~dnesday, Apn·t II, I883·-Ca~led cooks at 3 a. m. Temperature at time, _28 0 [ - 33.3° C.]; at 5
a. m., - 2 5° [ -31.7° C.]. Cached axe, some provisions and dog-food, and marked place with rlag. Broke
camp at 5.30 a. m. Elison and I went ahead to pick out a road. I put Linn to assist doctor and Schneider
with dog-sledge, as it worked heavily yesterday. Picked a way through rough ice and snow-drifts surrounding camp, when we struck good floes and made excellent time. Had to make detours to keep the floes and
avoid the fringes of hummocks. About 12 m. the Greenland shore was completely hidden by fog. By noting
hummocks ahead we were able to keep on our way, guided partly by the wind. Wind blowing all day, first
SW., afterwards veering to NE. At I p. m, wind increased to IS miles per hour [SID per second], with drift.
Faces of almost all the party frost-bitten. Not able to see our way, and several or the party tired, and all
affected by the wind; could not do otherwise than camp. Have pitched tents under the lee ot a line of hummocks, that break the wind somewhat.

I think we have made good 12 miles to-day, although we cannot see either shore. Have traveled at
least 18 miles. Temperature at 4 p. m., - 12° [- 24.4 0 C.] .
.Looked out at 10.P. m, and again at I I p. m, with intention of calling cooks, but weather too bad to
admit of start.. Stormmg very hard, shaking the tents violently and threatening to dislodge them. The
condensed mOlstu~e wa~ showe~ed continually on the sleeping-bags. At 11.45 p. m. called cooks. \Veather
moderated, but wm~ still blowmg 5 miles an hour [2.2 m per second]. .
Thursday, Apnt 12, 1883.-Temperature at r a. m., _ 10° [-23.3° C.]. Cache all our provisions and
dog-rood but one day's rations. .Also leave behind the small man-sledge and carry everything on the dog~edge. Break camp at.2 a. ~.; wind still blowing 2 or 3 miles [about 1m ~er second] an hour. Hall's Rest
ppears to b~ 7 or 8 miles distant. I went ahead with small party to select and build the road. Several
altbc left behind to help the heavily-laden dog-sledge along. Floes carried us into Thank God Harbor,
id h
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graham bread for our own use. Reached tents on floe at 2 p. m. The hoat rides well, but hauls heavily.
Men all in good spirits and encouraged, as the boat is handled more easily than they expected. Temperature
4 p. m., - 5° [- 20.6° C.1-

Friday, April r3, r883.-Called cooks at 12.45 a. m. Temperature at r a. m., -13·5" [-25·3" C.].
Pulled out of camp at 3 a. m. Weather cloudy and dull, with light breeze from the northwest and light snow
in the air. Made our cache-about 7 miles from Thank God Harbor-at II.OS a. m, Had to follow the
windings of the road made going over, which took us over a good deal of ground; but road required no
improvement. Sledge and boat haul heavily over snow banks and hummocks, as they have to be elevated
to a ~reat height on one side before they can descend on the other. I have placed Linn and Hcnrytwo of our largest men-in the hindmost belts and at all difficult places they drop out and grasp the bows
of the boat to ease her down. Whenever the traveling is rough I stay behind with the boat to guide her.
We carry in th e boat all her gear and oars ; also cookin g gear, tent-poI es, I tent, I sleeping.bag, an d other
small articles. All else is carried on the dog-sledge which is heavily loaded, and doctor and Schneider have
to work hard; the dogs are 'Working admirably, following our tracks. Temperature at 12 111., -9·5°
[_ '3. " C.]; weather disagreeable, cloudy, and snowy, with raw wind. At 2 p. m, wind increased so as to
1
endanger the toots. At i o p. rn. I got up and went outside. Weather would not admit of a start. Wind
was blowing 28 or 30 miles an hour [about 13m per second] from the north, with blinding drift.
Saturday, April 14, 1883.-Weather has been carefully watched, with intention of moving so soon as
it moderated. Gardiner was out at 2 a. m. and reported the weather still very bad. At 6.20 a. m. it had
improved; called cooks. Temperature at 7 a. m., - 13.5" [-25.3" C.]. We pulled out of camp at 9 a. m,
Temperature at 8 a. m., _ '4" [ _ 25.6" C.l. Wind is now (9 a. rn.) blowing 8 or 10 miles an hour \about 4m
per second] with some drift. After getting through first rough ice we-at 10 a. m.-made sail on the boat,
and found it a great help. Took in sail at 10.30 a. m. to pass through hummocks. Reached large floe and
made sail again at I I a. m. Carried away step of mast, but lashed it to do temporary duty. Elison will
rer air it to-night. Carried sail all day, Linn and I steering. At one time whole party were out of drag-ropes,
and wind was sufficient to move the sledge along. We were sailing too near the wind-it was N N E.- to
receive its full benefit. At 12.30 p. m. we were met by Sergeant Brainard with dog-team and Eskimo Frederik. Lieutenant Kislingbury accompanies him. The North Greenland party has been turned back by open
water and Lieutenant Greely sends Brainard to assist in moving part of our load. Receive a letter from cornmander to that effect. Brainard takes everything out of boat, and part of Schneider's load. I conclude
with this help to reach first cache to-night, so as to arrive home to-morrow. Camped a short distance from
cache at 5 p. m, The dog-sledges traveled taster than we, and tents were pitched by the time we came up.
Most of the party much exhausted, as we traveled very fast. Gardiner had a sick stomach in the morning and vomited his breakfast, but stuck manfully to the drag-ropes. Biederbick had his great toe frozen
on the way, but circJlation was speedily restored by the application of warm hands.
8"
Temperature at 6 p. m., _ 16.5" [ _ 26.9" C.]; at 7 P: m., - 18° [- 27. C.]. There are many calls
made on Brainard's tent, after supper, to learn the particulars of the northern trip.
Sunday, April r S.-Cooks were called at a little before 6 o'clock. The men were very wakeful last
night and wished to have started earlier. All ready to start at 7·45 a. m, The dog-sledges go ahead and
carryall our constant weights, provisions, and equipment, leaving us the empty boat. Lieutenant Kislingbury volunteered to stay with and assist us. Traveling from here to Distant Cape is very rough. Sent
word to the commanding officer, suggesting that Brainard should return to meet us at Distant Cape, with
large number of dogs, to haul this boat in to Dutch Island. Stopped on the way a short time to melt som.e
ice to quench our thirst. Reached Distant Cape in five hours, at r2·45· Was here met by Bramard, at this
.place and time, with Eskimo Frederik and 14 dogs. Dogs hauled the boat to Dutch. Island, over the good
road, with ease. Reach.ed Fort Conger at 3 p. m. I am much pleased with the conduct of everyone on
the trip. All did the very best they could.
Respectfully submitted with report.

f

GEO. W. RICE,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. A.
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ApPENDIX

No. 73.-Dr. Pavy's medical report on trip to Thank God Harbor.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, April 20th, 1883.
SIR: I have the honor to report to you on the health of the men during the trip to Thank God Harbor.
Th"e sanitary state has been good, and the party returned without accidents.
The powers of endurance to cold and fatigue have sensibly decrea~ed., e:en in the best m~n of our. party.
The detachment has moved with remarkable zeal, energy, and discipline, and Sergt. RIce has directed
his work with the greatest of skill.
I will mention Pvt. Schneider, driver of my sledge, whose exertions and labor are very creditable.
I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,
OCTAVE PAVY,

A. A. Surgeon, U. S. A.
To the COMMANDING OFFICER.

ApPENDIX

No. 74·-0 rders for Sergeant Jewell for tidal observations at Cape Beechey.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, May 3, 1883.
SERGEANT:-You are hereby directed to proceed to Cape Beechey, Robeson Channel, in order to
make tidal observations at that point.
The observations will cover nine successive tides, and you will leave this station at such time on May
6 as will enable you to observe the first low tide of May 7, 'which is expected about 10.50 a. m. (Washington mean time).
The following tidal readings will be made:
J. On the even hour of Washington mean time.
2. Each even minute ('V. M. T.) for twenty minutes at one tour, commencing each set exactly six
hours after the preceding high or low water. In case the tide has not changed appreciably at the end of
twenty minutes the readings win be continued until such phase has been noted.
In case Af('{ItISllJ or AnI/elida; are seen they will be carefully observed if not captured, to enable you to
identify them subsequently.
'

Great care will be taken to insure the security of the gauge to that part of the ice-foot which is immovably attached to the shore. A reference point should be established so as to enable the gauge to be replaced
in case of accident.
You will be accompanied by Sergeant Connell, and Private Schneider with his dog team. Sergeant
Connell, when not needed, will occupy his time in hunting. Private Schneider will assist you in making
the readings.
A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Caualry, A. S. O. and Assistant; Commanding.

'V.

S. JEWELL,
Sergeant
S~i[lIal Seroice, lJ: S. Army.

-----ApPENDIX

No. 75·- Report 0/ SC':l{eallt Jewell O1l tidal observations at Cape Beechey.

.FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, May 12, 1883'
SIR :-1 have the honor to repo t th t .
.
.
.
.
at
. Cape
,
r
a
,
In comphance with your orders of May 3 I left this station
6·45 p, rn., May 6 fer
Reedley f th
.
.
'
.
,or e purpose of takmg tidal observations at that pomt.
I
' .
~as accompanIe~ by Sergeant Connell and Private Schneider. We arrived at our destination at 2.20

~~:~ ab:'t'roa:r

w::~~peared ,to be a suitable tidal crack, began the tidal hole, but, after,going

d(:::et,l1:!.j

fl; ,

depth of about Ii:
5m h doned It and began another further from shore. After sinking thIS to a
t water began to percolate through the ice, and before we could get low
enough had beco:: ee } I •
ing the crack down a~ou;ep t at£iIt wrasmimpossible to work. I then selected another site, and after foll~Wh·
seven eet 2 ] , found water that extended from one side of the tidal hole, whlC

l

~
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we sank below the water-level at low tide, and then allowed it to flow in. The permanent gauge was comp'eted about 5. 14 p. m. The high tide at 10.54 a. m. having been taken orr a temporary gauge erected for
that purpose.
The gauge was secured to a shelf projecting from a grounded floe-berg, being lashed to a board that
was solidly spiked into the ice. The position was frequently verified by two fixed points bearing on the
gauge, and no change could be detected. I continued the observations until after the p. m. low tide of the
9 , and then started to return, leaving there at 7 p. m, Stopping at depot B and picking up what remained
th
0
of the cache, excepting the tent, sleeping-bag, and one blanket, arrived at Fort Conger at 2.3 a. m.,
May 10.
I found upon making a comparison of my watch, that it had lost 15 minutes, caused, doubtless, by the
minute hand getting loose and moving back. I think this happened during the forenoon of the 8th, as after
that time I noticed the minute and second hands did not agree.
Private Schneider assisted me in making the observations, and Sergeant Connell, in accordance with
your instructions, spent his time in hunting, only succeeding in getting one hare.
Enclosed _ you will find a report of tidal and meteorological observations.
taken hourly.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
I

The latter having been

W. S. JEWELL,
Se,.gtanf, Signal Corps, U. S. A.

l

lit

~\,

Lieut. A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Ei/tll Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Ex/edi!io".

APPENDIX

No. 76.-0rders for Sergeant Gardiner for tidal observations at Cape Baird.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, May 3, 1883.

SERGEANT:

You are hereby directed to proceed to Cape Baird, Lady Franklin Bay, in order to make

tidal observations at that point.
The observations will cover nine successive tides, and you will leave this station at such time on May 6
0
as will enable you to observe the first low tide of May 7, which is expected about 10.5 a. m, (Washington
mean time).
The following tidal readings will be made:
I. On the even hour of \Vashington mean time.
2. Each even minute (W. M. T.) for 20 minutes at on- four. commencing each set exactly six hours
after the preceding high or low water.
. '
.
In case the tide has not changed appreciably at the end 01 the twenty minutes, the readings WIll be
continued until such phase has been noted.
In case A-ledusa or Anna/idll! are seen, they will be carefully observed, if not captured, to enable you to
identify them subsequently.
.
.' .
Great care will be taken to insure the security of the gauge to that part of the ice- foot which IS ImmOV·
ably attached to the shore. A reference point should be established, so as to en..ble the gauge to
replaced in case of accic:ent. You wili be accompanied by Sergeant Elison and EskImo Jens Edward. WIth
his dog-team. The team will be sent back on Monday and will return for you on Tue,?az·
A. w. GREELY,

~e

First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry', A. S. O. and Assistant, C011/11/anditlj{.
Sergeant H. S. GARDINER,
Signal Seruice, Yo S. Arm)'.
.

* The meteorological observatIOns are to be foun
vations in Appendix No.

t

140.

d

: -d------d-:--ji- 'd bse fans in Appendix No. J3 8' the tidal obserponte un er lei' 0
rva 1
'
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ApPENDIX

No. 77.-0rdf'rs for Sergeant Israel fiw astronomical observations at Cape Baird.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

May 7, 1883.

SERGEANT: You will proceed by dog-sledge to-night to Cape Baird for the purpose of determining the
latitude and longitude of that point.
On your return a brief report, in which are to be embodied your observations, will be made.
A. \V. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Caualry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.
Observer, Sergeant EDWARD ISRAEl"
Signal Service, U. S. Army,
Astronomer, Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

ApPI<:NDIX

No. 78.-Report

0/

Sergeant Israel

O1l

observations ordered -in Appendix No. 77·

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, Tuesday, May IS, 1883.
SIR: I have the honor to make the following report on the trip to Cape Baird and observations made
there by me, in compliance with your order of the 7th.
I left the station, with Jens Edward and dog-sledge, at 11.35 p. m., Monday, May 7, taking with me
the English sextant, four boxes of provisions, and one of ammunition. I further added a barrel of hard
hread to my load at the cache on the floe. Arrived at the tidal station near Cape Baird at 4.45 a. m., May
8, and took the following observations during the day:

(For longitude: Equal altitudes of sun.)

Index corrections.

To
h. m. s,

1>
D
D

5 17 55
19 05

J)

D

n

22 29.
23

3°

26 46
27 50
28 54

R
R
R
R

30 10

3 1 15

Equation of equal altitudes
Correction for
Eq. of time ~~~~ ~~~--Watch time of noon
_

4 57 38
56 40
55 26
54 20

15
20

25 44

R

h. m. s.
10

20 14
21 22

35

R

35

25
35

i

5°·0
51.0
53. 0
54·5
48 .5
52.5

47 55
46 49

i

35 00

n. ----

- - n - h _ n _ n _ h n __ h _ - - ' u _

Barometer, a . m ., 3062'
. ,p. m., 30.6 I.

26/ 301/

37' oo"

26/00/1 36'

+5' 10"61

{

f 26' 201'
l

26' 20"

3

10"

3°"

361 30"

+5' °5"

07 51.8±0.36
- I 44.5
-000·5
+3 40 . 1

u

.&h= -2".

Off arc.

53·5
5°·0

II

----------- -~. -- --- --------- --- ...

p. m.

51.5

- - - n - u - - - - u __ u n u u u

--n_nuun_ n

a. m ,

52.5

45 37
44 25

oS

On arc.

52.5

49 53
48 59

45

S.

07 46.5] Rejected.

53 17
52 14

344° :
50
55

m,
I

II

09 46.9

Thermometer, a. m., +10.5°; p. m., +10.0°.

The errors of the watch on Fort Conger time,
.
b ased upon SImilar
.
sets of equal altitudes, are:
Watch slow on Fort Conger, May 6
Watch slow on Fort Con er Ma
---- ------g;
Y9 ---------- ---. __
-UU_h.

h.

h__

Uh_

.-------

6

m.

48

------------------------

6 49

Watch slow on Fort Conger, May 8 noon
Watch• slow on Cape BaiIf,
d May;
8'noon ----__
..-----------------------------Longttude of tidal station
-----------------...

49

s,

s,

59· 3±0. 26
28

.°~'0. 3

1

18.2

-------u___ S0 J3· 1
~~~:~:~:~~~~~~;d;[5~~:;j,-~~-~itid~i~;~ti~~==~===== 0' 5::::: ::::~ ~~~ ~:i:~~'
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · . .- - - - - - - - - -

u_u_

0'

57.5/1 east of Fort Conger.
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(For latitude: Circum-meridian altitudes of sun.]

..
Cover.

•

Limb.

Time.

D
D
D
D
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

@

o

B
B
B
t:tJ

e
e
B
e

B
*'0
*0
*0
8

e

-~-

,

"
10 57 09 50 35 20
h. m. s.

D
D
D
D

2 alt. 0.

II

58 40
01 59
03 II
04 36
06 08
07 II
08 12
09 36
10 40
I I 59
13 18
14 48
16 16
17 17
19 25

0

35 30
51 40 30
40 50
40 50
41 00
50 36 50
36 5°
37 3°
37 20
51 41 00
41 00
40 50
40 40
50 36 30
35 5°

m. s,

---,
0

4
8 33
5 14
4 02
2 37
I 05
-002
+0 S9
2 23
3 27
4 46
6 oS
7 35
9 °3
10 04
12 I2

-10

!-

"

"
31 64 2S 84
58 Cover D
22
28
08
oS

02
00
00
00
02
°4
°7
II

18
2S
31
46

Combination to eliminate
error of covet and gradual
change in index correction.

Combination to
eliminate faulty
diameter.

(.

Am.

t,

19
22

19

Cover R

40
4°
18
21
12

"
r41.°
8.

t

3 S

31. °
29·5

r'

08
06

64°

O

14·5
14.0
12·5 I

25/

26.8"
26.2
22.8
22.2

--

64° 25' 24· S"db O ·9' 1
ll~ 17 07 00·4
02.8
,t/I= 81° 3 2' 27·7"::!:0.9"

04
19

24

I

* Recorded on lower limb by clerical error.
Index correction.
Before.
On arc.

Off arc.

After.
On arc.

Off arc.

26 40" 37' 10"
27' 30" 36 ' 00"
'
26' 30" 37' 10"
27' 30" 361 10"
+5/ 18"
+4' 18"
Meant +4/ 4 8/1
Barometer, 30.57; thermometer,

+5.0°.

The distance between Fort Conger and Cape Baird is therefore 12.4'·
On the 9 I assisted in taking the tidal and meteorological observations.
th
with Sergeant Gardiner and party at 4.35 p. m.
I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

Returned to Fort Conger

EDWARD ISRAEL,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. Army,
Astronomer to Ike Expedition.

Lieut. A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Ca7)alry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Lady Franklin Bay Exptdition.

t
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ApPENDIX

No. 79.-R('port of Sergeant -Gardiner OIl tidal and ice observations at Cape Baird.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

May

14, 1883.

I have the honor to inclose herewith Record of Tidal and Meteorological Observations.s made at
Cape Baird, Grinnell Land, from May 7 to 9, inclusive. Also to make the following report:
I left Fort Conger at 7 p. m. of May 6, 1883, accompanied by Sergeant Elison and Jens Edward with
dog-team and sledge. At the cache on the road to Cape Baird I picked up one barrel of hard bread, which
I carried to Cape Baird and cached together with five cans of pemmican, one box of corned beef, and one
box of baked beans, which 1 carried from Fort Conger.
I arrived at Cape Baird at 12.30 a. m, of 7th instant. We found a strong gale of wind blowing, which
prevented work until 2 a. m. Having made camp about 600 yards [549m l inside of Cape Baird, we immediately commenced fitting up the tide-gauge. The gauge was finished at 6,45 a. m., and commenced
observations at 7 a. m, The gauge was located on the seaward side of a large floe-berg, which remained
stationary at all times. At 1 p. m. Jens Edward returned with the dog-team to Fort Conger.
Sergeant Israel, with J ens and dog-team with supplies for the cache at this place, arrived at 5 a. m., 8th
instant. During the day Sergeant Israel took observations for latitude and longitude.
At 2.30 p. m. I attempted to communicate with Fort Conger by heliographic signals, but was unsuccessful. At 1 I p. m., May 8, Sergeant Elison went to Cape Lieber to examine condition of straits to the
southward. He returned at 6 a. m, of 9th instant, and reported the channel closed and no water in sight.
I n regard to the stratification of floe-bergs, I observed eleven bergs in which strata were clearly defined.
strata of clear or semi-opaque ice, separated one from the other by
These bergs consisted of wide layers
smaller layers, the latter being also divided into smaller layers or strata of clear ice or snow laid alternately.
The largest strata were from 6 to 10 feet [1.8 to 3m ] thick; the smallest layers were from 2 to 4 inches
mm
[51 to 102 ] in thickness, and five or six of these smallest layers comprised one of those which divided the
largest strata. No medusre or annelidre were observed.
At I p. m. of 9th instant, having completed the series of observations according to your instructions
dated Fort Conger, May 3, 1883, I closed the station and started for Fort Conger, where I arrived at 5 p. m.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
SIR:

or

H. S.
To Lieut. A. ,"V.

GARDINER,

Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. Army.
GREELY,

First Lieut., Fifth Cau., U. S. A., Commanding Polar Expedition.

ApPENDIX

sIR :

No. 80.-Report 0/ Sergeant Jewell on paleocrystic zee.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, r'Yune 9, 1882.
I h ave th h
'
I'
.
.
.
J '
d
e onor, III camp lance WIth your instructions for me to proceed to Distant Cape an
proc~e samples differen~ strata of ~ paleocrystic floe-berg grounded at that point, to report as follows:
m pon my arrival, I, with the assistance of Private Frederick, found the berg to face to the SW. 26 feet
f7.9611111' tOdthe S. and 5E. 24~ feet f7.t m ] , E. 35 feet [IO.tn ] , and then rounding from E. to N'V. 18,0 feet
8
6m
5· d' ,an
.
8 c.
r . . .
'.
1 I"
11 N'V. 4 feet r14. l. The b erg was
2
teet 8'5 0 ' ] m height [above the sea or main floe, s opmg
gra ua y from near the western side of it until it reached the ice-foot at its eastern extremity. The samples
k f
were procured from the NW side and
.
.
were ta en rom over three feet about Iml from the inside of the berg,
so as to get beyond the atmospheric influence from without
The specimen in vial N a I
d '
.d
color dark blue.
. was procure 37'3 feet [1.Im] from the top, and 5 ~ feet [I .6m ] from 51 e ;

0:

t

r

No.2, three feet [9ln J fron id ' .
.
.
1 si e m a stratum 26 inches r .66 m j in breadth' color a shade hghter
th an No. I.
,
No. 3, forty-two inches [1 06ml from id
5
.
'
'.
51 e.
trata 24 mches r.6m1· color same as NO.2.
N
h
o. 4, tree feet ['91 rn] from SIde 5t t
.
,
. ---.
ra a 12 Inches ['3 m ] ; color same as NO.2.

*

The meteorological observations a t be f
d .
.in Appendix 1 4 0 . ,
re 0
oun pnnted under field observations, Appendix 138; the tidal observations

TIDE-GAUGE, CAPE BAIRD.

Water.

~.o, Gauge-rod.
d to large berg.
t fastene
&.

r

SupPQf

•
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No. 5, three feet {'9Im] from side. Strata 22 inches {·s6ml ; color same as NO.2.
No.6, three feet ['9 1 m] from side. Strata 18 inches [.4 6ml ; color shade lighter than No.2.
NO.7, three feet [.9 1 m J from side. Strata 15 inches [.3 8ml ; color same as No.2.
No.8 'was taken below the last stratum and about 3 feet [.9 I ml from the ice-foot; color same as NO.2.
1m
The strata were well defined on the surface, and were quite discernible three feet [·9 l from the outside.
Im
T~e berg. appears to be grouI)ded. The base measurements were made about 3 feet ['9 ] above the
base;

t,

e., mam floe.

'v.

Very respectfull y, your obedient servant,

S. JEWELL,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. A.

Lieut. A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fiftlt Cavalry, U. S. A., A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding EXjJedition.

t

r

APPENDIX

No. 8r.-Orders to Sergeant jewell for tidal observat£ons at Cape Beechey,
FORT CONGER, GRI~NELL LAND, Afay 19, 188 3.

SERGEANT: Y QU will proceed on Monday, May

21,

with Private Schneider and dog-sledge to Cape

Beechey, for the purpose of making special tidal readings at that point.
You will determine the time of nine high and low waters, beginning with that expected about 5·45 P: m.,
Washington mean time, May 2 I.
The gauge will be read on the even hour (W. M. T.), at which time the meteorological observation
will also be made.
Readings on the even minute (W. M. T.) will be made for not less than

20

minutes around each high

and low water.
Such assistance as can be rendered without interfering with your observations will be given Sergeant
Rice, the photographer of the expedition, who will proceed to Beechey with you.
A. \V. GREELY,

First Lieutenant, Fi/tll Cavalry, A. S. 0., and Assistant,
Commanding Lady Pranklin Bay Expedition.
Sergt. W. S. JEWELL,

Signal Sendee, U. 5'. Army.
APPENDIX

No. 82.-R cport oj,SergeaJltje'lRJell ott tidal observations at Cape Beechey,
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, May 25, 1 883.

SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith a report of observations· taken at Cape Beechey, in compliance with your orders of the 19th instant.
Lleft Fort Conger with dog-team at 8.10 a. rn. of the e rst, accompanied by Sergeant Rice, the expedition photographer, and Private Schneider. Owing to .the recent storms the traveling was very bad, and
slow progress was made through the deep snow. A short distance beyond Distant Cape we encountered
large cracks in the ice, which necessitated our taking to the ice-foot around Water-course Bay. These cracks
are the res nits of the strong current that flows around the cape. Small pools of water were encountered
farther up the bay and also on St. Patrick Bay. But no signs of a general disruption were seen except
water-clouds visible in the north from Cape Beechey. We arrived at our destination at 4·35 a. m.
TIdalobseY1!atWns.-As s;'on as the hole, used in taking our former series of observations at this place,
was cleared of the accumulated snow and slush, the gauge was got into position and observations began, as
0
shown by accompanying report. They were continued until the.high tide of 11.5 P: m., May 2"!".
.
Meteorological observations t were taken each hour as per instructions, except when the minute udal
reading interfered.

* The
t

arc to be found printc(l in "\ppcndix No. 14°·
The meteorological observations are to be found printed undcrjidd observations in Appendix No. 1.;38.
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m

8

I also took double altitudes of the sun for time, which showed my station to be 7 22.3 east of Fort
1
Inclosed
.
Conger, and a circummeridian altitude for latitude, placing me in latitude 81° 52' 29. " ,north.
you will find the results as computed by Sergeant Edward Israel" astr?non: er Of,the ey>edltlOn.
m
A sounding in the tidal hole showed a depth of 44 feet [13.4 ] high tide, with gravel bottom.
\Ve started for home station at 12.15 a. m. 24th, arriving at Fort Conger at 6-40 a. m.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
w, S. JEWELL,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. A.
Lieut. A. ,V. GRiELY,
First Lieutenant, Fi/ln Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding Expedititm.

ApPENDIX

No. 83.-Sergeant Brainard's report on journey to Cape Cracroft.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL

LAND,

June 5, 1883'

SIR: I have the honor to report that in compliance with verbal instructions received from you on the
evening of May 28, 1883, I left the station at 12.15 a. m, the day following, accompanied by Sergeant H. S.
Gardiner, Signal Corps, U. S. A., and Eskimo driver Frederik Christiansen, with dog-team and provisions
for five days, for the purpose of taking tidal observations at Cape Cracroft, and to make a collection of the
fossils which you last August discovered to abound in the cliffs at that point.
To Cape Baird the traveling was better than we had reason to expect after the recent snow-storm of
long duration. The road was in all places visible and quite hard, the last snow which covered it to a depth
of 4 inches [lOZmm] so soft that our progress was scarcely impeded. Halted for a few minutes at the depot
to get a sleeping-bag and other articles to complete our equipment and then proceeded, keeping well out
in rounding Cape Baird to avoid the heavy masses of ice which had accumulated near the shore in its
vicinity. A crack in the ice 6 or 7 feet [about 2ml wide was observed to extend from the cape northward
for a distance of 400 yards (367)m]. The movement was evidently recent judging from the attenuated ice at
its borders. From this place the snow was so deep and soft that we frequently sank to our waist and the
sledge to its slats. \Ve were prevented from wearing snow-shoes by the rubble-ice, which was of the worst
possible character for sledging. Occasionally, however, small floes of ancient ice were met with, which
proved of incalculable benefit, and after our hard struggle through the snow were always hailed with delight.
'Vater several inches in depth., which had been forced up through the fissures in the ice, was frequently
found in depressions of the floe; more particularly in the immediate vicinity of heavy ice, which, if possible,
was always avoided. In some instances the presence of the pools was probably due to the melting of th.e
snow. There was often no distinguishing feature in these places, and we would have no intimation of their
proximity until we had broken through the slight covering of snow and found the chilling water pouring
over our boot tops, Camped at 8'30 a. m. 2 miles north of Cape Lieber, having traveled 22 miles; made
good 18. Started again at 6 p. m., and for the first two hours found the traveling unchanged from the
latter part ?f our first march, except that water pools became more numerous as we approached opposite
to Cape Lieber. An old floe of considerable extent furnished us with excellent traveling for some time;
and from, this we f~und t~e ice to be of an entirely different character, being new and evidently formed at
a late per~od last wmter ; Its .surface perfectly smooth and, except an occasional floe-berg stranded near t~e
sho:~, entirely free ?f heavy Ice. Reached Cape Cracroft at 10 p. m., and in seven minutes had the gauge 111
p~SltlOn and a readmg taken; a tidal crack 3 feet (.91ll ] wide rendered chopping unnecessary. Traveled IZ
miles; made good 10. Our progress during the last two hours of travel had been much retarded by a high
southerly wind.
During the 3.oth and 31st. we were employed on the tides, only high and low water being observed.
In o~der to secure the most satisfactory results we began by taking minute readings half an hour before, and
c?ntmu.ed taking them for nearly half an hour after the change in the tide. But this method was soon
dl~c?nttnued and only each change of 0. I inch [2.54 m,m] was recorded. A high wind, often accompanied by
' .it was very VIOlent,
.
.esuma
' ted.
dnvmg snow'. prevailed during 0 ur stay a t th e cape. At times
the velocity
1n
at 30 to 35 miles per hour [13 to 15 per second].

•
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On the 3 1st I sent Frederik Christiansen down the coast for the purpose of hunting. He reported
on his return having entered the valley south of Cape Cracroft, where he killed a hare and saw tracks of two
musk-oxen which had visited the excellent grazing grounds at the coast and then returned into the interior.
I questioned him closely with reference to the practicability of the valley for sledging, with a view of
returning by that route to look for the musk-oxen. He did not consider the valley feasible, owing to a
rocky creek bed and the scarcity of S-l1OW. From an elevated position could discern no open water to the
southward. He saw four small seals during his absence, but owing to the smooth surface of the floe he
could not approach near enough for a shot. From an elevation of 500 feet [15 2m] I could detect no material

f

change in the nature of the ice to the east or south.
m
Sounding taken in tidal crack at the gauge, which gave us 40 feet [12 ] of water and a rock bottom.
Judging from the movement of the line at this stage of the tide (ebb), it would seem to indicate a strong set
of the current to the northward.
During occasional lulls in the storm and the intervals between observations, we made a collection of
fossils, which comprised several specimens of each of the different species observed by us.
On the morning of June 1 we returned to Cape Baird, having completed the series of nine observations
at I a. m. of that date. Several dangerous-looking cracks in the ice, which we had noticed on the outward
trip, extending from the ice-foot in the direction of the Greenland coast, had visibly increased in width. I
think an early disruption of the ice in Kennedy Channel may be expected this season. Off Cape Lieber
we fell into a treacherous fissure, by the giving way of a thin d.ift which concealed it from our view, and
narrowly escaped a ducking by getting quickly on the floating sledge and leaping to the firm ice. Our
clothing, however, was thoroughly saturated above our knees and our boots filled with water.
I decided to remain at the Cape Baird depot for a day for the purpose of hunting but our efforts were
not crowned with much success, although we hunted indefatigably. Only one hare was shot; another hare, a
seal, ptarmigan, and pair of turnstones were all the game seen. The tracks of one fox only were seen. The
cliffs east of the tent I found to contain several species of fossils, a few of which are in our collection.
While hunting along the shore of Archer Fiord, about 4 miles southwest of Cape Baird, I ascended the
first of a series of low receding hills, the summit of which was about 800 feet l244"'] above and one-half
mile [804mJ from the fiord. Its formation was of black sandstone, very brittle, and easily crumbled between
the fingers. By attrition of the wind and weather the rocks had been reduced to a fine sand, through which
stratified ridges, of the same general character, occasionally protruded for a few inches. m
N ear the summit of the hill I discovered the trunk of a petrified tree, about 7 feet [2 ] in length and 5
inches [
in diameter. It had broken into sections of from 4 to 10 inches each (102 to 254 mnl], but no
1 27 mm]
of successive
piece was missing from its place. The diameter of the piece was much lessened by themloss
m
layers under action of the elements. It originally must have been at least 10 inches [254 ] . A section of
this tree will be found in the collection, marked NO.1. Further search revealed to me the existence of eleven
trees in the same state of petrifaction within the limits of 100 yards [9 1 m] square. The trunks of several of
these trees were embedded in the sandy soil, and portions varying from I to 7 feet [·3 to 2"'] protruded above
the surface. Not having any instrument with which I could make an excavation, I had no means of ascertaining the length of the buried portion. In one instance, however, it must have been considerable if the
length was commensurate with the diameter. Only 3 feet [.9 11l] of the body was exposed above the surface,
and the diameter was about 9 by 16 inches [229 by 406mm], its end being of an oval form, and bore evidence
of having been subjected to considerable pressure. This was the largest trunk seen, and was of a firmer
mm
structure than any of the others. The next in size was about 12 inches r305 I in diameter, of a very friable
and brittle nature. Of this I hrought away a small specimen (No.2). I also brought a specimen of sandstone (No.3), which exhibits the general formation of the hill; and other similar pieces of rock (package

NO.4) bear impression of fossil twigs, leaves, and stems.
The entire surface of the hill was strewed about with small fragments of the petrifactions, many of which
were crystallized. I subsequently discovered other specimens of fossil wood at the base of the cliffs, 2 miles
from Baird, but, being already heavily loaded with specimens, I did not feel equal to the task of climbing a
thousand feet [3°5'"] up the steep incline to discover their origin.
0
Starting at r o'clock on the morning of May 3, we reached this station at 4.3 a. m. same date. Only
7y. hours were occupied in making the return trip from Cape Cracroft, this being 4 y. hours less than the

•
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time consumed in making the outward trip. The difference in time was due to the improvement in the
traveling made by the storm which prevailed during our stay at Cape Cr~c~oft.
...
Sergeant Gardiner rendered me every assistance in his power, and Christiansen fully sustained hIS previous
reputation as an energetic and indefatigable driver.
.Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D. L. BRAINARD,
Sergeant, G. S., U. S. Army.
First Lieut. A. ,V. GREELY,
Mflk Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding Expedition.

ApPENDIX

No. 84.-Sergeant Gardiner's report on journey to Cape Cracroft.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

June S,

1883.

SIR: I have the honor to make the following report in regard to specimens of fossils collected while at
Cape Cracroft, Grinnell Land, during the 30th and 31st days of May, 1883:
All of the specimens were found in a bed of black fragmental rock, which, when struck with the hammer,
broke into rough slabs or sometimes lumps. It was of exceedingly fine grain and could not be examined
thoroughly without the aid of a microscope, The bed was at the base of the cliffs extending along the '
sea level. It was traversed vertically by narrow seams of quartz.
The cliffs were 2,000 feet [6IOm ] or over in height and very bold, showing the stratification in long
waves though sometimes much contorted and bent at sharp turns. It appeared to be composed of numerous
layers of sandstone many feet in thickness, interspersed near the top by some lighter bands of rock.
With the aid of Dana's Manual of Geology I have been able to approximately determine most of the
fossils as belonging to the Upper and Lower Silunan Periods.
Specimen No.2 is similar to Fig. 362, page 202, Dana's Geology. The specimen was broken during
transportation. When complete it measured 7 inches r118mm] in length and 3 inches [76m,,,] in width. It
is of a white substance about I~ inches [44 mln ] in width, forming a core from which projects a number of
spines extending to the edge where they are bounded by a very narrow edge or rim of white. There is a
small indentation in top.
Specimen No. 3 is apparently similar to ...Y". bellicincta, Fig. 346, page 201. It is a portion of a conical
shell. \Vhen complete the shell was probably 5 or 6 inches [127 or ISZ mm] in length and 3 inches [76"' 01 J
in diameter.
Specimen No. 4 consists of a portion of shell being a horizontal section, showing the curve, and was
about 2 inches [SIrnm] in diameter. It is similar to Fig. 349, page 201.
Specimen No. 5 is similar to Columnaria alveolata, Fig. 318, page 199' I observed many specimens
of this fossil, some of which were a foot or more in diameter.
Specimen No.6 is of a honey-combed appearance, and is very much similar to Fig. 4 08 , page 224,
Cftatdes. A species of coral.
Specimen NO.7 is similar to No.6, and also to Chatetes lycoperdon, Fig. 320, page 199.
~any. specimens were observed, some of which were 3 or 4 feet ['9 or 1.2 in diameter and a foot
[.3m } III thickness. In shape they were nearly flat on the bottom and rounded on top, being highest in the
center.
Specimen No.8 is similar to Fig. 355, page 201, Ormoceras tenuifilum, Many of this species seen, but
it was difficult to obtain a good specimen. One which I observed was the length of a gun-barrel. It was
probably much longer, as the ends were broken or disappeared in the rock .
m
. S~ecimen No. 9 is 8 inches {203 ' 1in length and 1 J(. inches [3 2 "''' Jwide at the broadest part, from
which It gradually tapers to the smaller end. It appears to
a white core from which projects spines
along the sides at spaces of one-fourth inch f6 mm ] .
Specimen No. ~o is a confuse~ mass of small round pieces of coral rock, one-fourth inch [6lJ1ln ] in diameter,
and some of the pieces (may be incomplete] 2 inches [SI tn tn ] in. length. These pieces have a small black
core through the center.
1l1

1I
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I observed several specimens exactly similar to Fig. 477, page 246. They were one-half to I inch
[12.7 to 25.4 mm ] in diameter, consisting of a narrow band or rim of white, from which numerous spines
projected towards the center. During my stay at Cape Cracroft, the violent wind-storm which continued
during the whole of the time was an effectual drawback to a close examination of the higher stratification.
The rocks were falling continually, making it dangerous climbing along the face of the cliff.

r
I

CLEAR ICE ABOUT /0 FT THiCK

CLEAR lCE ~BDlJT $ £T 'CHiCK

Floeberg at Cape Baird, showing stratification. (Height of fioeberg, about 25 feet above main pack.)
llt-rolll drawing by Sergeant Gllrdiner.]

Duplicates of all the fossil> were obtained, and I have picked from the number a represent.ative; specimen of each kind. They have been packed separately and markeJ according to the foregomg list, anI!

.

returned with this report•
Very respectfully, your obedient iervant,

Lieut. A. \V. GREELV,
First Licutrnant, Fifth Dl1'ldry,lT. S.

H. Mis. 393-·18

(

H. S. GARDINER,
:::ergt'luzt, Signa.l . ). t'rIllt"e, U. S. Army.

Anl~.JI,

Commandillg polar E:x:peditioll.
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ApPENDIX

No. 8s.-Lieutenant Lockwood's orders to cross Grinnell Land.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, April 24, 188 3,

SIR: You will leave this station on or about April 25 for the purposes of inland exploration to the
southwestward via Archer Fiord. You will especially endeavor to reach such an elevated point inland as
will enable you to judge conclusively if the mountain range seen to the southwestward from Mount Chester
A. Arthur in July, 1882, is on a land separate from Grinnell Land. It is possible that Mount Jeffers may
bit reached by striking the high land to the southwest of Ella Bay.
In addition to the dog-sledge taken, a supporting sledge will accompany you two days' march from
this station.
In case you are turned back before May I by the impracticable nature of the country, you can, in your
discretion, visit the extreme northern end of Lake Hazen in order to determine the discharge points of the
several glaciers which lying northward of the lake are yet apparently separated from it by a range of hills.
You will be absent not exceeding thirty days, and the arrangement of the details of the journey are
intrusted to you.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,
A.

'V.

GREELY,

First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assi~tant, Commanding,
Second Lieut.

JAMES

B. LOCKWOOD,

Twenty-thirdinfantry, A. S. O.

ApPENDIX

No. 86.-L£eutenant Lockwood's report on tlte crossing

0/ Grhulell Land.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

Jime 21, 188 3'

SIR: I have the honor to render the following summary of my last sledge journey to the west, occupying from April 25 to May 26, 1883.
The outfit consisted of Christiansen's team (ten dogs) and sledge, and thirty days' rations, &c. To this
I added the small "hand~sledge," shelter tent, two knapsacks, &c., to provide against aU contingencies as
far as possible, for I hardly expected to get much farther than the head of the fiord with the large sledge or
to be able to proceed many days beyond with the small one, and expected to use the knapsacks before turning back. The route proposed was to the head of Archer Fiord and thence inland by the valley beyond
Ella Bay in a general west or southwest direction until the rations gave out, if it were possible to travel so
long.
With Sergeant Brainard and Christiansen, the Eskimo, on the evening of April 25 I left the station,
accompanied by a supportin g sledge, Sergeant Elison and Jens (Eskimo), for the first two marches. The
travel in the harbor proved extremely bad on account of deep soft snow. Beyond, however, it was better.
We camped at Stony Cape. After this the travel continued to improve till Ella Bay (at the head of the
iord) was reached. When the supporting sledge turned back on the morning of the third day's journey we
were able to get along with everything, about 970 pounds, very well.
The fourth march out took us to the head of Ella Bay and of the fiord, about 67 miles from Fort
Conger, according to the report of Lieutenant Archer, R. N., who explored this fiord. The valley beyond
has a general trend to the southwest and is walled in by grand heights and cliffs on each side; its lower part
is occupied by a small lake. One short march took us up the valley as far as we could go, about 10 miles,
elevation 150 feet [4 6m]. Latitude, 80 0 59' 42.5", longitude, 70° 41', observed.
Here the terminal face of a large glacier stretched from side to side, and a very short survey of the
scene made it evident that nothing could be done in this direction with either of the sledges. On further
examination an advance by means of the" pack outfit" seemed almost equally unpromising.
We remained here two days, thirteen hours of which were spent by myself and Sergeant Brainard in
ascending the precipitous cliffs to the left, gaining an altitude of [.] feet.
The weather was not very good, and the view from the top somewhat disappointing. The cliffs to the
north and east also obstructed the view. To the south by a maze of cone-shaped mountain
separated

* Omission in original.-A. W. G.
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by deep and narrow valleys, and the whole covered with ice and snow. Several glaciers were seen in this
direction. To the west and southwest many isolated summits were also noticed, but they seemed mostly
great dome-shaped heights, rather than peaks, rising like waves on the horizon. A peak, however, of the
ordinary kind was noticed at a great distance, probably 75 miles. It bore S. 60 0 W. (true). To the north
and northwest sections of the Garfield Range, and United States Mountains beyond, were quite plain, their
profiles projecting up like true sierras.
Beyond the opposite side (north) of the valley, in which lay our camp, could be seen several glacierlike formations, and the country to the west and south was apparently ice-capped. At this season, however,
it is very difficult to distinguish at a distance between ice and snow. The only sure test is the sight of a
glacier" \vall" or break in the surface. These walls almost always have a greenish tint. The valley above
camp continued to trend to the southwest for about 20 or 25 miles, when a prominent pyramid-shaped
mountain terminated it. The glacier occupied its whole extent, and may have a continuation to the south.
A branch glacier came in from the north just above camp.
The whole surface of the country, in every direction, had a great elevation. Nothing like an extended
plain or wide valley of any extent was anywhere noticed. The face of the glacier, or width of the valley,
6 111
near camp was 1,600 yards [[ ,463m J, found by pacing the distance off, and the" wall" was 1 50 feet [4 ]
1/
high per sextant angle 100 yards [91111] out. Latitude 81° 09' 50", longitude 70° 3 , observed. Having
taken numerous observations for latitude and longitude, we turned back to Ella Bay and thence proceeded
to the head of the northern arm at the head of the fiord, Beatrix Bay, making two marches of the distance,
about [*] miles. Having abundant rations I took it quite leisurely. The cliffs around these bays are particularly grand, rising almost vertically 3,000 feet [914m] or more. I measured those on the south side of
Ella Bay, and made them 4,097 feet I,249 mJ. They are all probably ice-capped. Miniature glaciers were

r

observed hanging over the edges in places.
We layover a day at Beatrix Bay to find the best way to proceed. Two or three narrow ravines from
the west looked so unfavorable that I finally started up the main valley leading in a NN\V. direction. The
valley is from 2 to 3 miles wide and is walled in by the most imposing cliffs, very steep and of immense
height. A march of 9 miles brought us to its head, and it being hardly practicable to proceed
farther with the
m
large sledge, we again layover a day to reconnoitre. Elevation of camp, 70 0 feet [ 2 13 ] . Base; latitude
81° 16 1 5911 , longitude

70° 46', observed.
An adjoining mountain, 2,900 feet [884m], was ascended to get an outlook. The most conspicuous
object was a line of cliffs about a half dozen miles to the north, seeming to mark a large valley or lake
extending towards the east and west. The view at some few miles in either direction was cut off by
intervening heights. Between this valley and camp lay an elevated depression, forming a divide between
the two water-courses. Mucb of its surface was occupied by a small lake. We had crossed this in
ascending. The ice, where exposed in places near shore, was so transparent that stones could be seen on
the bottom. The lake apparently drained both north and south. The Garfield and United States Mountains
were quite prominent, and in the midst of the former the Henrietta Nesmith glacier was soon perceiv~d.
The intervening country seemed comparatively low and of rather a mounta-inous aspect. The depresslOn
occupied by Lake Hazen was readily seen. The compass bearings of a number of peaks and elevated
" domes" were taken, some of which correspond nearly with the positions of Mount Arthur and Mounts Augur
and Russell. Two or three branches of the valley referred to were traced towards the southwest several
miles. Towards the horizon between southwest and southeast the country seemed greatly elevated and had
every appearance of being ice-capped. Off towards the south about ro miles was an ice wall, doubtless the
flank of the branch glacier to the north of our camp in the Ella Bay Valley. Many of the
heights, "hog.backs," in this direction must be over 5000 feet ]r,524m jin altitude. Several remamed visible

d~me.sh~~ed

from every elevation for several days afterwards.
.
A ravine to the southwest offered a route, though a difficult one, but I decided to make a reconnaissance
to the large valley referred to, to the north. After a rest we started accordingly, t:u'ing the dog-team and
small empty sledge. An hour's fast traveling brought us to the heights overlookmg Musk·ox Valley
and
e
another hour was occupied in getting down a rocky gorge to the river bed. It wa; .seen to.b a valley
trending off towards the WSW. on one hand and the NE. on the other. Two hOUlS Joumey III the latter
direction proved that we were going down stream. The valley is 3 or 4 miles wide ou an average, probably
*Omisiion in original.-A. W. G.
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bounded on the north side by cliffs and on the south by great heights, but not so precipitous, The extent
of it seen during the day was about 15 miles in a straight line. Before returning to camp we saw four muskoxen and shot one for dog-food, A better route out of the valley was discovered on our return, to the east
of the rocky gorge referred to.
This valley offered the best means of ad vancing west, but it was necessary to take the little sledge and
shelter-tent, and to reduce all weights to the lowest possible limit. The sledge-runners 'were very much worn
by this preliminary journey, and twelve days' absence was all I thought it well to attempt, expecting towards
the close to have to resort to the knapsacks, &c. The outfit, consisting of eleven days' rations, 113 pounds
pemmican (tor the dogs), &c., weighed, by estimate, 328 pounds. \Ve left our base of supplies (the big tent
and sledge) at 12.15 a. m., May 8, and, reaching the valley to the east of the Rocky Gorge, traveled about a
half-dozen miles up-stream and went into camp. Camp I. Latitude, 81° 18' 25/1, longitude, 71° 01', observed.
The next day's march took us to what had seemed the end of the valley or height stretching directly
across. Here two hours or more were spent in a reconnaissance. The stream came out of a canon to the
south and apparently terminated in a glacier, the walls of which were distinctly visible at 8 or 10 miles in
that direction. The general course of the valley was continued in a narrow gap just north of the heights
referred to. It was very unpromising, being full of rocks and stones, but the cafiou referred to seemed
the only other resort. The sledge had overturned shortly after starting on this day's march, the uprights of
one runner being all broken short off in the mortises, out were mended" after a fashion." N ow the runner
" flopped over" so continually that it was necessary to camp and" fix it," after proceeding a few miles up
this gap. The march was a short one consequently-about 8 miles. Camp II. Latitude, 81° IS' 35/1,
longitude, 7 I" 46', observed.
A cache was made here of rations, and, on account of the mishap to the sledge, the snow-shoes, ax, &c.,
were left behind,
This gap is about 4 or 5 miles in extent. At its western end the stream-bed occupies the middle of a
10nK plain-like valley, spreading out into a lake of some size about the middle. On each side runs a low
range of hills, and at its end towards the \VS'V. is a mountain which appears to close it in, about 15 or 20
miles from the gap. The wall of a glacier apparently runs along the south side of the valley, just back of
the low range of hills on that side, and the country behind it seemed one continuous glacier surface. All
this was seen from the heights near the gap. The next march, the third from our base, took us \VS\V.,
beyond the mountain referred to and close to the glacier wall-the H Chinese wall," as I called it. \Ve had
been gradually ascending, and now the barometer showed an elevation of [*] feet. The wall here per sex·
tant angle and distance paced off was 143 feet [44'"] high.
\Ve now followed along the wall, gaining a greater altitude in every hour's travel, keeping the same
general direction, till we gained the top of what is doubtless the water-shed of Grinnell Land. A detour of
a mile or two to the north gave a slightly greater elevation, the barometer showing [-] feet above the sealevel. The view to the south was cut off by the mer de glace a few miles from the wall. Its gently undulating surface formed the horizon in that direction. The course of the last three marches, however, was
plainly visible-the mountain ascended near our base of supplies, and a few degrees farther to the right
(ENE.) several lofty domes, evidently ice-clad.
The view to the north was restricted by the extension in that direction of the ridge on which we stood
to the distant mountain ranges. Off towards the northwest several miles a large lake was discovered, probably 10 miles across. A streamlet extended southeast from it to the" Chinese wall" and occupied a depression, forming a wide, sloping valley. Beyond this valley, and extending from the lake to the prolongation
of the wall to the southwest, the country was broken and mountainous. A line of cliffs was seen, extending
in azimuth from S\V. to \VS\V., marking the valley we descended the next day. A mountain peak appeared
to the north, which, from its bearing and distance, I think must have been Mount Arthur. The ground
adjoining the great wall, on either side of the divide, had a gradual slope to the north. I was surprised to
see no continuous ravine or noticeable water-course which served to drain the melted ice to the east and
west•. Many lakes were seen and crossed along the wall, and in places narrow, ditch-like gulches, washed.
out evidently by the water, but the glacier face extended uphill and downhill across the country in 'a very
arbitrary fashion.
*Omissit,n in origiurd---A, W. G.
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Some miles beyond the lake-glacier stream referred to, the wall inclined more to the southwest and I
left it and obliqued to the right. vVe soon gained a considerable elevation near a small lake surrounded
by mountains (elevation [:II<] feet). I t seemed to drain both east and west. Proceeding west down a narrow
ravine we soon came to a steep snow-bank, an almost vertical fan of 60 feet [Ism). Camp IV. Latitude.
oS' so", longitude, 74° 4 1 , observed.
We descended this at the next march, the 5th, and proceeding down a narrow gorge, with towering
m
mountains all around, in three-quarters of an hour lost a thousand feet [3 05 j or" altitude and came out
into a deep, narrow valley. The route taken seemed to be the only one by which the descent could have
been accomplished. Some miles down this valley we came to a branch from the left, filled by a large glacier
and discharging into a large lake. Another glacier entered the lake from the south at its farther end
and, beyond the line of cliffs marking the south side of the valley or lake, obliqued to the right and was
lost to view. \Ve gained the end of the lake and camped. Camp V. Latitude, 80° 56' 27, longitude,

SIo

I

(

76° 13', observed.
A few miles farther the next day (the 6th March) and we discovered salt water and the head of a fiord
named Greely Fiord. The last glacier here discharged. A few miles farther west a large twin gl::tcier came
in from the south. Bear tracks were here seen. We proceeded about 26 miles down the fiord and camped
(the Farthest, May 13, sixth camp) in a heavy snow-storm at 12·3° p. m.
By making a long fast of nineteen hours, and then cutting down the dog-food and the rations still on hand.
for part of the homeward journey to the lowest limit, we were enabled to remain here till the storm abated
and the weather became quite clear at times. Complete sets of observations for latitude and longitude
were obtained and many compass bearings, &c. The cliffs on the south side were ascended by Sergeant
Brainard and myself and a point reached 3 or 4 miles farther to the west. From this elevation a good view
was obtained, except of the mouth of the fiord, which a suddenly rising storm shut out. Later, however,
from a position on the fiord itself, several miles from shore, the extreme capes of the fiord were clearly seen.
Careful examination with the telescope, from here and from camp, on many occasions, failed to reveal any
land between. Distances and bearings are all by estimate and compass sights, it being impracticable to do
any satisfactory triangulating on account of the weather, the deep soft snow uniformly covering the fiord, &c.
The fiord is between 60 and 80 miles long, the south shore being considerably longer than the north.
Whether the farthe~t cape on the former side was on the farther side of an intervening branch or on an
island, could not be determined. The fiord near its head may be said to he 10 miles wide and IS or more
at its mouth. The whole shore-line is bounded by steep, high cliffs, broken by ravines, valleys, and a few
branch fiords. At the head it forms two bays, the one to the north; like the other (which we traversed),
being probably the outlet of a long valley or lake. Beyond the shore-line in every ,Erection the country is
very elevated. Thirty or 4 0 miles beyond the north shore and extending cast and west was a conspicuous
mountain range. Oft-towards the northwest. somewhat nearer, was a large glacier. From the cliffs ascended
the country to the south appeared more uniform in appearance-a series of immense ice-capped undulations
of great elevation. A glacier was distinguished some to miles to the south, apparently another offshoot of
the" Chinese wall," the face of a great 1110' til' /-::!atC being traced a few miles towards the east and west.
Fossil remains were found on these cliffs-of wood and fishes seemingly. It was impracticable to get any
tidal observations in this fiord, having no ax or spade along, nor anything that could be used as 8a rod.
The position of the" Farthest," as since deduced, is latitude 80· 48' 39"; longitude. 7 • 26' west;
0

,
•

.
magnetic variation, I 16° 35' :l: 1 3'·
We started on return at 8. r 5 a. m., May r6, camping at the same places as on the outwardJoumey and
reaching our base in six marches. At the second camp on return-it was necessary to kill one of the dogs
for dog-food. The traveling generally and on the fiord especially was rendered much worse by the s:?Tln.
The homeward route was the same, except that I went to the head of Simmonds Bay (of Archer FIOrd)
and thence with the little sledge explored the valley beyond. This valley is mostly occupied by a Ion? lake.
of
After proceeding about 15 miles in a NNW. direction we encountered, as expectc-d, the
Musk-ox Valley trending off towards the northeast and west. I had imagined
Bay, but think now it mnst be Ida Bay (of Chandler Fiord). Further down Archer Fjord ChristIansen killed

prolon~allon
it~. outl~t ~'as Slmm~nds

a harbor seal, a large one of the kind, weight probably

200

pounds.

. -.."."._._-" ..
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The snow in Discovery Harbor was found worse than before. "Howler" gave out and was left behind
and has since been found dead. The large sledge was dropped, and we came in with the small one, reachin~
Fort Conger at noon.
May 26.-The great mer de glace discovered on this trip extends, I think without any doubt, continuously from Archer to Greely Fiord. From a mountain near second camp on return the wall was seen
trending off towards the southwest a distance I estimated at 4 0 miles. It was also seen in other places
besides those mentioned in the foregoing pages. And the' general aspect of the country to the south seemed
to confirm the idea.
Of the extent of the mer de glace to the south of its northern face it is hard to form an opinion. Ice
was often clearly discerned for a half-dozen miles or more, and the prospect towards the south was always
white and apparently that of an ice-clad surface, very high. On account of this elevation I could seldom
see much farther directly south than this, even from mountains ascended. Judging from this the mer de glace
must be of enormous depth just back of its face, unless its base rises in altitude towards the south, which the
slope of the ground to the north would seem to oppose.
The height of the wall bears a very small proportion to the elevation back of it; that at the head of
and at camp near" divide" of Grinnell Land 143 feet [44 J.
the valley above Ella Bay was 160 feet [49
I think, however, the latter was exceptionally low. Both were determined by sextant and distance determined by pacing. The" wall" in some places was evidently much higher. The wall is lined all along its
foot by blocks and fragments of ice constantly broken from the face above. The noise was often noticed.
No moraines or foreign matter of any kind were observed on the surface, and crevasses were extremely few
and insignificant, except on the offshoot above Ella Bay and the two above Greely Fiord. The surface was
often noticed to have a mottled appearance, probably due to slight depressions in its gentle undulations.
Of moraines along the wall there were very few or none at all, and only noticeable in one place where
a low ridge of earth and stones ran parallel with it a few feet out. This wall was generally of a uniform
white color; the glacier face above Ella Bay was distinctly marked, green above and white below. In one
or two places a few feet in extent the mer de glace sloped down to the ground, and here might have been
ascended apparently. Elsewhere the wall formed a continuous vertical plane. The ground to the north
of it, especially on the divide, &c., had a singularly smooth appearance, as if it had once formed the base
of this mass of ice.
Many small icebergs were seen at the head of Greely Fiord in both the bays [temporarily named Ado/a
and Afttoinette], as well as an occasional stray one farther down. They were as far as I could judge entirely
similar to the ordinary floe-berg of the straits and the north coast of Greenland, varying like the latter in
shape, height, &c. Those in the southern bay or arm of the fiord were close to the glacier and were undoubtedly detachments from it. The others must also have had the same origin. This glacier had great
numbers of transverse crevasses near its end, from which it would seem that these bergs break off and fall,
rather than become detached by their buoyancy. Similar crevasses were noticed at the end of the glacier,
discharging into the lake just to the east. There was no noticeable difference in the character of the ice
of Greely .F~ord from that of Archer Fiord, &c. There was very little snow in Musk-ox Valley and also
on the "dIVlde"; the absence of it was very noticeable on the latter the small stones with which the ground
was covered being continually exposed in small areas.
'
Tracks game were quite abundant, but not much game was seen, four musk-oxen, seals on both fiords,
a few ptarmigan, and one hare being all. Of these one musk-ox, one seal (A rcher Fiord), two ptar~igan,
and one hare (Ella Bay Valley and Musk-ox Valley, respectively) were shot. Bear tracks were seen m two
places at the head of Greely Fiord, and fox tracks also, but tracks of small game were extremely scarce
beyond Camp IV. Very old musk-ox droppings, however, were seen in the valley just beyond. Fresh
musk-ox tracks were seen on the divide as well as to the east of it also along the shore of Ella Bay.
~umerolls le~ming, ermine, and ptarmigan tracks were seen daily. An owl was seen one day and snowbuds w~re quite numerous. Wolf tracks were seen about Sun Bay and Miller's Island.
. . ~lth regard to a sledge party (with dogs) going overland and exploring the western coast with the
vicimt f thi
.
. g
y0
IS station as a base, I think it would be feasible at least for a short distance by folloWlO
the valley north of S~mmonds Bay and thence taking my course.' The journey would be very laborious.
.
I append to this some tracings (the outlines] of sketches made during the trip. The detaib of my
Journey, &c., may he found in my sledge journal.
tn
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In conclusion I would say that Sergeant Brainard displayed his wonted energy and discretion during
the trip and merits my most favorable notice. Christiansen also showed himself reliable and willing, and a
good dog driver in every respect.
I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J. B. LOCKWOOD,
Sccond Lieutenant, Twellty~third Infantry, A. S. O.

,V.

First Lieut. A.
GREELY,
Flftlt Ca1 I {l!ry , A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.

Sledge journal 0/ exploring trip to tlle U)cs! coast

0/ Gr£nnell Land,

April 25 to May 26, I88).

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND; June, 1883FIRST MARCH, FORT CONGER TO STONY CAPE.

April 25.-At 8 p. m. left the station with the two dog-teams, ten dogs each. Sergeant Brainard, ChrilJtiansen (Eskimo), and myselfwith advance sledge; Sergeant Elison and Jens (Eskimo) with supporting sledge.
Rations for thirty days. Total weight on the two sledges about 1,000 pounds, including the hand-sledge
and Hudson Bay sledge packed with the loads. Course taken for the northwest extremity of Bellot Island.
Found the snow soft and deep, but still the dogs traveled on a trot and good progress was made, though it
was extremely fatiguing. We traveled on an unbroken expanse of snow for about the first hour, when hum ..
mocks and rubble-ice were encountered, till, opposite the Western Entrance, the large floe of ice formed last
fall was gained. The dogs were quite satisfied to relax their pace. Soon after this, snow softer and deeper
than ever was encountered in the midst of rubble-ice, in which the sledge went down over the slats and
"stuck incessantly. With much work we managed to gain the shore of Sun Land and got along quite well
on an ice-foot, till, leaving it to cut across to Black Nob Point, this execrable snow was again met with.
Beyond this, however, in Basil Norris Bay, the traveling became good, and finally excellent.
April 26.-At 1.4 0 a. m., temperature - 14° l-25. 6° C.]; weather very fine.
Reached the depot tent, which was found down; repitched it. Left the Hudson Bay sledge and a few
other articles intended for the hunting party. Delayed perhaps a half.hour, and then turned towards Sun
Bay. The snow overland found soft and deep, but on the bay pretty good. At 3·50 a. m. reached Stony
Cape and camped; all much fatigued. Frequent short halts made during the march for rest. Fox tracks
seen in two or three places and fresh wolf tracks near present camp, apparently from up or across the fiord
0
and going north. Elison and J ens sleep in the shelter tent and eat with us. Supper at 5.3 a. m., and
II

about 6.30 turned in.
Time en route, [.].

Distance traveled,

P"]·

SECOND MARCH, STONY CAPE TO BEYOND HILLOCK. D£POT.

At 4.

r

20

p. m. Brainard lighted lamp. Breakfast at 5.30; p, m., temperature,

+,'[- r 1'"

C.]; calm and

cloudy.
At 7 p. m. started eft raut«, At 8 p. m. reached Cape Straight of Miller Island, and in two hours more
Keppel Head. A light crust on top the snow and the rapid pace of the dogs made it necessary to rest at
times. The traveling near Keppel Head rather better, and beyond that place much more so. Two hours
more in getting to Hillock Depot. The dog-food expected evidently eaten by foxes. The metallic case
and rubber box and contents put on the sledges, and we continued on for two hours.
April'1.- 3. a. m., temperature - r' [ - ,8.3' C.]; overcast; no wind. Camped by a broad snowA t 05
covered shoulder, with gulch just beyond it. Stranded hummocks near by. Several wolf tracks seen during
the day and a seal-hole (small) between Miller Island and Stony Cape; fox tracks near the island, and
ptarmigan tracks at Hillock depot. Under these high cliffs we traveled in the shade. Barometer, 30.20

f767·o7m m ] .
*Omission in original.-A. W .G.
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Two days' rations left at this camp (excepting alcohol), the English. metal box coming i~l very conveniently for the purpose. All this part of the fiord is new ice. covered with snow, an.d ext~ndmg down thus
probably as far as, or below, Keppel Head. Elison cooked. At 6.3 0 a. m, turned m. 1 emperature 5.5
[-14.7° C.]. Signs of a coming storm.
Time
Distance t·]. Delays en route, nearly or about an hour.

+

r·].

THIRD MARCH, FROM ABOVE HILLOCK DEPOT TO OPPOSITE DEPOT POINT.

At 5.20 p. m. I lighted lamp; 6.40, breakfast, At 7.30 p. m. temperature - 5.50 [ - 20.8° C.]; sky overcast with broken bands.
At 8 p. m. both sledges started forward. At 9.15 p. m. the supporting sledge turned back after twenty
minutes delay and reached the depot tent in seven hours. The load on the advanced sledge was now 970
pounds, less food consumed and cached to date. The traveling was very good and continuing to improve.
The dogs drew the heavy load readily, the snow being very light. It was a great relief to go at a walk,
which the heavy load now obliged. Stopped a few minutes in each hour to rest, as breaking through the
snow crust made it fatiguing. Several fox tracks seen.
April 28.-At 2.55 a. m. camped about the middle of the fiord; 3.30 a. m., temperature -5° [ - 20.6o C.].
Weather very fine j bright and clear. The course for the past four hours has been directly towards Record
Point, Traveling excellent; 6 a. m. turned in. At 6 a. m. temperature - 5° [-20.6° C.].
Time [.]. Distance [.].
FOURTH MARCH, FROM OPPOSITE DEPOT POINT TO HEAD OF ELLA BAY•.

At 4 p. m. Brainard lighted lamp for breakfast.
calm.

At 6 p. m, temperature - 1° [ - 18 .0° C.); clear and

At 6.25 p. m. left camp with everything. Traveling excellent; snow light with moderately hard crust.
In three-quarters of an hour reached cape of Bulley's Lump, nearly opposite Depot Point. Here we delayed
half an hour, and two bones showing Eskimo workmanship were found; they were verf old.
ApriI29·-At 12.15 a. m, reached head of Ella Bay. Traveling to the west of Bulley's Lump not so
good; snow soft and deeper. After three-quarters of an hour delay in pitching the tent, &c., I proceeded
with Frederik Christiansen and empty sledge up the stream-bed. Found it would be practicable to proceed to-morrow with the load in this direction, and then returned to the tent at 2 a. m. Tracks of foxes,
hares, lemming, ermine, ptarmigan, and musk-oxen seen in the vicinity. The last indicated these animals
making their war. along the shore towards Record Point, and were quite fresh at about three days old; 5 a. m.
supper. Ice obtained from a hummock which had floated up here from the straits. Sergeant Brainard did
all the cooking from this time forth. At 5 a. m. temperature +2° [-16,7° C.]; 6 a. m., barometer 3°.425
[77 2·7 8mon l· Sky partly foggy and overcast.
.
Time f·J· Distance (to head of bay) [*-]. Delays en route [.].
FIFTH MARCH, ELLA BAY VI> VALLEY TO GLACIER•

. At ~ p.m, br~akfast. Temperature -3° [-19.4° C.]; 7 p. m., barometer 30.50 [774. 69 m m ] . Disappointed 111 not gettmg equal altitudes, the high cliffs hiding the sun. One day's dog-food and two day's rations
left here. At 8 p. m. l~roke c~mp and started. 1\1 y intention was to follow the valley known to exist southwest
of the bay to the glacier at Its head, thence continue inland towards the west or southwest as circumstances
allowc:d• We !ound it difficult. to follow the ice of the stream-bed; stones and deep snow also made the
traveling laborious for some distance, but after about an hour winding around several of the little hillocks
and" mesas" so common in the water-courses of this country we found ourselves at the near end of the lake
~een by me last s~lmmer.. Before us t? the southwest lay a straight level valley about 2 miles wide, walled
~n on the ~outh SIde by high, steep clIffs and closed at its end by a glacier about 10 miles distant. Along
Its nOft? SIde extended a rather low ridge, becoming higher as it ran inland. After traveling on the lake
some distance I ascended this ridge with Sergeant Brainard at a place where its altitude hy barometer was
m
ont! 4°0 feet [122 J. It separated the lake from a rather wide ravine running into the bay. Beyond the
ravme '\Tere extremely high snow-covered
Saw the tracks of the three musk-oxen again ; also hare,
*Omi,,;;ion in original.-A. W. G.
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fox, lemming, and ptarmigan tracks. I estimated the lake as 4 miles long; it occupied the breadth of the
valley and was covered with snow. Beyond the lake the ground was covered with ice and hard snow
and the dogs traveled rapidly. The glacier face or wall seemed about 10 feet [3nJ ] high. The glacier back
of it rose at an easy grade many times the height of the face, but it looked feasible to scale the wall and
tra vel on the surface beyond.
ApriI3o.-At 1.10 a. m, reached the face of the glacier, having left the team with Christiansen back about
one-fourth mile. An irregular bank of snow, or more probably a snow-covered moraine, varying in height,
but perhaps on an average one-third the height of the wall, lay against and hid its foot. Sergeant Brainard
and I walked to the top of this and were able there to touch the wall. Standing on the top of this bank
Sergeant Brainard from below estimated the height above my head as twenty-five times my own height. I
saw no means of proceeding farther-at present at least-and so returned to sledge and pitched tent. At 2
a. m. temperature -9.5° [-23.1° C.]. At 3 a. m. barometer 3°.325 [77o.24mm] . Sky clear. Noticed a
decided fall in the temperature, due to our proximity to the glacier. The face of the aneroid barometer
indicated an altitude above the bay of 150 feet [46"'J. Latitude 80° 59' 4 2'5/1, longitude 70° 4 1 ' west,
observed.
Time [.]; distance r·]; delays en route [.].
AT GLACIER.

"

At 5-45 p. m, (3 0th), breakfast. At 6 p. m, temperature +4'5° [-15'3° C]. At 7·30 with Sergeant
Brainard I left camp to reconnoiter, with the hope of finding some way to the top of the glacier or up the
valley by its flank. In forty minutes we were at the south extremity of its front, but here the wall was seen
to exist all along the flank or almost or quite as high, a grand precipice of ice running close to the steep
incline forming the pedestal of the huge cliffs. The incline for many hundred feet up was a mass of immense
rocks and bowlders with treacherous cracks between full of loose snow. The angle between the wall and
the incline was full of large fragments of ice, lately parts of the wall itself, making progress along the flank
so difficult that we took to the bowlders. By using both hands and feet we gained a considerable elevation,
and were able to overlook all the lower part of the glacier. The glacier apparently occupied the whole bed
of the valley and got higher and higher towards the southwest, till it was lost in the mountain peaks which
seemed to wall in the end of the valley some 20 or 30 miles off in that direction. As the valley apparently narrowed little or none in width I assumed that its gradient remained the same, and that the glacier
attained an immense depth. Very conspicuous was what seemed a branch glacier breaking through
a gap to the west but a few miles distant. Near the convex flank of the "branch" its surface had a very
steep slope much broken up by lateral crevasses. The general surface seemed undulating and furrowed,
and covered in places only with a light depth of snow, but near the edges it sloped down very rapidly. After
seeing all this I determined to gain the top of the cliffs for a more extended view, thinking the distance
rather a short one. We started, but more severe labor I never experienced. The mountain side was exceedingly steep and appeared interminable. At· - a. m. barometer 27.65 [702·30mm). When the barometer
showed an elevation of 2,550 feet [777m ] I found myself on a ledge of rocks from which for some time I
could get neither up nor down. From here I could see what seemed a lake in the midst of a glacier, and
just beyond the junction of the branch glacier referred to; its level was far below that of the glacier surface on each side; it occupied nearly the whole breadth of the valley and was round in form. Apparently
it separated into two parts what I had hitherto regarded as one entire glacier.
.
May I.-At 2.50 a. m., barometer 26.1$ [664.20mm], reached what had long seemed th~ sumrmt ; but
before me lay a gradually rising ice-capped dome. However, progress was now comparatt~ely eas~, a~d
Sergeant Brainard appearing said the top was about a mile away; he had already s~cceeded I.n reaching It.
At 3045 a. m., barometer 25. 25 (64 1'34m m] , we reached it together, and stopped thlrty-fiv~ minutes to take
bearings, &c. We had reached a great height, but still there were other of these peculiar do~e.shaped
heights as high or a little higher within a few miles, one to the east and another .to the north, which cut off
the view partly; the sky also was somewhat cloudy. To the south, and extendmg from ~hat s~emed our
feet to a distance of 15 or 20 miles or more, occupying perhaps 15 or 20 degrees o~ either ~lde of the
meridian, was a maze of cone-shaped mountains with many deep canons
. . .,- between filled With glaCIers.
.~,._"=_._--~,----.,.....~-_._---

[*Omission in original.-A. W. G.]
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The whole triangular area thus observed was of a uniform white color, hardly broken by a single protruding rock. The unbroken snow and 'ice so merged mountains and valleys together that it was difficult to
distinguish anything, more especially as our elevation was by no means exceptional. The snow covered the
face of the country in every direction, but appearances seemed to indicate more of it and of ice to the south
'of an east and west line than to the north. The Ella Bay Valley seemed turned from its original course by
a noticeable mountain some 20 miles distant, which from its shape I called Pyramid Mountain. There
the valley and glacier may extend south, but the view was cut off by other elevations. A deep depression
just south of us extended in the same general direction as the valley. Near its western extremity was a
large lake or glacier. The Garfield Mountains and several peaks were conspicuous.
Took the following compass bearings (magnetic):
Pyramid Mountain (IS or 20 miles distant)
.. Mount A (a little to the right, about same distance)
Mount C (lofty and snow-clad peak, perhaps 70 miles off)
Mount D (estimated at 20 miles) .---h----n
.
Mount E (large" hog-back" mountain, near glacier or lake)
Mount F (twin peaks, probably 50 miles},
Garfield Mountains (west end)
Garfield Mountains (their extension to the east farther than this cut off)
U Hills" (a range
of hills on near side of Garfield Mountains) ..
Point west of camp .---- _-.....
.
.
,
Cliffs northeast side of Simmonds Bay
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The elevation we were on, which was a " hog-back," the barometer made 5,050 feet [1,539m ] above sealevel and nearly that above tent. . On the way up I heard a very loud crash, and looking back thought I
saw the place where a large section of the glacier face had fallen in.
Returned to camp by same route, following a steep icy ravine along its side. Observed the incessant
fall of rocks and stone to lower levels. At 8.45 a. m. reached the tent, and after supper and making observations turned in at 12.40 p. m. Christiansen shot two ptarmigan during our absence.
At 8-45 a. m., barometer 29.8 5 [758.[8",m]. At [2 noon, temperature +3'5° [-15.8° C.]; barometer,
29. 85 f7S8. 18 " llJ. At 5.50 p. m., breakfast.
lI'fa.-v 2.-1 sent Sergeant Brainard to intersection of glacier face and valley on north side. He advanced
one and a half hours, and found route along flank of glacier quite practicable for some distance, but no way of
flanking the .glacier o.r attaining the surface: Compass bearing north side of Bulley's Lump, 333°.
Approximate height of face per angle and distance paced off, 160 feet [49 m ] .
Jl

SectirJ1I of fac, 0/' r!acier.
a. Edge of top, overhanging in p11lces as it
d
1 appeare
d. Apparent snow-bank, but probably moraine covered
from below
•
6. Pure ice of a beautiful green color.
with snow.
•
e. Ice l white and cho coIa t e co Ior, f U II 0 f small stones and
e. Level of valley, scattered bowlders and lumps of Ice.
streaks of mud or earth.
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Remained in camp an day, occupied with observations, &c. At 12.3° a. m., temperature yO [ - 17. C.];
8
barometer, 29. 60 [75 1 • 83 mm]; sky overcast. At 8-40 a. m., temperature + 11° [-11.7° C.]; barometer, 29.5
mm
[75 r .3 2 mm]. At 12 noon, temperature +6.5° [ - 14. 2° C.]; barometer, 29·57 [7SI.06 ]; at 2.20 p. m:, temffi m
perature +1° [-17.2° C.]; barometer, 29.04 [75 2. 84 ] .
SIXTH MARCH, GLACIER BACK TO ELLA BAY.

-!,-t 8 P: m., temperature zero [- 17.8° C.].

At

8.20

p. m. broke camp and started.

There appeared

nothl~g to do but try the valley of Beatrix Bay or Simmonds Bay. The valley between the glacier and
lake is gen~rally very level and covered with small stones; it was once probably covered by the glacier.
Several ravines or~ the left were examined ell route, to find if they afforded a practicable route for sledge or
pack, but they seemed very unfavorable. Fox and hare tracks seen.
. ~ay 3.-;-At ~2'35 a. m, went into camp ~ear 01,1 camp. One of the dogs ate up a piece (several feet) of
Christiansen s whip. At 3,30 a. m., turned in. At 3.30 a. m., temperature - 1 [0 [-23.9° C·l; barometer,
30.05 [763·26mm J.
Time,4 hours, IS minutes: delays, 50 minutes; distance, 10 miles.
SEVENTH

~ARCH, ELLA BAY TO BEATRIX BAY.

At 5.30 p. m., breakfast. Weather bright and clear except to the west, where fog and douds still remain.
Took some angles for height of immense cliff on south side bay; height, 4,097 feet [r ,249"'1· At (j P: m.,
temperature _40 [-20.0° C.]; barometer, 30.17 [766.3°"'''']; sky slightly overcast. Broke camp and started.
Stopped at Record Point and left a notice in the English cairn. Several hare tracks here .
.1Jfay 4.-Found the snow in Beatrix Bay much harder. Near head of bay is a floe of paleocrystic icc.
Immensely high cliffs on all sides, their summits covered with snow and icc; a miniature glacier in one
place. At 1. 5 a. m. reached head of bay and camped. Christiansen saw a ptarmigan at Record Point flying
2
overhead. At 5 a. m. turned in .. Marches short and taken leisurely, as when we abandon the sledge, whether
for the small sledge or packs, there will be more rations than we can take along.
27mm ] ; at 4.4 0 a. m.,
At 1. 5 a. m., temperature _8 0 [-22.2° C.]: at 2.25 a. rn., barometer 30.09 [7 64.
1
2
00
temperature _ 13. ° [_ 25. 0 0 C. J. Sun shining brightly, calm. Latitude, 81 9' 50", longitude, 7°° 3 ' \\T.
0

(observed).
Time, 5 hours, 25 minutes.

Delays, 40 minutes.

Distance, 13 miles.

AT BEATRIX BAY.

At 5 p. m., barometer 30.22 [7 67.57 mm ] ; clear and bright. At 5·30 P: m., breakfast. At 6 p. m .•
temperature _20 r-18.9° C.]; at 645 p. m., barometer 30.22 [7 67.57"""]. At 6·45 I started with Sergeant
Brainard to reconnoiter the valley, leaving sledge, &c. \Ve walked up about foul' miles to a projecting
"shoulder," a long ridge extending nearly aClOSS the valley, and sloping from nearly the top of the cliffs to
a level with the stream-bed. These shoulders arc very common in this country; this was the third from
camp on the north side. The valley is about one and a half or two miles wide and walled in on each
side by precipitous, gigantic cliffs; it should rather be called a canon. Raised" beaches" were very noticeable, and one at the mouth of a gorge to the south was very wide. Between the" shoulders" and beaches
the stream-bed followed its winding way. These beaches are covered with small stones very evenly laid,
the shoulders with large angular rocks. Bordering the stream-bed in one place were several miniature
0
"mesas" composed of fine dirt about the height of the beach at its lower edge, or 20 to 3 feet [6 to 9"']·
Conld only identifv Mount Neville as the elevated" hog-back" back of the cliffs about two miles up the
valley. Elevation-of stream-bed four miles from bay 300 feet [9Imj. Saw fox,ermine, and ptarmigan tracks,
hut no hare tracks; saw one ptarmigan. From the shoulder reached, the valley was seen to run in a northwest direction to a dome-shaped elevation, where it apparently ended, nine or ten miles from the bay. This
I afterwards called Mount Easy. Reached hut on return, after taking several compass sights, at midnight.
Am still feeling quite stiff and sore from the effects of Mount Difficult. Christiansen went hunting but without
success.
At 6 p. m., breakfast.

MAY 5.-EIGHTH MARCH (TO MOUNT EASY).

At 8 p. m, broke camp and started up the valley.

Found ice under the snow

in the stream-bed and made good progress. Jlist beyond farthest reached yesterday we traveled over a lake
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about a mile long. At 10.30 p.m., when about two miles from Mount ~asy, the valley suddenly narrowed to
about one-quarter of a mile, and for 400 yards [366m] was covered ~Ith large rocks. It wa~ necessary to
"double up," and we were an hour getting everything to the fa~ther side, Beyond the tr~velmg was g~od,
but we shortly came to the end, and after working up a steep ravine full of rocks for some distance, went mto
camp at 11.55 p. m., it being hardly practicable to proceed farther. Elevation of camp 7 00 feet [2 13m ] .
At 3.30 a. m., temperature - II.S o [-24.2° C.]; barometer,30.22l767:S7mm]. At 6-40 a. m., temperature -5'5° [-208° C.]; barometer, 30.27 [768.84mm]. At 11.35 a. rn., temperature 0° [-17.8° C.l; barometer, 30.22 [7G7.S7'mn].
..
.
At 7 p. m., temperature -2° [-18'9° Co]; barometerv go.aa [76 7' 57mm] ; clear with light wind down
the valley. At I I p. m., temperature - 2.5° [- 19.2° C.]. Weather clear, but windy. At 12 midnight, temperature - 12° [-24-4° C.]. Latitude, 81° 16' 59", longitude, 70° 46" 'V. (observed).
Time, 3 hours, 55 minutes. Delays, 55 minutes. Distance, 9 miles.
MAY 6.-AsCENT OF MOUNT EASY.

At I a. m., temperature +2.5° [-16.4° C.]; barometer, 29.41 [747.00mmj. At 3 a. m., temperature +1°
[-17_20 C. J; barometer, 29.48 [748·7 8mrr.]_ With Sergeant Brainard I left at 3 a. m. \Ve ascended a rocky
height on west side of the ravine and saw before us to the north what seemed a water-shed or divide, a level
plain much above the elevation of the tent, bounded on the east and west by high mountains and to the
north by a line of cliffs, the top of which only could be seen, evidently indicating a wide valley or lake.
Traveling in this direction we soon came to a lake occupying the farther side of the plain. Crossing this
obliquely to the left we reached a long, gently sloping ridge, which promised an easy ascent to the mountain.
The barometer (4. r 5 a. m., 29.00 [73 6.59 mmJ) made the elevation of the lake above sea-level about 11100
feet L33511\]. I estimated the lake as about four miles long and one and a half or two miles wide; in places
where the ice was exposed near shore it was so transparent that the stones could be seen at the bottom
through the ice, 7 or 8 feet [about 2m ] in thickness. The surface of the ridge or shoulder by which we
ascended the mountain comprised many roches moutonn/s or rocks of that appearance. Summit reached at
6.05 a. m. Barometer, 27.25 [692.14"lfu]. Elevation per harometer, 2,900 feet [884 m ] . Compass bearings
(magnetic) as follows:
First shoulder above Beatrix Bay n_~

_n_

__ __ n

-: __ n

.·_u

Degrees.

u_uu

u__ 63Xf

Very l1igh dome-shaped mountain, 20 miles or more distant, and doubtless south of fiord
. 62Xf
Hog hack," about 10 miles distant __.
118
Distant dome-shaped mountain, just above horizon, about 40 miles away __un _. ~
u
206
South extreme chain of mountains
. __._
._._nu_ 211
Between this and former a very distant peak; two dark-looking cliffs, probably 40 miles
224
U

nn

•

h

-

•

__

u

•

__ •

. h

From this point to 3040 extends a continuous mountain chain, iost at either extreme by swell of horizon.

In this chain at 2620 appears what is doubtless a large g1aci~r, and beyond glacier, seen through a depression
and much further away, what I take for the United States Range. In same chain at 247° are two or three
conspicuous peaks. Towards Ella Ray the country had a very glacial appearance-a glacier wall seen in
that direction. At 8 a. m., barometer 27.zzl69I.38"110]. Returned to tent through a ravine on south side
after two hours spent on the summit. Reached tent at 9.50 a. m.: temperature, +100 [-12.2° C.]; barometer, 29·55 r7So·s 6mml· Supper at 11.15 a. m.; turned in at 12" noon; temperature, + 12° [ -II.IO C.]. Sky
dear; north wind.
PRF.UMINARY JOURNEY TO MUSK-OX VALLEY.

The cliffs seen to the north from the lake could be seen from the mountain to mark a long valley or
lake extending apparently east and west. This and the ravine south of the mountain each offered a"way of
gettin!S wes.t by using the small sledge. I decided to make a preliminary journey to the former before,
adoptmg either route, At 10.45 p. m., breakfast; 11.15 p. m., temperature +6° r-14.4° C.]; barometer,
29.60 [75 1 •831011' ] .
Afay 7·-At 12.10 a. m., putting the dogs to the little sledge, with no load at all we started from camp.
Reached the ~'plain U after about a mile through the rocky ravine above camp, and soon came to the lake
and took a course north. The lake appeared to drain south. After we had crossed it we entered a wate r:course flowing from it directly to the valley. Traveled very rapidly, and in one hour from camp reached
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within one-half mile of the valley. Another hour occupied in getting down. It was necessary to take the
dogs out and partly carry, partly pull the sledge through and over the great bowlders filling the gorge, which
0
was here very precipitous. The course of the valley to the left was (approximately) S. 66 'V.; to the right
N.35 0 E. (true), this for a distance of 5 to 10 miles in either direction. The valley appeared about 3 miles
or more wide; cliffs and precipitous mountains walled it in.
Turned to the right and proceeded for two hours what proved to be down the valley. In this time,
which was equal to about 7 miles, its elevation fell about 120 feet [36"1 I. The water evidently covers a wide
surface; in some places very shallow, but in others we traveled over small lakes and ice 7 feet [2[11) or more
thick, very transparent. Musk-ox droppings (old) were observed continually. A snow-bird was seen, several
hares, and a great many fox tracks, &c. At the farthest reached, the valley obliques to the right a few
miles, then to the left around a high cliff, and is lost to sight. Here four musk-oxen were seen. One,
which proved to be a female containing a well-developed calf, was shot, and the others driven off. The
meat put on the sledge, and, after the dogs had stuffed themselves, we turned back.
Took several compass bearings in the valley. Got out of the valley by a ravine about 2 miles to the
west of the one by which we had entered it. The ascent was much longer, but the rocks and stones were
comparatively few. However, very deep snow was met in a surface drain on top. The meat was left in
cache in the valley. An immensely high "hog-back" lies just east of the lake; this we skirted around in
returning. The tent was reached at 10.30 a. m.-four hours returning. At 3·30 P: m., turned in, after
making all arrangements for forward trip with little sledge.
At 2.35 a. m., barometer 30.10 [764.S3mlll]; 4.30 a. m., barometer 30.22 [7 67.57"""]; 11·3° a. m., temper0
ature + 15.50 [-9. 20 C.]; barometer, 29. 8317 57.6tom]; 3 P: m., temperature r r" [- I I .7 C. j; barometer,

+

29.83 [7 57· 67

nl m

J.

NINTH MARCH (SMALL SLEDGE, SHELTER TENT,

&c.),

:MOUNT EASY TO

~'1USK-OX

VALLEY.

May S.-At 12.15 a. m.,breakfast. The outfit consisted of small sledge (weight 25 pounds), shelter
tent, sleeping-bags, snow-shoes, &c., and knapsacks for proceeding without sledge, if necessary, 113 pounds
pemmican (dog-food), and I I days' rations cut down to lowest limit, on which I contemplated advancing six
days; total weight on sledge, 330 pounds. The A tent was left standing by large sledge. The sledgerunners had been so much worn the previous day, and the prospective rocks were so many, that I was afraid
of attempting more.
At 3 a. m. started from camp; the dogs in excellent condition. Got up to the plain without very much
work. From the farther side of the lake I sent Christiansen to reach the valley by the detour of yesterday,
0
while Sergeant Brainard and I kept straight on by the outward route and reached valley at 5.3 a. m., hut
after going up stream some distance, seeing nothing of the sledge, we returned. It was nearly two hours
more before the sledge came in sight and reached" Rocky Gully." Christiansen had shot a hare, and
also added to the load the shot-gun and the musk-ox meat left in cache. We all proceeded westward•. 'Ve
traveled at times over very thick, clear ice, and at times over large areas of stones covered lightly
with snow; it was difficult to exactly follow the stream bed. Many terrace formations, "raised beaches,"
along route. The tributary water-courses to this stream are narrow ravines or go.rges, some ve~y pre·
cipitous, At 9 a. m. stopped to camp about six miles from" Rocky Gully." A mountam about ten miles upstream seems to close the valley in that direction. Abundant musk-ox ~lroppi~gs [old) seen; also the fresh
tracks of two or three animals. One quarter of meat cached here, With rations and the hare, two fed to
dogs, and the fourth, cut from bone, to be taken along. At 12-45 p. m. turned in. 6m
0
66
At 5.35 a. m., barometer 30.20 [7 67'°7 10m]; 7.25 a. m., barometer 30.18 f7 ·s "'1; 9·3 ,a. m., temperature, +90 [_ 12.80 C.]; barometer, 30.10 f7 6 4.53 m rr,) ; I r .45 a. m., temperature 13·5 r_10.3.° C.]; barometer,
0
0
30. 10 [7 4. S3]. Weather very fine; sun bright and no wind. Latitude, 8 1 18' • S",
tude, 7, 0 I' W.

lonb~

6

(observed).
Time,s hours, 55 minutes.

Delays, 30 minutes.

Distance, 12 miles.

TENTH MARCH, UP MUSK-OX VALLEY.

nn~

C~ris.

May 9.- r a, 'S a. m., the sledge being packed, Sergeant Brainard
I started from camp.
At
tiansen started to follow shortly afterwards, but as he did so, the dogs gmng on a gallop down the little
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terrace made such a short turn on its steep slope of hard snow that the sledge overturned and rolled over
and over till it reached the river-bed. The knapsacks seemed the only alternative now left, the uprights
ofone runner being broken short offin their mortises. I t was patched up, however, and after half an hour's delay
we proceeded again. We followed the stream for upwards of two hours, moving very fast for some time
over little lakes of smooth, clear ice, when we came to the mountain last referred to. A narrow, stony gap
between it and the north bank of the valley offered a route for some distance at least farther towards the
west, but what seemed the main valley turned off in a canon towards the south. Spent over two hours in a
reconnaissance and concluded to take the gap. The canon seemed to end at a large glacier and to drain
the ice-covered mountains towards its source perhaps eight miles or more away. I took numerous compass
bearings. After a delay for Christiansen who had got on the track of a hare, we proceeded. Great
numbers of fresh tracks of all kinds (except musk-ox) seen, and many old traces of the latter. A good
deal of grass, &c., in the lower part of the gap, but beyond this the bed was of Luge rocks, between which
one's foot would sometimes go up to the thigh. After an hour's travel Sergeant Brainard, who was ahead of
the other, reported to me that the sledge-runner could hardly be made to stand, flopping over continually;
so at 6.40 a. m. we camped. The runner was fixed as well as could be. Saw a snow-bird near the canon.
Not much snow in the valley, comparatively. Turned in at 1 p. m.
At 12'30 a. m., temperature 4'5° [- 15.3 0 C.J; cold west wind. At I a. m., barometer 30. 08 l7 64.02,nm J;
8.15 a. m., temperature +5° [-15.0° C.]; barometer, 26.62 [7S2.331H1II]; 12 noon, temperature 12.5° [-10.8°
C.j; barometer, 29,60 [751.83 n fl "1. At 10.3° p. m., breakfast. At I I. IS p. m., temperature 7° [- 13.9 0 C.J;
barometer,29'3 8 [74 6. 24 I1lm
At 12 p. m., temperature +4'5° [-15.3° C.]. Clear and calm. Latitude,
81° IS' 35/1, longitude, 71° 46' 'V. (observed).
Time, 6 hours, 30 minutes. Delays, 3 hours, 30 minutes. Distance, 8 miles.

+

J.

ELEVENTH MARCH. FROM GAP TO GLACIER.

Alay lo.-At 12.20 a. m. broke camp and started. Left stream-bed, but followed its course on snowy
slope on south side. After traveling about 2;1z miles stopped and made cache of two days' food; also left
the ax and snow-shoes. Sledge-runner apparently still very weak though mended at camp. Left Sergeant
Brain~rd to continu~ with sledge while I ascended the heights to the left-oblique. Gained a considerable
~levatlOn. and. had quite an extensive view. Took compass bearings. Mount Easy and the great" hogbacks"
m that direction recognized and the farthest reached down the river. Towards the southeast and south the
land was very hi~h and appeared ice-capped. The" south. branch" glacier was quite distinct. To the
southwest the horizon ~resented a series of ice-capped domes with the ice wall of a glacier running about
east and west ~n.d marking the northern limit of immense areas of ice. Farther to the right extended from
my pr:sent positron towards the WS\V., for perhaps twenty miles, a long, narrow plain or valley, bounded on
each Side b~ low ranges of hills. It seemed to be an extension, beyond the gap, of Musk-ox Valley. Its end
was. clos~d 111 apparolfly by a mountain; above and beyond this mountain was an elevated" swell" of the
hom~on~ 111 a depression of which I could see what I took for a snow bank. To the right of this the sector
of the Circle seemed to embrace a 1
.
.
. ' did
ow country, comparatIVely, covered With snow but not Ice. Jorne s e ge
at I.SO a. m, at west end of gap. At 1.50 a. m., barometer 29. 18 [74I.16fOm]. Sergeant Brainard had
encounter~d rocks and stones and then met a small lake. The valley before us was evidently the continuatton of this stream The"
b k It
d
..
'1'1
.
, snow an
rna e the objective point and we proceeded. Valley about two
nu es \VI( e: large areas of It ver 1,· 1 d h '
r
d
'.
y eve an s owing a surface of small stones through the snow. The ogs
~ravele~ at a r~pld trot, very satisfactory but very tiresome. Old musk-ox droppings and traces of hares and
~xe~ selen Fart.her west we traveled on a lake several miles long. "Raised beaches" observed, but not
particu arl·Y promment At 5 a '
.
11
id 1
: . m. came to a break 111 the low hills on left flank and saw a long glacier wa
eVI ent y connected With wall I r
. 1·
.'
. .
f
the II h "II "TI
d
) evious y seen, It seemed to extend parallel with the valley and Just south 0
I s,
ie en of the valley was a fev
'I
.
b d
and getti
II .
ew nn es to the front. Turned to the left followmg the stream e
• ,
mg we in towards the glacier wall, again turned to the right.
'
At 7· IS a. m, camped a few yards f
11
k"
Fresh tracks f fi
k
" rom. wa ann about on a line with last camp and" snow ban .
c
0
ve mus -oxen seen J 1 t b f
,
. I
probably on their .
".
. l S e ~rc campmg; tracks came from the north and the aruma s
,m
way east. ApprOXimate hei ht f' claci
.
d 43
feet l44 ] . At I p. m. turned i n . '
g o g acier wall here, per angle and distance pace , 1
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At 2.5 0 a. m., barometer 29.12 (739.63mmJ; 3.35 a. m, 29.10 [739· 13mm]; 8.10 a. m., temperature 17·5°
1,-8.1° C.]; barometer, 29.73 [755.13m01]. Latitude, 81° 08' 14", longitude, 73° 4 I ' W. (observed). At 12.3 0
p. m., temperature +17.5° [-8.1° C.]; barometer, 28.73 [729.73mm]. Very strong west wind blowing for
some hours.
Time, 6 hours, 55 minutes; delays, 45 minutes; distance, 21 miles.
TWELFTH MARCH, OVER" DIVIDE" OF GRINNELL LAND.

May It.-Breakfast about I a. m.Two of the dogs got at the pemmican under the sledge during our
sleep and ate ~bout a dozen pounds of ~t. Cached one day's dog-food here. At 2·35 a. m. broke camp and
started, followm~ along the foot of glacier wall. 'Vall varies little in height. The route gradually ascended,
About three miles from camp crossed a small lake ; stream running into it from north. Musk-ox tracks
observed, apparently from the north and going east. At four miles from camp we were opposite" snow bank"
of y.esterday-simpl~ the wall with snow bank at its foot. At the lake the wall is lost in one place, the glacier
slopmg down to the Ice of the lake; some apparently submerged sections of the former rise above the surface
like the ice off an "ice-foot." The glacier could ,here have been ascended, apparently. There are also one or
two places a few miles farther on where the wall exhibits this peculiarity-short spaces of a few yards. From
position at 4 a. m. (about a mile north of "snow bank "), on the side of an elevated" hog-back," took the

following bearings:

Degrees.

6
Cliff at intersection of gap with Musk-ox Valley __ n __ u " · - · . n
u_ ------ u u
- - . u n _ 35
1
Elevated U hog-back" to left of Mount Easy
Mount Easy
~
.
•
·•
------------------------- 359
High snow or ice-capped dome, somewhat fartheroff__
2
Another to its right
.
------ .• -- ..- -------- ------.-------- ..3
n_U

u

Two long "swells," very high; still farther to the right:
F~st
•__'
Second
.
.
._'0
...

n

u

u

••

__ n

_

--- - .--- ----- u . u . .

u u --- -. u n " _ ,

n_

---------------------------

22

-- -- ---- -. -- -- - -- - --.-- ----------- -

24

J4

(These are at least 50 miles distant.)
Right extreme of cliffs
- --' ------ ------ ---- ---- ------ ---- -- 177
_ Left extreme _.
.
.--------------_.------------..-------------- 163
8
Immensely high, white, dome-shaped mountain top, just seen above horizon, perhaps 75 miles distant - 14 ~

From this position the ice-cap to the south seemed to extend to the east and west indefinitely; a few
miles to the south it formed the horizon, rising to a greater elevation than ourselves. To the west fifteen or
twenty miles distant was a line of cliff" running apparently N\V. and SE., and seeming to indicate a valley
or lake. To the north could be seen only a few hundred yards. Walking in this direction a couple of
miles, the barometer fell to 27.3 6 f694.93mm ] . A large lake made its appearance to the northwest, somewhat
of a round form, probably ten miles across. Two or three canon-like inlets or outlets connected with it on
the north and west; also one to the south connecting it with the glacier. The view to the south simply put
the ice-bound horizon farther away. All to the north of the glacier seemed simply ground covered with a
light depth of snow. That on which we walked was very hard, and ice in small patches showed itself, but
stones were all around. 'I'he surface was very smooth. Christiansen, with the sledge, followed the general
direction of the glacier, and having got to the west of Sergeant Brainard and myself, waited 0till we came up.
At 6 a. m., about six miles from camp, observed a mountain, triangular shaped, bearing 255 ; it was east of
the large lake a short distance; thought it possibly Mount Arthur. An hour later, after traveling rapidly
down hill, we found ourselves on a small lake by glacier wall. This lake is connected with large lake by a
small stream. Fresh musk-ox droppings and tracks seen here and, also, some distance back.
Two or three miles farther on we reached another small lake with large cakes and blocks of ice on its
surface here and there, doubtless detachments from the glacier wall. Here the wall inclined towards the
south for some miles. Reaching the end of the lake we turned to the right-oblique in order to gain a
particular cliff seen throug-h a depression from the" divide." The lake-glacier stream forms the middle of
a wide valley and we now commenced the ascent of its western side, following a shallow but steep ravine
full of deep, soft snow. At its source, in the depression referred to, was another lake forming a basin in a
seeming mountain range. At the west end of this lake we found a ravine leading directly towards u the
cliff," and apparently draining it in that direction. Followed this some time, till it became a gorge and a

,
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[18m ] down by measurement, stopped farther advance.
Made
some exami.
very seep
t
snow b a nk , 60 feet
It..
"
•
nation of the locality, and then retracing steps a few yards, camped at 9·S o a. m. A S~o\V-blrd seen on. the
"divide." At 3.45 P: m. turned in. More or less deep snow on all the lakes crossed, &c., but generally the
.
traveling during the march very good.
At 12.30 a. m., temperature IS'So [-9.2° C.]; barometer, 28.7 1 (7 29· zz ,mll]. At 7. 15 a.rn., barometer
28,5 2 r7 24.39"
8.10 a. m., 28.35 [72o.08mnlLatitude, 81° oS' 10" N., longitu~e, 74° 4 1' 'V. (observed].
At I I a. m. temperature 16.So f-8.6 C.] barometer, 28.47 [723.IZlllmJ. Weather fine. At 12.30 p. m., temperature, 17.0° [-8.3° C.]; barometer, 28.43 [722.1 1Ullll]. At 3.15 p. m., temperature 18'5° [-7,5° C.]; barometer 28.43 [p2.I1 m m J.
Time, 7 hours, 15 minutes ; delays, 1 hour, 45 minutes; distance, 13 miles.
ll ll

]

;

THIRTEENTH MARCH, FROM SNOW BANK TO NEAR FIORD.

May I2.-At I a. m., breakfast. At 2.15 a. m., temperature +21° [-6.1° C.]; barometer, 28,375
[720.7I Ullll]. Calm, cloudy. At 2-45 a. m, started from camp. The sledge was readily lowered down the
bank (with load) by means of the long seal thong, and the dogs pushed over after it. Below this the
ravine was quite steep and full of ice and hard snow, so that for half a mile one of us guided the sledge
while the other two held it back by means of the long line. It finally got away with the guide and went
several hundred yards by itself. At 4 a. m., barometer 29.37 [745.98mm]. We got down a thousand feet
[305m] in less than an hour, and at 4 a. m, were in a narrow valley walled in by immense high and
precipitous cliffs. The route seemed to be the only possible one by which the descent could have been
accomplished. Two other ravines entered this valley or canon here, but they contained precipices of snow
extremely high. The valley came from the north, hut its continuation in that direction could be seen only
a few miles; cliffs down stream, indicating its mouth, lay in a southwest direction. Its gradient was quite
small. At 4·40 a. m., temperature 25'5° l- 3.60 C.]; barometer, 29.56 [7So.8IrnrnJ.
After some delay we started down-stream at a rapid pace, the dogs with difficulty being prevented from
going on a gallop all the time. The view was continually shut out by great" shoulders" projecting from
the heights on either hand. At 6 a. m., temperature 17'5° [-8.1° C.]; barometer,3o.04l763.00mmJ. After
proceeding a half dozen miles we came to a glacier, meeting the valley at an acute angle. It filled quite a
wide canon or valley coming from the east ; towards its source it had a great elevation.
passed it on
a terrace between its flank and the cliffs to the right. In a few miles farther, at 6.5 0 a. m., reached the end
of a glacier and the shore of a large lake, going down a steep gully before getting off the terrace. The
glacier surf~ce describes an arc where it abuts on the lake, and is broken by great numbers of transverse
crevasses; Its flank on the valley forms a wall. No stones or moraines observed on its surface. At the
~arther end of the lake could be seen another glacier coming in from the left, and over and beyond it a turn
111 the lake or Ya~ley to the r~gh~ oblique. After a short delay for rest, bearings, &c., we started on the lake.
Found the travelmg very fatiguing on account of a snow crust just hard enough not to bear' the dogs however traveled very rapidly.
'

w,

. At II'~5 a. m. reached end of lake and went into camp, The lake ranges from two to five miles in
width, and 1S twelve or fourteen miles long. On each side are hizh steep cliffs broken in places by ravines.
In two or three
of the ravines on south 51idee an d some rm'1 es back glaciers
e '.
.•
•
were perceived.
Country genera 1ly
to the south. Ice-capped and much resembling that seen from" divide." All these glaciers probably offshoots
of the" Chmese wall balacier,"
A 11
feW musk-ox d roppmgs,
.
.
•
fox, hare, and lemming
tracks '
seen III th evaII'y
e ,
. valley maybe a mile
. WIid e, th aug11
but below a marked
scarcity . Veg et a titon seerned very sparse. ThIS
,
the stream-bed IS but a few yards
d j h I '
c
.
. an IS t e on y part that has not a steep lateral slope, exccptmg a lew
"ralsed beaches" &c Th
1 . 1
.
<. •
•
'
•
e g acrer )y camp has the same general appearance and occupies same relarive
PIosmon WIth ~he v~l1ey as the previous one. Little seen of it from tent on aCC~llnt of a narrow ridge, a few
iundred feet In height doubtless
'. A
. d
60
,
a moraine,
t 5 p. m. turned in. Latitude 80° 56' 27" Iongitu e, 7
13'
(observed).
'
,

'V.

At 7·45 a.rn, on lake; temperature 260 l-3'3° C.]; barometer 30.10 [764.531111"J cloudy. At 12.20
'
,
5
p. m., temperature 17 5° [ 8 1° C j b
0 C ]. b
•
-,
.j ;
arometer, 30.18 r766.56UHTI]. At 4.4 0 p. m., temperature 14·
_
[
9·7. "
arometer, 30.18 [766.S6rnm].
Time 8 hours 30 minute . d I
h
.
,
,
' S,
e ays, lour, 45 mmutes; distance, J 2 miles.
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FOURTEENTH MARCH, FROM WEST END OF LAKE DOWN FIORD TO FARTHEST.

May I3.-At 6.5 0 a. m, broke camp and started, proceeding along between the ridge or moraine referred
to and a.wide, gentle slope lying along the cliffs to the right; this little gap was from 100 to 400 yards [9 1 to
3 66m] wide and presented a surface almost level. After traveling nearly an hour quite rapidly we came to
the farther end of the moraine and beyond it, having the same relative position to the glacier, a line of what
seemed "floebergs." There was no perceptible difference in any respect; they were detachments from the
glacier. Little or nothing could be observed of the latter itself from here. A wide break in the cliffs
beyond it to the left oblique was noticed, however, and I sent Sergeant Brainard to a small elevation on the
right to observe it. He reported another glacier and quite a large one, or rather two. They formed one
at the cliffs. He could see back about eight miles; width at cliffs about three miles.
After taking bearings and drawing the outlines of some of the bergs we proceeded. Soon after (5 a. m.]
we came to an immense berg, and at its base open water had floodeclthe ice, coming up through a crack.
Here I suspected for the first time our proximity to the sea. The water was salt; tidal action evident. It
seemed about high tide [a little after]. Just beyond this (5. 15 a. m.) reached the head of a wide fiord [Greely
Fiord 1and the end of the glacier. A tide crack stopped us a few minutes, but we flanked it by going along
shore. The tracks of a bear were here seen. The cliffs seen from the lake across the front of our course
formed the south shore of the fiord; they apparently terminated in a cape about 20 miles distant; the shoreline evidently here made a bend. Took a course for this cape. The north shore trended off to the right
oblique and terminated in a distant promontory. Just beyond was a bay or fiord, and there was seen the
north shore trending off towards the west and terminating at a small angle to the right of the so-mile cape,
apparently-but the weather was now very bad and nothing could be seen distinctly.
The ice was covered with deep snow with a light crust; traveling extremely fatiguing, the snow-shoes
having been left behind, but the dogs made excellent time notwithstanding. The surface remarkably level.
None of the long swells of the paleocrystic ice, so common off the coast of Greenland and the straits,
observed. About eight miles from the lake we passed through some low, oval-shaped mounds of ice, a foot or
two [,3 or .6m] high, not exactly resembling anything seen before. About two miles farther on crossed tracks
of a bear going up fiord; a fox had evidently followed in his wake.
It was now so foggy and snowing so much that all land was at times shut out almost completely
Many fox tracks seen and crossed. Some time before this a very high, snow-capped dome observed above
and beyond the twin glacier referred to. We passed the cape towards which we had been traveling and
shore-line trending more to the left. The snow and fog and a constant succession of points or capes prevented tracing it any distance. The south shore as well as the north was seen to be formed everywhere of
long lines of steep, high cliff". The ice along this shore was much broken by cracks; the ice-foot hardly
improved the traveling. Having passed several points-only to find, in each case, another a few miles
ahead. At 12.05 we left the shore and proceeding out in the fiord a quarter of an hour went into camp;
all much fatigued and suffering more or less from snow-blindness. Singular as it may seem, snow and
fog have a worse effect in this respect than a clear sky. Estimated the width of the fiord at this point
about 10 miles. Got a view of Land's End [Cape Brainard] on north side of fiord about forty miles off.
At 6 p. m. turned in to sleep as long as we could, or until the storm abated.
62.49,,:mj.
At 2.15 a. m., breakfast. At 3. 2 0 a. m., temperature 18·5° [-7'5° C.]; barometer, 3°·02 f7
Snowing lightly; light northwest wind; sky hidden. At 6·30 a. m., temperature 25° [-3,9° C·l; barometer,
At 12.45 p. m., temperat~re,
~ 1.7° C. J; at 2
29.4 [74 .7sm m l. Sky hidden, snowing and very foggy.
nll'].
6
0
p, m., barometer, 29. 7 [758.68nllo]; at 6 p. m.,barometer 29. 8 3 f757·6
Magnetic vananon from fourteen
8
observations, 1160 35' :::I:: 1° 3'. Latitude, 80° 4 8' 39", longitude, 780 26'
(observed).

r

Time, 8 hours, 40 minutes.

2?0 -

'V.

Distance, 26 miles.

AT FARTHEST (CAMP ON ICE OF GREELY FIORD).

May 14.- 8 av m., temperature '5· [-34C.]; barometer, 29'97 (761.ZZMM]; snowing and blowing,
At

wind west. A few miles of the south shore up and down is all that can be seen. At 9 a. m., breakfast, after
nineteen hours fast. Tea only warm on account of "the reduced allowance of alcohol. By cutting eve.rything down to the lowest limit, Sergeant Brainarcl estimates that four more meals can be had before starting'
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back. On account of depth of snow on the fiord, the bad weather, observations, &c., decided reluctantly
not to attempt advancing farther, especially since we could not hope to reach :he mouth of the fiord. The
day spent in taking observations (the sun being faintly ~isible), compass. bearings, &c. The general direction of the -fiord is WSW.; it grows wider on approaching the sea. That we saw the sea we were long
before this quite sure, no land being visible to the WSW., even after many sights throu?h the telescope.
The fiord ended to the east in two bays [Antoinette and Adola] or arms; on the north side many breaks,
marking water-courses, and two or more indicating branch fiords. The country beyond to the north very
much broken and very elevated. The surface of the fiord presented one unbroken expanse of deep snow.
At 7.15 p. m., supper. At 10.3 turned in.
.
.
At 10 a. m., temperature 30° r-1.1 C.]; barometer, 29.94 [760-46mm]; wmd light from west. At 10.45
a. m., temperature 32° [c.e" C.]; barometer, 29.97 [76I.22mm]. At 12.30 p. m., temperature 340 [+ 1.1° C.];
barometer 3°.00 [761'99mm). At 1-45 p. m., temperature 34° [+1.1° C.]; barometer 30.02 [762.49mm]. At
3.25 p. m., temperature 37° [+2.8° C.]; barometerv jo.oo [761.99mm]. At 4.20 p. m., temperature 33'5°
[+0.8° C.] barometer 30.02 r762-49mmJ; snowing all day. At 6 p. m., temperature 27.0° [_2.8° C.];
barometer 30.02 r762·49mm] ; light east wind clouds breaking up.
May Is.-The morning was promising, and at 7.3S a. m. I left camp with Sergeant Brainard to ascend
the cliffs to the south. We got up by means of the ravine before referred to. Before long, however, a
storm began to form in the east, and soon the driving snow shut out everything and prevented a view of the
mouth of a fiord. Previously, however, a lofty range of snow-clad mountains was observed on the north side
of the fiord, extending generally parallel with it, and estimated at about fifty miles distant. In these mountains a large glacier was seen. To the south, about twenty-five miles off, is another large glacier, probably an
offshoot of the" Chinese wall glacier." The whole face of the country in that direction seemed ice-capped,
\Ve continued along the edge of the cliffs for about four miles. Here the barometer gave an elevation of
m
2,25° feet [686 J. To the west the cliffs appeared to trend back much more towards the south, the fiord
becoming wider. Several deep valleys run in a general north or northwest direction to the fiord. Beyond
all these was to be seen obscurely what looked like a line of cliffs, having a northwest direction, and marking
a branch fiord, probably much nearer than "Land's End" [Cape Brainard J, the west extreme of north
shore.
After half an hour's delay started back. En route Sergeant Brainard discovered fossil remains on the
mountain top and soon we had quite a collection. One was a shell and the others what we took for petri.
tied wood, fish, &c. A few specimens of grasses, &c., were also collected. A ptarmigan was seen. Reached
tent again at 1·35 p. m, Sergeant Brainard stopped back to build a cairn and deposit record at the mouth
of the ravine. Spent the afternoon in observations, &c. At 8-45 p. m, we all started out on the fiord with
th~ dog-team and tra~eled for an hour towards the opposite shore. After getting out some distance another
pomt began to make Its appearance beyond the one hitherto farthest seen on the south side; this latter I
judged. ten or fifteen mile~ distant, and the former twenty-five or thirty. Between the two seemed a fiord, the
same dl~c1osed from FOSSIl Mount (2,140 feet [6S2m high]), doubtless, and a few degrees in azimuth farther
to t~e right the land seemed to end in a bold promontory. The atmosphere became much clearer before
tur?mg back, and .Sergeant Brainard and I examined the mouth of the fiord carefully with the telescope,
which, af~er ~ome time, brought out very faintly a cape [Cape Lockwood, Arthur Land] still farther to the
west, projectmg a degree or two beyond the east and estimated at sixty miles distant. Between this and
"Land's End" [Cape Brainard] was quite distinct. At 1I p. m. turned in.
IS
At 5·
a. m., temperature, 14° [-10.0° C.]; at 5045 a. m., barometer, 29'9 8 [7 61.4 8rnm] ; west wind.
~t l·J:m~· m, temperature 17° [-8'3° C.]; barometer,29'93 [760.2Imm]. At 10.35 a. m., barometer 27042
r 9·4 ]. At 1·35 p.rn., temperature 20° [-6.7° C.]; barometer, 29.73 [7 SS.13mm]. At 5. 20 p. m., tem6° C.]; barometer, 29.80 [7s6.9Imm]. At 6 p. m., temperature 200 [-6.7° C.]; barometer,
perature 25'5°Irl[-3.
61 m
29·77 r7S . 4 j. At 10.05 p. m., temperature 19° [-7.2° C.]; barometer, 29.75 [7S5.64mm).
FIFTEENTH MARCH (ON RETURN), FARTHEST TO LAKE•

.May 16.-At 7 a. m, breakfast and at 8
'"
d t
" . 1 5 a. m. we started The snow soft and very deep an rave mg very b~d. In two and a quarter hours reached" ao-rnile Cape." Some time beyond two seals were
seen on the Ice the harbor seal" N t ik," M d
d f
th fi d G
F'
a 81 •
a e an unsuccessful attempt to get them. Reached hea 0
15
e or [ ree y iord] at 5. p. m., and the old camp at end of lake at 6.5 • The little sledge went fre-

r

i

0
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quently above the slats. Journey extremely fatiguing. The dogs begin to show the effects of short rations
now nothing to give them. Of our own rations three meals of sausage were made to last six:
which with seven ounces of hard bread (short weight), was entirely insufficient. On leaving the large sledge
three-q~arters pound of bacon was brought along as a day's ration for the three of us. At 9·45 p. m,

Th~re w~s

turned In.
At 7.25 a. m., barometer 29.84 [757.9210101- At 7.45 a. m., temperature 11·5° [-1104° C.]; barometer,
29.85 [758.18I1lID]. Strong west wind; sky clear. At I p. m., barometer 29.87 [758.681010]. At 9·45 p. m.,
mm
temperature +3° [-J6.lo C.J; barometer, 29.92 [759·95 ] . Clear and calm.
Time (en route), 10 hours, 35 minutes.
SIXTEENTH MARCH (FROM END OF LAKE TO SNow-BANK).

May 17.-At 8.45 a. m. started from camp. Traveling over the lake much improved. Four hours in
crossing the lake. Found the ascent of the ravine very arduous, especially near its head, on account of the
deep soft snow. The dogs seemed very weak. Arrived at the snow bank; the dogs climbed to the top, and
by means of a long seal thong pulled the sledge up from below with everything on it with our assistance;
the ascent occupied but fifteen minutes. At 5.05 P: m. pitched tent at place of old camp. The only signs
of animal life during the march were the droppings of a hare. Killed one of the dogs, "Button," for dog-

food. At 8 p. m, turned in.
At 7 a. m., temperature +140 [-IO.O°C.]; barometer, 30 •03 [762·75""1l]. Bright and calm; east end
of lake, barometer 30.03 [76275m m ] . At 5.10 p.m., temperature 17° [-8'3° C.]; barometer, 28.25
l7 I7.54mm]. At 7.30 p. m., temperature 10.5° [-II.9() C.]; barometer, 28.30 [718.8Imm].
Time, 8 hours, 15 minutes.
SEVENTEENTH MARCH, ACROSS DIVIDE.

May 18.-The carcass of" Button" was completely devoured during the night. At 5. 20 a. m., leaving
Christiansen and sledge I ascended with Sergeant Brainard a height to the south (barometer, 27.82 [706.62I11mj)
about two miles distant and got a good view of the surrounding region. Took the following compass sights:
Degrees.

Continuation of glacier-wall and break in the rolling upland __u_---n-----u-u---uu---n-"2o.mile Cape"
--~ - ------------------ ------ -- -- --- --" First ice-capped" hog-back"
,
--------------- ---- - .-- -_.-- --,-- ---- ---Second ice-capped" hog-back" __ _un .
u
u _u__ u n_ --..- u __ n ---_n_--un Third ice-capped "hog-back"
.u
.,--u-- .. _n_n _nu-u-uu---n- _n un
Fourth ice-capped "hog-back"
Fifth ice-capped" hog-back"
'. •• --------- -- -------------- - - --- -----Approximate position of next campingplacetothe east
-u----n---------un.un----n-pO

0. _ _ - - - - - - - - • • • _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·

i

,

;

.---

••

.----'

__

po - -

- - - - - - - - - .. -

141
ISo
14°
135
126
118
90
359

The great wall referred to above could be clearly seen to trend off to the southwest, and where lost sight
of in the distance I estimated at forty miles. To the left (east) of it, but much nearer, fifteen miles about, were
the ice-capped domes or "hog-backs" referred to. The glacier at the head of the lake was clearly seen to
issue from the great mer de glace -,' the point of confluence was only about a half dozen miles distant. The
whole surface of the country to the south of "the wall" seemed nothing but ice. After forty minutes' delay
(barometer, 27.75" [7
04.84m "'j), I started north towards the little lake, Sergeant Brainard returning to camp
and bringing on the sledge, &c., when we continued on the old route together. Reaching the glacier wall
I followed dose along it, instead of inclining to the north as on the outward journey, and took the following
barometer readings in order to get the altitude of the wal1 (the foot) at the summit: [0·°5, at Lake Glacier
m
River, temperature 13.5" (-10.3" C. J; barometer, 28.5[ [724.[4 ,,] ; 11.05, temperature r 5" [-9.4" C.];
barometer 28.05 [7 1 2.46m" J; farther on, 27.75 [7°4.84rnm 1; 27.65 [7° 2.3°"0]; I 2.,0 p. m., greatest elevation
mm
of wall, temperature 16° l-8.9° C.]; barometer, 27.60 f70I.03 ] .
. '
•
A small lake discovered near by here. A strong, cold west wind was blowmg, makmg travelmg uncomfortable. Sergeant Brainard and I suffered a good deal with our eyes. At 2 P: m. went into camp at old
place. A snow-bird seen near divide and hare tracks some time before. The late snow-st?rm has completely changed the character of the traveling. The snow lies soft and deep everywhere. I had intended
ascending the glacier near the divide at the only place where such a thing was possible, but on account of
the state of our eyes and the strong wind blowing, &c., gave it up.

l
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At 3 a. m., temperature 7'5° [-13.6° C.]; 4.4 0 a. m., temperature 4'5° [-15.3° C.]; barometer, 28,37,
. [720'S8 m nl ] ; sky clear, light east wind. At 825 a. m. (on lake), temperature 14° [-10.0 0 C.]; barometer,
28.25 [717.54mm] ; bright and clear. At 2.30 p. m., temperature 18,5° [-7 '5° C.]; barometer, 28.60 [726.43",mJ
clear and calm. At 4.30 p. m., temperature 18'5° [-7'5° C.]; barometer, 28.62 [726 ·93mm] .
Time, 6 hours, 30 minutes.
EIGHTEENTH MARCH, DOWN MUSK-OX VALLEY.

May J9.-Got little sleep during the night. One of my eyes hurting considerably this morning. At
2.15 a. m., breakfast. The dogs eat the whip, foot-gear, and seal skin in any form they can get hold of.
At 3.45 a. m. started from camp. On reaching about the middle of the valley and the lake I stopped the
sledge three-quarters of an hour, and Sergeant Brainard and I ascended the low heights to the north and south
respectively, with little gain as far as the sergeant was concerned, as farther off and higher elevations cut
off the view to the south, I had the same experience in attempting to see the north, but to the south beyond
Sergeant Brainard, I could see "the wall" and trace it along for several miles to the east and west. At II
a. ru, went into camp a little beyond cache near old camp. When the lamp was lighted at noon the heat
in the little shelter tent, even with the sides and ends raised, must have been above 90°. One or two fox
tracks seen during the march, but nothing more. Several snow-birds seen and heard. "The wall" seen again
up a ravine to the southeast just before reaching camp, and the mantle on a neighboring" hog-back" was very
distinct. Have got down to almost the last pipe of tobacco; it is harder than short rations. Have now
nearly full allowance of the latter-left at the cache here.
At 3.20 a. m., temperature 16° [-8'9° C.]; barometer, 28,5 8 [725.9 2111mJ; clear, with light west wind.
At 12 m., temperature 20° [-6.7° C.], barometer, 28.82 [732.0Imm]. At 2 p. m., temperature 23° [-S.o°C.J;
barometer, 28.82 [732.0Imm]; clear and calm. At 10.30 p. m., temperature 24° 1-4.4° C.]; barometer, 28.74
[7 29·98mml; light west wind.
Time, 7 hours, IS minutes.
NINETEENTH MARCH, DOWN MUSK-OX VALLEY•

.A1(1)' 20.-Breakfasta halfhour before midnight of the 19th ; 12.25 a. m., started from camp. Saw many
fresh fox, hare, lemming, and ptarmigan tracks in the «gap," and also an owl flying overhead. Reached the
old cache near the first camp in this valley in three hours, and continued on for about three and one-half miles
fart~er, c~mping at 4.5 0 a. m. near the" Rocky Gully" by which we first entered this valley. The traveling
during this march and .the preceding rendered easier by the snowfall. Sergeant Brainard still suffering a
good deal from snow-blindness, Turned in about 9 a. m.

A~ 5, a. m., temperature 16 [-8'9° C.]; barometer, 29.65 l753. I o mml ; at 7.20 a. m., temperature 16
Q

0

[-8·9 m
C.]; barometer, 29. 62 f752.33mm]; 9. 20 a. m., temperature 22° [-S.6°C.]; barometer, 29.57
[75 I.o6 m].
Time, 4 hours, 25 minutes.
TWENTIETH MARCH, FROM MUSK-OX VALLEY TO HEAD OF BEATRTX BAY VALLEY.

At 4.4 0 p. m., breakfast; no bread, sugar, nor tobacco; rabbit stew the piece of meat being stolen by
" Howler" At 5
df
'
•
·40 p. m, starte rom camp. Got out of the valley by means of a gorge a little west of the
" Rocky Gull" f
d
b
imnossi J y. re erre to a ove. It was very steep, and one mass of stones and rocks. At first it seemed
1 ssible to get up, but the ascent was accomplished in one hour. On the heights above the tracks of
musk-oxen-two or three (one a calf) r '
..'
k
-\It ere seen, gomg east and beyond fox hare and ptarmigan trac s.
Th e travel on the lake was very
'"
h
R
h d
'
..
.
poor.
eac e old camp at 9 p. m.; found the tent blown down, but t e
.
rauonAS m It and everything about the large sledge were undisturbed. At I I. J 5, supper.
C] b
0
t 3.3 0 p. m. temperature 28° [
(-I ° C]. b
'
-2.2
'; arometer, 29.50 [749.29mm]; 4 p. m., temperature 3°
mm];
0
29
"
arometer, 29.5 [749·
clear and calm. At 5 15 P m temperature 23° [-5. 0 0 C.];
b .1
8.7
:trhoml·ether, 2 9' 48 [!4 8,nrnJ; 9"5 p. m., temperature 25° [-3'9° C.J·· ba;om~ter 29 00 l736 '59 mm Cloudy
WI
19 t north wind,
'
, •
Time, 3 hours, 20 minutes.
Q
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TWENTY-FIRST MARCH, DOWN VALLEY TO BEATRIX BAY.

May 21.-A very strong south wind duri~g ou~ ~est which threatened to blow the tent down. At 9·30
a. m., breakfast.. At [0.10 a. m. left. camp with original outfit. Found the travel much improved by the
late snow and wind. Reached bay in three and a quarter hours; delayed here a half hour, and then proceeding, went into camp at 4.30 p. m., three-quarters of an hour from the cape, where the bay bends to the
north, nearly opposite Record Point. The snow on this part of the fiord [Archer Fiord] very thin; the
ice fast melting. Got water for first time without melting ice. Supper at 6 o'clock and turned in at 7·3°·
At 12.45 a. m., temperature 28° [-2.2° Ci]: barometer, 28'95 [735·3 2mm]; weather fine. At 7 a. m.,
temperature 33° [ + 0.60 C. j; barometer, 28'98 [736.08"11)1]; strong north wind. At I I a. m., temperature 36°
[2.2° C.]; barometer, 28'9 8 [736.08mm]; light north wind, getting stronger and blowing all day. At 5 p. m.,
temperature 37.5° [3.1° C.]; barometer, 29.70 [754.37mml· At 6.45 p. m., temperature 28° _2.2° C.]; barometer, 29.75 [755.64 mm]; wind northeast.
Time, 5 hours, 20 minutes.

r

TWENTY-SECOND MARCH, DOWN

~RCHER FIORD TO SIMMONDS BAY.

May 22.-At 4.30 a. m., breakfast. At 5.50 a. m, started from camp and traveled rapidly, reaching
head of bay in about two and a quarter hours. Pitched tent at 8. I 5 a. m. with the intention of proceeding
up the valley with little sledge, to explore it, having had an idea that Musk-ox Valley came out here.
"Howler," being unwell, was left behind. With the rest of the team and Sergeant Brainard and Christiansen I
left at 9.5 0 a. m., taking the small sledge. The mouth of the valley is closed in by two immense" shoulders,"
like huge walls, which separate just sufficiently to form a narrow gap, like a gateway, in which the stream-bed
lies. Through this we passed, and passing around several" shoulders," now projecting from the right and
now from the left, after passing over several small lakes reached a large one, over which we traveled for two
m
hours, when we reached the end of the valley, a low divide about 200 feet [6I ] altitude in the middle, per
barometer, above the lake. The lake is from one to two miles wide, and the valley a mile or more wider and
probably fifteen long, and walled in on each side by immensely high cliffs, which slope back and gain a greater
elevation beyond their crests. From the top of the divide we saw what is doubtless Musk-ox Valley, a valley
like it in every respect, extending to the right and left about a half dozen miles, and at about a right angle
with the general course of Simmonds Bay Valley. The "divide" is hardly two miles wide, and presents a
curious feature in the topography of the region. Several sledges of smooth, polished rocks crop out on top.
The lake is about twelve miles long, its north end obliquing to the left from where we left it, and ending
about one and a half miles beyond. After taking compass sights, &c., we proceeded back. No game or
tracks were seen. Reached camp at 5. 1 5 p. m. The dogs traveled very fast going and coming, the ice
being smooth and hard, little or no snow at all. The ice on the lake very thick an d quite clear. At 8. I 5

p. m, turned in.
m lll
At 5 a. m., temperature 32° [0.0° C.]; barometer, 29.79 [756.6S j; calm and foggy. At 5·45 a. m.,
temperature 270 [_2.80 C.]; barometer, 29.79 [7S6·6Smnl]; clear overhead, but foggy around the horizon.
m n1
0
At 8.3 0 a. m., temperature 31° [-0.6° C.]; barometer, 29.73 {755·13 ] ; calm. At 5.3 P- m., tempera0(.
ture 270 [ -2.80 C.]; barometer, 29.63 r752.59Iflllf]. At 7.35 p. m., temperature 23° r- 5. C.]; barometer,
29.68 [753. 86mm]; calm and clear.
Time, 2 hours,' 25 minutes.

TWENTY~THIRD

MARCH, SIMMONDS BAY DOWN ARCHER FIORD.

May 23.- 4 a. m., breakfast. At 5. I 5 a. m., started from camp. At Depot Point we stopped and
At
examined rocks for the depot, but, like last summer, were unsuccessful. Shortly after this we espied a large
harbor seal, and Christiansen nearly succeeded in shooting it. At 9.30 another was seen, and this time
. Christiansen was more successful-killing it. It was of the same kind, and weighed probably 200 pounds; a
very large one. It was skinned, and the meat and blubber taken along. The snow along here was rather
soft and deep, and traveling slow. At 11.30 a. m., went into camp. Supper at I p. m, The liver of the
seal was delicious. At 2.30 p. m, turned in.
mm
At 3 a. m., temperature 21° [-6.1° C.J. At 3.40 a. m., barometer 29.63 [75 2·59 ].
temperature 280 [_ 2.2° C.]; barometer, 29.63 l752.5911f1lf]; calm and cloudy.
Time, 6 hours, 15 minutes.

At 4·45 a. m.,
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TWENTY-FOURTH MARCH.

May 24.-Breakfast at midnight. At 1.30 a. m, broke camp and started. Many of the dogs disgorged
themselves of the blubber of which they had eaten too much, and traveled badly in consequence. Stopped at
place of old camp (the second out) and put on cache left there. About a quarter of a mile beyond we crossed
a singular crack in the ice, extending from shore towards the opposite shore as far as the eye could reach.
Water appeared about a foot [304 mm J below the ice surface; crack about fifteen inches [about 380UUll] wide.
At 9.20 a. m. went into camp about three miles below Hillock Depot, at a conspicuous point. At I I a. m,
supper of fried seal meat, which was found excellent. A few fox and hare tracks seen during the march,
and one or two seals. At 12 noon turned in.
At I a. m., temperature 25.50 [- 3.60 C.]; barometer, 29.79 [756.6SmmJ. Overcast; threatening snow.
At loa. m, temperature 27° [-2.8°C.J; barometer 29.84 [757'92mm]. At 12 noon, temperature 28° [-2.2°C.1;
barometer, 29.84 [757'92mm). At 4 p. m., barometer 29.89 [758'94Dlm]. Snow-storm from the east raging.
At 9 p. m., temperature 23° [-5. 0° C.); 9.30 p. m., barometer 29.93 [760.21mm]. Snow-storm from the
east. At 10 p. m., breakfast. Stew of seal meat. At I l p. rn., temperature 22° [-5.60 C.]; barometer,
29.89 [759.19mm]. At 12 midnight started from camp. A strong east wind, with snow and fog.
Time, 7 hours, 50 minutes.
TWENTY-FIFTH MARCH, TO BELLOWS.

Alay 25.-Sergeant Brainard and I wore snow-shoes during the march; one of us always ahead of the
dogs. The snow was very deep and travel slow. At 6,55 a. m. we reached the depot tent at Basil Norris
Bay and stopped to camp. The snow overland, as well as at times before, came up over the slats. The dogs
did well. At 9.15 a. m, supper, and at 11.45 a. m, turned in.
At 7· I 7 a. m., temperature 22° [ - 5.60 C.]; barometer, 29.88 [75 8.94 mm]. At 1 I. I 5 a. m., temperature
24° [-4,4° C.]; IJ.45 a. m., barometer 29.84 [757.9 2mmj.
Time, S hours, 55 minutes. .
TWENTY-SIXTH MARCH, FROM BELLOWS TO FORT CONGER.

May 26.-At 1.30 a. m., temperature 19'5° [-6'9° C.]; barometer, 29. 87 [758.68mm]. Snowing. At
1·45 a. m., breakfast. One of the dogs ate all the net-work out of one of Sergeant Brainard's snow-shoes;
the. latter, howeve~, replaced it with seal thong so that it answered very well. Several feet of Christiansen's
whip were also quickly swallowed, the Whip being laid down for a moment. At 4. 1 0 a. m, left camp and
p~oceede~l t~wards Fort Co~ge~ via the s~uth side of harbor. The traveling was abominable, worse than
ever•. \\ :armg snow-shoes It did not particularly affect me, but Christiansen would frequently go up above
the, thigh 111 the .deep soft snow. "Howler" gave out opposite the "west entrance," and had to be left. At
9 0 clock, opposite the northwest corner of Bellot Island, I abandoned the large sledge and, transferring what
was necessary to the small one, reached the station thus at 12.10 p. m,
Time, 8 hours.
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__

..

n

_

- - h _ n .. u

u

_

---u_nuu_

Lake

I

._====::~~:::===:::= 13 I
12

---------

I::

Q

I

3°
15

5°

4 15

5

I

20

5°
25

40

3 55

55

~ ~~

6 55
7 15

0

3

3

_

~~

I 45

c...

:;j

>..
-.:
U

0

Q

l-,

i

h. m.

6 55
5 50
5 10

,;

Hours
en route.

~

Locality.

'"
is

~ ~~ I OO}

I

_

II s

>.

~

--

h. m,

~

(j

.!!!

I
I

I-;

h

I

~

.;,

!
I,

60

Farthest;

I

..

1

Lake
Snow-drjft -----..-- __
Glacier --U __
10
Near Gap
(0 if Muskox Valley
13 If Head of Beatrix Bay Valley
9 Ii Fiord
,ii.:

i!
;:
II

u

•

---------------------,
u

1

u_u__ .uu_1

U U _ h u h h __

-.-u_nu

'

1

!

14 :

15
16
17

i

I

i

I
19 ,
18

20
21

i

!

I~ II S~mm~~d;B~y-~~=~~========] 22 i
F.tord ----u123
Ii.,

I.

Do
13. Basil Norris Bay

21

i

~: ~~~ ~Ii

U u __ h

u

Fort Congec __

24 i

__ u n

hu_

25

I

uu .. --I 26 1

h. m,

h. m.

B
s
-ll.i
o

<Il
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Distance traveled out (60+144)_ ---uu-uu--uunnu
u_uuuu_u __uu __uu
Distance traveled back (64+ 104)_u
u __ -.u-u
uu
uu__
Reconnaissances, &c

Miles.

204168

_

Total miles traveled ---- ---- .:.----------- Distance between heads of Greely and Archer Fiords (about) uu

._____
u __.._..

437
85

Altitudes by barometer (reduced).
[Above sea-IeveI.]
Locality.

Feet.

Mount Difficult ,
:.
:
Camp VIII (near Mount Easy)-I
Mount Easy __un __ .._u
Lake Carolyn
uu
u _
Mouth of ~ocky Gully__
1
Camp IX- (m valley)_u_u
Camp X (gap) ..u_u_1
Lake Nan
......
Camp XI (near glacier wall)

UhU_:

--j

I

I

Meters.

I

Locality.

Feel.

Meters.

4,444 j 1,]54 ,i Divide:
I~--I----I
68o!
207 1
At foot of glacier wallu_J 2,210
674
2,730:
832 1
Two or three miles north , , 2,610
795
1,1051
337 Lake Harry _uu
uu_u_, 1,]20
4°2
340
104 I Lake Bessie
u
, 1,630
497
420 l
128 i' Mount Button
u, 2,008
612
u
685 I
209 Ii Camp XII (near Mount Buttonj.] 1,5;8
4 66
920 j
280 II Lake beyond
-_
°
*0
1,240
378, Fossil Mount (near Farthest)--l1 2,140
65 2
j

_

I

u

Skdge ration.
Ounces.

Meat (English corned beef, bacon, sausage, or musk-meat)
u
Butter
..
Bread
Beans or potatoes
Tea or chocolate, average about
u
~
Sugar
Milk -----_.
..__Salt
Pepper
.
Alcohol
•
•

UUuu__
._________

_ _._u_u

.

d

~

2
10

-__________

~

~

22

u

.

.________

...

~._---.---

..

~

4
I

.___ _
--______

2

Ji
}1
ilf

~_______________________________________________________________________

Total food
Total ration

..

..

...__

••

..__•••••

._
6

.__•.
...._.

._ .._.

•

42

48

Ouijit (llaving Fort Conger).
Poundll.

Tent poles and pins, 36; rubber blanket, 6}4; ax and shovel, 12 ... __ -_______________________ 54-"
z-rnan buffalo sleeping-bag, 22; dog-skin sleeping-bag [r-man), 12
"10-----34
Lamp,S; 2 pairs snowshoes, 6; sextant, &c., 9}i __u_un_ .•
Telescope, field glasses, and compasses
u
u
8
31
Shotgun, rifle, and ammunition, 27; medicine. a
Cook's bag, 12; clothing-bags, 30; extra lashings,
47
_ u __

u

u

_u_u_u

u

Sledge

....

u_.__uu

Total

h

- __•..

n

u

.

.__

u

_ _ ••

* Assumed.

•

I

u_

--- 195
109
304-

------un 2304 J'
2

..

..

20"

-________

.....

Little sled, 25; shelter tent, poles, and pins, 10; lamp, 1JIi; 2 knapsacks, 6
90 rations (3 men 30 days), 2701bs. less 40 lbs. at Hillock Depot;
•
3 sacks of pemmican (dog-food]
u

--...

....__ u___

a.

•

_

.__u_____________

u

5--------.

h

u

---

-

38S

>'
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Outfit of little sledge (May 8, 1883).
Shelter tent, 10; sleeping-bags, 34; lamp, S; ax, 6)(; sextant, 2
Horizon, I: mercury, 2: telescope, 3)(; oompassesy a, ..
Shotgun, 8)(: ammunition, 3Ji; extra lashings, 2; medicine, 2
Cook's bag, 6; 3 clothing-bags, 9; rubber blanket, 6~
Record-Lag and flags, 3; spare slat, 2
u

•

u

u

u__________

··

-_____________

57)(
8J:(
16

..

u _ •• _ _ - - - - •• - - - - - - - - - - - - -

__ u u u u n __ u U

n-----

n
•• - _ .

un

2I~
5

n n U __ n _

108~

Small lamp, knapsacks, and snow-shoes
13~
II days' rations for 3, at 4S ounces * (7 ounces bread instead of 10) h________________________ 9 zU
I sack pemmican (dog-food)
II 3~
uu_u_u

u.

u

•• u

Total

u

h

n'

__ - - - - _ n

u

-

-

n

_

_

--- ---- -- -"--- -

------- 3 28}.(

.•

J. B. LOCKWOOD,
Second Lieutenant, Twenty-tllird Infantry, Actmg Signal Officer.

WASHINGTON,

D. C., June 30, 1885.

SIR: In compliance with your instructions of this date, I have the honor to submit the following repo~t
relative to the discovery of fossils, &c., on the southern shore of Greely Fiord, in latitude 80° 48.5' N., longitude 18° 26' W., the farthest western point attained by Lieutenant Lockwood and myself during the spring
journey of 1883.
The cliffs at this place presented a broken and formidable front, and were so abrupt that we could not
scale them directly. However, by following a deep and rocky ravine, we managed finally to reach the
summit of the cliffs. I quote from Lieutenant Lockwood's journal: "These cliffs have an altitude, per
barometer, of 2,140 feet [65201]; almost a vertical fall of that immense height. ,. ,. ,. Elf route we
found a number of fossils of what seemed to be trees, snakes, fish, &c. Brainard was the first to notice
them."
Lieutenant Lockwood doubtless intended to say that the altitude of the mountain back of the cliffs,
instead of the cliffs proper, was 2,140 feet [6S2 m]. Remarking on this journey to the summit, my notes say:
"After a hard climb for over three hours we reached the high country back of the line of cliffs by means
of a deep ravine, which opens near our camp. By barometric measurement the summit was found to be
2,250 feet f68SmJ above the sea-level.
"On the top of the mountain, as well as along the edge of the line of cliffs,we found fossilized marine
animals and petrified wood and coral in great quantities. The most remarkable discovery of this character
was the stump of a petrified tree firmly embedded in the frozen earth, its protruding roots so perfect and its
structure so complete that, in our minds, no doubt existed as to its original ~rowth where it then stood. It
was about 10 inches [about 250wmJ above the ground, and in diameter about 6 inches [about ISOmm]. Not
being able to ex!ricate it, we contented ourselves with a small fragment, which we broke off by striking the
stum p sharply WIth a large stone."
This remnant of a tree was located in the ravine through which we ascended the mountain, and, as I
recone~t, was at an elevati~n of about 1,5°0 feet [about 45 olIl] , or near the top of the cliffs, along which we
, found In the greatest profusion pieces of petrified wood and the fossil remains of shell-fish, snails, &c. I do
not remember that anything of a similar nature was found below this altitude and the fact that the ground
wa.s ~overed with snow to a depth of several inches along our route to this point would seem to entitle this
OpInIOn, although formed at a late day, to considerable weight.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

D. L.

BRAINARD,

Sergeant, Signa! Corys.

First Lieut. A. W. GREELY,

Fifth Cavalry,u. S. Army, Ading Signal OjJiur and Assistant.

* Should be 43~ ounces, as alcohol was reduced

to 5 ounces and no milk was taken along.
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No. 87. -Orders to Dr. Pavy relative to natural history data.
FORT CONGER,

SIR:

GRINNELL

LAND, May

I have the honor to request that you furnish me not later than May 3 1 ,

1883,

I,

188 3.

with the following

information:
I. A list of all plants collected since August II, 1881.
This list will show the generic and specific
names when known. Plants unknown will be referred to under the numbers given them, as directed in a
comm~nication of this date. The earliest date on which the plants were known to be in blossom will be
given. If this is not known it will be stated in each case. In cases of rare plants, the name of the collector
will be given.
2. A list of all birds procured since August II, 1881. In case of stuffed specimens, there will in all
cases be given its number, its sex, the locality and time obtained, and the name of the collector. Unknown
birds will be referred to with reference to their numbers The date of each bird's appearance will be given,
or if not known the record will so set forth.
3. A list of all insects (adding spiders to this list) with data therefor, similar to that required for lists
and 2.
4, 5, and 6. Similar lists of mammalia, fishes, and mollusca.
7 and 8. List of all Eskimo remains and driftwood which are in your charge, with full and clear data
as to the character, the time and place, and by whom obtained. Where specimens have been transferred to
I

the commanding officer or other person, you will so state.
9. A list showing, with their numbers, all other collections made, but which do not come under the
heads above enumerated.
I t is desired that you add to these lists such other data or remarks as will facilitate the speedy description of these collections on the return of this expedition, or as will secure similar results if it becomes necessary to abandon them. Such assistance, clerical and otherwise, as is necessary for this work will be furnished
you, on )'our request, between the hours of 9 a. m. and 3 p. m. daily.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,
A. \V. GREELY,

Firs/lit'''t., Fiftlt Car. A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.
Acting Assistant Surgeon O.

PAYY,

U. S. Army.

ApPENDIX

No. 88.-0rders 10 Dr. Paz')' rrlatirc to botanical specimens.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

JftlJ' 2,

1883'

I have the honor to request that you deliver me not later than May 20, 1883, six complete sets
of plants obtained by this expedition since August II, 1881. These sets are to be separate, and in their
arrangement should be made as light and compact as possihle to admit of being easily stowed in case of a
retreat by boats. It is intended that each officer of the expedition shall be charged with duplicate sets in
case of such retreat, in preparation for which these sets are needed. One set will be numbered from one
SIR:

upwards in order for easy reference hereafter.
If reasons exist why certain specimens (such as fungi) cannot be so arranged, you will state by letter,
giving their number, and, when known, their generic and specific names.
Lichens and friable specimens will be arranged in light pasteboard boxes.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,

A. ,V.

GREELY,

First Liad., Fif/It (.,01'., A. S. O. tmd Assistant, Ctmlmandillg.
Acting Assistant Surgeon O.

PAl'Y,

U. S. Ar",y.

»
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ApPENDIX

No. 89.-Orders to Lieutenanr Lockwood to reheue Dr. Pavy as naturalist.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

June

I,

1883.

[Orders No.2.]

Second Lieut. James B. Lockwood, Twenty-third Infantry, A. S. 0., will relieve. Acting Assistant Surgeon
O. Pavy, U. S. Army, of the duties of naturalist of this expedition. Ac~ing Assistant ~urgeo~ O•.Pavy, on
receipt of this order, will transfer to Lieutenant Lockwood all ~ol1ectlOns and spec~mens 10 h~s charge
with] an inventory [thereof]. He will also furnish as far as p:act~cable such data as WIll e.nable Lle~tenant
Lockwood to make the written reports required by commumcanons from the commanding officer to Dr.
Pavy under date of May'l and 2, 1883. Lieutenant Lockwood will make the report required by the abovementioned communications within five days from the completion of the inventory of specimens.
You are advised that at least six hours daily will be given to this work until the completion of this
transfer.
The portion of the. collections made by Dr. Pavy which he may desire to keep as personal, and which
are not needed to perfect the official collections, can be retained by him, awaiting final approval by the
Chief Signal Officer of the Army.

r·

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

APPENDIX

No. go. -r-Lieutenant Lockwood's report on natural hz'story specimens receiuedfrom
Dr. Pavy.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, June 10, 1883,
SIR: In reply to your communication of the 8th instant, I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy
of the "list of specimens" turned over to me by Dr. Pavy, which is the only written data received from him
pertaining to the transfer or to the reports required by you, and is substantially the only information elicited,
either written or verbal. My efforts to obtain anything more have been unsuccessful.
The "condition of the specimens" I can best state in detail, though, as there was no complete itemized
list of any portion, it was difficult to know what was of the collection and what not. All the mounted
plants were in your possession; the others in vials with alcohol, in small boxes or bags, or in the large tank
. with birds, &c. The stuffed birds were, with a few exceptions, wrapped in paper and packed in boxes; those
not stuffed were in vials with alcohol or in the tank referred to. The insects (all much covered with dust)
were on cork, in two small boxes, one open and the other nailed up, also in many small match-boxes, vials,
&c. The two ermines and hares were in the box with the birds; most of the other animals in vials with
alcohol, as were also the various water organisms, fishes, &c. The Eskimo relics were mostly packed in one
large box, together with most of the fossils, shells, &c. Most of the deer antlers were in a box together.
The musk-ox skins were on the roof of the house, and the skeletons on the tripod or under the ice in the
water. ~ one of th~ skelet~ns are yet prepared. The only specimens regularly packed in boxes were ~he
stuffed birds and animals (WIth perhaps a few exceptions) some of the insects and most of the Eskimo relics,
fossils, deer antlers, &c. The appended list embraces with a few exceptions all of the specimens labeled,
but ~any ~ere found without any descriptive data attached, and few or none w'ith such data complete. The
~sklmo reh?s almost wholly wanted any data by which they could be identified. The specimens were found
III and outside of three wall tents, occupied also by medical stores and the personal effects of Dr. Pavy.
The collection gen~rally was ve~ ,?uch confused, and no attempt at arrangement according to classes,
numbers, or otherwise, or at keeping It separate and distinct, was apparent.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J. B. LOCKWOOD,
First L'leu.
tAW
G
Second
Lieutenant,
Twenty-third
btjalzlry, A. S.
. . REELY,
F~flh Cavall)', A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.
*' Bracketed words doubtful owing ';~-iii;~ibility of

o.

,-~~----

letter-press copy.-A. -W~ G.

,
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List of birdsfrom JUly,

1881,

to August,

No. 503. Black Guillemot, Greenland, July, 1881.
504. Larus Glaucus, Discovery Harbor, June 4·
505. Bernicla Brenta, Discovery Harbor, June 2, 1882.
506 . Bernic1a Brenta, Discovery Harbor.
44. Snow bunting, by Brainard, Cape Bryant.
507. Turnstone, Discovery Harbor, June 8, 1882.
508. Guillemots, near Littleton Island, July, 1881.
509. Sandpiper, Discovery Harbor, June, 1882.
5 10• Turnstone, Discovery Harbor, June 8, 1882.
511 • Sandpiper, Discovery Harbor, June, 1882.
5 12. Dovekie, Discovery Harbor, June, 1882.
513. Dovekie, Discovery Harhor, June, 1882.
5 14. King duck (male), Discovery Harbor,June 18, 1882.
5 15. King duck, Discovery Harbor, June, 1882.
5 16. Long tailed duck (female), Discovery Harbor, June,
1882.
5 17. Long tailed duck (male), Discovery Harbor, June,
1882.
5 18. Long tailed duck (male), Discovery Harbor, June,
1882.
519. Glacus [Glaucous] Gull, Discovery Harbor, June,
23, 1882.
5 22. King duck (male), Discovery Harbor, June 3°,1882.
523. Eider duck (male), Dutch Island, July 2, 1882.
5 26. Skua, Discovery Harbor, July 10, 1882.
5 24. Sabine gull, shot by Schneider, Discovery Harbor,
July 8, 1882.
5 27. Eider duck, Discovery Harbor, July 10, 1882.
5 28. Skua, Discovery Harbor, July 10, 1882.
529. Turnstone, Discovery Harbor, July 10, 1882.
530. Turnstone, Discovery Harbor, July 20, 1882.
531. Ermine, shot by Henry, Discovery Harbor, July 22,
1882.
53 2 • Ermine (male), shot by Jewell, Discovery Harbor,
July 26, 1882.
533. Eider duck, shot by Long, Discovery Harbor, July
27, 1882.

1882.

Box Nos.

1

Jun~

I, 1883-

and 2.

534. Glaucus [Glaucous] gull, Lake Alexander [Alexandra]
Connell, Aug. I, 1882.
5 21. Hare, by Lt. Lockwood, Greenland Coast, Rabbit Point,
qJ Boxes 3. Lichens.
No. 103. Samples of driftwood from pieces found at St. Patrick's Bay and Discovery Harbor. Descriptive list in the hand of commanding officer.
Mark on samples: (1 - 2
X - II - X
_ 4 "IX 6 - VIII -- V - Xl (11)

- VII
3·
Box containing Eskimo remains. To identify these specimens it will he better to he provided with a

I

photograph.
set of deer antlers from Lake Hazen.
In box. Skull of Eskimo, and one seal from Littleton Island.
Box I. Eggs collected in neighborhood of Ft. Conger, Aug.,
1882.
Barrel I. Containing old skull of musk-ox found at Care
,
Baird hy Brainard.
2 skins, seal, small and large, collected at Distant Cape and
Discovery Harbor, 7th of June and Aug.,
I

1882.
ep 3 sets of lichens in three boxes (given to commanding
officer).
ep Fungi and plants in alcohol (Fungi cannot easily be transported without heing crushed).
ep sets 3, mounted plants.
tp sets I complete, consisting of 62 plants collected around
Discovery Harbor and vicinity; and in which
are I fern (No.9), 5 grasses (No. 54,4°,39,
35 and 41), Equisetace (Equisetacere] (No
56),3 mosses (No. 18, 19 and 51).
Plant [No. 55) is an Erica from Lake Hazen, of which the
species is not found around Discovery Harbor.
Skeleton to he prepared.
Foxes, polar Bear, Bird, Wolf, Musk-ox heads.
A part of these specimens will need to have the fluid changed.
OCTAVE PAVY,

A. A. Surgeon, U. S. A.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

List of specimens from JUly,

1881,

No.
No.

45. Cape Delano, fossils, FeUden Peninsula, Grinnell
Land,1882.
So. Annelidre, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
81. Annelidre, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
79. Crustaceee, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
7 2. Annelidee, Discovery Harhor, June, 1882..
73. Medusre, Discovery Harbor. April, 1882.
70. Annelidee, Discovery Harbor, June, 1882.
75. Annelidre, Discovery Harbor, June, 1882.
71. Annelidse, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
66. Medusee, Discovery Harbor, June, 1882.
62. Molluscoidee, Discovery Harbor, August, 1882.
67. Annelidre, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.

June

8 3.

I, 18

to August, 1882.

69.

Annelidre, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
74. Annelidre, Discovery Harbor, AUbJUst, 1882.
65. Molluscoidre(Brachiopodre), Discovery Harbor, July.

63.
68.
64.
109.
l0S.
, 106.
88.
82.
108.

IS8!.
Moltuscoidre, Discovery Harbor, August, 1882.
Medusre, Discovery Harbor, May, 1882.
Annelidre, Discovery Harbor, August, 1882.
Molluscoidre, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
Molluscoidre, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.

Rocks, Bellows.
Fish, Discovery Harbor, August, 1882.
Annelidre, Discovery Harbor, August, 1882.
Rocks, Bellows, 1882.
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No. 107. Rocks, Bellows,1882.
100. Shells, Bellows, 1882.
101. Rocks, Bellows, 1882.
104. Plants, Lockwood Island, 1882.
98. Medusee, Discovery Harbor, June, 1882.
94. Crustacea [Crustaceai], Discovery Harbor.july, 1882.
113. Sand Star, Carl Ritter Bay, August, 1882.
III. I lemming, Discovery Harbor, August, 1881.
112. I lemming, North Greenland Coast, by Lieutenant
Lockwood.
114. Bird, July, 1882.
115." Sounding near Littleton Island, July, 1882.
116. Red snow, Carey Island, July, 1882.
117. Egg of skua,
118. Sounding, Discovery Harbor, September 6, 1881.
120. Entoza [entozoa] of seal, Melville Bay, July, 1881.
124. Egg of bents [brenta], Discovery Harbor, August,
1881.
127. Cryptogamire, Cairn Hill, July, 1881.
126. Foetus [fcetal] hares, Discovery Harbor, July, 1881.
121. Algre, Discovery Harbor, July, 1881.
125. Skua,
12 3. I egg, Discovery Harbor, July 25, 1882.
136. 2 eggs, Discovery Harbor, August 2, 1882.
129· 5 turnstones, Discovery Harbor, August 2, 1882.
138. Cryptogamire, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
122. 4 ducks, Discovery Harbor, July. 1882.
130, Rocks, Black Rock Vale, 1882.
131. Rocks, Black Rock Vale, 1882.
134· Shells, Bellows, 1882,
133· Rocks, Bellows,1882.
132. Shells and bones from Eskimo camps, Bellows, 1882.
106. Rocks, Bellows,1882.
110. Annelidse, Discovery Harbor, July, .882.
135· Fish, Cape joseph Henry, April, 1882.
140. Rocks and fossils, Cape l'Delons [Delano], April,
1882.
145· Rocks and fossils, Cape Delons [Delano], April,
1882.
146. Rocks, shells, and rosin, Bellows.
141. Rocks, shells, Lincoln Bay, April, 1882.
go. Crustaeee [crustacese], Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
77· Mollusccidre (gastero), Discovery Harbor,july, 1882.
78. Annelidre, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
76. Molluscoidre (gastero), DiscoveryHarbor, july, 1882.
143· Shells, Lincoln Bay, April, 1882.
144· (Box) S crustacee [crustacea], collected by Sergeant
Brainard, St. Patrick Hay,
139· Crustacre [crustacea], Discovery Harbor,]uly, 1882.

No. 84. Molluscidee [molluscoidee]', Discovery Harbor, July,
1882.
87. Molluscidre [molluscoidee], Discovery Harbor, July,
1882.
89. Fish, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
149. Crustacre [crustacere] , Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
148. Crustacea [crustacere] and shells from stomach of
seal, May, 1882.
147. Crustacea [crustaceee], Discovery Harbor, June, 1882.
142. Medusre, Upemavik [Upemivik], July, 1881.
156. Medusse, Discovery Harbor, February, 1882.
157. Sand stars, Carl Ritter Bay, August, 1882.
158. *-- from Carl Ritter Bay, August, 1882.
175. Molluscoidee, Upemavik [Upernivik], July, 1881.
83. Crustacea [crustacese], Discovery Harbor, April,l 882.
91. Crustacre[crustacere],DiscoveryHarbor,April,1882.
86. Molluscoidoe, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
So. Crustacea [crustacese], Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
83. Crustacea[crustacese], Discovery Harbor, June, 1882.
lSI. Insects, Discovery Harbor, June, 1882.
173. Medusee, Discovery Harbor, April, 1882.
153. Sand stars, Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
IS4. Medusre collected at head of Archer's Fiord.
93. Crustacse[crustaeere], Discovery Harbor, July, 1882.
102. Crustacse[crustaceee], Discovery Harbor, May.
95. Annelidse, Discovery Harbor, February, 1882.
96. Crustacse[crustacese], Discovery Harbor, May, 1882.
52. Parosites [parasites) of ptarmigan, DiscoveryHarbor,
1883.
43. Rocks from Cape Britannia.
174. Rocks from Lockwood Island.
171. Plants from Cape Britannia.
163. Plants from Lockwood Island.
Box (Nos. I and 2), Classe [class] Insecta: Hymenoptua [Hymenoptera], Lepydoptua [Lepidoptern]; Diptera, Hemiptera; Anopura, Arachnida.
1 box reindeer bones, Discovery Harbor, 1882.
3 ermines.
1 glass jar, salmonida [salmonidre], Lake Alexandra,
August, 1882.
7 glass jars, water from paleocrystric berg, 1882.
3 specimens of musk-oxen.
3 kegs, rocks, Water-course Bay and Discovery Harbor, 1882.
1 barrel, coal and fossils from Water-course Bay.
Petrification (Brainard), Discovery Harbor, 1882.
Petrification of whale, Archer's Fiord, August, 1882.
Large log from Archer's Fiord, August, 1882•

..Omission in otiginal.-A. W. G.

ApPENDIX

No. 9 I .- Lieute1tQllt Lockwood's letter and report on natural history specimens.

June 30, 1883.
SIR: I? compliance with your instructions of the rst and 8th instant, I have the honor to submit the
accom~anymg Inventory of collections in natural history classified and arranged as far as practicable
accordmg to your directions and emb .
11 h d
'
..
~
racmg a t e ata on the subject III my possession.
,
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All additions to the collection received since I have been in charge are underscored, and shown ~en
erally at the end of each list. Specimens dated prior to June I, 1883, or without date, were collected before
the transfer of these articles to my custody.
Some birds and a few skeletons, hides, &c. (articles in the course of preparation mostly), yet remain to
be added to this inventory, it not being convenient to put them on at present.
I am, very respectfully,
J. B. LOCKWOOD,
Second Lieutenant, TWe1lty-thinl 11Ifantry, A. S. O.
First Lieut. A.

,V.

GREELY,

Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.

Inclosure to Appendix No. 9I.-Invelltory

0/ collections in

natural kistory,

INDEX.
I. Plants (including fungi)
II. Birds
._~__•
III. Insects (including spiders)

.

.

...

n

--------- .--- .-------------- ------ ------- --- - - -.- -- -- ------- --- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- ---- - - - -. --

uu.. u

uu

n

•.
IV. Mammalia
.,-------- ... ---- ---- -- -------- - ..-------- ..--- .- -- - -V. Fishes ,
VI. Mollusca(a), Crustacca(b), Annelida(c), Medusa(d), Star fish(/~) (einc1udes soundings and dredging specimens).___
VII. Eskimo remains
------.
•
..
--- ------------ ---- ---- .•_- -------- - -VI II. Drift wood
-------- ---- ---- -. - -- --- -- - --. - -- ---- --IX. Rocks, shells, fossils, and petrifactions __
-----~
X. Horns, bones, and skeletons
-------------------------- .--------- .----- --------. --- --- -XI. Hides and skins.
•
.._.
-- -- -- --- ----- - - - -- •• --- -- ---- -- -- .- - - - -n

__ "

•

._

----

---,-

•• ----.- -

-

-

--- ----- -

uu

---- .--- --- -.

u_ - - '

n

XII. Miscellaneous (eggs, &c.).

Box
Barrel
..
Small barrel

Keg ..
Barrel _.
Keg
dox

Game killed in I SS3

u

n.

u

:::~_:::=:::::::::::~=:::==:!
_--_I' r"
Barrel
Do

Crate
Small box

Bar~~

.

----------------i
u

·=~=:===:=:::=====I ~.

::. ' :
Small box

u_n---------------'

::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~\ ~:
Box __.

Small box
Crate
paCkage.
Small box
Box
Do

n

-

__ U U u

n

-

-

-

•

u _ u _ u __ •

u

u

•

;

---

u__

~-;=================:=~i

Small
Do
Box
Do
Log
Small box

n_u_n_ ---- - - u n

n_u -

u

u---u-----u------------------u--------u--

-

-

-

__ - -

u--

Eskimo remains (mostly).
Birds (stuffed).
Petrified tree.
Coal from coal mine.
D.
E. Rocks, fossils, &c.
F.
Rock crystals.
._____ G.
Reindeer horns.
Rocks and fossils mostly.
Muskox skull, hare skins, salmon, trout, &c.
Seal in alcohol, 19 quarts alcohol to 4 quarts water.
Stuffed birds.
..
K.
Do.
._____ I,.
Drift wood.
*
M. Bottles and vials with specimens in alcohol.
.. ----I N.
Do.
Insects, plants from 83° 24', &c.
No. 229, lichens, mosses, &c.
Q.
Stuffed birds.
79 1,793,794, hides.
Bones of bear and musk-oxenStuffed birds.
. k
h 11 hi I
d k II
8-10, SII, S16, musk-ox calves' ~i~cs, and. S14, mus -ox u
J( es an
s u .
~
__ . __ .~
.I V.
Chiefly coal from coal mine contammg fossils.
W.
Deer antlers and sledge from Distant Cape.
i X. 65 , mammal bones from Ella Bay..
1
•
~
;\ Y.
Few plants in bottle of alcohol [noi] can.
Z.
}
Skulls
of ~ dozen musk-oxen, skeletons of wolf, owl, and fox.
.._- - - - -i AA.
I Bll.
(S51) eggs.
.,
.
.
Can containing birds in alcohol.
CC.
..
------ DD.
Tank U. S. Fish Commis~i.o~, contam~ng birds in alcohol.
, ---- ..-----' -~ ---- Lichens, hy Lieutenant Klslmgbury (10 two tm boxes).·
: EE.
~
(67 1 ) Ella Bay.
Moss collected near station, summer IS83'
Fl".
A.
B.
C.

...____

'u

u

-

unu_ .__

n'

,

3°2
3°5
3°8

08
3
3°8
309
11
3
13
3
14
3
1
3 5
j 15
16

3
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Indosure to Appendix

lVO.

9I.-Itwel110ryofcollections in natural histDry-Continued.

.. I. -

-d
II)
,..:;:
o

ttl
l-<

<Ii
s::u

t)

-d
;=:

:::l

p..

u
....

.....0

'c

t::

.2

~

0

==
:::l

..c:

v

Name.

==
bIJ

In

Z

C.

B.

i\..

s -S

'Q
v
c,

til

PLANTS.

Remarks, showing genus and species
and name of collector of rare specimens.

:::l

=
II)

3·

~

~

I.

2.

3·

iJloullted plants.t
4
6
6
6

u

2
2
2
___

6

6

Purple saxifrage _

2'

h

__ U

7

3

8

Z !

9

2

10

2

II

....

2

12

---------------- ... ,-----)

-.

8

_.

_ 2

I

15
17

I
2

I

20

-M~s-========== ======_
Willow

_Uh

-

__

I

I
I

I_.

_

Z

2

.• __ •
I
2
1

2
1

2
__ .

2

n_

._

2

___

I

__ .

2

Z

_n

2
I

I
.2

4

2

29 1·----· -----. ---- --

i

--- .. _--- ------

37
38
39

~---~

I

2

33 -----.
.1
34
35 ·G~~;-h----h-!-U-----36

2

In bloom June 22, 1883.
Ranunculus. In bloom June 17. 1883.
Noticed in bloom June 5, 1882, June
6, 1883.

43

44
45

I

47
48

I
I

49

50
51
52
53
54

.2

2

_h

--. ---

2

'

--

I

I

I

2

- - - - -. - - - - - .2
I

~

.2 __ ,______

3

--- ---

I
3 'u
__ . __ ' I

-

1

_

I

2

In bloom June 23,1883.
•. ---- In bloom June 8, ,883.

_

In bloom June - , 18R3.
In bloom June - , 1883.

---

2
I

40

42

--- ---

I

41

I

I

2
2
I

30 i --. ------ __d'_'_. •
3 1 ---------32
- - - - - - - - _ __ _ ____ _ _ _ __

46

I
I

Salix arctica, noticed in bloom June 2,
1882, June 6,1883.
Crucifene. In bloom June 8, 1883.
In bloom June 17,1883.

I

2

I

2

_

_

2

5
7

2
I
2
I

Compositse, In blossom June 25, 1883.
In blossom June 14,1883.
Oppositifolia, noticed in bloom June
1,1882, June 6, ,883.
Ranunculus, noticed in bloom June 19,
1883.
Composites. In blossom June 23, 1883.
In blossom June 13,1883.
Papaver alpinum. In blossom June
17, 1883.
Compositre, In blossom June, 1883.
Cruciferre (in bloom). In blossom June
16, 1883.
Crucifene (in seed).
Pedicularis cuspitata or nelsonii.
In blossom June 6, 1883.
In blossom June, 1883.

2

4

I

Found in blossom June 23,1883.
Found in blossom June 8, 1883.

1

4
4

5

_

2

5

3

_
I

_

9

4
4

2
2

_
_

4

--_.. _-------- -.. - .. _----j-

5
5

• __
_

2

2

4
4
6

6

I

2

2

18 ____do

6

n_

_

:_h'

4

h

z

19

2

_h

2
2
2

16

2

I '

'

2

---- ---- ._-- 13
4 14
8

• __

,, __ , I

2

6

6

2

I

2

5

8

1,1

2
I _
______ 2
_ __ I _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ .. ' ....

I,

-----_ .... _- .. ------ ... _- ------- - ------ - ... ----- . ---------- _---- -_ ----- .. ---- ..._----- ----_ .. -- .._- _-- ------ -----------_ ... _---- ------ -- ...
--- - "'------ ----... ..
----------..
-M;-S~--------h -----... _---~

....

....

....

....

~-----

"'-

_---~

---------~

-----.

---.... _---------- ........ _--- --......

I
I
I

I
2

_.

I '

.
2

I

I
1
I

..

• nata as to plants from Lieutenant Greely's notes and diary.

_
.. __

__ ~

_

1
2

In bloom Tune 22, 1883.
In bloom June 14, 1883.

_

_. -- -. - -.- -- .. ---

..... ---

....

....

t AU found In vicinity of Fort Conger, G. L. ; exceptions noted.
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Inciosure to Appendix No. 91.-Itl1'ellIOlY of colledwns in natura! history-Continued.

I.-PLANTs-Continued.
rJi

rJi

I-

Q

-d

11)

,:.c

't!11)

S

11)

u

t:iJ
!!
......

<5
Z

......

<5
Z

Remarks. !ihowinJ: genus and spedes
and name of collector of rnrr l'peci~
mens.

:::l

.s:

.S
§
:::l
P:::

, 0

I-

iLl

c.

B.

-d
Q

Name.

e.n

I.:

11)

..c
~

A.

S

:::l
Q

co:!
c, 'Q..

0

--' .. -

11)

..0

=
II)

I.

~
.....

2.

4·

3·

jJfounteti plantsContinued.

_--

55

I
2
1
I

Erica from Lake Hawn.
Equisetaceee.

50
57

•

58

I

59

4

60

4

61
62 1---- .------

2

Saxifrawt flagellaris. In "loom June
19. ISS.;.
.
Composiue. III bloom June 27,18,\13.

63

I

64

In bloom June

MOUNTED PLANTS COLLECTED AND MOUNTED JUNI~ -

(

No of~ No. of
: pJa~ts.! spedi
• mens.

I

I.

I

3
4

5
6
7
8
91
10

II
12

12

• __ •

12

,

•

_u

u

"

16

17
18
19

•

u

.• _ _ u

9 •

Moss

12

.

__ h

u

.

__ •

_
h

_
._. __

.
•

.'_"

_

u

•

._

13

14
14

27

13
15

u

h

•

-------.---------------------~----------.
Ranunculus nivalis
u
__ u
_

34

12

35
36

13
'4

38

12

14

-------~-------~-----------_._-----------

Lycopodium selago • __

u

__ -_ u

•

-

13
12

Colpodium latifolium

- ---- - .. --, ---_.-.

-'-

u

__ u _

~

•

._~

__. .__

•

uu

u

u

_

u u __ •

----.-----------------------------------.

52
53

54
55
56

57

S8
59
61

63

64
6S

66
67

68

:~===~I:====:==:==~:=~:==~=::=:===:=:::=:::===:=
12

71

•

__

---_.- ------.----- ------

12
13
74

i

12

Erica.
•
Equisetum variegatum
Suspected to he leaves of No.

_

u.

uu_.:

u u __ u ,

21

n

h

h

"f·;)~~~i-hi-J~i;u-t~~;~t -G~~;i;;- ·f<i;')dtY-;;ith-

14

No. 59 doubtful.
-----

16

_

; ~ -S~;p;c"t~~-t:;i~-;;ri;t; ~(N~:i:::~::=::=:::
---;;- -;,·;,~~;ii,y ·s;;i~~i-c;~; -:::::~.:::::::~:: ..
:: ·i:;,.~~;iiJy-i,j;;t~(;;c~jy~-;;;i~1i ;)( -N~:j 5= =::
Probably variety No. 23--------------------

12

by

.2

__

- - ------------ ••.• --.

14 - ~·~~~~i -iJ~~;y~==- =_~
12 Horse tail found Ily Sergeant Elison.
I

.-

•

5°
- -. - -- - -- - -- - -- -- -- - ------ -• •- ---. -- -. - _51 -- --. -". --Moss

69'

4

.

__

----- -----------.----..-- .--__
- ---------•
•
•

47 ------ NO·4 going to seed
48
Suspected to he No. 20 -

70 I

---

~

u

.

.2 ----.-----

45
46

62

15
12
12
12
12
12

.

43 ------ ----------------------------------------44

60

Saxifraga tricuspidata

u

2

49
.

~

do

I
1 !
42 !

_

_
..

14

25

37

u

h.

.

12
12 ,

12

33

_
._

u

Papaver alpinum
Taraxacum, Dens-leonia __ . __

23

28
29
3°
31
32

_

._ .__.

:; l==::=:=:~::::===::==:::=::::=::::=::~=:::
., _

47 Salix arctica

26

..

14
16
12

20
21
22
24

_

.

14
;---__ .. No. 12 in seed
13
12
Pedicularis, Nelsonii
'4

15

_

.'

Woodsia ilvensis _.

12

Name.

:

.----':---1---:-----------~ :~9 i:::_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
4
Identity doubtful, __

•

14 ..
.
16
._.
15 Saxifraga oppositifolia

No. ofl.,.!N.~~?r-:-I--------------'----_·~---·

i

!

I
2

TO JULY 25, 1883.

IIi plants.: SPCCl-1
mens.

Name.

20, 1883.

12
12

lZ

u

u. u_

h.

__

E<luise-·

Cum arvense.

Found hy Cr~5; variety of No. 23
Found hy EliSIJn; variety of Xo. 2J.
Found by Ralston
...
found by Elison; not mounted _u_.

_

•.
u

....__ 1
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Inclosure to Appendix 91.-Illventory of collections in natural history-Continued.
MOUNTED PLANTS COLLECTED ANp MOUNTED JUNE -

!No. of! No.?f
1i

!

__ \

m~:

75 (

76

I

77
78'
79 I
80 \
81
1,

Co~~~~riaofficinalis; found in bloom June II,

14
12
2

82 I
83
84
85 :
86 '
87
88
89
90

I',

Found by Elison; variety of No. 27
i
Found by Lieutenant Greely
IZ __
do ,
12 Found by Elison
12 · ..__ do_________________________________
16 Possibly No. 39, in which case No. 39 would
bear resemblance to No. 81. Both found,
1883, by Lieutenant Greely.
_uJ

huU

h

u

__

25, I 883-Continued.

'No. of! No.?f
Name.
i plants. I speclmens
1
1
l__ _ _. [ 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

Name.

. plants.! speer-

TO JULY

.u

n

•

u_-!

uh__

nn

_n

_

h

~~ ..=~~~~d~y_~~~~~e~~~~~~~e~:~=============:=
15
12
12
4
14

do __
Very common; found by Lieutenant Greely __
Found by Sergeant Elison
Found by Lieutenant Greely. , , __
u

h

__

huu

u

.... _nn.

nun

un

hh

n_

I2
I

_

I

Also I sheet, 2 [ bunches mosses,

1. PLANTs-Continued.

-----.,..------------_
When found.

188
189
191
19z

o

N

_h_

h

__

do; , -

h

__ h .

-

u_n

Remarks showing genus and species, name of
collector of rare specimens.

Where found.

z: :::::"...m--mn..J....oo__
- _ h __

Oom.m.

h

_

o
o
o ---- -..------------------ -------------- -----------------[93 () --- .. -------------------- --------_.__ ... _- ------- ... --------_ ....

194
195

[96

197
573

[98

-

---

*587
*206
*[0420 5
*229

748

573
849
844
864
85 2

845

__

h

u

----- ---

__ _

__

_

~ ::~: ;~~~~~:~~~::::r:::=:::::::r:::::::::::: :=::

Different kind; many specimens.
Different kind; many specimens; also fungi.
Several different kinds.

specimens, one kind.
Many specimens, different kind.
One kind.
Erica ---- ..- ..------- -------------- ..----------------- Many specimens.

I
I

__ n

2

-------------- --- --- -- -------- -- ---- .. - ---. -- ----

I

200

*5 85

__ o n - - __ n

n

N ---- -------------------- --------------. ------------------

199

*576

-- -- -

.. --~_._-

----- .. ----- ---------: ... ----. ---- ---- """,----- -- --- ... -- --_. ,

_h_-M~;;,-~s~~;~~i~- -M;y'----i88j- -F~;;ii-M~~~t;in·==='
frage, &c.
Willow -Root or knot
I box. of plants __
I b~~ of plants h

In bag in box with plants from latitude
83°24' N.

1882
Discovery Harbor__
May,
1883 Musk ox Valley
Small tree(?).
P
May,
1882 Lockwood Island-- Grasses, saxifrage, S:«,
p
.do
do
Grasses, saxifrage, &c., in box 206.
P!
do
Cape Britannia
Do,
I
IPlants
box of lichens __h_ _ _ _ _ do -----d. -i• V·rcimty
.. F t. Conger
----,
o
With
a
few mosses; in barrel H.
I
o
Mushr~~;-&- ------i- .. -h---------I----------- ---- --- Chiefly water plants.
o
D'
d ~ll c ----Fort Conger
Isease WI ow
1883
do
- - -.•----- .----------O ____ Seaweed
o
Mushroo.~-&----------. ---8-------o
' C -----I 83
I
W
dOh-u __uuh_l
I Fort Conger __
1883
Moss and lichens
!
~
Fungus n-n-u~===i-j~~;;h-i883--Ne~~-~t~ti~;.------Moss and fungus
.
do
u_n_\,
3
W
Moss and lichens
' J 188 88 i.-Small paper box.
o
Fungus
---- une 30, I 3 :-- __do
_!
2

__ u

_ n ..

u

__

h

Uh

h

__

_

h

u

__

----

_

h

---:--_uu

---_u

u

__. _

1-----------------_

u

u

__

-.--

u

__

hu

i

h

----

u

__

h

__ :

n

~ :::: :~~t~~~~!~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~;~~~~; ;~~~~~~~i~;~::]· ~:~~:o:;~ alcohol.
*Not In alcohol.

J
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Inclosure to Appendix No, 9I.-Inventory of (olledwnr in natural h4'fDry-Continued.
I I.-BIRDS.
Date of-

....~o

When found.

Kame.

Where
found .

I Dis-

Sex.

Remarks.

Appearance. lappea.r; anee.

C

Z

Stuffed.

5°3

S04
5°S
S06
44

5°7
508

u

K

Guillemot,

July,

u_

B

511

B

512

P

513

B

53 8

K

536

R
P

K

SZ2

n

523

L

526

B

524

K

527
528

n

534

H

7°7

K

7°5
700

K
K

699

K

(l98

K
K

7 15

71 ]
716
711

Do.

},

H

71 2

I

Do.
By Sergeant Brainard.
Reported seen by Sergeant
Bramard at Cape Baird.
I
Bruennich's Guillemot (Uria
B~"u4ii, Cape Sabine).

R

53°

697

BN'1f.ida Brmta.

I·

H

539
537

533

----,.----- ~Vt11"'11U11f Arctial.s.
June 5. 1883 j - - - - - - Larus Glal«W, reported as
seen by Sergeant ConneD.
Distant Cape; also, La,.,.,
Lnuoptn'vs at same time.

K
K
H

5 29

u

u

B
L
K

5 19

540

Julr.
1881 Greenland
June 4.1882 Discovery .u __
Harbor.
June 2, 1882
July,
1882
~Iay.
1882
June 8, 1882

510

518

__

Brent goose __ u_
do ._.u u
Snow bunting , , __
Turnstone

B

515
516
51 7

u

B
B
B
P

SOC)

5 14

~

Puffin
Glaucous gull.

K
B

L

K

K
K
L
L

H. Mis. 393--20

•
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Inclosure to Appendix No. 9 I.-Inventory of collections in natural history-Continued.

II. BIRDs-Continued.

~

Date of-

t
.....
0

Sex.

i

.:8

I
I

:

K

7°3

K

Stuffed-Cont'd.
I
I
Longtail duck ___ June 14, 1883 I Dis tan t Male. __
f
Cape.
____ do _. ______ -- ____ do ______ ;__ .do ______ I Female _hn

7°1

L

709

K

K

693
L

709
710
693

K
K

72 9
721
733

R

R
R
R

73°

R
R

737

734
736
72 7

74 0

744
743

735
785
790

R
R

R
R
R
R

n

728

I

;

h

u

U

•

__

U

__

u

U

__

I

__

__

u

u

u

chison,

__

O

!

I

!

u_ June 26, 1883, Dis tant Female'
.:.
! Lieutenant Kislingbury.
I Cape.:
I
King duck _h_ -do _U_h! u_do_u
Male .. ' _Uh -_u
t _u
! Long.
Turnstone
u_ June 22, 1883' Station
hdo. --'---------u--I---- h l Bender.
Dovekie - __
June 24,1883 , Dis tan t udo. h;
I Long.
u _u i., -! Cape.
\
I
____ do ----.
-_do
do
.
do I
:. !______
Do.
(!':"Lh __ h
June 26, 1883 Station
--h-hi-h-h_h'_u
Found dead by Cross.
King duck
June 25. 1883 Breakwater Male __:
uh_ Biederbick.
Point,
.do -, do
, Female
Do.
.do
Uu
June 26, 1883! Dis tant --do i u
.
Long.
. do
Phalarope

I

j ; __

Uu_

U U h __

i

;

__

u

'I.

do __

hu

Long"-ii
.

n

__

dU~k::: ::::~~
h

I
:::::: -ii;:''k;;;i;r

Cape.
do u-h-i_udo
__

~anDlgan Unh uudo

U

h

ou

Euler duck
udo
n
,
fern __._
June 29, 1883
Longtail duck _u June 28, 1883

U

h

U

h

__

h

__

U

U

784

u

u_

I

R

U

781

_. ,

u

'n

L,;

~

780
779
782

On

'unu_

R

792

778

I

!

726

74 1

•

R

Do.
Do.

u n __

-.U_Un_

i

7°1

732

• __

.do
.
Male.
.
_
June 15,1883 Near Fort Female __
By Private Biederbick.
Conger.
__ udo
June 17,1883
do __
udo
By Private Long.
King duck
-do
Dis tan t I. Male
-- __
Do.
I
.
Cape.
Diver duck __ u
h_do
Near Cape
June 17,1883 Uh __ By Sergeant Brainard.
.
I.
..
Lieber. 1
Snow bunting
June 16,1883 • Fort Conger iMaleu
uu_hu_I
By LIeutenant Kislingbury,
.
do ---do _n _u!
do
Female' -------- ..----i
'
King duck
June 17,1883. Dis tan t Male
i
By Long.
h
. Cape.
I
:
•
Diver h_h_un __ udo __uul Near Cape _..
u_"":u __ h
By Brainard.
Lieber.
Snowbunting_ h_ June 16,1883'. Fort Conger Male __ '__un_hh __ :_u
i Lieutenant Kislingbury.
__ ndo - -- ----- _ __ __do
In_dOu
Female'
uh
!
---I
Kingduck
JUneI7,1883.Distant Male..!u_uh_u
.i
u.! By Long.
1
Cape.
!
I
hh __ June 20, 1883! .do
_nAo
Female'
h __Uh_: _hU-j!
Do.
Tern
June 19.1883 Near station udo
'
..,__ ' _h
\Vhisler.
King duck
June 21, 1883 . Cape Mur· Male
----I
-1 Biederbick.
n
_uu

731
742

By Private Long.

~ _~~~e;~~=====:== _==~~~do __h
:=:==~==~~~~====:
__ n.dO __ uu -M:1~==
Female ==:========~_
__hh_hn_ ======
L

~_.-:

u n __ U _ n _ !

K L
KorL
Ao _. Uu
K
do
L
Glaucous gull;

7 10

:

1

I

7°4

R
Rememaarks.

Dis-I.....
Appearance. appear·
ance. :

,(

0

Z

Where
found.

When found.

Name.

Jun~ 29.1883

Tern U __

h

••

__

I

hunu

I I
::~~: :=1:=:::::::::::1::::::1- ~~~~rbick.
I
I
! __

Male __ '

Point.!
CaimHilL_ Female]
Dis tan t .ndou_I.,
Cape.
i' .
Station_
do
Dis tan t Male• .!
Cape.
I'
• -do
Station
h
l

uu __ u.u Lieutenant Kislingbury.

h

.

u

h

u

nn

n

.. Brainard.

I

U U __

.!h __h

Longtaii~i~~k-==:!Tu-~e
~6~~883- -D·~~·t-;~-t\;,:~"'al;I--_n-h-uh
!
Cape.;
i-_hnh __

Tern
July 1.1883
Phalaropeoh_h_ July 2, 1883
King duck
do _h
T~rn
n _ July 1, 1883
Kmg duck_ u u
do _u
u

n_

.-

---_u__

U
U
I

Long.

h_

u_

u
u
u

UUn

Station
do_ I
Cape Baird- do
do
-,-~fal~--, -nh
h h
Station
= Femal~I----nhn--B~akwater' do
I---u-.u
; Point.

--I' ------------- ------_

In u-j-

Cross.

I'·

h

i

1

I
Lieutenant Kislingbury.
I h_h Long.

Oh

h

-

-- -

uu_

1

Lieute~~~t Kislingbury.

Long.
Brainard.
Do.
_ Long.
_
Do.

_
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II. BIRDs-Continued.
Date ofWhere
found.

When found.

Name.

Sex.

Remarks.

Dis.
Appearance.
ance.

Stuifed-Cont'd.
U

786

U
U
U

U
I
I
I

828

799

802 I

806

j

June 26,1883 Dis tan t
By Lieutenant Kislingbury.
Cape.
'
.
Brent goose _
July 2,1883 Station _n_'n
-- ou_u
' . n u . By Gardiner.
00
•
u ' _do
' _. .do , __• __,
.
- -- - -- -: __'_u·_ By Whisler.
,Longtail duck __ , July 3,1883 Dis tant._n
uu
; u., By Long.
i
Cape.
;
_,
do n __ ._n
do
Station . u _ •. u_. _,u
,By Lieutenant Lockwood,
Skua .
July 9,1883 _udo __ .
Male.-'
h -------.---. i By Salor.
.do
do,..
'Female'
By Long.
.
•
do
King duck u __n July 8, 1883 Br~:~~~ter Male __
By Iliederbick.
Longtail duck _

u

up

•

0

Oh_

u _ u __

n_

u. __

I
I

o

n.

on.

I_h

u'-

n

I
'__-po, .hn_1
h

-U

_U_.h n.- __ '_uh_l By 'Eskimo Frederik.
~:~~i~~~_====== )~~~ ~~~~~~~.~~t~J~o~-====I.,:.~~~~:=:===:~:::=:==,::::==II By Lieutenant Kislingbury,
.u______ .n. do __ u_ . ,. _.do_,.

Female

!'

In alcohol.

I

i

N
N

'
I l
I

-----·i

Skua_ ..
..,
. :. ---------:-------'-----._ •• _--Turnstones (4)--- August, 1882 Discovery iun_u n
•
-- ..---!
Harbor. i
N
Eider ducks (2)u July,
1882 n_ do
N
Turnstone
,.- ------------- ----------.
,·
----1-----N
Duck __
u
ui
n Also tWQ lemmings, all young.
N
Turnstone
- __- __- :- ------ -,-- -:--- - - -- !---- --..- - ----1,.- - - --'
'
Tank.' Ptarmigan (2)
,
u------u--., M al e
u
_
1
•
' :
j
• and feI
I male.
'

125
129
122
122

7
18
187

I
--.,. ----------------------I------l

n

•

u

u

__

u

__ u _ n u n __ n

--

n

-

-

U_n. Tank. Small birds (4)-ul-------------I-----------'------- ------ ,-- ----'-----.
1'ank. Raven.
--J.
----- .------ ------------- ------:
1883 1 D ~:e~ n t
______ 1 Tank. Dovekie' (2) __001 Jnne,
.,.. -----------(----____ u

______

Tank. I Knot, __u __
l Tank. '. Turnstones (2)
,!

I,
n

n Tank.
550 Tank.
__

no_do

u._

Turnstone
Owl

n

--__

i D ~~:b:~:

u-

n

u

------I--un
un\'-

'

"June 22, 1883 " Near Fort
I Conger.
!
i June 23, 1883
do-u---;u--u--u----h----I-n--~ B, l~ieutenant Kislin bu
h - _~n
1882
I'--.do u_n. "(put in tank June 26, ~88~.

:

._nu-i

I

n

.

-

-

.

_

-

--

.

n

I

770 Tank. Ptarmigan
do
n J : June 25.1883
770 Tank. Longtailducks(2) June 26, 1883 __.dO.nn- Male __.-. __u
.
' a n d feI
male.
770 Tank. Snowbunting(J}. June 28, 1883
do __u-- _u_h_
July 2,1883 Breakwater Malen
788 Can. King duck
Point.
_____________do--- ~
,------Tank. Longtail ducks (2) June 25, 1883 :Fort Conger Female
883
Snow
bunting
(3)
June
28,
1
Tank.
796 } Can. Skuas (2) u_n._ July 5. 1883 _do------ ------ .. ------------797
___ 00--_--. Female --------.---798 Can. King duck u_u_ July 9, 1883
•
...---------Snow bunting
July I 1,1 883 __.do_----Q
883
u_

_n__.

u

•

n

•

_h

;

----~-:

:

._n---n---- -----u__u------_n _ By Long.
u_· _uu

--_.--------

-----..----.----
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IlI.-INSECTS {INCLUDING SPIDERS).

N
ri \No. Of\
1 0.0 IBOl(. sped.

Imens. 1
I
, 155
- ,N:
--,
5 I Fly
tag.

----:------1--------- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
I
I

I .

1

nn_.

n

n

__ "

__

159 I N
3 : Caterpillars
lSI' N _.un Insecta.;,
u_uu June,
152 N n_n_ Parasitesofptarmigan June,
220
P \U
Insects h
U _U _

"_U_

u

u _ n __ -.

I •

1

---.'

u_uuu __n _ ...1882
_nn_ A great many.
1883 Discovery Harbor , ,
Do.
'u_n
n __u_n_ One box containing 1 7 bumble-bees, 29 butter!
flies, 10 millers, 8 spiders, 19 flies, and 7
i
dragon flies.
190 i n
nl _u_.nU_n
•
.h_h_n
u_uunnuun_ Four cocoons, caterpillars (a great many), and
I
j
\
1:
l a half dozen very small insects.
568 I 0 I
I
Ant n
hun
u_ n __ Discovery Harborc ;l
5691 0 I
I
Worm _n_Uu __n
hn
. _n_doh_uunn_!
.
.
570 , 0'
3 '.hn_n __ h
n
u_Uu u_.do __n_nu..h' Two minute red insects and I yellow.
571 ' 0
2 ! Caterpillar__.__ Uh__!_n_u_u_n •
do_n_u ..
!
572 0
5 Ants
:
do, ,
:
223 P __ h__ Insects n n u _Unu
do_nnu_un Lepidoptera, &c.; small paper parcel, several
boxes within containing I I caterpillars, &c.,
5 cocoons, and a bee and several insects.
I,
Caterpillars ,
_ ____________ 1
n' ------- Small pasteboard box containing numerous
745 N
vials.
Cocoons,;
n
n
n_'
A number in a tin box.
6 o
74
__ .
.
Miscellaneous.
..
..
i Butterflies, dragon flies, bumble-bees, &c.(in
- u n ----

II

I

Remarks.

'Where found.

When found.

Name.

I

.-h

n

..

n

I

I

I

i

n

855

o
o

880

882

I
I

5

box 851 with eggs).
(Like a spider.]
CrustaCea:_U_n_h_ July 23, 1882 Dutch Island
Bumble-bees __ u
July 14,1883 Station
i
Dragon flies _n_n
udo_u_~_!
donn_nun_:
L;

'

I
IV.-MAMMALIA.

No. of
tag. i.Box.
,

53 1

532
521

535

!

Name.

When found.

Sex.

Remarks.

Stufftd specimens.
B Ermine
July 22, 1882 Discovery Harbor
By Private Henry.
(In
B ____do______________ July 26,1882
Male __ By Sergeant Jewell,
May 7,1882 Cape Benet, north coast
B Hare nu ____
By Lieutenant Lockwood.
of Greenland.
I
____do______________
B
u

____

....-

In alcohol.
III
112

Where found.

J

o

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r __ ... _ _ _ _ ..

i
n __ Aug. -,1882 DIscovery Harbor -----1-------.
May 9,1882 TaylorInlet, north coast 'nu____
of Greenland.
I
n. ',_u__________ D'iscovery
Harbor _n __ nn .n.
1

N L
'
emmlDg
_..
---do_N
N

- - _ ... - - - -.. _ - -

i
1

•

i

'1

Two specimens.
.
By Lieutenant Lockwood; speclmens.

!

T
Lewo h.ares .

1
Feetus,3 young hares and I fiSh.
n __• ------..----- .h
u
I_..
lOne specimen.
.
hnh _ ---.h-------nnn __u_n
One" 1 ngs U
h
1 Also duck and I unknown bud.
•e.a
June 20,1883 DIscovery Harbor
i By Sergeant Connell and jens.
Lemmmg_ u u u_ July 15,1883 Station __n _u
~===~
unn Lie~tenant Greely.

Tw:~~::';'i---

U

__

n

u

_

V.-FISHES.

Name.

When found.

Remarks.

,Where found.

Unknownfish_ h n •. Apr.,
1882 Cape Joseph Henry
By Sergeant Rice.
July,
1882 ! Discovery Harbor _h_.
Salmon trout. ..__
Aug. 22, 1882 . Cape Alexandra , , __
Caught in net.
nuh_nn_. Aug., 1882 Discovery Harbor __n_
.----------.. ---- .._-- --_ ..-------- . . . . . . . _..
. . __.. __ . _ In box with foetal hares .

h_ .do_ n n n.

_

n

- h ..

-Sk;iet~~;==::: ====== ::~==:===:::= :=:=::~:=:::=: =:::.:; ~:~ :::::N; in milk can with crustacea.
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Vla.-MoLLuscA, &c.
i

Name.

When found.

I

Where found.

Remarks.

I
62
65

X
N

63
10<)

X

i

I
2

76

1882 Discovery Harbor
1882
do.
_ Brachiopoda.
1882 :
do
Shells.

1July,

Aug.,

-.

u

~ ~==~~~~=========::==:=!_~I:do
do
•
-'
do __ ~~~i=:==~:========~=:=
'
do
•
_
do
do
do
_ Gasteropoda,

X
N

77

Aug.,

u_un

do ---. -.
do.

.

h

N

105

~tollusca

4

I

I

X

!

1 July,
__
1881 : Upernivik
Two kinds.
86
4
do._n __
IJuly,
18S2 i Discovery Harbor ,
4
__do
.
.1
!
_ One soft, also I annelida and I star-fish.
207
7
do
.l.
.i
_
209
I
do
.I
_ Nueula postlandica, in shells.
211
Soft.
'- ---- Shells .
-1 June, 1883 .
.
_
863
.do
.I.
do
,
_
857 0 .
Also crustacea, &c.
.do
i
do, ••
_
859 ()
Soft
mollusk
l
do
..
767 " 0
Annelida, &c.
_ Caught near house, July 27, in dredge.
867 !! Z 1--- - - . Soft mollusk, crustacea, .li.---do------annelida, star-fish, &c.

175

!

N
N
N
N
N
0

__ udo

10

u

• __ u

u

__

_u

_

__ - -

-~

.u

u

_

,

.-_._-

_._-~.~

--------~._--~--

'
vrb.-CRCSTACEA.

S'
f
No. of;
• 0.0 Box speci-.
tag.
..
mens.
N
N
N
N
N
N

79

94
90
139

149
148

147
83

So

N
N
N

81

N
N
N

208
212

21 5 \

226

" 1S·
j 855

J

N

P
(l

I

-'

._.

__

2

N

85
144

__ •

~

NI

102
96
91

u

_.

J

- __ ·

July,
.•do

do

Remarks.

1882 Discovery Harbor __ ;
do
•
•
i
do
\

I~ ~=:==:====::=:===: ===:~~
==:_-:=
==:=~~ ::_::==::::! And shells from a sears stomach.
May,
1882

•

4

N

u

I
2

N •

83

93

4

Where found.

When found.

Name.

u h __

_U

u_Hu

h

I

4

6 ,

U

u

u

June.
April,
._ June,
- __ July,
do

!\{ay,
do
April,

4 "

I

•

_u_.

ISS:! Discovery Harbor__ Two kinds.
do
_
ISS:z
do
_
ISS:!
do
_
1882

do . ----- -----

.882 :

do
•
_
--I •• _.do ----- -----18S:z i .do
_

3
5
I
10

-

••. - -- ---- ---- - ----

I

;------------------ ------------- --.------------._-- Fragment of a la.rg-e' one, and 3 smaIl ones
3 "------------------ -------------.------------------ { complete (dry) in milk can with fish
4 .- -.-----------.-- .------------ -----------------skeleton.

Mant :::::::=:::::::::= j:~e, 23, ::~ 'D~t~h-isi~~d::=::= ::~~~=~~~ ~;:. (?).
I
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VIe .-ANNELIDA.

Ntag. rlBox.:INo,orl
speer0.0 '

.

When found.

Name.

i

Remarks.

Where found.

i mens. i
---'--'
i

1

N
N
N
N
N

80

72
7°
7S

71

67
69

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

110

-

N
0

214
767
865

0

869

____________

_____

2
I
I

78
84
87
95
29 ! __
207! N
159 , N

--------- -------------- ..
--I~~~J===:~~ ------- ----------- ..._-------- !_u:~do
____ do ______!nudo --",... ------____________________ , August,
------- ----------------------1882 I____ do -- --------: ,_u__
::=:::::::::::::==::~!::::~~
::~~=:I::::~~
:::~~~:::==
u_n __un
July,
1882
do __uu u_u
do
do
_
____________________ 1

N
N
N

74
64
82

i ______ - _____________ I, July,
1882 Discovery Harbor__
3
June,
1 ____________________ ,____do 1882 ___ .do
----______.____do
1
~6
____do
_____J_n_do
2
----------1
__ ._-------

2
I
1
2

I
I

I

3
1

----.--nn_nn

do
do
Feb.,
July,
!_u

1882
1882
u __

l__

i --------------------,

I-----__ uu

do
do
do
do
u ".

_
_
n
. __

By Lieutenant Kislingbury.

1

i In bottle with 4 mollusks, &c.

n

Many
I~ -A-----I:---------uu===:::::=:::=:===::=1 ~~:=:
::=:==::1:::::::::::=
::::=: I
June,
1883 i
uu_h: Annelidse, soft mollusks, &c.
nne Ida, medusa
'do
i
1 do --uu---:::=riu1y 24;-1883-1::==::::::::::::== Front of house, in dredges.
•

u_n

VId.-MEDUSA.
i
I No.i
?f '
INo.tag.of:I
I"BOX.: speer- l,

I

:

mens.

,-- 73
66
68
98
142

156

173
154
177

I
I When found.

Name.

I

~---------

N
N
N
N
N
.N
N
N

------ --------1---------------April,
June,
May,
June,
July,
Feb.,
April,

I 2 .-I --

3 - --------4 --- - ---- -- _

5 -------I

-

N
N
N

218

N

219
858
866

N
0
0

Discovery Harbor__
____ do
_
____ do .".
_
._do -----------i
Upernivik _ U _ n _ - ,
Discovery Harbor__I
__.do
~lla Bay
u_'
nn

August,

N

66
210
213

Remarks.

Where found.

hI

nn

Jan.,

May,

?fl

No.Ofl
,No.
tag. IBox. ~~~

I

specimen by Schneider from Cape Beechey.

'

I Where found.
Remarks.
--- ,-.--I--------I----~---------1-----------------1
Ni
113
157 N
153 N
20 7 N

Name.

3 ' Asteroidea.
3
do ------ • :~=hdo __

-an

\Vhen found.

Augus,
_h__ :-_..•do
t

1

nn_ hh._·

July,

I 882

.
Carl Ritter
Bay
do
.--.

-"1-88~- -Di;cov;ry-ii~r~;:=

2

kinds.

I i A~t;ioid;;----u ..---. - - - - h _ n __•
u
•
nu_
In bottles with mollusks and annelida.
1883 Discovery Harbor
'
---- ------, June,
• und Ihgs
Jul
88
-,- ••• _- I So
--u-.i
do
--------·--i y, I I i Li.ttleton Island .• __
: D d' u_:
[ Sept., 188I. Discovery Harbor
.-----re gmg specimen __I July,
1882:
d
-.
4 Sea porcupine
'Ju
dJ I ---- 0 ••
•
----- •.-, ne an u Y ,
do
•..
_
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;

INt~g~flIBox. No.ofl
spedmens.
I
---l~~

: .~~~.-~--.~

Designation.

591

H

_

Bellows

Jaw bones (Max)

_

Littleton Island

Skulls of Eskimo*

A

47}
179

A

Part of sledge _-- -.- _
_ Upstanders

A

Slat ----- ---. -----Part of sledge

609

r u __do
I

u

I

Forming one slat

Ca B' d
pe air _u _u_

Lower part of 179 _-- I
Part - ~u

u

-

----

A

17°

A

Stick of bone
Spear

16 5
612

A
A
A

Piece of wood
Duplicate of 61 I
.
Top of powder-flask

A
A

no,
_ u __

606

620

__

u

1,

-

'nl
I

I
621

A

622

A

62 3

A

i

J

A

A
49 2
216} A
164 '
182
162 } A

593 ,

u

1882
1882
1882

_

Cape Beechey _u __ Found floating in the straits 8 or 10 feet
(about 2 or 31l1 ] from shore; found by
Sergeant Brainard.
Bone; hy Sergeant Connell.
Dog" toggle" __.______
1882
Proteus Point __
Knife handle.i.L, , __
1882
. do
Do.
Fragmentsc., ;
1882
do
uu Eskimo lamp, birch back and worked
wood; by Sergeant Connell.
do
1882
Near Fort Conger __ By Sergeant Brainard.
Fragments of sledge __
1882
Distant Cape_uu. Found about 200 feet [6I m ] above sea.
Part of sledge runnec__
1882
Near station
u_
Fragments____
__
1882
_. __ dou__________ Bone.
Plate h______________
1882
do
u
Bone; found by Dr. Pavy.
Reindeer hair;
June,
1882 Lake Hazen
In valley southwest end of lake by
Lieutenant Greely.
Fragments
u __ u_do
.,.
do
- - - ; 2 bone combs, fragment of bone
and wood; found at intersection of
, L a k e Hazen and Ruggles Rivet.
Piece of bone lance
dOu
u_I __-_do_u __uuu_
Do.
Knife, &c
-_~----do----- .. --i----do-----------Do.
Fragments Ofbone_u __I
do
udO
u __
By Private Biederbick: found at intersection of Lake Hazen and Ruggles
River.
do
u __• __ u.do
u_dOu_u
u_ By Private Whisler; found at interseetion of I .ake Hazen and Ruggles River.
Comb, dog toggle, &c_u _u_do
do_n_
By Lieutenant Greely; found at intersection of Lake Hazen and Ruggles
River.
Piece of woodn
do __
.~ Sun Bay
By Sergeant Brainard.
I
{ By Lieutenant Greely; bone; 4 pieces;
Pieces of sledge runner;
Ao_u_ .u_! Lake H azen
runners complete.
.

u

u

!I

u__

u

u-

n

'u

------1'
u____

u

u

1

-----I..

__ U

u

.u

I

_

n

u_II__

------1[",

A

.
__

u

.u

n

A

... do
uudo

u

.._.do-- __•.... _u __ Bowl of stone; found by Sergeant Brainard.
.
---------- By Sergeant Brainard.
Cape Baird __
By Sergeant Brainard; from narwhal
horn.
Oak.

n_

A
.._,
A __
I
A
1
A
~
A
A
u

1

u-

~i

__________ Ii

61 5
610
61 7
618
619

Forming one old Eskimo sledge, complete; made of wood; found at Cape
Baird, AUg.ust, 1882, by Sergeants
Brainard and Israel; photograph and
descriptive data in hands of commanding officer.

JI
do

611

605

I

-.

Fragments
Cooking lamp

607

'-

I

_u

~}

I.

I

u_/

60 4
599
166

1

1881

Sledge runners ..----- I

598}

603
601
602

Remarks.

I

178

I

_

596}

597
595

Where found.

Near Rittenbank , , By Lieutenant Lockwood.
Littleton Island
By Pri vate Henry.
{
. Unknown
_
Pointed bone.
1882
Near Fort Conger L: By Sergeant Brainard; round, and evidently some implement; about 12
inches [30smm] long.
_ Bone and wood (great
Basil Norris Bay _ By Sergeant Brainard; a score of frag.
1882
ments ; lichens, covered; mostly bone i
many specimens).
U worked;" found on u raised beach,"
about 20 feet [6m ] altitude.
Spear head and bone""..! August, ,882 Chandler Fiord
- By Lieutenant Lockwood.
2

H

H

When Iouud,

Shells and bones.

3

588

REMAINS.

I

--~----_._-_._--_.

2

VII.- ESKIMO

- -_u do

u

m

do

L,

__

_uo

-+---

------I

do

---C._ _

• Descriptive tags on eacb,

u

__

u

,;,:=~'::,~~~y; bone;

_I { By

2

pi....;

..
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VII.-EsKIMO REMAINs-Continued.
No. of
t

ago

161 -}
32
168

6;~}
37
169
592

Box,

No.?f
mens.

A

Pieces ofsledge runner _ June,

A

Upstanders
.

A

176
181

A
A

{Fo::~~Te~~th 593

Lake Hazen __

m

.do __ u

h_ •

.n_~

{In~~~~~ionOfLakeHazen and Ruggles

. __.Ao----_---j----dou-----n---

n.do

u

Whalebone spear n __
Bone sledge slat
. Part of same

u

·.
\

do_nuh

h

u __!
n_.

Do.

__
n

1)0.

Do.

{In~~~~o;i~~~~:~~~n~ra~~uf:;;:

un

pine runners were found.

{In~~~~ionofLakeHazen and Ruggles

ndou_u_n

nlhndohn_~nn__
AOu
n
i

de

do_

doun

_

and 3° two runners

Wood; intersection of Lake Hazen and
Ruggles River.

Uh'

u

A

;~}

Cape Baird _~

1882

. _ _ _

Whalebone sledge slat, __ n~do
undo
-_____
.
... 00
._do
, ~do____________
Whalebone sledge runner __ndo_u_n __inndo_n __n_____

A
A
A

u

Bone upstanders.L,

A

:~~}

Remarks.

Where found.

When found.

Designation.

SpeCl'

Do.
Do.

,

h

~~ ~ I::::::: ~'::l:':ft:,~-;~d- .--.d~88;----tS~;&y:::~::::::' ~:::~n spoon, pieces of sledge, &c.
6 4
6127

Pa~~'deer

A lu-n-!
hom __
A (h_hl F~~ts of bone and
h

__ n _ h __

June,

:~
~ ;======'_:~:~~~=========,=~
633
A
Old skull; __nu

:~~
1882

u

221

~iece of sledge runner

A

~:nts- ..---h-U--

491
53

u

494 .--[ 49538-nu_
H - __
494
H
..
661
H' _. u __,
u

n_

r

554

'

u

H

----ul

--_uuu_u__

Piece ofreindeer horn , ,
Piece ofwood __
Wood
.'h_Uhu_
Reindeer hom
Lignite and petrified
wood.
Fragments __u __ n _

u_____

h_n.'
h_
18821 Archer Fiord_u___ Mostly unworked.

J882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882.

1-~k~oH;z~;;uu-- By Sergeant Lynn.
i Near station nu __1
Bone and wood.

Musk-ox or seal.

i Archer Fiord~===== About 1)4 feet [.4Sm ] long.
I Bellows _Uh
h

I

=======~:========~i

._----------------\

Lake Heintzelman, i
__udo __··
1
.
.
do
11 Wood; (rom elevation of about 700 feet
[ 213m ) .
1882
i Junction of Lake : Bone, wood, stone. and teeth; found
Hazen and Rug-!
near Eskimo huts.
gJes River.
!
By Private Ellis; 772, 774, runners;
771. 773. 775. wooden slats; 77 6
and 777. hone upstanders. Found
wood ;} June 26,1883 Distant Cape.;,
~
about 40 feet [12 m] above waterlevel. Runners. 1~ 1/ by 6 7~1I by
4' and 4' 7" (44 ln m by 140mm by
l J.2m by 1.4ID ) .
_

h

II'

\

71o'} •__ •
777

n

_

---I{Eskimo s:~ge.

I

TOry 0

•

:
,

.r
I

..

I
I.

:
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Iuclosure 10 Appendix No. 9I.-Invenlory of collections in natural history-Continued.
VIII.-DRIFT~WOOD.

Designation.

Ii

I
I

Large log __

n

When found.

\

.
Drift-wood
__un
33

A ----.- Pieces of log

57

H

I

huni

3 __

_n--

4 -

-

n

•

1882

..

I

:~~;

:

J

n_u __I

I

I.

~

nu

f

do

n __ul

!',

,

,!!

I

do

674

'----1------ _.·

676

'----1-----· .

688 .

I

•

i

nu

II

683

I

n

u

J

-

n

-

_u

_u_,_n

'pl~e.
, * [?33mmby -*
9 by-;] knot.
with

n_ -- -

__

'n

,.

u

u_ ..

2' cedar; 4" [7 I1 mm by

-

Bra~ch 3}:;l'by 7 J{1f [I067mm by

~~~
68

r

-----~

n

<10________

pme.

J;;:;I

I

._ -

__ do ,

21

-'

n

__

Jl,c;;;a~y 2,%" f432mm by 64

do

1

.1

Bellows
Near

:l't_ Conger

I' I"

,_________

•
uu
, Sun Bay

~;n~~~d ~~Ifs~ve ~~a~r:J:al; ~!~

8
68;
68
68 4
6759

6i~

[717mm by 76mm] pine.
Sawed off 67 0 disc, 3/1 by 9" [76ttrm by
I ' ~i;I;;][305mmby 7&nm] cedar.

u·-

-

u

J pine.
mm
by I~" 330mm by 38mm] pine.

East shore Discovery Harbor, several

__

m1ll]
mm
by 19
piece
::== ~=====l =:======::::=:==:::=== -u--;881----- Littleton Island _u II ot3~~'
by }(l'd'. [393
pille mo mg.
.
rnmj root,pine.
)
r
Basil
Norris
Bay
..
2/7"
bY4f/
t787mm
by
102
I
I II/bybY2" [279457mmbybySllDm]pine
5IUlm pme,
1---_u_____________ I
, ddo
or cedar.
---- ------ ---------------------1'----dO----_--------: by sw: [279 byby76mrn]
89 J pine.
----1-----.
u_u
-_-1881-1882 ~ Bellows u--------l'" 18// by 3'1 (457
pine.
---- ------ .-..---------------- •.-- r i d
11,{f/ bv
[282
by 51nJll11 pine.
----,------ ---------------------- J
If---- o_uU ~--{-1 ~d; by 4" (1067111mby mm pine.
·---1------,------------------·---,'
,
',I} Proba~ly
Basil i' 2~1
2,%"[7 621ll1ll
[762mnl
64,mnpine.
pine. I
._-- u_..
Norm Bay.
2~' by
by 3'1
byby
76mm]
---------- .--un---------------i
. ..1
-_ 8!4-" by -* [819mlll by -*] cedar
U

5I

I

190mm]

__ •

.
_u_.
u

branch,

314 1 by

II

--,

]

I02 mm] branch,

I

u

u

Sample

m lll

n

6:~ ===~'=~===~ -s~;a:iii-ri~~;=:==:~====: :====:=:======
718

I02

5.:Yzz l l by 6 11 [749mm by 15 21l1m] knot,
d
i
.,
do ,
.j 2' cet r/ar.by I3/z" [889mm by 38mm] pine.
.__ .i _.do_- __n •. ----1 4 91/ by 3)4" [I448mrn by 82mmJ pine. ,
!
d0
1/1 bY 6/1 [ 19Somm b Y I 5 2mmJ I
n.'.
.________ ! L'og 5/1.
I
pine.
!_n_do__•
I Log 5'%' by 6" [19Sommby 152mm] pine.
do
1 2' 5,%'1 by _* [749mm by _*] knot.

on

__ . . _ u

moss on tt, pme.
~:~~7. 4/1 [83 8mm by

7/~ [I067mm by 178mm) sample
of log, pIlle.
,2' 5" by 4~1f [737 mm by 114 mm] pine.
2'
by 4" [749mm by 102mm] root,

n
n

'

1

-

-

u

2

-

• - n - -- -.'

'1-- __ do.
:

~'---.

1----\------ __

n

do . --~ n, --.- -!

u
1
1.

-

-

ni

1'

.

u

-

do

i:

n_-

Un

-- -

I i ,

----------------------1--- -1
I
,_Un __

6 73
.'
6
6:
6
67

A~~~~e3~r~~~h~~a~~:;;:111;;~e[2~~n~~]
I

:_:

---n-l-----n- .

I,.
6'7,
_ ._Ii
n
6,7 !.-- T _on - ---- - - __
.i_
91
i----;------I------·----~---------I
---6721
'
I
_ n
----,

u

----1---- do __- --

! _~

I

!
"

:

'
I

n_n

u

----1,-----.1 _n

6<)0

---T-----nnu--,----dO--

u

u

I'

I

II

.
u __.

Bellows

nn_

2'9" by 6' [838mm by 152mm] root)
cedar, length and diameter.
2 3)4," by -* (698m by -*] root,
'
cedar.
2 1 I I " by 4" by 2/1 [8S9mm by 102mm
by 51mm] piece of branch, pine.
2' 3/1 by 5/1 [686mm by 127mul] branch,
pine.
I' 7" by I~" [483rnm by 38mm] pine.

f

u_u

687 '

•
u

Descriptive data of log given command.
ing officer.

;

do_u

670 ---- __n_'I' .--- -----. ------. ----~ -------------- St. Patrick Bay
680 ,'

I'

uun_

do

I

------II--n---------u-------

6

f

uu

,

Near Repulse Harbor,

I===:~~====
====:===)
.do

n

I

u

j

I

j Bellows

1882

U u __ n n

.

--,

April,

n.

_n _ _L_.

2

..

.! Pieces __n_un______

•

u __i 7' 10" by 10" [239mby 254mn' J. Trunk
I of tree; pine.
' { St.
Discovery
Patrick Harbor
Bay _' } Samples.

I
n

:~~ ~ ======!===== =~~==::=~::=~:=:=
u

Remarks.

August, 1882 ! Ella Bay

I

__ u

Where found.

---- ------ .---------------------,

---- __ n

0

__ u _ n .

u

i

1/1
1/
2

2"

__ nl I

mm

mm

II"

mm

mm

l

2/1

mm

I02

u

__n,

----1------

-

__ -

1

:

-s----t-l-~---u-u------·l

-----------l

21

June 20 18 3

8

I Proteus Point _u__ se::::~t Brainard.

757
R'mat piece
June 10' 1883 ! Near station __..
Lieutenant Greely.
754 ---- -----00 .'-------- ---.---' \
Do.
S7
do
-S;-t-U-i881-i====:'::=:=:==::::~
Do.
5585 ._-Branch
1
p .)
I
495
Few small pieces
-1

u__ u
u

n

u

u

n

.OmiS$ion

!n

10

original-A. W. G.

_

Piece of willow,
1)0.

Do.

I'
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IX.-RoCKS, SHELLS, FOSSILS, AND PETRIFACTIONS.

~;;c~~1

No. of BOx.!
tag'
I~
4S

I

Designation.

I Where found.
---------1
I Feilden Peninsnla n

When found.

-_=1

,88.

Shells
.!
Rocks and 2 shells
j
Rocks
u
do
n_u_u_':
SheIls
j
Rocks
h_n_______
do
.'

1882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882

A 1._n.. -F-O-S-Si-IS-_-_-_-___

:~ ~:::::~:!:~;;;:s3~::::::::=:::::::::::::=::::::[:;;~~~~=::::::::::

A
'A --- __.I
A
A .
134
A
133
A
:
132
A
1

100

101
130
13 1

140
145

i

-----.1

L;

h

n

'

I '

A iu n __ Rocks and fossils u __ u _. __
A 1------'----udO----_n_n __--, __
n

1------1
Rocks and shells
!-__
h_I __ n_Ao

__

I

575
577

E ---.do
.
I
do
E _ n __ - Fossils and petrified wood June,

578

A
A
A E
~

Shells
Rocks -----:------i--,---.do~- ..h----h
:- __
Coal_ n
n_.
Iletrified tree
'---h-I Rocks
---. h' ------dO- __hh
-h _! Fossils
1

U

i

••

.. _

u

E

-0

----

_

n

PO

h

U_n

{

n_

1

Cape
VIew Del.ano,
POInt,

FeiId:~:enin- J

n_hu_

u

n_U

'

;

__

And rosin.

I

h

I

I

h u

h'

I

h

;

n

h_1

h_1

h

do __
2 kinds.
.do
u_.'
Black Rock Vale
1. do
_ A few lichens on some of the rocks.
i Bellows __
1
,
do
' . __• do
_
I

Bellows __
1 Apr.,
1882 Lincoln Bay -- __-pi
'
do
..
do
.__ . .i
May,
1882 Cape Britannia
'
do
i Lockw?Od Island __i
h_. _u! Coal mIlle _n
,
l . 1882
D.iscovery Harbor __
Apr.,
1882 I LIncoln Bay.
i U_... h_._': _n_! Discovery Harbor; ,
! May,
18831 Fossil Mountain h_1

-'

'------1

c:E 1------

E
A

n

l

:

U

146
141
143
43
202
Keg.
Keg,
2°3
204
574

Remarks.

By Sergeant Brainard.
1 bag.
Several kinds.
Of tree and fish; altitude, 2,200 feet

i

do
1 [670 m] .
1883 Near Cape Ilaird __ Sergeant Brainard; altitude, about 800
,
feet [244111] .
. '
Fossils
do.; ,
Cape Cracroft
_ Sergeants
Brainard and Gardmer; alti·
i
tude, 0.
do__,
do
do
!
Do.
I'etrified wood. h U
.Ih.._do__n
Cape Baird
0_ Sergeant
Brainard, 800 feet [.244m ]. .
Fossils -do ..__
i Cape Cracroft ,
_ Sergeants Brainard a.nd C~ardmer, repreresenting all the kinds in 581.
1882
View Point
_
Rocks -----Uh
.1
1882
I Fort Conger Creek
L'igmte
. __
I! June,
1882 I' Bellows
_By Sergeant Rice.
F'~)ssi.ls ----------- __ u! Aug.,
1882' Cape Cracroft
_ Lieutenant Greely and party.
~~~~e, &c
1882
Bellows
__ Private Frederick.
.
In 3 small lots, one with a piece of rosin
-----'
---by Private Frederick.
h

,

I
:

•

h

E !E _n
E

i'
1

:------1

_h_

I

h

__ •

h

------I-----AOu--u-- .•

A
A -U_h.
A ..-hhiI
A

~

67
4~6}
648
6so
Keg.

666

I

h

nh

\

---- -_._--- ----

----- - -------_.

I
i

E
F
II

Fossils and petrifaCtions. . June,

1883

I

---- ----

Cape B'
air d

663
36

55 2

551
491

667

53
665
6SS
755
75 6
760
847

H
H
II
II

H
H
H
II
II
H
I)
P
I>
W
W

By S ergean t Bran
. lard .

I

Rock crystals .I·
1882
, Vicinity Ft. Conger, One keg full.
Lignite, shells, and rosin-i June,
1883: Bellows
Sergeant Connell; found u all along the
valley."
2 ShelIs
.1
1881
Upernivik
Gasteropod.
----.. : Black stone -_______ _I
, Lake Haz';;----------- Fragments
-L' ,
---Bellows ---------- Coal, bones, wood, shells, and rocks.
S;;::;t~~;(;;;;k
do
---_
Bone
----~-- -------->------, Lake Hazen
R k --------------. ---------- ---- -- __ do
_
.oc s - __
hI
Lincoln Bay
_n_ .._ Plec:s of coal and a bmle_i_unh_______ Bellows
-----Fossils
i
, - - - - - - .• - - h

__

h

549

n__

h

__

__ •

I

u _ u __

--------------1

-----pol'---------------1
-------------

------

U

'------

un

n

••

- - __

:~====i-sh;ii;d~===:=:=:=:::.~=i
==~:::::::::::i
_~~~~::~n_~ =======:
Un u
1883

h------_
-~ June 14,
East shore Discov- . By Sergeant Brainard.
------1 C?a,
1
.-------.
June
20,
"
1883 ! Be~~w~arbor.
J ignite
u________ I Christiansen .
----hi Coal f -:i------------1----do- __h '_n_do
, By Private Frederick.

------I .

II

I

------i F'
------1'

'IOS
O$SI S

51

So --.--------.-

h_

U

U
..

.... __

June,
July,

-----.:-_----......--.

1882
1883

I
i

I

Coal mine
Cape Baird

! Small box nearly full of coal.
I Sergeant Brainard; altitude, 800to 1,000

I

feet [244

m

to

305 m ].

_

I
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~~-----;-------,-------------------

..

1- I

=1

'No.of B

'. ox .

t ago

I.

\

w

1=

-'

_ u_

W 1_._

n

860

I

Remarks.

Where found.

______--r-_-- _ - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :

1---1
In--

W
_n---1 \V
W

u

\ When found.

Designation.

- - - - -~--

W

~-u-----1

_.n__

Slate
._._ • __
July,
1 88 3
Pieces of rock
-h--J----do---u--Stone
L don __-nPiece of rocku_n----nJ June,
188 3
_.
-do----------------l----do-------.I
..
udonn-------nh. [July 24,1883
h

Station
Cairn Hill ..
Mount Cattmel
_
Cairn Hill
do
------,
05 m
Brainard; 1,000 feet (3
]
l do_nn h_' Sergeant
above tide water; showing scratches'l'
1
as of glacial action.
u_.__ i June, July, 1SS3 I Station
Gathered at various times.
h

-

• ••

_ n h __

u

__

i

1

870

Shells-n

\

n u __

u

_-----'--------------1,-

X.-HORNS,

No.
tag.

._-.1

H

724

T

739

T

,
I

L
H
G
H

\--------.---------1

H

_uu··--I

H

y

Musk-ox (hind legs)"
Foxes

2

---I1 I

1882

_ n __

T
2

rI

---'-

------------------1

1881
1882

Baffin Bay __
Vicinity house - -n

I
I

795
833
837
836
835
834

I
I

Bird un------ n--- I
Owls
- -- - - - - -- - - I I
Lower jaw of musk-oX:.
1882
'---"-' -'
Reindeer antlers
u _ , July
20,18 83 1 Mt, Cartmel ,
,,-do
----) July 20, 1883
do __
. do
1
-----. i __,_-_ .-----__ -1882
i St. Patrick Bay
n-

u-------1

II

No. <,>f
Box.

rr.
\

RIce.

uu- i Brainard.

I

mme.

July 21,18 83 ' Mt, CartmeL

u

Jens.

AND SKINS.

mens.

-769-- 1,--- - -- -1
793 1I S
791
S
S

.

Name.

speer-

Tank I

I
794

\

.-----1

......

·1

~~~~I~~~]--~

iii -

! C<,>nnelL

_n

1- - - - - - - - - - . -------;

i-------.--,---.--,---,--,---'

__ •

!

n

XL-HIDES

n

Skeletons.

}

----1------------.
l June 20, 188 3 , Watercourse Bay _- Bied.erbick; about ;( miles north of coal

n

1

839

•

__

u

T

.

\

I

Polar hear ---------Wolf __~u
Musk-ox head
---\

AA

No.
tag.

Remarks.

Where found.

i Littleton Island
1881
Skull of seal
: Cape Baird _.
.I By Sergt. Brainard.
Skull of musk-ox
1882
Littleton Island. - --I
Skull of walrus , ;
1881
Discovery Harbor _.1 1 specimen from lake Hazen.
1882
15 Deer antlers
Musk-ox jaw bone
1882
I
------------------\
Walrus lower jaw
1881
I Littleton Island ----I
Seal and walrus bones ,
1881
Cairn
Bill
Ella Bay
: Lt. Lockwoou. Probably whale; found on
Piece of reindeer
1882
Bone of large mammal. August, 1882
I west shore. Head of Archer Fiord.

659
660
655
224
225
654
662
64
651

\7 25

BONES, AN;D SKELETONS.

When found.

Name.

722 }
723

----1--------------..- -----

---1

Musk-ox

~;:l ======~======:===:

2

Being prepared•
Small and large; collected at Distant Cape and Discovery Harbor June and
August, 1882.

2

n----- Three of them in good order and condition.
u--u-5 Ermine
Hare skins
----- ----.-

2
I

I

Seal hide.
Musk-ox (bull) --- •.• Musk-ox (calf) -------- __- - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - __,
u

I
\

._.

---'
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XII.-hflscELLANEous.
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.
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117
N
I .
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N
I
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N
4
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N
9

I
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,---------'._----.------ --------------

r ----

'Eggs,~c.

Skua
Brent g~se
Turnstone
Brent goose

I

1

.
_
In alcohol.
1 Aug.,
1882 Discovery Harbor
Do.
h: July 25,1882 _.,__do
... Specimen added to 136.
_
In alcohol.
Skua
------------------ -------------Turnstone
-- _. __-___________ 2,1,. eggs in a box,

I2

~

144

Where found.

When found.

Name.

-_,

oo

po

----------

1'
4 ti:~!~~~:::::::=:=: =::::::::::::I::::::::::=:=:

IL ::::
__

I

I

1 h 1

~364 !' ~ 1 5~ Ptarmigan
t~~~~;~-========:====~i-j~~~-ii;i883-i-N;a-r-F~rtC~~~;
June 25, 1883 lu __do
I S~:wChu~ting? Specimens broken.
----I
4 Turnstones
June 19,1883 !
do
.._ __
h

0

Un

•

n

85 J

j

1

I

848

4 i Turnstones
4 l
do

----I

Il ---u

__ ;

120
127
121

138
IS8
il9

l-h

do __h

h u __

h

on

nu

_ __

: '==:::=~~=::=::::::::==:=
~:=~:~=::::::=
:::=~~:::::::::=l
do
June 17,1883
do.,
1

4

I
I
N
N
N
N

June 20,1883
do
_ _ .!
u_ u n
Nest
do
!
n . Tune 28,1883
Red snow -1 july,
1881 I Carey Islandnh,
Entozoa of seal.
do
1 Melville Bay
_
Cryptogamire
July,
1882 Cairn HilL_h __
Aigre u--n_h_h __h __'h __do __h____ Discovery Harbor
Cryptogamire
hl
do.
North Valle
Yu u
Unknown 1 Aug.,
1882 Carl Ritter Bay __
Penis of white fox
'
n
n
Ptannigan head -Ermin.e head and taiL_hl
n
{
Ptarmigan head u
------------,--i----h-Eggs of dovekie
June 8,1883 I Discovery Harbor
Eggs of knot
June 10,1883 I
do.;
-

..

u

u

6
I

I

00_

0

,

uu. \

-_________

ISo
0
S
0
, 635
S
!
J 634
0
Gizzard of knot ,
----do
u_do__________
0
63 6
1
Egg of knot h---h-----i--hdo
hl.
do
0
637
S Eggs of ptarmigan
'hi __... do_u_ ..
I
do__________
1
,0
8
63
Eggs of turnstone __h __h
do
;
u
..
_
Testicles of knot
do
639 10
1
64
A
Wool of Brent goose -____
1882
Water-courseBa,
A
64 2
Nest of lemming
h_ __
1882
n_ .._
645
------ F~tal eggs (unknown)
1883
:••••••
_
747
---I
~Izzard
of kmg duck_____ June,
1883 I Near station __
749 :0 ,---- -- Fretal eggs of tern ------_\
do
,________________
75° 0
Fcetaleggsof snow bunting June J2, 1883 ..
~____
0
764
Fcetal eggs of k!ng duck __, June 20,1883 :
. h________
0
753
n_u_ Feetal eg~ of diver
June 17, 1883 ' Cape Baird
0
759
Flceatantle&ggsof glaucous gull,
do
,--__
63
0
7
761
0
0
762
__ u

_ _

n

I

u

I

19

Found with 4 eggs.
In alcohol; female.
Do.
Do.
Do.

------1

u

____ u

0
0
0

! 766

P

P

I

u

Do.

-I::~:i4::~rl:~~~~~~~~~~~~ :: :!~il;
.

lu__ n

u,

I

.__u

I

uh

u

-

Do.
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u

gizzard

and content. (shrim~,

&c.); female; longtail duck.
F,retal eggs of Brent goose, June 14,1883
do
In alcohol.
Do.
.
k
Foetal eggs of ptarmigan __ June 11,1883 i--uclo__________
Shell~
1 June 22,1883 __udo__________ Found in gizzard of male long duc her's
3
EnglIsh record cases --- .. '______
I
do
Coppinger's [from Boat Camp]: Arc
!
-------- __
from head of fiord), and I unkno w.n.
Miscellaneou.articles __ • ,1
1•• _.do•• __
_ A
small shells, f ilB, pi eces of dn::
wood, dog toggle (586), &c.; each
tide labeled.

___n_

1

I

n

::::::1 ~=.~~~:~~~~~~~~

In alcohol.
Male.
(Foetal eggs.)
i
(Foetal eggs) and gizzard with contents;

u

u

-'-;--lp

Female,}

female.
And testicles; male.
h bi d
Broken by shot, found inside t elf.
Taken from the bird.
Do.

n

n_

752
758
768
765

Three kinds.

lI

h

u

I

Snow bunting,

00

1

186

~:

u

do

2

N

N
N

n

7 I_h_ndo

0

0

842
116

h
uhdo __
1.
do
. h
u __ ,
h_n_ June 24,1883
do
Wit nest.
h
j
..
June 22,1883 u_.do
,
h_ June 24,1883
dOU
d_! With nest.
June 20,1883 North Valley__
Do'.
. k • id
••
June 28,1883 Station__
In alcohol wIth chic S insi e.

h_ n

! Snow bunting

6
7

~~
gI
84
841

I Brent goose_ n

I

In __ 1

------ ---u

I

I

l ~ew

'
I
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XI I._MISCELLANEous-Continued
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Remarks.

Where found.

----~--------""II:"---

Eggs, &c.-Continued.

,~_ _

I

""'hen fonnd. \

Name.

No. of B \
tag.
OX,)

Miscellaneous articles

--I

\
Small box containing 23 small vials of
flies,caterpillars. humhle-bees, cocoons.
worms, small insects, &c., contents of
gizzard of king duck, moss-like formations, sea porcupines,remains of head of
lemming, lichens. fungi and moss, piece
of rosin-all labeled with date, &c.

I

- - - '1- --- -- -- --- - . - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - -

I

\

~

I

L
1----"--"----..

____ Fretal eggs of ptarmigan
June II, 1883
____ Contents of gizzard king ..- --- ..---- .._-- ----------""------duck.
____ Red snow
.
u_I' June,
1883 ' Distant Cape .----- Gardiner.
u _.
0 ____ Salt formation __•
July,
1883 Station
85°
Shellsu_u------June 17. 1883
do----- ..-Found in gizzard of male king duck.
------ W
0 ____ Liquids (vials 1,3,4,6,7,
881
0
874
10, II).
\ Liquids exposed at instrument shelter to
____ Whisky
nn---u---.--!
low temperatures.
877 0 __ n Brandy
873 0 _,,__, Alcohol, medical
-u--u-i
868 0
Alcohol, expedition - -'. .
. ------ -- - - -- ------1 Specimen'by Private Schneider, Septem0 _ _ Discolored ice
871
ber, 1882. from berg near Dutch Isla.nd,
Z
876
1882.
Do.
758
758

0
0

u

u

u

__

-

__

-

u

n

u . - __

-

-

_u uuu
uu-----·u

u

u

_u

-
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\

u u-----I1
n- u------ I
u
f

J

u_

u

-

u

Z

J. B.

LOCKWOOD,

SecondLieutenant Twenty~t!lird InjantryJ A. S. O.

r

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

June 30, 1883'

APPENDIX

No. 9 . -Sergealtt Brainard's report on Lieutenant Lodcwood's trip totoards the
2
Unz'ted States Mountain range.
\VASHlNGTON,

D. C., June

27, 1

88 5.

SIR: In compliance with your verbal instructions of this date, I have the honor to respectfuIly submit
the foUowing report of a journey made by Lieut. J. B. Lockwood, Twenty-third Infantry, and myself to the

interior of Grinnell Land, in July, 1 883Under orders from you to make a journey to the north and west of Fort Conger, to determine more
accurately the topography of the country in that direction, Lieutenant Lockwood and myself, with Privates
88
Henry and Biederbick as auxiliaries, left the station at 8.3 0 a. m., July II, 1 3'
Our equipment consisted of two blanket sleeping·bags, one rubber blanket, an a!cohollamp, snowshoes, and a revolver, together with provisions for six days; the whole weighing 99 pounds. These articles
were divided into four packs suitable to carry on the shoulders, and assigned to the party as foHows: Lieutenant Lockwood,
pounds; Biederbick,
pounds; Henry,
pounds, and myself 25 pounds.
Shaping our course in a NNW. direction, we passed between the large and small Sugar Loaves, and
ascended the high ground forming the divide between North VaUey and Lake Alexandra, to an elevation
of 2,7 feet [
] above the sea.
This divide or "hog-back," as it is frequently called, extended in the
m
00
direction
which823
we were traveling, and owing to its great elevation our survey of the surrounding country
was greatly facilitated. Along the crest, and far down on either side, it was covered with snow to a depth
of from one to four feet [,3 to !.2 m J. This being soft, and holding in suspension large quantities of water,

23~

24~

26~
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our progress was rendered slow and extremely laborious. Those of the par,ty who wore no snow-shoes
would frequently sink to their waists in crossing places wh-ere the snow was particularly deep and abundantly
supplied with moisture.
The course of North Valley is parallel to the "hog-back," along which we traveled, and appeared to
terminate in a small ravine about ten miles from Discovery Harbor. This fact, however, was ascertained by
the small party under my charge, which made an excursion up this valley in September, 1881, by your orders.
Another valley, considerably larger, and separated from the head of North Valley by a narrow divide, drains
the country to the north and discharges its waters into St. Patrick Bay. This valley was also entered by
myself and party in the autumn of 1881 and traversed for a considerable distance towards its source. In
my verbal report to you at that time, I stated substantially the same as above, but after Lieutenant Lockwood's return from a short trip up St. Patrick Bay Valley the same season, he questioned the correctness,
of my observations and conclusions regarding the course of this stream, During the last journey, however,
of which this is a description, he was convinced of the accuracy of my report and concurred fully in my
opinion, as the following extract from his field notes will testify: "North Valley Creek runs in this direction
a few miles" but soon runs out, and a stream discharging into St. Patrick Bay occupies what seems to be its
prolongation."
At 5 p. m, the lieutenant decided to camp. We had tramped fourteen miles, and were well nigh
exhausted from the exertion of wading through the deep, soft snow.
Selecting a bare spot among the rocks, an oasis in the desert of snow, we rolled away a few of the
largest stones and spread down our sleeping-bags, A cup of strong tea and a few morsels of hard bread
and meat refreshed us, and with our damp clothing clinging about our shivering forms we retired to our
bags to secure a few hours of much needed rest.
The next morning (r ath) Lieutenant Lockwood directed Henry and Biederbick to construct a large
cairn and then to return to the station, leaving their sleeping-bag behind them for our use on the return trip.
\Ve reduced our loads also by caching the rubber blanket, snow-shoes, and sufficient provisions to take
us ~ack to the station, Starting at 9,45 a. m, we traveled north towards a spur or elbow-like point of the
United States range of mountains containing a large and conspicuous glacier. For the first three miles we
tramped through the deep, soft snow, alternated occasionally by mud and stones. After this the snow
be.ca~le deeper and softer than before and the traveling in consequence was more difficult than ever, About
this tI?lC we cros~ed two deep, rocky gorges which conveyed a considerable quantity of water to the eastward into the mam course. Climbing the north side of the last of these two gorges we gradually ascended a
dome-~haped and snow-clad mountain or" hog-back," about 3,000 feet [9 1 4 ULJ in elevation, Pushing on a
f~w miles farther we reached the apparent termination of the divide, and descending along its slippery, rocky
Sides for, 1,000 feet [30S ID J, we waded knee deep across a large stream flowing from the northwest. Passing
down ~hlS stream for a short distance we reached the main water-course, the flank of which we had been
followmg, and camped at 4. 15 p. m, The distance traveled was estimated at twelve miles, In the vicinityof
our cam: we found abundant traces of foxes, hares, lemmings, musk-oxen, and ptarmigan. The traces of
the musk-oxen were not recently made. 'Ve also saw several snow-buntings and heard the peculiar call of
a knot. On awakening the followmg
' mornmg
' ( 13t h ), we were startled to observe that the sky was 0 bred
scu
and tl~at the b~rometer was rapidly falling. Starting at 8 a. m. a brisk walk of two hours carried us to the
s~mmlt ~f a ~Igh :idge four miles north of camp, where we ob;ained a good view of the country beyond.
f rom this point
LIeutenant L ock wood d eCIided to return to the station and an attempt was made to aceu,
'h
rately
establish
our
position
by a menidiIan alti
" we found impossible to do owmg
to t e cIoudy
,
'
,
titu d e, but this
weather which prevailed A few . ht h
'
fa
c
f h
'
.
sig s, owever, were made with a prismatic compass, and the beanng 0
lew a t e more Important peaks a . 11
h
.
.
'II b (': und
d d.
.
s we as t e glacier were obtained. These; observations WI e 10
recorne in short ha/l~l.m one of Lieutenant Lockwood's volumes of field notes.
etween our POSltlO? and the United States range of mountains (which was about fifteen miles away),
t he country was undulatmg but g
II I I
. I
enti
1'
IE h
enera y eve and of great elevation. The large glacier prevIOUS y m ,
ionec IS an 0 soot of the sea f i
hi h
f this
range TIle
k
d
a Ice w IC appears to cover the summit as well as the eastern slope 0
•
pea s protru e through th .
. .
,
bl h ight
.
e Ice-cap, If It may so be called and show to a consldera e e
abo 't'
'V' I h
'
,'were
ve 1 , m many places devoid of sno
enabled to scan I I h l'.
w,
It 1 t e powerful telescope which we carried WIth us we
c
case y t e lace of the hu
I'
. .•
. h toler"
able degree of a
A
.
ge g acier, and to determine its size and peculIantles Wit a
d
ccuracy.
t the point of t
.'
s an
..
en ranee to the valley its front was at least SIX miles acres ,
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the vertical wall or face from 100 to 300 feet [30 to 91 m] high. I hesitate in making the above assertion, as
it seems almost incredible, but in justice to Lieutenant Lockwood I think this fact should be stated. \Ve
agreed on the height of this wall only after long and careful scrutiny. A dark line extending along the base
of the wall we surmised to be its terminal moraine, One peak taller and more conspicuous than the others,
and standing alone in the mer de glace, was named Mount Arthur Eugene. The elevation of this range is
very great. The ridge on which we were standing was about 2,500 feet [76 2m ] above the sea, and the
summit of the range towering above us must certainly have been as much more above us.
The country to the eastward of our position was irregular, and much broken by ravines leading into
the main water-course. To the west, for a distance of about ten miles, the country appeared about the
same as to the northward, but beyond that point high ground (apparently a table-land) obstructed our
view.
Building a small cairn in which a record and our remaining provisions were deposited, we started back
at 11.45 a. m., retracing our steps to the last camp for our sleeping-bag.
Recrossing the large stream or river of which I have previously spoken, and ascending its precipitous
bank until near the snow-line, we halted for lunch and a few hours' rest. Abandoning the sleeping-bag and
provisions, nothing was left for us to carry except the spirit lamp and instruments. With this comparatively
light load we pushed towards our first camp as rapidly as the nature of the route would permit. At 8 p. rn,
we reached the camp and found the equipment and provisions which we had cached in excellent order.
Dark, threatening clouds had rolled up from the eastern horizon, indicating that an unusual atmospheric
disturbance was in progress in that direction. No storm, however, followed, although one had been clearly
indicated. This was a great relief to us as we had no protection against the elements except such as could
be furnished by a thin blanket sleeping-bag.
On the morning of the 14 th we started homeward at 8,5°, first caching the snow-shoes, sleeping-bag,
and a few cans of fresh meat. We reached Fort Conger at 2 p. m. in good health, but greatly fatigued
from the severe exertion which we had undergone.
I am, very respectfully, your' obedient servant,

D. L. BRAINARD,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. Army.

I ..ieut, A. \V. GREELY,
Ftftlt Cavalry, U. S. A., Acting Signal OjJicer and Assistant,
Commanding Lady Franklin Bay Expeditioll.

ApPENDIX

No. 93.-0rders to Lieutenant Lockwood to receive medical stores from Dr. Pauy.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

JUly 9, 1883-

(Orders NO.3·)

Acting Assistant Surgeon O. Pavy, having officially declared his unwillingness to renew hi,S contract
with this expedition, will transfer to Second Lieut. Jarnes B. L.. ockwood, A. S. 0., the medical stores
and supplies for which he is responsible. He will also turn over to that officer, not la:er than July I?, 188~,
in a sealed package, his diary. By diary will be understood all notes and obsen'atlOns ~ade dunng this
expedition, as well as memoranda of current events. Similar action will be taken regardmg all ~ollec~ions
of any kind made since July 20, 1881, which will be packed, boxed, and addressed to the Chief SIgnal
Officer.

Clerical and other assistance will be furnished as needed.

A. \V.

GREELY,

First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. 0., and Assistant,
Commanding the Expedition•
A. A. Surgeon O.

PAVY,

U. S. Army•

•

•
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APPENDIX

No. 94. -s-Letter

if Dr.

Pavy asking the detail if Steward Biedermck.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, JUly 9, 1883.
I have the honor to respectfully request that for a week, beginning the loth of July, the help of
my hospital steward (or of the man that, since the beginning of the expedition, has been chosen to perform
that duty) should be allowed to me, for the complete and detailed inventory of my medical stores.
I will also respectfully request to be officially informed if it is or not the privilege of a surgeon serving
with a military command to be, on his demand, furnished with the assistance of his hospital steward, or of
SIR:

the enlisted men detailed for that duty.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,
OCTAVE PAVY,

Actg. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. Army.
To the

COMMANDING OFFICER.

ApPENDIX

No. 95.-RePly

of Lieutenant Greely to Dr. Pavy's request for detail if Steward
Biederbick.

SIR:

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, JUly 9, 188 3.
1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of this date, asking the undivided

services of Private Biederbick for a week from July 10, to make an inventory of your medical stores.
You are advised, as you have already been verbally, that Private Biederbick is under orders for two
days' field service, and that he will be at your command from the r ath instant.
The inventory of your stores cannot possibly require more than two days' labor, if they have been
properly cared for, and I cannot see that your [to interest will] suffer by the postponement.
As you are to officially abandon this expedition within ten days, I see no reason why your question
should be answered, particularly as it bears [to and improperly] on my action in this matter.
1 have only to invite your attention to the fact that there is no hospital steward connected with this
expedition, nor have you ever requested one. Private Bieder bick has assisted you in that capacity for two
years without interfering with his other duties, and the interests of the service (4~do not demand a change].
I am, sir, respectfully yours,

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Asst., Commanding Expedition.
Actg. Asst. Surgeon O. P AVY,
U. S. Army.

ApPENDIX

No. g6.-Letter of Dr. Pavy's, datedJuly I8, I883'

JUly 18, 1 883' .
SIR: M! second contract, eXpirIng on the aoth of this month, I wish to respectfully express my deSIre
not to have It renewed.
As I do not intend to remain in the service and, as (according to your view) our work will, in the
short spa~e of a .month or two, be virtually ended by the arrival of a ship in Discovery Harbor, or by
our reaching her in Kennedy Channel, my action is of minor importance.
.
As a matter of c~urse I ,offer my services to the expedition, and declare myself willing and ready to
per~orm the .same duties as III the past; still devoting myself entirely to the weJIfare [sic] and success of
our undertaking,
• ,

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

It wil! be well understood by me, that I shall not consider the Department as being indebted for any
remuneration, and :hat all expenses incurred by my living will remain to my charge.
I am, SIr,very respectfully, your obedient servant

.

To the

'

OCTAVE PAVY,

Act. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. Army.

COMMANDING OFFICER.

-------~-----.:--------------

* Interpolations from letter-press copy.
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APPENDIX

No. 97.-Answer to letter referred to in Append£x No. 96.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, JUly 19, 188 3.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of July 18, wherein you
reiterate your unwillingness to renew your contract as acting assistant surgeon, U. S. Army. I cannot concur
in your opinion that such action is of minor importance.
Whether this expedition remains it month or a year without an official medical adviser, lime is unimportant, the moral aspects important. Ship or no ship, retreat or no, you joined this expediton under a
moral obligation to serve during its continuance, and you well know that the Surgeon-General never would
nave sanctioned your contract had he surmised J even the possibility of your quitting, under any circumstance, a command situated without the confines of the civilized world.
I have the honor to advise you that should you at any time consent, I should deem it my duty to renew

t-

your contract as before.
I am, sir, very respectfully yours,

A. W. GREELY,
First Luutenant, Fi/tll Caoairy; A. S. 0., and Assistant,

Commanding Ex/tdi/ion.
Acting Assistant Surgeon O. PAVY,
U. S. Army.

ApPENDIX

NO.98.-Dr. Pavy's refusal to turn over his diary.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, JUly 19, 1883,

SIR: In conformity with the order of July 9th , I have transferred my medical property and the specimens
of natural history gathered by myself and addressed to the Chief Signal Officer.
As you are aware, all my private gathering (except the flowers) were, in the first days of June, turned
over with the general collections.
As to tire question of diary, etc., I will say that to the best of my ability I have furnished you with all my
personal views and official opinions by reports, when desired.
My journal, destitute of any official value, is a mere record of events, hypothesis, and reminscences
lsic], closely mingled with personal and intimate thoughts synthetised [sic] from detached notes and
reduced into letters of an tlttirely private character, for the only use of my family, but on our return to
the United States, if any personal opinion concerning events, or even my appreciation of physical, natural,
medical, geographical, etc., etc., phenomena are of any interest to the Chief Signal Officer, I will consider
myself honored to be allowed to put at his disposal any extracts of my polar journal and Greenland notes,
as well as any of the general Arctic information collected by myself during sixteen years of continued
Arctic studies.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,

OcrAVE

PAVY.

To the COMMANDING OFFICER.

APPENDIX

No. 99.-Letter transmitting charges to Dr. Pavy.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, July 19, 1883,

SIR: I have to herewith transmit to you copy of charge and specifications this day preferred against
you, and to inform you that the originals have been forwarded to the Adjutant~Generalof the Army. •
The legal results of this action prevent the termination of your term of service with this day as contemplated by you, but retains you in the Army awaiting trial by a general court-martial.
A. ,V. GREELY,

I am, respectfully, yours,

First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. am! Assistant,
Commanding Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

u:

...- - ...__.-..__ ._ •._-~._-_._------_ ..
S. Army•
Acting Assistant Surgeon O. PAVY,
--;i~t;~l;;i~~ from letter-press copy.-A.
G.

..
r

R. Mis. 393--~1

...

_
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Charge and specijications against Acting Assistant Surgeon O. Pa'l'Y, U. S. Army.
CHARGE.-Disobedience of orders.
SjJecification 1St. In this that he, Acting Assistant Surgeon 0. Pavy, U. S. Army, having been directed
by orders No. 3, dated Fort Conger, Grinnell Land, July 9, 188 3, to turn over to Second Lieutenant James
JJ. Lockwood, Twenty-third Infantry, A. S. 0., his diary, did fail and refuse to obey such order.
This at Fort Conger, Grinnell Land, July 19, 188 3'
Specification zd, In this that he, Acting Assistant Surgeon O. Pavy, U. S. A., having been verbally
ordered by First Lieutenant A. W. Greely, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, commanding, to turn over
within two hours his diary to Second Lieutenant James B. Lockwood, Twenty-third Infantry, A. S. 0., did
positively refuse to obey said order.
This at Fort Conger, Grinnell Land, July 19, 1883.
Specification 3d. In this that he, Acting Assistant Surgeon O. Pavy, U. S. A., having been ordered in
arrest by First Lieutenant A. W. Greely, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. 0, and Assistant, commanding, did refuse to
obey said order, and so refused until Lieutenant Greely called for a guard to enforce it, when he, Acting
Assistant Surgeon O. Pavy, said: "I accept the arrest physically but not morally."
This at Fort Conger, Grinnell Land, July 19, 1883.

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fi/tlt Caualry, A. S. O. ami Assistant,
Commanding Lady Frank/itt Bay Expedition.
Witnesses:
First Lieutenant A. ,V. GREELY,
Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant.
Second Lieutenant JAMES B. LOCKWOOD,
Twenty-third Infantry, A. S. O.

ApPENDIX

No. soo.s-Leuer limiting Dr. Pavy's bounds while in arrest.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, yuly 19, 1883.
SIR: Your order of arrest this day made will confine you to your private quarters except the times
needful .fo~ meals, ~ersonal offices, and such exercise as you judge requisite for health. Exercise will be
taken within one mile of the astronomical observatory.
Very respectfully, yours,

A. 'V. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Ca'l'alry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding the .Expedition.
Acting Assistant Surgeon O. PAVY, U. S. Army.

ApPENDIX

No. lOI.-Order for the abandonment o.f station at Fort CongerFORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

yuly

28, 18 83.

Orders NO.5.

In case of the non-~rrival of a vessel by August 9, 1883, this station will be abandoned and a retreat
south~ard by boats to Littleton Island will be attempted.
.and
.
SIxteen pounds of personal baggage WI'11 b e aII owed to each officer
eight pounds to each man.

A. 'V.

GREELY,

First Lieutenant, Jfljtll Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding the Expedition.
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ApPENDIX

No. I02.-List

ofcommissary subsistence stores abandoned at Fort Conger, Grinnell
Land, August 9, I88].
Articles.

Quantity.

Articles.

--------

--------~--_..

Apples, 3-lh. cans
Jon
Asparagus
Allspice.
n __lbs __
Bacon
do __
Beef, salt, _
_
bbls . _
Beef, extract of, z-Ib. cans _.
.cans __
Hard bread
lbs
Beans, black,
do __
Beans, baked, j-Ib. cans
cans __
Butter
nn---- J bs-_
Corn-meal, 14-lb. tins __
_tinsn
Coffee, Rio
lbs __
Coffee, lava _
do __
Chocolate, McCobb's
•
.do , ,
-n-don
Chocolate, Bakers.
Cinnamon __
do __
Cloves
do
Eggs, condensed
•
cansO.
Extract celery
.
u_.
bottles __
packers.;
Gelatine, Swinhurn's
(~elatine, Nelson's __ n_____
__dlLGinger ..__ •
- _n
n_n_ Ibs_
Hominy (tins},
.
(10._
Hops :
..
.do__
Currant jelly
cans-Lard, 5-lb- cans
.
H)5 __
cans - Milk, r-Ib. cans _nU--- _uu
Mustard
Ibs __
._nn_n

u____

u

__

__

n

u

__

n

n

un

_u _

n

__

u

n

n

n

_nn

n__

__n_
n

_n n

__

n

_

n

n-un.

n_U

u_

n

n

n

n

__

n-

n

n

n_

n

__ U

n

:u__ n_u
n

_u

n

-

..

u

u

r

r

__ u _ n

__ u

__ n

_u_

3°
13

4~(

1,079
10

II4

9,5 14
688

116

33
8
75°

57

Jl61~

15
2

4 34
104

7
So

."".'9~4'
55
8'
.)

7

375

18

176

Molasses ..
Mutton extract.
!\utmegs __
OatmeaL
Onions
Pork
.

. __.

n.

n

on

u___

u'_

n ' __

n

_

-----,

gaits__
caDS __

.•

nn

Ots __

.Ibs __
._cans._
__
nu .• lbs __
_.u

.n_ n_"

bb~

Peaches, evaporated __
Peaches, preserved .
jars __
Pepper, black .
n_n__
Jbsn
Pepper, Chili
do __
Pepper, Tobasco
bottles-Pickles. sam-kraut, }~-bbl-kegsn_kegs__
Pickles, onions, IO-gall. kegs
_do__
cansu
Potatoes.2~.;-lb.cans.
__
Preserved damsons. z-lb. cans __._ .do ,
Rhubarb
do __
5.1.IL _ n
n
_n_nu_Jbs __
Salt, table. 3-lb. bags
----hagscans _Sauce, cranberry. z-lb, cans
Soup. ox-tail, __
n_.
do __
Soup. mock-turtle
u------_u- do - Tea, green,IZUnpo\\'der
n_n 1bs n
cs ns - Tomatoes, 3-tb. cans
Vinegar
•
gal~ __:
Tobacco, plug
.Ibs __
Castile soap •..
.nn_nn-cakes..
Pipe.stems, WeichseL
_No_n

n

_no

n

••

__

n

n

n

n.

.,_.

un

u n __ - .

n_

n

n_

u

n_

u

u

n

u_••

_

__

160
14

25

42
143
21m

75
26
39
3~
4

II
I

3
48
710
1,277tt

45

281
28

7°

115
15
174
360
12

JO
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ApPENDIX

No. I03.-J.l1'edical Reports.

A.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

March 4,

1882.

SIR: I have the honor to submit to you the substance of my weekly verbal reports regarding the health
of the command, since its arrival at Fort Conger.
August. The health has been excellent during the month of August.
After landing, lime juice has been issued to the men at the dose of half an ounce three times a week.
September. During the month of September the health has been very good, excepting the case of Sergt.
Rice, who when travelling with me, from Lincoln Bay, was seized with inflamatory [sic] rheumatism and remained under my treatment for ten days.
During this month the use oflime juice has been gradually increased to the dose of one ounce daily.
October. In the month of October the health of the command was very good, and no signs of scurvy
had been noticed.
Pvt. Long (cook since we landed) was relieved from duty the 7th, and during two weeks remained
under treatment for animia [anremia].
During the month daily doses of lime juice were issued.
November. Except a case of frost-bitten toe, and a few minor complaints, the health has been good.
Daily doses of an ounce of lime juice were issued.
No signs of scurvy have yet appeared.
December. During the month of December I have not found any symtoms [sic] of scurvy, but cases of
animia [anremia] & dyspepsia came frequently under my care; otherwise the health has been good.
Sergt. Gardiner has met with an accident (contracted in line of duty) which resulted in a fracture of the
lower extremity of the left leg.
From the 15th to the middle of January we have issued daily rations of can-fruit (sicj, which I think,
with the use of iron and tonics, have produced good results.
January. From the middle of January the general state of the health has improved. During the
first two weeks in the month I have found in one of the observers signs of great ani mia (anremia] bordering
perhaps on scurvy. But after a week, he was able to resume his work.
The only positive but slight premonitory symtoms [sic J of scurvy observed this winter were in the case of
the Eskim~ d~g driver Jens Edward, who since December was laboring under a great despondency of mind.
At the beginning of February he had entirely recovered.
The daily dose of lime juice was issued during the month.
Fe~ruary. In February the health of the command was excellent, and signs of animia lanremiaJ and
dyspepsia were less numerous than in the previous month.
Lime juice has been regularly issued.
No signs of scurvy have been noticed.

~uring the winter the use of fresh beef, can-fruits
ervation of our health.

lsu] and vegetables have been instrumental in the pres-

I would call your attention to the fact that the command is generally affected (of different degrees) with
chronic bronchitis.
,
I would therefore respectfully advise, that, as soon as possible measure [sit] should be taken to prevent
the escape of deleterious gas from the stoves from both rooms.
'
I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,
OCTAVE PAVY,

[-To the Commanding Officer.]

Act. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. A.
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B.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

February 28th, 1882.

SIR: In answer to your request of the 26th of February I will respectfully say, that with three exceptions the enlisted men of this expedition are to-day physically fit for spring sledging, if properly clothed and
if not overworked and not exposed to the evil effect of too low temperature.
The three enlisted men excepted are Sergi. Gardiner-convalescent from a fracture of the left leg.

Sergt, Cross-easily affected by cold feet.
Pvt. Bender-lungs are liable to be affected by exposure to cold.
I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,

OCTAVE PAVY,

Act. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. A.
[:It- To the Commanding Officer.]

c.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

March 4,

1882.

SIR: In answer to your letter of the first of March, I have the honor to submit to you my advise [Sill as
to the nutritive value of the aliments that are to compose the sledge rations.
I believe, the quantity and nature of the food, that you have mentioned in your letter, to be very healthy
for the sledging parties, that you intent [sit] to sent [sir] out in the spring.
The only suggestion that I could make would be to replace the 24 oz baked beans by
beans and

oz of meat or pemmican, as a ration.
I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,

12

oz baked

12

OCTAVE PA"'Y,

Act. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. A.
[:It- To the Commanding Officer.]

D.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

March 18th. 1882.

SIR: In answer to your letter of the 16th of March, in which you have given me my instructions for
a journey over the polar sea, north of Grinnen Land, I have the honor to state, at your request, that the
health of the command is now good, and that we have no reason to anticipate sickness.
I am, very respectfully, your obt, servant,
OCTAVE PAVY,
Ad. Asst. Surgt'on, U. S. A.

E.
}'ORT CONGF.R, GRINNELL LAND,

August 1St, 1882.

SIR: Since my last sanitary report the health of the command has generally been good. No symptoms
of scurvy were detected, but cases of animia [anremial and derangement of the digestive organs have at
ti mes been noticed.

111 the first days of March, Pvt. Bender was confined to the bed with hroncho pneumonoia [pneumonia]
and Pvt. Long came under my care for hremoptysia [hremoptysis1, (spitting of blood). At the end of March
Pvts, Connell and Ellis suffered of superficial frost bites.
In July G. ,V. Rice sprained his left foot, but at this date he has resumed his work.
During the spring the command has suffered but little of [from] snowblindness.
Since February a daily dose of lime-juice has been regularily taken.
I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,
OCTAVE PAVY,
Ad. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. A.
To the

COMMANDING OFFICER.

*Address

omitted in orIginal.-A.
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F.
FT. CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, SejJt. 20th, 1882.
SIR: During the month of August the health of the comma~d has be:n .good, ex~ept in few in~tances,
where I have found derangement of the digestive organs and SIgnS of ammia [anremla]. The dally dose
of lime juice has been regularily l regularly] issued.
I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,
OCTAVE PAVY,

Act. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. A.
To the

COMMANDING OFFICER.

G.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, October 6th, 1882.
SIR: During the month of September, with the exception of a few minor complaints, the health of the
command has been good.

In answer to your order of Sept. 30th, 1882, " to submit at the earliest practicable moment a detailed
report as to the health of the individual members of this command," I will state that, at this date, the
health of:
Sergt. Israel is good at present, but may need special attention at times.
"
Rice, health good.
" Jewell"
good.
"
Ralston's health is good at present, but may need special attention during the dark days.
"
Gardiner. On this date the health of Sergt. Gardiner is good, but will certainly need special
attention this winter, as scurvy would, in his case, in all probability, be accompanied with disunion of the
fracture sustained last December.
Moreover, he has since a long time been periodically under my care for ancemia [ansernia] and derrangement [derangement] of the digestive organs. Since I mentioned, in his case, the necessity of exercise, I have,
with satisfaction seen him take (what I consider the best and healthiest of exercise) a daily walk.
Sergt. Brainard, health good.
"
Connell
"
good.
sent

. " Cross. The health of Cross is apparently good, but I would recommend that he should not be
III the field this fall and winter.
Corp. Saler [Salor],
health good.
" [Sergeant] Ellison [Elison1,"
good.
Pvt. Henury fHenry],
"good.
" Frerick [Frederick],
"good.
" L'inn,
"
good.
" Schneider,
"
good.
" Whistler,
"
good.
" Biederbick,
"
good.

Long and Bellder.-The health of Long and Bender is at present comparatively good. Since early in
the fall of 1881, they have both. been repeatedly under my care, one for debility and the other for weakness
of the
I have
mformed you, last spring, of my desire to see them sent home, had a ship
reached Discovery Harbor in the summer of 1882.
y
I willhstrongl reiterate the recommendation made last spring that unless absolutely necessary, these
'
two men S ould not be sent in the field this fall.

lun~.

verb~lly

Pvt. Ellis. The health of Ellis is good, but he has repeatedly complained of being unable to perform
injured foot. The man must certainly at a time anterior to the departure
.d .
1.
,
... some acci ent w rich has altered the shape of the left inferior extremity. But,
h r. h ffi'
d d
.
.f st
ow rar tee ect of the injury can now at tim
I am unable to answer.
"
es, an un er prolonged or violent exercise, be still mam e ,
I

°fngh~,arches ,on accoun.t of an
ot this command met w th
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Jens

[Esk.), health good.
Frederik,"
"good.
Such is, at this day, the state of the health of this command.
As to the prospects, in the future, I cannot foretell. We are only on the threshold of a second winter'
and our situation, without precedent, has been concidered [sic], by eminent medical authorities, as one or
great uncertanty [sic] and dan ger.
Moreover, as our dietetic condition must, by necessity, be different from what it was the previous winter,
the prospects are thereby far from favorably increased.
The variety of our diet is reduced; we are (compared to the original plan) already under reduced rations
of some articles highly conducive to health; and to a great extent deprived of preserved fresh vegetables.
I have mentioned above, the few special cases in which it would be advisable to put some restriction
as regard to the field duties. If similar measures become necessary for other members of the command I
will advise you when they arise.
'
In regard to "the points of sanitary precaution," I will state that the change of stove pipes has been
highly beneficial, by stopping the emenation [emanation 1of deleterious gas, exceedingly injurious during the
past winter. I should recommend that, as far as practicable, a moderate temperature should be kept in our
room; also, that a quit [quietJ place of repos [repose] should bee [be] chosen for the observers who have
b~en on duty during the night. To obtain, in the men's quarters, during the day, quitness [quietness] sufficient for the rest of individual members, would be taxing too heavily the general mterest, and thereby interfere with the expansion of moderate merriment, an element so necessary to the promotion of health.
I think it advisable that, in view of a retreat so far considered by you as certain, the men, specially
those employed this winter and fall in field work, should be well clothed and that special attention should
be paid to appropriate foot and hand gear. Serious accidents would perhaps, as in the case of Dr. Kane,
encumber and even endanger our retreat.
I should now suggest the propriety of having the leather boots set aside.
I could not too strongly recommend that, without it being ordered except in special cases, the habit of
daily walks (with all due restrictions dictated by prudence) should be encouraged during the last days of
light. The heavy outside work is happily of rare occurrence or necessity. Compulsatory exercise, in my
opinion is certainly not as profitable to the health as a voluntary and recreative one.
The general hygeianic [sic] regulations established last winter are appropriate and can be with advantage
maintained for the present. If I discover in the future any points to be changed, I will at once inform you.
At this date, I have no case under my care for which special diet is required.
During the month of September daily doses of lime juice have been issued.
The last paragraph of your communication orders, that" in case even of a suspicion of scurvy a full and
detailed report will be made at once in writing." Scurvy being a disease of very insidious nature, and its
primary symptoms resembling closely those of many arctic complaints as anaemia [anaemia] rheumatism,
etc., etc., differential diagnostic need, "in initio," some resen'e. In many instances I am convinced that
arctic scurvy is a condition inciden t to an ani III ic [an remic] cand ition, in which it is difficult to state the
precise time at which it assumes characters distinct; ve enough to be called scurvy. You can therefore under.
stand, that a suspicion, being only a mental process of investigation entirely personal to the mind of the
investigator, no practicioner [practitioner] will found an opinion on it alone. My attention is unremittingly
on the qui uiue, and as soon as in any case I will have grouped enough symptoms for a diagnosis of
incipient scurvy, I will at once advise you by writing.
I cannot answer to the paragraph of your order refering rJic] to the" names of all men for whom a special
diet is considered desirable," before all the fresh meat is secured at the post. I will also be oblige [sic Jto examine the list of commissary stores remaining, so as to be able to decide on what I can at present recommend without taxing the future. I deem it of the highest importance, even of absolute necessity to be
informed of your project concerning our future stay in the arctic, as well as your plans and means of escape.
My stock of medicines (very incomplete and even absolutdy dejie'-mt in essm/ial drugs) is very much reduced
specially in stores that, in the future, I may be called on to use the most often. Your plans will be in this
emergency entirely my guide as to my divers expenditures at present and my reserve for the future.
I am, very respectfully, your obd. servant,
To the COMMANDING OFFICER.
Above reportreceived open by the hand of Pvt. Schneider.-A. W.

OCTAVE PAVY.

GREELY.
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H.

FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, Deumber 4 th, 1882.
SIR: 'During the months of October and November without exception, the health of the command has
been excellent.
No signs of scurvy or of any epidemical diseases have been detected.
The customary dose oflime juice has been regularly issued.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obt. servt.,
OCTAVE PAW,

Act. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. A.

To the COMMANDING OFFICER.

1.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, January 4th, 1883.
SIR: During the month of December the health of the party was generally good.
The loss of appetite has been more or less general, but especially with Linn, Frederick, and the two
Greenlanders.
Bender was again under my care for pain in the chest; Long and Frederick for slight soreness of the
mouth, and Biederbick for rheumatism.
Lime juice has been regularly issued, except on Christmas eve.
No signs of scurvy or of any epidemic disease have been noted.
I am, very respectfully, your obt, servant,
OCTAVE PAW,

Act. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. A.

To the COMMANDING OFFICER.

].
FT. CONGER, GRINNELL LAND, February 5th, 188 3'
SIR: ~he health ?f th~ command during the month of Jan uary, has been generally good. No disease of
any contagIOUS or epidemical character have [SIC] made their [SIC] appearance and no symptoms of scurvy
have been detected.
Daily doses of lime juice were issued.
Sergt. Israel, health good.
U
Rice,
"
"
"

Jewell,"

"

(( Ralston, health apparently good, but this year seemed to be very
" Gardiner, health good,
" Brainard,
"
"

~asily affected by cold.

"Connell,
"
"but often complains of rheumatism.
" Cross,
.
health good,
Corp. [Sergeant] Ellison [Elison],"
"
" Saler [Salor],
""
Pvt. Fredericks,
"
"

" Ellis,
U

"
"
"

Henry,
Linn,
Schneider,
Whistler,

"

"

"
" but at times complained of rheumatism.
health good.
"
"
"
"
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Pvt. Biederbick, frequently under care for rheumatism.
" Bender has been in the beginning of January sufficiently affected to be carried on the sick list.
Complying with your instruction I would state, I was in need during the month of digitalis cod liver

oil, and generally of tonics.
I am, very respectfully, your obd. servant,

'
OCTAVE PAVY,

Act. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. A.
To the

COMMANDING OFFICER.

K.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

Jl,farch 3rd, 1883'

SIR: During the month of February, with the exception of a few cases of muscular rheumatism, the
health of the command has been good.
Pvt. Bender has been at times under my care, but at this day his health is relatively good.
Pvt. Long has recovered from an attack of rheumatism with effusion in the knee.
The ordinary dose of lime juice has been regularly issued. No symptoms of scurvy have been detected.

I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,

OCTAVE PAVY,

Act. Asst. S1IJgellN, U. S. A.
To the

COMMANDING OFFICER.

L.
FORT CONGER-, GRINNELL LAND,

Apd! 3rd, 188 3.

SIR: During the month of March, the general health of the command has heen good; but as I have
stated in my communication of March 9 th, our powers of endurance (compared with the previous spring)
have, I believe, decreased.
Sergt. Garabur.-During the last days of March Gardiner has suffered with slight tenderness of the
gums, but without any symptoms of scurvy.
Sergt, Ralston.-The general state of the health of Ralston has not been very good during the past
munth. His power of endurance seemed to have been less this winter. He has also suffered of tenderness
of the gums, but without symptoms of scurvy.
Corp. Saler [Salor).-Since the first days of March, and for two weeks, Saler [Salor) has been under
my care for general debility.
Corp. 1Sergeant JEttiso» [E Iison J.-Ellison [Elison) started in the field I he loth of March, his health
being apparently good, but returned the rath, affected with general debility and derangement of the digestive
organs.
Pvt. Bender has again at times been under my care.
Pvt. Long has, in the first days of March, been relieved from duty for a few days an account of inllamation

[sic 1of
the throat.
I should
recommend that unless absolutely necessary Sergt. Cross, Pvts, Long and Bender should not
be send [sic] in the field.
The daily doses of lime juice have been regularly issued.
No symptoms of scurvy have been detecterl.
I am, very respectfully, your obd. servant,

OCTAVE PAYV,

A. A. Surgeon, U. S. A.
To the

r

COMMANDING OFFICER.
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M.
FT. CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

ApriI30t,+, 1883.

SIR: In answer to your request of March 28th,* I have the honor to state that the health of the com-

mand for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1882, has been as follows.
In August the health was excellent.
In September it remained very good, except in the case of Sergt. Rice who suffered with inflammatory
rheumatism and remained under treatment for ten days..
During October the sanitary state was very good.
In November the health has been good with the exception of a few minor complaints. In this month
Sergt. Gardiner met with an accident of a serious nature. (fracture of the lower extremity of the leg).
During Decem ber, anremia [anremia] and derrangement [derangement] of the digestive organs as well
as bronchities [bronchitis] have been frequently observed. Sergt. Rice was incapacitated for duty the rjth,
having met with a severe contusion of the left shoulder.

From the middle of January the general state of the health has improved.
During this month I have found in Sergt. Ralston signs of great anremia [an"'mia] bordering perhaps
on scurvy.
The only positive but slight symptoms of scurvy observed this winter were in the case of the Eskimo
jens Edward, who since December, was laboring under a great despondency of the mind. IIe has not
been incapacitated for duty.
In February the health nf the commaud Was good, and the signs of dyspepsia and ancema [anremia)
were less numerous than in the previous month.
During the winter, and especially at its end, the command was generally affected with chronic bronchities [bronchitis]. Until the end of the fiscal year of 1882, with the exception of individual cases of
anosmia
and rlerrangement [derangement] of the digestive organs, the general health of the party
has
been [an",mia]
good.
In the first llays of March Pvt. Jlender was confined to the bed by a Slight attack of broncho pneumonia and Pvt. Long came under my care for 'pitting blood. Pvt. Ellis was relieved from duty in March
for superfi"i.,1 frost hite of the foot, and in April SergI. Connell, for the same cause.
Pvt. lliederbick was mnfined to the bed for general debility in the month of April.
During the spring the command has suffered but little of snowblindness.

~lores

The
furnished by the Medical Department have genentlly been found of excellent quality; the
SUl'l.J]y of lllstruments Very complete, but for the hooks. I should like to have been supplied with more recent
edItions.
"
As request,,:, hy you, J give a list of some of the drugs generally indispensable in the practice of medrcme,
and of which none has been furnished me.
.
For the deficiance [deficiency 1of medicine generally considered useful or necessary to practice, the Medical Ilepartment at home can from invoices form her own judgmenj,

List of 1I1edkifus generally considered as indispensable.

Cod liver oil,

Hyoscyumus,
Strychniu,

Digitalis,
Nux vomica,
Veratrum viride.

List of 1Il~11 tltat hal Ie been illcapacitated for duty.
S t 8}
l'
th
d•
returned to duty Jan. 3Ism,
ept,
t
1;
re
leved
for
10
days;
contusion
of
the
left
shoulder
Dec.
13
r

Rue, inflammatory rheumat'

.Ralsfon.-Anremia
[anremia] Jan 6th " rell'eved of dutv~ about one week.
~d~

* The

. .
8 h relieved
Conjunctivitis Jan. t ;

reqlulrn~ this report is referred to on page 4

•
2
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Gardint'1.-Fracture of the lower extremity of the left leg, Nov. 30th.
Connc!ll.-Rheumatical attack Sept. r rth ; relieved for one day. Ancemia [ansemia] Dec. 8th: relieved
Frost bitten foot ApI. 7th; relieved until ApI. 2 5th.

three days.

Ellison [Elisonj.-Face burned by explosion of gasoline Nov. loth; relieved for five days.

rd
Ellis.-Diarrhcea March 19th ; one day relieved. Frost bitten toe Mch. 25 th ; returned to duty April 23 •
TVhistler.-Affection of the sexual organ Oct. rath ; relieved four days. Frost bitten toe Sept. I I; relieved
for two days.

Biederbick.-Frost-bite Nov. 7th ; relieved for twenty days.
4th May.

Schneider.-Sore throat Nov. 29; relieved two days.

.
General debility 25th ApI.; returned to duty

Bronchities {bronchitis] with dyspepsia Dec. 6th;

relieved two days.

Long.-Spitting of blood March 4th ; relieved three days.

Anoemia [anremia] Oct. 9th ; returned to duty

Oct. r Sth.

Bendet.-Oct. z and, relieved until Oct. 30th , for pain in the chest.

Burn of the hand Jan. 17

th

th
to 19 •

Broncho pneumonia March 1St to 6th.

Henry.-Attack of rheumatism April 6th; resumed duty April r rth,
I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,

OCTAVE PAVY,

A. A. Surgeon, u. S. A.
To the

COMMANDING OFFICER.

N.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

f

May 5, 1883.

SIR: During the month of April the general health of the command has apparently been good.
The inconvenience derived from the need of fires during the nights was felt, and if it has not been the
cause of sickness it has certainly not been conducive to health. Any hardships that can be dispensed with,
or any comfort that can be procured is in these latitudes (especially after a second winter) eminently intluential in helping to keep the state of the health at or above par.
The experience of our party this spring has confirmed the general rule, that after a second winter spent
in a high northern latitude, men are less capable of withstanding the hardships of arctic work; physical
strength is notably reduced, and the body, far from becoming endnred [inured] to cold and exposure, is on
the contrary, less prepared to resist its effects.
The ordinary doses of lime-juice have been regularly issued during the month.

o
N symptoms of scurvy

have been detected.
I will ask to be allowed (the zoth of this month or about) to undertake a journey in the interior and
around Lake Hazen. I think that it would be interesting to study there the effects of glacier action, past
and present, as well as the geological formation of this range of mountains.
Although I am doing the fnnctions of natnralist I do not lay any claim to the title, but years ago in
the Alps. and in Greenland during my stay of 1880-'81, I have studied this question practically.
Moreover, the journey would perhaps contribute to the advancement of arctic zoology in onr efforts
to establish the fact, or to disprove the belief concerning the wintering of musk-oxen in Grinnell Land, and

I

especially at or in the neighborhood of Lake Hazen.
During this trip musk-oxen could probably be killed, as the neighborhood of the lake has been considered by us as the best resort for game.
I am, very respectfully, your obt. servant,

OCTAVE PAVY,

Actg. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. Anny.
To the

t

COMMANDING

0 FFICER.
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o.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

June 4th, 1883.

SIR: With the exception of individual cases during the month of May, the health of the party has
generally been good, but derangements of the digestive organs have been more frequent and more general
(not of a serious character) than at any time since the reappearance of the sun.
Sergt. Ralslon.-During the winter the health of Sergt, Ralston has frequently needed to be under a
course of tonic treatment. Since the spring it had improved, but after our supply of musk-ox meat had
been exhausted " it began to fail.
The 29th of May my attention was directly called to him for soreness of the mouth and gums, complicated with ragged purple patches at the time, small, but having tendency to enlarge; the functions of the
digestive organs were below par, and the bowels were relaxed. Out of door exercise of any length caused
exhaustion.
My diagnosis in this case is ancemia [ansemia] and general debility, verging on scurvy, with slight premonitory symptoms of the disease.
He has been put under and [an] internal treatment of iron and quinia [quinine], with local washes of
sulphate of zinc. A daily allowance of fresh musk ox meat (reserved for the sick) has been issued to him,
and out door exercise prescribed. The daily dose of lime juice, 1 ounce, has not been increased.
At this date, I already see an improvement i:n the state of his health. Ralston, with Linn and' Biederbick,
is among the men, who have dislike for seal meat.
Private Biederbick: Tenderness of gums and soreness of the palate; signs of anosmic [anremic] state.
Privare Linn: Has been under care for dispepstia [dyspepsia] and rheumatic pains.
Private Ellis: Was relieved from duty for a day. Derangement of the digestive organs and bowels.
Private Jf'lzisler: Relieved from duty for three days. Severe case of snow blindness.
During the month of May the customary dose of lime juice has been regularly issued.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,
OCTAVE PAVY,

Actg, Asst. Surgeon, U. S. Ar»l1'
To the

COMMANDING

OFFICER.

P.
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

7uly 3d, 1 883.

S,IR: During the mo~th of June, the health of the command has been good•
. For. several d~ys during the month Sergt. Brainard was relieved from out of door duty on account of
a slight inflammation of the gums, caused by the extraction of a tooth.
Sergt. Ralston has rapidly recovered and at present his health is very good.
'
The customary dose of lime juice has been regularly issued.
No symptoms.of scurvy have been detected during the month of June.
I am, SIr, respectfully yours,
OCTAVE PAVY,

Adg. Asst. Surgeon, U. S. Army.
To the

COMMANDING

OFFICER.

* This statement is inexact
and does not accorc1 with
. Dr. Pavy's own words ten hnes
. later, where he
reserved musk-ox .meat.. (!n May 20 a seal weighing over five hundred pounds was killed, and as a large quantity of musk-ox,
meat was found tamted inside a few days before , I d eelided to ISsue
.
t:
seal meat, and reserve musk-ox meat, hares, &c., lor
t h e SIick.
Serge~t Ralston unfortun~tely ~ad an aversion to seal meat. Over five hundred pounds of musk-ox meat was obtained May
2~, WhICh enabled me to Issue It regularly. Until a few days prior to the retreat in August, 1883, the expedition was never
without musk-ox meat.-A. W. GREELY, Lieut.
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Q.
.FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND,

JUly

10,

,883'

SIR: I have the honor to respec~fully transmit to you my yearly report for the fiscal year ending June
[3
3. During the months of July and August, 1882, the health of the command has generally been
0th], 188
good, with the excepuons of occasional cases of derangement of the digestive organs and signs of anosmia,
[aneemia].
Pvt. Lynn, from the loth of July, was relieved from ordinary duty for a few days on account of soreness
of one of his feet, contracted in walking during your western journey. From the middle of the same
month Pvt. Biederbeck has began to be affected with muscular rheumatism, which have [has] since troubled

him from time to time.
The general health of the command has continued to be good during September, October, and
November, '82, without any signs of scurvy.
Through December, '82, or even from the end of November, the appetite has in many cases failed, and
symptoms of an anoemic [ansemic] state have been shown.
Nevertheless the general health was good.
During January, '83, the sanitary state of the party has been good, with the exceptions of cases ot
impaired appetite and dyspepsy [sic}. During this month Bender has at divers times been under my care
(from the 6th to 13 ) as well as Long, who remained under treatment, and was relieved from duty during
th
eight days, for inCipient, dropsical effusion in the right knee.
In February, '83, the health was good,'with the exceptions of a few cases of muscular rheumatism.
During March, although the sanitary state of the party appeared good, our powers of endurance
compared with the previous spring were on the decrease.
Pvt. Lynn, whom I considered as one of our men the best fitted for endurance, was obliged to he
excused from early sledge work on account of rheumatism.
Sergts. Ralston and Gardiner suffered from slight tenderness of the gums, although without any symptoms
of scurvy. The health of Ralston has not been good during the whole winter and spring; his powers of
endurance to cold were below par.
At the beginning of March, '83, Copl. Saler [Salor] remained for two weeks under my care, being in a
debilitated state, and therefore exempted from any heavy work; occasionally the corporal spat [sic] blood.
Cop\. [Sergeant] Elison started ioto the field the roth of March in apparently good health, but returned
the rath, in a state of debility complicated with derangement of the digestive organs; be was relieved from
duty from the 15 to the soth. In the beginning of March Pvt. Long was exempted from work for five
th
days on account of inflammation of the throat.
In April the health has generally been good, but the party has felt at times the need of fire during the
night.During the last part of May the health of the command was good, except among some of the men who
had dislike for seal meat and were in consequence deprived of fresh animal food.
Sergt. Ralston in the last days of the month came under my care, being in an anoemic [anremic] state
verging on scurvy. He was not relieved from duty, and promptly recovered under a treatment of fresh

,

meat and tonics, without any addition of preserved vegetables and lime juice.
In June, with the exception of Sergt. Brainard, who from the 7th to the roth has been relieved from
out of door duty, on account of an inflammation of the gums, caused by the extraction of an ulcerated
tooth, the general health of the party has been good.
During the whole of the winter the health of Bender has often been, as during the previous year, bad.
Again, from February loth to 14th , he had been dispensed [excused] from duty.
Our experience this year has confirmed the generally established fact that the powers of en,lurance in
high arctic latitudes, decreases for each successive year.
As our supply of preserved vegetables was less during the winter of 188.-'83 than during the previous
one. and as the variety of our diet was also coosiderably less, I can only attribute the better state of our
health this year, to the iocreased rations of fresh meat and the suppression of the injurious emanations of
deleterious gas from the stove pipes during the winter of 1882-'83·

..
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. ..
ibl t c: tell what prospects this summer will bring, I consider it to be my duty to
. '
As It IS imposst e 0 lore
recommend that a certain amount of preserved vegetables should be kept m reserve. D~lDg another
.,
b .1 t
1 of fresh or even dried musk-ox meat, the prospects of this command
wmter, without an a unuan supp y
would certainly be gloomy and perhaps its fate disastrous.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,
OCTAVE PAVY,

Actg. Asst. Surgeon, U, S. Army.
To the

COMMANDING OFFICER.

R.
FORT CONGER, GR. LAND,

Feb1uary zd, 1883.

SIR: I respectfully acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the ad inst., and will state that it is difficult for me to designate the best men for standing cold.
.
.
Personally I know that Sergt. Brainard, Copl. [Sergeant] Elison, and Sergt. Rice (If the last named was
not of a rheumatic disposition) are well fitted for that purpose.
.
I have also confidence in the power of endurance of Copl. Saler [Salor], Pvts. Lynn and Frederick.
The last named is, without being placed on the sick list, under my medical care.
Very respectfully, your obt. servant,
OCTAVE PAVY,

A. A. Surgeon, U. S. Army.
[. To the Commanding Officer.]

s.
Med£cal report of Hospital Steward Biederbick.
WASHINGTON,

D. C., December 8,

1884·

SIR: Having acted as hospital steward on the" Lady Franklin Bay Expedition," and being now ordered
by you to report on the hygiene and care of the sick during said expedition, I do so herewith as well as my
limited knowledge will permit.
\Ve left St. Johns, Newfoundland, on July 7, 1881, on the steam sealer Proteus, commanded by Capt.
Richard Pike, with a crew of twenty men. Our officers and the sergeants of the Signal Corps were quartered
in the cabin of the ship; also the captain, mate, first and second engineers. The third engineer and the
ship's cook slept in a small addition to the galley, where Schneider, one of our number, took his quarters.
The rest of the ship's crew and members of the expedition slept in the forecastle, the ship's crew single; the
expeditionary members by twos.
Dr. Octave Pavy and Mr. Henry Clay joined the expedition at Ritenbenk, Greenland, and also took
their quarters in the cabin, and in Upernivik we were joined by two Greenlanders hired in Proven as hunters and dog-drivers, who were quartered under the forecastle.
No other than sea-sickness was experienced on the voyage excepting on August 3, when Julius R.
Frederick suffered from an attack of colic.
Our food on board the ship, though not dainty, was fairly good and substantial.
Cleanliness of body, clothing, and quarters, was enjoined from the beginning..
We arrived in Discovery Harbor, Lady Franklin Bay, latitude 81 0 44' north, on August 12, and ~he
work of unloading the vessel commenced at once, both ship's crew and members of the expedition bemg
divided into two parties which worked alternately four hours each. The erection of the house was commenced
at once by the carpenters, the unloading of the building materials taking place first. By August 18 all our
stores were landed and our baggage moved on shore, where we pitched tents for temporary abode.
.
~orporal Starr was relieved from duty and ordered back to Washington August 18, on account of his
suffering from asthma. Private Ryan was seized with an epileptic fit on August 22, on account of which he
also was ordered to return to Washington by the Proteus.

*Address omitted in original.-A. W. G.
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By August 23.our house was so far finished that it permitted us shelter. Its dimensions were: Length,
65 feet [I9.8m]; width, 2J feet [6'4 1ll ) ; and was divided into two rooms, a kitchen and a small hallway.
One room o.ccupied by the officers as quarters was about I (; feet [about SUi] by about 21 feet r6,4nil, and the
other occupied as quarters by the men about 40 feet [12 m ] by about 21 feet [6.4 1U ] , the kitchen was about 14
feet [4m ] by 8 feet r204 lll ] , and the hallway about 7 feet [about 2 m ] by 8 feet [2'4~1I]. In order to assure warmth,
the house was built with double walls, the outer one being covered on inside and outside with tar paper.
Between the walls was an empty space about fifteen inches [about 38omm] wide for the free circulation of air.
The officers, Sergeant Rice, and the two Eskimo slept single, while the rest slept two together. The
bunks in the men's quarters were so-called double-deckers, two sleeping in the lower and two in the upper.
The bedding consisted of straw sacks, blankets, and a buffalo robe for each bed.
During the winter, ice and snow walls were built around the house. and with constant fires the quarters
were always kept in a comfortable temperature.
But little suitable clothing for that extreme climate had been procured in Greenland, and everybody had
to be his own tailor, making clothes out of blankets, of which we fortunately had a good supply. Our footgear, especially, was extremely sparse, consisting of heavy cork-soled shoes-which did excellent service around
the quarters, keeping the feet warm, if suitable stockings were worn, but which were too heavy for work
away from the station-a small number of Indian moccasins, and a few Greenland Eskimo hoots. We had
besides a number of seal-skin boots, made by the Eskimo on the Labrador coast, but these were too small,
and had all to be altered before they were worn. In order to supply this want of foot-gear, shoes were
improvised out of heavy canvas and were worn by sledging parties in the spring of 1882; whereas in the
spring of 188 3 heavy German stockings were soled with heavy seal-skin and they rendered very efficacious
services.
Our food was varied and of the best, including in the canned supplies all the principal fruits and vege·
tables, which kept in excellent condition to the last, and not enough can be said of them in praise.
During our two years' sojourn at Fort Conger 103 musk-oxen and quite a quantity of smaller game, such
as ducks, geese, hares, &c., were killed, the fresh meat of which, in conjunction with the varied kinds of canned
vegetables and fruits, was at all times conducive to preserve the health of the party, as was the case at our
station during the entire two years.
During the spring and summer months the party passed most of their time out of doors, those not
exploring doing light work around the house, hunting and botanizing; while for the winter months an order
was issued that everybody had to take at least one hour of outdoor exercise daily, and no man was allowed
to occupy his bed between the hours of breakfast and dinner, excepting the observers on night duty, this order
being adhered to during both winters.
Baths were used.freely, at least one a week being required.
Our amusements were varied. We had an excellent library, and the greater part of our spare time was
passed in reading. Games of cards, chess, checkers, dominoes, &c., were indulged in. In November, 1881,
a small bi-monthly newspaper, the "Arctic Moon," was started, but the interest in it lessened considerably
after a few months' existence, and its issue was discontinued. A few private theatricals were also indulged
in, but, as the talent among us for such entertainments was very limited, interest in these was soon lost.
Lieutenants Greely and Lockwood, Dr. Pavy, and Sergeant Israel delivered intere.-. sting lectures. Lieutenant
Greely especially persisted in his efforts to entertain and amuse his party during the long arctic nights, when,
perchance, one or more would show signs of depressed spirits.
A ration of one-half gill of rum was issued to each man every Sunday evening, and an extra allowance
for holidays and the birthday of each individual. Only little liquor was carried on exploring trips, but that
did excellent service; when coming into camp cold, tired, and worn out, a little liquor would at once revive
the spirits and give activity to mind and body and thus enable us to change our foot-gear, a precaution
strictly adhered to, and to retire into the sleeping~bag.
Beginning with August 22, 1881, a daily issue of lime-juice of I ounce for each person was made, which
issue was kept up till our abandoning the station on August 9, 1883.
The spirits of the party during the dark winter months were sometimes a little depressed, but never very
low. Loss of appetite and a general feeling of lassitude were quite common complaints, always successfully
treated with tincture of iron , taken after each meal, and an extra diet of raw meat. In some few instances
extra allowances of cranberry sauce were also given.
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Some cf the party suffered extremely from :now-blindnes~ while ~n ~ledging trips; a solution of sulphate of morphia, 2 grains to 1 ounce of water, did very efficacIOus service m suc~ cases.
The general health of the party was very good, and I ~? not know of a single case of. cold having
occurred. There were two or three very light attacks of tonsilitis- Bender very often complained of pains
in left side and chest, always accompanied by a light cough, and in a couple of instances he even spit blood
and was very feverish.
Two cases of simple fracture occurred. On November 30, 1881, Gardiner broke his left leg while going
to the tide-gauge for an observation, and on December 13, 1881, Rice fractured his left shoulder by falling
against a projecting piece of hummocky ice while searching for J ens Edwards, the Esquimo, who had in
his depression of spirits taken it into his head to desert and had wandered away into the dark, dreary arctic
night to seek his death. Both cases were bandaged by Dr. Pavy and recovered rapidly.
Frost-bites occurred frequently, but were mostly very slight ones. The nose being the organ most
exposed suffered most frequently, the fingers and feet next, but none need special mentioning except the
few cases enumerated hereafter. On November 8, 1881, I froze my right foot while crossing St. Patrick
Bay, returning from Cape Beechey; the tide overran the ice-foot and our feet got wet. The great toe
especially was much injured, but got well without needing amputation, which was feared at first. Sergeant
Brainard, Corporal Salor, and Private Connell also froze their feet slightly on the same trip. On March
28, 1882, Ellis returned from Cape Beechey with both feet frost-bitten, but recovered soon. On April 8,
1882, Connell froze his right foot in the sleeping-bag, while on northern journey, and had to return in consequence to the station.
Whisler came near freezing on December 13, 1881; he had gone out after the runaway Eskimo, with
insufficient clothing, and got so chilled that he partly lost his consciousness. Rice had a hard time to bring
him back to the station, where he arrived stiff and unable to move, but was around again in a few hours,
uninjured.
Toothache was a common complaint, and several teeth had to be drawn frem different members.
Rice, who had been to Lincoln Bay with Dr. Pavy, carrying packs, was suffering from inflammatory
rheumatism and was unable to return to the station. He managed with difficulty to reach St. Patrick Bay,
from whence the doctor came home to the station for aid on September 9, 1881. A party of five started
first, but as they were unable to carry Rice up the steep hill which borders the southwest shore of St.
Patrick Bay, more help was sent for, and then he was carried up the hill and there placed on a sledge and
carefully removed to the station, where he recovered in a few days.
In July, 1883, I suffered greatly from rheumatism, and had to go to bed on the zoth and remain there
for a few d~ys. My right knee was very much swollen and I felt pain in all my limbs; I had been suffering
somewhat since July, 1882. I recovered so much that I was able to walk with the aid of a stick by August
9, t.he date on whic~ we started on the retreat; after that I steadily improved, but the rheumatism nev~r
entirely. left me. LIeutenant Greely, Sergeant Linn, and Privates Connell and Henry, also suffered at dIfferent Urnes from rheumatism.
Other compl~ints during our sojourn at Fort Conger were: September 16, 1881, Lieutenant Greely
started for the U~lted States Range, but had to return on account of pain in his injured knee. November 10,
1881., Serg~ant Elison burned his face with gasoline while filling a lamp. January 6, 1882, Sergeant Elison had
a boil on hIS neck., March 1S' 188" Schneider complained of pain in his knees while crossing the straits and
had to return to Cape Beechey, where his knees and face were found to be swollen and his gums were red
got well when we. reached Fort Conger, a few days after. April 10, 1882, I was
in
fight SIde WIth a tent pole, w,htle trying to pitch a tent in Newman Bay, and suffered much pa1ll. I
suffered from retention of unne during the night, on account of which I was ordered back to Fort Conger.
my way back I suffered from incontinence of urine. Whisler at the same time complained of painsin
chest and bad also to rerum to the station, On July 1 1882 while in the interior of Grinnell Land Wlth
Lieutenant ,Greely, I suffered from a bilious headache and
and had to return to the station. July
19, 1882, Lle.utenant Greely was sick in the stomach. March 8 188 3 Linn complained of rheumatism
~teneralhwearmess. March 15, 1883, Sergeant Elison returned f;om \Vrangel Bay on account of sickness 111
S omacn.
May 3, 1883, Schneid
.
" nght foot slightly.
nei er sprained
hIS
aunch d three
\Ve abandoned our station t F
C
li I . a
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officers were allowed sixtee~ pounds each and the men eight pounds each of extra clothing. During the
retreat we spread our sleepmg-bags over the oars laid lengthwise in the boats, excepting a few times when
we slept on shore and on the ice. On August 26 we were beset in the icc, and on September lowe abandoned the steam-launch and one of the boats; the dingey had been cut up and used for fuel during the
retreat. On September 12 we abandoned another boat and tried to reach Cape Sabine over the ice, carryiug one boat on the sledge, but the next night a heavy wind from the southwest broke up the ice and we
drifted into the straits on the piece of ice on which we were encamped. We made several hard attempts
to reach land but were unsuccessful, till we fortunately drifted into Baird Inlet on September 21, against a
high southwest gale, and we succeeded in making land on September 29, on north side of Baird Inlet.
During our drift in Smith Sound a good many of us suffered from diarrhea, probably caused by exposure and eating fatty substances, as seal blubber, and from the use of salt water in cooking.
Sergeant Cross froze his left foot while camping on the floe, and Gardiner suffered with a felon on the
first finger of the left hand. Both cases remained sore till the death of the respective patients in January
and June, respectivel Y:
At the time we abandoned the launch we made a shelter out of the sails, in the fashion of an Indian
" tepee," using the oars as poles, and as soon as we landed we commenced at once the building of stone huts
for winter quarters. Rice and Jens went to Cape Sabine to see what supplies had been left at that place
for us. They returned on the 9 th day of October with the good news that there was a cache of 24° rations
18
left by Mr. Beebe in 1882, and another cache of 240 rations left by Sir George Nares in , 5, besides about
SOD rations of bread and a small quantity of canned mutton, lord, vegetables, raisins, rice, and about sixty
188
pounds of tea left by Lieutenant Garlington and party after the sinking of the Proteus in July,
3. We
had at this time about ten days' rations left, and there was no possible chance of crossing over to Littleton
Island, as young ice was already forming in some places along the shore, and the ice in the middle of the
channel was running so fast that it dispelled all thoughts of crossing through it. We had besides only one
boat, which was insufficient to hold the whole party in unquiet waters. Our rations had been reduced for
some time, and this with the exposure and hard labor had reduced our strength considerahly.
Rice and the Eskimo, Christiansen, made also a trip to Cape Isabella, but found there only 144 pounds
of beef left by Sir George Nares, in 18 75.
As it was easier to move our few rations and our sleeping gear and the records of the expedition to
Cape Sabine than to bring the articles from there to our camp, we abandoned our partly completed huts on
October 12 and reached the little cove where the cache from the wrecked Proteus was, about midway
between Cape Sabine and Cocked Hat Island, on October I 5. We commenced a t once the building of a hut
for winter quarters, occupying at first a shelter built of snow blocks and covered with canvas, The hut was
built with a wall of rocks 4 feet high [1.2 m J and covered with the boat laid lengthwise over in the center,
and canvas stretched over them. Around the wall of rocks we built another one of snow blocks, leaving a
space between the two of several feet, which was filled up with loose snow. Later the fall and drift of snow
covered the whole hut and so excluded all draft. For a door we used a piece of tarpaulin stretched over a
wooden frame. From the door we built a long passage of snow blocks, in front of which we stretched a
piece of sail. A hole was cut through the top of the boat ami a small chimney improvised out of
6mempty
tin cans; but this was kept closed except during the hours of cooking. The hut was 25 feet [7. ) long
and ,8 feet [5.5") wide. We slept withonr heads to the walls, and in the middle was a passage also used

)

for cooking,
&c.
By November'
all the stores from the different caches had been brought to our camp, and as there
was no further manual labor of any moment to be performed, our rations were reduced to four ounces
of meat, six ounces of bread, and a small quantity of vegetables and butter. These rations remained
the same, with very little change, till the first of March. It was so managed that we had at least a little the
better meal Sundays. On Thanksgiving and Christmas days we had the little rice that was found in the
cache of the wreck boiled, together with some raisin. and a little milk and lard, as an extra meal. After
March I our ration. were still further decreased, the vegetables, butter, &c., having heen used up before that
date. On April the' r th a small bear, and on the 13th a seal, was killed, which gave a little increase for a
few days. Later, when all our supplies were exhausted and no game came in, we were forced to eat our
seal-skin lashings, boots and clothing, and coverings from sleeping·hags. The lashings and tanned leather
were eaten boiled, while the hairy dothing was roasted over the coals. Shrimps, or rather sea-lice, we're

H. Mis. 393-22
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caught in little nets and helped greatly to feed us. Sea-kelp and a little ~axifrage ~ormed also articles of
food. During the latter part of May, and during June, we gathered rock lichens (t~ljJe de roche) a~d ate.
them, mostly boiled, but some were eaten raw. They were to our palates good tastmg, but caused m the
beginning a little diarrhea. The small allowance of food and the insufficient protection against the cold
and dampness told at once on the party. Their spirits were remarkably good, considering the circumstances,
and only in a very few cases became dejected and sad. But notwithstanding their good nature some one
or the other would at times become irritable and unreasonable, but generally be penitent shortly after.
Sergeant Cross died January 18, 1883, at 1.45 p. m., from scurvy and dropsical effusion of the heart. He
had been complaining some time previous, but his case took a more serious turn only a few days before his
death. The death of Cross had a somewhat depressing influence on some of the party, as Lieutenant
Lockwood, Sergeants Linn and Jewell, and Private Ellis, all of whom showed slight signs of scurvy, and
daily needed the help of Dr. Pavyand the rest of us to keep them up. The weakness of body showed
itself also in mind, some of the party being at times very petulant and childish.
On March 24, while cooking some tea over an alcohol lamp, we omitted to draw out the plug that
filled up the chimney through the boat, the only place for ventilation in our hut, and the impurity of tne air
caused by unburned carbon, produced asphyxia in some of us; others felt extremely unwell, But only partly
lost their consciousness. As soon as this state of affairs was noticed, the plug was drawn out and a rush
was made for the door to get fresh air and some fainting outside came near freezing. Israel and myself
fainted first, and only for the help of those that kept their consciousness, who helped to bring in those out of
the cold and revived those inside, a number would undoubtedly have perished. Dr. Pavy, fortunately, was
one of those that kept the power of their senses and materially aided the sick. Lieutenant Greely while
fainting oustide froze his hands quite severely. It was during these terrible hours that Private Henry was
first seen stealing the rations, for the repetition of which crime later he was executed.
The Eskimo, Christiansen, died at 9 a. m. on April 5, from exhaustion. He also showed signs of
scurvy. Lieutenant Lockwood and Sergeants J ewell and Linn were very weak at this time.
Sergeant Linn died on April 6, about 7 p, m; and Lieutenant Lockwood April 9, at 4. 2 0 P: m.; both
from exhaustion caused by insufficient nutriment. Rice died on April 9, about 7.4° p. m., in Baird Inlet,
where he had gone in company with Julius R. Frederick to recover the English meat abandoned there in
the fall previous; Jewell died April 12; Ellis died May 19; Ralston, May 23; Whisler, May 24; Israel,
May 27, about 3 p. rn.; Lieutenant Kislingbury, June I; Bender on June 6, at 5045 p. m.; Dr. Pavy, June 6,
at 6 p. m.: all from weakness caused by insufficiency of food.
Private Henry was shot by order of Lieutenant Greely for persistently stealing food.
Sergeant Gardiner died June 12, at 5 p. m., from weakness; his death was hastened by inflammation of
the bowels. Schneider died June 18 ; he showed strong signs of scurvy.
Eskimo Jens was drowned while out hunting on April 30, 188 4.
T?e date of deat~ of Corporal Nicholas Salor.s who also died of weakness caused by insufficient nour..
ment, IS not recorded in my diary.
Sergeant Elison died on July 8, at 3 a. m., on the U. S. Steamship Bear, in Disco Harbor, Godhavn,

Greenl~nd. Serge~nt Elison started early in November, 1883, in company with Sergeants Rice and Li~n
and Pnvate F:ed~nck, for Ca~e Isabella to bring the 144 pounds of meat left there by Sir George Nares III

1875. O?thIS tnp. he froze hIS feet and hands, and was brought into camp about November I I in a very
bad condition. HIS feet were frozen up above the ankle and b~th hands and his nose were also frozen.
~h.ere was at first little hope of hi~ re~overy, but with assiduous care and by giving him from our allowances,
pitiful as. they were, ex~ra f~od, h.iS vigorous nature improved remarkably, considering the poor quarters we
coul~, With the best WIll, give him, The hut dark, cold damp and poorly ventilated was but a pitiful
h.ospltal. 'V~re a dr?p of. water spilled on the blankets, it' would'freeze at once, making 'a not very inviting
s~ck-bed; be~ldes, this patient suffered during the first few months after his mishap considerably from inconith us i
"
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as possible with a pair of small scissors and a small scalpel. The wounds were dressed daily with vaseline
at first, and later, when. o~r limited supply. of it was exhausted, with lard mixed with a little salicylic acid.
As we had but a very limited amount of hnt and bandages, I had to take the frozen underclothing out of
the wreck cache, thaw them in the sleeping-bag and on my chest, and improvise dressing material out of
the same. On June 22, the day of our rescue, Elison was yet lying helpless on his mattress; his feet had
both sloughed off through the ankle joint and his fingers were dried up with the exception of one, which
had been taken off.
Respectfully submitted.

I

First Lieut. A. W.

HENRY BIEDERIHCK,

11(JspiMl Stt·'lvtlrd, U. S. A.

GREELY.

Piftll Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Lady Frankti« Bay Expedition,

T.
Lieutenant Greely's supplel1U'lltary report OIl hygie1ze.
The monthly and annual reports of Acting Assistant Surgeon

o.

Pavy, the surgeon of the expedition,

are appended in full (pages 3 24 to 334)·
Five weeks were occupied by the surgeon in making the first annual report and ten days the second.
These reports were required in order that the subject of health should be treated generally and fully, while
there was ample time and the data at hand, and in order that in case of disaster our experiences might be
on record for the benefit of others.
However meager are these reports they could not have been made more complete had the surgeon
lived, except from memory, for his diary contains absolutely no medical notes or data apart from that contained in these monthly and annual communications.
Since the return of the expedition, Hospital Steward Henry Diederbick, a very faithful and devoted noncommissioned officer, has rendered a report covering his knowledge of the health condition of the party. It
is given in full (pages 334 to 339)'
To these reports I deem it necessary to add, in consequence of repeated inquiries from medical men
and others, a record of such hygienic precautions and preventives as fell within my own action and province.
In so 'doing few if any references can be made to strictly medical matters, as I am not competent to pass
judgment thereon.
It should be borne in mind that Dr. Pavy was.in Greenland when the expedition was fitted out. In
consequence it became necessary for me to arrange the quarters, clothing, medical stores, provisions, and
general outfit. For the manner in which the expedition was fed, clothed, housed, and lived generally at
Fort Conger, be it good or bad, I am alone responsible.
The limited appropriation, the very few days allowed for estimates, and the brief time elapsing between
the order for the expedition and the date of its sailing, interfered with the completeness of the outfit, but
fortunately, as it proved, to no injurious extent.
In regard to the medical supplies, the commanding officer being entirely ignorant of what was needed,
the quantity, quality, and character of them was left to the Medical Department, United States Army, which

(

acted with liberality, if not indeed with judgment.
Dr. Pavy, however, made an official statement that the selection was discreditable to the Medical
Department, and that even the simplest ami most indispensable drugs were wanting. He repeated this
statement in a more guarded form in his report dated October 6, 188z, saying that his stock of medicines
was" very incomplete and even absolutely deficient in essential drugs."
He was requested to mention such deficient drugs as were actually needed in practice any month.
Cod liver oil and digitalis were the only medicines ever specially mentioned as needed.·
__ .... ,."._••. __........,".. '. __

~

... •m, .... _ .__

*To meet the want of cod liver oil the entire stock of olive oil was placed jll the surgeon'. disposal, and a small part of it,
was used medicinally.
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These deficiencies, at all events, proved practically immaterial, as the expedition enjoyed such health
that every man but one (who is yet living} was for full duty on leaving Fort Conger, August 9, 1883.
The clothing for the expedition was largely of the kind issued to the Army by the Quartermaster's
Department, which was supplemented by purchases of thick underclothing at St. John's, Newfoundland. The
foot-gear proved insufficient in quantity. Sergeant Rice was sent into Canada for an expected supply of
possible skin boots and clothing-no large
moccasins which I had written for, but failed to obtain. Later
amount, however-were purchased in Greenland, but a large quantity could not be obtained without a much
longer stay than it was possible to make.
When foot-gear for field work became scarce, Sergeant Frederick succeeded in making from oosool:
skins, that I had purchased in Greenland, skin boots which answered the purpose admirably.
No person, however, suffered from lack of clothing at Fort Conger or during any of the various sledging expeditions, a conclusive proof that skin garments and Eskimo clothing are not essential to safety, if
indeed to comfort, in Arctic travel.
The comparative value of woolen and skin garments was acknowledged to be a mooted question, but
far the greater number of the expedition found woolen garments the best for general use, as skin garments,
easily wet by perspiration, were dried only with difficulty by the heat of the body at a great draught on the
vital energies, and with great discomfort.
The quarters provided for occupancy consisted of a wooden building, which was originally planned to
be 68 feet [20.7 1l1] by 18 feet [S'SID] in the clear, but the loss of a portion of ~he lumber, which carried as a
deck load was more or less broken, compelled the shortening of the building about 3 feet [.9Il1 ] . The lost
space was taken from the officers' room, which, in the north or coldest end of the building, was about 18
feet [S'Sm] square. The men occupied at the southern end of the building a space about 40 feet r12 m] by 18
feet [S·Sm J in the clear, leaving a kitchen 9 feet [2.7 mj by 12 feet [3.711l ) , and an entry into which opened
four doors from kitchen, officers' room, men's quarters, and the outer door (facing west).
On the north and south ends of the building were additions or Iean-tos, 20 feet f6 m] by 10 feet [3m] in
size, which communicated by a door, in the center of the north and south ends, with the quarters of officers
and men, respectively, and also had doors opening outwards•
.To suit the peculiar climate the building was double, with an air space of 14 inches [3S 6mm] between
the mn:r and outer walls. The outer walls and roof were simply rough inch boards laid as closely together
as possible, and covered with thick tarred paper which was secured by battens nailed over the joints. (The
black tarred paper absorbed much heat during the presence of the sun and contributed not inconsiderably
'" ~omforta~le inside temperatures during several months.) Thinner ;arred paper was tacked against the
m.slde studding, before the inside wall of tongued and grooved boards was put on. The lumber being
shghtly damp when u~:d shrunk some the second year, when the cracks were papered over.
. ,The floor and .celhng, of single inch boards, were also tongued and grooved, so that they were almost
air-tight the first winter, but were more open the second
The rooms h d
h' h
, and trap-door ventilators opened into the garret, w tc ,
~ a st u dd'mg 0f
8 feet [2.4m ]'
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ld d
'
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•
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straw or excelSIOr.
"
The four officers occupied the
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one room, w ich served both as dining and sleeping apartment.
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. The quarters were heated by three stoves (counting the cooking range), one in each apartment. The
ch~mncy~ "',ere mad~ of double terra-cotta pipe, the smoke passing into a 6-inch [J 5 211l1ll] joint which was
built up 1I1s1de a rz-inch [3 05 111Ul l one. This plan not only tended to guard against fire by lowering the
temp.crature of the chimney adjacent to wood work, but also by leaving an air space, which had an aper..
ture mto the rooms, facilitated ventilation of the separate rooms to a considerable extent.
The stoves provided were not suited to burn Cape Breton coal, and they gave much trouble at time"
with gas and smoke, and never gave out heat commensurate with fuel consumed. As there was no money
to purchase heating stoves these had to be taken. The cooking range, however, was an excellent one, fully
provided with furniture and well adapted to our needs.
It goes without saying that an equable temperature could not he maintained throughout the entire
room, such conditions being almost impracticahle under most favorable circumstance8 in lower latitudes.
For nine months in the year water froze on the floor, and it is probable that the average temperature
at one's head was not far from 80° (26.7° C.).
111
The readings of the attached thermometer of the harotnetcr. g feet [.9 ] above the floor, show how
remarkably equable for an arctic house the temperature was. The first ten days of February, 1882, the
mean temperature of the outside air was - 5 I .6 0 (-46.40 C.), while the mean temperature by the attached
thermometer in the men's room was +50.1° (10.1° C.), a difference of 101'7° (5 6'5° C.). The mean inside
2
temperature from 7 a. m. to lip. m. for that time was 52.4° [11'3° C.], and from IIp. m, to 7 a. m, 45. °
[7'30 C.], the coldest night being 4 2.5° [5.8° C.]. The quarters were therefore fairly if not well heated, as
well so as many military quarters in the northern part of the United States during winter months.
During April and May, 1883, it became necessary, on account of scarcity of fuel, to allow the fires to
die down after 9 p. m., and for several weeks the mean temperature at night was at or slightly below the
freezing point, and on one occasion a single temperature of 22° [ - 5.(,0 C.] was noted. These temperatures,
although the men were amply supplied with blankets, buffalo sleep'mg-hags, &c., were considered by the
surgeon injurious to the health of the men.
In the men's quarters and next the kitchen was built a bath-room, that was almost always of a comfortable temperature from two chimneys which were within its limits. The bath-room, except in summer,
was used for ordinary ablutions, but was never used for washing clothes.
It is thus seen that the quarters, for arctic quarters, were unusually large, well ventilated, and afforded
unequaled facilities for personal cleanliness.
The cubic air space per man was very high. On the main floor the space measured -:),J60 cubic fect ;
17
the air spaces between walls, ',59 2 cubic feet; and the attic room, S,z('$ cubic feet, aggregating .6,2
cubic feet, or 649 cubic feet per man. The almost constant absence of an observer raised the average space
to 675 cubic feet, which the reductions for the space occupied by the bodies of the men and the various
articles in quarters could hardly have brought below 600 cubic feet per man.
The living-room, air spaces between walls, and the attic are included in this computation, as they were
so arranged that all contributed to the air supply. Besides, two men for several months slept in the attic.
The lean-tot, which aggregated 3,000 cubic feet of space (4,5° 0 cubic feet the second winter), have been
neglected in this calculation, for, though they were thrown into communication with the living-rooms frc*
quently between 6 a. m, and I I P: m., yet from l i p . m, to 6 a. m, such conditions existed hut twice an

,
r

hour, when the observer quitted and entered the main huilding.
The quarters consequently afforded 600 cubic feet of space to each man, which is the regulation space
allowed in the barracks of the British army. The cubic space allowed for quarters to each seaman in the
British mercantile service is 7 2 cubic feet, which really amounts to 144 cubic feet, as one-half the crew is
constantly on watch.
A minimum of 857 cubic feet of air space per head, whkh has been assigned by one authority, has
never been possible in an Arctic expedition. The cubic space on the living deck of Arctic ships, given in
admiralty reports, shows that in H. M. S. Resolute there W:IS 182 eu hie feet per man; on H, M. S. Disamery;
Z 16 feet; and H. M. S. Alert, 280 feet.
This makes no al1owaru:e for the greater proportional spac:c allowed
officers nor for the air displaced by the men and their outfits. It appears that on the Alert and Disanery
the space for each man, after all deductions, was under 200 cubic feet, or less than one-third the spa(:e had
at Conger. In the Swedish Arctic Expedition, ,872-'73, the men on ship-board had only 80 cubic feet,and
those on shore J 54 cubic feet per man.
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The dryness ot the quarters was insured by the air spaces between the walls anu oy the attic, which
served as a condenser. As events proved, the moisture in the warm air which ascended into the attic must
have largely passed out between the floor and eaves, for n?t more than sixty to eighoty gallons ~vere precipitated during the first winter (and much less the second) in the shape of frost, which we easily removed
before high temperature came. The quarters were so dry that, in the weekly inspection of bedding by me,
frost was found only on two occasions, at the head of a bed occupied almost continuously by observers, and
at the head of my own bunk, which was very much exposed. Frost occasionally formed in small quantities
in extremely severe weather on the mop-boards, caused by the fact that turf had been filled in at the bottom
of the air space while building.
The bath-room was always of a comfortable temperature, and, warm water being plentiful, there was no
neglect in complying with my orders that each man must bathe weekly. On the contrary two baths weekly
were not infrequent, and one officer bathed daily for many months.
The commodious, warm, dry quarters and excellent bathing accommodations doubtless exerted a beneficial influence on the general health. It seems to me advisable, on the score of health, that all future polar
expeditions should take temporary quarters, to be erected on land.
The dietary list was made up by me after an examination of those of preceding expeditions, particularly
of Nordenskiold and Nares. It was modified somewhat by my personal opinion that, while the diet of a
man serving in the arctic regions should be enlarged in the direction of fresh fatty substances, yet it should
also include as far as possible such articles as the men have regularly eaten in lower latitudes.
In addition to the usual ship stores common to all expeditions, the following variety of other provisions
was also included. The amounts given are weekly allowances.
Canned vegetables (tomatoes, potatoes, onions, asparagus, green com, lima beans, carrots, turnips,
squash, beets, okra, and green peas), 52 ounces. Enough dry vegetables were taken for soups to raise, in
equivalent, the amount to 56 ounces. Canned fish and shellfish (salmon, oysters, clams, shrimps, crab meat,
and lobsters), 2.8 ounces. Soup, 5-7 ounces. Fruits and berries in natural juice (apples, peaches, pears,
pineapples, gooseberries, blueberries, quinces, cherries, and grapes), 15.7 ounces. Cranberries and rhubarb,
17:9 ounces. Preserves and fruit butters (damsons, ginger, tamarinds, marmalade, blackberries, peach, plum,
quince, and pear butters), 44 ounces. Milk, 9 ounces. Butter, 14 ounces. Macaroni, 2.2 ounces. Cheese,
2·5 ounces. Drie? fruits and nuts (dates, prunes, evaporated apples, cherries and peaches, figs, raisins,
cocoanut, ~nd brazil nuts), 7 ounces. Fresh lard, 3.5 ounces. Dried eggs, 2.1 ounces•
. The pickles were of various kinds, including a large quantity of sauerkraut, and the cereals embraced
tapioca, corn st~rch,. oatmeal, corn meal, farina, cracked wheat, hominy, and flour.
The foregoing list shows that hardly any article of common use was absent from our dietary list, and
so complete was the supply that the hospital stores were not drawn on for the occasional sick.
A proper criticism of the foregoing allowance is that the vegetables (tomatoes onions and potatoes)
should have been increased at least five ounces weekly, while rhubarb, cranberry sauce, and berries could
ha ve been reduced to the same extent.
In 1881 I asked that enough
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Officers and men ate the same food, and only rarely did any delicacy appear on our table which the
men did not share. A considerable stock of delicacies had been selected originally by me for the officers'
mess, but later I deemed it best to throw these supplies into the general mess.
In case of even slight ailments the surgeon was requested to recommend special diet for the men. Such
recommendations were very rarely made, but in all cases were invariably authorized and enforced.
The food actually consumed per man daily, during the two years at Fort Conger, was as follows:
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Fresh birds aIHI hares
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Canned meats,
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This aggregate of 64.3 ounces would doubtless he increased by coffee, chocolate, teat spices, condiments,
&c., to nearly 7 ounces per man. The waste was very small, far less than in any ordinary family, and this
0
amount may reasonably be assumed as the quantity of food necessary for the maintenance of a man's
0
health in a latitude where the mean annual temperature is _4° (-20 C.).Table linen and crockery of good quality were provided, and three courses at dinner were always served
the men at the tables-soup, meat, with vegetables and desert. There was no exception to this in the two
years. On four days a week the dessert was fruit or berries of some kind, and on four clays a made one,
both kinds being served on Sunday.
Breakfast was at 7 a. m., and dinner at 4 p. m. At Ita. m, and 9 p. m. a lunch, consisting of
unlimited coffee, tea, hard bread, and butter, was set out for such as desired,
The musk meat contributed in my opinion to the health of the party. Some 20,000 pounds were
obtained, of which we probably lost two rhousand by foxes and bear, and nearly a thousand pounds spoiled
early in July, 1882. Nearly a thousand pounds of birds were brought from Greenland, and at least five
hundred pounds more of fresh meat was obtained from seal (a few were eaten) and small gn.me hints and
hares. Unfortunately game was abundant at the season of the year when meat was least nCf:cssary, and the

,

r

proportion eaten during the summer months was unduly great.
An attempt to equally distribute the meat throughout the last year failed through the 105s hy foxes of
cached meat which was thought safe.
The following data from my diary show the musk meat eaten after September I, 1882 : September about
0
188
1,000 pounds; October, 1,122 pounds; November, 543 pounds; December, 755 pounds; January,
3, 69
pounds; February, 630 pounds; March to May inclusive, J ,616 pounds; June, 83 1 pounds; July, 6°9 pounds.
00
Total for eleven months, 7,696 pounds. In August, 1882, the amount coul.l not have been far from 1,4
pounds, which, with birds, seals, &c., made the fresh meat of the last year aggregate at least 9,5°0 pounds.
*The convicts at hard Iabor in England have fifty·one ounces daily, including milk and molaJilleS.
1875- ' 76 , had a ration of forty-six ounces of solids.

The JiritiAh expedition,
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Drinking and cooking water was obtained by melting ice from the paleocrystic floes in the harbor,
except for two and a half months in summer, when the running brooks furnished a better supply. The water
from the floes always contained a certain amount of salt, too great a quantity to allow of its use for photographic purposes, but care in selection of ice prevented the water from being brackish to the taste.
The absence of sunlight (at Conger four and a half months each year) had effect on the men according
to temperament. In general there was largely increased irritability of temper, a disposition to sleep (or at
times wakefulness) a decrease of appetite, somewhat impaired digestion, lack of energy, apparently decrease
in talk, and depression of spirits. Officers and men were alike affected.
The skin assumed gradually a deathly pallor, a waxy yellowish appearance not unlike that of a corpse,
which disappeared rapidly after the return of the sun.
The ailments at Conger have been enumerated by the surgeon, but it was always a source of surprise to
me that colds were never contracted. Coughs and some bronchial troubles occurred through the emanation
of coal gas the first winter, but I recall no genuine influenza from draughts or exposure. This is the more
remarkable as the men frequently rushed out of doors, bareheaded and in slippers, when the outer temperature was - 50° (-45.6° C.) or lower. The fact has elsewhere been pointed out that the temperature of the
air around the head was quite regularly 50° (28° C.) higher than at the feet.
[During the boat journey conditions favoring colds were even more marked. Excessive exertions caused
perspiration freely, while clothing and feet were constantly wet from work in ice and water, For days the
clothing of the men was never dry, and the sleeping-bags were in like damp condition. On one occasion
Sergeant Rice, breaking through rubble-ice,changed his dripping garments on the floe in a brisk wind with·
out apparently suffering from the exposure. Rheumatic pains which had troubled many at Conger disappeared and did not return save in special cases at Camp Clay.]
Hunting and walking were always encouraged at Fort Conger, and every attempt was made to promote
indoor amusements, so as to fill up the long night of four and a half months.
Bagatelle, chess, cards, rifle-matches, &c., reading, lectures, and the editing of a paper were resorted to.
No indulgence requested or suggested by either officers or men was ever refused. Every possible plan was
followed to induce cheerfulness, confidence, and harmony, conditions in arctic service which are not only
essential, to health but to success.
Discipline was relaxed as far as was possible, never being of a severe stamp, and the general character
of the men was such that I had rarely reason to regret such a course,
, The ",len ~ere required to k~ep regular hours and were obliged to go to bed at I I p, m., unless the~r
duties fell In night hours. In the second winter, except night observers, no man was allowed to occupy hIS
bed between 8, a. m, and 3.30 p. m. This restriction appeared necessary to promote sleep in regular hours,
for ~tra~ge as It may appear there was the same disinclination to go to bed or to rise regularly in the long
arctic night or full polar day as is sometimes noticed in lower latitudes.
An ounce of lime-juice was issued daily to each man which was omitted whenever cider was drank.
Th r
.'
'.
,
e trne-juice was dIscontInued for a few days on occasions when the surgeon recommended it. Only one
or tw~ me~bers of the party ever attempted to evade taking this valuable antiscorbutic.
~xerclse was never enforced for itself, but whenever a man was found too much inclined to avoid it, he
:as gIven.such dll~y as required exertion in the open air. As a rule it was urged that one hour a day should
,e lspent 111 exercise or outdoor work. The men were generally fond of hunting, walking, &c" and but
I Itt e trouble was found on that score.
di 'dNo ration of spirits was ever issued as such. Generally a quart and a half of New England rum was
IVI ed between the party on Sund
'
,
I' I ver a
h
'
ayevenmg. As two or three rarely drank rum It gave a Itt e 0
bair gill to each man. The birthday of each man was duly celebrated by a dinner which he selected, and
y a bPresent of a quart of rum. Holidays were similarly marked A small personal stock of wine (port,
cataw a and saut
)
di ib
.
.
Ab'
,erne was istn uted by me about equally to the officers and men on special occaSIons.
.:\. out one gill of rum weekly a 1
hi d
" d nk by
'
nr one-t IT as much wine is the average amount of spmts ra
eac h man durmg the two years at C
I
ribed
a1th h
ib
onger.
cannot now recall a case where spirits were ever prese
,
oug pOSSI Iy there were a few instances.
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For sledge parties the following daily ration was fixed:
1882.

Articles.

Meat
Butter
Bread
Milk

••,••.••

.. _1·,--n'

.--

._-- -- .-_. -- --

Sugar-======~====~---'------

Tea
•
---.-1---.. ---Chocolate
- -------1 ..--·,--'---- \
Potatoes _. _
Rum
_
Alcohol fuel __
au

1883.

Nares,
1875- '76 .

Ounca,

Ounces.
20

22
2

14

10

t

{

Nnrt'l.

11\15-'7 6.
OunaJ,

_h U_

--.'

u'

i
I

1883.

Stearine fuel
Tohacco
_
Salt
----Pepper
Onion powder
Curry paste __ - --.
Lime-juice
uu.

2

2

1882,

Articles.

u

2
2

6

2

* Or beans,
NOTE.-I recommend as a suitable field ration for an American expedition the following: Pemmican, II ounces; boiled
bacon, 3+ ounces; fresh meat, 6~ ounces; sausage, I + ounces; total meat, 22 ounces. Butter, 2 ounces; bread, 10 ounces ;
milk, I ounce; sugar, I t ounces; tea, compressed, I ounce; potatoes, evaporated, 4 ounces; salt, '1 ounce; pepper,-hounce;
curry paste'l~ ounce; total food, 4119(j ounces. Lime-juice, t ounce; alcohol fuel, 6 ousces; total ration, 481~ ounces. Beef tea
and coffee or chocolate might each well replace tea one meal a week, and a ration of -(rr ounce of evaporated apples or peachea
might be beneficially added.

Lime-juice pemmican was most distasteful, and like all objectionable food is exceedingly dangerous in
the field. Chocolate, when drank in the morning, induced thirst in many cases. Tea is by all means the
arctic drink, and in our experience stimulated the most with the least apparent reaction.
On leaving Fort Conger August 9, 1883, the entire party was in health except Hospital Steward Henry
Biederbick, who was suffering from inflammatory rheumatism, and Private (now Sergeant) Francis Long,
who complained of chest pains, but still performed duty. It is notable that these two men, whom the surgeon and I thought would possibly be unable to do any hard work during the retreat, not only did all that
fell to them, but are now living, despite the fact that Long, a natural and remarkable hunter, never spared
himself in the pursuit of game up to the storm before the rescue, and Biederbick was equally prodigal of his
strength and energies in caring for the sick and helpless. Although some of the party suffered from diarrhea
during the drift in Kane Sea, yet every man was for active duty on landing at Eskimo Point, September 29,
3, except Sergeant Cross, who had frozen a foot slightly, and, though able to do other duty, could not
188
work in the drag-ropes for a few days.
The excessive hardships, unremitting work and short rations from the beginning of September told, however, on the health and strength of the men by the time we formally went into winter quarters near Cape
Sabine the last of October, 1 88 3'
The building of temporary quarters at Eskimo Point, an apparent necessity at the time, was not only a
task which taxed to the utmost the physical strength of the party, but it also wore out hand and foot gear
and bruised badly hands, &c., which did not heal with facility. Fully half the party froze slightly their feet
during the march from Eskimo Point to Camp Clay, owing to more or less tidal overflow and the salty
efflorescence which, melting readily even at low temperatures, saturated the foot-gear.
Our quarters for winter at Camp Clay were a stone hut covered with canvas and a whale-boat. Snow
blocks were laid on the roof and piled around the hut, and as winter advanced the whole structure was

I
j

gradually and completely buried by the drifting snow.
The entire supply ofloose rocks was exhausted in erecting the walls to a height of 4 feet [I••-J at sides
and ends. The hut was 25 feet [7.6m] by 18 feet [S'Sm] in the clear, and in the center under the boat was a
little over 7 feet [2.Im ] high.
The floor was coarse gravel, on which was spread canvas to protect the sleeping-bags from the ground.
It was of little avail, for within a few days the bags, canvas, and sand were frozen solidly together. Snow
brought in on the person and condensing moisture from cooking speedily rendered the inside of the bags
more or less damp, and whenever quitted by the occupants the inside of the bags froze as solidly as the
lower portions.

•
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In the seven months during which this wretched hut was occupied the temperature when we were lying
never reached the freezing point of water, and rarely did the thermometer of the barometer, two feet [.6m
from the cooking stove and two feet [.6m ] above the ground, show such a temperature.
The cubic space per man was 94~ feet, which was probably reduced to 80 feet by the bodies of the
men, sleeping-bags, &c., nearly half the cubic space per man on the Alert and Discouery, and equal to or
greater than that of the sailors of the Swedish Arctic expedition of 1872-73. A tin can in the roof served
as a chimney for smoke and as a ventilator at other times. The high winds which prevailed the greater part
of the winter served to change the air rapidly (too rapidly we often thought) through the ventilator, and the
crevices between the boat and the canvas roof, so that the party suffered little if any for air. The condition of the air was far the worst during the cooking of the two meals. At such times the dense smoke and
the vapor from the cooking food rendered it impossible to see even the light a few feet distant. The air was
so bad then that but few could remain upright in their bags. To remedy this as far as possible the door
was opened, which, as the air ranged from _100 (-23.3° C.) to -400 (-400 C.), chilled everyone. It
was surprising that the cooks were ever able to prepare the hot drink and food, and it was nothing unusual for them to be thoroughly exhausted from cold, smoke, and work. It is yet more surprising that the
two men (Frederick and Long) who suffered most from these unfavorable conditions are yet living.
During the winter no more exertion or exercise was taken than was necessary to perform indispensable
work, that being one point on which my surgeon and I were agreed. In certain cases the medical officer
professionally advised exercise, which was enforced as far as possible. The results of physical exertion or
of abstention therefrom are in doubt. Connell, Gardiner (who died only ten days before the rescue), Henry,
Elison, and I did substantially no physical work. Brainard, Biederbick, Frederick, Rice (who died of
overwork and exhaustion), and Long did collectively seven-eighths of all the physical work.
The minor office of nature was performed in the hut, a tub being provided for that purpose, which was
much frequented, as the cold appeared to weaken the kidneys greatly, and in several incontinence of urine
occurred at times.
The more important function gave great trouble owing to exhaustion arising ftom physical efforts to
assist the torpid bowels and also from the exposure to the weather. Some performed two or three times
each week, but the average movement was weekly, and in several instances there was no office from fourteen
to seventeen days.
I

. The ration during October ranged from twenty to thirty ounces of solids each day, but on November
It was necessary to make a very material reduction to insure any chance for life.
The ration from November I, 1883, to March I, 1884, was fixed as follows:
Article.

Ounces ..

Meat.
•.__.._.
Extract of beef

..

_

4·0

Evaporated l~t~t~;;~=======~=~==-~----·l
ianned soup __ .
== ==\
omatoes
_
Canned peas
_
Canned com

0.26

CanDedcarr~t;----··--------------------

0.2

Bread

O. I

u

•

.,

. . . . --- --- -- - - - -- _.."- - ----------------._----------~----~---

--_..

_----_._---_._------

0·4
0.6
0·3
0,2

6.0

Article.
Dog-biscuit
Butter .

Lard

. __
. '.

. u

.

Rice.
•
Raisins
Condensed milk

I)ickled onions .~~
Total solids

n

.

__

.

_

•

_

,

~

'"

..

.

_
_

~~~~~~-~=~~~~~~~~~~~
_u

u

•

14· 4 8

For beverages was allowed each man daily extract of coffee, 0.44 ounce; extract of chocolate, 0·3
ounce; tea, 0.3 ounce.
-- annscor
.
buti
. . There were issued we ekl y as
uttcs and luxuries: Mulberries, 0.2 ounce; rum, I ounce; I'lmeJUIce, 0·3 ounce, and one-quarter of a lemon. The very small amount of pepper salt onion powder, and
sEul~ar were res.erved for special occasions, but eventually a considerable part
the~ were set aside for
ison's exclusive use.

0/

Tfhe above ration assumed that the canned goods were full weight It was evident that this was not
true 0 the extract of beef nor of an
t 11
T
..'
c. d
It is
libe raI 11
.
Y vege a ) e.
he dog-bISCUit was all moldy and unfit for 100 •
~ 1 d a owance to estimate its nutritive value at half of what it was originally. About one-eighth the
allot was somewhat .mo.ldy and another eighth had been wet and frozen for which increased weight no
owance was made m ISsues Som f th
'
h bacon
e potatoes and chocolate were moldy and part of t e
•
e0
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rusty. The lard was not issued during the winter, being set aside for Elison's benefit, as were several cans
of milk, soup, and a quantity of butter. Ten pounds of milk and eight ounces of chocolate were stolen.
In issuing seal and fox meat no allowance was made for bones.
Sergeant Brainard, the issuing clerk, made it a rule in his week's issues to retain in favor of the general
stores any fraction of ounces, and that his improvised scales, as was surmised, gave scant weight, was shown
by .small surpluses on March I. It also became necessary to provide for an extra day , the 29th of Fehruarv.
as It escaped my notice in making calculations that 1884 was a leap year. On the other hand, about seventy
pounds of fox-meat were added to our supplies, and two fresh seal-skins were boiled and used in soups.
Seal blubber, to a certain amount, was issued extra.
The following table, in which allowances have heen made for damaged food, &c., gives more correctly
the daily ration on which the party (which had been already on a half-ration or less for over a month) subsisted for one hundred and twenty-one days:

,

Articles.

Ounces.

Articles.

Ounces.

----------·--------I . ··---·..

" _ '.

- ·n·· .. ·!i-----~·-·--

SOLIOS.

Meat -.
Extract of beef',
Evaporated potatoes
Canned soup __
Canned tomatoes
u

__ •

HEVJo:KAGY.S.

.___

__• . _..__
.___________

u

_.

__

._

=.: . : =

u

h

•

u

_

•

_

_.

_

_

I

__

•

_

.

~: ~~

u

U u __ U _ u

•

..

.

._u

_

• __

._.

•

0,40

0.25
0.25
o. 14

MFJ)lCINAL.

o. 08

Cloudberries

Lime1uice

0.4

•

•

.._

•.__ .

_

~::5 ~

0.15

,

, Raisins
Rice --------.--------.--- ----------.....
•.
,
0.15
II Total ----- ---------------------- ---12.88
u

.

u

5.5

/

i:~~~~i~~~i~=~==============~= ==========;

iI Condensed milk

Rum

0.5
0.25

__ U U h

~~~~:3 ~~:~~= ===: ===~ .: .==
_..; ==

Canned carrots
Pickled onions
Bread

Extract of coffee
Extract of chocolate
1'ea ..

1

0.2

0.3

••

U

4.

u

0.10

_---"--"-

--------------~_..

--------------_ _- _---._
.•

.

If this amount of solid food could have been issued daily after March I, 1884, I doubt that any man
would have died from lack of food. A reduction of one-third was, however, necessary after March I, and
the diet was restricted entirely to meat, bread, and tea, averaging probably ten ounces in all, on which diet
no deaths occurred for five weeks longer.
Care has been taken to make this statement of our ration as accurate as possible, on the assumption
that the medical fraternity would concur in the opinion of my surgeon, that no man could live four months
on such a diet. That the party, with one exception, Jived far beyond March r the time originally fixed
as the limit of probability, seems a striking illustration of the endurance and possibilities of selected men.
After the middle of March the bread ration was gradually reduced to two ounces, and about the same
time the party commenced eating shrimps, or sea lice, which were caught with great difficulty.
In Apnl the tips of the purple saxifrage t Saxifrag« oppositijolia) commenced to show green, and many
ate of it in quantities, and several times a considerable amount of it was stewed for the party. Opinions
differed as to its affording any real nutrition, but in my own case it afforded a feeling of fullness which
at least alleviated the gnawings of hunger to some extent.
The effects of hunger were continuous, and at no time in nearly ten months was J personally free from
an intense desire to eat. It was, however, the greatest when food had just been taken, and greater when
we ate fifteen ounces a day than when we had ten.
The favonte diversion to distract us from our ills was the elaboration of fanciful bins of fare. It was
noticeable that talk of food waxed and waned according to the ration issued, there being the least talk when
the food supply was at its minimum.
The killing of a bear, in April, and of occasional birds, at intervals, afforded opportunities of increasing
and varying the diet. Later in the season a quantity of reindeer moss (Cladonia rangi!uina) was found (rom
time to time, and the buds and flowers of saxifrage were eaten .

.•.

•
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There was quite a plentiful growth of lichens on the rocks, which a number of men ate as early as
April,but the surgeon discouraged the use of them on the ground that the experiences of Franklin~Richa~dson,
Hayes, and others proved the danger of diarrhea resulting from the use of them. Any disease, In our
enfeebled condition, he thought would be fatal. Early in June, however, the remnant of the party gathered
all that they could of these lichens, which were, or appeared to be, very nutritious. When stewed they had
a slightly sweetish taste and gave out a gelatinous matter which made the water resemble thin mucilage.
Besides shrimps, sea-weed, saxifrage, reindeer moss and such lichens, resort was had to seal-skin, first
the skin without hair on, which was boiled, later the skin with hair on, which was roasted, and lastly to oiltanned seal-skin. The last remnant of our regular supplies was issued May 12, six weeks before our rescue.
When regular food failed and the party had recourse to sea shrimps, sea-weed, etc., the change of diet
caused relaxation in some, with attacks of diarrhea, while in others the constipation was excessive. In my
own case inflammation of the bowels was threatened, and Gardiner's death was hastened by that cause.
Over exertion and exposure induced in some cases marked deposits of albumen in the urine.
During the winter a small quantity of lime-juice was issued once a week, and iron was given occasionally
as the surgeon saw proper.
The casesoffrost-bite during the autumn, not at all serious under other circumstances, did not heal readily.
Frost-bites were not infrequent in the hut, and in more than one case the frozen limb never healed.
Steward Biederbick has well said: "The weakness of body showed itself also in mind, some of the
party being at times very petulant and childish. II Two officers and four men displayed, on various occasions,
mental weaknesses which were undoubtedly owing to weakness of body.
The deaths, except of Jens, Rice, and Henry, were the result of starvation, though the verbal report of
the surgeon, in the earlier cases, was action of water on the heart. Cross had marked signs of scurvy, and
Christiansen less evident ones. Possibly a scorbutic taint existed in most, if not all, cases. Inflammation
of the bowels hastened Sergeant Gardiner's death, and the taking of nearly four ounces of tincture of ergot
caused Dr. Pavy, I presume, to die a day or two earlier than he otherwise would.
In nearly every case temporary wandering preceded death, which was always easy and painless, and
generally so quiet that the exact hour of dissolution was not known. Consciousness was changed to the
stage of coma with almost startling rapidity, as in several cases the man commenced to eat his food with
apparent zest, and would pass into the unconscious state before the meal was ended.
The large numbers of letters I have received bearing on the use of spirituous liquors and tobacco in
the polar regions, indicate a wide-spread interest in the subject. My own observations are personal, having
no such weight as would those of a trained medical man, being simply those of an intelligent, unprejudiced
layman, whose perceptive faculties were sharpened by the fact that the health of the men under his charge
(and incidentally the Success of the sledging parties) was, in a measure, affected by the use or disuse of
those articles. It may be remarked that personally I do not use tobacco and very rarely touch liquors
except the light wines, and those not regularly.
'
" !he question of.tobacco is the easiest to dispose of. Its use in moderation appeared to have no
mjunous results, but, In qua.rters at least, conduced to quietude of mind. One of the party, who used ~or
months over two ounces dally, largely in smoking, informed me that he had once been attacked by aphaSia,
and that premonitory sy.mpto~s at Conger obliged him for a time to use tobacco with greater moder~tio~.
At least one man discontinued smoking whenever serving in the field, and all indulged in it sparmgly
for one rea~on, perhaps, that tobacco had to be carried on the person and not as a part of the regular ratio~s.
It was noticed by Sergeant Brainard with one party and by me with another that tobacco chewers in
!he ~eld suffered more ~rom thirst than others. When tobacco failed at. Cap; Sabine, the men almost
invariably suffered for a time from mental depression. It has been commented on that four of the six nontobacco users in the expedition are now living, but it should be remembered that they were also temperate
men of good habits.

~s to th: use of rum, a small quantity of it, in quarters at irregular intervals, served an excellent purpose 1~ break.mg the monotony by stimulating the mental faculties. Some of the men would have done as
well wlth~ut It, others ,:ould not. It :vas never used regularly in the field, but on very few occasions when
taken during .\V~r~, or in cases where It was surreptitiously obtained and drank during the day, it appeared
n~t on~y to dll~mlllsh the man's power for work, but to impair his resistance to cold, and even to interferf.
With his appetue for solid food.
During the retreat , rum was frequ ently, b ut not invariably
"
.
. beneficial
. resu I ts, Its use
Issued
WIth
appeared to greatest advanta
h
.
. '
I .
an
ge w en given Just after the men entered their sleeping-bags, fol owmg
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exhausting day, during which matters had gone badly. It then caused a mental stimulus, excited a
feeling of warmth (which with me seemed to come from increased circulation), and also appeared to have
narcotic properties, for it induced drowsiness and greatly promoted sleep. Half a gill was issued at such
time, but where men received on special occasions a gill, they stated that its beneficial results were but
slightly if at all increased.
At Camp Clay, nearly pure alcohol, diluted with two or three times its weight in water, was used as
food in our dire necessity, each man receiving daily perhaps a quarter of an ounce of alcohol. Its effect
was the same as described above, though acting with greater force. The general, as well as my own,
impression was that it supplemented food, and had a marked alimentary value.
It was the general opinion of the men, expressed at Cape Sabine, that spirits ought to be taken after
the day's labor, and not during hard work. Nearly everyone, including my surgeon, who urged it in 1881-'82,
believed it should be a constituent of the Arctic ration. My opinion holds now, as then, that in small quantities it is very beneficial, and should be carried by all expeditions and sledge parties, but I think its regular issue
would be deleterious rather than beneficial, No sledge party ot mine ever went without spirits; none ever used
it as a ration; and in the exhausting, trying journeys of two years, ranging from ten to sixty days in length, no
man ever broke down physically.
In short, Dr. Envall, who served with Nordenskiold in Spitzbergen, expresses my opinion when he said:
" I believe spirituous liquors to be of great use in small and moderate quantities, hut exceedingly mischievous
and pernicious in case of the least excess."
In connection with the subject of scurvy, attention is invited to the fact that the dietary at Camp Clay
was very like in its character to that at Conger. The first marked signs of scurvy were noted in the case of
Sergeant Cross, only a few days prior to his death, in January, 1884. The party thus remained free from
scurvy two years and five months, and the first man, though with a constitution impaired by free living,
only succumbed after four months' slow starvation .whereby his weight had decreased fully twenty-five per
centurn.f The second person, Eskimo Christiansen, died after seven months of insufficient food, having
decreased as much in weight as Cross. But/in Christiansen's case scorbutic symptoms were scarcely detected
prior to his death, and the disease had made no great progress.
These points are brought forward as having a certain bearing on the question of scurvy and its causes.
The party at Cape Sabine had fresh meat, canned vegetables, butter, milk, lime-juice, cloudberries, and
a less deprivation (by twenty days) of sunlight than at Conger. On the contrary, it was subjected to cold,
used very great quantities of salt water in its food, was compelled to live in a far less pure and much damper
atmosphere, to subsist on a ration so insufficient as to fail in repairing physical waste, and to undergo the
continuous physical torture of starvation, and the equally great mental trial arising in many or most from
brooding over the grave uncertainties of the future.
Despite all these disadvantages at Camp Clay, no man died of scurvy alone, and practically the expedition was free from the disease during its three years of active service.
These experiences to me as a layman seem to favor the idea that scurvy, while fostered by dampness,
cold, over-exertion, and darkness, is a disease which can be obviated by proper dietary precautions; in other
words, that it is strictly preventable. This is in consonance with authoritative opinions if one may judge
from the general practice in late years, which has intrusted the outfitting of important Arctic expeditions to
committees composed of medical and experienced Arctic officers.
If it happened that health abided with the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition, and its surgeon had no
occasion to exercise his medical skill, save in trivial ailments cited in his reports, it is, I believe, largely
owing to strict compliance with hygienic rules laid down by modern medical science, and to its diet composed of articles approved, as peculiarly suited for arctic aliment, by the leading disciples of that science.
If such be the case, and hygiene is so definitely and clearly elaborated that a. layman may apply its
rules successfully, even under such disadvantages as arctic service entails, it is only another instance of the
spirit and triumph of modern medicine, which, self-denying and generous, prefers first to instruct men how
to avoid disease, and then, its advice contemned, to repair as best it may the neglect of the unheeding.
A. \V. GREELY,

First Lieutenant, Fi/tll Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding L. F. B. Exptdition.

* The first two cases of scurvy in the British expedition, 1875, '76, likewise occurred in men
use of alcohol."

H

addicted to an immoderate
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ApPENDIX

No. I04.-Record left at Cape Baird.

LAND, Marcil 26, 1883.
General health of party second winter better than the first. All are well at present. Following principal journeys made in 1882: Dr. Pavy's attempt to discover land north of Cape Joseph Henry failed, he
being obliged to return by sea opening just north of that cape, by which his party were adrift on the polar
pack for a day.
Lieutenant Lockwood, accompanied by supporting man-sledge party to Cape Bryant, rounded North
Cape [Cape Frederick] NNW. of Britannia, and followed Hazen Coast to the NE. (true),untilcompelledby
want of provisions, to return, after attaining the highest latitude ever reached. He reached his farthest
(Lockwood Island, latitude 83° 23.8' north, longitude 40° 46' west), May 13, and returned to Fort Conger
June 2, 1882. Land was seen as far as 83 0 33' north and 38° west, but none to the north. A photographic
map of his discoveries is herewith inclosed.
The commanding officer in April, 1882, made trips inland via Chandler Fiord and Ruggles River to
Henrietta Nesmith Glacier, which discharges into Lake Hazen, a body of water about 600 feet [183mJ above
the sea, and covering an area of some SOD square miles. A second trip via Black Rock Vale in July f1882]
carried him to the summit of Mount Chester A. Arthur, whence, from an elevation of 4,500 feet [1,372hl],
land was seen on a very dear day as far as vision reached. A range of mountains was seen through depression of country to the southwest which possibly was part of a land west of Grinnell Land. Photographic
map of discoveries herewith inclosed. In August f1882] the commanding officer visited Cape Cracroft in
launch Lady Greely, and with same boat Lieutenant Lockwood visited the head of Archer's Fiord and penetrated some 12 or 15 miles into Chandler Fiord. Dr. Pavy visited Carl Ritter Bay on foot in August and
by sledge in October, 1882] both trips overland to Cape Defosses from Cape Baird. Kennedy Channel and
Smith's Sound open as far south as could be seen in August, but Robeson Channel never cleared of ice north
of St. Patrick Bay. No vessel visited station in 1882. Arrangements are being gradually made to retreat
southward by boats early in August in case no vessel arrives. Lieutenant Lockwood starts soon (probably
to-morrow), to continue his discoveries beyond Cape Robert Lincoln [Washington]. Taking two dog-sledges,
one as a supporting sledge, he will return about May 25, [18831.
The following are results of meteorological observations:
FORT CONGER, GRINNELL
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Rainfall, 1881-'82, 3.91 inches [99.3mm].

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenaflt, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Commanding.
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This rec,ord is left by Firs.t Lieutenant A. \Y. Greely, U. S Army, who leaving Fort Conger, August 9,
3,
188 retreating southward with party of twenty-five (25), all well, reached Cape Baird August 10, and
propose leaving for Littleton Island (and perhaps later Carey Islands) at 11 p. m., August 10, 1883, with
steam-launch and three boats.
Three photographic maps showing discoveries inclosed.
A. \V. GREELY,

First Lieutenant, "Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant, Co",ma",li"g.
I

ApPENDIX

No. I05.-Rpcords ltji ill abandoned boats.

Record left by Lieutenant Greely, commanding Polar Expedition, en route to Littleton Island, with ultimate
intention of reaching sr:. Carey Island.
I abandoned Ft. Conger, G. L., August 9, 1883, at 3 p. m., with party of twenty.five-all well. Reached
Cape Baird Aug. i oth and left same evening at ncar midnight, laullchlllrl)! Grcdy towing boats Valorous,
Beaumont, and whale-boat. On board 5,500 pounds coal ami over 40 clays' rations.
Took up enough at Cape Cracroft to make 45 days' rations. Had foggy weather with snow and met
some ice. Reached Carl Ritter Bay about 10 p. m. Aug. 12, and took up cache, leaving at once with
about 50 days' complete rations. Stopped by floc about 80 0 43' N. morning Aug. 13th • Took lip depot
of 24 0 rations at Cape Collinson Aug. 22<1, and at I p. m., Aug. 23d , we tied up to ice-foot about 2
miles south of Cape Norton Shaw, stopped by dense rubble icc which extended as far south as could be
seen. All well at that time. Reached Cape Hawkes Aug. 26th; took up 1GB pounds potatoes, 1 r 1 pounds
pickles, z 50 pounds bread, 3+ 2 st earine. Left same afternoon and were beset that night in about 73° \V.
790 22' N. in an attempt to reach Victoria Head by direct course. All well Aug. 27, J883' No ship
or sign of a ship or of depots for us have been seen, although the shore has been carefully followed and
watched, A NE. gale forced us down to 79° 00.6' N. (obs.) 74° 45'
(D. R.) when temperature fell
Sept. 8th to -0°.8 [-18.2° C.], freezing in the party. It is my intention to abandon launch lady (,'reef)'and
one boat Monday Sept. loth, and reach Cape Sabine by sledge, with two boats via Cocked Hat Island.
Party all well and in good spirits at date. 'Have about 40 days' complete rations.
Sunday 2 p. m., Sept. 9, 1883, 790 00.6' N., 74° 45' W.

'V.

A. \V.

GREELY,

First Lt., 5th Cau., A. S. O. ami Asst., Gmul'./{ Rxpetiiti(.Jfl.

Copy of above left on steam launch and in Valorous.
It is my intention as soon as separation shall be safe to send an officer and two men to Brevoort Island to
obtain record which should be there of the movement of ships and location of depots this year. If boats
have been left there it will greatly facilitate our movements and increase our chances of safety.

IA.

ApPENDIX

No.

i

G·l

Rrt!z/(Jort Island (dcjJosiUd by Licutenan: Garlington
and Privott' Beebe).

106. -Recordsjou1td 011
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RELIEF EXPIWITION, CAl'E SAIlINE, 24 th

JUly, 188 3'

The steamer Proteus was wrecked in the icc pack midway between this point and Cape Albert on the
afternoon of the 23d inst., while attempting to reach Lady Franklin Hay. She stood the enormous ice pressure nobly for a time, but had to finally succomb [sicl to this measureless force. The time from her being
beset to going down so short hut few provisions were saved. A depot was landed from floc at a point about
3 miles from point of Cape Sabine as you turn into Buchanan' Strait. Here were put soo rations bread,
sleeping-bags, tea, and a lot of canned stuff-no time to classify. This cache is about 3 0 feet [9"') from
water-line-i-r a feet [3.6"'1above-o n west side of little cove under a steep cliff. Rapidly closing icc prevented its being marked by flag staff or otherwise. Have not been able to land there since. A cache of
240 rations in same vicinity left by expedition of '81-visited by me and found in good order except boat
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broken by bears. There is a cache of clothing on point of Cape Sabine opposite Brevort [sic] Island-m
jamb of rocks-and covered with rubber blankets. English depot on small island in damaged condition not
visited by me. Cache on northern point Littleton Island, boat at Cape Isabella. All saved from Proteus.
The U. S. Steamer Yalltic is on her way to Littleton Island, with orders not to enter ice. A Swedish steamer
will try to reach Cape York during this month. I will endeavor to communicate with their vessel at once,
and everything in the power of man will be done to rescue the brave men at Fort Conger from their perilous position.
The crew of Proteus consisted of Capt. Pike and 2 I men; my own party, Lieut. ]. C. Colwell, U.
S. Navy, Acting Assist. Surg. ]. S. Harrison, 5 enlisted men of the line, 2 Sig. Servo men, 3 Newfoundlanders,
and two Eskimo.
I t is not within my power to express one-tithe of my sorrow and regret at this fatal blow to my efforts
to reach Lieut. Greely. I will leave for east shore just as soon as 'tis possible and endeavor open communication.

E. A.

GARLINGTON,

1St Lt., 7th Ca~I., Camdg,
2

Siderial [sic] duos [chronometers] 1692 & 1693 and

S. S.

NEPTUNE, L.

2

F.

Station Barometers in casche [cache].

BAY SUPPLY EXPEDITION,

"LYING-TO" HARBOR, CAPE SABINE, August 18, 1882.
The Nepllme, under orders from General \Y. B. Hazen, Chief Signal Officer, U. S. Army, and conveying
supplies and men to Lieut. Greely, Discovery Harbor, Grinnell Land, arrived here at one o'clock this morning
and dropped anchor in 14 fathoms.
\Ve left St. Johns, N. F., July 8th; Disco,}uly aoth, and Pandora Harbor, where we had lain at anchor
since the 29 th July, awaiting an opening through the barrier extending across the Sound from Cape Inglefield
to Rosse Bay, on the morning of the 7th inst,
Having penetrated as far Northward as Lat. 79° 19' (Long. 730 20' \V.), the ship continued closely
beset until yesterday morning, the 17th, when we worked free and stood across to the east side, where we
found the ice heavy and close in shore.
Since our arrival at Pandora Harbor, strong southerly and S: westerly (true) winds have prevailed, keeping the ice firmly closed above us. We will remain in this vicinity as long as the season will permit, awaiting
an opportunity to resume the voyage.
In the event of failure to reach Lieut. Greely's party, depots will be established at the northernmost
points attained on the west side Smith Sound or Kennedy Channel, and on Littleton Island. A whale-boat
will be left at the northmost depot, and one at Cape Prescott.
This morning Captain Narc's Record, dated August I, 1875 (a copy of which is enclosed), was found
in the cairn on the summit of Brevoort Island.
The original will be forwarded through the Chief Signal Officer, U. S. A., to the Secretary of the
Admiralty, London.
All are well.

W. M.
FRED'K

BEBEE,

H.

\VILLIAM

Jr., [Private], G. S., U. S. A.,
in charge of Expedition.

M. D.,
A. A. Surgeon, U. S. A.

HOADLEV,

Sorr-,
Capt. Neplmte.

.
S. S. NEPTUNE, PAYER HARBOR (CAPE SABINE), August 23, 1882.
SIR: The Neptune, WIth men and supplies for your party, sailed from St. Johns, N. F., July r Sth, and
reach.ed Godhav~ on the 17t~, having been detained for forty-eight hours off Cape Farewell by heavy
field-Ice. Excepting the sleeping-bags and malak, all the supplies required from Greenland were secured.
Through th~ courtesy of the officials at G~dhavn, four (4) sleeping-bags (their individual property) and a
.
small quantIty (47 Ib5.) of lllatak were obtained,
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Leaving Disco on the aoth, we were beset for forty-eight hours off Cape York, and on the morning of
the 29 th were stopped by an impenetrable barrier, extending from Cape Inglefield to Rosse Bay, across the
Sound. A strong S. westerly gale compelled us to fall back to Pandora Harbor for anchorage, where
we remained until August 7th, when we succeeded in reaching a position off Bache Island, where the ship
was again caught and beset for nine days.
On the morning of the 17th , taking advantage of a slight opening, we worked our way dear and stood
across to the east side; but finding no channel, returned and anchored in this bay-between Cape Sabine

r

and Brevoort Island.
In a cairn on the summit of Brevoort Island, Captain Narc's record, dated August rst, 18 75, was found,
and on a long, low island lying near to and nearly due west (true) from Brevoort Island, a small depot left
by Captain Stephenson of the Discorcry, with a record dated July 30th, 1875. This depot, which has he en
disturbed and scattered, apparently by animals, was restored as securely as possible, and marked by placing
upright in the rocks two oars found there with the remains of a skin boat, The stores, consisting of five
casks, containing biscuit, chocolate and sugar, tea and sugar, stearine, wicks, potatoes, onion powder,
tobacco, matches, salt, pepper, and two tin cans of bacon (40 lbs. each), were found in fairly good condition. Three small spirit casks were leaky and empty. Coming from the northward, and Brevoort Island
fairly opening, this small island can be plainly seen between Cape Sabine and Brevoort Island.
We leave this harbor immediately, in the hope of reaching at least as far north as Bache Island, when,
if we can get no further, I shall establish your depot "A", and leave the second whaleboat at Cape Prescott.
I prepare this record now in anticipation of having little time to land and establish the depot, as the
winds which have prevailed for the past two weeks from the S\V. render position in the ice precarious.
20 MILES DUE

;

EA~T (TRUE)

FIWM RJ\CIIE IsLAND,

August 28th.

Every effort to reach land on this shore above Cape Sabine has thus far proved utterly unsuccessful,
and as the new ice is forming every night faster than it disappears during the day, I fear that 1 cannot
establish your depot" A" as high up even as Bache Islan(l, nor can I get a whale boat to Cape Prescott.
To-day I will run across and land stores and lumber at Liuleton Island, and then wait until compelled
by lateness of season to fall back, in effort to establish depots and land whale-boats where they will be of
value to you.
Unless the northmost depot shall be in sight of Cape Hawkes, I will return your mail to the States,
excepting papers and periodicals, which will be left at Littleton Island.
All yom friends were well when I left \Vashington.
I cannot express my regret at the failure of all my efforts to reach you, or to carry out tully your
instructions of last year. '
Trusting that you may be providentially protected, and return in safety,
I am, very respectfully, your out. servant,

\V. M. HE ERE, JR.,
[Itivate], General Scruice, U• S, A.,
In charge of Supply Expedition.

GREELY, U. S. Army,
Commandmg Lady Franklin Bay. Expedition.

To Lieut. A. ,V.

}

Lieut. A. ,V.

GREELV,

Comdg: Lady Frank/in Bay Expedition:
th
The .lVeplu.ne has been in Smith's Sound endeavoring to reach you since July 29 , hut unable t~ penetrate the ice. Strong winds and gales from S.
have prevailed, hut have not freed the shore. Highest,
latitude reached, Aug. loth, 790 20', with eight (8) miles of impassable ice between us and land (Bache.

'V.

Island).
\Ve land a boat here with great difficulty.

Shalt hold on until compelled by lateness of season to fall

back, in the hope of carrying out your wishes regarding depots and whale-boats.

H. Mis. 393--23

'
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A party of nine (9) natives were found on Cape Ohlsen yesterday ~hile looking for a pla~e to cache
supplies on Littleton Island. If they are still there when we return, I thmk best to cache supplies on norli'7,
side (true) of Littleton Island, opposite Mt. Carey Island.
.
Your mail will be returned to the States, as directed in your letter of last year. All your friends well
when I left Washington.
'
I shall recommend and earnestly urge that next year's relief ship may leave St. John's as early as the
middle of June.
I am, very respectfully, your ob't servant,

APPENDIX

,V. M. BEEBE, jr.,
tfrhJale], G. S., U. S. A., ill Charge of Exped'n.

No. roS.-Sergea1tt Frederick's report 0/November jour/uy to Cape Isabella.
\VASHINGTON,

D. C., N(}1.Jelllber

25, 1 88 4.

SIR: I have the honor to respectfully submit the following report of a journey made by Rice, Linn,
Elison, and myself, under your orders, for the purpose of securing 144 lbs, of meat left on Cape Isabella,
in 1875, by Sir George Nares, commanding the English expedition.
NC11}(1II0er 2, I883.-\Ve left Camp Clay about 8 a. m. Our equipment was as follows': A light sledge,
one four-man sleeping-bag, one tent-fly, one Springfield rifle, an ax, and 8 oz. of bread and 8 oz• .of m~at
per man per day; lamp and pot for cooking, with alcohol for fuel. The morning being very hazy, making
traveling very hard for the first few miles; but, as we approached Cocked Hat Island the day cleared up
and traveling was very good, and as we reached Rice's Straits it began to get dusk again, but about one hour
later, when we stood before the hunter's camp and cast our eyes on a beautiful plump seal, weighing about
80 or 90 lbs., I am sure it was good cure for sore eyes, for we imagined that we could see a mile farther.
\Ve could see in the distance Long coming to meet us. The poor fellow was covered with frost, but he
smiled just the same as he would if he was in the land of plenty, and told us that his rations were gone
and that the Eskimos was discontented. I told Long that he had better go in, as the days were getting
so dark and the temperature so low that it made it quite dangerous to stand over a seal-hole all day, and I
also told him that the commander expected him. We then bid our dear companions good·bye, and we
plodded along for a few miles farther and went into camp. After taking a light supper we retired to our
bag and was soon in the land of dreams.
November 3, 1883.-Broke camp at 7.30 a. m, Very dark and foggy, making traveling very hard.
About I I o'clock we reached a small lake on the divide between Elison Bay and Rosse Bay, where we
halted for a few moments. Dropping down in Elison Bay we found traveling good. 'Ve reached Eskimo
Point about 6 p. m., very tired, but everyone feeling that we could make Cape Isabella to-morrow.
Nouember 4, 1883.-Broke camp about 6'30 a. m., everyone feeling good after their night's rest, and
also believing that they would be able to reach their destination before night; but about 10 a. m. we found
our traveling growing worse every step we made to the south. About 12 m. we found Elison eating snow
and ice, and Rice spoke to him, but of no avail. 'Ve led more to the west for an easier route, but
it seems no matter what way we headed the traveling was all the same. About 3.3 0 p. m. Linn and Elison
~ompl~ined of being tired and wanted to go into camp, but we kept on until it got so dark that it was
~mposs~ble to travel any longer. So we camped about 6 p. m., everyone so tired and worn out that it 'Was
impossible to move our limbs. How far or how close we was to Cape Isabella or the coast line was unknown
to us, owing to drifting snow, which had completely obscured the surrounding country.
N6V~mber 7, I883.-Broke camp about 7 a. m., the weather fine and clear. \Ve got a drink of tea and
started. for Cape Isabella. We took our sledge and equipment with us part of the way, and then the
only suitable place that we found to drop the equipment was on the summit of a glacier where we intended
to camp the coming night. \Ve then went on with the sledge only, as our track was very tortuous, and,
moreover, we had not a foot of level traveling. Huge masses of ice, from 20 to 4 0 feet [6 to 12 m ] in height,
~ere heaped together, around which the fierce winds of winter had piled the drifting snow. In crossing these
:Idges our sledge ~ould f~eq~ent1y capsize and roll over and over; sometimes the sledge would be half buried
In the soft snow, into which It had fallen, in which case its liberation would be attended with great difficulty.
\Ve reached Cape Isabella about 2 p. m., and, after ascending about 1,000 feet [305 m ] , we found the meat.
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Stone hut about 25' X 17'. 'Vall 3% feet high. Boat extended from one end of wall to the other, n11l1 allowed one to
stand up between thwarts, in passage way. Oars inserted in holes cut in gunwale and ends resting on side walls allowed house
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We picked up the cache at once and started for the sledge, which had been left at the extreme point of the
ca~e. Rice a~d mys~lf was the first ones to reach the sledge. We started back at once t~ help Linn and
Ehson down With their load, and we ~tarted back as soon as time would allow us.
As you see fro~ my writing that our road was rough, but the sky was clear and the moon was shining,
and from the elevation to which we had ascended-I,ooo feet [30s m]-we saw open water to the southward
as far as the eye could extend. Waves with white caps came rolling in to the very cape [Isabella] itself; a
vessel could have navigated here without difficulty, and even at this season, could we have embarked at this
point, I have no doubt but that we all would have reached our homes in safety. 'Ve were in hopes that we
should reach our camp all right, but remember that we traveled all day on a small cup of tea and worked
hard and had to face strong western wind, and we found to our sorrow after traveling I2 or 14 hours, on
reaching our camp on the glacier, that Elison had frozen both of his hands and feet. Now, it must be
remembered that we had no shelter of any kind, nor were we able to light a match or to keep the lamp
burning, and without a mouthful of warm food we retired to our frozen sleeping-bag, which was no more
nor less than a sheet of ice. Now I took one of Elison's hands and placed it between my thighs, while Rice
took the other, and this is the way we drew the frost from his poor frozen limbs. The poor fellow cried all
night with pain. This has been one of the worst nights that I ever spent in the Arctic.
Novt1nber 8, 1883.-We got up about 7 a. m, without having slept during the entire night. Elison
looking very bad, we got some warm food, picked up our traps and started on our homeward journey. The
morning was very hazy, making traveling very bad. Elison got along very nice for the first few hours, but
when he began to weaken, his steps grew slower, and the result was that his hands and feet both frosted.
Now it became unsafe to let him travel behind the sledge alone, and so I took the poor fellow on my arm
and had almost to carry him, for his legs became as stiff as sticks of cord wood, and he was unable to handle
them. This is the closest I have ever been hitched in my life. If there is anything that will try the mettle of
men it is to put them in soft snow and hummock ice and a rue-raddy over their shoulders; but nevertheless
we stood it like men and I never heard a murmur of discontent. We traveled on till about 5 p. m., when
it became so dark that it forced us to go in:o camp. \Ve unloaded our frozen sleeping-bag and then put the
frozen man into it. Rice and Linn wedged themselves on each side of him and I stepped out to prepare
some warm food for them; it was as dark as pitch. A strong breeze from the northwest. The air was filled
with snow and it was with the greatest of difficultythat I got some warm food for my poor starving and frozen
companions. Had we a little shelter only, our work would not have been so trying, but to halt and lay
your sick on an open field of ice and nothing to 'shelter them from the Arctic breeze, that has a fair sweep.
over this open plain, was trying to us indeed.
N(J7'el1lber 9,
3.- 1 got up this morning about 7 a. m. to prepare some warm food for my comrades,
188
which they enjoyed very much, and after Rice and Linn got up, we found that Elison was altogether helpless, and to save Elison's life it became necessary to abandon the meat which we had labored so to save, and
marked the place well with a Springfield rifle. \Ve got along very well for the first few hours, but as we all
grew weaker every hour with a helpless man on our hands, you can imagine our progress; but after battling
along for about 9 or 10 hours we reached Eskimo Point, where we camped for the night. We commenced at once to cut some wood from the ice-boat to thaw Elison out with and to dry his clothing, which
was a perfect sheet of ice, and in the mean time we cooked our supper, though the poor fellow suffered when
his feet, hands, and face began to thaw from the artificial heat. It was enough to bring the strongest to
tears. Rice and myself did not retire until about I a. m, We tried to get everything in shape for the following day.

November 10, 1883.-Broke camp about 8 a. m., Elison looking much better. The morning being
very cold we started Elison out at once to keep from freezing, but we found that he could not keep on the
track; so Linn went with him while Rice and myself packed our traps on the sledge and followed. 'Vhen
we caught up we found that Elison had frozen his face and hands again. Traveling was very heavy and
Linn had to come and help to drag the sledge. Now we tried to keep Elison in front of us, but of no avail.
He would stagger off to one or the other, but it seems that every moment the frost would eat its way deeper

in the poor man's flesh, and we stood helpless at his side.
The load was too heavy for two men to drag, and it was impossible to let poor Elison travel by himself. So we fastened a rope to his arm andtJ:ten to the sledge, and the three of us took to the traces and
tried to make time, but every few rods the poor fellow would fall, and then sometimes before ,ve could see
him we would drag him for several feet. There is no person that can imagine the way that poor man suf-
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fered. Now when we got in Elison Bay, wind blowing a hurricane, and it getting very dark, and we saw
that there is no earthly hope to try to drag along, for we see that poor Elison would perish on our hands
before we could get him to Camp Clay, so here we went into camp. I was to remain with Elison and
Linn in the sleeping-bag. Rice and myself tried to make a fire or light the lamp to warm some food, but
as the wind was blowing so hard and we could find no shelter, we both frosted our fingers and had to give
it up, and poor Rice took a piece of frozen meat and started for Camp Clay, which was about IS miles. As
Rice bid us good-bye with tears in his eyes, we clasped his hand and wished him speed. N ow I took the
ax and cut a small piece of frozen meat for my comrades, and then got in the sleeping-bag to put in the
wretched night. Linn laid on one side of Elison and I on the other trying to keep him warm, but as we
laid here helpless and shivering with the cold and poor Elison groaning with hunger and pains, so you can
imagine how we felt lying powerless at his side. Linn was a strong and able-bodied man, and he was very
weak and helpless by the mental strain caused by the suffering of Elison. In fact I was afraid that his
mind would be impaired. At one time I had to use all my persuasive powers to keep him in the sleepingbag. \Ve were but a very few hours in the bag when it became frozen so hard that we could not turn in it,
and in the one position we had to lie for about 18 hours, and to our great relief and joy we heard Brainard's
cheering voice at our side. There was nothing more welcome than the presence of that noble man who had
come in advance of the party with some brandy for Elison and some food for Linn and myself. After preparing some warm food and making some warm tea and giving it to us he said that he would return to meet
Lieutenant Lockwood and party and return as quickly as possible. Brainard was accompanied by Frederik IChristiansen], the Eskimo.
Now we felt much better to know that Rice had got back all right and that a relief party would soon
be here. It was not long before Brainard returned again; he gave us some more warm food and in about
2 hours Lieutenant Lockwood and party were with us.
It was a Godsend to be released from this prison.
It was impossible for them to get us out of the bag the way we got in, so it became necessary to chop the
top of the bag off with a hatchet to release us. \Ve were unable to stand alone; our clothing was as stiff
as boards; our companions helped us to dress and gave us dry gloves and stockings to put on. Linn and
myself began walking around to limber up. N ow as we were no use to the party they wanted us to go in,
as they had to move very slowly with the frozen man on the sledge. Linn and myself started for camp, and
we got along very well-until we reached Buchanan Strait, where I broke through and got my feet wet. I
noticed shortly after that Linn was eating snow and his steps became much slower. I was frightened that
it would be another Elison case. I spoke to him about it and showed him the importance of abstaining
from eating snow, and in a few hours we brought up at Camp Clay. I am sure that there is not a reader
of this report that could find a parlor half so inviting in his city as this small ice hut was to me. As we
entered we found our companions with stretched arms to welcome us, and our commander ordered the
hospital steward to give us rum, and then Biederbick took off some of our wet clothing and gave us dry ones
to put on, and after getting some warm food I assure you that I felt much better and I will never forget the
'
kindness that was bestowed on me by 'my comrades on that eventful day.
Respectfully submitted.
Your obedient servant,
JULIUS R. FREDERICK,
Lieut. A. \V. GREELY,
Commanding the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

ApPENDIX

Sergeant, Signal Coifs, 11. S. A.

No. IOCj.-Lieule11alzt K£sli11gbury's letter, February I9, I88/.

CAMP CLAY, February 19,1884LIEUTENANT: Ten days ago I agreed to give you certain suggestions in reference to our preparations
for chang~ng to Greenland side, and 1 beg permission to submit the following in reference to that subject,
and our circumstances generally: .

The c~u~e I would .then have suggested has already been adopted-that of placing in the management
and s~pervlslon of makmg hand and foot gear, and repairing of sleeping-bags, Private Fredericks, who,
from hIS former excellent work in these matters, and past week's 'successful efforts, is, I think, the best possible
arrangement,

p
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Without going into details, circumstances different to what we expected have so changed the original
plans decided upon at the time of entering on reduced rations, that the original intentions (crossing to
Littleton Island the first of March, for instance), need, I feel, reconsideration. You have doubtless nicely
considered and arranged everything satisfactorily, and as well as can be for our future, but notwithstanding
this, I feel it my duty to make my ideas at this time matters of record, and beg you will not consider me
as interfering in }our prerogatives as commander. The open water at date permits no communication with
Littleton Island, and we cannot reasonably expect relief from, or to cross to, that point on the 1St March,
as before arranged.
There is no certainty as to the time we can expect the channel to dose, and although we have every
reason to congratulate ourselves on our present favorable condition, considering our probably unprecedented
experience, we have, at date, two invalids, both of whom will probably have to be hauled by sledge, and
there are several others of the party whose strength cannot be safely counted upon even to walk across.
Briefly, I do not believe it possible for the party, on our present means, to ever expect to cross as a party at
one time, and I see no other way than to arrange and hope to get relief by 11 party from the other side, or
to prolong our lives by extending food longer than we first intended.
With this end in view, I would advocate no further increase of our food. Finally, if relief from the
Greenland coast does not reach us, I see nothing left to do, soon as we find water space closed, but for a
few of the stronger of us to go to Littleton Island with one of the sledges, get supplies or game; as we can
there, and bring to those here who are too weak to cross; expecting, of course, to open communication and
get help from the Eskimos. One at least of our natives should go with this party, and feeling myself to be
one of the strongest, I would expect to be sent in charge of the same.
Very truly and respectfully,
f'RED. F. KISLINGBURV,
Second Lieutenant, Elt1 1el1th Infantry, A. S. O.
Lieutenant A. W. GREELY,
Commanding Expedition.

ApPENDIX

No. IIo.-Private Long's jOUY1U!y into Hayes Sound.

[*Extract from the journal of Lieut. A. W. Greely, referring to discoveries made hy Private Francis Long in Hayes Sound during
March, J 884.]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

..

..

March 14, 1 4, .F riday .- Private Long returned at 7.15 p. m. last night, having seen during his three
88
days' absence no signs of game, except a fox track which had been made across his trail in Rice's Strait
during his absence. He was driven in by not having been able to get into his sleeping-bag during his
absence. Leaving Camp Clay at 9 a. m, of the r zth, he Qvertook &:rgeant Rice and Private Ellis hauling
0
his sledge at the east end of Cocked Hat Island. Saw a raven, but was unable to get a shot. At 11.3
a. m. took sledge with Christiansen at the west end of Cocked Hat Island and started towards Alexandra
Harbor. Reached Cape Rutherford at 2 p. m. and found that its apparent end was an island, about 800
yards [732m] distant from land. This island was crossed by him on his outward trip. About two miles
southeast (true) passed a very low island, which was about I ~ miles distant from land. Just before reach..
ing Cape Viele he saw a valley, which, sloping gently upward, appeared to furnish a route towards Twin
Glacier Valley. He concluded to take the valley, as the snow along the ice-foot was becoming deep. The
ice to this point was an smooth and appeared to be new ice. The ice in Buchanan Strait was as far as
could be seen smooth and favorable for traveling-level floes and few or no hummocks. Before reaching
the valley above mentioned he reached a camp on west side of the small island southeast of Viele; at 7
p. m. cooked supper, and at 8 p. m, attempted to turn into bag. }~ound sleeping~hag frozen up so badly
that, after three hours' exertions, was able to get into bag only up to breast. There being no wind, concluded to sleep out, Unable to get any sleep and freezing out about 2 a. m., March 13, concluded to get
up and go on, which was done without cooking anything. Got to point near Viele, when tea was made,
some bacon being eaten on the way.

* This

account, having been written in full from Sergeant Long's statements at the time, pre&enu the discoveries more

accurately than can any present or elaborate statement.-A. W. G.
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At about 8 a. m., March 13, started up the valley near Cape Viele, taking some hard bread and pemmican in their pockets, leaving sledge and sleeping-bag and cooking apparatus and rum at camp. Took
medicine, however. Scarcely any vegetation in valley. Traveled up about three or four miles when he
struck the ice-a regular glacier-the north one which terminates in Twin Glacier Valley. Had no trouble
crossing the glacier. Found that the whole country around was ice-capped, there being only a small piece
of high land visible between the Twin Glaciers. Found that the ice-cap ran down to the southeast, evidently forming the glacier which ends in Rosse Bay. From the highest point east of Twin Glacier Valley
had an excellent view to the northwest, and carefully examined the country with his glasses. Bache Island
terminated in low land, and to the southwest of it was a small rocky island resembling in its structure very
much that of Cocked Hat Island. Princess Marie Bay appeared to connect with Hayes Sound.
All of the western end of Bache Island is low ground, rendering it difficult to say just where the land
ended and water commenced. Some distance ill rear of Capes Baker and Stephens the land rose gradually,
and a range of low mountains or very high land was seen, which however presented to his view no particularly prominent peaks. Could see the entire west side of Alexandra Fiord, but the valleys or gaps were filled
with snow and no signs of game anywhere visible. Followed the ice-cap around and descended to water's
edge near the head of the fiord. A large glacier terminated the head of the fiord, and about a mile and a
half from the glacier was a low island at right angles to the head and nearly extending across the fiord.
Climbed up the west slde of fiord and attempted to cross the country between Mount Carey and the mountains to the southwest. Met very steep cliffs of some 2,000 feet [6IOID ] elevation, which prevented his passage.
To the southwest the country was ice-capped and afforded no chance for game. After nine hours' steady
travel he reached a point north (true) of Mount Carey, from whence he was able to look to the westward
into Hayes Sound. From Bache Island, commencing with Cape Stevens, he counted five capes on the north
side of the Sound. On the south side the land was very high, with valleys filled with snow or ice running
into the sound. About twenty miles to the westward high land was visible, and the coast line trending to
the northwest, the sound appeared to terminate and the two coasts (north and south) to unite, but of this
he could not be certain. The weather was then clear to the west but somewhat hazy towards Cape Stephens.
While the high land to the westward appeared to thus shut out the sound, yet the distance was such that
he felt no certainty about it. Owing to the Eskimo being somewhat demoralized by the prospects, he concluded to return to the bag, which was done as direct as possible.
Reached Cape Viele at 10 p. m., having been absent fourteen hours and having had only four ounces
pemmican and a few ounces of hard bread during the time. Cooked some tea and attempted to turn in.
After tea, as Eskimo wished to return at once to station, he concluded to start on. Traveled an hour and
then went into camp, i, e., bag. Tried to get into bag, but could only get in up to breasts. After being in
bag about three-quarters of an hour, Long was taken sick with cramps and was much exhausted. Christiansen got out, heated some rum, and gave it to Long, with some spirits of ammonia. The medicine soon set
Long right. Christiansen remained out of bag and pulled flap over Long. Christiansen made tea, and after
that and eating four ounces bacon started about 5 a. m, for Camp Clay. At Cocked Hat Island, 2 p. m.,
being very much exhausted, stopped and had tea. and four ounces pemmican. Reached Camp Clay at 7.15
p. m., March 13, quite exhausted, but in no wise injured or frost-bitten.

ApPENDIX

No.

II

I.-Sergeant Frederick's report of/ourney to Baird Inlet, April, I8SI.
WASHIN9TON, D. C., December 24, 1884·

SIR: I have the honor to respectfully submit the following report of a voluntary journey made by Sergeant Rice and myself in the month of April, 1884, for the purpose of recovering the English beef abandoned by us the fall previous.
About the middle of March, Rice and myself volunteered our services for this trip to the commanding
officer, who, seeing the dangers that would attend such a journey, would not at first consent; but as Ri~e
and myself kept on talking about it daily, and most everybody thought it would add to our chances of life
if we could recover this meat, Lieutenant Greely reluctantly gave his consent about April I.
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In justice to the heroic dead and living, I must state that Rice and myself were not the only ones to
volunteer, but every one else expressed his willingness to go; but as Rice and myself had been with the
party that was compelled to abandon the meat in the fall, and as our health, if not better, was at least as
good as anyone else's, it was thought that our chances of success were the best.
Sergeant Rice and myself left the camp about 10 p, m, on April the 6th. Our outfit consisted of one
small sledge, one two-man sleeping-bag, and one Remington rifle ~ith ammunition, one ax, one alcohol
l~mp and pot for cooking, and alcohol for fuel; our allowances of rations were six ounces of pemmican and
SiX ounces of bread daily.
We carried besides a small quantity of brandy, some pills, and a small vial of
aromatic spirits of ammonia for medical purposes.
Lieutenant Kislingbury, Sergeant Brainard, Ellis, and Whisler had during the day pulled our equipments to the brow of the island, a distance of about 4 miles, from where they returned very much exhausted.
The good wishes and prayers of all the party went with us, and three as hearty cheers as their weak condition would allow, followed us through the narrow entrance.
A fresh wind was blowing, which increased to a perfect gale by the time we reached the sledge. We
went down the hill very fast and took a good many tumbles till we reached Rosse Bay. We were compelled to stop traveling about 8 a.m. on account of wind and drifting snow. We unrolled our sleeping-bag
on the ice, and after partaking of a piece of frozen pemmican crawled into it, and were compelled to remain
motionless for 22 hours during a raging snow-storm.
Apri/8.-:-We dug our way through the snow drift that had formed around our sleeping-bag, About
6 a. m, started at once, as we were too cold to stop and cook. After about an hour's travel we found ourselves sufficiently warmed up to stop for some warm food, which revived us very much. The traveling was
good, only a fresh breeze blowin g and light snow falling, which made it hard in our weak condition. About
7 p. m. it became so dark and blustering that we were compelled to draw our sledge up between a large iceberg and the foot of a glacier near Eskimo Point for shelter.
April9, left camp about 7 a. m. The morning was calm and the sky clear, the traveling was very good,
and we reached Eskimo Point in about an hour. Here we abandoned our sleeping-bag, hoping to be able
to travel so much faster with the lighted sledge. We searched closely for the tracks of the previous fall, but
were unable to see anything of them. After passing into Elison Bay yesterday we found that in places
where the ice was smooth in the fall it was now very rough, and vice versa. Evident signs that it had been
broken up since our last journey. We found pools of open water between the grounded icebergs, which
threw us out of our course sometimes as much as a mile. Our feet got wet and froze when we stepped on
dry ice or snow. To add to our misfortunes a heavy wind sprang up from the northwest about I I a. m.
with a thick snow drifting, so that we were unable to see any distance, and at 3 p. m. we thought that we
were at the place where the meat was abandoned the previous fall, but notwithstanding an extended and
very careful search, we failed to our great disappointment and sorrow to discover any tracks or traces which
would go to indicate the spot where it had been left. At this juncture I proposed to Rice to up-end our
sledge and return to our sleeping-bag for the night and resume our unsuccessful search on the morrow. But
Rice thinking that the weather would clear up, thought that our best chance of success would be to remain
on the spot.
I discovered about 4 p. m. that Rice was weakening. I therefore reminded him of the agreement made
before leaving Camp Clay, that in case either of us should show signs of exhaustion his comrade should tell
him, in order that necessary steps might be taken to prevent disaster, and I again urged upon Rice the
necessity of returning to the sleeping-bag for rest and shelter.
But he said that he was only a little tired, and would soon recover by traveling a little slow. After a
short time, however, I could plainly see that Rice was weakening rapidly, and observing an iceberg about
1,000 yards [9 1 4 mj to the west of us, I urged upon Rice to reach it in order to obtain at least a partial shelter.
We fortunately accomplished this. By this time he was almost completely exhausted. I gave him some
brandy and spirits of ammonia, which seemed to revive him. I now lighted the lamp and prepared some
warm food for him; after having eaten it and drunk a cup of warm tea I endeavored to start him, in order to
keep him from freezing, but it was all in vain. His condition was becoming alarming. He was too weak
to stand up, and his mind seemed to be taken up with recollections of his relatives and ffiends at home, of
whom he spoke, and he also ~, talking of the different meals he would eat when he should have reached
home. He seemed to realize his critical condition, for he asked me, in case he should die here and I were to
survive, to send his manuscripts to the New York Herald, and his personal effects to his relatives. We
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remained here on this desolate piece of ice, with the wind blowing a hurricane, for two hours or more, after
which time my poor heroic companion lost consciousness. I did everything for him that my limited means
permitted. I wrapped him up in my temiak in order to keep him as warm as possible, and remained on the
sledge amidst the drifting snow with my unconscious friend in my arms until 7·45 p. m., when poor Rice
passed away. My situation can be easier imagined than described. Here I was left alone with the body
of my friend in an ice-bound region, out of reach of help or assistance. The death of my companion under
these circumstances made a deeper impression on my mind than any experience in my whole life, As here I
stood, completely exhausted, by the remains of poor Rice, shivering with the cold, unable to bury the remains,
hardly able to move, I knew that my chances to reach Eskimo Point, which was about 7 miles to the
north, were small indeed. I was completely disheartened; I felt more like remaining here and perishing by
the side of my companion than to make another effort, but the sense of the duty which lowed to my country
and companions and to my dead comrade to bear back the sad tidings of the disaster, sustained me in this
trial. I stooped and kissed the remains of my dead companion, and left them there for the wild winds of the
Arctic to sweep over.
I traveled to the north, and after 7 hours of hard travel I reached the sleeping-bag completely ex·
hausted, I found the bag frozen stiff as a piece of cord-wood, and in my weak condition I was unable to
unroll it, and I thought surely that I should have to perish here; but, as fortune would have it, I found in my
pocket a small vial which contained a few drops of ammonia, which I took. This revived me so that it enabled me to get into the bag, where I lay until the following morning. I then hustled out, about 8 a. m.; got
some warm food, and started back to bury the remains of my companion. This morning being very bright
I found the traveling much easier than last night. When I reached the gloomy spot where lay the remains
of poor Rice, thinking that he might have something on his person which ought to be returned to his relatives,
I searched his clothing, and found several small articles, which I delivered to the commanding officer.
I t~en began the difficult task of digging a grave for the remains of my poor friend, which was
accomplished after hard labor of several hours, I had no shovel, only an ax, and the loose ice I had to
remove with my hands, and it is here, on a paleocrystic floe, that I laid the remains of one who was so dear
to me. ,Here, in this icy grave, I leave my comrade, and will endeavor to carry back the sad news to our
compamOl~s. After a few h?urs I again reached Eskimo Point, where I camped for the night.
~ ow It became a question of vital importance to me how I was to reach Camp Clay in my enfee bled
condition, I was unable to travel eight or nine hours in one stretch, for after the first three or four hours,
I sh~uld move so slow that I would freeze in my tracks. I therefore resolved to take the alcohol which we
earned for fuel, dilute it with water, and take a small quantity of it whenever I lay down, so I would go to sleep
at once.

APd~ 10, I88~,-I broke camp about 7 a. m.: picked up all my traps and started for Camp Clay.
After pulling, haulmg, and stumbling for about four hours I became so tired that I had to go into camp. I
turn~d my sledge upside down, and stretched the sleeping-bag between the runners and took a small drink
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fruitless search for stores abandoned in the ice, 1 had to report the failure of the expedition, the death of a
cherished and brave companion, and to be informed of the death of three as good and brave men as ever
faced the dang~rs an? privations of arctic cold and darkness in the exertion of their duty to their country.
In presentmg this report I beg to express my regret that I have not been able to do so at an earlier date.
You will, I trust, excuse both the delay and the deficiency.
Respectfully submitted.
, Your obedient servant,

JULIUS R. -FREDERICK,
Sergi., Signal Corps, u. S. A.

Lieut. A. 'V. GREELY,

Fifth

cs«, A. S. O. and Asst.,
Commanding L. F. B. Expedition.

APPENDIX

No. 1I2.-Lieute1za1tt Kis!iugbury's leiter, April 22, I 884·
CAMP CLAY, Apri/22, J884·

My DEAR LIEUTENANT: Dr. Pavy has officially advised me of his recommendation to you not at
present to reduce the allowance below one pound of meat per day, and that you could not sanction his
recommendation. You have again placed the daily allowance of meat at ten ounces. Our hard hrend is
two ounces per day. The shrimp allowance is ample, but I fear from our recent and present weakened condition, depending so much as we have on them, that they do little more than relieve the direct pangs of
hunger, and give little strength, nourishment, or warmth to our poor weakened systems. The party, on the
whole, were gradually gaining on the one pound of meat, but are now again losing strength, and 1 fear for
the result if the decreased allowance continues. You are, I know, doing everything for the best, and I have
but one desire, to help you all I possibly can in this trying ordeal through which your responsibilities as commanding officer carry you. We cannot enter into the question thoroughly now. Your sufferings this
morning and weakened condition alarm me. Our stronger men are gradually weakening. The increase
to one pound will make but a few days' difference in the shortening of the time our present supply would
subsist us. I have wen considered the matter, and as your second officer I strongly urge that the meat
allowance be again increased to one pound per day. This will, I believe, carry us along gradually improving,
and before our present supply is exhausted we should find ourselves safely passed through the coldest weather
and at a time when seals and birds will be more numerous and more readily procurable.
I am, truly, your obedient servant,

FREDERICK F.

KH'l,INGBURY,

Second Lieutenant, E/("llel1th Infal1try, A. S. O.
First Lieutenant A. 'V. GREELY,

Commanding Expedition.

ApPENDIX

No. II3.-Letter of Dr. Pauy, April 25, 1884.
CAMP CLAY, ELI,ESMERE I,AND,

April 25, ,884·

SIR: The health of the command at this time at the morning inspection is as foHows: Very weak, and
even shows no improvement in the condition of parties under increased rations. I have respectfully recornmended in my oral report, 1St, that Schneider should be relieved for the present of the duties of shrimper
and allowed a few days to recuperate, having since a month greatly exerted himself. ed, that the rations
of the two hunters, to be as equal as possible to the work accomplished, should be re-established at what
d,
they were after the killing of the last game-one pound and the extra of 8 o~. 3 that, contra:y to my
previous recommendation, that one shrimp-catcher should be put again to the IDcrease of 4 oz. dally. ath,

that Israel and Gardiner should for the present be kept under the 4 oz. increase.

I am, respectfully, your obdt. svt.,
To the COM'D'G

,•,

OFFICER OF

U. S.

ARCTIC EXP'T'N•

OC'TAVE PAVV,

M. D.
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APPENDIX

No. ll4.~Letter of Dr. Pavy, Ajril27, I881·

CAMP CLAY, ELLSMERE LAND, April 27th, 1884.
SIR: Since my report of the 25th inst., I have found no improvement in the general condition of the
party, but a constant decrease in its general strength. A slight improvement is perceptible in the cases of
Gardiner and Israel, but not great enough to allow the stopping of increased rations. Ellis is rather better,
but Biederbick was, and is, fastly [sic] getting weaker. The.general atonique [atonic] state of the bowels, and
the constant increasing obstinate constipation, compel me to call to your attention a few recommendations,
hoping, for the welfare, perhaps even for the safety of the majority of the party, that they will be received
favorably. First, that as the state of our bowels is critical, and the general weakness fastly [sic] increasing, the
following change of diet for the next ten days is necessary: 4 oz. of bacon, alternating with pemmican, in
the morning (raw in the plate), with one pint of tea and one of stew consisting of shrimps, and I oz. of blubber and 1 oz. of fresh meat, and the usual amount of bread until exhausted. In the evening, one pot of tea
and two of stew with shrimps, the ordinary amount of bread, and 7 oz. of meat. This proposed plan of
diet would call but for an increase of 1 oz. only of blubber, and the daily use of bacon and pemmican, which
would now be of the highest necessity in the present state of the party. I have detected, this morning, a
decrease in the strength of the two hunters, and a change unfavorable in their health. I could renew my
recommendation of the 25th for an increase of ration, and that in pemmican and bacon. Earnestly hoping
that these important, perhaps necessary, recommendations should be favorably received, for the safety of the
remaining members of the command.
I am, very respect., your obdt, svt.,
OCTAVE PAVY,

To the

COM'DtG OFFICER OF THE

ApPENDIX

M. D.

U. S. ARCTIC Exs'n,

No. lIs.-Lieutenant Greely's certificate to Dr. Pavy.
May 14, 1884.

GENERAL HAZEN: Dr. Pavy wishes, for the satisfaction of his wife, that I should write you as to his
performance of professional duties during the past terrible winter. His medical skill has contributed to a
very ,great ?egree in pre~erving the lives of the party as now constituted, and he has spared himself no
physical pams or trouble III carrying out his arduous and trying duties. This, notwithstanding his opinion
that he was not legally bound to perform these duties.
A. W. G.

ApPENDIX
,.,..
..t

No. 1I6.-General certificate to Dr. Pavy.

•

CAMP CLAY

a wht»n II may concern .'

'

May 19, 1884·

\Ve,
' Bay Polar Expedition
, " desire to take this' means
(
'the undersigned ' members of th e La dy F ranklin
o, expressmg
our
acknowledgement
of th e devoted zeal and professional
'
'
d' h
f 1'
.
skill displayed
by Dr. Octave p avy
lS
~~ Iscd~rgle kO'lllh medlca~ duty during the full length of the expedition. During the past winter, 1883-'84,
IS me tea S"1
as contributed Iin preservmg
ine tthee fhves of the party to the present day.
FRED. F. KISLINGBURY.

D.

C. B. HENRY.

J. R.

JACOB BENDER.

FRANCIS LONG.

E.

MAURICE CONNELL.

I!RAEL.

RODERICK

R.

SCHNEIDER.

Chemnite, Saxony.
NICHOLAS SALOR.

L. BRAINARD.
FREDERICK.

HENRY BIEDERBICK.

H. S. GARDINER.
D. C. RALSTON.
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No. I 17.-Letter of Lieutenant Greely

OIl

Dr. Pauy.
MAY 2 I, J 884·

General HAZEN: Learn to-day that Dr. Pavy has drawn up and had copied by Sergeant Israel a statement as to his skill, &c., this winter. Every man is now on the verge of the grave and under the hands of
Dr. Pavy, who is the strongest of us all, and we are all at his mercy, so to say. The value of such a certificate is evident. I have sworn evidence of five men that Dr. Pavy has stolen at various times bread from
his crippled patient, Sergeant Elison, and also evidence that he has stolen extract of beef from medical stores.
He will probably survive. I have no hopes for myself. I close this book to-day to try and secure it to you.

.i

Good-bye, general.

A. \"1. GREELY,
Lieutenant, Commanding-

ApPENDIX

No. II8.-0rder for Private Henry' s ex(,cution.
NEAR CAPE SARINE,

•

June 6,

18 84-

Sergeants BRAINARD, LONG, and FREDERICK: Notwithstanding promises given by Private C. B, Henry
yesterday, he has since acknowledged to me having tampered with seal thongs, if not other food, at the old
camp. This pertinacity and audacity is the destruction of this party if not at once ended. Private Henry
will be shot to-day, all care being taken to prevent his injuring anyone, as his physical strength is greater
than that of any two men. Decide the manner of death by two ball and one blank cartridge. This order
is imperative, and absolulely necessary for ally chance of life.

A. \"1.

GREELY,

First Lieutenant, Fifth Caralry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

11

f··

ApPENDIX

No. 119.-Report of Private Henry· s executi01t.
PORTSMOUTH,

N. H., AuguslII, 1884.

SIR: I have the honor to report that on June 6, ,884, at Camp Clay, near Cape Sabine, Grinnell Land,
it became necessary for me to order the military execution of Private Charles II. Henry, Fifth Cavalry,
for continued thieving. The order was given in writing on my undivided responsibility, being deemed
absolutely essential for the safety of the surviving members of the expedition. Ten had already died of
starvation, and two more lay at the point of death.

The facts inducing my action were as follows: provisions had been stolen in November, ,883, and
Henry's complicity therein was more than suspected. March 24, ,884, the party nearly perished from
asphyxia. While several men were unconscious and efforts were being made for their restoration, Private
Henry stole about two ponnds of bacon from the mess stores. He was not only seen by Eskimo Jens
Edwards, but his stomach being overloaded he threw up the undigested bacon. An open investigation was
held and every member of the party declared him guilty of this and other thefts. A clamor for his life was
raised, but was repressed by me. I put him under surveillance until our waning strength rendered his
physical services indispensable. Later he was found one day intoxicated, having stolen the liquor on hand

;

for general issue.

A second time his life was demanded, but I again spared him.

On June 5 thefts of provisions on his part having been reported to me, I had a conversation with him,
in which I appealed to his practical sense, pointing out that union was neccs.",ry to our preservation. He
promised reformation, but, distrusting, I issued a written order that he should be shot if detected stealing.
00 June 6 he not only stole part of the shrimps for our breakfast, but visiting, unauthorized, our winter
camp, stole certain seal-skin reserved for food. I then ordered him shot. On his person was found a silver
chronograph abandoned by me at Fort Conger and stolen by him. In his bag was found a large quantity
of seal-skin, and a pair of seal-skin boots stolen a few days before from the hunter. suspecting complicity
on the part of several, I ordered his execution by three of the most reliable men. After his death the order
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was read to the entire party, and was concurred in by every member as being not only just, but as essential
to our safety. To avoid public scandal, I ordered that no man should speak of this matter until an official
report was made of the facts. I have the honor to request that a court of inquiry be ordered, or a courtmartial convened, should the honorable Secretary of War deem either advisable in this case. I have thought
it Lest not to ask the written statements of the surviving members of the party for appendices to this report,
lest I might seem to be tampering with them. I have not asked since our rescue-June 22-whether
their opinions concurring in my action have changed or not, leaving such questions to your action, if
deemed requisite. I necessarily regret that circumstances imposed such a terrible responsibility upon me,
but I am conscious that I would have failed in my duty to the rest of my party had I not acted promptly
and summarily.
I am, respectfully, yours,
A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commanding Lady Franklin Bay Expeditio«,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY,

(Through the Chiif Signal Officer, lVashillglon, D. C.)

ApPENDIX

0/ Secretary of War, approving Lieutenant Greely's course
regarding execution 0/ Private Henry.

No. 120.-Letter

\VAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, Novtmbtr 14, ,884,
1884, reporting that on June 6, 1884, at Camp Clay,
near Cape Sabine, you had ordered the military execution of Private Charles B. Henry, Fifth Cavalry,
a member of the expedition under your command, giving details of the cause of such execution, and asking
for the appointment of a court of inquiry in the matter, I have the honor to inform you that upon consideration of your report, in connection with extracts from the diaries of the several members of the Lady
Franklin Ba! Expedition, and also in connection with the diary of Private Henry himself, the Secretary of
War ~ntertams no doubt of the necessity, and the entire propriety of your action in ordering the execution
of Private Henry, under the circumstances and in the manner set forth in your report.
Th.e Secretary therefore does not consider that the appointment of a court of inquiry to investigate the
matter is required by the public interest.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

SIR: Referring to your letter dated August

II,

R. C.

DRUM,

Adjutant- Gtntral.

'V.

Lieut. A.
GREELY,
Fifth Cavalry, Ading Signal Officer,

(Through the Chiif Signal Officer of/he Army.)

.

I
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No. 12I.-List 0/deal/IS.

List of deaths in the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

Name.

W. H. Cross
nu Sergeant
F. T. Christiansen (Esku

Regiment.

Rank.

__ ' -

imo).Unn ..
Sergeant ..
David
George W. Rice_ u---- __ do ..
u

u_ -----u

n

u

-u •

u

__

General Service
nu

u
-

--

-

-

-

-

Company C, Second Cavalry, U.

•

u

1884·
Jan. 18 Scurvy.
Apr. 5 Incipient scurvy (prob.
aLly) and starvation.
Apr. 6 Starvation.
Apr. 9! Exhaustion during
I storm.

------------- -

of death.

of death.

- Signal Corps, U. S. A_ .--- ----

Twenty·third Infantry, U. S. A __.
Apr. 9: Starvation.
James B. Lockwood_n_ First lieutenant,A. S. 0
W. S. Jewell
.
Sergeant
---- •
Signal Corps, U. S. Au_--- n. ---- Apr. 12 1
no.
Jens Edward (Eskimo)
..
Apr. 29 Drowned.
W. A. Ellis
.:._ Private
-- __----- _I Company C, Second Cavalry, U. S. A. 'May 19 Starvation.
D. C. Ralston _nn
Sergeant
.n'
._1 Signal Corps, U. S. A.
May 23
Do.
William Whisler _----. Private.
n
I Company F, Ninth Infantry, U. S,
May 24
Do.
Edward Israel .
Sergeant •
.. _~\ Signal Corps, U. S. A __-- - .--- ---. May 27
Do.
June I
Do.
F. F. Kislingbury hn_.! Second lieutenant,A.S.O. Eleventh Infantry, U. S. A
Nicholas Salor
----\ Co.rporal
----------- CompanyH'S7condCavalry, U.S.A·I June 3 . Do.
Company E, Fifth Cavalry, U. S. A __ June 6 Shot by order.
Charles B. Henry un --I Private
'I Jacoh Bender
..._- -- Company F, Ninth Infantry, U. S. A_, June 6 Starva,;on,
- - --- u
A
o
u
Octave Pavy
--un-! Acting assistant surgeon _\" United States Army
.1 June 6
Starvatiun.;.
hastened
by narcotics.

--u----- ------ ._.._.---

.-----u__ u_

h

-

h.

'u-

h'

-

. ·

-

-

A'I

I'

)\

u

H. S. Gardiner

I'

Sergeant

u

R. R. Schneider

.1.. .

Joseph EHson _.

1

Private, •

' Sergeant

u__

_ Signal Corps, U- S. A

--..---- June

12

non,
\
------ .•----.\' Company A, First Artillery, U. S. A., June 18 '\. Starvation,
and scurvy.
prob- 'I\
ably incipient

u __

n

\

1

Company E, Tenth I n£autry, U. S. A. Jul y 8
\

A. 'V.

·.'f,.·.·'-

Inflammation
the \
~wels and of
starva-

I Effect offrost-b;te,

GREELY,

First Lieutenant, Fifth CmJalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Com11talldi,tg Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

t'

ApPENDIX

No. H2.-0rder relative to Privatq Henry, datedJune 5, r8
NEAR CAPE SABINE,

84·

June 5, 18 84.

To Sergeants BRAINARD, FREDERtCK, and LONG: Private Henry, having been repeatedly guilty of
stealing the provisions of this party, which is now perishing slowly by starvation, has sa far been condoned
and pardoned. It is, however, imperatively ordered, that if this man be detected either eating food of any
kind not issued him regularly, or making caches or appropriating any article of provision, you will at once
shoot him and report the matter to me. Any other course would be a fatal leniency, the man being able to

overpower any two of our present force.

A. W.

Gal':ELY,

First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
Commandittg Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.

,
'r
i

LIEUTENANT LOCKWOOD'S JOURNAL, FROM AUGUST 3, 1883.
ApPENDIX

No. 123.

Ap,iI6, 1885I, Mary S. McCalla, stenographer, do hereby make oath that the translation of the fourth volume of the
stenographic notes of Lieutenant Lockwood's journal of the Greely expedition is a correct, perfect, and full
copy of the same, no omission having been made, and no changes made either in substance or sense.
MARY S. MCCALLA,
Stenographer.
PHILADELPHIA,

STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, }

Philadelphia County,
ss:
Subscribed and sworn to before me this rtith day of April, 1885.

c. HOWARD

ScHERMERHORN,

Notary Public.
IC. Howard Schermerhorn, SEAL, Notary, Philadelphia. 1

AFFIDAVIT.
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA,}

ss:

COUlIty of Phi/adelphia,

I, William B. Mann, prothonotary of the court of common pleas of said county, do certify that C.
Howard Schermerhorn, esquire, before whom the annexed affidavit was made, was at the "time of so doing
a notary public in and for the county and State aforesaid, duly commissioned and qualified to administer
oaths and affirmations, and to take acknowledgments, &c., and to all whose acts as such full faith and credit
are and ought to be given, as well in courts of judicature as elsewhere, said court being a court of record;
and that I am well acquainted with the handwriting of the said C. Howard Schermerhorn, notary public,
and verily believe his signature thereto is genuine, and that said affidavit-purports to be taken in all respects
as required by the laws of the State of Pennsylvania. In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand
and affixed the seal of said court this 17th day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty.five.
.
\VILLIAM B. MANN,
Prothonotary.
COURT OF COMMON PLEAS,

Philadtlphia,

r«

Fniil1y, August 3, I8~3·-Stil1 no ship. Kennedy Channel is reported as having a good deal ofloose
ice drifting south. The ice this day is very much as usual. New ice forms every night, and to some extent
during the day, but the loose ice drifting about with the tide keeps it from attaining any thickness. One of
the pups (Castor or Pollux, I do not know which) followed me along the shore this evening to North Valley
Creek. I wa~ ..~fra~d of getting lost. This evening Frederik" [Frederik Christiansen] went out in ~

* This word; as in other cases, being misunderstood by the translator, is followed by the correct word bracketed.-A. W. G.
3~

.
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kyak after a seal on the ice, about half a mile in front of the house, but the sly seal took a header and down
he went before Frederik [Christiansen] got near. We ate the last of the flour this morning at breakfast,
and now have only hard bread and cornmeal. The fresh meat has been gone some time, and now pork and
canned corned beef comprise the meat. The latter is not good, being dry and tasteless, and the former is
worse than the latter. We have a little canned roast beef (a few cans), which will be used going south, with

f

pemmican, pork, &c.
Saturday, August 4.- Foggy and overcast this morning, but later in the day the fog lifted. This evening
it is snowing lightly. Lieutenant Greely and several men were on Mount Cornhil1 [Cairn Hill]. The straits
seem to be packed closer than hitherto-between Dutchland [Dutch Island] and Cape Baird especially so.
Kennedy Channel seems to have a good deal more ice. No ship, and no chance of a ship as things are
now, nor any present chance of our leaving, though I think Lieutenant Greely will make the attempt even
with a very poor prospect, and though the ice remains in statu quo for weeks yet. Personally I would rather
take almost any chance that offered than stay here another long winter night. Lieutenant Kislingbury and
Jans [Jens] got a small seal early this morning in front of the house; weight, 47 pounds. Await more seal
to-morrow. "Rit" and "Askim tt ["Ask him ttl had a terrible fight this morning. They are rival lovers.
"Askim" ["Ask him"] got" Rit II down once. They had several rounds. I think it will end by "Askim"
["Ask him"] being king and" Rit It going about with drooping head and tail, like that debased monarch,
Old H-- [Howler]. I should rather say would end thus under ordinary circumstances, but when we leave
here-if in boats, as probable-the dogs will be shot, or perhaps left with a few days' food against the
possible event of our return. Of course, in the latter event (barring our return), they would soon starve to
death.
Sunday, Augl/st 5.-F ine day; warm, sunny, and calm. It is singular we have no wind. \Vind is what
we want now. \Vhisler and Ralston report smoke, as of a steamer, down the straits. They were on Cornhill [Cairn Hill]. It has elicited a good deal of discussion. I doubt it being anything else than fog or
clouds, and I judge they more than half think so themselves now. The ship is the only subject of discussion
now among the men. I say little or nothing, being satisfied to wait. I do not much believe in fine-spun
theories all depending on the ice, the movements of which can be put as much faith in as that of the windindeed, hardly so well. We had seal for dinner. It was equal to the last; it tasted oily and fishy-a black,
soft kind of flesh, without much fiber. Ralston told me he could not keep it down. Oh for a musk-ox or
two! I have read" Put yourself in his place" a second time, and am now galloping through some other
stories. I think that if we had lots of fresh meat and a few hundred good books I could survive another
winter here; under the circumstances I do not. I shaved off my side whiskers on the zd ; they reached
behind my neck; wear only mustache now.
Monday, Augus: 6.-The ice is about the same. I went on Cornhill [Cairn Hill] this evening. I have
had a neuralgic pain in head all day. The whale-boat took some things down to Dutchland [Dutch Island].
The ice in the harbor is quite loose.
Tuesday, August 7.-Took a walk by the creek to the east. Several men have been on Cornhill [Cairn
Hill], and a good deal of open water is reported in Kennedy Channel. The ice at this end of the harbor
is very much scattered and drifts about constantly. Several old paleocrystic floes and hummocks have made
their appearance. I suppose they have come in through the western entrance. Yesterday or day before
Sergeant Brainard suggested to Lieutenant Greely having the small boat and going across to Baird to get
a look down the straits, but the latter would not allow it on the score of danger. Some of the men seem
m
to contemplate a hard winter here.
Wednesday; August S.-It has been blowing all day, reaching twenty-five miles [per hour, or about 11
per second] or thereabouts from the south. It has made great changes in the ice, so much so that operations
have been on float since noon to get off should the opportunity occur. Kennedy Channel is clear or almost
clear of ice, and two leads from Baird and the western entrance almost meet. There is a good deal of open
water opposite Baird and Lieber and also in Hall's Basin. We may be able to get off to-night. Everyone
is on the qui'vir/e, and the last touches are being put on the operations. However, we art' not off yet, and
I won't believe we are en route until we get to Baird. A lookout has been kept up on the ice all or almost
all of the day. The sky is overcast with dark flying clouds, and the air is chilly and disagreeable. I do not
feel as if I was going away, much less south and on a journey such as this may. be. I have felt much more

stirred up the day before the sledge journey.
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Thursday, August 9.-\Ve all went down to Dutchland [Dutch Island] and started out-:-the launch, the
whale-boat, and the English boat, and the small boat. Proceeded to Preston's [Proteus] Point and left there
at 3 p. m. with Lieutenant Greely and everybody. Reached Bellot Island without much trouble, but after
that encountered a good deal of ice and worked very hard. Rice fell overboard.
August 10, p. m., went ashore on snow [Sun] peninsula. Started again, and about 2.30 a. m, got
nipped in the ice-everything on the floe. Then turned in and went to sleep about 4 a. m. 8'3~ a. m.,
was waked up by Rice; boats laid up again. 8.45 a. m., started west. Here we proceeded some distance
and then stopped, while I went with Sergeant Gardiner and ascertained that open water existed all the way
across the fiord. Stopped at 10 o'clock, and the launch started again in about an hour. Crossed the
fiord nearly opposite Sun Bay. Found plenty of open water on the south side, extending out from the
shore probably two or three miles. Shipped a good many seas, Reached the tent near Depot B [at Baird j
at about 2 o'clock. I have hardly slept, and eaten almost nothing since we Started, nor since we started until
now have I had anything to drink but water. I did not succeed in sleeping at all, and very few of the men
were able to get to sleep; II.I5 p. m., started with four boats for the south.
August II, p. m., reached bluff about a mile below Lieber, where further progress was stopped.
Weather foggy and snowing. Remained here a few minutes and then started for the shore, which we
reached at the mouth of the ravine (the same where Lieutenant Greely, Whisler, and I ascended mountain
in 1881). At 2 o'clock got in a protected place and waited for the ice to move out. I went to bed early on
the shore. Snowing. 8.30 a. m., left the vicinity of Cape Lieber and proceeded south along the coast. Saw
fighting narwhals one or two miles below. Weather still overcast but calm.
12 m., ran into a fog above Cape Davis, B. 'V. (or P. W.) [barometer] 29.75 r7SS.64mm]. 3 p. m.,
leached C. [Carl] Ritter B. [Bay] Shoal extending out from shore. Low plain along shore here. Very
foggy; cannot see much. Left cache near Cape Cracroft at 10.30 a. m. 4. 20, started out again down
straits for a mile. Hunter found a shoal about six inches [about 1SolUm] long on the bar under the water
near the place we stopped at. Just back of the level water or plain, and at the top of the cliff, are two
sister peaks, making a prominent landmark. After starting again at 4. 2 0 p. m. we soon afterwards encountered a dense fog, and after wandering around among the ice, and staring in every direction, we made next
stop only a few miles below last stopping place at 6 o'clock P: m. (first new ice met-that at 5. 15 p. m.): continued close along the shore. 11.15 p. m.,stopped along the shore to rest. Ice moving north though the
tide is running in. Seemed more clear. Very foggy during most of the journey. Do not know where we
are. \Ve were stopped by ice for half an hour along shore a half mile back. Turned in on shore and went
to sleep.

August 12.-7.5° a. m., got up. Boats aground. 9. 20 a. m., started off down south. 12m., stopped on
shore to reconnoiter. 2'30, stopped again to reconnoiter. A great deal of ice met with. We are still above
Carl Ritter Bay. 4 p. m., started again; foggy, snowy, and SE. wind. 4.3 0 p. m., stopped by ice again,
exactly ~pposite small island. Had coffee here. Corporal [Sergeantj Elison went down coast and found
one of his old camps. He says we are four and a half miles from Carl Ritter Bay. It is now snowing and
ve:y fo?gy. Watch reported clear water; so at 8 0' clock all hands were called, and at 8,3° p. m, we got
off again. 9.4 0 p. m., reached Carl Ritter Bay; took on the stores left there. Reached south cape of bay
in fifty minute~. When passing over found little ice, and gradually became less and less for some hours. It
has been blowing ~nd snowing and very disagreeable most of the day. After crossing Carl Ritter Bay we
kept on, encountenng very little ice indeed.
August .13·-1.45 a: m., r:ached ice barrier extending across to the south as far as eyes could reach;
ab,out ten ml~es below Carl ~lt~er Bay stopped over and went to bed. 7.15 a. m., called again for breakfast. At 8 a clock I went WIth J ans lJ ens] on foot down the coast about one and a half miles and should
~ay ~aw .about a mile farther than this. There was a dark passage close along the ice field. O:tside all was
Ice, Ice, Ice. Got back at 10 o'clock. 11.10 a. m., started again with the launch. All hands steamed down
~he co~st about a mile, where we were stopped again by ice at 11.3 0 a. rn, It is now snowing and very foggy.
There IS a small. bay just below here. The ice extends to the east and southeast as far as can be seen. We
are 12.or IS miles, probably, below Carl Ritter Bay. 4 p. m., all hands called again and we proceeded.
Met With a great deal ofhard ice. Weather, snowing and very foggy. 7 p. m., reached the shore. a few
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miles below last place, near the little bay, and camped here. Small seal shot near here, which we had for
supper. It was very good indeed. Wind changed and now blowing a little from the south. Had supper
here and turned in at 10 o'clock.
August 14.-Breakfast at 8 o'clock-pemmican stew. Wind from the northeast, and the ice very much
the same. Slept on shore last night as usual. I slept without any protection except that of the bag. Some
of the men went hunting last night, but got nothing-saw nothing. Remained here during the rath. Got
meridian observation at noon by Israel. Made latitude 80 <leg. 44 min. Turned in at r o p. m, The
weather is clearing up, and the wind begins to blow a little from the north. Supper consisted of a birdstew, coffee, and hard bread.
August IS.-Very fine day, bright and clear, with light wind from the NE. The ice has hardly changed,
though it is drifting south slowly. New ice formed near the shore during the night. A danger of open
water pool out in the straits opposite camp. There is a marked absence of paleocrystic ice in the straits.
It all seems to consist, except a berg here and there, of ice formed in the straits. Not many water leads
visible this morning. Ice, ice, ice in every direction. 8 a. m., breakfast-pemmican, hard bread, and coffee.
Slept on shore last night, as I do always. Pretty much everyone now as well sleeps on the shore when

.

'

J

the opportunity occurs.
August Is.-Wind from the northeast all day. Got up to a good breakfast, and Lieutenant Greely
thought that the new ice enlarged and danger of freezing- us in, and determined to move the launch and
boats off shore a half mile to some ground bergs. We started about 9 o'clock and employed all hands,
and managed to get the launch out with a great deal of labor through the old and new ice at 3.3 0 p. m.
• Then all hands returned to shore, and at 5.30 p. m., after supper, I started with the men and boats, Lieutenant Greely and some others remaining on the launch. Got the boats and their loads out to a ground[ ed J
berg just north of the launch in about two hours. Young ice has formed quite thick and has become very
threatening. The ice has been moving down the straits very fast all day. Sergeant Cross was apparently
drunk on the launch while we were getting her out from shore. At one time he looked out on the deck and
said the launch was going to be crushed; all the time it was none of his business. He showed his condition by his appearance, his manner, and neglecting to obey orders promptly. Finally Lieutenant Greely
sent him ashore and put the engine in charge of Frederick. Cross has been assigned to the whale-boat
(Rice). I took a drink of rum, fum being shared to all.
August 16.-1 slept on the berg last night, laying my sleeping-bag on top of the spare sheep-skin one,
and thus slept quite comfortably. Rice and his crew slept on the berg, but the rest in the boats. Breakfast
this morning about 8.3 0 a. m. The northeast wind still continues, driving the ice down the straits in one
confused mass. No open water can be seen anywhere. Breakfast consisted of coffee, hard bread, and
0
corned beef. Affairs do not look very auspicious. We have 50 days' rations from Carl Ritter Bay. 9.3
p. m., on board launch. I have come over on a visit. It seems palatial here compared with the berg where
I have my sleeping-bag and my present bed. One can get from there here by traveling in a semicircle
around some intervening bergs. I discovered this route myself. This evening Brainard, in endeavoring to
get over directly across the wind [pack], got in the water up to his waist. Ice, ice, ice, everywhere round, and
still extending; a narrow lead of some length which extends from the cape above obliquely down the straits.
The ice in the straits seemed to be crushed and broken up. The fires here on the launch are kept up night
and day; Frederick says he burns about 80 pounds per day. Rice and the crew of the whale-boat have moved
from the berg down to the boat itself. I am the only one now left on the berg. To-day I gave Brainard,
Ralston, Linn, Elison, Jewell, Salor, and Frederick memoranda of my [indebtedness] to them, i. e., to the first
$II 2, $64 to the next three, and $48 to the last three. At full tide this evening, at about 10 o'clock,
noticed a large paleocrystic floe about a mile from shore, going north, and outside of it ice near mid-channel,
going south.
August 17.-Beautiful morning; bright, clear, and calm. Breakfast at 8 o'clock. After breakfast I
went over to the launch, and we moved nearer to the berg where the boats are without using steam. The
young ice is now quite thick, but in many places is constantly broken up by the tides and action of the ice.
Slight breeze from the west starting up in the afternoon. Ice may be still noticed going south, though very
slowly. A small lane from the cliff above us, stretching obliquely down-stream, is all the open water visible.
Open water seen along the Greenland shore last night, stretching up and down some distance. Such a day as
this seems heavenly compared with the weather we have had to endure for some time past. No game. We
obtained water from a small pool on the berg, but have to break through young ice to get it. It snowed
last night.
H. MiR. ~93--24
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This evening Lieutenant Greely sent for the spare sheep-skin sleeping-bag which I had been using under
mine. I cannot continue to lie on the berg; this necessitates my removal to one of the boats where I now
am on board the Valorous. This boat and the" Phalarope" [Beaumollt], as the men call her, and the whaleboat all lie gathered in a little harbor formed by three icebergs, all protected from the wind and ice. There are
five of us on this boat; six on each of the others. The sleeping-bags are arranged on the masts and sides in
some way or other, and we manage to make out. How tiresome and dreary this life is, it is difficult to express. I went on land this afternoon. The whole east side of the straits se~m t.o be ~lear of ice, an? opposite
Franklin Island there is open water for half-way across. Down the straits m mid-channel no ICe can be
seen at all in a certain direction. Yet from the berg here all seems to be ice as fat as can be seen. The
open water does us no good as it is at present, as we cannot reach it. Oh, for a west or southwest wind!
\Ve had snow last night. Long fell through the ice into the water near the berg to-night. Pemmican and
coffee for supper.
August 18.-A heavy weight of snow has been falling all day. It commenced in the night. This morning we were all covered. Boats managed to place the sails so as to form part protection. This afternoon
one of the bergs just by split in two; it created quite a commotion in the waters, and raised a little tidal
wave. This berg is about 15 feet [4.S Ill ] high. The watch reports a good deal of open water, and some men
have been sent for by Lieutenant Greely this afternoon to man [move] the launch, but just where or how far I
do not know. Everything is wet and damp, cold, and dreary in the extreme. Nothing can be done but lie in
the sleeping-bag, or go out on the berg and pace up and down in the storm. The wind is now from the southeast, but there is not much of it here. Breakfast this morning of corned beef, beans, one-half can of each; that
is, half a pound of the former and about ten ounces of the latter. The ration of hard bread is a pound; pemmican a pound. The launch succeeded in getting the other side of the berg to which she was attached to
about one or two hundred yards [about 90 or 180m ] of open water. The ice has been floating both north
and south. Its chief direction seems to be south. The wind seems to have more effect than the tide. The
straits are still comparatively free of ice some distance outside. Things look rather gloomy at times. The
snow falls constantly, and everything is wet and dreary. The men seem to be in pretty good spirits, most
of them, but there are many gloomy forebodings. Living about a boat all day in this way the blood
becomes chilled, and it is hard to keep warm. 8'30 p. m, call from the launch to bring the boats, according to which we started and with little difficulty reached the launch in half-an hour. In one and a half
hours more we had got the launch to open water, by the aid of all the men. I I p. m., we started with boats
in tow. Resumed my place on the launch and started. Lieutenant Greely fell off the launch overboard.
Kislingburyand I got him by the arm as the float returned and hauled him in. Farther on we ran between
two rapidly moving floes, which presented danger of a nip. It stopped snowing by the time we left.
Augt4Jt 19.-After a good run through open water, encountering very little ice except in small pieces,
much scattered, we went into a little dock formed by two bergs along the ice-foot, at 3.3 0 a. m. Four and
a half hours on the run; distance probably 15 miles, and perhaps 7 or 8 miles from Cape Lawrence. The
w~ather is clear, being beautiful, and the day bids fair to be fine. No wind of any account. Launch
slightly aground at low water at present place. The rise and fall of the tides here is tremendous-from the
foot of an ice-foot, probably ten or twelve feet [about 3 or 3.5 m ] high, over and above it two or three feet
m
[.6 or '9 J. 7 a. m., br~akf~st, before and after which I got a little sleep, a couple of hours in all. At
10.10 a. m., a l~ad showmg Itse.lf to the next headland down the coast, we proceed.
Passed this headland,
and got some distance beyond 10 the course of an hour-probably three or four miles-when the ice closed
up, and for an hour and a half we worked to get through, succeeded in reaching it, passed above the headland referred to at 12.40 p. m, Weather fine, bright and clear. General character of the ice seems loose
and broken .up With. a great deal of sludge. Made the boats and launch fast along shore. The ice outside
runs nort~ like ~ mill race. Some machinery broke down while we were in the moving ice, but it was fixed
temporarlly ~nttl we r~ached shore. Has since been made all right again. 5. 15 p. m., started again and
got along WIth the thickly packed sludge until 6.15 p. m., when we went into shore again. We are still
above Cape Lawrence.
8.10 p, m., Sergeant Brainard with Frederik [Christiansen] started out for Cape Lawrence along
the sh?re. The straits seem full of great masses of broken up ice which are now floating south with the
flood-ttde. Full moon came out t o-mgnt.
. ht Several seals made their
'. appearance near the launch an d were
unsuccessfully shot at by L'leu tenan t K'IS1·109bury, It IS
. now (9 p. m.) quite calm and clear; that IS,
. the
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air IS clear, though the sun is not shining. Lieutenant Greely intended going out into the pack with tho
launch and boats, after supper, and drift south with it, but gave it up on account of the ice packing against
the projection below here. I slept on shore to-night.
August 20.-\Vaked up at 4.30 a. m. Much open water appeared along the shore. 4.40, started
off. Sergeant Brainard had not returned. We got along quite readily. Discerned Sergeant Brainard,
Frederik [Christiansen], and doctor above, on shore near Cape Lawrence, and took them on board. Sergeant Brainard had been to the cape and found ice. Reported a pack stretching from Cape Lawrence
across to Cape Jackson. Weather very fine; light wind from the southwest. 6,55 a. m., stopped just
south of Cape Lawrence, and the men had breakfast. Breakfast on the launch some little time beforepemmican, hard bread and butter, and tea. Lieutenant Greely watched along the shore some distance.
10. I 5 a. m., started again. Encountered little ice until off Rawlins Bay, when a great deal of sludge was
met with. The pack stretches to the left along shore here, and probably extends in a series of floes of different
sizes all the way across. The mouth of this bay appears to be occupied by broken up sludge ice. 11.15
a. m., stopped again on shore, on north side of Rawlins Bay near its mouth. Sky to the southwest very
thick and foggy, and threatening snow. Several seals seen to-day. They are of daily occurrence. Saw
also a gull, called an " Ivory" by Lieutenant Greely. Some birds near our stopping place last night made
a great noise; Rice and others thought they were falcons. 4 p. m., the launch was found aground, and
it was impossible to get her off. The top of the ice-floe is now on a level with her smoke-stack; she lies
alongside of a precipice of ice. Lieutenant Greely intended starting this afternoon, having seen from the
heights open water across the bay in one place. It is now contemplated to start as soon as the launch
floats. Several seals fired at. Wolf, fox, and ermine tracks, and dung of musk-oxen seen near here by
Lieutenant Greely. Vegetation in this vicinity very much resembles that' about Fort Conger.
8.30 p. m., started again. Had to make quite a detour to get across Rawlins Bay. Several paleo..
crystic floes were inside of it. Afterwards encountered a good deal of rubble-ice and also more open
water. Crossed the bay in two hours.
August 21.-12,20, reached cape some few miles farther on, and camped for the night after a vain
endeavor to get farther against the ebb-tide which had just commenced to run north. Left this harbor and
went up the coast a quarter of a mile and moored the vessels between two bergs. Weather during the last
run extremely foggy, making it most difficult to find a route. Near bays very indistinct, and distant bays
quite invisible. The tides along this coast are more rising, and falling some 12 or 15 feet [about 3.5 to 4·SIn ] .
The ice-foot may be put as at about 10 feet [3 m ] vertical height usually. On account of the moving ice
and the rise and fall of the tides, &c., it is about as difficult to find a suitable place for the launch as it would
be for a large ship.
7 'a. m., tried to sleep on board launch last night, lying on my sleeping-bag in the stern, but hardly
got two hours' rest. Got up again at 4.30 a. m, and found a large paleocrystic floe bearing obliquely in,
being pushed by a large floe behind it. The berg saved us. \Ve were pushed a little, however, so that we
took the ground slightly. Weather overcast, cold and dreary. A good many dovekies seen every day. We
started about 10 a. m., after allowing the best opportunity to pass in waiting for Sergeant Jewell, who had
gone off on the heights to take a look. I lay down to get some rest while Brainard did the starting. After
running about an hour through much ice I was suddenly called, and on getting up and going out found
that the risk of a nipping all over imminent. The whale-boat got a nip which sprained some of her timbers
and just managed to get the other boats out in time. Likewise there was much difficulty with the launch.
Large cakes of ice and sludge were running rapidly north. We stopped about a mile from Cape \Vilkes.
Then walked down to the cape to get a look for a better harbor than our present place affords. The straits,
except a few leads, seem full of sludge ice, with here and there a large floe, though I saw a lead running
across Richardson Bay.
P. m., left stopping place near Cape Wilkes and found very good traveling for some distance into
Richardson Bay. There, however, we got into several blind leads and had to make several long detours.
The ice was so thick that it stopped the launch even after all the boats had been dropped, and great effort!
were necessary to get through. However, by perseverance we finally accomplished it and crossing ,openwater spaces, and winding through pools we finally got through and made the shore on the south Side of
the bay, some distance from its mouth, in a few hours. We examined this vicinity for the .English rations
left by Nares at Cape Collinson, but without success. Stopped here an hour and then continued on to the
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cape at the south side of the bay at its mouth. No rations were found here: We reached this place at 7
o'clock, about. Sergeant Brainard with Bender sees [goes] to the west cape, distant along shore perhaps four
miles. \Veather overcast but clear. The straits are full of sludge and floes small and large. There is no

.
wind of any account. Got to bed on shore about 9 p. m,
August 22.-\Vas wakened up at 4. 1 5, and about 4.3 0 we got off. Proceeded along, and after various
stops and delays reached Joiner Bay about 9 a. m. Here we stopped some time, while I went along the
coast and found a harbor about three-fourths of a mile farther on. Going back and reporting this to Lieutenant Greely, the launch and boats started and went into a little natural dock formed by three bergs and
fully protected from the ice and wind. At Cape Collinson we took on the 24 0 English rations. The bread
had been partially eaten by foxes, but the rest (about half) was all right. Weather during the day foggy
and drizzling at times. Launch ran afoul of a small cake of ice while Lieutenant Greely was directing her
course and disarranged some of the machinery. Seals and dovekies seen during the day. Vve are now
about latitude 80°.
Remained in little ice dock. Lieutenant Greely and some others got some sleep, but I got none, as
I could not get ashore off the berg except by boat. The men arranged sails over the boats, and most of
them slept. The weather was drizzling and raining, with a dull southwest wind-very disagreeable. 3 p. m.,
the ice opened up along shore and lay scattered out in Scoresby Bay, so we started and ran up the bay a mile
or two, when we turned to the right and went ashore to get a look at the condition of the ice. A lead was
seen running across the bay, though much filled with broken ice. About this time Frederick discovered that
-the pump of the engine leaked. About half-way across the bay we got through the ice entirely, and entered a
vast expanse, covered, however, with a thick fog shutting out the land. Found a pack of paleocrystic ice
on the south shore and rounded it near the farther cape. Saw here two very large bergs aground a long
way from shore, 5.45 p. m., reached Cape Norton Shaw and found the water along shore very dear of ice,
though the pack lay outside heavy as ever. 6.15 p. m., came to a place after floating along shore and came
in close, and we were unable to go farther. Selected a harbor near by and stopped.
August 23.-Got up at8 a. m. after a very satisfactory sleep on board launch, one of the few good rests
0
I have had on this trip. It was too low water, and a good deal of open water along shore. 8,3 a. m.,
started and ran up [down] the coast for a half hour, about one and a half miles, I suppose. We then came
to a projecting point, against which pack was crowded so close as to stop farther progress. The boats
were moored along shore a few hundred yards to the south, but it was not a good place, and after awhile the
pack from above came moving down-stream against boats, and they escaped narrowly being nipped. The
red boat l Valorous] was forced to fly up to the point referred to before finding a safe place. At this place a
considerable space of open water exists by reason of a number of bergs aground near shore, forming a kind
of breakwater. The sun shines overhead but it is very foggy around the horizon for some distance in altitude, so that nothing can be seen beyond a half mile. The men have put their sleeping-bags out on shore
to dry, and are sunning themselves on the beach. It is only on the beach, and other few places here and
there, that th~re is ,not .a great deal of snow. Latitude of this place, by meridian observation by Israel,
.
79 deg, 51 mm.; high tide at 2. IS p. m,
3 p. m, the ice opened up, and we started again and ran through open water for thirty minutes. It
gradually took us out from the shore a little ways, and at the end of that time we again encountered pack.
It was foggy and snowy; could not see very well. Lieutenant Greely proposed leaving the boats attached
to the floe, but afterwards, at my suggestion, decided to attempt running into land. We worked our way
throug~ dense m~sses of sludge ice until about 4 o'clock, when we were able to geL no farther, and moored
alongslde, of a little flo: about 25. ~y 3,5 yards [about 22 by 3 2 m] dimensions. The fog became thicker
and heavier•. 'Ve are still here anticipating a nip, but have had none. The boats are partially pulled up on
the ~oe. .Thl~~S l~ok somewhat gloomy. Thick sludge ice all around, and no open water now in sight.
A s)~g~t air stlrr~ng IS from the northeast. There may be a very slight motion of the floe out from the land,
but It IS almost
Imperceptible • The surroundinz
.WIth
.
'III b etween- One
"
mg iIce IS mostly small pieces
sludge
very large and a~other smaller berg are off to the south a few hundred yards. We are now about a mile or
so on the. north Side of the proj
' IS
. probably Cape John Barrow. Steam 15
. k ept up
ojec timg h ea dlan d , which
alI the tune and has been on th e woe
hole tri
' out but on two occasions so Linn
. says. About
tnp, t h e fire gomg
, wood of the small boat recently broken
'
" belllg used
day are nece ssary r.lor b an kimg. 1he
8o pounds
up IS
. ht forabanki
to-mg t lor banking , as we h ave but a h aIf box of coal left, hardly enough for a day's run.
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12 o'clock midnight. I have been on watch, Lieutenant Greely sleeping. The ice has changed but a
little. The floe we are attached to seems to have moved out somewhat from land, and also very slightly
to the south. Certain movements in the ice have at times caused me some apprehension, and the" Phalarope" [Beaumont] was pulled up higher, the ice pressing against her. Every once in a while the ice moves
slightly, with a low grinding noise. It is difficult to explain.
August 24.- 1.3° a. m, Lieutenant Greely came on deck and sent me below for some sleep. I did
not wake up until after we had reached land. It seems that about 6 o'clock the ice loosened up sufficiently
to get under way, and in the course of twenty minutes we were able to get in to the ice-foot. We drifted
about a mile. Weather very foggy and snowing; wet, drizzling, and generally disagreeable. 9 a. m., our
little indentation along the ice-foot afforded poor shelter. The ice moving rapidly to the south threatened to
crush the boats, all of which could not get into the little place. As a choice between two evils, I recommended dropping down with the tide to a better harbor about a quarter of a mile below. This we accordingly did with the launch and the Beaumont, the two other boats remaining. \Ve worked through the
sludge and small floes and pieces with some risk, but accomplished it subsequently. The wind is now from
the northeast. There is a body of open water some distance off shore to the northeast, but elsewhere the
ice seems heavily packed. \Ve are now at the north cape of Maury Bay. Sergeant Brainard returned at
I I a. m. from the farther side of this bay.
He reached what is doubtless Cape Frazer. Could see little ..
ways beyond. Found ice heavily packed. I I p. m., we are still here. The launch and boats have been
moved in between some grounded bergs and the ice-foot, in a very secure position. The rise and fall of the
tide here is immense. At high tide we were on a level with the top of the adjoining berg. Now we are
way below it. The weather is very foggy, and thick and drizzling-disagreeable in the extreme. However,
in the launch here we are pretty comfortable, under the turtle back. The ice has opened up somewhat, but
still there is no opportunity of leaving. The fires under the boilers are kept banked with odd pieces of
wood, lockers of the launch, &c. Pemmican, tea, and hard bread is our staple article of diet.
August 25.-4.40 a. m. started off, the ice being loose enough and forming small lanes and pools of
open water here and there. More or less fog all the time. Light breeze from the southwest made it quite
uncomfortable for me at the rudder. Passed two small bays. 7 a. m., stopped, unable to go farther. There
is a large bay ahead, with high, precipitous cliffs on the farther side. I think it must be Dobbin Bay. Used
about entire load of coal in the run this morning. The ice is moving slowly north with the ebb-tide. I
think we have just passed Point Hayes. 12m. Still here awaiting a break in the ice, which has rounded
up somewhat, but still keeps together too close to make farther progress to the south. \Ve are moored to
a large, sloping berg. Israel made the latitude 79 deg. 45 min., but expressed a good deal of doubt as to the
accuracy of it. This would place us opposite Cape Frazer. I was out also with my sextant, by Lieutenant
Greely's wishes, but did nothing, the marker being too dirty. Frederik [Christiansen j shot a seal about I I
o'clock; we got him before he sunk. It is clear overhead, at times the sun shines, but around the horizon
very foggy. Some of the men drank the blood of the seal-Bender, Israel, &c. Bender, Biederbick, and

Long reached their convalescence.
5.40 p. m. Open water reported some time previously, and at this hour we started. \Jot through the
broken pack-ice in ten minutes and came to what looked like an open sea. But, unfortunately, a dense fog
set in. However, ice was seen ahead, and, after an hour's run, we ran in near shore and stopped by some
grounded bergs. Had supper here of the seal shot. A very fine natural dock near by, and basin with
ice-foot running all around, and an outlet through a narrow gateway. From the top of the berg open
water was seen again beyond this ice, which ran out from the shore like a tongue, projecting into the strait a
couple of miles out to a large iceberg. At 7.25 p. m.Teft again and went around this tongue; encountered
a dense fog and lost sight of land for awhile; continued on down the coast, very dense fog continuing. In
two and a half hours met ice again, extending out from shore indefinitely; could not get by and ran into
shore, reaching it at 10.05 P: m, Jewell, Ellis, and Frederick were sent down to Cape Louis Napoleon,
some few miles ahead of us. Some of the men went to work on the tongue of the floe projecting against
the shore, which seems to form the principal obstacle to our progress. It has now cleared up-slightly, I
went to sleep about 10.30.
2 a. m,
Was wakened up and we started. It was found impossible to get along the shore, but a lead
had been seen out from shore by the iceberg, and we took a course in this direction. Stopped at the berg
and took a look. Reached shore again by making a long detour around the floating pack. Continued on
through dense fog, rendering it necessary to hug the shore very closely. 4. 10 a. m., reached Cape Louis
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Napoleon. Bear tracks seen in the snow on shore. Got to bed about 4.30 a. m.; got u? about 9 a. m.
Jans [jens] shot a big seal alongside the launch, but he sank. 9.15 a. m., left Cape. Lams Napoleon. It
was very foggy and the opposite coast could not be seen, but we took a cours~ south west by the sun, went
ahead some time until ice appeared ahead pretty thick, when we turned to the right and took a course by the
bay. Got near the other shore, but could not get in on account of the ice. 'Vent down the bay again, keeping
near the east shore. Exceedingly foggy. Found nothing at all could be seen in any direction. 1.15 p. m.
reached Cape Hawkes; came by the west side of Washington Irving Island. 4.25 p. m., started from Cape
Hawkes, having found the English depot of rations. We got five boxes of hard bread, keg of rum, 12 cans
of potatoes, &c. Weather very fine; calm and clear. Steamed from Hawkes for some time in the open
water, but after a few miles came to floating ice, which gradually became thicker. Boats took the launch
in tow for awhile, Frederick having something to repair about the engine. 9.30 p. m., stopped in the floe
in Princess Marie Bay, it being thought unadvisable to attempt going farther.
August 27.-7 a. m., got up after a good sleep on my sleeping-bag on the floe. Sky overcast and foggy.
No land in sight. Israel makes our longitude 73 deg. west, latitude 79 deg. 22 min., assumed. Temperature
possibly about 22 degrees [ - 5.60 C.] last night. There are a great many dangers in being out in the straits in
this wet [way], but probably it is better than the other alternative. The English had great difficulty in crossing
AUman Bay, having to wade through young ice four inches thick [r02 m m ] . This they managed to accomplish, but of course, the little launch could never get through any such ice. There must be some outlet drift
here, so that even if we are held here several days we ought to make several miles south. I blame myself
a dozen times a day for leaving my seal-skin coat behind; it would be just the thing here; but it was left
under the understanding that no surplus clothing was to be brought. A rule which has not been held to by
everyone. I find that one of my seal-skin boots is too short entirely. I have nothing besides but an old
pair of moccasins. \Ve now have what coal remains in the bunkers. Indeed, one of them is not half full.
However, we got a good many barrel staves, &c., at Cape Hawkes, and with any kind of luck ought to be
able to reach Littleton Island with the launch. It is much to be desired. I feel no confidence in finding a
ship at Littleton Island, but if we could get there with the launch, the coal left there in 1881 would probably
enable us to reach the Carey Islands, where we could live on the English cache until next spring. Failing to
find stores or a ship at Littleton Island, or to reach Carey Islands, our position would be deplorable in the
extreme, and our very existence would depend on being able to find a living with the Eskimo above Cape
York and that region. Of course, reaching Littleton Island is now sine qua 110n. 9p. m. The sky cleared
off in the afternoon and the coast became clear. Result of compass observation by Israel seems to show a
slight motion of our floe towards the west and north.
Compass bearings from floe, Cape Hawkes, 312, 3I1, 311. North Cape, Allman Bay, 253, 255,25 6.
August 28.-8.15 a. m. got up. 9 a. m., compass bearings, Cape Hawkes, 309, 3 1 0,3 1 I, 312 (305 ,%.)
Compass bearings, Cape X, 254)(, 260, 252)(,252}i, 248~, 257, 257, 25 fr.(. 'Vest end of big berg, 92, 109,
107,. 99, 101. Weather clear and perfectly calm. Young ice thicker. No apparent change in our position.
A tnpod of masts has been erected on the floe, from which we can get an outlook. A proposition was made
to Lieutenant Greely to reduce the rations, but he thinks it is not necessary to do so. Green tea and
pemmican are the staple articles of diet. The tea has very little sugar and is very bitter. The potatoes are
used. to some extent. It was two or three hours last night before I got to sleep, owing to cold feet. I have
nothing u~der my bag between it and the snow, and it gets very damp. Several seals made their appearance last night, but none were shot. A gull (burgomaster) also came near.
9 m. turned in. I have got the small sail of the" Phalarope" [Beaumont], which put under my bag
renders It much more comfortable. The sky has clouded over, a sign perhaps of the much hoped for wind.
The most of the men have been walking on the floe this evening, singing. This floe is about 150 yards [137 m ]
across in its ,,:ides~ part: The ~oung ice grows thicker. We are in a very precarious position. Thus beset, with
0
only 3 days rations, IS a senous matter. There is no wind at present. The temperature last night fell as
low as
13 degrees [- 10.6° C.]. The compass bearings, as well as lineaments of objects on shore, seem
establish a slight eastern [northern?] as well as westerly movement. At the same time, Israel's observanons to-day gave us 79 deg. 23 min. latitude, which makes farther north than yesterday. The time passes
very monotonously. As for me, give me risks and dangers of action rather than this dead calm. If there is
h:lp awaiting ~s at. L~ttleto'l Island, we are probably all right. If not, I am afraid, very much afraid, and it
WIll ?e almost ImpOSSIble to reach the Carey Islands unless we get out of this sound very soon. Time is
precious,
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August 29.-7.15 a. m. breakfast-pemmican and coffee. The coffee very weak and without milk
or sugar which one can detect. Sky overcast but no wind. Young ice looks thicker. The whole day
passed after breakfast in sitting beside the engine in a very crowded position. The stern sheets occupied by
Greely and others in the sleeping-bags. Some of the men have made use of water found on the ice near
by, to wash. I am one of those who remain unchanged and about as black as a sweep. 9.30 p. m.,
turned in. The sun set behind the cliffs to the west about 9 o'clock. Overcast, though clear most of the
day. This evening the sun has been shining brightly. Spent the last two hours in promenading the floe,
thinking a little of everything. Wind, wind, wind is what we want. We seem to have drifted somewhat
to the south during the day, but hardly more than a mile, if that. The pickles obtained at Cape Hawkes
were 'opened for supper. The young ice lies all around. The spirits of the men seem quite good, considering our position. The signal flag flies from the top of the tripod. Thermometer to-day not so low. It
has been decided to let the fire on the launch go out altogether. Barrel staves and one bunker of coal is
now about all we have in the way of fuel. Bender is sleeping out on the floe to-day in Lieutenant Greely's
sleeping-bag. Some open water pools were noticed to-day in the distance. Cape Hawkes bears north
33 deg, east.
August 3o.-Still in the same place. 7 a. m., breakfast-sour tea and pemmican stew. The lowest
temperature last night was 10 degrees [- 12.2° C.]. Morning clear and calm; sun shining brightly. Our
floe seems to have drifted out from shore a little farther, but hardly approachable to the south. Walked the
floe until 9 o'clock and then got in my sleeping-bag. Frederik [Christiansen j crossed a small pool near the
launch on the young ice. At the present rate it will soon be thick enough to bear. Meridian observation
by Israel to-day makes our latitude 79 deg. 22 min. even. An inventory of the rations was taken to-day.
It seems we have 1,14 0 pounds of meat and 1,100 pounds of bread-about 50 days' rations of bread and
meat, including some soup. There are also some potatoes, stearine, cranberries, and a little sugar.
8 p, m., turned in, after tramping the floe for nearly two hours. Sky overcast, with slight air starting
from the south. Connell has been looking towards Cape Sabine, in which direction he thinks he saw a
smoke or something like one. This life is worse than anything. This daily inaction is more trying to me
than want of sleep and any amount of risks. The longitude, at; found by Israel in the afternoon, was 73
deg. 45 min. Supper to-night cooked with stearine. Tea boiled in half-hour. The air is just cold enough
to make it uncomfortable unless on the move. It is a constant effort to keep one's feet and hands warm
unless exercising. Three gulls [burgomasters?] seen to-day. The red signal flag flies from the top of the
tripod. All around is a vast expanse of ice and snow, broken on the west by the rocky cliffs and the snowcovered mountains behind. Bearing of Cape Hawkes to-day north 17 deg. E.
August 3I.-Breakfast at the usual hour. Morning cloudy, snowing, with light wind from the north.
The boats put up their sails as coverings. I returned the small sail 1 had been using and went aboard the
launch with my bag. Lieutenant Greely, Israel, and Biederbick slept in the buffalo sleeping-bag, I in my
seal-skin bag, and Bender in Lieutenant Greely's bag, stretched on the bunk by the engine; Linn and Frederick forward, as usual. The ice remains apparently in statu quo. All land is invisible. 9.3 0 p. m., temperature 28.8 [_1.8 0 C.I. It has been 3 2 deg. [0.00 C.] during the day, and perhaps higher. This rise in
the temperature has made a perceptible difference on the ice. There is a good deal of sludge on the bare
spots on the floe where the snow has not appeared, and which have formed our promenades. The young ice
recently formed also looked rotten. Frederik [Christiansen 1says it won't bear now. The other day I walked
across the small pool near the launch. It has been cloudy all day, and we had a light north wind, but very
light, and it made no perceptible difference in our surroundings. The American flag now floats alongside
the signal flag from the top of the tripod. Lieutenant Greely to-day approached the subject of our stay here,
provided, of course, the young ice forms thick enough to bear. He mentions the loth of September as the
limit of time it would be advisable to stay waiting for the wind to break up the floes so that we can proceed
by boat. In this regard I agreed with him. He proposes, however, to take along but one boat, in case we
sledge it over the ice, thinking we could not take more than one. We only have one pair of runners. I
said I thought it a very serious matter to proceed with one boat only, and we ought at least to attempt to
take two; to make the attempt at least. In case of our departure with one boat, our situation would be
terrible should we meet with a wide lead of open water, or even a comparatively narrow one, with fog and
snow; and in case Littleton Island were reached and no help found there, our situation would be again
extremely critical with but one boat, knowing of course but half of the party could be transported at a time
in this way. 'Ve have now two recourses of escape. One is by boat as heretofore, which is contingent on
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the ice breaking up. The other is over the ice, which is contingent on the young ice getting thick enough
to bear. Rice told me to-day that when on Washington Irving Island he thought a ship could have got up
to that place. It makes it more unexplainable why we have seen no ship, and to my mind makes it
extremely doubtful of our seeing a ship or meeting any help at Littleton Island.
This morning it snowed and I brought my bag in the launch. The stern has been hitherto occupied
by Lieutenant Greely, Biederbick, and Bender, and now myself. Frederick and Linn sleep forward.
Bender made use of some expressions to-day on account of which Lieutenant Greely made him move on to
one of the boats, or rather insisted on his doing as he threatened to do. Israel announces a slight drift since
yesterday towards the east and south. I feel some doubt, however, as from bearings on shore, though we
have got farther towards the east, I cannot see that we have gone south any. Reading matter is scarce. I
brought along a few Shakespeare pamphlets and the Nineteenth Century. We have Kane, Hayes, and Nares
on the launch, and the Arctic Papers (English) of 1876. The stearine does very well, though it makes a disagreeable smoke.
.
. '.>eptember I, Saturday.-Breakfast at the usual hour, 7 a. m. Morning overcast, but clear. No wind.
Slight movement to the east during the night. During the night two walrus were heard near by. The
Eskimo said they were walrus. (Mean memorandum of) [minimum] temperature 26 deg. [- 3.3 0 C.J. Temperature at this hour a degree or two higher. I did not get to sleep until about 3 o'clock this morning
owing to the cramped condition of my body, heat of the sleeping-bag, &c. Meridian observation made our
latitude 79 deg. 19 min., probably correct within half a mile. A small seal was brought in by Frederik [Christiansen) and Jans [j ens], They got him on the ice a mile or two otT, having to cross a few recently frozen
lanes til route, Cape Hawkes bears north 14 deg. E. 8,3 0 p. m., fog around the horizon; island concealed. Clear overhead, however. At 2.35 p. m, the ice all around in every direction suddenly commenced
to move, and the young ice was speedily crushed. The ice adjoining began to make an attack on the launch
and boats. The boats were readily hauled out of the water on the floe. The pressure on the launch pushed
her up until there was danger of her going over altogether. However, she rose beautifully until the pressure
was relieved, and thus remained for many hours. Everything was hastily thrown out on the floe, as we did
not know at what moment she might be on her beam end. The ice all around continued in motion, one
floe moving one way and another another. We all stood and stood around surveying the scene. About 6
o'clo:k p. m, the pressure was relieved with the ebb-tide probably, and the launch righted herself. Since
the mp the horizon has been quite foggy, so that the amount of drift cannot be determined. The sun shone
during the afternoon and was warm and comfortable. Frederik [Christiansen J shot a seal to-day, and we
h~d supp~r of seal, liked very much by everyone. Several pools and lanes of open water have appeared at
dlffe~ent tunes, and the ice all about seems quite loose. There is a chance of our being able to get away
to-night and the boiler has been refilled with water. Frederik [Christiansen] and Jans [J ens], who went
out after the seal abo~t the. time the commotion in the ice occurred, had some difficulty in getting bac~ to
the floe, but accomphshed It by means of the kyak, I did not get to sleep until 3 o'clock this mornmg.
Th··
.
.
IS evenmg LIeutenant Greely, Israel, [and] Biederbick are sleeping in the three-man bag on the floe. I
have the stern of the launch to myself. Frederick and Linn are also on board. Jans [J ens j shot a small
seal shortly before midnight.

, September 2.-At midnight last night we had another nip. The launch was lifted bodily up until she
was. completely out of water, and raised on an even keel. I got up during the commotion, but turned in
agal.n. fh~ launch is besides much washed by the loosening in the ice an hour or so afterwards. The commotion continued at intervals during the night, but I got to sleep about 2 o'clock and know of nothing
more•. 8 a. m., got up to breakfast. Seal meat very good. The sky completely hidden except around
the honzon~ where it is clear nearly to top of the cliffs. The ice is now practically quiet. The boats are
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to this in a manner, and lie and listen to it without rising, unless the commotion is violent. I wonder what
they are doing at home. How often I think of the dear ones there. The dangers and uncertainties ahead
of us are not alleviated by the thought of the concern felt on my account by those at home. Most of us,
I think, have given up the idea of getting home this fall. I dread another winter in this country more than
I do anything else. The late commotion in the ice has separated from us a small adjoining floe on which
was a little basin of fresh water. This floe is only a little ways off, but at present we are cut off from our
supply of water. Light south wind blowing. The ice groans and creaks against the launch as point after
point of her bilge gives way before the pressure. 9 P: m., turned in. The nip first referred to raised the
launch until her keel was almost on a level with the floe. She remained some time thus and then gradually
settled as the pressure was relieved. We had seal again for supper-the one killed by jans [jens], It is
cooked with bacon, &c., and is very good. The ice remains pretty much in statu quo. It opened up somewhat about supper time and several pools of open water appeared, but they resulted in nothing. Our floe
was evidently formed in the straits and is not paleocrystic. A search was made after supper for a larger;
but though a larger one is near it does not possess any more advantages. Meals are now cooked altogether
with stearine. I I p. m., moved the launch and boats to a large floe about a quarter of a mile to the south-

}

west, adjoining our old floe.
September 23 13d ].- 8 a. m., breakfast, seal meat. Morning overcast. Sun visible at times through the
clouds. A bearing of Victoria Head makes that cape south 86 'V.. The icc around has been quite quiet.
The boats are pulled well up on the floe, entirely out of the water. The launch is moored to the ice near
by. I suffer a great deal in my hands; very extremely sensitive, more so I suppose than anyone else in
the party. It is calm with slight air as starting from the south. A meridian observation by Israel makes our
latitude 79 deg. 15.6 min. The sun to-day, as on many other occasions, was just visible at noon. Whisler re-enlisted to-day. Our old floe has got ahead of us, and is now some hundred yards to the south. This
afternoon, while lying on my bag, I heard the words" Give up," and presently heard Lieutenant Greely
can out to Lieutenant Kislingbury and call him to account for criticising his actions with the men; he said
that such conduct was but one step from mutiny, as it fomented discontent, &c. Kislingbury denied having
said anything that could be so considered, or wishing to cause any dissatisfaction among the men: &c.
Some time afterwards Lieutenant Greely called the doctor, Rice, Brainard, and Kislingbury in the launch, and,
commencing with Kislingbury, asked each their opinion as to what ought or ought not to be done, stating
that our situation was certainly very grave, that we were working for our lives, and he would be glad to have
the opinion of each of them. Kislingbury recommended abandoning the launch and making the shore
with one or two boats, and H gang [going] around" Buchanan Strait, which he seemed to think was a bay,
and thus coasting along shore until we reached Cape Sabine. The doctor's plan was to abandon euerything but one boat, make the shore, and thus get along. I recommended starting in a day or two. Rice, Brainard, and I were of opinion that it was best to leave matters in statu quo, drifting along as at present, and
making no immediate move, leaving circumstances to shape our course afterwards to a greater or less extent.
This last is, I think, about what Lieutenant Greely intends. So many obstacles and difficulties present themselves in the face of any course of action, that it is extremely difficult to make up one's mind, but they
decided for the present that we cannot do better than to remain just as at present. There may be help for
us at Cape Sabine, and I think our best course is to make Littleton Island via that place. By doing this
we have rations (25 0 ) at Cape Sabine, and an opportunity of remaining there till the ice gives us a chance
to get across. Lieutenant Greely seems to have an idea that after a while the young ice will form and cement
the floes together, so that we can get along by sledge and one boat, in which case he thinks of going directly
for Littleton Island. I doubt, however, if we are ever able to do this. During the months of September
and October I think the ice will be always broken up and in motion. Lieutenant Greely tells me we have
rations at the present rate of allowance to last to November I -that is,bread, meat, potatoes, and fuel. I
go on watch from 10 to I I p. m., in order to make a kind of "dog watch." Breakfast hereafter is to be
at 7 a. m, Our present floe is about half a mile in diameter and ncar circular in shape. A blubber lamp
is kept burning for the smokers. The smokers had two and a quarter pounds of tobacco promised to be
shared to them on the rst,
September 4.-Breakfast at 8. 'Ve have drift~d several miles since yesterday, though Israel did not succeed in getting observation at noon, it being very cloudy. Victoria Head at that time bore one and a halt
degress north of west. A large berg that has been near us forseveral days seemed nearer this morning, and Connell, with Frederik C. [Christiansen] was sent over to it; shortly afterwards I went over and joined them at the
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berg. The distance is about a mile as you have to travel. Two large floes intervene between us and it. I saw
several leads and pools of open water from the top of the berg, which is probably 100 feet [3 0 m J high, to
the northeast and the northwest, &c. Between the berg and shore was a good deal of open water also, or
what might be called very loose ice. I saw nothing, however, which offered an opportunity for us to proceed. This berg had a kind of valley about its center, in which were a number of stones. Connell said
there was fresh water in her, Young ice immediately around the berg, but thick enough to walk on. One
of the floes we crossed was moving, its edge grinding against the next. This afternoon J ans [Jens] shot a
small seal. This makes the fourth. He got the-usual reward, a drink of rum. Snowing this afternoon,
The supplies were taken out of the launch to-day and work on the sledge begun. It is to be a small sledge,
not one able to carry a boat. Some of the sails were also cut up in order to make a tent. It is round in
form like a Sibley tent. The supports are formed of a number of oars, like the lodge poles of an Indian
lodge. 9.30 p. m., a lead opening up towards the south, the boats were launched, and we started in that direction, pushing the launch along as best we could. Steam in the mean time was got up. Proceeded about one
hour, when about the time we were ready to use the steam we came to the end of the lead and moored to a
small paleocrystic floe of berg. Leads made their appearance further on, but at present there is no chance
of reaching them. The lead referred to seems to describe a semicircle, about the middle of which is in a
line towards the south from here. Compass bearings of Victoria and Albert Heads from here give for the
former 8 ~ degrees north of west, and the latter S. 34 degrees W. This afternoon from our former floe
Victoria Head bore 3J1z degrees north of west, and Albert Head S.34 W. In the afternoon the former was
3 degrees north of west, and the latter S. 34 0 west. The same as seemed here, Warm enough, so got up.
\Ve are probably one and a half miles from our former position. The ice at the present hour, midnight, is
squeezing in on us slowly. The boats are hauled up on the floe. The floe has a low mound in the center.
St'Pkmbtr s.-Remained up until about 2 o'clock a. m, trying to soften my moccasins; or, rather,
they are seal-skin soles. My seal-skin boots are about played out. Besides the sole of one being too short,
the material is rotten. My one consolation is that I can manage to make out about as long as we have rations
with us, provided there is no sledging over the ice and there is no snow, for in that case I do not know
what I should do. Got up to breakfast-coffee and pemmican, hard bread and butter. Sky clear and
weather very fine, the sun shining brightly-a great boon in this God-forsaken country. Meridian observations hy Israel makes our latitude 79 deg. 8.6 min. We arc not very far off Albert Head; it looks quite
near. After breakfast I slept until about noon. The fire under the boiler has been allowed to go out. The
American flag is displayed at the top of the long pole from the top of our ice mound. The ice crowded
against the launch somewhat last night, but there was no particular pressure that I know of. Temperature
this evening 13 degrees [-[0.6° C.]. Clear and cold. The cooking is still done on the snow. \Ve seem
to be. drifting along quite rapidly, It is hard to keep warm. Little to do but remain in the sleeping-bag.
!t is ter:ibly monotonous. I have abandoned my seal-skins, but not yet succeeded in getting my moccasins
I~ working o~der, They are much ripped and torn .. Jans (Jens] went out in his kyak to get a seal, but
did not get 111m.

~I:pte"~ller ~,-Breakfast of seal meat, as at supper last night.

Compass bearings by Israel about 9

o'c~ock: V lcto~la Head, 2~ degrees north of west; Albert Head 33 degrees south of west. we seem to drift
~,httle north With the ebb-tide generally, though sometimes remain stationary. Morning overcast; air dear,
0
I empera~llre 23 degrees [- 5,0 C. J. Snowed last night. A lead upwards of a mile long made its appearance, which would have ena,bled us to proceed towards the south, but not enough to make it worth while
t~ cast off from our floe, so It was considered. Biederbick has gone to the boats to sleep for the last two
ntg~ltSt so n~w Lieuttenant Gr:ely an~l Israel and myself are the only ones who sleep in the stern. My mo~·
cas~ns are very ragged, and Will require much sewing to make them serviceable, The sales are intact. It IS
their ul~pers. Meridian observation makes our latitude 79 degrees 6.9 min. A slight wind has recently
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the ice together very much, and no open water is to be seen in any direction. Our neighboring berg is
now very close, hardly more than 50 yards [4611l] distant, and apparently will get closer, and perhaps come
in contact with our floe. Our floe is about 200 yards [18311l] across. Almost circular in form. It is
undoubtedly very thick and would stand a good deal of pressure. Quite a number of seals intimate their
appearance at different times, but only one has been shot so far. \Ve have passed Cape Albert, and arc
now about opposite Cape Camperdown. We have moved in quite dose to the land. Probably it is not
more than three miles distant. The coast from Cape Sabine to Alexandra Harbor is quite distinct. Last
night the Greenland coast in the neighborhood of Cape Inglefield was quite plain. Last. night we were in
danger of a nip at various times, but escaped, fortunately; probably the tongues of ice under water projecting
from the floes saved us. Temperature this afternoon 22 degrees r- 5.6 0 C·l, and now 23 degrees [- 5.0 0 C.].
Barometer 29.3 8 [74 6. 24m lll ] . It is now going up. Cape Sabine bearings at noon S5~ degrees E. Bearings as tested by Israel this afternoon 105 deg. 09 min. Bearings hitherto assumed J 10 [degrees], according
to English map. The wind went 'down during the afternoon to almost a calm. The sun came out and it

)

was clear and fine.
9 p. m., thermometer 5 degrees [- 15.00 C.]. Clear and calm. Bender made' my spoon. The men
have got a walk four feet [1.2 m J wide around the little hill and running near the floe. 10.15 p. m., retired
to rest after a run about the floe for exercise. It is now perfectly calm. There is some danger of our being
frozen up. The situation looks more serious.
Sfptember 8.-Thermometer rose during the afternoon to 12 degrees [- I 1.1 0 C.]. Calm and perfectly clear, and no wind. The sludge became frozen together during the night, and this morning Frederik [Christiansen] went over to the berg. I went shortly afterwards, and was shortly joined by Lieutenant
Greely and Rice. The berg is about 100 yards [about 90U1] off. A comparatively broad lane of open
water or young ice extends from Cape Camperdown two-thirds the way toward the Alexandra Harbor, and
except this no open water could be seen. The ice is very rough and extends in every direction. There are
floes, and some of them are large and many very small and separated by a goO(} deal of sludge. All this
is now frozen together, and the sledges are being got ready for our departure on the ice. We have the
English twelve-man sledge, and a small one made from the seats of the launch. The runners are formed
from the bands which encased the packing around the boiler. It is now intended to start day after tomorrow, or perhaps to-morrow night. The berg I visited is about a quarter of a mile or more across,
broken up by several little valleys. In these valleys are several bowlders and stones. This berg is probably
75 or 100 feet [about 20 or 30 "i.l high.
There are several other bergs around, one of them very large,
almost like an island in its dimensions. It is proposed to take two boats and abandon one and the launch.
The thermometer went below zero [- J 7.80 C.llast night. Bearings on shore indicate that we have moved
none at all, or very little since yesterday. With the ice in its present condition this is not at an surprising.
Latitude by meridian observation 79 deg. 0.6 min., the same as yesterday. A walrus was seen last night
and shot at by Connell and others. They say he came within three feet f.9"'J, and though repeatedly hit
the shots seemed to have no effect. After awhile a walrus was heard blowing and breaking through the
ice near by. Perhaps it was some [same] one. 7.30 p. m., supper. \Ve had the last of the seal. Thermometer went up again to 19 degrees [ -7. 2 0 C.]. Connell says they fired a great many shots at the walrus,
and none of them seemed to do him any harm. No less than seven shots took effect. Rum to-night and
night before last.
Sejteml1er 9.- 1 2 m., lowest temperature last night 8.5 [-13. 1 ° C.] degrees. Cloudy. This forenoon
it has been blowing somewhat fresh from the northeast with snow. Still we do not move apparently. The
young ice grows thicker, and preparations are under way to abandon the launch to-morrow. A council
was called this morning, and the doctor, Kislingbury, Rice, Brainard, and myself, with Lieutenant Greely, and
suggestions asked and given with regard to the details of our sledge trip. Two or three miles a day are
undisputed. There are seven three-man sleeping-bags and four single bags. An extra bag brought thus
far (sheep-skin) is being cut up for sleeping socks and soles. Many of the men are without sleeping-socks.
Lieutenant Greely estimates the total weight to be hauled, including the two boats, at 6,5 0 0 pounds. \Ve have
one English twelve-man sledge, one Eskimo sledge, improvised here, pretty much the same as an ordinary
dog-sledge, and also one little hand-sledge about three feet ['9"'] long. The launch is to lJC left chained to
the floe. Steam is got up on the launch to-day in order to blow the boiler dry. AIl are well of the party
so far. Biederbick is perhaps an invalid, as he complains of rheumatism. Bender and Long are not
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strong, and are liable at any time to break down, but at present they seem all right. OUf course is to be
to or in the vicinity of Cocked Hat Island, and on reaching shore several things will be left in cache, it
being thought advisable to take everything thus far and there abandon them.
SLEDGE TRIP.

°

Sl1'lt'lflbl'Y J (1St march).-Snowing off and on all day. Lieutenant Greely had determined to start
to-day but postponed departure on account of the storm. Shortly after noon, however, it cleared somewhat
so that the coast. near Cape Sabine could be seen. 145 p. m. everything being ready, we started with
the English boat BeaumoNt, or " Phalarope," as the men call it. Reached camp about one and a quarter miles
distant from the launch at 7. I 5 p. m. It took one and 3. quarter hours to move the Beaumont and load
(total with sledge about 1,7°0 pounds) this distance, hauled by fourteen men. After getting this boat
up we went back for the whale-heat. It required two hours to move the whale-boat up. Total weight
about 2, I 00 pounds; 70 Q pounds are allowed for each boat in this case. Both the small sledges improvised broke down, but the larger of the two was repaired so as to haul one load to our camp. After
getting in the whale-boat I went hack with a dozen men and hauled in the balance of the stuff which had
been moved from the launch a short distance by the improvised sledge referred to. Snowing all the afternoon and very foggy, so as to conceal island and the "nearest shore (Cape Camperdown, &c.). The launch
r lady Grerb<1 and the red boat [ l''fr!orous] were abandoned. A record was left on the launch. In the tepee
improvised twelve men sleep, Lieutenant Greely, myself, Israel, Dr. Pavy, Frederick, Henry, &c. The rest of
the men sleep in the two boats, our sails forming protection. The" turtle-back" of the launch has been cut in
pieces to go under the sleeping-bags in the kpee. The traveling to-day has been through heavy snow, with a
few small lakes oflevel ice, but so few as hardly to deserve notice. Cooking was done in the tepee for all hands.
,,-ypt('IIJ/I~r I I (2d march)'-7. 15 a. m., breakfast. Morning overcast and calm with very slight breeze.
I did not go to sleep until after midnight. Lieutenant Greely thought at first he would not start on account
of the weather, but afterwards it cleared somewhat. 8,35 a. m., started off. Made about one and a
quarter miles. Probably two miles of latitude have been made during the last two days. Started off
with the Beaumont, which we hauled to the second camp in one and a half hours. Then returned and
brought on whale-boat in one hour, and a third load we had everything in one and a quarter hours. It took
an hour to get back to the old camp. Reached camp with the last load at 3 p. m, I went over the route
as yesterday five times. Encountered several bands of rubble-ice, but got through without much trouble.
Our general course since leaving the launch has been for Cocked Hat Island. For several hours during
the march the island was invisible, and it snowed very heavily. Afterwards, shortly after we had returned
to camp, it cleared somewhat. The route ahead seems very good. A very wide paleocrystic floe with many
small lakes of young icc in the surface. 'Ve have found water at every camp and plenty also on the road.
Noticed a great difference between the little lakes of fresh water and the surface of exposed ice with salt
water underneath, On the latter the sledges moved very hard. Over the former they go with more ease.
After getting in we had a lunch of tea and stew saved from breakfast. A half gill of rum was also served
onto The traveling to-day has been through heavy snow nearly knee deep, varied in few places by little
lakes of smooth ice nearly free of snow. During the afternoon Sergeant Brainard and the doctor went over
towards Cocked Hat Island and gained a l::trge berg in that direction. The floe we are now on ends about
two miles from here. The traveling over it Brainard reports as through deep snow, though for some distance from camp here there are several little lakes which offer a good route. Beyond this floe Brainard and
the doctor report great masses of rubble-ice which extends all the way to the shore apparently. Brainard
an~l the doctor feel sure that they heard dogs bark off in the direction of Cape Carnperdown or to the south
~\f It. They heard them three times in succession. After coming back a flag was displayed from a neighbor~ng hununock: and a rifle discharged six times. The outlook at present is rather gloomy. However, if there
IS hd!) at. Sabine .we are all right.
Indeed, if there is help at Littleton Island we ought not to despair of
reaching it, wo~kmg as we nrc for our lives. Another council of war tonight, the result of the report of the
doctor ~l~d IJral.nard. .~fost recommended moving on to the berg ahead, I among the number. However,
th:~ dec~slOn arrived at 15 to stay here. Rice with Jans [Jens] goes out in the morning to reconnoiter. Frederick ~'lth Cross went hack to the steam-launch and got a box of matches left.
.. .S(1Jttl/lb~r T2 (IllY Oll{'r).-Rre:l.kfast at 8 a. rn, Air tolerably clear, though the sky is overcast. Rice
wl~h tl~e kyak, do:t(;r, and Jans r!cns], left at 8}~ o'clock. Thermometer, 17 degrees [-8'30 C.] (mean
memorandum) [minimum'[- last mght, 17 degrees [-8.3 0 C.]. It seems now that we have rations enough
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at the full rate to last forty days more, so Lieutenant Greely said last night. Meridian observation, 7 8 degrees
58'9 min. Sight not very satisfactory, but probably not more than two-tenths [of a mile! out. Sun fame out
very bright and warm at about 10.3°, but afterwards became obscure again. Rice, doctor, and Jans 'l.Teus.l
are out; also, Kislingbury and Connell. Hung sleeping-bag, &c., out to dry.
I p. m., Kislingbury returned.
Shortly after him Sergeant Rice, &c. Kislingbury reported sees mass of
rubble-icc under the young ice, and saw little chance of proceeding beyond through present floc. II is
report was very unfavorable. Shortly after this Rice came along. He and Rice l Pavy] said that to the cast
of the berg, or rather to the east of Cocked Hat Island, the rubble-icc on the floe joined dose on to the
floe we are now on, and here the young ice lake narrowed to a mere crack. Crossing here and going through
upwards of a mile of rubble-ice, they came to a small floc, or it seemed a series of noes, which extended
towards Sabine, or to the west of it, into land apparently. Lieutenant Kislingbury, the doctor, Rice, and
myself recommended that the whale-boat be abandoned, which was accordingly (lone. We expect to find
boats at Cape Sabine. Lieutenant Greely gave the order to start; 2.10 p. m., we started with the JI('(fIlI1l(Jf(!,
and in one hour and twenty minutes reached the end of the floc, where, meeting rubble-ice and a tidal
crack, it was decided to go no farther. The small sledge improvised the other day brought tip about 5°0
pounds. Returned, and the load came in fifty minutes, and took the rest of the load to the advance camp
again in one hour and fifteen minutes, or at 6.15 p. m. Here we camped. Last share of sugar made [issued]
this morning at breakfast. Bear tracks seen to-day on the floe; also fox tracks. Traveling to-day very
good comparatively, as of there being a series of small pools or lakes of icc on the surface of the floc.
These were covered with about two inches [about 50111111] of snow. Course winding, hut quite easy, over
these places. Retired to bed about 9 o'clock. Rum to-night; also last night and the night before.
September 13.-7.3 0 a. m., started. Break through the young icc, frozen after starting; no damage
done, Much rubble-ice. Latitude of camp by meridian observation, 79 [7 8 \ deg. 56.9 min. Bearing with
Cape Sabine, S. 12 degrees; Cocked Hat Island, S. 3S degrees \V. Much rubble-ice encountered with small
floes. Sledge broke through young ice twice. Bender went through and got wet. \Vent over the route five
times. First advance occupied one hour and fifty-five minutes; second return sixty-five minutes; second
advance one hour and twenty minutes; third advance one and a half hours. Saw a walrus. Broke through
ice within 35 yards [about 10m ] of sledge. Narwhals seen last night, or rather their holes. Fresh bear tracks
seen to-day by Brainard ahead of our camp. Sun shone during the afternoon for a few hours. The land
nON begins to look quite near. The distance from here to the island is put vaguely at from four miles to
ten miles. Got in the camp at 3.15 p. m.
September 14.-7.45 a. m., started from camp.' Encountered a great deal of ruhble-ice. First half-mile
very much indeed. Made two trips, going over the road three times. The small sledge broke down while
going on the second time, and it was necessary to send small sledge back for it. I did not go back. First
advance this morning occupied 3 hours; it took one and a half hours to get back for the second load and
then two and a quarter hours to bring the load on. Walrus seen to-day hy Brainard while in advance.
Large sledge reached camp at 3.35 p. rn. Violent S\V. gale came on shortly after noon; blowing big guns.
Lieutenant Greely and the doctor had rather a hot argument about supper time. The substance of it
was that the doctor said if his advice had been followed he would be at Fort Conger now. This Lieutenant
Greely denied. He also said that he had heard Lieutenant Greely give Sergeant Brainard orders this morning to take a direct course for Cape Sabine. Sergeant Brainard, on bemg called on, said that Lieutenant
Greely ordered him to go ahead to the nearest shore. and, other things being equal, to take a route midway
between Cocked Hat Island and Cape Sabine. The discussion got quite warm, and criminations and recriminations ensued. The doctor suddenly left the tent. The small sledge broke down and did not get in till
5 p. m, \Valrus seen to-day, Since the gale we seem to have drifted to the north or northeast, according to report. Distance traveled to-day about two and a quarter miles. Grinding noise of the moving pack
heard all day to the east. Brainard and Jans [Icns], who went ahead selecting, and saw evidences of ice
to the south towards the shore. The wind died down altogether about 8 P: m. Our course to-day has
been a little to the east of Cocked Hat Island. The issue of pemmican and corned beef commenced
to-night.
Latitude by meridian observation, 78 <leg. 54.8 min. 'Vater at this camp. We are fortunate in being
able to find water at all our camps so far. I t has been readily got by cutting through the surface of the
little lakes that lie about on the surface of these floes.
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St'ptember 15.-7.30 a. m, Cooking is being done in here this morning; four lamps. It is still blowing a
gale from the southwest. \Ve are now opposite the cape near Alb:rt Head, where we .left t~le l~unch, ~~.,on
the loth instant. We are evidently a good deal farther off from this land. It blew, WIth slight mterrmssions,
all night. I see nothing to do but wait for the storm to go down. We have failed in making the land, and
the end and consequence of that may be terrible, as we have only one boat. At the same time, it may not
amount to much. Clouds are now hurrying to the northwest. The sun shines through them faintly. The
only land visible is the head of Buchanan Strait, Cape Albert and Victoria, and the coast to the north, but
the last faintly. 'Vater clouds to the north and west only. Latitude at noon, 79 deg. 1.8 min. The south
'wind kept up during the day, blowing fitfully [frightfully]. Thermometer ranged between 25 degrees
[-3.9 0 C.) and 30 degrees [_1.1° CJ. We drifted a long ways to the NE. or ENE. The Greenland
shore came in sight. We are now this evening, according to compass bearings: Sabine, S. 12 deg, W.;
Cocked Hat Island, S. 46 \V. Dr. Pavy moved his sleeping-bag from the tepee to the sledge to-night. This
leaves in the tepee Lieutenant Greely, myself, Brainard, Frederick, Henry, Schneider, Whisler, and the two
Eskimo, eleven in all•
•S't:jJtt'lllber 16.-Meridian observation 79 deg. 0.7 min. A beautiful day, calm with sun, the thermometer
high. Compass bearings make our position due north of Littleton Island. Brevoort Island clearly visible.
Advantage is taken of the weather to dry out the sleeping-bags and clothes. Council called this morning again.
The doctor advised starting with as little delay as possible to the S\V. The rest pretty generally favor
doing nothing forthe present until the direction of the drift, &c., are determined. Rice, with Jans [JensJ,
was sent out to reconnoiter. I went also by myself to the south. Found two large floes extending in a generally eastern direction, which would afford quite good sledge traveling, comparatively safe. 'The ration is
now somewhat cut down, and we eat corned beef entirely. \Ve are now 30 miles from Cairn Point and 19
miles from Sabine. Lieutenant Greely informed me that his present intention is to take a course for the
Greenland coast at about Cairn Point. He and I talked over it for some time. The situation is very critical and whether I ever live to write out these notes remains to be seen. Both coasts are plainly visible.
The inventory taken to-day of rations. We have 40 days of meat, bread, and potatoes, and near that
amount of tea. That is, on the basis of one pound meat, 12 ounces bread, and two ounces of potatoes. Jans
[jens] and Frederik [Christiansen] each shot a seal about 9 p. m. in a water pool about three-quarters of a
mile distant. ~=ach seal weighs about ISO pounds. Frederik [Christiansen] goes into his bed whistling on
an empty cartridge shell, and the kyak was taken out.
.. . .stpk~/b('r 17.-Bright, calm, and clear. Slight fog around the horizon, but the Ellesmere shore very
distinct, rh~ught to be about 10 miles distant. Our drift has been southwest since yesterday. Greenland
shore very d~stant, and scarcely visible. OUf late sledge tracks now point towards Cape Sabine, and ~he
floe seems stl~l to have a fast, rotary motion. This, or we are drifting very fast. Preparations are bemg
made for starting .after noon for the Ellesmere shore. Many things more have to be abandoned. \Veights,
as figured by Brainard, exclusive of things to be abandoned, 2,737 pounds. Counting our 40 days' ration,
at two pounds each, makes 6,700 pounds. Frederik [Christiansen] shot another seal-smaller one. Latitude
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drifted far to the east, and now (supper time) the land to the south of Cape Sabine opens out V('ry much.
Started again at 7 a. m. [p. m.], after a supper of seal meat, and hauled the loads across the paleocrystic floe
about three-quarters of a mile. Reached edge of open water at 7.30 [p, m.] and again at 9 p. m., when we
found we had drifted farther from shore in the mean time. It being too dark to proceed, we stopped for the
night. Two or three walruses seen quite near our last camp just before starting to-day. Bear tracks passed.
Our situation is very critical. Latitude at noon 79 [78J dcg, 50.3 min. Crossed five leads of open water to-day.
September I9.-\Ve got within two miles of shore last night, when unable to go farther. Waked up this
morning and found ourselves drifted away to the northwest [northeast]. We have not gone as far north as
we went before, and there is great danger of our being drifted, when the wind subsides, outside of Sabine and
down the channel. The floe we are on is entirely surrounded by water, except perhaps on the south side.
The tepee was not pitched last night, and to-day we lay on the ground lice]. Our situation is more critical
than ever, and our chances of pulling through with our lives depends almost altogether on chance, Breakfast this morning consisted of pemmican and water. There was no cooking done. The sun has been shining
brightly all day, hut the severe south wind blowing has kept everyone in the sleeping-bag. Another council
held this evening. The general opinion was to remain in statu quo until the direction of the drift assures
itself.
Srp/ember 20.-Got up at 6 o'clock. Cramps in the legs prevented me from sleeping. Morning was
very fine. Both shores visible. I could make little or nothing of our position, except that we were a good
ways from land. It clouded up at 7.25 a. m., or rather became misty around the horizon, so we could see
nothing. About the same time light wind sprang up to the north. The (mean memorandum) [minimum]
thermometer is reported at I J deg, f-I 1.70 C.] last night. Young ice formed all round the floc. No land
can now be seen. This afternoon Frederik [Christiansen] shot a large seal 8];3 feet f2'5 01 1 long and weighing probably 600 pounds. It was got out of the water by means of J ans' [Jens'] kyak. It required seven
or eight men to haul the animal in. No land has been visible since this morning except Brevoort Island,
and Cape Albert indistinctly for a few minutes. Drank half a cupful of seal blood. It had very little
taste. Lieutenant Greely thought it tasted like raw eggs. Had a stew of seal liver blubber. Snowing all
night. Ate some fried blubber just before supper and found it very good. Bearing obtained by Israel of
what he thought Brevoort Island in the afternoon was, 12 deg, S. of W. I assumed our latitude as r78 0] 50' .
•S"plember 2I.-'Vind and snow all night. 'Wind from the NW., as well as could be determined.
Supper cooked by stearine in the tepee. It raised the temperature considerably, but the smoke of the
stearine was extremely trying to the eyes, and when the lamps were blown out the fumes were intolerable.
It affected Bender's lungs, and Lieutenant Greely sent him to the boat and had him replaced by Connell.
This morning there are a great many complaints of the sleeping-bags, which are very wet and unpleasant.
The turtle-back of the steam-launch is far inferior to rubber blankets for this purpose. Our prospects look
gloomy enough to me. I think we are doomed to drift down the straits and out into Baffin's Hay like the

Polaris.
12 noon.
Still overcast and snowing. All land invisible. Cape Sabine showed itself indistinctly for a
few moments and bore about S'V., but most of the time even the sun's position has been unknown. All inside
the tepee is wet, damp, and uncomfortable. Schneider is working on boots-cutting off the tops and uppers
and sewing on canvas in the shape of a bag which is drawn tight by means of strings. They answer the pur·
pose around the camp very well. Unfortunately I have no boots. Rice, &c., are building a snow house.
The party in the boat are decidedly the most comfortable. The thermometer ranges somewhere above 3°
deg. [_ 1.1 0 C.]. Cross got his foot frost-bitten some days ago. To-day it is much worse and he can
hardly walk. The doctor dressed it. Jans [lens] shot three seals this afternoon-small ones. Connell is
suffering with diarrhea, and has been transferred back to the boat. Corporal Salor takes his place here in
the t~pee. This evening the sky has cleared up somewhat and the snow stopped, and Ellesmere Land and
Bache Island became visible. Cocked Hat Island bears 10 deg. S. of W., which, assuming the distance at
20 miles, makes our latitude [78°] 53 min., which is encouraging. The snow house built is secured with
uprights, the top of it a sail. It is yet too mild to plaster the holes with sludge. jans [Jens] shot another
seal about nine o'clock in the evening, but he sunk before he could be gotten.
September 22.-Got up to find the snow had ceased, and the sky comparatively clear. Cocked Hat
Island and the adjacent coast, also Bache Island, became more or less distinct. Jsrael made our position
by compass bearings [7 8 0 ] 54 min. and directly north of Cairn Point. A little before 10 o'clock Bender spied
the whale-boat on the floe to the south of us, on the other side of a large space of open water, about three-
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quarters of a mile across. Rice with the party in our remaining boat quickly went after it, but they found
on crossing the water that the whale-boat was still about a half-mile off, and on account of the dense masses
of sludge ice which would not bear, it was impossible to get at it. This was a great disappointment. On
their return it was practically settled that our boat would hold all, 25 of us. It brings her quite low in the
water, but still in a smooth sea we could carry our whole party and some few days' provisions. Meridian
observation by Israel makes our latitude [78° 152.6 min. Observation somewhat uncertain on account of the
low latitude of the sun. A few seals seen around this morning. They are now of daily occurrence. Greenland coast invisible. Sleeping-bags in the tepee very wet, some of them wringing wet. There was a pool of
water under that occupied by Cross and the two Eskimo. Tt'jJce changed to a better place this morning.
The snow house is quite comfortable. Quite calm, but foggy around the horizon. The latter can be seen
only in a few places. The launch could not be seen this morning-probably crushed, or drifted off from
moorings. It came on to blow and snow during the afternoon. Wind from the northern quadrant, though
there is some difference of opinion as to direction. Thermometer 8 0 [-13'3 0 C.].
Seplt'lllbt'r 23.-Breakfast about 7.30 a. m. Snowing hard and all land invisible. Air very thick.
Temperature has run low. It must have gone down near to zero [-17.8°C.] last night. Wind and snow
all night. We are now on allowance of hard bread. Pretty much all the hard bread is in the shape of
powder. Each mess has its allowance dealt out at night for supper and for breakfast. Those suffering from
diarrhea had corned beef mixed with their seal meat for supper and for breakfast. Impossible to say where
we are now. A good deal of new ice is formed. The oil canvas we have under the sleeping-bags keeps out
the wet and cold very imperfectly. I lay awake for several hours this morning with cold feet. Thermometer at 9 av m, 17° [-8'3° C.]. (Mean memorandum) [minimum] 8 0 [-13-3° C.]. [Barometer] 30.02
1702.49"H"]. Israel comes in and reports the result of compass bearings from Ellesmere Land and Bache
Island, which have loomed up indistinctly. We are about three and a half miles east of the meridian of
Sabine, and about ten miles distant from it. The wind during the night, Israel thinks, must have been from
the northeast. The whale-boat is reported in sight again. Everything is wet and cold and monotonous.
Those troubled with diarrhea have recovered, or nearly so, but Cross's foot is worse.
..\'eptflllber 24.-Coffee and seal meat with five ounces of bread and toast for breakfast. Light wind
from the north all night, and still from that quarter, though Lieutenant Greely thinks it blew from the southwest for some time during the night. It has cleared off somewhat this morning. We are getting near
Sabine as well as Cocked Hat Island.. They were reckoned some time ago as from 6 to 8 miles distant.
The whale-boat can still be seen this morning about two miles in the direction of Alexandra Harbor. A
wide pool of recent open water, but now very young ice, extends in a general north and south direction to
the west of our present floe, and only a few yards distant. Rice thinks it inadvisable to attempt doing
anything, and Brainard offers little or no encouragement of being' able to make any distance to the west on
account of sludge ice, open water, &c. A little before noon a council was held, and it was thought advisable
to reconnoiter the situation to the westward; this was advised to be done by means of the kyak. It was
decided, however, to send the boats across the water pool to the west of us. I went with Sergeant Brainard
and seven men. We proceeded over a floe of last year's ice towards the west , and toward the whale-boat,
whose mast was distinctly visible. I sent Jewell with Ellis off to the southwest. After traveling a mile I
came across a crack and some open water and left Bender to give the alarm in case the crack widened so
as to injure our return. Bender signaled to us after we had proceeded two or three hundred yards [about
180 or 270 m] . \Ve returned immediately after having reached the whale-boat, the commotion of the ice
making advance very dangerous. Saw a considerable mass of rubble-ice off between us and the whaleboat. This Brainard thought impassable. Had to cut through considerable young ice in crossing the lead
near by. \Ve must have drifted to-day, according to bearings by Israel, a mile to the south and about a
mile to the east. \Ve were in latitude [78 deg, J 50 min. and about a mile east of the meridian of Brevoort
Island about three o'clock. The whale-boat is about two miles distant. Wind from the northwest now
and for most of the day. The tea ration has been still further reduced. The temperature is low but still
above zero [ - 17.8° C.].

.

St-ptcmber :ls·-Noon, our position by bearings [78°J 45.8 min., 1.4 miles east of the meridian of Brevoort
Island. It has been blowing all day from the northeast very strong. Breakfast this morning at 6 o'clock.
About I o'clock the floe we are now on split in two and left us on a small piece, the west end, a few acres
in extent. A great commotion in the ice preceded this. This masses [mass] of rubble many ieet high being
pressed up on the edges of the floe and those adjoining, Our drift is somewhat to the south. 'What
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appears like land-locked ice has appeared in the direction of Cape Sabine, but not very far distant. The
situation of affairs is very gloomy, and our prospects will be either very much worse or much better in the
next twenty-four hours. God only knows what is awaiting us. The wind continues blowing violently and
shaking down showers of snow here in the tent. Temperature about 12° [ - I I. 1° C.l· 5.3 0 p. m., position
about half a mile more to the east since supper, which we had at 3 o'clock. We are now, according to
Israel's bearings, three miles north of Brevoort Island and two miles east of it. We are very close to a
large floe north of Sabine, which appears to extend all the way to shore. We are separated from it by great
masses of sludge and rubble-ice pressed together by enormous pressure in the greatest confusion. Frederik [Christiansen] crossed this to the floe referred to awhile ago. It is only about two or three hundred
yards [about 180 or 270 m ] across. The wind has changed around to the northwest, just the wrong direction.
It has not blown so hard however as before, but the sky is thick and the night looks stormy. Everything
appears against us> Our little floe is now surrounded by a fringe of rubble and hummocks pressed up on
its outer edge. The commotion in the ice has recommenced in the last few minutes. God knows where
to-morrow morning will find us. Our prospects are gloomy enough. Our fresh water is near by, fortunately, and was not on that part of the floe which was detached. Seal meat, weak tea without sugar or
milk, and a little hard bread constitutes our meals. Cross has found another foot frost-bitten, and the doctor
dressed it this evening.
&ptember 26.-Not many of us slept last night. The northwest wind continued all night and drove
us around Cape Sabine. Considerable open water made its appearance to the north. Breakfast between
5 and 6 o'clock. After breakfast there was some discussion as to the feasibility of reaching shore. Open
water apparently extended all the way, but to get to it we had to pass through nearly a mile of sludge ice
and it was judged impossible to do it. About noon our little floe again cracked, and the rubble began piling
up on the edges very near the tent. At the same time or shortly afterwards we found ourselves near
a large paleocrystic floe to the north, but it was judged best to cross over to it. This we accordingly did,
meeting a 'severe northwest gale with snow. It was a severe journey, but the two floes held together and it
was made all right. We are now on a large paleocrystic floe, and continuous ice apparently extends to the
shore. No fresh water has yet been discovered on this floe. Cross was barely able to walk; could do no
work at all, both feet being frost-bitten. The northwest gale at this hour (about 4.3 0 p. m.} still continues.
We are apparently immovable just now, are probably packed and jammed in ice somewhat. God knows
what the end of all this will be. I see nothing but starvation and death. The spirits of the party, however,
are remarkably good. Rum this evening. Our little floe has had another crack just before starting. It
was very wise that we got off it when we did. The gale has continued during the day. Thermometer 15
degrees [about -9.0° C.] or thereabouts.
September 27.-5 p. m. Blowing and snowing still furiously. The gale has continued. \Ve seem to
be some half dozen miles above Cape Isabella. Breakfast this morning consisted of hard bread and without
anything to drink. An attempt is being made to-night to cook. Everything is covered with snow, and we
are miserable.
Stptember 28.-7 a. m. Gale still continues, though moderated a good deal. We are reported about
a mile from shore, above Cape Isabella, wedged in a bay or indentation up the coast. We seemed to have
moved little or none since day before yesterday. There is a prospect of getting ashore by crossing a lead
of open water. Our old floe was visited by Schneider this morning and is all broken up. Rice's party have
had an extremely trying time during the gale. Those in this boat fared the best. In the tepa the bags are all
wet and covered with snow. The canvas shakes incessantly, and everything is miserable. Rice and party
took breakfast in the tepee. 9. 25 a. m. started toward shore for a small island, or what looked like an island;
brought everything up to a lead of open water about a quarter of a mile from camp. This lead is about
half a mile wide. Got every:hing across the lead in four loads by boat. Wind blowing heavily and a considerable sea. Got everything across by 12 o'clock. Found ourselves on a large paleocrystic floe upwards
of a mile across. Started across this with boats, &c., to its farther end. Made up a load from here of provisions, sleeping-bags, &c., and reached a large berg, perhaps grounded near land, in 70 minutes. ~eturned
in 45 minutes and brought on next load in 65 minutes, reaching camp at 6.05 p. m. The party Wlt~ small
sledge are still out, bringing on some things. The boat is still on the near side of the large paleo.crystlc fl?e.
Fighting walrus seen on the ice near present camp. Bear tracks near by. We are on the no~th Side of I~alTd
Inlet, and probably half a mile from land. Some new ice too weak to bear, prevents us from gomg out to-night,
The northwest wind still continues, but is quite moderated now. Sky clear. No snow. Cross was able to
walk, but that was all.
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September 29.-Made the land. Started at 7.40 a. m., and went back one and a ha:f miles after the boat.
This morning the small sledge went on towards land. Returned to camp with the boat in the course of two
hours, and then continued on towards land. I made two visits by boat over leads. Found a great many
small bergs, probably from the nipping glacier. Made land at 5. 2 0 p. m. at a Tacky promontory, which
they thought at first was an island. Several walrus seen to-day. Men complain of being very tired. Last
half-mile sledging over some good ice, but after that we encountered a great deal of rubble. Wind from the
north until this evening. This evening from the same direction, but it has moderated, with very slight
breeze. It blew last night strong from the north. The two Eskimo have been endeavoring to shoot seal
or walrus during the day, but without success. Slept and cooked among the rocks. All very thankful to be
on land once more. No ice-foot along here.
September 30.-\Vind changed to the south or southwest and blows lightly. We are said to be about
13 miles in a straight line below Cape Sabine. We are on a rock formed like a promontory between two
glaciers. Position not exactly known yet. 'Vent on top the promontory this morning. Saw old bear
tracks and old Eskimo meat cache. Leave in the morning with nine men for Cape Sabine. Sky overcast and everything dreary. \Ve camped on the rocks last night. Corporal Salor returned with Frederik
[Christiansen] just before supper time, and reported that he got about half a mile from the cape, from thence
passing over here from the north (which is probably the south cape of Rosse Bay), and there he got on
moving ice and encountered open water, and was unable to proceed farther. Saw open water also in the
direction of shore, and does not think a sledge could go to Sabine as things are at present. This broke up
the arrangement contemplated of IllY going to-morrow. Rice suggested that he and Jans [Jens] could
probably make the trip without taking any sledge, the two using Lieutenant Kislingbury's sleeping-bag.
They took no lamp, but some rum and water mixed, also a little pemmican and bread-s-four days' rations
in all. This is accordingly the present arrangement. Rice and J ans rJ ens] are to start in the morning. No
suitable place for a winter residence has yet been found. The rations we have on hand will last probably
25 days longer. Nothing shot to-day, and nothing seen but a few seals. Cross saw two snow-buntings. Our
situation is forlorn.
Monda)', October I.-Rice and Jans [Jens] and two men to accompany them a short distance left at
8.45 a. m. Expect to be back in six marches. Lieutenant Kislingbury returned late last night. He went
over the glacier the next to the east, and found that it would be necessary to travel over land to reach Cape
Sabine, on account of open water near shore and no ice-foot. Wind changed to the south this morning, and
the ice in the straits is moving south again-a good deal of open water near shore. Gardiner suffering a
good deal with the felon on one of his fingers. Long saw a great many walrus to-day in the water in front
of our camp. He shot one, but the animal sank. Had no kyak at hand. I went to the farther side of
the south promontory to examine ground for huts. The doctor, Kislingbury, Brainard, and I decided that
this side of the glacier is the best place. All the men were consulted to-day as to the reduction of rations.
We have about 35 days here, and count on 10 or 12 at Sabine. Most all the men thought the rations should
be made to last (these 356 [rations]) for 45 or 50 days. A fox came in close to camp to-day and was shot
at and wounded. 1Ve still get fresh water from a small paleocrystic floe.
October 2.-Two foxes came around early this morning, but were not gotten. In the evening Brainard
and I found a route to the place selected for the huts. It is about a mile to the north, nearly to the glacier.
Moved most of the things over in two loads, leaving most of the things packed to be brought up another
time. Got in with the last load at 3 o'clock. A desolate, forlorn place of rocks and stone. Weather overcast but calm. The weather continues very mild, probably between 20° [ -6.7 0 C J and 30° [ 1.10 C.j
The ice is very wet and sludgy. Rations cut down this morning to 10 pounds rsix and one half ounces to a
man] of bread a day for the whole party. Two and a quarter pound of potatoes and twelve ounces of meat.
This is still farther reduced after we get in the huts.
October 3.-Commenced building huts, and found a great many Eskimo meat caches. The place selected
is near the shore, a half mile north of the north promontory. Three huts decided on. The boat is to form
the roof of one of the huts. Each hut is to be built of stone with a wall of ice around it. Several old
walrus and a whale bone found. We, have been out every day. The hunters designated are the two
Eskimos, Long, and Kislingbury. Day overcast with light snow. Light breeze from the north. Great deal
of open water.
October 4·-Colder and tolerably clear. Ration increased by advice of the doctor, commencing this
evening, to fourteen ounces of pemmican, eight of hard bread, and one and a half of potatoes. Hunters
brought in nothing to-day. Long met a great many walrus out in the straits in the open water. We have
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heen at work on the houses all day. Brought a load from the cache left at last camp. Thermometer about
0
10 degrees [- I 2.2 C.].
The houses have an outer wall of ice, and an inner wall of rock, and wrap roof
with canvas. Our tea is now extremely weak. This is a miserable existence, only preferable to death. Get
little sleep at night on account of hard sleeping-bag and the cold.
October 5.-0ccupied building huts from 9 until 2, when leaving two men continuing the work on each
hut, the rest of us went to the old camp and brought back the last remaining load of provisions, &c. Cross
shot four ptarmigan this afternoon. The birds alighted near by. Weather dull and overcast, chilly and
dreary. There is a great deal of open water in the straits. \Ve now have three chances for our lives: The
chance of finding American cache sufficient at Sabine or at Isabella. The chance of crossing the straits when
our present rations are gone. The chance of being able to shoot sufficient seal and walrus near by here to
last us during the winter. Our situation is certainly alarming- in the extreme. Lieutenant Greely is sleep.ng
out with Jewell and some one else in the three-man bag, Gardiner occupying his bag in the tepee here. \"e
find it very severe work building these huts. \Ve are all weak, and the rocks are of granite and very heavy,
and not easily obtainable. The ice walls of the" whale-boat house" (the one I belong to) are finished, and
the stone walls were also almost completed to-day.
October 6.-Moved into the hut to-day: Rice, Jewell, Gardiner, Elison, Ellis, Lieutenant Greely, and
myself. Rice has not yet returned. Weather overcast and foggy, as it has been pretty much every day
since we got here. There are three huts. Brainard's party have the boat as a part of their roof; also the
cover of the steam-launch, The other hut and ours have canvas on the roof. A seal shot to-day by Frederik [Christiansen]. weighing about 150 pounds. Entrails and everything are to be saved. We are to keep
a blubber lamp burning in the huts all the time, except when cooking or sleeping. The fumes from the
stearine are intolerable-very trying on the eyes and throat alike. Another seal was shot, but could not be
got before he sank. Several walrus out in the open water of the straits.
October 7.-Clear, but no sunshine. All working on huts all day. Sergeant Connell reduced to the
ranks, to date from September 29, for intemperate language. Lieutenant Greely informs me he shall prefer
charges against him, if we return to America, for mutiny; also against Dr. Pavy and Lieutenant Kislingbury
on the same charges. The" Phalarope [Beaumont], to which they all belong, is a place by no means
pleasant. A great deal of criticism has been indulged in by those named which is extremely prejudicial.
Long and Frederik [Christiansen] shot a walrus to-day, but the animal has just life enough left to crawl into,
the water after being shot. The issue of tea was stopped last night. \Ve had coffee for breakfast, however,
and to-night we are to have the grounds boiled over again. Rice and Jans [Jens] are expected back to-day
but have 116t yet arrived at this hour, 3.% p. m. Ellis and \Vhisler have been sent out a few miles to look
for them. Frederik l Christiansen] shot a ptarmigan this morning.
October 8.-A dismal day, generally overcast and cold. \Ve have been working on the hut all day.
Got the moss on the roof and also several bagsful under the sleeping-bags, We had Hudson Bay pemmican
for breakfast, and liked it very much. Rice not yet returned. Lieutenant Greely intended to send me for
him to-morrow with a sledge and party, but it seems a sledge cannot get over the glacier, so nothing is to be
done at present. Frederik [Christiansen] shot two seals to-day, but they both sank before the kyak could
be got to them. Fox came in camp last night and stole three-quarters of a pound of bread.
October 9.- My birthday-occupied in gathering moss chiefly. Rice returned 'With glorious news of
rations and help. Proteus wreck-Rice brings a register of 1883, by which it seems I am promoted to be
first lieutenant. Rice discovered a strait connecting Rosse Bay with Cocked Hat Island; visited Sabine
and Cocked Hat Island. Rations reduced to-day to 12 ounces meat, 6 ounces hard bread, 176 ounces
potatoes, with weak tea or coffee once a day. It has been decided, however, to move up the coast, so now
the ration will be increased some again. \Ve all feel now in excellent spirits by the news Rice brought in.
The prospect since landing here has looked forlorn indeed, and death by starvation the most probable end
to our existence. Now all seems changed. Our huts are almost completed. This one has the moss on
the roof, and is now tolerably comfortable. Linn has been made a sergeant, beginning to-day, to date from
the first instant. Rice got a fox. Rice discovered three caches-the English cache of 240 rations, the
cache left by the Ntptune in 1882, and the cache brought off the wreck of the Pro/ells ill 1883.
October lo.-Intended to start this morning, but it is snowing hard. In the afternoon it cleared off,but
it was decided too late to start. Day overcast, damp, and cold. In the huts we are troubled with cold,
darkness, and the dense volumes of smoke from the stearine. Considerable complaining at times. We are
II

f
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an now in comparatively high spirits, and look forward to getting back to the United States with a great
deal of certainty. We shall have to live on half-rations or less until April, and contemplate shortness of
fuel. Many hardships are obvious, but we all feel sound again.
0
0
0
October II.-(Mean memorandum) [minimum] last night -7 [ - 21.7 C.]. At 6.3 p. m., -4°
[ _ 20.0 0 C.I; 6.45, started with sledge and load of things whi?h will no~ be needed for some days.
Lieutenant
Kislingbury, myself, Sergeant Brainard, jans [Jens], 14 of us III all. Lieutenant Greely went along for a mile
or two. Rice left about the same time with Frederik, Eskimo, for Cape Isabella to see if there is any
American depot there. We hauled load to the east side of Rosse Bay, reaching a projecting point of rocks
0
at 11.3°. After a quarter of an hour delay in making the cache we started back and reached huts at 2.5
p. m. It proved clear but cold. Cold wind blowing from the northeast, but not experienced until we
passed the Norton fNewton] glacier. This is the first real clear day we have had. Traveling to-day very
good. Cross has taken advantage of our absence to get into the rum, and is reported as more or less under
the influence. Seal shot to-day about the same size as the last, IS0 pounds uncleaned. Two foxes came
around this morning and they were shot at, but without success. This makes the third
or fourth.
0
October I !.-7 a. m. (mean memorandum) [minimum] last night, -12·5 [-24.7 C.]. At present, -8·5
[-22.5° C.]. Clear, calm, and cold. 8.15 a. m., started for Rosse Bay. Small sledge started about an
hour before us. Load very heavy, though the route got smooth generally. 2·35 p. rn., reached cache left
yesterday and went into camp. Overcast and threatening snow. Ration increased to I pound meat, 10
ounces bread, I
ounces potatoes. The doctor recommends full English sledge rations. Distance trav-

*

eled about 6 miles. Water found near this camp.
October 13.-Crossed Rosse Bay and came out south along Rice Strait, distant about 5 miles. Brought
two loads. Advance first load 3 hours-returned in 2 hours and brought second load in the same time as
the first. Day overcast, snowing lightly. Got into camp at 5.20 p. m. Anticipate having to make two
days crossing this bay. Sleep to-night on the rocks. Light wind blowing. Dark, foggy, cold, and chillymiserable.
October 14.-5 a. m., cooks called. 7.50 a. m. break camp to march to the north end of Rice Strait,
distant about 5 miles. Cold stew fur breakfast. Reached the camp with second load at 3·45 p. m,
First advance, 2 hours 25 minutes; return, 2 hours. Second advance, 2 hours and 40 minutes. Second
advance had to pull sledge and load over the ice-foot on account of open water in the straits reaching to
the west shore. Day foggy and overcast, with light wind from the north at times and snow most of the
day. Weather dark, dreary, and miserable. Jans fJens] shot at seals in open water, but did not get any.
\Vater found near present camp. \Ve are to make a cache here to-morrow and advance with one load to
the place of our winter quarters. Cocked Hat Island is about one and a half miles to the 'east of us.
Slept little last night or the night before on account of the cold. The alcohol allowance is 4 ounces, but it
won't cook the stew except when we find water, and then with difficultv•
.. October 15.-4. 2 0 a. m. cooks called. 7 a. m. Lieutenant Greely'ieft with Gardiner and Jans fJens] to
ViSIt the caches; 7.25 a. m., the rest of us started with the sledge.
Traveling pretty good for some time,
but gradually we got into rubble-ice. At 9,30, when about two miles east of Cocked Hat Island, the sledge
broke down, the runner splitting. 11.45, got started again. In about one and one-half hours met Lieutenant
Greel~ ~n return. Reached place of wr~ck cache left by Proteus at 2.15 p. m. Not so many rations f~und
as anticipated, Hard to say how we WIll be able to pull through this winter. Rice and Frederik, Esklmo,
~eturned shortlr after we got into camp. Our winter quarters decided on at this place. Day cold, but clear.
1I'he sun now nses very late and sets very early, and never gets far above the horizon. We left be hi1Dd aI
~hl~t cadmPkabout 1,200 pounds of stuff to be brought up after awhile. Snowing lightly this evening. Everyt mg ar and dreary.
October 16.-:\Vent back with eleven men to the cache left last night. The return occupied twO
'
' at 1.2 0
h ours ,and fifty
. ,minutes ' I presume, R eturnmg
left camp at 8.10 a. m. and reached camp agam
p. m.; movmg
ice , many cracks a1ong sh are. Some of the party went down in the cache below us; t emh
I)disa
crary s. bl
e1ter T
put here• N orth east W111(
"1 and driving snow-storm during the day, making trave1 verY
greeab e.
emporary shelter mad e WIith snow blocks covered with canvas.
k
. ht we
OCt'0 er q.-Cooks called ab ou t 5 0 'I
had chocolate T·h d ink
c oc ; breakfast of canned mutton and coffee; last mg
h
. 1 mue
.
ese r111 s are prepar -d . h ilk
liked, being Bedford rMedfordJ-<J'
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party went down to the cache about a mile below here. The whale-boat was hauled over land about 500
yards [about 45 0 nl l, and thence to this place on the sledge. Afterwards some fourteen of us brought up the
rest of the cache, arriving here at 2.30 p. m. Day overcast and foggy, with snow and north wind-cold and
disagreeable in the extreme. Several of the party have frost bites on the fingers, &c. Long was complaining
this morning of suffering pain in the chest. \Ve find water in a lake near by here. Water has been found
at a number of camps between here and Eskimo Point. \Ve are now in a temporary hut. The whale-tent
is pitched near by, and is used for the kyaks, and also by one three-man sleeping-bag. A crow or a raven
has been seen around for several days, following us from camp to camp. The men left behind to-day started
the foundation of our permanent quarters. It is about two miles from here.
October 18.-Day overcast and foggy; cold wind blowing and snowing; very disagreeable and trying.
We have been working on winter quarters all day. Got up the walls of the building. We are all to live
in one building. Frederik [Christiansen] shot a blue fox this morning. The ice along the coast is thrown
up in the most inextricable fashion. \Ve have rum issued every day after work. Several of the men have
frost-bitten fingers. Temperature this morning 1 degree [-11.2° C.]. (Mean memorandum) [minimum]

-6 degrees [-21.1° C.j.

,

r

October Ig.-The whale-boat was moved up and put on the walls of the house this morning, after
which the snow wall was built around the walls of stone. 'I'he spaces between these two walls are filled in with
snow and gravel. Cold northwest wind blowing; very disagreeable. All complain of being chilled through.
We are unable to stand the cold by reason of short rations. English sledge-runner broke to-day, or rather
the shoe. Long and the two Eskimo went hunting, but got nothing. This life is miserable in the
extreme. \Ve work from about 9 till 2.30. It grows dark now very soon. The sun has not been seen
m
since we came here. Found carrying heavy box of gravel 200 yards [about 180 ] to the wall of the house,
in the face of the wind, very severe. Sleep at night much broken by cold feet and general discomfort.
October 20.-Moved into winter quarters at Proteus cache. Day miserably stormy, with drifting
wind and snow from the northwest. We started between 8 and 9 o'clock. The cooks were called about
5 o'clock. Started to haul sand, but gave it up on account of the storm. Find hut quite warm, compara111
tively speaking. The boat is in a place along the center of the hut. Hut 18 by 24 feet [5·5 by 7·3 j, built
of snow and rock, with a snow wall outside. Lamps started for supper at 2 o'clock. Fresh water from the

lake near by.

)

October 2 I.-Thermometer below zero [- 17.8° C.] this morning. At 8 o'clock started with thirteen,
Rice, Brainard, &c., and went to Rice Strait for the load left behind there. Found the ice along the coast
entirely changed and very rough. Had a hard time making our way through it. Found ice in sight of
Cocked Hat Island much the same. Reached cache at 12 o'clock. \Ve took up on the English sledge,
whale-tent and four days' rations for Long and the two Eskimo who go up there hunting. The hunters
started about the same time as we, but reached cache about an hour before us. Pitched the whale-tent for
hunters, and started back at 12.20, and hauled load homeward for three hours, when at 3. 2 0 we dropped
the sledge and made for the hut without it, reaching hut at 4.25, all much tired. Rum to-night as usual
during the working days. To-night the messes have been reduced from three to two, and the cooking done
on three ounces of alcohol. The rations are now 1 pound of corned beef, g ounces hard bread, and 1 ~
ounces potatoes. The meat is now merely _ _ [undecipherable word] or hard bread left out of a
stew, and we have a slight addition to the coffee, or whatever it is. To-night we have coffee. We are now
in our hut; but it is not yet finished, and is cold and uncomfortable. Our constant talk is about something
to eat, and the different dishes we have enjoyed or hope to enjoy on getting back to civilization. How often
my thoughts turn towards home and the dear ones there. We all suppose Garlington and party are at
Littleton Island, but yet doubts will arise as to it. We have found out some scraps of news from slips of
newspapers wrapped around the lemons. Each man had a lemon to-night, 'Ve arc all hungry all the time.
Blubber lamp burning to-night for the first time. Lieutenant Greely, Israel, Biederbick, Whisler, Bender, and
Gardiner are on the invalid list to-day with sore feet, cramps, &c.-minor ailments. It was snowing hard
and very thick by the afternoon. By 3 p. m. it was very gloomy.
October 22.-7 a. m., Rice, with Ellis, Whisler, and Linn, went down to the clothing cache near Cape
Sabine, to bring up as much clothing, &c., as they could carryon their hack~. 8 a. m., I starte~l with thir0
teen others to bring up the sledge load left behind yesterday. Walked .back 1.n an hour and g~t 111 at 11.3 •
The only ones left in the camp were Lieutenant Greely, Gardiner, and Blederblck. After returning we hauled
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sand for the huts and the snow wall was completed. Knocked off work at 2. I 5· This evening being Elli~'
birthday, we areto have something extra for supper. Biederbick is making a punch of rum, lemons, and
c1oudberries, which is to be warmed up by expense of two ounces of alcohol. Day overcast and thick with
light snow at times. It is yet so cold in the hut that it is difficult to keep one's fingers warm. Everything
is uncomfortable and miserable. Gardiner's finger has taken a turn for the worse. Bender is complaining,
but the others are all pretty well. Rice and party returned at 4. 2 5 P: m., having left the clothing cache at
2.15. They brought considerable clothing. Found newspaper article by Clay. Rice brought back-found
with the lantern near the cache-a newspaper slip by Mr. Clay, written May 13, 1883 , from which we infer
the loss of the Jeannette and the alarming view which must be taken at home of our situation. 'Ve all
think that our friends regard us as lost. Rice read the paper aloud this evening, and it has excited a great
deal of remark. We all think Clay's paper is almost prophetic, except, of course, our" lying down under
the quiet stars to die." The article gives me pain in reflection of the great alarm and sorrow felt by my dear
father and mother and sisters on my behalf. Should my ambitious hopes be disappointed, and these lines
only meet the eyes of those so dear, may they not add to my many faults and failings that of ingratitude or
want of affection in not more frequent allusions to them and my thoughts surrounding [concerning] the~.
October Z3.-Cooks called at 4 a. m, At 7.10 a. m., started with Rice and others, some twelve of us in
all, and went to the cache at Cape Sabine. Ice very good for the first two miles, but after that extremely
rough-great areas of rubble, the" roughest or as TOugh as I ever saw. Constant labor with the axe
required. Morning very dark and dreary, with cold northwest wind blowing. Reached Sabine in three and
a half hours, and continued on to English cache at south side of Payer Harbor, reaching there at II·5 0 •
Left there the records of the expedition, and a pendulum in a cairn which I constructed. Put the Fnglish
cache on sledge and started on return, after delay of one hour and ten minutes. Blustering and cold northwest wind with driving snow. Extremely uncomfortable. Left sledge and load at Cape Sabine at 2.15 p.
m, and continued on, carrying nothing to our winter quarters. The most of the men reached here in two
hours from Sabine, but Elison and I dropped behind to look after the doctor, who hurt his foot. Night
came rapidly on and we lost the way. Stumbled and floundered among the rubble-ice, and reached the
hut at 5.15 p. m. extremely tired and hungry. Mutton stew and tea for supper, and hard bread-in all
about one· fourth as much as would satisfy the appetite. Rice read some newspaper scraps in the evening.
Fine stew of dog pemmican this morning. To-morrow we go back for the load. :M uch open water seen in
half mile or more water from shore. In Payer Harbor saw open water and one or two seals.
October 24.-4 p. m, ra.m.], cooks called. 7.3° a. m., sledge party with myself left for cache at Cape
Sabine. Had a very hard tramp along the rocks and along shore. Found that I had hurt my foot yesterday,
andgot along with difficulty. Weather very much the same as yesterday. Wind from the northwest, with
driving snow. Dark and dreary. Reached cache and allowed the men to eat the moldy bread out of one
~f the bags. \Ve ate ravenously. 1I .4°, started back with load consisting of two of the barrels of the Engltsh cache, &c. Fifty minutes in crossing from the ice-foot to the shore a distance of about 50 yards [about
m
4S ] . Farther on, the old part of the sledge, which had been repaired' came out of place. We started on
aft.er l~shing it. It came on dark and dreary, and everything was very obscure. Reached huts at s;!z P: m.
:Vm.d mcreased to-night. ~uffering all day a great deal with my knee. Could hardly walk. To-morrow
It WIU be necessary to stay in camp to repair sledge. Great discussion to-night on the subject of liking of
food, especially pemmican.

?~tob~r 25· -: Very ~ittle wind to-day though overcast and snowing lightly, as usual. There are three loads
remammg down 10 Sabme, but the sledge remained in camp to-day to be mended. I have remained in bag
~l day on account of la~e. kn~e. Blocks of snow were laid on the roof and make a perceptible differer:ce in
. e te~perature, though It IS still cold and uncomfortable inside here We burn blubber lamp but It gives but
t .Th e di:scomforts of tlus life are innumerable, and would be very hard to IHdl1rc'.
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gave way (that is, the steel shoe). Elison thinks it can be repaired to-morrow. Day overcast, with little or
no sun. Long and the Eskimo went out, but have not yet returned. Temperature in the hut this morning
after lighting lights rose to 31.8°[-0.1° C.]. During the day it was 19°[-7.2°C.]atonetime. Lieutenant
Greely thinks of making the rations last until March J, and then crossing the straits with 10 ounces of bread,
10 ounces of pemmican and tea. In the meantime after the sledge parties return, which will be about the
end of the present month, the rations will be between 6 and 7 ounces bread, 4 ounces of meat, or a little
over, and some vegetables; between IJ and 14 ounces in all. It remains to be seen whether we can exist
on so little. There is a scarcity of everything, fuel as much as anything else. We had to-night a very
animated, not to say warm, discussion on the subject of rations. Lieutenant Greely announced his intention
to try and make the rations last until March I. This is based on the supposition that the 13 ounces
referred to will support us in considerable and tolerable health. 473 ounces of meat, between 6 and 7 of
bread, and the vegetables we have, and other things distributed. The butter and lard arc not included
among the meats. (See inventory of October 25 at end of book.) The doctor urged that a great objection to the reductions of ration was that our strength might be reduced and disease, scurvy, &c., brought on,
and when too late we would find it impossible to recover. I remarked that the general view taken by the
party, as far as I could get at it, was that our rations should he reduced to the very lowest limit, but afterwards
increased enough, if necessary, rather than the contrary. So it seems to be fixed upon that we are to try to
make out on our food until March 1. Then we shall try to cross the straits on 10 ounces pemmican, 10 of
bread and tea included. A great deal was said on the subject generally, confined at first to Lieutenant
Greely, the doctor, and myself, hut afterwards Rice, Jewell, Brainard, and others joined in to break the gloom
and throw a more cheerful light on the subject. Rice read newspaper scraps in the evening from the
" Critic," &c. By this we have gleaned a good many items of news. We are all in remarkable spirits considering our circumstances. Rice brought back the Army register, and to-day the sledge party came across
a book all frozen up and snow-covered, which seems to be the new Army Regulations. Long and the
Eskimo saw several seals to-day but got none.
October 27.-Cooks called 5 a. m. 6.40 a. m., thermometer 33° [+°.6° C.] in the hut; B. [Barometer),
30.05 [763.26111111]. The men worked on the snow wall around the house for some hours-the outer wall
about four feet l1.2 1ll ] from the inner. The intervening space is to he filled with snow. Corporal [Sergeant}
Elison and Schneider went down and fixed the sledge. The sledge party started out about 10 o'clock. I
started some time after them. \Ve returned with the sledge and load about f2.3 0 • Ate ravenously of moldy
dog-biscuit this morning; surprised myself by the manner in which I ate that which would he at any other
time almost repulsive. 58 pounds of good biscuit have been found in a barrel of 110 pounds. The second
barrel of the two, which is bread, it is thought may be good. 50 pounds of this SR remain on hand. The
sledge to-day brought up two barrels of the English cache and a lot of clothing. Among other things is
the coat of a lieutenant in the navy, which I have taken possession of. Weather to-day overcast and foggy,
and quite cold and dismal. Among the clothing are two mattresses, a pair of army pants, blouse, shirts,
drawers, &c. Also a number of miscellaneous articles of dress (supposed) thrown ashore at the time of the
wreck of the Proteus. To-night we have mutton and two cans of salmon for supper-about a third of what
would be necessary to satisfy the appetite. This constant hunger is a miserable feeling, and goes not a little
ways to make our circumstances more dismal. Stilt the party all remain in good spirits, I dread next
month, however, when we commence a still farther reduction. How often my thoughts wander homeward
to the dear ones there. I went along to-day and helped to drag back the sledge, my knee being better.
8
October 28.-Cooks called at 4 a. rn. 7 a. m., B. [Barometer] 29.88 [7 5~t94I11lJll· rrhermometer 3
[+ 3.30 C]. Sledge party left at 7.3°. Morning very dark and overcast, with heavy fall of snow and light
wind. The high temperature this morning was while the lamps were burning. The usual height during the
day was about 290 [-1.7° C.). At noon the outside temperature was reported at _2° r-18'9° C.J. The
(mean memorandum) [minimum] last night was -17'5° [- 27'5° C.]. J did not accompany the sledge party
on account of my knee. Some of the party came in at 3.15, and the rest al~out 1 5 ~inute~ later. The sledge
broke down again about three miles from here. The party encountered VIOlent wmd, WIth heavy snowfall,
which, with the darkness, made their trip very trying. The whale~boat at Sabine (the JVanuhal) has been.
broken up for fuel and part of her was brought in to-day. The remainder is all that now remains to be
brought up from S~bine. Other sections of the sledge gave way. This life i-.; miserable. we have insufficient supply of everything. Even the blubber will support but one poor light, and that hardly for the winter.
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We must rely on the whale-boat and the barrel staves mostly for fuel, the alcohol being mostly exhausted.
Cold, dampness, darkness, and hunger are our portion every day and all day. In the hut here one has to
grope around in the darkness to find everything laid down. Long went out to-day as yeste~day, but with no
success. To-day he found so violent a wind and snow storm that he and the two Eskimo came back.
Henry read "A Bad Boy" last night, and Rice finished the newspaper scraps. To-night we have Clay's
letter again and some more reading.
October 29.-Breakfast at 7 a. m, of boiled meat, hard bread, and tea. This roast beef is liked very
much , which is more than can be said of the corned beef. The Castine mutton is full of bones, and has
excited the indignation of everyone. 'When issued we have been getting 6 ounces of it each, and it is very
trying, when getting so little, to find a large fraction of it small bone. The barometer at 7 a. m, this morning
was 30'03 [762.7 sturn]. Last night the roof dropped [dripped] somewhat. Corporal [Sergeant] Elison
engaged for several hours in mending the sledge. Most of the rest occupied a couple hours in bringing
sand to put under the sleeping-bags. Two mattresses and old clothes, a few buffalo coats, blankets, &c.,
were distributed around. I drew for the second mattress, for the doctor and myself, and got it. There are
only two. Lieutenant Greely has the other. Gardiner is using it at present, as well as his sleeping-bag.
Occupied some time this morning in scratching like a dog in the place where the moldy dog-biscuit were
emptied. Found a few crumbs and small pieces, and"ate' mold and all. Weather overcast and snowing
lightly. Long and Frederik [Christiansen J went out to hunt to-day, but got nothing. Long fell in the water.
Ellis went out afterwards also for seals, but got nothing. Many seals have been seen, but they are a great
ways off, and there is a great deal of open water. Cold, dampness, darkness, and hunger are our daily and
hourly portion. \Ve now get about one-fourth what we could eat at a meal, and this limited allowance is
to be much farther reduced as soon as the sledging is done, which about November I.
October 30.-Cooks called at 4 a. rn. 7 a. m., barometer 29.81 [757:16mm]. 8 a. m., sledge party
started for whale-boat, twelve of us in all-Brainard, Rice, and myself, &c. We had each issued two rations
of lime-juice pemmican for breakfast-those of the party. Found high tide, but got along very well.
Morning gloomy and overcast, and sky obscured by snow clouds, with a brisk wind from the west. We
could hardly see the way; lost it in several places. Old route covered up with snow-drifts. Reached the
whale-boat in two and a half hours, and delayed three-quarters of an hour in breaking her up and loading
her upon the sledge. The doctor joined the party after starting back-also Brainard. Came along home
very well. Reached quarters at 2 ~ p. m, Rum issued after getting in. Hereafter we shall have it only
o? S~ndays.. After .getting in spent half an hour in scratching in the snow for the 'crumbs of moldy dogbiSCUIt. ThIS dog biscuit, the moldy, has a bad effect upon me. This evening Bender killed a blue fox
near the house. He struck him over the head with his fist. Breakfast this morning consisted of 4 ounces
of sausage, ~ of .hard bread and tea, and 2 ounces of pemmican for the sledge party. This is about double
~hat the ranon IS to be reduced to in a few days. Even now we are always hungry, with a constant longmg for food. Supper to-ni
. d of 4 ounces of pemmican and four of hard bread and tea-two
o-mg ht consiste
cups.
. . The following is the schedule of daily rations pr-oposed until March I" next: 4;(. ounces of meat, conslstmg of roast beef, corned beef, seal, pemmican, or bacon. .IJL of extract of meat, -.!1L butter, li-Q lard,
~H.. soup 6!L b
d a .
1 00
, 1 00
,I (jQ.~'
' l I S .:~a '. ~oo rice; 12 pounds are kept over for Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Peas, -l!·o; corn,
i~o, carrots,..J..3..,
10' raisins 1\\'
Extra allowance Thanksgiving and Christmas Pickles _Jl.. • •l.1L milk; ext
t
IJI •
•
, . 1 0 0' 1 00 .
tract coffee
This for 120
, 100' oma oes, i 00-' extract chocolate _lJL. potatoes 3..L. dog-biscui t .~L oz.
days from November I.
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10 ,
, 10
J
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Sledge party got off at 7.5° a. m. Reached load just beyond tide crack in two and a half hours; got
back at 12.10 p. m: . Clear and moderately calm. Thermometer after breakfast
2 [ - 16.7 C.]. (Mean
memorandum) [ml11l111Um] - 40 [- 40.0° C.}. Very high tide to-day. To-morrow our reduction of rations
commences. Whether we can live on such a driblet of food remains to be seen. We are now constantly
hungry, and the constant thought and talk run on food, dishes of all kinds, and what we have eaten, and
what we hope to eat when we reach civilization. I have a constant longing for food. Anything to fill me
up. God! what a ~ife. A few crumbs of hard bread taste delicious. One imagines one thing and another
another. I spend much time in thinking of bills of fare. Corporal [Sergeant! Elison is to have a Hudson
Bay sledge made by to-morrow, and Rice, Linn, Elison, and Frederick are to start on it afterward for Cape
Isabella for the four boxes (144 pounds) of English preserved meat there. They are to have an increase
of rations during their absence, which Rice puts at eight days. The hunting party have a slight increase of
rations during their absence. I hope to God they have got something. How often my thoughts wander
home, and I recall my dear father, mother, and the family generally-then comes the family dishes of all
kinds. Numb fingers and want of light-I can write no more. The sledge is to be made out of the timbers
of the boat. We now have everything from Sabine and vicinity, and are very glad of it. No sledging any

+

f.

r

r

0

more, excepting Rice's trip, until spring, should we live to see it.
Thursday, N(J7.Jember I.-Cooks called at 5 a. m, Breakfast consisted of a handful of pieces of hard
bread and a piece of butter about as big as one's finger. About as hungry after as before eating.
0
7 a. m., barometer 29. 6 7 [7 53.6oDlm] ( anerrick) [aneroid]. Temperature inside about 3° [- 1. 1 C.].
Sky overcast with heavy snow clouds as usual, with light wind from the northwest. This miserable weather
we have had since our arrival here-not one clear calm day. Hudson Bay sledge a failure, and Elison has
been working all day on the small sledge, which has been made narrower and shorter. This is the sledge
that the men call the man-killer. Preparations under way during the day for the departure of the party for
Isabella to-morrow. They are to be gone eight days and expect to bring back at least 100 pounds of the
144 pounds of meat there. About noon I went out and walked around for one and a half hours. About
five pounds of English potatoes are found moldy and unfit for use. I filled my stomach with these, bad
as they are, and take the risk of their making me sick. Feel a constant longing sensation for food. God!
what a miserable life. One's hand and feet are constantly cold, and we live in darkness and dampness.
A white fox shot this morning by Schneider. We ate the entrails as well as everything else of the animal.
Lamps lighted for supper at 2.3 0 P: m. Supper consists of chocolate and a small piece of roast beef, with
a handful of crackers.
1\Tovember 2.-7 a. m., barometer 29.71 [754.62mm]. Day like all the rest since we have been here;
sky hidden, with snow clouds. with 'light northwest wind, dark and cold. Rice, Linn, Elison, and Frederick got off with the sledge and load about 8.30 a. m, for Isabella. We trust they will be fortunate and
get the meat, and thus increase our poor driblet of food. Some time after breakfast Brainard went down to
the landing about half a mile from here and shot a blue fox, weight about 376' pounds. Some time afterwards Ralston shot a white fox quite near the house, weight 5 pounds. Lieutenant Kislingbury was very
sick last night and in great pain, so as to nearly make him faint. It was a strain of the private parts, brought
on by cold and sledging, &c. We now eat much of our meat cold, having nothing hot but the tea. The
stoves were put in use for the first time and proved quite satisfactory. Only half a barrel stave was used
up by the two stoves, and a little pine wood for kindling. It will be necessary to use wood for the next
three months. We have but little alcohol left. It is decided, however, to use but one stove hereafter, each
mess cooking in turn. The stove consists of a simple cylinder of sheet iron, the pot being placed on top.
We have had reading so far every night. "A Bad Boy ,1' "Two on a Tower," and the Bible have been read
so far. We have Pickwick, and I have some books of "McCarthyJs History of Our Own Times." \Ve
also have Nordenskiold, Kane, Hayes, and Nares, with which we are all quite familiar, however. (Mean
memorandum) [minimum reading] of the thermometer, between yesterd~y afternoon and ~his aft.ernoon,
-9. [-22.9° C.] (outside). Most of us took an hour or more exercise to-day, mostly 10 cuttmg and
2°
carrying snow blocks.
November 3.-7 av m., barometer 29.67 [753.6omm]. We got through ~reakfast at 7 a. m. The other
mess cooked first and we afterwards. Very little wood used. Indeed, nothing was cooked but a cup of tea
to each man. Supper last night consisted of tea, a little bread, and some pieces of canned roast beef. Breakfast this morning of a few mouthfuls of hard bread and a little piece of butter, about as large as one's finger.
I had some moldy potatoes, which I had at my breakfast. They are spoiled and moldy 1111 the way through,
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but anything that fills the stomach is grateful. Cut out and brought in some s~ow blo~ks to-d~y, as yesterday, .
for exercise; they are to build our house. Long returned about noon) by himself, with the Joyful news that
the hunters had got another seal; this one, shot by Long, must weigh about 10 pounds more than the last,
or about 70 pounds of meat. Thermometer to-day, at I o'clock, - [3° [-25. 0 ° C.]; (mean memorandum)
[minimum j since yesterday the same. Clear sky to-day for the first time, with a light northwest wind. Our
constant topic of conversation is food-what we have eaten, and what we expect to eat when we get back
to America. Fingers and toes cold nearly all the time; temperature here in the house about freezing
0
point r0.0 c.j all the time. God! this miserable existence cannot be conceived of by anyone but ourselves.
Constant thoughts of home and dear ones there. Long saw two fresh bear tracks near his tent; they came
from Bache Island. Supper to-night consists of one cup of tea, 4 ounces of corned-beef, and about the same
of hard bread, Smoke from the stove is intolerable, the only outlet being a small hole in the boat overhead.
We shall probably improvise some kind of a chimney or stove-pipe.
J
M 1't l!lb l'l' 1- (.~'lIJlIlay).-Barometer 29·6[ r752.08mm] Long went back this morning, starting about
8 o'clock. Breakfast of hard bread, stew, and tea. For dinner we have a seal stew and tea. These dishes
taste deliciously; the only trouble is there is not enough. To-day being Sunday, we have a half gill of
rum each, and a quarter of a lemon. Some work done on the snow house for the commissary. It is just
south and adjoining our hut. Sky clear this morning and now. Afterwards it came on foggy. Dinner
consisted of a stew of fox, seal cracklings, onion, onion pickles, and a little hard bread, in all about a quarter as much as one could eat. \Ve all pronounced it excellent, delicious, and something particularly nice.
Oh! for all the turkey and bread we could eat! In the evening we had a general discussion on the subject
of the proposed dinner in 'Washington on our return. The dinner is not to cost more than $5, and lJr.
Pavy, Rice, and Schneider are named as the committee to make the bill of fare, &c. A French restaurant,
possibly Hayes' Hotel [opposite \Villard'sj, is the place named.
Mn'tmbet 5·-8 a. rn., barometer 29. 60 (751.83ffilll]. To-day a canvas finally was fixed above the
stove, hut it is not perfect, and the stove still smokes. Temperature this afternoon -9 [-22.80 C.J.
(Mean temperature) [minimum] since yesterday, _20 0 [-28,9° C.]. Calm and clear most of the day. It
is getting darker daily; sun disappeared October 25, and reappears February ] 6, but being on the north
side of a high ridge of rocks, its actual disappearance will be much longer. A good deal of fog all day.
The party seem in excellent spirits; conversation mostly about food and dishes. Breakfast this morning
consisted of a lillie piece of lard, and a few spoonsful of hard bread. Supper to-nigh] of tea, 4!i ounces of
English meat, and a little hard bread. The hard bread is issued for night and for morning, and it is with
great dl!liculty that one restrains himself from eating up his morning bread at night. Temperature in the
hut, dunng most of the day, about 30 to 32 [-1,1' to 0.00 C.]. The commissary store-house was finished
to-day, built of snow covered with canvas•
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&c. The stove seems to burn at the rate of two barrels a week. Most of the weeks, however, nothing is
cooked but the tea, or coffee, or chocolate. Breakfast this morning about 7 o'clock, and supper at 3·
Breakfast has been a little earlier heretofore. Reading every evening for about two hours-that is, from
about 5 to 7-when we go to sleep.
NO'llember 6.-7 a. m., barometer 29.69 [753.86nltT.]. Brisk wind from the northwest. Noon, thermometer observation
11° [-23'9° C.]. (Mean memorandum) [minimum] since yesterday, _21 0
[-29.4° C.]. To-day the commissary store-house was finished, and the vestibule or tunnel roofed over. I
occupied all the forenoon in sewing on my sleeping-bag. I did not go out to work, and only took a run of
a few minutes for exercise. Stew this morning of tomatoes and this evening of seal meat. Animated conversation all c'ay on the subject of food, various dishes, &c. The doctor recommends a cheap dish of egg
tripe made of hard-boiled eggs, 1 oz. butter, cream, flour, pepper, and salt. We have a constant longing for
food. A little blubber was put in the stew this evening. We could all eat blubber now ad libitum, entrails
of any kind, or anything else.
iV07.lem1Jer 7.-7 a. m., barometer 29.72 [754.87nlnl]. Cold wind blowing this morning. Breakfast, tea
and stew of carrots, hard bread, and potatoes. Supper of roast beef, tea, and hard bread. Hard bread is
issued for night and morning, and it requires great self-restraint to refrain from eating up the morning allow.
ance. Some work done to-clay on the out-house, but the wind was so cold that it was very cold work. I
carried a dozen snow blocks. About 12 o'clock Frederik, Eskimo, came in, and when first seen we had
many fears of accident to the parties out; but he came immediately with the message from Long to the
effect that he would come in to-morrow, there being no chance of getting seals. We start up to-morrow
with the sledge (eight of us) to bring in the tent, &c. Supper about 3 o'clock. Stove lighted at z}6 every
day now. The two messes cook in turn, each cook alternating in cooking first. Brainard found to-day, by
actual weighin . , that we have 290 pounds of seal blubber on hand. This is very gratifying. We are all in
excellent spirits and get along very well so far on starvation rations. It is quite surprising. I cut up my
small allowance of bread to-night and poured a little tea in to soften it. The meat I heat up in the same
way. The cans of meat are thawed out by being kept in the sleeping-bags during the day.
NOlte/JIbeI' 8.-7 a. m., barometer 29.87 [758.68mmJ. Cooks called at 4 a. m. Party started for straits
at 7. 10 a. m. Light northwest wind. Very severe trip. Suffered severely during the day from cold hands
and feet. Thermometer during my absence, -25 to -31 [-31,7 to -35. 0° C.J. The party who went up
consisted of myself, Brainard, Dr. Pavy, Whisler, Ellis. Jewell, Salor, and Frederik, Eskimo. Three and a
half hours occupied in going and four and a quarter in returning. Reached hut agai:1 on return at 3· J 5
p. m. Sledge traveling on rations reduced like ours is a very serious matter, hut we stood the trip well.
Long and Jans Dens] came back with us. \Ve brought tent, sleeping-bag, &c. Long only shot one seal
on this last visit. Shortly after our return, and after our mess had finished supper, Biederbick called attention
to some noise heard outside. 'Ve thought it was a bear. It was called aloud to find out who was outside,
and Schneider was the only one out. Biederbick then went out, and in going on said that he saw some one
going out of the commissary store-house, and that the covering of the door was removed. I and others
immediately noticed this on coming in. Schneider is suspected of being the man, and has done nothing
but his simple denial to prove the untruthfulness of the charge. Most of the party seem to think that
Schneider is the guilty one. Supper to-night of tea, half a biscuit, and half the 8 ounces of English meat
allowed the sledge party this morning. Weather overcast and threatening snow all day. Those who wished
It were issued the Sunday rations of rum to-night. Those of the sledge party thus got two rations, one gill;
those of them who wished it.
.iVovem/Jer 9 -Cooks called' at 6 a. rn. 7 a. m., barometer 29.95 [760·72mrn]. Calm and somewhat
clear all day. Some little work done outside. At noon observation, temperature - 23·5 r- 3°. 8° C.]. (Mean
memorandum) [minimum] since yesterday noon, -30 [-34.4° C.). Lowest observations in the.hut t~-day,
+ 14-5 [-9,7° C.], which was when the cook got up this morning. In the .afrernoo.n before dJ~~~r it w~s
+24 [-4.40 C.I. It is so cold in here that one cannot expose hIS hands WIthout dIscomfort. I.lle hut IS
not yet quite finished, the outer walls being incomplete. Rice and party have not come, though dinner was
put off until 3.30. For dinner we had tea, a spoonful of English meat, and a handful of hard hread. Breakfast was chocolate, a little piece of butter, and a little bread. One is more hungry when he gets through
these meals than before. To-day I found in the old commissary storehouse a milk can opened, though none
of the contents were gone. It was hidden in the corner. Bender identi~ed. the knife used as tha~ of
Schneider's. Did some sewing on my sleeping-bag to-day. 1 he eonversanon IS constantly on the subject
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L'leutenant Greely read McCarthy's history last night instead of myself; I .was tired . and felt indis.
of 100.
.
posed. This magazine, with Bible, Pickwick, and Peck's ~ad Boy, now compnse our mghtly read~ng.
Among our many discomforts we are afflicted at each meal with dense volumes of smoke nearly suffocatmg,
and very trying on the eyes.
Bill offare for week commencing November 8.

Nov. 8. Breakfast, rice and tea; dinner, corned beef and tea.
Nov. 9. Breakfast, butter and hard bread; dinner, English beef and tea.
Nov. 10. Breakfast, vegetable soup, extract meat, and tea; dinner, seal stew.
Nov. I I. Breakfast, stew of hard bread, raisins, lard, and milk; dinner, roast beef.
Nov. 12. Breakfast, chocolate, butter, and bread; dinner, English meat.
Nov. 13. Breakfast, vegetable stew with meat extract; dinner, seal stew.
Nov. 14. Breakfast, coffee, bread, and lard; dinner, English meat.
Three quarter ounces bread; the three ounces to make up the 7)( ounces being put in the stew.

Nuvembtr lo.-Rice came in suddenly about midnight, or a little before, last night. He reported
different disastrous news: That he and the party, Elison, Linn, and Frederick, had got along quite well for
some days, but that Elison suffered a great deal from cold, crossing from Eskimo Point to Cape Isabella,
and soon showed signsof giving out. However, they kept on, reached Isabella, got the 144 pounds of meat
and started back. On the way back Elison became worse and was unable to drag, and hardly able to walk.
They let him walk along behind, but Elison became worse and worse, and soon froze his feet, hands, and
nose. On reaching the snow slope between Rosse Bay and the little bay on the other side of the neck of
land, they were unable to pull their sledge up the grade, and Rice came on for assistance, leaving the other
three men behind-Elison very bad. A relief party was immediately organized; myself, Dr. Pavy, Brainard,
Jewell, Ellis, Schneider, and the two Eskimo. Brainard started with Frederik [ChristiansenJ and a supply of liquor, &c., at 4.3 0 a. m. \Ve had breakfast shortly before, and at 6.20 a. m. the main party started.
It was very dark and we floundered in the snow for some time, losing the trail several times. Reached
Long's Point at noon, and kept on down Rice Strait with a severe gale blowing. R-eached our old camp
at the farther side in three hours more. About here I expected to meet Brainard and Frederik [Christiansen] with the two well men on their way back, but seeing nothing of them we kept on in the increasing
gloom. It blew hard and was very cold. In about two hours we perceived Brainard and Frederik
(Christiansen) coming to meet us. They reported that the three men were unable to do anything for themselves, and were lying under their canvas sail with little or nothing to eat- that Elison was in a very bad
way. Rice had reported Elison unable to live, and I was surprised to find him still alive. He could not
.h?~d his water and urinated constantly in his sleeping-bag. We kept on until 6.10 p. m., when, having
vls1ted the old camp on the farther side of Rosse Bay, we halted and pitched the tent, and after rum, bread,
bacon, and tea were served, got into the sleeping-bags. We had three three-man sleeping-bags on the
sledge and a single-man bag. We got to bed in the darkness as best we could-Brainard, Jewell, and I
slept in.one ~g, the doctor in the single bag, and the other four in the other bag-about 9 o'clock p, m. We
had a little piece of candle, but it only sufficed for supper.
Novtmber II'-4 a. m., got breakfast in the darkness as best we could and then had a most uncomfortable time in trying to get up frozen foot-gear, About 5.30 a. m., Brainard and Frederik rChristiansen]
got olf for the party; ;,e followed at 8 O'clock, leaving the tent standing. Reached the poor fellows one
had
some breakfast ready for them, using our rations. We had only brought
hour afterwards.
along SOme
days rations for eight men. Here we had to feed eleven men, Just got Elison in the sandbag and put him on the empty sledge and started on return at 9.3 0 a. m. Brainard cooked between two
rocks protected from the wind R h d h
.
' .
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suffering greatly, and everything induced me to try and make the hut without stopping over. \Ve had a
long, severe trip to the hut. When near it I went ahead and roused up the main party. Got in with Elison
at 2.20. Temperature-found it after getting in-34·So r- 36'9° C.].
NO'llcmber I2.-(Barometer at 8 a. m., 29.78 [-7 S60401ll1ll]). 2.20 a. m., relief party got in. \Ve preceded them about ten minutes. We were all exhausted and are still quite tired. Linn and Frederick got
in about 5 or 6 p. m. on the r rth, Temperature this afternoon, -2+ [-3 1 , 1 ° Ci]. We encountered no
wind after leaving the strait. Nothing new during absence. Ate ravenously after getting in. Ate morning and evening allowance of bread, and had no bread for dinner. Dinner at 2 p. m, consisted for me only
of a mouthful of English meat and tea. God knows yet whether Elison's feet will have to be cut off or
not. He is now suffering a good deal and his condition is desperate. I sent word by Linn that I would
try and make Long Point al1lf come in to-day, and so, though a helping party was organized, and were to
start by moonlight for our assistance, no one had started out. Very hard trip, and but one instance of what
men can do when necessity compels.
NQVember 13.-Find myself quite stiff to-day and my heel strings very sore. Have remained. in the
sleeping-bag all day. Breakfast this morning of hard bread and rice made into a stew, with tea. Supper
to-night consisted of a stew of fox, seal blubber, seal hide, flavored with onion. It was very nice and quite
filling, comparatively speaking. Temperature about noon, -27 [-3 2 ' 8° C.j; (mean memorandum) [minimum], -33 [-3 6. 1 ° C.]. It is yet unknown whether Elison will lose his feet or not. If they have to be
amputated it will probably end his life, as a small pocket case of instruments is all the doctor has, and of
course our miserable surroundings would put the case in its most unfavorable light. Biederbick shot a fox
to-day-five and a half pounds dressed-white. These foxes are extra, and this one gives us fox for Thanksgiving Day. Eating and dishes form the chief subject of conversation. Breakfast in the morning consists
of lard, hard bread, and coffee. I have saved all my night's hard bread, though with great effort.
November I4.-Breakfast of hard bread, lard, and coffee. - I saved all my hard bread issued last night
for two meals, and so feel somewhat satisfied this morning. Supper of tea, hard bread, and English beef.
The tea only was heated. One tries everything to make these meals seem to go farther. The stew, when we
have one, generally comes before the tea, Sometimes I eat my cold meat at once, with or without the bread.
Sometimes I keep them until the tea comes. SometImes I pour hot tea on my cold meat or bread or on
both. All of no avail. You cannot make a mouthful of food fill the stomach. Our talk is incessantly
0
about food or dishes. Thermometer at noon, - 19 [- 28.3° C.l; (mean memorandum) [minimum], -3
[ _ 34-40 C.]. 1)00r Elison's feet are turning dark. The spirits of the party keep up wonderfully. Smoke at
every meal almost insupportable [insufferable]. It is blinding, and hides everything. We are getting used
somewhat to the dim light of the Eskimo lamp. All look forward eagerly to Thanksgiving.
Nouemier [5.-Ver y cold. Thermometer at 'noon, -33.5 [-3 6.4° C.]; (mean memorandum) [minimum], -3 8. 2 [-39. 0 ° C.]. Temperature inside at noon was +32 [_0.0° C.]. The wall of the commissary store-house, and the vestibule adjoining was plastered to-day with sludge. Breakfast this morning
of soup and tea, and for dinner corned beef and tea. Oh! this everlasting hunger- it is a terrible feeling,
and I hope never to repeat it-this feeling of never having enough to eat. Our talk is incessantly about
food and dishes, restaurants and hotels, and everything in connection with eating. How we watch the cook
and speculate on the chances of getting a good or poor share. This we speculate to ourselves, for we all
admit that the cooks are as fair as they can be. I went out to-day and worked with the rest. Lieutenant
Greely goes out but for a few minutes during the course of the day, and does no work. He is particularly
sensitive to the cold. I felt so weak to-day that a small block of snow felt like a weight of lead. To-night
we had issued our allowance of butter for two days. That is for to-morrow morning and for Monday morning; also, bread as usual for night and morning. It was with difficulty I saved a little of my morning's
.
bread.
0
November 16.-0vercast and dull. Thermometer at noon, -12° [ - 24.4 C.]; (mean memorandum)
[minimum], _ 3 [ _ 3 5.0 0 C.]. Worked outside on the vestibule. Talk an day about food. Everyone
1
talks constantly about it, and the subject is the one absorbing one, for we suffer a great deal (rom hunger.
The straits apparently closed for the past few days. Many of us are suffering from frost-bites. Our small
allowance of food makes us extremely sensitive to the cold. Elison's case not altogether hopeless. He gets
a slight increase of ration.
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Memorandum: Arme Ritter, tripe, eggs, Boston baked beans, and brown bread at Godfrey's j Hamburg
beefsteak.

Nrvtmbtr 17.-7 a. m., barometer 29.62. Noon temperature, - I 2 [-24.4° C.]; (mean memorandum)
[minimum], -28 [-33.3° C.]. Fine seal stew for supper, For br~akfast vegetabl~ stew. Day overcast,
with a light wind. Roof put on vestibule. Talk all day on the subject of food. LIeutenant Greely made
some remarks in the afternoon on the physical geography of the United States, Lieutenant Kislingbury
much better. Biederbick has got something like a felon. Cross and Henry suffering from frost-bites.
Memorandum: Cocoanut pudding (alternate layers of crackers and cocoanut); apricot paste; English
plum pudding. Very high tide to-day.
N01/fmbt'r J8.-Breakfast at 7 o'clock. Barometer, 29.50 [749.29m,n]. Noon thermometer, - I2
[- 24,4° C.]. (Mean memorandum) [minimum], - 14 [- 25.6° C.]. I have not been out of doors all day.
\Ve had a fine stew this morning of hard bread and raisins and coffee, two plates three-quarters full for each.
The meal was quite filling. Supper: Hard bread, roast beef, and tea. Talk during the day about food, as
usual; fruits, nuts, and everything eatable; restaurants, hotels, and everything in connection with food. It
is really amusing how this subject absorbs everything. Lieutenant Greely spoke for an hour in the afternoon on the subject of the United States climate, products, &c. Biederbick's finger is better, and bids fair
to get wen without forming a felon,as feared, Kislingbury is still on the sick list. Henry, Cross, and others
are suffering from slight frost-bites. Dinner at 2,3° p. m. \Ve have frequent talks about Fort Conger and
the food enjoyed there. Oh l the dear ones at home, how I long to see them, Brainard plants a pole on a
neighboring rock to-day, to attract the attention of any party from the other side. Last night Connell and
Henry related personal reminiscences of their lives.
Mn/t'lIlber J9·-7 a. m., barometer 29.55 [750.S6mrn]. Noon thermometer, - 3 2 [- 35. 60 C.]. (Mean
memorandum) [minimum], - 34 [- 3 6.7° C.]. Jans [J ens] shot a blue fox this evening, quite a large one.
This is for Christmas. The entrails of this fox go to the other mess; the rest of the meat is divided equally
between the two messes. Day overcast, Bread reduced now to 6 ounces a day, and meat to 4 ounces.
This is on account of increased rations issued Elison. He gets 10 ounces bread and 8 ounces meat. Ate
a lot of moldy dog biscuit to-day, about enough to make a starved dog sick. Feel ravenous, and could eat
anything now in the shape of food. Fill up with tea leaves when any are left over; there is quite a demand for them.
Memorandum: Puffery Auflauf [Puffiger Auflaufer, puffy cake].
Molasses and butter mixed.

Sives [Chives] with scrambled eggs.

.L ieutenant Gr:ely.made some remarks this evening on the grain products of the United States.' Last
evenmg we had" PIckWICk," "Two on a Tower," and the" History of Our Own Times." I have handed the
book ,over to Henry; ~e h.as a louder voice. 'Vent out and took a little exercise to-day. About 10 pounds
of this ?arrel of dog biscuit are utterly worthless. There were two barrels in all. Talk this evening all on
the s~bJect of eating. This is a fast day; bread and butter for breakfast, and chocolate; and for supper
English preserved meat. The English preserved meat goes but a little ways, and satisfies less than any of
the rest. Smoke smoke smok at
I '
1
- II
,
"e
every mea. A canvas chimney has been put up but on y partla y
carnes away the smoke. Another fox shot-blue one. Weight of these two faxes 3 I~ and 4 pounds, dressed.
N01H:mbtr 20.-7 a m b
t
[
72
"
•
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6° C ]
,
d
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.
, -35·
.. Day overcast straits apparently closed. Took ten roun
~rlhPs up band down the lake for exercise about noon. Every ti~e I venture out I get my feet so cold that it
IS ours efore I get them warm aga'
vr
h
'
.
m. v e now ave a fox for Thanksgiving and another for ChristmasM
Kraft e(bmokran)dumc: Fromag~ de Brie-McGruder's [Magruder's], New York [Avenue]. Liquors at idem.
S
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'
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eneral remarks on American products by Lleutena.
G ree·1 y t hiIS mornmg
Manyarg
t b I t
we eat
' h'
. , umen s a out what we shall like when we get back-of fox, seal, &c., t ia
now wit so much avidity,
ut
oMemorandum:
. ' .St. John's biscuit (a t St • J 0 h ns}; Canton.
ginger root· cut oranges and grated coco an .
'
. ' a rd
ur spmts remain good and we m
is to visit at the ho
hen
anage to get along WIth our dole of food with resignation- BralO
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f
h
& &c
and sec my folks,
, e some a our Maryland dishes, preserved peac es, c.,
.,
Memorandum; D[BJeschamel sauce'
, Mayonnaise sauce.
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Nm!ember 21.-7 a. m., barometer 30.00 [769.6111101]. D: y overcast and foggy. It is now getting quite
dark. Noon thermometer, -14 [-25.60 C.]. (Mean memorandum) [minimum], -23.S [-30.8° C.]. I did
not go out to-day. The conversation has taken a new turn. Most of the men are talking of going into
business. Whisler has been singing the praises of Independence, Kans., and we are going to have a client
[colony] there. Long is to set up a restaurant at Ann Harbor [Arbor] Mich., and Frederick is to start a
saloon at Minneapolis, Minn. Jewell is going to start a grocery at Independence.
Memorandum: Maple molasses (Whisler}; pumpkin butter.
Another fox is around. Allowance of lard is to be reduced this coming week, on account of some
issued for Elison's frost-bites. No reading last night. American mineral products discoursed on hy Lieutenant Greely this morning. N ex t week there is to be a slight addition of the butter, milk, and raisins.
God! what an experience is this I am going through. Such an experience is enough for one's life. How I
long for the time to pass. We are all in good spirits and seem to be getting along well so far, but what
three more months of this will bring it is impossible to say. An issue of half an ounce of blubber is to be
issued instead of the reduction of meat.
N01'ember 22.-7.45 a. m., barometer 29'97 [761.2Zmm]. Spent the day in the hut. My feet cold in
the morning. Feeling bright to-night. Lieutenant Greely made some remarks on the geography of the
United States in the evening. Conversation during the day as usual on the subject of eating Mutton-pie
parties organized for St. J ohn's on our return. Brainard, Linn, Ralston, and myself are to go in a hack to
Topsail's, and in another, at the same time, Connell, Biederbick, Salor, and Ellis. On our return we are to
stop at Fitzpatrick's for ham and eggs. Long shot another fox this morning (blue), three and a half pounds.
\V e take very little or no exercise; it gives one an increased appetite, and I only go outside with an effort;

it is dreary and dull and very dark.
Memorandum: Jewell is to give the c - - - [indecipherable word] party chicken croquettes and oyster
patties for breakfast. We still find fresh water in the lake, but it is necessary to dig the hole every day.
Every imaginable article in the form of food has been discussed to death. We all look forward to the
H son-of-a-gun " on Sunday and Thanksgiving; after that [Thanksgiving] when we are to have an extra allowance of food. The" son-of-a-gun " is chiefly made of hard bread.
Memorandum: Sugar-house molasses.
Frederik, Eskimo, shot another fox late this evening, a blue one; weight, when dressed, three and a half
pounds.
N01!ember 23.- N oon thermometer, -24 [-31.1° C.]; (mean memorandum) [minimum], -4 1
[-4 0 • 60 C.]. Thermometer inside house about this time,
32 [0.0 0 C.]. Long shot a blue fox to-day;
Frederik, Eskimo, also shot one. These foxes weigh generally three and a half or four pounds. We now
have foxes to take us up to the third week in January, 1884. They are issued extra. Breakfast this morning consisted of butter, chocolate, and bread. Supper, seal stew and tea. Remarks in the morning on the
State of Maine, by Lieutenant Greely and others. Conversation during the day about dishes of all kind!'>,
and desserts, soups, &c. We never seem to weary of this subject. The straits are apparently dosed as
well as we can judge. I have brought up all the dishes, desser-ts, &c., we have at horne. Chewed up the
foot of a fox this evening raw. It was altogether bone and gristle.
Memorandum: Pie of orange and cocoanut. Told them to-night we have at home a blanc mange of

+

a blue color, but no one could tell why it was blue.
N01!ember 24.-Breakfast at the usual hour, or a little later. Thin soup of string beans. Dinner of two
dog-biscuit and a little English preserved meat. This English meat is very unsatisfactory; it is thin, and
goes but a little ways. The quality and flavor is [are] good enough, but we like our mite of meat as lean as possible. I cut my finger to-day, and I noticed how thin my blood was. Suffering a great deal to-day with
cold hands and feet-especially feet. These short rations make one feel the cold dreadfully. It is a constant
effort to keep one's hands and feet comfortable, or comparatively so. I find my spirits first up and then
down. Sometimes, when I think of the months before us of this life of misery and suffering, I do not see
how we can possibly pull through. At other times I feel much more hopeful. This isa life of inexpressible misery.
Lard is to be issued daily for Corporal [Sergeant] Elison, who has also an additional allowance of bread,
meat, &c. This all takes from our portion. Noon thermometer, -24 [-3J.loC.J; (mean memorandum)
[minimum 1_ 26 r_ 3 2 . ::;. c Ci]. Weather overcast and dark. I went out to-d~y for two or three '.ninutes,
the first time for three days. I put on an extra shirt. My clothes now consist of fiv~ flannel shirts, two
vests, one of them made of double blanket, and the soldier blouse. I have my moleskin coat, but do not
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wear it now indoors. Talk to-night on horne and our families. I live now for to-morrow morning, when
we have the hard-bread stew or "son-ofoa-gun." My two dog-biscuit to-day were slightly moldy, but they
tasted better than the most delicious morsel in civilization. How often I think of home and my dear father,
mother, and sisters. God! how I wish I were with them. I pray God they are all well. We watch the
cooks, as they divide and dish out our food, like hungry dogs. \Ve all feel that the cooks are very fair and
that we all share alike. The bread is issued by Brainard for the two messes to the cooks, who divide it up.
The other things are issued weekly.
November 25.-7.45 a. rn., barometer 30.15 l76S.80mnl]. Noon thermometer, 23 [-23 (-30.6° C.)];
(mean memorandum) [minimum] 25 [-25 (- 31.7° C.)]. Day windy and disagreeable. \Ve had a fine breakfast of a "son-of-a-gun" (hard bread, raisins, milk, and a little blubber). A little lemon peel was put in, but
was hardly perceptible. It was very filling, comparatively, and came near satisfying the appetite. This
evening we had a very nice soup of seal meat and fox. These stews, as we call them, are mere soups, being
very thin. N one of them satisfy the appetite, and for this reason probably seem so delicious. I never in
my life enjoyed my food as I do now. A little hard bread seems delicious. To-morrow is a fast day. We
have only a little piece of butter in the morning and English preserved meat for supper. Rum and lemon
to-day.
Memorandum: Duff a Ia Proteus, pork fritters, ribs of pickled pork or bacon cooked in corn-meal, &c.;
coffee cake, molasses candied, cooked in flour dough.
We now look forward to Thanksgiving for the next good meal. A good 'deal of conversation to-day
on the subject of food. The spirits of the party are surprisingly good.
Memorandum: Oatmeal muffins.
Never will I again expose myself to the dangers and the miseries of famine. How often I think of
home and picture to myse}f old familiar scenes. I have intended writing a letter recounting my experience
since leaving Fort Conger, but the discomforts of this life have prevented me so far. It is difficult to get
the blubber lamp for more than a few minutes during the day, or not at all. The lamp is blown out every
evening when we are ready to retire, which is generally about 8 o'clock. Last night Frederick entertained
the party with personal reminiscences of his life. Saturday night had been set apart for personal reminiscences. Another fox shot to-day by Frederik, Eskimo. Blowing pretty heavily.
Nov:mb~r 26.-:-Have had cold feet all day and been miserable. Spent several hours this afternoon
and evernng in puttmg tongue in sleeping-bag. 7 a. m., barometer 30.25 [7 68 .34 111 m J. Noon thermometer,
--34·5 [-3 6'9° C.]; (mean memorandum) [minimum], -36 .5 [-3 8. 10 C.]. Straits apparently frozen over.
Day has seem~d very long. Most of us ate all our bread last night and have nothing for breakfast but
chocolate. ~lth many others, I ate all my bread at supper this evening. Supper consisted of bread and
t~a and English meat. It is singular how much more comfortable one is after eating. A little food acts
like fuel. Talk during the day mostly about cakes and pies.
Memorandum: Vienna Coffee House, Broadway and Fourteenth street New York' large assortnlent
of cakes, bread, and pastry; fine chocolate, omelettes and biscuit glace'
,
We have

di~c~ssed

every dish under- the sun: and all forms of vegetables and desserts of all kinds.
here during the day from +29 to +3 1 [-1.7° to -0.60 C.] .
.Not!ember 27·-Cooks called at the usual time, 6 o'clock a. m. 7 a. m., barometer 30.35 [77o.88",m].
Noon thermometer 32 5 (- 32 5 (
8° C )]
.
° C)]
T lk d .
'
.. -35·
. ; (mean memorandum) [mmimum] 43.5 [-43·5 (-4"9 . '
a
unng the day about all dishes, specially desserts and cakes.
'
. ~emorandum: Roulades, Charlotte Russe, Tortes rTorten] (Vienna Cafe New York), roast sucking
pig, Irish stew.
"

The

te~perature inside

Ghotfjsoup to-night of seal meat. This morning we had a stew of pieces &c. Weather clear and cold.
. Anot er ox around I have been se .
.
'
. their
1 . b'
wmg on my sleepmg-bag all day. Most of the party get down in
S .e~pmg- ags and cover up during most of the day. We are looking forward with much interest to Thanksgiving.
Memorandum: Omddtes at the V'
C c:
moderate.
ienna ale.

.

.

These can be sent for by express from this place; pnc

es

So~e of us eat all of our bread at night' and many are the ways to make our pittance of food seem
more satIsfactory.
OmeklU soujll.
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November 28.-Noon thermometer observation, - I I r- 23.9 C.]. (Mean memorandum) [minimum]
_ 34 l- 3 6' 7° C.]. Day windy with drifting snow. Day passed very much as usual; conversation same as
usual. I have eaten up all my bread at night for the past few days. I find I sleep better and warmer in
this way, though generally I regret it at breakfast time. "Fox was fired at, but escaped. Very dark now.
Memorandum: Things to be kept in my room at Washington for midnight lunches: Sardines, potted
ham, smoked beef, smoked goose and eel, shrimps, anchovy paste, spiced oysters, stuffed olives, Boston
pilot bread, buttered crackers, Albert and Arundel crackers, soda and water, ditto ginger, nuts and cakes,
can of butter and condensed milk, preserved peaches, strawberries, &c., and blackberry jam, fromag« de
Brie, and Schweitzerkase, sugar, beer, ale and porter, and cider, and /iqutllrs, and Virginia seedling wine,
mustard, vinegar, pepper, salt, &c., and Maryland biscuit, black cake.
iVO'l'ember 29.-Cooks called at 6 a. m, 7 a. m., barometer 29.7 8 [756.40"llllJ. Noon thermometer, - 5
[ _ 20.60 C.]; (mean memorandum) lminimum 1, - 1 5 [- 26.1 C.] Breakfast consisted of the usual ration
of bread and double quantity of ox-tail soup, with some rice in it. It was really a large meal, comparatively
speaking, but my anticipation led me to finish with a sense of dissatisfaction. Day passed in conversation,
&c. Psalms read in the afternoon, followed by singing" My country 'tis of thee," &c. During the afternoon
I wrote at dictation bills of fare of different members of the party to be eaten at our next birthdays, at which
each one is to invite all the rest of the party who may be at the same place. (See end of this book.) At
2 o'clock the cooking of the day commenced.
First, seal stew, or rather soup of seal meat and fox meat,
with 8 ounces of bacon for our mess. It was large in quantity comparatively, but I must confess a sense of
dissatisfaction the same as in the morning. Just before this,· 7 ounces of hard bread were issued, and our
butter for three mornings-Friday, Monday, and Wednesday next. With the hard bread issued was the rum,
it being issued on account of Thanksgiving; after this came a pudding ot rice, raisins, and some seal blubber,
Each one had a plate full, and this was cooked on the alcohol lamps instead of stove. Got through this a
few minutes ago, about 5.3 0 p. m, I feel nearer satisfied than I have for many weeks. But still I could
eat two or three pounds more of such food without being fully satisfied. The rice was six pounds and the
raisins 5 pounds, milk three cans, divided among the two messes (25 men). Two-thirds of the milk was
put in the pudding, and the rest goes in the punch, which is to be made this evening. This punch is one
gill of rum to each man, and one dozen lemons in all. The chocolate we are yet to drink. Quite a number
of the party are asking to see and each seeking to prove that this pudding was the best rice pudding of
many eaten at Fort Conger or ever eaten. It is, of course, the effects of hunger. Day cloudy and windy.
Straits look as if they were open, judging from the water-clouds. I ate to-morrow morning's and Monday
morning's allowance of butter to-night, We had a double allowance of cloudberries to-day. The best part
of the day, a hot rum punch, is yet to come. The dinner to-day, which we had in lieu of oysters, turkey,
vegetables, pies, cakes, and all the delicacies of the day in civilization, consisted of about 7 ounces of meat,
7 ounces of bread, and about two ounces of rice per man. We kept up our committee [conversation] on this
smail dole of food from about noon when the cloudberries were issued, to about 10 p. m. when we had the
chocolate. Kept up a continuous talk all this time on little else than the subject of food. Then we had the
rum punch, which proved very good indeed, and a few songs. About midnight most of the party were asleep.
Had cold feet all day until the evening. How often, oh! how often my thoughts have wandered home
Q

0

to the dear ones there.
Mn'ember 30.-Noon thermometer, +3 [-16.1° C.]; (mean memorandum) [minimumj,-s[-zo.6
Day cloudy, with snow falling and drifting. Breakfast about 7.30. We all feel quite well after our feast
of yesterday. Israel alone is a little out of sorts. Leaking inside here to-day. Am very much annoyed by
cold feet. It seems to be due to had circulation, owing, I suppose, to the small ration.
Memorandum : Tri-rouladcs of ham, chicken, &c. How often I picture to myself the old, familiar
scenes of home! How I long to know that all are well, and trust their anxiety for me is not too great. I
picture to myself where my sisters are living, and the family scenes and conversation at the old roof-tree in
QC.J.

the evening.
O
December I (&turtla),).-Breakfast of tomato soup; very goo~ . .Noon therr~ometer, -6}.-:U.l C.];
(mean memorandum) [minimum], -7 [_21.7 0 C.]. It has been dnppmg all day ~n th~ h~t. 1herrnometer
generally stands about freezing-point [0.0 0 C.). Thanksgiving cooking and the hIgh. nse in the temperature
has produced a very disagreeable drip. \Vas kept awake last night, .offand on al~ l1I~ht, by cold feet. .My
feet and hands seem to alternate in suffering from cold. This evening we had English beef and two dogbiscuit each, These preserved meats are thawed out in the cans by being put in the sleeping-bags, and then
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divided without any cooking. I hash up my meat fine, and also the dog-biscuit, and keep them until I get
my tea, and then pour some tea on this hash, or whatever it might be called. We try all sorts of expedients
to make our little dole of food feel more satisfactory, but one feels hungry all the time-nothing can prevent
it. In the morning we have a good stew of the bread, with a little blubber scraps and a few raisins in it.
Blowing very hard to-night from an unusual direction-the east. Snow drifting very fiercely against the
house. Conversation during the day on the subject of eating. This is the usual subject, varied by discussions on farming and other occupations, which the men, or some of them, intend to adopt on their return to
America. Linn is to be a farmer; also Ellis. Jewell is going into the fancy grocery business. Long is going
to keep a restaurant at Ann Harbor [Arbor], and Frederick is going to set up a saloon at Minneapolis.
Last night I told the narrative of my farming experience. It excited much interest, and everyone thinks
there is a bonanza in the farm. To-night Bender is giving a general description of Germany.
December 2.-The storm from the east last night continued until noon to-day, blowing with great
violence during the night, and occasioned some uneasiness. The entrance to the house was entirely snowed
up, and several hours' work were necessary to-day to dig us out. The west side of the house became heavily
banked with drifted snow. On the east side a good deal of snow was blown off. I am to eat a cold roast
turkey with Linn down at the farm on my return-turkey to be stuffed with oysters and eaten with cranberries. With Ralston, some hot hoe-cakes. With Ellis, spare-ribs. With Long, pork steaks. With
Biederbick, "buffers," old regiment dish, \Vith my other neighbor, Connell, I am to eat Irish stew. Connell
is to cook this himself. With Bender, a roast sucking pig. With Schneider, tenderloin. With Brainard,
peaches and cream. With Frederick, a black cake, to be cooked by one of my sisters, with preserves. With
Salor, veal cutlets and lettuce salad. With Whisler, flap-jacks, with molasses. With Jewell, roast oysters,
on toast. With Rice, clam chowder. With Israel, hashed-up liver. With Gardiner, Virginia Indian pone
(hotj. \Vith Elison, Vienna sausage. With Dr. Pavy,pate de fois gras, With Henry, Hamburg beefsteak.
With Kislingbury, hashed-up turkey, chicken, and veal. With Lieutenant Greely, Parker House rolls and
coffee, cheese, omelet, chicken curry, and rice, and preserved strawberries. The Parker House rolls are
to be baked at his house, and I am to furnish the preserved strawberries. For supper to-night we had seal
stew; very filling.
Memorandum: Charlotte russe.
\Vith Cross, I am to eat Welsh rarebit, with eggnog and black cake.
December 3·-7 a. m., barometer 29.32 [744.7 {mOl]. Breakfast this morning consisted of chocolate and

I?, ounces butter-no bread, for I ate all my bread last night. Many of us eat aU our bread at night, and
m~ny try to save and manipulate their dole of food in a dozen ways to make the mite of food seem more
filling. I have saved from yesterday some scraps of seal-skin, and after Long was through I put the can
?v~r th~ remn~nts of t?e fire for a few minutes and the scraps became quite soft. I ate them hair and all,
I'his skin has
.
L ast mg
. ht
. little on It but the hair ' th e bl ubb er an d
meat '
bemg cut off as clean as possible.
Bender
finished
his
travels
in
German'
"
.
.
.
.
ke
,
y as a Journeyman tinsmith, It was quite interestmg ; It kept us awa
until 10 o'clo k T d
h
'
c.
0' ay t e canvas of the vestibule at the door was put back and the effects of the late
...
d by
storm removed as well as possible l b '
"
.
was out a out fifteen minutes picking up pieces of wood scattere
II'
.
. tes
the wind, It 15 now very dark 0
.
.
.
ur sma rattans make It very difficult to remain out even a few rmnu
~th;ut sUffermg.much fro~n cold hands and feet, &c. we all look forward now to Christmas, and count
t e 7~ to the. winter solStice-the darkest day of this dreadful winter
Had a bad nightmare last night,
cL~use y gettmg the air in t~e bag cut off, so that I could hardly b~eathe. Remarks on the States by
Af
h
f b those
ieutenant Greely each mornmg no
f th
h k
.
w,
ter e gets through, the state is generally spoken 0
Y
o
e party w a now anything, \Ve are now on New York State
Memorandum: Potato cake.
.
December 4.-It has been blowin t
f
.
t I
have......ffiered f
ld t:
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~..
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.
. .
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still m
.
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.
.
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a ways regard It as something almost miraculousIS ev
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.
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eat frUlt,
and dishes of every kind until th
1/ . . 22.2
••
We have mentioned every vegeta e, III : .
1
e su ~ect IS worn out, and yet still it forms the staple subject of conversation.
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Our minds dwell continually on food. OUf rations, commencing Thursday (for seven days), issued to-day,
consist of two cans of English beef (4 pounds each), two cans of soup, two cans of peas, two cans of coffee,
three of chocolate, one can and four ounces of corned beef, and half a can of milk. Besides this, hard
bread and a little blubber. Besides this we have some rice, &c" to be issued to-morrow.
December 5.-7 a. m., barometer 29.55 [750.S6mm]. Violent storm from the east during the night. It
blew with great violence and threatened the destruction of our hut. Early this morning it changed and
blew from the west, and continued until afternoon. Vestibule and commissary storehouse filled with snow.
House is now well banked up by the action of these storms. The straits must be undoubtedly open. Got
very little sleep last night, as well as night before, on account of cold feet. To-day my feet have been
warm, much to my joy. Cloudberries issued to-day. Lime-juice is issued twice a week, and cloudberries
once. Noone out to-day excepting a very few. Reading last night of the Bible, [Army] Regulations, and
Pickwick. My dress now consists of blouse, double blanket vest, leather vest and five flannel shirts, and
three pairs of drawers. Thermometer rose to-day [to] about +4 [-IS.6° C.j.
December 6,-7 a. m., barometer 29.53 [75o.0511HIII. Thank God l another day has passed. Had nice
warm feet last night, but to-day about noon the circulation left them, and since then I have been miserable.
Life in the most miserable" dug-out" in the West seems a paradise in comparison with this life. Thermometer fell to-day to - 1 0 [ - 23'3° C.]. We have had a severe west wind during the day. Very few of us
out-the cooks, Ralston and Ellis, and a few others have been the only ones. Most of us take no exercise
tospeak of during the day. Nature calls us out, but at long intervals-of some as long as two weeks at a
time. Pennsylvania was the subject of discourse this afternoon, and since then food, dishes, and restaurants
have been the chief subjects of conversation. We still get water out of the lake, but have more or less
trouble with the hole now. Open water is reported close to the shore now, and the straits are open beyond
all doubt. We have frequent speculations about food on the other side and party every day, and their
probable movements in the spring. Would to God the spring was come. We look forward now to Sunday
morning bread pudding, or" son-of-a-gun". Next week we are to have, on Wednesday, three and a quarter
ounces of bacon. Next comes our Christmas ".feast ", We have frequent discussions as to Fort Conger,
dishes, &:c. Schneider reads our bills of fare over, corresponding to these months. My dinner or supper
to-day consisted of corned beef, hard bread, and tea. The bread and meat I cut up finely. Put gunpowder
on, and when I get my tea. pour considerable of it on them, which makes a warm hash and soaks the hard
bread. After this I drink my tea. A can of hard bread was found here, and we use it extensively instead
of salt, of which we have a little. Israel reports to-night the wind is blowing about 25 miles an hour [about
11 01 per second).
A fox shot to-day weighing three pounds-a blue fox.
December 7.-7 a. m., barometer 29.55 [750.56",m). Noon thermometer, -21 [-29·4° C.]. 'Vinci
died away about noon until it nearly stopped. We had considerable trouble getting water to-day. The
hole was dug out until it was between 3 and 4 feet deep [about I Ill], hut it was not until about ~ p. m. that
we got water. At one time it looked as if the water for supper would have to be made from ice. A fox
was heard last night on the roof, but we did not get him. Two or three are known to be around.
Memorandum: Pumpkin butter, Model Coffee House, Philadelphia, established by Quakers. Fisk and
Gould Cafes, New York, Chatham street. Little Pacific House, Chicago. All of these are cheap eating
places, where you can get food, vegetables, &c., at 5 cents a dish. Tenderloin cooked between two ordinary
beefsteaks recommended as particularly good. Curry paste and chickens.
We had to-night a very good stew, or soup more properly speaking, of seal. Breakfast consisted of coffee,
bread, and butter. Elison gets along much better than expected. There is a chance of his pulling through.
Reading last night of Bible, Pickwick, and History of our Own Times. Talk all day mostly about restaurants and dishes of various kinds.
'
December 8.-7 a. m., barometer 29.80 [756.9Imm]. Noon thermometer, -24 [ - 3 1 . ) ° C.]. About
this time temperature inside +29 [-1.7° C.] by thermometer two and half feet f·7S from the fire, a'HI.by
another thermometer, about five feet r1 'Sm], high hung on the gunwale of the boat, [nearly over the cooking
stove]
3 1 [_0.6° C.]. Suffered from cold feet all day until suppc.r time. This con~tant ~iser~ from cold
feet is worse in some respects than the cold. Breakfast this mormng, soup of peas, &c. J o-m~ht we had
two dog-biscuit and a mouthful of English beef I ate my bread and meat together, and then waited for the
tea. Of late have generally kept my bread and meat until the tea was ready, but no expedi:nts make much
difference. There is never enough. Bill of fare these seven days same as last week: Our lss~e week CO~
mences on Thursday. Roar 'from the moving ice in the straits quite loud to-day. We do not like to hear It.
Ui

]
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[Lieutenant Greely talked on] Pennsylvania this afternoon. Fine" son-of-a-gun" in the ~orning. \\Te h.ave
been looking forward to it all the week. Both messes cook .now ?n one stove, alternatmg each mommg.
Smoke in great quantities every day. We have frequent discussions and hot arguments as to what stews,
&c., are the best:, also frequent arguments as to our fare at Fort Conger, and what
. we liked
. there.
Memorandum: Hulled corn. I mentioned to-day the hot cakes eaten at dmner with sugar and wine.
I t seems a new dish to everyone.
All the well ones of the party except Lieutenant Greely, who does no work and goes out only when
absolutely necessary, went out to-day and did some work on the vestibule, digging out, &c. A can of alcohol
was unfortunately struck with a pick and about one pound lost.
December 9.-7 a. m., barometer 29-9° [759.4S111Ul J. Fine" son-of a-gun " for breakfast, to which we
looked forward all the week past. Thermometer at noon, - 1 9 [- 28.30 C.]. Four faxes were shot last
night, two by Brainard and two by Long. Weight, 2 pounds 10, 3 pounds, 3 pounos 2, and 4 pounds 10.
This means dressed. 'Ve have felt better satisfied to-day than for a long time.
Memornndum : Fig pie.
Rum and a quarter of a lemon to each one as usual. Talk to-day much the same as usual, mostly about
food. I have been in the sleeping- bag all day-feet alternately cold and warm, but moderately warm. The
faxes shot of late have generally been heard on the roof of our hut overhead, thus giving warning of their
presence. We feel confident of getting a bear yet. I managed to save half my bread stew this morning, and
kept it till this evening and ate it with my lemon. I feel particularly filled to-night. This bread stew, as thus
eaten, contained blubber, raisins, and lemon-a terrible mixture for anyone but a man on quarter rations in the
Arctic. Three of the faxes shot last night were blue and the other half blue and half white. How often my
thoughts wander home-to the family scenes there-my thoughts, I must confess, are generally accompanied
by thoughts of the table. In fact I can think of nothing but eating. For breakfast we have bread, butter,
and chocolate. The bread I have mostly eaten-all but three small pieces. The butter, I put in the chocolate. Frederick gave his railroad and other experiences last night. To-night Rice gives reminiscences of a
trip to the 'Vest Indies, and also to the Newfoundland fisheries.
Dt'(cmbrr 10 [Monday).-Temperature, - 2 7 [-32.80 C.]. Strong westerly gale blowing pretty much .
all day, with drifting snow; very severe. It was my turn, and I went out at 4 o'clock and cut out the water
hole. Saw a blue fox. This is blue Monday. Breakfast: bread, butter, and chocolate. Supper: English
beef ~nd tea. Lieutenant Greely and Rice have agreed to ralternately) give each other all their Sunday
mormng bread stews next Sunday and the one following. One will give that [go without] and the other
have double allowance.
Memorandum: Guava jelly, pineapple. Raw meat and onions minced and eaten together. Mashed·
potato. cak~s, fried, with .a layer of sausage between and a poached egg served on top of each.
\Ve drink our tea WIthout sugar or milk. I have now gotten quite used to it. The tobacco of many
of the party is gone, and they are miserable. Maryland was the subject of remark this morning. I made
a few remarks
-- Still
- turn. \Ve count the days to December 21 and Chnstmas.
.
I
, '" The messes
I
coo k in
have moderately warm feet to-day for a wonder. Slept through last night without getting up. Generally
wake up s~veral times, .and have to get up two or three times during the night.. Another day gone, thank
l
God. Oh - for the time when we shall have all we can eat, and have light and health.
:Memorandum: Parker House rolls.
December .I J ·-7 r:"
a m barometer
s-9· 88 l758 ·94 mm ]• Thermometer at noon, -20 [-28.9° C.,
]
.
Memorandum: \ ienna sausage at Vienna Cafe New Y k St a' d
k
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c
.
. h h ing
11 .
.< <
<
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cI~ (1' ICy feet all night thought they would freeze. Got no sleep until just before breakfast this morning.
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Suppe t
. h
f
I
. .d
. < <. r o-nig t 0 Proteus bread and 31t. ounces English cooked bacon.
my
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ypsetnocnl<
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mX
I
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c 1 III IS way At;·
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." 30 P m i":
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and New Year TI' .
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feet is now quite plain. In the former it is just below the ankle and in the latter through the fingers.
Elison seems in good spirits, however. I try all kinds of expedients to keep my feet warm, hut almost
without any success. It is thought water may last until February.
m lll
December 12.-7 a. m., barometer 30.00 176 I.99 ] .
Memorandum: Hot porter with nutmeg and sugar.
Fine day with bright moonlight, calm and clear. Thermometer -25 [-31,7° C.j. 1 went out in the
afternoon and worked a few minutes, doing some work on the vestibule, which is now about finished. Find
myself very weak. I have concluded it best to eat all my bread and cold meat when first dealt out, which
is generally half hour or more before we get our tea. The two messes alternate in cooking first. Oh! this
wretched existence, where a few crumbs of bread are as highly prized as the most delicious delicacies. For
breakfast this morning we had ox-tail soup and rice; and for supper, English beef, cold, and hard bread. I
have saved two small pieces of my bread for breakfast in the morning. \\' c lie in our sleeping-bags pretty
much all the time. There is no room in the alley-way, it being occupied by the cooks and by Cross, who
daily saws and splits wood for the stove. Only nine more days to the solstice. I t is wonderful that we all
remain in such good health. To-morrow commences issue week. For our thirteen men we get two cans
of coffee, two of chocolate, two of English beef, one of soup, one of butter, one of tomatoes, one of green
corn, one can corned beef, and of!e can milk. Some of these are slightly in excess of the ration, and a small
fraction has to be carried over. Vice versa, a small fraction is still due to some. The English beef cans
contain (or are supposed to) 4 pounds each. Milk, one pound; corned beef, two pounds; soup, two and a
half; tomatoes, the same; green corn, 25 ounces; r6 ounces of the last arc allowed only. One can (25 oz.)
extract meat are allowed for three weeks.
Decemoer 13.-7 a. m., barometer 29.801756.91",111].

Thermometer, about noon, -23

l-3 0 •6° C·I·

Memorandum: Cranberry jelly.
Last night I ate two fox paws raw. They are little else than hone, hut I chewed up the bone and everything raw. In the evening, after supper, the other mess had something to say about their cook, Frederick.
The doctor, Henry, 'Whisler, Cross, Bender, Connell, and Schneider testify to having seen several things
which looked very suspicious, all looking towards favoritism towards Brainard or towards Frederick, getting
himself more of the stew, &c., than his share. It seemed the matter had been talked over before privately
among themselves, but nothing said publicly up to this time. Among other things, a Proteus biscuit fell out
of Frederick's pocket, some days ago, when he drew out his watch to look at the time. On another
occasion, the stew of seal meat helped to Brainard was heavier than any. of the rest received. After those
mentioned had related the facts, Frederick made an explanation which was generally thought to he quite
satisfactory, and so the matter stands. Frederick still goes on cooking. To-clay we have had a good deal
of wind. Breakfast this morning of ox-tail soup; supper of corned beef an.l tea. Nob ody out to-day hut
the cooks, and a few of the men who went out called by nature. Some have not been out for certain
purposes since fifteen days. We have reading every night generally- Pickwick, McCarthy, Bible, &c.
Sometimes the blubber lamp is blown out about 7.3°, and sometimes we manage to keep awake, often up
until 9 o'clock. Brainard is to come to supper at my home, on reaching Washington, and I have promised
him sally-lunn, stewed oysters, smearcase, slip, and preserved strawberries with cake. After supper a smoke,
and then wine and cake, and some singing by Mary Murray. I have invited Frederick and Long to come
to the house and eat some preserved strawberries and black cake.
December 14.-7 a. m., barometer 29.91 [759.70nlIlIJ. Thermometer at noon, -17 [-27. 2 ° C.]. Frederik, Eskimo, shot a white fox this afternoon; weight,
pounds. This gives us a fox forthewhole party each
week until the last week in February. North Carolina formed the subject of discussion during the forenoon today. Many of the men are getttng out of tobacco, and smoke tea leaves and the bark of the birch. The
other mess had a growl to-night about their soup-got it cold, they said. Bender, as usual, had the most
to say, and made it unpleasant for us all for half hour or so. We count the days from one Sunday to

4*

another, and to solstice and Christmas.
Memorandum: Leaf dough biscuit (same principle as the pie crust eaten hot at home).
2 2
.December 15.-7 a. m., barometer 30.12 {76S.03I1HfI]. Noon thermometer, -17 f- 7· ° C.] «. Day
clear and calm; we still have the moon. There is a great difference in the amount of light between here
and Fort Conger. We had considerable trouble to-day with the water hole. and it was three o'clock before
the fire was lighted for supper. Those who go out to work now are all but Lieutenant.Grec1~', the doctor,
Israel, Henry, Elison, Cross, Biederbick. Cross saws the wood in the house here, and Iliedcrbick has a sore
finger.

The cooks are fully employed otherwise.
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Memorandum: Bootees opposite Atlantic House, St. John's, $5; same as those advertised in the Manufacturing Journal. Pickled eggs (hard boiled).
Breakfast this morning: stew (or soup rather, for we call them all stews) of tomatoes and rice. It
consisted of the usual amount of English beef, cold, and of dog biscuit one and a half ounces each. We
look forward to to-morrow for the" son-of-a-gun" with great interest. \Ve watch the operations of the cooks
with great interest. North Carolina was dealt with this morning. Gardiner made some interesting remarks
on the plantation life there, &c. Our most constant subject of conversation is food of all kinds. We have
exhausted the subject, but it assumes new phases every day. Sewed a piece of blanket to my sleeping-bag
as a flap. Sewing is here a severe ordeal. Cold, darkness, and all sorts of obstacles to overcome. I have
not been out to-day.
December 16.-7 a. m., barometer 29.82 [757.4Imm]. Noon thermometer, -21 [-2940 C.]. Heavy
wind last night, which continued until sometime to-day. This morning we had a fine bread stew" son-ofa-gun," hard bread, raisins, blubber, and lemon, a mere taste of everything, however, but bread. I borrowed a dog-biscuit from Biederbick last night, and adding it to this morning's allowance of bread, or rather
what was left since last night, was enabled to save part of the bread pudding until to-night. To-night we
had a fine seal and fox stew or soup. I feel better satisfied than I have for two months, hardly excepting
Thanksgiving. I feel indeed somewhat uncomfortable. Our stomachs, I suppose, have contracted under
the small allowance, and I am satisfied an ordinary meal would make us feel badly. It is a noticeable fact
that the conversation slackens after these" full" meals. More is said after these sparse ones. It is only on
such occasions as the present that my mind reverts for any length of time to anything but food. Five days
more to the top of the hill. Thank God!

December 17·-7 a. m., barometer 29.42 [747.25mm]; thermometer, -13 [-25. 0 ° C.]. A fox has been
seen near the house several times, but is very wary. However, we expect to have him yet.
Memorandum: Castle Garden for good servants. Hog's marrow eaten on bread with pepper and salt.
This is blue Monday. The tobacco of several is gone and they are in misery. Tea leaves and birch
bark are used by some. I am pinching myself to make mine go as far as possible. Last night Lieutenant
Greely.and Rice had some unpleasant conversation, brought about by the discussion of the relativemerits
of Indian corn pone. The other mess now have one of their number to hand around the food after the
cook has divided it and put it in the plates. We place implicit confidence in Long. Got my feet nice and
warm l~st ~ight ~y sittin~ on the stone on which the fire is built. Last night we kept awake until 10 o'clock.
I. have invited Rice, Brainard, J eW:ll, and Linn to go down to the farm, see it, and spend the night in the
kltch~n on the farm, and, by the light of an open wood fire eat some roast oysters, peaches, and cream, &c.
My pictures seem to give great pleasure. My feet were nice and warm all day yesterday, and last night I
slept through for the second time without waking up. I generally wake up a number of times, and have to
get up to use my can three or five times or more, all the effect of the cold. It is singular how provoked
now I feel at any dish I have had the chance of eating in civilization and have neglected. The roof and
walls of the house are all now heavily coated with frost.
December 18.-Thermometer at noon, -17 [-27. 2° C.]. The day has seemed to pass rapidly. \Ve
had a stew of cor~, &c., for breakfast and fine seal stew for supper. Talk all day about food-what cakes,
preserves, and various dishes we prefer.
.

d ~emorandum: Suit of Scotch tweed at Halifax can probably be purchased for about $18.
an pl~eapple cu~ up together and eaten with grated cocoanut.

Try oranges

Fme clear n~ght this evening; calm. My thoughts are constantly on food and my mind dwells constantly on my childhood dishes at home. Oh! my dear home and the dear ones there. Can it be possible
I shall some day see them
.
d h
. h till
alive? M
aga~n, an t at these days of misery will pass away? My dear father, IS e s I
o 1 th Yddear mother and SIsters,Harry, and my nieces and brothers-in-law. How often I think of them.
n y ree ays more to the top of the hill.

ther:a:e~:;rthl.9'-;7 a. m., barometer 29. 8 5 [758.18° C.].
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otherwise would. What a miserable life, where a few crumbs of bread weigh so on one's mind. It seems to
be so with all the rest. All sorts of expedients are tried to cheat one's stomach, but with about the same result.
The issue week commences to-morrow. Provisions issued to-day: One can soup, two and a half pounds;
two cans corned beef; three cans coffee, 16 ounces each; two cans chocolate, 12 ounces each; one can milk;
one can of eggs, and one can of pease. Some of these cans are a little above and some a little below.
Thus this week we get an extra ca~ of coffee. The conversation on food now often assumes an argumentative form. Dishes are almost exhausted. Thank God! day after to-morrow marks the increase of light.
The time seems to pass very fast, but does not equal our impatience. A good deal of trouble with the
water-hole to-day. The small hole at the bottom froze up, and was only opened by finding the ice-chisel,
which had been lost. Working in the storm was a great job. I did not go out. I feel an apathy and
cloudiness almost impossible to shake off. We are all very weak. Cloudberries come on Wednesdays
only, rum on Sundays; lime-juice issued twice a week. It is a great difficulty we have every night to know
just how much hard bread to save for breakfast the next morning-hunger to-night forces hunger to-morrow
morning. The cooks use more or less salt water every day.
December 20.-7.30 a.jn., barometer 29.80 [7S6.9Imm]; noon thermometer, -25 [-3 1.7° C.]. Calm,
clear day. A good deal of talking going on, and everyone apparently in pretty good spirits. Alabama
and Tennessee remarked on this morning by Lieutenant Greely. These remarks are generally supplemented
by any of the rest of us who know anything particular about the States. A fox was heard on the roof last
night several times, and two or three times Long went out, but without success. This afternoon Frederik,
Eskimo, shot a white fox-another one-weight, 4}13 pounds. The straits are apparently closed as far as we
can judge.
Memorandum: Metzworst sausage, blood pudding, doughnuts stuffed with preserves; tart forms from

r

Vienna Cafe, New York, to be filled at home.
I have commenced mixing tea leaves with my tobacco to make it go farther. We now frequently
amuse ourselves in improvising dishes of different kinds. Reading last night of the Bible, Pickwick, &c.
In anything we read,. any mention of food or dishes is always commented upon by some of us.
December 21.-7 a. m., barometer 29.60 [75I.83mm]. The top of the hill-the most glorious day of
this dreary journey through the valley of cold and hunger-has at last come, and now nearly gone.
Thank God, now the glorious sun commenced to return, and every day gets lighter and brings him nearer.
It is an augury that we shall yet pull through all right. Exchanged bags with Jewell during the afternoon,
and paid Lieutenant Greely and his neighbors a visit. Had a good fox stew this evening. By a great
effort was able to save one ounce of my bread and about two ounces of butter for Christmas. I shall make
a vigorous effort to abstain from eating it before then. Put it in charge of Biederbick as an additional safeguard. Brainard shot another fox last night, a blue one. We now have a fox for every week up to the end
of February and an extra one for Christmas. This makes the twentieth fox killed. Louisiana spoken of
to-day. I added to it by recounting my trip from Baltimore to Texas, and then on return to New Orleans
0
and up to Cincinnati.
December 22.-7. 10, barometer 29.80 [7S6.9Imm]; thermometer, 29 [-29] [-33,9 C.]. Calm and clear.
I was out to-day to cut out water-hole; worked on it some time and finally was helped by Connell. Found

;

r

myself very weak, and could hardly lift the water I brought in.
Memorandum: Citron preserves.
Fox seen to-day, but not shot. The Eskimo got a small piece of tobacco on [for the] shooting of each
fox. I am now smoking tea leaves mixed with my tobacco. It is now very dark, but not so dark as at Fort
Conger. We look forward to eo-morrow and Christmas. I had no bread this morning, and only one dogbiscuit to-night (one and one-half ounces). I offered to give anyone a roast turkey on reaching home for
a single dog-biscuit now, but found no takers.
December 23.-Barometer, 29.85 [7S8.18111m]; thermometer, -24[ -3 1 • 1° C.]. Have had c1ear,calm day
till this evening, when it has commenced blowing. Connell's turn to open the water-hole. He went out,.but
did not succeed. Several others went in turn until everyone but the invalids had been out. When WhIsler
went out he managed to get the ice-chisel stuck in the lower part of the hole, so that befo.re ~ontinuing the
work it was necessary to get it out. Supper time passed and it was necessary to cook With Ice. We had
only about half a cup of tea, though a good fox stew, a great deal of smoke, a~d everyone felt ~iserable.
Latter part of the day has been wretched. It is quite an ordeal to go out III the cold. One mvanably
gets cold hands and feet, and it is difficult to get warm again. Good stew for supper. I saved nearly all
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my hard bread for Christmas, though I need it sorely: Breakfast this morning f?r me . con~isted of the
"son-of-a~gun" only, but it was very thick-the proportion as large as 10 ounces, including seal blubber,
raisins, &c. I hope very much we are not to lose' our fresh water. It wi!l be a s~d loss and necessitate a
reduction of our hot drinks and the few soups we have hot. I hope Christmas will be better than to-day.
Our requests wander homeward to the roast turkeys, mince pies, doughnuts, &c. I offered to give anyone
a roast turkey on my return for a single dog biscuit, but could get no takers. A f.JX has been seen around
to-day, but could not be shot. By a tremendous effort I managed to go without rum to-day, in order to
have it on Christmas. I shall then have it in addition to the punch. Oh! this dreary life. How often
my thoughts wander homeward to the dear ones there.
Memorandum: Pumpkin butter.
DeCt'mber24.-Barometer, 29.72 [754.87mm]; thermometer, -24 [-31.10 C.]. Water-hole not opened
until about 9 o'clock, when Kislingbury and Brainard finally succeeded in bringing water after a long spell
by Ellis. Ellis came in and fainted from the effects of the cold and exposure. It took almost double amount
of fuel to cook our supper last night. The trouble with the water-hole seemed to throw a damper over the
party and all were quite tired. By a great effort I managed to save my bread and my Sunday rum; also
my piece of lemon. So my breakfast this morning consisted of nothing but coffee, without anything else.
Everyone seemed quite tired during the day and there has been little conversation until this evening, when
we commenced to talk of what is going on at home. I read over the bills of fare of the birthdays of the
party this evening. My supper consisted of tea, English beef, and a few small pieces of bread. I put by
half of my bread for to-morrow, for I am determined to have a good day's allowance to-morrow. I
made a little hash to-night of my bread and meat. Added salt water and gunpowder, and got Long to warm
it on the top of the top funnel. To-night is Christmas Eve, and my thoughts are turned towards home.
God preserve me to see this day next year, and enjoy it at home with those I love. To-morrow is to be
pretty much a repetition of Thanksgiving. I have saved up my bread and rum. To-day has been clear
and tolerably calm. I think of the children at home, the Christmas tree to-night, and the toys, &c. But
my fingers are too cold to write more; and I have the e~tra lamp, and cannot burn it long on account of
our short allowance of blubber. Every spoonful of blubber oil used is so much off our food. I picture to
myself my dear father and mother, sisters, Harry, my nieces and brothers-in-law, all sitting around the table
to-morrow. Turkeys and mince pies are strewn [strewed] on the table. Many thoughts are turned towards
..
me, and where I am at this moment.

·.z:e(~mblr 25·-Barometer, 29'93 [760.2Imm]; thermometer -35.5 [-37,5 0 C.].
Christmas, \Ve have all been talking and waiting anxiously for the hour, and now it is here, and (5 p.m.]
nearly gone. Breakfast consisted of the soup of pease and carrots with a little blubber and some spoonfuls of potat~es. This we had at six o'clock, Cloudberries served out (two cans to each mess). At 1.30
p. m, Long lighted up for the event of the day-dinner. Dinner consisted of a fine rich thick stew of all
seal meat, with onions, a little blubber, potatoes, and bread crumbs. After this we had, in the course of an
hour or so
. h raISInS,
.,
. .' a fine ,ri
ch st ew WIt
a l'ittle blubber and milk. These were pretty much the same as
Thanksgiving, but the cooks made a great deal that day, and the meals seemed better. The cooks are now
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ounces carrots, 50 ounces pease, 6 ounces extract of beef, 12 to 14 ounces seal meat, 4 ounces of rum to each
man-somewhere about 36 ounces of solid food to each man. The supply in the morning was pretty much
as usual, but the seal stew was voted by all as delicious and extremely satisfactory. The rice was the same,
and many were the praises given to each. The punch was extremely fine. Chocolate about 7 o'clock,
and by this time most of us were too full for utterance, and the conversation gradually slackened off, and
with the songs the day ended.
To-day, thermometer -34.8 [- 37.10 C.]. We have all been feeling extremely well all day, nice and
warm and comfortable in the extreme. Several of us ate too much yesterday, but only so much as to feel
a little uncomfortable, but we all slept well. The cooking was a great ordeal to the cooks, on account of
the smoke, there being very little wind, but the cooks were given an extra half-gill of rum. They did nobly.
Bender relieved Frederick to-day, his eyes hurting him a good deal. Our talk this morning was of home
and our families. Dr. Pavy, Rice, Israel, Brainard, and others, expressed themselves of having conceived a
very high idea of my father, from what they had" heard from Lieutenant Greely and from me at different
times. I have invited them to come to the house particularly. I have extended a general invitation to an
the members of the expedition. I spoke this morning of the reunions of my family, and how enjoyable they
were. The remarks about my father brought tears-the first time I have shed tears in this country, if I except
the occasion at Eskimo Point, when Rice returned with the Garlington records-the only time. I spoke
also of my sisters and of Mary Murray, whose many virtues I eulogized highly. Breakfast this morning was
late, consisting of a soup made of seal blubber, which was very good. I did not feel very hungry. Supper
of English beef, &c. I had a few bread crumbs, salt water, and gunpowder, which Long warmed over
the lamp. \Ve spoke a good deal to-day of the prospects of getting across the straits in the spring j of Rice's
preliminary trip, of the chances of finding- food there, &c. The day has been calm. We count on 240 rations as quite certain, and the coal. Kislingbury was kind enough to make for each of the party a cigarette.
Many of us are now out of tobacco entirely, and have succumbed to the inevitable. A fox has been seen
around during the day, but our efforts to shoot him not successful so far. The talk this evening is all about
food, desserts, &c.
mm
December 27.-Thermometer, -39.5 -39.7 0 C.); barometer, 29. 2 2 l74 2 • I 7 ] . Calm and clear.
I exchanged places with 'Whisler during the forenoon-he occupying my bag and I his. Had very cold
numb hands all the forenoon, but now the circulation seems to have come back, though it has run out of
one of my feet. This coldness of the extremities is due evidently to the short rations, and shows how food
is fuel in this country. Kentucky spoken of this morning. Jewell made some remarks in connection with
horse breeding in that State. Last night Gardiner commenced a book on American shipping, found in the
cache here. We gleaned from this that the Navy Board, ordered before we left, recommended the establishment of a formidable navy, and that the President brought the same and the subject of American shipping
before Congress. It is singular how we thus pick up little strips of information. Rice read some on MeCarthy's book, and thus the evening was prolonged until 9?1z p. m. I have amended my breakfast or lunch
with Lieutenant Greely. He is to send to California for the recipe of the Chinese way of making curry
and rice with chicken. This is to be substituted for the tenderloin steak. With Cross I am to eat Welsh
rarebit, black cake, and egg-nog. I am to take to his house the cake-he furnishes the other articles. We
count the days to New Year. Brainard shot a blue fox last night-weight 3 pounds 2 ounces. He followed
the animal some time, but found him dead. This gives us an extra fox next Sunday. How impatiently
we watch the cook as he divides out the bread and meat, each one fearing he may get a little less than his
share. The other mess now have one of their number to put around the plates, but we still trust to Long.
20
December 28.-Barometer,8 a. rn., 3°.00 [76I.99mlll]. Thermometer, - 35 r- 37. C]. Calm day,
with light wind from the west. Nothing new. Rope brought in and cut up for fuel this evening.

r

Memorandum: Rice flour.
The house has been exceptionally quiet to-day, and most of the forenoon passed with pretty much
everyone down in the bags-little or nothing said. No particular reason for this quiet. Breakfast this
morning of chocolate, bread, and butter. For supper we had fox stew, which our mess found very satisfactory. The other mess found theirs unsatisfactory, for some reason or other, and a good many growls
came from that side. When we have these stews or soups eight pots are boiled, four to each mess, two of
stew and two of tea or whatever other drink it may be. The rope this evening made a very bad smoke,
extremely disagreeable. This evening a question about the fuel brought up the sum of th~ t!me it will last us.
It seems we have some sixteen hard wood barrels on hand. Several expressed the opmion that there was
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nothmg to fear particularly on this score. Long said his experience in cooking with seal blubber. showe~ it very
satisfactory; so that if we killed seal here, by which we can prolong our stay, the blubber WIll furnish fuel.
Lieutenant Greely seemed obliged to look on the dark side of the subject, and directed Sergeant Brainard
to issue 10 pounds of blubber for experiment on the subject. This is unfortunate, as it will diminish our
. food by that much blubber. The water still holds out, but there is no knowing when we will have to melt
ice. The two messes alternate in cooking first. I am now eking out my tobacco withtea, To-day I found
two or three small pieces of raw fox-mere scraps on the floor-and, brushing the dampness off, ate them with
great satisfaction. Ohio dwelt upon to-day.
December 29·-Barometer, 30.15 [76S· 80mm
Thermometer, -3 1 .5 r -35.3° C.].
Memorandum: Cold breast of veal stuffed. Got Rice's list of dishes.
Heavy blow from the west last night, but the wind went down to-day. To-day has been a market day,
every body trading rations, bread for butter, meat for bread, bread for soup, &c. A great deal of talking done,
but not very many solid trades made. I traded about half of to-morrow morning's" son-of-a-gun" for about
eight and a half ounces of bread-this was with Biederbick and Salor. Then I gave Brainard about one
and one-half ounces of butter for two dog-biscuits (3 ounces). I do not believe in this trading, and do not
think I shall make any more. Michigan was dwelt upon to-day. There is now a perceptible difference
in the amount of light. Only two more days of this year, thank God! The rope burns very well. Got
through supper about 3.30 o'clock. Kislingbury protested to-day against the experiment ordered by Lieutenant Greely to ascertain the amount of blubber necessary to cook our tea. I took occasion also to
express my disapproval. We do not know yet that the wood will not last through, and the experiment can
be as well made when the time comes as now. Cross's feet are worse, and Schneider sawed the wood to-day
and chopped it. Bender did the sawing and splitting yesterday.
December 3o.-Barometer, 3°.00 [76I.99mm). Thermometer, -21 [-29.4° C.]. Last night's" marketing II was continued late into the night, and much impatience was expressed for this morning with its" son-of-agun." Schneider with some one else struck up a bargain at 3 o'clock this morning.
Memorandum: Beef a fa mode.

J.

This morning came at last. Some had a good deal more than they could well eat with comfort, and some
had much less. The result of my bargaining was that I had something more than one-third of my plate of
the" son-of- a-gun," and one-fourth of my coffee; but then I "had also about I 2 ounces of bread and I ounce
of butter. I ate only four ounces of bread and have brought the rest over. This evening got issued
me about four ounces hard bread for the night and morning (the rest going in the fox stew), and this I have
not touched, finding the stew sufficient. Thus I will have plenty for New Year's day. Biederbick had so
much" son-of-a-gun " as the result of his bargain that he overate himself, and is suffering from stomach ache.
1 saved to-day's rum for to-morrow night, when I shall probably remain up to see the old year out. The
" son-?f.a-glln n this. morning was particularly fine, and the stew this evening equally so. Very little c?nversanon, and but little to-day on the subject of eating. Full meals seem to have the effect of inducing
silence, the party lying down and enjoying comfortable repose. It is singular how warm and comfortable a
~ood meal makes one. Came on blowing to-day about noon, and a storm is now raging from the east.
,.~h~ rope ~akes lots of smoke, but it is owing a good deal to the heat and the time occupied in cooking.
I his mo~mg ~he smoke was dense and blinding. This evening much better, on account of the wind. I
am suffering WIth my eyes, which seem to have been affected by the smoke.
Memorandum: Cracked wheat with honey and milk.
.1?e(fmber,31.-~ar.ometer, 30.02 [7 62.49111111 ] . Thermometer, -21 [-29-4° C.]. Thermometer yesterday
mornm,.g ::l.t [ 0 cl?ck l.nsIde the house, +24 [-4'4°'C. J. Storm raging all last night and all day to-day from'the
east. ThIS evenmg It seems to have stopped. About 10 a. m. it was discovered that the water hole was
frol.en up, and a new hole nearer the shore was commenced. We worked at the new hole from this time
unttl4.15 p. m., when Brainard succeeded in striking water. It was very severe work. The wind blew in
Lieu: very hard. All the well ones went out except Lieutenant Greely Those who did not go out were
teutenant Gree.ly, Elison, Jewell, Gardiner, Henry the Doctor Biederbick Cross Bender and Whisler,
. I h
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fast this morning consisted of ox-tail soup and supper of English meat. My rum issued yesterday I will
drink to-night, as I want to sit up and see the old year out. Supper was delayed until about 5 o'clock by
the work on the water hole. 'Ve all got cold feet by going out. My own became painfully cold, and are
still very cold. It is discomfort in the extreme. How glad we an are that the end of the year has been
reached again can hardly be expressed. Rice expects to start across about the end of January. We had to
cut down through about four feet [I.2m] of ice to reach water.
JaNuary I, 1884 (Tuesday).-Daypassed in bag. Lieutenant Greely came over and paid mea visit shortly
after breakfast. He told me that the doctor had made overtures with him to make allowance-c-lallinncc] defensive and offensive]owing to] remarks some time ago-but that he had declined. He told me also that some
time ago he felt certain that the doctor was eating up, during the night, Corporal [Sergeant] Elison's allowance
of bread. 'Vas within two and a half feet l.76ml of the doctor at the time, and would swear to the fact before
a court. He thought it right to mention the fact to Brainard, but had said nothing to anyone else about it.
That this, as well as former matters, he should make the subject of report to the proper authorities on his
return, to act upon as they chose. He told me that Elison's hands and feet were soporating [suppurating 1fast,
and that the line of demarkation was becoming clearer; that amputation would evidently have to be performed, but that nothing would be attempted here, but at Littleton] slnnd, All this seems to have been gained
mostly, or altogether, from Biederbick. He [Lieutenant Greely Jtold me he would do all in his power to aid me
in getting a staff appointment on my return. That, if I desired, I could have three or four weeks on my return
nominally on duty, but with little or nothing to do particularly, at the Signal Office, and that, if I desired,
there would be no trouble in getting three or four months' leave of absence. Salor went out to-day and cut
out water hole without trouble. I ate to-day a good breakfast of rice and tomatoes with some bread, At
noon I ate three dog-biscuit with butter, and a little later we had cloudberries and rum and lemon. Supper
consisted of fine seal meat stew. While eating this I had the misfortune to spill my bread, and in picking it
up spilled the last drop of my tea. Very kindly, Lieutenant Gree)y, Long, and Biederbick gave me a little, so
that the cupful was almost regained. Before I got my stew, Schneider offered me seven dog-biscuit and next
Sunday'S scanty addition' of the "son-of-a-gun" for my stew this evening, but afterwards changed his
mind. When Ellis perceived I had spilled my tea, he offered to trade me half a cupful, but as he took
advantage of my misfortune I declined. 'Ve have all been feeling remarkably high-spirited to-day on the
coming of the new year, and this evening all seem hopeful. We now speak frequently of going home this
year. We are all in high hopes. I go over to-night and take Jewell's place in Lieutenant Greely's hag,
with the latter and Israel. The condition of the party is far superior to anything I expected, and the future
bids well to come out all right. How my thoughts wander homeward to the clear ones there! Are they
thinking of me?
January !.-Barometer, 3 0 •63 [777.99 mm ] ; thermometer, -28 [-33.3~ C.I. After supper last night
1 went over to Lieutenant Greely's bag and spent the night there, Jewell taking my place here. My hearty
feast of food warmed me up like a stove and I slept well through the night, waking up only at 4 o'clock
this morning. I remained in the bag until some time in the afternoon, and then got up and cut open the
water-hole and emptied slop bucket. It was a fine morning, and I perceived considerably more light than
for some time past. Calm and clear. About noon I came back to my own bag. Jewell took a chew of
my tobacco, telling me of it, however. I did not like the thing very much. Michigan talked about this
morning. Lieutenant Kislingbury told us all about Detroit. The blubber lamp, a butter can, forms
the lamp. The issue week commences to-morrow; we get an issue of American bacon (raw) Monday
night. Issue supplies: 3 cans coffee, 2 chocolate, 2 English meat, I corn, I extract of beef, 2 cans pease,
I can carrots, I can milk, 52 ounces bacon, 6;/z pounds fox, 3,%( pounds seal, 7 2 ounces of clog-biscuit,
8 ounces rice, 14 ounces raisins, 38 ounces onions, 35 ounces potatces, 13 ounces English chocolate, 3 1
ounces tea, 91 ounces blubber. The marketing [bargaining] still goes on, thongh not ramong] many. I
do not like this thing. It resembles gambling, and I think the tendency 1S bad. In our hunger we arc
apt to take advantage of the cravings of those about us. Some trade meat for bread. I have traded
as yet only what I did on Saturday and Sunday last. Our stew last night consisted of seal, fox, blubber,
potatoes, hard bread, and onions, and a half can sausage, and was very fine. The result of the experiment
to-day is that one pound of blubber will raise to the boiling-point two and a half gallons of water, and
leave one-eighth of its weight in cracklings. The tea boiled over and put the fire aut after the first pot
was boiled. The first pot occupied forty minutes in boiling. Supper was cooked afterwards with the
wood. Soup this morning and English meat to-night. New water-hole started to-day, so as to be on the
safe side.
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Jalluary 3.-Barometer, 30.50 [774. 69 mm]; thermometer, -3 1 -:-35. 0 ° C.] about noon.

Clear and
calm. New moon. Illinois discussed during the forenoon. Frederick had a good deal to say about
Chicago. Pea soup and tea for breakfast this morning. Pease, potatoes, onion powder, blubber. For
supper to-night, corned beef. I gave my bread for the night and morning, and also about one-third issue
of butter, for an extra four ounces of corned beef. I thus had half a pound of meat for supper. This
I got Long to warm up slightly on the stove. Felt a little disappointed that I did not eat it cold. I
gave Bender half my butter, and promised him one of the two dog biscuits I got Saturday night for his pea
soup in the morning. The issue of butter for the issue week made to-day. I have left about threequarter ounces. Brainard shot at a fox this evening and drew the blood, but did not get the animal.
Had very cold feet, which made me miserable all night. Since I have taken my half pound of meat
this evening my feet have become warm and comfortable.
Jl.lfluary 4- Bar ometer, 30.10 [764' 53
thermometer, -34 [-36.7° C.]. Day clear and pretty
good until this evening, when it is somewhat windy. New ice-hole was started yesterday, to be ready for
the present one closing up. Brainard reports that footsteps were found around the commissary leading up
to the west side, and a slight cut in the canvas of the roof. On further examination he found that about a
quarter of a pound of bacon had been bitten off a piece which was at hand inside. As the bacon was all
right last night, the thing must have occurred to-day some time. New stove, or rather one of the two old
ones, started to-day. Eight minutes occupied this evening in boiling first pot of stew, and seven minutes
for the second pot. This is better than the old stove. This morning I enjoyed a fine pea soup from the
other mess, and this evening we had a particularly fine fox soup or stew. I have rather preferred the soups,
t:wugh only our canned soups are generally termed soups. Several trades were made to-day. I traded
Sunday's u son-of-a-gun" with Jewell for two issues-8 ounces-corned beef, which I [will J give him next
week, and in addition his allowance of bread to-night-about 473 ounces. Afterwards I agreed to give Frederick, the cook, my "son-of-a-gun." the following Sunday for his this coming Sunday, and in addition I give
him one dog-biscuit. Connell bet on a shot made by Brainard at a fox to-day, and lost his Sunday's half
gilt of rum thereby. We are all still in excellent spirits and good health, and look forward with much confidence to getting home this coming summer. We count the days. I have pretty much made up my mind
to stop this trading. Lieutenant Greely read some geographical statistics this morning, which is all the
geography we have had to-day.
10 111
]

;

~mlJllry .s·-.Barometer, 29.60 [75I.83mm]; thermometer, -35 [-37. 2° C.]. Breakfast this m~mi~g
ox-tat! soup WIth nee; very good. My supper consisted of regular issue of English meat, one dog-bISCUIt,
and three small pieces of hard bread. 'Ve had tea at both meals. Brainard shot a black fox last night. I
won half a gill of rum from Connell on it. Three other foxes were seen during the day, and some fired at.
I was offcr~d by Jcwe~l 3?OUt one-half of his" son-of-a-gun" to-morrow morning for the two half gills ~f
rum, but ~vlthdr:w, obJect.lons made against the bargain by Lieutenant Greely. I have since swapped this
rum f?r Connell s b,utter Issued next week-about 3%' ounces. Brainard found another slit in the canvas
covenng the c~mmlssary storehouse. No trace as to who the thief is. To-morrow's" son-of-a-gun" I give
to Jewell for eight ounces of meat and 4 ounces of hard bread. Frederick gives me his" son-of.a-g un"
~~-mor~ow mornm~ and I give him mine the following Sunday. The" son-of a-guns " are great favorites.
I here IS now a decided ~entIment against this trading, and many of us think of stopping off to-day. Elison
seems very hopeful. 'Vmd is now blowing from the north. I was out to-day a little while down at the
new water-hole. One cold foot to d
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from cold feet, &c. To-night Rice, Brainard, and 1 arc to read our hills of fare for the breakfast to he given
by Jewell. Day tolerably calm with the moon now shining. Conversation about dishes somewhat slack
now and more given to our departure for Littleton Island and expected help.
Memorandum: Cream cakes, look like eggs.
Some of the party do not go out for certain purposes for a week or more. Seventeen days has been
the longest thus far anyone has gone without a passage.
Memorandum: Cranberry pie.
We now have a fox for the two messes, half to each, until the middle of Fehruaty ; and for the last two
weeks, when we shall need more food, we shall have two foxes. 23 of these animals killed to date. How
often I think of those at home. Oh, God! what a dream it seems to think of seeing them once more. ( )h 1
my dear father, mother, and sisters. One lamp (blubber) burns constantly, and at times we have one or two
extra ones, as is needed.
Jtlllllary 7.-Barometer,
; thermometer, - 3 1 [-35.0° C. J.' Breakfast-soup of string beans,
eggs, and hard bread, with chocolate. Day somewhat windy from the west. Suffered with cold feet atl day.
Rowels rather loose. Minnesota dwelt upon to-day by Lieutenant Creely, with some remarks made by
Kislingbury. Last night Biederbick kept us awake until 10 ~ by a very good description of home life in Ion I
his father's farm in Walden. Supper this evening-raw American bacon, bread, and tea. The bacon eaten
cold and very much enjoyed by everyone. Some warmed it up in their tea. This is the first issue of this
meat, which is to be continued on Mondays hereafter. This evening Brainard reported some more discoveries. Some one has left a second deposit in a can in the vestibule, as we call the passage way. Brainard
reports also that some one has taken a quarter pound of bacon left in the stearine pot hy the cook. The
loss will fall on their mess. Some one also scraped up the oil out of the blubber lamp. Some one has also
recently made a hole with an axe in a barrel of bread and taken about a pound or two. All these acts are
doubtless by the same individual, and many are the execrations called down on his heiul. This morning
'Vhisler, in endeavoring to carry out a tub of urine for Israel, whose duty it was to do this as well as open
the water-hole, had the misfortune to stumble and spill half of the contents on the three-man bag that Brainard
and Frederick sleep in. This will not dry and will increase the misery of their life during the rest of our
stay here. I have felt chilly and cold to-day and in low spirits. To-night Lieutenant Greely is reading out
of his diary for 188 3. Oh! how I long for the time when this life shalt end. Only those now leave the
house during the day who have to. Most of the party keep pretty well down in their hags, only getting up
at meals and a few other times. No trading to-day. It is to be hoped it will die out. A great deal of frost
is now overhead. Brainard reports about 18 pounds of American bread frozen-not so much as he expected.
This can readily be used in the stews.
0
January 8.-Barometer, 29.05 [737.86rnmj; thermometer, -28 [-33,3 C.]. Calm during the morning, but about noon commenced blowing, and blew quite strong from the wcst-still continuing. Breakfastpea soup, extract mutton, and tea. The extract was tainted a good deal, but we ate it all the same. Dinner
consisted of a very thin seal stew, in which we were all much disappointed. That I got had hardly a bone
or piece of meat in it. The day has seemed very long. I have been cold and chilly all day, with very cold
hands and feet. Feel very much down at [in J the mouth. So it is always-sometimes my spirits are pretty
good, and sometimes very bad. I, however, went out to-day to work at the ice-hole, and dug away at the
old one, which shows signs of giving out. Slept poorly last night. Last night we had reading-Regulations,
History of Our Own Times, and Koningsbee (?) [Coningsby]. It kept us awake, mostly, until 10 o'clock.
Iowa was discussed this morning. There 15 a great abatement on the talk of food. Cold worries me now
more than hunger. God! how glad I shall he when this existence comes to a dose. ,Ve all count the days
and weeks, and try to make time fly faster by anticipation. Rice will start on the 2d proximo; he will
have a pound of bread, a pound of meat per day for a week before he starts-this in addition to the vegetable
soups, I believe. Jans [Jens] has the same ration. I feel an inertness that makes anything like action of
every kind very distasteful, and it requires a great effort to do anything. Fredcrik, Eskimo, thinks the
straits are frozen up and all right. Jans [Jens] expresses some doubts, I understand. Beautiful moonlight
now. The light is increasing fast. \Ve had a discussion on English history last night; also the President of
the United States. The party are all about the same; no signs of scurvy as yet have shown themselves.
'Memorandum: Cranberry pic.
January 9.-Barometer, 29.3 1 [744.461""'J; thermometer,-z9 [-33·9() C.]. The average temperature
in the house here is about + 30 to +3 2 [- 1.1 0 C. to 0.0 0 C.], at times, when the stove is lighted, or just
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afterwards. At other times it is about 26 [- 3'3 0 C.], or thereabouts. Fine day. All day calm and clear,
with beautiful moonlight. Breakfast of seal-skin soup and coffee; English beef, with tea, for supper. \Ve all
notice a saltiness in the tea, &c., now, which is only to be accounted for by supposing the sea water to find
itself into the lake in some way. At high tide there is very little difference. I went out to-day for a few
minutes and worked on the new water-hole. Some of the rest went out. It is going down slov..ly. Missouri
talked about to-day. I said something about St. Louis during the riots, and also of Kansas City. Cold hands
and feet alternate with me and with the rest, with few exceptions. When not cold in the hands or feet it is
generally my body. Ralston gave a very interesting description last night of his early days on a farm in
Iowa. Described country dishes and customs, &c. I go out sometimes in the alley-way and get my feet
warm by sitting on the doctor's medicine-box, with my feet on the stone used by the cooking stove. The
stove is a mere cylinder, somewhat smaller at top than [at j bottom, about as large as a good size bucket. It
has a door. It is cold and chilly in the alley-way during the day, and one is in the way of the cooks at that
time, or in the way of Whisler, who is sawing the wood. We commence on the barrels about the r rth inst.
Cross, Schneider, and Bender keep down in their bags more than anyone else.
Memorandum: Mrs. O'Shea's figs.
Bowels opened-took a dose of opium, which the doctor managed to spare. We are so short of medicine that I have had difficulty in getting openers, and had to use salt water, &c. The health of the party
and our spirits are surprising. I am now smoking a mixture of tobacco, tea leaves, and birch bark. \Ve
are discussing notes to-night, and have now got on the subject of pigs for broiling. Visions of Fort Conger
and everything left behind there in the shape of food frequently come up. Time flies fast.
yanuary lo.-Barometer, 29.97 [7 6 I. 22 11Il U ] ; thermometer, -28.5 [-33.6° C.J.
Memorandum: St. Louis, between 4th and 5th streets, opposite City Hall, large establishment, where
very fine pastry, fancy cakes, &c., may be obtained, Olive street, between 4 th and 5 th, sugared fruits, place
kept by Italians. 6th street, corner of Pine-Silver Moon, quite a cheap restaurant; fine dinner, 50 cents.
7th street, comer of Pine, fine bakery, where excellent bread and something fine-in the way of tapioca and
cocoanut pies may be obtained.
Very fine day to-day; almost perfectly calm. Moon very bright. Dr. Pavy spoke of St. Louis, and lot
Kansas City and St. Louis. Other notes of Missouri finished up this State. Corporal [SergeantJ Elison had
both feet taken off at the ankle within the last few days. They were in such condition that it seems it was
done without his knowing it. A temporary separation was only attempted. Another and regular amputation will have to be done at Littleton Island. Two fingers were also taken off. All this was done without his
~nowing ~t. The doctor drew some pretty pictures last night of farming life in Missouri, and gave his fishlI1g experience, &c. 'Ve find a taste of salt in our tea and have come to the conclusion that the salt water
finds its way. in the. lake. Will have to melt ice if this thing continues. New hole progresses slowly.
Breakfast this mormng of seal-skin soup, tea, and bread. Supper to-night-corned beef and bread. Issue of
b.utter made for to-night. Got 8 ounces of corned beef from Jewell, in addition. My own supper consisted of 4 ounces of corned beef, all my bread, and about two ounces of butter. I now have for Sunday a
half a pound of corned beef, three and a half ounces butter. about half pound of bread, in lieu of the" sonof-a-gun," which I gave to Frederick. No fox seen around for SOme days. 'Vas not out to-day. Bowels
loose to-d~y. I have stopp~d my trading and the rest of the party have done very little. Intermittent talk
?n the subject of food and dishes during the day. I dreamed of home last night. Gardiner's fingers slowly
tmprovmg, The frost bites of various ones get well very slowly. I will have to stop smoking tea leaves and
the bark. It seems to have had a bad effect upon me.

r

January II.-Barometer, 30.03 f 762·7SnllllJ; thermometer, -21.5 -29.70 C.]. Day clear and
Day passed very much as usual. Eating all my bread last night I had nothing for breakfast but a cup of coffee and a little butter. Found a salty taste however which spoiled it to a great extent.
I felt some pain.about the ~wels during the day; to-night ~s well a; usual. Our spirits remain good,
though some ~t tIm,es complain of feeling badly. Elison's feet are off, and some of his fingers. There IS
now a perceptIble difference in the amount of light.
Memorand~m : Nova Scotia homespun, Halifax.

~olerably calm.

~~p~~ to-nlght-fine fox stew.. I have not tOuched my bread or butter to-night. I have saved enough
~u~ ;~~ f~r ~Y;~lf Sunday. I WIll have bread, meat, and butter. Kansas spoke~ of to-day. Not very
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Memorandum: Meerschaum pipe, Halifax.
January 12.-Barometer, - - - ; thermometer, - )8,5 r-28. I 0 C.]. Sick; diarrhea this evening.
Smoking of anything but tobacco forbidden by Lieutenant Greely. Cross's, Schneider's, and Linn's mouths
looking badly. I went out, but did not have time to get out quick enough; had a very hard time. I used
butter can in the vestibule; threw it outside then.
January 13.-Barometer, 29.86l7S8.431l1I1lJ; thermometer, -21 [-29-4 0 C.J. Bread ration increased
half ounce. Party generally in better spirits. I found myself feeling so badly after breakfast that I told
Connell, the next in turn, he would have to go out and cut the water-hole. The salty taste to the water
in the lake still continues, and to-day ice was tied over the blubber lamp and more or less water melted out
in this way. It makes a vast difference in the taste of the drinks. \Ve use with the stews more or less salt
water, anyhow. Felt very weak and badly all day. My breakfast consisted of my savings, &c., and was
quite large. I had one" son-of-a-gun," but had two cans of hard bread (probably 12 or 14 ounces), one
issue butter, less that saved by cook to go into the "son-of-a·gun," (316 ounces), and two issues (8 ounces) of
corned beef. These were all mixed together and made me a good stew, and, with the chocolate, a guod
meal. I ate part at the time and part at about noon. 'Ve had a good stew for supper of about two-thirds
seal meat. The doctor has forbidden my smoking any more for the present. I got from him two ounces at
rum, though he would not give me any rum to-day, the regular issuing day. I got some yesterday, however,
feeling very cold and badly. One oak barrel cooks, at the average, thirty-nine pots. This will give us at
the rate of one barrel every three days. \Ve have a slight margin over the first of March.
January 14.-Barometer, 29.86 [758043'OrnJ; thermometer, -18 [-27. 8° C. J • I have been in the
sleeping-bag all day; am quite weak. Could hardly stand yesterday. I have been in with Lieutenant
Greely and Israel since yesterday, exchanging with Jewell. The doctor has shut down on my smoking
for the present. I find it a great deprivation. Trouble again with the water-hole; it threatens to freeze
up entirely. It is wonderful that we have been able to get water so long.
Memorandum: Eels (.;.ltfatelote d ' AllKllille), French, well recommended by the doctor.
We now have bacon every Monday, besides we are to have it Thursdays. It is very filling. Some,
indeed most of us, cut it up and eat it with the tea. The tobacco of most of the men is now gone. Tea
leaves and birch bark have been discontinued, the doctor recommending their disuse; they seem to have
a bad effect. Breakfast this morning consisted simply of coffee, bread, and butter. The bread after to-day
is increased half ounce. When we have stew or soup the following morning the cook retains part of this
to mix with it, and there are some pounds also thus used which come 111 the form of toast. There seems
to be salt water in the lake for some unexplainable reason. It is very perceptible in our drinks. We have
commenced melting ice over the blubber lamp, and thus mend matters to a certain extent, though the
most of the water still comes from the lake. Day dull and calm. With the diarrhea, with which 1 have
been suffering, I had some affection of the eyes. My bowels seem, in part, to be recovering, and I am
getting my strength again. Frederick has been lying in his bag for many days, and to-day was forced
to get up and sit in his bag for some time. He also sawed some wood. Whisler has been doing this
last for some time. We are now burning old leather boot-soles. Last night Long told us some western
experience. To-day Nebraska was talked about. I had something to say for Nebraska.
Jalluary Is.-Barometer, 30.02 [762.49'Om]; thermometer, -27.5 1-33. 1 0 C.). I am still quite
weak. I find it difficult to move in the bag from a lying to a sitting position. The doctor has stopped
my smoking or [and] chewing, which is quite a serious deprivation. The water in the lake gave out to-day.
Another hole, the other which has been under way for some time, was then finished, but gave no water.
\Ve are to try another hole to-morrow, to make sure, but there is little hope of water. We had one pot of
tea to-night, which gave half cups to each man. The seal stew was made up altogether of salt water.
Breakfast this morning consisted of corn and extract of meat. It had a delicious flavor. We are to have
American bread hereafter on \Vednesdays, instead of English, and bacon on Monday and Thursday
evenings. This bacon is raw. The English bacon comes cooked in the cans which presc.r ve it. Indian
Territory was dwelt upon this morning. The spirits of the party arc good, though a trifle below what
.
.
they have been, perhaps.
yanuary I6.-Barometer, 29.7 2 [754. 87m lll ] ; thermometer, -21·3 [-29. 60 .C·l· Breakfast consisted
of seal-skin stew, very good indeed, and half cup of chocolate. The lake has given out, and. now we are
reduced to half a cup, though the cooks think that when we have no other hot foods they Will be al!le to
have something over just half a cup. \Ve came to the conclusion to-day that there was no more water III the
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lake, though to-morrow another hole is to be started as a last tri~l. The Am:rican bread to-night very
English br~ad I had saved over
good, and much preferred by us all. I ate all mine, and also two pieces
from last night. English meat to-night. Found myself so weak last night, on getting up, that I could
scarcely stand, and came ncar falling down. The bread ration was increased from to-day a half'ounce. This
is due to overestimates, and probably also to much of the bread being damp and wet. Faxes seem to have
left-none heard of for some time. I have spent the day in sleepingeoag. Something has been the matter
with my eyes, but the doctor seems to think they are getting all right. I take a smoke of tobacco to-night.
The doctor-has at length restored this priceless boon. Spirits of the party have seemed a little down for a
few days, but are now better. We count the days forward and back. Rice made some preparations towards
getting his sleeping-bag ready to-day. Will have increased rations for a week before starting. Cloudberries
to-day. Lime-juice yesterday. Storm this evening.
rltltlllry ,q.-Barometer, 29.56 [750.81uml]; thermometer, -36 [-37.8° C.J.
The two messes now
have two pots of tea, one melting the ice over the blubber lamp during the day. This gives a half cupful
to each man. This is found quite satisfactory. We have no salt in our drink, which is a decided improvement. The party has been rather depressed for some days, owing to exactly what I do not know. To-night
we arc in better spirits, but still not in as good spirits as two weeks ago. Some singing to-night, the first for
some time. The talk during the day has been less than usual. I can hardly rise from a lying to a sitting
posture, or from a sitting posture to a rising posture. Considerably more light is now apparent. \Ve now
chop ice from the lake. Four and a half days on one barrel, which is very good. I have not written the
letter to the dear ones at home, and circumstances may prevent altogether. Our uncomfortable circumstances must be my excuse, if circumstances should be such as to prevent me. God only knows I think
enough of those at home. Dakota was cut up [talked of ] to-day. We all suffer a good deal from cold feet
and hands. I find it extremely difficult to keep warm. \Ve count the days from one" son-of-a-gun" to another.
This double sight still troubles me, though it is not so bad. I am very nervous. The doctor has stopped my
tobacco since I have been taken thus, but yesterday and to-day has allowed me one smoke each day. Cross
has been lying very dose in his bag, and is a good deal demoralized and very weak. To-day he was put in
the single bag, next to Biederbick, to be watched. He is made to get up every'day and saw a little wood.
Jewell is s~ill in my bag, but has moved by Lieutenant Greely's orders next to the bag occupied by Schneider.
Henry now occupies part of this bag. Weare talking a good deal of food this evening. The doctor
promises this evening some description of a Spanish bull-fight,
Memorandum: Tomato pie, made of green tomatoes.
Most of the party are comparatively well still. Elison does not know of the loss of his feet yet. He
is in .1O?~1 spirits, Breakfast this morning-ax-tail soup, tea, and bread. Dinner-American bacon ~nd
bread. I he ~ssue of butter for to-morrow morning and next Monday was made for our mess this evenmg.
Many cat a little butter, however, at each meal. " American Shipping" was finished yesterday. Lieutenant
~ree~v also read" Regulations" in the morning; also this morning. American bread issued last night.
1 o-night we have English bread.

0:

yanum)· 18.-11aro~eter, .29:52 l749.79mm] ~ thermometer, -4 0 [-40.0° C.]. Cross died to-day
about 1.3° p. m., dr~p.slcal effusion of the heart. My attention was first called to him last night, Jewell,
,:ho, sleeps near hI~, gIvmg th: alarm .. He was found insensible by the doctor, but this morning rallie~ a
ll~t~e, though h.e did not regain consciousness. He was given brandy and soup to-day, but it was With
dlffic~lty, I believe, they were,gotten down. He has been moaning aU day up to the time of his death. It
seems .that th~ d~ctor told LIeutenant Greely some time ago of this effusion of the heart that Cross had;
that Jus constItutIon was broken do' &. H" I '
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Memorandum:. Sconi [Scotch scones] Bannock cake.

Pudding of green corn.
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Owe Cross's heirs for twenty pieces of clothing washed by Cross. The party are in very good spirits
I am n?w. taking medicine prescribed by the doctor. I find myself still very weak:
I am a ltttle better, however, within the past few days. Smoked only once to-day, by the doctors orders.
Cold feet to-day. We had a fun cup of chocolate for breakfast this morning, with bread and butter.
~rh~rmometer inside to-day, ~bout It a. m., :+"30 [-1.1° C.]. Yesterday I noticed it at +23!-S·0°C.],
inside, the lowest I have seen It. How often, In these dreary days, I think of those at home. How I should
like to write out a family letter, as a safeguard against what may yet happen. Will the dear ones appreciate
my reasons, should anything prevent me from returning to my native land?
January 19 (Saturday)-Barometer, 29.69 [754. 1 1 ""nj ; thermometer, -40 [-4 0 •0 0 C.], below scale.
Breakfast-peas and rice and a good cup of chocolate. Cross was buried to-day at the other end of the
lake. Lieutenant Kislingbury, Brainard, Rice, Israel, Whisler, and Salor attended the body to the grave,
which was dug about a foot ['3m ] deep, and sand and gravel and a few rocks heaped on top. After awhile
more rocks will be added, and also a head-board. The body was sewed up in canvas and buried in the
American flag. Several of us did not go out on account of frost bites, and the others on account of the lack
of foot gear, the number of Arctic overshoes being very limited. Cross was forty years old to-day. This is
also Gardiner's birthday; he is twenty·seven. He had a drink of rum and our good wishes. Those of
Cross's clothes worth anything, have been, or arc to be, divided up among the party. A few trinkets were
found in his pockets, &c. The daily ration of bread was increased from to-day half ounce, which makes
the total daily allowance 7.8 ounces, including the dog-bread. Rice is to have one pound meat and 12
ounces bread in crossing the straits. The thermometer is below scale, which only registers down to -40
[-4 0 •0 ° C.]. It is clear and calm out of doors and there is indication of the straits being all right. The
burial service was read here in the hut over the remains of Cross before they were taken out. I made a.
few remarks on Cross, all that were made. I could say little in his favor. Of course I said nothing in

everythi~g considered.

detraction.
Memorandum: Lemon butter.
We are all in pretty good spirits, and look forward pretty sanguinely to pulling through. It is thought
that the wood will last until the first of March. We have five days of stearine after this, besides alcohol.
Rice is to start on the ad February. Our usual routine has been interrupted purposely as little as possible by
Cross's death. To indulge in sadness, &c., would have a very bad effect upon the living.
yanuary 2o.-Barometer, 29.11 [754.62mm]; thermometer below scale. Day calm and clear, but
very cold out of doors. Unfortunately the low-reading thermometer is lost, and the one left only registers
-4 2 [-41. 10 C.]. Fine" son-of-a-gun" this morning, which had the usual effect of putting many to sleep.
Piece of lemon and a half gill of rum shortly after noon, and a fine seal stew chis evening. Jewell was
transferred to the other mess this morning, though he takes still two or three meals with our mess, to equalize
rations. I came back to myoid place to-day, and Jewell resumes his place in the bag with Lieutenant
Greely and Israel. Both of these moves are much to his disgust. I did not find it comfortable in that
bag, rendered more so by my extreme weakness, which still continues. I seem to mend very slowly indeed;
I do not understand it. I can hardly understand it and can hardly stand up. Very cold feet ever since
last night. Our good meals to-day seem to have a good effect. What is to be the end of this remains to
be seen. I hope to pull through all right. If I do not I hope the dear ones at home will appreciate the
circumstances. Oh! for the conveniences to write a good letter to them. How often my thoughts picture
up the family scenes at home. Every moment I use the extra blubber lamp to write these lines, with cold
fingers, is so much off our supply of light as well as rations, for blubber is rations. To-night the Esquimaux
sang some songs, as well as the others. Henry is now next to the south of me. Some squabbles to-day.
Tried to introduce sound to-night, but only got it half way in. This is the first time I have made the
attempt since leaving Fort Conger. I find I have a contraction of the and think it is due to this.
yanumy 2 1 . - Barometer, - ; thermometer, -:-34 [-3 6.7° C.].
Memorandum: Lemon butter.
Calm and clear. Last evening passed very pleasantly, and conversation was kept up until 9 p. m, I
sat up in the darkness till midnight trying to get my feet warm, and, by rubbing them, partially succeeded.
To-day my feet have been warm and comfortable all day. I still find myself very weak; was unable to li~t
myself up to a sitting posture this morning until I got hold of a strap overhead. I do not understand this
weakness. In view of my failure last night, however, conclude it might be due to a closing up of the urethra.
I went to Lieutenant Greely this afternoon and told him I had been growing weak for several weeks pre-
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vious and am breaking down, but had kept silence about it on account of the effect it might have on the
party. I urged that, if I find myself in this condition when the time. com~s to leave here, I be le~t behin~
with my share of the rations, and be sent back for on the party reaching LIttleton Island. He said that It
was something he would never think of for a moment, the idea of leaving anyone behind. I gave him and
the party generally a better idea of my condition and my extreme weakness. Saw the doctor, and he stopped
my tobacco altogether, and has told me to stop using the sound. Brainard took an inventory to-day and
found 12 cans of milk stolen. This is quite a serious loss, and the thief gets not a few imprecations. Some
of the party seem to have suspected Cross. Cross was found, on examining his bag, to have brought along
a number of articles, among others Lieutenant Greely's epaulets, &c. Some slight additions are to be made
in the rations notwithstanding. The blubber is increased to I I ounces per week per man, hard bread to 57
ounces. The extra seal meat we have been getting on Sundays is to be carried to the end of February, so
as to make an extra stew. The party in very good spirits this afternoon and evening. It is now much
lighter in the day; the light is increasing perceptibly. Breakfast this morning-bread, butter, and chocolate;
this afternoon-American bacon (raw), hard bread, and tea. I have not yet found out the best way of eating
my bacon. Some of us put it in our tea, and thus get it a little more tender. I try all sorts of ways of
making my meals feel more satisfactory.
yanuary 22.-Barometer,30.00; thermometer, -27 [-32.80 C.]. I got very little sleep last night;
my feet .felt as if packed in ice, so cold were they. I took a short nap this forenoon, something very
unusual. Lieutenant Greely spoke on California. Breakfast this morning consisted of soup of peas and
carrots. We had a fine seal-meat stew for supper. The doctor is giving me iron every day since yesterday
or day before; also quinine, though I do not know how long it is to he continued. The invalids are now
Elison, Gardiner, Henry (frost-bitten toe), and myself. I feel stronger to-day, and so I hope we may all be
considered as on the convalescent list. I find total deprivation from tobacco a great hardship and very
hard to bear. Fox tracks seen near by to-day. I now have a mattress under me.
yalluary 23·-Baro meter, - - - ; thermometer, - 2 I [ - 29,4 0 C. J. Wak ed up this morning at 3
a. m. with cold feet; have been miserable ever since with feet icy cold, so much so that I am not quite sure
they are not. frost-bitten. Total deprivation of tobacco to-day has gone a great ways towards making me
feel more miserable. I got up this afternoon and stayed a little too long. It made me so weak that I could
not get back to the sleeping-bag without the assistance of Frederik, Eskimo, who helped me. Breakfast-seal
soup and chocolate; and dinner-English meat and tea. I have cup of drink in each case. Had American
bread for supper, and are to have it three times a week hereafter. There is to be a reduction in English
meat, but we are to have bacon, .&c., instead. This is a very great change, as English meat seems to go a
ve?, short ways. Strong west wmd all day. Discussion to-night as to how many barrels we have burned.
It IS not settled whether we are running ahead or behind on the wood question. This is very important.
I am. very weak, though a little stronger than of late. Lieutenant Greely spoke of San Francisco this
morm~g. He also read some from a book on agriculture and commercial statistics. Increased rations
for Rice and jans [jens] will begin on Sunday next. One pound of bread and meat for each until they
leave,
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on a pedestrian tour in Switzerland. I too made a few remarks on common mistakes in English grammar.
Kane's book was commenced last night. To-day generally calm. and pretty clear. \Vc all suffer a great
deal from cold hands and feet. + 14 (_10.0 0 C,] is the lowest temperature observed in the house up to
date. Since the banking and the tunnel, the lowest has been + 19 [-1.20 C.}. All of us arc 011 the
convalescent list at present, though recovery from frost-bites, &c., is very slow. It is a great effort for me to
expose my hands long enough to write this journal. They soon get cold and numb. Anything like sewing
requires a great effort. Lieutenant Greely urges at least a little exercise every day-sllfficii~nt at least to
get the party out of their bags to take a. few steps in the aisle.
7 aNua ry 25.-Barometer, 29.85 [758.1811UIl]; thermometer, -3 2 1-35. 60 Cv]. Breakfast-coffee.
butter, and bread. Supper-fine seal soup with some American bread particularly crisp and palatable. It
was quite demoralizing to know how to manage our supper. Whether to make pa.p out of all or part of
the bread, or put all the bread in the soup (or stew as we call it), or whether to eat the bread dry. Or, if
we have any butter left, to eat some butter, or all, or none, is very harassing. The butter is shared for
Monday and Friday mornings, when we have nothing else but bread and drink, but some save little or nothing
for these mornings, finding it impossible to overcome the temptation in the meantime. Biederbick's birthday to-day-s-ag years old. He got a drink of fum. Lieutenant Greely read more or less out of a statistical book, and we went over all the chronology dates that could be thought of. Kane, &c., was read last
night. Conversation to-day also more or less on food. Rice commences his increased rations to-morrow
morning.
Memorandum: Bread with intermixed dried fruit.
I have had icy cold feet all day, which have made me miserable. They commenced to get cold last
night, though I was not wakened by them until just before breakfast. We discussed now a good deal our
hopes concerning Rice. May he get over safely and find and bring relief, is my prayer. Life of St. Patrick
read a little last night. Windy this evening; everything pretty much same as yesterday. Bender made
some molds to mold the few pounds of 'stearine remaining into candles. In this way it is proposed to he
able to use the blubber, or most of it, for food.
7alllla1Y 26.-Barometer, 29.92 [759.9S mm ] ; thermometer, -26 [-3 2. 20 C.]. Breakfast-fine flavored
soup of rice and tomatoes, and tea. Supper-English· meat and dog-biscuit, with tea. Day passed very
much as usual. My feet have been warm to-day, and I have felt quite comfortable. The spirits of the
party seem much higher. I am getting strong, I am glad to say. I am taking iron now every day. I was
able to save half of the bread of last night until to-night. Extra rations issued to Rice and Jans [Jens" for
to-night and the morning. They will leave February 2<1. Statistical hook read from to-day by Lieutenant
Greely, and chronology table. Kane read every day now. Koningsbec [Coningsby] will be finished this
evening. \Ve shall have no milk in to-morrow's "son-of-a-gun," but a little more blubber than usual. Our
conversation often turns on Fort Conger and the cooking there-as to which of the cooks did best, &c.
Many think that Long's bread was the best they ever ate. One curious phase of these days of fasting is
that the mind can hardly recall any dish of food ever tasted with an actual sense of having disliked it. We
have a full cup of drink now, when we have only drink, bread, and butter. I gave Jans [j ens] written
memorandum of indebtedness to him for $4, which he says is the amount of my bill for washing. Frederik
(Christiansen] helps me in getting in and out my sleeping-bag, &c. I give him a little tobacco. each day
and have also promised him some turkey or bird [pork or bread] when we reach B IProven], provided I can
get the article. Increasing daylight is often remarked. Kane's sufferings, starvation, &c., are often cont

trasted with our own.
Memorandum: Macaroni pudding.
January 27.-Barometer, - ; thermometer, -28 [-33·3]·
,
Memorandum: Instead of cream and sugar for fresh fruit, try cream, sugar, and white of eggs, beaten
to a froth.
Another Sunday gone, Rice's last, and but two more for the party before the sun reappears: Breakfast-" son-of-a-gun." We miss the milk which gives the" son-of-a-gun 1I sweetness, .lmt ?:If! a little more
blubber, which made it more filling. Supper to-night, a very fine seal stew, made thick WIth bread dustalmost thick enough for the spoon to stand upright. Rum and a fourt~ of a lemon sha~ed thi~ evening. I
managed to save over my three dog-biscuit from last night, and s~, with mY~)Tead, th.'s evcnlllJ.;. fare very
well. Conversation to-day on many subjects. Dr, Pavy and LIeutenant Greely said something about
traveling in Switzerland and France. Wf; all show a decided disinclination to going out of doors. Got up
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about noon, but, strange to say, found myself very weak-more so than usual-and so got back again into
my bag, after being up a few minutes. Frede.rik, Eskimo, helps me in these operat~ans. .1 told ~im. to.
night I would give him some tobacco on reaching B [Proven 1. I ~auld rather be seriously 111 and sick m a
land of civilization than thus indisposed in this place. How heartily I should be thankful when I get out
of this, as I hope to. Lieutenant Greely ordered tea grounds to be thrown away after this, several of the
men showing great reluctance to giving up their use, though recommended by the doctor to do so. We
are all in good spirits, and feel quite sanguine of finding substantial assistance at Littleton Island. Calm
to-day, and those out noticed m~ch increased daylight. Our ice is now cut very fine, so it is much more
quickly melted. It is partially melted over the blubber lamp. Chocolate far breakfast this morning,
and tea to-night at supper. I still have most of my rum, which I will drink later. Also about half my
night's issue of bread. Farming seems to have dropped off into the shade. Long seems to be the enly one
man who still sticks to his original plan, that of opening a restaurant. Two foxes seen to-day; it shows they
have not altogether deserted the country, as feared. Much discussion is devoted as tothe best way of
eating our meals, rum, &c. Bache Island and the country to the north was reported quite distinct to-day at
noon. Old leather boots have been cut up; with the rope they add considerably to our fuel. There is
great difference in the burning of the stove, as there is little or no wind.
Ja1luary 28.-Barometer, 29,9 2 [759·9Smm] ; thermometer, -38 X{ [-38'9° C. J. Breakfast-tea,
bread, and chocolate. Supper-bacon, tea, and American bread. Hereafter we are to have 7 ounces of
bread on Mondays, Tuesdays, \Vednesdays, and Saturdays, 9 on Fridays, and 8 on the other two days remaining-57 ounces in all. Rice gets 4 ounces of blubber per day up to the time of his leaving. Conversation
ushered in this morning by many remarks regarding Cross, showing very bad habits, and a lack of principle
on his part. It seems to have been Cross who took the milk. The day has passed very quickly. Chronological table this evening. During the evening Brainard gave the particulars of his Indian fight. Good deal
of conversation to-day on the subject of Rice's departure, and what we may expect, &c. We all feel· quite
sanguine. I felt quite strong this morning on getting up, though I h~d little appetite for my bread. On
speaking of this, I was directed to eat it at once. It is quite astonishing not to have a voracious appetite at
all times. I did not lose mine by any means, but simply lost some of it this morning. I have felt in good
spirits all .day, however; slept well last night until 2 o'clock this a. m. Every day we count the days forward to different days ahead. I suppose the subject of food and dishes will never die out until we have all
we can eat. It is the subject to which we all recur with most interest. We blowout blubber lamp every
night at about 8~ to 9~, or thereabouts. Koningsbee [Coningsby] was finished last night. \Ve find Kane
possesses a new interest in the light of our present experience. A number of stearine candles have been
made. Fox seen to-day,but Brainard's gun would not go off-it is the shot-gun.
Jaltuarj 29.-Ba~omet.er, 29:88 [758'94 m m ] ; thermometer, -3 2 [-35. 6 0 C.).
Memorandum: 1 ry wine WIth sauce for fruit mentioned on the 27th inst, Try coon: porcupine,
opossum, &c.
Breakfast-:-so.up of c~rn, extract meat, potatoes, tea, and bread. Supper-fine seal stew with a good
deal of br~ad In It, English b~ead, and t.ea. ChronolQgy table to-day; also remarks by doctor on the
~tomach, &c. Several word! disputes dunng the day; among others one on the difference between coon,
poss~ms, hedgehogs, &c., this afternoon. We have a good many of these wordy disputes, which often" start
off WIthout anyone fully understanding what anyone else means. One this afternoon consisted of whether
rock candy ever came in sticks or n t R'
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more than the cache of 240 rations. Most of us hope to find Garlington over there. J get up for a walk in
the aisle two or three times every day. I find myself stronger, but still very weak, and requiring aid from
Frederik, Eskimo, every time I get up. I take iron now every day. We have a very small supply. Rice
and 1ans [J ens] also take iron.
JaNuary 3o.-Barometer, 29.64 f752.84111111]; thermometer, - 34 [- 36.7° C.], and - J6 1-37. 8° C·l
later. Breakfast-seal-skin soup. Dinner-corned beef, and American bread, and tea. Day fine and
calm. I had a fine sleep last night. Last night Dr. Pavy made some interesting remarks on Venice; afterwards Ralston read some from Pickwick. Elison is getting on quite well. He will lose most of his fingers.
Cloudberries to-day. I am getting stronger, hut very slowly. To-day J was indisposed with cramps, and
I had to get Whisler to help me up. The doctor has forbidden me smoking and chewing of tobacco and
chewing tea leaves. Biederbick must have reported to him that 1 was chewing tobacco, for he accused me
of it to day. I have stopped smoking and chewing, but may have a little mite in my mouth. I give
Frederik, Eskimo, a little tobacco every day. We are now burning candles made of stearine. Spirits of
the party very good. Mine have been' somewhat low for the past two or three days. The doctor made
some remarks on the stomach this morning.
January 3r.-Barometer, 29.01 [752.08111TlIJ; thermometer, -6 _21.1° C.], [and] - 2 [-18,7° C.] at 8
p. m. Breakfast-ox-tail soup and chocolate. Supper-bacon, American bread, and tea. The weather has
turned cloudy, and with a light wind from the west. Dense smoke at supper, and the pots were a long time
in boiling. Rice engaged during the day in preparations for his departure. He takes a sheep-skin bag along
covered with the oil-skin of his old bag. Rice estimates his rations, &c., except the sleeping-Lag, at 45
pounds weight. The bag will probably weigh 16 pounds. He takes six. days' rations along, some little
medicine, alcohol, small lamp made to-day by Bender, lime-juice, rum, &c. I believe I am getting stronger
slowly, but very slowly indeed. Frederik, Eskimo, helps me up two or three times every day, when I take a
little promenade in the aisle. I have not felt in very good spirits to day-rather down at [in] the mouth. I
can assign no particular reason. The party are all very anxious for the news expected by reason of Rice's
trip with J ans [J ens]. There are said to be some suspicious looking clouds over the east.
Fehrnary I (Fi-ida)').-Barometer, 29.47 [748.5211l11l]; thermometer, -15.5 [-20·4° C.j. Breakfastbread, butter, and coffee; full cup of last. Supper-fine stew of seal meat, 3 ounces per man, -3li ounces
bread per man, I ounce lime-juice pemmican. This is the first time we have had pemmican. \Ve are ~o
have it hereafter three times a week-one stew of pemmican entirely, and an ounce of pemmican in the
others. The bread is to be slightly increased-e-oa ounces per week per man hereafter, without including the
dog-biscuit. With the latter it will amount to 70 ounces. The bread is issued differently for the different
days of the week, according to the other food during the day-the amount withheld for the stews, &c. Rice
and J ans lJ ens] get off in the morning. The cooks will be called at 5 o'clock instead of the usual hour of 6
o'clock. This is provided it does not storm. I have not been feeling well to-day, and was very weak when
I got up this afternoon. Felt better this afternoon, but one foot very cold. A great deal of attention paid,
of course, to Rice's preparations for departure. I trust God, Rice will find the necessary help over on the
other side. I do not take it as a matter of course that the straits will he found closed, though as everyone
else seems to, I say nothing about my fears. How often I think of and long for the dear ones at home. I

r

;

trust God they are all well.
February 2.-Barometer, 29.43 f747'SImm]; thermometer, -27·5 [-33. 1 ° C.], and .-r9 [-28·3° C.]
in the morning. Kane and Hayes read, but I fell asleep and missed them both. Many times during the
early morning hours inquiries were made for the time. The cooks were finally called 20 minutes before 5
o'clock. Breakfast-soup of rice and tomatoes-about the finest flavored soups we have-and chocolate.
Rice and 1ans [1 ens] went to work after breakfast to complete their preparation~, and finally got off at 20
minutes before 9 o'clock. Rice and Jans [Jens] were given a quarter pound a piece of extra meat for the
morning's meal, and went off in fine spirits, feeling very hopeful. The sky has been slightly overcast and
hazy, and verv little or no wind during the day. Brainard and Frederik, Eskimo, went along with the
party half wa; to the P I Beebe] cache. It is unnecessary, of course, to give the many hopes. that go with
them. Rice carried about 3 8 pounds, and Jans [Jens J about 35. Their sleeping bags weigh about .3°
pounds, and the gun-Kislingbury's-about 9 pounds. I made an attempt to go out of doors to-day, WIth
the assistance of Ralston, but only went as far as the alley-way, feeling too weak. Supper at 2,30, the usual
hour, of English meat, dog-biscuit-3-and tea. I find myself very weak, and gettmg stronger extremely
slowly. The new moon made her appearance today,
Memorandum: Cup biscuit. Forms for filling with preserves, &c.
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February 3,-J3arometer, 29,47 [748.52mm]; thermometer, - 19 [-28.3° C.], and -26 [-32.2° C.]
about 8 p. m, The day has been hazy and calm. A fox was shot early yesterday morning; one of those
little blue and white. Brainard thinks he will weigh about three pounds dressed. We have had two fine
meals to-day. "Son-of-a-gun" this morning was very thick and satisfactory. "Son-of·a-gun" this morning
consisted of 7 ounces American bread, 20 ounces lard, 4 ounces blubber, I I ounces raisins, and between 5
and 6 ounces butter. For supper to-night the stew consisted of 3 ounces seal meat and I pemmican, 3
ounces bread per man, 4 ounces blubber, &c. It was a very fine stew; very satisfactory. I saved a milk
can of my "son.of.a-gun" this morning, and ate it about 10 o'clock. About 'noon I went out of doors for
. the first time since I have been sick, with the assistance of Frederik lChristiansen 1. I find a great difference in the amount of light. I am getting stronger very slowly. The slight increase in the rations win
help me rapidly. The doctor gave me iron and quinine to-day, He orders me to take my rum to-day,
half at noon and half after supper. The full meals to-day have the usual effect; they lay us all out, and many
go to sleep and conversation flags. It is strange such should be the effect. Several of the men have been
eating little scraps of stearine; this practice has been forbidden. Everyone almost now go [goes] out a
little every day. Jewell fainted to-night after supper, just after coming in from outside.
j,t·/Il·uary 4.-Barometer, 29.79 [75(,.6S 1Illn J; thermometer, -24.5 [-31.4° C.]. Breakfast-chocolate,
bread, and butter. Supper-tea, English bread, and roast beef. Day overcast. We had considerable wind
last night. Orders issued this morning that no' one hereafter was to cover up his head in the sleeping-bag
during the day. \Ve have been very much in this habit. The doctor pays more attention now to the men
going out a little to take exercise. \Ve now have to melt ice each day. Brainard indisposed to-day and
examined by the doctor. Our meals are now better, and the slight increase is quite perceptible. I think I
am getting better slowly. My feet are very much swollen. Many of the men are troubled in the same way.
The skin is very thick and callous. Elison is getting along well.
February 5·-I~arometcr, 29.90 (?) [759.4Sm m ] ; thermometer, -23 [-3 0.6 ° C.]. Day calm without
wind. Breakfast-stew of pease, &c., bread, and tea. Very fine and satisfactory stew of pemmican, American
bread, and tea. Stew to-night consisted of I ounce lime-juice pemmican, and 3 ounces H udson Bay pemmican, 2~ ounces bread, and blubber, &c. The amount of bread issued in plates was 73/z ounces. Each
man gets per week one pound blubber. Ralston is making very good stearine candles, and thus a good deal
of blubber is saved for eating. I am ordered by the doctor to divide my bread equally between night and
morning. To-night I ate some of my bread cold; then when the stew came on dumped the rest in the stew.
The tea overtook me before I had finished the stew, so I then placed the remains of the stew in a can, which
I will keep warm in the sleeping-bag, and went to work on my tea. Brainard is now under the weather
somewhat. The doctor 'has discovered albumen in his urine from which with certain indications of the
chest, l:e thinks Brainard in some danger. I got up myself to-day, and managed to get out of doors without
the ~Ssl~ta~ce of Frederik [Christiansen], but fell down in the alley-way coming back, and also fell down on
gettln~ In.sule here. I am getting stronger, though, daily. This week is to be a feast. Our meals are fine.
Smokmg IS pretty much stopped. I have some tobacco left, but cannot use it. Statistics to-day by Lieutenant Gree~~. We do not talk so much now about food. My feet are all puffed up and half numb. This is
th~. condition .of the. fee~ of many of the men. We think and talk a great deal of Rice, and hope for aid.
It IS ~,ow ?ettmg dally lighter. Connell was on the hill to-day and says he sawall the way across to the
opposite SIde of the straits WIthout finding anything like open water.
--::brllary.~.-Baromet.er, 29'9 6 [760'97mm]; thermometer, -21 [-29.4° C.]. Rice returns.
,
Fme st.ew m the mornmg of ox-tail soup, bread, and tea. Supper-English meat and pemmican in the
~~t stew, WIth tea .and b~ead. The stew had 3 ounces English meat and I ounce lime-juice pemmican.
e party very quiet durmg the day, the usual result of good feeding. Weather cloudy from the west and
also fr?m the east. Statistics to-day by Lieutenant Greely, and remarks by Dr. Pavy on ancient history.
Last night ~he doctor spoke for some time on Alexander the Great. Last night we also had Kane, Hay.es,
and The HIstory of OUf Own Times, &c. Rice returned to-day at LIS p. m. with Jans [Jens], both alive
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but for the open water. Jans [Jens] showed signs of fatigue and exhaustion a day or two after his departure, and frequently expressed himself as being no good. He was weak. Both of them got extremely
little sleep and many falls in the darkness. The drinking cup got a hole burned in it, and they suffered a
great deal for lack of water. Rice and jans [jens] returned in pretty gOO(} condition. Of course we arc
all very much disappointed. Our rations have been counted on to extend to the loth of March, the ten
days of March on a ration of 12 ounces bread and 10 of meat for crossing the straits. So here is the upshot
of affairs. Our bread is now. 64 ounces per week every man. The party take a hold front and arc not
wanting in spirit. If our fate is the worse I do not think we shall disgrace the name of Americans and of
soldiers. I feel stronger to-night. To-day I have been in low spirits, and alternately feverish and chilly.
Singular my spirits have raised this evening.
J?e1wumy 7.-Barometer, 29.61 [752.oRIllIll]; thermometer, -27.5 [-33. 1° C.]. Fine ox-tail soup with
bread, &c., for breakfast. My appetite fallen off somewhat, and I kept over some of the bread until late
in the afternoon. Supper to-night, a very fine one, of 3 ounces of English meat and T of lime-juice pemmican, with 9 ounces of bread in the plate, besides a little in the stew. Shortly after breakfast Lieutenant
Greely announced to the party that there would be no harm in trying to live like canary birds' appetites,
and that after thinking over the subject he had concluded to make some slight reductions in the rations,
enough to allow us 15 days to cross the straits-that is, we can stay here until the 6th of March, and then
have 15 days to cross on 12 ounces bread and 10 of pemmican. The party are very much disappointed, of
course, but show wonderful spirit in the face of the terrible death that now stares us in the face. We cannot
count on getting game here, and it is idle to do so-that is, until April sets in, if then. I think I am myself
getting a little stronger every day. It is hard work under such depressing surroundings. I get the lise of
this light I am now using grudgingly. Lieutenant Greely gave liS some statistics to-day. \Vc had conversation on food. At times my spirits have been very low, I must confess it. Should I leave my bones here,
may my dear father, mother, sisters, and Harry, and all know how often they have been in my thoughts, and
how often in the late year it has been a source of great regret that I have not been a kinder brother, or a
more dutiful or affectionate son. But away with these gloomy thoughts! The dear ones at home shall yet
see me, and see me as I would wish to be, not as I have been. Blowing to-day in gusts. Very few of us
went out. Rice started on the return here Monday noon.
February 8.-Barometer, 29. 82 [757.4 I m m ] ; thermometer, -36 [-37. 8° C.]; below scale at I o'clock.
Breakfast consisted of coffee, butter, and hard bread. I made a very good meal. Supper to-night-very
fine stew, consisting of one ounce lime-juice pemmican and our last fox. It was very fine with the hard bread
and very satisfactory. Our bread expected for Sunday. Bender taken sick last night and calleel on the
doctor; some affection of the side. The Eskimo was moaning, Schneider said crying.
Brainard is better this morning, and I feel stronger and can now get up without assistance. I went
out to-day and walked the length of the lake-fell down once. It distresses me a great deal that I, who
regard myself as among the strongest of the party, should seem to be among the weakest. Gardiner and
others report the Greenland coast as distinctly visible to-day, and between here and Cairn Point apparently
no water-that is, no water-clouds. Our situation is deplored [deplorable]. We are hardly able to take ourselves along, and yet will undoubtedly have sick ones to carry. Rice proposes to start out again. by himself,
and without sleeping-bag, &c. It will be pitiable if this party, after fighting short rations, cold, &c., all winter,
is doomed to die in the spring. Poor Elison I am afraid will never survive. How often I think of the dear
ones at home, the Sunday evening reunions, and all the bright and happy pictures that present themselves.
My dear, good old father, may he look with charity on my many shortcomings. My dear mother and sisters,
and Harry, brothers-in-law, and nieces-l trust God they are all well and happy, and if I do not pull
through this, will learn to look on my memory kindly. Hayes' book [" Open Polar Sea"] was read last night,
and also McCarthy's history.
8'9°
80
C.J.
February 9.-Barometer, 30.01 [762.24mm]; thermometer, -36 [-37. C.] to -3 8 [-3
Breakfast-rice and tomato soup with chocolate. Supper-American bacon and English bread and tea-4
ounces of bacon and 7 ~ of bread. Also I have some butter yet remaining from the last issue; so made a
very good meal.
At noon to-day I ate two dog-biscuit saved from this morning. I ~nd I have not so much.appetit~ as
I used to have-especially in the morning. I had to go out immediatelyafter breakfast this mormng.
Was assisted by Brainard, but got thoroughly chilled through. I find it hard to overco~e the ~pathy ~nd
indifference engendered by my present condition and the poor prospects ahead of us. \Vmdy this mornmg,
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but not so much so later in the day • We can remain here until about the loth of March, so Lieutenant
Greely says, and then have 15 days for crossing. It will be necessary to make some small reduction of rations
to do this. Nordenskiold was read last night and also Hayes, &c. To-day we had some personal reminiscences from Rice and others, but the day has passed without very much life.
February lo.-Barometer, 29.80 r756'9Imm]; thermometer, -33 [-3 6. 1 ° C.]. Breakfast-fine "son-ofa-gun:' very satisfactory, and chocolate. Supper-fine stew of seal meat, blubber, and lime-juice pemmican,
with American bread and tea. I climbed over to Lieutenant Greeley's bag this evening, Jewell taking my
place. I shall go back and spend the night at home. I have not been feeling very well to-day-have
taken no exercise. Weather calm; moon shining brightly. Very little conversation during the day, the
full meals having the usual effect. The temperature inside here now during the day is on the average about
+23, or +241-5.0 or -4.4° C.] during the evening, and about +28 [_2.2°
during the day. The
last of the seals comes with stews next Sunday. The last of the fox went on Friday. That one made the
24th fox.
February n.-Barometer,29.74 [755.38mm]; thermometer, -36 [-37.80 C.]. Made a satisfactory
meal this morning of chocolate, American bread, and butter. Supper to-night consists of 7~ ounces of
bread, 4 of bacon and tea. My appetite is now somewhat small, and I get along quite well on the reduced
allowance. My face is very thin-my legs like broomsticks; I am getting stronger slowly, but it is very
slowly indeed. I can hardly rise from a sitting posture on my haunches to an erect position. To find
myself in this condition is very depressing to my spirits. Brainard opened rum barrel to-day, and found a
deficit of about several gallons in the rum keg. There will be no more issued except medicinally. There
was an overhauling of several boxes to-day to get out frozen clothing, &c., underneath. Frost everywhere,
above, below, and around. Schneider made a confession this morning of having made away with some bread
at different times, but denied being concerned in the loss of the milk. It is now quite light in the middle of
the day. Weather to-day calm. The spirits of the party are very good notwithstanding the fact that six
weeks may find us on this side of the straits, with no possible way of crossing on account of open water, no
food, and nothing but death before us. Whisler expressed the opinion that we should never reach Littleton
Island, but this is the first occasion I have heard anything of the kind said. Personal reminiscences last
night.
February 12.-Barometer,29.71 [754.62mm); thermometer below scale, Breakfast-pease stew with
blubber, br.ead, and tea. Supper-stew consisting of one ounce lime-juice pemmican, 3 of American roast
beef, Amencan bread, and tea. We have 57 ounces of bread per week now. I have not very much appetite
now. I went out on the lake to-day with the assistance of Eskimo Frederik, and [am] very weak and very thin.
Day fine, though very cold-calm. Roar of ice heard out in the straits. Rice says this moving ice extends
up and down indefinitely. Well, it must close up and allow us to cross over in the course of a few weeks
or more, or our days are numbered. Smoke, dirt, cold, hunger, and every discomfort. I shall be glad when
the end comes, whatever it is to be. I was in very low spirits for some hours after breakfast, but afterwards felt better. My mouth is very much parched with the hot tea. The membrane seems very weak.
Memorandum: Lieutenant Greely has a pocket pistol of mine, nickel-plated.
Some preparations are under way for crossing the straits when the ice allows.
,FebnJary ~3.-Ba~ometer, 29.82 [757.41mm]; thermometer, -34 [-36.70 C.]. Dense water clouds
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exercise is very exhausting. Talk all day on the subject of food and dishes. After supper Lieutenant
Greely came o:er
my bed awhile to make inquiries about my health. &c. He is pulling through very
well. He retains his 5t.rength and flesh very well, and also his spirits. \Ve are all very dirty; my hands and
face a~e actually black JIl color. All our clothes are covered with grease and dirt. Some light preparations
are gomg on towards our hoped-for departure for Greenland. I hope, almost against hope, that if we are
fortunate enough to find the channel closed, I shall be well enough to get along without help.
February I5.-Barometer, 30.°3 r762.7SllHII]; thermometer, -25 [-3[.f' C.). More or less wind from
the west. I did not go out to-day. Breakfast-American bread, coffee, and butter. Supper-stew of I
ounce lime-juice pemmican, roast beef, bread, and tea. The conversation to-day has been kept up very
well. I do little talking, finding it difficult to raise my voice. 1 find myself pursued by nil/iii, aimlessness,
apathy, and indifference, produced by hunger, cold, gloom, dirt, and all the miseries of this existence, 1
am very weak, both physically and morally, and find it impossible to shake these sad thoughts off. l lowever, to-day my spirits have been better thau usual. A bright glow on Bache Island reported to-day. l iay
after to-morrow the sun will be visible above the horizon, though not to us here, as the hills will keep it oil'
our house for some time to come. \Ve now burn stearine candles quite regularly. The spirits of the party
remain very good indeed.
February I6.-Barometer, 29.62 [752.3311lm]; thermometer, -18.5 [-28.1 0 C.]. Breakfast-soup of
corn and pease. Supper-bacon, English bread, and tea. I feel almost as hungry now as before supper.
More or less wind to-day from the west. I went out and took a few steps on the lake, with the help of
Frederik [Christiansen]. Feel very weak, extremely so, though in other respects pretty well; though Illy
condition does not conduce to make my spirits very high. Open water is reported close to Cape Sabine.
There is no noise of moving ice, however. It was very bright to-day, and the reflection of the sun was seen
on Bache Island. The sun does not make us enthuse very much, however; we are too near the end of our
rations, with a very poor prospect of increasing them at Littleton Island. Personal reminiscences to-day by
Lieutenant Greely, and mythology by the doctor. Not much talk on the subject of the future. \\'e all
look forward to the fine "son-of-a-gun" and stew to-morrow. Sunday is a red-letter day in our calendar.
My hands are numb with cold, and it is extremely difficult to write with dirty hands in this poor light. I
see no prospects of the straits being closed at the end of the month. To my mind we must find game here,
or else receive help from Littleton Island. It will soon all be decided, thank God. God bless the dear
ones at home, who, I am sure, think and talk daily of me. How often my thoughts wander to them and
to the familiar scenes. Oh l would that I had the facilities of writing a letter to them.
February I7.-Barometer, 29.42 r747.2Smm 1; thermometer, - 15 [-26.1 0 C.). A fine" son-of-a-gun" for
breakfast, though it had no milk-cracklings, lard, and American hard bread. Supper to-n ight-fine seal stew
--our last-very thick and filling, comparatively, and American bread. I say filling, though one finishes
the best of these dishes with a great longing for more. During the day Schneider gave some personal reminiscences of the coast trade along the New England coast, and a general conversation was kept up during
the day. Roar of moving ice heard in the straits, and open water reported extending up and down the
straits indefinitely. Sky somewhat overcast, so that we do not see the sun. It is necessary to go up on
Garlington [Bedford Pim] Island to see the horizon to the south. I have remained in the sleeping-bag all
day, my feet being very cold, and I am feeling out of sorts. Nordenski51d's book was read last night and

t:)

;
f'

the night before.
February lB.-Barometer, 29.49 [749.o311l1lJ]; thermometer, noon, -6·5 r-ZJ.4° C.J; (later, - 2
1- 18 '9° C.]). Breakfast--coffee, bread, and butter, and two ounces of roast beef; this last was an extra
issue. Supper to-night-American bacon, bread, and tea. I went out to-day on the lake. Find myself a
little stronger, but very, very weak still. It was quite calm. Over the top of the rocks to the south the sky
was a beautiful rose color. Long went out to the northeast for about four miles, he says, taking his gun.
Saw no seals nor any signs of game, but tracks of one fox. Reports about the ice to-day rather contradictory,
but there seems to be more or less open water off in the straits. Rice returned from the top of Garlington
J Bedford Pim J Island, as it has been called, where he went to get a look-out. He did not succeed, in getti~g
very good view, on account of the weather turning cloudy, &c. He reports top sandy and quite level in
most places. Where it is not so, the little depressions are full of snow. Rice reports a great deal of open
water; could see about eight miles, he thought. Our American bacon, English meat, corned heef, carrots,
pease, &c., are now gone. \Ve are drawing nearer the end of our rations. The prospect of getting more is
rather dismal. \Ve are all very hopeful, however. \Ve won't say die till die we must.
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F~bruary 19.-Barometer, 29.58 [75I.3zmm]; thermometer, +2.2 [-16.6 C.]. Breakfast-ox-tail soup,
bread, and tea. Supper-stew of one ounce of lime-juice pemmican, three of American roast beef, besides
blubber, and bread. The wind blew quite hard last night, and. during the forenoon to-day. In the afternoon
the wind died away and the day became fine. Brainard went on the heights and reports open Polar sea
extending up and down, just outside of Sabine, and out as far as the water clouds would allow him to see.
Heard quite a roar of the moving ice. The thermometer has ranged to-day as high as +8·5 [-13. 10 C.],
and from that to - 3 f- 19.40 C.l. This evening it is above zero [- 17.80 C.], and we have quite a drip in the
hut. 'We now look forward to our meals. We are afraid to look any farther. Ralston seems to be getting
a felon on his finger. Quite a number have sore fingers. The present issue-week is a red-letter one. The
following is a memorandum of the bread issued: Saturday, 6=6. Sunday, 8=3' Monday, 7=7· Tuesday, 10=6=7. Wednesday, 7=7. Thursday, 9=9, Friday, 9=6~ =2~. The first number of each of
these, after the days of the week, shows the total amount. The second, the amount in plate. The third,
the amount in stew. Last night Ralston gave us his army experience. Frederick is doing something on the
foot-gear, and some other preparations are going on slowly in the way of socks, &c., for our hoped-for departure to the other side.
JI"bruary 2o.-Barometer, 29.92 [7 59.9Smm]; thermometer, - 5.5 [ - 20.8° C.]. Some wind from the
west to-day. At one time it blew quite hard, Thermometer at 8 o'clock, - 11.2 [-24.0° C.]. Breakfastox-tail soup and chocolate; and supper-lime-juice pemmican (I ounce), and 3 ounces of meat. The straits
are open, and I see no prospects of their being frozen up so that we can get across. Of course I hope to
the contrary. Of course this means death unless we can find some game here. Long went out hunting
with Frederik, Eskimo, this morning, but saw nothing. Brainard was up on the hill again. No game nor
tracks of game seen except our raven of last fall. It has been dripping badly in here to-day. We live
from one meal to another and look forward to these miserable feasts. The English hard bread, hard and
moldy, tastes better to-day than the Vienna bread I got at the Centennial. The spirits of the party are
good and we bear up finely against adverse fate. Our spirits are generally best about meal time.
Ft..bruary 2 I.-Barometer, 29.44 [147.76mm]; thermometer at noon, - 3 [ - 19:4° C.]. Thermometer
has ranged during the day from near zero [- 17.80 C.I, to 7 below [- 2 r , 70 C.]. Breakfast-soup of rice and
tomatoes. Supper-lime-juice pemmican and canned meat. Rice went on the hill-side to-day and came
back about supper time (2.30 p. m.), reporting that continuous ice seemed to exist between Sabine and the
opposite coast, needing only cold weather to afford a passage across. The spirits of the party visibly affected
by the news. I was out to-day for a turn on the lake. I find myself a little stronger, but very weak. I am
ve.ry th~n. Got out my.moccasins to-day from under the sleeping-bag. Ralston has a very bad finger, somethmg like a felon on It. Conversation during the day on food, dishes, &c. Remarks by Dr. Pavyon
French History. Reading last night of Nordenskiold and McCarthy's History-the last is being re-read.
The sun has not yet been seen, but the sky looks beautiful and the reflection on Bache Island is quite conspicuous. It has been dripping in here to-day and especially to-night fearfully.
Febru0fY. 22.-Barometer 29.51 [749.54mm] ; thermometer, -6 [-21.1 0 C.). The range of the thermometer during the day has been about half a dozen degrees from that near to zero r- 17.80 C.]. Breaktt
fast-Hso?-of-a-gun and coffee. Supper-stew of all pemmican-4 ounces per man. At noon we had
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None went out except the men to cut the ice and the Eskimo who bring it in. Breakfast-soup of extract
meat and corn. Supper to-night-English bacon, 4 ounces, and hard bread. Shortly after breakfast this
morning Lieutenant Greely said that he had had a communication from Lieutenant Kislingbury, the substance
of which was that the latter advised making arrangements to send to Littleton Island, just as soon as an
opportunity offers, the four strongest of the party to get assistance. Lieutenant Kislingbury saw great peril
in the party proceeding as a body, and thought that four of the best men could go and bring back aid in
the shape of provisions, &c. Lieutenant Greely did not endorse his opinion on the subject, and it did not
seem to meet with favor with anyone else. Lieutenant Greely announced that his arrangements and prep-arations simply anticipated starting with the party just as soon as the straits formed a bridge by which we
can get over-the great risk and danger in such an undertaking is, of course, recognized. No reduction
of rations is entertained, as what we now get is barely enough, and yet, on the other hand, the rations cannot well be increased. Our prospects are not good. \Ve now live from one meal to another, and the counting of days to dates ahead has stopped completely. A great deal of talk to-day Oil the subject of foodWe discuss every phase of it. I find myself still very weak. I have not been out of the sleeping-bag to-clay.
I am extremely weak and thin, and any effort requires great exertion. It is now quite light. It has been
dripping inside all day in a very bad way. It keeps everything wet and damp.
Fchruary 24.-Barometer, 29.99 [7GI.73IT1ml; thermometer, -13 1- 25.00 C·I· Yesterday's storm continued until late in the afternoon, blowing and drifting with great violence. Breakfast this morning-a thick
and filling "son-of-a-gun," to which we looked forward ever since that on \Vashington's Birthday, on the 22(1.
Supper to-night consists of a real feast of 5~ ounces of pemmican per man, 3 ounces of blubber, and 3 of
bread; it will make a grand stew. No bread is issued this evening. \Ve have tea. I managed to repress Illy
appetite, and saved two American hard-tack from last night, and a few spoonfuls of" son-of-a-gun" from hreukfast this morning, so as to have a real meal to-night. I ate half of the latter, however, to-day at noon. It is
amazing how pitiable these efforts arc to cheat the stomach. I was out this morning for a few minutes. Light
sharp wind from the west. Somewhat hazy. Barometer falling. Some of the party went on the hill, and
Brainard reports the Greenland coast very clear to view, and a great (leal of open water in pools lies in midchannel to the north of Cape Sabine; none was apparent directly between Sabine and Greenland, 1 am
gaining strength very slowly indeed. This morning I could hardly get up from off my haunches when out of
doors, and had to call on Frederik [Christiansen] for assistance. The spirits of the party remain very goodwonderfully so considering. We have a little reading every night. It is generally kept up until about 9
o'clock, though many of the party drop off to sleep before that. My feet, as well as those of quite a number,
are all puffed up and swollen, the skin very thick and callous. Dripping inside here is pretty IIIw:h slopped
to-day. The doctor is now making some remarks on French history.
Memorandum: Charlotte of apples.
Ralston has a felon.
February 25.-Barometer, 29.45 [748.02mm]; thermometer, - 14 r-25.60 C.]. Rreakf.1st-8 ounces of
American bread, chocolate, and butter yet remaining from last week. Supper-7 ounces of American bread,
4 ounces of bacon, and tea, with some butter yet remaining. The meals to-day have been very fil}e. The
English bacon this evening was very much liked and could not be enough praised. All sorts of extravagant
statements are indulged in regarding it, though I hold that our situation renders us incapable of judging.
A good deal of wind to-day with drifting snow. Blowing ail last night. The straits are evidently all open.
We are making preparations, of course, however, in the way of getting foot-gear, &c., ready, but the time
approaches when we shall be out of rations, and then, unless we get seal, we are done for, in my private
opinion, for I see no chance of crossing the straits on the ice, though in this I hope I am mistaken. I have
been up twice to-day for exercise, though I did not go out. There is now a good deal of light, though
the sun has not been seen directly. How often I think of those dear ones at home, and my own familiar
table of sins of the past present themselves. My spirits were low all this morning, but arc much better this
evening. This depression seems to accompany my loss of physical strength. The range of the thermometer inside here to-day has been about 40; from about + 13 [-10.6° C.] to +40 [4·4° C.]. Outside it has
.
..
.
been from -10 [-23.3° C.] this evening to -37 [-3 8'3° C.] this morning.
February 26.-Barometer, 29.81 [757. 1610 "' 1; thermometer, -13 [-25. 00 C.]. I missed the reading
last night. Have gone to sleep shortly after the supper several times of late and slept through. Breakfast-sox-tail soup with extract meat. Supper-fmc stew, consisting of 3 ounces roast heef, I of lime-juice pemmican, 3 of bread, some blubber, potatoes, &c. ,\re had 5 ounces of bread in the plates to each man. It was
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only wanting in the usual respect-not enou~h of it. We look forward ~ll ?ay to supper, a.nd the~l to breakfast the next morning. It is all we have to hve for apparently. There IS little talk of our immediate future.
\Ve all seem to dread it. In fact, unless we succeed in getting game on this side, we are very likely to share
the fate of Franklin's.expedition. Day calm and cloudy. A great deal of water in the straits between here
and the opposite shore. I went out to-day with the help of Frederik, Eskimo, and took a walk to the end
of the lake. I am regaining strength very slowly indeed. I am very, very weak. Well, every day brings
us nearer the end of this, whatever the end is to be, and I am glad of it. The conversation of the party is
now constantly on the subject of food again, restaurants, &c. The raven was seen to-day. Would that I
could write a letter to my dear father and the dear ones at home, but it is impossible, under the present circumstances, to put down more than these notes.
FebrualJ 27 .-Barometer, ~9'90 [759.45
thermometer, - 22.5 [- 30.3° C.]. The thermometer has
since fallen as low as - 27 [- 32.8° C.]. The day bright and fine. The sky to the east very clear, and it
is thought that the sun might be seen from the hill, but-those who went up there were disappointed. Breakfast-soup of 1 ~ ounces bacon and 3 of bread, with chocolate. Supper to-night-3~ ounces roast beef
and half ounce pemmican. Our canned stuff is gradually going, and the variety of rations will soon be
gone. \Ve now have the strongest left. We shall soon have a shut-down, and I am not sorry for it. The
doctor made some remarks on French history to-day. I was out on the lake this morning.
Memorandum: The chronometer in my pocket is the one used on the trip to 83° 24', and on all my
trips in this region. My intention is to buy it, and in case I do not get back I would have it purchased and
kept in my family.
01 01
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February 28.-~Barometer, 29.92 [759'95 mml ; thermometer, - 26.5 [-32.5° C.].

Breakfast-ox-tail
soup and tea. Supper-roast-beef stew with 3 ounces of bread in it. Bread and butter issued to-night for
morning. Day calm and clear. Walked down to the end of the lake with Frcderik [Christiansen]. Felt a
little stronger than usual. I got three pieces nearly whole hard-tack in my plate to-night, with some small
p.ieces, in all making about four hard-tack or less, and asked Lieutenant Greely if this was supposed to be
SIX hard-tack.
My question was misuuderstood as a reflection on the cook or on Brainard. Conversation
on the subject of food to-day. Everybody here thinks himself a cook.
February 29·-Barometer, 3o.0I [762.24mm]; thermometer, -3 1 [-35. 0° C.I. Breakfast-coffee, bread,
and butter. Supper-stew of blubber, roast beef, lime-juice pemmican and bread; 3 ounces of bread in
the st~w and tW? dog-biscuit in the plates. These are the last dog-biscui~. \Yeather calm and clear, though
hazy.m the straits, It looks very much as if the straits were now bridged, but it is impossible to make out
t1!e Greenland shore as yet. The small sledge was brought in to-day and lashed. Elison is doing well.
1 he ends of t~e bones of the legs will have to be cut off. The canned stuff and many things are now giving
out .. Our rat~ons are getting near the end of the string. Was out to-day for a walk. Put on a pair of
s,olllJer pants instead of mole-skin. We burn about four barrel-staves to each day•. Talk all about food,
&~., to-day. 'Ve are to have another group taken on returning to Washington, to be taken on Sunday, and
we are to have a lunch of beans and brown bread at the photographic gaUery-Rice's.
.J;fa,.rch I, Salurrl(~y.-Barometer,29.92 [759.95 mm ] ; thermometer, -29.5 -34. 2 ° C.]. The thermometer has ranged from - 35 [-37 • 2° C . ] to - 2 8 [ -33'3 ° C .] d urmg
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31.10 C.]. Breakfast-fine" son-o f -agun,. WI~ a good deal of blubber in it; very filling; we have raisins for one more' coffee. Supper will
conslsto stew of three and a half ounces dog pemmican and one ounce of lime-J'uie: pemmican. J save.d
a can 0 r my" son of a
"d
.
c t
"
l ' - - -gun an ate It at noon. Suffered with cold feet last night. To-day one of my lee
IS extreme y pamful-all puffed
d
..
d f rn
tl
I .
up an very sensmvs to the touch. It has been blowing hard all ay ro
re west. t IS a matter of doubt how
h hi I
.
Ware
all v
.
d h
muc t IS ast storm has broken up the ice in the straits.
e
ery reslgne , owever and take thi
. I
L
f the
mgs ~Ulet y. Our supplies are gradually decreasing.
ast 0
d
lemons issued to-d
d h I
'I' lk d .
' .
bi ts an
ay an t east of the milk &
not altogether on th
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f
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a
urmg the day on miscellaneous su Jec ,
. e su ject a food, as usual.
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l}<[arch 3.-Barometer, 29.79 [756.65mm]; thermometer, -26 [-32.20 C.]. Breakfast-hread, butter,
and coffee. Supper-English bacon, bread, and tea. It blew hard last night and has blown more or less
during the day until near the present hour. Open water is reported as seen from the hill towards Sabine,
I think it quite probable that it is all open between here and Littleton Island. I was over in Lieutenant
Greely's bag for some time this morning. Lieutenant Greely announced this morning that we could continue on present rations to the rrith instant, and up to that date still have enough to cross with. That we
were then, however, to make up our minds to getting rations here. We have enough rations to carry us to
. the first week in April, Lieutenant Greely proposes to send a party up to Alexandra Harbor towards the end
of the month to hunt, and also some parties in the vicinity of Sabine. I shall be glad when the shut-down
comes, bring us what it may. I am getting stronger rapidly, I think. I have not been out to-day on account
of the wind. Our last cloudberries go next Friday. Three more issues of lime-juice. Many other things
are running out; our vegetable stews will soon be gone.
March 4.-Barometer, 30.09 [764.271T111l]; theruiometer, - 22 r- 3°. 0° C.]. Breakfast-fine stew of
corn, blubber, potatoes, hard bread, &c. Supper-stew of pemmican and roast beef, mostly the latter. The
bread is to be reduced to fifty-six ounces, a reduction of about an ounce. Other small reductions in our
rations will be made. Our canned stuff will soon all be gone, Blowing and snowing to-day, and signs of
open water seen by Brainard indistinctly. It is cold and uncomfortable inside here, and a great deal of frost
comes constantly. Conversation on the subject of food all the time, morning, noon, and night. Thank
God! the day is fast approaching when we shall see the end of all this. The wood still holds out very well.
It is very fortunate, as we are enabled to have our food mostly heated.
Afardl 5.-Barometer 29.95 r760.7211lm]; thermometer, -23 [-3°. 6° C.]. Blowing very hard pretty
much all during the night and during the day to-day, with drifting snow; very disagreeable. Breakfast this
morning-fine stew of corn, &c. Supper to-night-stew of 2 ounces bacon, 2 JIz lime-juice pemmican, and 1 ~
of roast beef; 4 ounces in all. The bacon is rancid, but we enjoyed the taste; last night it made Biederbick
sick at the stomach, and he threw up his supper. The wood holds out well. Last issue of butter, soup, and
extract of meat are made. The end of this month will be very critical. I am gla(l of it, whatever the end is to
be. I have no desire to postpone the end, if that end is a death by starvation. Thermometer inside the house
on rising this morning was +19 [-7.2° C.]. It has been very cold and chilly inside here to-day, owing to
the l:igh wind outside.
jJ£arclz 6.-Barometer, 29.5 6 [75o.8IlTImJ; thermometer, -22 /-30.0° C.]. Blowing and windy through
last night; it continued until about noon, when it gradually became calm. A great deal of wind rwater] reported
in the straits by those on the hill, as shown by a heavy line of dark douds running north and south, marking
the open water. There is no doubt that the straits arc open, though how far this 0Jlen water is from Sabine,
or just how wide it is, is difficult to say. Brainard and Rice usually go out on the hill every day and take a
survey of the scene. I have not been out for some days, but get up and stump around inside here twice a
day. I am gradually recovering my strength, but feel depressed and in low spirits, usually during the afternoon-a feeling I cannot shake off I suppose short rations and my convalescing condition have something
to do with it. Some work done to-day on the sledge and on the foot-gear, to prepare for our departure. 1
do not think we shall have an opportunity of crossing, and I think the party arc losing confidence, Our
hopes must depend upon being able to get game here. Conversation during the day on the subject of food;
this is our constant theme. 'Ve have reading every night, and occasionally something out of a book of
statistics.
Mernorandum : Stuffed eggs tl III Pans.
Last of our soup (ox-tail) eaten this morning for breakfast. Supper to-night-bacnn stew; 2 ounces bacon,
I ~ of roast beef, and y; ounce pemmican, with a few pieces of hard bread and a little blubber. Our blul.)ber
is almost gone; bacon rancid, and we eat the tallow in which it comes. Both arc very strong and spoiled,
but we eat them with relish. How often my thoughts wander homeward to the dear ones there and the old
family scenes. Oh, God! how many years of my life I would give to be there.
0
March 7.-Barometer, 29.59 [75 1 .S7mmJ; thermometer, -16 /-26.7 C·I· Breakfast-~;/z ounces
bread, and our last chocolate. The bread consisted of two whole crackers, two halves, and ~ome pIeces ahout
equal to three-quarters of another cracker. At Fort Conger, 16 or 17 crackers ~ere considered to equal a
pound; here the bread seems to be very heavy. Supper-stew of bacon, pemmican, and roast beef Our
last cloudberries issued to-day. Day clear and calm; I went out this morning on th~ lake. I:ong ,:ent out
hunting to-day, and continued ondown to Brevoort Island; he did not get back until after Biederbick had
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commenced to cook dinner in his place. He saw two old bear tracks, also fox tracks. Rice was on the hill
and saw two ptarmigan; sent for the gun, but the birds flew away. The sun was seen for the first time this
morning. The water in the straits is reported somewhat different-closing i.n a little, but ~ccounts. are con.
flicting. Greenland shore is invisible. Heavy water-clouds hang over the mld~le of the straits, runnmg north
and south. Kislingbury went out to the ice-berg, about three-quarters of a mile from shore; saw some old
bear tracks. Found a heavy current under the ice, and the ice very thin in places; broke through, but did
not get wet. Our <!bances look rather poor at present, but with the increase of sunlight we ought to get
seals.
March 8.-Barometer, 2948 [748.7801011; thermometer, +3 [-16.1° C.] after breakfast. Breakfastrice soup (the last of the rite), tea, and 4~ ounces hard bread. Supper-bacon, 4 ounces, 4.% ounces of
bread, and tea. It blew with great violence last night, and a fierce storm has been raging all day, blowing,
snowing, and drifting. No one but Linn and the Eskimo [Jens], who went for ice, have been out of doors.
Conversation pretty lively to-day, Ralston has a carbuncle on his finger, but it is getting better. Henry has a
sore foot. Gardiner is nearly well, but still on the convalescent list. These, with Elison and myself, are the
only ones sick or unwell. I have been in pretty good spirits to-day. Generally feel pretty low down in the
morning, after breakfast. Last night I had a few unpleasant words with Lieutenant Greely about proposal to
change the stews. Roth of us were rather fixed. This constant hunger is very productive of ill-temper.
Marth 9·-Barometer, 29·74 [755.3 80101]; thermometer, -7 [-21.7 0 C.]. Breakfast-"son-of-a-gun"
without milk or raisins, but quite filling notwithstanding, with 30 ounces of lard, some blubber, and a thin pint
of chocolate. Supper to-night is pemmican stew of 5 ounces, which promises to be very good. The issue for
lard for Monday, Wednesday, and Friday next is to be t of an ounce for each day. This it has been decided
to carryover for the" son-of-a-gun" next Sunday. Conversation all day about food.
bf(,rch lo.-Barometer, 29·94 [76046mm); thermometer, -8.5 [ -22.50 C.]. Windy last night and during
the afternoon, but after that it cleared off and now bids fair to be fine weather. Breakfast-chocolate and
bread. Supper-bacon and bread and tea. Long leaves to-morrow for Alexandra Harbor with Eskimo
Frederik, to hunt for game. He takes six days' rations, at the rate of half pound of meat (pemmican and
bacon) 10 ounces of bread and tea, also a pint of rum. Rice and Brainard went out to-day and report water
in the straits ncar Sabine. Apparently quite a narrow channel with ice in it. Greenland shore quite distinct.
\Ve need now very cold weather to have any chance of the straits freezing over. We have pretty much concluded that the chances of the straits freezing over are very poor. Bacon now on three afternoons every week,
cold. Our fuel must be economized. Our rations will last about four weeks longer. After that we must gft
game or turn up our toes. .

Marth II.-Barometer, 29·99 [761.73",mJ; thermometer, -15.5 [-2640 C.]. Breakfast-corn stew
(our last co~), 5 ounces bread, and tea. Supper-stew of 4 ounces of meat, 2 of bacon, I ~ roast beef, J/z
ounce pemmIcan,. 2 ou.nces bread (116 in plate and 1 on the stew); also tea. Day very fine, calm and clear.
Long and Fredenk, Eskimo, got off this morning before 9 o'clock. Rice and Ellis started about 8 a. m. and
pulled the small sledge for ~hem as far as Cocked Hat Island. The sun was seen to-day just over the hill. I
was out and went on the hill, the farthest I have been since November last. did not see the sun. The Greenla~d shore is visihle. to-(,lay, and the land in other directions very clear. ~ppearances indicate that the straits
WIll be frozen ?ver If thIs. calm weather continues with cold temperature. The spirits of the party are high.
\Ye have reading every mght still. Many books have been read through.
March. I2.-I?arometer, 29·95 [7GO·7211lIn]; thermometer, -22 l- 30.00 C.l- Breakfast-4~ ounces of
hard l:rcad and a pmt of tea. ?uppe.r-4 ounces bacon, I ~ of roast beef, and ~ ounce lime-juice pemmican,
made mto a stew. 'Ve have WIth this 2;1z ounces of hard bread 1 ~ in the plates and the other ounce in the
stew. I to~k a walk to the hill to.~ay after breakfast, and was ~p :gain in the alley-way just before dinner.
\Ye~ther ql1l~e calm about here, WIth only a slight air stirring from the west. l ..ine of white clouds in the
straits. Bramard walked down to Cal) Sab'
F
d
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.
.J
rood
.
e
me.
oun a storm ragmg m the straits, and discovered a g
deal ?f open wate:. No game seen and no signs except tracks of a fox. Lieutenant Greely came over this
mO~l1ng and got .mto Biederbick's bag. Frederick was engaged in repairing that of his Talk to-day on the
shUbJect of ~ood, bllls of fare, dishes, &c. Germany and New England we hear a good ~teal of in this respect,
trough BIb' k
1 J. . .
,
lee er tc aru .reutenant Greely respectively. Good deal of drip inside here of late and also a great
d.ea I ot· smoke.
The t
t
th
·11
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r
slowly.
wo oge er ar ( greatly to the discomfort about meal times. I am gettmg strange
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March 13.-Barometer, 30.01 [762.041l10l]; thermometer, -16 l-26.7° C.]. Breakfast-s-stew of I
ounce bacon per man, with a little extract meat and the last of the blubber, and 2 ounces hard bread in it.
Supper-4 ounces bacon and 5 of hard bread. All of our coffee and chocolate are now gone, and canned
vegetables. Weare reduced pretty much to pemmican, bacon, bread, and tea. The breakfast stew had onethird tea-spoonful of potatoes per man, which is the last of the potatoes. Weather to-day calm and dear. Sun
shining brightly. It came out over the hill and was seen hy those out at noon. Long and Frederik,
Eskimo, returned unexpectedly about 7.15 p. m, Long reported that they went to Alexandra Harbor, but
were unable to get in the sleeping-bag, and had not had any sleep since leaving on Tuesday last. The bag.
was found frozen hard. They were able to get their feet down up above the knees, hut that was all. They
took little naps standing, one at a time. Saw no game whatever, and no tracks except those of one fox.
Buchanan Strait seemed to Long to be closed up to the west by high mountainous bud, but he could not be
sure. The distance accomplished and the trip was most remarkable. Ptarmigan tracks seen ncar the house

to-day.
March I4.-Barometer, 29'9 2 [759.9S m m ] ; thermometer, -16 [-.6.7°C.]. Breakfast-pint of tea
and 4~ ounces of hard bread. Supper-stew of 5 ounces English pemmican, 2~ ounces of hard bread
(in plate), and pint of tea. Brainard went out to-day and shot three ptarmigan ncar the house. Their
tracks were first seen some two or three days ago. This looks like a good omen, and goes a little way as
an offset to the damper made by Long's want of success. I saw the sun to-day for the first time-the first
time since October 23 last. Some of the others have seen it a few days ago. Leads of open water in the
straits arc reported freezing up, but the grinding of ice in the straits is heard nevertheless. Lieutenant
Greely announced to-day that we could live here fat four weeks more on substantially our present rations.
This of course would leave nothing for crossing. Our only hope lies in getting seal.
M(Jrch Is.-Barometer, 30.10 6 4.53TUm } ; thermometer, -.:-22.5 [-30'3° C.]. Breakfast-stew of one
ounce bacon and 2 ~ hard bread, with pint of tea. Supper to-night-6 ~ ounces bread and 4 ounces roast
beef. Our hard bread is to be cut down from to-day to 50 ounces per man per week. Kislingbury was
around to-day by a pool of open water some three miles from shore, and reports fresh bear tracks about
three miles from shore. He also saw five dovekies, Reports the condition of the straits is encouraging.
Appearances would indicate that a few days of cold calm weather will put them so that we can cross. The
weather to-day has been calm and bright, very pleasant for some time past. Rice went over to Rosse Bay
yesterday and returned by way of Cape Sabine. He found a practicable route over to Rosse Bay; can go
over there in about the same time it takes to reach Long's Point. I went out to-day, but did not feel so
strong as yesterday. My foot has been hurting me a good deal to-day. I feel in the morning and afternoon frequently a dreadful depression which I cannot shake off.
March 16.-Barometer, __ ; thermometer, -28 [-33,3° C.], at 1 o'clock. Breakfast this morningfine" son-of-a-gun," 6 ounces of bread, and 4 ounces lard per man, very rich and oily. Supper-stew of
5 ounces of meat, 3 ounces of pemmican, 2 of ptarmigan, and 234 of bread per man. These three ptarmigan shot by Brainard weighed 334 pounds dressed-that is, with the entrails, bones, and feathers excepted,
though we ate everything. Some of the entrails were not entirely squeezed. Long and Frederik [Christiansen] went out to-day to the berg where there is an open-water pool, and Long shot four dovekies with
the shot-gun. They are nice food. Their plumage is white, mostly white.
They saw a seal, and Frederik [Christiansen 1shot at him, but missed the animal. This success raises the spirits of the party wonderfully, and to-night we are feeling very sound again. Long's want of success at Alexandra Harbor rather
threw a damper on us. I was not out to-day, but only up in the alley-way to stretch my legs. It now drips
28 or
29 [-2.2 or
very badly at every meal. The temperature inside here just before breakfast time,
-1.70 C.]. The kayak was taken out to-day and the birds secured by means of it.
March 17.-Barometer, 30.10 [7 64.53 JtJ TU ] ; thermometer, -22 f-3 0 • 0 0 C.]. Breakfast-4~. ounces
hard bread with tea. Supper-5 ounces of bacon, 2lf of bread, with the tea; 7 ounces of bread daily now.
All our coffee and chocolate is gone and all the canned stuff. Nothing now remains but pemmican, bacon,
and roast beef. Brainard found a large box containing 10 ounces of English chocolate. Kislingbury
went with Jans [Jens] out to the water-pool to-day and saw a s~aJ, ~)ut got nothing. .Kaya~ ~a~en alc~ng
and carried back again. The four dovekies gotten yesterday weigh Just one pound aplcc~. ] hIS ~ornmj.',
as jans {Jensl was about starting out, he saw and shot. a ~tarmjgan .near the h?use-qulte a fat bird ~nd
weighs 17{ pounds. Sun shining brightly to-day. '~md ttl the straits, ~ut nothmg to amount to anything
m
here until this evening, when it blows from the northwest at about five miles [about 2 per second]. I was
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out to-day for a walk on the lake and felt much stronger. Was up in the a~ley-way for between two and
three, hours. The spirits of the party are very good. All seem co~fident.of bemg able to get seal meat, &c.,
and thus support life. \Ve have about gi~en up hope.of the str~It~ closm.g so as to allow us to cross. The
conversation is chiefly about food. Reading every night. Hayes boat Journey and the Challenger Expedition have been read.for some time. Hayes is voted a fraud.
Memorandum: Arme niter. Citronpreserve,
JJli.rrch 18.-Barometer,29.75 [755.64mm]; thermometer, -13 [-25. 00 C.]. Overcast and somewhat
cloudy. Storm in the straits from the southwest. Breakfast-s-g ounces of hard bread and a pint of tea.
Supper-stew of 4 ounces of meat, I~ ounces bacon, Ilf of roast beef, ~ of lime-juice pemmican, and ;Iz
ptarmigan. Talk all the day on the subject of food. There has been a constant stream of conversation ever
since breakfast. I saved about half of my bread this morning to supplement the stew to-night. This stew
has 2 ounces of bread in it; none issued in the plate. Did not go out of doors to-day. Noone went
hunting. The raven came around to-day, but was too wary to be shot. The straits all broken up; no
chance, in my mind, of our crossing. Frying in lard, compared with frying in bacon, was heavily argued
this morning.

,Jlarch 19.--Harometer, 29.95 [760.72111111); thermometer, - 10 [-23.3° C.]. Breakfast-s ounces of
hard bread and a pint of tea. Of the hard bread, I saved most for supper. Supper-a stew of 4 ounces of
meat, 2 of pemmican, l;lz bacon, and ~ ounce of dovekie. It was stormy and windy last night. Continued most all day with a good deal of drift. No one went out but the ice men, &c. Wind from the
southwest. Straits all broken up. I took my exercise in the alley-way. I have felt in better spirits to-day
than usual. The talk now is incessantly about food, dishes, and eatables. Thermometer this morning, just
before breakfast, inside the house,
2S [- 3'9 0 C.]. Our wood will be gone to-morrow or the next day,
and we shall have then to burn stearine, the little there is, followed by alcohol.
.
Jfardz 20.-Barometer, 30.1 S r16S·80tntn]; thermometer, - [5 [-26.1 0 Cv].
More or less wind
to-day. Cold and chilly in the house. It.is more uncomfortable inside here when the wind blows, though
with a comparatively high temperature, than when the temperature is low and calm. Long went out to the
water-pool, but saw nothing but two dovekies-got nothing. Rice went out to the P [Beebejcache with a
net, and came back at supper time with a few ounces of shrimps. We hope to be able to get shrimps
enough to help our rations. Breakfast this mornmg-our last morning stew. It consisted of I ounce of
bacon, 2 J4 of bread, and the last of the potatoes and the extract of beef. Supper to-night-s-a ounces of
hacon and 4,% bread. The raven was seen to-day by Rice. Henry saw flying overhead what he thought
was ~n ow! or falcon. Our fuel gives out to-morrow, all except the whale-boat. We shall then commence
cooking With the alcohol. Schneider has made 222 stearine candles since February 16.
ilfarch. 2 I.-Barometer, 30.08 [764.021I1I1I]; thermometer, -19 [-28'30 C.]. Breakfast-4~.ounces
of bre~d .with a c~p of tea. Supper-fine stew or soup of 4~ ounces of American pemmican, WIth 3.of
bread l.n .It; none m the plates nowadays in the evening, except on bacon nights. It has been blowing
and drifting all day, and the sun overcast most of the time' the air filled with a kind of haze. No one
~a.s be~n fart~er than just outside the door. Brainard has been occupied in making a net to catch shrimps;
It IS baited WIth part of a doveki
R'
r.
·1 . :11 take
ie,
Ice got a lew ounces yesterday, but they are very small, am It wi
a go?d many to go any ways as food. Lieutenant Kislingbury has an inflamed finger, probably a felon
coming on. Ralston's finger is improving slowly, I believe. The time draws near when our group comes
to an end \Ve look 0 it ith
'.
.
ble
.'.
n 1 Wi equammuy, and the spirits of the party, with this prospect of a nusera .
~~~' IS certainly wonde.rful. I am glad as each'day draws to an end. It puts us nearer the end of thIS
C d I w~atever that end IS to be. How often I think of those at home. and of what they are doing. Oh,
t~O ug.:. a~ I could be with them for a few hours only. Would that it ;ere possible to write down all nlY
bo° . ts b ere at length for the benefit of those at home in case of the worst The fuel, all except the
a~, IhS a °hut .gone-ends wi~h to-morrow. We will the~ commence on alcoh~l. "Double-barrel" stew
t o-mg
t-t at IS, two pots which n
I fill)
1
. .
gh to
t
Frid
d
ear y . t te pates, and comes somewhere towards gIvmg one enou
::biect ~f~ysodan ISu~days we have two pots, and on other stew nights only one. Talk all the time on the
J
ooo,
t iorrns almost the whol
bi
f
.
,u I
'
e su ject 0 conversatIOn .
. . narcn 22.-Barometer 2990
] h
hard
'
.
1759·45; t ermometer, 3.5 [- 19.7 0 C.]. Breakfast-4,% ounces
bread with tea' su er
half my hard< brea~Pfi -5 ounc:s baco~, partly tallow, and 2~ ounces hard bread. Saved over nearl~
satisfactory of the
rkorn rnommg to-mght. I find these cold meals of hard bread and bacon the mOS
wee ---even more so th
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.
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an re un ay evenmg stew. Quite a number of t re par
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the same experience. I sleep better and feel warmer. Waked up this morning at 2~ a. m., and slept very
little afterward. Aftet a supper of bacon, frequently sleep through till after 5 o'clock, even when I dropped
asleep the night before very early. Long went out hunting on the ice to-day with Jans fJ ens 1, but saw
nothing, and got nothing. He went out on the ice two or three miles from land. Reports seeing nothing but sludge ice and young ice extending as far as he could see. Saw no open water except at the berg.
Appearances would indicate a jam in the straits. Rice went down to-day to the creek near the P [Beebe]
cache, and ,got some half-dozen ounces of shrimps. These shrimps are very small. He got back just after
supper. Our talk is constantly about food, &c. One can fix his mind on nothing else. Frederik, Eskimo.
and Jans [Jensl have swelled faces. I was out to-day on the lake. Some wind to-day, and the sky overcast and snowing at times.
March 23.-Barometer, 3000 r761.99RlmJ; thermometer, - 10 [- 12.2 0 C.J. Breaklast-s- 4~ ounces
hard bread and tea. Supper-fine stew of 5 Jf ounces meat with 3 ounces bread in it. The dovekie
supplied about I ounce per man and pemmican in the rest. I brought over from breakfast a little hard bread,
as usual. This allowance of bread is a most insignificant amount. The hard bread weighs heavy, and one
cracker with a few pieces seem to make up the 4 ~ ounces. Lieutenant Greely announced this morning
that we would run along on the present ration until April 6, and then by cutting down to J ounces of
meat per day, without bread, we could exist until about May I. This is more encouraging. Our present
ration is so small, however, that it remains to be seen what the effect of any further reduction will be. We
are hungry all the time. It is impossible to fix one's thoughts for any length of time on anything but food.
\Ve have various seal skin articles of clothing, foot gear, some stearine, &c., which we now talk of eating.
Long and Frederik (Eskimo) went hunting to-day out beyond the berg. Saw nothing but one dovekie
and a bear track about two days old. Also a fox track. Long reports the ice moved out. Open water out
beyond Sabine. Brainard went down to Rosse Bay, but saw nothing but tracks of a fox and a ptarmigan.
Reports open water stretched from Cape Isabella towards the north. No open water around the bergs in
Rosse Bay. Traveling on the ice of the bay very good. Brainard started soon after breakfast and got
back to dinner. Rice went down to the P [Beebe] cache after shrimps this morning, and again just before
dinner. He returned just after dinner quite successful. He got about three pints-that is, an English meatcan-full of shrimps. These shrimps are very small-about one-sixth of the size of the ordinary canned
shrimps. Bender and Schneider made a dip-net for him to-day, and also some other implements to catch
them. Rice went down again after dinner to try to catch some more. We "resumed cooking by alcohol to-day
at dinner; it takes longer than by wood. All the wood is now gone except the boat itself, &c. Bender
made a fish-hook to-day, and Connell is going to try fishing to-morrow. The temperature inside here, just
before breakfast this morning, was +29 [- 1.70 C.J. Yesterday morning it was + 25 to
26 [-3'9 to

+

- 3.3 C. J the morning before.
March 24.-Barometer, 29.97 [76I.22mm]; thermometer, -16 to -22 f-26·7 to -30.0° C,], Slept
well last night, not waking up until just before 5 o'clock. Alcohol lamps lighted at 6 o'clock. It was 7<Jo
when Biederbick's tea boiled, and he had issued the first cupful when he suddenly fainted. He was carried
to his sleeping-bag. Then Israel fainted, and Long and several others. We all began to feel the effects
of the alcohol fumes in the close house. Those able to, got out in the alley-way, and the rest were helped
out. Jewell, Connell, Brainard, &c., fainted as soon as they reached the cold air outside. 1 got out
to the end of the alley-way to help Jewell, when I found myself suddenly affected. I did not lose
consciousness, but became like one paralyzed. \Ve gradual1y came back inside the house. Most, if not all,
of the party were given a mouthful of tea, and a drink of rum was isued an around. Biederbick and Israel
came near death's door, the doctor says. None of the party that were not more or less affected. Just
before dinn~r time it was discovered that some one had taken advantage of the situation this morning to
steal about half a pound of the bacon of Biederbick's mess, and deep are the curses which rained down
upon this brute. The allowance of bread has been increased slightly this evening. Breakfast consisted of
4 ~ ounces of bread; and supper, according to schedule, would be 2;/z ounces. At supper this evening the
two hatches in the boat are kept open, and the door slightly, so no trouble if) found. Henry is sick at the
stomach, but was affected before supper time, he says. 'Fine day to-day, as well as yesterday. Eight half
gills of shrimps to-day weighed 14 ounces. Fox tracks seen around to-~ay. Ri~e went down to the tide
crack at 3 o'clock this morning and brought back 2 pounds more of shrimps. No one out to-day farther
0

than the lake.
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Mlzrch 25.-Barometer, 3°.00 r76I'99mm]; thermometer, - 16,5 [-26'9° C. J. Bre~kfast-5 ounces of
hard bread with tea; saved over about 2 ounces for supper, as usual. Supper-stew consisted of 3 ounces of
shrimps per man, I ~ of rancid tallow, and ~ ounce lime-juice~ pemmica? with 2 ?unces hard bre~d. This
stew was pronounced excellent by everyone, and many went mto ecstasies over It, and thought It the best
thing in flavor we have yet had. We were all certainly very agreeably disappointed in the shrimps. Lieutenant Greely estimates that 3 pounds of shrimps are equal to 2 pounds of meat. Last night Brainard killed
a fine fox which ran over the roof of the house; white in color, weight 5~ pounds dressed. The bread last
night at supper was increased about 5 ounces for that meal, in consideration of the trials of the day. Rice
went out again this morning at 3 o'clock, down to the tide-hole and the iceberg, and set his shrimp nets. He
went out just before dinner to-day, and returned just after dinner with some more shrimps, larger than the
others. Shrimps brought in, in all, by him to date.about 17 pounds. The baits used consist of seal-skin, old
bear-skin (socks of Corporal Salor, &c.), feet of ptarmigan, fox-skin, &c. Long and Frederik, Eskimo, went
down to Sabine to-day. Long saw two seal or walrus holes, and is confident of finding seals or walrus out
on the ice near by before long. Frederik, Eskimo, became exhausted and laid down, but fortunately Long
saw him and brought him in. Schnapps and ammonia brought him to all right. After breakfast this
morning pretty nearly everyone gave some testimony concerning Henry and the stealing of the bacon
yesterday morning. Jans [jens] testified directly that he saw him take the bacon off the shelf. Henry
acknowledged that he was sick and threw up bacon, but declared it was after the bacon issued to him
was eaten, and it was this bacon he threw up. Private Frederick testified positively to the contrary of
this, and the testimony of a number of us was directly opposite to it. It came out also that Henry, at Fort
Conger, opened and made way with canned stuff. Schneider testified to-day that it was Henry who stole
the milk. Everyone of the party was asked his opinion, on hearing all the testimony, and everyone, without
exception, of the white men of the party, declared his conviction of Henry's guilt. Henry has not been
allowed to leave the hut without a guard, nor to leave his bag when no light is lighted. We are now using
alcohoL The daylight comes in through the holes above the two stoves during the cooking, and is cheerful. To-day, for several hours, we got along without candles. We are all confident now of pulling through,
and the spirits of the party are excellent. I was out for exercise to-Jay, and walked all the way down to
the old hut, the other side of the lake. It has been a beautiful day, bright and warm; quite calm. Lieutenant Kislingb~ry's finger is doing very well. Elison is doing remarkably well. I suffer a good deal with
swollen feet, which are alternately very cold and feverish, and painful with inflammation.
ilfarch 26.-Barometer, 3°,00 [76I'99mm]; thermometer, ° [-17. 8 ° C.]. Breakfast-s ounces of hard
bread: Supper-stew, same as last night, 1 X; ounces of bacon, % ounce lime-juice pemmican and 3 ounces
of shrimps, Slept wel.l last night, though several of the party complained of sleeping cold. This ,stew has
a ,,:ery fatty taste. Rice and Jewell went after shrimps this morning, at 4 a. m., but got nothing. The
, shn~ps do not ,s~em to bite at night. During the evening it commenced to storm, and since it has bee~
blowing ~nd dn~tmg from the: sou~hea!)t in a very violent way. Fresh ptarmigan tracks seen by Rice o~ hiS
return this ~ornmg at breaktast time, and three or four went after the bird but did not see him. Bramard
got cau~ht ,m the storm, and returned to the hut with difficulty. It makes it particularly cold and uncomfortable
inside
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stearine. Breakfast this moming-s-j ounces of bread and 1 ounce of tallow, and 1\- ounce shrimps per man,
made in a stew, a very good stew indeed. Supper-4~ ounces bread and 4 ounces of preserved beef.
A/arch 28.-Barometer, 30.13 [765.29111111]; thermometer, X. Breakfast-4,% ounces of bread and cup
of tea. Supper-fine stew, consisting of 6 ounces of shrimps, 3 of bread, I of tallow, and 1)t!'i of dovekie.
Rice got 12 pounds of shrimps yesterday and no less than 27 pounds to-day, Long got 14 dovekies to-day,
and Frederik, Eskimo, shot one ptarmigan. \Ve all feel jubilant and sanguine of the future in the highest
degree. Long promises 10 dovekies every day, and Rice as many pounds of shrimps. Long saw a small
seal to-day. Jans [j ens] gets the dovekies in the kayak, which is carried out for this purpose. Weather
to-day bright and warm and calm. About 9 o'clock or thereabouts it was 2 [-16.7 0 C.] in the sun, and
-20 [-28.9 0 C.] in the shade. Brainard went down to Cape Sabine, but has not returned up to dinner
time. Rice went out to his nets at 2 o'clock, but has not yet returned. I was out on the rocks to-day near
Cross' grave; am still weak, but getting stronger daily. We all hope great things from the double-barrel
"son-ora-gun" this evening. Frederik, Eskimo, came in exhausted to-day-remained out too long, looking
for another ptarmigan. The dovekies are all estimated at one pound each. Ellis and I picked birds this
morning for three or four hours. I got chilled through. The wings, heads, and feet of the dovekies arc
used as bait for shrimps. Brainard went to Sabine and found old Eskimo sledge.
. lfarch 2g.-Barometer, 30.50 [774.69mm]; thermometer,
1 [-17.2° C.]. Blowing and stormy all
day-wind from the east-snow drifting violently. Breakfast-no tea, but stew of I ounce of tallow, 6 of
shrimps, with 431z' ounces of bread served separately. Pronounced very fine by everyone. Supper-stew
of II ounces of shrimps, 1313 of dovekie and 1 ounce of tallow, with 2 ~ of bread served separately. Rice
hrought in 25 pounds more of shrimps late last night. To-day Rice brought in 12 pounds. On his way
down he saw a flock of 6 ptarmigan, and returning for the gun shot one of them. Long went out on the
ice with Jans [J ens] and saw some dovekies, but it blew and stormed so hard he returned. Got none to-day.
I have not been out to-day. Slept very poorly last night. Suffered a great deal from my inflamed feet.
Meals to-day very filling and satisfactory. Stearine burned at supper instead of alcohol, and to be burned
hereafter for the present. Brainard made some shot for rifle out of lead. Fox tracks seen.
March 3o.-Barometer, 30.50 l774.69mm]; thermometer about noon, -3 1- 1 9.4° C.]. Breakfast-3~
ounces bread with tea. Stew-6 ounces shrimps and I ounce of tallow. Supper-no hard bread, but tea, 4·lf
ounces shrimps, 4l~f ounces fox, I ounce of tallow, and 1 ounce of dovekie. The storm continued during the
night and continued during the day with great violence, blowing very hard from the east here to the house.
Noone went out during the day except Whisler, whose turn it was to cut ice. After supper the wind died away
to a great extent, and promises to leave us with good weather. Conversation on the subject of food has fallen
off during the last few days, owing to increased food. Lots of water now in the straits. Thermometer this
morning in the house, + 2 I [-6.1° C.l. Very cold inside during the day. I exchanged places in sleepingbags with Lynn day before yesterday; returned to my sleeping-bag to-night. Biederbick is to resume his
original place to-morrow or next day as cook. Frederik, Eskimo, still under the weather. The rest of us
are doing quite well. Helped Ellis to-day to pick dovekies and ptarmigan. Salor sewed skins of dovekies,
heads and feet on a box for bait for shrimps. Large feed of rations shows itself in the opening of our bowels.
Shrimps or shells of shrimps noticed in the stools.
March 3I.-Barometer, 30.50 [714.69mm]; thermometer, 3 [-16.1° C.]. Breakfast-3~ ounces of
bread in plate, a cup of tea, and 4 ounces of shrimps cold and raw. Supper-stew of 5 ounces shrimps, I
ounce bacon and I ounce dovekie per man. \Ve all like the Taw shrimps and find them palatable, though
most of the party prefer them in stew. If they are had in stew, however, the cup of tea is to be cut off in
the morning. Storm raging all day with a slight lull about noon. This storm commenced on the evening
of the 28th, and is the worst since the 27th of September last. Long went out to-day and brought in the
kayak. We were all very anxious for him. Jans lJens] was out and shot some ptarmigan, but could not
get any. We are using stearine to-night. This is the regular stew now. Frederick thinks 2 ~ pounds of
stearine to-day for both sides sufficient-evidently he is mistaken. The passage-way drifted up to-day. This
wind makes the cold inside the house more perceptible than when we have a low temperature. .1 moved
back to my bag this morning. Biederbick resumes his place as cook for our mess in the morning. Schneider
is cooking for the other mess this evening instead of Frederick, who complains of having taken a cold.
Frederik, Eskimo, is under the weather. He was given a drink of rum to-day and also last night. The
doctor recommends a slight increase of food for him. A slight increase is now issued Long and Jans fJensl·
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Long saw several dovekies to-day, some three dozen, he say~. The o~en water is e~croaching close to the
P [Beebe] cache. Long reports a great deal of ~pen water III the straits, I have missed the usual amount
of my exercise during the past few days.
April I.-Barometer, 3°.4 0 f772.ISmmj; thermometer, +9 [-12.8° C.]. Breakfast-s-a ounces of
shrimps, 2 ~ ounces of bread, with I of bacon, all in the stew together; no tea. Supper-6 ounces of
shrimps, I ounce of bread, I ounce of bacon, I ounce of dovekie, and a cup of tea. Rice brought in 20
pounds of shrimps before supper; he goes down again after dinner. Long got I I dovekies, He saw a
number of seals in the water, and a walrus on the ice. Could not get at the last on account of the young
ice. The open water is now close in to P [Beebe] cache. Brainard went out with a rifle and saw two
ptarmigan. Shot at them with some shot-gun cartridges, improvised out of rifle cartridges and lead cut up in
pieces, but though he got close to them got none. 'Ve have all felt cold and chilly to-day, and a depression is hanging over the party-probably due to the short rations of the past few days and the indication
had, and the late storm. To-night Schneider used stearine to cook with, and Biederbick alcohol. Tl.e
stew and the tea of the former were cooked in 89 minutes, and of the last in 75 minutes. I took a walk up on
the hill to-day. Find myself quite weak. Sky hazy and air calm and clear. Greenland coast visible indistinctly. 'Vc feel confident now of getting a seal before many days. Frederick resumes his cooking in the
morning. This miserable life does not improve our tempers, and we are all more or less irritable. Rice is
to bring in some sea-weed, which we are to try as food. 80 pounds of stearine on hand the other day when
we commenced to cook with it. The dovekies are skinned and supply the baits for the shrimps. The feet,
heads, and tips of wings are used also. The dovekies and ptarmigan are counted in weight as a pound each.
ApriI2.-Barometer, 30.63 [777'99mm]; thermometer, -13 [-25.00 C.J. Breakfast-stew of7 ounces
shrimps, 1 ounce of bacon, I %ounces of bread, and a cup of tea. Supper-stew of 8 ounces shrimps, I
ounce of bacon, I ~~ ounces bread, 2* ounces of dovekie, and a ClIp of tea. The sky dear and the sun shining
brightly all day, and wind from the west. Rice brought in 10 pounds more of shrimps last night after
supper, making 30 pounds yesterday. To-day he went down but once, accompanied by Private Frederick, and
got 32 pounds. These shrimps are very small, about the size of canned corn, which it very much resembles.
The heads, skin, &c., of the dovekies are still used as bait. Long and Jans [Jens] were out hunting to-day,
hut got nothing. The ice is crowded in towards the shore and closed up the water-pool ; hetter success perhaps to-morrow, Long saw several seals yesterday. Cold and chilly in the house to-day. These shrimps
do not ~ake the. place of meat by any means. I was out for daily exercise on the lake. No wind is now
very trying. ,\ as absent from 7 a. m. until supper time this afternoon. Brainard went out after the ptarmigan, but did not see them.
Memorandum: Pear cider.
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ApdI4.-Barometer,30'59 [776.97bl m ] ; thermometer, -3 [-J9-4° C.], about, Breakfast-e-stew of
4 oun~es of shrimps, 1)(. ounces of bread, I ounce of bacon, with a cup of tea. Supper-stew of 5 ounces
of shrimps, I){ ounces of bread, I ounce bacon, 173 ounces of dovekie, and a cup of tea. Morning reported
fine in the morning, but changed suddenly, becoming overcast; afterwards the weather got better. Long
and Jans [Jens] out for awhile; but they got nothing. They saw a seal, however, butonly three dovekies,
Salor was out in place of Rice and got 20 pounds of shrimps. I find it takes an effort to get these shrimps
down, and from one meal to another I have a bad, fatty taste in my mouth. I have not felt quite as
well yesterday and to-day as before. This evening I have taken Ellis's place in the sleeping-bag, He
has mine. Brainard went down to Sabine to-day; saw a bear-track quite fresh and followed it to the broken
ice. Reports open water extending up and down the straits-i-north as far as Cape Napoleon. Frederik,
Eskimo, was given a slight increase of rations.
April 5.-Barometer, - - - ; thermometer, -6 [- 21.1 0 C.]. Frederik Christiansen died to-day.
Breakfast this morning--I ~ ounces of bread, t ounce of bacon, 4 ounces of shrimps, and cup of tea.
Supper-s-g ounces shrimps, and 173 ounces ptarmigan, otherwise same as breakfast. SaInT brought in
to-day I2J/z pounds of shrimps. He only worked one net to-day or he might have got more, Long,
Kislingbury, and Jans [J ens] out hunting, but got nothing nor saw anything. The ice has moved up again
near shore, but there is still a great deal of open water. Very fine weather to-day, mostly calm, with a slight
wind at times. Sun shining brightly. Whisler put two windows in the boat to-day j it makes a great
difference; everything seeming much more cheerful. One can now see something inside here.
Frederik Christiansen, Eskimo, died unexpectedly to most of us at 9 a. m. this morning. He was
taken suddenly worse last night, and everything done for him that suggested itself, I believe. He has been
failing for some time past, but still I did not think there was any danger of his death. He was a good man,
and I felt a great affection for him. He constantly worked hard in my service, and never spared himself
on any sledge trip. He was buried near Cross at I o'clock to-day. His death makes me feel very sorrowful.
I felt a great difficulty for some time past in eating shrimp stews, and had to force it down to some extent.
Fortunately, Jans [Jens] and I are the only ones affected in this way. To-day I had two passages-the last
of the nature of diarrhea. I find myself still weaker. To-morrow morning 1 may be cut off.
ApriI6.-Barometer,
; thermometer, - 2 [ - 18.9° C.]. Breakfast-the usual stew for the party,
but I had no shrimps issued to me, which in lieu thereof I had about 4 ounces of dovekie, which J ate raw.
Supper to-night consisted of stew of 5 ounces of English pemmican with the usual amount of bread. 'rca
at both meals. We now have two windows in the top of the boat; it makes a very cheerful change. Salor
got 15 pounds of shrimps to-day between noon and dinner time. The hunters shot two seals in the water
and two dovekies, but got nothing. I had a very loose passage this morning in the nature of diarrhea.
Poor Linn is worse to-day. He has been unconscious since about 1.30 p. m. It is now about 5 o'clock.
\Ve are all doing our best to keep up our spirits. Rice and Frederick will leave this evening. We all
complain of being much weaker since eating these shrimps exclusively. I find myself particularly so; am
hardly able to rise without aid. I find to write these notes to-night requires a great effort. Brainard, Kislingbury, Ellis, and \Vhisler went down this afternoon and pulled the small sledge to the top of the rocks or
hill to the south, so as to save Rice that much work. The doctor gives me iron and also opium to-day.
Our talk is constantly about food or the delights of home. Lights are done away with, now that we have
windows. Snowing slightly this evening. Day calm, though slightly overcast. Jewell gave out to-dey
and was unable to cut ice.
April 7.-Barometer, X; thermometer, -7 [-21.7° C.]. Breakfast-stew of 6 measure cups of
shrimps, I ounce of bacon, and I ~ ounces of hard bread, and a cup of tea. Supper-stew of 7 measure
cups of shrimps, I ounce of bacon, and I ~ ounces of hard bread, and a cup of tea.
Sergeant Linn died at 7 p. m. yesterday. He was unconscious since 2 o'clock in the afternoon. He
was buried to-day by the side of Cross at 9~ this morning. It seems he felt his end approaching and gave
some direction regarding his last wishes. His death was a good deal of a surprise to me. His death has
cast a gloom on the party during the day. He was much liked and highly spoken of by all. The burial
service was read here at the hut by Lieutenant Greely, and then the body taken to the cemetery on the
sledge by Lieutenant Kislingbury, Brainard, Connell, Dr. Pavy, Biederbi.ck, Schneider, ~nd S:l~r. No volley was fired over the grave, as was done with Cross. Rice and Fredenck left for Eskimo I omt to get the
English meat in Baird Inlet at 9 o'clock last night. They took rhe .small sledge; expect to be back on
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Saturday. To-day has been overcast and snowing, but the temperature high-no wind. I find myself almost
as weak as ever again. I have not been out to-day nor yesterday. I took a little exercise in the hut
to-day. Had a few ounces of dovekie issued to me last evening ~nd this morning in addition to the regular
fare. The hunters have made slight addition. We all had a dnnk of alcohol to-day, made up by Bieder.
bick of 2 parts of water and 1 of alcohol, flavored with a little ammonia, the only thing Biederbick had to
put in. Jewell is much weaker to-day.

A.
Lieutenant Lockwood discovered Greenland to be seen northeast for at least 10 to 15 miles beyond
the highest point reached (Lockwood Island), latitude 83 0 24', longitude 40° 45', thus attaining the highest
latitude ever made. Lieutenant Lockwood in 1883 failed to reach Cape Bryant, owing to open water in
Polar Ocean, and from same cause Dr. Pavy failed in 1882 north of Cape Henry. The commanding officer
made important discoveries by two trips into the interior of Greenland in 1882. In 188 3 Lieutenant Lockwood crossed Greenland, from Patrick Bay to Greely Fiord, and reached in latter fiord 80048' north, 78° 30'
west, and saw land running south of west about 60 miles, ending in Cape Lockwood. The north side ended
about 10 miles west, and from Lieutenant Greely's observation from Mount C. A. Arthur, 4,5 00 feet [about
1,37om] high, evidently crosses gradually to extreme point seen by Lieutenant Walbridge (?) [Aldrich, R. N.J.
The party all well and consists of 25 men, all confident of ultimate safety. Conybeare Bay opens into H
[Chandler] Fiord, and thence by R. [Ruggles] River to Lake Hazen, a body of water about 60 by 7 miles
in extent. Greenland l Grinnell Land] is ice-capped north and south, except a b~nd of vegetation about 30
[60] miles wide from sea to sea. Eskimo have permanently lived at the junction of Lake Hazen and R.
[Ruggles] River and other points. Musk-oxen in quite large numbers found in this land. The coast northwest
of Cape. Eri,tannia (Nares Land) has been named Hazen Coast; the extreme point north, Cape Robert Lincoln [W ashington]; and the range of mountains to the west of Greenland Garfield Land.
The mean temperature at Fort Conger, 1881-'82, was -4.95 [-2~'50 C.], the lowest ever known.
The ~ernperature of -0·7 [- 18.2° C.] was observed in August, 188 3, off Bache Island.
Three further records may be looked for in Bi evoort Island, and in coal pile in Littleton Island, or at
depot B, of 1882; latter the north side of island.
A. "'.
Li~utenallr, }t,fth Cavalry,

B.-Copy

GREELY,

Lady Franklin Expedition.
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C.-Order ticket by Lieutcnan! Greely.
NORTH SIDE BAIRD

To Lieut.

...

;

Ixr.sr, &pltmber 30,

1883.

J. B. LOCKWOOD,

Twen~J'-third Infantry, Commanding Second OjJiur:
You will proceed to-morrow morning with the English sledge and nine men to Cape Sabine for
the purpose of bringing back the depot of 240 rations left there by Nares, provided that this is the only depot
there. In case other rations are found there, you will bring back only such few necessaries as we may
require while moving the whole of the party up to that place. You will also have the records, &e., furnished
leached] on the site of the English cache. One of the two tin cylinders containing records will be left at the
English cache and the other in the English cairn on the island of Brevoort,
SIR:

D.-Memorandum, September I9·
Sergeant Brainard thinks we should remain here until the first favorable opportunity.
Sergeant Rice thinks that we can take greater chances of reaching the Greenland shore than we can to
reach Sabine, but at present sees no opportunity or encouragement to move in either direction.

Minutes, .September 2/.
Lieutenant Kislingbury does not advise moving to-day, on account of the unsettled condition of the ice,
the wind, and the lateness of the hour; and thinks it will be better to wait a few days longer in the hopes
of getting a lower temperature, and the ice pressing together.
Dr. Pavy recommends crossing the lead, with the English boat, and reconnoitering, with a view of
reaching the whale-boat, owing to the great importance of recovering it.
Sergeant Brainard agreed with the doctor in the plan of reconnoitering.
Sergeant Rice thinks we all ought to be moving to-day, but that the lateness of the hour, and the
weather being unsettled, to agree that those who desire to get on the floe with the whale-boat, if possible, to
have the kayak sent out.
Lieutenant Lockwood advises moving at once, at least to the body on the Roe next to the west, and
either reconnoiter with a view to reaching the whale-boat or doing something else.

E:-Memorandum.
Cape Isabella-cairn 7oo/.-Few cases preserved meat-e-goo' magnetic west of cairn.
pounds of meat.

About 144

Minutes, Seplember I9·

Question to I..ieutenant Kislingbury: "If we miss Brevoort Island, do you think we can land to the
south of Brevoort J sland ?"
Answer: "It is a question I cannot answer with certainty."
Lieutenant Lockwood answered the same question, that he could not say; it was a matter of chance
of the drift.
Dr. Pavy answered: "I will see after we are a mile from Cape Sabine."
Sergeant Brainard replied to the same question that he thinks there will be some chance of reaching
shore south of Brevoort Island in case we find it within a mile or so.
Sergeant Rice thinks there are some chances of reaching the shore off Brevoort Island, as the coast
above Cape I sabella was reached.
Kislingbury amended his opinion that there are chances of making the west shore at the north of Cape
Isabella.
Lieutenant Greely: "If the party passes Brevoort Island, 1 think it almost impossible that Cape Isabella-the most favorable point--can be reached."
Lieutenant Kislingbury advises making no move for the present,but wait for the
fixed position.
Dr. Pavy's opinion is to remain here until something develops itself.

A(JC

to set in to some
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F. -M£nutes, September 25.
Lieutenant Greely endorses reduction of rations, and thinks it would be best to wait a day or two and
see what the drift does, and in the mean time keep close watch on it by examining the neighboring floes.
Dr. Pavy endorses reduction of rations. Thinks the ice should be immediately examined, and thinks
that if the ice is found practicable we should move at once to the southwest.
Lieutenant Lockwood endorses the reduction of rations. Thinks we should wait a day or two until
some knowledge of the drift is ascertained.
Brainard and Rice are substantially of the same opinion as the last.
Sergeant Brainard thinks we should wait over the spring tides.
Lieutenant Greely thinks nothing should be done until the spring tides are passed.

G.-Miscellaneous Memorandum.

--h

July 25,1883· Pieces washed by Cross to date, per Mem. Book
July 24, 1883. Pieces washed by Jans [lens] to date, per Mem. Book;

h_h
--h--_h

U

h___
Uh_____

20

67

Reward offered by me to Greenland sledge party: '450 in all, one-fourth to Brainard, and four-sevenths of the remainder
divided equally between Ralston, Linn, and Elison; the remaining three-sevenths divided equally between Jewell, Salor, and
Frederik, I promised Frederik, Eskimo, 100 crowns.

Latitude SE., island, Carey group, 760 42'. Longitude, 72~O.
Hakluyt Islands probably best place to take departure from. It is 34 miles distant, about.

Sept. IS, 1883.- 1 wonder where I shall be this day I884-if in this world or in another.

H.-Lift beh£nd at Fort Conger.
Seal-skin coat lined with doe-skiu.;
_____
u
Old walking coat
------ -----_ -____ _
--- - -- ---- ---- ------ ------ -- -- -- -----..
One suit of chamois.skin
--h_u
u
Un
Seal-skin footstool
-- - - -- - -- ---- -- - -- - --- --. ---- -- -- - - ---- -- - - - -- -- __
_____
Musical instrumen;--- ---- ------ ---- - - -- ------ - ---- - - - --.-- -.--- - - - - _.--_ ____
____ __
_
Pauofshoes
-----------------------------------------------

10

u

u

_U __ •

15

u

--------------------

12
2
10

2

~~n~-~~~~~~hi~-;~d~r~~~~----~========~==~==~=~==========:==~===~==~~==~===~======= 15
~::~i[:~~;:;l~:j:::.:::::::::::::::.:::'~:::::::::._-:: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :
Several pairs of socks

V

----------------------------------------------

White shirts, c;ffs, ~olj~~~-&~--u---------h-h-u--.--u-n-hHat
------ ..---------------------

Sle.

10

-------------- --- - - ..-- ---- ---- - -----------. -- -_ - -0_.

e~i~~~~;.-&~~-(~h~~id b~·~;id f~;~~~·o-f-;i;;a-l-a- - -ro-- -n:a-t-I'o-n-

Miscellaneous.

~
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.

3
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u
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.___________

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ -. --- --) ------__
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5
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2
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Extract.from the journal 0/ Sergran! IJaZJid L. Brainard, .from /lu}?'us! 26, ,883,
.
188/, inciush»:
:I

:I

:I

,.

:I

:I

10 lUll!' 2/,

:I

Sunday, Augus: 26, I883.-Israel and Whisler, who were on watch at the time (2 a. m.), reported a
movement in the ice highly favorable to our wishes. We immediately started, and, rounding Cape I... ouis
Napoleon without serious opposition, entered Dobbin Bay, where we found shelter in a snug little harbor not
far from the cape. The weather was exceedingly cold and disagreeable, and here we were forced to remain
until 10 a. tn., on account of a dense fog which obscured everything beyond our immediate vicinity. The
[OK at that time was less dense, and our course towards Cape Hawks was shaped by the compass. The bay
was comparatively free of ice, and its southern limit at Cape Hawks was reached in about four hours' steaming.
After some difficulty the cache of English provisions was found by Lieutenant Greely and Connell. The
greater part of the bread was moldy and much of it was entirely ruined. The amounts collected in the
aggregate were about 300 pounds. Of other articles there were 168 pounds of desiccated potatoes. g gallons
rum, and J small keg of onion pickles. Rice, who had been dispatched to Washington Irving Island with
his boat, the Nanohal, to examine the cairn on its summit for records, returned with the discouraging report
that it had not been visited since August, ,881, when we passed up the coast in the Proteus, He left a
brief note in the cairn descriptive of our retreat from Fort Conger. He reported that the icc in the direction
of Cape Sabine appeared favorable for being navigated by a ship. At 4 p. m, we resumed our course to
the southward, Rice being designated by Lieutenant Greely to act as steersman of the launch. He proved
more skillful in this capacity than anyone who had preceded him at the tiller. It is but natural that our
minds should now be haunted by gloomy thoughts. Where is the ship which we have been looking for so
long, and which we confidently expected would meet us ere this? She is either lost in Melville Bay or
else in this pack. If a naval vessel has been sent to our relief she would not dare to enter this ice, and she
is probably now at Littleton Island, awaiting our arrival.
After rounding Cape Hawks the coast was abandoned and our boats steered directly for Cape Sabine,
which stands out boldly fifty miles to the southward. The lanes which we followed soon closed in consequence of a general movement in the pack, and our boats thus checked were tied up to a floe, which had a
sluggish southerly drift. It is evident that very few storms have visited this locality during the summer, as
the absence of abrasion of the floe-edges is particularly noticeable. It has been a beautiful afternoon, with
a clear and cloudless sky and bright sun. The temperature fell to + 18 [ - 7.8°C.] this evening, and ice was
rapidly formed in consequence. Snow has fallen to a depth of two feet [.6ml at Cape Hawks this year.
Rice was again accidentally thrown from his boat to-day and was thoroughly drenched in the sea.
Monday, August 27, I883.-The boats were firmly frozen into the floe this morning and covered with
a thick coating of frost. All our efforts to extricate them were unavailing. It was a beautifully clear
morning at 4 o'clock, but at 7 we were enveloped in a dense fog which approached us from the north. The
pack is firmly closed and no indication of its scattering is apparent. It appears; however, to have a slight"
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northerly movement, but the change in our position to~day has bee.n ~nconsiderable. The fl?wing :ide
evidently overcomes the southerly current, and the direction of the drift IS thus changed for brief periods
each day.
.
....
,
Our position, as determined by Israel, from astronomical observ~ttons, l~ III lat~tude 97° 22 no:th;
longitude, '3 0 00' OS" west. Lieutenant Greely addressed th.e p.arty bnefly this n~ornmg, to allay serIOUS
apprehensions of danger in our present situation, and to explain his reasons for lea vmg the land to enter the
pack.
'
Gardiner reports having seen several narwhals in a pool near our position. As the date of our escape
from this pack is now a matter of conjecture, I asked Lieutenant Greely to make a reduction in the issue
of provisions, in order that they should be extended, but he would not accede to my request.
We rigged a tripod on the floe this evening, on which a flag was placed. It can be ascended to a height
of fifteen feet [4.SID ] , and will afford us an extensive view over neighboring floes. The ice formed over an inch,
[2504mrn] in thickness last night. On a small paleocrystic floe, not far from where our boats are hauled up
a small pool of fresh water has been found which will supply our party with an unlimited quantity for some
days, and in consequence permit us to economize in the use of fuel. A clear, beautiful evening. The temperature fell to 13.50 [ - 10.8° C.] at I I p. m.
Tuesday, Attgus/ 28, I883.-The pack in which we are imprisoned drifted slightly to the north and
east during the night. A southerly motion has also been detected, and we are now pretty well satisfied that
our movements are subject to the caprices of the tides. The pack opened slightly last evening, but before we
could make any preparation for our departure it had closed again. If the ice is not broken, and the pack
thus opened by a gale cr by the tides within ten days, to facilitate our movements, we will be compelled
to seek safety in abandoning everything except our provisions and the twenty-foot [6 mJ ice-boat and make
a dash for Littleton Island. The new lee is now three inches [7 6. zmm] thick, and is strong enou gh to support Connell, who walked over its surface this morning. It has been a bright, pleasant day, and through
the clear atmosphere the coast of Greenland to the south and east could be distinctly seen. A well-marked
drift to the south was observed during flood tide to-day. Adversity in its worst form would not, I think, be
sufficient to depress the spirits of our men. Our situation is desperate. Any moment this ice may crumble
beneath our feet and crush the entire party in its icy jaws; but notwithstanding this danger the men, while
on the floe exercising this evening, danced and sang as joyously as they would have done in their own
homes. They are indeed irrepressible in the face of all this uncertainty, perhaps starvation. The icy grasp
of winter is now rapidly encircling us. Something must be done soon.
lf~dnestlay, August 29, 1883.-The weather has continued cloudy and the temperature has remained
h~gh all day. The d,rift continues, but the progress southward is not perceptible to the eye alone. By the
al? of compass beanngs, however, Israel places the approximate- distance of our southerly drift at three
miles. Lanes opened out through the pack in the direction of Cape Prescott this morning, but we were
l~nab~e to get to them owing to intervening ice. The change of tide caused them all to close again. Our
time 1S passed drearily enough in reading, sleeping, and eating. The sergeants in turn take tours of two
hours .each to watch the movements of the ice, The others perform no duty except that of cooking. The
sn~w IS from ~welve to twenty inches [.3 to .Sffi] in depth on the floe. I am fearful that we will find this a
senous Impediment if it s~ould become necessary for us to abandon the boats (except one) and travel across
the floe towards Cape Sabine. Jewell saw a small white fox prowling about the boats early this morning, but
before ~ gun c?uld be secured the little rascal had sniffed dancer in the air and disappeared from view.
These httle animals are often seen on the floe in this manner, far from land and with no apparent purpose.
They ~ust secure a very precarious living on these desolate and barren ice-fields. I believe that the English
expedition of 1875-'76 shot one on the ice in this vicinity.
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purpose. I ~ac.le an inventory of the provisions this evening and found that fifty-five days' supplies were
on hand. 1 hese can, however, be extended for seventy days. Lieutenant Greely informed me that he
w~uld start with boats an~ sledges for Littleton Island as soon as the state of the ice would permit. Everythmg not useful to us, or III the least cumbersome, will of course be abandoned here or at the place where
we make the final start. Before beginning the journey over the floe towards Littleton Island the pendulum
and records will be cached, if possible, at Victoria Head. Their safety is a matter of deep concern to us.
Friday, AIIXIIS! 31, I 883.-The day opened cloudy and with a light northeast wind. At 8 a. m, snow
began falling, but about 2 o'clock in the afternoon it ceased. Temperature high for this season. Rain
began falling during the evening rendering it necessary for us to hastily improvise rude shelters, under which
we found only a partial protection from the elements.
The distance which our floe has drifted to the south during the last twenty-four hours, as estimated by
Israel, is three miles. Very little inclination of the floe to the eastward has been noted.
Saturday, ::,epkmber I, 1883.-Cloudy weather prevailed during the morning, and a dense fog hung over
the coast with Victoria Head visible above it. During the afternoon, however, the weather was bright and
cheerful and the temperature comparatively high. We are still drifting gradually to the south. Our latitude to-day, as determined by Israel, is 79° 19'. The longitude does not differ materially from that obtained
at the last observation. At 2.15 p. m. the northern ice-pack came charging down on our unprotected floe,
shattering like glass the ice which opposed its formidable front and heaping it in great quivering and groaning masses about us. Our boats were hauled up, but none too soon; a moment later and they would have
been nothing but a bundle of splinters. The relentless pressure opened wide seams in the floe on which
we were encamped and severely nipped Lady Greely, which was anchored to the ice near us. She did not
succumb to the measureless force as we had expected, but rose grandly as the pressure increased, and stood
upright high above the water in the cradle formed for her by the grinding ice. At 6.30 p. m. she gradually
settled into the water again, the ice having slackened at the turning of the tide and the pressure in consequence removed. About I I P: m, she sustained another nip from a sudden movement in the floe, but as on
the former occasion she rose nobly under the severe strain and remained uninjured. Dense water-clouds
of inky blackness are hovering over the horizon to the north and east. A great expanse of water is also
supposed to exist near the coast.
Our two natives, Jens and Christiansen, each killed a seal to-day. A good-natured spirit of rivalry in the
matter of hunting exists between these faithful fellows. It is suspected that Christiansen, whose blood has
been freely intermingled with that of the Danes, often takes an unfair advantage of his darker brother. As
an incentive for them to hunt, a drink of rum is given them whenever a seal is killed. Six other seals were
seen in a pool not far from our floe, but none were shot. No portion of these animals is lost; even the
blood is now considered a luxury, and is eagerly sought for by nearly all of us, and is swallowed without the
slightest feeling of repugnance. If drank warm it is very palatable, and in flavor not unlike uncooked eggs.
It possesses excellent qualities as an anti-scorbutic. During the evening several individual lanes of water
appeared in our vicinity, but as none of them were connected with the pool in which our boats were lying
at the time, no attempt was made to reach them. It is observed that ice forms over these pools in an almost
incredible short space of time. Our boots are in a most wretched condition, and we refrain from walking
about as much as we otherwise would on this account. The greatest discomfort that we are called upon to
endure is the constant dampness of our feet because of this defective foot-gear. The only damage sustained
by our equipment during the confusion this morning was the crushing of two small alcohol cans, which very
fortunatelv contained none of the valuable fluid.
Sunday, September 2, 188 3.- 1 went on watch at 4 a. m., at which time the launch had settled quietly
down in her bed through the loosening of the ice, and appeared to be none the worse for t.h~ severe squee~
ing to which she had been subjected by the pack. The fog cleared away at 5 a. m., permittmg us to obtain
an excellent view of our surroundings. Our southerly drift since yesterday has been estimated at over three
miles, The Lady Greely was lifted frequently in her bed to-day by the ~pasmodic pressure of the i?e, but no
injuries were received. Our floe which is only of one year's growth, IS slowly but surely crumbling away
from beneath us by the tremend~us pressure from the northern pack, .,~hich is influ~nced by th~ currents
and tides. An opportunity occurred last night for changing our posltlon a short distance, but It was not
taken advantage of. At 1 I P: m., however, we moved to another floe, wh~c.h is larger and. thic~er than. the
first, and which we trust will withstand the disastrous effects of a gale. I he barometer IS falhng rapidly.
Maximum temperature,

+3 2. 2 [+0.1° C.], minimum, + 23.5° [ -4·7° C.].
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Monday September 3, 1885.-0n rising for breakfast this morning, I was milch surprised to observe the
remarkable progress southward which our floe must have made during the night and this morning while
the coast was hidden by a dense fog. Such favorable results in our drifting always produce an upward
tendency in the "social barometer" of the party. We do not, however, lose sight of the dangers by which
we are surrounded, nor the uncertainties of our position.
A meridian altitude placed us in latitude 79° 15' N. From compass sights taken during the afternoon
it was ascertained that we had drifted with the flood tide to the northward two miles in four hours. A few
water pools appear in our immediate vicinity, but to the north, east, and west the floe, to all appearances,
is firm and compact. A thick fog veiled the coast during the evening. Some sharp criticisms, which were
made hy Lieutenant Kislingbury on our present inactivity, were overheard and objected to by Lieutenant
Greely. He (Lieutenant Greely) soon afterwards directed me to summons Lieutenants Lockwood and Kislingbury, Doctor Pavy, and Sergeant Rice for a consultation as to the best method of proceeding to land.
I was also directed to be present, On invitation by Lieutenant Greely the following recommendations were
made: Lieutenant Kislingbury advised that we abandon the launch [Lady Grury] and the English jolly boat
Valorous, and taking the two remaining boats move them across the intervening spaces of water, from floe to
floe, to Albert Head, and thence across Buchanan Strait to Cape Sabine. Doctor Pavy would take one boat
and proceed in the same direction. He agrees with Lieutenant Kislingbury that the start should be made
to-morrow, or as soon thereafter as practicable. Lieutenant Lockwood was of the opinion that it was particularly desirable to reach the shore as quickly. as possible, but was not prepared to pass judgment for final
action. I did not advise a movement in the present unsettled state of the pack, but would wait until the
end of the month, or until the floe had cemented sufficiently to admit of our traveling over it with our heavy
loads. In the meantime we would be drifting slowly to the south. When the retreat began I was of the
opinion that only one boat should be taken, and that the party should endeavor to reach Cape Sabine. If
no considerable quantity of provisions were found there, to divide the party, sending the strongest to Littleton Island with the boat. Rice made substantially the same recommendations that had been made by me.
As a result of this conference, Lieutenant Greely decided to remain here until the new ice had cemented
the floes together sufficiently to admit of our traveling with facility over them. In the meantime we would
take advantage of any and every opening in the ice which would permit us to move southward.
Whisler was discharged from the service and re enlisted to-day.
Ttlt'sdil}', St'plt'm/Jrr 4, 1883.-0ur floe continues to drift slowly to the southeast under the influence
of the currents. Snow has been falling steadily aU day, rendering the condition of the party absolutely
wretched.
Frederick, Schneider, and myself, with the assistance of a few others who were to receive the benefits,
constructed a IC tepee ," after the model of those used by the North American aborigines. By crowding
closely, it can be made to accommodate sixteen men. The other nine will find shelter in Connell's boat,
over which a housing will be placed. Jens was fortunate enough to shoot another small seal to-day.
While on duty this evening I observed a movement in the ice and saw a small lead opening. This I
at once reported to Lieutenant Greely who ordered the party aroused. Rice ascended the" lookout," and
reported the ,lead in favorable condition for navigation by our boats. Started at 9 p. m., and after working
for a.short distance through stream icc, we entered a lead which ran in the direction of Cape Albert. After
pushing ahead. for httle more than a mile, the lead closed and our boats were hauled on the floe, and all
ex~ept. the solitary watch retired .at I I p. m. During the brief trip the launch was towed by the boats.
T~ls was mad.e necessary ?y the displacement of her fan (propeller), which occurred yesterday while undergOl~~ the terrific pressure ~n the pack. Cross and Elison began work on two small sledges, with which, in
addition to the large English sledge, we will endeavor to make our escape from this inhospitable floe to a
more congenial region. The interior wood-work of the Lady Greely will be sacrificed for sledge-runners,
and barrel staves will be converted into cross-slats.
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Jens amused himself, as well as the party, by firing shot after shot at a small seal which did not even appear
frightened at the noise going on around it. I placed our flag on one of the long masts and planted it firmly in
the large knoll which rises from the center of our small paleocrystic floe. If friends arc in our vicinity they
cannot help seeing this conspicuous signal. The conduct of the men since we have been in this unfortunate
plight is above all praise and compliment. They are to be highly commended for their unselfishness, and
for having the happy faculty of making the best of everything, even under the most trying circumstances.
When we were first imprisoned in this treacherous pack, I had expected to hear repinings and lamentations
without end, but, to my surprise, matters arc just the contrary. Certainly-an ill-tempered remark may
occasionally be heard, but where will we find any large party like ours without blemish? Good-natured
chaff, hearty, ringing laughter, and snatches of song may be heard at almost any time from this irrepressible
little band. Most bodies of men placed in these circumstances would have become discouraged and
depressed, and probably would have lost all interest even in matters pertaining to the saving of their lives.
Thursday, September 6, 1883.-Cloudy weather during the morning, with fresh southwest winds prevailing. At 2 p. m. snow began falling, and the wind changed direction to the northwest, and increased in
velocity almost to a gale. A small water space opened during the night, but as it did not extend more than
three hundred yards [274m] from our position, and as nothing could be gained by moving that distance, 1
did not disturb Lieutenant Greely, who at the time was sleeping. The Greenland coast, east of Cairn Point,
was visible, owing to the very clear atmosphere, at I a. m, The sun appeared for a few hours this morning,
and under its genial influence the temperature rose to
13.2 [ - 10-40 C.).
Latitude at noon was 79° 6.g'-a gain of 1.7 miles since 12 o'clock yesterday. A very opportune issue
. of rum was made this evening, when all were feeling the effects of the exposures and discomforts to which
we have been subjected since leaving Fort Conger, Although the quantity issued was small, a stimulating
effect was nevertheless produced, and many attempts at singing were made by the lovers of the" ardent."
Long was fortunate enough to shoot a small seal this morning. The large iceberg which has been our
constant companion for several days, and in which as a protector we had all confidence, is now likely to
prove itself a treacherous friend. It is bearing down on our floe and may grind it to powder with its
resistless force. The chances are, however, that it will strike one side of our small floc and ~imply revolve
it without injury to us. We are ready to move at any moment. Shelters have been erected over the boats
with the spare sails and the" tepee" canvas.
Friday, September 7, 1883.-A northeast gale accompanied by snow was in progress from midnight
until I p. m. The sky then cleared and the sun shone brightly during the remainder of the day.
The
gale of this morning has accelerated our drift greatly, and at the same time inclined us towards the land.
\Ve passed abreast of Cape Albert at a distance of not more than four miles, but no means of escape
presented itself. At noon we were in latitude 79° 0.6', a drift of six and three-tenths miles during the last
twenty-four hours.
I was somewhat surprised this morning when on looking at the original record, ami tracing it back to
August 30, to find the barometer at that date standing at 30.17 [766·30mmJ. To-day it indicates 29. 2 2
[742.17mm], a fall of nearly an inch [about 2Smm] in eight days. Since I a. m., however, it has been rising
slowly and steadity,
Since we have occupied this floe, fresh water from the surface pools has been obtained in sufficient
quantities to supply all our wants in that direction, but to-day the last of it was used or congealed, and the
melting of ice to furnish us with water was resorted to. At a late hour this evening, however, another pool
was found on an adjoining floe, which for the present will obviate the lavish use of fuel in melting ice. Our
southerly drift appears to have been arrested since yesterday noon. The reason assigned is that the pack
south of our floe rests firmly against the land, where it was driven by the gale this morning, and that the
intervening ice is so compactly pressed that no further moveme~t is possibl~. Th: land near Cocked Hat
Island is evidently about fourteen miles away. From five to SIX o'clock this evenmg the thermometer fell
ten degrees [5.60 C.], and at the end of the following hour ~t had fallen four degree~ r2.2° C. J more.
.
Saturday, ..5eptember 8, 1883.-A beautiful morning, bright, clear, ~nd cal.m': Stars ~vcrc seen last night
for the first time since last spring. The light was very dim and unc~rtam ~t ml?mght. Connell encountered
a walrus sporting in a pool not far from camp, and fired eight shots into hun WIthout effect. It appears th~t
the Springfield bullet cannot penetrate their armor-like hide. Connell says that the 1>:11;5, glanced off hIS
skull as they would have done had they been fired against the rounded surf~ce of a r~ck •. J he temperature
fell last night to -0.80 [_ 18.2° Ci], something quite unknown in these regions at this period of the year.
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OUf latitude is just the same as yesterday.
This fact confirms the opinion which I expressed yesterday
in my notes that the pack south of us rested against the land in the vicinity of Cocked Hat Island, thus preventing any further drift in that direction. Ice is forming rapidly about us; the pools are aU covered, and
the floes will soon be cemented together so firmly as to render traveling feasible. By the direction of Lieutenant Greely I had the sledges lashed together. There are three in number-the large twelve-man sledge
brought from Fort Conger, and the two small ones just constructed by Cross and Elison.
Lieutenant Greely says he will abandon the Lady Greely and the Valorous, and, taking the other boats,
with sledges and supplies, endeavor to reach the land in the vicinity of Cocked Hat Island. It is his intention, weather permitting, to start as early as day after to-morrow on this hazardous and difficult journey.
I am going out to-morrow with Christiansen for the purpose of selecting a route for the sledges through
the broken and rugged surface of the pack towards land and-safety. I expect this duty to be of rather a
dangerous nature, considering the treacherous condition of the pack, but with faithful Christiansen as a
companion and counselor, I fear nothing. An issue of rum was a welcome addition to our evening rations.
The ice in Buchanan Strait does not appear to have broken up this year. If we are not deceived in our
opinion in this matter, it is no wonder to us now-it is no longer a mystery-why the relief ship did not
reach us in August. This sort of ice would preclude the advance of any vessel, no matter what her capahilities were for ice navigation. Standing on the summit of a lofty iceberg, we had an excellent view of the
ice-pack to the south, and, as a result of our observations, concluded that the floes in the direction of Cocked
Hat Island offered greater facilities for traveling than those toward Cape Sabine.
A rough estimate of our constant weights place them at about 6,000 pounds. This includes provisions
and ammunition, as well as those articles of our equipment designated as "constant."
SlIm1a.J', Scfnembcr 9, 1883·-Nothing has been done to-day owing to the wretched weather. I did not
even start out as contemplated to select a road, on account of the hazy atmosphere which concealed the
coast from view. The temperature is ranging from +17 [-8'3 0 C.l to +10 [-12.2 0 C.] and the barometer
has an upward tendency. Fresh northwest winds prevail, accompanied by snow. The large sledge was
completed to-day, Dense water-clouds were observed over and southwest of Cape Camperdown. This fact
leads us to believe that we were in error after all regarding the breaking out of the ice in Buchanan Straits.
Lieutenant Greely again held a consultation with the same commissioned 'and non-commissioned officers
as ~efore, and as a r.esult of this meeting he decided to start to-morrow morning. The principal reason for
calh~g us tog~ther IS to get our ideas and opinions generally, but more particularly with reference to the
details of loading the sledges and handling the boats.

Afontla,.y, St'Jlt'lIIbcr

1883.-The Lady Greely and the Valorous were dismantled and abandoned. A
brief record of the events ~f our. ~nparalleled retreat to this place was deposited in each. The mainmast
of the Val~}rous wa~ placed m position, and from its top a signal flag was left fluttering in the wind to attract
the att:nt1011 of relief vessels should they pass in this vicinity.
10,

.
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severe. One of the runners of the large sledge broke through the ice, but the sledge was saved without
serious difficulty. Officers and men worked alike, and without distinction, in the drag-ropes. Rum was
issued after entering camp.
Tuesday . S'r.1'tembcr I I, 1883·-The morning was stormy, and light snow has fallen since yesterday.
Notwithstanding the disagreeable weather, we started out with the first load at 8.40 a. m, I again advanced
ahead of the party to select and prepare a road for the heavily-laden sledge.
Excessive thirst attends, and very naturally, the severe labors of the weary sledgers, hut numerous pools
are to be found at this season of the year on paleocrystic floes, over which we frequently cross. At these
pools the party halt and partake of their refreshing waters. Were it not for these miniature lakes to provide
us with fresh water while traveling the sufferings of the party from thirst would be intense. Three trips
were made by the large sledge and about 1:1. miles were gained. A heavy snow-storm setting in warned us
that it was useless to push farther to-day. We camped on a paleocrystic floe of great extent. At its southern
limit is a large grounded iceberg, which Lieutenant Greely directed me to visit with the view of noting the
conditions of traveling in that direction. Dr. Pavy accompanied me, by consent of Lieutenant Creel)'.
Climbing to the summit of the berg, we could see a great expanse of new ice spread out before us, studded
here and there with small rubble. This ice was not strong enough to hear the weight of our sledges, and
it was, in consequence, pronounced impracticable for our purpose.
While standing on the berg and discussing the chances and probabilities of our escape from the pack,
a school of walrus came to the surface, breaking the ice with their heads, and after making the air hideous
with their discordant bellowing, disappeared from view.
We saw the tracks of a fox not far from the camp, leading in an easterly direction. While returning
from our visit to the berg we heard the barking of a dog, which was repeated twice, but, to our great disappointment, saw nothing. The temperature ranges from
14 [-10.0° C.] to
17 [- R.3° C.l.
It is my opinion that nothing can be done at present except to move to the edge of the floe and there
await the action of the spring tides, or for the new icc to strengthen sufficiently to enable us to travel over
it with our loaded sledges. On reporting having heard a dog bark, a gun was fired several times, and the
flag, placed on the longest pole, was planted on the tallest of the dome-shaped ice formations near camp.
A quantity of the matches having been left at the place where we abandoned the boats, Cross and Frederick
volunteered to go back for them this evening.
Lieutenant Greely again held a consultation with the officers, Rice, and myself, for the purpose of
eliciting our views regarding the most prudent course to pursue. The general wish is to go to the berg on
the south side of this floe and there await the action of the spring tides, which occur in a few days. ]f
the ice withstands the effects of the tides, it will certainly be strong enough to travel over, but should it
be broken, then an opportunity may present itself for us to escape to land in our two boats. Lieutenant
Greely favors a plan of traveling to the southeast by a series of floes which he thinks extends in that direc. tion, and has directed Rice to make a reconnaissance of eight hours' duration in that direction to-morrow.
'Ve will not move to-morrow-at least not in the morning. Snow ceased falling at I p. tn,
rVCdllesr!tlJ, September 12, 1883.-Cloudy weather, light northeast winds, and a temperature of
J1
r-8'3° C.]. Minimum recorded last night, +9 [_12.8° C.]. Rice started out towards the southeast to
look for a road at 8.15 a. m. He was accompanied by Jens and Dr. Pavy. They returned soon after noon,
reporting the traveling in that direction to be good. \Ve at once began preparations for a move, and in a

+

+

+

short time everything was ready for the journey.
On the recommendations of the officers, together with those of Rice and myself, the commanding
officer ordered the whale-boat to be abandoned. The wisdom of this action is obvious. The sledge has
m
been broken and is daily growing weaker under the weight of the whale-boat, which. is ~9 fee~ [8.8 ] in
length. The sledge is not quite fourteen feet [4.2ml in length, and it would be broken III pIeces 10 another
day. Such a calamity would prove a fatal blow to the party. Without a sledge we arc helpless. In the
boat a record of our fortunes and misfortunes was deposited, and a signal flag nailed to an oar, placed in
an upright position, was left flying over it. After traveling two miles we :eached .the edge of the floc, where
our first load was deposited, and the other was afterwards brought up to It. A wide crack at the edge of
this floe does not augur well for to-morrow's work. A bear track was seen not far from our present camp,
and J ens saw narwhals, seals, and walruses in our immediate vicinity, but he was not enabled t~ get a shot
at them. A large lake of fresh water was found on this floe near the camp. Another c~unclI was called
this evening, in which the officers, Rice, and myself were represented. A guard was detailed to watch for
the bear, which is liable to visit us at any time.

Latitude 78° 58' 9" north,
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Thursday, Stptember 13, 188 3,- The morning was bright and b~autifuI, but the aft~rnoon was cloudy.
Minimum temperature, +17. 0 [-8'3° Co). With Jens as a companion, I started out In advance,of,th e
I d to select a route through the hummocks. \Ve saw several walrus and a few narwhals blowmg m a
s e gewhich we passed. We also saw the bear's, tracks, agam. T I
.
. pool
ley'm diicater1 b. y t hei
e:r. fres1mess t 1iat Ius
bearship had been prowling near the camp last night, evidently attracted by the odo~ arIsmg from the food
being prepared by the cooks. The first load started at 1.55, a. m. and advanced s~eadIly for two hours, when
it was unloaded, and the party returned for the second. 1 hree loads were required to convey all our baggage, boat, &c., the last one arriving in camp at 3·35 p. m. Estimated distance traveled, 1 miles; made
good, I ~ miles. Meridian observation places ourlatitude at 79 0 56' 00" north.
0

The new ice is very thin and dangerous; small rubble is scattered over the surface which facilitates
rather than retards the progress of the sledge. Once the left runner broke through the floe, but a hearty
cheer from Rice, who was behind guiding the sledge, caused all who were in the drag-ropes to plunge suddenly forward, and with one great effort the load was safely landed on firm ice. In transferring a few
articles across the crack mentioned yesterday, Bender made a misstep and fell through the ice, wetting himself to the waist.

Friday, 5t;ptember 14, 1883.-\Vhile on guard last night Gardiner saw a fox prowling about camp which
was evidently anxious to ascertain the quality of our bacon, j ens and myself again went in advance of the
first load for the purpose of selecting the best possible route through the broken pack. \Ve were directed
by Lieutenant Greely to take the best route to land, no matter at what point we 'would touch it; but if any
two routes were equal in point of smoothness, to take the more easterly of the two, which would enable us
to reach the shore in the vicinity of Cocked Hat Island.
The roar of the moving and grinding pack to the east of us, in the axis of the channel, is something so
terrible-so awe inspiring-that even the bravest among us cannot appear unconcerned when it is heard.
To add color to the scene of desolation on this floe, with the heaving and convulsive masses of ice about us,
dark, portentous clouds are hanging over the horizon surrounding us, indicating that our floe is not connected with the land, as we had deluded ourselves into believing, but is drifting helplessly in the open sea;
its movements subject to the caprices of the winds and currents. The small sledge broke down while crossiD.g a band of rubble-ice, and proved worthless to us the rest of the day, This necessitated an extra trip
WIth the large sledge. Made good one and one-half miles. Walrus were observed during the day, By 9
p. m, we had drifted for a considerable distance in a northeasterly direction, into Kane Sea, in consequence
of a southerly gale which arose just before we reached camp with the last load this evening. In the last
few hours we have lost more than twice the distance that we had gained by the severe toil of the last five days,
.
Saturday, September 15, 1883·-0n rising this morning we learned that we were still drifting, under the
mfluenc~ of the gale, in a northeasterly direction. Cape Camperdown is nearly north of us now. Israel's
,at noon
us in latitude 18° 55' north, a gain of 1.9 miles in actual travel for
that day. ,lo-day we are ill latitude 79° 01.8' north; a loss of nearly seven miles of our dearly-earned
,1he severe labor to which we.have been subjected in hauling the sledges over these almost interm.mable ,lce-fiel,ds has been for nought. 'Ve are miles farther away from land than we were before, and
":Ith no n;nmedlate prospect of regaining what we have lost! There is open water all along the coast from
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"
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Rice and Jens went out this morning to inspect the ice, and on returning reported it impracticable for
sledging just at present.
Another council was called by Lieutenant Greely this evening for discussing our situation. All those
who had previously attended were present on this occasion. Dr. Pavy insisted that the only possible method
of escape was to push forward to Cape Sabine at once over the broken pack. The others (including myself)
recommended that no move be made just at present, but that we wait until after the spring tides-which are
now at their highest-and until the floe, on which we are now living, takes some definite direction. Lieu.
tenant Greely expressed himself as willing to abandon the pendulum whenever any member of the party
should announce himself dissatisfied with hauling it. In this no one would concur, but all thought that it
should be kept as long as possible.
I took an inventory of the provisions and found that full rations for forty days remained in store. The
hunters were out all day on the ice in search for game. They report having seen bear tracks, and that a
small seal was observed in a pool not far from camp. Christiansen shot a large seal this evening which will
net us about 125 pounds of meat. A lead passing not far from our floe, and about three-quarters of a mile
in width, extends two miles south of us. Its northern limit cannot be seen. Our floe is slowly but gradually
settling back to the southwest-its former position-and at the same time it is revolving in the direction
opposite to the movements of the sun. Hereafter no member of the party will be allowed to know the
result of Israel's observations. Lieutenant Greely is of the opinion that the men would become discouraged
if they knew that they were drifting adversely, and has given Israel orders to impart no information to any
member of the party relative to our actual position, except to the commanding officer.
Monday, September 17, 1883.-Christiansen shot another small seal this morning. Our floe revolved in
such a manner during the night that we are now facing in a direction just opposite to that in which we were
facing last evening; consequently the trail made by us through the snow on entering this camp leads towards
Cocked Hat Island instead of the north, as it did yesterday. Minimum temperature last night was +%.5
r- 1604° C.]. Our position at noon was in latitude 78° 56' north. During the morning Rice and myself
took an inventory of our rations and effects, and estimated their combined weight at 5,737 pounds. Several
articles, and in fact all that we could spare, such as telescopes, shot-guns, tin-ware, &c, were eliminated from
our equipment, and abandoned on the floe.
We started with our sledges at I p. m., as usual. I went ahead to prepare a road for their advance.
The last load was not brought into camp until very late. A large crack in the floe at the camping place
warned us that it would not be prudent to leave our load of stores on the opposite side while we went back
after the others, so they were deposited on the floe on the same side as our last camp. After hauling up
the last load, however, we carried everything across the crack and camped on the southern side. In the
event of the place opening during the night, we will not be inconvenienced by having to cross with our
boat. The two floes met with such force at this point that abrasion of their sides has heaped for a mile
long and six feet [1.8 m ] high a ridge of pulverized ice. The traveling has been very good, considering the
late storm, which broke the pack badly.
After ten hours of exhaustive physical strain (we did not retire until I I p. m.), it is refreshing, indeed,
to lie down in our sleeping-bags-notwithstanding their dampness-and stretch our weary limbs. As the
bags are spread on the ice with only one thickness of canvas underneath them, our comfort can well be
imagined. This has been the brightest and most comfortable day that we have experienced since leaving
Fort Conger.
Tuesday, September 18, 1883,- \Ve turned out of our bags at an early hour wit? the i~tention of making
a desperate effort to reach the land, which now appears to be not far away. \Ve drifted sl~ghtly t? the south
and east during the night. The crack over which we had passed last evening was found ~h~s mormng to have
opened considerably, and walrus were sporting in the area of water thus formed. Minimum temperature
during the night was +9 [- 12.8° C.].
.
We traveled over a smooth floe for about one mile, making rapid progress, owing to the absence. of
snow on its surface. At this spot we found a wide lane of water with much brash ~ce drifting about, which
precluded our crossing without the aid of the boat. Our supplies were all brought to this spot, and the ~at then
launched. They were then ferried over the lane and placed safely ~n the o~posite. floe. We soon dlscove~ed
that the pack had disintegrated, and that the small floes were being rapidly drifted about by. t?e e~dymg
currents. 'Ve transferred from one floe to another as quickly as we were able, each ~a.n retammg his selfpossession, and working with desperation, and for safety. I cannot understand how it 15 that we were not
B. M il'l. :l!l3--29
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separated, or that our boat was not crushed in that grind~ng r.n ass. It is cert~inly miraculo.us that we
escaped alive, From 8 a. m, until 6 p. m, we have worked m this manner, expecting momentanly that our
efforts, through no fault of our own, would terminate fatally. Latitude at noon was 78°5°', N. While crossing a dangerous place Rice missed his footing and fell head foremost .into the water. Dry clothing .being
furnished him, a change of garments was effected there on the floe, in the low temperature and WIthout
protection from the winds.
At 0.30 P: m. we reached a large circular floe about one mile in diameter, and halting on its edge for
a few minutes to obtain much needed rest; the cooks hastened to prepare supper in the interval. I had
previously been sent ahead by Lieutenant Greely to make an examination of the floe and the ice intervening
between us and land, I reported, on my return, that a lane of water on the opposite side of the floe
evidently extended to the shore, which was probably not more than three miles away, and which we could
most likely reach by boat. I had examined the land carefully for some sign of tripods, signal flags, cairns,
or something that would tell us that our friends had visited this spot in search of us, but nothing was seen.
We crossed the floe to the water's edge, the last load arriving at 9 p. m., thus making thirteen hours of
severe labor in the drag-ropes. We bivouacked on the floe, spreading our bags on the uneven surface of the
ice, for a few hours' rest. The shelters were not put up, as it was thought to be unnecessary for our brief
stay here. 'We must make an early start in the morning. We have drifted considerably towards the east
to-day with the current, and Cape Isabella, with the adjacent coast, has been opened up to view. I think
the land is within our grasp at an early hour to-morrow, if we do not drift too far into the sound during the
night.
Wednesday, September 19, 1883.-Alasl we are again doomed to a most bitter disappointment. Mis-:
fortune and disaster, hand in hand, have accompanied us along the entire line of this retreat, and were we
at all superstitious, we could readily believe that the end of our existence is not far off. The high hopes of
escape which we entertained last evening have all been dashed to the ground. We are again drifting
helplessly in Kane Sea under the influence of a southeast gale, which sprang up about midnight, and drove
~IS farther than ever from land. Not having erected the" tepee" last evening, on entering camp this mommg ?ur bag.s were found driven full of snow, and saturated with spray from the huge waves which came
dashing ~gamst th~ so~thern edge of the floe. As nothing could be done in the gale, we spent the day in
~ur ~leep~ng-bags, listening to the roar of the waves, the howling winds, and reflecting on our helpless situation 111 this restless pack.
To ~ur intense. relief the gale abated at 6 p. m., and Lieutenant Greely at once called a council of
those \~ho had previously attended. The general feeling and wish was to remain here until the floe gets
settled III some definite direction. Lieutenant Greely, however, advanced views which differed materially
from those expressed bY,the other ~embers of the conference. He favors an attempt to reach the Greenla.nd coast by abandoning everythmg except twenty days' provisions the records the boat and sledge.
,V 1
'
,
,
,
.a rus were seen In an open space near us to-day; seals were also seen, but none were shot. The spaces
or pools about us are very extensive.
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Friday, Septembet 2 I, 1883.-Snow fell heavily during the night and at intervals to-day. On the whole
the weather has been wretched. A northwest gale, which has been in progress for several hours, has not
materially altered our position.
Our sleeping-bags, from the effects of the drifting snow which melts as
soon as it lodges on or in them, are in the most wretched condition imaginable. We have been closely
confined to them all day owing to the inclement weather. Jens shot three small seals to-day, all of which
were secured. His dusky companion is not less indefatigable in his duties as hunter, but he is less fortunate
in discovering game. Rice and those belonging to his boat crew have built an ice-house for protection
against these raging storms which sweep mercilessly over this unsheltered floc. Connell and Ralston are
suffering greatly with the flux. In consideration of his condition the former was sent back to the boat
and Salor took his place in the" tepee." Ralston has been placed in charge of the ice-boat Beaumont,
Schneider h~ been adding canvas tops to our leathern boots, thereby eking out our scanty supply of footgear to its fullest extent. The ration of hard bread has been reduced from sixteen to ten ounces per day,
and the issue for this evening was made on that basis. The weather cleared somewhat towards night, and
we were afforded an excellent view of Cape Sabine, Brevoort Island, and the adjacent land. There is a
great deal of water visible about our floe, but no connecting lead towards land.
Saturday, September 22, 1883.-The sun appeared for a short time this morning, but was soon obscured
by heavy clouds and a dense fog bank, which drifted across his disk. At an early hour this morning Bender
reported having seen the mast of one of our abandoned boats, with the signal flag still attached, at a distance
of not more than two miles west of our position. Lieutenant Greely at once directed Pavy, Rice, Gardiner,
Salor, Linn, Schneider, Christiansen, J ens, and myself to put off in the ice-boat and attempt to reach it, and
bring it back to camp. We crossed a lane about half a mile wide, and leaving the boat in the charge of
the others, Rice, Jens, and myself went across the floe in the direction of the whale-boat which we had abandoned and which we thought was ere this in Baffin Bay. When within a few hundred yards of the boat we
were abruptly stopped by a lane of water and sludge ice which precluded our advance. The sludge would
not bear our weight, and a boat could not be pushed through it. It is formed by the abrasion and wearing of
the grinding floes, and is a very serious obstacle to the navigation of these waters by small boats. We
examined carefully for some opening which would admit of our passing through, but none being found the
enterprise was abandoned.
We transferred the" tepee" to a snow-bank for greater comfort. The snow is warmer than the ice, and
will not melt underneath us so quickly, or rather the body of snow below absorbs the moisture. Last nigh
a large pool formed under Cross' bag, and this morning his clothing was thoroughly soaked. It was so
disagreeable, in fact, that the .natives got up long before morning to avoid the misery of lying in a pool of
water and went hunting.
Israel's bearings place us about 14 miles east of the meridian of Cape Sabine, and in latitude 78° 53.6'.
J ans shot a large seal this morning, which unfortunately sank before it could be secured. On our return
from the attempt to secure the whale-boat this morning, the whole party was ordered out and required to
enter the ice-boat in order that her buoyancy and capacity might be tested. We were all able to enter, but
to do so required some to lie down in the bottom, and others to sit in cramped positions on the thwarts,
room being reserved for two oarsmen. After we were all settled down quietly it was found that she could
carry about 1,000 pounds more in a calm sea, but not more than half the party in a heavy sea. The gunwale was only about three inches [76mml above the water-line. With this knowledge before us we feel fairly
safe in our present position, and confident of reaching the shore with our boat if the direction of our floe carries
us anywhere near it.
Judging from the occasional glimpses which we have caught of the land, ?ur positio~ ha~ not changed
materially during the last three days. The boat having been injured th~s morning by.runnmg It over broken
ice, was examined and skillfully repaired by Elison. The only shovel In our po~sesslOn was lost overboard
this morning by Jewell. The temperature has been falling all day; at 6 ~. m. It was +8~oo [-13'3° ~.].
Sunday, September 23, 1883.-A cold, raw, damp and stormy day. A hIgh.southeas.t wind accompanied
by snow tends to make this day the most disagreeable one that we have expenenced this season. Temper-

,

ature +8.0° [- 13'3° C.].
We appear to be drifting slowly back toward our old position near Co~ke? H~t I~lan~. At noon we
were in latitude 780 52', and only about eight miles from the island. Our drift In this direction would seem
to indicate the presence of a current through Hayes Sound to the west.
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Dr. Pavy has a large corps of patients now who are all down with the flux. Schneider has been quite ill
for several days, and is now much worse. Lieutenant Greely having cut one of his fingers badly with a piece
of ice is greatly inconvenienced in consequence of its inflamed condition. Cross has frozen slightly the ball
of one of his feet and limps painfully in walking. 'Ve can now partake of seal-blubber without the lea.t
feeling of repugnance or annoyance. In this matter we can compete very creditably with the blubber-eating
races of the north. Lieutenant Greely directs me to go out to-morrow to reconnoiter for the chances 01
obtaining a foothold on the whale-boat floe. To judge from the direction in which we are being drifted, we
arc impressed with the belief that a current exists to the westward through Hayes Sound and is gradually
drawing us in that direction.

Monday; September 24, 1883.-Southwest wind at 4 a. m. At 6 o'clock it changed to northwest, and
remained at this point during the day. At 9 a. rn, we were six miles north of Brevoort Island, aJld at 4 p. m.
we were in latitude 78° 49' north. \Ve had at that time moved slightly to the west against the northwest
wind, which is almost conclusive proof to our minds of the existence of the current mentioned yesterday ar d
the day before.
I went out this morning in accordance with the instructions received yesterday from Lieutenant Greely,
but was turned back not far from camp by the lanes of sludge ice encountered. No route was considered
feasible except by the lane to the west of our camp, which had been dosing slowly since early morning.
In the afternoon I accompanied Lieutenant Lockwood and a small party in the boat to the floe on the
opposite side of this lane. Leaving a party to watch the boat, we took Jens and proceeded towards the
floe on which the whale-boat was resting. \Ve had not gone far in this direction before we heard repeated
calls from Bender, who had been left a short distance behind to watch a suspicious-looking crack in the
floe. His frantic gestures warned us that the matter was really a serious one, and we hurried back with all
possible speed. \Ve were none too soon. The floe bent , crumbled , and broke underneath our feet with
that dismal and groaning sound peculiar to the ice alone, and which will appall the stoutest heart. On
reaching the place where Bender stood, we found the narrow crack, over which we had crossed but a few
moments before, to be rapidly widening. It was already several feet in width; a few inches more and we
would be too late. The eye glanced hastily along the seam to select the most narrow place, and with a
quick running leap, into which all our strength and energy was thrown, we landed on the opposite side
safely,
. The game is getting s~arce in this vicinity; only one seal has been seen to-day, and it was not taken.
LIght snow fell at about 5 p. m., and the wind changed to northeast.

.
Tuesday, ~pte.mber 25, 1883.-1'he northeast wind which was blowing last night continued brisk and
in the same direction to-day. Minimum temperature last night, + 10.00 [ _ 12.20 C.]. Our position at 8
80 81
a. m. wa~ 7 4 N. latitude, and about one mile east of Brevoort Island. We will probably drift down
p~s~ the Isla~d duri~g the next twenty-four hours, if the storm continues to rage so violently much longer.
LIVl~~ on this floe IS worse than prison life. I wonder if we will escape from it soon?
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cd~es of our fnendly floe. The terrific pressure finally became so great, that the small corner of the floe on
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borders. We were driven down past Payer Harbor and Rosse Bay at an alarming rate of speed by the
velocity of the wind acting on the surface of our floe.
'
The cooks were called to prepare breakfast long before daylight, in order that we might be ready at the
first streak of dawn to take advantage of the open water, and thereby reach the coast. But when daylight
revealed to us the land it was fully six miles away, and for one-third of that distance the water was covered
with ?ebris ice thr~ugh which no boat could be pushed, and for the remaining distance the sea was a seething,
foaming ocean which would have swamped our boat in a moment. Even had it been possible to have navigated the clear water, when the sludge or debris ice was reached the boat would have had to turn back.
At 7 p. m. we were in latitude 78° 37' N. Owing to the heavy pack lying east of us we are being
driven almost directly south along the coast instead of southeast, as the direction of the storm would tend to
drive us. Should we pass down into Baffin Bay we are inevitably lost, except we make the Carey Islands,
which is the only thing that will save us.
Fully one-third of our number has the flux badly. Its presence is attributed to the constant and
excessive use of salt water in cooking our food, and also the liberal use of fresh seal meat, The use of salt
water is necessary, as our supply of salt has been exhausted for some time.
'The pressure of the pack embracing our floe was so great this morning that the little floe was crumhled
into fragments, and we were forced to retreat precipitately to another for safety. The storm was in progress
at the time and mercilessly drove the fine granulated particles of snow in our faces in such a manner as to
barely enable us to make the efforts necessary to effect our escape. The ice-house which Rice and his party
had constructed was crushed by an overlapping floe. Had they occupied it at the time of disruption none
would have escaped alive. While retreating one remarked: "I don't care if I am not saved; r have suffered
untold agonies since leaving Conger, and can see nothing but suffering in the future."
Thurst!.1)', 5~'PtelJlber 27, 1883.-The weather is still wretched in the extreme; the atmosphere is so
thick and hazy tha.t the coast cannot even be sighted; consequently we have no definite idea of where we
are, or whether or not we are yet drifting with the pack. We are certain only of one thing, and that is our
terrible sufferings. Everything else is indefinite.
Rice and his party have no shelter for their sleeping-bags, and their condition is necessarily miserable.
So great were their sufferings during the storm to-day that they not only refused to get up to supper, but
they also declined their ration of rum which Lieutenant Greely ordered to be issued them. No breakfast
could be cooked owing to tlie drifting snow, and our bags were filled with the finer particles of drift; our
clothing was saturated, and everybody was feeling as if there was but little pleasure after all in this world,
especially if in pursuit of glory in these regions. New victims of flux were announced to-day. I am now
included in the list. We spent the most of the day in our sleeping-bags.
Friday, Septembt'r 28, 1883.--The gale abated somewhat towards evening, and accompanied by
Christiansen I traveled to the westward of camp to observe the condition of the pack, with the view of
facilitating our escape from this floe. We found a lead of water not far from camp which was about half a
mile in width, and which afforded excellent advantages. Our floe, having been lodged against a grounded
iceberg, has been held in this position since yesterday. We are in the entrance to Baird Inlet and near its
northern shore. Had it not been for the providential intervention of this berg, we without doubt would have
been driven into Baffin Bay, and our fate would forever have remained a mystery to the world.
As no movement had been detected in the ice while I was watching it, I hastened back to camp and
reported the favorable opportunity which was now offered us. The party was at once stirring; the sledge
was hastily loaded and hauled to the lane, where the boat was launched. While Rice with a small party
was ferrying over the first load the remainder of the party was hauling to the boat landing the remaining
articles of our equipment and provisions. The entire party, together with all our stores, were . tr~nsf~rred
across this water-space in seven loads. The floe on which we were now landed was about one mile 111 diameter. Passing to the opposite side of this floe, we were stopped by new ice, which caused us to go into camp
for the night. We are about two miles from where we started and a little more than a mile from the land.
Through the loss of a shoe to our small sledge to-day our progress was greatly retarded. The boat, which
was left back about one mile will be brought up in the morning. A tenon of our large sledge was broken
just before going into camp, but Elison has repaired it as carefully as the circumstan.ces win permit.
Gardiner is quite ill, He reluctantly gave up his place in the drag-ropes this a~temoon from sheer
weakness. Cross is also an invalid and cannot work in the traces with the others. He IS allowed to hobble
along after the sledges in the beaten path, in order that his frosted foot may be treated as tenderly as possible.
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Saturda», September 29, I883.-Shore at last! Safe on land once more. Early this morning when the
cooks were called, I was directed by Lieutenant Greely to advance toward the land with a view of selecting a route for the sledges. 1 found that we had been deceived last evening in our expression of opinion
that the land was only one mile away, We were then in reality over four miles from the nearest point of
land that we could reach. The conditions of traveling were found to be highly favorable for our sledges,
and the start was made almost immediately after my return (7 a. m.), We found it necessary to ferry everything over two narrow leads of water before land could be reached. The last load arrived at the shore at
6 p. m, Every one was conscious of our danger, and each one worked with energy amounting almost to
desperation. As might be expected all are fagged out.
Our camp was made on the cold, barren, and snow-covered rocks fringing the base of the high conicalshaped hill which had been so conspicuous a land mark, and which we had used as a guide in traveling
towards shore. Our sleeping-bags were spread on the rocks, no shelters being erected owing to the
weariness of the men,
Walrus and seals have been seen in great numbers to-day, but the hunters have been unable to kill
anything, although they have hunted faithfully since morning. The bark of a dog heard by Dr. Pavyand
myself a few days ago could have been nothing more nor less than the hoarse bellowing of a walrus. Having heard the sound so frequently to-day, I am convinced of my error on that occasion. Several ravens
and a brace of ducks were observed flying about us during the march. The former are considered as birds
of ill-omen, and many remarks tending to the subject were made by some of the superstitious ones.
Lieutenant Greely held another consultation with his officers and Rice and myself this evening regarding the future movements of the party. Cross, I am sorry to record, has again abused the confidence
reposed in him by his companions, by purloining rum from their stores while they were absent bringing up
supplies. Having been excused from work in the drag-ropes on account of a frost-bitten foot, he was left
on the floe to guard the first load while the party went back for the second. On returning, we found him
in .a beastly state of intoxication. Ralston and Schneider were witnesses of his perfidy. That this man has
?elther ho?or nor manhood, is the honest conviction of all. He has been trusted repeatedly, but in every
lDstan~e hIS uncontrollable thirst for drink has led him to ignore all moral obligations, and even to defy
authority,

SUfl~aYt ,?pfember 30, 1883.-1 was detailed this morning, together with eight others of the party, to
accompan,y LIeutenant Lockwood to Cape Sabine, for the purpose of ascertaining what is in store for us
there, LIeutenant Greely directed Corporal Salor and Christiansen to reconnoiter in the direction of Rosse
Bay, to observ~ ~he con?itions of the ice for traveling with sledges, and also to examine Leconte Point for
caches of provisions which may have been left there by relief vessels. They returned after an absence of a
few h?urs~ Salor re.porting that serious obstacles in the form of onen water and drifting ice would prevent
travelmg In that direction for the present. For the same reason J: they were prevented from reaching the
land at Leconte Point". On learning that the route was not practicable for sledges Rice at once volunteered
to ~o to C~pe Sabine by traveling overland. He would take Jens as his companion and they would carry
their sleepmg-bag
and proviisions
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having traveled this far towards home, it is hard to understand that we are compelled to remain for a third
year, and that under particularly distressing circumstances.
lIt{olld(1.,v, October I, I883.-Weather cloudy. The sun has fallen so near the horizon that Israel was
unable to get an observation to-day, and the sky being so cloudy as to obscure all the stars; our position
was determined only approximately by reference to the English chart and the points visible along the coast
in our vicinity. In accordance with the arrangements made yesterday, Rice started at 8.30 a. m, accompanied by J ens, the faithfui native. Ellis and Whisler accompanied them to transport their packs across the
glacier just north of camp, which can be surmounted only with the greatest difficulty. On returning this
evening they reported that good progress was being made by the travelers.
Long killed a walrus to-day, but before the Eskimo with his kayak could reach the animal it disappeared
from view. I shot and wounded a wretched looking specimen of the arctic fox this evening. He was detected
among the bags of provisions nibbling at the stearine, and when wounded by my bullet went slowly up the
hi1l1imping painfully and being pursued by Bender, who was not more successfulthan myself as a marksman,
In company with Lieutenants Lockwood and Kislingbury and Dr. Pavy, I visited the spot indicated
yesterday by Rice as a most desirable place on which to locate our winter huts. The place is well sheltered
from the winds and in every way perfectly adapted to our purposes. The Eskimo formerly had their winter
houses built on this very spot, and that alone speaks volumes in favor of its adoption. Besides the stones
from the dilapidated huts and the meat caches in the immediate vicinity, great numbers can readily be
obtained from the adjacent hill. The beds of moss growing sparsely on the bleak hillside will also be used
as lining to the walls. The huts will probably be three in number, as this place is favored by nearly all the
party.
Under the influence of a southerly gale the ice in Smith Sound has all disappeared except the small
raft over which we escaped to land day before yesterday. Lieutenant Kislingbury says that last evening at
5 o'clock the sound was entirely open to Littleton Island. Light snow fen at 6 p. m, Jewell, Eli, on, and
Henry went O\1t after the reindeer moss which grows here in anything but abundance, and they obtained
very little; neither did they observe any traces of game during their absence.
Tuesday, October 2, 1883.-The cloudy weather continues. I wonder if we will ever again be blessed
with pleasant weather! When Connell arose this morning to perform the duties of cook, he detected a
small blue fox in the act of purloining food from the bags of provisions. He immediately fired at the
thieving rascal, but without effect.
I took an inventory of the commissary stores last evening, and found but thirty-five (35) days full
rations of hard bread and meat remained. These rations, however, can be extended to fifty (50) days by subjecting ourselves to a greatly reduced diet, but the suffering which this would entail would necessarily he
extreme in consequence of the low temperatures and the hard work which we will perform in building our
houses. Fifty days will carry us to November 15 even if no game be taken in the interval, and at that
date we will be either on the Greenland coast or in Baffin Bay. Lieutenant Greely says he will attempt to
cross the sound to Littleton Island when but ten days' provisions remain to us, despite the almost certain
destruction to the party which would follow such an attempt. Of course if Rice finds abundance of provisions, as we hope he will, at Cape Sabine, this plan will be willingly abandoned for one less dangerous.
By direction of Lieutenant Greely, Lockwood and myself selected a building site for our winter
habitation. We found a splendid place about half a mile north of our present encampment, which is well
sheltered by the promontory (Eskimo Point) on one side and the hills and glacier on the other two. The
buildings will face the sound to the southwest. In the afternoon we moved down the camp equipage and
sufficient provisions to last us five or six days. The ice is very wet and sloppy, and our feet were subjected necessarily to great cold and dampness.
.
Long and Christiansen have been detailed by Lieutenant Greely as permanent hunters; they killed
nothing to-day. The native is of the opinion that game of all kinds has left the pools in the vicinity of the
grounded bergs and has taken refuge in the open water.
The ration of bread was reduced to six (6) ounces, potatoes to one and one-half (r ~), and meat was
again reduced to twelve (12) ounces. One ounce of extract of beef has been added to our ration to com..
pensate in a degree for the reduction.
. .
..
Wednesday, October 3, 1883.-At the council called by the comman.dl.n~ officer this mommg It was
decided to construct three houses for the winter quarters of the party. A division of the party for occupancy
of these houses will be made as follows: House number I: Lieutenants Greely and Lockwood, Sergeants
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Rice Gardiner, Jewell, and Elison, and Privates Linn and Ellis. Number 2: Lieutenant Kislingbury, Dr.
Pav;, Sergeants Connell, Ralston and Israel, Corporal Salor,. Acting Hospital Steward Bi.ederbick, and
Private Long. Number 3: Sergeants Brainard and Cross, Pnvates Bender, Henry, Frederick, Schneider
and Whistler. The two faithful natives, Christiansen and J ens, are also to be quartered in my hut. Three
ancient Eskimo igloos furnished abundant material for building purposes, and when we discontinued work
this evening the stone foundations to our houses were well advanced. In order that the work may be
expedited, and that every man may work to advantage and to his own interest, each of the three parties
confined their labors to their own building.
Light snow has fallen and high winds have prevailed all day, making our work anything but agreeable.
The hunters saw a few walrus but no seals. A solitary snow-bunting, evidently separated from its mate was
observed hopping about the camp, pecking the scanty crumbs and chirping mournfully. It did not remain
with us long, but soon took flight to the southward, probably in search of more congenial climes. Cross's
foal is improving; Gardiner's finger is also somewhat better. The channel is again filled with heavy
paleocrystic ice, which is moving with the current at a rapid rate in the north water, being urged by the
pressure of the northern pack. With this the last hope of crossing to LIttleton Island is gone.
Thursday; October 4, 1883,-It has been clear and beautiful weather to-day. This will be a great
advantage to poor Rice and J ens, who are ever thought of in their lonely and toilsome journey through an
isolated and unknown region. A northeast gale threatened to relieve us last night of our shelter, the
"tepee," but it stood up bravely against the wind's terrific force. The temperature is slowly falling; at 4
p. m, the thermometer registered +8.0 0 r- 13'3 0 C.].
Our houses are progressing with astonishing rapidity and they will soon be in readiness to occupy. The
old igloos are of the greatest value in the supply of stones and mosses which they furnish, We discontinued
work on the huts at 2 p. m, to haul down a load of the stores left at our old camp. The hunters saw a
walrus on the ice during the day, but it was found impossible to reach him, owing to an intervening lane of
water and debris ice. The roaring and grinding noise produced by the convulsive and rumbling pack is
fearful to hear; the channel is filled from shore to shore with ice which is being moved with irresistible force
by the tide and currents.
Dr. Pavy request~d, or rather recommended, that during the working days the corned beef be increased
~o 16 ounces; pemmican, when used in lieu of beef, to 14 ounces, and bread 'to 8 ounces. This change
was adopted by Lieutenant Greely,
Fr~lay, October 5, I 883.-T he day has been very foggy and somewhat disagreeable; temperature, +7. 0 0
[-:-13·9 C.]. The walls of my house were completed to-day, and the interior was filled with moss collected
With great labor ~nd patience from the ridge west of camp. The walls are built of stone, and are about 33/z
m
feet [about 1 ] high, We contemplate building a large snow wall about the entire structure, which will
preven: the penetration of cold air from the outside. One man from each hut was selected to represent his
respective mess, and lots were drawn for the boat, which is to be' used as a roof for one of the three dwellings,
Unf~rtu?ately for the other households the man representing the interests of my hut carried off the prize,
and It Will be put up to-~orrow. The dimensions of my house are 18 feet r5.Sm] by 8 feet r2.4m]. The
other houses are progressing well b t t
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The one saved will weigh about 75 pounds. It has been intimated to me that Israel was incited in what
he did by one of the noncommissioned officers who should have known better, but who has a special
aptitude for fault-finding.
Sunday, October 7, 1883.- This has been a clear and beautiful day; minimum temperature, + 12.00
0
( - 11.1 C.j.
The Greenland coast rose up prominently before us, every ravine and irregularity along the
coast line being distinctly outlined. How we all desire to attain that coast-that land with its promises of
abundance of game and safety to our party. Notwithstanding the fact that this is the Sabbath the work of
construction was resumed this morning and continued all day. Rice is now due here. In anticipation of
his return, Ellis and Whistler were sent across the glacier to meet him, but while going over the crest a
dense fog rolled up from the sound which turned them back, they having no compass with which to shape
their course.
For alleged misconduct Connell was reduced from the rank of sergeant to the grade of private. by order
of Lieutenant Greely; Linn was advanced from private to sergeant. Israel came to me this morning and
apologized in a manly way for his unjust accusations of last evening, and said that he had been influenced
to make the remarks by the representations of one of the men of his mess.
I accidentally learned this evening that a feeling of dissatisfaction existed in certain quarters because of
alleged partiality on my part in issuing bread to "a favorite few." I immediately requested Lieutenant
Greely to relieve me from the onerous and thankless duties of first sergeant, and also that some one else be
appointed to issue the provisions. He refused to relieve me from these trying and irksome duties, and said
that he had perfect faith in my manner of issuing the provisions, and that he placed implicit confidence
in me in every way, notwithstanding the slanderous remarks which were made in secret, and which had never
been brought to his notice. In the future I will endeavor to perform the important duties pertaining to my
trust as I have in the past with impartiality and a rigid adherence to justice. But it is hard to endure these
reflections on my fairness when I have striven so hard to satisfy all. With the confidence of my commander,
however, I shall require no other incentive to carry out the duties confided to my care. The base insinuations
of the few of my comrades will be borne with that fortitude which all are displaying during this trying period.
Bender and Schneider collected seven bags of saxifrage for our bunks, and the remainder of my little
mess gathered moss to cover the roof of our hut. Long and Christiansen shot a walrus on the floe, hut
the creature had life enough left in its body to roll itself into the water, thus escaping from his tormentors,
but leaving the ice and the water where he sank stained for yards around with his crimson blood. It appears
as if we were being pursued by the worst kind of ill luck j nothing goes right any more. The greater part
of the game killed thus far has sank before it could be reached by the hunters, and almost nothing is added
to our slender stock of provisions, which are slowly but surely diminishing. Christia risen shot a ptarmigan
before breakfast this morning, and saw a blue fox out on the floe, which he pursued but did not capture.
Monday, October 8, 1883.-The weather has been cloudy all day, and there are many indications of a
speedy snow-storm. Minimum temperature last night was + 12° r- 11.10 C.].
Rice has not yet returned to us. He is probably detained by young ice or a severe storm j nothing
else could keep him. God grant that he may return in safety, as we cannot well spare such a noble soul
from our party just' now. We completed the roof to our shanty and put the finishing touches on our bunks,
Bender has made me a pair of scales, which, though rude, will nevertheless greatly assist me in weighing out
the scanty allowances of food to the several messes. A mischievous fox visited the camp last night and
succeeded in stealing ~ of a pound of meat, which had been placed on th~ roof of .one of the huts ~() ~)e
beyond the reach of these little thieves. The efforts of the hunters have agam met With bad luck. Christiansen shot two seals, but before he could squeeze himself into his kayak and paddle out to them they had
both disappeared. It is indeed heart-rending to see this food-which is our very life-sink before our eyes,
and we powerless to save it.
Tuesday, October 9, r883.-Clear and calm weat~er. Rice ~et~rned to '" at 4 p. m., and reported
having found records at Cape Sabine and vicinity, which placed han 111 P?ssesslon of facts most unw~1come
and disheartening. The one redeeming feature in his report, howev~r, IS th: knowledge ~f the different
caches at Cape Sabine which will aggregate about one thousand ratl(~ns. 1 he records which were taken
from the caches at and near Cape Sabine, and those taken from the calm on Brevoort Island, best tell the
tale. The first record stated that in the summer of 1882 the steam sealer Neptune, of St, Johns, N. F.,
under command of Captain Sopp, had visited Smith Sound, and ende~vored to reach IJ~dy Franklin Bay,
but was repulsed by the impenetrable pack encountered near Victoria Head. They evidently returned to
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St. Johns the same season, taking with th~m all supplies except a small depot of two hundred and forty
rations, which they left on the coast just west of Cap~Sabine, and a duplicate depot at Littleton Island,
There is nothing positive, however, known of the existence of the latter, as the depot had not been made
when the record was written. The expeditionary force was commanded by Major Beebe, a member of the
Signal Corps, and private secretary to General Hazen at the time we left Washington in 1881.
The second record was signed by Lieut. E. A. Garlington, Seventh Cavalry, U. S. A., and stated that
the Proteus, while working northward through Smith Sound, was crushed by ice on July 23d of this year;
and that everything except a few rations and a few articles of clothing was lost. His own party of fourteen
men, with Captain Pike and twenty-one men, were to cross to Littleton Island, and would endeavor-as we
interpret the record-to communicate with this coast. He also states that the Yantic has orders to reach
Littleton Island, and that a Swedish steamer will reach Cape York some time during the latter part of July.
The record contains two passages which are particularly encouraging. The first reads as follows: "I will
endeavor to communicate with these vessels at once, and everything within the power of man will be done
to rescue the brave men at Fort Conger from their perilous position." The second: "I wi11leave for the
eastern shore just as soon as possible, and endeavor to open communication." With assurances such as
• these, we cannot but feel that our countrymen are in some manner working for our relief. At the best, our
situation is a desperate one, There are twenty-five mouths to feed from the rations at Cape Sabine, and
that amount cannot last long. If a party desires to aid us, they must come soon.
Rice discovered that Rosse Bay and Buchanan Straits were connected by a narrow strait; this strait
Lieutenant Greely at once named in honor of the man through whose heroism and devotion the discovery
was made. This discovery makes Cape Sabine an island. Lieutenant Greely has decided to abandon these
huts, and move the entire party to Cape Sabine, it being impracticable to bring the rations to this point.
'Ve will take the first load to Rosse Bay to-morrow.'
.
Wednesday, October 10, 1883.-A heavy snow-storm has prevented us from moving to Rosse Bay with
the first load of stores, as contemplated yesterday. The sledge, however, has been loaded, and we will
advance it at the first favorable opportunity. Rice, the brave fellow, has again volunteered for a hazardous
service-that of going to Cape Isabella to ascertain if' any provisions were left there by Bebee in 1882,
when he landed the whale-boat. The temperature has been very high during this snow-storm. Ga~e
appears ,to be very scarce; a few thieving foxes have been seen lately, but they always manage to maintain
a safe distance between themselves and our rifles. Several ravens have been observed during the last few
days. Two or three of these birds of ill omen flew over our huts to-day, uttering their ominous and discordant croaks as if in derision of our hapless condition.
Thursday, October II, 1883.-The sky has been bright and clear to-day, and the spiritsof our par.ty
~aturally took an upward tendency. Minimum temperature last night, 7.0 [ -13'90 C.]. Rice and Christiansen started for Cape Isabella at an early hour this morning. The sledge party started at 6.45 a. rn, for
~oss: Bay and returned at 3.15 p. m, On reaching Leconte Island it was found necessary to take to the
hlg,h.Ice-foot on account of the young ice outside, which would not support the weight of our sledge. On
amv~n~ ~t. t~e hut we found tha: Cross had ,again been tampering with the rum can, and as a natural result
of h:s llbClt Indulgences he. w~s 10 a maudlm state of intoxication. I at once reported the circum~tan~e6
to LIeutenant Greel~ for hIS instructions, but he said, and very truly, that nothing could be done WIth ~lm
except to resort to VIOlent measures, and this he would not permit. "To do this" he said, " would bnng
only
to,th
'remain
d
I ' .reproach
.
e pa.rt y; t h e diisgrace which this man has brought on himself would
unchang e.. "
t IS .certamly discouragmg to labor all day in the low temperatures while this man remains in camp domg
nothm? except to satisfy an abnormal appetite for strong drink at the expense of those who are trying to
save
, him, To-morrow we inten d t 0 ab an d on th e huts and march to Cape Sabine where as soon as pos-
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sIble~:w winter

quarters will be constructed. Long shot a seal this evening which ~ill wei~h forty pounds.
'riday, October 12, 1883.-The canvas, ropes, oars, and poles from which the roots of the huts were
con~ructed, were all removed and taken with us. The ice-boat Beaumont was left on the skeleton walls of
~i ut. The party started with the two sledges at 8 a, rn. taking all the property and provisions with tl emter sevehDdhours of the severest labor imaginable, we'reached Rosse Bay at the point where the load
of stores
a been dropped d ay b erore
s:
I
yesterday. Here we halted for the night and prepare d to m ake
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been spread down on the icy rocks, and without shelter or protection of any kind we have prepared to pass
a wretched night. The issue of a small quantity of rum served to brighten the feelings and render us less
sensible to our sufferings. Owing to the friction caused by the roughly-shod runners on the small sledge, it
will not be used again, but double trips with the large sledge will be made instead.
Saturday, October 13, 1883.-'V'e had left our sledge standing on the floe when we retired last evening,
and on rising this morning it was found to have been submerged by the overflowing tide. The bending of
the new ice under the weight of the sledge and a portion of its load, caused a depression in the floe which
was soon filled by water and the sledge completely covered. The sledge was secured only with the greatest
difficulty, one having to wade through the ice·cold water to attach to it a rope, with which it was hauled to
a place of safety. We slept very little, or not at all, last night, on account of the frozen bags and the unsheltered position of our camp. We crossed Rosse Bay by keeping close up to the face of the glacier, thus
avoiding a few of the many treacherous places where nothing but a thin sheet of ice separated us from
disaster and death. Notwithstanding our caution we felt it necessary at times to rely on chance, and so
traveled over places where the ice was so thin that it would bend and crack under the combined weight of
the sledge and party. jens, who was selected to perform the important and dangerous duty of finding a
route over the young ice, did nobly, and not once did his unerring judgment in these matters serve him badly.
Camp was made on the north side of Rosse Bay at the entrance to Rice Straits, and the two loads
deposited here at the end of nine (9) hours from the time of starting this morning. The hauling was
comparatively easy, owing to the small rubble studding the floe, which caused the sledge to go dancing along
at a merry gait. When returning for the second load, a terrible crash was suddenly heard which caused us to
stop short with consternation and fear. Just in front of us the ice was torn asunder as by an invisible hand,
and a huge black" snout" forcing itself through this fissure protruded for many feet into the air, throwing
fragments of ice in every direction. Supposing that some mighty leviathan of the deep was aiming at our
destruction, we proceeded to investigate the matter with extreme caution and alertness. Imagine our
surprise and disgust when the" snout" was found to be nothing more dangerous than a huge block of ice,
which, having been detached from the base of the berg close by, made its appearance at the surface in the
manner described. Occasional incidents of this kind are the only variations of the almost depressing
monotony which characterize our marches. We traveled 18 miles; the distance made good, however, was
only 6 miles. High wind; temperature this evening, +3 [-16.1° C.]. The alcohol allowance was not
sufficient this evening to prepare the supper.
Sunday, October 14, 1883.-High winds accompanied by snow are the worst features of the day. After
a frugal breakfast of raw dog-pemmican, we broke camp at 8.15 a. m. and began our toilsome march. As
Rice Strait was not entirely frozen over, we were forced to follow the western shore closely. In one
instance the water had encroached so near to the ice-foot that it became necessary for us to take to the
land. In many places the sledge seemed on the point of breaking through the thin and bending ice, but
fortune favored our cause and the impending duckings were escaped. Had the sledge broken through this
ice at any time it would necessarily have proved fatal to many of the men, and the sledge and its load of
stores would also have been lost. The current ran with such velocity through this channel that it would
-have swept at once the party under the floe. The two loads were hauled to camp in about nine hours, and
the distance traveled was about the same as that traveled yesterday.
A fine hot supper of pemmican was served us in the evening, and for a brief period all our woes and
wretchedness were apparently forgotten. The last drop of our Medford rum' was issued at the completion
of the march to-day. A small white fox, which Rice and Jens had killed with their staff a few days ago,
was taken from the rocks where they had cached it, and added to our larder. Henry reports having frosted
one of his feet slightly to-day. He was observed to eat with eviden.t relish some of the ra~ seal i~testines
containing shrimps. We camped on the south side of Buchanan Strait at th: entrance to Rlc,e Strait, T~e
bare rocks were our only beds, and our only protection against the bleak WInds .were our thin bUff..11o-s~m
sleeping-bags. A small lake was found in the vicinity, which will supply us with fr~sh water for cooking
purposes.
Monday, October 15, 1883.-\Ve probably passed the most wretched night of our Ii,ves in .the howling
storm which rose soon after we had retired last night. Had we been under the shelter or tents It would not
have been such a serious matter but without any protection except one thickness of hide, and that frozen as
0
hard as flint, is something that Ldo not care to experience again. Temperature this morning was - 1.0
[_ 18'30 Ci]. Lieutenant Greely, Gardiner, and Jens started out in advance of the party to select a route
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through the hummocks along the coast. Gardiner, who has n?t work~d in the drag-ropes on this trip owing
to illness, has nevertheless made himself very useful all along In selecting routes for the sledges.
.
The main party, with loaded sledge, left camp at 7.30 a. m. and traveled along the coast past Cocked
Hat Island towards Cape Sabine.
We left a large cache of stores, which we do Dot require for our immediate use, at the camp which we
have just left. The ice along the route was very rough and hummocky, our load very heavy, and, as a
sequence to our previous misfortunes, our sledge broke down. Much valuable time was consumed in making
the necessary repairs, and when they were completed we did not dare to venture the entire load again, so a
portion was left on the floe where the accident occurred. We advanced with the remainder, reaching the
Proteus wreck cache at 2.30 p. m. This is probably about three miles from Cape Sabine. Lieutenant Greely
had already examined the cache, and he expressed much regret at the small amount of meats in comparison
with the great quantity of other articles of lesser nutritive value. Of vegetables, raisins, lemons, clothing,
boxes, mirrors, &c., there is a profuse display; there is also about twenty pounds of Durham tobacco and
ten of plug. A portion of this was issued to the smokers; the non-smokers received a quantity of raisins in
lieu thereof. The latter were Lieutenant Greely, Rice, Long, Biederbick, Salor, Frederick, and myself,
Rice and Christiansen arrived from Cape Isabella soon after we had encamped. They report having
found 144 pounds of canned meat at Isabella, which Sir George Nares deposited there in 1875; but they
were unable to find any trace of the boat which Beebe was to have landed at that point.
Tuesday, October 16, 1883.-The snow has been falling heavily all day, and a high wind greatly adds
to its disagreeable effects. A large 'party was dispatched under Lieutenant Lockwood to bring up the stores
abandoned yesterday on the floe where the sledge was broken. Lieutenant Greely, Rice, and myself went
to the Beebe cache to prepare it for transportation to this camp, where we are to establish our winter quarters.
Lieutenant Kislingbury and Jens went to Payer Harbor to examine the clothing cache. We carried the wall
tent contained in the cache back to camp. Rice and myself afterwards returned to get a quantity of the
Medford rum for daily issue. The party under Lieutenant Lockwood returned at about 2.3 0 p. m., and all
hands were at once turned out to erect the walls of a snow house. The blocks were cut from a neighboring
drift and the walls built about three feet [.9 1ll ] high. The roof was made with oars and the spare sails. It
is a poor shelter at the best, but still it is better than none at all. The wall tent will be used by the cooks
as a kitchen.

U;'dnesday, October 17, 1883.-A strong northwest wind rose during the night, which sifted the snow
through the openings in the walls of our house, and thus rendering the already pitiable condition of our
party ten :imes worse than before. The sufferings of the party are extreme; Biederbick and Long are unable
to labor WIth. the others, and Cross and Gardiner are hardly able to assist themselves. With our large party
to feed and the few rations at our disposal the prospect for the future is indeed a cheerless one. The Beebe
cache, including t~e w~lale-b?at, was moved up to this camp during the day. The boat is badly broken,
and we have nothing WIth which to repair the injury. Minimum temperature last night, -6.5 0 [-21.40 C.].
,
Thursday; Od~bl1 18, I 883.-Cold, very cold, and the disagreeable snow continues to fall. Lieute~ant
Greely consulted WIth the party this morning regarding the site for our winter quarters. It was finally deCIded
to erect the hut on the west side of this point of land and the construction of the walls was at once begun.
The dimensions will be as follows: Length of house, : 5 feet [7. 6 m ] ; width, 18 feet [5. SID], and the height of
1l1
walls about ~ ,feet [1:2 ] . The walls were nearly completed this evening; the party to a man working well.
~\11 ~ur prOVISIOns WIll "b~ hauled .from this point (wreck cache) across the little divide to where the house
IS bemg. erected.
ChrIstIansen this evening shot a blue fox.
Fnday, Ottober 19, 1883·-Cloudy, dismal weather; a fresh southwest wind and the temperature 9
0
degrees
'.
.,
which are not at all conducive
either to COUl14fort or
. below zero [-22 •8 C .] ar e cI"una tiic con dimons
h~ppmes~. Comfort, in fact, is something of the past; it never greets us now hut in its place the most abject
~~~~

~

The whale-boat has been placed lengthwise over the middle of the walls of our hut, and oars fastened
at the gunwale by one end sloping downward to the walls, thus serving as rafters. Canvas was drawn over
these :ude rafters and securely fastened at the sides and ends. Over this frame were placed thin blocks of
snow 111 suc~ a manner as to exclude not only the light but the wind as well
On the floor of the hut a
h
"
•
fi d'ng
small quantIty of sand
We moved in during the afternoon, n I
h
was t rown to cover the snow and ice
t ese quarters much more comfortable than the battered old walls near the wreck cache. A small lake only
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a few yards east of our new house will furnish us with an adequate supply of fresh water during the corning
months.
Saturday', October 20, 1883.-The weather is doudy and disagreeable. A high northwest wind caused
:?nsiderable drift and l~ecessitated the discol~tinuan~e of work at I p. m, Temperature, - 13.0° [- 2 5.00 C.].
I he roof of our dwellmg was completed this mornmg, and snow blocks were prepared for the construction
of a protective wall outside and around the building. We are feeling comparatively comfortable in our new
quarters, and are of the opinion that with proper food we could endure the cold and dampness very well.
The subject of our winter's schedule of provisions was this evening under discussion by invitation of
Lieutenant Greely. 'With two or three exceptions the entire party concurred in the opinion expressed by
Lieutenant Greely, that with strict limitations we could extend our provisions to March 10, at which time
we hoped to be at Littleton Island. Dr. Pavy declared this to he an impossibility, and Lieutenant Kislingbury wanted the limit to be placed at February 1 instead of March 10.
Sunday, October 21, I 883.-\Veather fair; light westerly wind and a temperature of -3.5° r-I9.t'l C.I
causes the day to be far from disagreeable. A party of sledges numbering fourteen, i.nder the command of
Lieutenant Lockwood, proceeded to the entrance of Rice Straits for the cache left there on the r 5th inst,
Long, who having volunteered with the Eskimo to hunt at Rice Straits, was left in camp at that point with
the wall tent, sleeping-hags, &c. \Ve returned to camp with the load at a late hour this evening, thoroughly
exhausted from our efforts. Everybody complains of excessive weakness, and even the strongest of our
party may be seen to stagger while walking along. A lemon in lieu of lime-juice was issued to each man this
evening. The scraps of newspapers in which the lemons were wrapped have been carefully removed ami dried
for future reading. It will indeed be a rare treat to again receive news from the civilized world. From these
scraps we have already learned that Garfield died on September 19, 1881, and that Arthur is now President.
Lieutenant Greely, Jewell, Israel, Bender, Biederbick, and Whisler arc on the sick-report and did not go
out to-day.
Monday, October 22, 1883.-Rice, with three men, was ordered to Cape Sabine, to bring up a few articles
of clothing. He was also directed by Lieutenant Greely to place in the cairn on Brevoort Island a record
which the latter had prepared. This paper stated, in substance, where we may be found, and also how
destitute we are. The other members of the party who were able to work transferred the provisions from
our first camp to our present abode. High winds, accompanied by snow, have prevailed all day. Ellis
celebrates his forty-third birthday.
Tuesday, October 23, 1883.-Cloudy weather; wind blowing from the northwest; temperature, -16.0
[-26'7° C.]. We took the pendulum and records to Payer Harbor and cached them at the English depot
of provisions. \Ve started to return with a portion of this depot, but our sledge broke down, and we were
forced to return without it. This accident made a very bad impression on some of the men, who are about
discouraged through these series of mishaps. Frost-bites are quite common; almost everybody is afflicted in
this manner. Ellis is quite ill. He was compelled to leave the sledge near Payer Harbor to-day and return
to the house.
Wednesday, October 24, 1883.-The snow is falling heavily, and a high northwest wind has been blowing
all day, causing a disagreeable drift; temperature, - 5.5 [ - 20.80 C.]. Twelve men, including myself, went
down to Payer Harbor to repair and haul in the broken sledge. Elison repaired it in a short time, but soon
after starting it was again broken and abandoned. The men were very tired and weak from their prolonged
exertions and the effects of a meager diet. Our sufferings in this disagreeable storm, while struggling to
secure this load of provisions, are such as were never before experienced in these regions.
Thursday, October 25, 1883.- Light westerly winds, accompanied by snow; temperature, -4. 0
[_ 20.00 C.].
The sledge has been repaired by Elison in a most skillful manner, and this afternoo~ it was
hauled to c.amp without further accident. Work on the snow-wall about the house was r~sume~l this afternoon. The hunters returned from Rice Straits this morning, bringing with them a seal which weighed about
65 pounds. They left their tent and sleeping-bags at the cape, with the intention of taking an additional
supply of provisions and returning to resume their hunting.
. , ' . '
Two barrels of dog-biscuit, weighing 110 pounds each, were found 111 the En.ghsh d~pot on.. ~talkne:'ht
Island. This afternoon I opened one of them and found a large percentage entirely ruined, I hat which
was thoroughly rotten and covered with green mold was thrown on. ~he ground, and was eagerly. devoured
by the half-famished party. \Vhat, I wonder, will be our condition when we undergo a still greater
reduction in our rations?
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The first of a series of very pleasant entertainments took place to-night. The scraps of newspapers taken
from the lemons were read aloud for fifteen minutes by Rice just after dinner. This will be repeated every
night until all are read. I observed an aurora this evening at an early hour.
Friday, October 26, 1883.-Biederbick observed an aurora this morning ~t 4 o'clock; temperature,
_ 15. 0 [_26.1 0 C.]. Light westerly wind. The sun disappeared b~low the horizon ~o-day: to reapl_ear.no
more until the latter part of February. I wonder how many of us WIll ever look on hIS glOrIOUS face agam?
We started for Cape Sabine at 7 a. m. On our return the sledge again broke down under the weight of a
bulky load. As it was growing dark at that time, no attempt was made at repairs, but the party at once
returned to the hut, where they worked for some time on the snow-wall. There is a vast expanse of open
water to the north, but very little can be seen in the direction of the Greenland coast. The hunters were
out at the margin of the ice all day, but saw no game.
Saturday, October 27, 1883.-The weather is again cloudy and disagreeable; and the lowest temperature yet experienced by us on these shores was recorded last night, namely, - 22.0 r- 32.8° C.]. The
sledge 'was once more repaired, and the load which we abandoned yesterday on the floe was hauled to
camp. The temperature of the interior of the hut this morning was +33.0 r+0.6° C.]. The hunters were
not successful in their efforts to secure game to-day. The commissary store-house was broken into last
night and a small quantity of hard bread taken.
Lieutenant Greely has decided to call this place" Camp Clay," in honor of Mr. Henry Clay, a fellowpassenger on the Proteus in 1881 to Lady Franklin Bay, from which place he returned to St. John'S. We
found a Louisville Courier-journal in one of these caches, which contains an article written by Mr. Clay
regarding our deplorable situation, and making certain specific recommendations which, it is needless to say,
have not been followed by the Government. He predicts in this article our present condition, and urges that
Cape Sabine (where we now are) should be provisioned. Tobacco was issued to the smokers this evening.
Sunday, October 28, 1883.-Temperature, - I7.5 [-27.5° C. J; inside the hut it stood at
24. 0
[-4-4° C.]. A party of about twelve or fourteen of the strongest men went to CapeSabine for another load
of the clothing, wood, &c., there. On our return the sledge was again broken, hut it was nevertheless hauled
into camp for repairs. The load, however, was abandoned at the point where the sledge became crippled.
This is indeed discouraging. Worse, it is terrible! What are we to do? Every hope which we may have
entertained for relief this autumn, any mitigation of our hardships which we may have expected, have been
swept away in the last few days. While those of the civilized world-those who have forgotten us in our
hour of need-are enjoying the luxuries with which that land is teeming, this band of wretched, shivering
creatures are now fighting starvation, and are about to face the frosts of a third arctic winter. Owing to the
severity of the storm, the hunters did not go out to-day.
Monday, Oct~ber 2?~ 1883·-The temperature has risen suddenly to + 5.0 [-14.7° C.]. The barometer
has b~en plac.ed 10 position so that regular observations of that instrument may be taken. The hunters went
?ut thls.mo~mng as usual, but returned without having seen anything. Long, unfortunately, fell through the
Ice to hIS hlp~, He reached the hut with some difficulty, where he was subjected to a drying process before
he could again venture out. I made an issue of clothing to-day, The garments are covered with ice, and
as they ~re thaw~d and dried by being placed in contact with the warm body, the process is necessarily a
very trymg and Irksome one. ~he sledge was repaired this morning, and another load hauled from Payer
Harbor. The sledgers complam.of great exhaustion after the severe trials of to-day ; some are almost
p~ostrated. In consequence of being subjected to greater physical strain, the strongest members of the party
WIll probably be t?e first to succumb to these privations. Our ration has been again slightly reduced; those
detailed for sledging, however, will receive two ounces extra of food each morning before leaving the hut.
In order that our minds ~ay be lifted from this mire of morbidness and prevented from sinking into a state
of torpor an hour or so IS devoted each evening to reading aloud. Gardiner reads the Bible; Lieutenant
G~eely the Arm~ Regulations; and Rice is perusing one of Hardy's novels entitled "Two in a Tower."
With the exception of Gardiner's Bible, these books, together with several others were found in the wreck
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Lieutenant Greely, and a sledge is being prepared by Elison for that purpose. Rice will be accompanied
on this hazardous journey by three men, who have not yet been designated. Bender made a platform of
stones in the middle of the passage, on which the cooking-lamps will be placed when in use. He also distinguished himself this morning by killing a fox with his fist. The little animal was found with its head in
a small tin can, and its capture was easily effected.
An estimate of the provisions now on hand places the approximate limit of their consumption at March
10.
This is computed on the basis of an issue of about 15 ounces to each man per diem. Subjected as we
necessarily are to hard work, cold, and dampness, how long, we ask ourselves, can we exist on this meager
allowance of food?
Wednesday, October 31, 1883.-Thank God! the last of our supplies are now safely housed. The one
remaining load was brought into camp this evening. The whale-boat which we had abandoned on September 12 was found to have drifted down on the large floe on which it had been left, and to have lodged
between Brevoort Island and the main land (Cape Sabine). It has been broken up, and will be used for
fuel during the winter. To think of using it now (even were it in good condition) as a means of crossing
Smith Sound would be worse than madness.
The rations, except bread and raw meat, will be issued weekly in bulk. Cloudberries were issued to
the messes this evening. The Swedish expeditions use these berries largely as an anti-scorbutic, and Nordenskiold highly recommends them for use in arctic exploration. Dr. Pavy narrowly escaped freezing his
feet this evening. When crossing the ice-foot, on our return from Sabine, he fell into the water, and during
the long walk to the hut he suffered intensely. Cloudy weather, light westerly wind, and temperature +2.0
r-16'7° C.]. Lieutenant Greely detailed Schneider for cook.
Thursday, Nm'ember I, 1883.-'Veather fair; minimum temperature last night, -4.0 [_20.~O C.I.
Lieutenant Kislingbury is quite ill, presumably from the effects of overwork while assisting with the last load
yesterday. Pavy thinks the strain may result in rupture; in any event it will be serious. He fainted twice
this evening while the doctor was making an examination of the injured parts. Poor fellow! he is entirely
helpless, and is dependent on his companions for assistance. Elison prepared the small four-man sledge
for the contemplated trip of RIce to Cape Isabella. The rest of us did nothing but mope in our bags.
Frederick was detailed with Linn and Elison to accompany Rice. I issued them provisions for eight days;
at the end of this time we hope to have them again in our midst. Schneider was fortunate enough to shoot
a white fox this morning which he espied prowling about our camp in quest of a portion of our scanty
supply of provisions. Bender has made a small sheet-iron stove on which our cooking will be done in the
future. The barrels and boxes found in the Proteus caches, together with our boats, oars, &c., will be used
for fuel. Lieutenant Greely decided to reduce our rations, to take effect to-day, in accordance with the
following list:
Ounces.

Meat
__-Bread
Beef extract
_
Lard _.
_ __ __
Butter
Soup
.
Rice

4. 00

6.50

_____ . 26
.26
·49
.
• .64
·09

_______

Peas; ..

Corn

.22

..

.

.___

Carrots
Tonaatoes
Rasins
Pickles
Milk

Ounces.

,

0.10

•

Extract coffeen
Extract chocolate
Potatoes

.3 2

-..

.16
.42

-- --__________________ .19
u

.

u_u

u

--

uu___
----

.43
.19
·40

.19

This makes but little more than 14 ounces of food daily per man, on which we will be compelled to
.
..
sustain life (if possible) after having endured the severest of trials.
Fn'daj', .1.V(nlembcr 2, 1883.-Cloudy weather; minimum temperature .for )a~t night, -9. 2 [ - 22'9° C.].
Rice, Linn, Elison, and Frederick started at 8 a. m. for Cape Isabella, taking With them the large four-man
sleeping-bag and provisions for eight days. They will have no protec~ion ~or their ?~~ at night except what
cam;;
will be furnished them by a wall-tent fly. I shot a blue fox this mor~m~ in t~e V1Cm!ty of ?ur
weight, 37f pounds. Ralston shot a white one near our present habitation this evening WhlC~ weighs 47f
pounds. Lieutenant Kislingbury is slowly improving in he~lth .. The .cooks prepared our evemng meal over
the small stoves made by Bender yesterday. The manner III which this work was performed speaks volumes
for the new stoves, and the result is highly gratifying to every one; and the amount of fuel consumed was
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small and the time employed in bringing the stews to the boiling-point was only forty-eight minutes. If
strict 'economy in the use of our fuel is practiced the barrels should last us for over eighty days.
Saturday, Nm}ember 3, 1883·-The weather has been clear and bright all day; minimum temperature,
0
-9. 2 [- 22.9 C.]. At 8 a. 111. Long returned from Rice Straits for a fresh supply of provisions with which
to continue his hunting operations. He reports having killed one seal of about seventy-five pounds weight.
Notwithstanding the low temperature and his weak condition, the noble fellow is indefatigable in his efforts
to procure game with which to prolong the lives of his companions. Jewell is feeling quite ill from the
effects of the severe labor which he has performed during the last few weeks. His constitution is evidently
a weak one. Israel made an observation for latitude, but deferred its computation. Our meager diet has
produced anything but a salutary effect on the minds and feelings of our party.

Sunday, Notcmber 4, 1883·-A huge hard-bread pudding for the morning meal made us all feel as
happy as possible for a few hours. The sense of repletion to the stomach after eating is something of the
dim past, and this terrible gnawing hunger which is ever present is fast driving us mad. I wonder if we
will retain control over our minds (certainly not over our tongues) throughout the trying period which seems
inevitable to us now. Long started back to Rice Straits at 8 a. rn., taking with him provisions for five days
more. At the end of that time we are to go down with the large sledge and bring back his tent, sleepingbags, and game. Long saw the tracks of two bears, which had evidently been traveling together, when he
was walking yesterday between Rice Straits and Camp Clay. They came from the direction of Clarence
Head. As our hut is but imperfectly ventilated, the dense smoke produced while breakfast was being prepared gave us all a severe headache. At the same time nearly everyone complained of an oppressive
sense of dizziness from its effects.
.
This being the Sabbath, the old axiom, "the better the day, the better the deed," was exemplified, as
far as lay in our power, by laying a foundation for the new commissary store-house. It abuts on the south
our house; its size will be about 8 by 10 feet [2.4'" by 3. 0 '" and the one entrance will be from the
end
outside alley or passage way. The old store-house is not at all secure, some one having again broken m.
Faxes are quite numerous about our encampment; we partook of a stew this morning made from them,
and pronounced it excellent. Temperature, -25.7 [ -33. 1° C.]. Weather clear and calm.

?f

J,

M()t~da_~', Not/ember 5, 1883·-Clear and calm weather; temperature, -20.0 [-28'90 C.]. The temperature inside the hut ranges from 24 to 36 [-4.4 0 C. to 2.2 0 C.]. It reaches the latter point, however,
only
th.e meals are being prepared. This enables us to feel very comfortable (?) at all times. Our
roo~ IS Illummated during the day by a small blubber lamp, which emits a flame about half the size of an
and
the same power or intensity. Lieutenant Kislingbury is recovering slowly
om the
which he
a few days ago. All the members of the party are growing weak from the
effects of this slow starvation, It is perceptible, not alone in their wan pinched faces but also in their heavy
and
gait. The construction of the commissary
was completed to-day, and all the
prov:slOns, except the blubber and a few barrels of bread, were moved in. Bender modified the chimney or
ventIlator so that the smoke could escape more freely.
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Thursday, November 8, I 883.-Light winds from the south and a temperature of -3 f • 5 35'30C.] did not
tend to produce agreeable impressions on the men. Notwithstanding the severity
. of the weather " however
a party under the leadership of Lieutenant Lockwood, comprising Dr. Pavy, Jewell, Salor, Ellis, Whisler,
Christiansen, and myself, started at 7 a. m, with the large sledge for Rice Strait. At 10.30 we had reached
the tent and were somewhat disappointed on learning that the seal reported some days ago by Long was
the only one killed. Returning with their effects we reached Camp Clay at 3.15 p. m. In addition to the
excessively hard labor of hauling a loaded sledge through the deep snow, the men suffered greatly from
the effects of a burning thirst, and all reaching camp were well-nigh exhausted. An issue of hot rum was
made immediately on our return, and at no time within our recollection was it ever more welcome than on
this occasion.
Schneider was detected in the store-house under very suspicious circumstances, and was openly charged
with having stolen provisions. He, of course, vehemently protested that he was innocent, but the fact of
his being intoxicated from rum surreptitiously obtained, combined with other circumstances, rendered his
guilt only too obvious. Great indignation is felt by the men, and their feelings have been expressed in
language somewhat emphatic. He has been relieved from the duties of cook and Bender detailed in his
place.
Friday, November 9, 1883.-Matters are growing worse and worse. It is said that honor exists among
thieves; if so, in our party, where every man is expected to perform his part with just and honorable motives,
no dishonest action should be noted. But it appears that hunger drives from the mind all the nobler attributes that it may have possessed, and places it on the plane in common with the lower animals. 'Ve do
not know whom to trust in this dire extremity, consequently none in the future will be trusted. A can of
condensed milk was found by Lieutenant Lockwood in the old commissary store-house this morning. It
had been concealed by the thief under a large block of snow, and an attempt had been made to open it
with a blunt-pointed knife. The contents of the can, however, are intact. The marks made by the knife
in the attempt to open the can correspond perfectly with the saw-like edge of Schneider's knife. Whether
or not he used this knife for that particular purpose is a matter 0'£ conjecture among us. Suspicion, however,
naturally points to him in consequence of his perfidy of yesterday. Clear weather; temperature, -3°.00
[ - 34040

C.].

Saturday, November 10, 1883.-Those who were lying awake at midnight were startled by the sound
of approaching footsteps through the crisp snow. The next moment Rice entered the room, but from the
effects of exhaustion he was unable to speak for some time. At last, and in tremulous tones, the ominous
words: "Elison is dying!" brought all to an upright position in their bags. After receiving a small drink
of rum he stated how the party had reached Cape Isabella on the evening of the third day, apparently in
good condition, and hopeful of the successful issue of their undertaking. But on starting back Elison had
become exhausted, and in consequence both hands and feet were frozen, despite all the efforts of his companions. . His limbs were placed in contact with the warm bodies of Rice and the others, but without avail.
He was carried in their arms, and when this became intolerable he was dragged on the sledge until Eskimo
Point was neared. Then Rice decided- that the abandonment of the meat was necessary to insure the
saving of Elison's life. This was accordingly done, and one of the Springfield rifles was left standing upright
beside the cache to mark the spot. From Cape Isabella to this point they had make double trips. They
struggled slowly along until the little bay just west of Rosse Bay, and separated from it by a low narrow
neck of land, was reached. Here they halted, and after consulting with his comrades, Rice, the noble
fellow, had started without resting, to walk to Camp Clay. Nothing has passed his lips since yesterday"
except a small piece of frozen meat, which he took in his hands on leaving his .companions. .
At 4.3 0 a. m, Christiansen and myself started out with a few tempnng articles for the dying ~an and
his two suffering companions. The large sledge, with seven or eight m~n under the comm~nd of Lleut~nant
Lockwood, was to leave camp at 6 o'clock. On leaving the hut RIce told me that. Elison woul~ 10 an
probability have passed away before succor could reach him, and that I would most likely meet Linn and
Frederick on their way home with the sledge.
The darkness was intense when we started, and Christiansen and myself floundered about among the
hummocks and through the deep snow for some time without advancing very far. We stumble~ frequently,
and often fell on the rubble, receiving serious bruises. The monotony of the tramp was sometimes ?ro~en
by my dusky companion, who uttered half suppressed English oaths whenever he fell over a pro)~cttng
point of ice. About noon we reached the bay and found our three brave comrades huddled together III the
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one sleeping-bag in a semi-frozen state. Elison was still alive and s~mewhat better th~n whe~ Rice had
left him. Linn and Frederick were very weak, and both had frozen their faces and extrermnes quite severely.
After much difficulty I succeeded in making a fire in the rocks above them, and cooked a meat stew, which
they thoroughly relished. Later I made hot and delicious drinks, which gave new life to their attenuated
frames, and in a measure restored the sluggish circulation. Elison is a pitiable sight, with his face distorted
and frozen, and his limbs ice-like and useless. He repeatedly implored me to kill him that the others might
be saved. I tried to cheer him with the assurance that we would all escape from these inhospitable shores
and return to our homes together, but, shaking his head sadly he would repeat in a low, pleading voice,
" Please kill me, won't you!"
I had contemplated placing Elison on the sledge, and with the assistance of Linn and Frederick to
haul him back towards Camp Clay until the relief party under Lockwood was met with, but on communicating to them my intentions, they assured me that they could do nothing, in fact they did not believe that
they could walk without assistance. There was now but one course left for me to pursue, so making the
poor fellows as comfortable as possible I turned back with my faithful ally, Christiansen, to face the howling winds then blowing furiously. When near Rice Straits our eyes were gladdened by the appearance of
Lockwood and his party, of Pavy, Jewell, Salor, Ellis, Schneider, and Jens, who had been traveling hard
since 6 o'clock this morning. Christiansen and I took our places in the drag ropes and returned with them
to the south side of Rosse Bay, where we encamped at 6.10 p. m, The gale has been terrific in its velocity,
and considering their weak state it is surprising how the men have endured the severe strain while traveling
under its influence to-day. Just before leaving the trio in their frozen sleeping-bag near the head of Elison
Bay, I observed a fox walk deliberately to the bag in which they were lying, and attempt to enter. I aimed
a blow at him with the axe which was close at hand, but missed; before I could strike again he had escaped
to the rocks above.

.

i

Ii

I

I

Sunday, Nouember II, 1883.-\Ve obtained very little sleep last night, owing to the low temperature
and the continuance of the gale. The cook was called at 4.3 0 a. m., and at 6 o'clock I started forward
atone to prepare breakfast for Elison, Linn, and Frederick, while the" party was to break camp and follow
immediately with the sledge. The poor fellows had not slept during my absence and when I reached them
they ~ere shivering with the cold. It is almost surprising that they survived the cold of last night. They
we~e m a half-starved, half-frozen condition, and the merciless storm had been incessantly beating down on
their unprotected covering of buffalo-skin. I stopped for a moment to contemplate the scene. Nothing
co~ld be more utterly desolate, dreary, and forsaken than the spot on which those brave fellows were lying.
WIthout shelter save ,such as was afforded by a small tent-fly, their bag was lying on a narrow terrace only
a few feet a,b~ve the Ice-foot and the tides, where it was fully exposed to the fury of the winds. Above them
and .extendmg to t~e. summit of the slope was a chaotic wilderness of rocks, through which the winds had
earned grea: quannties o~ loose ,snow and heaped it about this place of refuge.
,
The ~lcohollamp, w~th WhICh I attempted to prepare their breakfast, refused to burn, and I next uied
the few pieces of boat WhICh they had brought with them from Eskimo Point. With this I was rather more
successful, but my success was at the expense of my poor fingers, which were burned and frosted alternately.
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the moon, having risen about this time, shed its soft light over the barren ice fields, making the night one of
the most attractive that I had ever known. The ironbound coast, the chaotic masses of pulverized ice at
its border, and the weird scene of desolation spreading like a pall about us on every side, heightened and
intensified the forbidding aspect of these inhospitable regions, which had never before seemed so utterly
devoid of redeeming qualities. A feeling of awe seemed to have taken possession of the party while it moved
forward with its half-conscious burden, slowly and in silence.
Monday, November 12, I 883.-After plodding wearily along for hours, we at last reached Camp Clay at
2. loa. m, Willing hands came to our rescue, and tenderly the sledge was lifted over the ice-foot and placed 01\
firm footing above. Great was the rejoicing over our safe and speedy return. Never before had our
wretched hut assumed the bright and cheerful aspect which it now wore, and never before had rough-bearded
men evinced more sympathy in feeling and tenderness in action towards a crippled comrade than did our
party. Of the condition of the party on arriving, I can speak only of myself. I was probably one of the
strongest; and at no time in my life were my physical powers ever called upon to sustain a trial similar to
that of last evening. Even my will-power was wavering, and in another hour I would have probably succumbed to exhaustion and the increasing cold.
Dr. Pavy considers the amputation of Elison's limbs as absolutely necessary, and fears that the process
will result fatally to him. Assisted by the ever-faithful Biederbick and a corps of tender-hearted volunteers,
he worked for hours to alleviate the sufferings of the injured man. Linn and Frederick arrived at 4 p. Ill.
yesterday, both badly broken down physically. Lieutenant Kislingbury has recovered sufficiently from his
accident to enable him to walk about in the alley of our hut. Temperature) -34.'5l-36'9° C.j.
Tuesday, N01'cmber 13, I 883.-'rhe sun is many degrees below the southern horizon, and is daily moving
farther away; even at midday the light which we receive from him is very feeble. The weather has been
clear, and the moon has shone brilliantly all day; minimum temperature, -33.8 [-36.6° C.j. No work has
been done. The men of the relief party are resting quietly, and are endeavoring to recover from the effects
of their terrible exposure and hardships. Elison is in a very critical condition. Rice. I inn, and Frederick,
although lame and sore from frost-bites and their severe labors generally, will most likely recover under a
generous treatment. The others are doing well. Biederbick last evening shot a white fox, which weighed
s}f pounds.
Wednesday; N01'ember 14, 1883.-Cloudy and disagreeable weather, together with a raw and biting
wind, have kept us confined closely to the house all day; temperature, -3 0 .() [-34.4° C.J, Nothing has
been accomplished to-day tending towards our comfort for the winter. Naturally enough, considering the
circumstances, all the energy has disappeared from our little band of sufferers. Our bread ration was reduced
one-half ounce to-day-from 6 oz. to 5~ oz. I issued the provisions in bulk for the ensuing week. Biederbick sits up with Elison during the night and Pavy watches over him carefully during the day. He is
feeling somewhat better, but still there are no hopes entertained for his recovery.
Tlzursday, .Arm'ember 15, 1883.-Clear weather; fresh westerly wind, and a temperature of - 38•z
l- 39.0° C.] caused us to seck the seclusion of the hut during the greater part of the day. We worked, however, for a short time this morning on the commissary store-house, plastering it with moiste ned snow, so as to
render the structure stable and unyielding to the gales which will probably visit us this winter. At I J a. m,
the temperature rose to -33,5 [-36.4° C.]. Elison appears to be improving slowly. There is evidence
this morning that some person entered the store-house last night without authority for so doing.
Fdday, NovembC! 16, 1883.-The wind howled dismally about our habitation yesterday and all of last
night. At times it blew with great velocity and threatened our destruction by well-nigh unroofing our house.
The barometer has fallen half an inch [I 2.7omm] in the last twelve hours, and a corresponding change in
the temperature has also taken place. The minimum temperature last night was - 22.0 [-3 0.0 0 C.], but at
noon to-day it had risen to - I 2.0 [-24.4 c C,J. The spring tides overflowed the space west of the house
bordering on the ice-foot, and the water rose several inches on the outside of the hut, but was prevented
from flooding us inside by the thickness of the snow-bank surrounding the building. \Ve inclosed the vestibule and put on a canvas roof, securing the whole with moistened snow or "mush," as it is called by some,
which, freezing quickly, renders the walls as firm as if hewn from solid ice.
Saturday, November 17, 1883.-Cloudy weather, light westerly winds, and temperature
[ 24.40 C.]; minimum, -28.0 r-33'3° C.]. I placed a wooden door at the ~ntrance to th: comnussary
store-house and as an additional safeguard supplied it with a lock and key which we found 111 the PnJleus
wreck cache, This we hope will be an effectual bar to all midnight marauders. The patients are improving
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slowly notwithstanding the small amount of food on. ,:hich we are now living. \Ve are doing better on
this low diet than my most sanguine hopes had ever anticipated. Our eyes and lungs are very much affected
by the thick smoke, which is unavoidable in cooking with damp wood and with a stove possessing no pipe
for conveying it away. Biederbick is suffering with a swollen finger, the nature of which is similar to J~~

felon on Gardiner's finger.

..>..

,

.

Lieutenant Greely entertained us this morning with a description of the physical conditions ~;lJ()~th
America, in which he is well versed. In his remarks he confined himself principally to the U nited States.
This will be followed by lectures on astronomy by Israel, and on natural history, physiology, and the history
of France by Pavy. The evening's entertainment will be contributed to by all the other members of the
party, who will relate their early experiences, converse on various subjects, and read aloud from the few
books in our possession.
Sunday, N(J1)(11lber 18, 1883.-\Veather cloudy; light westerly winds; minimum temperature, -14.0
[-25.60 C.]. Rice and myself placed a flag (an old coat) on one of the spare oars and planted it on the
extreme outer point of this peninsula, where it may readily be seen by any relief party approaching from
Littleton Island. We are still using water from the small lake southeast of the hut. The benefit accruing
to us through its use cannot be calculated, as it enables us to economize greatly in the use of fuel.
.Jlonday, November 19, 1883.-Calm and cloudy weather; temperature, -35.2 [-37,3 0 Cc], I opened
the remaining barrel of dog-biscuit to-day and was agreeably surprised to find all except a few pieces in
good condition. An odor of mustiness, however, pervades this entire barrel as well as all those found in the
English cache. It is indeed hard to be compelled to subsist on food which any well-bred dog would refuse.
Jf we could have even plenty of this kind we would not mind our situation so much, but the limited quantity
on which we are now living is nothing more than an aggravation.
Long and Jens each shot a fox to-day. Instead of being issued in lieu of our regular meat they will
be added to our Sunday evening meal. The intestines of these animals, and in fact everything of them
except the skin, is used in our stews and eaten by the famishing party without the slightest feeling of repugnance. The invalids appear to be doing well; Elison especially appears in a cheerful frame of mind, considering his sufferings. Some person who did not fear the just vengeance of an outraged party was heard last
night fumbling about the shelf on which one of the bread boxes was kept. A match was at once struck,
but at the first intimation of a light the would-be thief slunk into his bag without being detected. Night
before last a large piece of chocolate was stolen from the mess stores of Long-the cook in Lieutenant
Greely's mess.

Tuesday, N(J1Jember 20, I883.-Calm and cloudy weather; minimum temperature, -16.0 [-26.7 0 C.].
No work ha~ been do~e on the house to-day owing to the feeling of lassitude so prevalent in our party of
late.. The ~Ick are doing as well as can be expected, considering the gloom and dampness of the hut and
the impoverished state of their systems from insufficient nutrition. Inside the hut the temperature ranges
0
from +I~ to +.25 [-10.0° ~ •. to -3'9 C.]; sometimes it rises above +3 2 [0.0° C.] when the fire is lighted,
but falls immediately when It IS extinguished.

,V

~ ~xperience the greate~t discomfort from the cold and find it. necessary at times to exert ourselves
by knockmg the feet together m a most frantic manner to prevent them from freezing. Our bags are frozen
firm~y to the gr~und, and the hair inside is fined with frost. On lying down at night the warmth of our
bodies thaws this frost, and the moisture thus produced is absorbed by our garments which are usually saturated
'·
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is also .the dut.y of this person to em~ty the ~ontents of the large urinal in the alley. At 2.30 p. m, the
cooks light their fire for the preparation of dinner, and at about 4 o'clock the meal is served. 'Ve then
sit up and converse on all sorts of subjects until 6 o'clock, when the readings begin. ,V c retire usually
between 8 and 9 o'clock. I issued provisions to-day for the coming week, except the bread, which I issue
daily to avoid extravagance. 1 he list of those who are invalids is recorded as follows: Lieutenant Kislingbury, rupture; is now convalescent. Henry, toe frost-bitten; very bad. Elison, both upper and lower
extremities frozen; condition considered critical in the extreme. Gardiner, felon on forefinger; is improving
slowly. Linn, rheumatism, and system broken down from recent exposure; mind also affected. Biederbick,
felon 'on forefinger; condition doubtful. Salor, lame back, but is able to go out occasionally. Connell,
very weak from the reduced diet. Cross, foot frost-bitten; is improving. Bender complains frequently of
soreness in his chest and of lame joints. A bounteous repast was served this morning, with which everyone
was well pleased. It consisted of seal-skin and fox intestines, together with moldy dog-biscuit. Nothing
approaching food is ever wasted with us, and it is a notorious fact that the cooks are not over careful in
cleansing the fox intestines. A fox was seen to-day, but was too wary to approach within reach of our
ready guns.
Thursday, N01lember 22, 1883.-Long and Christiansen each shot a blue fox to-day. 1 walked along
the ice-foot bordering the peninsula in search of these little animals, but saw nothing. The sky has been
beautifully clear and cloudless, the weather calm, and the temperature - 28.0 r- 333 0 C.]. Standing on
the highest point of the peninsula to-day I could discern the dark outlines of the distant Greenland coast.
To my intense satisfaction no water-clouds were anywhere visible in that direction, and it is to be hoped
that this low temperature, acting in conjunction with the slack tides, will close the sound early and provide a
bridge for our relief and deliverance from this horrible bondage. Another stew served this evening was
thickened with the rotten dog-biscuit. I believe that the hungriest cur on the streets would refuse this
wretched apology for food •
.Friday, Mn'embfr 23, 1883.-Calm and cloudy weather; minimum temperature, -41.2 [-40,7° C.].
Long and Christiansen each again shot a fox. Nothing worthy of note has been (lone except that another
hole has been cut through the reservoir, and water to the depth of nine inches [229 m"l] was found. This
will be sufficient to supply us for a long time with all the water needed.
Saturday, N01'embcr 24, I883.-Calm and cloudy weather; minimum temperature, - 26.0 [- 3 2 . 2 ° C.].
All manner of schemes for our future welfare are being discussed. Ralston is trying to persuade some
his companions that they should join him in establishing a colony at some place in Kansas. Rice and
myself are also discussing some schemes which as yet are only visionary, but which we trust will assume
some tangible form as soon as a favorable opportunity occurs for their consideration. Frederick, or HShorty,"
as he is more familiarly known, gave us this evening a brief but very interesting sketch of his life.
S1I1ulay,N01'ember 25, 1883.-Calm and cloudy weather'; temperature, -z5.0 [-3 1'7° C.). No waterdouds in the direction of the Greenland coast being visible to-day, our confidence in the freezing over of the
sound at an early date has been restored. Should this occur, we will be enabled to effect our escape as soon
as the sun returns. Saturday evenings are set apart for the narration of personal adventures and experiences,
and are the most enjoyable and interesting evenings that we have. Christiansen shot a large blue fox which
•
weighed 4)i pounds.
Monday, No'pember 26, I883.-Clear; light westerly winds; temperature, -3 6.5 [-3 8• 1 0 C.]. Albert
Head, Cape Camperdown, and the remainder of Bache Island, were distinctly outlined against the northern
sky at noon. Jens thinks that water-spaces exist near the middle of Kane Sea, but he is of the opinion that
Smith Sound is frozen over between Cape Sabine and Cairn Point. I also went to the hill to confirm his
impressions, and, from my observations while there, consider the indications favorable fin our release, if the
cold continues and no gales appear to break the ice.
Tuesday; N011embl'r 27, 1883.-Clear weather; minimum temperature, -43.5 [-4 1,90 C.]. A ~esterly
wind, which blew with a velocity of twenty miles per hour [8'9 m per second], sprang lip s\l~ldenly this e~~n
ing, I sent Christiansen to the little elevation above Camp Clay for the purpose of observing the condition
of the sound. He reported on his return that the ice, in his opinion, was firmly frozen across the channel.
Wednesday; N01Jember 28, 1883.-Clear weather, with light westerly ~inds; ~empcrature, -34. 0

or

[_ 36'7° Cs]. I issued provisions to-day for the ensuing week. \Ve are all.1?okmg anxiously forward to the
royal feast which occurs to.morrow-Thanksgiving-rlay: Rice, 3 pounds; raisms, 2}6 pounds; lard, ~ pound;
milk, I can; extract of coffee, I can; and extract of chocolate, l)/z cans, will be issued extra to-morrow to'
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celebrate the occasion. This Thanksgiving will indeed be a great change from others held in memory.
Where will we he next year at this time? I find that a bag of bread which I had estimated at 70 pounds
has exceeded my estimate by 46 pounds. A seal has also weighed 8 pounds more than my estimate had
placed on him. I hope that all our weights will come out ahead as these have done. Another fox was
seen near the hut this morning, hut he escaped to the rocks before a gun could be brought. Jens has
been working on a trap for the capture of foxes.
Lieutenant Lockwood has made a proposition to the party to this effect: Each person will make out a
hill of fare which he (the lieutenant) will record in shorthand. These bills will be consolidated, and a copy
furnished to each man. If we are fortunate enough to escape with our lives from this place, each member
of the expedition will be expected to adhere, as closely as possible, to his bill of fare on each succeeding
birthday, ns circumstances may allow.
Tlmrsdlly, Mn't"mb,'y 29, I 883.-Cloudy weather; light westerly winds; temperature, - 14.0 r-25.6° C.].
The day has been passed pleasently enough; in fact I think I may say with perfect sincerity that it has
been one of the most enjoyable of my life. A double ration of coffee, which was served for breakfast, will
ever be held in grateful remembrance. At 2.30 p. m. a stew of fox meat and bacon was served; following
this came rice pudding, chocolate, and seven ounces of bread. Twenty-five gills of rum and twelve lemons
were used by Frederick in making a punch. This was pronounced by all as being the best of its kind.
After the punch had been disposed of, songs and stories filled the interval until midnight, when we retired
feeling better and more hopeful of the future than we had felt for weeks. For the first time since we were
drifting in Kane Sea, we can feel a sense of repletion after eating.
On examination of the bags of bread found in the Proteuscache, I discover that one had been wet, and
is now covered with a blue mold. It will be used in small quantities to improve (?) the stews.
iii-it/{IJ', .A~y['ftllbty 30, 1883'- The snow has been falling rapidly all day; temperature, - 5.0 r_20.6° C].
A .disagreeable drip of moisture from the roof of the hut is the result of this hiuh temperature. It falls like
ram on our sleeping-bags, and the resulting dampness inside renders our condition wretched in the extreme.
The party is feeling somewhat dull to-day. This lethargic condition is probably due to the over-feeding
of yesterday. If it should be proved that this is true, we may rest assured that the complaint will not visit
us often.
~

,Slm{It~.', Dt'tt",~p('r I, 1883.-Light westerly winds and clearing weather; temperature, -7. 2 [-21.8° C.].
During the evening the wind veered to the east and blew with great velocity from that direction. The
hOll~e w~s shaken to its foundation, and the flying snow was driven underneath the edge of the boat into
th~ t~tcnor of .the hut. The sound is now entirely open as far north as Cape Albert, and the roar of the
gnndmg yack IS he~rd by us while lying in our sleeping.bags. The high hopes which we had entertained
of. escapmg from this !)Iace b~' the frozen sound have, for the present, been dashed to the ground. ~he
~lrtl? from th: roof ~:Ill connnues, and our sleeping-bags are now thoroughly drenched. The sufferIng
mc~dcnt. to this condition of clothing and hags in low temperatures is not within my power to describe; it can
be \lu~gmed only. The doctor thinks that the hands and feet of Elison will have to undergo amputation•
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A portion of the wood which was so widely scattered yesterday was collected and secured. A prolonged
search by Ralston revealed no trace of the lost thermometer.
Tuesday, December 4, 1883.-Brisk westerly winds have been howling over our house since yesterday;
this evening they were accompanied by snow and heavy drifting. By the new thermometer, just exposed,
the temperature is - 8.0 [ - 22.2° C.].
If the dense, dark clouds hanging in the sky to the eastward are a correct index, a vast expanse of water
must exist in Smith Sound. Our chances of crossing to Littleton Island on the ice are narrowing slowly,
but we still retain slight hopes of being able to do so before April. The invalids appear to be mending
slowly. Our conversation, as usual, turns on the subject of food; it seems as if we can never tire of this; it
is the one all-absorbing topic in which we are interested, and very naturally too, I think, when of all our
miseries hunger predominates. All our energy appears to have departed, but we ask ourselves, H)S one
supposed to possess energy when the means of sustaining life has been withdrawn from him? n I think not.
Notwithstanding the lack of energy for work, some have developed remarkable powers as grumblers, but
making all due allowance for our condition, little fault should be found with the free expression of these
minds, made morbid by long and continued suffering; besides, were these feelings to remain pent up, an
injurious effect might be wrought on the general health. A highly-flavored stew of fox intestines and sealskin was enjoyed and favorably commented on by all this evening.
Wednesday, December 5, I883.-A gale broke suddenly on us at 3 a. m., hut subsided at about noon,
the sky clearing beautifully. In the evening, however, the gale rose again with great fury and threatened
the destruction of our quarters. The door was snowed up, the vestibule blown down, and the commissary
house damaged to a considerable extent. Just before noon we were not able to see more than thirty yards
[27 m ] away on account of the blinding drift. Temperature at J p. m., 7 r-13.9° C.].
I issued nothing to-day except the necessary bread.
Thursday; December 6, 1883.-'Ve are now having a series of gales which are doing great damage to
the ice, and prevents the sound from freezing over. The wind again rose this morning from the west, and
continued to blow without interruption all day. These storms have caused ,3. disintegration of the floe even
to the ice-foot in the little cove west of the hut. From the hill 1 observed numerous pools and lanes in all
directions, and dark water-clouds hover over Smith Sound to the southward and extend northward to Cape
Camperdown. The turbulent pack, grinding and crumbling as if contending for the supremacy of the waters,
produces a mournful rumbling sound, which strikes terror to the heart of the listener. Temperature, - 10.0
I 23·3° C. J. I discovered that two barrels and several large sections of the boat had been blown away in
the melee of the elements last night. After a long search they were found in various places in the rocks
above camp and along the ice-foot, and were restored to their places. Long was fortunate enough to shoot
a three-pound fox just before breakfast. I issued the week's supply of provisions.
Flt'day, December 7, 1883.-Brisk westerly winds; temperature, -21 [-t9.4° C.]. The moon made
her appearance this afternoon; the light shining through the clear atmosphere produced a very pretty effect
on the desolate country adjacent to Camp Clay. The water-hole in the lake, having been neglected for
several days, was found entirely closed this morning, and great difficulty was experienced in getting it through
again. Rice and myself cut a large hole, final1y reaching the water after great exertion. Everyone is weak,
and some are disheartened at the gloomy prospects before us. For several days I have endeavored to induce them to repair the damage done the vestibule by the late storm, but in vam; sufficient energy does not
at present exist among us to do this work.
Satta day, December 8, 1883.-Clear weather, brisk northerly winds, and a temperature of - 24. 0
[-31.1° C.]. The pack appears to be in a great commotion again to-day; there has been scarcely a
moment since morning but that it could be heard crashing against the rocky point of our peninsula, and
being tumbled about by the current outside. The. party worked in the vestibule this morning, dearing and
shoveling away the snow and debris which had collected during the past few days. A fox was observed near
the hut this morning, but he scampered away just in time to avoid an introduction to a char~e of sho~.
Later than this, however (10 p. m.), I was fortunate enough to kill two blue foxes at the same tune. ThIS
is considered rather fortunate in view of the darkness and my indifferent marksmanship.
Arguments are legion, but unfortunately there is often a tendency jo acrimony in these .discussions.
One suggests, as a solution to the presence of so much feeling in small m~tters, that we are being t~ we.1l
fed. Our conversation to-day has been chiefly on the subject of food. LIeutenant Lockwood especially IS
an earnest debater on subjects of this nature.
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Sunday, December 9, 1883.-Clear weather, brisk westerly wind, ~nd temperature -30° 1-~4'4° C.].
Long shot two faxes this morning. These, toget~er with the two .kllled by me yesterday, weigh 13%
pounds. At the present rate of issue this game furnishes the ~eat ratl.on for two days. A fine stew of hard
bread and sea-water was relished and enjoyed by all of us this mormng. A stew of seal meat was served
for dinner, and thin and watery as it was, it would have made us supremely ha~py had there been twice th.e
quantity, These hot drinks and warm stews appear to be the o~e source of hfe to us. Taken cold, their
effect in serving to resist the dampness and frost would, to a certam extent, be lost.
Monday, December 10, 1883~-A westerly gale has been blowing all day, and. our co~d.it~on, both mental
and physical, has been rendered miserable in consequence. A fox was observed in the vicimty of the house,
but, unfortunately, he escaped before a gun could be brought from the interior of the house. The party
confined themselves closely to their sleeping-bags to-day, and discussed the latest incongruous combination
of hash. Temperature, - 27.0 [ - 32.8° C.].
Tuesday, December I I, 1883'-Temperature, -20 [-28,90 C.]. The wind subsided during the morning,
the sky cleared, and delightful weather followed. Bache Island loomed up in the distance, sharply outlined
against the northern sky. No water-clouds visible to the north or east. The vestibule was repaired to-day.
I worked nearly four hours on this structure, and just before its completion was overcome with dizziness;· in
falling I was revived by striking against the sledge. Jens assisted me into the house, and after a brief
period of rest I feel all right again. The wind has risen this evening, and it is now drifting very hard outside. Several members of the party are entirely out of tobacco, and the deprivation is making a bad impression on their minds; some are even willing to exchange their food for it. I am grateful now, if never
before, that I care nothing for this weed in any form.
Wednesday, December 12, 1883.-Temperature, -25 [-31,7° C.]. Clear weather; light westerly winds.
I issued the weekly rations to the cooks this morning. This is a most irksome task; my fingers have been
frost-bitten so frequently in connection with these issues, that they are now very sore and tender. Standing
for so long a time in the low temperatures of the store-house and handling the brass cartridges which are
used as weights, my hands and feet become benumbed and my body thoroughly chilled.
Accusations were made against Frederick, who is acting in the capacity of cook, by Dr. Pavy, Henry,
Bender, and one or two others, of unjustly dividing the food. Frederick has worked faithfully all winter,
and everybody except the few who prefer the charges believe him innocent. To avoid discord, however,
I..ieutenant Greely has directed that other members of the mess make the divisions , but Frederick will still
do the cooking.
. Thursday, December 13, 1883·-Temperature, -25 [-31.7 0 C.]. These disheartening winds still contmue t~ blow .with u?diminis~ed velocity. There was nothing done outside except such work as belongs to
~he daily rout~ne. Geographical sketches of the United States, by Lieutenant Creely, are given every even
109 and are highly entertaining.
iay
, December 14, 1883·-\Veather clear and calm; temperature, -17. 0
27.2 ° C.]. The evening
IS beautl~nlly clear, and the angular cliffs of Bache Island stand out in bold relief against the sky. The
snow which was accumulating in the commissary store-house for several days past has been removed to-day.
~hris~iansen shot a 4~ pound.fox this evening. Very little energy is apparent in the party now, and very
~lttl.e IS expected under these Circumstances. .The condition of three members of the party would seem to
indicate the presence of scorbutic symptoms.

. Fro.

,Sa/u1day, December 15, ~883.-T~e beauty of the moon's halo to-day was doubly enhanced by the
hazy atmosphere through which w~ Viewed it. Temperature, _ 17.0 (-27.2° C.]. A high westerly wind
sprang up suddenly durmg the evening, and light snow began falling about the same time. No water-douds
were obs~rved over the sound by the numerous visitors to the ridge. The water-hole in the lake was again
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March. A hard-bread pudding, rich with rice, raisins, and seal blubber, caused us to feel comparatively
happy. ~~though.1 have never cared anything for smoking, the two cigarettes presented me by Lieutenant Kls1m~bury !ust after breakfast were nevertheless greatly enjoyed and appreciated. Regularly every
Sunday there IS an Issue to each man of 3Iz gill of rum and ;{ of a lemon.
MOl1day, December 17, 1883.-Cloudy weather; light precipitation of frost this evening, and temperature
- 13·~ [- 25'0~ C.]. I cleared the snow from the vestibule this morning; no one except Rice was willing
to assist, He IS always as ready to.do as much for others as for himself. Long and Frederick are the
cooks for the two messes, and as such are not expected to perform any outside work. Unless some of the
men exhibit more ambition, we-will "never be able to save ourselves from disaster in the contemplated trip
across Smith Sound. I am very' weak myself, but when the others complain so bitterly of the same condition, I cannot refrain from -doing work which should be performed by others. This afternoon, while working
outside, my strength left me and complete prostration followed. I was once so strong and self-reliant that
it seems almost incredible that my strength should have been diminished until it will scarcely equal that of
a child. Tears spring unbidden to the eyes when I see the reflection of my emaciated features in our mirror,
and when I feel my shrunken and well-nigh useless muscles".
Tuesday, December 18, 1883.-The weather is clear and calm; temperature, -17.0 r-27.2° C.]. This
is the most beautiful evening that I remember ever having seen. 'The stars gleam and scintillate brilliantly,
like diamonds in their setting of deep blue, impressing the beholder with a feeling of wonderment and awe.
One phase of our starvation diet is that during the discussions which arise frequently in connection
with different articles of food, nearly everyone reproaches himself for not having eaten more heartily when
he had the opportunity, and there is no person in the party who appears to recollect having disliked any
dish of which he has ever partaken. Bender's chest complaints nppear to have revived again ; the trouhle
tends rather to irritate than to quiet his tongue.
Wednesday, December 19, 1883.-High westerly winds have caused a blinding drift all day, which prevented the party from going outside except for a few moments at a time; temperature, - 2 1.0 r- 29.4° C.].
1 issued the rations this morning for the ensuing week. When volunteers are called for to perform certain
odd jobs necessary to the health and comfort of the entire party, no one responds except Rice, Salor, and
occasionally Schneider. Cross saws and prepares the wood for the use of the cooks. When high winds
prevail the draft in the hut is increased, and the smoke from the stoves when the meals are being prepared
passes out through the ventilators with facility and occasions us but little difficulty; hut on calm days it
flows out sluggishly, and in consequence we are often nearly suffocated.
Elison's feet are black, shrunken, and lifeless; his ankles especially are _a horrible sight; the flesh has
sloughed away, leaving the bones entirely devoid of covering. He suffers much, but is very patient, and
bears his troubles with manly and heroic fortitude.
Thursday, December 20, 1883.-Clear and calm weather; temperature, -25.3 [-3 1,8 C.]. This has
been the most pleasant day that we have known for weeks. The atmosphere is so clear that Bache Island
is distinctly outlined. The order of exercises for every day in the week except Saturday and Sunday is
about as follows: The cooks (Long and Frederick) rise at 6 a. m. to prepare breakfast. Cross then prepares the wood with which to cook the next two meals, and Lieutenant Greely begins his instructive and
highly entertaining descriptions of the different portions of the United States which he has visited. At noon
I make the daily issues of rations. One man in turn each day opens the water-hole at the lake and supplies the cooks with what they require. At 2.30 p. m. dinner is started, and from 7.30 to 9 o'clock the Bible
and other books are read, We usually retire at the latter hour. During the daytime the conversation
generally reverts to the subject of food, and many copious orders are given from well-filled bills of fare, and
many an imaginary dinner eaten. We also speak of our future prospects and our present deplorable condition. Christiansen shot a white fox, which weighed
pounds.
Another spring tide has just passed, and this time the ice in Smith Sound was probably not bTO~e~
up under its influence. There at least is no indication of open water towards the G.reen~and coast. 1 hIS
fact is rather cheering to us, and will serve to infuse new life and vigor in t~e half-torpid minds of the party.
The~e is considerable speculation on what may be in store for. ~ at ~lttleton Island. I find that my
estimates of bread and meat were too low; consequently the provisions WIll be extended several fla~s beyon~l
the limit assigned. I wonder if my scales have anything to do with this discrepancy? In the Issues this
week, instead of the usual seal-skin for stew, the flippers and intestines of Long's last seal were used. These
0
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will be augmented by the intestines of foxes killed from time to time, together with a small quantity of the
moldy hard bread. Bender appears to be improving.
,
Friday, DtCfmber 2I, I 88,3,-Weather clear and cal,m; temperature, -:- :9. 0 [- 33.9°,C.]: . There IS now
no indication of open water in Smith Sound. The natives are of the opmlOn that the Ice IS m a favorable
condition for traveling. The noble fellows inspire us with hope for the future by assurances of plenty of
game when the sun returns.
Two events occur to-day, one of which is interesting to me alone. One is the winter solstice, and the
other the 27th anniversary of my birthday. At my home to-day they are most likely discussing our probable
fate, and perhaps they mourn me as lost to them forever, How I wish I could tell them that I am in no
immediate danger, so that their minds might be relieved from the burden which thoughts of this kind must
bring. Lieutenant Kislingbury was kind enough to give me a cigarette to puff while I drank my birthday
rum. This is a new kind of dissipation and one I regret cannot be indulged in more frequently.
I shot a fox at 4 p. m. which weighed three pounds and twelve ounces, There are evidently two
distinct species of the arctic fox, as the white foxesweigh about two pounds more than the blue faxes. Some,
however, contend that there is but one species, owing to the change which is gradually taking place in the
blue foxes, i. r., the turning of blue to a dirty white or gray color. A strict account is kept of the intestines
of these animals and they are alternately issued to each mess. The heart and liver, however, are the
perquisites of the hunter. As an incentive for the natives to be vigilant and watchful for game, an ounce
of tobacco is given them whenever they succeed in shooting a fox.
Saturday, Drcember 22, 1883.-The sky has been wondrously clear and bright, and not a breath of
air has been stirring to ruffle the serenity of our out-of-door promenade; temperature, 29.0 [-33'9° C.J.
We remained quietly in our bags during the greater portion of the day, meditating on the probable fate of
our forlorn party. Even the dire calamity which now confronts us is not sufficient to repress the exuberant
flow of good nature so conspicuous in our party. A stew of moldy hard bread and one can of ox-tail soup
made a fine, comparatively rich, dish for our mess of twelve this evening. At Fort Conger ten cans of this
soup were required as an introduction to the dinner; now two cans serve to constitute the dinner for the
same number of men. Jewell is suffering with a sore tinger (probably a felon), which is similar to those by
which Gardiner and Biederbick are afflicted.
.
StJndt~l:, De(('mbfr 23, 1883--Temperature, -24,5 [-3 1_4° C.]. Clear and calm during the morning,
but as ~venmg approached the sky clouded and a blustering wind arose, which caused much drifting and
much .dlscomfort to the inmates of out wretched hovel. Several faxes were seen, but all proved too wary
for our weak and methodical hunters.

\Ve .a~e having considerable trouble with the water-hole at the lake. With his usual disregard for the
uture, ,\' hisler broke the ice-chisel and left it, hopeless of recovery, fastened deep in the narrow hole which
he ~)ad made. A~lOng those who turned out to repair the damage, Rice and Salor were conspicuous for
their ~nergy. Ellis also c~me in for a fair share of glory in this respect, as he fell down in a fainting fit on
reaching the hut, after havmg worked faithfully for a long time. Lieutenant Kislingbury and myself were
the last to go out, and not until we had worked for three hours did we succeed in striking water. We were
greatly weakene~ and exhausted in consequence of this exertion Ice had to be melted this evening for tea,
the hole not havmg been cut until after 9 o'clock.

'~I·lal\'Y tells n~e that the prospects for the recovery of Elison are favorable. It is thought, however, that
h e wlose all his fingers and both hi r t M
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None of his frequent invitations-issued promiscuously-to go out and fight him have been accepted. But,
under the trying circumstances, I do not think he should be credited with too much blame for what he has
said and done, for we are more or less" cranky," and I only wonder that weare not all insane. 'Ve are
all inclined to be rather sullen, and at times even surly.
I wonder if we will survive the horrors of this ice-prison?
Monday, December 24, 188J.-\Veather clear; light westerly winds; temperature, - 22.5 r- 30.3° C.].
Foxes have again been seen, but, as before, escaped the guns of our vigilant hunters.
By direction of Lieutenant Greely I made extra issues for Christmas, as follows: Rice, 3 pounds; raisins,
2J/z pounds; blubber, 2 pounds; lard, I pound; bread-dustc a pounds; sugar, ~ pound; milk, 1 % cans;
extract of coffee, I can; extract of chocolate, 1;6 cans; cloudberries, I can; rum, 12 gills, and 6 lemons,
Dr. Pavy is suffering with nervous chills, and we all feel greatly alarmed, for, without his professional
advice and skill, our situation would be most deplorable.
The new water-hole in the lake has proved to be a complete success, and the chisel broken hy Whisler
has been recovered and repaired by Schneider.
Salor is 32 years of age to-day,
Tuesday; December 25, 1883.-A merry (?) Christmas. Clear and calm weather; temperature, - 35.5
[- 37-5° C.]. Lieutenant Kislingbury celebrates his thirty-sixth birthday, Foxes were seen about camp
to-day, but none were shot.
Our bill of fare has been substantially t he same that it was on Thanksgiving, except an increase of
one ounce of bread to each man. The best of good feeling has prevailed and three cheers were given for
Lieutenant Greely, Elison, Rice, and the cooks.
The records from BrevoortIsland, which were found by Rice in October, were read again to the satisfaction of all; the prophetic letter of our friend Clay was also again read aloud and many moistened ep.:s
were observed at its close. I have all along placed such implicit confidence in the ability and sound
judgment of Lieutenant Garlington, that I believe he is at Littleton Island and will cross to us during the
full moon in January. There are very few who share my rather sanguine expectations in this connection.
The rum punch brewed by Long and Frederick was the best that I have ever tasted (in Camp Clay), and
our only regret is that the quantity was not greater. Strange as it may appear, everyone felt satisfied
at the conclusion of dinner.
I replaced the broken flag-staff at our old camp. While crossing the ridge to visit this place, I had a
very good view of the sound, but could see no water-clouds in the direction of the Greenland coast. This
fact strengthens our hope of being able to reach the coast of Greenland during the month of March, or that
assistance may come to us from that side.
The evening, until after 10 o'clock, was devoted to songs, national and sacred, in which the two Eskimo
joined with their wild but sweet native melodies, and the Danish national hymns. The spirits of the party
are wonderfully exuberant and joyous in view of our prospect, and should they continue in this way there
will be no immediate danger of losing our minds. What a contrast is ours to the party of walrus hunters
who were cast away for the winter in Spitzbergen; and although having abundance of food, every man
perished in consequence of depression of spirits and from having eaten salt food instead of fresh, when there
was an abundance of the latter at hand.
Wednesday, December 26, 1883.-0wing to our dissipation of yesterday no one awoke until 7 o'clock
this morning. Frederick and Long are not feeling at all well on account of the injury to their eyes, resulting
from the smoke yesterday. In making the weekly issue to-day fox m~at was used for two . d~ys in lieu of
seal. If our supply of fuel and fresh water becomes exhausted, we can eat the seal meat in Its raw state.
\Ve all enjoyed a stew this morning made of seal-tail, or flipper, fox: intestines, and rotten hard bread,
N ear the hut this evening I shot a fox, which weighed three pounds and two ounces.
0
Thursday, December 27, 1883.-Clear and calm weather; temperature, -39·5 [ - 39.7 C.]. A cold,
raw day.
.
.
,
Rice having volunteered for the hazardous duty of visiting Littleton Islan~l m q~:st of information
regarding the relief expedition, we had a long discussion over the matte~ las~ evenmg. I hese long con~·er.
sations have a very beneficial effect on the mind, in engaging and turn,mg It from the gloomy reflections
with which it is crowded. During this discussion many hopeful suggestl~ns were made, and at Its ?lose we
all felt better and more cheerful than we had previously. It is indeed SIngular how calmly .and With what
stoicism we speak of the inevitable result if relief does not come to us so~m. \Vhen we con~Hler the un~e~
tainty of the future-the ominous clouds of despair hanging over us like the sword of Damocles-s-it IS
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indeed wonderful to remark the bright, joyous spirits of the men. It certainly has no parallel or precedent
in the annals of arctic history.
It is the opinion of Frederick that Elison brought on himself this dire disaster, of the loss of his limbs,
through his indiscretion in eating snow while on the journey to Cape Isabella. Linn also came nearly being
a victim to the same injudicious act. The exhausting and debilitating effect of eating snow while traveling
in low temperatures is so well known to both Linn and Elison, that I am surprised that men of their intelligence
should have done just the thing which of all others should have been avoided.
Friday, December 28, 1883.-Clear weather; light westerly winds; and temperature - 35.0 [- 37.20 C.].
To eke out our scanty supply of fuel, we are now using a small quantity of tarred rope at each meal, in
connection with the barrel-staves. It is quite successful as fuel, but the dense smoke which it creates is
almost unbearable. The fox-meat stews are not at all satisfactory, owing to the great number of bones.
Their value is fully 50 per cent less than the stews of seal meat. Fearing that our fuel will not last as long
as our provisions, Lieutenant Greely has directed me to issue ten pounds of blubber to the cooks for their
use in experimenting. To this issue Lieutenant Lockwood objected, and a very disageeable discussion
followed. I am now issuing the frozen bread which we found in the Proteus wreck cache.
Saturday, December 29, 1883.-Fair weather; temperature, -31.5 [-35~3° C.]. The wind changed to
easterly last evening, and blew with a velocity bordering on that of a gale. This morning it had entirely
subsided, and pleasant weather prevailed all day. The greater portion of the day was spent in making
bargains for the exchange of different articles of food. There is now a regular system of marketing carried
on each day by those whose wits have been sharpened by trading or swapping in earlier days.
Cross and
Bender have been excused by the doctor from the performance of any duty, The frost-bitten foot of the
former is much worse, 'proud flesh having appeared. I dug out of the snow the last piece of the whale-boat
Mlrtt 1ltal, and it will be burned at once.

Sunday, December 30, r88J.-Cloudy and windy weather; in the evening the wind blew strongly from
the east, and the temperature stood at -21.2 [-29. 6° C.]. How secure and thankful we should feel in
this strong house, miserable and cold as it is, where the howling storm outside cannot reach us.
In the marketing yesterday, I secured the hard-bread pudding of another which, together with my own
allowance, made quite a satisfactory meal, and placed' me on better terms with myself than I had been for
some months. I have been lying in my bag nearly all day in a dreamy, listless state, thinking of home and
friends, and wondering if this living death, with all its attendant horrors, will ever end.
This day completes half the time that we expect to remain here; calculating from November I, the
day of th~ il.nal reduction in rations. If, at the end of the next sixty days, the party 'is in as good general
health as rt IS to- day, we may expect to squeeze through until relief comes' but if we should be greatly
reduced, and no assistance should arrive from Littleton Island, all or the most of us are doomed.
We are very fortunate in having this splendid lake of fresh water so convenient to the house; and, in
the absence of salt, we ~re also fortunate in being in close proximity to the sea, where its water may be
secured. \Ve often Su~t1tute gunpowder for salt on our food; five pounds of this article having been found
among the o~her stores In the caches. The natives carryall the water for the cooks, and are excused from
all other duties, Rum and lemon were issued as is customary on Sunda s.

1883.-The wind blew with great violenceYall night, and continued witho~t
blow all day. Temperature, -20.5 [-29. 2 ° C.]. The water-hole gave out again thIS
mormng, but a~ot?er was at once begun, and by 4.3 0 p. m. was completed. Only three inches [7 6mm] of
water now remain In the lake. "Marketing" is still carried tin quite extensively, and is productive of good
results. Three .ounces of alcohol have been used daily to heat the water used in bathing Elison's wounds.;
the !k'\me work IS now performed by the bl bbe l '
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Connell says that he saw the Greenland coast at noon. I visited the old camp to the east in search of
foxes. I fired at one, but unfortunately did not secure him. The short walk left me greatly exhausted.
I made an extra issue of a few articles for the teast to-day which we have been looking anxiously forward to for so long a time. The most of us were awake at midnight to greet the New Year. How are our
friends spending the day? Do they believe that we are yet living? These are questions which we frequently
ask ourselves. A clear, calm, and beautiful day; temperature, -32.0 [-35. 6° C.J.
Wednesday; January 2, 1884.-Clear weather, light westerly winds; temperature, - ·28.0 r- 33.3° C.I.
J ens reports having heard the grinding of the pack in Buchanan Strait this morning. I sincerely hope that
the disruption is not general. Another fox was seen to-day; this time it was a white one. Elison's right
[oat dropped off this morning without his knowledge. The fact will be carefully concealed from him. One
of his fingers fell off a few days ago, and several others will follow in a short time. Dr. Pavy thinks that
with warmth, comfort, and a generous diet he might possibly recover,but that the chances are against him.
Ralston is quite ill. Biederbick having over-eaten yesterday now suffers with cramp in his stomach. He
is doubtless consoled in his pain with the reflection that yesterday's feast will most likely be the last opportunity this winter of making himself ill by over-feeding. I issued the week's supply of provisions this afternoon. Bacon for one meal in lieu of English beef is the great event of the week. In comparison with two
weeks ago there is a marked difference in the amount of light furnished by the reflection of the distant sun.
Thursday, pU1Ulliy 3, 1884.-Clear weather, light westerly winds, and temperature - 31.0 1- 35.0° C.I.
My fingers were quite badly frost-bitten while making the issues this morning. I shot and wounded a blue
fox this morning, but the cunning rascal escaped to the rocks above camp where he secreted himself. I find
that a seal from which we have bee-n using during the past month, and which I had estimated at sixty
pounds weight, exceeds the estimate by eleven pounds. \Vhen the moon rose above the extremity of Cape
Sabine this evening it produced a very pretty effect on the icebergs in that direction.
Friday, January 4, 18g4.-Cloudy weather, brisk westerly winds, and temperature, -34. 0 r -3 6 ,70 C.].
I shot at a blue fox this evening, but missed my aim. Four others were seen later during the evening, one
of which I killed.
On entering the commissary store-house this morning I found a hole in the canvas roof, evidently cut
by some sharp instrument, and about one-fourth pound of bacon missing from the piece directly underneath.
Investigating further with the aid of a lantern outside, I found where the marauder had endeavored to break
through the roof in another place, but failing in that had cut through the canvas with a knife.
Saturday, yalluary S, 1884.-Cloudy weather, brisk westerly winds; temperature, -25. 2 r-31.8 0 C. J.
This morning I discovered that another hole had been cut through the canvas forming the roof to my commissary store-house, and that it had been so carefully covered with snow-blocks as to escape my notice
yesterday. I think the depredator is one of the two men whom I have been watching closely for some days.
I gave notice this morning that I had set a spring gun in the store-house, and that any man who entered or
interfered with the house in any way did so at his peril. I found so much trouble in setting the gun that 1
finally abandoned the attempt. Of this fact, however, the party, except Lieutenant Greely, remained in
Ignorance.
Elison's remaining foot dropped off this morning. It detached itself from the stump when the limb
was lifted to be dressed. The practice of exchanging food or "marketing," as it is called, is gradually being
discontinued. This evening many debts contracted in that way were settled, and several remarked that they
would barter no more. I refilled the rum can from the large cask, and found it the most wretched piece
of work that I had ever engaged in.
0
Sunday, yanuary 6, 1884.-Clear weather, light westerly wind, and tempera.ture ~24.o [-31.1 ~. j.
The cook in my mess (Frederick) reported that some person had been tampenng WIth th~ bacon which
I had issued him on Thursday. On examination the marks of a knife were found on one side and about
four ounces of the piece were missing. A fox-meat stew and a hard-brea? pudd.ing made us comparatively
happy, both at breakfast and dinner time. Through driving sharp bargains during the market days, Jewell
became the possessor of two dishes of pudding, or as Whisler expresses it, "a dou.bl.e~barrel stew," and in
disposing of both he made himself sick. I do not think it within the range of posslblh~y to force. our~clves
to eat these incongruous dishes were we not on the verge of starva~ion~ T~at our taste. IS blunted IS evmce~l
by the relish and keen enjoyment with which the most disgusting-Iookmg dish of hash IS devoured. Jens IS
of the opinion that there is considerable open water in Smith Sound.
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Afonday, January 7, 1884.-\Veather clear, light winds from the west, and temperature -3 1• 0
[- 35.00 C.].
"
I made the discovery this morning that one of the barrels of English bread had been broken Into and
about five pounds of its contents extracted. The mark of an ax where the staves were crushed in shows
what instrument was used. A person who performed a certain piece of work in the vicinity of these barrels
a few days ago had this particular ax in his possession, so in my own mind there is no difficulty in locating
the thief, but more evidence is necessary before an open accusation should be made. Repeated calls from
all portions of the room were made for the guilty party to come forward and acknowledge openly the
atrocity which he had committed, and as an inducement for him to do so, all the others would contribute
from their scanty store and feed him, that he might never again be tempted. We can hear the ice moving
in Buchanan Strait, but Christiansen says that the open space is probably not extensive. The temperature
inside the house ranges from +24.0 to +27.0 r-4.4° C. to _2.8° C.].
Tuesday, Jalluary 8, 1884.-Clear weather, light winds from the west, and temperature -28.0
[ - 33.3 0 C.].
In view of the irksome duties which I have to perform, Lieutenant Greely kindly offered to increase my
ration of bread one ounce; but though weak and badly in need of it I declined on the grounds of injustice to
my comrades, preferring to take even chances with them in the struggle for life. A fine stew of seal meat
thoughts of care and trouble for a few hours.
was served for dinner, which drove away
IFtt/f1ut/ay, Jalluary 9, 1884.-Clear and calm weather; temperature, - 29.0 [ - 33'90 C.]. Rice
returned from a visit to the hill and reported the existence of a misty atmosphere over the sound, which
denotes the presence of open water, although we supposed it to be entirely frozen over. Christiansen and I
later verified this report, and saw evidence of the mischief done the floe by the late storm. The vapor
was rising in dense clouds from the many fissures in the pack, and the startling noises caused by the moving
ice came distinctly to our ears. This is indeed a bitter disappointment, inasmuch as this disruption may
prevent us from reaching Littleton Island as we have anticipated. J ens complains of illness. Dr. Pavy says
the noble fellow is SUffering from mental anxiety rather than physical pain.
It is just five months to-day since we abandoned Fort Conger to begin the retreat, which through the
inexperience or incapacity of others has resulted disastrously to us. If relief is to come to us this is a good
~eason fo.r traveling, the moon being full. I was nearly paralyzed by the low temperatures while making the
ISSUes this morning.
Our stock of tobacco has been nearly all consumed and birch-bark, willow and tea
leaves ha:e been substituted. Christiansen drives us nearly crazy by smoking old rags and other promisc~ous. artlcle~ not noted for their delicacy of odor. Lieutenant Kislingbury is not feeling at all well; Gardiner 15 .also Ill, and all the others very weak, but during the last fifteen days I do not think any marked
change 10 the general tone has taken place. At this rate we will probably live for some time.
Thursday, J'tmuary 10, I 883.-The weather is calm and cloudy and the temperature -28.5 [-33.60 C.].
A :unar hal? was observed to-day. It possessed no unusual features. Ellis complains of extreme illness.
HIS. speech 1.5 affected to such an extent that he is barely able to make himself intelligible.
The doctor
attnbutc~ this to the excessire use of tea leaves and other substances in lieu of tobacco. The smoking of
these articles has been prohibited by Lieutenant Greely in the cases of Ralston and Ellis. Cross and Schneid~r, who have.been lying down almost constant for several days except when meals were served, have been
d~e~ot~d ?y L~e~tenant Greely to sit up for at least two hours 'each day. This state of mental, as well as
p ~slcal, macttvlty has already made a serious impression on their health Rice explained fully to Jens that
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these circumstances should not be criticised or judged too harshly. Place yourself in a similar situation and
'!!oote the result.
. The wat~r in the la.ke was found ver~ much lower this morning and on testing we were surprised to
discover that It had received another solution of salt. The cooks began using the barrel staves for fuel this
morning. There are sixteen barrels in all, and we expect them to last forty-eight days.
Saturday, 'Jalluary 12, 1884-.-\Veather clear; light westerly winds prevail; temperature, - 18,5
[-28.1° C.l. Lockwood is very weak; he has saved the greater portion of his bread and meat for several
days to enjoy a feast when a sufficiency will be accumulated. He frequently talks to himself about food, and
for hours he stares at the dim Eskimo lamp, without taking notice of anything passing on about him. Sometimes he requests that the lamp be kept burning during the night; and in many ways his conduct is almost
childish. Biederbick, who sleeps next to him, is of the opinion that his mind is deranged-it certainly
is greatly weakened.
This is the thirty-fourth anniversary of Elison's birthday. It is also just two months since we snatched
the brave fellow from the grave's brink and brought him to this abode of misery. He has wonderful vitality
and clings to life with a pertinacity worthy of his nationality.
Orders have been issued by Lieutenant Greely prohibiting the use of tea leaves as a substitute for tobacco.
The excessive use of these leaves has had undoubtedly a bad effect upon the general health of the party,
and the order is received as wise and necessary. We were all indebted to Elison this evening for a cigarette,
which he desired us to smoke in commemoration of his birthday. Lieutenant Greely directed me to increase
the bread ration to 6 ounces per man per diem. It has been s;f ounces. The change though slight is
nevertheless a welcome one.
A large vessel filled with ice is daily suspended over the blubber lamp. In this way much of the water
used for our tea and coffee is produced.
Sunday, January 13, 1884.-Cloudy and disagreeable weather; snow-storm in the evening, with fresh
wind; temperature, -21.0 l-29.4° C.]. Lockwood is rather petulant, but with the best of reasons. He
talks' to himself in a quiet way about his favorite dishes. Ellis, Linn, Cross, Ralston, and Jewell are also •
greatly weakened in mind and badly broken in physical strength. They seldom leave their bags unless
coerced. Rum and lemon, with half ounce of bread, in addition to the regular ration, has made this a marked
day with us. We find by actual test that one barrel will scarcely suffice for three day's fuel. At the present
rate, however, we have enough for nearly two months.
Llftmday, January 14, 1884.-'Veather cloudy, and the wind ~lew sharply all day; temperature, -18·5°
[-28.1° C.]. Dr. Pavy tells me that Cross, Jewell, Linn, and Ralston show symptoms of scurvy. They
were made to get up out of their bags for a short time this morning and were given some light employment,
which worked a beneficial effect both upon their minds and bodies.
Lockwood is in a more cheerful frame of mind than he has been for days, and in other respects also
he appears much better. Elison remains in about the same condition; he is a model of patience and fortitude. Considerable ice is being melted daily over the blubber lamp to supply us WIth warm drinks. In
this way we manage to save a great deal of our fuel. An issue of four ounces of raw bacon for dinner was
greeted by all with favorable comments. Though the quantity of food is small we nevertheless have a large
variety, and the distributions ordered by Lieutenant Greely are generally satisfactory.
Tuesday, 'January IS, I 884.-Clear weather, with light westerly winds; temperature, -27.51-33. 1 ° C.].
The doctor's patients are apparently somewhat better to-day. The supply of lake wat~r gave out this
morning. We cut a new hole through where the lake seemed the deepest, but found gravel instead .of water.
Another hole was at once commenced, but it will be pursued with but slight hopes of success. RIce began
his preparations for the journey across to Littleton Island by making stockings from dog s~in cut from Pavy 's
sleeping-bag. In consequence of the failure of the lake to supply more water, ou~ rat1O~ of tea at meals
has been re luced to one-half pint per man. For the present, however, the st~ws w~ll contmu~ as they are.
Cross has resumed his former work of splitting the staves for fuel. Henry assists him by sawing them the
proper length for burning.
Wednesday, Ja1luary 16, I884.-Light snow, fresh westerly winds, and a tcmperat~re of -:!I·3
[_ 29.60 C.] kept us confined closely to the house during the day. The.re has been n~ .partlcular change
in our affairs since yesterday. This morning I made the usual weekly issues ~f prOVISIons except ?read,
which, for obvious reasons, is issued daily. Cross is growing weaker very fast; since yesterday mornmg he
has failed to a marked degree in both mental and physical vigor.
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Whisler reports having detected the doctor i~ the act of, pUr1oi?~ng ~rea~t from Elison's rations. The
doctor sleeps beside his helpless patient and retams the latter s provIsIons III hIS charge.
Thursday, January 17, 1884.-Calm and cloudy weather; temperature, -3 6. 0 [-37. 8.° C.]. Cross is
failing rapidly. He resumed his work this morning., but was soon compelled to a~andon ~t fro~ extreme
weakness. Later he was assigned to a single sleeping-bag and placed where the faithful Biederbick could
attend to his wants. He appeared to be delirious and talked incoherently of his mother, of his birthday
(which occurs next Sunday, when he will be forty years of age), and of th: ret.uming su~. Jens is of the
opinion that the sound is broken, and that a considerable water space exists III the aXIS of the channel.
The ominous water-clouds alone will denote this state of things to the observer. Lieutenant Greely has
named February 2 as the day on which Rice and jens will brave the elements by beginning their hazardous
journey to Littleton Island in quest of assistance.
The reduction in the quantity of drink issued at meals is not so great a deprivation as we had imagined
it would be. I issued the weekly allowance of seal meat. This is always a very disagreeable task owing
to the frozen and flint-like state of these animals after having been exposed for so long a time in the cold
store-house.
Frida"v, yam/t"] r 8, r 884.-The weather is clear and calm; the thermometer indicated a temperature
of -39.0 [-39.4 0 C.], but as the mercury was frozen and our spirit thermometer lost, we have no means
of ascertaining just how cold it has been to-day. The returning light is quite well marked, particularly on
the distant points of the coast line.
Cross declined rapidly during the night, and at 1.45 p. m. he breathed his last, having passed quietly
away without a struggle. Since dinner yesterday he had been unconscious, but had talked a great deal in
a rambling and incoherent sort of way. He will be buried to-morrow at noon on the low gravelly ridge
separating Camp Clay from the Proteus wreck cache, As wood necessary to construct a coffin cannot be
spared, I suggested wrapping him in a large gunny sack which I have in the commissary store-house. He
died from dropsical effusion of the heart, and had slight symptoms of scurvy. Disguised under the cloak of
:Ie obscure words, the cause of his death might be passed over by a casual reader without comment, but to us.
who have suffered with him, it is apparent that the primary cause of his death was starvation. In a few wellchosen words Lieutenant Greely spoke of the past life of the deceased, and called attention to the fact that
our duty should now be to the living and not to the dead, and that this should be no occasion for depression
of spirits. Biederbick was unremitting and indefatigable in his attentions to Cross during the last hours of

his illness.
. ~V~iJe on the hill this morning I saw dense clouds of vapor rising from the waters of Smith Sound.
ThIS IS indeed unfortunate for Rice's contemplated trip in that direction. \eVe are progressing splendidly on
our reduced allowance of tea and other warm drinks.

Sltltrtlay" f atllta,! 19, I 884.-Clear and calm weather; mercury is again frozen.
" The remains of Cross we~e prepared for burial by Biederbick and myself, and wrapped in the heavy
sack refer.red to yesterday. LIeutenant Greely read the beautiful and impressive Episcopal service while we
were yet m ou~ sl~eping-bags, and at about noon the solemn procession moved slowly across the lake and
up, theacgentle incline to the fro'zen grave. Tlle body was covered WIth
. the stars and stripes,
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breakfast, and a bountiful stew of seal meat for dinner, made this a marked day among the others. It no
longer appears strange to us that the mind can expel all high and ennohling thoughts, and dwell can.
sta~tly on subjects which are connected in sorr e way with food. We think scarcely of anything except of
eating, and what we have eaten; and the Sunday bill of fare is gloated over as if it were a feast, instead of
a wretched mess prepared from the vilest of compounds.
Lockwood is growing weaker and weaker. He said to me a few days ago: "Brainard, I have lost my
grip "-meaning that he had lost the last hope of life. Gardiner is suffering with cramps in his stomach.
Dr. Pavy is also suffering with a frost-bitten foot. Henry's feet are badly swollen from the effects of cold
and inaction.
Psalms were read this morning by Lieutenant Greely, and the usual issue of rum and lemon was made.
Had Cross lived until to-day he would have been forty years of age.
Monday, J'anuary 21, 1884.-Clear weather, light westerly wind; temperature, -34.0 1-3G'7() C.]
While taking account of provisions to-day, I discovered that twelve cans of milk were missing from the stores,
They were probably stolen before the supplies were transferred to the building where they arc now kept.
The weekly ration of blubber has been increased to eleven ounces per man. The bread ration has been
increased to 8t ounces per man per diem, or 57 ounces weekly. Gardiner has recovered from his indisposition of yesterday. Pavy and Henry are better, but Lockwood is greatly depressed in spirits and has about
given up all hope of life, The raw bacon issued for dinner was greatly relished by all; it appears to impart
warmth and comfort to our bodies, and in general it is much more satisfactory than any other food in our
stock of provisions.
Tuesday, January 22, 1884.-Weather clear, light westerly wind, and temperature -z8.R r-33.8° C.].
The temperature inside the hut this morning was + 20.8 r_6.2 0 C.). The condition of Lieutenant I..ockwood is unchanged since yesterday. Petulant and childish remarks, from those who should know better,
have prod need acrimonious discussions that are particularly distasteful to many, and which tenet to render
our sufferings more excruciating than ever. Owing to the light furnished by the rapidly-returning sun, very
few stars were visible at noonday.
Wednesday, January 23, 1884.-A cloudy, windy, and stormy day; temperature, -20.2 [-29. 0 0 C.l.
Inside the hut it was + 19.0 [-7.20 C.]. I made the usual weekly issue of provisions. Thus far we have
been using the bread found in the English caches; but now our own bread will be issued four times
weekly. The seal-skin stew served for breakfast was an excellent one, and we regret exceedingly that there
is only enough remaining for one more issue. Dr. Pavy, who is an indefatigable talker on all subjects and
at all times, enlivened the evening by recalling reminiscences of his journeyings through Switzerland and
adjacent countries. Kane's Arctic Explorations were also produced and read aloud.
Thursday, January 24, I 884.-Clear weather, with light westerly winds prevailing; temperature, - 20.0
[-28'9° C.]. Inside it is +20.0 [-6.7 C.]. Lockwood appears to be in better spirits to-day. The general health of the party appears to be improving slightly under the effect of the late increase of rations.
The "social barometer " has certainly risen several inches in the last two days. Raw bacon, or, as Whisler
terms it, "Prairie fish," was again issued this morning with beneficial results. A chronological table, introducing all the principal events since the earliest history of the world, was read this evening by Lieutenant
Greely, and proved of great interest to all. Dr. Pavy, who has a wonderfully retentive memory and an
abundant store of valuable information at his command, supplies many missing dates that we may want.
Friday, January 25, 1884.-"\Veather clear, light westerly winds, and temperature -22.0.r -3°·0° C.]
Nothing of importance has occurred since yesterday. I have closely watched the changes 111 the souud
all winter, and at the present date believe it to be open. I will not, however, speak of it to my companions
who think it frozen, for fear it might cause them to feel depressed in spirits. It is better that their minds
should remain in a hopeful state. Biederbick is twenty-five years of age to-day. A fine stew of seal meat
served at dinner put us all in a cheerful frame of mind.
0"
•
Saturday, January 26, 1884.-Calm and clear weather; temperature, -26.0 [-3 2•2. C-)- Inside the
house it is
24. 0 [-4.4 0 C. J. Our dinner, consisting of English canned be~f and dog.I)l~cUlt, was. ~reatly
relished by all. The increase of rations to Rice and J ens, to place them m good physical condition to
undertake the hardships which they will encounter on their contemplated trip to the Gree~land coast, began
to-day. Christiansen celebrated his 37 th birthday in the usual manner. The doctor's patients are about the
same; no material change having taken place during the last week. Jewell's e?nclu?t ~as been that of a
child instead of a man during the last few days. But, with hunger slowly consummg his life, the poor fellow
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cannot be blamed for saying and doing foolish things. A bag of English bread which I had estimated at
70 pounds, was found, on adding together the various issues, to hav~ actually ~ontained 153 pounds.
Dark water-clouds overhanging Smith Sound suggest to the mmd the existence of a great expanse of
open water in that direction. In view of this fact I am fearful that Rice will meet with obstacles in the
form of leads of water, and will be compelled to turn back to us without accomplishing his mission.
Sunday, 'JtfnUtllJ 27, 1884.- A beautiful day; the weather is clear and calm, and a glorious diffusion
of light in the southern sky gives promise of the speedy return of the lung-absent sun. On returning from
a visit to the hill, Rice reported the Greenland coast visible and that no indication of open water anywhere
appeared. In order that they might be better able to withstand the effects of the low temperature and the
fatigues of their long tramp, Dr. Pavy subjected the feet of Rice and J ens to a severe treatment of rubbing
and beating to restore circulation to its normal state. Three white faxes were seen during the day; tem.
perature, -36.0 [-37.8° C.J.
Atltmtlay, January 28, 1884.-Clear and calm weather; temperature at 8 a. m., -36.0 [ - 37.°8 C.]; at
noon, -38. 2 [ - 39.00 C.I. I visited Lookout Hill during the morning, and notwithstanding the highly
favorable reports of yesterday regarding the condition of the sound, I still think it remains unfrozen. I saw
a white fox in the rocks above our camp while ascending the hill. Through my inability to discharge the
gun-the low temperature having affected the lock-the coveted animal escaped, Rice began work on the
sleeping-bag which he and Jens will carryon their trip to Littleton Island. It is a one-man dog-skin bag,
and will be enlarged to. accommodate two men. Frederick, in addition to his duties as cook, is sewing for
Rice on this bag and on his fur garments.
Lieutenant Greely authorized me to make the following extra issue to each mess to-morrow: Bread
dust, 10 ounces; and blubber, 8 ounces. On days when English meat and bacon are issued Elison will
receive three ounces extra of each.
Lieutenant Greely stated in confidence that, in consequence of the greatly weakened mind of Lieutenant Lockwood, Lieutenant Kislingbury would assume the command in the event of incapacity to himself.
This he considered as only justice to the party, owing to the physical as well as the mental incapacity of the
second officer. Dr. Pavy said to-day that if Lockwood did not" brace up" he would never recover.
~ new indu~tr~ sprang up in our midst to-day-that of manufacturing stearine candles, with Henry ~s
the director, It is intended to use these as a substitute for blubber in lighting our hut. By so doing we will
be enabled to increase our ration of the latter.

TII~Sdt!V, y'all1'~lry 29, 1884.:-Clear and calm weather; temperature, -3 2.0 [ _ 35.60 C.]. Inside the
hut at tune of lighting the cookmg
this morning the thermometer indicated a temperature of + 24
[-4'4° C.], but whil~ the c?oks were preparing dinner it rose to 3 8.0 [+ 3.3 0 C.]. Rice and Fr~derick
~es\1lUed,work,on their sleep~ng-bag this morning. J ens is sewing faithfully on dog-skin mittens and stockmgs, w?lch Will ~e used while on his trip with Rice to Greenland. Henry is still making candles. We ~re
~lOW usmg the mixed tea and sugar found in the English cache at Payer Harbor. It has been greatly mJured by dampness.
4stove
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b:ead, 9 pounds; tea, ~ pound; alcohol (for fuel), 66 ounces, and rum, 6 gills. Under the most trying
cI:cumstances Bender has made an excellent lamp for field service, which Rice and Jens will take with them.
Lieutenant Greely has prepared a record for Rice to deposit on the summit of Littleton island in the event
of his failure to meet anyone there. He has also made out a short list of provisions which he desires will be
~rought over ~y. the relief party-provided, of course, a relief party is there; and Dr. Pavy has furnished a'
list of the medicines most needed at this time, which Rice will also take with him.
A good piece of raw bacon, nine ounces of United States bread, and half a cup of hot tea placed us all
on good terms with ourselves this evening. Lockwood, poor fellow, is not improving- at all; I think I can
see death in his eyes•
.Friday, Fe.bruary I, I884.-The weather is cloudy and disagreeable; a light westerly wind is causing
considerable drift ; temperature, - 15.5 [-26.4° C.]. Two foxes were seen to-day, but neither was taken by
the watch:ul hunters. Rice's equipment for the dangerous journey to the Greenland coast is now complete,
and he WIll start to-morrow morning if the weather is mild enough to permit him to do so. Lieutenant
Lockwood is no better. I wish he would be more cheerful; it would have such a beneficial effect on his
condition, and everyone else would feel better in his improvement.
One of the finest meals that we have ever known in this place was served this evening. It was composed of seal meat and lime-juice pemmican; the latter imparting a thoroughly agreeable flavor which was
doubly welcome because it was a change from the every-day mess.
Bender and \Vhisler would make good subjects for discipline. They engaged in a serious quarrel
and the former, refusing to obey Lieutenant Greely's orders to desist, was sent by him into the vestibule to
"cool off."
Saturday, February 2, 1884.-Cloudy weather; light westerly winds; temperature at 7 a. m., -19. 0
[-28'3° C.]; at noon, -27.5 l-33.Io C.].
:rhe cooks were called at 4.45 a. m. to enable Rice and Jens to secure an early start. They left at 8·45·
While at breakfast everyone appeared in the best of spirits and each one endeavored to imbue Rice with
his own bright view of the future. But to a close observer, this appearance of cheerfulness was all forced
and superficial, to give courage and strength to the brave souls who were about to do battle with the elements
and face every danger known to the arctic regions, for us who remain inactive here, powerless to assist. There
lurked, deep down in the heart of every man, a feeling of dread of the future-a presentiment of impending
evil. Christiansen and myself took their packs (averaging about 40 pounds each) and started ahead in
order to give them a 'qift" in the beginning of their journey. Before we had gone far Rice and j ens overtook us, and the rifle and packs were transferred to them. A tremulous H God bless you, " a hasty pressure
of their hands, and we turned away in tears from those brave men who were daring and about to endure so
much for our sakes. \Ve waited until their receding forms were lost to view in the bewildering confusion of
the ice-fields, and then slowly retraced our steps to the hut. While watching their progress [ distinctly heard
the hoarse grinding of the moving pack not far away. But of this I said nothing to my companions on
returning to them, because of the depressing effect which such information was sure to produce on their
minds. It is my opinion that Rice will be turned back by open water and his heroic efforts in our behalf
thus rendered fruitless. If he succeeds in reaching Littleton Island and should find no party there, he
will endeavor to procure assistance from the natives, and with their teams cross to this side, leaving Jens,
who will hunt until our arrival.
After the exertion of carrying the pack this morning I was prostrated with a nervous chill, but have
been revived somewhat by aromatic spirits of ammonia and rum. Long \fas fortunate c~ough to !)l~oot a
blue fox this morning, which will furnish us with nearly meat enough for one meal. Lieutenant Greely
ordered the following change in the issues of provisions, which went into effect yesterday: Bread, from 57 oz.
to 64 oz. weekly, per man; blubber, from I I oz. to 1776 oz.
,
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fury of the storm, which is probably much worse on the floe of Smith Sound than in ~his place. Jewell fell
down in a dead faint this evening, and was revived by the doctor only after great difficulty, Connell has
also been feeling unwell. In both cases Dr. Pavy attributes the difficulty to the blubber which was in the
stew this evening. The exposure and exertion of yesterday has left me in anything but an agreeable OJ; desirable condition. Having caught a severe cold it has settled in an my joints and muscles, and my face, hands,
and limbs are greatly swollen. Notwithstanding the orders of Lieutenant Greely prohibiting the eating of
stearine, Schneider was detected in the act of swallowing some of it to-day•
.Afonday, Febniary 4, I 884.-Cloudy weather, light westerly winds, and temperature - 24.5 [- 31.4 0 C.},
The thermometer was read at noon by the light from the southern horizon without the aid of a lantern,
Snow began falling during the evening. I feel no better to-day. The doctor seemed alarmed at my con...
dition, but I cannot imagine that it is so serious. Jewell and Connell have recovered from their overdose
of blubber taken in the stew yesterday. Lockwood appears to be gaining in strength; he got up and
moved about the interior of the hut without assistance. Bender manufactured some candlesticks, and
Ralston molded a few stearine candles. Two more stews have been added to the weekly number. I am
afraid that this is more than our limited fuel supply can endure.
Biederbick is now apparently in excellent condition, although he has been a faithful and indefatigable
worker in the interests of the sick. \Vhen he left Fort Conger in August last he could scarcely walk without assistance, so crippled was he in consequence of rheumatism. In the face of all this hunger, dampness"
and exposure, he has steadily improved in health.
Tuesday, February 5, 1884·-Calm and cloudy; temperature, - 23.0 [-3 0 •6° C.]. The Greenland
coast at Cape Inglefield was seen to-day for the first time.
Lieutenant Lockwood has improved greatly during the last few days; I also am much better. The
doctor says my illness is the result of exposure and greater physical exertion than my weak frame is capable,
of enduring. I issued a portion of the weekly allowance to make my duties lighter to-morrow. Blubber'
has been increased to eighteen ounces per week. Whisler is particularly disagreeable; he appears to be;
growing more quarrelsome every day.

IVednes~a)', February 6, 1884.-Cloudy, fresh southeast wind, and temperature -20.2 (- 29.0° C.l..
Snow fell at intervals, and the weather has been very disagreeable generally.
As I pr~dicted on the morning of their departure, Rice and Jens returned, having met with open wat~r'
about two miles east of Brevoort Island, They followed along the water's edge to the southward untill
oppo~ite Baird Inlet, expecting to find some point where the sound was "bridged" over by the ice, thus;
enabling them to cross to Littleton Island:' But on every side they met with bitter disappointments and:
were at last compelled to return, Rice says the belt of shore ice is about ten miles wide at Baird Inlet"
but o~ the extent o~ the water he can form no opinion owing to the dense fog and vapor constantly rising
from Its surface, ~h~ch pr~vents a~ extended view. In this water-space considerable quantities of ice .we:e:
observed to be dnftmg WIth the tide. Last night both suffered greatly' J ens frosted his fingers while III
the sleeping-bag and Rice thawed them out by placing them in contact with his own warm body. They
then got up and ran about in the snow to keep from freezing until there should be sufficient light to enable
them to. travel. . Jens is badly broken down and Rice is but little better off. Their lamp for melting ice
proved meffectiVe,. and for two days they had scarcely a swallow
water. Rice estimates the distance
traveled at fifty miles,
~,
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returned. I took an inventory of the provisions this afternoon, and found on calculating roughly that we
could rem~in herefor 70 d~ys ifw: re~t.ricted oursel~es to 4 ounces of meat ann. 8 ounces of bread per day.
Notwitl.standing the impracticability of traveling across the pack to Littleton Island next month
prep~rations for. that trip, will go actively forward. Boards composed of members of the party have been
appomted by LIeutenant Greely to attend to all details in this matter. Rice and myself have been instructed
to estimate the weight of every article that we would take with us, and thus find the approximate weight of
our load. Lieutenant Kislingbury was directed to take an inventory of the foot-gear now on hand and to
make a list of what was wanted, and then submit his report to Lieutenant Greely.
It is just six months since we left our comfortable quarters at Fort Conger for the uncertainty of meeting
a vessel on this coast. Bender was quite ill last evening, but he is somewhat better now.
Saturday, February 9, 1884.-The weather is clear and calm. The mercury is again frozen to-day,
but owing to the absence of wind no one appears to mind the increased cold weather much. All the invalide appear to be improving now. Lieutenant Greely has decided to reduce the ration of bread on Monday
next to 8 ounces per day.
Sunday, Februarv 10, I884.-Clear weather, light wind, and temperature -36.S [-38.1° C.]. Both
the morning and evening meals were very satisfactory to-day, and some of the men were almost hilarious
in consequence.
A reduction in our bread ration to 59 ounces weekly will take place from to-morrow. The weekly
ration of blubber has been placed at 13 ounces per man, and the meat ration has been increased 176 ounces
weekly. On the authority of my inventory of provisions, we can remain here until March 12 on our present
ration, and then have full provisions for ten days with which to cross to Littleton Island.
Monday, February II, 1884.-Cloudy and disagreeable weather; light westerly winds; temperature,
-37. 0 [-38.30 C.].
I visited the hill this morning and from its summit could hear very distinctly the crushing of the moving pack in Buchanan Strait. It sounded not unlike distant thunder, and there was much in this booming
noise to produce a feeling of unrest and dread in the listener. In our situation especially this feeling
would naturally result, as our lives depend on the quiescent state of the ice. The heavy water-clouds were
unnecessary to indicate to us the presence of much water; the deep moaning of the ice was sufficient to tell
the story. Are those portentous clouds an augury of our future? Can we save ourselves from starvation
now in view of this? I fear not. Without firm ice on which to cross the sound to Littleton Island but
slight hopes for life can remain to us. The words contained in Lieutenant Garlington's record, written
after the crushing of the Proteus by ice, that" Everything within the power of man will be done to rescue
the brave men at Fort Conger from their perilous position," brought tears to the eyes of the strong men
who listened to the reading of the letter that night in October in our dimly-lighted hut at Eskimo Point.
Situated as we then were his words inspired us with hope, but months have; passed without bringing the
promised assistance, and now I am of the opinion that his hopeful words were written without due consideration, and without a full knowledge or appreciation of the difficulties to be encountered.
In estimating the weights of the necessary articles to be carried on our contemplated journey across
Smith Sound, Rice and myself find that they will aggregate about 1,600 pounds. Nearly everyone joined
in a discussion this morning relative to our equipment for this trip. Lieutenant Greely directed me to issue
stockings, mittens, &c., to those in need of them, in order that they might have them thawed and dried
before the date fixed for our departure. I issued the last of the seal meat and also the remainder of the
American bacon. The weight of the former exceeded the estimate by 17 pounds, the latter by 8 ~ound~.
In emptying the rum cask I found a shortage in its contents of about two gallons. The. deficiency IS
accounted for from the fact that all issues have been made with an English standard measure Instead of the
one in use in the U nited States, the former being the larger.
Tuesday, February 12, 1884.-Clear and calm; the temperature is very low, mercury being frozen. We
judge the temperature to be about 500 below zero [about -45. 0 0 C.).
.
Rice reports having had a good view of the sound from Cemetery Rld~e,. and says th~t a large space
of open water could be seen. The noise made by the crushing ice can be distinctly heard m our camp.. I
do not think I am inclined to look on the gloomy side of the future, even after all the dangers and hard.s?lps
by which we have been beset; but if the state of the sound will not pe~mit us to cross b,efore our provisions
are exhausted, and no assistance comes from the other side, we are certainly doomed to die a wretched death
by starving.
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I opened a new barrel of bread this morning, and found a few of the pieces slightly moldy. This was
rather unexpected as the barrel is one of those taken from the Beebe cache. The stew of roast beef (canned)
and pemmican prepared for dinner was well flavored and particularly liked. •
IVetbltsday, February 13, 1884.-Clear weather, light westerly winds, and temperature -3 6.0 r- 37.8°
C.]. I served some of the members with clothing, and issued the usual weekly supply of provisions. The
last of our rice went to-day. The provisions will extend to March 12, at the least calculation. Some have
suggested that my scales must possess the power of magic in order to extend the bread and meat as they
have done. A stew of bread, bacon, and salt water was tried this evening, and was at once pronounced a
decided success. In our present ravenous condition, I do not deem it possible that any dish could be introduced here that would not be voted a success. Frederick has begun the irksome duty of repairing our sealskin boots; the work tries his wounded fingers greatly, but he is not one to succumb easily to trifles. On
overlooking the sound from Cemetery Ridge this morning, I was greatly surprised to find that the water
had encroached to Brevoort Island, and that it extended northward as far as the eye could reach.
Thursday, February 14, I884.-Clear and calm weather; temperature at 8 a. m., -17. 0 l-27. 2 ° c.J;
at I I a. m, it had fallen to - 28.0° ( - 33'3° C. J. The water appears to be steadily encroaching on the ice
at Cape Sabine. The clouds, however, which are produced by this increasing space of open water, are less
marked than yesterday. To day my hunger has led me to think and talk much about food; and all sorts
of incongruous combinations that could be suggested to the minds of hungry men were discussed. It now
occurs to us that this is St. Valentine's Day, but I think that none of us expect to be the recipient of a missive
of that sort just now. A small piece of butter was found missing from a can kept in the whale-boat on the
same shelf with Henry's candle- molds.
Friday, February IS, 1884.-Clear weather; fresh westerly wind; temperature, -25.3 [-31.80 C.];
inside the house it ranges from +21.0 [-6.1° C.] to +25.0 [-3'9° C.].
Lieutenant Lockwood is better, but he does not gain as rapidly as we would like. He exercised somewhat this morning. The sun will appear above the horizon to-morrow for the first time this year, if the
temperature should fall to - 50.0 [-45,6° C. J in the mean time. \Ve are not very enthusiastic over its
return, but each one thinks more than he cares to express in words. Schneider, Ellis, and Salor are sewing
on boots, stockings, mittens, and other articles for use on our contemplated trip to Greenland. Frederick
and ~ ens ~erfo~m the ~ost important part of this work-that of preparing the sales of the boots.
. fh.e time IS draggmg wearily, but we try to keep up our spirits even under the most trying and discouT·
agll1g ~lTcumstanceg. The few moments spent at our meals are the only pleasant ones that we know during
the entire .day. The party appear to be doing very well on the present reduced ration. I am afraid that
B~nder ~'111 render our condition absolutely wretched if he continues to develop the contemptible qualities
WIth which he has regaled us during the last few davs.
, Saturday, 1!'ebntary 16, J 88 4.- Clear weather; ~ fresh west wind, and temperature - 22.5 l- 30.3° C.].
O~mg to the ~lgh temperature to-day, we were not favored by seeing the sun above the horizon at noon;
neither co~ld Its reflection be seen on Bache Island. I overhauled the shot-gun ammunition to-day and
made an lllv~ntory of the same. \Ve have in all two hundred and sixty-five rounds, twenty-five of which
are loaded WIth bU~lets suitable for killing seals or any large game.
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Monday, Ftbruar~ [8, [884.-Cle~r .and cal.m weather; temperature at 7 a. m., -] 5.5 r- 26.4° C.);
at noo~, - 5.3 [- ~0·7 C.]. The remammg portion of our corned beef, seal meat, mutton, American bacon,
seal-skin, peas, ~tnng beans, ~arrots, s~lmon, St. John's bread, bread from Fort Conger, English chocolate
an? tea, and om~n powder have been Issued; also, all our salt and pepper, except a small quantity, which is
being kept for Elison. I walked down the coast a short distance in quest of game, but was disappointed in
finding not even a trace of animal life. The short walk left me very weak.
Rice climbed to the summit of the island and reported, on his return, that Smith Sound was an open
sea, WIth rafts of ice drifting about its surface. Long went to the iceberg, and then traveled about four miles
f~rther in a northeasterly direction, not reaching, however, the open water. The fact gives him the impresSIOn that no open water exists, notwithstanding the report of Rice. If the report of Rice be correct (and
1 believe it is), I think that we need no longer delude ourselves into believing that we will escape alive; but,
however horrible the end, all are prepared to face it like men. One, however (Bender), would rather devour
all the provisions now, and die at once, than to prolong them as far as possible, with the hope of ultimate
rescue. This person has done very little this winter towards the regular routine of duty, and he has made
many unreasonable complaints, which have gained him the contempt of his companions. To-day he complained bitterly that his bread was not up to the standard weight, and although he admitted that no partiality had been shown.sand that he had the same quantity as the others, and that no injustice had been
done, still, for the sake of grumbling, he felt that he must do something. Assuming that this attack was
directed towards me, I at once requested to be relieved from the duty of issuing provisions, but the commanding officer would not listen to my appeal.
Tuesday, February 19, [884.-Cloudy weather. A southerly gale was in progress during the forenoon,
but at 2 o'clock the storm had subsided and the sky cleared; temperature at 8 a. m., +8.3 [- ]3.2° C.];
at 9.30 a. m., +[2.0 I-ILIoc.]; at I I a. m., +22.0 [-5.6° C.]; and at 2.30 P: m , -1.0 [-18.3° C.].
At 5 p. m. the sky again became obscured by clouds and the temperature soon rose to + 3.5 [- 15.8° C.].
I went on Cemetery Ridge at 2.30 p. m., and my observations from that point confirmed the report of Rice
yesterday regarding the conditionof Smith Sound. No ice of any description was visible in the open water,
and the waves and white caps were rolling in against the edge of the fast ice with a dismal roar which
sounded in our ears like the knell of our impending doom. The water has encroached close to Cape Sabine
and extends northward in the direction of Cape Louis Napoleon, and eastward toward the Greenland coast
as far as the eye can reach. This condition of affairs is a particularly bad showing for us with our stock of
provisions so greatly reduced. "What can we do to save the Jives of our noble fellows? Frederick is still
working on the foot-gear of the party, repairing it the best he can.
Wednesday; February 20, 1884.-Cloudy weather, light west winds, and temperature at 8 a. m. - 1 1.21
[-24. 0° C.J. At 5 p. m. it had risen to -2.5 [- 1920 C.]. On the whole the weather to-day has been very
disagreeable, and not at all conducive to cheerful spirits.
A raven was observed flying over our camp this morning. Although it is considered a bird of ill-omen,
still its presence cannot affect us now. We have suffered and endured the stern reality of the worst phases
of arctic life too long to give way to superstitious fears at this hour. Long and Christiansen attempted to
reach the open water this morning, but they were turned back by the rising wir.d, which was found impossible to face. Bender repaired an alcohol can and one of our stew pots in a most artistic manner, considering
the materials at hand. On examination I find that we have about 21 gallons of alcohol in stock at this time.
Notwithstanding the fact that a terrible fate awaits us within a few weeks unless" something turns up,"
we are making all sorts of plans for the future. Rice and myself contemplate a lecturing tour through the
Western States, combining profit with pleasure. Others have similar projects. Nothing can repress our
expressions of hope of escape from this bondage
Thursday, February 21, 1884.-Calm and cloudy weather; temperature at 8 a. m., -:- I. 1.0 [- 23',9° J;
at I t a. m., -3. 0 [-1904° C.]; and at 4.30 p. m., -10.0 [-23'3° C.]. After a brief VISit to t~e hill RIce
reports large water-spaces in Smith Sound northeast of Cape Sabine. This is bad for us, hut he Imparts the
cheering information that the ice has "bridged" across the sound farther to the south, and that means ~f
escape may yet be furnished us. The" mercurial temperaments" instantly rose several d.egrees at this
announcement, and care and suffering were for the moment forgotten. Cold, ca~m weathc: I~ now all that
is required to assure our ultimate safety by cementing firmly this newly.formed bridge of dnfH~e.
I issued the last of the frozen bread to-dav ; yesterday the remaining portion of the English beef was
used. The large sledge has been shoveled out from the drift which had formed over it, and extensive repairs
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on it are contemplated within the week. The temperature inside is now ranging from +3° to +40 [ - 1.10
C. to +4.4° C.], and the consequent melting of the frost from the roof renders our condition deplorable in
the extreme. The sun was not visible to us to-day, but its reflection was seen on Bache Island for the first
time since last October. Dr. Pavy is entertaining us with a series of lectures on the history of France from
the earliest authentic date to the present time.
Friday, February 22, I884.-Fresh westerly winds and cloudy weather all day; light snow fell during
the early evening; temperature at 6 a. m., -11.0 [-23'9° C.J; at 5.30 p. m., - 3.0 [-19.4° C.]. The
barometer has been falling with alarming rapidity all the afternoon. From Cemetery Ridge I viewed the
ice-fields this morning, and find them in substantially the same condition as that reported by Rice yesterday.
The advent of the anniversary of the birth of Washington was hailed with delight by all because of the
proposed change in the matter of meals. In honor of the occasion Lieutenant Greely directed the cooks to
depart from the usual routine and prepare a hard-bread pudding for breakfast, in which twenty ounces of
lard were used by each of the hvo messes. This amount of fat rendered the dish both rich and agreeable
in taste. For dinner a stew of English and lime-juice pemmican was served, which was pronounced the best
we had ever eaten. I issued the last of the Proteus tea this evening. Lieutenant Kislingbury sent a communication to the commanding officer to-day relative to a change in the scale of rations.
Salll,.dl1)', February 23, 1884.-This is a stormy and disagreeable day. Winds have been somewhat
variable, but chiefly from the south. Light fall of snow, and temperature -6 [- 21.1° C.]. The monotony
of our existence seldom varies from this apathetic state; we talk of food and long for news from our home
and friends. It is conceded by all that the most desirable thing that we could have just now would be a
"square" meal. Everyone is very enthusiastic now over the flavor of the Wiltshire bacon found in the
English cache at Payer Harbor. To be sure it is slightly rancid, but this appears to improve its quality.
Sunday, Ftbruary 24, 1884.-Brisk westerly winds and cloudy weather; temperature, -16 [-26'7° C.]
About three inches [76mm] of snow fell during yesterday afternoon and evening. Owing to the high temperature the annoying dripping of moisture from the roof of the hut still continues. The usual issue of
lemons was made to the party to-day, but no rum was served in view of 'the limited quantity on hand. It
appeared ~o possess almost life-giving qualities, and its absence is greatly deplored.
Considerable water was visible in the sound to-day, and the bridge which had formed a few days ago
from shore to shore has entirely disappeared from view under the influences of the lake wind storms. This
is something not wholly unexpected, but at the same time it is bitterly disappointing, it being the last faint
hope of esc.ape which re~ained with us. I think, however, that we can bear pain and disappointments with
a greater display of fortitude and resignation than ever before in our lives. Ralston is suffering with a sore
finger, the affection of which is similar in character to the fingers of Gardiner or Biederbick.
In a le.Her to the commanding officer, Lieutenant Kislingbury offers to conduct a small party across the
sound. to Littleton Islan~ to secure relief for those who are too weak to attempt the march. This to be
~Ione in the ev:nt of S.n11th Sound freezing over. He also in the same letter objects to any further increase
in our meat :atton until we have some means of augmenting our supply. For the information of the party
generally, Lle~t~nant Greely stated that he would start for Littleton Island at the first opportunity, but
would never divide the command.
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noon for th~ second time this year the. sun ",:as seen reflected on Bache Island. Dense clouds of vapor are
seen ascending from the water-spaces In Smith Sound and Kane Sea. The remaining portion of blubber
onion pickles, dog-biscuit, extract of beef, and extract of coffee were issued to-day. Henry celebrates his
birthday.
Thursday, February 28, I884.-Calm and cloudy weather. The temperature at 7 a. m, was -23. 0
[-3 0 . 60 C.]; and at 6 p. m., -27.1 [-32.8° C.]. Yesterday Biederbick reported Lieutenant Lockwood
for having used tobacco despite the express orders of Lieutenant Greely and Dr. Pavy, He (Lockwood)
emphatically denied having used any, but circumstances elicit the truth of Biederbick's statement. It is
evident that Lockwood's mind is so weak that he had forgotten both the orders and the fact that he had
used tobacco. He is not improving at all in health, and he is growing somewhat irritable in disposition.
Friday, February 29, I884.-Clear and calm weather; temperature at 6 a. m., -32.0 [- 35.6° C.]; at
noon, - 3°.0 [- 34.40 C.]. The horizon has been so hidden by dense vapors that the sun could not penetrate to us to-day. There has been a decided improvement in the spirits of the men during the last week.
They appear as cheerful as if they were enjoying the privileges of civilization, rather than this state of
barbarism.
Saturday, Marcil I, I884.-The weather has been clear, but the fresh westerly winds which have been
prevailing all day drive -the snow about so recklessly that we do not care to venture out; temperature,
-35 [-37. 2 0 C·I. The barometer is again falling. I had the natives unlash the large sledge, preparatory
to the repairs which will be made on it next Monday. Yesterday Bender and Whisler placed the small
sledge in proper condition for traveling. The former, while cleaning the shot gun, lost one of the important
extra parts through neglect. The gun, however, can be used if due care is exercised in handling. I took
an inventory of the meat yesterday, and found that we still have 319 pounds on hand. Lieutenant Greely
said last night that if circumstances were favorable he would increase the ration on Wednesday next, and
start for Littleton Island on the following Monday. To judge from his appearance and conduct, Lockwood's mind must be very weak. Owing to the severity of the storm, no one visited the hill to-day.
Long tells me the following little episode, which he considers a very good joke: On the evening of the
day of Henry's birthday, he (Long) neglected to add the allowance of tea while preparing dinner, and did
not discover his mistake until after he had issued to each person a cup of hot water. As no one detected .
the absence of the tea, Long of course did not care to acknowledge this omission, and has said nothing
about the matter until to-day, when he related it to me in confidence.
Long and earnest discussions on the subject of food are now being made with greater vigor than
ever before. Frederick has at last completed the boots, and he is now working on the sleeping-stockings of
dog-skin and blanket. Schneider is making stearine candles for use on the journey across to Littleton
Island. I prepared a large piece of tin, on which will be marked the name, age, and date of the death of
Cross, and be placed over his grave. We would like to use a portion of our boat to mark his last restingplace, but cannot afford to do so owing to scarcity of fuel. In remembrance of our dead companion,
Sergeant Cross, Lieutenant Greely has named the little lake which so long supplied us with water, Lake
Cross.
Sunday, March 2, I 884.-Clear weather and brisk west winds; temperature at 7 a. m., - 22·5 [- 30·3° C.],
and at 5 p. m., - 24.0 [- 3 1.1 ° C.]. The blinding drift outside prevents open-air exercise to-day. Of our
stock of lemons only two remain. They ",111 be kept for use in the event of illness.
Lieutenant Lockwood appears to be improving in strength again, but his mind is greatly weakened.
He does not seem to possess the happy faculty of bearing up against adversity li~e. some of t~e (~thers
Elison, for instance-who 'is so brave and patient in his sufferings that his conduct elicits the admiration and
love of his more fortunate companions.
. '
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Biederbick has been very ill with cramps, but he has now improved to such an extent that he is again
enabled to perform his duties as nurse and hospital steward. I brought in one of the runners of the large
sledge, and Whisler began to make the necessary repairs. Bender's inventive genius appears to be limitless;
he has designed and constructed several candlesticks of an entirely new and original pattern, which may be
used for a double purpose. Schnieder is making stearine candles, and Frederick is still working on the
sleeping-stockings intended for our journey. Ralston's hand appears to be improving under the doctor's
careful treatment. Owing to the heavy drifting of the snow to day, we could not get a satisfactory view
of the water-spaces in Smith Sound. Temperature inside the hut, + 2 I. 5 [- 5.80 C.].
TtIl'sdI.1Y, Mllrth 4, J884.-Cloudy; the high westerly winds of yesterday have not yet abated, and snow
has been falling at intervals all day; temperature at 7 a. m., -21.5 [-29·7° C.], and at 5 p. m., -:3. 0
[_ 30 •60 C.]. Nothing has been done on the sledge to day in consequence of the indisposition of Bender,
who is to assist Whisler in making the alterations and repairs. Lieutenant Greely made a reduction in our
ration of bread, which will take effect to-morrow. It has been placed at eight ounces per man per diem.
He will increase the ration of meat slightly in a few days. The last of the blubber, Hudson Bay pemmican,
and American pemmican were issued this afternoon.
Hl'edllfSd(1)" Afarch 5, 1884.-Cloudy and stormy weather; temperature at 7 a. m., -22.0 [-30.0° C.];
at Ita. rn., - 23.0 [ - 3°.6° Ci]; and at 2 p. m., - 19.0 [- 28'3° C,]. The wind is blowing with persistent and
relentless fury. It continues with the same terrific velocity as yesterday, and confines us closely to the
interior of our dwelling. I, however, crawled out for a visit to Cemetery Ridge to look at the sound. The
water appeared to be farther away than before, but large spaces still exist, as the somber water- clouds on the
horizon will testify. Capes Hawks and Louis Napoleon, with the "delectable mountains" of Hayes in the
distance beyond them, were distinctly visible to the eye.
I issued the last of the corn, soup, tomatoes, and English evaporated potatoes. Bender is ill again with
the old lung troubles. Bacon stews, with a large proportion of rancid tallow added, are generally liked. The
strong rancid flavor is something that a delicate stomach would at once rebel against, but to us it is agreeable
and palatable; it affords a welcome change from the ordinary routine by having a peculiar flavor which is
both distinct and pronounced in its nature.
Thursda)r, il{arch 6, I884.-Clear weather; temperature at 7 a. m., - 20.8 [ - 29.3° C.], and at 5 p. m.,
0
-24:5 [-31.4 C.]; the wind subsided at noon, but in the evening it again resumed its original velocity,
and In consequence heavy drifting was experienced. I issued the last can of lard to the cooks this mormng;
a small quantity will be kept to use on Elison's wounds.
On Yis~ting the hill I saw the open water extending to the north as far as my eye could reach. On
account of Its narrowness the lead resembled a sluice-way; and in view of its direct course to the southward
I am of the opinion that it is in the axis of the channel. On making a close examination of the left runn~r
of the large sledg: I find t:"o knees broken and one other greatly weakened. Frederick has completed hIS
work on the sleepmg-stockmgs to the satisfaction of all.

Frida)', March 7, 1884·-Clear and calm weather; temperature at 7 a. m., -15.4 [_26'3° C.], and
at 2 p. m., - 18.0 [- 27. 8° C.]. Rice saw the sun this morning for the first time since last October-nearly
five months ~go. For ~his glimpse of old Sol's rosy face he had to pay dearly, it being necessary to climb
the rugged SIdes of the Island nearly to its summit. Long ascended Beebe Point and after taking a survey
of the floe) proc.eeded to the northeast to the open water which was about one rniledistan t from the point
named. Followmg along the water's edge to Brevoort Island he found only a narrow belt of ice between
the water and th: b~se of the island. Ascending to the summit of this island, he looked to the north, east,
and
south,
and within the ranze
of hiIS VISIon
.. not himg but open water was observed. A few pieces
.
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Saturday, March 8, 1884.-A gale rose suddenly from the southeast at about 2 a. m. and continued
without intermission during the entire day. It is without doubt the severest storm that has yet visited us here.
Temperature a~ 7 a m., -3'~ [- 1940 C.], and at I p. m., -2.4[-19.10 C.].
The remamder of our nee and tomatoes were used for soup this morning. Frederick transformed a
three-man sleeping-bag into one for the use of two men. The poor fellow suffers greatly with his sore fingers
while working in the low temperature of She interior of the hut, but he is indefatigable and never complains.
Whisler completed the repairs and alterations needed on the large sledge, and it is now ready for the
field. Bender assisted him whenever his condition would permit. I broke up another barrel for fuel to-day.
Two staves suffice to prepare a meal now, but it may be necessary in the near future to reduce even this
meager allowance. Ralston's finger is improving slowly.
. For the first time this winter, hair-cutting was extensively indulged in. The style of the cut was comfortable but scarcely artistic. Those wishing to reduce the length of their hair crawled on their hands and
knees to the foot of their respective sleeping-bags and held their heads in the passage, while the tonsorial
artist passed along the line armed with a huge pair of shears, and about ten seconds were devoted to the
removal of the superfluous burden of matted hair on each head. Mine was over six inches in length.
Sunday, Marfh 9, I884.-The full force of the gale was broken at 4.30 a. m., but it blew, however,
with great violence at intervals .all day; temperature at 7 a. rn., -, 0.0 [- 2 3.3 0 C.], and at 3 p. m., -8·4
[- 22.40 C.]; inside house,
26.0 ['-:3.3 0 C. J. The barometer, which has been falling for two days, rose
rapidly this morning, Considerable disagreeable dripping from the walls and roof was experienced this
evening during the preparation of the evening meal.
Lieutenant Greely has decided to send Long and Christiansen with the small sledge and six days' provisions to Alexandra Harbor, for the purpo~ of securing any game that may inhabit that region. I had
volunteered with others, and felt confident that I would be one of those selected for this journey. Owing
to our greatly reduced strength, this will be a journey of extraordinary danger and hardship.
Monday, March 10, I884.-The gale continued aU last night with relentless fury, but at about noon it
abated to a fresh wind and blew steadily from the southeast; temperature at 7 a. m., -9.5 [-23. 10 C.],
and at 2 p. m., -6.5 [-21-4° C.]. On visiting the hill near Cemetery Ridge, I saw a narrow lane of water
just east of Cape Sabine, with ice beyond, which appeared to extend to the Greenland coast, which was
then plainly visible. Rice afterwards ascended considerably higher, and reported on his return that the ice
appeared continuous from this to the Greenland coast, but that it was badly disintegrated. Should we be
fortunate enough to have calm, clod weather to cement this ice, our chances are yet favorable to reach the
opposite side of Smith Sound this month.
Biederbick has been detailed as cook in place of Long, who has been relieved to make preparations for
his trip to the westward. I issued to him bread and meat at the rate of ten ounces per day of the former
and eight ounces per day of the latter. He also takes sufficient alcohol for fuel to last eight days; and, to
be used in the event of illness resulting to himself or Christiansen, a pint of rum and a small quantity of
aromatic spirits of ammonia will be included in his outfit. I followed along the ccast to the westward for
a short distance to-day, but I saw nothing of the game of which I was in quest-not even a trace of any
living thing. We are now burning stearine candles to light our hut, all our stock of blubber being exhausted. More dissatisfaction occurred in our mess this evening, but Lieutenant Greely promptly settled
the matter by directing the cook to make divisions of the food according to the best of his judgment, and to
distribute the plates himself instead of having a second party pass them.
Tuesday, March II, 1884.-Clear and calm weather; temperature at 6 ~ ',m., - ~9·1 ~ -28'4° C.]; at 5
p. m., -21.5 [-29.7° C.]. This is one of the most beautiful days that has VISIted us m thl~ place, and to us
it probably seems brighter than any other, as the welcome rays of the sun flooded the extenor of our hut for
the first time. To facilitate Long's journey, Rice and Ellis hauled his sledge to the west en? of Cocked
Hat Island. They say the traveling is good, but that their excessive weakness would not permit them to go
far. They returned, however, in fair ·condition. A short time after th~ depart~re of the s.ledge Long and
Christiansen started on their hazardous journey, taking with them the kindest Wishes of their less strong but
grateful companions, whose eyes would perhaps never again see them in this world. ~ raven was seen
near Cocked.Hat Island but it was too far distant to enable the sledgers to get a shot at It.
From the hill I saw'that no apparent· change had taken place in th,e ice-fie~ds ~ince yes~erday. The
Greenland shore was still visible, and very little vapor could be detected in ~~y direction. I~ IS but natu~al
that I should feel greatly encouraged with the prospect before us now. With a few cold nights, and With
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an absence of high winds, we may expect to see the sound close sufficiently to admit of our crossing to the
opposite side. \Vithout such conditions-well, we must wait for the ship, I suppo~e, or-starve! OUf
rations will last till about the middle of April, and after that we have no hope except in game. The question we are now anxiously asking one another is, "'Vill Long do something for us by securing game at
Alexandra Harbor?" I had Jens lash together the large sledge this morning, so that everything might be
in readiness for an immediate start at the proper moment. I sa~ the track of a solitary ptarmigan in the
snow near the house this morning. Our evening stews have been reduced from two to one kettle per meal,
in order to save fuel. The solid portion of the stews is the same as formerly, and the reduction is but little
missed, and particularly as the second kettle of stew was usually little more than saIt water slightly warmed.
Our evening readings continue, and the days are sometimes passed in noisy discussions on the important
events of the day in Germany, and in preparing, in the imagination, elaborate combinations of that everpopular dish known as "hash." An our subjects for conversation appear to have been pretty well ventilated;
and for hours at a time, even during the day, silence will reign supreme.
lVnilJesday, Match 12, x884.-Cloudy weather with light. snow occasionally falling; temperature at 6
a. m., -25,1 [-31,7° C.]; at I p, m., -16.0 [-26.7° C.]; and at 6 p. m., -23.5 [-30.8° C.]. I tramped
through the soft snow in the direction of Cape Sabine in search of game, but had not quite reached the cape
when I was compelled to turn back by the rising of a terrific storm, which came from the southward. Saw'
the track of a fox. The last storm has broken into the floe to the westward of Cape Sabine, and the water
has encroached to the vicinity of Beebe's cache. No ice was observed drifting in the water, which was as
clear and tranquil as in the month of August. I followed northward along the margin of the floe, and
returned to the hut by the way of the large berg. About this berg are several pools, which are probably
kept open by the action of the tide. Owing to the absence. of water-clouds over Smith Sound, I do not
think that water-spaces are as extensive there as in Kane Sea. Frederick resumed work on the sleepingbags this morning. Elison's ration of bread has been reduced from sixteen to twelve ounces; his meat
ration, however, was increased three ounces.
Thursday, March 13, x884.-Clear, calm weather; temperature at 6 a. m., -23. 0 [-30.60 C.]; at :z
p. m., - 2 r.x [-29.5° C.]; and at 6 p. m., -25.8 [- 32.10 C.].
.
. ~ice observed ptarmigan tracks near the hut this morning, and Lieutenant Kislingbury and myself,
thmk~ng that they might still be near the camp, went out in search of them. A tramp of over two hours'
duration fevea.led nothing of their whereabouts, though they had visited every spot in our vicinity that produced vegetation. The channel looks more favorable now than ever before. The dark water-clouds have
entirely disappeare~, and light, fleecy vapors have taken their place. .It is my opinion that the narrowe~t
part of the sound Will "choke" with the drifting masses of ice and if the cold calm weather continues, this
pack wil1.s~lidify an(~ thus furnish us with a means of escape. 'The barometer has been vacillating greatly of
l~t~, but It IS no,: quite steady. Long and Christiansen are having excellent weather for their hunting expedltlon: I have httl~ confiden~e in their ability to secure large game in that region at this season of the year,
but wll~ depend m~mly for eXlsten~e on the seals, which will probably make their appearance in April, or on
the am~al of a rehef party from Littleton Island, if the conditions of traveling will permit them to crosS over.
Friday, MardI 14, x884.-Clear and calm weather; temperature at 7 a. m. -27. 2 [-3 2 ,9° C.], and at
7 p. m., -30,5[-34·7° C.]. Owing to the presence of the sun the day has been bright and beautiful.
, L?ng and Christiansen returned at 7 o'clock last evening very much exhausted and quite badly frostbitten.In.
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awaiting his return. Only one at a time was enabled to occupy the frozen sleeping-bag, and then it was
necessary to lie in a cramped position. Long crawled into it, and the faithful native walked up and down
through the deep snow until his companion should feel well enough to resume the march. In consequence
of ~he low temperature, Long k~{",: tha~ he could not long survive unless something was speedily done, so
taking a few drops of the ammorna 10 a liberal allowance of hot rum, he soon felt greatly relieved, and at
once started homeward. They reached us after having tramped for fourteen hours from Cape Viele. No
game was seen, and only one track, and that a fox, was met with. This is a bitter disappointment to us, as
we had reason to expect small game at least from Alexandra Harbor, which the English reports say was
teeming with game. Lieutenant Greely is going to send out another party in a few days, which will consist
of Long and myself, I having volunteered for this duty several weeks ago. We will probably be absent for
eight days, and may cross Buchanan Straits to Bache Island, if there is sufficient inducement to do so.
Elison says the spell is broken and that we may expect to get plenty of game in the future. I shot
three ptarmigan this morning; hence his remark. No portion of these birds except the feathers was wasted.
Everything else-feet, heads, legs, and intestines-was thrown into our stews and devoured without the
slightest feeling of repugnance.
Rice went across the islands to select a route to Rosse Bay. He contemplates a journey to Baird Inlet
in a few days to look for the meat abandoned there last fall, and by going directly across the island the distance will be greatly shortened. He returned at 7 p. m. and reported the route practicable. Coming back
by the way of Cape Sabine enabled him to obtain a good observation of the condition of the sound. He
says that the ice is nearly closed on this side, but thinks that a considerable space of open water exists on
the Greenland shore. He saw a raven,
Biederbick was promoted by Lieutenant.Greely to hospital steward to-day. His appointment, of course,
is subject to the approval of the Secretary of War on our return. On recommendation of Dr. Pavy, Elison's
ration of bread has been increased to sixteen ounces and his ration of meat to six ounces.
Saturday, March 15, 1884.-Clear,calm weather; temperature at 6 a. m. -30.8 [-34,9 0 C.]; at 11 a.
rn., .-21.0 [-29_40 C.], and at 5 p. m., -31.3 [-35.20 C.]. I hunted along the coast in the direction of
Cocked Hat Island, but saw nothing except a few ptarmigan tracks made several days ago-probably by
the birds which I shot yesterday. Those birds, by the way, netted us three pounds and ten ounces.
Lieutenant Kislingbury we~t out to the open water towards the northeast, and saw a bear track which he
judged to have been made four days ago, and he also saw five dovekies sporting in the water. This is
cheering news to us, and the future certainly looks much brighter and more hopeful than it has for a long
time.
The bread ration has been reduced to fifty ounces per week to each man, and will take effect on Monday
morning. It may yet be necessary to send a party to Cape Hawks to secure the small quantity of bread that
was left by us there; but I fear that the foxes have eaten it all. Moldy and rotten as it was, if we had it
now it would make a welcome addition to our scanty store and would be eaten with avidity to prolong our
lives. We can live on our present ration little more than a month longer. The sound looks still more favorable to-day than it did yesterday; the pools near Cape Sabine are evidently closed, but a large water-space
is observed in Kane Sea. A very enjoyable and palatable stew served for breakfast was made of tallow, salt
water, and crumbs of bread.
Sunday, March 16, 1884.-Clear and calm weather; temperature at 6 a. m., - 34·7 {-37· 1o C.], and
0
at 5 p. m., -31.7 1-35.40 C.]. In the sun it rose to -19.0 r-28.3 C.]. The sound lo~ks more fav~rable
than ever for crossing to Littleton Island. If it continues to improve during the comt~g ~e.ek as It has
during the week just passed, Lthink escape by this means is most probable. Long a~d Chnshanse.n went
out to the open water this morning, taking with them the kayak. They returned WIth four dovek~es an?
report having seen and fired at a small seal. The dovekies are small but plump, and are dressed 111 their
winter suits-white plumage with black tips. In addition to the birds o~i1led, the hunters say that several
others were seen, but, owing to their timidity, all efforts to secure the~ failed.
Matters now appear to be in a favorable state for our ultimate relief and safe return to our homes. We
hope soon to leave behind us these desolate and inhospitable regions and find a haven of ~est under more
congenial skies. If the game of the country fails us, which I think is ir:'probable, we sttl.l have ~o~~ of
assistance from Lieutenant Garlington and party, who I think must be at LIttleton Island or 111 that vicmity.
. no assistance
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May I. Long's success this morning in hunting has had an excellent effect on the spirits of the men. During
the last few days very few subjects have been under discussion except they bore a direct relation to food,
or would suggest it in some way. No other subject appears to possess half the attraction for our poor
hungry fellows that this one does.
Lieutenant Greely contemplates sending J ens and myself to Rice's Straits in a few days to look for
seals and other game. I volunteered also to go down to Payer Harbor in quest of game, and to observe
the chances for future operations there. I proposed to Lieutenant Greely this morning that we make an
attempt to catch shrimps to eke out the slender stock of supplies in our larder. If possible, I will prepare
a net for that purpose to-morrow and give the matter further thought. I exposed a tempting bait on the
rocks in the vicinity of our hut as an inducement for the raven to visit us that we may effect his capture.
While on the hill this morning to observe the condition of the sound the sun burst forth in all his radiant
splendor, and for a long time I lingered among the rocks to enjoy the warmth and comfort which it brought.
To use the apt expression of Dr. Kane, "It was like bathing in perfumed water."
J.'Jl(ln"t~v, Jfarch 17, I884.-Cloudy weather; temperature 6 a. m., -25.0 [-31.7° C.], and at 5 p. m.,
-23·5 [-3 0 8° C.,. The barometer is falling slowly. There are indications that a severe storm is now in
progress in the Sound, and the newly-formed ice will probably be entirely broken under its influence, thus
destroying our last chance of escape to Littleton Island. The cold weather during the past week had
aroused our most sanguine expectations of escape from this place, and now to realize the downfall of our
bright anticipations is hard indeed to bear. J ens shot a ptarmigan this morning which weighed twenty
ounces. 'The dovekies killed yesterday average in weight about one pound each.
Lieutenant Kislingbury and Jens visited the open water this morning, but returned without having killed
anything. They, however, saw a seal, but it was too far distant to admit of being shot. I designed and
made an apparatus with which to catch shrimps. Rice, having volunteered to act in the capacity of shrimper,
will take the contrivance to Beebe Point to give it a thorough test. I spent some time on the large sledge
this morning to prepare it for immediate use when required. New drag-ropes were also supplied to it.
In overhauling the stores in the commissary room I found ten ounces of English chocolate which had
been overlooked in the darkness and confusion of last winter. It will not be issued to the general mess,
but by the direction of Lieutenant Greely it has been given to one of the cooks to issue to Elison from time
to time as he may desire. H is ration is now more than double that of the others· but it is the wish of all that
it should be so, for none can forget the devotion which the brave fellow has showed us in the past. He
maintains a wonderful control over his feelings and is ever cheerful. The ration of the party is now eleven
to twelve o~llces. each per day-no more. A large pool of water has opened near the berg, and I would
n~t be SUrl~~f1sed If .we were sl~ooting seals there in a few days if the weather should prove agreeable. Brisk
w md, causmg considerable dnft, began at I p. m.

n.1(,Stlt~y, March 18, 18Rt.-Cloudy and stormy weather. The snow is being drifted in a blinding sheet
by a high northeast wind. The high, rocky point between our house and the sea protects us somewhat from
the full fury of the b'ast, Temperature at 6 a.jn., -16.0 [-26.7° C .] ; at I I av rn., -7. 0 [-21.tC.];
and at 2 p. m., - [5.0 [-26.1° C.]. The barometer has been nearly stationary all day notwithstanding the
~umult of the elements. I went on the hill during the forenoon and saw that a terrific storm was in progress
1Il the sound and that the ice
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I find that the tallow contained in the English bacon cans is in excess of the forty pounds
bacon as
marked on t?e outside of the cans. The recent reduction in our rations has once more revived the old topic
of conversation-s-food-c-and many hours are passed quite pleasantly ill telling one another of the hills of fare
that we would order if we were in a civilized land. It is pitiful, sad, and aggravating to hear these things,
but when the relentless wolf, hunger, is gnawing in this terrible manner at our very life, what are we to do
or say? Try as hard as we may to think of other things-to concentrate our minds on subjects more
elevating and instructive-we cannot do it for five minutes at one time without reverting again to that old
familiar theme-food.
Thursday, Marcil 20, I884.-Clear weather; temperature at 6 a. m., -20.5 [-29.2° C.]; at noon,
- 14.0 [-25. 6° C.]; and at 5 p. m , - 19.0 [-28,3° C.]. The barometer is about stationary. Fresh west
erly winds have caused much drifting to-day and rendered outside work very trying and disagreeable. Notwithstanding the wind, Long went out to the open water in search of game. He saw two dovekies, neither
of which was secured Rice went to Beebe Point to test the sbrimp net or trap which I made for him a
few days ago. He found a very good place to lower the net into the water not far this side of the point.
At low tide quite a large opening is formed between the floe and the ice-foot, thus enabling the contrivance
to be lowered without cutting a hole. He succeeded in catching about two ounces of the minute crustaceans, and says that, with slight modifications of the trap, this new industry can be prosecuted very successfully. This opens to us another avenue of escape-another chance for life. How eagerly we grasp at even
the faintest hope of ultimate safety, and how anxious are we to leave this horrible place where we have suffered so much, met with so many disappointments, and even now are standing face to face with Death!
An owl and a raven were seen to-day; the former was taking flight towards the north, and the latter
was scouting about the camp for scraps, of which there are none. Christiansen is not feeling well; his late
trip to the westward with Long has doubtless exhausted all his energies, and despondency seems to have
overcome his usually happy disposition. Linn also is evidently losing much of his vigor of mind. Since
the terrible exposure which he experienced last autumn, when on the Cape Isabella trip, he has not been
himself, and probably never will again fully recover his faculties. The doctor frequently remarks the great
change that has taken place in him. Lieutenant Kislingbury was unfortunate enough to pierce one of his
fingers with a needle a few days ago. The injured member is now greatly swollen and inflamed, and Kislingbury suffers severely. At my suggestion Lieutenant Greely has directed that in the future the kayak
will be conveyed to the open water each morning by some member of the party not otherwise employed,
and thus lighten the labors of the hunters, who are doing all in their power to procure for us the means
of sustaining and prolonging life. Long, Christiansen, and Jens are doing all the hunting at present.
Frida}', March 21, 1884.-The weather continues cloudy, and the fresh westerly wind of yesterday,
which cau·sed so much disagreeable drift, has not yet abated; temperature at 6 a.m., - J 9. 8 r- 28.8° C. J;
at noon, -13. 0 [-25.0° C.]; and at 5 p, m., - 22.2 [-30.1° C.]. The barometer has again taken a downward tendency, and we may expect a storm at any time. I made a light dip-net for Rice's use in shrimping; and I also devised a peculiar hook with which we will attempt to catch some fish in a few days.
Gardiner has invented and manufactured an apparatus for capturing floating sea-weed. We contemplate
using this vegetation largely as an article of food if it can be easily secured.
Lieutenant Kislingbury fainted this evening while having his "finger l~nced by the doct?r. He was
soon restored however but for some time afterwards he felt very weak and SICk. Both the natives are very
much swollen about the face and limbs. Dr. Pavy thinks the difficulty is similar to that which I experienced a few weeks ago from over-exertion.
,
,
Saturday, Mardi 22, 1884.-The weather continues cloudy, and fresh west:rly winds prevail ; temp~ra0
ture at 6 a.m., -14. 0 [-25. 6° C.], and at G p. m., -12.0 [-24.4 C.]. During the afternoon the wind
changed direction to the southeast and light snow began falling. Long a~d. J~ns wen,t out to. wher~ the
open water had existed a few days ago and found it entirely closed by debris Ice, which, havm,g drifted
down from the north, had lodged at this point and was now thoroughly ce~ented together. For three
miles beyond the point which they had previously visited while hunting no signs of open water .appeared.
In returning to camp they passed the large berg about which the pools had formed, but saw nothing of the
seals which we expected would make their appearance there at an early date. .
' was qUIite SUCCesSIU
c: I '
his shrimp fishing
to-day'
he secured about SIX ounces and expects
to get
R Ice
in
.
" ' ,
"
at least a quart as the result of to-morrow's fishing. The long pole WIth hooks, prepared by Gardiner yes-
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terday to fish out sea vegetation, is not just the thing required, but with slight alterations Rice thinks it can
be adapted to the purpose for which it was intended. He reports that it is necessa.ry to do the fishing at
low tide, as the crack through which the nets are lowered closes at high tide. The maximum depth of water
here is about thirty feet [9 ffi J, and while the shrimps are collecting on the baits the nets rest quietly on the
bottom. These little animals are only about the size of a half-grown fly. Near the place where his nets
rest on the bottom of the sea, is a long white object resembling the rib of a whale, but Rice thinks it possible that it may be the limb of a petrified tree.
If the weather is favorable to-morrow I am going to visit Rosse Bay for the purpose of hunting seals.
Lieutenant Greely said this evening that if no game were secured by the first week in April he would reduce our rations to a basis that would enable us to exist until May I. I made two nets for Rice this
evening, using fox-skins in both for bait. The dovekie legs are also excellent bait, and will be reserved for
this purpose in the future.
Sunday, Aft:lrdt 23, 1884.-Clear weather, with light westerly winds; temperature at 6 a. m., -25.5
[-31'9° C.], and at 6 p. m., -22.8° l-30.4° C.]. The barometer fell slightly at an early hour this morning,
but during the rest of the day it remained stationary. The indefatigable worker, Rice, went down to his
shrimp nets at 3 a. m., but he did not succeed in getting many in consequence of a broken net guy, which
caused the trap to upset, thus spilling the contents. At dinner time he went down again, this time catching
about four pounds. \Ve could not refrain from giving the dear fellow a hearty cheer after this achievement.
As contemplated yesterday, I crossed the island to Rosse Bay, making the ascent on this side by the
glacier, and descending to the bay on the other by a deep ravine. I examined carefully the face of the
glacier at the head of the bay, but could find no evidence of its having kept the ice broken during the
winter. I had expected to find pools of water near its front, through which the seals could crawl to the
floe above. The ice, of course, had been broken by the steady advance of the glacier, but the pools of
water so formed must have closed immediately. On my return to the island I visited all the bergs and
places at which I thought it likely a seal or walrus would appear, but nothing of that nature was met
with. AU the northern half of the bay is a level plain of new ice with an occasional small berg, while the
southern side is thickly studded with large icebergs and huge masses of paleocrystic ice. While on this floe
a high wind prevailed, which eddied about me with great violence. In following the tortuous windings of
the ravine to the summit of the island, I escaped the full force of the storm, but in crossing the divide, I
was enveloped in a blinding drift, and could scarcely find my way. At one time I thought of surrendering,
so dense was the cloud, and so weak had I become from the unusual exertion but I made another effort,
and in a short time was walking down the slope on the other side. In this'struggle my nose, face, and
fingers were quite badly frost-bitten. I saw the tracks of a fox and ptarmigan in Rosse Bay.
Long went out to the open water, but he saw nothing but one dovekie. Bender has covered himself
with glory by making a large fish-hook which possesses all the advantages of any tha t can be bought. The
use of wood for fuel has been discontinued, and all our cooking for the present will be done with alcohol.
1I,fa1lday, ..Warch 24, 1884.-\Veather clear; light westerly wind. Temperature at 5 a. m., -23. 0
r-3°.6° C•.!, and at 2 p. m., -21.0 [-29-4° C.]. Exposed in the sun at II a. m. the thermometer registered
-6.0 -21.1° C.]", Rice made three trips to the shrimping grounds to-day, which resulted in adding a~out
sev:n pounds of shrimps to our supplies. Nothing could be more gratifying to us than this success in fishmg,
which gives us a firm grasp on the future.

r

A terrible scene occurred in our wretched hut during the morning. While preparing breakfast (tea)
the cooks had forgotten to remove the bundle of rags from the ventilators in the roof and the fumes thrown
off by the alcohol lamps, being confined to the small breathing space, soon produced ~sphyxia. Bieder~ick,
one of the coo~s, was the first to succumb to its effects,and Israel immediately afterwards became insenSible.
At the suggestion of Gardiner, ~1l t~e rest of us rushed for the door, and the plugs were at once removed
fr?m th: roof and the lamps extinguished, By prompt attention Dr. Pavy succeeded in reviving Israel and
Blederblck.. Those wh~ went outside were less fortunate than those who fainted in their bags. As soon as
they ca,,?e m contact With the pure outside air all strength departed and they fell down on the snow in an
unconSClOUS state. In consequenc eo f th e a bsence 0 f aUanimation
.
. many of us were frost-bltten.
I'
,Jleu tenant
~::ely and m~self quite severely. The lives of several of the men were probably saved through the noble
. rts of Gardiner, who, though weak and sick, did all in his power to get us in the hut. Lieutenant Greely
sa~ that when he came out and saw me lying on my back in the snow with my face perfectly rigid and
w te, and to all appearances stiffly frozen, he thought me dead. Gardiner said that I appearel to suffer
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most, and that I fell not less than a dozen times. I would recover, stagger to my feet and immediatel fall
again. Lieutenant
C?nnell, and myself were affected more than any
the others,
all fainted except Pavy, Frederick, Elison, Salor, Henry, and the two Eskimo. The doctor and Frederick
worked like Trojans to assist those who were less fortunate than thernsel ves. During the excitement of the
hour about half a pound of bacon was stolen from Lieutenant Greely's mess, and as soon as the fact became
known grea~ indignatio~ was expresse.d that in our midst lived a man with nature so vile and corrupt-so
utterly devoid of all feelings of humamty-as to steal food from his starving companions when they were
thought to be dying. A deed so contemptible and heartless could not long remain concealed from those
who had been injured. We were not disappointed in the discovery that Henry was the thief. He had literally bolted the bacon, and his stomach was overloaded to such a degree that, in its enfeebled state, it could
not retain this unusual quantity of food, and his crime was thus detected. Jens afterwards reported having
seen him commit the theft, and illustrated by signs his manner of doing it. Threats of lynching were privately spoken of, but no public accusations have yet been made against the perpetrator of this foul deed.
The conduct of this fiend Henry, who, clothed in the garb of innocence, deliberately appropriates to himself
the food belonging to his comrades, and at a time when he supposed them dying, is sufficient reason for me
to lose all confidence in mankind.
On account of our sufferings during the morning two and one-half ounces of bread were issued to each
man in addition to the regular allowance. A fox track having been seen near the house, Jens at once volunteered to follow it. N ear Cape Sabine he overtook the little animal, but it escaped. Fox, bear, and seal
skins (the latter oil-tanned) are being used for shrimp bait; seal thongs and dovekie legs are also used largely
for the same purpose. I shot a white fox at 8.30 this evening, which weighed five pounds and two ounces,
net. The intestines were divided, as heretofore, between the messes. I can never forget this terrible day,
and how near we were to a horrible death.
Tuesday, March 25.-This has been a clear and beautiful day, with light westerly winds; temperature at
6 a. m., -28.0 l- 33'3° C.], and at 5 p. m., - I 2.0 [- 24.4° C.]. The thermometer, exposed directly to the
sun's rays at noon, registered -0.5 [- 18. Joe.}. Rice and Whisler went down to the shrimping grounds,
and on their return set a net at the large berg. Owing to a movement in the ice the nets had been overturned and the baits lost, consequently no shrimps were obtained. In the evening, however, Rice caught
nearly four pounds. Schneider prepares the bait by sewing seal or other skins over large stones; these
placed in the bottom of the nets serve as a weight to sink them and at the same time they form a surface on
which the little crustaceans can collect. Long and Christiansen went down to the open water, but saw no
game. They report, however, the existence of two "blow~holes" through the floe near Cape Sabine. Shells
and mollusks were scattered about the openings to bear testimony to the fact that seals or walrus had been
visitors there. If we had a few days of good weather it is more than probable that we would secure some
game. Christiansen, who accompanied Long to the open water to-day, returned greatly exhausted and
nearly unconscious, having been supported and half carried by" the latter all the way from Cape Sabine.
Had it not been for Long's timely assistance Christiansen must have perished from the effects of the low
temperature.
Henry opened his own case this morning by protesting his innocence, but he was at once confronted with
the evidence collected last evening, and all the disgusting details of his theft were brought out. Jens, in his
imperfectEnglish, aided by signs, again illustrated to us the manner in which the act had been accomplished.
Biederbick and Frederick told how they had observed that he ate none of the ration issued to him yesterday,
and testified to having seen the large quantity of bacon which he vomited into a can last evening. The
testimony of others was now given, but that of Jens and the two others mentioned was sufficient to convict
him. Long saw him steal and drink an extra ration of the rum which was issued to us yesterday to counteract the effects of our terrible exposure. Ellis now reports him as having stolen can~~d goods ~t Fort
Conger, and Connell related how he had seen Henry in a very suspicious and comprormsmg SItuation last
fall; and how he had afterwards observed an empty roast-beef can in his possession, long before any of the
roast beef had been issued. Rice stated his opinion very clearly, and suggested that violent measures would
be appropriate under the circumstances. Lieutenant Greely requested the indivi?ual ?pinion of each m~n,
all of whom, without a single exception, were unanimous in the .express~on ~f their behef. that he was guI1~y
and that punishment should be meted out to him in proportion to ht~ cnrne, He then plac~d H en~ In
arrest. He is not to leave his bag without permission, and in no case will ?e. go out of doors WIthout being
accompanied by some other member of the party. He still asserts t~at he IS l~nocen~ of the charge brought
against him, but the evidence brought to bear on the case is conclusive and w111 admit of no doubts.

fainti~g

H. Mis. 393-32

Gr~ely,

~f

alth~ugh
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The shrimps are now mixed with pemmican in the stews, and are considered quite palatable. Biederbick was relieved from the duties of cook this morning and Linn was detailed to take his place. Last
evening Ellis requested to be allowed to "fill up" by eating tea lea~es. I.t is ?ee~less.to say th~t this rather
extraordinary request was not granted by Lieutenant Greely. This evenmg, III violation of stnct orders, he
was detected in the act of taking a sly smoke. Lieutenant Greely's hands are frozen to a greater depth than
they were at first supposed to be; they are much blistered, and he can scarcely use them. My own, being
very sore, kept me awake a great deal last evening, but they will not interfere with my duties. The snow
has been removed in several places from the boat, and holes to admit the light cut through. Over the open·
ings thus made white canvas has been fastened, and we are now, for the first time since entering the hut,
enabled to distinguish faces across the room without the aid of artificial light.
Wednesday, .J.Harcn 26, 1884.-During the early morning the weather was calm and cloudy; at 9 a, m.
a slight breeze from the west was perceptible, and snow began falling. At I I a. m. the wind changed
direction to southeast and increased to a gale. It was the most violent storm of the season, and we trembled
for the safety of our shelter. I was out hunting when it began, and so great was the velocity that I was
knocked down by the first shock. My weakness will probably account for my inability to stand up against
Its terrific force. Temperature at 7 a. m., - 1 0.0 [ - 23.3° C.l; at II a. m. it had risen to zero [ - 1 7.80 C.],
and at 4 p. m. it had fallen to -2.0 [-18,9° C.].
Rice reports having seen a ptarmigan track on Cemetery Ridge. He hunted unsuccessfully in that
vicinity for some time, as did Long and myself. Rice's efforts at shrimp fishing did not meet with flattering
success to-day, though success was deserved. With a total disregard for personal safety he went down to
visit the nets through the howling storm, and returned utterly exhausted. At the berg only a few specimens of crustacea were obtained, and at the main fishery nothing of importance was captured. Bender,
Schneider, and Whisler made for him a long spear with an attachment in the form of a hook, which can
be used for collecting sea-weed (kelp) from the bottom of the sound.
The English chocolate which I found a few days ago, and which had 'been reserved for the sole use of
brave Elison, was missed this morning from the place where it had been stored for safety. Circumstances
point strongly to Henry as the guilty party. It was discovered to-day that Ellis had been smoking roots of
saxifrage in violation of orders. Lieutenant Greely's hands are badly frost-bitten. Shrimps combined with
tallow make a very good stew. Lieutenant Greely publicly announced the appointments of Sergeant Frederick and Hospital Steward Biederbick.
1hursday, Marde 27, I884·-\Veather fair and calm; temperature at 7 a. m., - 12.0 [-24,4° C]; at
n~on! -IO.O,l-23·3° c.j, and at 3 p. m., -9.0 r-22.8° C. j' To our intense relief, tlre gale subsided at
midnight. Lieutenant Greely to-day celebrated the fortieth anniversary of his birth.
, Long and Jens.went out to the open water this morning accompanied by Salor, who carried the kayak.
1~e latter.return~d m about two hours with fifteen dovekies which Long had shot, and which Jens secured
With the aid of hIS kayak. Lieutenant Kislingburyand Connell at once went out with more ammunition,
and soon re~ur?ed with eighteen more birds. Long was the hero of the hour, and probably the proudest
moment of his life was when he threw these few birds at the feet of Lieutenant Greely as a birthday offering.
' prevailed,
.
Cheer after cheer was given the hunters, an d generaI good feeling
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about twelve .~ounds of shrimp) but to ac~omplish this result he made four trips to the fishing grounds. The
legs, heads, wings, a~d feet of the dovekies are being'largely used for bait.
Henr~ asked Lleute~lant Greely to be allowed to perform some share of the daily routine in the hut,
and on being refused said: "You will kill me with injustice if you do not." Crocodile tears to create
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Lieutenant Greely has decided to allow Rice and Frederick to go to Baird Inlet to secure the meat
abandoned last autumn when Elison was so badly frozen. They have volunteered for the service and will
probably start about April 8. Israel tells me that he detected the doctor in the act of stealing bread from
Elison's store. I took an inventory of the provisions this morning. The morning stew of 36 ounces of
bread, 12 ounces of tallow, and 7 ounces of shrimps, made a highly gratifying meal for us. The cooks are
using 2;6 ounces of alcohol per man each day for fuel. Schneider is at present doing well, and trying to
redeem himself in the eyes of his companions for his misdeeds of the past. Lieutenant Greely contemplates
sending out the wall-tent to be pitched near the open water. The kayak will be kept inside this tent to
avoid the necessity of carrying it back and forth.
Friday, Marcll 28, 1884.-A beautiful bright day, light westerly winds; temperature at 7 a. m., - 24.0
[-31. [0 C.J; at 4.30 P: m., -18.0 [-27.80 C.]. Exposed in the sun at noon the thermometer recorded
5.0 [-15.00 C.]. I went down to Payer Harbor this morning by crossing over the island. I took an
aneroid barometer with m~ for the purpose of determining the altitude of the island; this I found to be
1,900 feet fS79 m ] . I experienced great difficulty in clambering down the abrupt cliffs overlooking the harbor,
but at last I accomplished it in safety, bearing with me, however, several bruises as mementoes. I found
many traces of ancient Eskimo encampments, and the remains of a broken sledge of bone with wooden
runners. These interesting relics were carefully placed together in a conspicuous position where they can
be found later. As it is Lieutenant Greely's intention to move camp to this harbor before warm weather,
I selected a site between two small lakes for our encampment. The record cache is in excellent condition,
no portion of the cairn having fallen.
There is a large pool of water lying between Brevoort and Stalknecht Islands which was probably
caused by the swiftness of the eddying currents just at that point. I observed two small" blow-holes" in
the floe, which have been recently made by seals. From Brevoort Island I followed the open water to a
point just north of Cape Sabine and then turned homeward. The open water washes against the east side
of Brevoort Island. On the west side the ice is intact. During my tramp I saw several dovekies and fresh
fox tracks. The sledge tracks which we made across Payer Harbor last fall are quite distinctly marked in
the hard snow and easily followed. This fact gives me hope that Rice and Frederick will be able to follow
their old tracks in Baird Inlet to the place where they abandoned the meat. Jewell started out with the
kayak this morning, but being too weak to proceed with it Lieutenant Kislingbury relieved him of his burden.
Long shot fourteen dovekies to-day, and Rice, the persistent and tireless worker, captured twenty-seven
pounds of shrimps.
The tent was taken out of the house, but it is so full of ice that it will be spread on the rocks for a few
days with the hope that it may be made lighter by evaporation. Christiansen shot a ptarmigan on Cemetery
Ridge this morning. He returned immediately to the hut thoroughly exhausted with the exertion of walking. He seems very despondent, and says that he will never again return to his home in Proven. His
companion, J ens, is in excellent spirits and fair physical condition, and is very hopeful of the future. Lieutenant Greely notified me that from Sunday next only four ounces of bread per man would be issued daily.
The meat ration, however, will be increased slightly. Lieutenant Lockwood appears to be growing much
stronger. The evening readings, which have been a source of so much gratification to us in the past, were
discontinued this evening owing to an inclination on the part of some to sleep rather than hear them.
While on the summit of the island to-day I had an excellent view of Smith Sound and Kane Sea. The
former is free of all ice near the channel except" brash ", or that of a few days' formation, and any vessel
could steam up to Cape Sabine without difficulty or danger. The water touches Isabella and appears t~ re~ch
to the Greenland shore. I am of the opinion that next summer will be equally as favorable for navigatmg
the waters to Lady Franklin Bay as was the summer of 1881.
Saturday, March 29, 1884.-A gale r~se suddenly at about 8 a. m., and. continued without in~e~uption
during the entire day. It was accompanied by a heavy ~all of snow, and in consequence the drifting was
2
heavy. Temperature at 6 a. m., -4.5 [-20.3° C.]; at 9 a. m., zero [-17.8° C.]; at nOOIl, + r,o [- 17. ° C.];
and at 2 p. m., --5. 0 [ _ 20.6 0 C.]. Our breakfast consisted of 4;4 ounces of bread, I ,ounce of b~con, and
6 ounces of shrimps to each man. :No tea was served and its absence was not considered a senous loss.
For dinner we had each I y3 ounces of dovekie, I ounce of bacon, 2 ~ ounces of bread, and I I ounces of
shrimps. This made a most delightful stew, and its solid contents were rather ~ore than .we had been
accustomed to eat for both meals. Although this makes only three full (?) meals (WIth the shrimps), we are

+

already beginning to note a favorable change in our condition.

~
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, Rice shot a ptarmigan this evening, and reports having seen five more on the hill near Cemetery Ridge.
He caught shrimps to the amount of twelve pounds. Long went out ~o the ,open wa~er, but the storm drove
him back within an hour. He cached the kayak on a floe. We discontinued using alcohol as fuel and
substituted stearine, of which we have a moderate supply. Recently we have all complained of feeling
chilly, and some have suggested that it is due to the late change in our mode of living. Lieutenant Greely
says if we are successful in procuring game before May, he will send me out in command of a party during
that month to explore Hayes Sound and the adjacent country. Israel and Frederick have been named as
the two who will accompany me; they, as well as several others, having volunteered for the duty.
Our bread ration has now been reduced to 3J1z ounces per day. The rations of Long and Jens (the
hunters) have been increased to five ounces of dovekie meat per day. Poor suffering Elison! This morning
he turned to the doctor and said: "My toes are burning dreadfully, and the sales of my feet are itching in
a very uncomfortable manner; can you not do something to relieve this irritation?" He little dreams that
he has neither toes nor feet; they having sloughed off in January.
SIII/da)', Mardi 30, 1884.-The gale continued all last night with relentless -fury, but at 4 p. m. a slight
lull occurred which enabled us to heave one huge sigh of relief, and then it began again as strong and hard
as ever. Temperature at 1 p. m., - 3.0 [- 1940 C.]; at 5 p. m., - 5.5 [ - 20.8° C.]; inside the hut, +20·5
[-6.4° C,], When the lull in the storm occurred this evening I started out in search of game, but was
almost immediately driven back to the house for shelter. The storm has broken all the newly-formed ice
in the vicinity of Cape Sabine, and the water has encroached considerably on Buchanan Straits. Great
anxiety had been felt concerning the fate of the kayak which Long left yesterday on the floe near the open
water. To quiet the fears which had arisen that it had been washed away, Long tramped down to the spot
and found it all right. The barometer is fluctuating greatly; in fact since th~ beginning of the storm it has
been very unsteady. Ralston's finger has improved so much that he is now pronounced by the doctor to
be in condition for duty.
,llrJlultl)', Jlilrt'h 3 t , 1884.-The gale continued all night with terrific violence, but at about noon to-day
it lulled for a little while. During this brief respite it seemed to gain additional strength, as the wino blew
3. 0 [ _ 16.1 °C.]. During the lull this
with ~edoubled fury a short time afterwards. Temperature at noon,
mornmg Long went down and brought the kayak nearer to the land. He reports having seen many dovekies, and that the white caps were rolling in and breaking over the edge of the floe. The water is gradually
encroachi~lg on the floe, and is now opposite Beebe Point. No ice of any considerable importance was
observed til the water. Jens saw two ptarmigan, but could get a shot at neither.
Christiansen complained this evening of feeling faint and sick. A drink of rum was administered, which
:eeme,d to resto~e him somewhat. Frederick was also ill-too ilJ, in fact, to perform the duties of a coo~.
Schneider very kindly volunteered to take his place for the present. The stew this evening was very thin
an.d unsat~sfactory, but it was accepted with a very good grace by all. The temperature inside the house
tins mOTmng was + 18.0 [-7.80 C.]. This is the lowest we have experienced since the house was banked
last fall. I suppose it is owing to the disagreeable weather. \Ve have been very unsociable and unpleasant
towards one another to-day, and, to augment our trouble irritable remarks have been made by those who
should ~now bet~er. The barometer has been steady, or nearly so, notwithstanding the storm.
Fnd(~y, Apnll, 188~.-The gale of yesterday continued until about 4 a. m., when it subsided. \Veather
cloudy; hght westerly winds ; temperature at 5 a. m., - 5.5 [-20.8° C. J; at: I I a. m., + 6.0 [- 14.4° C.];
~t2 p. rn., 10.0 [~12.2~ C.]; and at 3.45 P: m., -2.5 [-19. 2 ° C.]. Rice made four trips to the shrimpmg• grounds
captunng thirty pounds of S Immps.
.
Long kiilled eleven dovekies
. and saw four sea1s, on e of
.
,
which he .
fired '
at but unfortunatslvy missed.
. d H
I
"
. e a so saw a large walrus on a drifting floe near Cape Sa bine
1
•
Hav.mg. reduced several rifl~-balls to fine pieces, I reloaded them, with the view of utilizing them a.s
shot. Finding a brace of ptarmigan, I fired twice at only ten paces without injnring either. As a subsutute for shot-gun cartridges they cert . I
•'
.
d
ny
. .
am yare not a success. Dunng my tramp this mornmg I foun rna.
meat cach~s and clrc!es of stones, which indicated that the Eskimo-perhaps ages ago-had pitched theIr
ten~s o.n t1l1S spot durmg the summer months. I also found the skull of a walrus which bore traces of great
<Ian~lqUlty, and also another bone, which I was unable to identify owing to its friable and decomposed state.
t IS very probable that the .. tiv k'II d h '
. h
na rves 1 e t e walrus here only when it crawled to the rocks to bask In t e
.
.
suns h me. Then It could have been
t d
'1
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f
cap ure easi y by an expert native with his tried weapons of bone.
long fa;;Stl~:~~:~l ~:~i::~~ days that I have pas.sed in this place. I am so weak from the effect of. our
etter than reel along like a drunken man
Our wan pinched faces and holloW,
·
. 1ess eyes are turn d . tf 11
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' , .
e WIS u y towards the southern horizon in hope of succor. 'ViII it ever come to
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us, after this long period of anxious watching and waiting? I am afraid it will not. It is with the utmost
difficulty that we can persuade ourselves to move about or, in fact, to do anything requiring physical effort,
Even the moral powers appear to resist the employment of physical energies. No tea was served for breakfast, a thin, watery stew being substituted.
IVedll~sdllY, Apnl2, I884.-Clear weather; brisk westerly winds; temperature, - 13.0 [-::! 5.00 C. J;
nearly stationary all day. Rice and Frederick remained at the fishing grounds for seven hours, and during
that time they caught thirty-two pounds of shrimps. The drift ice had crowded down again from the north,
completely filling the water spaces, and thus preventing the hunters from seeing any game. The great water
channel, which two days ago was entirely devoid of drift ice, is now covered by a grinding pack. The
absence of frost, smoke, or vapor, in this low temperature, leads me to believe that the sound is entirely
choked by ice.
Frederick was relieved from the duties of cook, and Schneider has been detailed to fill the office thus
vacated. During the entire winter Frederick has performed the irksome duty of cook with fidelity ami
untiring energy, and he is deserving of more praise than is in my power to bestow. Christiansen has had his
ration increased to the same amount as that received by the hunters; still he does not improve perceptibly.
He acts in a very sulky and angry manner because he is not given more food; but he has always been so
faithful and so devoted to the interests of the expedition that we should not complain of him now, when it
is hunger and not the man that speaks.
Notwithstanding the fact that 3 ounces of dovekie, 2 ounces of bacon, 2 ~ ounces of bread, and about
12 to 15 ounces of shrimps are being consumed daily by each memher of the expedition everybody is
ra venously hun gry, and all are growing daily weaker. The shrimps are of very little benefit; they possess
little or no nutriment, and in fact they serve only to fill the stomach. In no case have they ever alleviated
the pangs of hunger. Weare all longing for a thick, rich stew of the flesh and blood of a seal, to strengthen
and restore our reduced and emaciated bodies to their former vigorous condition. Food! (00(1! is the
constant cry of the hungry-the continual topic of conversation among us! This gnawing hunger has
driven from our minds all other thoughts and feelings; and, like animals, we have little left except the instinct
for eating. Even the passions peculiar to men in vigorous health are dormant and forgotten in our weakness
and the craving for food.
Thursday, April3, I884.-Clear weather; light westerly winds; temperature at 6 a. m., -16·5 r-26·7°
C.]; at noon, -9 0 [_22.8° C.], and at 6p. m., -(4.0 [-25.6° C.]. At noon another thermometer,
0
exposed in the sun, registered
15.0 [-9.4 C. J.
Rice went down at an early hour to the fishing grounds
and remained working faithfully all day. Owing to a scarcity of bait he succeeded in capturing only IS
pounds. Salor, who assisted him on this occasion, will hereafter take charge of this important work, to
enable Rice to make preparations for his contemplated journey to Baird Inlet.
Long and Jens again went out to their old hunting grounds. This time they found that the lane had
opened slightly, and in it they saw a seal, at which they fised, but unfortunately missed. They a~so saw
three dovekies and the tracks of a bear. While returning from the open water, Long shot two ptarmigan on
Cemetery Ridge. Lieutenant Kislingbury also went to the open water to· day, but he returned em!)ty handed.
'While hunting over the peninsula to-day I found several bones and anothe~ w~lrus skull, which denoted
extreme age. From the traces of the Eskimo which I have observe~ on t~lS lslan(~, I have ~ormed the
opinion that their visits here were made at a date some considerable time prIOr to then wander~ng~ about
Discovery Harbor. Everything that we have found in this vici~itr bears. marks ~~ greater antlqu~~y than
any of the relics discovered in the vicinity of Fort Conger. Christiansen 15 now gIven half a dovekie each
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of his lungs. The rations for Lockwood and Linn have been increased by giving each one-fourth of a
dovekie daily.
Saturday, AprilS, 1884,-Clear weather and light westerly winds; temperature at 6 a. m., -10.0
0
0
[-23.3 C,]; at 12 m., -6.0 [ - 21.1 C,]; and at 4~, ~" -13;0 r-~5'oo ~.l. Christia~sen, who had been
ailing for some time, died at 9 a. m, The exposure incident to the tnp which he made WIth Long to Mount
Carey last month is the immediate cause of his death, but the primary reason is patent to all-starvation
claimed him as a victim. On his return from the trip mentioned his system was so far reduced that his
meager ration was not sufficient to recuperate him. At 2 p. m. his remains were interred on Cemetery Ridge,
and a military salute was fired over his grave. J ens, his dusky companion, did not display the stoicism that
is usually attributed to the people of his race, but, on the contrary, he manifested feelings of deep and heartfelt emotion. The" Little Man," as he is called, speaks hopefully of the future, and recommends Eskimo
Point as a most desirable hunting-ground.

Although they worked faithfully, no game was seen by the hunters to-day. I worked nearly all day to
get Rice and Frederick ready for the field: They start for Baird Inlet to-morrow morning, weather permitting. Their ration will be six ounces of bread, eight ounces of pemmican, and six ounces of alcohol (the
latter for fuel) each per day.

I fear that Lockwood and Linn will soon follow the faithful Eskimo who has just died, They cannot
or will not eat the shrimps any more, and, though they are given an extra allowance of dovekie, it is not
sufficient to restore their depleted strength. Heaven help them, we can do no more.
Jens is to receive a double ration until further notice, which we hope may counteract to some extent
the gloomy impressions made on his mind by the death of his associate. The death of Christiansen was
very sudden and unexpected; he had wandered out of doors during the night and returned to his bed without assistance; he ate his breakfast only two hours before he passed away, and no one thought him in any
immediate danger until a few minutes previous to this event. He was a noble and faithful fellow, and it is
c~nsoling to know that his end was painless. Whisler cut two holes through the boat and covered them
WIth canvas. The light furnished by these openings will do us good, and it will also be the means of saving
much fuel. Salor caught twelve pounds of shrimps with the skins and skeletons of two dovekies,
SUI/day, April 6, 1884·-Calm
and doudy weather; temperature at 4 a. rn., _ r 0.0
23'3 0 C. J; at
0
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Monda)', ApYi/ 7, 1 884.-5now has been falling heavily ail da .y " calm weather
" t emperature at 6 a. m.,
..
-8.7 [ -22.6 0 C.]; and at I p. m., + 2.0 r- 16.70 C.].
. Poor Linn was buri:d .at 10 a. m, Lieutenant Kislingbury scooped out a grave for him on Cemetery
Ridge. After the ~rst SIX mches [I 5 2 mm J from the surface, the gravel was frozen as hard as marble, so the

,

grave was necessanly a sh~l1ow one. It was all th~t :ight of us could do to haul the body to the ridge on
the large sledge. The weight of the corpse was trifling as compared with that of an ordinary sized man.
He was literally a skeleton.
I shot two ptarmig~n this morning with .one shot. I saw another bird which Was flying to the westward over our camp uttenng hoarse croaks as It went. The cry was not familiar to me. Biederbick diluted
a quantity of alcohol, and with the addition of some slight flavoring made an excellent" moonshine n drink
which imparted life and warmth to the poor fellows for a brief time at least. Lieutenant Greely contemplates making periodical issues of this drink on the recommendations of Dr. Pavy, Owing to the severity
of the snow-storm the hunters did not go out; the shrimper also did not face the storm to-day. We fear
that Lieutenant Lockwood and Jewell will soon follow Linn; they are both very weak and are failing
rapidly. J ens is in good spirits and predicts success in hunting when we are blessed with warmer weather.
Several are writing their wills, as well as letters to their friends.
Tuesday, April 8, 1884.-All of last night and throughout the entire day the snow has fallen heavily
and high winds have prevailed. In consequence of the great velocity of the wind, the drift was at times
terrific. Our brave companions, Rice and Frederick, must be suffering greatly from the effects of this storm.
Temperature at 7 a. m, +13.5 [-10.3 0 C.]; and at 3 P: m., -5.0 [-20.6° C.].
Lieutenant Lockwood fell fainting in the passage-way this evening, and much difficulty was experienced
in resuscitating him. J ewell is nearly helpless, and his mind has lost much of its vigor; he will be a total
wreck in a few days. "Moonshine n was again issued to-day, and with an effect equally as satisfactory as
yesterday. Salor says that he is no longer able to walk to the shrimping grounds, and I have undertaken
to relieve him from his arduous duties. After dinner I went down through the howling storm to the fishing
place, returning at nine o'clock with fifteen pounds of shrimps. The mode of procuring these crustaceans
is as follows: An iron barrel hoop is placed inside the open end of a gunny sack, and such bait as we could
use was fastened in the bottom; the sack or net was then lowered through the ice-hinge or tidal crack to
the bottom of the sea (about 20 feet l6 m ] at low tide), where myriads of these minute animals collected on
the surface of the baits. A haul of these nets is made every few minutes, and amounts varying from two
or three ounces to as many pounds are secured each time. The fishing place is about one mile east from
Camp Clay, near Beebe Cache.
Wednesday; April 9, 188 4.- The storm has not yet abated; temperature at 7 a. m., -7. 0 [-21.7° C.],
and at I I a. m., +1.5 [-16,9 0 C.]. Lieutenant Lockwood became unconscious at an early hour this
morning, and at 4.20 p. m, he breathed his last. His end was painless and without a struggle. This will
be a sad and unexpected blow to his family, who evidently idolize him. To me it is also a sorrowful event;
we had been companions during long and eventful excursions towards the north and towards the west, and
my feelings towards him were akin to that of a brother. Biederbick and myself straightened his limbs and
prepared his remains for burial. It was the saddest duty that I have ever yet been called upon to perform,
and I trust I may never experience the like again. Jewell's condition is about the same as yesterday. Jens'
extra ration has been discontinued for the present. " Moonshine" was again issued to-day.
The order of Auzust 1881 relieving Lieutenant Kislingbury, at his own request, from duty with the
b'
Li
Gree Iy
expedition, was revoked
to-day, by Lieutenant Greely. On restoring him to dutv
uty Lieutenant
eulogized him in the highest terms for his efficient assistance in the retreat from Fort Conger, and expressed
.
a wish that their future intercourse might be of the most agreeable nature.
I had Ellis prepare a shrimp-net with which \Vhisler attempted t? fish at a s~al~ Island near th.e ca~p.
Ellis was again detected eating stearine, and as a punishment for his offense hIS dinner :was denied him.
He wept and begged in the most abject manner for a remission of his sentence, a~d l . le~tenant.Grecly
finally modified it so that only half his tea was taken from him. Jens shot a~ a ptarmigan this morning; but
for some inexplicable reason the bird escaped injury. Owing to. the excessive weakn.ess of. nearly al~ ~he
men, Dr. Pavy has volunteered to cut all the ice required for cooking purpos.es, Bender 1~ agam complaining
with chest trouble. I took an inventory of the provisions this morning WIth the follo~'mg r~su1t: Meat of
all kiIII d S, 156 pounus
1
d 70 poun d s . ye
\V ask one another "Can we prolong life until the loth of
; b rea,
,
.
May?" Although the answer is usually a favorable one, we know that. man~ cha~c.es are against us.
Our future is dark and gloomy, and I doubt if arctic clouds are ever seen with a silver lining".
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Thursday, April 10, 1884.- This severe storm which has been raging for four days, continued until about
8 p. m, to-day, when it abated to a fresh breeze and snow ceased falling. Temperature at 4 a. m., +2.5
[-16'4° C.]; at 2 p, m., -9.0 [-22,8 0 ~.l, and at 7 p. m., :-1 4 .0 [-25. 6° C.]. ~ewell i~ endeavoring to
rally from the stupor into which he has fallen, but the effort IS a feeble one, and he IS not hkely to succeed,
He neither relishes nor eats the shrimps any more, and his death by starvation seems inevitable. The last
sad rites were performed over the remains of our late comrade, Lockwood; and he was interred with the
others on Cemetery Ridge. I visited the shrimp fishery at 4 a. m. and at 8 a. m., and again during the
evening; the three hauls aggregating twenty-two pounds. I have assumed these duties permanently in
addition to the work connected with the issuing of provisions. .
Although Biederbick is quite ill, yet he nevertheless continues in wonderfully gocd spirits, and he does
all in his power to cheer his more despondent companions. Gardiner is gradually drooping, and Connell
and Ellis are beginning to feel, to a marked degree, the effects of this horrible life. Jens also is feeling far
from well. What could we do without his co-operation in hunting? Nothing. Without him the kayak
cannot be used; and without the kayak no game can be taken.
Whisler made a most startling statement to Lieutenant Greely and myself, relative to the disloyal and
dishonorable conduct of Dr. Pavy during the autumn of 1881, when they were traveling together. in the
attempt to reach Cape Joseph Henry for tidings of the missing Jeannette.
The alcoholic drink was again issued, and pleasant results followed. I used the last of the bird skins
for shrimp bait this evening. I will now have to use their skeletons, and all the oil-tanned seal-skin that I
can find.

Friday, Apn't II, 1884.-This is the most beautiful day that ~ve have had this month. The weather
has been clear and calm, and the minimum temperature, observed at 4 a. rn., was -23. 0 [-3 0 • 6° C.]. We
hope that this bright sunlight will have a salutary effect on the condition of all who venture out to enjoy it.
Long and Jens saw nothing at the water's edge except a walrus, which they could not approach owing to
intervening leads. Long had a narrow escape from being carried out to sea this morning. A piece of the
floe, on which he was standing at the open water, broke from the main body of ice and drifted out into Kane
Sea. [ens having discovered Long's desperate situation, immediately paddled out to him in his kayak.
Long earnestly urged him, but in vain, to return to the fast ice and save himself, The faithful fellow dogge~ly. refused to go, and said in his simple way, "You go, me go too!" Fortunately the turning tide wafted
their Ice raft to the fast ice, and they escaped.
Physically, Israel is completely broken down; but his mental condition seems to be as vigorous as
ever.. Jewell does not rally, except under the influence of stimulants. He became unconscious late this
evenm? In consideration of my heavy duties in connection with the shrimping, Lieutenant Greely directed
me to Issue to myself two ounces of pemmican daily, in order that my strength be kept so that I can work
for the others. He also directed that the daily rations of Israel and Jewell be increased four ounces. \Ve
are all once more at work maki
.
,
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.
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discarded my heavy mittens and shrin~p bucket near the house. Crawling through the entrance on my hands
and knees I pushed the door open with my head, and falling into the passage completely exhausted called
out, "A bear!" L?ng and Jens hastily made preparations to start; in the mean time a quantity of diluted
alcohol had been grven me, and as soon as I could speak my story was briefly told and some advice given
as to the best way to proceed to effect the capture. Lieutenant Kislingbury soon followed the hunters but
having ran to Cemetery Ridge, he returned in a few minutes completely exhausted and broken down.' At
9.50 p. m. the hunters were heard approaching the hut, and a moment later they announced to their anxious
companions that the bear was dead, and that he was lying within a few feet of the open water about three
miles away. Duri~g the interval between the time we heard the approaching footsteps of Long and Jens
to the moment their success was made known the suspense was terrible; our hearts almost ceased to beat;
our lives were hanging in the balance-chances for life or death were equal.
Within twenty minutes after the arrival of the hunters the large sledge was made ready, and Dr. Pavy,
Long. Schneider, Henry, Whisler, Ralston, Salor, Ellis, and myself started with it towards the open water.
Three ounces of bacon were given each man before starting, in order that his strength might be better maintained. The open water was reached at midnight, and with considerable difficulty the animal was loaded on
the sledge and securely fastened. The blood which had flowed over the ice from the bullet wounds was
chopped out with a hatchet and saved. This is Good Friday-so I am told-and it is also the last
"fasting" day that we are likely to experience in these regions.
Saturday, April 12, J 884.-Clear, calm weather, and on the whole a brighter day even than yesterday;
temperature at 2 a.rn., -24.0 [-3I.1°C], and 7 p.jn., -20.1 [-28'9° C.].
\Ve started back from the open water soon after midnight and reached the hut at 2.20 a. m., having
accomplished a most remarkable journey, taking into consideration our deplorable condition. Ellis did not
accompany us for more than a half mile when he became exhausted, and I sent him back to the hut. \Vith
feeble cheers our still more feeble men hauled this glorious prize, the bear, through the passage to the middle
of the room, where he was turned over to Bender and Biederbick to be skinned and dressed. Everything
connected with this animal will be utilized-intestines, lungs, heart, head, Src., will each be used in time,
The liver, wind-pipe, feet, and the stomach (which is nearly empty) will be used by me for shrimp bait.
The blood will be used for thickening stews. \Ve look on this fellow as the means of our salvation; without him, in two weeks, Ellis, Connell, Bender, Biederbick, Israel, Gardiner, Salor, and Kislingbury would be
in their graves; as it is, they are just snatched from its brink. What words are adequate to express the
rejoicing manifested in our little party to-night? There are none; words cannot express our feeling of happiness and contentment. For days and weeks we have been expecting death at any time, and its approach
had been robbed of all its terrors by our sufferings. Life had seemed to us a vague something in the misty
distance which was bevond our power to retain or control. The knowledge that it is now restored to us,
,
and that ere many months we will have returned in safety to our homes, is sufficient cause for tears among
the weaker members of the party. Life now seems ten times sweeter than at any former period of our existence; and we trust that this lesson will not be lost on us in the future, Jewell died at loa. m. to-day
without a struggle. Biederbick and myself closed his eyes and straightened his thin, emaciated limbs. At
2 p. m. he was placed beside the others on Cemetery Ridge.
Poor fellow! he might, in all probability, have
been saved had the bear been killed twenty-four hours earlier.
,
Lieutenant Greely was kind enough to transfer me to the Signal Corps with ~y present ra~k. ThIS
transfer, of course, is subject to the approval of the Secretary of War. Our meat ration ,has. been l?crea~ed
to eight ounces per day. The hunters and shrimper (Long, J ens, and myself) are to receive 111 consideration
of our severe labor a double ration of meat. Elison also receives the same allowance as the hunters. Long
and J ens rested to-day while Bender repaired their guns.
Sunday, April 13, 188~.-Clear and calm weather; temperature a.t 1 a. ~., -9. 0 [_22.~O C.], and at
7 p. m., -14. 0 [ -25. 6° C]. I brought up twenty pounds of shrimps Immedlately after breakfast.
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cheering words, stimulating drinks, and all available means !n his power, Frederick tried t~ revive his d~ing
companion, but in vain. Could one conceive of a sadder picture than that of the nearly distracted survivor
lying on the sledge with his dead friend in his arms, miles away from any human being, and conscious that
no power on earth could extend him aid. The storm howling loudly about him, combined with the blinding
drift, added physical suffering to mental torture. He scooped a shallow grave in the snow, and in it the
body of his cherished comrade was placed. A few pieces of ice heaped over it was all that marked the restingplace of one who was as brave and noble as any that the world has ever known. Frederick returned the
sledge and all the equipment as far as Cocked Hat Island, where he left it for the present.
Frederick has performed his duty nobly, and this trip in which he and Rice participated will always be
conspicuous as the most heroic effort ever made by any party in these regions.' Frederick says that many
pools of water exist at Eskimo Point, and that a long lane of water has opened in Rice Straits, in which
he saw a small seal. He also saw a snow-bunting near that place, and a fox not far from this house. Long
shot a small seal at noon, and Whisler and myself hauled it in this evening. It will weigh about eighty-five
pounds including the blubber. Jens says he saw a white whale near Cape Sabine this morning. Lieutenant Greeiy has increased our meat ration to one pound daily. He promoted and transferred Frederick to the
Signal Corps, to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Rice.
l1fofUltly, April 14, 1884.-The weather here under the shelter of the island has been beautiful to-day,
but the hunters say that the wind has been blowing with great velocity at the open water, and that no game
was seen there. Temperature at 7 a, m., -15.0 [-26.1 0 C.]. After a long and tedious period spent at the
fishing grounds, I brought in twenty-two pounds of shrimps. The hunters report having seen a bear track
near the open water. It was made recently. In a letter which Rice committed to the care of Lieutenant
Kislingbury before departing on his last journey, he appoints M. P. Rice, of Washington, D. C., Lieutenant
Kislingbury, and myself as executors, and gives explicit directions regarding the disposition of his property.
Connell saw a snow-bunting on the hill above camp to-day. Frederick has slept nearly aU day, and he is
recovering from the effects of his late trip as speedily as could be expected under the circumstances. Lieutenant Greely contemplates sending the hunters to Payer Harbor with the wall tent in a few days. Later
on the entire party will move down, and our effects, such as are not needed for immediate use, will be transferred by easy stages.
. Lie~te,na~t Greely has not been feeling well for the last few days. The doctor says that he is suffering
wlt,h an tr,rltatlOn of the heart. In view of the fact that all who were greatly reduced had received extra
~atlons, LIeutenant Greely felt justified in using a few additional ounces of bread and pemmican this evenmg, and, as a natural result, he felt a decided improvement in his condition. Extra rations were issued to
Gardiner all oflast autumn and about half of the winter' to Elison all winter' to Rice and Jens just before
.
"
starting ~o Greenla~rl, and .a~ain to jens only a few days ago; to Lieutenant Lockwood, Jewell, Israel,
Long, Linn, Frede.nck, Christiansen ; and I also was directed to increase my ration by two ounces.
Tuesi/o)" Apnl IS, 1884.-Clear weather, light westerly winds; temperature at 7 a. m., - 10.8 0
[-.28.2° C.], and at 3 p. ~., -12.0 [-24.4° C.]. I caught fifteen pounds of shrimps to-day. Schneider
assisted me greatly by commg down and carrying my can to camp. His timely aid was more than welcome
to me, as I was very weak and tired, having been reduced by severe labor during the last week. At the
open water Long and Jens saw three seals, one of which was shot by the latter but it sank before the kayak
could be brought. Elison's bread ratio h b
d
' .
.
' .
n as een re uced to four ounces; the general ration IS two ounces.
Th.e l~sue of diluted alcohol will be continued until further orders. Lieutenant Kislingbury and Ellis are
quite ,Ill from ,the effects of overexertion during the bear excitement on the evening of the r rth inst. Gardi~
n:r:~nted this morning, but this evening he says he feels much better. Lieutenant Greely has been troubled
ofb uX to-day, and. he was f~eling generally so much weaker than usual that he directed a small extra issue
o rea d and pemnncan for himself
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addition to my regular ration. Owing to his extreme weakness, Israel's ration has been increased eight
ounces. Lieutenant Greely is feeling somewhat better than he was yesterday; he ate a few ounces of bread
and pemmican in the store-house while I was issuing provisions. Kislingburyand Ellis are in a very weak
state; the former talked in his sleep one or two nights ago. To give us a variety, the bear meat for the
evening meal was fried instead of being boiled. Ralston has been relieved from cooking in Lieutenant
Greely's mess, and Frederick has been detailed to replace him. Henry has been paroled for the present,
and the limits of the peninsula given him.
Thursday, April 17, 1884.-The weather was clear and calm during the forenoon. In the evening,
however, we were visited by a slight snow-storm. All the morning we enjoyed a dazzling sunlight, which
cheered somewhat the many hearts that are weary of this interminable gloom and darkness. Temperature
at 9 a. m., + 16.0 [-8'9° C.], and at 7 p. m., - 5.0 [-20.6° C.]. Owing to indications of a storm in the
sound, the hunters did not go out to the open water. Frederick hauled the nets for me at both the low and
high tides to-day, and brought in forty-two pounds of shrimps, I returned home late last evening in an
exhausted condition, and to-day I have been scarcely able to move about.
Whisler placed two more windows in the boat forming our roof, which considerably improves the
facilities for light. Almost everyone appears to have been benefited by the return of the glorious sunlight
which now penetrates our miserable habitation. I overhauled the effects which belonged to Rice and
Jewell, and placed them in shape for transportation to their friends. Everything belonging to the former
was turned over to Lieutenant Kislingbury and myself as his representatives. In deference to the wish of
Dr. Pavy, Lieutenant Greely directed me to take charge of all notes, journals, or writing belonging to Rice,
and to carefully seal them. The blubber stripped from the seal shot by Long on Sunday last weighs forty
pounds.
Frida)', April 18, I 884.-A terrific snow and wind storm has raged about us all day. Temperature at
0
7 a. m., -1.5[-18.6° C.]; at II a. m., +12.0 [_11.1° C.], and at 7 p. m., -3. 0 [-19.4 Ci]. I weighed
the seal this morning, and found the net weight of the animal to be seventy-eight pounds. This includes
the blubber. I caught eighteen pounds of shrimps. Of these animals we now have on hand about one
hundred pounds. J ens is making a small sledge to support the screen which he will find necessary to use
. while hunting the seal. Lieutenant Kislingbury and myself sealed the note books which belonged to Rice,
and, by Lieutenant Greely's direction, I assumed charge of them.
The light admitted through the canvas on the boat is not yet sufficient to enable us to read at all hours
without the aid of artificial light. The melting of the frost from the roof renders our condition positively
wretched. Our bags are covered with ice, and our clothing is thoroughly satflrated with the moisture thus
produced. The" moonshine," or diluted alcohol, which is still issued, has had a very saln.tary effect on all
the men. Everyone appears better to-day except Biederbick and Whisler, The former did not get up on
account of weakness; he cannot eat the shrimps " any longer. Whisler is failing rapidly in strength, and he
converses but little now. I am feeling very weak, and have been without ambition since the trip to the
shrimping grounds this morning. Lieutenant Greely again visited the commissary store-house for a ~mall
quantity of pemmican, which his condition justified him in taking. He told me that Ralston was relieved
from cooking on account of appropriating to his own use that which belonged to. others.
., .
Saturday, April 19, 1884.-Cloudy weather, light winds from the west prevail. A heavy pr:clplt.atlo~
of frost has done- much to obscure the sky to-day; temperature at 12.3 0 a. m., - 17.0 [-27. 2 C.], at
a. m., +5. 0 [-15. 0 ° C.], and at 3 p. m , +3.5 [-15.8:1 C.]. The barometer is high and steac~y. Long
did not go out to the open water to-day, but Jens, however, was there as usual. He reports having seen a
seal and one dovekie. Gardiner related to me to-day the disgusting details of the" light-fingered" operations of Ralston, while the latter was acting in the capacity of cook a few days ago; also furth:r. facts relative to his duplicity while at Conger. In view of the fact that several men:bc~s of the eXI:edl~lOn, myself
included, are of the opinion that Lieutenant Greely's strength should be mamtamed, he again directed that
another small issue of pemmican be made him.
.
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Ellis is worse much worse; he could not eat his breakfast of shrimps owing to nausea which their
appearance produ~ed in him. His days of life are doubtless very few. Bied:rbick, the faithful ho.spital
steward, is better. Whisler broke down utterly to-day. He says he can do nothing ll:ore. Tl~e fact IS, we
are all very weak, and it is difficult to find men enough to carry out the necessary routme of dally work. I
hauled eighteen pounds of shrimps. The raven had visited the grounds some time during the day, and
judging from his tracks and the number of shrimp scattered about on the ice he must have made a
hearty meal off the refuse. The issuing of the fresh meat is the greatest difficulty that I have to contend
with. it is firmly frozen and has to be cut with a handsaw. My weak state renders this duty both irksome
and 'trying~ and I often feel like giving it up in despair; but thoughts of the future, which may yet have
something bright in store for us, nerves me to the task, and by sheer force of will alone I continue the work.
The frost and ice which during the winter formed in the boat and all other portions of the roof is now
thawing rapidly, and almost everything is saturated with the dripping moisture. \Ve are removing this ice
hy hand as fast as possible. 'Ve now have a sufficient quantity of shrimps on hand to admit of everybody
having all they may desire. These shrimps possess very little nutriment, and if taken in large quantities they
have a tendency to nauseate.
Sunday, April 20, 1884.- The barometer has been
[_ 18,30 C.]; at I I a. m., +2.0 [-16.7° C.], and at 3
weather was cloudy and stormy, but towards evening
peared At the open water this morning Long and
pounds of shrimps. Ellis was very weak to-day, and

falling steadily all day; temperature at 7 a. m., - 1.0
p. m., -0.5 [- 18.1° C.]. During the morning the
the sky cleared beautifully, and the radiant sun apJens saw nothing but one seal. I caught fifteen
his condition was rendered doubly miserable by an

attack of flux.
A breakfast of hard bread and tallow was greatly relished by everyone, but the dinner was the chief
event of the entire winter. The stew for this meal was composed of the trimmings of the bear and the seal
heads; their hearts, lungs, kidneys, &c., and a large quantity of the blood which had flowed from the bear
when he fell dying on the floe. Every ounce of this blood had been chopped from the ice and saved for
this purpose. It enriched the stew beyond the conception of anyone unacquainted with its use; it supplied
it with a thick, delicious gravy, and imparted a delicacy of flavor which proclaimed it superior to anything
that we have eaten for months. Israel's extra ration of eight ounces of meat was discontinued ro-day.
Dating from to-morrow morning our regular daily ration will be ten ounces instead of sixteen, as it is at
present. Dr. Pavy reported to Lieutenant Greely that the extra meat issued to the hunters was almost
wholly without bone. Think of the absurdity of issuing bones to the men who are striving with all their
might to put food in our mouths! From this date the midnight sun e-m be seen from Camp Clay.
lJft.mthlj', April 21, 1884.-Cloudy and stormy weather, with puffs of wind from the west; temperature
at 7 a. m., -1.0 l-I8.3° C.]; at I I a. m., +10.3 [-12.1° Cc], and at 5 p. m., -2.0 _-18.9° C.,. I was
taken suddenly ill last night, and in consequence of subsequent exposure I was thoroughly chilled. On the
recommendation of Dr. Pavy, I did not go to the fishery to-day. Long and Jens also remained in and
secured a fe,v. hours of much needed rest. Long was the only man strong enough to do the outside work
~o.day. He is a ~~nderful fellow, always jolly and good natured; and he is now doing all in his power to
~mprove t~e condition of t~ose who, in a measure, are dependent on his skill as a hunter. Lieutenant Greely
IS recovenng slowly; ~e directed that another small issue of bread and pemmican be made him.
Schneider
was accused of some Irregularity in the distribution of food to those in the mess for which he is cook, and
,~'as taken to task b~ Lieutenant Greely, who admonished him that a repetition of this offense would be the
s~gnal for the adoption of severe measures. One of our stew-pans has been burned so badly that it is practtc.a~ly useless. Jens, the happy, good-natured little fellow, whom everybody loves, and who is in excellent
5J~lr~ts, and full of hope for the future, says: "Me all same white man." Meaning, I suppose, that he is
willing to share an~ suffer alike with us. He is a noble, faithful fellow.
Tuesday, Aprel 22, 1884.-Cloudy and stormy weather' temperature at 5 a. m. +5. 0 [_15. 0 ° C.];
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On account of the accusations made against him yesterday, Schneider refused to cook the meal this
evening. Lieutena~t Greely thereupon insisted on doing it for him, with the view of setting an example,
but he was soon relieved by J ens. Seven and one-half ounces of bacon and one ounce of bread made a
welcome change for us. Dr. Pavy and Lieutenant Kislingbury recommend that our ration be increased
from ten oun~es to sixteen ?~nces d~ily. Lieutenant Greely objected, on tenahle grounds, to this change,
but compromised by authorizing an Issue of twelve ounces daily. At this rate our provisions will last but
twenty days only. With this stormy weather to contend against, and the end of our provisions not far off
the future is certainly dark and cheerless. Dr. Pavy further recommended that my extra allowance should
be discontinued, and that all who are strong enough should assist in the shrimping without additional rations,
thus saving eight ounces of meat daily. In this, after some discussion, Lieutenant Greely acquiesced. To
the credit of my comrades, I will say that several of them offered to make good this amount from their own .
scanty rations if I would continue to do the shrimping. This of course, in justice to all, I could not accept.
While strength remains I 'will work for the best interests of the party; and when I can do no more, I trust
and hope that some one will be found with strength enough to fill my place.
Lieutenant Greely is feeling no better, and he again ordered a slight increase to his ration. All others,
except Israel and Gardiner, are as well as usual. I issued to the mess the contents of the stomach of the
seal recently shot. This perhaps would be rather trying to persons blessed (?) with fastidious tastes, but
we would be more than happy if we could have even all of this that we desire. We have discarded the evening
readings for the present, owing to the scarcity of light and want of interest. Our conversation flags for
want of topics, and by 7 p. m. all are asleep. Perhaps it is better for us that our troubles are drowned in
sleep, so that the full extent of our misery may not at all times be apparent. Lieutenant Greely gave me
directions as to the final disposition of his effects in the event of his death. I also asked as a favor that
my personal effects be disposed of in accordance with the written direction contained on the fly-leaf of this
note-book. I advised that the ration of Long and Jens be increased to twenty-four ounces.
Wednesday; Aprilz3, 1884.-A clear, bright, and beautiful day; light west wind; temperature at 5 a. m.,
+5.0 [-20.6° C.], and at 7 p. m., +2.0 [-16.7° C.]. In the sun the thermometer indicated +45,0
7. 2 ° C.]. Whisler made a trap-door in the roof (boat) above the cooking-lamp, which allows a free exit
for the smoke. Bender manufactured another stove, and the use of wood to cook our meals has been
resumed. The meat ration of Gardiner and Israel was increased four ounces each. Long and Jens did
not see any game to-day. The absence of it may be accounted for from the fact that there is very little
open water now. I placed the nets in the water before dinner, and in the evening went down and hauled
thirty pounds of shrimps. I staggered over to the point of land west of camp in search of game, but found

[+

nothing-not even a track or trace.
This life is growing almost unbearable-it is horrible! I am afraid that we will yet all go mad. What
keeps us up? Why do we retain our sanity of mind? I cannot tell. One would suppose that an existence
not half so miserable as this would be sufficient to drive one to insanity and suicide. In my case the
thoughts of home, a bright future, the many enjoyrnents of life, and a feeling of re~pon~ibility for the poor
fellows, who, to a certain extent, look to me to provide them with food, do more to Inspire me to work and
to fight the end than anything else. Whenever I think of faltering in my duty visions of the faces of my
family and friends appear to rise up before me as a reproach to my weakness, and thus all my thoughts of
giving up are dispelled.

•

,

Thursday, Aprilz4, 1884.-A clear and beautiful day; light westerly winds; temperature at 6 a. m.,
zero [-17. 8 ° C.]; at 3 p. m., +3. 8 r-15.7° C.J. Barorneter stationary. Doctor Pavy ~'ent down to the

fishery at 4 a. m. and put in the nets, in order that the shrimps might collect on th~ baits, I went down
immediately after breakfast, finding that Pavy had fastened the ropes so that as tl~e tide ,rose the nets w~re
lifted and held suspended, consequently nothing was found in the~. The shrimps w~ll attack t~e baits
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Lieutenants Greely and Kislingbury are feeling much worse than usual. The former was again issued
a few ounces of pemmican. Israel and Gardiner, poor fellows, with characteristic unselfishness, did not wish
to take the extra four ounces of meat which had been ordered for them, but desired, though not permitted,
that it be turned over to me so that my strength might be maintained while acting as shrimper.
Schneider
has been relieved from his duties as cook, and Bender has been detailed in his place. The former will assist
me to catch shrimps.
Friday, April 25, I884.-Stormy and disagreeable weather; a brisk westerly wind caused considerable
at 9 a. m., + 10.5 [- I 1.9° CoJ. The barometer has been
drift. Temperature at 7 a. m., +9.0 [-12 08
falling since morning. In consequence of the wretched weather, the hunters did not venture out. j ens,
however, occupied his spare time in the construction of a screen to be used in hunting seals. Schneider
caught ten pounds of shrimps this morning. He returned completely exhausted, and at once gave up. He
says that his strength is depleted, and that he can do nothing more for the party. I went down shortly
afterwards, and discovered that he had left the net suspended midway in the water; consequently I secured
only a few stragglers. I went down again after dinner, this time taking sixteen pounds. My legs are very
weak, sore, and considerably swollen. The extra eight ounces of meat which I had been receiving, to compensate for my severe labors as shrimper, and which were ordered discontinued a few days ago, have been
returned to me again. By making three trips daily to the fishery, I shall endeavor to get all the shrimps
necessary for the maintenance of the party. I shot two ptarmigan on Cemetery Ridge this morning.
Gardiner is not feeling nearly so well as he felt yesterday, notwithstanding the recent improvement in
his diet. The spring tides have carried out a great deal of ice during last night, and the largest expanse of
water since last autumn is now to be seen in Smith Sound. By actual count, it requires thirteen hundred
shrimps to fill the half-gill measure. Seven hundred weigh one ounce.

oJ;

Saturday, April 2\ I884.-Cloudy weather with light snow at intervals; brisk westerly winds have
prevailed, and considerable drift has been experienced in consequence. I took ten pounds of shrimps at 2.30
a. m., and at noon went down again, but owing to the closing of the tidal crack by high water I was too
late to haul my nets. Frederick volunteered to go down for me at 6 p. m., and he returned with seven
pounds. I am havi~g a new net made which I think will be superior to anything now in use at the fishery.
~very one, except LIeutenant Greely, is feeling better to-day. An extra ration was once more ordered for
111m. Long an~ J~ns saw a large seal drifting with the tide on a pan of ice, but the animal was far beyond
the reae?
th,elr rifles. They say the wind was much too high to-day, and that few seals were seen. The
pre~ent _IndIcatiOns are that our food will soon be a matter of the past. We dwell almost continually on the
~ubJect In our conversation. But it is no wonder that it is so, for this is a matter of vital importance to us
Just now. Our barometer has been rising rapidly since morning; temperature at 5 a. m.,
7.0 [ _ 13'9° C.];
at 11 a. m., 10.~ r- 12.2° C.], and at 7 p. m., -2.0 [-18,9° Ci],
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Apnl 27, 1884.-Clear weather; light west winds, and the temperature at 4 a. m., 1.0
[-17: ° C.]; at II a. rn., +14·5 [-907° C.]. The snow thawed perceptibly on the dark surface of-the boat
affordmg a southern exposure. The barometer has taken adownward tendency to-day. I went to the fishery
at 4 a. m., and ~Y nine o'clock I had caught twenty-two pounds of shrimps. In the evening after four hours'
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to a full .compr.ehension of ?ur circumstances u~less having passed through a similar experience. At the
present time, with the exception of the one who IS branded with the title of thief, all are doing their best to
prolong life and to live harmoniously together.
Monday, April 28, 1884.-Calm and cloudy weather, and at times very foggy; temperature at 4 a. m.,
-4. 0 [- 20.0° ~.]; at 7 a. m. +5.3 [-14. 80 C.]; at 12 m., +21.0 [-6.1° C.]; at 2 p. m., +8.0 l-13<3° C.],
an~ at 8 p. m. It stood at zero [:- 17.80 C.J. My tour at the fishery, from 5 a. m. to 9.30 a. m., resulted in
tak~ng twenty-five pounds of shrimps, I also caught a large quantity of marine vegetation with the long pole
which had been made for that purpose. Frederick went down in the evening and brought back ten pounds
of shrimps. The morning's fishing had left me so weak that I was utterly incapable of making the exertion
necessary for another trip down there to-day, so Frederick kindly volunteered to take my place.
Biederbick and Israel are feeling much worse than usual; the former fainted away this evening in consequence of a painful and abnormal state of his bowels. The same conditions exist with all, and it is fast
reducing our vitality. LIeutenant Greely is suffering with heart trouble. He was provided with a small
issue of pemmican in addition to his regular ration. Gardiner is feeling better, and Jens is in excellent spirits.
Lieutenant Greely has promised the latter that he will give him a new kayak when we return to Proven:
Israel will give him a watch; Lieutenant Kislingbury and Biederbick are to present him with a boat, and
many other similar assurances have been made him, and he consequently is in a very happy state of mind.
The hunters report that the pack has moved in against the fast ice, and that the water-space about which
they hunted is closed. The ration of diluted alcohol or "moonshine," which has been issued daily, has been
taken from Henry. He has been detailed to carry out and empty the tub every morning and night, and to
perform as a prisoner other menial duties.
Tuesday, April 29, 1884.-A clear, beautiful day j temperature at 7 a. m., +6.0 l-14-4° C.]; at 10
a. m., +9.0 [-12.8° C.], and at 9 p. m., +4.0 [-15. 6° C.].
By making two trips to the fishery I succeeded in taking thirty pounds of shrimps. Long returned alone
from hunting at 2.30 p. m., with the sad and dispiriting report, "J ens is dead." The faithful fellow had seen
a large seal on a drifting pan of ice which was separated from him by several intervening lanes of water. In
transporting his kayak over a projecting tongue of ice by pushing it ahead of him, a hole was probably cut
through the thin seal-skin ,covering by the sharp ice with which it came in contact. On re-embarking IJ1
the kayak the water probably rushed in through the aperture, and he was soon rendered powerless by its icy
coldness. Long says that he saw Jens paddling very rapidly, and that while wondering why this unusual
effort was being made, he saw the little fellow spring upright and then fall forward without uttering a single
cry for assistance. His body floated for some time, and then sank slowly from sight forever.
While endeavoring to rescue the body of his dead companion Long nearly lost his own life. He then
tried to save the kayak which was drifting bottom up, but in this also failed. The Springfield rifle-our best
weapon-was lost. This is indeed a sad blow to us, and one I fear that may prove fatal to the safety of the
party. Without the aid of the kayak the seals that may be killed cannot be secured unless under very
favorable conditions of wind and tide. After this sad occurrence Long saw several seals in the water within
easy range.ibut as he had no means of bringing them to land after they were killed, he returned home without firing a shot. Hereafter, Frederick will hunt during the night, and in the day-time Long will scour the
country for game. A terrific gale from the south burst on us at 7 p. m., and will probably be the means of
breaking the straits more thoroughly than before.
Wednesday, April 30, 1884.-This has been a truly fine day. The gale subsided at I. a. m., an~ by 9
o'clock the sky had cleared to admit the radient face of old Sol. A light breeze from the west did not
detract from the enjoyable sun bath which many availed themselves of. Temperature at 7 a. m., + 2.0
[- 16.7° C.]; at 2 p. m., + 12.0 [-II. 1° C.]; and at 9 p, m., +7. 0 [- 13'9° C.].
Long tramped along the edge of the floe at the open water, reaching Payer Harbor. He rep?rts having seen several" blow-holes" in the ice, and bear tracks that were recently made. I have devised and
constructed a rake of iron barrel hoops, with which I made quite a successf~l ?aul ~f sea-weed and vegetation at the fishery. If we are not fortunate enough to secure. more ~ame, It I.S quite PossI~)le that we may
eke out a miserable existence on the shrimps and this vegetation until the arnva! of the blr~s nex.t mo~th.
I hauled thirty-two pounds of shrimps by making two trips to the ne.ts to-da.y. ~Ieutena~t Greely IS feelmg
somewhat better; another slight addition to his rations was made 111 eonsideration of hIS almos~ d:pleted
strength. ' He informs me that a letter which he has written and placed between the leaves of hIS Journal
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directs me to assume command of the expedition in the event of his death, Lieutenant Kislingbury's
mind is in such a feeble state that he is wholly incapacitated to assume the responsibilities of the leadership
of this party. In the event of my death, Ralston, Gardiner, Frederick, and Long will follow as commanders
in the order named. Everyone except Lieutenant Kislingbury appears to be holding firmly to life; he is
rapidly losing strength, and his mind also is on the decline. Turf, roots and the leaves of saxifrage are being
used quite extensively in connection with our other fuel, and is found to be a great advantage in extending
our supply of wood. Last evening I suggested that the bow or stern of the whale boat, now used as a roof
to our hut, be cut off and converted into a skiff for use by the hunters at the open water. The end which
was cut could be made water-tight by the heavy painted canvas in our possession. This, however, was
deemed impracticable by some, and the matter was allowed to drop. Snow began falling at 6 p. m.
Thursday, May I, 1884.-Snow has been falling slowly and steadily all dar; temperature at 7 a. m.,
+90 (-12,8° C.]; at I p. m., 10.0 [ - I 2,2 0 C.]; and at II p. m., 1.0 [ - 17.2 ° C.]. With the exception
of Lieutenants Greely and Kislingbury, all say that they are feeling better to-day. The last of the limejuice pemmican was used yesterday; the remainder of the English pemmican was issued to-day, and to-morrow the last crumb of our bread will be given out to the starving party.
This suspense is horrible! \Ve are anxious that the- end-either one way or the other-should come"
soon. \ViII this last sad blow-the death of Jens-which has robbed us of the means of securing game,
prove fatal to us? Something tells me it will not, although I can give no reason for such impressions.
After three years of incessant toil and arduous experiences in these regions, how can we die this horrible
death by starvation without first telling the world of the results of our really magnificent work, and enjoy
for a brief period the fruits of our dearly-bought success?
Provisions for only nine days remain to us. \Ve can scarcely realize that we are so near our end, and
all sorts of topics and plans for the future are being discussed. The subject of food, which of all others is
nearer the hearts of our men, of course excites the most interest. Were it possible to obtain the shrimps
and sea vegetation in large quantities, I have no doubt but that we could live yet for many weeks. But my
shrimp bait is nearly exhausted, and my strength is going so fast, that to haul the heavy iron rake much
longer for the vegetation will be an impossibility. It does not seem that I could supply these articles to
e~ghteen persons ~or more than a week longer with my failing strength. As there is but little nutriment in
either of these articles, an immense quantity will be required to sustain life.
On r~turnin.g from hunting to-day, Frederick brought in encouraging reports regarding seal-holes which
he found In the Ice near Beebe Point. After fishing for six hours this morning, I· brought in twenty-three
pounds of shrimps, and six pounds of vegetation. I made another trip during the evening, but this time
caught only two pounds ~f shrimps. When I retired at 11.3 0 p. m., on my return from this last trip, I was so
prostrated from my exertions that I feared I could never acain make another,
Lieutenant Kislingbury's mind is almost completely gone, Poor fellow! it is only a few days ago that
~~e spoke so hopef~l1y o~ the future, and the happiness he anticipated in meeting his young sons on his re~um.
\i esterday I saw him lymg on the small sledge outside weeping like a child, turning to me he said WIth a
half-smothered
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thin and weak to make ever.. a sUbst~ntial hat~rack." Our rations have been reduced to eight ounces per
man, except for the hunters, the shnmper, Elison and Israel, who receive something extra. I discovered
to-day that some one' had been tampering with the lock on the commissary store-house.
Saturday, May 3, I884.-Clear weather, light west winds; temperature at 6 a. m., zero [- 17.8° C.];
at 1 r a. m., +12.0 [-II.lo C.]; and at 3 p. m., +6.0 [-14.4° C.]. The temperature is doubtless very low
for this season of the year, and we are therefore impelled to believe that even nature is conspiring against
us in our trials a~d acute sufferings. Will these days of misery and wretchedness never end? With thieving
men totally devoid of honor among us, can we endure this life much longer? It seems impossible, for their
dastardly acts not only take nourishment from our bodies, but add trouble to our minds.
Long went to Rice Straits in search of game. He did his work thoroughly, having 'been absent from
the hut for over fifteen hours. He killed a small seal in one of the open-water spaces of the strait, but before
it could be reached it sank. Frederick came in at I a. m. and went out again at 8 o'clock. During the
day he saw a flock of dovekies and no less than six seals. He broke through the ice once, wetting his feet.
The floe about Beebe Point looks as if it would break up in a short time. Of shrimps to-day I took twentyfive pounds, and of kelp six pounds. I am now using the bear's liver for bait, and am fairly successful with
it. During the next spring tides I confidently expect to get enough kelp to last us for ten or fifteen days.
I shot a brace of ptarmigan on Cemetery Ridge this morning. Lieutenant Greely is very ill; he has eaten
nothing to-day but three or four spoonfuls of stew, and we fear for the worst. He remarked, ., I think that
I am near my end." The saxifrage is doing good work for us as fuel. A large quantity of it was gathered
to-day by Henry, who is much stronger than any other person in the party. He is still a prisoner. \Vhisler
was detected by Bender this morning in the commissary store-house. I was away at the shrimp fishery at
the time, but immediately upon my return I was told about how Whisler had forced the lock on the door,
and when found he was eating ravenously of the bacon. A large piece (about two pounds) was also found
in the breast of his coat. Naturally enough, he is now penitent; but, in the performance of such an act at
this critical period, little or no sympathy is felt for him. Several have openly denounced him as the most
abject and cowardly monster that ever disgraced mankind with his presence. I know that it is uncharitable
to give way to such bitter expressions, but when the circumstances are so aggravating it is impossible to
conceal our true feelings, and we would act a lie were we to express ourselves differently. 'With the exception of Lieutenant Greely all have been improving slightly, but this action of Whisler's will probably now
cause a depression of spirits. I don't think anyone will ever be able to wholly decipher these notes. They,
being rapidly written in semi-darkness and under very trying circumstances, I fear are illegible, disconnected,
and poorly constructed.
Sunday, May 4, 1884.- A clear, beautiful day, with light westerly winds prevailing; temperature at 7
a. m., +6.0 [-14.4° C.]; at I I a. m., + 11.0 [-11.7° C.]; and at 3 P' m., +6.0 [-14.4° C.J. For the
first time this year icicles formed on the rocks which have a southern exposure. I caught .thirty pou~ds of
shrimps and two pounds of sea-weed. I am steadily adding to the collection of natural hls~ory s,reclmens
which are being preserved in alcohol. To the relief and satisfaction of all, Lieutenant Greely IS feeling much
better to-day. This morning, while hunting in the vicinity of Cape Sabine, Frederick saw a large walrus,
but he could not get within range on account of intervening lanes of water. Long started out at 4 p. m, on
his night tour of hunting.
Munday, May 5, 1884.-Cloudy and windy weather. At midnight the temperature stood at z~ro
[-17. 8° C.]; at I I a. m., + 15.5 [-9.2° C.l; and at 5 p. m. + 10:0
12.2° .C.]. Light snow began fal~mg
at about 6 p. m. Long returned from hunting soon after midmght, reportmg. that he had seen. nothing,
The hunting tour of Frederick terminated with a like result. I caught twenty-eight pou~ds of shr~mps and
raked up three pounds of kelp. Henry and Biederbick collected a consid_era~le quantity of s~xlfrage for
fuel. Lieutenant Greely gave me full and explicit instructions for future acnon III the .event of hIS death, as
well as several verbal messages to his wife, to General Hazen and others, all of. Whl~~ I have noted that
nothing may be omitted nor forgotten. Doctor Pavy tells me that my strength IS failing fast, and that he
.'
detects the existence of heart trouble, which is probably the result of my arduous labors..
Tuesday, . l. I-fay 6, I884.-A southeast gale rose at 3.30 a. m. and continued to blow ;Vlth great VIolence
'1
[
o C ]
d at 6 p m +200[-6·7 C.]. The tunnel
unti I p. m ; temperature at 1 p. rn., + 14.0 - 10.0 ., an
. -,
.
or passage leading into the hut was drifted full of snow during the progress of the s~onn an~ the door completely blockaded. The men are feeling wretchedly. Half a lemon was used this mormng to flavor the
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diluted alcohol. Only one
a half lemons remain of the large nu~ber ~oun~ in the ca~he last ~utumn;
these few constitute the only luxury in Ellesmere Land. In conformity with hIS order, I Issued LIeutenant
Greely one pound of lime-juice pemmican for his use for four. days. Four oun~es of Elison'~ extra ration
have been discontinued for the present. I repaired to the shnmp fishery after dmner, and dunng the three
hours' work which followed I caught twelve pounds of shrimps and two pounds of kelp. A heavy snow-storm
was in progress at the time.
For a long time Dr. Pavy has been objecting to certain arrangements made by Lieutenant Greely, and
particularly with reference to the distribution of provision has he made himself very obnoxious. To-day he
had a stormy discussion with Lieutenant Greely, during which the latter several times ordered him to "shut
up." Notwithstanding this order Pavy continued to pour out a stream of abuse which so exasperated Lieutenant Greely that he excitedly exclaimed, " If you were not the surgeon of this expedition I would shoot
you 1" At this point Bender, who was a strong adherent of Pavy's, interfered, but he was informed that he
must preserve silence if he did not wish to receive the same treatment with which Dr. Pavy had been threatened. Bender ignored this admonition and continued to regale those present with opinions, ltc., when Lieutenant Greely seized Long's rifle and was about to raise it, when I, in response to the entreaties of Connell to
U prevent a tragedy," interfered, and removed the weapon from his hand.
Bender was now made to get into
his sleeping-bag, and in a few minutes order was restored and this episode forgotten, in the earnest consideration of an imaginary bill of fare to which we had turned our attention.
Wednesday, May 7, 1884.-A brisk westerly wind created considerable heavy drifting; temperature at
6 a. m., +14.0 [-10.0° C.]; at I I a. m., +32.5 [+0.3° C.]; and at 3 p. m., +15.0 [-9.4° C.]. Many,
including myself, spent the greater portion of the day in inditing farewell letters to friends and relatives. I
also addressed one to the officer commanding the relief party, in order that he might find everything of value'
without loss of time. Gardiner, Lieutenant Kislingbury, and Ellis are worse to-day. Owing to the stormy
weather the hunters did not venture out. A large section was cut from the side of the boat and the opening
thus made was covered with canvas to keep out the flying snow. The wood taken from the boat is needed
for fuel. At 2.30 p. m, the wind veered to the east and increased in violence to a gale. I started for the
fishery at 3 o'clock this afternoon, but being too weak to face the terrific velocity of the wind I was forced
to return to the hut. I was blown back several times from the crest of Cemetery Ridge, and had finally to
crawl upon my hands and knees to gain it.
1Ut~day, M~y 8, 1884.-The wind subsided at I I a. m.; a short time previous to this snow began to
fall heavily, ThIS however ceased at 2 p. m., and the sun shone brightly through a cloudless sky. TemperatUl.e a: 7 a. m., +16.0 [-8'9° Ci], and at 9 P' m., +6.0 [-14'4° C.]. At 7 a. m. I hauled the nets at
t~e shnmpmg place and fished steadily for five hours, taking in all during that time twelve pounds. After
dinner I :aught.twenty-two p~unds more and about five pounds of sea vegetation. I felt very tired on ~y
return this evening to the hut III consequence of my unusual exertions to-day. The heavy rake with whIch
I haul the.veget.ation :rom the bottom of the sea is fast reducing my strength, and I feel that this work
~ust be d~scontlllued I~ a few ~o.re days. The sound now appears to be entirely open, and the obser~er
15 at once Imp~essed WIth the opimon that a vessel could navigate its waters with perfect safety.
Fredenck
went out hunting at 4 a. m,

Friday, May 9, I884.-Temperature at 7 a. m., +14. 0 [-10.00 C.]; at I I a. m., +13.0 (_10.6° C.]
and at 4 p. m., + I~.O [-12.2° C.]. .Cloudy weather, with westerly winds prevailing. Frederick returned
at 1.30 a•. ~., r:portmg that he had killed no game, but that he had seen several seals enjoying a sun-bath
on the dnftmg Ice.~oes. He also saw several gulls,and a bird with a long beak, which he could not identify,
A school of fish which he saw in the immediate vicinity of Cape Sabine was probably white whales.
. The doctor thinks it highly probable that we can live on the shrimps and vegetation alone for some
:me after the last of our provisions has been issued. In view of the enervated systems of the weaker memers of the .party, however, I cannot believe they will survive many days after the reduction in food takes
t:
•
•
•
place.
P
. EllIS
. prepared several baiIt S lor
my use at shnmpmg
by covering small stones WIth
bear-skiIll. Dr.
toa;~elS:lD~ wonderfully well at the present time. He cuts all the ice for the cooks, attends assiduously
ound: . , give~ lectures,. and bustles about the hut and camp in the interests of all. I issued anoth~r
havi
f pemmican to LIeutenant Greely to-day for his personal use The daily issue of" moonshine" IS
very wholesome and beneficial effect on the spirits and general· tone of the party Notwithstanding
erelDcbementd,,:eather, Long went early this morning in quest of game He saw no birds, but a few seals
we o serve 10 the wat
.
f f0 ur
0
er some diistance away from the edge of the. ice. Israel's extra ratIon
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ounces of n~eat was discontinued to-day; Elison's ration has been reduced to four ounces per day. The
hunters :eceive twelve ounc:s ext:a on days when they work, and only eight ounces when they do not work.
The shnmp~r (myself) receives eight ounces daily. I took thirty pounds of shrimps to-day, after having
fished st:adl1y for more than five hou~s. I lost my kelp-rake by the breaking of the rope with which I
dragged ~t along the bottom. .t:- quantl~y of the vegetation, however, was secured with a long pole which
had previously been used by RIce for this purpose. Salor and Whisler made their wills to-day.
Saturday, May 10, I 884.-Clear, beautiful weather; light west winds, and temperature at 2 a. m. standing at zero -17.8° C.]; at 3 p. m., +6.0 [- 14.4° C.], and at 9 p. m., +3.0 [-16.1° Cc]. Frederickhaving
gone out last evening for the purpose of hunting, returned at 2 a. m, He had seen two seals and one white
whale, but none of which he had the slightest chance of shooting. After dinner he went out again for a few
hours. Long, who had hunted during the day, met with no better success than Frederick. I caught thirtysix pounds of shrimps, and dragged up ten pounds of sea vegetation. This required over six hours of painful
toil, and, on returning to the hut greatly exhausted, the exertion of climbing the ice-foot caused the blood to
gush in a stream from my nostrils. Sitting down for a few moments to recover from the faintness which had
suddenly seized me, the blood soon ceased to flow. Dr. Pavy tells me that this hemorrhage was probably
the result of too much exertion. I made a ne .v rake to-day, which is a decided improvement over the old
one.
The Greenland coast looms up very plainly and distinctly to-night, and Smith Sound is open to Littleton
Island, and perfectly free of ice. Long said that, standing on the high ground back of Cape Sabine, and
• looking to the north and to the south, no ice appeared in sight within the range of his vision. This state of
the sound is a very favorable indication for the arrival of relief vessels, or the party which I believe is at
Littleton Island.
Sunday, May I I, 1884.-A clear, beautiful day, and only the suspicion of a light breeze from the west;
temperature at 2 a. m., -2.0 [-18.9° C.]; at 3 p. m., +7.5 [- 13.6° C.]; and at 6 p. m., + 1.0 [-I7· zoC.J.
Frederick returned at 2 a. m. from hunting, and reported having shot a large seal which sank before it drifted
to the margin of the ice where he was waiting to receive it. This is indeed a sadloss to us-almost a fatal
blow. After dinner we went out again. 'Long went to the open water after breakfast, returning at 4 p. m,
He had seen several seals, one of which he endeavored to shoot, but without success. Newly-formed ice
in great fields has been crowding down from the north all day, drifting with the current to the southward.
The remainder of the pemmican was issued this morning, also the last of the fresh meat, except ten pounds,
which Lieutenant Greely directed me to keep for the present. Gardiner is looking somewhat better; Lieutenant Kislingbury and Private Ellis are worse. Biederbick made me a rake for the sea vegetation, which
is not so heavy as my own, and which works exceedingly well. I caught twenty-six pounds of shrimps and
ten of kelp.
Monday, May 12, 1884.-Calrn and cloudy weather; temperature at I a. m., +6.0 [-14:4° Ci]; at 6
a. m., + 9. 00 [ -12.8° C.], and at 8 p. m., + 3. 0 [ - 16.I 0 C.]. Frederick returned at I a. m., havmg seen one
seal and a gull. He also saw a ptarmigan on Cemetry Ridge, but having to return to the house for the shotgun the bird was lost. I issued the last of our provisions to-day. The issue consisted of twelve and one-half
ounces of tallow and bacon to each man. This is supposed to last for two days, but if desired it can be
eaten at once; each man having full control of his food now. In addition to the i~sue mentione~ above,
six Ounces of tallow for each man have been reserved for use in our shrimp stews dunng the next SlX meals.
The extra rations for the hunters and shrimper extend only to to-morrow. Heaven only knows what we
•
will do now. The present circumstances indicate that we can do nothing but die. .
Israel is feeling greatly depressed in spirits to-day, and has ma?e a ve~bal.w111 or request, that in the
event of his death the effects on his person will be disposed of accordmg .to his WIshes. We.speak freely of
death, but it is more in a spirit of a business matter than with dread of. Its,approach. I think that all feel
resigned to the inevitable, and I am sure that none fear death, even in Its worst forms. Another large
section of the boat was removed to-day and canvas substituted to keep out the snow. The canvas door at
the outer end of the first passage or tuanel was taken off to-day. This leaves only ~he short passage next
to the house and this we hope to do away with in a few days more. Long saw nothing to-day except two
seals. H e appeared very much exhausted on returning from his long tramp, and express~d some. concern
regarding his strength. Frederick did not go out this evening owing to a severe storm which rose Just after
dinner. I caught twenty-five pounds of shrimp and five pounds of kelp.
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Tuesday, May 13, 1884.-A clear and beautiful day; no wind except previous to 9 a. m., when it was
0
very light; temperature at 10 a. m., 14.0 [- 10.0 C.], an~ at 10 p. m., 5. 0 [ -.15: 00 C.]. All. o~ us,
excepting Elison, were out to-day to enjoy the warmth and brightness of the sun. This IS the only privilege
that we are permitted to enjoy-all others being denied us by the neglect of our countrymen to provide
suitable measures for our relief. Ellis will probably go in a few days; he fell helplessly in the passageway this morning, because of his inability to use his limbs. We all stagger and reel about like drunken
men when we walk, and it is only by a supreme effort of the will that we can persuade ourselves to walk

+
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at all.
Long is quite ill to-day, consequently he did not go out. Frederick, however, made his customary visit
to the open water. He reported that nothing but a raven and seal was seen. Marks or scratches were
observed on the margin of the ice, which indicate that a seal had recently made an effort to crawl up on the
floe. Schneider had to be released from cooking this morning on account of faintness. Henry officiated in
his stead during the remainder of the day. Some of the men have already consumed their last issue of food,
and they will now have to depend on the shrimps. I had Bender construct a dredge from a large bacon can,
with which I endeavored to secure a few mollusks by hauling it along the bottom of the sea. The apparatus
is either too rudely constructed, or else there is nothing to be secured; at least I got nothing for my labors
but a handful of sand. I caught twenty-two pounds of shrimps and four pounds of vegetation. I convey
the shrimp in two large tin buckets which are swung over the shoulders by a broad leathern strap. It is very
exhausting to carry for a mile these heavy buckets of shrimps. I do not think my strength can hold out for
many more days. Frederick narrowly escaped being carried away to sea by the detaching from the main
floe of that portion of ice on which he was standing.
Wednesday, May 14, 1884.-Clear weather until noon, when light snow began falling; temperature at
5 a. m., +7·Q [-13.9 0 C.]; at 8 a. m., 12.0 f _11.1° C.], and at 4 p. rn., + 15.0 [-9.4° C.}. The hunters
went out together this morning, returning at 4 p. m. They saw a seal and two dovekies. The former they
could have shot without difficulty, but without a boat or kayak it could not be saved. Bender made a screen
for the hunters, which they will carry before them in approaching game. Schneider is feeling somewhat
bette~; as a matter of precaution and business, he made his will to-day. Israel was very ill during the
mornmg, but towards evening he felt much better. Poor fellow! How bravely he faces the grim destroyer,
and how manly will be his end! But we are all going quickly, and there is nothing to do but to die without
a ~urmur, like men and soldiers, at the appointed time. Lieutenants Greely and Kislingbury, and Private
~lllSt very ~uch w~aker than yesterday. During the early morning we all went outside to bask like seals
In the sunshine; ~ymg meanwhile at full length on a discarded sleeping-bag. These sun-baths are good for
both body and mind ; but on our wretched and shrunken bodies there is but little surface for the sun to act.
After five hours of hard labor this evening I succeeded in taking only about two pounds of vegetation
and twenty pounds of s.hrimps. My baits are now very poor, but I am utilizing every ounce so as to bring
the largest returns possible.
Thursday, ~ay 15, 1884.- To-day the weather has been clear and cloudless, and light winds from the

+
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During the last week snow-birds have been seen in great numbers in the immediate vicinityof the house.
To-day. the ~unters saw.only one. seal, and he was so far beyond the reach of their rifles that he escaped.
Th~ baits which I use m my shnmp nets are so poor and so much riddled that I took only 9 pounds of
shrimps to-day. Of ke~p I secu~ed 2 pounds. ~y strength is scarcelysufficient to drag the heavy iron rake
along the b~tto~ for. thIS vegetation, \Vh~n I fall I hope some one will assume my duties. I have changed
to the mornmg tide III order to secure sunhght and better hours for working. Connell went to the westward
along the coast on the lookout for game, but after a brief absence he returned fatigued and disappointed.
~he large wall-~ent was hauled to Cemetery Ridge, and, with the assistance of some of the strongest
men, It was finally pitched. The extreme dampness of the hut makes this more necessary; in a few days
the party will have to abandon the house for the tent, where they will probably remain until the crisis is
reached. Lieutenants Greely and Kislingbury, Sergeant Gardiner, and Private Ellis are much worse. Salor is
too unwell to cook longer. Whisler broke down completely this evening. He was not able to cut enough
wood to cook breakfast with. Schneider is the only one who says he thinks himself improving. Bender,
who was very disagreeable at different times last winter, is now doing fairly well; he came bravely to the front
to-day, and offered to cut the wood for fuel when Whisler failed to perform this work, which had been
assigned him. Smith Sound was to-day a rolling, billowy sea; it was entirely free fromdrifting ice, and there
was apparently nothing to prevent small boats from crossing the sound to this place.
Saturday, May 17, 1884.-A clear, beautiful day; a light precipitation of frost did not to any extent
detract from the clearness of the atmosphere; light winds from the west. Temperature at 7 a. m., + 12.0
[- 11.10 C.]; at 1 p. m., + 25.5 [-3.60 C.], and at 5 p. m.,
13.0 [-10.6 0 C.]. At noon a thermometer
0
exposed in the sun indicated + 40 0 [+ 4.4 C.]. Every time a bright day visits us we go outside and lie
down on a pile of old clothing, sleeping-bags, &c., to secure the benefits arising from sun-baths. I caught
sixteen pounds of shrimps and four pounds of vegetation. To say that after this exertion I was tired and
weak, will but feebly express my real condition. The hunters and the shrimper (the latter myself) will hereafter receive a double allowance of the thin shrimp stew to preserve their strength as long as possible.
A portion of a can of lard which had been retained as ointment for poor Elison's wounds, was to-day
issued in equal proportions to the party. The remainder of the diluted alcohol was also issued. Saxifrage
is now occupying a prominent place in our diet, but I cannot say that it will preserve our strength very long.
It does not distress the stomach, and it appears to possess nutritive qualities. The hunters now go out
alternately. Long, who went out to-day, saw one seal in the water, but he failed to get a shot at him.
Ellis is much weaker. Lieutenant Greely seems somewhat better than yesterday. We talk very little
now, owing to lack of interest in anything except tha t which pertains to food. All our subjects are threadbare, but imaginary bills of fare always possess much of interest to us. The snow thawed rapidly to-day on
the rocks above camp. Schneider has recovered sufficiently from his illness to be able to resume his duties
as cook.
Sunday, May 18, 1884.-Stormy weather; a southeast gale, accompanied by snow, has been in prog18.0
ress since early this morning. Temperature at 3 a. m., + 10.0 (- 12.20 C.], and at I I a. m.,
[-7. 80 C.]. Long shot a large raven at 5 a. m, I had attempted to secure this bird on.ly two hours earlier,
but it unfortunately escaped me. It will be used for shrimp bait. Norwithstanding the mclement. weather I
fished for shrimps all the forenoon. taking ten pounds. I also caught two pounds of :egetatIOn.. ~e
hunters did not venture out in the merciless storm to-day. The water has encroached considerably this SIde
of Cape Sabine, and it is rapidly working in towards Buchanan Straits. A vessel could have saile~ to-day
in an iceless sea between this and the Greenland coast. To the excessive joy of all, three more Issues of
alcohol were found in a rubber bag which had been mislaid in the boat. Ellis is much ~·eaker.
.
Monday, May 19, 1884.- The gale which was in progress yesterday continued ~ll night and until noon
to-day, when it abated to a fresh breeze. The snow has been swept from the floe in many places, and the
drifts which have accumulated along the shore are as firm and unyielding as ~arble. Temperature at 7
a. m., +21.0 [_6.1 0 C.). Frederick who had been .dispatch.ed at 4 a. m. to cut Ice for break:ast returned
in a moment greatly excited, but with the welcome information that he had seen a bear o~tslde". I~ the
twinkling of an eye he disappeared through the door, followed closely by Long, both beanng t~e1r rifles,
Loading the shotgun with ball cartridges I followed the hunters in a few minutes. After t~an:P1Dg for an
hour without seeing anything either of the hunters or the bear, I turned back to ca~p, not wishing to br~ak
down my strength and thus compromise our only means of sustaining life-the shrimp fishery. Frederick
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came in from the' pursuit at 10 a. m., and Long returned about an hour later. Neither had been able to
get within range of the animal, although he was followed closely for hours. Be:oming exhausted by their
arduous labors in the rough ice and the deep snow, the hunters turned back while they yet possessed sufficient strength to enable them to return to Camp Clay. When the bear was first seen by Frederick this
morning he was standing but a few feet from the rear of the hut.
After fishing steadily for several hours, I returned with fifteen pounds of shrimps and one pound of kelp.
I do not feel that I can continue this work much longer. Everything I do now is through sheer force of
will. Israel and Gardiner are worse; the former was not able to eat his shrimps this morning, and the
latter is very much weaker than usual. The large English sledge was to-day broken up for fuel. We hope
to extend this fuel for some days, and the saxifrage, of which Connell and Dr. Pavy have collected a considerable quantity will be used in conjunction with it. Ellis, who has been very weak and sick for several
days, quietly breathed his last at 10.30 a. m. No symptoms of scurvy were apparent, but his death was due
solely to starvation. Frederick saw dozens of dovekies at the open water this morning, but he possessed no
means of securing them, even had they been within range of his gun. The last issue of diluted alcohol was
made this morning. Whisler broke down to-day from excessive weakness and lack of will power.
Tutsday, May 20, I884.-Fresh southerly winds have prevailed all day, and slight drifting was in consequence experienced. These winds have raised the temperature to + 3 1. 0 [- 0.6 0 C.], and the snow is
becoming soft. Weather cloudy. Ellis was buried at noon on Cemetery Ridge. So weak have the men
become that we could scarcely find a sufficient number with enough strength to haul the remains of the dead
on the hill to their last resting-place.
Israel is much worse. Lieutenant Greely directed me to issue Israel four ounces of the raven which
had been kept for shrimp bait. Biederbick was unable to eat his shrimps this morning. They are not
palatable to any of us, and it is only with the greatest effort that we can persuade ourselves that they must
be forced down if we wish to prolong our lives. A small quantity of Medford rum, which we were keeping
for an emergency, was to-day issued to the party. Bender and Henry gathered a large sackful of saxifrage
which will be used to eke out the slender supply of fuel. The green shoots of this plant are used largely in
the shrimp stews by several of the men. This vegetation has no unpleasant flavor, and it materially assists
to fill the void in our stomachs, but I doubt if it possesses any particular nutritive value.
.
. . The ,late storm has broken for a long distance into the ice this side of Cape Sabine. There is so little
Ice In Smith Sound now that a vesselcould steam anywhere between Cape Sabine and Littleton Island. As
the gale was southerly we had expected that Smith Sound would be choked by the ice driven northward from
the north .water. But the absence of ice in the sound.is positive proof that the North water was and is also
free f:om Ice. If our Government neglects to send a relief vessel with the whalers when they pass 14elville
Bay 10 the early days of June, it will either be an act of criminal negligence or else it will be because of
inexcusable ign~r~nce ~n its part. We are striving hard to survive on the shrimps and kelp, but as I catch
but, small quanttnes of these now, we cannot hope to live much longer. To-day I caught twelve pounds of
shr:mps and two of kelp. Another bear or a large seal would save us all from a fate identical with that
which befell Franklin's expedition.
I

Illdnest/ay, May :1, 1884.-Calm and cloudy weather; temperature at 7 a. m., +29. 0 [ -1.7 0 C.], and

J p.m., +36.0 [+2.2.C.J. In the sun the thermometer indicated +4 2.0 [+S.60C.1- Sno.w-drifts have
become ;ery soft, and 10 the immediate vicinity of any-dark surface they thaw quickly. Light snow has
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Thursday, May 22, 1884.-:-Cloudy weat~er; light westerly winds and a high temperature. No reading
of the
thermometer
was made III the shade; In the sun " however it registered +4 8•0 '+8
90 C•] • Th e snow,
••
' .
L
•
which IS heaped III a. h~ge drift about the house, thawed considerably to-day, and the dripping of the dampness fro.m the roof inside warned us that It was time to move if we wished to escape being drowned out.
A~cordmg:y ~~e te~t was pla:ed in position on a small plateau near Cemetery Ridge, and five of the party
WIll sl~ep I? It.to-night, Owing to extreme weakness, the hunters did not venture out to the open water.
Long IS qmte. 111 fr~m the effects of overwork on his recent hunting trips. Lieutenant Kislingbury, Connell,
Israel, and Biederbick are much weaker. Ralston is delirious and is most likely dying now (4 p. m.). He
~rank some rum only two hours ago, and during the forenoon he ate large quantities of saxifrage, and at one
time he sang a song. Less than an hour ago, Lieutenant Greely, in whose bag he is, fed him a portion of
his shrimp stew. I thought I heard the howl of a wolf to-day, and Henry fancied that he heard the peculiar
cry of a skua,
Dr. Pavy requested that the remainder of our stock of rum be issued only to those who are working
(himself excepted), but to this Lieutenant Greely would not accede. The latter stated that no issue would
be made unless all shared alike.
En'day, May 23, 1884.-Cloudy weather, light westerly winds, and high temperature. Light snow fell
during the afternoon and evening. With the exception of five men the entire party has moved on the hill
where the tent was pitched. This, together with a small shelter in front, accommodates all except the five
mentioned; they sleep in the old house where we spent the winter. Elison was moved on his mattress, not
without difficulty, but without injury or pain to him. Israel was so weak that it became necessary to haul
him part of the way. Lieutenant Kislingbury and Private Whisler barely managed to drag themselves to
the summit of the ridge where the tent is located. They surely cannot long survive the horrors of this scene of
indescribable desolation and misery. I caught only ten pounds of shrimps. My strength was not equal to
managing the kelp-rake to-day. Long saw a skua at the open water, and heard the hoarse bellowing of
several walrus. Frederick has labored faithfully all day to erect the shelter in front of the tent, and in
making the sick comfortable. Ralston died at 1 a. m. His end to all appearances was painless. The
remains were not buried to-day owing to the extreme weakness of some of our strongest men.
Saturday, May 24, 1884.-A slight fall of snow occurred this afternoon and evening; temperature at
12.30 a. m., +19.0 [-7.2° C.], and at 6 a. m., +24.0 [-4.4° C.]. ·Dr. Pavy, Salor, Long, and myself
slept in the old shanty last night. It is damp, cheerless, and pretty well dismantled, being almost without
a roof. Frederick and Long worked faithfully all day at this place to get sufficient canvas to complete the
annexed shelter to the tent. I overhauled the effects, including wills, final statements, &c., of those of our
comrades who have died, and placed them in condition for transportation home. Later in the day I caught
thirteen pounds of shrimps and one pound of kelp. The water has broken into the floe for a considerable
distance this side of the first rocky point south of the shrimping grounds, and Smith Sound is now an open
sea with scarcely a fragment of drifting ice in sight. Ralston's remains were committed to the frozen earth
this morning before breakfast. Whisler died at noon. Dr. Pavy asserts that his death was premature, and
that it was hastened through fear and dread of ?eing carried off b! starvation. Coul~ he have ha.d ~
ample supply of nutritious-food throughout the wmter, no cause for tear would ~ave existed. Schnel~er s
face is quite badly swollen. This is probably the result of eating saxifrage, w~lch now. enters largely ~nt?
our diet as a substitute for the sea vegetation which I am no longer able to obtain. Owing to a ~eat dl.ml.
nution of strength I have caught only a small quantity of kelp in the last week. Israel, C~nnel1, Biederbick,
and Lieutenant Kislingbury are much weaker than yesterday. Israel cannot long survive the horr~rs of
this hated place, and the others will follow quickly if game is not ~oon tak:n. A ~kua ~as he~rd m. the
rocks near the tent to-day. The doctor works like a Trojan in assistmg the s~ck, and m doing varIOUS httle
offices to improve the condition of those about him. Caterpillars are now quite numerous on the bare spots
in the vicinity of Cemetery Ridge. Yesterday Bender saw one of these a~imals ~rawling over a x:ock near
the tent, and after watching it intently for a moment he hastily transferred It to hIS mouth, remarking as he
did so, "This is too much meat to lose."
.
.
.
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Four of us still sleep in the dismantled and abandoned winter house, which now affords, but little protection against these severe storms. But there is no remedY,for the matter, as our strength IS not equal to
the task of getting out the canvas necessary for the construction of a s~elter large en~ugh to accommodate
OUf entire party.
My God, this life is horrible! it is burdensome, and It plunges,.one I~to the lowest de~ths
of despair. w.n this continual scene of suffering and d:ath ne,ver change?, \\ III aS~Istanc,e never a,rnve?
But I will not succumb at this hour; while strength remains I will do everythmg that IS possible to assist the
sick, and those who are less fortunate than 1.
Seal-skin thongs cut into small pieces were introduced in the shrimp stew this morning. A small
quantity of this skin was also burned to a cinder on the fire and then ravenously devoured by the hungry
party.
Monday, Mll.Y 26, 1884.-S00n after midnight the gale abated to a fresh wind, and throughout the
26.0 r- 3.3 0 C.]; in
forenoon the weather was particularly enjoyable. The temperature this evening was
the sun the thermometer registered +46.5 [+8.1° C.]. With the exception of Dr. Pavy and myself, every
one appears in better condition than yesterday.
Schneider was detected in the act of stealing food (shrimps and tea), and he was also accused of making
unfair divisions in the issue of these articles. He was relieved from the duties of cook, and Bender, who
volunteered for the duty, has been given the place. The two messes were consolidated some time ago, and
one cook now does the work for both. For the first time this year, sufficient fresh water to prepare a meal
was collected from the pools among the rocks.

+

Slopes having a southern exposure are in many places entirely devoid of snow. The sun is making sad
havoc with the drifts near by. The sea has again encroached, and is now within a short distance of the
shrimping ground. Smith Sound is entirely open. I caught eight pounds of shrimps and two pounds of
vegetation before breakfast this morning. Under ordinary physical conditions, I could have obtained a
much greater quantity, but owing to excessive weakness, and a dull throbbing in my head, which produced
a feeling of faintness, I was forced to desist. In the evening, however, feeling somewhat better, I went
down again, returning at about midnight with twelve pounds more. The few inferior shrimp baits now in
use I will endeavor to extend until June I, but after that date, unless we get game, our only resource will be
kelp, saxifrage, and the small rock lichen (tripe de roche) which grows here in abundance on the rocks. A
few garments of seal-skin, boots of the same material, together with our oil-tanned sleeping-bag covers, will
have to be used by us as a substitute for meat. To-day the soles from an old pair of seal-skin boots, with a
few shrimps, provided us with a breakfast and dinner. Long saw several king-ducks at the open water this
morning, but they were so exceedingly timid that it was impossible for him to get a shot. He, however,
succeeded in killing two dovekies, both of which were drifted away by the ebbing tide. A thermometer
lying on the ground inside the tent registered 33. 0 [+0.6° C.], and one suspended four feet [1.2m] above
the ground, +52.0 [+11.[0 C.].

•

+

Tuesday, .Ala)' 27, 1884.-ln the morning the sky was clear and cloudless' in the afternoon a southerly
24,0 [-4,4 0 C,I-the same
gale set in, which co~tinued until after 7 o'clock; temperature at 8 a. m.,
thermometer exposed In the sun Soon afterwards, + 55,0 [+ J 2.80 C,]. Israel, the youngest member of our
party, p~ssed away just after midnight, dying very easily. After losing consciousness-about eleven hours
before hIS d~ath-he talked of food, restaurants, &c. Everyone was his friend, He had no enemies. His
frankness, h~s hon~sty, a~d his noble generosity of nature had won the hearts of all his companions. His
unswerving mtegnty ~urmg these months of agony has been a shining example; and, although his sacrifices
were lost to a few, still the effect has produced good fruit. For lack of strength we could not bury him
to-day,

.+

, The g~eater portion of the day was spent in erecting a shelter immediately in front of the tent, and tomght we WIll all sleep tog~ther for the first time, After working on this structure for some time, I was too
much exhausted to go shnmping; so, weak and sore, I retired with the others to sleep away fatigue and
care", Lon~ s~:v myriads of king~ducks on the floe's edge at the open water, but to secure them was an
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water. with a dovekie. He had killed another, but it drifted away from him to the open sea. Many king
and elder ducks were observed. The dovekie, by general acclamation, was ordered to be reserved for Long
and myself, that our strength might be maintained.
A large portion of the floe near the shrimping grounds was again broken off last night. The sound is
now as open and as free from ice as it was in August, 1881, when we steamed northward in the Proteus. If
t~ere is a party at Littleton Island why does it not come to our rescue while there is yet time to save a few
lives? There.are now no obstacles to be encountered in crossing this expanse" of water. At noon to-day
Israel w~s buned on Cemetery Ridge. The invalids are in about the same condition as y~sterday. Doctor
Pavy thinks that a few have symptoms of scurvy. I shall never forget the delicacy of flavor of the dovekie
stew which I ate this evening. Delmonico's tempting dishes-of which we have frequent visions-were forgotten in the enjoyment of the moment.
Thursday, May 29, 1884.-Clear and calm weather in the forenoon, but at I p. m, the sky clouded, and
almost immediately afterwards a southeast gale burst upon us, causing a furious drift and defying all our
efforts at protection in this rude shelter. Inside the tent, however, they are screened from the full fury of the
blast, but still their lot is far from being a pleasant one. The shelter in which several of us were lying was
first blown full of snow and gravel, and then the whole structure was blown down; the poles which had supported the canvas fell in such a position as to lie across our bodies. Long was driven from the edge of the
ice by the approach of the storm, and joining me at the shrimping grounds, we returned together to the camp,
which we reached only after a desperate struggle. I had taken eight pounds of shrimps and Long brought in
one dovekie. I went to the old hut for wood; the storm meanwhile increased in violence and I was confined
within the walls of that dreary prison for two long and weary hours. On returning to the tent Doctor Pavy
and Salor refused to admit me to their sleeping-bag, in which I occupied a place. Physically I could not
enforce my rights in this matter, my condition bordering on utter exhaustion, and wishing to avoid any
unpleasantness I crawled into one of the abandoned bags lying outside as the only alternative. This bag
was frozen and filled with snow. Can my sufferings be imagined? They certainly cannot be described.
Owing to the severity of the gale we were unable to cook our scanty supper of shrimps, and in consequence nothing was eaten this evening.
Notwithstanding that I gave directions to 'the cooks yesterday that all scraps and pieces of seal-skin
were to be considered public property, Bender was found eating some to-day. He freely confessed his guilt,
but said in explanation that, owing to hunger, he could not resist the temptation. I told Frederick to collect
everything in the line of seal-skin that is eatable, so that I could lock it up until it is wanted. Temperature

+ 27.0 [ - 2.8 C.].
Friday, May 30, 1884.-Light westerly winds accompanied by snow have prevailed all day; tempe.rature at 10 a. m., + 29. 0 [-1'7° e .]; and at 3 p. m., + 27.0 [-2.8 C.]. The gale of yesterday, to which
at 9 a. m.,

0

0

I was exposed in one of the sleeping-bags outside, did not subside until after midnight. I passed a wretched
and awful night, unprotected as I was from the pitiless storm which howled about in all its wild fU~y, A large
snow-drift accumulated inside and about my sleeping-bag, and my hands, feet, and face were terribly swollen
in consequence of this unusual and unnecessary exposure. Suffering with rheumatism, and s~arting under
the sense of wrong done me by my sleeping-bag companions, mental agony was ~dded to p~~slcal torture.
Our breakfast of shrimps was eaten at 10 a. m.; we had fasted fur twen:y-slx hours. I.o-d~: 1 caught
six pounds of shrimps. The last piece of bait which I possess was pl~ced in t.he net, but It WIll last for a
few days yet. I saw three brant geese, two dovekies, and hundreds of kmg and elder ducks" but the~ are all,
except the dovekies, beyond our reach. I cannot nnderstand how we manage t~ survive on s~x to ,ten
pounds of shrimps per day, but I suppose the vegetables and seal-skin poss:ss m~re ~utrtment than we imagme.
Those who are too weak to work seem to retain wonderfully well the little vitality they have. left. Doctor
Pavy, Long Frederick and myself, are failing and weakening fast. A few days more and this stru?gle for
: '
. d
d
d it is now much more substantial than
.
existence will be forever over. Our shelter was repaire to- ay, an 1
ever. A northwest gale began at 9· p. m.
.
d II
Saturday May 3 1 1884.-A heavy snow- storm joined the gale of last evening, and both connnue a
day with undiminished fury. Not only were we held close prisoners in our poor shelter, but we were also
.
I dri
dri It '1' h covered us to a depth of over a foot.
confined to our sleeping-baas on account or t re nvmg rll!," l I C . .
'
. d
I:)
I'd r d h d b
prepared 111 advance, nothing has passe
een
. .
. lif h I
W e were unable to cook anything and as no so I 100 a
.
' f 11 h d
f iserv and suffering 10 my ue t at can
our bps to-day-not even a swallow of water. 0 a t e ays 0 m
- .
b
duri
th I t
"
-ith th tortures which J have orne unng e as
recall to memory there are none which WIll compare WI
e
h
h f
Lsh ld di over that I had yet anot er mont 0
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. . .
few hours. If, possessing the gift of divining the future, S ou
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this terrible existence before me, I would at once end everything. When I shall have attained the age of
three score and ten years, if fifty years from the best portion of my life were offered me as an inducement to
endure again the agony of the past month, I would reject it as an insufficient reward.
In my daily journeyings across Cemetery Ridge, it was but natural at first that my reflections should be
sad and gloomy. There lie my departed comrades, and to their left is the vacant space, where, in a few days,
my remains will be deposited, if sufficient strength remains to those who may survive me. The brass buttons
on Lieutenant Lockwood's blouse, scoured bright by the flying gravel, protrude through the scanty covering
of earth which our depleted strength barely enabled us to place over him. At first these dazzling buttons
.would awaken thoughts of those bright days so joyously spent with him at Fort Conger, and of the halfforgotten scene of his death and the universal sorrow that was felt at his departure; but later my own
wretched condition served to counteract these feelings, and I can now pass and repass the place without
emotion and almost with indifference.
Sunday, JUlle I, 1884.-The gale abated at I a. m., and immediately afterwards we turned out of our
comfortless quarters to remove the snow which had accumulated to a considerable depth over us. The snow
had also penetrated to the interior of our sleeping-bags, and they were necessarily subjected to a thorough
process of beating and shaking. Breakfast consisted of only three ounces of shrimps and a cup of tea to
each man. This, however, is a fair sample of our daily fare. Just how we manage to exist on this meager
and almost worthless food, is a subject worthy of careful study. But we have no conception of what the
human frame is capable of enduring until put to the test. All are very weak and much depressed; this
especially is the condition of those who were exposed last night to the fury of the storm in that wretched
shelter, and who, like the others, have fasted for thirty-six hours.
Lieutenant Kislingbury became unconscious at 8 a. m., and at 3 P: m. he breathed his last. The
beautiful Episcopal service was read after his death, in accordance with the custom established by Lieutenant
Greely upon the occasion of our first funeral. He begged piteously for a drink of water just before he
became unconscious, but this the doctor denied him on the grounds of its injurious tendency. He then
sang the doxology in a weak but clear voice, and sinking back in his bag he was soon in the cold embrace
of death.
The sky cleared at 8 a. m., and the sun came out bright and clear. The weather remained in this
way until 3 p. m., when the sky again clouded and light snow began falling. Temperature at 10 a. m.,
+35. 0 [+ 1.70 C.]. Pools of water are forming among the rocks and in depressions of the ground near the
tent. A sufficient supply of water for two days' use was collected by the cooks this morning. It is very
for~unate that we are enabled to secure water without melting ice, as our fuel is fast disappearing. Frederick
reheved Be~der fr?m the duties of cook, owing to the illness of the latter. Long shot a dovekie to-day.
By the recoil of his gun one of his eyes was seriously injured, and it became necessary for me to lead him
home. I caught eight pounds of shrimps. The snow is so very deep and soft that of the seven hours which
we wer~ absent five were spent in walking to the open water and in returning to the tent, leaving only two
for fishm.g. We were weak and faint from exhaustion when we returned to the tent. My knees and joints
are so stiff ~nd .s~ much swollen and inflamed that I am incapable of bending the knee, and while in the
a~t of walking It IS ne:essa~y for me to swing my feet outward instead of lifting them directly from the
g oun~. Flocks of king, elder, and long-tailed ducks were seen hy Long to-day. He also saw several
dovekies and a few gulls.

Monda)', June .2, t884.-A clear and beautiful day; a southeast wind sprang up at 8 p. m. The
temperature
at the time was
0 C ]
" IS already very damp and sott,
r. IS
• diisap"
.+35
'0 [+ 1·7.
. Th e snow, which
~earmg rapidly under the influence of the sun. The ice-foot was also perceptibly diminished to-day. Water
in abundance
, can now be obtained firom poo 1s among the rocks. After an absence of over seven h ours I
WIth
only five pounds of s hri
,
.
t
returned
. .
nmps. My bai
aits are almost useless for further fishing.
Lleutenan
KISltn?bury was buried this morning. Schneider is no longer able to work' Bender is but little better off,
and
d
ki LIeutenant Greely and Gardimer are very weak. Salor became delirious'
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I
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+~1.0 [- 0.6~ C.]. Owin.g to wi~dy weather Long did not go out to-day. I caught only six pounds of
shrimps, While absent. this mornm~ I heard a walrus bellowing near" Disappointment Berg." Salor died
at 3 a.~. We wer,e ly.mg.together m the same bag at the time, and having neither the strength to remove
the remains nor the inclination to get up myself I slept quietly until 9 o'clock, when breakfast was announced.
There has been no material change since yesterday in the condition of the invalids. The three or four
dov~kies which have been killed were divided between Long and myself, and we find that they have perceptibly added to our strength, thus enabling us to pursue with fair success our respective functions as hunter
and shrimper.
Doct?r p~vy .talk~d rather incoherently this evening, and he also made some rather absurd prescrip.
nons. H1s mmd 1S evidently somewhat obscured. For several days past he has eaten very little; in fact
at meals he has taken nothing except tea. For weeks past I have noticed that Linn's feet were protruding
from the gravel heaped over his frozen form. Day by day the elements have reduced this scanty covering
of earth, until his lower extremities were exposed to the furious gales which sweep over the dreary solitudes
of Cemetery Ridge. I have often thought that I would replace that which had blown away, but my waning
strength impelled me to defer this from time to time. and now I am too weak to attempt it.
Wednesday June 4, 1884.-A beautiful day; temperature at I I a. m., +32.0 [0.0° C.]. In the sun,
however, it rose to +62.0 [+ 16'7° C.]. The high wind of yesterday abated at 6 a. m., but it again sprang
. up in the evening. The invalids are about the same as they were yesterday, except Doctor Pavy, who is rapidly
losing both his mental and physical vigor. I caught seven pounds of shrimps and Long shot a dovekie.
He also killed a king-duck and an auk, but both were lost. Frederick, assisted occasionally by Henry, is
doing all the work about the camp, which includes cooking, gathering saxifrage for fuel, and cutting wood
from the boat. Schneider manages to bring the salt water used in shrimp stews, but he can do nothing
more. Owing to their inability to move about, Bender and Connell are doing very little work to assist the
others. During the last few day.s I have eaten a great many of the dark-colored rock lichens (tripe de rochi')
which abound here, and I have invariably found them quite palatable and not in the least injurious to the
stomach, the experiences of Franklin and Hayes to the contrary notwithstanding. Lieutenant Greely and
several others, including myself, are of the opinion that they possess considerable nutriment, and we seriously
contemplate using them as an article of diet in the near future.
Smith Sound is a beautiful sheet of water to-day; there is not a piece of ice in sight, and its' surface is
as smooth as glass and as clear as a polished mirror. How easily we could be reached by a relief vessel, or
by a boat party from Littleton Island. Not feeling strong enough to make a grave for Salor in the gravelly
soil on Cemetery Ridge, we placed his remains where they will be inaccessible to the wild animals-in the
tidal crack. I was very weak and faint this morning, but the feeling in a measure passed away before night,

and I was enabled as usual to go shrimping.
Thursday, J'lme 5, 1884.-Fair weather; light westerly winds, and temperatt:re at ~ p. m., +34'.0
r 1.1 0 Ci], Doctor Pavy is very much reduced in strength; he refuses to partake of the shru~p st~w, an~ IS
kept alive by weak tea alone. I caught five pounds of shrimps. Lo~g was .not su.ccess~u~ ~n hIS hunting
operations to-day. Reindeer moss, in small quantities, has been found m the 1mme~1~te vlcml~y of th~ tent,
and was at once used to augment our stews. The vegetation of this place, compnsmg POPPI~S, saxI~rage,
grasses, &c., are looking quite green, and the patches of moss situated in damp places are growmg rapI?ly.
The thievish propensity of Henry has again manifested itself, an~ to insure the safety .of the f~w survivors
Lieutenant Greely has deemed it necessary to issue to I.. ong, Frede~lc~, and ~yself a~ imperative or?er to
shoot him without delay if he is again detected in the act of appropnatmg to his exclusive use any article of
food belonging to the public stores. The following is a true copy of the order:
"NEAR CAPE SABINE, June 5, 1884·

+

"To Sergeants BRAINARD, FREDERICK, and LONG:
..
.
" '.
"Private Henry having been repeatedly guilty of stealing the provisions of this party, which IS now
perishing slowly by starvation has so far been condoned and pardoned.
.
"It is however imperati~ely ordered, that if this man be detected either eating f~od of any kind ~ot
.
' .
. I of provision you WIll at once shoot him
'.
Issued him regularly or making caches, or appropnatmg any artie e
,
ld b
Co t I I
iency the man being able to overpower
and report the matter to me. Any other course wou
e a ra a en
,
any two of our present force.

"A. W. GREELY,
" Lieutenallt, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. 0 •.and Assistant?
" C"ummandinl Lady Frankltn Bay Expedztlon.

"
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Henry, who was acting as assistant to Frederick the cook, had taken advantage
the absence of the
latter and twice stole the greater portion of the dovekie intended for the hunter and shrimper. He was also
seen eating seal-skin lashings and seal-skin boots, both of which were stolen from the public stock.
Fliday, June 6, 1884. Clear weather; light westerly winds; temperature at 3 p. m., + 34.0 [+ 1.1 0 C.],
and at 6 p. m., +3°.0 [_1.1 0 C.]. I fished for the tantalizing shrimps for more than seven hours, catching
only two and one-half pounds. My baits are almost worthless now. What am I to do in order to con
tinue this, our only food supply? I have tried everything at hand, but with no favorable result. I would
again drag for the sea vegetation, but my failing strength is not equal to the task; I can do nothing mo: e
than stagger down to the shrimping place and return.
In view of the fact that Henry has again made a bold and boastful admission of his guilty crimes (and
crimes they are) and was this morning detected in the act of perpetrating another, Lieutenant Greely has
caused the following order to be issued:
"NEAR CAPE SABINE, June 6, 1884.
"Sergeants BRAINARD, LONG, and FREDERICK:
"Notwithstanding promises given by Private C. B. Henry yesterday,he has since, as acknowledged to
me, tampered with seal-thongs if not other food at the old camp. This pertinacity and audacity is the
destruction of this party if not at once ended. Private Henry will be shot to-day, all care being taken to
prevent his injuring anyone, as his physical strength is greater than that of any two men. Decide the
manner of death by two ball and one blank cartridge. This order is imperati'lle and absolutely neCeSSQfY for
any chance of life.

"A. W. GREELY,
"First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. O. and Assistant,
" Commanding Lady Franklin Bay Expedition."
Further explanation of this .is unnecessary. The order was duly executed at 2 p. m., and later it was
read aloud to the assembled party. Although deploring the necessity for measures of such extreme severity,
all were unanimous in the opinion that no other course could have been pursued.
Bender died at 5.45 p. m., and Doctor Pavy who had been weakening rapidly for several days passed
away at 6 o'clock.

~m()n~ Henry's

effects were found seal-skin boots and thongs, and several large pieces of seal-skin

clothing, knives, &c., all of which he had stolen from the general stores.

Considera~le ice was observed to drift southerly to-day along the Greenland coast; near Cape Sabine
however, and In fact all along the Ellesmere Land coast, the water is perfectly free from ice. Flies, large
and very numerous, are very troublesome about the tent during the warmest days.
.
&:turday, JU1U 7, 1884·-Clear weather and light westerly winds; temperature at 7 a. m.,
3 1.0

+

1- 0 •6 C.].
. I~ addition to his duties
tamly IS ~ wonderful fellow.

as cook, Frederick is doing all in his power for those who are ill. He cerLong shot nothing to-day, and I took only two pounds of shrimps. The long
walks which we take daily are fast reducing our little remaining strength•
. I gather~d together all the seal-skin which we intend using for food. The oil-tanned skin (that from
which t~e hair has been removed) will be used in stews; the clothing on which the hair still remains will
necessanly.be burned or roasted. I do not find as much of seal-skin as I had anticipated.
~hnelde~ now confes~es that Henry and Bender, in whose bag he was, ate large quantities of this
~Iothmg at mght, they having secretly burned it during the day. Biederbick and Connell collected a few
lichens and gathered a quantity of reindeer moss.
This ~vening dinner consisted of a stew composed of two boot-soles, a handful of reindeer moss, and a
few rock lichens, The small quantity of shrimps which I furnish daily are sufficient only for the morning
meal.
A small silver chronograph whi h
t'
d
H
.
G ely
,
c was roun on enry's person was abandoned by LIeutenant re
at Fort Conger. Henry mu t bave stolen I
•
d h
bod'
save sto en It at the last moment before leaving the station. We dresse t e
:es of Do~tor Pavy and Bender for burial, but for the lack of strength were unable to convey them to
t h err last restmg-place.

Sunday, June 8, 1884.-This has been the clearest the brightest and the most enjoyable day that we
yoe~s~e:t on these inhospitable shores; temperatur; at I a. m., +'31.0 _0.60 C.]; at II a. m., +38.1)
+ J.J .], t J p, m., +J8.0 [+J'3° C.]; at 4 p. m., +40.0 l +4.4° C.]; and at 6 p. m., +35. 0 l + 1.7° C.I.
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A stew o~ less than three ounces of .shrimps per man was issued for breakfast, and a thin, unpalatable dish
of seal~skm th~ngs was se~ved for dinner. Schneider worked for a long time to-day burning the hair from
seal-skin clothing, so that it could be eaten. A portion of the garments so burned were divided and eaten
with the soup at dinner.
Lieutenant Greely worked for five hours to-day, and in that time he collected about two quarts of lichens. Connell gathered a quantity of saxifrage, which is now in full blossom. These flowers are very sweet
and palatable, and will in the future be largely used as an article of diet. Biederbick and Lieutenant Greely
collected about equal quantities of lichens. Biederbick is quite ill this evening, having vomited copiously.
He made a discovery to-day which adds to the many contemptible acts of Henry-that of a small cache of
bear meat. Henry doubtless stole this more than a month ago, and concealed it in the rocks above camp
for future use. Long and I went down to the winter house and brought up a quantity of wood for fuel.
Our strength is fast diminishing. Even were we to kill large game, it would be impossible to bring it in
intact, on account of our weakness. I wonder how much longer we can hold out on this meager diet of
shrimps and seal-skin? Not many days, I am sure. If we are saved at all, the vessel which is to effect the
rescue must hasten-we have but few days to live.
Connell's gums are quite sore. This will verify Doctor Pavy's predictions, made a few days before his
own death, that Connell had symptoms of scurvy. Schneider's limbs are quite badly swollen, presumably
from the same cause.
Monday, June 9, I884.-Calm and cloudy weather; temperature at 9 a. m., +39. 0 [+3·9° C.]; at 3
p. m., + 38.0 [+3.30 C.]; and at 6 p. m., + 38.5 [+3.60 C.]. Our breakfast consisted of nothing more
than a few shrimps and the usual cup of tea; for dinner, a few raw lichens, a piece of burned seal-skin, and
a cup of tea were served. Lieutenant Greely is indefatigable in his efforts to collect lichens for the general
mess. Connell appears quite strong, but he doubtless has incipient scurvy. He gathered a quantity of saxifrage for fuel. Biederbick picked lichens". Schneider burned the hair from the seal-skin garments which
were eaten at dinner. Long shot a dovekie and a Brant goose; the latter drifted away by the tide and was
lost. I caught only one-half pound of shrimps. One of my nets was lost by the breaking of the rope by
which it was suspended.
Bender was buried in the tidal crack this morning, and during the evening the remains of Doctor Pavy
were lowered into a similar grave. The greater part of the snow has disappeared from about our camp, and
I now frequently observe traces of hares, and yesterday I found a bunch of musk-ox wool. The former,
however, were not recently made. I also discovered a few fragments of bone and wood, the latter bearing
evidence of having been worked by the Eskimo. All these relics recently found tend to strengthen my
former opinion on this subject, viz, that the Eskimo inhabited these regions previous to their migration northward to Lady Franklin Bay. Among the other very interesting things found here is a piece of drift-wood,
which I found lying among the rocks fifteen feet [4. SID] above the level of the sea. Long's thirty-second
birthday; he received a spoonful of rum in honor of the occasion.
Tuesday, June 10, I884.-Weather cloudy until 4 p. m., when the sky cleared and the sun came out
0
0
beautifully; temperature at I a. m., + 34. 0 [+ 1.1 0 C.l; at 8 a. m., +3 2 •8 [+0.4 C.], and at J2 m.,+4o.
[+ 4.4 0 C.]. Gardiner is a great deal worse; the others, however, are not visibly changed. Long and myself
felt greatly refreshed and strengthened by the portion of dovekie stew whi~h ~as accorded. us by the. party
in consideration of the severe strain which we undergo in hunting and shrimping. For dinner the hchens
were prepared in the form of a stew, and I think they were generally well liked. After boiling the~ for a few
minutes they became greatly swollen and the wate~ soon assume~ the color o~ tar and the c,~ns.lstenc~ of
thick sirup. These will now become our staple article of food until th~ .supply ~s exhausted. . Disappoint,
ment Berg" is now connected with the open water"by wide lanes. Disintegration of t~e floe In Buchana.n
Strait is likely to occur at any moment. The snow on this low point has entirely disappeared fr0r:- t~e
rocks and from exposed places; in the ravines and depressions, where the sun c~nnot ~enetrate readily, It
has become soft and slushy. Saxifrage is now in blossom and ready for pressing. 1 he scanty tufts of
grass are looking quite green.
.
To day I saw a bumble-bee flitting about among the saxifrage blossoms and ,,:as remm~e? that summer
had come at last. Its approach has been so gradual that we can scarcely reahze. that It is here. After
fishing for several hours, I gave up in despair, having caught only two p~unds of s?nmps.
Wednesday, June I I, I 884.-A clear, cloudless and beautiful day; hght west wm~s;. temperature at 3 p.
C]
d t 8 m +3 8 0[+3 SO C]. In the sun the thermometermdicated a temperature
m ., 40.0 [+ 4.4
. ,an a p..,
.
•
•
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of +62.0 [+16.7° C.]. Long returned at 1.30 a. m, from the open water, bringing with him ~wo fin~ ?uil1emot s w hich he had killed. One of these was given to the general mess and "the two other will be. divided
among those who are doing the heavy work for their weaker c~mp~nions. This evemng a great misfort~ne
befell me. The spring tides have broken out the ice at the shrimping place, and .my nets. have been earned
away and lost; my baits, poor and miserable as they were, are gone also. It IS anythmg .but.pleasant to
reflect that to-morrow morning we will have no breakfast except a cup of tea. It was quite late when I
returned this evening from shrimping, and everybody had retired. I did not have the heart to awaken the poor
fellows, but I let them sleep on quietly under the delusion that breakfast would await them at the usual hour
in the morning. How I pity them!
I made a Bag, or distress signal, as it might be more properly termed, which I intend placing on the
high, rocky point just north of our tent, where it may be seen by any vessel passing Cape Sabine. Schneider
is not able to go out of doors to-day, and Gardiner is much worse than he was yesterday. Lieutenant Greely
is suffering with dysentery and could not go out as usual for lichens. Biederbick climbed the hill to gather
lichens from the rocks for our evening stew. He complained of faintness, but his indomitable will would
not succumb to physical weakness. We began using the compressed English tea this evening.
There is scarcely a fragment of ice in Smith Sound. Why do not the whalers arrive soon to rescue
from their perilous situation the few survivors who so anxiously await their coming?
Thursday, June 12, I884·-The day opened clear and fine, with light winds from the west; temperature at II a. m., +3 6.0 [+2.2° C.], and at 6 p. m., +36.0 [+2.2 0 C.J. We had nothing for breakfast
except a cup of tea.
.

I found a new shrimping place this morning not far from the tent. After working it thoroughly for
several hours I was forced to return with only two pounds. For dinner we had a few boiled lichens and a cup
of tea. Schneider is worse; Lieutenant Greely is better, and the others are about the same as they were
yesterday. Connell's face is fun, and he has the appearance of a man in excellent health, but the delusion
is due to bloat. To-day he surprised us all by expressing a wish to work, cook, and live by himself. This
request Lieutenant Greely refused to grant. Long, Frederick, Lieutenant Greely, and myself have a slight
attack of diarrhea, which we attribute to the use of lichens.
Gardiner died at 5 p. m., starvation being the primary cause of his death, but it was doubtless hastened
by inflammation of the bowels. Patience and fortitude have characterized his sufferings during the last few
months. He clung to life with a wonderful pertinacity, and only succumbed when physical weakness had
crushed his iron will. At 2 a. m, he became unconscious, but for hours prior to this he had held the portraits
of his wife and of his mother in his hand, gazing fondly at their beloved faces, and when his spirit had
passed into another world the skeleton fingers still clutched the pictures of those whom he had loved.
From this date I shall expect a relief vessel to arrive at any moment. The water has broken the floe
to the rocky point near our winter house. I placed the signal flag in position on the rocky point facing the
sea. It. can be seen for a long distance, owing to the combination of colors composing it.
Friday, JU~lC I3.-:A southeast wind, brisk and damp, prevailed all day and prevented the lichen gatherers from p~umg. their customary labors. Our supper in consequence was necessarily the simplest that
could well be Imagmed-a seal-skin temial: (Eskimo coat) which had been roasted or burned over a saxifrage
fire. We :ared somewhat better for breakfast, however, having the results of last evening's shrimping,
together with a few lichens.
The physical con~tion of the littl~ remnant of Our party remains unchanged; mental vigor, how~ver,
fast ebbing away. Biederbck was dIscharged from the army to-day, his term of service having expiredI caught only about one pound of shrimps this evening. I have nothing but the two guillemot's skins .for
are near.Iy consumed by the repeated assaults of the voracious shrimps. N otwithstandtng
batt, .and
the high Wlnd. and the dIsagreeable weather, Frederick, the never-tiring cook, has been bustling about camp
unfavorable state of the weather Gardiner was not buried. My signal-flag has been
all day. Owing to
8 a. m., +31.0 [0.00 C.], and at 9 p. m., +3 .5 [-0'3° C.).
blown down by the wind:
1
SaIMrday, yM.u '4, 1884.-HLgh wind abated at 4 a. m.; the weather remained cloudy all day; tem00
perature at I ~ a. m., +41.0 [+ 5. C. I, and at 5 p. m., +42.0 r 5. 60 C. J. OUf breakfast, with its few
ounces of shnmps, was but a poor apology for a meal. When we went out this morning to begin the day's
labors, we were all very weak. Lieutenant Greeiy, Connell, and Biederbick gathered lichens for supper
and breakfast to-morrow. Frederick performed the usual camp work . Gardiner was buried in the
tidal crack.
.
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I ~aught only one pound of shrimps. Long complains of indisposition, but this did not deter him
from gomg out to th: open. water, ~hich is now quite near our camp. The floe ice is fast breaking away
fr~m the :hore. "Dlsappomtment Be:g" is already free from restraint; the ice, which had kept it a close
pnsoner I?r so many n:onths, has all disappeared. Connell saw a small seal and a dovekie in a pool not far
fr~m the Ice-foot. N el~her was secured.
I replaced the distress signal-flag, which was blown down by the
wind yesterday. The hchens are now called-for sake of variety-s-" the arctic mushrooms."
Sunday, JUlle 15, 1884.-Cloudy, stormy, and generally disagreeable weather. There are also indications of a very' high wind on the sound; temperature, 7 a. m., 3°.0 [ - I. 10 C.]; 11 a. m., + 34.0 I + I. I 0 C. J
~nd at 7 p. m., 39.0 [+ 3.9 0 C.]. Light snow fell during the forenoon. Long saw five walrus sporting
m a small pool near the ice-foot, and in adjacent pools he saw many others. They were all too far away
to be reached by the hunter. No game was killed to-day. The invalids remain about the same.
A small shrimp and lichen stew was prepared for breakfast, and for dinner we regaled ourselves on
plain raw lichens. The oil-tanned seal-skin cover to Lieutenant Greely's sleeping-bag has been removed
and divided equally between Connell, Biederbick, Schneider, and Elison. To the remaining members of
the party will be issued the cover of Long's bag, which is identical with the one used to-day. Some distance out on the floe Long saw a fox, which was traveling northward. The little fellow was evidently in
search of food.
Schneider begged and implored that some one would give him opium pills in order that he could die
quickly and easily. I t is needless to say they were refused.
All sense of the feeling of hunger appears to have left us. We eat simply because we think it necessary
to do so to insure the prolonging of our lives, and not from the inclination which a healthy hunger would
produce. All fastidiousness of taste has also departed. Crumbs of bread which are occasionally exposed
at our winter quarters through themelting snow are picked from heaps of the vilest filth and are eaten with
avidity and without repugnance. Henry at one time ate ptarmigan droppings; Bender ate caterpillars,
worms, &c.; saxifrage, lichens, and other vegetables, together with the intestines of birds and other animals
are considered epicurean dishes of the highest order. I worked for several hours in the raw, chilling winds,
but my efforts were not rewarded by any great degree of success, having caught but little more than a pound
of shrimps.
Monday, June 16, I 884.-Temperature at 7 a. m., +37.0 f+2.8° C.]; at I I a. m., +40.0 [+4.4° C.], and
at 3 p. m., + 38.0 + 3.3 0 C.]. The lichen gatherers were prevented from going out to-day in consequence
of a high wind. Owing to this unfortunate state of the weather we had a very meager breakfast of shrimps
and lichens, and for supper we had nothing at all. Our condition is indeed wretched and full of distress;
we are calmly waiting succor or the alternative-death. One or the other must visit us soon.
The minimum thermometer (No. 590) lost last winter in the storm was found to-day by me near the
winter hut, quite uninjured. No lemmings have been seen by our party on this coast, but to-day I found
the skeleton and head of one in the rocks near the Proteus wreck cache. The bones when discovered were
intact, but being extremely friable from great age they at once crumbled to dUs~ on coming in cont~ct with
my fingers. The shrimp fishery-our last resource, except the lichens-has failed for want .of bait. ~or
full five hours I worked as faithfully and persistently as my remaining stren,gth would permit, and du~ng
that tim; took only two or three ounces of these crustaceans.. Even these I did not carry to the tent" being
barely able to crawl there myself without incumbrances. Walrus in countless numbers wer~ see~ III the
pools some distance out, but none appeared on the ice or in the water-spaces near land. , ." Disappo~ntment
Berg," being relieved (rom its environment of ice, has moved silently away from the posinon which It occupied for so long a time. The last of our tea was used for breakfast.
Tuesday ~une 17 18 84.-It has been a clear, beautiful day; a gentle breeze from the west tempered
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water not far to the northward of the extreme northern point of this island, but unfortunately we cannot
reach them without a boat. The sleeping-bags of Long and myself were stripped of their seal-skin covering and the pieces equally divided for consumption. This is ~he last and only material. in camp whi~h we
can use for food. When it is gone the party will not long survrve ; we are already standing on the brink of
the grave, and when the last mouthful of food has been used death will qu~c~ly claim us for his own. We
will probably all die at about the same time, and none of those now surviving can expect to be accorded
the burial which our departed comrades have received.
This evening I repaired as usual to the shrimping grounds, but my labors meeting with about the same
result as yesterday, I concluded to abandon this work for the present and turn my attention to the collection
of lichens. Not a piece of ice was to be seen in the channel this evening, and its surface was as clear and
smooth as glass.

1Vednesday, June 18, 1884.-With the exception of a few hours in the morning the sky was cloudy all
day; minimum temperature, +3°.0 [_1.[0 C.]; maximum, +42.00 f+5. 6° C.], occurring at 3 p. m.
Saxifrage tea and boiled seal-skin comprised our breakfast. Having nothing to cook in the evening-the
saxifrage tea being voted a nuisance-no fire was made. A few mouthfuls of boiled seal-skin which we
providently saved from the morning meal was eaten for supper. Frederick says he is too weak to cook
more than one meal each day. What would seem very remarkable in our case is that we long for certain
articles of food, but at the same time the sense ot hunger is not felt. The fearful gnawing of hunger at our
stomachs which was experienced last autumn and winter has some time since disappeared. There has
been a perceptible diminution of strength in the party to-day. I was unable to go out until 4 p. m. when
I crawled and staggered-I scarcely know how-to the rocks a dozen yards away to scrape off a few lichens.
Soon after eating his breakfast Schneider became unconscious, and at 6 p. m, he died. It is just three years
to-day since he was detailed for duty with this expedition. On his return from collecting lichens this evening Connell complained of dimness of vision and inability to manage his limbs as he desired. Biederbick
very inconsiderately changed underclothing entire this morning. It now occurs to us that we have neither
changed clothing nor bathed since we left Fort Conger in August last, nearly eleven months ago. Long
shot two dovekies last night, but they drifted out with the tide and he got neither. He will now change
his hours for hunting from night to the daytime, the tide being more favorable at that time.
Thllrsda.-v, Jtl1U 19, 1884·-The weather was clear during the morning, and westerly winds prevailed.
In the afternoon, however, the wind veered to southeast, and attained a high velocity; temperature at 7
0
a. m., 34·5 [+ 1.4 ] ; at I I a. m., + 37.5 [+3.[0 C.J, and at 3 p. m., +37. 8 [+ 3.20 C.]. Long went out
during the night in search of game, and did not return until a late hour this morning-while Frederick was
preparing breakfast. Two dovekies and two eider ducks had been killed by him, but all were carried seaward
by the ebbing tide, before they could be secured by the long pole which he carried for fishing game from the
water.

+

I ~iscove~ed a small piece of drift~ood on the land thirty feet [9 m] above the tide level. It bears marks
of having received rough usage in the ice-pack, and its appearance also denotes great antiquity. A few days
ago, on another part of the island, I found a similar piece which was not as far above the water as this one
b~ fifteen feet [4 stll]. These facts alone would seem to be indisputable evidence of the gradual rising of
this land from t~e sea. !he. water is rapidly eating its way through the floe into Buchanan Strait.
.The party 1S no~ yielding slowly but surely to the inevitable approach of death; a brief respite only
awaits them. The lichens are very scarce, and the absence of bait has rendered the discontinuance of
s~rimps a nec~ssity. What we will next do is a matter of conjecture. The lichens appear to possess considerable nutriment, ~n,d had my recommendations regarding them been adopted others of this party would
pro~~bl~ have been living now. I ate a quantity several weeks ago, and finding them palatable and not at
all mjunous t~ the sto~ach, I eamestlY,urged Lieutenant Greely to authorize them to be used in the mess as
a regu!ar artl~le. of diet, and he probably would have done so but for the very emphatic and tenacious
profeSSIonal opuuon advanced by Doctor Pavy, who pronounced them not only injurious but also extremely
dangerous to the system and directed, or rather advised, that they be not resorted to' except in the last
extremity_ C~nnell doubtless has symptoms of scurvy. I attribute my abnormally swollen face and limbs
to the same disease,

con~isted
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Friday, June 20, I8 84·- A clear, beautiful morning, with light westerly winds; temperature at 7 a. m.
+29. 0 [-1.7° C]; at I I a. ~., +3,3. 0 [+0.6 0 C.], and at 3 p. m., +38.0 [+3'3° C.]; minimum, +26.8
[-2.9° C.]. Long went to his hunting grounds at 3 a. m., but saw no game. A high southeast wind.which
rose at I I a. m., continued all day. Biederbick and Connell are much enfeebled. The former, although
showing scorbutic symptoms, went out with Lieutenant Greely to gather lichens. Connell's mouth is very
sore, and decidedly worse than it was a few days ago. His badly swollen face and limbs, together with the
condition ofhis mouth, impresses us with the belief that he has the scurvy. He was incapable of leaving the
tent to-day. I brought some wood and salt water for Frederick, and collected a little reindeer moss.
While removing Schneider's remains from the tent on the day he died, it was noticed that his mouth
emitted an offensive odor which pervaded both the tent and the outside shelter. We are of the opinion that
it was produced by scurvy, of which he exhibited symptoms.
Saturday, June 21, I884.-0ur summer solstice! The wind continues blowing a gale from the south;
temperature at 7 a. m., + 3 1 • 0 [-c.6° C,]; at I I a. m., + 34.0 f+ I,IO C.], and at 7 p. m., + 31.0 [-0.6° C.J;
minimum, + 28.0 [-2.2° C.). Tent in dilapidated condition; shelter barely habitable for Long and myself.
It is nearly down now, and if the storm does not abate soon it willbe blown over, Snow squalls at intervals.
The water has worked into the ice of Buchanan Strait for a long distance, and the sea is running very high.
A meager lichen stew for breakfast, and a few pieces of boiled seal-skin for supper.
Connell is worse; he says his legs are useless below the knees. Since day before yesterday Elison has
transferred his food to his mouth by a spoon which is tied to the stump of his frozen arm.

ApPENDIX

No. 12s.-Portion of diary

I

I

I

of Priuate Roderick R. Schnez'der,jou1td on bank of

Mississt'ppi River in Missouri, and correspondence rela#l1g thereto with Mr.
Ockerson.

J.

A.

OFFICE OF MISSISSIPPI RIVER COMMISSION,

2828 Washington Avenue, Saint Louis, September 28, 1885.

Yours of the 23d instant is received. I take pleasure in sending you the diary inclosed
herewith. I have taken great interest in it, and should like very much to have the leaves returned to me
after their contents have been duly noted. I retain a copy of them duly certified by Capt. Thos, Tuttle,
.
Corps of Engineers, to guard against loss in transit or otherwise.
I am investigating the details of the finding so as, if possible, to get a clue to the question of how the
,...
diary came where it was found, and if you desire I will be pleased to inform y?U of the facts.
I t was found some four or five miles below Point Pleasant, Mo., on the nght bank of the MISSISSippi.
It was found by C. Brainard, then in our employ. He is in no way related to the man in your party of the
same name.
.
,
If not too much of a tax on your time I should be very glad to hear from you further In this matter,
and I would also solicit a copy of your report when published.
Hoping that the document may be of service to you, I am,
DEAR SIR:

Very respectfully,

J. A.

OCKERSON,

U. S. Assistalzt Engineer:
Lieut. A. W. GREELY,
Pittsfield, Mass.
NEWBURYPORT, MASS.,

October

17, 188 5.

CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C•.'
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however I had reason to believe that the diary had been appropriated by some one of the seamen of the
relieving squadron. Captain Schley and Lieutenant Emory, while not concurring in my suspicion that the
diary had been taken, made every effort to secure the safe return of these and other articles, which were also
undoubtedly appropriated by the seamen of the squadron. The impossibility of preventing such misconduct
on the part of the seamen is obvious to anyone at all familiar with the excitement and confusion incident
to the rescue. I have the honor to request that this remnant of Schneider's diary and the accompanying
letters be attached to my report.
Mr. Ockerson has expressed a desire that the sheets should be finally returned to him, but I have
advised him that, in my opinion, the original should revert to Private Schneider's family.
I am, respectfully yours,

A. W. GREELY,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cav., Acting Signal O/ficer and Assistant.

OJPFICE OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER COMMISSION,

2828 IVashington Avenue, Saint Louis, November 3, 1885,
SIR: On September 28, 1885, I sent to Lieut. A. W. Greely, Pittsfield, Mass., a portion of the diary per.
taining to the 4C Greely Expedition,"
On the supposition that it may be of some interest, I beg leave to submit the following account of the
time and place at which it was found:
It was found March 2, 1885, about three miles below Point Pleasant, Mo., on the right bank of the
Mississippi River, by C, Brainard, then assistant engineer in the employ of the Mississippi River Commission.
The leaves were separated and scattered along the bank for a distance of two or three hundred feet. They
had apparently been left there by the water, at a stage some three feet higher than when found. An examination of the gauge records fixes the date when they lodged there as about February 22, 188 5.
Besides the record proper (which covers a period from June 6 to June 17, 1884, and begins" 3 of us,
an order was published to-day that he should be shot "), there were three pages of mess account, giving the
amount of game, shrimp, &c., which had been caught, six blank leaves, and the leaves which were attached
to the cover, with a portion of the cover.
A search was made for some distance above and below for other portions, but without success, The
the other leaves, gave the impression that the missing
outslde leaves being intact, and the ragged edges
part had been torn out.

of

lt ca~,e into'm,y poss~ssion early in August last, and after carefully reviewing the published accounts of
the expedition and Its survivors I became satisfied that it was Schneider's diary.
B?fore rep~rting t~e matter I attempted to solve the mystery as to how a diary, which was thrown overboard l,n Greely s sl,eepmg~bag oft' Cape Sabine, could have reached the place where it was found. I have
not arrived at a satIsfactory solution of the matter.
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Clliq Signal
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Offit~r U. S. A.,

Washington, D. Co
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Diary of Private R. R. S(hneid~r, at Camp Clay,
[Game.]
[Date.]

i

I

[Description.] [Weight.]1
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6-1 7, 1884.
Shrimps.

II
I

[Collector.]

:/

1884.
I.h. o«
Mar. 14 3 ptarmigan __
3 10 Brainard.
Mar. 16 4 dovekies ___
4 0 Long and J ens.
Mar. 17 1 ptarmigan
I
4 Eskimo jens.
Mar. 24 J fox - ____
5 2 Brainard.
Mar. 27 33 dovekies__ 33 0 Long and Jens.
Mar. 28 1 ptarmigan __
I
0
Frederik (Eskimo).
Do ___ 14 dovekies __
14 0 Long and Jens.
Mar. 29 I ptarmigan __
I
0
Rice.
Apr. J II dovekies; , II 0 Long and Jens.
Apr. 3. 2 ptarmigan __
0
2
Brainard.
Apr. 7 I ____ do ____
2
0
Jens.
Apr. I I I I ice bear
400 0 Long and Jens.
Apr. 13 I I seal , __._
78 0 Long.
Apr. 25 2 ptarmigan __
:2
0
Brainard.
2 0
May. 3 i____ do -----Do.
May. 28 : 1 dovekie ____
I
0
Long.
May. 29 i____do
I
0
Do.
0
June I I----do _____ .
Do.
I
I
0
June 2 [----do •__
Do.
4
____
do
______
1
I
0
Do.
June
J
0
June 6 i----do ______ '
Do.
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II
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three of us, an order was published to-day that he should be shot.
Although this is a most terrible day everyone is in very good spirits this evening, and Brainard and
Long are both at their respective work-the former shrimping and the latter hunting. Our only food now
consists of three ounces of shrimps daily per man.
Lichens and saxifrage and reindeer moss are eaten in the stew by those who like it. The stew and tea
both were reduced to one pot.
Among other things there were found some tea in Henry's effects, and he also took some shrimps out
of the stew pot this morning by Shorty [Frederick].
Brainard returned 10.45 p, m. with only 2 ~ pounds of shrimps, yet he had been gone since 4.30 p. m.,
but the baits are giving out. Long returned 10.20 p. m., very much fatigued; he had been able to succeed
in getting the dovekie which he had shot.
Brainard slept in the bag with me.
During last night Henry was eating burned seal-skin and I asked him for some, yet he refused me it
positively.
Saturday, June 7, 1884.-Clear, yet little wind from the west; Shorty [Frederick] is up rooking.
Brainard said that he spent very pleasant night and rested better than he has for many weeks.
Burial service was read over the dead before breakfast. After breakfast the bodies were tied up by
Brainard, Long, and Frederick.
Upon searching the pockets of the dead lots of burned and unburned seal-skin and thongs were found
on the doctor and Bender both, which showed how dishonest they was.
I was too weak to do anything to-day and received a dose of medicine from Biederbick, The evening
dinner consisted of seal-skin soles entirely, no shrimps being on hand, and the stew was enjoyed by all and
gave great satisfaction. I had a good stool in the evening.
Brainard and Long left camp at 8 p. m, It is found that only little seal-skin remains on hand to cook,
and that Henry evidently must have made a cache somewhere.
Although Henry has told before his death that I had eaten a lot of seal-skin, j et, although I am a dying
man, I deny the assertion he made against me. I only eat my own boots and a part of an old pair of pants
which I received from Lieutenant Kislingbury. Bender did not smell very well upon removal this morning.
Brainard and Long returned at - - - p. m,

* Omission in original.-A. \V.G., Lind.
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Frederick done the cooking to-day. Biederbick and Connell were picking lichens and reindeer moss
(or dinner. We are all getting very weak and Frederick says he cannot stand it much longer. As far as I
can see we cannot exist but very little longer now. N a more bait for shrimp catching, no chances to get
game, and only seal-skin enough for a few stews more. I feel myselt going fast, but I wished that it would
go yet faster.

I moved into the tent to-day, and the commanding officer moved into Bender's single bag.
Although I stand accused of doing dishonest things here lately, I herewith, as a dying man, can say
that the only dishonest thing which I have done is to have eaten my own seal-skin boots and the part of
my pants.

Sunday, Jim~ 8, 1884.-Clear and warm. Brainard and Long returned at I a. m., the former bringing
in about two pounds of shrimps, but Long had not seen any game. Both men c.:>mpletely exhausted. \Ve
had shrimp stew for breakfast and seal-skin stew for dinner, together with roasted pieces of lemiak, which I
prepared during the day. Although it proved very bitter food, yet it was eaten by every one of us.
Biederbick found a cache consisting of one pound of bear meat in a stocking and evidently stolen by
Henry; it was cooked in the evening stew and relished very much. After dinner I wrote up account of
Elison's trip of last fall after the English meat. Biederbick taken sick at dinner time. Iron was issued after
dinner and afforded great relief. Brainard went to the shrimping grounds after dinner. Doctor's body
removed to the ice·foot by Brainard, Long, and Frederick. The latter of these men does the cooking daily,
but the poor fellow is getting very weak. Long tried to go hunting, but had to give it up on account of the
work done by him during the day. Gardiner unable to do anything. Commanding officer gathers lichens
and Connell gets saxifrage. Biederbick got lichens. Every one completely exhausted to- night; I and
Connell are suffering from scurvy. My knees are much swollen and I am unable to walk any more.
Monday, June 9, 1884·-Clear and warm. Brainard returned 1.15 a. m. with two pounds of shrimps.
I roasted all the seal-skin after breakfast. Unable to walk, but crawled to the fire. Gardiner is very weak.
Commanding officer and Biederbick picking lichens for dinner.
Frederick cooks; had shrimp stew and remaining roasted seal·skin for breakfast. Connell picking saxifrage to burn. We are on the point of starvation now, and everyone is meeting their fate like men. Bender's
body was removed to a tidal crack. Long's birthday to-day. Every one of us much used up. The commanding officer about the strongest of us. Nothing except roasted hide and a cup of tea for dinner.
Frederick hardly able to arise and get breakfast. Dinner at 4 p. m., and Brainard and Long leave camp
[after] dinner and returned II p. m, Brainard did not get any shrimps on account of ice having given way,
and Long had not seen only few ducks.
188
Tutsday, Jun, 10,
4.- Cloudy and cold, with wind from the west. Elison expressed a wish that his
bones should go to the United States to some museum. Gardiner was taken sick with inflammation of the
bowels.
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Poor Gardiner died at I I a. m, from inflammation of the bowels and starvation' he will be buried in
the ice-foot, as it is seen that the rest of the bodies are uncovering with every light wind, and are thus laid.
bare to animals.
Long did not get any g~me las: night. I sewed on a shrimp-net to-day, but I had to be helped up
.
I~ the ~ed. I feel myself ~omg rapidly•. T~e c~mmanding ?fficer, Bi~derbick, and Connell are gathering
lichens; also, Long and Brainard, Fredenck IS domg the cooking, Brainard and Long went out after dinner,
but the~ returned before 12 p. m., the former with only a few shrimps. He had to make a new shrimp pole.
Long did not get any game. The lichens begin to give diarrhea to most.
~riday, June 13, I884.-Great wind storm from the southward continued to blow all day. Biederbick
was dlscharg~d to-day and received a certificate of the discharge owing to no blanks for finals [final statements] ~nd discharges a~e on hand. Noone was able to go out to work. Frederick done the cooking; the
last temiak was cut to pIeces, roasted, and divided. Long and Brainard suffering from diarrhea. Brainard
left camp after dinner in spite of the storm, in order to haul his nets, and returned 10 p. m, with about 2
pounds of shrimps. Long did not go out at all. . I am getting very weak and can only move in my bag
under the greatest difficulty.
The flag-pole which poor Biederbick erected blew down during the storm.
Only little tea remains on hand now.
Saturday, June 14, I 884.-Cloudy, but warm. Commanding officer, Biederbick, and Connell are pick..
ing lichens. Biederbick was re-enlisted to-day, and Gardiner was buried in the ice-foot by Brainard, I . ong,
and Frederick. The latter is cooking and sawing the wood. The flag was erected again by Brainard.
Elison's feet and hands were dressed by Biederbick, I am unable to get out to-day, and am hardly able
to write my log-book up. A raven was heard around the camp, and a seal and walrus were seen by Connell, but Long seems unable to go out on account of weakness. Brainard was very much used up last
night, yet he is in good spirits and expects a ship every day now. The gale subsided about 3 a. m, this
morning. Elison was able to make water by himself. Brainard and Long left camp after dinner; the
former got I pound of shrimps, the latter nothing, but had seen plenty walrus near the shore. Both of
them returned at I a. m,
Sunday, June 15, 1884.-Fair, but cold; temperature 7 a.jn., + 30.0 [_1.1 0 C.], and some snow had
fallen during the night. Brainard and Long returned I a. m, Connell made a remark this morning about
each one for himself now, which caused the commanding officer some uneasiness. Two of us, Elison and
myself, are unable to do anything. We are living on only a few lichens and shrimps now, and only tea
enough for two meals more. Brainard and Long pick and turn their lichens into the general mess. The
guns are put out of reach of Connen, for he is very strong yet. The commanding officer, Biederbick, and
Connell are all out after lichens. Frederick is doing the cooking. Many walrus and seals were seen by
Long near the shore; the ice-foot is going fast and he expects to kill one of them on the beach. The SUIl
was shining quite bright at I p. m., but the temperature remained low ; only rose to + 34.0 [+ I. I 0 C.].
Brainard went out after dinner and got one pound of shrimps, but Long did not kill any game.
Monday, June 16, 1884.-,\Vind blowing from the N. The last of the tea for breakfa~t. Nobody
able to get up except Frederick, who cooks. Minimum thermometer No. 590 found by Brainard to-day
and again exposed. Sleeping-bag cover roasted and boiled for supper to suit each one. No fluid for supper
to-night, not even hot water. Iron was issued. Brainard left camp, but did not get any shrimps, the~e
being no more baits, and the shrimps will not bite on tanned seal-skin. He returned 12 p. m, Connell is
suffering from sore gums. I am only able to sew on boots and keep up the diary. Had to make my sto?l
in the tent by assistance of Brainard and Long. Everyone is getting weaker. I. had ~y [seal] skl~
boiled' so did Connell and Elison. Frederick's strength is failing fast, too. Long IS suffering from hIS
bowels, yet he went out, but could not get at the birds on account of the bad ice; he returned a few minutes
after

12

p. m.

.'

,

Tuesday, June 17, 1884.-Fair, but cool, yet the commanding officer, Biederbick, and Connell are
out picking lichens for six hours. Biederbick also dressed Elison's feet and ~ands. ~ am unable to use my

legs, but after being helped up I sewed a patch on Brainard's boots~ He will haul hIS ~ets once more, ~nd
if unsuccessful, give it up after to-day and begin picking lichens WIth the others. Saxlfra.ge t.ea w~s tned
for breakfast, but only appreciated by Connell, Biederbick, Elison, and myself: Fredenc~ IS doing the
cooking again to-day and Brainard went to the hut after wood. The commandmg officer picked two cans
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of lichens to-day. The last of the skin was divided to-day. The weather cleared up and it was very warm
in the afternoon. Connell is off a good ways picking lichens; he is very strong yet in his legs. Only one
meal is cooked a day now, as Frederick is getting so weak; yet it is remarkable how he keeps up at all on
this food with the work which he does.

ApPENDIX

No.

I.

No. 126.-Drtftwood.

Cedar; evidently limb from tree, with bark:
Ins.

Fl.

Greatest circumference, main limb
Least circumference, main limb
_
Extreme length, main limb
•

",,,,.

22Y;

u

_u_

2

lOY;

sy;

No.2. Evidently resinous wood, possibly pine; either branch or the extreme lower part
of tree growing in rocky soil on hill:

Split surface
Extreme length
Circumference, top -------_h __
Circumference, bottom -_u_u
_
Circumference, largest part
_
__

u

- - n - u __

_

u

2

u

u

NO·3· Poplar?
or gone:

h.

.--UhU------

--Uh

h

uuu

U

NO.4. Pine ~ Dug- ~~~-~~~~(~:b~~~-~~~-~~~~~r; 8~~j~~~~·~i~~
. 20 to 30 feet [6 to 9 meters J; very much worn:
Circumference
(not whole tree) __
l~ength

h _ n _ n _ h _ _ ••

un

1lU Jl

to

5

2

1

3

•

~~;~; i~~~;~-~;l;;~d~

- - -- __~

3

sJi

_

Pin~-;- -F;;;~~~-~f -~;~-~r--li~~::i;h-~r~b~b;;-~-di~;;;:;~-~f-~-~~-~-i~~h::

[102

1
I

533

886
43 2

381
635

Bark and wood inodorous and tasteless; frequent with heart split out

~~~~t-di;~~t;;

No. S·

21
II

183(

2

4Y;

914
13 0

462
724

1521010]:

NO.~~~:~~~;;,~;~~~~~:::~:::::~~~~:~:::~::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::
Length _-;
lArgest daameter
Smallest diameter

~

.__.

..

_

-- .--. -----------------

_
_

:..

I

18
2J{
10

4~

No'l; ~ne; fragm~~;f;~~- ;r:~~~-;~~~;~ ~;~-i~~i;;; [~~;~;:~; ., ~~;,;ii~-di~;;;~~~;;

457
64
559
120

3

76

h _

II
I

279
25

fra~;~:~-l-f;~~;;~b-~;-~~~;i~~;6;~~~~:[:::~~:]~~~=-d-~===============
Length h_h________
In tameter:
Width
----..----------- _
No. o, ~~d-i;;~~-;~ft~--~f -~;~ -;;,-~i~~-i~--~I;~~~~~:~~~~~:::~: :::::::::::::.:.:

II

4~

279
lOS

10)4

267

VVi~_::::::~:::~~::::::=::_::=:=::::=:::==:=:----------

NO.8. Pine; fragment from limb about
L~ngth
- h - - h __ U h _

Carcumference

__

h

2

IL

72

t

---- -------------

1/-

_

:-Uh_ --hu_. ----h

03 Yz mches [64 mrn to 89 mm] in diameter:
_

No. 9•. Pine;

.)2

3>.(

I

matn trunk of tree (cedar?):

l.ength
.
_
Greatest diameter _
--. ---- ------•
Diameter beJO\V first-ii~b ------------------ ---- Diameter of top __

SIJ{

had collected therein;
_

=-------------- ----

h_h_:= ::~: ::::::::::::::::::::------h _u_ ..h-.. --4..
::::~:::::::::::::
··----~--·_-

~

~a

_

2

9
17J(
16J(
6~

838
437
4 14
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No.

II.

Only piece which has been worked; surface eaten into by worms:

Length
Circumference (uniform)

ApPENDIX
I.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
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•

Ft.
2

•

•

bu.

6
14,%

_

No. 127.-L£st ofphotograpks and descriptio« ifEskimo relics £npkotograpkicplates.

Our House at Conger (west side), March, 1882.
(Frontispiece. )
Godhavn, Greenland, July 19,1881
Ritenbenk, Greenland, July 21,1881
_
Proven, North Greenland, July, 1881
Danish Eskimo at Proven, North Greenland
_
Site of Polaris House, Life-boat Cove (occupied in
_
1872 ) , July, 1881
Proteus in ice, entrance to Discover! Harbor, August
12,1881
_
n_U

__

n

__

8. Musk-cattle killed on Mt, Cartmel, near Conger,
August 12, 188L
_

n

9. Head of musk-ox killed near Conger
10. Coal mine, Water-course Ravine, with reflected
image
.
_
n

••

View of ice from Cape Murchison, looking towards
Thank God Harbor, June, 1882
12. Musk calves, October, 1882. Captured near Conger,
June, 1882. Sergeant Frederick, ..
13. Floeberg in St. Patrick Bay,June, 1882
_
1 I.

u

_

n

__

Page.

2

2

4
4

6

6
8
8
I2

Page.

14. Pressed up Floeberg. Breakwater Point, Lady
.
._______
Franklin Bay, June, 1882 _n
IS. Chandler Fiord, looking westward. Ida Bay to extrerneleft
16. Paleocrystic ice in Robeson Channel

44
236

-__ 246
17. Tide-gauge at Cape Baird;,
268
18. Eskimo relics found in vicinity of Conger. PI. 1__ 536
19. Eskimo relics found at junction Lake Hazen and
Ruggles River, June, 1882. PI. lL___________ 536
20. Eskimo relics from Basil Norris and Sun Bays. PI.
h

nu____

111_______________________________________ 536

Eskimo relics. Greater number found south side of
Lake Hazen, June, 1882. Pl. IV.
536
22. Eskimo relics found at Cape Baird. PI. V
____ 536
23. Modern Greenland and ancient Eskimo sledge. PI.
VI
.
53
21.

u____

6
24. Arctic Highlander from Cape York_n
536
25. Arctic Highlanders from North Star Settlement,
Saunders' Island
536
0
3
26. Trout caught in Lake Alexandra, about 8 miles
44 1
(vol, 2, face page 55·)
from Conger

n u_u u________

u

J

DESCRIPTION OF ESKIMO RELICS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES.
PLATE

No.

I

(beginning at left upper corner, and going

I lb.

across).
Dog-harness toggle-appears to be of walrus-ivory, with
two rounded slots.
2. Piece of a " long" bone or antler beam, cut off square on
ends and slightly curved with a lanyard hole through
upper end; perhaps a knife handle.
3. Body of toggle-head of harpoon, point downwards. Of
the pattern common at Smith Sound, with the blade
slit at right angles to the plane of the barb.
4. Cylindrical rod of bone slightly expanded at lower end
and at the other tapered to a rounded tang, with a
couple of little lugs on it, not opposite. The foreshaft
of an arrow (?) or dart (?).
Sa. Small flat oblong piece of bone.
50. Fragment (the bottom) of a stone lamp, which appears
to have been nearly circular-an unusual shape.
6. Bow drill, made of a single tapering piece of bone, largest
near the butt, which is tapered away to fit the mouthpiece. Tip worked down to a slender drill point.
7. Stout tapering rod of bone, with one end sharp-pointedlooks like an ice-pick.
8. Curved fragment of bone, apparently the tip of a rib.
9. Irregular broad long piece of coarse bone, perhaps part
of a sled.
10. Second row: Long flat piece of bone, with an oblong
slot in one end, and the other worked into a small knob.
Probably part of a spliced bone bow.
lla. Irregular long fragment of bone.
I.

•
II

12.

13a .
13b•

14.
I

Sa.

ISh.
15c.
16.

17.
18.

Flat oblong piece of bone, with a round hole through
each end and a transverse furrow across one end. A
"strap" for splicing together two pieces of wood, or
mending a broken article.
Oblong piece of bone, apparently a wedge.
Epiphysis of whale's vertebra, perhaps used as a dish.
Wooden sheath for lance-head, in two parts lashed together with thong or sinew.
Small wedge-shaped piece of bone, which looks as if it
might be a bone adz-blade.
A square block of wood.
Small wedge-shaped piece of bone.
Piece of birch bark (?).
Stout bone" loose shaft" of harpoon.
Lengthwise across bottom of sheet: Longslenderpointed
rod of bone, perhaps a seal detector.
Piece of a bone sled-runner, with rivet-holes.
PLATE

I.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

No.2•

Canine tusk of walrus-calf. old and weathered.
Stick of wood apparently chamfered off at one end.
Rough bone bodkin.
.
Bone or ivory marline-spike for sinew-workmg.
Tapering rod of bone, sharp-pointed at lower end, with a
rough knob on upper, perhaps also a marline-spike.
Short rod of bone, pointed at each end.
Rough slender rod of bone, with about one-fifth or .lts
length bent at right angles to the rest. Looks like
the handle of a small blubber-hook.

•
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8.

Blade of a snow-knife, of bone, broad and pointed.

9·

I mplement like NO.5.

10.

II.
12.

Marline-spike, flat, four-sided, and rather broad for
about one-third of its length, then rounded and tapering to a blunt point; bone.
Blade of small, straight, pointed bone knife, with a
broad tang pierced with a rivet-hole.
Short rod of coarse bone.

13·

Third row: Short piece of sled-runner with rivet-holes;
bone.

14·

Piece of reindeer skin from belly or flank, with long,
coarse, white hair.

IS·
16.

17·

Across bottom: Long piece of narwhal U horn; "
ends broken off. Probably part of a .spear-shaft.
PLATE

2.

3·
4·

s·

6.

7·
8.

9·
10.

U.

16.

NO.3.

Short, sharp blade of bone. with broad Rat tang_ Perhaps an ice-pick.
Bone" loose-shaft" of harpoon.
Second row: Wedge-shaped piece of bone.
Piece of bone resembling a whale-harpoon togele head body.
Appears to be a bone snow-knife.
2-barbed body of harpoon toggle-head.
Bone beluga (?) dart-head.

Third row: Angular fragment of bone.
Fragment of bone with a groove across it.
Perhaps a seal club.
Bone knoh for staff(?).
Foreshaft of harpoon.

17·

Fourth row: Irregular long fragment of bone, with a
notch in one edge.

18.

Oblong flat piece of 'bone with a groove across each
end. Part of a sled (?).
Bit of bone sled-runner, with rivet-holes.
Large fragment of sled-runner (?).

19·
20.

PLATE
I.

Bone tool, precisely the shape of the stone adzes from
Point Barrow.

23. 24· Dog-harness and toggles, apparently of ivory.
25·
Fifth row: Hart and part of blade of Wooden snowknife. Smith Sound pattern.
26.
Fragment of sled-runner, with rivet-holes.
27.
Long piece of bone, with a deep groove along middle,
from one end about }( of length. Perhaps a spearsocket split in two.

I·

14-

15.

Short fragment of sled-runner of bone, with rivet-holes.
Fourth row: Short cylindrical tube of bone. Cap for
sled upstander,

18. 19· Hair combs, essentially of the common Eskimo pattern.
20.
lhu or woman's knife, with iron blade and hone handle.
Of the shape used by the western Eskimos and not
of the Greenland pattern.
21.
Fragment of comb like 20 and 21.
22.
Small spade-shaped implement, which may be an unfinished comb.

28.

12.

IJ.

2,3.

4.5.
6.

7·
8.

Unfinished sled-runner, whale's jaw.
Bone sled-runners.
Bo.ie snow-knives.
Piece of bone narrow at tip and spreading out at base
where it is perforated for rivets or lashings.
Piece of sled-runner.
Bone snow-knife.

9·

F1at stick, capped with bone at one end.
Snow-knife of bone with handle wedged into groove in
butt.
II, 12. Bone sled-runners.

10.

PLATE

No. 5.

Piece of shoe to sled-runner.
Piece of bone; use unknown.
Eskimo lamp of steatite.
Probably point of a lance.

I.

2.

3·
4.
5·

Probe to detect the presence of a seal at the breathing.
hole. (?)

6.
7·
8.
9, 10.
11-16.

17·
18.

Probably fragment of probe; use same as No. S.
Piece of bone; use unknown.
Probably butt of a bird-dart prong.
Pieces of bone; use unknown.
Pieces of shoe to sled-runner.
Probably part of bucket handle.
Probably point of a lance.
PLATE

No.6.

Sled of modem Greenland pattern, made of pine and
lashed with seal-thong.
Sled of ancient Greenland pattern, somewhat dilapidated. Runners of driftwood, shod with bone.
See Nos. II-i6, Plate N0.5. Three cross-pieces of
wood and upstanders of whale-rib, lashed on with
thong.

I.

Oblong Ratpiece of bone. perforated for a rivet. Perhaps fragment of sled-ronner.
Tip of walrus-tusk, sawed off and perforated in base
Tip of walrus-tusk, sawed off and perforated in bas;
Wedge-shaped fragment of bone.
.

NO.4.

2.

I
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No. I28.-List of maps and charts.
Page.
4· Chart showing excursion of steam launch Lady Cnlly_ 236
5· Chatt showing route of sledge expedition, 1883____ _ 25 2
6. Map of Grinnell Land
u_uAt end of volume•
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The Lady Franklin Hay Expedition, Vol. 1.
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ESKIMO RELICS FOUND IN VICINITY 01<' FORT CONGER•
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(From a photograph.)

Plate 11.

The Lady Franklin Bay ExpedItion, Vol. ~
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ESKIMO RELICS FOUND AT JUNCTION OF LAKE IIAZEN ANO ReGGLES RIVER, JeNE, 188z.
{FrOID a photograph.)

Plate III.
The Lady Franklin Bay Expedition, Vol. I.
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ESKIMO RELICS FOUND AT AND IN VICINITY 01" BASIL NURIUS AND SUN BAYS.
(FrOOl a photograph,)
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The Lady Fra.nklm nay Expediuon, Vol. 1

Plate IV.
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ESKIMO RELICS; GREATER NUMBER :FOUND SOUTH SIDE OF LAKE HAZEN, JUNE, 1882.

(From a photograph.)

Plate V.
The Lady Franklin Bay Expedition, Vol. I.
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ESKIMO RELICS FOUND AT CAPE BAIRD.

(From a photograph.)
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Plate VI.

The Lady Franklin Bay Expedition, Yolo 1.

MODERN GREENLAND AND ANCIENT ESKIMO SLED.

(From a photograph.)
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ARCTIC HIGHl.ANDER FROM CAPE YORK.

(From a photograph by the Relief Expedltion.)
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ARCTIC HIGHLANDERS "'ROM NORTH STAR SETTLEMENT, SAUNDERS ISLAND.

(From a photograph by Relief Expedition.)

INDEX.

Beaumont Island, 187 pl. i.
Beebe, \v. M., relief-expedition caches and records, 66,68,

Air, collection of samples, 13, 103.
Alcohol, value as food, 85-86,349,
Alcohol fumes, asphyxiation by, 81,338,433,496-497.
Aldrich, Lieutenant, cache at View Point, 173·
cited on coast of Grinnell Land, 126.
Alert, records obtained at Thank God Harbor, 149- 155.
traces and cairn at Floeberg Beach, 17 2 - 173.

457-45 8.
copy of records left at Brevoort Island by, 352-354Beechey Valley, 13 1, 139·
Belcher, Sir E., cited on coast of Grinnell Land, 126.
Bellot Island, 29, 34·
"Bellows," report on trip to, 10J 23J 124-125. 181-182.
position and magnetic bearings, 181-182.
Bench-mark, establishment, 8.
Bender, Private, 15,19, 22J 29, it.
insubordination, 76, 78, 86-87, 376,483,486,487,490,

Alexandra Fiord, 35 8.
Alexandra Harbor, trip to, 79- 80,430-43 1,49 1-493.
Alfred Newton Glacier, location of quarters, 65·
Allman Bay, 58,374-380.
Altitudes, Grinnell Land, 295·
Ames, Dr., skill and attention, 9 1•
Amusements, 335,344·
Anemometers, instructions, 102.
Annelida, list of collections, 3 10.
Apparatus, memorandum of outfit, 1°7.
Appendices, list, 95-96.
Appropriation, amount available after charter of vessel, 2.
Archer, Lieutenant, cache at Hillock Depot, 29, 180.
cited on topography of Grinnell Land, 126.
copy of records left at Thank God Harbor, 149-155.
Archer Fiord, 9,10,29,3 2,126- 127.
report of trip into, and depot at, 23,179- 180.
report of launch trip, 35,234- 235.
Arms and ammunition, furnished by Chief of Ordnance, 2.
Arthur Land, 45,290'
Astronomical apparatus, list, 107.
Astronomical observations, instructions, 100-101.
Cape Baird, 266-2 67.
Aurora, connection with magnetic disturbances, 38, 39·
instructions for observations, 103, 104·
Bache Island, geography, 61,80,35 8•
Baird Inlet, report of trip to, 82, 358-361.
Barometer, Garlington's abandoned, use and breakage, 71,88.
instructions for comparison, 102.
Bea~,4,36-37,83,88,504-505·

most northern point reached by, 163, 167·
Beatrix Bay, 45, 275, 283, 293·
Beaumont, Lieutenant, caches and records left by, 27, 4 2, 43,
186, 198,211,212.
copy of records left at Stanton Gorge and Repulse Har-

oor,225-228 .

I

514.
death and statement of sesvices, goJ 5 24, 525.
Biederbick, Private, 23,28,30, 3 1J 33,39,47,5 1, goJ9t.
report of trip up Black Rock Vale, 28J233·
value of services, 79·
recommendation of appointment on retired list, 93.
medical report as steward, 334-339·
promotion to hospital steward, 493·
Birds, flight to be observed, 104·
lists of collections, 299J 305-3°7.
Black Cape, 20J 21, 169J 171•
Black Cliffs, 13 1.
Black Horn Cliffs,43, 188, 197, 212,250-2 5I.
tidal observations, 256.
Black Rock Valley, 28,29,33,3 6.
magnetic bearings, 181-182,233-2 34.
Bleak Cape, location and description, 124·
Blubber, value as fuel, 4 1 I.
Blue Cape, 203·
Boats, left near Cape Camperdow n ,6 1.
Books, list of outfit, 107·
Botany, orde~ and report of Dr. PavYJ 45-4 6, 297, 29'r3°O'
lists of collections, 299-3 00, 3°2-304·
Brainard, Sergeant, II, 29, 34, 40, 4 8, 53, 54,55, 61,62,64,

72-73,75. 79,86,91.
report on establishing depot at Cape Be,echey, 8, I 15- 117·
report on attempted trip towards United States Mountains, 10-11.
orders and report on trip to Greenland coast, 17, 158-162.
value of services and recommendation for promotion.

28,45,47,49,87,

report on trip to Carl Ritter Bay, 37,38, 239-

242

537

.

538

INDEX.

Brainard, Sergeant, report on trip to Cape Cracroft, 44-45,
270- 2 72 •
report on Lieutenant Lockwood's trip towards the
United States Mountains, 48,3 17-3 19.
advice for retreat from Victoria Head, 60,377.

illness, 77.
instructions to, in case of death of commanding offi.
cer, 85, 86.
journal from August 26, [883, 92,44 1-529.
letter and abstract of sledge journal on North Green.
land coast, 215- 224.
report on trip to Carl Ritter Bay, 239.
report on fossils found at Greely Fiord, 296.
transfer to Signal Corps, 50S.
Brainard Island, 25,206-20 7, 208.
Brenta Bay, 215.
Brevoort Island, copy of relief-expedition records from, 351-

354Nares' record and J)iscovtry depot, 353.
Brevoort Peninsula, route across, 186.
BuchananStrait, 60.
Buys-Ballot Glacier, 'log.

Cape Albert, position, 61.
Cape Baird, establishment of depot at, 12,39-40.
topography, 35, 270- 271.
astronomical observations, 44, 266-267.
tidal and ice observations,44, 265,268.
cairn and record left, 51,350-351.
Cape Beaufort, 119.

Cape Hoffmeyer, 25, 205, 209.
cairn and record left, 209.
Cape Isabella, English cache, 69, 70-71, 72, 354-356, 393,
396-397,460,462,465-467.
copy of record left, 43 8•
Cape Israel, 80.
Cape Joseph Henry, orders and report on trip north of,
18-19,20-21, 165- 178.
Cape Kane, 25,26,206, 207, 208.
Cape Lawrence, 53,370-371.
Cape Lieber, 6, 238.
Cape Lockwood, 45, 290.
Cape Long, 80, 49 2 •
Cape Lupton, 145.
Cape McClintock, 55.
Cape Mohn, 25, 205.
cairn and record, 209.
Cape Murchison, report of trips to, 9, 1J9-120.
Cape Napoleon, 57.
Cape Norton Shaw, 55.
Cape Payer, 209.
Cape Ralston, 209.
Cape Ramsay, 187 pl. ii, 205, 208.
Cape Rawson, 172.
Cape Rutherforil, 357.

17,

Cape Sabine, plan for reaching, 60, 64, 67, 446, 449.
caches, 66,68,69,35 1-35 2,3 87-39 2,457-458.
removal from Eskimo Point to, 68-69, 458-46 1.
quarters, description and cuts, 354,394-395.
CapeBeechey,report on establishment of Depot B, 8, 1 15- I [8.
storehouse, 394, 4 64.
Cape Sheridan, 2[, 172.
reports of trips to, 127- 13 0 , 142- [43, 156- [57.
position, 44, 270.
Cape Stephens, 358.
orders and report on tidal observations, 44, 264- 5, , Cape Sumner, 4 1,146-147,191,249.
26
26g-2 70.
tidal observations, 257-258.
list of provisions at Depot B, 142.
Cape Surprise, 25.

Cape Benet, 2S, 204,2og.

Cape Brainard, 45, 289.
Cape Britannia, 24-25, 187,188 pl. i, 20 3.
cairn and record left, 202,232.
coast north from, description and sketch, 202-203.
Cape Bryant, Beaumont's cache, 27,211,212.
failure of tidal observations, 26.
ice foot, 27.
coast north from, 188.
cairn and record left, 198-[99,232.
list of stores cached, 232 •
Cape Campeniown, position, and abandonment of boats 61
379-380.
, ,
copy of record left in boats, 35 r,
Cape Christiansen, rocks and vegetation, tS9.
sketch and POSition, 207-208.
Cape Collinson, Nares' cache, 54-55,37 1-372.
Cape Constitution, 122.
Cape Defosse, 35, 238,239-240.

Cape Crncroft, reports on tidal observations and fOSSils. 270-

273·
Cape Frazer, 55.
Cape Frederick, 25, 122, 188.
Cape Fulfoni, cairn and record left, 224.
Cape HaWks, English cache,S, 57-58, 374,441.
Cape Hecla, 20, 175.

Cape Union, coast northward from, 168,
Cape Viele, 357-35 8.
Cape Washington, 26, 2°5, 208.
Cape Wijkander, 205, 209.
Carl Ritter Bay, depot, 6, 5 r.

~69, 170.

orders and reports on trips to, 35, 37, 38, 237-2 38,
239-242.
record left, 238, 240.
Cary Islands, Nares' cache, 4.
plan of retreat to, 67.
record left, log.
Chandler Fiord, 21,3 1 , 32•
report of launch trip up, 35, 236, pl.
Chief of Engineers, scientific instruments furnished by, 2.
Chief of Ordnance, arms and ammunition furnished by, 2.
Chipp Inlet, 187 pl. ii.
Cunstlansen, • ., s lmo.
L _'
•
F T E ki
See Frederik Thorlip Chris.
Hansen.
Christmas, [4,39,74,408-409,475.
Clay, H., employment and subsequent relief, 3,7.
recommendations for relief expedition, 4 62•
camp at Cape Sabine named for, 462•
Clothing, furnished by Quartennaster-General, 2, 98.
purchased at Upernivik and Proven, 3.
list for North Greenland exploration, 230.
report of commanding officer on, 335, 340.
lauds, instructions for observations, 102.
H
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Coal, traces and seams found,

10, 12,

3 1 , 49,5 1 ,

122, 12 5,

181,233·

amount on hand for retreat, 5I, 58.
report on Watercourse Bay, 1 1 I.
Coast and Geodetic Survey, scientific instruments furnished
by, 2.
pendulum, tidal, and magnetic observations reduced

Dogs, abandonee} at Fort Conger, 49·
Dragon Point, English cairn and record, 226.
Drift Point, 212- 213,222,252.
Drift-woodv o, 10, II, 33, 55, 124, 12&-129, 189, 195, 235,
52 5, 528•
instructions for observations, 104·
list of collections, 3 13-314.
list, description, and cuts of specimens, 534-535·

by, 14- 15,44,5°.
instructions for magnetic observations, 1°5-106.
Cobb River, 34·
Cocked Hat Island, attempt to reach, 61-64, 380-383.
Commissary-General, stores furnished by, 2,9 8,108- 109,
Conical Hill, search for pemmican left by Markham, 173·
Conger, 0: D., station named in honor of, 7·
Conger Inlet, 207, 208.
.
Conger Mountains, 32 •
Connell, Sergeant, I I, 18, 22, 23, 29, 47, 54, 60.
reduction, 387, 457.
Constant weights, 24,4 1, 186, 193, 199, 254, 3 17,
Conybeare, Lieutenant, search for depot left in Sun Bay by, 9·
Conybeare Bay, 21.
Cooking at Cape Sabine, 71-7 2 •
Cross, Private, 15, 19,34,49·
intoxication, and relief from duty,

5I-5 2 , 369, 38 8 , 454,

458..

death and burial, 75,4 16,454,45 8,480.
Crozier Island, 20.
Crustacea, list of collections, 309·
Currents, southeast, off Cape Dudley Digges, 4·
observations to be made, 104·
report on Cape Beechey, II8.
Daly Peninsula, 35,239·
Deaths, list, with date and cause, 338,36 5.
report of commanding officer on cause, 34 8•
Decoration day, observance, 23, 46.
De Long Fiord, 2 0 5.
Depot Crossing Bay, English record, 225·
Depot Point, search for English cache, 235·
Devil's Head, 124, 125.
Diaries, order to Dr. Pavy, refusal to comply, arrest and charges,
48-49,319,321-322.
instructions relative to, 101.
copy of Lieutenant Lockwood's, 360- 44° '
copy of Sergeant Brainard's, 44 1 - 529.
extract from Private Schneider's, with letters on finding,

52 9-534-

•

Dip-circle, error in forwarding, 3°·
Discovery, records from, 6, III, 149- 155.353.
articles abandoned, 9, I 19·
decoration of head-stones of dead, 23·
cache near Brevoort Island, 353·
Discovery Harbor, location of station, 6.
Distant Cape, 118,127,129,138,203,
Dobbin Bay, 57.
Dog food, amount consumed on Greenland trip, 254·
Dogs, purchased at Godhavn and Ritenbenk, 3·
loss from contagion with those purchased at Upernivik, 4·
puppy team, 19·
harness eaten by, 4 1,17°,246 .
speed, with light and loaded sledges, 4 2 •

,.4

I

Earth currents, instructions for observations, 1°4·
Edward, Jens, Eskimo. See Jens Edward.
Eggs, list of specimens, 316-317.
Eggs of knot, description, 47·
Elberg, Mr., diseased dogs purchased from, 4·
Electricity, atmospheric, observations to be made, 1°4·
Elison, Corporal, 15,22,28,30,41,46,71,77,78.
report of trip to Carl Ritter Bay, 35,237-2 38.
value of services, 47,9 2 •
rescue and subsequent illness, 72-7 6 , 355-35 6 , 396-397,
4 65-467.
death, 92 , 338.
Elison Island, 187 pl. i, 203·
Ella Bay, 45, 235,274-275,27 8, 280-2 8 1 .
Ellis, Private, 17,3°,47.
death, 88, 518.
Emory, Lieutenant, 9 10
Envall, Dr., cited on use of liquors in Arctic regions, 349·
Eric, record found at Littleton Island,S·
Eskimo Point, stay at, during retreat, 65-68, 386-3 88, 454-

458.
6,
Eskimo relics, 28-29, 31, 33, 34, 47, 55, 65, 235, 23 240,
499,5 00,5° 1,5 25.
list of collections, 311 - 312 •
list and description of photographs, 535-53 6, pl. i-vi.
Eskimos, character and treatment, 14·
value in extended sledge journeys, 168.
Evaporation, instructions for observations, 104·
Exercise, 3 2 7, 335, 344, 346.
"Farthest North," 25- 26•
description. sketch, and determination of position, 187pl.
ii,2°7-20 8 •
copy of record left, 232 •
Fire, in officers' quarters at Fort Conger, 39·
Fires, allowed to die down during night, 43·
Fishes list of collections, 308.
Floeb:rg Beach, visit to English cairn and deposit of record,
21,172- 1 73'

Foehn, 39·
Fog, delay caused by, 4,5 1,53,54, .
6•
Food, weekly allowance for second wtnter, 3
amount on hand for return trip, 5I. 58, 59·
amount on hand on reaching Sabine Island, 65·
arrangements for division, 7 1, 84·
thefts of, 92-93.
list of subsistence stores taken, with remarks,
report of commanding officer on, 342-349.
6.
bill of fare November 8-15, 1883,39

See, also, Ration.
23,
Fort Conger, abandonment, 49,50-5 1 , 32 2-3
22•
copy of order for abandonment, 3

108-109·

3~369·
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Fort Conger, list of stores left, 3 2 3, 440.
Fossils, 35,45,47,290.
report on Cape Cracraft, 272-273.
report on Greely Fiord, 296.
list of collections, 314-315.
Faxes, wintering in Grinnell Land, 42.
Frankfie1d Bay, coast north from, 198.
Frederick, Private, IS, 22, 28, 29,46, 52, 56, 76, 77, 79.
value of services, 71-72,83.
report on trip to Cape Isabella and rescue of Elison,

72,354-35 6.
promotion and transfer to Signal Corps, 83,89, 489-

490·
report of trip to Baird Inlet, 83, 358-36I.
recommendation of appointment on retired list, 93.
Frederik Thorlip Christiansen, Eskimo, 3. 10. 14, 18, 20,29.40,

48,53,65,68.69,7 2,79-80.

illness, death, and statement of services, 81, 82, 83,

437,5°2.
Game, near Fort Conger, 34.
west of Grinnell Land Divide, 278.
Gap Valley, 188,213,221,250 •
tidal observations, 257.
Garden, failure, 23.
Gardiner, Sergeant, 10, 13,35,47.
report on trip to Cape Murchison and routes in St.
Patrick Bay, 9, 119.
orders and report on tidal and ice observations at Cape
Baird, 44, 265,268.
report on fossils collected at Cape Cracraft, 44-45, 272-

273·
death and statement of services, 9 1 , 526,533".
Gardiner Bay, 209.
Garfield Mountains, 22.3 2,275.
Garlington, Lieutenant, 58,457-458,475,493.
record and cache left at Cape Sabine, 66,68, 69.
copy of record left at Brevoort Island, 351-352.
Geographical work, summary, 5°,43 8.
instructions, 99.
Glacier, description and cut, 278pl, i-iii, 281-282,
Godhavn, purChaseof dogs and stores at, 2-3.
Gorge Creek, 21 3.
Greely, Lieutenant, commanding officer. report. 1-93.
trip to Sun Bay, 9.
attempted trip to United States Mountains, 10.
exploration of interior of Grinnell Land, 19,21-22, 29,

31- 34.

illness, 86,506-5 10, 513.
order assigning to command, 97,99.
report on hygiene of expedition, 339-349.
extract from journal showing discoveries in Hayes
Sound, 357-358.
certificate to Dr. Pavy, and letter to Chief Signal Officer on same, 36 2-363.
report to Secretary of War on execution of Private
Henry, 363-364.
letter to Chief Signal Officer, transmitting diary of Pri.
vate Schneider, 529-53° .
Greely Fiord, 45,277 pl. iii-iv, 28g-290, 2g6.
Green, Dr., skill and attention, 91.

Greenland coast, orders and reports on preliminary trips in

1882, 15,17, 142-143,144-148,156-162.
orders and reports on exploration in 1882,18, 22, 2328, 182-232 pl. i-ii, map.
orders and report on preliminary trip in 1883." 40,41,

243-245·
orders and report on exploration in 1883, 4 1 , 43, 247,
249-255 ch,
plans for retreat to, 60, 63, 77, 78,J56-357.382,4224 23.
vegetation, 189.
list of distances traveled, 23°,254.
report on tidal and meteorological observations, 255- 259.
Grimm, Corporal, desertion, 2.
Grinnell Land, exploration of interior, 19,21-22,29,3 1-34.5°. •
orders, report, and journal of trip across, 43, 45, 48, 2742g6 pI. i-iv, 317-319.
argument for sea west of, 126.
table of distances and altitudes across, 294-295.
Grinnell Land Divide, 35, 276-277, 287-288, 291, 293, 3 17-

3 18.
HalI, Captain, visit to grave, i6, 145, 260,262.
Hall Basin, condition of ice in summer of 1882,34.
Hand, J., visit to grave, 16, 145,260-262.
Hand Bay, 212.223.
Harley's Spit, 172,173.
Hawkins, Major. supervision of commissary stores, 2.
Hayes Sound, So, 357-35 8.
Hazen Coast, 23- 28.
Health, monthly report of commanding officer, 8, II, 12, 13,14,

15, 16, 23, 3°,34,38,39,40,42,43,46,48,49,59,
74,76,82.
order restricting use of beds, 37.
hygiene at Fort Conger, 16.
, e I
letter of Dr. Pavy on early spring field-work, with r p y,
40-41, 242-243.
first signs of weakness, 75.
medical report on trip to Thank God Harbor, 264.
medical reports of Dr. Pavy, 324-334.
medical report of Steward Biederbick, 334-339.
report of commanding officer on hygiene, 339-349.
Henrietta Nesmith Glacier, 22,3 2 •
8
Henry, Private, thefts of food, 72 • 81- 82, 86, 9° , 434, 497, 49 ,

510,513,524,531.
insubordination, 76.
execution, go, 9 2-93, 363-365, 523-5 2 4.
1 t
. officer on execution,
.
report of commanding
wi'th et er
from Secretary of War, 36 3- 364.
Hillock Depot, English cache, 29, 180.
Hoar frost, instructions for observations, 103.
Hooker, J. D., cited on vegetation of Grinnell Land, 126.
Howgate, Captain, pemmican furnished by, 3.
Humidity observations, instructions, 102.
Hunt Fiord, 26, 208.
Hygiene, report of commanding officer, 339-349.
See, also, Health.
Ice, Greenland coast to Fort Conger, 1881,2,5,6.
6
thickness at end of month, 8, II, 12, 13, 14, IS, I ,23,

30,31,38,39,40,42,48,74,
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Kislingbury, Lieutenant, report of trip to Life Boat Cove, 5,

Ice, time of opening, 29,3°, 3 1 .
H 1.11 Basin and Kennedy Channel, summer of 1882,

110.

relief and subsequent connection with expedition, 7·
collection of lichens, 49·
advice for retreat from Victoria Head, 60, 377·
insubordination, 60, 377, 38 7.
letter recommending division of party, 78, 356-357,

34-35,3 6,38.

Kane Basin, August, 1883, 58 .
Smith Sound, 1884, 78, 79- 80 , 87, 486-488.
report on paleocrystic, 44, 163, 168- 269,
stratification of floebergs, 44, 268.
mer de glace in interior of Grinnell Land, 45, 276, 277-

427.
ordered to duty, 83,5°3.
recommendation of increase of ration, 84, 85, 361.
request for certificate, and discussion resulting, 87·
illness and death, 89, 512 , 51 4, 52 2 •
letters, statement, and orders in connection with relief,

278 pl. ii, 281-282.
difficulty of crossing after new ice forms, 54, 66-67·
instructions for observations, 104·
character of Polar Ocean, 173-[74,174-[77·
character of North Greenland coast, [88- 189.

112-114·

Icebergs, 240, 278.
Ice-boat, left at Thank God Harbor by Lieutenant Beaumont,
4 2, 43.
Insects, list of collections, 308.
Instructions, general conduct of the expedition, 99- 100 •
scientific observations, [00- 107.
Instruments, scientific, furnished by Chief of Engineers and
Coast and Geodetic Survey, 2.
International polar conference, instructions for observations,
instruments and time, 101-104·
International polar stations, origin and number, I.
Israel, Sergeant, 14,36,61,88.
report on trip into the Bellows, 23, 181-[82.
illness, death, and character, 88,89,5 16-5 21 .
orders and report on astronomical observations at Cape

Baird, 266-267·
uIssue.day;' 71.
0

Jeannette, search for traces, 8, 10, 1 I, 17,20, 120,122,13 ,

166, 167,183,
loss learned by expedition, 390·
Jens Edward, Eskimo, 3,15,17,18- 19,39,76-77.
disappearance and rescue, 13·
drowning, 86, 5I I.
Jewell, Sergeant, 20, 22, 28, 54,55,56,57.
63- 165,
reports on trips to Lincoln Bay, 17-18, 4 1 , 1
246-2 47.
report on tidal and meteorological observations in North
Greenland, 43, 255-259.
orders and report on tidal observations at Cape Beechey,

44, 264-265.
report on paleocrystic ice, 44,268- 269,
report on tidal observations at Cape Beechey, 44, 26g27°·
death and statement of services, 83, 5°S·
meteorological report on trip to Cape Beechey, 117118.
report on trip from Cape Beechey to' Greenland coast,
231.
Jewell Inlet, 205·
Joiner Bay, 55·
July 4, celebration, 3°·
Kane Basin, retreat beset by ice in, sg-65, 372-385,442-45 I.
plans and advice for retreat from, 63, 383, 439, 45°·
Kennedy Channel, condition of ice in summers of 1882 and

1883,34,35,38,48.
Kislingbury, Lieutenant, 1,52, 55,62, 7 1 , 81,86.

Kis1ingbury Valley, 52.
Knot, description of egg, 47·
Lady Franklin Bay, order for location of station, 97.
Lake Appleby, 3 I.
Lake Hazen, description, 22, 3 1 , 32 , 33·
route to, 29, 36, 233- 234.
vegetation, 33·
Lake Heintzelman, 28.
Lake Rogers, 31.
Lectures, 16,37,73,335·
Lichens, collection abandoned, 49·
value as food, go, 348, 523, 528, 533·
Life Boat Cove, report of trip to, 5, 110.
Lime-juice, issue, II, 16,3 24-334, 344·
Lincoln Bay, orders and reports on trips to, 9- 10, 17- 18,120123, 163-165, 167- 17°,246-2 47.
report on trip to Fort Conger from, 178- 179.
Linn, Sergeant, 8, 17,22, 28, 3 1 , 33. 72-73.
report on moving depot to Cape Murchison, 9, 119120.

report on trip into Black Rock Vale, 29, 233·
reduction and subsequentreappointment, 36, 451·
death and statement of services, 82, 83,431, 5°2, 5°3·
Little Bay, cairn built, 2°5·
Littleton Island, 4·
reply to criticism relative to withdrawal to, 58-59·
attempted trip to, 76-77, 483-4 87.

6.

,
plan for reaching, 78, 356-357, 374-37
2
Lockwood, Lieutenant, 1,4,5,8, 39,62,63, 64, 7 - 73report on Water Course Bay, 6, 111.
report on 51. Patrick Bay, 7-8,114-11 5.
report on trip to the Bellows, 10, 124-12 5.
2 12
report on sledge joumey to Cape Beechey, II, 1 7- 9report on St. Patrick Valley, 12, 133- 1 34.
orders and report on attempted crossing of Robeson
Channel, 12- 1 3, 134- 138•
orders and report on preliminary trip to Cape Beechey,

IS, 142- 143.
orders and report on trip to Thank God Harbor, 16-17,

144-14 8.

.

nd sledge J'oumal on exploration of north coast
or ders a
I . "
of Greenland, 18,2'1., 23- 28, 182-215 P .1-11, map.
value of geographical work, 27- 28.
trip up Archer Fiord, 29·
.
2
port of launch trip up Archer FIord, 35, 234- 35.
6•
::port of launch trip up Chandler Fiord, 35, 23

INDEX.
Lockwood, Lieutenant, orders and report on preliminary trip
on North Greenland coast in 1883,40,41,243-245.
orders and report on exploration of Greenland in 1883,
41,43,247,249-255, ch.
orders and report on crossing of Grinnell Land, 43, 45,
274- 291.
orders to relieve Dr. Pavy as naturalist, 46, 298.
letter, report, and inventory of natural history collections, 47,298-3 17.
trip into the interior of Grinnell Land, 48, 3 17- 3 19.
advice for retreat from Victoria Head, 60, 377.
illness and death, 7S, 76, 82, 83, 417-418, 481-482,

5°3.504.
character, 82.
journal from August 3, 1883,92, j66-440 •
orders to receive medical stores from Dr. Pavy, 3 19.
list of articles left at Fort Conger, 440.
Lockwood Island, description, 25-26, z06-208.
cairn and record, 26, 207- 208.
nature of interior, 188.
sketch of II Farthest" and next point beyond, 207, 208.
copy of record left, 232.
Long, Private, 16, 29, 30, 35, 40, 46, 49, 6g, 79, 82, 83, 86.
report on trip into Archer Fiord, 23, 179- 180.
value of services, 71-72, 83.
trip to Alexandra Harbor for game, 79-80, 430-43 1.
assignment to Signal Service, 89.
trip into Hayes Sound, 357-358.
Longitude, special instructions on determination, 103.
Low Point, 204- 20 5.
Magnetic apparatus, list. 107.
Magnetic declination at Cape Camperdown, 61.
Magnetic observations, 1 I, 30.
instructions, 39, 100, 101, 102-103, 104, 105-106.
transmitted to Coast Survey t 50.
Magnetic storm, 38.
Magnetometer, breakage, 39.
Mammalia, list of collections, 308.
\Maps, instructions for, 101.
list, 536.
Markham, A. H., search for pemmican left at Conical Hill
by, 173.
Markham Island, 203.
Mary Murray Island, 25, 26, 187 pi. ii, 205-206.
record left, 208,232.
Mascart Inlet, 204, 2og.
Medical reports of the expedition, 324-349.
&~, also, Health.
Medical stores, furnished by Surgeon-General

8

,2,9 .
order transferring from Dr. Pavy to Lieutenant lock-

Wood, 3 19.

. .character and quality of outfit, 323, 330, 339-34 •
0
Medlclne,.allowance at Cape Sabine, 70.
Medusa, list of collections, 310.
Melville, Chief Engineer. gl.
Melville Bay,. remarkably favorable tla..ltC:!lIt1'
Merry, L'leutenant. inspection of Protnu
r-~~~
I

Meteorological apparatus, list, 107.
Meteorological forms, list, 107.

,.

Meteorological observations, summary for month, at Fort Conger, 8, II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 23, 30,34,
35, 3 6, 37, 3 8, 39, 40, 4 2,44,46,48, 50, 71, 74,

75,7 6, 78.
instructions, 39, 100-102, 103-104.
trips in Grinneii Land, 119-120, 125, 130, 134, 138,
14 1 , 164- 165, 181-182, 233, 234, 247,279-294.
Greenland coast, 148, 162,187,228-229,255,258-259.
trip over Polar Ocean, 166- 1 77.
results for 1881-'83, at Fort Conger. 350.
Eskimo Point and Cape Sabine, 390-437, 457-5 29.
Meteors, blue, 38.
instructions for observations, 104 .
Mineralogy, list of specimens, 3 14-315.
Molloy, Consul, assistance rendered by, 2.
Mollusca, list of collections, 309.
Moonlight, determination of intensity, 38.
Morley, E., instructions for air samples furnished by, 13.
Mount Arthur, ascent, elevation, and position, 32, 33-34.
Mount Arthur Eugene, 3 I9.
Mount Augur, 32 •
Mount Beaufort, 8, 12, 122.
ascent, elevation, position, and deposit of record, 116,
118.
Mount Biederbick, 3 2 •
Mount Campbell, exposure ofself-registering instruments on, 12.
Mount Carey, 80,358.
Mount Cartmel, 114, 120.
Mount Easy, ascent, 284.
Mount Gardiner, 205.
Mount Linn, record and cairn left, 32 •
Mount Neville, 32, 126.
Mount Parry, cache, 140, 14 1 •
Musk-calves, captured and tamed, 29, 37.
Mnsk-meat, value as food, 243.
MUSk-ox Valley, 275-276, 277, 284-286, 29 2 •

Nares' expedition, cache at Cary Island, 4.
cairn at Littleton Island, 5.
record and cache at Washington Irving Island,S, 57-58.
articles abandoned, 23, 30, 260.
decoration of graves of dead, 4 6•
cache at Cape Collinson, 54-55, 37 1-372 •
cache at Cape Sabine, 66.
cache at Cape Isabella, 68, 69, 70-71, 72, 354.
Iist of stores left at Lincoln Bay, 122, 123.
copy of records left on Greenland coast, 225-2 2 8•
visit to graves of, at Thank God Harbor, 260.
record on Brevoort Island, 353.
Natural history, orders relative to, 45-46, 297.
formation and packing of collection, 47.
instructions for observations and collections, 99, [04 •
report and inventory of collections, 300-3 17.

Neptune, copy of records left at Brevoort Island, 35 2-354.
cache at Cape Sabine, 387-392, 457-45 8•
Newman Bay, 145. 146, 188,249-:25 0•
Newspaper "Arctic Moon," 13,335.
Nordenskiold Inlet, :2og.
North Cape, 188.
North VaHey, 3[8.
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Occultation,8 Piscium, 37·
Ockerson,J. A., letters transmitting diary of Private Schneider,
. . and account of finding, 52 9-53° .
Orgamzahon of expedition, I.
'Vat Department orders, 97-99·
list of officers and men, 98-99·
instructions from the Signal Office, 98- 1°7. •
Osborn, Admiral S., cited on crossing young ice, 67·
Parhelia, cut, 210.
Paul, C. W., visit to grave, 16, 260, 262.
Pavy, Dr., reported at Godhavn, 1,3·
collection of supplies at Ritenbenk, 3·
proposal to leave expedition, 7·
orders and reports on trips towards Cape Joseph Henry,
8,9-10, II, 130-133, 14 1- 14 2.
orders and report on trip to Lincoln Bay, 9- 10, 1 20- 1 23.
orders and report on trip down Archer Fiord, 10, 126-

127·

orders and report on trip to Wrangel Bay, 13,139- 14 2 •
orders and report on trip northward over Polar Ocean
'
17, 18-19,20-21, 165- 178 •
orders and report on trip to Greenland coast, 17, 156158.
visit to Polaris boat camp and Thank God Harbor, 2223·
renewed contract, 34·
trip to Carl Ritter Bay, 35,37,38,237.
letter on early spring field-work, with reply, 40-4 [,24 2 243·
general health reports ordered, 4 2 •
orders and medical report on trip to Thank God Harbor, 42,43,248, 2 64.
orders relative to natural history data and botanical
specimens, 45-46, 297·
search for fossils at Cape Baird, 46.
relieved as naturalist, 46, 298.
refusal to renew contract, and orders to turn over prop-

..

erty, 48, 319-32 1 .
refusal to tum over diary, arrest and charges, 48-49,

32 1-322 .
advice for retreat from Victoria Head, 60, 377·
recommendation of increase of ration, 70, 84-85. 86,
361-362•
theft of food and medicine, 74, 83, 84, 85, 87, 89-90,
363,411,499, 531.
recommendation or issue of alcohol, 85·
insubordination, 86, 381, 387, 51 4, 52 1.
certificates to, with letters from commanding officer to
Chief Signal Officer, 87,362-363,518.
illness and death, go, 52 3, 52 4, 525.
character and services, go, 514, 519.
instructions for ~ontract with, 99·
failure to report promptly, 140, 166, 178.
list of natural history specimens, 299-300•
request for detail of Steward Biederbick, with reply, 320.
.
medical reports, 3 24-334.
Pavy River, 35, 237·
Payer Harbor, English cache, 390, 39 1,464.
Peirce, C., pendulum instructions furnished by, 15·
Pemmican, obtained at Godhavn, 3·

Pemmican, value as food, 345·
Pendulum, arrangement for return trip, 50, 61Pendulum apparatus, memorandum, 107.
Pendulum observations, 14- 1 5, 104·
Petersen, N. C., tomb, 172.
Petrifactions, 271, 296.
list of specimens, 3[4-3 [5·
Photographs, list, 535·
Plants, time of flowering, 29,47·
report of Dr. Pavy, and lists of specimens, 45-4 6, 297,
299-3 00, 3° 2-304.
Pocket Bay, 2 0 5.
Point of Rocks, 128.
Polar Ocean, orders and report on trip over, 17,18- 19, 20-21,
165- 1 78•
Polaris, report on winter quarters at Life Boat Cove, 5, 145·
records, observatory, and stores at Thank God Harbor

I~

,

Polaris boat camp, 146,188, [91.
cairn and record, 214, 217-218.
list of stores cached, 232 •
record left, 232 •
list of supplies taken from English caches, 254·
Frecipitation, instructions for observations, [02.
Pressure, lowest recorded at station, 4°·
fluctuations, 42 •
instructions for observations, 101-102.
Princess Marie Bay, 358.
Promontory point, location, 145·
Proteus, inspection and contract, 1,98.

delay for repairs, 5·
discharge and departure from Fort Conger, 7·
caches left by, and loss on relief expedition, 351-35 2 ,
387-392,457-45 8,4 60.
Pyramid Mountain, 282.
Quartermaster General, clothing and camp equipage furnished

by, 2, 98.
Quarters, Fort Conger, 7,335,340-342 •
Eskimo Point, 65,393,455-45 6.
Cape Sabine, 69, 74, 337, 345-34 6, 354 (cut), 393,
394-395 (cut), 460.
6
report of commanding officeron, 340-34 2,345-34 .
Radiation, solar, observationsto be made, 1°4·
Radmore Harbor, 53·
Rae, Dr., cited on crosliing young ice, 67·
Ralston, Sergeant, 22, 28, 84, 5°7.
death and value of services, 88,5[9'
meteorological report on sledge journey to Greenland
coast, 162.
Ration, Cape Sabine, 65, 69, 70,7 1 , 75, 76, 77,79,81,84,
337_338,346,347,361-362,463,
2
sledging, [35, 183-[84, 199, 243- 244, 255, 295, 3 5,
345·
Fort Conger, 343·
Eskimo point, 391.392 •
Rawlings Bay, 53,370-37[,
Record point, Archer's record, 235·
record left, 235, 283,
Records, preparation of scientific, 36•

I

INDEX.
Records, arrangement for return trip, So.
orders for deposit, 99.
expedition, copies, 110-111, 232, 350, 351.
English, copies, 149-155,225-228.
relief expedition, copies, 351-354.
Records left hy expedition, location:
Cape Baird, 5Id50.
Cape Britannia, 202,232.
Cape Bryant, 198-199,232.
Cape Camperdown, with boats near, 61,62,351.
Cape Fulford , 224.
Cape Hoffmeyer, 209.
Cape Isabella, 438.
Cape Mohn, 209.
Carl Ritter Bay, 238, 240.
Cary Islands, IOC).
Floeberg Beach, 173.
Greely Fiord, 290-319.
Lockwood Island, 26,207,208,232.
Mary Murray Island, 208,232 •
Mount Beaufort, 116, 118.
Mount Linn, 32.
Po/at'll boat camp, 214,217-218.
Record Point, 235,283.
St. Patrick Bay, 120.
Stanton Gorge, 197.
Thank God Harbor, 262.
View Point, 177.
Washington Irving Island,s, 57, 1I00UI,441.
Red Bluff, 236.
Reef Island. Engli!;h cairn and record, 226.
Refraction, observations to be made, 104.
Reindeer. must northerly point. 53.
Reindeer horns, found on Lake Hazen, 31 .
Relief expeditions, 34,5 8.
caches at Cape Sabine, 66, 68, 69, 351-352, 387-392,
457-458,460.
rescue by, 91.
instructions relative to, 100.
copy of records left at Brevoort Island, 35 1-354.
Repulse Harbor, visit to Beaumont's cairn, 27, 188, 213, 25° ,
25 2 •
copy of English records from, 226-228.
record left, 253.
Rescue, 91-92.
Results of expedition, 9 2'"""93.
Return, order for abandonment of Fort Conger, 5°,3 22 .
general conduct during, 9 2-93.
instructions for, 100.
Rice, Sergeant, 1,4, 5, 14, 17, 18- 19, 2J, 35, 54, 57, 59,62,
63, 64, 65, 78, 79, 80.
trip towards Cape Joseph Henry, illness and rescue, 8,
9,10.
report on sledge journey to Cape Beechey, II, 129.
trip to Thank God Harbor, orders, report, and sledge

jou~'42'43,248,2S9-263'

visit to English cache at Cape Isabella, 68,69, 70-71, 72.
attempt to reach Littleton Island, 76-77.
trip to Baird Inlet for English meat, 82,83.
death, 83,84,359-360.50 5-506.
cha.racter and services, 84.
report on sleeping bag and sledge, 134.

Rice, Sergeant, report on trip from Lincoln Bay to Fort Conger, 178-179.
Rice Strait, 80, 458.
Richardson, John, cited on crossing young ice, 66-67.
Richardson Bay, 54.
Ritenbenk, purchase of dogs and supplies at, 3.
Robeson Channel, 9-10, 12-13, 139, 141,246.
attempted crossing, 12-13, 15, 134~138. 142-143.
Ross, Captain J., cited on crossing young lce,,67.
Rosse Bay, 68,388,389.
Rum, issue, 59, 78, 344.
value in Arctic regions, 348-349.
Ryan, Private, relieved from expedition, 7.
Saint George Fiord, 224.
St. John's, assembling point of party, 1,98.
St. Patrick Bay, 7,9, 117, 118,119,121.
reports on exploration, 8,12,114-115,133-134.
record left on cliffs, 120.
Salor, Corporal, 9, 22, 28, 40, 65, 82.
death and services, 89,523.
Saxifrage, value as food, 88,347,517,518,519.
use as fuel, 513.
Schley, Captain, rescue by, 91.
Schley Land, So.
Schneider, Private, 2,19,21,41,47,64,71,72,78,85,88,509,520.
theft of food, 72,395,465,520.
death and services, 9 1, 528•
extract from diary, 53 1-534.
School, 13.
Scoresby Bay, 55.
Scurvy, 15,75,82,324-334,348,525,528,529.
.
. 0 fficer on causes and prevention,
report of commanding
349·
Seal blood, value as food, 443.
Seal skin, use as food, 89,90,348,520,524-525.
Sea-water, specimens to be preserved, 104.
Secretary of the Navy, steam-launch furnished by: I.
Secretary of War, letter approving execution of Private Henry,
364.
Shells, list of specimens, 314- 3 15.
Shift RUdder Bay, 13 1,138•
Shoe Island. See Mary Murray Island.
Shrimps, value as food, 434.
method of catching, 495-496, 503.
Signal apparatus, list, 107.
Signal of distress, erection, 59,60,9 1•
Signal Office, instructions to the expedition, 98-107.
Signaling, use, 135, 137.
Simmonds Bay, 277,293.
Sledges, I2, IS. 18-19, 192,193,198.
report on Hudson Bay, 134.
Sled~ng outfit, 295-296•
Sleeping-bag, suggestion of improvement, 134·
. ik
Smith, Kramp, assistance rendered at Godhavn and Upemlvl ,
2-3·
Smith Sound, retreat, 64-65.
navigable in November, 1884 , 6 7.
why impassable for boats in October, 66-67.
preparations for crossing in 1884, 77,78.
condition of ice in 1884, 87, 486, SIS, 517, 518, 520,
523,5 26 •
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Tidal observations, mack Horn Cliffs Repulse Harbor, and
C\PC Sumner, 43, 256- 2 58.
Cape Bcechey, orders and report, 44,264-265,269-27°.
Cape Baird, orders and report, 44. 265, 26H.
Cape Cracroft, orders and report, 44, 270- 2 71 •
transmitted to Coast Survey, 44·
instructions, 100, lOX.
North Greenland coast, 189, 255- 2 58 .
methods. 252-253,255,264, 268, 269, 27° .

Snow, peculiar phenomenon of, 2lJ.
Snow-crystals, instructions for observations, 103·
Snow-house, description, 136.
necessity for ventilation, 23 1•
Sound, experiments on velocity, 15,37·
Soundings, 27,201,21 1,27 0 , 27 1 •
instructions, 104·
Spirituous liquors, value in Arctic regions, 34 R- 349·
Stalknecht Island, 64·
Stanton Gorge, Beaumont cache, 24, 186,197,212.

Tide-gauge, erection at Fort Conger, 8.
self-registering, 38 .
Tides, heavy, 53,54,55·
Tobacco, use in Arctic region:;, 348.
Tring« ranutus, description of egg, 47·
Twin Glacier Valley, 358 .

record left, 197·
copy of record left by Beaumont, 225·
Star-fish, list of collections, 310.
Starr, Private, relieved from expedition, 7·
Stearn-launch, furnished by the Secretary of the Navy, I.
boiler replaced at St. John's, 2.
Stearine, eating forbidden, 77·
value as fuel, 450.
Stephenson Island, 25,188 pl. I, 200-201.
sketch of fiord, 202.

United States Mountains, 22, 12 , 275, 318-3 I9·
Upernivik, clothinr; obtained at, 3·
departure from, 4.
Very River, 31,33.
Very Valley, vegctatien and description, 33·

Stony Cape, 127.
Store house at Cape Sabine, 394-395,464.
Stores, furnished by Commissary-Gen~ral,2,9 8•
abandoned at Fort Conger, with list, 49,3 2 3.
list, on hand at Cape Sabine, 7°·
list of expedition, with remarks, 108- 109.
list, at Thank God Harbor, 147- 1 48•

Victoria Head, 5R, 60.
plan for retreat from, 60,377-378,444Victoria Inlet, 27, 187 pl.
View Point, 21, 17J, 177·
record left, 177·

Storm Cape, 25.
Storms, 14,42,46.
Sugar Loaf Mountain, height, 29·
Sun Thy, search for Conyheare's depot, 9·
Surgeon-General, field supplies and medical stores furnished

Walrus, seen off Distant Cape, 34·
War Department, orders assigning Lieutenant r:recly to command, and organizing expedition, 97-99·

Washington Irving Island, Narcs' record, 5·
record left, 5,57, J TO-III, 441.
Washington's birthday. celehration, 15,4°.
Water, samples from paleocrystic ice, 29·
Water Cou rse Bay, report on, 6, J J I, 138 .
Weyprccht, Lieutenant, internatillnal stations proposed by, I.
plan for magnetic observations, 103.

by, 2,98.
Tea, smoking forbidden, 75,42 0 , 478, 479,
Tea-leaves, eating forbidden, 76.
Temperature, winter of [880-'81, in Greenland, 2,3·
8,
remarkable means and extremes, 13, 16,3°,34-35,3

Weyprecht Inlet, 25,206,208.
\Vhale, hone found, 235·
\Vhisler, Private, 14. 18 , 22, 23, 34, 60.
theft of food, 86,5 13'
death, 88, 51 9.
WillI Fiord, 26,208.
Wind, instructions for ohservations, 102.
direction indicated by sastrugi, 22.
high velocity, 14,34,48.217-218.
.,
•
Winchester ohservatory of Vale Colle~e, special mstructinns
for standarf ] thermo mcl ers, 104- 10 5.
6
\Vrangel Bay, 9, [22, 167, 170 , 2 4 .
sledge journey to, II, 13 1- 133.
1
orflers and report on trip to, 13,138- 42.
1
cadle at, 140, [4 .

52 , 63.
period of extreme cold, 15·
earliest date of frozen mercury, 38•
instructions for observations, 101.
Temperature of surface sea-water, 12,37·
Terrace formations, 28 5, 286.
1 2
Thank God Harbor, orders and reports on trip to, 16- 7, 4 ,
43,144-148,248,259-263,264.
articles from English Arctic expedition, 23·
list of stores, 147- 148•
description of observatory, 14 8, 2 6 0 , 2 6 2 .
English records from, 14~ISS·
record left, 262.
Thanksgiving Day, 13,38, 74, 4° 1.
copy of order establishing, 24 2 •
Thefts of food, 9 2 - 93'
See, also, Henry; Pavy ; Schneider; ·Whisler. .
Thermometers, instructions for use, shelter, and testing,

Iantlms, drift-wood from, +
I

20 7.
Tidal observations, 11,3°, 37,44·
failure at Cape BryaRt, 26.
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~il11tir, 66, 67,69,35 2 , 458..
.1 left at Littleton Island
Young, Allen, return of Arctic mai

TO ,

T0 4- 105·

Tidal crack from Cape May to Lockwood Island, 27, 187,

I.

88
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by, 4-5·
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Zoology, list of colleetioD5, 299-300,3
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<JRINNELL LAND,
FROM DISCOVERIES MADE BY

IN(JLBI~''IELD,

KANE, HAYES, HALL, AND NARES.

The interior and weston} coast of Grinnell Land, north of the 80th parallel, and the western extension of Hayes Sound, are from the explorations of l.ieut. A. W. Greely, U. S. Army,
assisted by Lieut. James B. Lockwood and the officers and men of the Lady Franklin Bay
Expe(lition, 1881-1884.
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